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WELCOME
Dear Attendee,
The 2016 North American Particle Accelerator Conference (NAPAC16) will be held in the
heart of downtown Chicago at the Sheraton Grand Chicago. The conference covers the
entire spectrum of accelerator science and technology topics and will bring together
hundreds of experts in all fields of accelerator science and technology. Our industrial
partners, without whom today’s modern accelerator facilities could not have been built,
will present their latest offerings and capabilities. We are sincerely grateful for their
support of our field and of this conference. Many students from all over the world will
be in attendance. Students are the experts of tomorrow, and we know there will be many
opportunities over this week for the students, exhibitors, accelerator scientists, engineers,
and technicians to interact and develop networks and new ideas that will eventually
become the basis for accelerators of the future.
This conference is sponsored by IEEE and the American Physical Society.
We hope you enjoy the excellent program of talks and posters and also take the
opportunity to enjoy our beautiful city on the shores of Lake Michigan.
Sincerely,

Marion White, Conference Chair

Vladimir Shiltsev, Program Chair

Maria Power, Scientific Secretariat/Proceedings Editor

Argonne National Laboratory, Building 401/Room B4191
9700 S. Cass Ave., Lemont, IL 60439 U.S.A.
Phone: +1 630 252-6158 ♦ Fax: +1 630 252-7187
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THE BNL EBPM ELECTRONICS, HIGH PERFORMANCE FOR NEXT
GENERATION STORAGE RINGS*
K. Vetter#, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN, 37831, USA
J. Mead, B. Podobedov, Y. Tian, W. Cheng, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY, USA
A custom state-of-the-art RF BPM (EBPM) has been
developed and commissioned at the Brookhaven National
Laboratory (BNL) National Synchrotron Light Source II
(NSLS-II). A collaboration between Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory (LBNL) Advanced Light Source
(ALS) and BNL has proven to be a key element in the
success of the NSLS-II EBPM.
High stability coherent signal processing has allowed
for demonstrated 200nm RMS spatial resolution and true
turn-by-turn position measurement capability. Sub-micron
24 hr. stability has been demonstrated at NSLS-II by use
of 0.01°C RMS thermal regulation of the electronics
racks without the need of active pilot tone correction
[1, 2].
The intentional partitioning during the conceptual architecture development phase of the RF and digital processing into separate boards has enabled rapid independent development of the analog front end board (AFE) and
digital front end board (DFE). The partitioning of the
AFE and DFE has realized derivative instrumentation
platforms including the NSLS-II Cell Controller used for
Fast Orbit Feedback SVD computation and corrector
actuation, the NSLS-II photo-emission X-ray BPM. A
CVD diamond beamline BPM (DBPM) based on the
NSLS-II Xray BPM has been develop in conjunction with
Sydor Technologies via an SBIR arrangement that has
been implement on NSLS-II beamlines for local active
beamline stabilization [3]. An MOU with LBNL was
singed near the end of the NSLS-II EBPM development
in which complete transfer of technology was provided as
the basis of the LBNL ALS orbit upgrade.

INTRODUCTION
The development of the NSLS-II EBPM began in August of 2009. The development was primarily motivated
in order to achieve world class performance using stateof-the-art technology with the ability of local BNL experts to optimize and evolve the EBPM.
Although funds were provided to support a development laboratory and personal, the NSLS-II project baseline was based on commercial EBPM technology. The
criterion set to change the project baseline was to demonstrate to an expert external and internal review committee
EBPM performance on an operational machine that sufficiently demonstrated compliance of the NSLS-II EBPM
performance requirements, twelve months from the start
of the development project.
A collaboration with ALS staff was quickly established
___________________________________________

*Work supported by DOE contract No: DE-AC02-98CH10886
#
vetterkg@ornl.gov

in which prototype NSLS-II EBPM beam tests would be
conducted at ALS. The ALS machine was chosen as the
optimal test facility as the machine RF frequency was
close to NSLS-II and only required a change in the ADC
sampling reference VCXO. The collaboration with the
ALS staff quickly evolved into ALS staff making significant contributions to the physical design of the DFE
FPGA design, which were extremely critical at the time
do to the very aggressive proof-of-principal schedule that
had been set. The first EBPM beam test at ALS was conducted in June of 2010, ten months after the start of the
EBPM development.
Early tests were performed prior to the full development of the DFE and were structured to enable streaming
of raw ADC data to file via Matlab TCP/IP connection.
Capture of the raw ADC data in long data records (1Mpts
or greater) allowed for detailed time and frequency analysis of the real world impairments imparted by the AFE. It
was also possible to explore optimal processing algorithms with real-world impairments offline.
Rapid maturity of the EBPM AFE and DFE enabled detail studies at ALS demonstrating sub 200nm performance
of 500mA dual-cam shaft user beam that served as the
basis for the EBPM review committee to recommend
changing the project baseline to include the custom
NSLS-II EBPM.

EBPM DESIGN FOR SUB-MICRON
PERFORMANCE
The design of and an EBPM for 3rd generation light
sources and beyond is primarily composed of two aspects;
spatial resolution, and stability. The first can be decomposed into turn-by-turn (TbT) and stored beam resolution.
User operation is typically concerned with stored beam
resolution and stability, however, TbT measurements can
be very useful for optimizing machine performance particularly at low bunch charge [4]. Achieving true TbT
measurements is dependent on sufficient RF bandwidth to
allow for the bunch energy to sufficiently decay within a
single turn, and stringent coherent processing.
Stored beam spatial resolution is typically set as 10% of
the beam size, qualified by projected fill patterns for nominal storage ring operation, as an RMS value. For NSLSII early predictions assumed 80% fill of the storage ring.
Experiments at ALS with 500mA dual-cam shaft bunches
were a close representation of expected NSLS-II storage
ring performance, scaled by the ring circumference,
which closely compared with the NSLS-II booster.
Stability for synchrotrons is typically defined over time
scales of 8 to 24 hrs, and qualified by the Fast Orbit
Feedback (FOFB) bandwidth, often 2KHz for 3rd genera-
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tion light sources. The NSLS-II EBPM design objective
was to achieve 200nm RMS over an 8hr duration.

Spatial Resolution and Signal-to-Nosie Ratio
An estimate of the SNR required to achieve a given
spatial resolution can be approximated by [5]

=

2∙√2

∙

1

√

(1)

considering the aperture in (1) to be the horizontal dimension of the NSLS-II large aperture BPM pickup (Fig. 1) of
75mm, the corresponding SNR is 102dB.

25m

LA-BPM
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The mapping of the required SNR into the physical receiver architecture is illustrated in Fig. 2. Assuming a fullscale ADC voltage of 1vp (+10dBm, 50 ohms) provides a
reference for the SNR mapping. Subtracting the measured
ENOB SNR of 60dB sets the ADC Nyquist noise floor at
-50dBm. Next an examination of the receiver noise floor
is calculated to be -101dBm for a the specified 20MHz
RF bandwidth. An estimation of receiver noise figure of
5dB is derived from nominal cable length using LMR-400
coax, and loss incurred by input BPF. The receiver input
referred noise is then calculated to be -97dBm.
To achieve optimal performance as defined by maximizing resolution of low charge single bunch signals to
high intensity 500mA 80% stored beam requires mapping
of the receiver input referred thermal noise floor to the
ADC noise floor by application of appropriate RF gain,
and flexibility to attenuate high level signals to prevent
ADC saturation, achieving an approximate 90dB receiver
dynamic range, without consideration of processing gain.

Receiver Design to Achieve Required Spatial
Resolution
75m

Figure 1: NSLS-II Large Aperture BPM.
This is considered as the intrinsic resolution obtained
at the button assuming only Gaussian noise.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Mapping Required SNR into Receiver Dynamic
Range
Once an estimate of the required SNR is obtained, it is
necessary to being exploration of receiver architectures to
determine the optimal SNR mapping to the physical design. Consideration must be given to RF frequency being
processed, RF bandwidth, input noise level, and ADC
technology.
The NSLS-II EBPM design RF bandwidth is 20MHz
which has a single-bunch impulse response of approximately 300ns in duration. A sub-sampling architecture
was chosen that directly samples the 500MHz RF signal,
stretched to 300ns by the BPF. The LTC2208 16b
125Msps ADC was chosen that yielded 9.9 ENOBs or
approximately 60dB of instantaneous SNR [6]. It is necessary to achieve a minimum of 42dB of processing gain,
in the defined 2KHz FOFB bandwidth to meet the required 200nm RMS resolution.

The previous sections defined receiver characteristics
necessary to achieve the required 200nm in terms of SNR,
noise figure, gain and ADC performance. Choice of a subsampling receiver topology implies the technology limiting element will be the ADC. Since many ADC data
sheets do not include performance for sub-sampling it
was necessary to conduct a laboratory analysis. The results of analyzing seven candidate ADCs are shown in
Fig. 3. The LTC2208 was selected based on the composite
performance of metrics quantified, in particular 3rd order
distortion and DC level. The discrete numbers on the plot
indicate the measured ENOB for each ADC.

Figure 3: 500MHz ADC sub-sampling performance analysis.

Figure 2: Mapping of required SNR into EBPM receiver.

The gain was selected based on SNR defined in previous section in combination with losses of selected receiver components (Fig. 4). The linearity of the receiver design was set to achieve a P1dB of +19dBm and IP3 of
+43dBm at the ADC input. The receiver noise figure was
set to 5.3dB, primarily driven by the insertion loss of the
first SAW BPF. Each channel incorporated a programmable attenuator with a 31dB range and resolution of 1dB
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per step to accommodate the required 90dB of dynamic
range required to process low charge single bunch TbT
signals to high current multi-bunch signals.

Figure 4: NSLS-II EBPM receiver design.
A sub-miniature connector was incorporated onto the
AFE to enable S-parameter measurement of the receiver
chain. The full 2x2 S-parameter matrix for a receiver
channel from the input to the ADC input anti-aliasing
filter is shown below in Fig. 5.
The most critical aspect of the receiver is the ADC. It is
important to pay careful attention to the both the RF signal input, and the sampling clock. The differential drive to
the ADC was achieved using a microstip balun that is able
to achieve < 1° differential phase balance. Maintaining
precise phase balance at the ADC input is important to
minimize harmonic distortion induced by ADC.

Optimal Coherent Sampling Numerology
An optimal sampling numerology is then derived based
on a receiver topology incorporating precise phase coherence of the ADC sampling clock with respect to the master RF source. The 310th revolution harmonic
(117.35MHz) was selected as optimal since it provided
sampling numerology compliant with ADC performance,
and allowed to have the same PLL VCXO for both the
storage ring and booster. The tuning range of the VXCO
was defined as +-100ppm to accommodate the range of
the RF master oscillator required for operation and beam
experiments, as well as crystal aging of the VCXO estimated to be +-59ppm.
Periodic sampling produces harmonics of the sampling
frequency. Sub-sampling is realized by the difference
frequency created by the difference in the 499.68MHz RF
beam frequency and the 4th harmonic of the sampling
frequency. This frequency corresponds to the 80th harmonic of the revolution frequency or 30.28MHz. Subsampling translates the RF signal in the 9th Nyquist zone
of the ADC into 1st Nyquist zone.
Phase coherence coupled with a sampling numerology
that exhibits integer relationships between the sampling
frequency and RF frequency is considered as coherent
sampling. The integer relationship translates to an integer
number of samples per temporal cycle. Advantages of
coherent sampling in the frequency domain is realized by
the energy of the RF signal being total contained within a
single FFT bin.
The NSLS-II EBPM digital signal processing (DSP)
has been developed to exploit coherent frequency domain
signal processing. The DSP engine within the FPGA performs position computations based on TbT processing.
Standard DFT based processing for each turn is employed followed by block averaging. The DFT equation
based on NSLS-II EPBM numerology is given in (2). A
circulating bunch will generate a periodic beam spectrum
with frequency domain line spacing equal to the revolution frequency, dependent on the fill pattern. The periodic
lines can be considered redundant information so it is in
principal necessary to process only a single FFT harmonic
to derive an estimate of position. The TbT DFT processing equations are provided below (2-4).
ℎ

Figure 5: NSLS-II EBPM receiver S-parameters.
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=∑

(2)

where,
∙

The second aspect of importance is to maintain low
phase noise at the ADC sampling aperture. This is
achieved by incorporating a phased-lock loop (PLL) utilizing the AD9510. The storage ring 378KHz machine
clock (499.68MHz / 1320) is distributed to each EBPM
and serves as the reference to PLL. A balun was incorporated on a spare PLL output to enable measurement of
jitter at the ADC sampling aperture which has been quantified to be 700fs from 1Hz – 1MHz.

∙

∙
∙

∙

(3)
∙

ℎ

=∑

∙

=
∙

∙

∙

(4)

Equation (4) represents the DFT of the 80th revolution
harmonic based on accumulation of 310 samples (1 turn).
Subsequent block averaging this DFT coefficient 38-times
yields the FOFB 2KHz position estimate.
Single bin DFT coherent performance is shown below
in Fig. 6 for a sinewave test tone.
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stability for a 35hr duration with an ambient temperature
variation of 8°
variation.
The promising results realized from crude experimentations suggests that there is significant room for improvement. A detailed thermal analysis of the RF board enable
optimal placement of temperature sensors and TECs, and
number of independent control loops would be an interesting R&D activity. There is a significant body of literature on the use of TECs to provide precise thermal control, including TECs embedded in semiconductor lasers.

EBPM OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE
Resolution
Figure 6: Test tone DFT (1M samples).
A histogram of the test tone is shown in Fig. 7 where
the discrete structure is a result of coherent sampling,
sampling at exactly the same phase of the sinewave each
period of the sinewave.

Figure 7: Histogram of sinewave test-tone.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Design for Stability – Pilot Tone
The NSLS-II EBPM was initially developed to utilize
an in-band pilot tone to perform periodic calibration corrections. Laboratory long-term stability tests of 19
EBPMs demonstrated sub 200nm RMS stability with rack
thermal regulation of 0.01° RMS. The achievement of
long-term stability based solely on thermal stability provided the benefit of beam position measurement without
any spectral perturbations. Subsequent in-situ EPBM
noise measurements via combiner/splitter confirmed
200nm RMS EBPM stability. Current NSLS-II operations
does not employ active pilot tone correction. The pilot
tone generator and combiner is used to inject test tones
synthesized within the EBPM to perform end-to-end
system tests.

Design for Stability – Thermal Electric Regulation
In an attempt to mitigate rack temperature regulation
failure influence on EBPM stability, and use of EBPM
without precision controlled racks, an experiment was
conducted with a thermal electric cooler (TEC) feedback
regulation. An experimental setup was constructed utilizing a single TEC per 2-channels resulting in 400nm RMS

The benefit of coherent sampling frequency domain
DFT processing was further improved by adding multiple
revolution harmonics within the RF 20MHz passband.
Results were first reported by G. Portmann [7] for dualcam 500mA ALS user beam (Fig. 8).

Figure 8: Single Bunch TbT coherent DFT processing
gain. ALS dual-cam 500mA user beam.
Recent experiments on NSLS-II by B.Podobedov [4]
confirmed coherent TbT DFT processing gain initially
reported [3]. Single bunch resolution of about one micron
was achieved for ~1 nC/bunch. Multi-bunch 200nm resolution has been demonstrated for 10mA beam (Fig. 9) [2].

Figure 9: NSLS-II EBPM Resolution.

Orbit Stability
Stability measurements at NSLS-II with active FOFB
enabled have demonstrated integrated PSD in the horizontal plane of 800nm (1% of beam size), and 550nm in the
vertical plane (10% of beam size), with noise suppression
to 250Hz [8]. Measurements are shown in (Fig. 10,11).
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DERIVATIVE INSTRUMENTS

CONCLUSION
A custom EBPM developed at BNL has been successfully commissioned at NSLS-II. Coherent frequency
domain digital signal processing has enabled single bunch
resolution of 1um for 1nC/bunch. Precision phase coherence has enabled true turn-by-turn measurement capabilities without adjacent turn leakage of signal energy.
The generic architecture with dedicated signal processing board (DFE) and dedicated RF processing board
(AFE) has led to the realization of a suite of four derivative instruments have been developed and successfully
deployed.
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The intentional partitioning of the AFE and DFE has
led to a suite of derivative instruments including the
NSLS-II Cell Controller, Xray BPM based on electrometer AFE, a Diamond BPM also with electrometer based
AFE for measurement of photon beam position immediately in front of test sample with feedback servo for monochromater feedback stabilization [9], and LBNL EBPM.
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MEASUREMENT OF TUNE SHIFT WITH AMPLITUDE FROM BPM DATA
WITH A SINGLE KICKER PULSE*
Yoshiteru Hidaka†, Weixing Cheng, Boris Podobedov, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton,
NY 11973 USA
Abstract
Measurements of amplitude-dependent tune shift are
critical for understanding of nonlinear single particle
dynamics in storage rings. The conventional method involves scanning of the kicker amplitude while having a
short bunch train at the top of the kicker pulse. In this
paper we present a novel, alternative technique that uses a
long continuous bunch train, or a sequence of bunch
trains, that are spread along the ring, such that different
bunches experience different kick amplitudes with a single shot of a kicker pulse. With these beams, a curve of
tune shift with amplitude can be extracted from the recently added new NSLS-II BPM feature called gated turnby-turn (TbT) BPM data that can resolve bunches within
a turn, either alone or together with a bunch-by-bunch
BPM data. This technique is immune to pulse-to-pulse
jitters and long-term machine drift.

(kicker) pulse while acquiring a TbT data. Repeating this
while gradually increasing the kicker strength until the
beam is lost results in a TSwA curve. This multiple-shot
measurement setup is depicted in Fig. 1(a). This method
is prone to short-term shot-to-shot jitter as well as longterm machine drift due most likely to the limited stability
of the power supplies and RF system. This sometimes
makes the interpretation of the resulting TSwA curve
difficult even for a state-of-the-art facility like NSLS-II,
which is found to have tune jitter on the order of 10-4 that
may not be sufficient for high-precision nonlinear lattice
calibration. If we can obtain a TSwA curve with a single
shot, these issues can be eliminated completely.
Pinger (Kicker) Pulse
Electron
Bunch
Train
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INTRODUCTION
Third-generation light sources utilize strong focusing to
achieve an electron beam emittance as small as possible.
Stronger focusing leads to more negative natural chromaticity, which needs to be compensated by stronger chromatic sextupoles to have positive chromaticity. Nonlinearity in electron beam motion introduced by strong
chromatic sextupoles needs to be then controlled by
strong geometric sextupoles or other higher-order multipoles. Otherwise, dynamic aperture and momentum acceptance of the lattice may collapse, resulting in poor
injection efficiency and reduced Touschek lifetime.
Hence it is important to be able to characterize the
nonlinearity of a storage ring lattice. One such nonlinear
characterization metric is tune shift with amplitude
(TSwA) [1].
Experimental measurement of TSwA can be performed
with a single shot of a kicker pulse while obtaining turnby-turn (TbT) data from which amplitude and tune can be
extracted, if coherent damping is faster than decoherence,
for example at LEP [1]. This excludes the possibility of
measuring tune shift at very large amplitude, since large
amplitude inevitably leads to fast decoherence. In order to
measure tune shift for large amplitude, multiple shots of
TbT data with different kick amplitudes are conventionally required.

(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 1: Various setups for measurements of tune shift
with amplitude. (a) Conventional multiple-shot setup that
is prone to machine jitter and drift. New single-shot setups with trains of bunches (b) discretely placed and (c)
continuously placed in a storage ring.

NOVEL SINGLE-SHOT TECHNIQUE
Our single-shot method involves placing trains of
bunches either discretely or continuously spread out in the
ring as shown in Figs. 1(b) and (c). Due to NSLS-II pingers having half-sine pulses (FWHM of ~0.6 revolution
period), these bunches experience different kick strengths.
Then we save BPM ADC data from 180 regular RF BPMs

CONVENTIONAL APPROACH
A conventional method to measure a TSwA curve for
an electron storage ring is to place a short train of electron
bunches in a ring and to kick the beam with a fast pinger
___________________________________________

* Work supported by U.S. DOE under Contract DE-SC0012704.
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Figure 2: One turn ADC signal from a button of a BPM
when 8 trains of bunches are roughly equally spread out
in the ring. Shaded regions contain signals of bunch motion. Gating one of these sections and applying the standard TbT extraction process results in TbT position data
only for the selected train of bunches.
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synchronized with a pinger pulse. From the ADC data, we
can extract “gated TbT” data that can resolve bunches
within a turn, a unique new capability of NSLS-II RF
BPM that has been recently implemented [2-5]. Figure 2
shows a one-turn ADC signal obtained when 8 trains of
20 bunches were spread out roughly equally throughout
the ring. By gating out (i.e., applying a boxcar window
on) a section of ADC channels only where a bunch signal
exists, and applying the standard TbT position extraction
process, TbT position data only for the selected bunches
can be extracted. From these gated TbT data, both amplitude and tune can be extracted. Note that given the BPM
front-end filter bandwidth limitation, only ~8 trains of
bunches can be resolved without having overlapped ADC
signals by using this technique for NSLS-II.

EXPERIMENT: CONTINUOUS TRAIN
A continuous train of 1000 bunches (~2 mA) was injected into the ring, leaving 320 RF buckets empty as an
ion gap. The fill patterns before and after firing the vertical pinger are shown in Fig. 3. The bunches in the middle
were lost because they experienced kicks larger than the
dynamic aperture (DA). This demonstrates the capability
of a high-resolution single-shot 1-D DA measurement
with this setup. Figure 4 shows the extracted gated TbT
data for the bunches in the colored rectangles shown in
Fig. 3, clearly showing different oscillation amplitudes.
0.0030

rupting position estimates. This is evident from the fact
that the gated TbT data decohere faster if the gating window is widened.

Figure 4: Gated TbT position data for the bunches selected by colored rectangles shown in Fig. 3.
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Figure 3: Fill patterns of a continuous train of 1000
bunches before and after a vertical pinger kick, showing
loss of bunches that have experienced kicks beyond DA.
The TSwA curve derived from the single-shot gated
TbT data is shown as the smooth and continuous curve
(blue) in Fig. 5, together with the TSwA curve from the
conventional multi-shot method (black). (Note that this
black curve is fairly smooth due to having minimum
machine drift/jitter during this particular measurement,
but this is not the case in general.) The new and conventional curves agree well, but the single-shot curve shows
much larger error bars both in amplitude and tune (10-4
vs. 10-6). This is because signal leakage from adjacent
bunches that are kicked with different amplitudes is cor-
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Figure 6: Vertical TSwA curves from the new single-shot
method using gated TbT data for 8 trains (blue), the conventional multi-shot method (black), and tracking simulation using Tracy (magenta).
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Figure 5: Vertical TSwA curves from the new single-shot
method using gated TbT data for 1000-bunch train (blue)
and the conventional multi-shot method (black).
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EXPERIMENT: DISCRETE TRAINS

EXPERIMENT: ADDING BxB DIGITIZER

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

An alternative approach is to use the bunch-by-bunch
(BxB) feedback system digitizer, which provides accurate
TbT BxB positions for the (single) dedicated BPM used
by the system [7]. Data acquisition can be easily synchronized with the pinger kick. While the BxB feedback is
necessary during regular operations to suppress transverse
coupled bunch instabilities, this feedback was turned off
during the low-current measurements described here, and
its digitzer was used only as a diagnostic tool.
Figure 7 shows the curves of tune vs. bunch index extracted from BxB data for the case of a 1000-bunch continuous train. The curves are consistent with expectation.
On the other hand, oscillation amplitudes extracted from
the same data are harder to interpret, possibly due to a
very nonlinear BxB system BPM response for a largeamplitude beam offset. To overcome this, we combined
the tune data from the BxB data with the amplitude data
from the gated TbT data. The resulting combined TSwA
curve is shown in Fig. 8, along with the TSwA curve
from the gated TbT data alone. These curves agree well.
Note that there is a distortion around νx = 0.2, which indicates 5νx resonance. This resonance line was predicted by
a simulated frequency map as shown in Fig. 9. Given the
large number of amplitude sampling points, this technique
allows detection of a very thin resonance stopband that
would be easily missed by the conventional method.
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0.200
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0.1900

200
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Figure 7: Tune vs. bunch index from single-shot BxB data
for a continuous train.
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0.206
0.204
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νx

One way to reduce the error bars for the gated-TbTderived curve is to use discrete trains of bunches spread
out throughout the ring so that the signals from neighbour
bunches do not corrupt TbT data. The resulting curve
when using 8 trains (20 bunches in each train) roughly
equally spaced out in the ring is shown in Fig. 6. The
error bars in this case are significantly reduced to the
same level as those of the conventional method. Furthermore, both the single-shot and conventional vertical
TSwA curves are close to the TSwA curve expected from
the design model using Tracy [6].
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Figure 8: Horizontal TSwA curves from gated TbT alone
(blue) and combined with BxB data (256, 512 & 1024
turns used for tune estimate for black, green, magenta).
Distortion around νx = 0.2 is clear in BxB curves.

CONCLUSION
Single-shot measurements of tune shift with amplitude
(TSwA) have been demonstrated experimentally using
gated TbT (recently added capability of NSLS-II RF
BPMs) alone or combined with bunch-by-bunch (BxB)
data from a BxB feedback system. The single-shot
method eliminates the possibility of machine drift and
jitter corrupting tune shift measurements. Many more
potential applications other than TSwA curve measurements are possible with the setups and diagnostics discussed here. These include single-shot multi-amplitude
phase space plotting, simultaneous s-dependent linear and
nonlinear lattice characterization, and fast measurements
of fine-mesh 1D & 2D DA / TSwA & frequency maps.
Finally we greatly acknowledge help from Kiman Ha,
Joe Mead, and Om Singh (BNL), Kurt Vetter (ORNL),
and Dmitry Teytelman (Dimtel Inc.).

Figure 9: On-momentum frequency map of NSLS-II
lattice with 3 damping wigglers closed with random multipole and alignment errors, showing 5νx resonance (simulated using Tracy [6]).
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MICE OPERATION AND DEMONSTRATION OF
MUON IONIZATION COOLING∗
A. Liu† , Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, Batavia, USA
on behalf of the MICE collaboration
Abstract
The international Muon Ionization Cooling Experiment
(MICE) will demonstrate ionization cooling, the only technique that, given the short muon lifetime, can reduce the
phase-space volume occupied by a muon beam quickly
enough. MICE will demonstrate cooling in two steps. In the
first one, Step IV, MICE will study the multiple Coulomb
scattering in liquid hydrogen (LH2 ) and lithium hydride
(LiH). A focus coil module will provide focusing on the
absorber. The transverse emittance will be measured upstream and downstream of the absorber in two spectrometer
solenoids (SS). Magnetic fields generated by two match coils
in the SSs allow the beam to be matched into flat-field regions in which the tracking detectors are installed. This
paper will present preliminary results and present plans for
data taking of MICE Step IV, together with the design of the
MICE Cooling Demonstration Step (Step DEMO), which
requires addition of RF systems in the current setup.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
A stored muon beam is capable of producing a high intensity, precisely known, flavor-pure neutrino beam, and can
provide a source for a multi-TeV muon collider [1–3]. The
muon beam is generated from pion decay, where the pion
beam is produced by bombarding a target with a high-power
proton beam. Muons generated in this way occupy a large
phase space volume, which is hard to accept using traditional
accelerator components. In order to increase the acceptance,
the beam must be cooled before acceleration. Because of the
short lifetime of muons, traditional cooling methods do not
suffice. In ionization cooling, all components of the muon
momentum are reduced when the beam passes through an
absorber. The longitudinal momentum is then restored with
re-acceleration [4]. The dependence of the normalized transverse emittance of a muon beam passing through a medium
is given by:
* +
d n
1  n dE
1 β⊥ (0.014GeV) 2
≈− 2
+ 3
(1)
ds
2Eµ mµ X0
β Eµ ds
β
where  n is the normalized transverse emittance, β = v/c,
Eµ the energy in GeV, β⊥ the transverse Courant-Snyder
betatron function, mµ the muon mass in GeV/c2 , and X0
the radiation length of the material. MICE will be the first
experiment to demonstrate the reduction of the transverse
phase space volume of a muon beam at a momentum useful
for neutrino factory and muon collider applications.
∗

†

Work supported by Fermilab, Operated by Fermi Research Alliance,
LLC under Contract No. DE-AC02-07CH11359 with the United States
Department of Energy.
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Figure 1: The schematic drawing of the MICE Step IV beamline configuration. The red label marks the position of M1D,
which will stay powered off during Step IV due to a failure
in Sep. 2015.

Step IV of MICE will make detailed measurements of
multiple Coulomb scattering and energy loss of muons in
the absorber materials over a range of momenta from 140 to
240 MeV/c. The collaboration also seeks to measure transverse normalized emittance reduction in a number of lattice
configurations [5]. A schematic drawing of MICE Step IV
is shown in Figure 1. The phase space volume of the beam
is measured in the upstream and downstream spectrometer
solenoids (SSU and SSD) using scintillating-fiber (Scifi)
trackers. Time-of-flight (TOF) detectors upstream of SSU
and downstream of SSD are used for particle identification.
There are twelve coils in the channel. Three coils, E-C-E, in
each of the SSs provide constant fields within the trackers.
Two coils, M1 and M2, in each of the SSs provide matching
into the focus coil (FC) module, and two coils in the FC module provide beam focusing onto the absorber. MICE Step IV
will be operated in both flip and solenoid modes, where the
direction of longitudinal magnetic field, Bz , flips across the
absorber in flip mode and stays the same in solenoid mode.
In the next and final step of MICE, which is the demonstration of the ionization cooling, or Step DEMO, RF cavities
and two additional absorber modules will be introduced. In
this step, the unnormalized transverse emittance of the beam
will be reduced with RF re-acceleration. The goals of MICE
Step IV and Step DEMO are described in Table 1.

MICE STEP IV STATUS
MICE Step IV has completed its construction. Currently
all the detectors described above are in place and working.
MICE has developed its own comprehensive simulation software package, the MICE Analyses User Software (MAUS).
MAUS was organized and written to combine the simulation
requirements: to not only perform Monte Carlo (MC) simulations based on Geant4 core packages, but also to provide
online monitoring and offline reconstruction of experimental
data. MAUS has developed rapidly over the years and now is
in version 2.6.0. In parallel, a G4beamline [6] simulation en-
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Figure 2: The schematic drawing of the MICE Step DEMO beamline configuration.
Table 1: MICE Physics Program Goals for Step IV and Step DEMO (Fig. 2)

Step DEMO :

Material properties of LiH and LH2 that determine the ionization cooling performance
n reduction
Observation of the normalized transverse emittance  ⊥
Observation of transverse emittance  ⊥ reduction with re-acceleration
Observation of  ⊥ reduction and  k evolution
Observation of  ⊥ reduction and  k and angular momentum evolution

vironment with simplified MICE geometry was developed to
simulate the muon beam in solenoidal field. The preliminary
comparison of the two simulation tools showed good agreement. The comparison between the MC and measurement
is continuing.

cooling channel. A preliminary analysis showing the measured beam emittance and transverse phase space are shown
in Figure 3.

Both the upstream and downstream spectrometer
solenoids have been tested at currents required by the design
optics, However, the first downstream matching coil (M1D)
was damaged and will remain inoperable throughout Step
IV. The SSU magnet was tested and run at its full current
in 2015, which provides a longitudinal magnetic field of
Bz ≈4 T in TKU. In the summer of 2016, MICE successfully operated SSU, FC, and SSD together for the first time,
providing Bz ≈3 T in both TKU and TKD. MICE also did
a series of studies to find an optimized cooling channel optics without the M1D [7]. Using a Genetic Algorithm (GA)
optimization on the coil currents, the Step IV optics was
shown to be robust even without the M1D. The GA can also
work as a tool to optimize the optics based on the measured
input beam, and also to fit the data to a MC simulation. The
applications of algorithms like the GA are being investigated.
In 2015 and 2016, MICE has taken initial Step IV data
for tracker reconstruction validation and emittance measurement. Data were also taken for absorber material physics
studies, including for an empty absorber (air in the absorber
module), Xe and Lithium Hydride (LiH) absorbers. MICE is
taking data to validate the optics design step by step, which
includes untangling the effect of the upstream matching coils
by using data taken with and without them energized. The
preliminary qualitative comparison with the MC simulations
shows that the beam behaved as expected in the channel. Detailed quantitative studies are under way. Data taken with
SSU, FC and SSD on and an empty absorber is currently
being analyzed. During runs in 2017, material physics data
will be collected with a Liquid Hydrogen (LH2 ) absorber,
and data with LiH and LH2 absorbers will be taken for measuring the normalized transverse emittance change in the

Figure 3: Measured emittance of the muon beam at TKU (upper) versus Pz and phase space distribution at TKU (lower).
Multiple Coulomb Scattering (MCS), which increases
the beam emittance, plays a key role in the cooling equa-
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the assembly of the second unit is starting soon. Both units
are scheduled to arrive at RAL by end of December, 2016.

CONCLUSION

secondary absorber
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AFC
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5.85

primary absorber

secondary absorber

AFC

Figure 4: The comparison of θ scatter given by MICE Step
IV data and a Geant4 model with statistical errors only. The
systematic errors of the measurements are being studied.

5.7

MICE will demonstrate muon ionization cooling in two
steps, Step IV and Step DEMO. Step IV construction is complete, and all the components are working. MICE has taken
several sets of Step IV data, including emittance measurement data, material physics data for Xe and LiH absorbers,
with straight tracks, and runs for optics validation with SSU,
FC and SSD all powered on. The preliminary qualitative
analyses showed that the measured optics agrees with the
Monte Carlo simulations. Details about the measured optics
are being studied. A prototype of the RF cavity required
by the Step DEMO has been tested and met the MICE requirements. The assembly of the first production unit is
done, while the second is being prepared. The cavities are
scheduled to arrive at RAL by the end of December of 2016.
MICE is taking more Step IV data for MCS measurements
and to demonstrate normalized transverse emittance reduction.
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Figure 5: The Emittance reduction of an initial  = 6 mm
beam in the DEMO lattice with a 200 MeV/c beam setting.

tion. In order to understand MCS for low Z materials, data
were taken with a LiH absorber at 172, 200 and 240 MeV/c
beam settings. A Bayesian deconvolution was adopted to
measure the scattering in an absorber material [8]. Preliminary analyses with statistical errors only yielded a Gaussian
width of the projections of the scattering distributions of
15.6±0.1 mrad at 172 MeV/c, 12.8±0.2 mrad at 200 MeV/c,
and 10.8±0.1 mrad at 240 MeV/c. The preliminary comparison of θ scatter given by MICE Step IV data and the scattering
model in Geant4 with a LiH absorber at 200 MeV/c is shown
in Figure 4. The results indicate that Geant4 is inaccurate
with low Z materials.

MICE STEP DEMO
The configuration proposed for the demonstration of ionization cooling is shown in Figure 2 [9]. Compared to Step
IV, Step DEMO additionally requires two 201 MHz cavities
and two secondary absorbers. The design parameters have
been optimized to maximize the transverse emittance reduction and to minimize the beam loss. The emittance reduction
of an initial  = 6 mm beam in the DEMO lattice with the
200 MeV/c configuration is shown in Figure 5. The prototype RF cavity has been tested at Fermilab, and successful
operation at MICE specifications has been demonstrated.
The first production unit has been assembled at LBNL, and

The author thanks Dr. Alan Bross, Dr. Daniel Kaplan
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of this paper. The author also thanks MICE collaborators
for their support from numerous discussions. This research
used resources of the National Energy Research Scientific
Computing Center, a DOE Office of Science User Facility
supported by the Office of Science of the U.S. Department
of Energy under Contract No. DE-AC02-05CH11231.
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COLLIDER IN THE SEA: VISION FOR A 500 TeV WORLD LABORATORY
P.M. McIntyre†, S. Assadi, S. Bannert, J. Breitschopf, J. Gerity, J.N. Kellams, A. Sattarov
Texas A&M University, College Station, TX USA
Daniel Chavez, Universidad Guanajuato, Leon, Mexico
N. Pogue, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, CA USA
A design is presented for a hadron collider in which the
magnetic storage ring is configured as a circular pipeline,
supported in neutral buoyancy in the sea at a depth of
~100 m. Each collider detector is housed in a bathysphere
the size of the CMS hall at LHC, also neutral-buoyant.
Each half-cell of the collider lattice is ~300 m long,
housed in a single pipeline segment. A choice of ~3.2 T
dipole field, 1,900 km circumference provides a collision
energy of 500 TeV. Beam dynamics is dominated by
synchrotron radiation (SR) damping, which sustains luminosity for >10 hours and supports bottoms-up injection
to replace losses and sustain high luminosity indefinitely.
We discuss how to connect and disconnect half-cell segments of the collider at-depth using remote submersibles,
and how to maintain the lattice in the required alignment.

INTRODUCTION
Several scenarios are being investigated [1,2] for a future hadron collider that would extend well beyond the 14
TeV collision energy of LHC. Keil [3] showed that the
beam dynamics in a hadron collider operating at 100 TeV
or greater collision energy is dominated by synchrotron
damping. The choice of magnetic field strength B strongly determines the cost and performance of such a collider.
The radius R of the storage ring is inversely proportional
to B; the total SR power P that is radiated by the beams is
proportional to B, and the achievable luminosity L is
limited by P and by the beam-beam tune shift :
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The lowest cost/TeV superconducting dipoles ever built
were those for the 3 T superferric SSC [4] and the 4 T
RHIC [5]. Thus both technology cost and performance
(~L) improve with decreasing field and increasing circumference. At the other pole is the choice of 15 T that
would be required to achieve 100 TeV collision energy
with tunnel circumference that could be built near CERN.
It is also important to keep in view the physics motivation that drives proposals for a future hadron collider – to
discover new particles and new gauge fields of nature.
There is a fundamental difference between the present
case and the successes of the last generation – the proposal to build proton-antiproton colliders [6] was motivated by the prediction that the weak bosons should have
a mass ~100 GeV/c2, and the proposals for SSC and LHC
were motivated by the prediction that the Higgs boson
__________________________
* Work supported by the Mitchell Family Foundation.
† email address: mcintyre@physics.tamu.edu

should have a mass <500 GeV/c2. There is however no
compelling prediction today of a mass scale for new
gauge fields beyond the electroweak and Higgs scales.
This consideration suggests that the parameters for a new
hadron collider should be chosen to achieve the highest
possible collision energy for a given public investment.
In a previous paper [2] we presented the design of a cable-in-conduit (CIC) dual-dipole, shown in Fig. 1 that
minimizes the cost/TeV of the superconducting magnets
for a future hadron collider. In this paper we consider
using that design in a hadron collider that with radius
limited ultimately by the total synchrotron radiation heat
P that can be sustainably pumped from an intermediatetemperature intercept in the cryogenics. Those parameters optimize with a magnetic field of ~3.2 T, a circumference of 1,900 km, and a collision energy of 500 TeV. We
further consider a new option that would eliminate the
tunnel: a Collider-in-the-Sea.

Figure 1: 4.5 Tesla C-dipole for an ultimate-energy hadron collider. Each beam tube has a side SR channel.

COLLIDER IN THE SEA
An example siting of the Collider in the Sea is shown in
Fig. 2 for an example site in the Gulf of Mexico. The

Figure 2: Bathymetry of the Gulf of Mexico, showing
potential alignment of a 1,900 km circumference hadron
collider. Red =100200 m isobaths; gray = 0-100 m
isobaths; blue = detectors; green = surface topography.
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double-ring of superconducting magnets is housed in a
circular cryostat pipeline that is supported in neutral
buoyancy at a depth of ~100 m, where the population of
fauna is minimum. The ring is located so that it skirts the
edge of the continental slope. This criterion places the
ring beyond the regions that are used for shipping oil
wells, fishing, and recreation. Umbilicals to land are
located at three places where buried superconducting
transmission lines carry electric power, cryogens, and
instrumentation connections to land-based stations. Table
1 gives its main parameters.
Table 1. Main Parameters for 500 TeV Collider in the Sea
LHC

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

100 TeV

waves, and local changes in bouyancy depth. Figure 3
shows the velocity field of surface currents spanning the
example site. The dominant feature in the Gulf is the
Loop Current, which flows between Cuba and Yucatan,
loops close to Florida’s West Coast, thence to the Atlantic.

500 TeV

26.7
14
8.3
1.0
40
0.004
43
0.22
13
20
0.007
0.5
0.4
25

100
100
16
5
110
4.2
4.0
26
0.5
18
4.3
100
0.20
25

270
100
4.5
5
50
1.0
1.0
2
19
20
1.3
50
0.40
25

1900
500
3.2
50
50
36
19
11
3.7
>24
117
2500
2.4
30

B-B tune shift

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.02

protons / beam
Injection energy

2.3
0.45

10
>3

22
15

40
50

Circumference
Collision energy
Dipole field
Luminosity/I.P.
β*
Total synch. power
Critical energy
Synch rad/m/bore
Emitt. damp time
Lum. lifetime
Energy loss/turn
RF energy gain/turn
Acceleration time
Bunch spacing
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Km
TeV
Tesla
1034cm-2s-1
cm
MW
keV
W/m
hr
hr
MeV
MeV
hr
ns
1014
TeV

This novel approach to a hadron collider naturally
opens a number of strategic questions. In a previous paper
[7] we discussed how the collider and its detectors could
be installed and operated. The building block from which
the collider ring is assembled is a 300 m half-cell,
containing a single long dipole, a quadrupole, and a
correction package. The half-cell is built in a factory at a
nearby port, and is housed in a hermetic cryostat pipeline
segment. The ends of each half-cell segment are hubs
that maintain vacuum integrity within the segment. Eight
umbilical stubs interconnect the segments - 2 beam tubes,
3 cryogen manifolds, process vacuum, current bus cluster,
and instrumentation. Each umbilical stub extends beyond
the hub and is connected to the stub from the neighboring
segment through a 3-valve set that enables assembly and
disassembly, filling or emptying of sea water inside each
stub, and processing to working vacuum. We show in that
paper that this operation can be conducted entirely using
remotely operated vehicles (ROVs) that are a routinely
used today in marine technology.
In the present paper we consider the issues associated
with positioning and alignment of the collider, and an
interesting aspect of SR damping that opens the potential
for bottoms-up injection and maintaining optimum
luminosity.
The ocean provides an excellent medium for the
Collider in the Sea, but the geodesy of the rings must be
stabilized against ocean currents, infrasound pressure

Figure 3: Velocity field of surface currents in Gulf of
Mexico, March 2016. Velocity magnitudes are shown in
color code, velocity directions are shown.
The western part of the Gulf has no prevailing current,
and contains a slowly evolving eddies that cut off from
the Loop Current, drift westwards, and dissipate. The
motion of the eddies is shown in Fig. 4, the time log of
surface currents at 122 m depth at a typical location [8].
The rms current speed is ~12 cm/s, the maximum speed is
~1 m/s. Figure 5 shows the fluctuation power spectra in
deep water, for locations with 5 cm/s and 30 cm/s
currents. These data underscore that the Collider geodesy
must be stabilized in neutral bouyancy at every half-cell;
and fluctuations separate into slow (<0.02 Hz) and
medium (0.1-1 Hz).
m/s
+1
0

2001

-1
Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Figure 4: Velocity field history of currents at 122 m depth
at an example site in Gulf of Mexico.

Figure 5: Power spectra of pressure fluctuations near the
sea floor, for a) 5 cm/s and b) 30 cm/s currents.
Currents and slow fluctuations are stabilized using a set
of marine thrusters that are located close to the end of
each half-cell, as shown in Fig. 6. The thruster is a
propeller that is driven by a variable-speed electric motor.
Each thruster is supported on a swivel mount that permits
1: Circular and Linear Colliders
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BOTTOMS-UP INJECTION

Sliding sheath

Marine thrusters

ROVs

Figure 6: Demountable joint connecting half-cells of the
pipeline cryostat. Shown are the valve trees for each
umbilical, the retractable sheath, the marine thrusters, and
two ROVs assembling joints.
it to be turned to any orientation in the horizontal plane. A
second thruster is oriented to deliver vertical thrust. In
that way both the ambient water current and the slowscale fluctuations can be countered by a force from the
thrusters at each quadrupole. A laser is mounted at the
centerpoint of each dipole and oriented so that it emits
beams in both directions parallel to the dipole axis. The
transverse position of each laser beam is measured at the
quadrupole, as shown in Fig. 7 for the example of a single
quadrupole displaced by a local currant. The laser beams
are shown in red, and the ring is shown with only 12 halfcells to make the displacement visible. The quad
displacement produces symmetric angular displacements
n in the flanking dipoles.

SR damping dramatically reduces the transverse emittance, and opens the way for a bottoms-up stacking scenario to sustain a luminosity at ~5x1035cm-1s-1 indefinitely. We have used the Mathematica notebook of Syphers
[9] to make a first simulation of the collider, and to balance its major parameters for roughly optimum performance. We optimized the luminosity within a limit of 35
MW of total SR power by filling 40,000 bunches with
1011 protons/bunch, (1/5 of the RF buckets).
The initial luminosity is 1.6x1034 cm-2s-1. Over a 6 hour
period half of the protons are used in collisions, but the
transverse emittance decreases a factor 5 via SR damping
– the luminosity actually doubles during that time! The
blue curve in Fig. 8 shows the luminosity as a function of
time for a single store. Longitudinal emittance is roughly
balanced between heating and cooling terms.
The emittance damping opens the prospect for bottomsup stacking: After 6 hours of a store, the beams are decelerated to injection energy (still well above transition energy), the beams are scraped to remove tails, and a fresh fill
of protons is accelerated in the injector and stacked with
the old beams. The beams are re-accelerated to collision
energy, squeezed to low-, and the store is resumed. The
red curve in Fig. 8 shows the SR power and the luminosity as a function of time. The luminosity is sustained at
~5x1035cm-2s-1 for as long as one continues bottoms-up
stacking. This ~constant luminosity is the optimum way
to operate the experiments, since many of the backgrounds and detector responses are luminosity dependent.
Also shown in Fig. 8 is the luminosity vs. time for the
high-luminosity upgrade foreseen for Phase2 FCC-h [10].

Figure 7: Schematic of detection of a local displacement
n of single quadrupole and correction using trim dipole
T n.
The deviation Xn of the laser beam at the quadrupole
location is proportional to the angular deformation n.
The measured Xn can be used in feedback: in slow
feedback it can be used to control the nth thruster to
correct the geodesy of the ring; in medium-frequency
feedback it can be used to control the nth trim dipole Tn to
deflect the beams so that they follow the slightly
deformed trajectory. This strategy is applied in both
horizontal and vertical planes and enables a strategy of
dynamic terrain following in which the fluctuation
spectrum in the ocean can be counteracted locally and
globally so that it need not affect beam dynamics.

Figure 8: Instantaneous luminosity for a single filling of
protons beam (blue), and for top-up stacking every 6
hours (red), and for FCC-hh in orange [10].

CONCLUSIONS
The Collider in the Sea appears to have significant
promise as a strategy to optimize performance and cost
for an ultimate-energy hadron collider. We are developing a next level of simulations of long-term beam dynamics in the above scenario of dynamic terrain following,
and for the bottoms-up stacking scenario. We plan to
build a short-model half-cell cryostat and evaluate the
procedures for connecting hub umbilicals underwater.
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MULTIPHYSICS ANALYSIS OF CRAB CAVITIES FOR
HIGH LUMINOSITY LHC UPGRADE*
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R. Calaga, C. Zanoni, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract

INTRODUCTION
The high luminosity LHC upgrade project [1] aims to
broaden the machine potential after 2025. To increase the
accelerator luminosity beyond the design value the use of
the superconducting RF crab cavities [2] is planned.
Two cavity designs, namely RFD and DQW [3], are
now under development to demonstrate the beam crabbing scheme. One of the major operational concerns of
this scheme is the RF field stability that is sensitive to
Lorentz force and external loads. To ensure tight tolerances for the deflecting voltage and phase a good understanding of the complicated multiphysics interactions within
the crab cavity is required. In particular, the electromechanical coupling parameters for the beam dynamics
and performance analysis must be determined.
Table 1: Selected Parameters of the RFD Crab Cavity
Parameter
Frequency [MHz]
Crabbing Voltage [MV]
Operating Temperature [K]

Value
400
3.34
2

Figure 1: 3D structural model of the RFD crab cavity.
Table 2: Material Properties at 2 K
Material

Density
[kg/m3]

Poisson
Ratio

Nb
Ti
SS (316LN)

8700
4540
8000

0.38
0.37
0.29

Young’s
Modulus
[GPa]
118
117
193

The cavity mechanical interaction with the external
world is a function of a complex supporting geometry, not
fully designed at the time of the simulations. Same idea
applies to the tuner and its frame. The boundary conditions are therefore a simplification, aimed at preserving
the modes of the cavity inside the helium tank and are
chosen as follows: the beam-pipe flanges are fixed in
transversal plane and free longitudinally; the tuner (not
shown in Fig. 1) is attached to the cavity constraining it
vertically; the fundamental power coupler is fixed in all
three directions.

In this paper we study the RFD cavity design (see Table
1 for the list of selected relevant parameters) and use the
parallel ACE3P simulation suite [4] to calculate the effect
of the Lorentz force and tuner displacement on the RF
frequency, determine mechanical eigenmodes as well as
their coupling to electromagnetic fields.

SIMULATION MODEL
We consider the 3D mechanical model of the RFD crab
cavity in a helium tank that was reconstructed based on
the original drawings preserving the total mass and external dimensions, see Fig. 1 and Table 2 for more details.
___________________________________________

* Work supported by DOE Contract No. DE-AC02-76SF00515
† Oleksiy.Kononenko@slac.stanford.edu

Figure 2: Electric (top) and magnetic (bottom) fields
[a.u.] in the RFD cavity for the crabbing 400 MHz mode.
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Development of the superconducting RF crab cavities
is one of the major activities under the high luminosity
LHC upgrade project that aims to increase the machine
discovery potential. The crab cavities will be used for
maximizing and leveling the LHC luminosity hence having tight tolerances for the operating voltage and phase.
RF field stability in its turn is sensitive to Lorentz force
and external loads, so an accurate modelling of these
effects is very important. Using the massively parallel
ACE3P simulation suite developed at SLAC, we perform
a corresponding multiphysics analysis of the electromechanical interactions for the RFD crab cavity design in
order to ensure the operational reliability of the LHC
crabbing system.
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For the corresponding RF calculations we use the vacuum model of the RFD crab cavity. The model and the
electromagnetic fields for the crabbing 400 MHz mode
are shown in Fig. 2.

LORENTZ FORCE DETUNING
Using the calculated deflecting fields, the pressure distribution on the cavity walls is determined – see Fig. 3.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 3: Electromagnetic pressure distribution [a.u.] on
the RFD cavity walls for the 400 MHz crabbing mode.
To normalize this pressure to the crabbing voltage (Vx)
of 3.34 MV we used two approaches both leading to the
same results. First, Panofsky-Wenzel theorem [5], that
relates the crabbing voltage Vx to the longitudinal voltage
Vz for a given offset dx. Second, calculating Vx directly
using the electromagnetic fields on the beam axis.
The normalized RF pressure served as a boundary condition on the cavity walls for the ACE3P multiphysics
solver and the deformations due to the Lorentz force were
simulated - see Fig. 4.

Figure 4: Displacements due to the Lorentz force shown
on transverse (left) and longitudinal sections (right) of the
dressed RFD cavity.
Performing the coupled RF study we determined the resulting RF frequency shift (f L) and the Lorentz force
detuning coefficient (kL = f L / Vx2) to be -6639 Hz and 595.1 Hz/MV2, respectively.

TUNER DISPLACEMENT
To compensate for the Lorentz force and other effects
the tuning system is designed for the crab cavities [6]. To
model the deformation caused by the tuner the top and
bottom tuning surfaces (indicated in Fig. 1 as vertical red
arrows) are ‘pushed’ towards the cavity center imposing
the vertical displacement (dy) of 10 um on each of them.
The resulting static deformations are shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 5: Displacements due to the tuning shown on
transverse (left) and longitudinal sections (right) of the
dressed RFD cavity.
Based on the structural deformations, we calculated the
corresponding RF frequency shift (f T) to be 10594 Hz.
The RF frequency sensitivity with respect to the distance
change between the tuning plates (kT = f T / (2*dy)) was
determined to be 529.5 Hz/um. Since f L and f T have
different signs, the tuner displacement dy = f L / ( 2*kT )
≈ 6.3 um compensates for the frequency shift due to the
Lorenz force.
In Fig. 6 the residual displacements of the cavity walls
are shown in the case when the tuner compensates for the
Lorentz force, essentially tuning the cavity to the nominal
RF frequency of 400 MHz.

Figure 6: Residual displacements on the cavity walls due
to the tuner compensating for the Lorentz force shown on
transverse (left) and longitudinal sections (right).

MODAL ANALYSIS
Using the ACE3P mechanical eigenvalue solver [7] we
simulate the natural modes of the dressed RFD cavity. In
Table 3 the frequencies of the lowest 20 modes are presented. The values may be slightly overestimated since
the mass of the liquid helium within the tank and other
associated effects are not taken into account.
Table 3: Frequencies of the 20 Lowest Mechanical Modes
for the Dressed RFD Cavity
Mode #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Frequency
[Hz]
175
220
274
289
365
375
382
388
435
450

Mode #
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Frequency
[Hz]
454
496
526
570
575
587
590
620
624
625

If the gradient changes rapidly or external vibrations
couple to the cavity some of the mechanical modes may
be excited. To calculate their effect on RF we performed
the spatial decomposition of the Lorentz force and tuner
1: Circular and Linear Colliders
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displacements in a way similar to [8]. On top of that we
determined the contributing modes to the frequency shifts
of the cavity, see Table 4. Some discrepancy between the
static frequency shifts and the finite summations indicates
that there are also contributions from the modes at higher
frequencies.
Table 4: RF Frequency Shifts Due to the Contributing
Mechanical Modes Identified by the Spatial Decomposition of the Lorentz Force and Tuner Displacements
Mode
#
3
4
5
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Frequency
[Hz]
274
289
365
382
388
435
450
454
496
526

…
…
Sum over 20 modes
Static frequency shift

fL [Hz]

fT [Hz]

-1
-1
-4
-3
-9
-394
-2 505
-1 305
-17
-2

3
3
9
6
17
772
4 752
2 455
29
4

…
-4 235
-6 639

…
8 039
10 594

MOB2CO04

to the RF frequency shift. Studying their spatial patterns
(see Fig. 7) they appear to be nothing but the natural vibrations of the top and bottom cavity plates. These mechanical modes have rather high frequencies and are unlikely to be excited, however, if microphonics or gradient
change couple to them it could have significant impact on
the cavity performance.

CONCLUSION
Lorentz force detuning, tuner displacement and mechanical modes have been studied for the dressed RFD
crab cavity using the ACE3P codes. It is demonstrated
that the lower frequency modes (less than 400 Hz) have
insignificant coupling to RF. However, if the top or bottom cavity plates hit the resonances at 435, 450 or 454 Hz
this may have significant impact on detuning.
Further steps will include refinement of the RFD model
with supports and tuner frame, analysis of the DQW design, calculation of the cavity response due to external
vibrations as well as their effects on deflecting voltage
and RF phase.
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A new type of electron-ion beam overlap monitor has
been developed for the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider
(RHIC) electron lenses. Low energy electrons acquire high
energies in small impact parameter Coulomb scattering
collisions with relativistic ions. Such electrons can traverse
thin vacuum windows and be conveniently detected in air.
Counting rates are maximized to optimize beam overlap.
Operational experience with the electron backscattering
detectors during the 2015 p-p RHIC run will be presented.
Other possible real-time non-invasive beam-diagnostic applications of high energy Coulomb-scattered electrons will
be briefly discussed.
The present RHIC luminosity limitation for the collision
of polarized protons, imposed by the beam-beam effect, is
due to the non-linear lens effect of the macroscopic field of
one bunch upon each proton in the opposite bunch. This
“bad lens” causing tune-spread, emittance growth and
gradual beam loss can be partially compensated with similar lenses of opposite polarity located at locations where
the phase advances are integer numbers of  with respect
to the pp interaction region. To accomplish this end, two
electron lenses where installed in the RHIC tunnel and successfully used during the 2015 pp run [1]. To optimize the
performance of such electron lenses, the electron and proton beams need to be accurately superimposed. Fig. 1 illustrates the effect of a 0.3 σ horizontal misalignment (100 m
for a 300 m rms beam size) which is close to the maximum that can be tolerated.
To achieve such alignment with beam position monitors
(BPMs) is challenging to say the least. The dc electron
beam needs to be periodically interrupted which is not desirable for stable operation, and the signals thus generated
are very different from the proton bunch signals, making
electronic offsets practically unavoidable. It was realized
at an early stage that a “luminosity” signal was required
that could measure the degree of overlap directly.
At first, detecting bremsstrahlung from small impact parameter p-e collisions was considered, but it was soon
* Work supported by Brookhaven Science Associates under Contract
No. DE-AC02-98CH10886 with the U.S. Department of Energy.
Most of this material appears in an article by the same authors entitled "High energy Coulomb-scattered electrons for relativistic particle
beam diagnostics", Phys. Rev. Accel. Beams 19, 041002 (2016)
† PT@BNL.GOV
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Figure 1: The radial kick from the colliding bunch (red) is
partially compensated by an opposite kick from the electron lens (blue). The compensation is imperfect (grey)
when the beams are misaligned. These curves are approximations obtained with simplified short beam-beam lens
models for both the p-p and p-e interaction regions.
realized that the electrons participating in such collisions
would acquire high enough energies to allow these to be
detected instead.
The theory of small-impact parameter collisions between charged particles has been well known since 1911
[2] when Ernest Rutherford discovered the atomic nucleus
by studying the scattering of alpha and beta particles from
stationary targets. Our targets, the protons, far from being
stationary, are moving at relativistic velocities.
Fig. 2 illustrates the fact that a small angle deflection in
the proton frame leads to a backscattered high energy (up
to a several MeV) electron in the lab frame.
A simple theory (see [3] and references therein) was developed for estimating energies, angles and cross sections
for producing such backscattered electrons. A coordinate
transformation to the proton frame allows the application
of the standard equations for Rutherford scattering. The inverse transformation of the results back to the lab frame
yields electron energy and scattering cross sections such as
the ones shown in Fig. 3.
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Figure 2: Schematic illustration of a small impact parameter collision of a low energy electron (~5 keV in our case)
with a relativistic (e.g. 250 GeV) proton.

Figure 3: The solid lines show calculated energies and approximate scattering cross sections for 5 keV electrons
backscattered by 250 GeV protons. The dotted lines correspond to the same quantities, but for 10 eV electrons as a
qualitative indication of energetic electrons generated by
the interaction of the beam with the residual gas.

MOA3IO01

Figure 5: Simulated trajectories (blue and green curves)
of two scattered electrons generated inside of the 6 T solenoid (see Fig. 4). Only the rightmost 200 mm of this 2400
mm long superconducting solenoid is included at the left.
electron gun. Some of these electrons exit the vacuum
through a thin window and are detected in a plastic scintillator attached to a light guide connected to a photomultiplier tube (PMT). Due to the horizontal bend in the guiding
field (see Fig. 4) the trajectories drift upward [4], thus facilitating the detection of the high energy scattered electrons by providing improved separation from the primary,
low energy, electron beam. A not-to-scale schematic of the
detector in its housing, including the magnetically shielded
PMT is shown in Fig. 6. The 0.001 × 6.35 × 25.4 mm3, Ti6Al-4V alloy vacuum window was tested up to three atmospheres differential pressure without bursting. The vertical position of the assembly can be varied by 25.4 mm,
thus providing a counting rate adjustment.

Figure 4: Schematic plan view of the electron beam trajectory in one of the e-lenses (top) and of the strength of the
magnetic field guiding these electrons from the gun to the
collector (bottom).
The geometry in which these backscattered electrons are
generated and detected in an electron backscattering detector (eBSD) [3] is shown in the schematic plan view of one
of the e-lenses depicted in Fig. 4
A side view of backscattered electrons spiralling towards
de eBSD along the magnetic field lines is shown in Fig. 5.
We see the spiralling trajectories of electrons as they exit
the superconducting solenoids propagating towards the

Figure 6: Not-to-scale schematic of the eBSD scintillation
detector and its housing.
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Figure 7: Cutaway drawing of the detector-housing and the
vertical translation mechanism.
A tungsten block provides some protection against heating by the primary beam should the detector be accidentally lowered too much. A to-scale cutaway drawing is
shown in Fig. 7 where the detector-housing is seen in its
lowest position. Up to now, the detector was always used
in the uppermost position to avoid excessively high counting rates.
Counting-rates as function ion electron beam displacements is shown in Fig. 8 for one of the first tests conducted
with a 100 GeV/nucleon gold beam. The least-squares fitted Gaussian distributions are about 25% wider than expected. This small difference may be due to residual angular misalignments, to errors in estimating the widths of either beam or to beam instabilities.
Commissioning was continued with a 3He beam in RHIC
and beam separation scans were first performed manually
(see Fig. 9) and then automated.
During the two-months long 2015 polarized proton
RHIC run, the eBSD systems were fully functional and
were utilized as the main alignment and monitoring tools
to optimize electron and proton beam overlap in both elenses. The BPM systems were used to get the beams close
so that some eBSD counting rates could be observed and
from that point on, the counting rates were maximized to
ensure alignment. Typical parameters for one of the storage
periods are shown in Fig. 10. The overall luminosity gain
due to e-lens compensation was estimated at 30% for this
run [1]. Further luminosity increments would probably be
impossible without this beam-beam effect compensation.
While background counts due to the residual gas were
negligible during commissioning and use of the eBSD systems, this effect could be useful or else limiting in other
possible beam diagnostic applications. Time-of-flight
spectra of residual gas electrons accelerated by the proton
beam were measured and can be seen in Fig. 11. Data were
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Figure 8: Horizontal and vertical beam separation scan
obtained by steering the 5 keV electron beam with respect
to the 100 GeV/nucleon gold beam.

Figure 9: Manual beam separation scans obtained by stepwise steering the 3He beam with closed bumps utilizing
part of the algorithm developed for the automated alignment optimization system based on the LISA program [5].
accumulated for 5 minutes due to the low counting rates.
The top chart shows the RHIC 111-bunch pattern and
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Figure 11: Time-of-flight spectra of electrons generated by
the interaction of the relativistic proton beam with the residual gas. The bottom chart is an expanded view of the last
10 bunches to show the asymmetric shape of the peaks.

portions of the abort gaps preceding and following that pattern. The bottom chart is an expanded view of the last 10
bunches showing the asymmetric shape of the peaks due to
the multitude of spiraling electron trajectories originating
along the ~2.4m long interaction region.
The first example of another possible application of a
system similar to the RHIC eBSDs is for alignment hollow
electron beams. Here good alignment would be obtained
by minimizing rather than maximizing the counting rate.
Once good alignment is achieved, the system could be used
as a halo monitor. Fig 12 shows three possible configurations. The bottom option eliminates the need of an annular
cathode surrounding the ion beam (top option) which may
be difficult to implement. It also avoids intersecting the
electron and ion beams at a location that would produce
background counts as would be the case for the middle
configuration.
Electron beams that are not collinear with the relativistic
ion beam will also generate energetic scattered electrons
that can, in principle, be used for beam diagnostics. An example is schematically shown in Fig. 13. A ribbon shaped

Figure 12: Three possible configurations for using eBSDs
for halo monitoring and beam alignment of hollow electron
beam systems.
electron beam propagates at a right angle to the ion beam
guided by a weak magnetic field (2B) that affects the ion
beam only slightly. This slight perturbation is compensated by the field B generated by the other two split solenoids.
The trajectories of the scattered electrons are bent in the
field of the central split solenoid and some of them reach a
scintillation detector through a vacuum window (not
shown in the picture). Maximum intensity corresponds to
optimal overlap. The beam profile can be explored by stepwise deflections of either the electron or the ion beam.
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Figure 10: The total proton intensities (a), RHIC electron
lens electron current intensities (b), and corresponding
eBSD counting rates (c) are shown as a function of time.
The electron beam intensities are reduced in steps to optimize the benefits of the RHIC electron lenses [1]. The two
colors indicate the results from each of the two RHIC rings.
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In contrast to conventional electron wire profile monitors [6, 7, 8], the profile is determined here by measuring
the counting rates of the scattered electrons and not by detecting the deflection of the electron trajectories, largely
suppressed here by the transverse magnetic field. Potential
advantages are that the measured profiles are largely independent of the beam intensity and that profiles are obtained
directly as deflection-dependent counting rates. For relatively long bunches, the arrival time of the scattered electrons can be used to measure the time structure and headtail position differences for each bunch. Two such systems,
one horizontal and one vertical, would provide a rather
complete characterization of the bunch through non-destructive measurements.
Finally, as shown in Fig. 14, detecting high energy electrons scattered from residual gas molecules could in principle be used to develop a multiple beam position monitor
[3] for the electrons beams in the proposed eRHIC machine
[9] .
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Figure 14: Concept of one of the possible approaches to
detect several side-by-side orbits in one of the fixed-field
alternating gradient (FFAG) arcs of the electron-ion collider, eRHIC [9], which will be proposed as a successor to
RHIC. Fast, position-sensitive channel-plate detectors respond to energetic electrons collimated by parallel plate
collimators.
In conclusion, high energy electrons produced in small
impact parameter Coulomb interactions with relativistic
ions are being used for beam alignment in the RHIC elenses. Based on this experience other such non-invasive
beam diagnostic tools may be developed in the future.
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BUNCH SHAPE MONITOR MEASUREMENTS AT THE LANSCE LINAC*
I. Draganic†, C. Fortgang, R, McCrady, L. Rybarcyk, R. Garnett, J. O’Hara, H. Watkins, C. Taylor
and D. Baros, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM, USA
A. Feschenko, V. Gaidash, and Yu. Kisselev, Institute of the Nuclear Research, Moscow, Russia

Two Bunch Shape Monitors (BSM) have been developed, fabricated and assembled for the first direct longitudinal beam measurements at the LANSCE linear accelerator. The BSM detectors use different radio frequencies
for the deflecting field: first harmonic (201.25 MHz) and
second harmonic (402.5 MHz) of the fundamental accelerator radio frequency. The first BSM (BSM 201) is designed to record the H+ beam phase distribution after the
new RFQ accelerator at the beam energy of 750 keV with
a phase resolution of 1.0° and covering phase range of
180° at 201.25 MHz. The second BSM (BSM 402) is
installed between DTL tanks 3 and 4 of the LANSCE
linac in order to scan both H+ and H- beams at a beam
energy of ≈73 MeV with a phase resolution of 0.5° in a
phase range of 90° at 201.25 MHz. Preliminary results of
bunch shape measurements of both beams for different
pulse lengths and repetition rates will be presented.

INTRODUCTION
The Los Alamos Neutron Science Center (LANSCE)
sustains a broad user program that includes the neutron
scattering studies, radioactive isotope production, basic
science research and national security programs by
providing multiple accelerated beams to several different
experimental areas. The LANSCE linac accelerates protons (H+) and negative hydrogen ions (H-) to 800 MeV
simultaneously. Accelerated H- beam is delivered at 20 Hz
to the proton storage ring, delivered to a moderated neutron production target for neutron-scattering experiments
at the Lujan Center, at 100 Hz to an un-moderated spallation target for weapons nuclear research programs (WNR)
and commercial programs, an on-demand or low repetition rate for proton radiography experiments (pRad), and
at 20 Hz for ultra-cold neutron production (UCN). At
present, protons are only delivered for isotope production
(IPF) at 100 MeV. The LANSCE accelerator operates at
120 Hz [1, 2]. Operational parameters are listed in Table
1. All beams are delivered to the LANSCE experimental
areas on a pulse-by-pulse basis, initially accelerated in
separate Cockcroft-Walton-based injectors, to energy of
750 keV, and to a final beam energy of 800 MeV by a
201.25-MHz-drift tube linac (DTL) and 805-MHz coupled cavity linac.
In order to better understand longitudinal dynamics of
both beams during tuning and operations we have purchased bunch-length measurement systems from the Institute for Nuclear Research of Russian Academy of Science

in Moscow in 2012. Both BSMs were delivered and assembled at LANSCE during summer 2014. Preliminary
monitor commissioning, instrument calibrations, laboratory tests and tuning without beams were performed at that
time. Based on a project review in 2015, the decision was
made to install the first BSM 402 between DTL tanks 3
and 4 during the next extended maintenance period. The
second BSM 201 installation is awaiting completion of
the RFQ test stand. The BSM 402 detector was successfully mounted and aligned in the beam line in July 2016.
First bunch monitor shape measurements of low current
tuning H- beam (1 mA) were recorded on August 7, 2016
during start-up of the LANSCE linac. With BSM 402
located between DTL tanks 3 & 4 we are now able to
measure the bunch shapes for both beam species under
variable operating conditions up to a 4-Hz repetition rate
(Table 1). In this paper we discuss the first direct measurements of H+ and H- bunch profiles.
Table 1: Typical 120-Hz LANSCE Beam Parameters
Area/Beam

Duty Factor

Chopping Specs

Lujan, H

20 Hz x 625 µs=1.25%

290 ns burst every
358 ns

WNR, H-

100 Hz x 625 µs=6.25%

Single micropulse
every 1.8 µs

pRad, H-

1 Hz x 300 µs = 0.03%

20-30, 60 ns beam
bursts, variable
spacing

UCN, H-

20 Hz x 625 µs = 1.25%

Variable

IPF, H+

100 Hz x 625 μs=6.25%

None

-

BUNCH SHAPE MONITOR

The basic working concept of the bunch shape monitor is straightforward. First, the device transforms longitudinal distribution of ion beam into a spatial distribution
of secondary electrons emitted from a thin wire, inserted
into the beam. These electrons are then analysed using a
transverse modulation from an RF deflector synchronized
with the basic RF frequency of the linac, which selects a
specific phase slice of the original ion beam to be sampled. The detailed description of the operation of the
BSM detector is published elsewhere [3, 4]. The LANL
BSMs which use two different frequencies for the RF
deflecting field are shown in Fig 1. The fundamental linac
frequency of 201.25 MHz is used in BSM 201 with the
phase resolution of 1°. BSM 402 uses second harmonic
____________________________________________
frequency of 402.5 MHz with corresponding phase reso* Work supported by the United States Department of Energy, National
lution of 0.5°. Both detectors have an energy-selecting
Nuclear Security Agency, under contract DE-AC52-06NA25396
† draganic@lanl.gov
bending magnet which separates low energy secondary
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EXPRIMENTAL RESULTS
At LANSCE, during accelerator start-up periods, longitudinal tune-up to set the phase and amplitudes of the
bunchers and DTL tanks are performed using a phase
scan procedure (PS201) at low peak beam currents of 1
mA. These interceptive phase scans provide an indirect
estimate of the beam phase distribution at nominal 5°
resolution. Using the new BSM 402, the beam phase can
be measured now with an order of magnitude higher resolution. A new master timer gate (DIAG) was required to
enable triggering of the BSM electronics. This new gate
allows us an easy switch between various beams: the long
bunch enabled gate (LBEG) for PSR/Lujan, the micro
pulse enabled gate (MPEG) for WNR, the H+ isotope
production gate (H+IPG) etc.
+

-

First Longitudinal Profiles of H and H Beams
We have successfully recorded various bunch profiles
at data sampling rates of 1 and 4 Hz. Typical pulse length
for all measured beams was 150 μsec. A BSM measured
was triggered about 3000 μsec before incoming beam
pulse intersects with the target wire. Characteristic 3D
BSM recorded bunch profiles of negative ion beam and
protons are shown in Fig. 2. In Fig 3 to Fig 6 show the
phase profiles (left graphs) and measured secondary electron currents emitted from target at 10 kV high potential
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Figure 3: Bunch shape profile of 1 mA peak H- beam and
secondary electron current along the macro-pulse.
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Figure 4: Bunch shape profile of 10 mA peak H- beam
(LBEG) and secondary electron signal along macro-pulse.
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Figure 5: Bunch shape scan of 17 mA peak micro-pulse
H- beam (MPEG) and macro-pulse current signal.
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electrons from high-energy stripped electrons and increases the dynamic range of measurements. A set of
BSM working parameters obtained during laboratory
tuning with thermal electrons from the heated target wire
are listed in Table 2. The same set of parameters was used
in the first bunch scans with BSM 402 except for the
steering voltage which was found to be optimal at 226 V.
Table 2: Optimized Setting Points of LANL BSMs
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Figure 1: 3D models of BSM 201 and BSM 402.
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Figure 2: Typical BSM data of H+ and H- ion beams.
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Figure 6: Bunch shape scan of 4 mA peak H+ beam
(H+IPG) and macro-pulse current signal.
(right graphs) for three H- ion beams and H+ beam. In this
presentation we are using the signal intensities that are
summarized over each phase step or time increment.
Recorded profile data also provide a monitoring of the
time evolution of bunch shapes along the beam macro
pulse. The H- beams have different profiles from H+
beam. The low current H- beam has a main peak at the
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Figure 7: H+ ion bunch shape sensitivity on variations of
prebuncher phase and amplitude.
The H+ bunch shapes showed strong changes in form
and signal intensity. The plot 7a shows the reproducibility
of the bunch profiles recorded at the beginning and end of
set point variations In Fig. 8 are shown results when Hprebuncher set points were changed for ΔΦ=35° and
ΔApb=10%. The variation of prebuncher amplitude didn’t
affect the BSM scan, but the change of prebuncher phase
shifted the bunch peak for ΔΦ=-3.6° and made the bunch
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Figure 9: H+ ion bunch shape sensitivity on variations of
main buncher phase and amplitude.

CONCLUSION
We have presented the results of the first longitudinal
beam profiles of H+ and H- ion beams with high phase
resolution (0.5°) using the newly-installed bunch shape
monitor at the LANSCE linac. This new capability will
provide valuable information about linac set points during
beam tuning including aiding in improving beam losses,
help with troubleshooting linac performances, and to
benchmark beam simulation models. Future application of
the newly-installed BSM will be to study longitudinal
halo effect or to estimate the longitudinal beam emittances.
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The BSM detectors have been used for linac tuning and
troubleshooting at several accelerators for many years [5,
6]. To understand the sensitivity of our bunch shape
measurements and their value as a tool for tuning and
troubleshooting the LANSCE accelerator, the phase and
amplitude set points of the pre-bunchers and main buncher in the low-energy beam transport section of the accelerator were varied and the sensitivity of the measured
bunch shapes to these operational parameter changes were
studied. Figure 7 shows the results of varying the H+
prebuncher set points from the nominal phase and amplitude of 103° and 30%, respectively, to new set points:
Φpb=130° and Apb=45% and then returned back (set point
changes made in A->B->C->D->A order).

1000

Intensity (rel. units)

Sensitivity of Longitudinal Phase Measurements

MOA3CO03

width broader for 4.3° (width increase from 15.7° to
20.0°). In third set we have made changes of main buncher set points higher for 10° and 10%. The phase scans and
noise level are presented in linear and logarithmic scale in
Fig. 9. The applied changes of the main buncher set
points did not modify the phase distribution of H+ beam.
Intensity (rel (units)

phase Φ=226.3±0.5° with the FMHW=7.3±0.5° and it has
a tail with an additional peak on the high phase side. The
H+ ion beam has a reversed shape and the main peak has
the phase centered on Φ=230.1±0.5° and the width of
6.4°. The H+ beam has also very strong tail on the low
phase beam side (see Fig. 3 and Fig. 6). The high current
H- beam has more symmetric profile without strong tails
(Fig. 4). This LBEG beam is twice as wide (FWHM=
13.4±0.5°) and the centroid of H- beam peak did not move
(Φ=226.8±0.5°, Fig. 4). The micro pulse beam for WNR
target has 10x smaller signal intensity due to the time
structure of beam (see Table 1). For the beam setting with
a count-down (CD) of 1, 150 μsec length, 4Hz repetition
rate, the observed bunch has width of 28.4 ±0.5° and its
position is measured on phase of Φ=219.2 ±0.5° (Fig. 5).
The error bar of 0.5° is determined mainly with the instrument resolution. Additionally, the phase calibration of
the BSM was verified using an external phase shifter
inserted between the BSM electronic control unit and the
402.5 MHz references signal.

Intensity (rel. units)
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OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE WITH FAST FIBER-OPTIC BEAM LOSS
MONITORS FOR THE ADVANCED PHOTON SOURCE STORAGE RING
SUPERCONDUCTING UNDULATORS∗
J. Dooling† , K. Harkay, V. Sajaev, and H. Shang
Advanced Photon Source, Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, IL, USA
Abstract
Fast fiber-optic (FFO) beam loss monitors (BLMs) installed with the first two superconducting undulators (SCUs)
in the Advanced Photon Source storage ring have proven
to be a useful diagnostic for measuring deposited charge
(energy) during rapid beam loss events. The first set of
FFOBLMs were installed outside the cryostat of the short
SCU, a 0.33-m long device, above and below the beam centerline. The second set are mounted with the first 1.1-m-long
SCU within the cryostat, on the outboard and inboard sides
of the vacuum chamber. The next 1.1-m-long SCU is scheduled to replace the short SCU later in 2016 and will be fitted
with FFOBLMs in a manner similar to the original 1.1-m
device. The FFOBLMs were employed to set timing and
voltage for the abort kicker (AK) system. The AK helps to
prevent quenching of the SCUs during beam dumps [1] by
directing the beam away from the SC magnet windings. The
AK is triggered by the Machine Protection System (MPS). In
cases when the AK fails to prevent quenching, the FFOBLMs
show that losses often begin before detection by the MPS.

200 µm silica core with 220 µm step-index silica-cladded
fibers. All bundles are fabricated with a numerical aperture
of 0.22. In the case of the FiberGuide cables, bundles of 7
and 61 fibers are used; whereas, the CeramOptec cables are
all 61-fiber bundles. The SCU1 fiber bundles are positioned
near beam elevation on either side of the vacuum chamber
within the cryostat. Both internal SCU1 bundles are composed of 7 fused-silica fibers. A photograph of the upstream
end of the inboard portion of the cryostat is presented in Figure 1. The end of the inboard fiber, covered with aluminum
foil, is visible on the lower right-hand side (circled in white).

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
High-purity, fused silica fiber optic (FO) cables allow for
fast beam loss diagnosis and their use is becoming more
widespread [2–4]. They show no transmission loss up to
doses of 1 MGy. This rad hardness distinguishes the highpurity fibers from radiation induced attenuation (RIA) fibers;
the latter employ transmission loss as a measure of absorbed
dose [5, 6]. The FO beam loss monitors (BLMs) provide
fast dosimetry [7, 8].
Superconducting undulators (SCUs) have been installed
in the insertion device (ID) straight sections of Sectors 1 and
6 (ID01 and ID06) of the Advanced Photon Source (APS)
storage ring (SR). SCU0 has been in Sector 6 and SCU1 is
in Sector 1; in September 2016, the prototype SCU0 was
replaced with a full length 1-m SCU. In [9], we described
calibration of the FO BLM for SCU0. The same approach
was employed in ID01; however, a constant 4-mm horizontal
orbit bump was required in addition to the injection kicker
bump.

INSTALLATION
Both CeramOptec and FiberGuide fused-silica fiber bundles are employed; the bundles are composed of individual
∗
†

Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy Office of Science,
under contract number DE-AC02-06CH11357.
jcdooling@anl.gov

Figure 1: Looking downstream at the inboard FO bundle
installed in the SCU1 cryostat (end circled in white).

ANALYSIS
Calibration is done by depositing the charge of a single
bunch in the ID straight section where the fibers are located [9]. During multi-bunch fill pattern losses, the charge
deposited by each loss pulse is determined from the integrated photomultiplier tube (PMT) output charge over
the pulse period calibrated against the single-bunch loss
data. For 24-bunch and 324-bunch uniform fill patterns, the
loss pulses are clearly resolved. The SR circumference is
1104 m and the rf operates at a harmonic number of 1296
( f r f = 352 MHz); thus, in a 24-bunch fill pattern, the loss
charge is determined from summing the calibrated charge in
each spacing of 54 rf buckets or 154 ns.
Calibration shows the responses of the PMTs to be nonlinear with respect to the lost (deposited) charge. The degree of
saturation depends on both the intensity of light striking the
PMT photocathode as well as the HV bias distributed across
the dynode chain. The PMT output charge as a function of
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Table 1: Saturation Model Fit Parameters

the circulating current, I is modeled as [10],
Q o (I) =

AI
(1 + BI α ) 1/α

,

MOA3CO04

(1)

where A, B, and α are determined from a specific fit. Data
is fit using the sdds toolkit program sddsgenericfit [11].
Permitted values of α are constrained to the range of 0.25 to
4.0. Solving for I yields the deposited charge.
In ID01, where SCU1 is located, a single 61-FO cable bundle is located on the inboard side of the upstream (US) permanent magnet ID, and two 7-FO cable bundles are mounted
within the cryostat. Calibration data for the ID01 fiber BLMs
are presented in Figure 2 along with fits of the data to Eq. (1).
The high voltage (HV) PMT bias is varied for the internal
SCU1 inner and outer detectors, but kept at a fixed value
of -600 V for the US monitor. The figures indicate that in-

(a) Outside FO BLM.

(b) Inside FO BLM.

Detector

Bias
(V)

A
(nC/mA)

B
(mA−α )

α

SCU1i

-600 V
-800 V
-900 V

0.7073
4.6707
17.244

0.1171
0.5722
1.0332

0.25
0.25
0.25

SCU1o

-600 V
-800 V
-900 V

0.3886
1.0185
2.9575

0.2613
0.1668
0.4199

4.0
0.25
0.25

US

-600 V

5850

5.163

0.25

G o (V /Vo ) Nd −1 where Nd is the number of dynodes; for
these sub-miniature Hamamatsu R7400U-04 PMTs [12],
Nd = 8. On the other hand, the available output charge is determined largely by the capacitance at the output end of the
dynode chain; this varies linearly with HV bias. Therefore,
a more linear response is expected at lower bias voltages.
For large signals, however, reducing the PMT bias leads to
oscillations in the output signals probably from the excessive
space-charge generated at the photocathode that then has
to be transported down the dynode chain. At higher bias
voltages, increasing light signals cause the output pulse to
temporally broaden.

ABORT KICKER BEAM LOSS
The APS SR abort kicker (AK) became operational at
the end of the 2015 Run-1 user cycle [1, 13] for the purpose
of preventing quenches of the SCU magnets due to beam
dumps. The AK is triggered by the Machine Protection
System (MPS) which relies principally on beam position
limit detecting (BPLD) BPMs to determine when to dump
the beam. Once triggered, the MPS mutes the rf drive signal
to the cavity klystrons. Examples of fast BLM beam dump
signals recorded in ID01 are presented in Figure 3, before
and after the AK was operational. The PMT bias for both
events was -800 V. In the first case, the SCU1 coils quenched;

(a) Before AK installation.

(c) US FO BLM (600 V).

Figure 2: ID01 calibration data along with fits to Eq. (1).
creasing the bias pushes the PMT further into saturation at
a given light level (assumed proportional to the corrected
current, Icorr ). Parameters for the fits are presented in Table 1. The gain G(V ) of the PMT goes approximately as

(b) After AK installation.

Figure 3: ID01 BLM signals before and after the AK became
operational.
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in the second case, they did not. The deposited charge in
the case of no AK shown in Fig. 3(a) is 17.44 nC; with the
AK (Fig. 3(b)) the charge drops to 56.7 pC. The losses in
ID06 (SCU0) were much smaller for these two cases: 20.6
pC and below-detectable-limits for the respective events.
The horizontal axes in Fig. 3 are given units of SR Turns
(3.682 µs/Turn). Turn=0 represents the moment when the
MPS is triggered; this event is then used to trigger data
collection oscilloscopes. After the beam loss data is saved,
the scopes are automatically re-armed. The AK is timed
to fire 90 µs after the MPS trigger, equivalent to 24 Turns;
therefore, FFOBLM signals are expected to appear after this
time. Timing and settings for the AK are discussed in greater
detail in Ref. [13].
The AK is not always as effective as the preceding example
suggests. A second, independent protection mechanism
known as the Personnel Safety System (PSS) switches off
the SR dipole magnet power supply if conditions for possible
radiation exposure are detected. In the case of a PSS trip,
the MPS sometimes does not detect beam motion until a
portion of the stored charge is already striking the vacuum
chamber walls. In this case, the AK is not effective and
the SC electromagnet coils can quench. An example of a
PSS loss is given Figure 4. Here losses are present in ID06

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

inducing SCU quenches. The threshold varies depending on
loss power density and fluence as well as current in the SC
magnet coils. Nevertheless, the fast BLMs have proven themselves as an invaluable diagnostic for examining loss dynamics, allowing us to properly adjust AK timing and amplitude.
The FFOBLM must cover a broad dynamic range, detecting
lost charge from sub-pC to nC; the saturation model given in
Eq. (1) allows us to cover this range. Commercial systems
are beginning to appear in the market [14]; however, we
still seek to retain the fast time response and good spatial
resolution the fibers provide. Sample rates of 1.25 GS/s
and 2.5 GS/s are typically employed with the former being
the most common; the slower of these two rates translates
into a spatial resolution σt of roughly ∆t s c/n = 0.2 m. The
FFOBLMs provide an important diagnostic with regard to
timing. Early losses (before MPS triggering) had been observed previously [9]; however, their consequence was not
fully appreciated until installation of the AK. The fast BLMs
helped us to understand why the AK occasionally fails to
prevent quenching of the SCUs during beam dumps; these
events are associated with early losses.
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Abstract
The SuperKEKB B-Factory at KEK (Japan), after few
years of shutdown for the construction and renovation, has
finally come to the Phase-1 commissioning of the LER and
HER rings, without the final focus system and the Belle II detector. Vacuum scrubbing, optics tuning, and beam related
background measurements were performed in this phase.
Low emittance tuning techniques have also been applied in
order to set up the rings for Phase-2 with colliding beams
next year. An update of the final focus system construction, as well as the status of the injection system with the
new positron damping ring and high current/low emittance
electron gun is also presented.
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INTRODUCTION
The SuperKEKB collider [1] is an asymmetric-energy
and a double-ring electron-positron collider. The energy
of the electron ring is 7 GeV(HER) and the positron ring
is 4 GeV(LER). The collision point is one and the circumference is 3 km. The target luminosity is 8×1035 cm−2 s−1 ,
which is 40 times as high as the predecessor KEKB collider [2]. In order to accomplish the extremely high luminosity, a nano-beam scheme [3] is adopted. A large crossing
angle and a small beam spot size in the both horizontal and
vertical direction are applied in the nano-beam scheme. The
crossing angle between two colliding beams is 83 mrad and
the horizontal beam size is approximately 10 µm. When
the overlap region of two colliding beams is considered, the
nano-beam scheme can exchange the coordinate x with z as:
σ̃ ∗x

=

σ̃z

=

σ̃ ∗x

σz φ x
σ ∗x
< βy∗ ∼ 300 µm,
φx

(1)
(2)

where the
and σ̃z are the effective horizontal beam size
at the interaction point(IP) and the effective bunch length,
∗

yukiyoshi.onishi@kek.jp
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respectively. Because the geometrical reduction of the luminosity depends on the effective bunch length in the nanobeam scheme, it must be smaller than the vertical beta function at the IP. The low emittance and the low beta function at
the IP in the horizontal direction can realize the requirement
of “hourglass condition” although the real bunch length is
long. The nominal bunch length, σz , is 6 mm in SuperKEKB.
In the case of SuperKEKB, the vertical beta function can be
squeezed down to approximately 300 µm from this criterion.
The famous luminosity formula is modified by replacing
with the effective values as:
N+ N− f
N+ N− f
L=
=
(3)
p
∗
∗
4πσ x σy
4πσz φ x ε y βy∗
and the vertical and horizontal beam-beam parameter is
expressed by
s
βy∗
1
ξy ∝
(4)
σz φ x ε y
ξx

∝

β ∗x
∼ 0.003,
(σz φ x ) 2

(5)

where φ x is the half crossing angle. Because there is an
upper limit for the beam-beam parameter, both the vertical
beta function at the IP and the vertical emittance must be
small with keeping their ratio constant in order to achieve
the higher luminosity. The horizontal beam-beam parameter
is almost constant and very small in the nano-beam scheme
even though the small horizontal emittance and the small
horizontal beta at the IP are realized. Consequently, the
dynamic beta and the dynamic emittance becomes small.
The alternative formula of the luminosity is
L∝

I ξy
.
βy∗

(6)

In order to achieve 40 times as high luminosity as the
KEKB collider, the vertical beta function at the IP is
1: Circular and Linear Colliders
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squeezed by 1/20 and the beam currents require the double with assuming the same vertical beam-beam parameter
as KEKB (ξ y ∼0.09). Table 1 shows the machine parameters
of SuperKEKB.
Table 1: Machine Parameters (with Intra-Beam Scattering)
for the Final Design of SuperKEKB

E
I
nb
C
εx
εy
β ∗x
βy∗
2φ x
αp
σδ
VRF
σz
νs
νx
νy
U0
τx
ξx
ξy
L

LER

HER

Unit

4.000
3.6

7.007
2.6

GeV
A

3.2
8.64
32
270

4.6
12.9
25
300

m
nm
pm
mm
µm
mrad

2500
3016.315

83
3.19×10−4 4.53×10−4
7.92×10−4 6.37×10−4
9.4
15.0
6
5
-0.0245
-0.0280
44.53
45.53
46.57
43.57
1.76
2.43
45.6
58.0
0.0028
0.0012
0.0881
0.0807
8×1035

MV
mm

MeV
msec
cm−2 s−1

There are three stages for the commissioning of SuperKEKB; Phase-1, Phase-2, and Phase-3. The initial commissioning was done during Phase-1 without the final focus
system before Belle II roll-in. The Phase-1 commissioning
was started in February 2016 and operated until the end
of June 2016 for about 5 months. The commissioning for
Phase-2 will start in November 2017 and will operate for
5 months with the final focus system and Belle II detector.
The first collision will be performed in Phase-2, however, the
vertex detector will not be installed. The physics run with
the full detector in Phase-3 will start October 2018, then
the luminosity will increase gradually by squeezing the beta
function at the IP and increasing the beam currents toward
the target luminosity.
The vertical emittance is one of the most important issues
in Phase-1 as described above since the luminosity performance significantly depends on the coupling parameter in
the nano-beam scheme. The beam-size blowup induced by
electron cloud in the LER is also an important issue in Phase1. The study of the electron cloud can be done and confirm
mitigation techniques such as ante-chamber beam pipes with
TiN coating, and so on. Before Belle II detector roll-in, the
enough process of vacuum scrubbing is necessary to reduce
beam related backgrounds. The Belle II group requires the
beam dose of 360 - 720 Ah.
1: Circular and Linear Colliders
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COMMISSIONING OF PHASE-1
The subjects of the Phase-1 commissioning are
• hardware check and establish a stable operation,
• vacuum scrubbing,
• orbit and optics tuning,
• beam background study,
• study of electron cloud in the positron ring(LER).
Figure 1 shows the history of 5 months commissioning in
Phase-1. The total beam currents have reached 1.01 A in
the LER and 0.87 A in the HER, respectively. The average
vacuum pressure reached 10−6 Pa in the LER and 10−7 Pa in
the HER. Table 2 shows the machine parameters for Phase-1.
The RF system in the LER consists of normal conducting
cavities with a HOM dumped structure, ARES, to store large
beam current stably. A hybrid system of the ARES cavities
and superconducting cavities(SCC) is utilized in the HER.
The number of klystrons increases and the modification of
the high-power input coupler is done in order to provide
large beam power. The most of the components are reused
from those of KEKB [4], however, a relocation of the ARES
cavities was performed. The current upgrade of the RF
system makes it possible to store 70 % of the nominal beam
current as shown in Table 1.
Table 2: Machine Parameters in Phase-1 (Without Intrabeam Scattering)

E
I
nb
εx
αp
σδ
VRF
σz
νs
νx
νy
U0
τx

LER

HER

Unit

4.000
1.01

7.007
0.87

GeV
A

1576
1.8
4.6
2.45×10−4 4.44×10−4
7.52×10−4 6.30×10−4
7.56
12.61
4.6
5.3
-0.0192
-0.0253
44.53
45.53
46.57
43.57
1.76
2.43
46
58

nm
MV
mm

MeV
msec

Vacuum Scrubbing
The vacuum system in the LER has been newly designed
in order to absorb an intense synchrotron radiation emitted
from positron beams and also suppress electron cloud effects [5]. Most of the vacuum pipes, about 93 % out of the
whole ring, were replaced with new pipes. Especially, antechambers with TiN coating were adopted in the arc section.
The vacuum pipes in the arc section are made of aluminumalloy. Most of the vacuum components were reused in the
HER. The vacuum pipe of the HER was made of copper and
the cross section is a race track in the arc section. Therefore,
the vacuum scrubbing in the LER is necessary much more
than that of the HER. Figure 2 shows an average vacuum
33
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Figure 1: History of the Phase-1 commissioning. Beam current(red), lifetime(cyan), and average pressure(purple).
pressure normalized by beam currents as a function of beam
dose in the LER, and that of the HER is shown in Fig. 3.
An expected photon stimulated gas desorption rate, η in
the arc section, is also shown in figures with assuming the
linear pumping speed of 0.06 m3 s−1 m−1 in the LER and
0.03 m3 s−1 m−1 in the HER.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

The beam dose of 780 Ah was achieved in the LER and
660 Ah in the HER during the Phase-1 commissioning. The
pressure rise has reached 8×10−7 PaA−1 in the LER and
4×10−8 PaA−1 in the HER, respectively. The pressure rise in
LER became approximately the same value as that of KEKB
for the same beam dose. On the other hand, the pressure rise
in the HER during the beginning of Phase-1 was smaller
than that of the initial KEKB commissioning even though
the vacuum pipes were exposed to the atmosphere during
the upgrade work of the HER. Most of the vacuum pipes
in the arc section were reused from those of KEKB. It is
found that the reused surface of the vacuum pipe can keep
the condition of the vacuum scrubbing at KEKB.

Figure 2: Pressure rise and expected photon stimulated gas
desorption rate as a function of beam dose in the LER .

34

Figure 3: Pressure rise and expected photon stimulated gas
desorption rate as a function of beam dose in the HER.

Optics Tuning
The lattice for Phase-1 is the same lattice as those of
Phase-2 and Phase-3 except for the interaction region(IR).
Since there is no final focus magnet in the vicinity of the
IP, the field strengths of quadrupole magnets in the IR are
adjusted so as to connect the arc lattice. The optics tuning [6]
without the final focus, the solenoid field, and the local
chromaticity corrections can be performed for Phase-1. The
optical functions such as beta functions, dispersions, and
X-Y couplings were measured and corrected in the LER and
HER, respectively. The beta functions are obtained by orbit
responses induced by six kinds of dipole correctors for each
x and y direction. The physical dispersions are measured
by orbit displacements for the rf frequency shifts between
-500 Hz and +500 Hz. Note that the dispersions are physical
and different from normal mode dispersions. In the case of
the X-Y couplings, vertical leakage orbits from horizontal
orbits induced by six kinds of horizontal dipole correctors
are used to correct the X-Y couplings instead of four X-Y
coupling parameters of r 1 - r 4 . The number of BPMs is 438
in the LER and 460 in the HER to measure closed orbits. The
1: Circular and Linear Colliders
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BPM gain mapping and the beam based alignment(BBA)
have been performed before the optics tuning.
In order to correct the beta functions, the measured beta
functions and phase-advance are compared with those calculated by the model and amount of the correction of field
strength for each quadrupole magnets are estimated. Correction coils are installed for each quadrupole magnet, however,
the correction was performed by families of quadrupole
magnets during the Phase-1 commissioning. The arc lattice
adopts non-interleaved sextupole correction scheme and two
identical sextupoles are connected by −I 0 transfer matrix.
The dispersions and X-Y couplings are corrected by using
this specialty. The horizontal dispersions are corrected by
using asymmetric local bumps in the horizontal direction at
pairs of two horizontal focusing sextupoles(SF). The horizontal offset of the sextupole generates quadrupole field, however, this quadrupole field is localized between two identical
sextupoles then only horizontal dispersions can be corrected.
The vertical dispersions and the X-Y couplings are corrected
by using skew quadrupole-like correctors at the sextupole
magnets. The opposite sign of the skew quadrupole field
can correct only the vertical dispersions, on the other hand,
the same sign can correct only the X-Y couplings. Because
of the non-interleaved sextupole scheme, the corrections
of vertical physical dispersions and X-Y couplings can be
solved independently for each other.
Table 3 shows the results of optics corrections. After
these optics corrections, the vertical emittance has achieved
9 pm in the LER which was measured by an X-ray beam size
monitor. The vertical emittance is derived by ε y = σy2 / βy .
In another way, the vertical emittance can be estimated by
measured optical functions and magnet configurations;
ε y = Cq γ 2

I5,y
.
Jx I2

(7)

The normal dispersions can be derived by X-Y coupling
parameters and transfer matrix between neighboring two
BPMs in the model. The vertical emittance of 8 pm in the
LER is obtained by this estimation which is consistent with
the X-ray measurement. On the other hand, the measured
vertical beam size in the HER was 30 µm for βy = 7.6 m,
which corresponds to the vertical emittance of 120 pm. This
value seems to be too large because the optics tuning is the
same level between the LER and HER as shown in Table 3.
A simulation assuming a misalignment of the sextupoles
which reproduces the measured optical functions provides
the vertical emittance of 5 – 20 pm. We consider that the
calibration issues of X-ray monitor still remains. The vertical
emittance is indirectly estimated to be 6 pm by using the
measured optical functions in the HER.

Electron Cloud
Electron cloud is a serious issue for e+ e− storage-ring collider. We have tried to suppress the effect by using solenoid
field at KEKB with a circular vacuum pipe for many years.
In SuperKEKB, ante-chambers with TiN coating are adopted
in the arc section to suppress the electron cloud in the LER.
1: Circular and Linear Colliders
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Table 3: Results of the Optics Tuning in Phase-1. X-Y
coupling∗ refers an average value of rms(∆y)/rms(∆x) induced by six kinds of horizontal dipole correctors. Dispersions are physical variables in the table.
Items
Coupling strength
X-Y coupling∗
Hor. dispersion
Ver. dispersion
Hor. β function
Ver. β function
Hor. tune
Ver. tune

Symbol
C−

(×10−3 )

|
|
rms(∆y)/rms(∆x)
rms(∆η x )
rms(∆η y )
rms(∆ β x / β x )
rms(∆ βy / βy )
∆νx (×10−4 )
∆νy (×10−4 )

LER

HER

1.2
0.9 %
8 mm
2 mm
3%
3%
2
5

2.0
0.6 %
11 mm
2 mm
3%
3%
5
1

Figure 4 shows the electron current measured by the electron monitor for various vacuum chambers used at KEKB or
SuperKEKB. The measured electron current indicates the
electron density around the beam orbit. When the region
of the lower beam current(<400 mA) is considered which
dominates photoelectrons, the ante-chamber suppress photoelectrons significantly compared with the circular vacuum
pipe. In the region of the high beam current(> 400 mA),
the secondary electrons are dominate and it is found that the
TiN coating can suppress the secondary electrons very well.
The mitigation of electron cloud by using the ante-chamber
with TiN coating has been confirmed in Phase-1. However,
nonlinear pressure rise for the beam current and beam-size
blowup were observed in Phase-1. It is found that the nonlinear pressure rise is caused by multiplication of electrons
at the aluminum bellows chamber without TiN coating. The
bellows chambers with a length of 0.2 m locate every 3 m in
the whole ring and the number of bellows is 800. In order to
suppress the multiplication of electrons, permanent magnets
generating solenoid field were installed and the pressure rise
was reduced significantly.
Figure 5 shows the beam-size blowup as a function of total
beam current for several rf-bucket spacing with 600 bunches.
It is found that the threshold of the beam-size blowup depends on the rf-bucket spacing, namely, the electron density
increases as the rf-bucket spacing decreases. Even though
the ante-chamber with TiN coating and solenoid magnets at
the aluminum bellows were adopted, we still observed beamsize blowup above 900 mA in the case of 3 rf-bucket(6 ns
separation) spacing and 1578 bunches in total. Test of nanobeam scheme will be able to be performed in Phase-2 since
the beam-size blowup can be suppressed until 1 A when 4
rf-bucket spacing is adopted. We need more solenoid field
at the drift spaces such as the ante-chamber to suppress the
beam-size blowup when we try to achieve the design beam
current with the design bunches in Phase-3.

Injector Linac
Low emittance and high intensity electron and positron
beams are necessary for the injection to the LER and HER. A
35
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stacked two pre-injectors of the rf gun and of the thermionic
gun vertically to switch injection from them. The rf gun is
located at the same level as the main linac, on the other hand,
the thermionic gun is on the upper deck. The vertical transfer line is built to merge electron beams from the thermionic
gun to the main linac. The rf gun was operated for 10 days
and the condition was stable [7]. The normalized emittance
of 20 - 30 µm has been achieved by the rf gun. The charge
intensity was 1.7 nC measured just after the rf gun. Further
modifications for the rf gun will be prepared for the injection
in Phase-2 and Phase-3.
Figure 4: Electron current as a function of beam current in
the LER.

UPGRADE STATUS FOR PHASE-2
Major upgrade issue between Phase-1 and Phase-2 is a
construction of the final focus system. The final focus system
consists of four quadrupoles, 16 corrector coils, 4 cancel
coils for the HER to compensate leakage field from the
LER, and compensation solenoid for each side of the IP.
These magnets are superconducting magnets and have iron
or permendur yokes except for the most closest magnets to
the IP in the LER. The left side of the final focus system has
been installed in the IR and we have measured and adjusted
an alignment of the magnets. The fabrication of the final
focus system for the right side will be finished and installed
within this year.

CONCLUSIONS
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Figure 5: Beam-size blowup(vertical) in the LER.
flux concentrator and 10 large aperture S-band accelerating
structures were installed to increase positron intensity for
the LER. The huge emittance of the initial positron beam
will be decreased by a dumping ring(DR) at 1.1 GeV. Since
the DR is under construction, the positron beam is injected
directly to the LER bypassing the DR during Phase-1. We
operated the flux concentrator with the half of the nominal
current since the head part was damaged due to large electric
discharge last year. The reason of the damage comes from
that the hardening process was abbreviated. The charge
intensity of positron beams was 0.6 nC at the end of the
linac for the 7 nC primary electrons. The modified version
of the flux concentrator will be installed next year.
A photo-cathode rf gun is used to make a low emittance
and high intensity electrons for the HER injection. The rf
gun consists of Ir5 Ce as the cathode and a Yb doped solid
state laser with a hybrid system of fiber-based amplifies and
Yb:YAG thin-disk multi-pass amplifies for Phase-1. A quasitraveling wave side-coupled cavity is adopted to accelerate
an initial electron beam. The bunch length of 25 ps is compressed into 10 ps by using a chicane. We also prepared a
thermionic gun to be used for primary electrons to generate
positron beams and also for the injection to the HER. We
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The vacuum scrubbing was successfully done and the
low emittance tuning was performed during Phase-1. The
vertical emittance of 10 pm which is the target value at this
stage has been achieved in the LER. The vacuum system, the
RF system, and the beam instrumentation worked without
any serious trouble. The fabrication and field measurements
of the final focus system and the construction of the positron
damping ring will be completed next year. The first collision
will be provided in the end of 2017. The SuperKEKB project
keeps on going.
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LHC operation restarted in 2015 after the first Long Shutdown, planning for a 4-year long run until the end of 2018
(called Run 2). The beam energy was fixed at 6.5 TeV. The
year 2015 was dedicated to establishing operation at the high
energy and with 25 ns beams, in order to prepare production
for the following three years. The year 2016 was the first
one dedicated to production, and it turned out to be a recordbreaking year, in which the goals in both peak and integrated
luminosities with proton-proton beams were achieved and
surpassed.
This paper revisits 2015 and 2016, shortly highlighting
the main facts in the timelines, recalling the parameters that
characterized luminosity production, and sketching the main
limitations and the main highlights of results for selected
topics, including a particular focus on the beam physics
issues.

INTRODUCTION
The year 2015 marked the restart of LHC [1] operation
with beam after its first Long Shutdown (LS1) [2]. The
first three months were devoted to hardware commissioning, which included the dipole training campaign to 6.5 TeV.
The machine checkout interwove with the end of the hardware commissioning, and finally the first probe beams were
circulated on Easter Day (5 April). Eight weeks of beam
commissioning followed, which included recommissioning
of all systems, including machine protection systems. The
summer was devoted to a step-wise scrubbing run and intensity ramp-up: first with 50 ns, then with 25 ns beams. A
total of ∼ 3 weeks were dedicated to electron-cloud scrubbing at 450 GeV [3]. In September and October the intensity
ramp-up with 25 ns continued, mostly limited by the heat
load induced on the cryogenic system [4]. The month of
August was particularly difficult as the machine availability
was impaired by Single Event Effects on the Quench Protection Systems [5] and by high UFO rates (Unidentified
Falling Objects, [6]), so much that most of the luminosity
production happened mostly in the months of September
and October.
The year 2016 required only 4 weeks of recommissioning
with beam, followed directly by operation with 25 ns beams.
The 2015 performance with respect to electron-cloud could
be recovered with only ∼ 12 hours dedicated to scrubbing at
injection energy [7]. Until mid-July, operation concentrated
on proton-proton physics production, in order to accumulate
as much data as possible for the summer physics confer1: Circular and Linear Colliders

ences. The Machine Development (MD) program was then
condensed in the second part of the year. The year was characterized by a much improved machine availability [8] that
allowed integrating more than the yearly target despite a few
limitations on the number of bunches and intensity.
This paper first reviews the luminosity performance
achieved in 2015 and 2016, and then draws attention to
the main limitations encountered, and some highlights of
results for selected topics. This paper does not cover the lead
ion runs (Pb-Pb in 2015 [9], and p-Pb and Pb-p in 2016),
nor the special physics runs (e.g. van der Meer, high-beta,
i.e. 90 m in 2015 and 2.5 km in 2016).

LUMINOSITY PERFORMANCE
The year 2015 was devoted to establishing proton-proton
operation with 25 ns beams at 6.5 TeV, in order to establish
a solid base for production in the rest of Run 2. The choice
of β ∗ in ATLAS and CMS was 80 cm, which was cautious
to allow some extra margins for machine protection purposes. At the end of the proton physics running period, the
peak instantaneous luminosity reached ∼ 0.5×1034 cm−2 s−1 ,
achieved when the number of bunches per ring was maximum for the year (i.e. 2244, see Fig. 1). The main beam and
machine parameters that allowed reaching such luminosity
are shown in Table 1, where also the Design Report and
2016 values are shown.
Table 1: Beam and Machine Parameters from [1], and
Achieved in 2015 and 2016
Parameter
energy [TeV]
bunch spacing [ns]
β ∗ [m]
half crossing angle [µrad]
Nb [1011 ppb]
transverse emittance [µm]
number of bunches/ring
L [1034 cm−2 s−1 ] (peak)
pile-up µ (peak)
stored beam energy [MJ]

Design

2015

2016

7
25
0.55
142.5
1.15
3.75
2808
1
20
360

6.5
25
0.80
185
1.15
3.5
2240
0.5
18
270

6.5
25
0.40
140
1.1
2
2220
1.4
41
260

After the experience gained in 2015, in 2016 β ∗ was
pushed to 40 cm. Additionally, the beam production scheme
was changed from the standard one [1] to “Batch Compression, Merging and Splitting” [10], which creates brighter
bunches (in particular, ∼2 µm emittances reach collisions, to
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tion for physics (and no faults). This can be compared
to ∼ 33 − 35% in physics in the previous years.
• 96 fills were brought into physics, 46 of which were
dumped by operations, 47 aborted by faults, and 7 are
suspected to be radiation induced aborts.
A number of improvements were put in place in order
to improve the operational efficiency, e.g.: the inclusion
of part of the betatron squeeze into the acceleration ramp
(reduction of β ∗ from 11 m to 3 m, since 2015), and the use
of a shortened precycle (to 3.5 TeV, in 2016). The minimum
turn around time (time from the end of a physics fill to the
start of the next one) is below 3 hours in both 2015 and 2016.

LIMITATIONS
Electron Cloud

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 1: Performance plots for 2015 (fills 3800 to 4600)
and 2016 (fills 4800 to 5400). Shown from the top: number
of bunches per fill, peak luminosity per fill, and integrated
luminosity per fill. Note that the quoted luminosity values
do not take the latest calibrations from the experiments into
account.
be compared to ∼3.5 µm of the standard scheme). The smaller emittance, together with a reduction of the margins allocated for long-range beam-beam effects (from 10.5 beam σ to
9 beam σ), allowed a reduction of the crossing angle from
370 µrad to 280 µrad in the second part of the year. At the
time of writing, the peak instantaneous luminosity reached
∼ 1.4 × 1034 cm−2 s−1 (see also Fig. 1).
The luminosity integrated by ATLAS and CMS over the
course of the 2015 proton physics run was just above 4 fb−1 ,
while LHCb and ALICE integrated 360 pb−1 and 9 pb−1 ,
respectively. While the integrated luminosity ran short of
the initial projection, the production rates in the end of the
run reached 200-250 pb−1 per day and ∼ 1 fb−1 per week,
which make good foundations for the next years.
In 2016, the integrated luminosity target, set to 25 fb−1
was exceeded, and at the time of writing, ∼ 33 fb−1 have
been accumulated at ATLAS and CMS. LHCb and ALICE
integrated 1.5 fb−1 and 12 pb−1 , respectively. Up to 3.3 fb−1
were integrated at ATLAS and CMS in a single week.
While the statistics for the full year are not available yet,
the ones for the summer period are quoted hereafter [8]:
• the statistics are calculated over a period of 79 days
allocated to physics production, in between the first
and second technical stops of the year; commissioning
and machine development periods are not included.
• the machine time was divided in: 20% downtime, 1%
precycles, 58% physics production, and 21% prepara38

The 2015 experience [3] has shown that scrubbing at
450 GeV allows achieving sufficient mitigation for e-cloud
instabilities and beam degradation occurring at low energy
with 25 ns bunch spacing. In order to preserve good beam
quality, the machine settings had to be optimized (e.g. chromaticity, Landau octupoles and transverse feedback, including a change of the working point). Nevertheless, e-cloud
was still present in the machine, as witnessed by the heat
load in the arcs, and operation was carried out at the limit of
the heat load that the cryogenics system could handle (this
included the continuous optimization of the filling schemes).
Additionally though, a significant electron dose was accumulated during the physics fills: this resulted in a reduction of
the e-cloud induced heat load in the arc dipoles by roughly
a factor of two in two months of operation. The analysis
also revealed the very large doses needed to observe an evolution of the heat loads at this stage, which are practically
incompatible with a dedicated scrubbing run.
Thus, the baseline for 2016 became to spend only a short
amount of time for dedicated scrubbing runs, as much as
needed to recover a good beam quality for the 25 ns beams,
and then continue scrubbing parasitically during the physics
runs. In fact, partly due to hardware issues, only 12 hours
were dedicated in 2016 to scrubbing at 450 GeV. The year
2016 was still characterized by a significant heat-load [7],
which though was within the cryogenic limits, also as the
total beam intensity was limited by other factors. An improved handling of the beam-induced dynamic heat-load and
a thorough release of the cryogenics interlock levels resulted
in cryogenics having no impact of beam operation.

Unidentified Falling Objects
Experience with UFOs in 2015 [6] has shown that, for
operation at 6.5 TeV, UFOs have the potential to cause beaminduced quenches and disrupt operation. In 2015 (respectively 2016), 3 (resp. 3) quenches were induced and 17 (resp.
13) fills prematurely terminated. UFO events were as frequent as 40 events per hour in the initial phases of 2015, but
luckily then the rates conditioned and stabilized at a plateau
1: Circular and Linear Colliders
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of 10 events per hour at the end of 2015 and 2 events per
hour in 2016 (see Fig. 2).
The strategy with respect to quenches was revised in 2015
taking into account operational experience, and the Beam
Loss Monitor (BLM) thresholds in the UFO time scales
were raised to allow few UFO-induced quenches and avoid
unnecessary dumps, in order to favour the overall machine
availability. Thanks to these measures and the conditioning
effect, UFOs were less of a worry than initially feared.

Radiation to Electronics
The failure rates of electronic equipment exposed to radiation is proportional to the radiation levels. At the Interaction
Points (IPs) the radiation level is dominated by the integrated
luminosity, while for the arcs the radiation levels are due
mostly to beam-gas interactions, thus the circulating beam
intensity.
In 2015, 14 beam aborts were due to radiation effects [11].
In 2016, only 3 beam dumps were radiation-related during
the first 20 fb−1 , while the expectation was ∼ 1 dump per
fb−1 [12]. While this is very good news as it goes in the
direction of improving machine availability, the analysis is
still ongoing. What can be concluded so far is that the arc
radiation levels per unit luminosity are lower than in 2015,
which in turn can be due to the lower vacuum pressure in the
arc, or to the higher luminosity per proton achieved thanks to
the smaller β ∗ . In any case, the LHC in 2016 is run as a very
clean machine, the luminosity losses are burn-off dominated,
and e-cloud was not at its limit.

Others
In 2015, the main limitation to the total number of bunches
per ring was the heat load generated on the cryogenic system
by e-cloud. In 2016, the intensity per bunch was limited to
1.1e11 ppb for a total of 2220 bunches because of outgassing
taking place at a ceramic connection in one LHC injection
kicker. Additionally, in the early 2016 a vacuum leak developed on the SPS internal beam dump [13], limiting the
number of bunches to 96 in the SPS, thus also limiting the
efficiency of the SPS-LHC transfer as the train length is limited. During the upcoming winter stop, the SPS beam dump
will be replaced and additional pumping will be added at
the sensitive location in the injection kicker. Note that the
injection protection elements (TDIs and TCDIs) limits the
transfer from the SPS to the LHC to 144 bunches at a time
in case of BCMS beams.
An aperture restriction, the so-called Unidentified Lying
Object (or ULO, [14]), is present in the LHC since 2015.
The orbit is steered away from the object with local orbit
bumps of amplitude 3 mm in the horizontal plane and 1 mm
in the vertical plane. The ULO has not disturbed operations
since 2015.
A potential inter-turn short in sector 12 was discovered in
August 2016 [15]. Additional monitoring instrumentation
has been added, the BLM thresholds were lowered by a
factor 3 to avoid UFO-induced quenches, and the Quench
Protection System was locally modified to minimize the
1: Circular and Linear Colliders
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possibility of spurious triggers. The suspicious magnet will
be replaced during the upcoming winter stop.

SELECTED HIGHLIGHTS OF RESULTS
Laslett Q Shift Automated Correction
An intensity-dependent tune shift was observed in
2015 [16]. The scaling with intensity followed the so-called
Laslett tune shift, which arises from image currents on the
beam screen induced by the beam itself. The scaling was
measured for many fills at injection, and empirical parameters were derived. In 2016 an application that corrects this
intensity-dependent tune shift was put into operation, and is
since used regularly during injection to maintain the tunes
under control, and avoid drifts that, combined with too high
coupling, can cause beam instabilities and emittance blow
up.

Optics Corrections
In 2016 the β ∗ was squeezed to 40 cm which is below
the design β ∗ of 55 cm. The measurement of the uncorrected machine revealed a β-beating over 100%. After the
correction procedure a rms β-beating below 1% at the two
main experiments and an overall β-beating below 2% was
measured [17]. This was achieved thanks to improvements
in the excitation length with the AC-dipole, the incorporation of the results from K-modulation in the corrections and
the use of weights for the different parameters. This is the
lowest β-beating ever achieved for an optics in the LHC. The
measured β ∗ is shown in Table 2. A good optics correction
is crucial for safe operation as well as for providing equal
amount of luminosity for the two main experiments.
Table 2: The Measured β ∗ after the Final Corrections for
2016
IP

Beam

β ∗x [cm]

β ∗y [cm]

1
1
5
5

1
2
1
2

39.8 ± 0.5
39.8 ± 0.1
39.9 ± 0.2
39.5 ± 0.1

40.1 ± 0.1
40.1 ± 0.1
40.1 ± 0.1
39.6 ± 0.2

Luminosity Levelling Techniques
The control of the pile-up, i.e. the number of inelastic
collisions per crossing, has been a crucial subject since early
LHC operation. Luminosity levelling by transverse separation has been operational since Run 1 at the low luminosity
experiments LHCb and ALICE.
In two physics fills in 2016, simultaneous levelling at
all 4 main experiments was also tried. While ALICE and
LHCb were levelled to the standard values, the beams were
separated also at ATLAS and CMS to reduce the luminosity
by 20% with respect to the peak at the start of the fill. During
the fill, the beams were manually steered in small steps to
guarantee that the luminosity remained inside a ±2.5% band.
39
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Figure 2: Rates of arc UFO events during physics production (“Stable beams”) in 2015 and 2016. A “UFO” is an event that
reaches at least 2 × 10−4 Gy/s in the 640 µs integration time of the BLM system, recorded by at least two nearby monitors
(< 40 m apart) in cells ≥ 12. The horizontal axis indicates the fill number and the number of bunches circulating per
ring. The vertical dotted lines separate different operational periods (e.g. different bunch spacing, technical stops, machine
development periods, etc).
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Orbit drifts of yet unknown cause resulted in luminosity
excursions to the limits of the acceptance band. These orbit
drifts are often present, but are more evident when the beams
are slightly displaced instead of colliding fully head on.
Luminosity levelling by β ∗ was studied in Machine Development sessions in 2012 and 2015 [18]. In 2015, a continuous betatron squeeze was demonstrated during which
the beams remained colliding to better than one beam sigma
transverse separation. The long term stability and the orbit
reproducibility were measured by repeating the study after
a few months, and they were found to be in agreement with
the predictions.
Luminosity levelling by crossing angle was studied in
a Machine Development session in 2016 [19]. Also this
technique worked smoothly, with beam losses and orbit drifts
well under control. The study was so successful that the
technique can be considered for operation already in 2017.

Others
Many systems and subjects cannot be covered in this contribution due to space limitations. Some can nevertheless be
quickly recalled and referred to: the excellent performance
of the hardware systems, e.g. the collimation system and
new methods to validate it [20], RF systems and transverse
dampers, including new simulation tools [21]; the improved
handling of beam induced effects and transients in the cryogenic system [22]; to note only a few.

PROJECTIONS
The goal for the whole Run 2 in terms of integrated luminosity is set to 100 fb−1 . After the success in 2016, 2017
and 2018 will probably be expected to produce 40-45 fb−1
each. It is worth stressing that there is a limit on the maximum peak luminosity at ∼ 1.7 × 1034 cm−2 s−1 set by the
cryogenics cooling capabilities for the inner triplets at the
40

high-luminosity experiments. Similar limits are also set in
data taking at the experiments, mostly deriving from the
maximum pile-up that can be handled per event. Given the
limitations on the maximum peak luminosity, the achievement of the integrated luminosity target relies on a good
machine availability, for which 2016 constitutes a very good
omen.
One choice that will present itself again will be the one
between standard and BCMS beams. BCMS beams offer the
advantage of the lower emittance (and thus crossing angle),
leading to a higher luminosity per bunch pair. Fewer bunches
can be transferred at a time, resulting in less bunches per
ring but less e-cloud. Standard beams allow an extra 30%
of bunches per ring at the price of higher emittance and
less luminosity per bunch pair, but with the advantage of
a lower pile-up (and increased understanding of e-cloud in
view of HL-LHC). This choice will require input from the
experiments, and in case pile-up is an issue, the feasibility
of luminosity levelling techniques was already proven.

CONCLUSIONS
The second Run of LHC operation will be half complete
by the end of 2016. While 2015 was dedicated to establishing operation at 6.5 TeV with 25 ns beams and small β ∗ ,
2016 was fully dedicated to physics production. The peak
performance in 2016 exceeded the design values, reaching
∼ 1.4 × 1034 cm−2 s−1 . This was possible by squeezing to
40 cm, and thanks to the brighter beams from injectors. A
good delivery of integrated luminosity is also by now guaranteed, as more than 33 fb−1 were delivered in 2016. This was
enabled by the improved machine availability. UFOs have
conditioned down, and radiation to electronics effects are
below expectations, but e-cloud is conditioning very slowly.
The LHC has moved from commissioning to exploitation,
and enjoys the benefits of the decades-long international
1: Circular and Linear Colliders
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design, construction, and installation effort. A huge amount
of experience and understanding has been gained and fedforward into operation. The astounding results and progress
represent a phenomenal ongoing effort by all the teams involved.
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Abstract
In order to achieve higher instantaneous and integrated
luminosities, the average Au bunch intensity in RHIC has
been increased by 28% compared to the preceding Au
run. This increase was accomplished in part by merging
bunches in the RHIC injector AGS. Luminosity levelling
for one of the two interaction points (IP) with collisions
was realized by continuous control of the vertical beam
separation. Parallel to RHIC physics operation, the electron beam commissioning of a novel cooling technique
with potential application in eRHIC, Coherent electron
Cooling as a proof of principle (CeCPoP), was carried
out. In addition, a 56 MHz superconducting RF cavity
was commissioned and made operational. In this paper
we will focus on the RHIC performance during the 2016
Au-Au run.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
The Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) at
Brookhaven National Laboratory is a circular collider that
has been operated successfully for more than a decade. It
has provided heavy ion collisions of several species at
different energies. In 2016, at the beginning of the FY16
physics run, RHIC provided Au-Au beam collisions at
100 GeV/n beam energy for 10 weeks, followed by 6
weeks of d-Au (Deuteron-gold) energy scan physics running. The last week of the run, which was originally devoted to the CeC PoP experiment, was eventually re-used
for the 100 GeV Au-Au physics run.

INJECTION CHAIN
The Au injection chain of RHIC includes EBIS/Tandem
as an injector, followed by Linac, Booster and AGS. At
the beginning of Run16, eight bunches in the AGS were
merged into two bunches using a bunch merge scheme of
8→4→2.
To shorten the filling time, the merge scheme of
12→6→2 (Figure 1) was tested and adopted for RHIC
operation after reaching the maximum intensity (2.1×109)
in the AGS with the 8→4→2 merge scheme. To make
this scheme work, EBIS also needs to provide 12 pulses
per cycle reliably; additionally the Booster merge energy
has to be raised to meet the power limit from the local
power
grid.
____________________________________________
* Work supported by the US Department of Energy under contract number DE-SC0012704
† xgu@bnl.gov

Figure 1: Merge scheme in the AGS for 8→4→2 (top)
and 12→6→2 (bottom).
With the merging scheme of 12→6→2, the peak bunch
intensity at AGS extraction has reached 3.15×109. However, the AGS injection intensity was limited to
2.4~2.5×109, which was imposed by the amplifier of the
RHIC Landau cavity.
With the upgrade of the Booster low-level RF, the satellite bunch intensity was only 2% of the Au intensity in
Run 14, while it is around 4~5% in Run 16 because of the
larger number of bunches merged. The longitudinal emittance in the AGS was about 0.7eVs, which is similar to
Run 14. The normalized transverse rms emittance in the
AGS was about 1.7-1.8μm. The duty cycle was also extended from 5.4 seconds to 6.4 seconds, although was
reduced to 6 seconds later. Because of the longer cycle
time, the filling time of RHIC was extended. The increase
emittance growth during the extended filling time resulted
in about 5% smaller ramp efficiency that Run 14.
The Tandem also achieved a record Au intensity of
2.5×109 and met the limited RHIC intensity requirement
during EBIS outages.

RHIC LATTICE AND BEAM LOSS
The 100 GeV Au-Au lattice for Run 16 was similar to
the configuration used in Run14 [1, 2]. The integer tunes
were (28, 29), and the lattice had a better off-momentum
1: Circular and Linear Colliders
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dynamic aperture. The initial beta* for collisions at IP6
and IP8 was 0.7 m, while the beta* for IP2 and IP12 was
set to 5 m.
The protection bumps [2], which were designed during
Run 14 to protect the STAR and the PHENIX detectors
from abort kicker pre-fires, were also adopted in Run16.
The amplitude of the bumps was 20 mm. Besides the
acute beam loss from pre-fires, the protection bump area
also experienced continuous chronic beam losses, which
was dominated by Au78 generated by bound-free pair
production in collisions.

MOB3CO03

moved to a different arc. The blue closed orbit was also
moved closer to the blue mask. After these changes, the
total beam loss in the cold magnets was reduced, as well
as the frequency of store aborts caused by electronics
upset. There was increased beam loss observed on the
blue protection mask (Figure 2), as intended. No chronic
beam loss and radiation were detected at IP2 where the
radiation sensitive wiggler of CeC PoP is located.

Figure 3: Closed orbit before and after protection bumps
change.

Figure 2: The chronic beam loss nearby protection bumps
area before and after modification.
These chronic beam losses have caused electronics upsets and store aborts, and are considered one reason for
the diode failure when one blue dipole magnet quenched
during Run 16 operation. The total time for the dipole
replacement was completed in 2.8 weeks, including identification, warm up, replacement, cooling down and resuming physics.
To replace the protection bumps and eliminate the
chronic beam loss, two protection masks (at IP12 for blue
and IP8 for yellow) were installed in both rings during
Run15 [3]. These are movable beam masks located one
arc downstream of the IR 10 abort kickers, so that they
can intercept beam kicked during an abort kicker pre-fire
event before the kicked beam reaches the detector. The
betatron phase advances between protection mask and
detectors have been optimized for Run 16.
During Run 16, from one dedicated blue pre-fire test
and nominal operation, it was concluded that these masks
are not adequate to prevent experimental triplet quenches
as well as detector, even after optimizing the phase advance between pre-fire kicker and protection mask. It is
also not advisable to place a mask immediately upstream
of an experimental detector because of radiation shower,
as is the case in the yellow ring.
Therefore, to reduce these chronic beam losses, some
improvements of the protection bumps had been made, as
illustrated in Figure 3. The yellow protection bump was
moved by 2 FODO cells, and the direction of the maximum amplitude was flipped towards the outside of the
RHIC ring, to reduce beam loss onto the protection diode.
The blue protection bump and compensation bump were
1: Circular and Linear Colliders
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A 56MHz passive superconducting RF (SRF) storage
cavity [4] without Higher Order Mode (HOM) damper
was commissioned during Run16. To find a way to make
the cavity operational, the Fundamental Mode Damper
(FMD) was used as HOM damper and FMD. With the
help of the cavity tuner, a safe tuning path which avoided
exciting several monopole modes was found, and the
cavity voltage could be ramped up to 1MV. The cavity
was operated in several stores during this 100 GeV AuAu run. With 0.5 MV cavity voltage, the 10 cm PHENIX
vertex cut detector signal increased about 17%.
Coherent electron Cooling [5] is a strong cooling method that is needed to achieve the ultimate luminosity of
eRHIC. The CeC proof-of-principle (PoP) experiment
aims at demonstrating this novel cooling technique. Installation of CeC-PoP in IP 2 was almost finished at the
beginning of Run16, and electron beam commissioning
started during RHIC operation. The compressed electron
beam was accelerated to about 8 MeV and propagated
through the interaction region to the high power beam
dump [6]. The ion beam loss at IP2 was improved and
eliminated after reducing the separation bump amplitude,
better vacuum pipe alignment and orbit control at injection.

PERFORMANCE
The 100 GeV Au-Au operations started with ramping
up the bunch intensity to 1.8×109 and the bunch number
to 111, because of high vacuum pressure around IR2 area
during start-up. Thereafter, 3D Stochastic Cooling (SC)
with longitudinal gated cooling was configured, and machine setup was finished. On Feb. 22, the bunch merge
scheme for RHIC fill switched from 8->4->2 to 12->6->2
beginning with fill 19587. Then, the injection beam intensity was increased up until reaching its limit of 2.4×109.
Subsequently it was kept at 2.3×109.
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In Run14, because the high collision rates have caused
triggering issues for the STAR HFT, the STAR ZDC rates
were levelled to 50 kHz after 2.5 hours into the store.
From the beginning of Run16, after several store tests of
levelling to 60 kHz, the STAR ZDC rates were kept constant at 70 kHz (Figure 4, top plot) from the beginning of
each store via a vertical separation bump. To preserve
intensity and allow longer levelled stores for STAR, the
initial SC cooling power was reduced and controlled
throughout the store (Figure 4, bottom plot). This resulted
in 4~5% more integrated luminosity for STAR.

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

12→6→2 and the improvement of EBIS, the AGS
achieved 50% more intensity than before. In RHIC, this
resulted in 28% higher bunch intensities. About another
20% more intensity available in the AGS can be injected
in to RHIC in the future, after increasing the power of
Landau cavity amplifier.

Figure 6: Delivered integrated luminosities for STAR and
PHENIX during RHIC Au-Au 100 GeV Run16.

Figure 4: STAR luminosity levelling with 70 kHz ZDC
rate (top); SC cooling levelling was used for higher integrated luminosity for STAR.
With the higher intensity provided by the AGS, the average bunch intensity in RHIC before physics collision
was 1.85×109, while it was about 1.4×109 in Run 14. The
100 GeV Au-Au peak luminosity of RHIC in Run 16 has
increased about 85% compared to Run 14 (Figure 5),
based on the 10 best stores in each of the two runs; while
the store integrated luminosity has increased about 75%
even with SC cooling levelling. The delivered integrated
luminosities are shown in Figure 6.

During Run 16, a quench protection diode needed to be
replaced due to radiation and quench related damage.
This repair was performed within just 19 days. With more
intensity in the future, the machine protection needs to be
carefully re-evaluated. A mechanical switch is also under
consideration to eliminate abort kicker pre-fires [6].
The 56 MHz SRF has operated at 1 MV without any
HOM dampers - the first operational SRF cavity in RHIC.
To further achieve stable operation above 1MV up to 2
MV in the future, some modifications are being carried
out now.
CeC beam has been delivered from the gun to the high
power dump [7]. To achieve 20 MeV beam and demonstrate CeC as a viable cooling technique within the next
two years, several improvements are under way.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors
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AGS for RHIC. With the help of the merge scheme of
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HIGH LUMINOSITY 100 TeV PROTON-ANTIPROTON COLLIDER
S. J. Oliveros∗ , J. G. Acosta, L. M. Cremaldi, T. L. Hart, D. J. Summers
University of Mississippi - Oxford, University, MS 38677, USA
The energy scale for new physics is known to be in the
multi-TeV range, signaling the potential need for a collider
beyond the LHC. A 10 34 cm−2 s−1 luminosity 100 TeV
proton-antiproton collider is explored. Prior engineering
studies for 233 and 270 km circumference tunnels were
done for Illinois dolomite and Texas chalk signaling manageable tunneling costs. At a p p̄ the cross section for high
mass states is of order 10× higher with antiproton collisions,
where antiquarks are directly present rather than relying
on gluon splitting. The higher cross sections reduce the
synchrotron radiation in superconducting magnets, because
lower beam currents can produce the same rare event rates.
In our design the increased momentum acceptance (11 ±
2.6 GeV/c) in a Fermilab-like antiproton source is used with
septa to collect 12× more antiprotons in 12 channels. For
stochastic cooling, 12 cooling systems would be used, each
with one debuncher/momentum equalizer ring and two accumulator rings. One electron cooling ring would follow.
Finally antiprotons would be recycled during runs without
leaving the collider ring, by joining them to new bunches
with synchrotron damping.

PROTON ANTIPROTON COLLIDER
REMARKS
Physics beyond the standard model will motivate searches
for new high mass states at present and future colliders for
years to come. It is readily understood that direct q q̄ annihilation processes make a significant contribution to the
production cross section for high mass states, in addition to
gluon splitting present in both p p̄ and pp collisions. The
presence of the anti-quark in the p̄ gives a significant advantage to p p̄ colliders for production of high mass states near
threshold [1–4].

masses using proton-proton and proton-antiproton collisions
at a center of mass energy of 100 TeV. The results are shown
in the Fig. 2. As the mass increases the W 0 cross section
obtained with p p̄ collisions is greater compared to pp collisions, becoming approximately 10 times larger at higher
masses.

Figure 2: W 0 boson production cross section as a function
of the mass for pp and p p̄ collisions with a Ecm = 100 TeV.
Synchrotron radiation (SR) effects, growing as E 4 /ρ 2 ,
may become a serious problem in a collider’s superconducting magnets and vacuum systems, but less so in p p̄ designs.
See the recent design of a 100 km high energy (100 TeV) pp
collider (FCC-hh) [6]. With higher cross sections available
at a p p̄ collider it can be run at lower luminosities, with less
SR effect, and even less detector pileup. Scaling to a 200 km
p p̄ ring, the SR is reduced from 35 W/m [6] to 1.75 W/m.

OBTAINING HIGH LUMINOSITY
An important goal in designing the 100 TeV p p̄ collider
will be achieving a luminosity of 1034 cm−2 s−1 . As a
starting point, taking as reference the Tevatron collider, the
gain in luminosity for the 100 TeV p p̄ collider, for which the
beam energy is 50 TeV, the ring circumference is 200 km,
and β ∗ = 14 cm (half of the Tevatron), the luminosity can

Figure 1: Feynman diagrams for W0 production in (a) q q̄
collision, and (b) qq collision (t channel). The two final state
quarks cross in the u channel, which is not shown.
Figure 1 shows the Feynman diagram for W 0 production
from q q̄ and qq collision. Using the event generator, Madgraph [5], the W 0 cross section is obtained for different W 0
∗

solivero@go.olemiss.edu

Figure 3: Configuration to divide the beam into two parts.
An initial beam with momentum acceptance p = 11.0 GeV/c
± 24% is collected by the Li lens and dispersed by a magnetic
dipole to be then divided by a electrostatic septa ES and two
magnetic dipoles MS.
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Figure 4: An initial beam with momentum acceptance p = 11.0 GeV/c ± 24% is divided to get finally twelve beam with
momentum acceptance of ±2%.
be scaled as,

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

∗
Lscaled = Eincreased × fdecreased × βfactor
× Lcurrent
50 TeV
6.28 km
=
×
× 2 × (3.4 × 1032 cm−2 s−1 )
0.98 TeV 200 km
= 1.1 × 1033 cm−2 s−1

Thus, with 10x more bunches a luminosity of 1034 is
achieved. The antiproton burn rate for a 100 TeV p p̄
collider, with total cross section σ = 150 mbarn [7] and
L = 1034 cm−2 s−1 is σ L or 540 x 1010 p̄ /hr.
The Fermilab Debuncher cooled 40 x 1010 p̄/hr, thus the
number of antiprotons needed are roughly 12 times more. In
the Fermilab antiproton source a large fraction of antiprotons
were rejected because of the momentum acceptance, which
was 8.9 GeV/c ±2%. We thus focus on collecting more
of these antiprotons, specifically ± 24 %. To collect more
antiprotons a Fermilab-like target station would be used.
Figure 3 presents the simulation of the basic cell to divide
the initial dispersed beam into two using G4beamline [8].
An initial beam enters the Li lens and then is spread by a
-1.8 T dipole. An electrostatic septa (ES) divides the beam.
Next to the electrostatic septa a 0.1 T magnetic septa (MS)
is placed to increase the beam separation. A 3.0 m long
magnetic septa, 1.0 T, is placed next to the 0.1 T dipole to
allow a greater separation between the divided beams. To
transport the beam focusing and defocusing quadrupoles are
used. The process is repeated to separate the deflected beam
into two again, obtaining two beams, and finally each of
these beams is separated into three to get the first six beams
(Fig. 4). To obtain the next six beams, the initial half beam,
which is was not deflected is transported to be dispersed
using a second -1.8 T dipole. Then, the same configuration
is used to obtain the others six beams. At the end 12 beams
are obtained as is shown in Fig. 4.
At Fermilab [9–15], antiprotons were stochastically precooled in the Debuncher ring in 2.2 s, with transverse emittance reduction from 300 to 30 µm, then sent them to the
Accumulator ring to be stochastically cooled and stacked.
There, the transverse emittance was reduced from 30 to 3 µm.
The stochastic cooling time scales as the number of particles.

Thus, to cool 12x more antiprotons, 12 independent cooling
systems would be implemented as shown in Fig. 5.
Each debuncher ring phase rotates the beam to lower the
momentum spread and also ramps the beam central momenta
up or down to 8.9 GeV/c, thus the central momenta of all 12
channels would be equalized. The debuncher would alternately feed two accumulator rings. This doubles the time in
the accumulator ring deposition orbit for more cooling and
reduces required stack sizes. The single Accumulator ring
at Fermilab could only handle 25 × 1010 p̄/hr, less than the
40 × 1010 p̄ / hr cooled by the Debuncher ring [16]. A single
electron cooling ring follows the stochastic cooling. Electrons can cool large numbers of low emittance antiprotons
in one ring [17]. Electron cooling increases as the inverse
square of the relativistic γ factor and linearly with the ring
fraction η occupied by electrons. Lowering γ by a factor of
3 and increasing η by 10 would increase cooling by 90.

Figure 5: 100 TeV proton-antiproton collider.
Finally antiprotons would be recycled during runs without
leaving the collider ring, by joining them to new bunches
with snap bunch coalescence and synchrotron damping. The
1: Circular and Linear Colliders
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longitudinal damping time is 2 hours. This effectively increases antiproton production by a factor of two and allows
running a second detector at L = 10 34 cm−2 s−1 .
In addition of getting 10 times as many antiproton bunches
to get the desired luminosity, β ∗ is reduced 28 to 14 cm.
The Tevatron used NbTi final focus quadrupole triplets,
which could be replaced with Nb3 Sn quadrupoles, that can
reach 13 T fields [18]. Events from p p̄ collisions are more
central than pp collisions allowing a shorter detector with
quadrupoles closer to the IP. The Tevatron triplet quadrupole
system is taken as a reference to determine the new parameters for a 100 TeV collision energy. This is simulated using
Mad-X [19], where the β* value is fixed and the quadrupole
lengths are varied in order to get βx,max = βy,max in the beta
functions plot (Fig. 6). In order to keep the same distance
from the interaction point to the quadrupole Q1 (L ∗ ) and β ∗
= 14 cm, the quadrupole length (l), the separation between
the quadrupoles (a) are increased by a factor of 5. Figure 6
shows the inner triplet quadrupole system scaled, where
β x,max = βy,max = 27 km. Also, to get that optimization the
field gradients of the quadrupoles are fixed to be 605 T/m
for Q1 and Q3, and 354 T/m for Q2.

MOB3CO04

For antiproton production, a Fermilab-like antiproton source
would be adapted to the new collider with 12 Debuncher
and 24 Accumulator rings for stochastic cooling. In the
120 GeV ring, both protons and antiprotons are accelerated
to 120 GeV before transfer to the 20 TeV Injector, where
once this energy is reached are sent to the 50 TeV collider
ring. Both, Injector and Collider ring share the same tunnel.
The relatively inexpensive 3 T superferric magnet [23, 24]
injector would be built first and used as a collider. The 8 T
NbTi magnets would be an upgrade. Collisions would include p p̄, p̄ Pb, and asymmetric 20 x 50 TeV Pb Pb. Lepton
colliders might also share the tunnel [1, 2, 25–32].
The 200 km ring could not be built at CERN due to the
difficulty of tunneling under the Jura. Table 1 shows the cost
per meter for tunneling with different geography for a 4 m
diameter tunnel [33] together with the total cost for a 200 km
tunnel. The rock composition in Texas is the fastest to bore,
about 45 m/day [34]. Thus a 200 km tunnel in Texas would
require 3 years using 4 tunneling machines.
Table 1: Comparison between Tunneling Cost for Three
Different Places Considered for a 200 km Collider Ring [33]
CERN (Molasse/limestone)
FERMILAB (Dolomite)
Texas(Chalk/marl)

Cost/m

200 km tunnel

$39,000
$15,000
$6,000

100 km limit
$3 billion
$1.2 billion

In a collider the dipole magnets represent a large budget
item. A 100 km collider, 100 TeV collider requires expensive
Nb3 Sn 16 T magnets. Three or 4.5 T superferric magnets
[23, 24, 35] use about half as much NbTi per Tesla/meter as
8 T cos θ magnets.

Using the βmax value, a maximum beam size of 1.1 mm is
obtained. The quadrupoles field aperture should be around
10 σmax [20] to be large enough for the beam, and a factor
of 2 for field quality could be added, to get finally a 40 mm
aperture. Reducing β ∗ and bunch length by a factor of two
allows one to double the number of bunches and halve pileup,
while keeping the luminosity constant.

A high luminosity 100 TeV proton-antiproton collider has
advantages as a future collider in order to explore physics beyond the standard model. Among them is the reduction
in synchrotron radiation and pileup as compared with a
100 TeV pp collider, due to higher rare event cross sections.
To obtain high luminosity, a Fermilab like antiproton source
would be implemented and extended to capture and store
12× more antiprotons, with 36 independent stochastic cooling rings. Finally, two location options are presented to build
the proton-antiproton collider. In Texas tunneling is cheaper
and at Fermilab the existing facilities would represent an
advantage. All ring magnets are made with NbTi.

COLLIDER PARAMETERS
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PERFORMANCE OF THE LOW CHARGE STATE
LASER ION SOURCE IN BNL*
M. Okamura†, J. Alessi, E. Beebe, M. Costanzo, L. DeSanto, S. Ikeda, J. Jamilkowski, T. Kanesue,
R. Lambiase, D. Lehn, C.J. Liaw, D. McCafferty, J. Morris, R. Olsen, A. Pikin, R. Schoepfer,
A. Steszyn , Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY USA
In March 2014, a Laser Ion Source (LIS) was commissioned which delivers high brightness low charge state
heavy ions for the hadron accelerator complex in
Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL). Since then, the
LIS has provided many heavy ion species successfully.
The induced low charge state (mostly singly charged)
beams are injected to the Electron Beam Ion Source
(EBIS) where ions are then highly ionized to fit to the
following accelerator’s Q/M acceptance, like Au32+. A LIS
has been known as high current high charge state ion
source, however we demonstrated it can provide stable
long pulse low charge state heavy ion beam with a good
emittance.

INTRODUCTION
Laser ion source has been used to deliver high charge
state high current beams. In fact, it can provide fully
stripped carbon beam with more than a few tens mA of
beam current [1, 2]. In spite of the known unique features,
we are developing a low charge high brightness laser ion
source. In this report we introduce the laser ion source
which is providing singly charged heavy ion beams to the
electron beam ion source (EBIS) followed by the linacs
and the chain of synchrotrons in BNL.
The new laser ion source was nicknamed as “LION” by
one of the authors. We started to develop the LION in
2009 since the project was funded by NASA. The NASA
has a user facility in BNL which is called as NASA Space
Radiation Laboratory (NSRL) and we provide various
heavy ion beams from the booster ring to simulate high
energy cosmic rays in the NSRL. By installing the LION,
the beam species can be switched in a minutes and the
facility can operate with more versatile and more flexible
modes. Before intfg\roducing LION, all the initial seed
beams were provided from a set of hollow cathode ion
sources [3]. The typical beam currents were only around
ten microamperes with long pulses and the beam transport
line from those external sources to the EBIS was designed
to accommodate the range of the hollow cathode source’s
beam current. The LION beams also need to go through
the same beam transport line comprised of electro static
optics devices with the limited area of good field region.
So that the LION needs to provide relatively low current
comparing a standard LIS, less than a milliampere, with a
very good beam emittance.
In 2014, the first beam from LION was delivered to the
___________________________________________
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EBIS. The beam commissioning was very successful and
since then LION has been used to provide various heavy
ion beams to the NSRL. In 2015, we installed another
laser and additional target to provide gold beam to relativistic heavy ion collider (RHIC). Now most of solid based
species and oxygen are supplied by the LION in BNL.

FEATURES OF LASER ION SOURCE
The principle of a laser ion source is simple. In vacuum
condition, a solid target is irradiated by a pulsed laser
beam and a plasma is formed. The plasma is heated by
successive laser irradiation and the plasma temperature
becomes higher. The typical total laser pulse width is
from sub-nanoseconds to several tens of nanoseconds. By
controlling deposited power on the target, the plasma’s
temperature and expansion speed can be adjusted. For the
LION development, we only need singly charged ions and
the laser power density was controlled just above 10E8
W/cm2. We use 850 mJ 6 ns Nd-YAG lasers [4] and the
typical spot size is 3 mm to 5 mm in diameter. As we
stated, the heating process is defined only by the laser and
target. Other factors like effect of vacuum vessel’s wall or
background confinement forces do not contribute the
plasma production. As long as we control the laser stability and target surface condition, stable ion beam can be
easily obtained.

Figure 1: Expanding plasma and extracted ion beam.
Figure 1 shows expanding laser ablation plasma. The
gravity centre of the plasma has a velocity perpendicular
to the target surface. While the plasma travels from the
target to the extraction point, it expands three dimensionally. After the heating stage, each particle in the expanding plasma can be considered to move on the straight
path, and the envelope of the entire plasma has conical
shape. This conical angle corresponds to the thermal
distribution in the plasma. Generally, the solid angle defined by an extraction hole is much smaller than the
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plasma’s expanding angle. As a result, the extracted ion
beam has much less thermal distribution which contributes to define the ion beam emittance. The LION has 15
mm of extraction aperture which is 3.3 m away from the
target surface. So that the thermal effect in the plasma is
negligible in the ion beam collimated by the extraction
aperture.
In general, the plasma shape affects uniformity of the
obtained ion beam. In case of a laser ion source, the heated plasma occupies only small volume and it is located
far from the ion beam extraction point, as shown in Fig. 1.
This configuration helps to make a uniform density distribution in the ion beams. The uniform beam distribution
also helpful to mitigate an emittance growth.
Since heating time period is with in nanoseconds range,
we don't need to use an external confinement force when
the plasma is created. At the presence of strong magnetic
field, ion beam extraction from the plasma enlarges the
beam emittance. We are almost free from this adverse
effect. We may use weak magnetic field to guide the expanding laser plasma which will be explained later, however, since the field is so weak or localized, almost no
contribution to the beam emittance is expected.
Therefore, we believe high brightness low charge state
heavy ion beams can be delivered by a LIS.

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

have right angle. Each laser has 850 mJ and the NSRL
target can be shot with nearly twice of 850 mJ.

Figure 3: Cut view of the LION.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 4: Target station of LION.

Figure 2: Floor layout of the EBIS injector.
Figure 2 shows the location of LION. Heavy ion beam
induced from various solid materials are created by LION
and transported to the EBIS [5]. The RFQ and IH-LINAC
accelerate stripped heavy ion beam (Q/M > 32/197) up to
300 keV/u and 2.0 MeV/u, respectively [6, 7]. Since there
is no analysing magnet before the RFQ, the injected beam
to the linacs has charge state distribution around the desired charge state. The charge state selection is done by a
set of dipole magnets just before the injection point of the
booster ring. A typical charge of Au32+ injected to the
booster ring is about 11 nC per pulse.
A cut view of the LION is shown in Fig. 3. At the top
of the frame, three lasers were installed in an interlocked
safety box. The first laser is for NSRL and second laser is
for RHIC. The third laser is a spare for NSRL and can be
used to irradiate on the same spot of the first NSRL laser
simultaneously since the polarization of both NSRL lasers

Figure 5: XY stage. Ten material plates are placed in the
holder. The wall in front of the target holder is to prevent
accumulation of vaporized materials on the target surface.
The laser targets are illustrated at Fig. 4. The shown
disk is made of solid gold and is used for the RHIC. In the
operation, the disk is driven through gears by a motor
which is outside of the vacuum chamber. Behind the gold
target, a motorized two dimensional stage is mounted.
The photo of the stage is shown in Fig. 5.
4: Hadron Accelerators
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The target is usually scanned with slow speeds, typically 0.1 mm every minutes, to avoid a long period of exposure on the same spot and equalize target material consumption over the usable area. The scanning speed is
depending of the materials. Alkaline metals can be also
used with relatively faster scanning speed as a target [8].
The beam extraction electrodes are at 3.3 m downstream from the target. This long plasma drift section
makes a longer ion beam pulse which is requested by the
EBIS. The beam performance at the EBIS injection point
was measured in the test bench before we fabricated the
final version of LION. The design specifications and
measured values are listed in Table 1. The measured beam
emittance by a pepper pot monitor was 0.043 pi mm mrad
(RMS) and the distribution in the phase space is shown in
Fig 6.
Table 1: Measured and Required Value of Gold Beam
Required value
Mass of injected ion
AMU
Charge state of interest
+
q/A
Overall efficiency
%
Injection time
s
avg inj 1+ current

total ion charge in species of interest
Coulomb

197
32
0.16
50
145
38.1
5.5E-09

Experimental results
Experimental result of injection time
s
Experimental result of peak current

Experimental result of total ion change Coulomb
Nor RMS emittance X
mmmrad
Nor RMS emittance Y
mmmrad
Solenoid
gauss
Twin pulse
Yes/No

145
113
1.46E-08
0.043
0.043
0
N
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of Gauss, the diverging angle of the plasma is slightly
shrunk and the beam current is enhanced up to ten times.
This is a very convenient knob to adjust the current of the
entire beam pulse. Each species has an optimum beam
current demanded by the EBIS. For a long time operation, the flash lamps of the lasers are gradually degraded
and the target surface roughness becomes coarse. Those
slowly changing conditions gently lower the beam current
and it can be compensated by the long static solenoid.
Recently, we developed a pulsed solenoid. The pulsed
solenoid is triggered by a fast semiconductor switch and
can selectively enhance certain part of the beam. For
example, the magnetic field can be applied only at the tail
of the beam current period and it can maintain almost
constant current within a pulse. When we use a chemical
compound, like Al2O3, as a target, the earlier part of pulse
contains more fraction of oxygen plasma and the pulsed
solenoid can enhance this particular part of the beam.
The both static and pulsed solenoid are illustrated in
Figs. 7 and 8 and Table 2.

Figure 7: Concept of pulsed and static solenoids.

Figure 8: Dimensions of the pulsed solenoid coils.
Table 2: Coil specifications of solenoids
Magnet length
Inner diameter
Number of turns
Time response
Figure 6: Measured emittance of Au beam after the
transport line.
The long drift section between target vessel and the extraction vacuum chamber is connected by a 3 m long
static solenoid. The I.D is 76 mm. By applying a few tens
4: Hadron Accelerators
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Static

Pulsed

3m
76 mm
5728
Constant

45 mm
80 mm
330
7 s

OPERATION OF LION
Since March 2014, LION has been used. Although LION was new concept ion source and we had many small
troubles as expected, we could provide various heavy ion
beams with almost no down time during the past RUNs.
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The Table 3 shows operation days. The Run 17 already
started and LION is providing beams to the following
accelerators now.
Table 3: Total Days of LION Operation
Li
Run14
(since
March 25,
2014)

NSRL
(days)
RHIC
(days)

Run 15

NSRL
(days)
RHIC
(days)

Run 16

NSRL
(days)
RHIC
(days)

B

C
2

O

Al

Ca Si
11

Ti
1

Fe
18
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uous slow speed. This made the motors very hot and it
was visible by the vacuum monitor system. So far, we
replaced motors twice and now we end up to use step
scan mode as we explained.

Ta Au
1
3
33

1

2

1

18

4

30

6

14
1

5

9

42
13

5

33

4

1
198

SOME FAILURES
Our experienced failures can be categorized into three
group, mechanical, electrical and optics troubles.
Initially, we plan to move the gold target with a constant velocity. However, the continuous revolution of the
mechanical shafts destroyed some bearings since those
are in vacuum condition. Therefore, we employed step
scanning of the rotating target. By applying intermittent
rest condition, accumulated heat can be conducted from
bearings. We also replaced some ceramic ball bearings to
Vespel bushings. In 2016, we found heavy accumulation
on the gold target surface. The enlarged photo of the accumulation is shown in Fig. 9. The shown built up was
formed from evaporated material, since we have operated
for almost two hundred days continuously. Unfortunately
some chunk of gold were stuck on the target surface and
caused unstable beam condition. For the next run, we
modified the target cover and install a carbon fiber brush
to scrape off the accumulations. The modified rotary
target assembly is shown in Fig. 10.

Figure 10: Modified rotary gold target.
Transmission of 1064 nm laser
after one season of operation

96 %

91 %

AR coating
Accretion

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

laser

Figure 9: Accumulation caused by vaporized gold.
We experienced some electrical failures including discharge on the high voltage platform, burned high voltage
supply connectors and registers, break down of the laser
power supplies and sudden stop of some control devices.
The most severe trouble was motor failure on the two
dimensional stages. In the stage, two stepping motors are
used. The failure was similar to the bearing story mentioned above. We started to move the stage with a contin-

Figure: 11 Used laser window (= 50.8 mm).
Figure 11 shows used vacuum window for the laser
path. The window is 1.8 m away from the target with an
angle of 30 degrees from the plasma expanding axis.
Since the plasma expands within about 20 degrees and off
set position of the window helps to reduce the direct exposure from the dense plasma. Even this condition, after
one season’s exposure, the window was darken as shown
in the picture. The outside surface has AR coating, but
inner side has no coating since slight accumulation easily
discard the AR condition. On the laser path, the deposited
laser energy helps to keep clean the inner surface of the
window. The laser transmission on the laser spot reduced
4 %, beside other part of the area absorbs 9 % of the laser
energy. We also experienced energy drop on one of laser
systems. The laser had been in standby mode for a month
with steady temperature of 38 degrees C. This warm water condition could cultivate algae in the water circulation
4: Hadron Accelerators
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system and degraded the reflectors installed around the
laser flash lamps. Now we avoid a long time standby
mode and apply UV sanitization when the cooling water
is replaced.
Let us note that all the failure experiences had helped
us to improve total reliability of LION.

SUMMARY
Since 2014, the new low charge state laser ion source,
“LION, “ has been operated. Most of all solid based species are supplied from LION in BNL. We demonstrated
high brightness and good reliability of laser ion source
through the intensive operation period.
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RECENT PROGRESS IN HIGH INTENSITY OPERATION OF THE
FERMILAB ACCELERATOR COMPLEX *
M. E. Convery†, Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, Batavia, IL, USA
Abstract
We report on the status of the Fermilab accelerator
complex. Beam delivery to the neutrino experiments
surpassed our goals for the past year. The Proton Improvement Plan is well underway with successful 15 Hz
beam operation. Beam power of 700 kW to the NOvA
experiment was demonstrated and will be routine in the
next year. We are also preparing the Muon Campus to
commission beam to the g-2 experiment.

INTRODUCTION
The Fermilab accelerator complex, shown in Fig. 1, has
surpassed its beam delivery goals for the past year, has
demonstrated 700 kW beam power to the NOvA experiment, and is preparing the Muon Campus to begin commissioning beam to the g-2 experiment. These accomplishments would not be possible without the successful
execution of the Proton Improvement Plan (PIP) which,
among many other improvements, has enabled beam from
the Booster at 15 Hz. Other near-term upgrades are
planned for increasing beam flux to the Short Baseline
Neutrino experiments. For the longer term, the PIP-II
project is underway to provide protons with more than 1
MW beam power to the Long Baseline Neutrino Facility.

tor, was used for storing antiprotons for the Tevatron
collider. ANU provided RF in the Recycler to allow the
slip-stacking to occur there, thus reducing the cycle time
of the Main Injector to only the 1.3s needed to accelerate
the beam and ramp back down [1]. Along with other
smaller changes, this allows us to reach 700 kW with only
about a 10% increase in intensity per pulse. The biggest
challenge is maintaining high efficiency and low beam
losses.
Slip-stacking in the Recycler was commissioned in
steps, first operating with 6 non slip-stacked bunches, and
then slip-stacking in an additional 2, 4, and 6 bunches
successively. At each step, the beam intensity was increased over time while tuning to decrease losses. The
increase in beam power and integrated number of protons
delivered to NuMI over the past two years are shown in
Fig. 2. (Note that the SY120 slow-spill program takes
10% of the timeline, which reduces the beam power to
NuMI accordingly. Thus the goal of 700 kW will mean
operating at 630 kW when SY120 is running.) The record
beam power delivered to the NuMI target averaged over
an hour is 613 kW. 700 kW has also been demonstrated
for less than an hour. A collimator system is currently
being installed in the Recycler to capture beam losses
from slip-stacking which will allow us to run routinely at
700 kW in 2017.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Challenges at High Intensity

Figure 1: The Fermilab accelerator complex.

Slip-stacking is achieved by decelerating the first set of
batches before injecting the second set of six which remain on-momentum. Batches of twice the intensity are
captured when the two sets overlap. Overlapping batches
during the slip-stacking process interfere with the ability
of the transverse dampers to pick up the beam position.
The resistive wall instability is instead avoided by increasing the chromaticity. This does introduce a tune shift
between the decelerated bunches and those on the central
RF frequency which results in losses.
A tune shift due to space charge is also present at these
high intensities, and is larger when two bunches overlap
during slip-stacking. Additional details are given in [2].

BEAM POWER OF 700 KW
Prior to the Accelerator NOvA Upgrade (ANU) in
2013, 8-GeV protons from the Booster were RF slipstacked in the Main Injector, ramped to 120 GeV, and
extracted to the NuMI target every 2.2s, for a beam power
of about 320 kW. The Recycler, a ring with fixed 8 GeV
kinetic energy which shares a tunnel with the Main Injec___________________________________________
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PROTON IMPROVEMENT PLAN
The Proton Improvement Plan (PIP) was initiated in
2011 as a multi-year campaign funded through operations
to increase the beam repetition rate from ~7 Hz to 15 Hz
and double the proton source flux to more than 2x1017
protons/h without increasing total beam losses. Other
goals are to eliminate major reliability vulnerabilities and
obsolescence issues in order to ensure a useful operating
life of the proton source through at least 2030.
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Figure 2: Beam power per hour to the NuMI target (purple) and integrated protons on target (black) compared to base
(blue) and design (red) goals since October 2015.

Laser Neutralization of Beam in Kicker Gap
A laser notching system is being commissioned which
will move the creation of the notch for the Booster extraction kicker to 750 keV in the Linac medium energy beam
transport, thus reducing beam energy loss significantly
and removing most of the loss from the Booster. The
laser from a burst mode fiber/solid state MOPA laser
system is transported to an optical zig-zag cavity (to reduce the required laser energy by a factor of 20) built into
the vacuum flange of the RFQ, where it neutralizes the Hbeam. Partial notching was successfully demonstrated
just prior to the accelerator summer shutdown, as shown
in Fig. 3. Although the laser system was not yet at design
intensity (0.5 mJ/pulse), ~70% neutralization in the Linac
pulse train was achieved, with the gap surviving at the
40% level in the Booster. The goal is to make full notching operational in 2017. The successful demonstration of
the ability to neutralize multiple sections of a 200 MHz
H- ion bunch structure out of the RFQ at the Booster

4: Hadron Accelerators

revolution period is an important new accelerator development.

Figure 3: Scope trace showing the full notch created in the
Booster (left) and the notch created by the laser in the Linac
(right) a few ms after injection into the Booster.

BOOSTER NEUTRINO BEAM
Protons at 8 GeV are transported to the short-baseline
neutrino experiments through the Booster Neutrino Beam
(BNB). Performance over the last year exceeded expectations due to the quick ramp up of flux, both in terms of 15
Hz repetition rate and intensity, as shown in Fig. 4.
A future upgrade is planned for the horn which focuses
secondary beam from the BNB target and its associated
power supply. The new horn will be longer with inner
conductor shape optimized for its length and current for
efficient focusing. The horn power supply will be upgraded to allow running at higher current and repetition
rate. These improvements are projected to increase neutrino yield by up to 70%.
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The capability to run beam at 15 Hz was achieved in
June 2015 after extensive refurbishing of RF cavities and
tuners. New anode power supplies are in place to support
an increased number of RF stations; a total of 22 cavities
will be in place in 2017, compared to 19 prior to PIP. In
2016, the proton source reached its highest proton flux to
date of 1.8x1017 protons/h. A new shielding assessment
which takes into account the use of Total Loss Monitors
to restrict beam losses to safe levels is under review and is
expected to increase the flux limit to 2.5x1017 protons/h.
This will enable us to supply beam to NuMI (at 700 kW),
BNB, and the future Muon Campus.
Beam physics improvements have been essential in reducing losses. A new cogging system in the Booster was
implemented which allowed moving the creation of a
notch in the beam where the extraction kicker fires from
700 MeV to 400 MeV, reducing beam energy loss at the
notch by 40% and the total cycle loss by 15%.

MOA4IO02
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Figure 4: Integrated protons on target (black) to BNB
compared to base (blue) and design (red) goals since
October 2015.
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Beam transport lines from the target, redesigned to
capture as many 3.1 GeV secondary pions and tertiary
muons as possible for g-2 as well as to transport 8 GeV
primary protons for Mu2e, have been installed. For g-2,
the beam will go around the former Pbar Debuncher,
renamed the Delivery Ring, four times to allow the secondary protons to separate in time from the muons; the
protons are then kicked into an abort as the muons are
extracted towards the g-2 muon storage ring. For Mu2e,
the primary protons will be resonantly extracted from the
Delivery Ring and transported to a target inside their
solenoid.
All beamline construction for g-2 is expected to be
complete in the spring of 2017, and first beam delivered
to the muon storage ring prior to the 2017 summer shutdown.

MUON CAMPUS

CONCLUSIONS

The Muon Campus beamlines to deliver beam to the
Mu2e and Muon g-2 experiments are being converted out
of the former Antiproton Source (“Pbar”), as shown in
Fig. 5. Since 8-GeV protons will be sent to the Muon
Campus from the Recycler instead of 120-GeV protons
from the Main Injector, a new extraction line from the
Recycler has been constructed. New 2.5 MHz RF cavities
are also being installed in the Recycler which are designed to re-bunch the 4x1012 protons from the Booster
into bunches of 1012 protons with the proper time structure for g-2 and Mu2e. Sixteen of these bunches will be
sent to g-2 every 1.4s for an average of 11.4 Hz, but in
bursts of 8 bunches at 100 Hz. Although the Pbar target
and lithium lens are being reused for g-2, new pulsed
power supplies for the lens and momentum-selection
magnet are being built in order to meet this repetition rate.

The Fermilab accelerator complex is performing well.
Following Recycler collimator installation during the
current shutdown, 700 kW beam power to the NuMI
target for NOvA will be operational. Many of the PIP
improvements in beam delivery have been realized already; work to ensure reliability remains. This can be
seen in the flux to the short baseline neutrino experiments
in BNB, which was nearly twice what we projected for
this year. Optimizations of an upgraded horn and power
supply could increase BNB neutrino yield by up to 70%.
Muon Campus construction is on track and will be ready
to commission and operate beam to g-2 starting in 2017.
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Figure 5: Former antiproton source beamlines (left) and
new Muon Campus beamlines (right).
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COMPLETE BEAM DYNAMICS OF THE JLEIC ION COLLIDER RING
INCLUDING IMPERFECTIONS, CORRECTIONS, AND DETECTOR
SOLENOID EFFECTS
G.H. Wei†, V.S. Morozov, F. Lin, F. Pilat, Y. Zhang,
Jefferson Lab, Newport News, VA 23606, USA
Y.M. Nosochkov, M.-H. Wang, SLAC, Menlo Park, CA 94025, USA
M.-H. Wang, Mountain View, CA 94040, USA

The JLEIC is proposed as a next-generation facility for
the study of strong interaction (QCD). Achieving its goal
luminosity of up to 1034 cm-2s-1 requires good dynamical
properties and a large dynamic aperture (DA) of ~ ±10
sigma of the beam size. The limit on the DA comes
primarily
from
non-linear
dynamics,
element
misalignments, magnet multipole components, and
detector solenoid effect. This paper presents a complete
simulation including all of these effects. We first describe
an orbit correction scheme and determine tolerances on
element misalignments. And beta beat, betatron tunes,
coupling, and linear chromaticity perturbations also be
corrected. We next specify the requirements on the
multipole components of the interaction region magnets,
which dominate the DA in the collision mode. Finally, we
take special care of the detector solenoid effects. Some of
the complications are an asymmetric design necessary for
a full acceptance detector with a crossing angle of 50
mrad. Thus, in addition to coupling, the solenoid causes
closed orbit excursion and excites dispersion. It also
breaks the figure-8 spin symmetry. We present a scheme
with correction of all of these effects.

IR REQUIREMENT AND CHANLLENGES
Follow the step of the HERA, a new lepton-proton
collider with a luminosity of several 1033 cm-2sec-1, which
called the JLEIC, is designed to meet the new physics
researches in quantum chromo-dynamics (QCD). To
realize such high luminosity and physics purposes, a fullacceptance detector [1] in the first IP is designed as
shown in Fig. 1.

The IR design needs a long space for detector solenoid.
And considering forward hadron detection, a highly
asymmetric IR optics is studied as shown in Fig. 2. This
new structure [2] makes a β*x/β*y of 0.1/0.02 meter at IP
(Interaction Point) with very different expended beta in
upstream FFB (Final Focusing Block) and downstream
FFB, ~ 750 m in upstream FFB and ~ 2500 m in
downstream FFB. It would cause some design challenges
on linear optics, chromaticity compensation, detector
solenoid compensation, magnet quality issue, and beta
squeeze etc.

Figure 2: Asymmetric optics of IR design.

CHROMATICITY ISSUE
We use two non-interleaved –I sextupole pairs (X & Y)
to compensate chromatic β*. And remaining linear
chromaticity is cancelled using two-family sextupoles in
arc section [3]. Final optics can be seen in Fig. 3.

Figure 1: IR design in the first IP of the JLEIC.
____________________________________________
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Figure 3: Beam optics of the JLEIC ion collider ring.
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The dynamic aperture is 90  with bare lattice at IP
considering strong cooling with normal emittance of
0.35/0.7 mm-mrad. For off-momentum cases from -0.5 %
to 0.5 %, dynamic apertures are shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 4: Dynamic aperture at IP for δp up to ±0.5%.

DETECTOR SOLENOID ISSUE
For the JLEIC, a proposed correction system provides
local compensation of the solenoid effects independently
for each side of the IR. It includes 2 IR triplets with skew
quadrupole components or skew quadrupoles, dipole
correctors and anti-solenoids to cancel perturbations of
the optics and spin symmetry [4] shown in Fig. 5.

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

With the effective rotation angle produced in the IR
triplets by skew field components or nearby skew
quadrupoles, the coupling effects can be controlled
locally between the detector solenoid and anti-solenoid.
This can be seen in Fig. 7.

Figure 7: Local compensation of the coupling effect in IR
of the JLEIC ion collider ring.
Although with effective rotation angles of the IR
triplets, 3 independent values can be used for matching in
the IR, for complete compensation, nearby quadrupoles
are needed to do matching to compensate effects on the
tune, beta function, dispersion, and linear chromaticity.
Adjustments to chromatic sextupoles and their phase
advances are also needed to restore the linear
chromaticity compensation and W function.

ERROR ISSUE

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 5: a proposed correction system for detector
solenoid compensation.
The resultant orbit after correction is shown in Fig. 6.
Here not only the orbit offset but the orbit slope is
corrected at the IP as required for crabbing. The
maximum offset is -3 mm at the 3rd corrector in vertical.

Here we assume errors in all magnets and BPMs as
shown in Table 1 [5]. These value is  Value of Gaussian
distribution.
Table 1: Errors Assumed in Simulations
x/y/s*
disp.[mm]

tilt
[mrad]

strength
error [%]

dipole

0.3/0.3/0.1

0.3

0.1

quadrupole

0.3/0.3/0.3

0.3

0.2

0.03/0.03/0.03

0.05

0.03

0.3/0.3/0.3

0.3

0.2

0.05/0.05***

-

-

-

0.1

0.1

FFQ**
sextupole
BPM
corrector

*:
disp. = displacement;
**: FFQ = Final Focus Quadrupole;
***: Horizontal/Vertical BPM noise;

Figure 6: Coherent orbit in the IR of the JLEIC ion ring.

We simulated the errors listed in Table 1 and their
correction using CODE ELEGANT. Firstly, the closed
orbit distortion was corrected as shown in Fig. 8. One
BPM and one corrector are installed next to each
quadrupole. The vertical closed orbit is finally corrected
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to < ± 20 μm at IR triplet and < ± 0.2 μm at the IP. The
horizontal closed orbit is corrected to < ± 20 μm at IR
triplet and < ± 1 μm at the IP. The nonlinear influence to
orbit, which caused by multipole components of 6 FFQ,
can be reduced to an ignored level.

MOA4CO03

MAGNET QUALITY ISSUE
Dynamic Aperture with Multipole Fields of the
LHC IR Triplets in the JLEIC Ion Collider Ring
Using the multipole field data of the arc dipoles
provided by magnet designers [6], a dynamic aperture
study was performed in Elegant. The simulations were
done for 100-GeV protons, 1000 turns and 41 lines in the
x-y phase space [7]. The resulting dynamic aperture is
shown in Fig. 10.

Figure 8: Closed orbit distortion after correction (Start
from IP. upper: global x/y closed orbit; lower: x/y closed
orbit in 1 m after the IP, the IP is at 0 m;).
Figure 10: Dynamic apertures with multipole fields of the
arc dipoles.
The results show that, even for the weak cooling
emittance of 1.2/1.2 mm-mrad (H/V), the dynamic
aperture is about 16  of the beam size for the case.

Dynamic Aperture with Multipole Fields of the
LHC IR Triplets in the JLEIC Ion Collider Ring
Fig. 11 shows the dynamic aperture at the IP attained
by applying the multipole field data of the LHC IR
triplets [7] to the JLEIC ion collider ring triplets.
Considering the strong cooling emittance of 0.35/0.07
mm-mrad (H/V), the dynamic aperture is about 16 sigma
of beam size; it is 10 sigma of the beam size for the weak
cooling emittance of 1.2/1.2 mm-mrad (H/V).

Figure 9: Dynamic aperture with errors and corrections
(after applying corrections for 10 seeds of random errors).

Figure 11: Dynamic aperture of the JLEIC ion ring where
the LHC triplets multipole field is applied to the JLEIC
triplets.
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With error and corrections in the simulation, the
resulting dynamic aperture at the IP is shown in Fig. 9.
Considering a strong cooling emittance of 0.35/0.07 mmmrad (H/V), the dynamic aperture is larger than 60 σ of
the beam size. Even considering a weak cooling emittance
of 1.2/1.2 mm-mrad (H/V), the dynamic aperture is about
32 σ of the beam size, which is much larger than the
required 10 σ.
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Multipole Field Survey of the IR Triplets of the
JLEIC Ion Collider Ring
After applying the multipole field data of the LHC IR
triplets, a multipole field survey was done for the JLEIC
ion collider ring with 3 different cooling schemes. First,
we find the upper limit on each single multipole term for
a specified dynamic aperture of about 20 σ for each of the
multipole order (2-13). Second, a combination of all
multipoles with their limits is used to find a dynamic
aperture of ±10 σ of the beam size.

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

maximum beam size manageable. This should be done by
increasing the beta-star values at injection by about the
same factor [8].
Considering magnet quality of multipole field
components, dynamic aperture is shown in Fig. 14, it
seems almost OK for off momentum case.

Figure 14: Dynamic aperture at injection.
Figure 12: Survey of limiting multipole field coefficients
in the JLEIC ion collider ring.
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From Fig. 12, we can find that a larger beam emittance
with weak cooling results in the tighter limit multipole
Survey with mid-cooling scheme with 0.9/0.9 mm-mrad
of emittance, the dynamic aperture is shown in Fig. 13. It
gives a dynamic aperture of 12 σ for 100 GeV proton case
and 10 σ for 100 GeV proton case. This shows a balance
between multipole field of IR triplet and dynamic
aperture.

SUMMARY
IR design for the full-acceptance detection at the 1st IP
of the JLEIC gives follow challenges: Chromaticity issue,
Detector solenoid issue, Misalignment issue, Magnet
quality, Beta squeeze, etc.
For Chromaticity Compensation, a non-interleaved –I
pairs scheme is selected, and dynamic aperture is 90 σ of
beam size at IP with bare lattice and strong cooling.
Other issues have been also studied. Required dynamic
aperture of 10 σ is achieved. The most limit to the
dynamic aperture is multipole field components of IR
triplets. IR triplets with LHC measured data are good for
any cooling schemes. If cooling is better, we can release
the magnet quality requirement.
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BETA SQUEEZE ISSUE
The normalized rms emittance at the injection
momentum of 8 GeV/c is expected to be about 1 mmmrad. There is a factor of 32 difference between the
geometric emittances at 8 and 100 GeV/c. At injection,
the maximum beta functions in the FF quadrupoles have
to be brought down ideally by a factor of 32 to keep the
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COMPACT CARBON ION LINAC*
P.N. Ostroumov**, A. Goel, B. Mustapha, A. Nassiri, A.S. Plastun
Argonne National Laboratory, Lemont, IL, USA
L. Faillace, S.V. Kutsaev, E.A. Savin, RadiaBeam Technologies, Santa Monica, CA, USA
Argonne National Laboratory is developing an
Advanced Compact Carbon Ion Linac (ACCIL) in
collaboration with RadiaBeam Technologies. The
45-meter long linac is designed to deliver up to 109
carbon ions per second with variable energy from
45 MeV/u to 450 MeV/u. To optimize the linac design in
this energy range both traveling wave and coupled-cell
standing wave S-band structures were analysed. To
achieve the required accelerating gradients our design
uses accelerating structures excited with short RF pulses
(~500 ns flattop). The front-end accelerating structures
such as the RFQ, DTL and Coupled DTLs are designed to
operate at lower frequencies to maintain high shunt
impedance. In parallel with our design effort ANL’s RF
test facility has been upgraded and used for the testing of
an S-band high-gradient structure designed and built by
Radiabeam for high pulsed RF power operation. The
5-cell S-band structure demonstrated 52 MV/m
acceleration field at 2 μs 30 Hz RF pulses. A detailed
physics design, including a comparison of different
accelerating structures and end-to-end beam dynamics
simulations of the ACCIL is presented.

INTRODUCTION
There is strong worldwide interest in carbon ion beam
therapy [1, 2], but no such facility exists or under construction in the USA. A variable energy carbon beam with
a maximum energy of 450 MeV/u is required for the most
advanced treatment. We propose a high-gradient linear
accelerator, the Advanced Compact Carbon Ion Linac
(ACCIL) which includes the following main sections: a
radiofrequency quadrupole (RFQ) accelerator, a drift-tube
linac (DTL), coupled DTL tanks, operating at a subharmonic of the S-band frequency, and followed by an Sband either traveling wave or standing wave accelerating
structure for the energy range from 45 MeV/u to
450 MeV/u. ACCIL is designed to accelerate the proton
beam as well.

(pulsed and average), less than 10-6 breakdowns per pulse
per meter, a repetition rate of 120 Hz and a beam pulse
width of 0.5 µs.

Ion Source
The typical radiation dose for hadron therapy is delivered at the rate of (3-10)·108 carbon ions/sec and 1010
protons/sec [3]. This rate can be achieved at 120 Hz repetition rate, beam pulse width below 0.5 μs, and a pulsed
electric current of 13.3 μA for 12C5+ and 27 μA for proton
beam. Commercially available ECR ion sources [4] can
provide the required beam intensity for both C5+ and protons. C5+ ions are preferable to avoid contamination by
residual gas ions. The DC beam extracted from the ECR
should be chopped into 0.5 μs pulses. Typically, ECRs
can provide carbon and proton beams with a normalized
transverse emittance of 0.35 π·mm·mrad containing 90%
of ions.

RFQ
To meet the alignment specifications of high frequency
RFQ, we will apply high temperature furnace brazing
technology [5-7]. Currently, we are considering asymmetric 4-vane structure [8] for the RFQ, which can provide a
good separation of non-operational modes [9, 10]. The
transverse cross-section of the RFQ is shown in Fig. 1.
The RFQ accelerates the carbon 12C5+ ion beam to
3 MeV/u over the length of L = 4 m. The operating frequency f = 476 MHz provides a reliable accelerating
gradient, moderate field sensitivity to local random errors
of resonator geometry, which scales as (f·L)2 [11], and
sufficient beam acceptance. Right after the RFQ, the C5+
beam will be converted into C6+ by stripping with a thin
carbon foil.

LINAC SECTIONS
In order to satisfy the requirements of compactness, reliability and efficiency we examined S-band accelerating
structures and other structures operating at the subharmonics for the low energy section. The following
criteria have defined the set of accelerating structures and
their operating frequencies: a high real-estate average
accelerating gradient of 20 MV/m, a reasonable heat load
___________________________________________
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Figure 1: Transverse cross-section of the compact asymmetric 4-vane RFQ.

DTL and Coupled DTL
The effective shunt impedance per unit length of an
RFQ drops as β-2 like in any other accelerating structure
based on a TE-mode resonator. In order to provide both
high efficiency and high accelerating gradient, a TMmode is preferred in the sections following the RFQ. The
most efficient TM-mode-structure in the 3 – 20 MeV/u
energy range is a multi-gap DTL (also known as Alvarez
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DTL) [11,12]. A 65-gap 476-MHz DTL is designed to
provide acceleration and focusing for both fully stripped
carbon ion and proton beams. A FODO focusing lattice is
provided by compact 140 T/m permanent quadrupole
magnets (PMQ). The average electric field of
E0 = 8.6 MV/m, and the accelerating gradient of
E0T = 6.58 MV/m for carbon beam remain constant along
the 6-meter DTL section.
In order to reduce the construction cost and keep the
accelerating gradient high, up to 12 MV/m, 10 coupled
6-gap DTLs operating at 952 MHz are used up to
45 MeV/u. The FODO lattice is provided by compact
90 T/m electromagnetic quadrupoles (EMQ) located between the tanks. Each tank consists of 6 equal cells and
the synchronous phase is φs = -90° [11]. Thus the RF
phase of the beam center slips around the reference phase
φr, which is defined as an average RF phase of the beam
center in a whole tank.

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

Figure 2: Effective shunt impedance per unit length along
the linac.

S-band Accelerating Structure
S-band structures for the main section of the ACCIL
can be composed either from standing wave or travelling
wave mode structures. For the beam dynamics simulation
with the TRACK code [13], we considered only the
standing wave option, while the travelling wave module is
still under development for TRACK. The current design
assumes 19 tanks of coupled cavities (CCL) with electromagnetic focusing quadrupole doublets between them
to cover the energy range of 45 – 450 MeV/u. Each tank
consists of several identical cells – from 20 to 36 cells per
tank, and provides 50 MV/m accelerating gradient. More
details on the design of the S-band accelerating structures
can be found in ref. [14].
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RF POWER EFFICIENCY
The effective shunt impedance per unit length for the
DTL (blue bar), Coupled DTLs (green bars) and S-band
tanks (orange bars) are presented in Fig. 2. One can see
that the efficiency of the most part of S-band sections
remains relatively low. This leads to the high heat load of
the S-band tanks. Assuming 0.5 µs beam pulses and 40%
efficiency of RF power generators, we can obtain both
average power losses in the accelerating structures and
required wall plug power. Power consumption of the RFQ
is less than 1% of the total value, DTL and Coupled DTL
sections consume 7% each, the remaining 85% of total
power are required for the S-band section of the linac.

NEGATIVE HARMONIC
The performance of the S-band accelerating structures in
the velocity range of 0.3c-0.5c (c is the speed of light) can
be improved, if a negative spatial harmonic of the travelling wave is used [15,16].We have designed a 5π/6-mode
TW structure for β-1 = 0.3 for acceleration by the -1st
spatial harmonic (see Fig. 3). This structure has a cell
length corresponding to β0 = 0.42, therefore it improves
the overall efficiency and allows us to apply iris noses
(see Fig. 4). The geometry of the -1st traveling wave

Figure 3: Dispersion diagram for periodic structure with
magnetic coupling holes.

Figure 4: Electric field distribution on the surface of the
TW structure cell designed for acceleration by -1st spatial
harmonic.
structure has been optimized to achieve both maximum
efficiency for β=0.3 ion beam and reduced peak electric
and magnetic fields.
Beam dynamics simulations have confirmed the effective acceleration by the -1st spatial harmonic of the travelling wave structure. At the same time, we did not observe
any focusing or defocusing effects from the fundamental
harmonic of the electromagnetic field.

BEAM DYNAMICS SIMULATION
Maps of electromagnetic fields from CST STUDIO
SUITE [17] and POISSON SUPERFISH [18] have been
used for the end-to-end carbon ion beam dynamics simulation with the TRACK code. The main results of the
simulation are shown in Fig. 5. Distortions of the beam in
the transverse phase space are mainly caused by strong
nonlinear RF defocusing fields in the CCL. The transmission of carbon ion beam is about 92% from the RFQ
entrance to the exit of the last CCL section. The stripping
effect on beam quality is negligible and ignored in the
simulations (except for changing the charge state from 5+
to 6+). More details on beam dynamics studies in ACCIL
can be found in ref. [19].
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ning technique straightforward and fast. Small apertures
of accelerating and focusing structures require high
alignment accuracy of all components. The S-band section takes about half of the linac length, while consumes
about 85% of the wall plug power. Our next step in the
linac design optimization is to increase the effective shunt
impedance of the S-band accelerating structures and to
reduce slightly the real-estate accelerating gradient. Per
our estimation these two factors will reduce the power
consumption by a half.
Figure 5: Beam dynamics simulation results: top - phase
space plots, center – transverse RMS envelopes, bottom –
longitudinal RMS envelope.

RF POWER TESTS

Figure 7: High-power test results.
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CONCLUSION
Compact S-band accelerating structures for highgradient ion linacs are entirely feasible. The real-estate
average accelerating gradient of the proposed 45-meter
ACCIL is 20 MV/m. The possibility to accelerate both
carbon ion and proton beams significantly expands the
linac performance. Pulse-to-pulse beam energy adjustment by turning off the CCL tanks makes 3D tumor scan-
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Recently, a compact ultra-high gradient S-Band β = 1
accelerating structure (see Fig. 6), operating in the
π-mode at 2856 MHz, has been developed at RadiaBeam
[20]. In February 2016, the structure was delivered to
Argonne to perform high power tests. Cavity conditioning
was conducted with a 30 Hz pulse repetition rate while
varying the RF pulse width and power. A 40 MV/m accelerating field level was achieved at 10 MW RF power
and 2 μs pulse length. However, severe outgassing prevented further progress. After three days of baking, the
static vacuum levels improved by one order of magnitude
and a stable field of about 44 MV/m was achieved. After
another bake and about two weeks of RF conditioning, an
accelerating field level of 52 MV/m was achieved at
16.7 MW and 2 μs pulse width. The cavity was held at
this level for 24 hours. The accelerating field level may
have been slightly lower since no measurements of dark
currents were performed. The vacuum gauge reading
during the whole conditioning process as a function of the
accelerating field is shown in Fig. 7.
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ERL-RING AND RING-RING DESIGNS FOR THE eRHIC ELECTRON-ION
COLLIDER *
V. Ptitsyn, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, USA
Abstract
Two design options explored for eRHIC accelerator design are described: the ERL-Ring and the Ring-Ring.
Both are capable to provide the luminosity level
(1033 cm-2s-1) required for an eRHIC Initial stage. Both
options are upgradable to the Ultimate ERL-Ring design
(L~1034 s-1cm-2). Present status of eRHIC R&D program
is reported.
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FROM RHIC TO ERHIC
RHIC collider at BNL has been operating from beginning of the century with heavy ion and polarized proton
collisions in several experiments. The collider has been
successfully fulfilling the physics goals it was built for.
Experiments with heavy ion collisions led to a discovery
and consequent detailed study of properties of quarkgluon perfect fluid matter, a substance existed at the very
origin of the Universe. And, using collisions of polarized
proton beam, the study of proton spin composition has
been carried out, especially, gaining the knowledge of a
gluon component of the proton spin. Besides producing
remarkable nuclear physics results the RHIC collider has
demonstrated consistent improvements in the machine
luminosity of both heavy ion and proton collisions, literally every year. Presently, RHIC is an only place in the
world with high energy polarized proton beams. It employs numerous techniques and devices throughout the
injector chain and in RHIC itself to achieve high proton
polarization level (up to 60%) of colliding beams at the
store energy.
Present plan is to continue the experiments with heavy
ion and polarized proton collision at RHIC till 2024. After
that a transition to eRHIC, an electron-ion collider (EIC),
can be realized. Recent US Nuclear Physics Long Range
Plan [1] recommended a high-energy high-luminosity
polarized EIC as the highest priority for a new NP facility
construction. The transition from RHIC to eRHIC includes adding an electron accelerator to the existing
RHIC ion complex. Building the EIC at BNL has a compelling advantage of using available $2.5B RHIC ion
complex. Besides the existing ion machine, eRHIC will
re-use the existing infrastructure: RHIC tunnel and buildings, detector halls and cryogenic facility. eRHIC will
take a full advantage of present capability of RHIC to
provide polarized protons (up to 275 GeV) and heavy
ions (up to Uranium).
The physics goals of the proposed electron-ion collider
are well described in the EIC White paper [2], the eRHIC
______________________________________________
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Design study report [3], as well as in a EIC physics
presentation made at this conference [4]. One major area
or the EIC physics is related with 3D nucleon imaging
and with completely resolving the nucleon spin puzzle.
For these studies the high luminosity of polarized electron
on polarized proton collisions is required. Other major
direction of EIC exploration is related with studies of a
dense gluon matter, ideally, discovering a predicted gluon
saturation state, color-glass condensate. These studies are
most effectively done with electron - heavy ion collisions
with high center-of-mass energy (but, not necessarily
requiring high luminosity).
Reaching into the gluon saturation conditions calls for
highest eRHIC electron energy to be 18 GeV. In the same
time the experiments require wide coverage of center-ofmass energy range, so that the electrons must be provided
in the range from 5 GeV to 18 GeV. Other collider design
goals are:
• Reaching L ~1033-1034 cm-2s-1 (exceeding HERA
luminosity by 2 orders of magnitude).
• Providing high electron and proton polarization
(>70%). Realizing complex spin pattern on the same
fill.
• Satisfying full (or near full) acceptance detector, with
detector elements integrated in the accelerator IR for
forward particle detection.
• Minimizing the construction and operational cost of
accelerator.

TWO ERHIC DESIGN OPTIONS
To achieve the accelerator design goals two design options are being evaluated, accordingly to a type of electron accelerator employed. An ERL-Ring design option
uses an energy-recovery linac for electron beam acceleration. Alternative design option, Ring-Ring, considers
storing high current electron beam in a storage ring.
The luminosity of ERL-Ring design is not limited by
the electron beam-beam limit. This design option provides a straightforward way to high luminosity by using a
small beam size at the interaction point. Application of a
hadron cooling provides a simple possibility to increase
the luminosity even further. This design option is also
more efficient in terms of construction and operation cost.
On the other side it calls for some accelerator technology
beyond the present state-of-the-art, especially demanding
high current polarized electron source.
The Ring-Ring design has less technological challenges
than the ERL-Ring one. High luminosity is achieved by
utilizing high circulating beam currents. Large synchrotron radiation power, produced by high electron current,
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has to be dealt with in experimental detectors and as a
considerable factor in collider construction and operation
costs.
Figure 1 shows required luminosities for major areas of
eRHIC physics as well as intended performance of different design options. Initial planned performance of eRHIC
is intended to be at the luminosities corresponding to socalled Initial designs. The Initial ERL-Ring design uses 1
MW limit for the synchrotron radiation power and 50 mA
limit for polarized electron source current. Initial RingRing design assumes 10 MW maximum power of synchrotron radiation. Both Initial designs do not include the
proton beam cooling. In the same time for heavy ions
both design options can use the stochastic cooling system
of present RHIC. The Ultimate design demonstrates the
luminosity level achievable by applying strong hadron
cooling. The cooling rates required for the Ultimate design can be achieved using novel technique of Coherent
electron cooling, presently pursued as an important R&D
[5]. Both Initial design options should have a possibility
of the upgrade to the luminosity level of the Ultimate
design.

MOB4IO02

for the Initial design. The luminosity upgrade to the Ultimate design is done by implementing a strong hadron
cooling system.

Figure 2: The ERL-Ring design option layout.
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The main linac consists of 647 MHz SRF 5-cell cavities. Total of 142 cavities are required in the present design. The frequency of main linac accelerating cavities is
benefitting from the 650 MHz SRF development program
for the Fermilab PIP-II project [6]. Similar to Fermilab
cavity requirements, eRHIC cavities are expected to pro100
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eRHIC designs overlapped with eRHIC physics areas. linac.
Green curve- Initial ERL-Ring design, red curve - Initial
Some of the technology utilized in the ERL-Ring deRing-Ring design, Blue curve- Ultimate ERL-Ring de- sign is beyond of present state-of-the-art. The design
sign.
intends to bring the ERL technology from sub-GeV electron energies into 10-20 GeV energy area. High beam
power passing through the accelerator requires an excepERL-Ring Design Option
tional control of beam losses and good knowledge of
This design option stems from experience and technol- possible sources of beam halo. Collimation techniques
ogy of re-circulaitng electron linacs (12 GeV CEBAF) may be employed to address the halo produced by the
and high current energy-recovery linacs (ERLs at Jlab and injector.
BINP). The general layout is shown in Fig. 2. The elecBut, a biggest technological challenge is seen in protron beam is accelerated in a superconducting linac. With ducing large 50 mA average polarized electron current
6 re-circulation loops, located in the RHIC tunnel, the from an electron source. The current of 4 mA was
maximum energy of 18 GeV can be reached. The electron demonstrated in JLab studies with the cathode lifetime of
beam passes a collision point just once, allowing for very 5.5 hours [9]. The JLab gun design can be improved to
strong collision (no standard beam-beam limit storage use a larger cathode with implemented cathode cooling,
rings) and high luminosity. After the collision the energy which is more suitable for high charge bunch production
of electron beam is recovered by deceleration in the same (the bunch charge of 5.3 nC is required for eRHIC). To
linac, allowing to maintain sufficiently high average elec- achieve the 50 mA current, 8 such guns, each producing
tron current (up to 50 mA). No proton cooling is required 6.3 mA, can be used together with a merging system
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which combines the current from all guns. The design of
the polarized source based on eight electron guns and the
merging system has been developed, which uses several
deflectors operating at the frequencies from 1.2 MHz to
4.7 MHz. The beam transport through the injector is being optimized using simulations. In addition, experimental studies are underway to explore possible high
bunch charge issues at bunch extraction from cathode and
the cathode lifetime dependencies. A prototype gun, intended to produce up to 7 mA current, is being designed
and will be built next year. On longer time scale the R&D
effort for a single electron gun able to produce 50 mA
polarized current will continue.
The electron beam polarization produced at the source
will be at the level 85-90%. Having the polarization oriented in the injector (using a Wien filter) to the vertical
direction, one expects easy polarization preservation
during the acceleration. A spin rotator, based on combination of solenoidal and dipole magnets, transforms the
polarization to the longitudinal at the interaction point.

beam-beam parameter the split structure is used for arc
dipole magnets (Fig. 4) [11]. At lower electron energies
the central section of the arc dipole is powered to produce
strong opposite sign field creating an effective wiggler for
enhancing radiation damping.
Another wigglers (Robinson type) are located in a
straight section of the electron ring, providing the control
of electron emittance. This is necessary tooling for matching electron and ion beam sizes at the IP at different energies.

Ring-Ring Design Option

In the ion ring the number of bunches must be tripled
from presently used in RHIC. This will require the injector system upgrade. Also, to reduce the resistive heating
the present cold pipe of ion ring must be copper-coated. A
technique for in-situ pipe coating is being developed,
involving a magnetron coating mole. With 36 ns bunch
spacing the electron cloud and associated heat load must
be carefully evaluated. With the respect to the electron
cloud the experience and observations from recent LHC
runs are very valuable [12].
Proving that high electron polarization level (more than
70%) can be maintained at electron energies as high as 18
GeV presents one of challenges for this design option.
Following experience of high energy polarized electron
storage rings, such as HERA, PETRA and LEP, achieving
high polarization involves highly efficient orbit control
(including possibility of BPM-to-quad center beam-based
alignment), well controlled betatron coupling and implementation of harmonic spin matching. For spin rotators
and detector solenoids the set of spin matching conditions
on lattice functions has to be satisfied. The spin simulation studies intended to verify the depolarization time in
the presence of misalignment and magnet errors have
recently began.
Beam polarization requirements determines major injector features. In order to provide a complex spin pattern,
with different bunches having the polarization up and
down on the same fill, a full energy injector is required.
And the depolarization time defines the rate of replacing
individual bunches. At worst case, at 18 GeV, 1 Hz bunch
replacing rate is required rate to keep the average polarization level above 70%.

The Ring-Ring design is based on high current electron
storage ring technology (B-factories) and the colliding
beam performance in lepton and proton colliders. The
layout of the accelerator is shown in Fig. 3 [10]. The
layout looks quite similar to one of the ERL-Ring design,
except only three beamlines are used. Two of them serves
as recirculation loops for the injector linac, and third one
presents the storage ring. The injector linac operating in
pulsed mode provides 6 GeV/turn acceleration. With the
injector linac based on 647 MHz cavities, such design
layout allows for a straightforward future upgrade to the
high luminosity Ultimate ERL-Ring design. Although,
alternative, less expensive, option of the injector based on
XFEL/LCLS-II type cryo-modules is also possible.
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Figure 3: The Ring-Ring design option layout.
The luminosity in this approach is defined by allowed
synchrotron radiation power (accepted limit at 10 MW)
and the beam-beam parameter limits (xp < 0.015, xe <
0.1), following experience of KEKB and RHIC. The
resulting linear SR power load is about 4 kW/m, which is
twice lower than one demonstrated in B-factories. In
order to enhance radiation damping at lower electron
energies (below 11 GeV) and, hence, increase achievable
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Figure 4: The split arc dipole layout with electron orbits at
different energies (left plot) and the outer and inner section
magnetic field vs the beam energy (right plot).

INTERACTION REGION FEATURES
The design of interaction region is significantly impacted by detector requirements for forward acceptance of
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neutrons and scattered protons, as well as by managing
protection of detector area from synchrotron radiation and
related background. It leads to necessity of using crabcrossing scheme and very special IR magnet designs. IR
detector elements, such as, Roman Pots and ZDC, have to
be integrated at proper locations among interaction region
magnets.
Crossing angles of 14 and 22 mrad are used in the
ERL-Ring and Ring-Ring designs, correspondingly. To
prevent the luminosity decrease, crab cavities are used for
ion beam with frequencies ranging from 140 to 340 MHz.
A crab cavity based on double quarter wave resonator
principle has been developed in BNL for the LHC luminosity upgrade. A prototype of such cavity has been built
and is going to be tested with beams in SPS. The eRHIC
crab-cavities will be based on the same design approach.
Hadron superconducting IR magnets must have large
enough aperture in order to propagate forward neutrons
and protons to detector elements (Roman Pots and ZDCs)
located downstream. Also, an electron beam pass through
the hadron SC magnets must be arranged. Two design
approaches for the IR magnets are shown in Fig. 5. In the
ERL-Ring design “sweet spot” concept was proposed
which arranges a field-free electron pass between superconducting coils [13]. For the Ring-Ring design an active
shielding technique developed for ILC IR magnets is
used. In this method an outer coil is added to have magnetic flux contained from reaching the electron orbit area
[14].

of

Figure 5: IR magnet design developed for eRHIC. “Sweet
spot” design (left plot), and the active shielding design
(right plot).

ERHIC R&D PROGRAM
The eRHIC R&D program is underway on three directions: R&D for the Initial designs, the cost reduction
R&D and the R&D for higher luminosity.
The R&D for the Initial design aims to resolving all
remaining accelerator physics issues and technological
risks for both ERL-Ring and Ring-Ring Initial designs
with the luminosity ~ 1033 cm-2 s-1. For the ERL-Ring
design option the crucial R&D is related with developing
the polarized electron source based on merging scheme.
In the same time many of R&D items are similar, or even
common, for both design options. Most important include
simulation work on beam-beam effects; advancing methods for in-situ copper-coating of RHIC beam pipe; devel-
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oping crab-cavity prototypes and studying beam dynamics with crab-cavities; realizing polarized 3He production
and acceleration.
Considerable R&D efforts are linked to developing
technologies which may substantially reduce the accelerator construction and operation cost. This cost reduction
R&D is for the ERL-Ring design option where several
technological opportunities are present to decrease the
cost. One of them is related with advancing HOM power
dampers based on waveguides. Although the HOM waveguide damper technology has been developed for many
years in Jlab, it is not considered yet as fully proven. BNL
is presently developing an approach based on ridge waveguide configuration for HOM dampers for 650 MHz cavity [15]. Funded by the laboratory R&D funds, a cavity
prototype together with waveguide dampers will be built
and tested on two year scale. Applying the waveguide
dampers, in addition to the beam-pipe absorbers, will
allow to significantly reduce the total length of the eRHIC
main linac.
Another cost reduction opportunity is related with implementing an FFAG version of recirculating loops. The
FFAG technology has been used so far mostly for subGeV proton accelerators. The EMMA NS-FFAG test
accelerator operated with electron beam. A beamline
based on the FFAG approach is capable to transport, in
the same time, beams in wide energy range (the ratio of
maximum to minimum energy can be as large as 4). Thus
it looks a natural approach for reducing the number of
recirculation loops. The FFAG-based lattice was thoroughly investigated for the ERL-Ring design option, and
it was established that only two FFAG beamlines are
needed to accelerate electrons up to 21 GeV [16]. In
addition, the FFAG beamlines can be realized using permanent magnets. Different permanent magnet designs
(Hybrid-type, Halbach) were developed and several prototypes of those magnets were built [17].
An ultimate test for the FFAG recirculation pass technology with respect to eRHIC will be made at the Cornell
university where multi-pass FFAG-based ERL test facility (CBeta) is being constructed [18]. The CBeta will accelerate the electron beam up to 150 MeV in 4 recirculations. These re-circulations will be realized only by
one FFAG beamline, based on permanent magnets. The
CBeta facility takes advantages of existing high-current
injector (up to 100 mA current is planned) and existing
SRF linac (1.3 GHz) with design energy gain 36
Mev/pass. The beam test are expected in 2018-2019.
Although the baseline ERL-Ring design utilizes the polarized source based on merging scheme, the R&D effort
will continue towards producing 50 mA current from a
single gun. On this path two possibilities are being explored: a Gatling gun (multiple cathodes in a same vacuum vessel) and a large cathode gun.
Potential savings for the ERL-Ring design due to the
successful cost reduction R&D are on the scale $200300M.
Realizing the luminosity upgrade to at least 1034 cm-2s-1
level at a later stage is the firm goal of the eRHIC collider
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design. Such upgrade, called the Ultimate design, requires
strong transverse and longitudinal cooling of high-energy
proton beam. Novel technique of coherent electron cooling (CeC) is considered as capable to provide the strong
cooling with cooling rates on scale of tens of minutes, or
even minutes. The Proof-of-Principle experiment is underway on RHIC using constructed test facility, which
includes electron beam accelerator (SRF gun+20 MeV
SRF linac) and transport lines, as well as helical wigglers
in a section common for gold ion and electron beams. So
far, the electron accelerator was commissioned, extracting
the bunch charge as high as 3 nC from the 1.7 MeV SRF
gun, and demonstrating the electron beam transport from
the gun to the dump [5,19]. The cooling studies will be
carried out in 2017.
An interesting development, that can also benefit the
eRHIC accelerator design, is a proposed test for ERL
operation at CEBAF, which can be performed at the beam
energy as large as 8 GeV [20].

CONCLUSION
The eRHIC accelerator design covers the complete EIC
White Paper science case and is highly cost effective.
Two design options are presently considered. The ERLRing eRHIC design option combines high performance
with high energy efficiency. The Ring-Ring eRHIC design, operating at the beam-beam limit, reaches high performance using mostly existing technology.
Cost effective, reduced technological risk Initial ERLRing and Ring-Ring eRHIC designs with required energy
coverage and 1033 s-1cm-2 luminosity form a basis for
eRHIC project proposal. Cost effective upgrade to ~ 1034
s-1cm-2 luminosity Ultimate ERL-Ring design is possible
for both design options.
Focused eRHIC R&D addressing all critical technical
risks and design issues is underway and must be realized
over the next 2-3 years.
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DESIGN OF MUON COLLIDER LATTICES*
Y. Alexahin†, Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, Batavia, Illinois, USA
A Muon Collider (MC) promises unique opportunities
both as an energy frontier machine and as a factory for
detailed study of the Higgs boson and other particles (see
e.g. ref. [1]). However, in order to achieve a competitive
level of luminosity a number of demanding requirements
to the collider optics should be satisfied arising from short
muon lifetime and relatively large values of the transverse
emittance and momentum spread in muon beams that can
realistically be achieved with ionization cooling. Basic
solutions which make possible to achieve these goals with
realistic magnet parameters are presented.

INTRODUCTION
There are a number of requirements that are either specific or more challenging in the case of a muon collider:
 Low beta-function at IP:  values of a few millimeters are considered for muon colliders in the c.o.m.
energy range 3-6 TeV.
 Small circumference C to increase the number of
turns (and therefore interactions) the muons make
during their lifetime.
 High number of muons per bunch: N ~ 21012 and
higher is envisaged.
 Protection of magnets from heat deposition and detectors from backgrounds produced by secondary
particles.
Other requirements are specific to either high energy
MC or the Higgs factory and will be analysed in the subsequent sections.
Though short muon lifetime, ~ 2000 turns, creates a
number of problems, but there is a positive side of it: such
short time is not enough for high-order resonances to
manifest themselves. Other sources of diffusion like IBS
or residual gas are also too weak to produce a halo, so if
the muon beams were pre-collimated e.g. at 3 before
injection into the collider ring their distribution is likely to
stay bounded by a close value. This would relax the
requirements on the dynamic aperture and on the
efficiency of the halo removal from the ring.

LATTICES FOR HIGH-ENERGY MC
In order not to lose much in luminosity due to the hourglass effect (see e.g. ref. [2]) the bunch length should be
small enough: z  . With longitudinal emittance expected from the final cooling channel this will render the
momentum spread p/p ~ 0.001 which is an order of
magnitude higher than in hadron colliders like Tevatron or
LHC. Therefore a high energy MC must have a large
momentum acceptance and - to obtain small z with a
____________________________________________
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reasonable RF voltage - low momentum compaction
factor |c | ~ 10-5.
Also, for beam energies E > 2 TeV there is a peculiar
requirement of absence of straights longer than ~0.5 m in
order not to create "hot spots" of neutrino radiation [3].
As a consequence quadrupoles must have a dipole component to spread out the decay neutrinos. This creates
difficulties with -tuning sections which must allow for
 variation in a wide range without breaking the dispersion closure.
In the following subsections we consider different parts
of the ring.

Interaction Region (IR)
The dipole component in the IR quadrupoles may play
a positive role sweeping away from the detector the
charged secondary particles created by decays in incoming muon beam. To maximize this positive effect the
strongest quadrupole in the Final Focusing (FF) multiplet
– which is usually the second one from the Interaction
Point (IP) – should be defocusing.
Another important requirement to the FF multiplet is
that the last quadrupole was also defocusing in order to
reduce the “dispersion invariant” generated by the following strong dipole used in the chromaticity correction
scheme discussed later.

Figure 1: 6 TeV IR magnet apertures and 5 beam envelopes for * = 3 mm and normalized emittance εN = 25
() mmmrad. Defocusing magnets are shown in cyan.
Table 1: 6 TeV IR Magnet Parameters
Parameter
ID (mm)
G (T/m)
Bdipole (T)
L (m)

Q1
160
200
0
5.3

Q2
200
-125
3.5
3.0

Q3
240
-100
4.0
5.1

Q4
240
103
3.0
5.1

Q5
240
-78
6.0
5.1

To satisfy both requirements simultaneously the multiplet should be either a doublet or a quadruplet. The first
option was used in the Ec.o.m.= 1.5 TeV design [4]. For
higher energies it is advantageous to use the second option which allows for much smaller .
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Figure 2: Layout and optics functions from IP to the end of the first arc cell in 3 TeV MC for * = 5 mm.
Figure 1 shows the beam sizes and FF magnet apertures
in the preliminary design of a Ec.o.m.= 6 TeV MC based
on HTS technology expected to achieve 16 T pole tip
field in quadrupoles and 20 T field in dipoles. The magnet
parameters are given in Table 1. The design of lower
energy MC assumed the existing Nb3Sn magnet
technology.

Chromaticity Correction
Requirements of large momentum acceptance and small

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

 make correction of the Interaction Region (IR) chromaticity a challenging problem. It can be solved using
Chromatic Correction Sections (CCS) [5]. The original
approach is to employ two CCS – one for horizontal and
the other for vertical correction – on each side of the
Interaction Point (IP). Each CCS has a pair of sextupoles
separated by -I transformation to achieve cancellation of
spherical aberrations so the original scheme can be called
a 4- sextupoles scheme.
However, the CCS are sources of significant
chromaticity themselves so that the required integral
strength of the two sextupoles in a CCS is higher than
with a single sextupole correction. The ensuing detrimental effect on the dynamic aperture (especially vertical)
can be alleviated by adding weak compensating
sextupoles at some (small) distance from the main
sextupoles [6].
Another problem is the optics sensitivity to magnet
field errors and misalignments which is getting worse
with increased number and strength of elements at high
beta locations. To reduce such sensitivity a 3-sextupole
scheme was proposed in [4], where the vertical
chromaticity is corrected with a single sextupole placed at
a low horizontal beta-function location to reduce
aberrations (see Fig. 2), while the horizontal chromaticity
is still corrected with a CCS since smallness of y at a
normal sextupole location is beneficial but does not
suppress horizontal aberrations.

Arcs and Tuning Section
Each arc consists of 6 so-called Flexible Momentum
Compaction (FMC) cells of the type described in [4]
which allows for independent control of all important

parameters: tunes, chromaticities, momentum compaction
factor and its derivative with momentum.
The matching section includes a chicane with
adjustable bending field which does not perturb the orbit
outside and changes the total orbit length only slightly. It
allows for * variation in wide range (3 mm-3 cm in the
case of the 3 TeV MC) without breaking the dispersion
closure [7].

3 TeV MC Lattice Performance
With tunes Qx  Qy  19.1 the stable momentum range
exceeds  0.6 %. Figure 3 shows the 2048 turns dynamic
aperture in the plane of initial particle coordinates at IP
xin, yin for indicated values of constant p calculated with
beam-beam interaction off (solid lines) and on (dashed
line) using MADX PTC_TRACK routine and MAD8
TRACK LIE4 option respectively.

Figure 3: The 3 TeV MC dynamic aperture in the plane of
initial particle coordinates for * = 5 mm. Solid and
dashed blue lines: p = 0 without and with beam-beam
interaction, green and red lines: p = -0.003 and p =
0.003 respectively without beam-beam interaction. Dotted
line shows 6 beam ellipse.
These results show that the three-sextupole
chromaticity correction scheme can provide sufficient
dynamic aperture and momentum acceptance. Still there
was a problem with off-momentum dynamic aperture in
the presence of beam-beam interaction.
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Figure 4: Layout and optics functions in half ring of the Higgs factory for β*=2.5 cm.
However, the dynamic beta effect reduces * from
5mm to less than 3mm, so * in the bare lattice can be
increased to alleviate the above-mentioned problem.

HIGGS FACTORY LATTICE
There is a number of advantages of muon collider as
the Higgs factory [8], among them a high cross-section of
the Higgs boson production in the s-channel and the
possibility of obtaining a sufficiently low muon beam
energy spread to directly measure the Higgs boson peak
width which is expected to be ~4MeV.
With low energy spread being a priority, the ionization
muon cooling can be stopped at the minimum
longitudinal emittance – before the final cooling stage
which is mostly an emittance exchange – leaving the
transverse emittance relatively high (see Table 2). As a
consequence quite small values of the beta-function (a
few cm) at the Interaction Point are required to achieve
sufficiently high luminosity resulting in a large beam size
in the Final Focus quadrupoles.

There is a number of effects which can increase energy
spread, among them: microwave instability, longitudinal
beam-beam effect, path-lengthening due to transverse
oscillations.
These effects can be mitigated by a large value of the
momentum compaction factor. The latter effect is proportional to chromaticity so that the chromaticity correction
is still needed despite extremely low momentum spread.
The necessity of chromaticity correction and of the
beam size management in the Final Focus quadrupoles
justify the employment of the same solutions as in the
high energy MC case: a quadruplet FF and CCS. The
optics functions in half ring (starting from IP) are shown
in Figure 4 for β*=2.5 cm. Note that with this IR design,
β* can be varied from 1.5 to 10 cm by changing the
gradients in matching sections without perturbing the
dispersion function. The momentum acceptance of the
ring exceeds 0.5%, the dynamic aperture in absence of
errors is about 8 sigma. The systematic field errors in the
FF quadrupoles reduce the latter by a factor of 2 so that
correction of these errors as well as of the fringe-fields is
necessary [9].

Table 2: Muon Collider Design Parameters
HF

High Energy MC

Collision energy, TeV

0.126

1.5

3.0

6.0*

Repetition rate, Hz

15

15

12

6

Average luminosity / IP, 1034/cm2/s

0.008

1.25

4.6

11

Number of IPs

1

2

2

2

Circumference, km

0.3

2.5

4.34

6

1

0.5

0.3

-1.3

-0.5

-0.3

*, cm
Momentum compaction factor, 10

1.7
-5

7.910

3

Normalized emittance, ()mmmrad

200

25

25

25

Momentum spread, %

0.004

0.1

0.1

0.083

Bunch length, cm

6.3

1

0.5

0.3

Number of muons / bunch, 1012

4

2

2

2

Beam-beam parameter / IP

0.02

0.09

0.09

0.09

RF frequency, GHz

0.2

1.3

1.3

1.3

RF voltage, MV

0.1

12

50

150
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DESIGN OF THE ROOM-TEMPERATURE FRONT-END
FOR A MULTI-ION LINAC INJECTOR*
A. S. Plastun†, Z. A. Conway, B. Mustapha, P. N. Ostroumov1,
Argonne National Laboratory, Lemont, USA
1
also at FRIB, Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI, USA
Abstract

Ion Sources

A pulsed multi-ion injector linac is being developed by
ANL for Jefferson Laboratory’s Electron-Ion Collider
(JLEIC). The linac is designed to deliver both polarized
and non-polarized ion beams to the booster synchrotron at
energies ranging from 135 MeV for hydrogen to
43 MeV/u for lead ions. The linac is composed of a
5 MeV/u room temperature section and a superconducting
section with variable velocity profile for different ion
species. This paper presents the results of the RF design
of the main components and the beam dynamics
simulations of the linac front-end with the goal of
achieving design specifications cost-effectively.

Several types of ion sources are being considered: an
Atomic Beam Polarized Ion Source (ABPIS), an
Optically-Pumped Polarized Ion Source (OPPIS), an
Electron Beam Ion Source (EBIS) and an Electron
Cyclotron Resonance ion source (ECR). Table 1 provides
design parameters of the beams based on the recent data
[3] and the JLEIC requirements.
Table 1: Design Parameters of the Beams
Ions
1

H-

2

D-

INTRODUCTION

FRONT-END
A block-diagram of the injector linac is shown in
Fig. 1. The JLEIC ion injector linac will consists of both
heavy and light ion sources including polarized H-, 2D-,
3
He2+, 6Li3+ ion sources. The emittance of the polarized
beams is usually larger than the emittance of heavy ion
beams. For this reason, we propose to use two separate
Radio-Frequency Quadrupole (RFQs) sections. The room
temperature front-end consists of 2 RFQs, a Medium
Energy Beam Transport (MEBT) system to accommodate
and match beams from 2 separate RFQs and three tanks
of 100 MHz drift tube linac (DTL) as shown in Fig. 1.
The FODO lattice of the DTL provides adequate focusing
and the required transverse acceptance for both heavy
ions and polarized light ion beams. To minimize the
overall linac cost, the transition energy between normal
and superconducting sections is selected to be 5 MeV/u.

3

He2+

6

Li3+

208

Pb30+

Polarization

Emittance,
π·mm·mrad

2

> 90%

1.0

2

> 90%

2.0

EBIS

1

70%

<1

ABPIS

0.1

70%

<1

ECR

0.5

0

0.5

ABPIS
OPPIS
ABPIS
OPPIS

LEBT
Low Energy Beam Transport (LEBT) systems for both
polarized light ion and non-polarized heavy ion beams
have been designed with TRACE3D [4]. The light ion
LEBT (see Fig. 2) is based on the BNL OPPIS LEBT
design [5]. Two dipole magnets of opposite bend
directions are used to keep the spin orientation of
polarized ions. Detailed spin dynamics studies in the
LEBT will be performed later.

Figure 1: A schematic layout of the JLEIC ion linac.

Figure 2: Light ion LEBT.

_____________________
* This work was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of
Nuclear Physics, under Contract DE-AC02-06CH11357. This research
used resources of ANL’s ATLAS facility, which is a DOE Office of
Science User Facility.
† email address: asplastun88@gmail.com, on leave from ITEP, Moscow

The heavy ion LEBT, presented in Fig. 3, is based on
the CERN Lead Linac3 LEBT design [6]. Here two
dipoles act as a mass - spectrometer separating
neighbouring charge states.
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A pulsed multi-ion linac with a normal conducting
front-end up to 5 MeV/u and a superconducting section
for higher energies as an injector for the JLab ElectronIon Collider (JLEIC) was discussed in ref. [1, 2]. Further
modifications and improvements of the front-end design
are described below.

Current,
mA
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Figure 6: Temperature change steady state distribution
over the Light Ion RFQ resonator.

Figure 3: Heavy ion LEBT.

Light Ion RFQ
The heavy ion RFQ design would be too complex to
provide both the requisite focusing strength for heavy
ions and the large transverse acceptance for polarized
light ion beams. It is desirable to avoid transverse losses
of the deuterium 2D- beam, since these losses can cause a
set of nuclear fusion reactions on the surface of the
electrodes, deuterated by lost 2D- ions, resulting in their
activation. Therefore, a dedicated RFQ for polarized light
ion beams (A/Z ≤ 2) is being developed.
The RFQ is based on a 4-vane resonator with magnetic
coupling windows [7]. For a low duty cycle RFQ brazed
or welded joints are not required for the resonator
fabrication (see Fig. 4 and Fig. 5).

Figure 7: Deformation of the resonator, including effects
of gravity, atmospheric pressure and heating.

Heavy Ion RFQ
The Heavy Ion RFQ has the same RF and mechanical
design as the Light Ion RFQ, except the number of
resonator segments and their changed dimensions.
About 75% of the RFQ length is used for acceleration
of the bunched ion beam to the energy of 500 keV/u.
Currently, this part has an electrode modulation m = 2 of
the sinusoidal profile. We are working toward integrating
a trapezoidal vane tip modulation in the acceleration
section of the RFQ which will shorten the RFQ length to
4.6 m. Also, the pulsed RF power losses will be reduced
from 180 kW to 150 kW.

IH-DTL

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 4: Resonator of the Light Ion RFQ.

Figure 5: Tank segments and vanes of the 4-vane resonator with magnetic coupling windows for Light Ion RFQ.
At the repetition rate of 10 Hz and 0.5 ms beam pulse
width the average power dissipated in the resonator walls
is about 700 W. Assuming the water cooling is applied to
the tank only, the steady state temperature distribution is
shown in Fig. 6. It results in negligible resonator
deformations (see Fig. 7). All simulation results obtained
with CST STUDIO SUITE [8] are consistent with the
analytical estimations.
The main design parameters of the RFQ are listed in
Table 2.
74

In the previous design of the linac we proposed to use
either a well-known IH-DTL structure with quadrupole
triplets or a 4-vane based RF quadrupole focusing DTL
[2]. The first option is very efficient, but not acceptable
for polarized light ion beams due to a limited transverse
acceptance. The second option can provide reliable beam
dynamics, but requires 2-3 times greater RF power, than
IH-based structures.
Here we propose the IH-DTL structure with FODO
focusing lattice [9] for the JLEIC injector as shown in
Fig. 8. The focusing quadrupoles are installed inside
longer drift tubes which are followed by several short
drift tubes without quadrupoles. This design allows us to
keep a resonator high shunt impedance, and a large
acceptance for both the transverse and longitudinal phase
space. The parameters of the IH-DTL sections are shown
in Table 2.

Figure 8: 3D model of the IH-1 section with FODO
focusing lattice.
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Table 2: Main Parameters of the Front-End Sections for 2D- and 208Pb30+ Ion Beams
Parameter
Energy range
Length
Diameter
Voltage
Aperture (R0)
Quality factor
RF power losses
Peak surface E-field
Norm. transverse
emittance (90%)*
Norm. longitudinal
emittance (90%)*
Transmission*
Beam current*

kW
Kilpat. units

Light Ion RFQ
0.015 – 0.5
2.0
0.47
103.4
7.0
9500
110
1.84

Heavy Ion RFQ
0.010 – 0.5
5.6
0.44
70.0
3.7
9200
180
2.05

IH-1
0.5 – 2.0
4.3
0.7
200 - 500
12.5
18000
280
2.0

IH-2
2.0 – 3.5
3.5
0.7
500
12.5
18000
400
2.0

IH-3
3.5 – 4.9
3.4
0.7
570
12.5
18000
620
2.0

π·mm·mrad

1.47

0.35

1.62 / 0.40

1.66 / 0.41

1.66 / 0.41

π·ns·keV/u

4.9

4.5

4.9 / 4.5

4.9 / 4.5

4.9 / 4.5

mA

99.9%
2.0

99.7%
0.5

99.8%
2.0 / 0.5

100%
2.0 / 0.5

100%
2.0 / 0.5

Deuterium ion beam / Lead ion beam

BEAM DYNAMICS SIMULATION

CONCLUSION

Beam dynamics simulations for the linac have been
performed with the TRACK code [10] using 3D
electromagnetic field distributions. Transverse RMS
envelopes of the polarized deuterium and non-polarized
lead beam along the injector front-end are shown in Fig.
9. Figure 10 presents the output phase-space plots [11] of
the beams. Data on the beam transmission and the
emittance growth in each section are listed in Table 2.

We have designed a cost-effective front-end for the
SRF-based multi-ion injector linac. Both electromagnetic
and beam dynamics simulations show high confidence in
technical feasibility of the proposed design.

Figure 9: RMS beam envelopes along the front-end:
deuterium ion beam (top), lead ion beam (bottom).
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Figure 10: Output phase-space plots of the deuterium
(top) and lead ion beam (bottom).
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TOKAMAK ACCELERATOR
Ge Li, Institute of Plasma Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Anhui 230031, China
Abstract
Tokamak accelerator within plasma is analyzed to be
implemented in existing machines for speeding the
development of fusion energy by seeding fast particles
from external high current accelerators — the so-called
two-component reactor approach [J. M. Dawson, H. P.
Furth, and F. H. Tenney, Phys. Rev. Lett. 26, 1156
(1971)]. All plasma particles are heated at the same time
by inductively-coupled power transfer (IPT) within an
energy confinement time. This could facilitate the
attainment of ignition in tokamak by forming high-gain
high-field (HGHF) fusion plasma. Tokamak as an
accelerator could decrease the circulating power of fusion
power plant and HVDC voltage of the external
accelerators by simply inserting in-vacuum vertical field
coils (IVC) within its vacuum vessel, as is suggested on
Experimental Advanced Superconducting Tokamak
(EAST) for designing efficiency China Fusion
Engineering Test Reactor (CFETR).

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
Up to 1h long-pulse accelerators with 40A beam
current at 1MV are designed for externally heating ITER
plasma ─ safety concern occurs due to its 1MV extrahigh-voltage design[1]. The compressed plasma by
Magnetic Compression (MC) is thus suggested as HighGain High-Field (HGHF) plasma for efficiency tokamak
heating [2]. In work here, ion accelerator within the
plasma is further analyzed as the second accelerating
stage for designing China Fusion Engineering Test
Reactor (CFETR) with much low external accelerating
voltage and circulating power. The safety problem could
thus be mitigated by the two-stage accelerating scheme.
Fast particles are further accelerated by Magnetic
Compression (MC) in tokamak major radius [3], as is one
step of HGHF plasma. Physical process of HGHF is
formulated for studying the efficiency plasma on
Experimental Advanced Superconducting Tokamak
(EAST). EAST can simulate the HGHF fusion plasma of
CFETR for high efficiency tokamak with low circulating
power requirements by upgrading EAST with MC
technology.

MC ANALYSIS TO TOKAMAK
ACCELERATOR
Transformer model is not only used for designing
tokamak, but also used for analyzing its discharged
plasma current as its second winding in real time
condition. Recent study [4] suggest the ratio of its
bootstrap current, i.e. the fraction of self-generated
current in plasma current could reach over 85% by
external heating and current drive (H&CD) ─ it is the
nonlinear and non-inductive part of the plasma current.

DC mode of operation is thus arrived at the tokamak
transformer when the fraction is driven to 100% by the
inductive and non-inductive effects, i.e. external H&CD
for high plasma pressure where no inductive fraction exist
and plasma current is free of inductive limitation with
zero-loop-voltage and VS consumptions. Limited by
plasma boundary safety factor q, the flat-top amplitude of
plasma current and plasma normalized pressure β
determine the output power of the tokamak fusion
machine where MC could save lots of expensive external
H&CD power by simultaneously enhance plasma
temperature, density and confinement time, as suggested
for EAST in [2]. The safety factor q is the number of
toroidal transits of a field line for one poloidal transit [5].
For CFETR, boundary safety factor q is designed to be≥
3.

Formulas for Compressed Plasma
The equivalent circuit of compressed plasma is an
inductor- series-connected with a resistor, similar to a
lossless superconductor circuit while neglecting its
resistance. Because the flux in such a circuit is conserved
or constant [2-3], the equations specifying the
conservation of toroidal and poloidal flux as well as
plasma entropy are derived as

a 2Bt  const.

(1)

where Bt is the toroidal field (TF) and a is the horizontal
minor radius of the plasma ellipse model.
The
safety
factor
is
q  const .
(2)
As the temperature and density constraints of the
collisional plasma compression,

Tne

2 / 3

 const.

LpIp  const. if R p  0

(3)
(4)

where Lp and Rp are the plasma inductance and resistance
in an electric circuit with plasma current Ip. Lp=Li+Le. Li
and Le are respectively the internal and external
inductances of the current bordering at the plasma
boundary of its current flux [2].
After compression, other plasma variables scaling with
the major (R) or minor (a) radius are derived as follows
[2]:
Poloidal field (PF)

B p  a -1R 1  C a C R

(5)

Where Ca and CR are, respectively, the compression ratios
of the plasma in the minor radius and major radius by
external MC fields.
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Equation 5 predicts that the poloidal field of the plasma
could be linearly-extended to a high value by
compressing the plasma in minor or major radius for
HGHF. The plasma parameters are derived as [2],

ne  a -2R 1

Density
Temperature
T  ne

Plasma current

2/3

(6)
4/3

 a -4/3R 2 / 3  C a C R

Ip  R

1

2/3

 CR

(8)

Greenwald density
2
nG  I p /(a 2 )  R 1a-2  C R C a
Toroidal field (TF) within plasma is derived as

Bt  a-2  C a

(7)

(9)

2

(10)
Equation 9&10 predicts that the threshold of the
Greenwald density limit could be extended to a high value
by compressing the plasma in the minor radius or major
radius for the HGHF [2].
The plasma normalized pressure in toroidal direction,

t  8nT / Bt2  8a2/3R 5 / 3

(11)

And in poloidal direction

p  8nT / Bp2  a-4/3R1 / 3

(12)

The thermal energy-confinement time is thus derived as
-1

 E ,th  aR 1  C a C R

(13)

In a beta-limited tokamak as in Ref. [3], the gain of
fusion power with DT plasma is derived as [2]

PDT  t Bt a Rk  a R
(14)
In the same vacuum vessel of fusion plasma, the output
power gain of compressed plasma is thus derived as
2

4

2

Gp  Ca

-14/3

14/3

CR

7 / 3

7/3

(15)

Equations 10 and 15 predict the high-gain nature of
fusion plasma in the high field in the same vacuum vessel
of a tokamak if the plasma is compressed in the minor
radius or in the major radius as suggested for EAST [2].
The gains observed during testing of ATC and TFTR are,
slightly better than the predictions by equation 15 [2].
By combining equations 6, 7 and 13, the parameter
gain of the Lawson criterion within the compressed
plasma is derived as
7/3

G L  n E T  C a C R

8/3

(16)
Equation 16 predicts that HGHF plasma also has a high
gain in the Lawson criterion by the above magnetic
compression; the gain rate is also faster than the rate of
volume decrease according to equation 16. These
characteristics will facilitate access to the ignition
condition by existing tokamak, such as EAST, DIII-D or
JET.
Due to conservation of the tangentially-injected beamion angular momentum about the major axis [6], the
energy gain of fast particles moving along magnetic field
lines with major-radius-compression is derived and

MOPOB05

validated as,

GE  C R

2

(17)
For an ohmically heated tokamak, the saturation
limitation of plasma density is empirically scaled as [3]

nsat(m 3 )  0.06x 1020I p RM 0.5k 1a 2.5

(18)

Where Ip is the plasma current, M is the atomic mass of
the ions in amu and k is the plasma elongation, b/a.
Ohmic heating is not enough to drive the plasma to
fusion temperature, thus more powerful external heating
with beams of an RF wave and neutral particles are
developed ─ but testing found that all heating will shorten
the energy confinement time of tokamak plasma. In 1982
on ASDEX at condition of strong external heating, the
confinement time was favorably extended to a state
compared to the Ohmic heating phase, originally dubbed
as H-type discharge [7] and later named as H-mode. The
H-mode was implemented as ITER scaling in 1998 [2-3],
i.e., IPB98y2. For IPB98y2 scaling, the thermal energyconfinement time is described as [3]
98y 2
EIPB
 0.05621I p0.93Bt0.15P 0.69ne0.41M 0.19R 1.97 0.58 0.78 (19)
,th
Where ε is the plasma inverse aspect ratio (a/R).
For compressed HGHF plasma, equations 1 to 12 can
be inserted into equation 19. Thus the thermal energyconfinement time of IPB98y2 scaling is derived as

 EIPB,th98y 2  R 0.05a 0.54 0.78P 0.69

(20)

Equation 20 predicts that the energy-confinement time
of compressed plasma has strong relations with plasma
minor radius, heating power and elongation, as has been
purposely explored by tokamak society since 1982.
More bootstrap currents could be produced in
compressed high-pressure-gradient plasma, which
requires less power for the current drive [2]. Thus the
power of the current drive is reduced. If the scaled-down
power multiple of the current drive is assumed to be the
ratio of the bootstrap current fraction of the total current
in post-compression plasma, it can be simply scaled as
[2-3]
-1/2 1/ 2

4/3 1/ 3

Cp  fbs  a / R p  Ca CR Ca CR

5/6 1/ 6

 Ca CR

(21)
Due to the scaling down of the external heating power,
equation 20&21 predicts that the energy-confinement
time of compressed plasma could also be improved by
compressed plasma.
It is interesting to be noted here that above HGHF
plasma share the same principle of flux-conserving
tokamak and large shift of the plasma magnetic axis as
that of unity-beta plasma approach originally started from
Oak Ridge in 1977 [8-11]. But many differences still exist
between them as listed in Table 1. HGHF plasma is much
more economic than the conventional unity-beta approach
in [10] due to its decreased amplitude of plasma current.
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Table 1: Differences between HGHF Plasma and Unitybeta Plasma
Parameters

HGHF
approach

plasma

unity-beta
approach

plasma

Plasma current

Ip  R 1

Constant plasma current

Safety factor q
Plasma
boundary

Fixed within plasma

Varied

Moving by MC

Nearly fixed

Toroidal field

Amplified by C a

Poloidal field
Volume

2

Amplified by

C aC R

Small but at high field

Nearly fixed
Varied with plasma
current
Nearly full within vacuum
vessel

MC DESIGN FOR UPGRADING EAST
Based on the flux-conserving principle and above
formulations, using EAST tokamak for designing
efficiency CFETR are listed as follows.

MC in-Vacuum Coil Design for EAST
MC accelerator functions are realized by powering
inserted MC coils within EAST vacuum vessel
suggested in figure 1 of Ref. [2]. Its right red coils
used for ion accelerating within high gain plasma
major-radius compression with equation 17.

the
as
are
by

Mapping EAST Tokamak for Breakeven
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The plasma parameter of EAST is marked as green line
on existing map of Lawson criterion as shown in Figure 1
[12].
If upgrading EAST by MC parameter Ca=3/CR=1.39
and inserting them into above formula as suggested in Ref.
[2], EAST will be mapped to breakeven by two-step MC
at red line at Q≈1. In this MC case by equation 22,
H&CD power for breakeven is only 1/2.639=0.379 times
that of conventional approach due to the gain of the
bootstrap current fraction. Circulation power within
tokamak could thus be decreased than that of the
conventional design [12]. For the tangentially-injected
beam-ions, the energy gain of fast particles within plasma
is 1.93 by equation 17 with MC parameter CR=1.39.

CONCLUSION
For designing CFETR, Tokamak as an accelerator
could path the quick and safe way by developing
efficiency HGHF plasma on EAST ─ low circulating
power simulation is thus enabled by MC technology
which will decrease the voltage of the external heating
accelerators of NBs, such as that of ITER at 1MV by
equation 17.

Figure 1: Mapping EAST tokamak for breakeven by MC.
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MAX IV AND SOLARIS LINAC MAGNETS PRODUCTION SERIES
MEASUREMENT RESULTS
M. Johansson*, MAX IV Laboratory, Lund, Sweden
R. Nietubyc, NCBJ, Otwock, Poland
The linacs of the MAX IV and Solaris synchrotron radiation light sources, currently in operation in Lund,
Sweden, and Krakow, Poland, use various conventional
magnet designs. The production series of totally more
than 100 magnets of more than 10 types or variants,
which were all outsourced to industry, with combined
orders for the types that are common to both MAX IV and
Solaris, were completed in 2013 with mechanical and
magnetic quality assurance conforming to specifications.
This article presents an overview of the different magnet
types installed in these machines, and mechanical and
magnetic measurement results of the full production series.

INTRODUCTION
The MAX IV Laboratory, located in Lund, Sweden, is a
synchrotron radiation facility, consisting of two storage
rings, 3 GeV and 1.5 GeV, and a full energy injector linac.
A principle sketch of the linac is shown in Fig. 1. The
choice of a linac to inject the storage rings also provides
short pulse X-rays at the end the linac, and allows an
upgrade path to an FEL. [1]
Whereas the MAX IV storage ring magnets are designed as “magnet blocks”, with many consecutive magnet elements machined out of a common iron block [2],
all the linac and transfer line magnets are conventional
designs. The different types are listed in Table 1 and some
example photos are shown in Figures 3-5.
The Solaris National Synchrotron Radiation Centre, located in Krakow, Poland, consists of a 1.5 GeV storage
ring identical to the MAX IV 1.5 GeV ring, and a 600
MeV injector linac using the same components as MAX
IV [3]. A schematic of the facility is shown in Fig. 2.

material was provided from MAX-lab, the procurements
can be categorized as follows,
a) New magnetic design and full set of manufacturing
drawings from MAX-lab.
b) New magnetic design from MAX-lab. Manufacturing drawings made by supplier based on instructions in the technical specification from MAX-lab.
c) Existing MAX-lab design, including drawings.
d) Existing design from supplier.
Common for all cases was that the supplier was responsible for mechanical tolerances and for performing field
measurements according to MAX-lab instructions, and
MAX-lab was responsible for field measurement results.
The contracts were awarded to a total of five different
suppliers, as listed in Table 2. All Solaris contracts were
awarded to the same suppliers as chosen by MAX IV, so
that each type constituted a common production series.

PRODUCTION SERIES RESULTS
Following the technical specifications/instructions that
were given to the suppliers, all mechanical tolerances <
0.1 mm were verified for every yoke part of the whole
series, for each magnet order, typically by 3D coordinate
measurement machine. We have not made a statistical
treatment of the mechanical data like for the storage ring
magnets [6,7], but generally for each magnet type the
tolerances listed in Table 1 were met.

SPECIFICATION AND PROCUREMENT
All magnets were purchased as fully assembled and
tested units. Depending on whether they were new designs for MAX IV [4,5], or old re-used designs, and what

Figure 2: Solaris facility layout. The linac consists of six
accelerator structures with a thermionic gun as source.

Figure 1: MAX IV linac schematic used in the control system “linac synoptic” application (illustration courtesy of J.
Forsberg, MAX IV), with section names indicated. The schematic is not entirely to scale but it contains all essential
features. Each “I-xx” section contains two 5 m S-band accelerator structures (except I-00 with one), giving a total of 39
S-band structures in the machine. The nominal beam path is 361.5 m from end of I-00 to entrance of SP2 beam dump.
____________________________________________
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Table 1: MAX IV and Solaris linac and transfer line magnet types. Locations are MAX IV (cf. Fig. 1) and numbers are
MAX IV + Solaris.1 For magnet types that are installed in many places, energy and field refer to the strongest location.
leff Field
Design Yoke Mate- Coil rpole
Tolerance
MAX IV No
Location
T2
rial
Cooling [mm]
[pcs]
[MeV] [m]
[mm]
name
DIA
8
BC1
260 0.1 0.667 T
Opera-3d
1010
water 7.5
±0.02 /half
2.607 T/m
DIB
8
BC2
3400 0.55 1.152 T
Opera-3d
Armco
water 7.5
±0.02 /half
8.529 T/m
DIC/D
2
TR3
3000 1.8
1.6 T
FEMM
1006
water
6
±0.05 /half
DIE/D
2+2
TR1
1500 0.93
1.6 T
FEMM
1006
water
7
±0.05 /half
DIH
4
TR1, TR3
3000 0.4
0.7 T
Opera-3d laminated water 12.5
±0.05 /half
DIPBD
1
SP2
3400 2.478
2.0 T
Opera-3d 1006/1020 water 5.5
±0.05 gap
DIPT
2+2
gun area
4
0.15
0.1 T
Armco
air
8
±0.01 /half
3
SM1A/B 2+2
TR1
1500 1.027 0.85 T
Radia Armco/1006 water g=5
3
SM3A/B
2
TR3
3000 1.027 0.85 T
Radia Armco/1006 water g=5
SOLA
1
gun area
4
0.16
0.4 T
unkn. steel water
SOLT
2+2
gun area
4
?
0.1 T
Armco indirect 4
QB
17+2
MS1–I-16
0.2
10 T/m Opera-3d Armco eq.
air 12.5 ±0.025 assembled
QD
4
BC1
260 0.1
5.4 T/m Opera-3d
Armco
water 25 ±0.025 assembled
5
QE
4+4
I-01
0.07
10 T/m
Armco
air
20
±0.01 /quadrant
QF
30+6 TR1/3, MS3–SP2 3400 0.2
40 T/m Opera-3d Armco eq. water 12.5 ±0.025 assembled
QST
4+4
gun area
4 0.025
7.5 T/m
Armco
air
9.9
±0.01 /pole
QT
1+1
gun area
4
0.04
5.2 T/m
Armco
air
9.9
±0.01 /pole
SXH
2
BC2
3400 0.1
570 T/m2 Opera-3d
Armco
water 12.5 ±0.025 assembled
SXL
2
BC1
260 0.1
27.2 T/m2 Opera-3d
Armco
water 25 ±0.025 assembled
COB
1
gun area
0.13
5 mT Opera-3d
1020
air 46.5
±0.1 gap
COD
45+7
TR1–SP2
≥ 1500 0.14
36 mT Opera-3d laminated
air 12.5
±0.1 /half
COE
21+9
I-00–I-07
< 1500 0.07
36 mT Opera-3d laminated
air 12.5
±0.1 /half
COH
2+2
gun area
4
1020
air
11.5
6
COI
5+5
gun area
unkn. Steel
air
20

Figure 3: energy filter magnets between thermionic gun
and first accelerator structure at Solaris 2014.

Figure 4: QB/QF are air/water cooled variants with the
same yoke. COD/COE are variants with different lengths.
___________________________________________

1

Single numbers are MAX IV only types.
Max beam energy assumed for magnet design at each location.
3
Tolerance chain of many parts.
4
Quadrupole type B has 10 T/m at its design current, but its strongest
location in the nominal lattice only has -5.3 T/m.
2

Figure 5: The septum magnets7 are Lambertson type,
bending the beam upward from the linac into the transfer
lines (SM1A, SM3A), and downward to emerge parallel
with stored beam in the rings (SM1B, SM3B). This photo
is from Solaris 2015, where SM1A is used simply as a
bending magnet. At MAX IV, SM1A and SM3A are each
preceded by a pair of dipoles (DIH) shifting the beam
sideways into the septum pole gap, selecting if the beam
is taken up into the transfer line or straight through the
septum channel.

___________________________________________

5

Quadrupole type E has 10 T/m at its design current, but its strongest
location in the nominal lattice only has 2.7 T/m.
6
Corrector type I drawings = type H with larger pole gap.
7
The MAX IV septum designs [4] are conceptually identical to the
previous MAX I and MAX III septa [8].
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Table 2: MAX IV and Solaris Linac and Transfer Line Magnet Production Series Results
No Procure.
Supplier Ordered Delivered Field Meas. For All
Outcome/Comment
[pcs]
Case
Magnets in Series
Integrated B’/B verified.
8
b
SigmaPhi8 2012 Q1 2013 Q3 Hall probe full map
8
b
Scanditronix9 2013 Q1 2013 Q4 Hall probe full map
Integrated B’/B verified.
2
a
Scanditronix 2012 Q2 2013 Q2 Hall probe long. and
2+2
a
Scanditronix
-||-||transverse lines
4
b
Danfysik10 2012 Q3 2013 Q4 Hall probe full map
1
b
Danfysik 2013 Q1 2013 Q4 Hall probe entr/exit field maps
2+2
c
Scanditronix 2012 Q1 2012 Q4 Hall pr. single point13
2+2
a
Danfysik 2012 Q2 2014 Q1 Hall probe entr/exit residual field in septum channel
2
a
Danfysik
-||-||field maps
verified
1
d
RadiaBeam11
2+2
c
Scanditronix 2012 Q1 2012 Q4 Hall probe single point
2012 Q1 2013 Q3
rotating coil
17+2
b
BINP12
4
b
Danfysik 2012 Q1 2013 Q3
rotating coil
4+4
d
Scanditronix 2010 Q4 2011 Q3
rotating coil
30+6
b
BINP
2012 Q1 2013 Q3
rotating coil
leff = 33.5 mm (cf. Table 1)
4+4
c
Scanditronix 2012 Q1 2012 Q4 Hall pr. long. lines13
leff = 48.5 mm (cf. Table 1)
1+1
c
Scanditronix
-||-||Hall pr. long. lines13
2
b
Scanditronix 2013 Q1 2013 Q4
rotating coil
2
b
Danfysik 2012 Q1 2013 Q3
rotating coil
1
b
Scanditronix 2011 Q1 2011 Q2 Hall probe single point
45+7
b
Danfysik 2012 Q3 2013 Q4 Hall probe single point plus field map for a few indi21+9
b
Danfysik
-||-||-||viduals
2+2
c
Scanditronix 2012 Q1 2012 Q4 Hall probe single point
5+5
MAX-lab

Field Measurements
For almost all magnet types, there was some level of
field measurements required in the specifications to the
suppliers. Brief descriptions are given in Table 2, together
with comments on some results. For all the new magnet
types there was a good level of agreement between design
and field measurement results. It can be noted that all
these magnets were purchased without any intermediate
prototyping.

STATUS
The MAX IV linac installation was completed in the
spring of 2014. Before start of beam commissioning [9], a
comprehensive test program was carried out for all linac
and transfer line magnets, consisting of polarity check by
hand held Hall probe for each individual magnet, and
logged steady state temperature rise at full current for
each individual water cooled magnet.
At present, the MAX IV linac is used routinely to inject
the two storage rings at full energy, using the thermionic
gun, and as a high brightness driver for the Short Pulse
Facility, using the photo cathode gun.
Solaris linac installation was completed late 2014 and
had achieved 300 MeV by February 2015 [10]. At present
the Solaris linac is used routinely to inject the storage ring
at 525 MeV, which is then ramped to full energy.
___________________________________________

8

SigmaPhi, Vannes, France.
Scanditronix Magnet AB, Vislanda, Sweden.
10
Danfysik A/S, Taastrup, Denmark.
11
RadiaBeam Technologies LLC, Santa Monica, CA, USA
12
Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics, Novosibirsk, Russia
9
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DIA
DIB
DIC/D
DIE/D
DIH
DIPBD
DIPT
SM1A/B
SM3A/B
SOLA
SOLT
QB
QD
QE
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SXH
SXL
COB
COD
COE
COH
COI
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OFF-ORBIT RAY TRACING ANALYSIS FOR THE
APS-UPGRADE STORAGE RING VACUUM SYSTEM
J. Carter, K. Harkay, B. Stillwell, Argonne National Laboratory, Lemont, IL, USA
Abstract
A MatLab program has been created to investigate offorbit ray tracing possibilities for the APS-Upgrade storage
ring vacuum system design. The goals for the program include calculating worst case thermal loading conditions
and finding minimum shielding heights for photon absorbers. The program computes the deviation possibilities of
synchrotron radiation rays emitted along bending magnet
paths using discretized local phase space ellipses. The sizes
of the ellipses are computed based on multi-bend achromat
(MBA) lattice parameters and the limiting aperture size
within the future storage ring vacuum system.
For absorber height calculations, rays are projected from
each point in the discretized ellipse to the locations of
downstream absorbers. The absorber heights are minimized while protecting downstream components from all
possible rays. For heat loads, rays are projected until they
hit a vacuum chamber wall. The area and linear power densities are calculated based on a ray’s distance travelled and
striking incidence angle. A set of worse case local heat
loads is collected revealing a maximum condition that each
vacuum component must be designed to withstand.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

MOTIVATION
The goal of performing off-orbit ray tracing calculations
is to better understand missteering possibilities and their
consequences for the APS-U vacuum system design. It is
straight forward to construct the paths of perfectly steered
synchrotron rays using a 2D CAD application and this provides an initial idea of both distributed heat loads and
shielding requirements for critical vacuum system components. Introducing local orbit errors [1] increases the ray
path possibilities which leads to higher local heat loads and
requires more conservative shielding.
Spatial and angular deviation possibilities from an ideal
beam path are dictated by local phase space ellipses and
present a continuum of ray path possibilities. A worst case
ray path within the vacuum system is not necessarily found
by choosing extreme points on the local ellipses therefore
2D CAD is not an ideal tool for investigating missteering
due to the large quantity of ray possibilities which need to
be constructed. More ideal would be a numerical method
which discretizes each local ellipse and tests the travel of
all ray possibilities within a model of the vacuum system.
The approximations of the worst rays should converge towards a unique solution with increased mesh density.

vertical (y,y’) phases spaces. The local ellipses are calculated for either phase space based on the Courant-Snyder
parameters using equations (1) and (2) where Ax is calculated based on the half size of the limiting aperture in the
storage ring and the beta function value at the limiting aperture’s location. Figure 1 shows a schematic of a phase
space ellipse and a corresponding mesh of ray deviation
possibilities.
2

(1)
(2)

Figure 1: Local orbit ellipse concept and ray possibilities
when meshed (top) and diagram of basic ray tracing schematic (bottom)
A MatLab program has been written to discretize both
the horizontal and vertical local phase space ellipses along
APS-U bending magnet paths and to trace out every ray in
the mesh. The quantity of ellipses and their respective sizes
are found using an input file containing both the global locations and Courant-Snyder parameters along finely space
points of the APS-U magnet lattice. The rays are traced until they intersect geometric elements representing either
vacuum system walls or photon absorbers.
Figure 2 shows maximum horizontal deviations from the
(x,x’) ellipses calculated along the APS-U bending magnet
paths. The MatLab program computes the ray paths for all
spatial and angular combinations within this envelope as
determined by the ellipse mesh. The photon absorbers
within APS-U’s 22 mm I.D. multiplet vacuum chambers
create an 18 mm limiting aperture for the vacuum system.
The spatial deviations fit well within the typical 22 mm
I.D. beam aperture found along most of the APS-U vacuum
system.

METHODS
Off-orbit ray tracing possibilities can be calculated from
local phase space ellipses in both the horizontal (x,x’) and
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Figure 2: Maximum horizontal beam offsets computed
along bending magnet paths
The program has two separate goals, each calculated in
a unique way:
1. Minimize the shielding height for all photon absorbers within one of the APS-U vacuum system’s 40 repeating sectors
2. Find a composite set of the worst local heat load
possibilities along a sector
Figure 3 shows a schematic of the ray tracing concept
for the first goal of minimizing photon absorber heights,
where height indicates the distance from the vacuum chamber wall to the tip of the absorber. First, the global positions
of photon absorbers are computed including conservative
worst case alignment offsets. The program starts with a
conservative initial guess of the absorber height. If the absorber can shield its respective downstream component
from all possible rays, then the absorber height is reduced
by an increment and the process is repeated. When the absorber height can no longer shield the downstream component from all possible rays then the previous solution is
kept as the minimum.

Figure 3: Local orbit ellipse concept and ray possibilities
when meshed (top) and diagram of basic ray tracing schematic (bottom)
For the second goal, an array of connected wall elements
is created representing the vacuum system walls. Rays are
calculated until they intersect a downstream wall element
where local area and linear power densities are calculated
[2] using equations (3) and (4) based on the field strength
of the photon producing magnet, the distance travelled, and
the striking incidence angle.
∗

5.42 ∗
4.22 ∗

∗

∗
∗

∗
∗

(3)
(4)
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A composite set of the highest possible loads is then collected along the vacuum system walls. This set represents
the worst case loading case that can be found for any point
on the length of the vacuum system. If a vacuum chamber
can be designed to withstand this composite set of worst
local heat loads, then it will withstand any lesser case.
The program’s meshing parameters include mesh sizing
for both the horizontal (x,x’) and vertical (y,y’) phase
spaces. For the first goal, a length increment is set for minimizing the absorber height. For the second goal, the full
length of one sector’s vacuum system walls are partitioned
into collection bins for heat load calculations.

MINIMUM PHOTON ABSORBER
HEIGHTS
Figure 4 shows the minimum absorber heights calculated
for a sector of the APS-U storage ring. In this plot larger
height values indicate more conservative shielding requirements at a particular location. The quantity of absorbers is
based on the number of components per sector, including
BPMs, bellows, and gate valves, that require shielding.

Figure 4: Minimum heights of photon absorbers for a sector of APS-U storage ring
Figure 5 shows how the calculations for each absorber
converge towards a maximum solution with increasing
mesh density.

Figure 5: Convergence of minimum absorber height calculations with increasing local orbit mesh density

WORST CASE HEAT LOADS
A composite plot is shown in Figure 6 of the worst case
local power densities along the vacuum system length. A
simplified vacuum system model is used assuming a continuous 22 mm ID vacuum chamber with no photon absorbers. The model uses finely spaced points from the lattice file to follow the true curvature of the vacuum system.
The results are only accurate in the Multiplet and FODO
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sections which match the uniform cross section assumption
however.
A zoom in to the FODO section is shown at bottom of
the figure indicating the worst case peaks along the 22 mm
I.D. NEG-coated copper vacuum chamber walls. The plot
indicates up to a 67% increase in local power densities
when including beam missteering. This is because missteering allows the rays to find shorter paths and higher
striking angles along the vacuum chamber walls which
leads to higher power densities. The heat load results also
converge towards a unique peak value with increasing
mesh density and towards a smoother composite solution
with decreasing length of the wall elements.

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

photon absorber designs need to be altered to withstand
these heat loads. If heat loads are found prohibitive for
thermal/structural analyses, then beam orbit sizes may be
reduced with a beam position limit detector.

NEXT STEPS
One goal to continue this work is to show the sensitivity
of impedance calculations to the heights found for the absorbers. If the sensitivity is high, then a set of absorbers
with unique, optimized heights will be designed. If sensitivity is low, then a uniform absorber height design may be
suitable.
For heat load calculations, a post process will be created
to map the spatial values of the heat loads similar to Figure
7 for use as a boundary condition in thermal/structural
analysis. The model can also be improved by including
higher angled absorber elements and openings for non-cylindrical chambers with fan outs such as in L-bend and
straight section regions. Also, including cylindrical elements would allow for more accurate calculations of ray
travel in the vertical plane. Vertical offsets are important to
understand as this leads to less efficient cooling by water
channels located on the central axis of vacuum chambers.

Figure 6: Worst case local thermal loads plotted along
sector of APS-U storage ring (top) and zoom into load
along copper FODO section chamber walls (bottom)

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

CONCLUSIONS
The new MatLab program for off orbit ray tracing provides APS-U with a flexible tool to better understand design challenges. Coarse mesh studies are quick to compute
and provide preliminary insights while higher mesh solutions converge towards final values and smoother results
with increasing mesh density. The program has also been
verified to match 2D CAD ray traces when no missteering
is applied.
The calculations for the minimum photon absorber
heights show a variety of values along the sector indicating
that a ‘one size fits all’ might be too conservative. While a
uniform absorber design would be better for manufacturing
and alignment, an optimized set of absorbers may reduce
beam impedance.
The composite plot of worst case local heat loads reveals
critical hot spots with greater than 30 W/mm2 power densities on walls of the FODO section vacuum chambers. In
one applied case, the program found an APS-U BPM and
absorber intended for the FODO section to be in the path
of an extreme heat load peak. These components were then
moved downstream to a safer region. Future thermal/structural analysis will need to establish if vacuum chamber and

Figure 7: Example photon power density distribution
mapped onto a surface
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STREAK CAMERA MEASUREMENTS
OF THE APS PC GUN DRIVE LASER∗
J. C. Dooling†
Advanced Photon Source, Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, IL, USA
A. H. Lumpkin
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, Batavia, IL, USA
Abstract
We report recent pulse-duration measurements of the
APS PC Gun drive laser at both second harmonic and fourth
harmonic wavelengths. The drive laser is a Nd:Glass-based
chirped pulsed amplifier (CPA) operating at an IR wavelength of 1053 nm, twice frequency-doubled to obtain UV
output for the gun. A Hamamatsu C5680 streak camera
and an M5675 synchroscan unit are used for these measurements; the synchroscan unit is tuned to 119 MHz, the 24th
subharmonic of the linac s-band operating frequency. Calibration is accomplished both electronically and optically.
Electronic calibration utilizes a programmable delay line in
the 119 MHz rf path. The optical delay uses an etalon with
known spacing between reflecting surfaces and is coated for
the visible, SH wavelength. IR pulse duration is monitored
with an autocorrelator. Fitting the streak camera image projected profiles with Gaussians, UV rms pulse durations are
found to vary from 2.1 ps to 3.5 ps as the IR varies from
2.2 ps to 5.2 ps.

view schematic is presented in Figure 1. The dichroic filter
is 99.5% reflecting at 263 nm. Roughly 5.5 orders of attenuation were required to safely and accurately measure the
UV component at nominal full energy, Euv =100 µJ; this
energy is achieved at an IR amplifier pump current setting,
Iset = 170 A. The dichroic filter provided an optical density
(OD) of 2.5 and protected the downstream optics for fourth
harmonic wavelength measurements. For second harmonic
measurements, the mirrors in the transport line between the
Laser Room and the ITS provided an equivalent level of attenuation. In addition, the input slit to the streak camera

INTRODUCTION

EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT
The streak camera with attenuation and focusing optics
was installed in the APS Injector Test Stand (ITS); a plan
∗

Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy Office of Science,
under contract number DE-AC02-06CH11357.
† jcdooling@anl.gov

Figure 1: Streak Camera schematic.
was set at 5 µm to further limit the power density on the
photocathode.

Laser
The APS PC Gun drive laser has been upgraded since
first being described in Ref. [5]. The most significant modification to the CPA system was the replacement of the
two flashlamp-driven amplifiers with a pair of laser diodedriven heads. The laser diodes operating at 808 nm pump
electrons directly to the closely placed 2 H9/2 and 4 F5/2 excited states from which they rapidly decay to the nearby
4F
3+
3/2 upper level of the Nd atoms [6]. Efficient pumping
results in substantially less energy deposition and reduced
thermal effects in the laser rods; however, thermal lensing
effects are still noticeable as rep rates or pump levels are
varied. Harmonic light is generated in a pair of 1-mm-thick
β-barium borate (BBO) crystals. Second harmonic (SH),
visible (527 nm) green light is measured after the second
doubling crystal; therefore, its temporal profile is likely to
be slightly broadened.
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To optimize beam quality, minimize emittance, and compare with simulations, we measured the pulse duration of
the APS photocathode (PC) gun drive laser. Drive laser
pulse duration measurements have shown conflicting results. At SLAC, the UV harmonic component was found to
be greater than that of the fundamental or visible harmonics [1]; whereas, at the FNAL Laser Lab, recent data have
shown the pulse duration of the UV to be comparable than
that of the green [2] with a multi-pass amplifier. The nonlinear dependence on fundamental wavelength power density should cause the pulse duration of the second harmonic
beam to decrease [3]; however, this effect may be offset by
group velocity mismatch. The last streak camera measurement of the APS drive laser was made approximately 15
years ago [4]. Before the streak camera could provide pulse
duration measurements, calibration of the unit was required.
Calibration data was obtained employing two methods: 1)
a high-precision Colby delay generator and 2) at the visible
wavelength, using an etalon cavity.
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Streak Camera
The streak camera is a Hamamatsu C5680 mainframe
unit with an M5675 Synchroscan plug-in. The M5675 unit
is tuned for 119 MHz, the 24th subharmonic of the linac
2856 MHz s-band frequency. The input optics barrel includes a quartz window for efficient UV transmission to the
S-20 photocathode.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
(a) Etalon streak.

Images from the read-out camera were captured with a
MAC-based LFG frame grabber system. The system generated 640x480 pixel2 images; with 480 pixels along the
vertical, time axis of the images. We found that our frame
grabber was unable to reliably produce interlaced images.
Either the odd field would be bright and the even field dim
or vice versa. By reconstructing the missing line (even or
odd) with the average of the two adjacent lines (odd or even),
we were able to recover the images with little loss of resolution.

(b) Fits to projected distribution peaks.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Temporal Calibration Techniques
In the absence of available factory data sheets for this
119-MHz synchroscan unit and since it was a new run, we
elected to calibrate the system using both an rf delay method
and an optical method. Streak camera calibrations with
this synchroscan unit installed in the mainframe were performed with a Colby delay unit (PN109122; SN#8081195,
borrowed from the FNAL laser lab) to provide discrete
and known ps-regime delay changes for different images.
Image jitter appeared low, but since the system did not
have a phase-locked-loop delay box option, there was some
drift between shots at the ps level. We used 20- and 30ps steps on the fastest ranges, increased the steps for the
slower ranges, and averaged the mean positions of the images. The resulting calibration factors with 1x1 pixel binning in the CCD were: R4: 2.66 ±0.05 ps/pixel, R3: 1.92
±0.08 ps/pixel, R2: 1.12 ±0.07 ps /pixel, R1: 0.52 ±0.03
ps/pixel. These tests were done with the UV component of
the laser at reduced-power.
To avoid the possible phase drift shot-to-shot of the laser
and/or streak system, a custom etalon procured from Hamamatsu in the past was also used that could be mounted to the
streak camera input barrel. We chose the 2 spacers (measured by a caliper) for a 36.4-ps roundtrip time between the
coated (for green) pair of reflecting mirror surfaces. Thus a
single laser 527-nm micropulse entering the etalon resulted
in 3-4 peaks in the streak images due to the multiple reflections/passes in the etalon. The spacing was sufficient to use
with all four streak ranges. An example image for Range 1
is shown in Figure 2.
Although there is a noticeable transverse walking of the
image at the 1/2-mm level in the horizontal axis, the observed peak-position spacings on the time axis are quite uniform at 73.2 pixels. This gives a calibration factor of 0.50
ps/pix. The multiple peaks were each fit to single Gaussians
by a MATLAB-based processing program, ImageTool [7],

Figure 2: (a) An example of a streak image with multiple
peaks from the etalon test and (b) Gaussian fits on Range 1
using a 36.4-ps spacing between peaks (527 nm).
and the amplitude, position means, and sigmas were calculated as well as their statistical errors. The results for the
etalon tests are summarized in Table 1 for all four streak
ranges, including the corresponding Colby calibration data
in the last column.
These calibration factors can then be multiplied by the
static spread function results (focus mode) for the Green
and UV input to give 1-ps and 1.2-ps sigma resolutions on
Range 1, respectively. The ratio is very close to the data
sheet values in focus mode, and this illustrates the fundamental effect of photoelectron energy spread increasing in
the tube for the UV photons. The result is consistent with
our having minimized potential space charge effects in the
tube by attenuating the input signals by factors of 105 . We
were not successful in tuning Range 1 to 0.30 ps/pix which
is the factory number for the 117-MHz unit used with this
camera and tube. We attribute this to a lower-gain rf amplifier in the 119-MHz unit for Range 1.
Table 1: Summary of 119-MHz Synchroscan Unit Calibrations: Streak Ranges 1-4. Etalon spacers were measured
by a caliper at 36.4 ps equivalent, and we used the Green
component of the laser.
Range

Peak
separation
(pixels)

Etalon
calibration
(ps/pixel)

Colby
calibration
(ps/pixel)

1
2
3
4

73.2
32.2
19.2
14.1

0.50 (2)
1.13 (2)
1.90 (3)
2.58 (3)

0.52±0.03
1.12±0.07
1.92±0.08
2.66±0.05
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Pulse Duration
The pulse duration of both second and fourth harmonic
laser components were measured as a function of the pulse
compression. Compression of the IR pulse is varied by
changing the beam path length through the compressor optics using a horizontal retro-reflector (HRR) on a sliding
translation stage. Pulse duration, σ t is determined from the
observed profile width, σ p by subtracting in quadrature independent contributions,
q
2 − σ2
2
σ t = σ 2p − σin
(1)
disp − σ j ,
where σin is the instrument resolution, σdisp is due to chromatic temporal dispersion, and σ j represents jitter. Here
we assume σdisp = σ j = 0 because of the monochromatic
source and single pulse observation. An example of a UV
focus mode image (non-streaking) and profile are presented
in Figure 3. The size of the profile in Fig. 3 is 2.55 pixels;

(b) Gaussian fit.

Figure 3: UV focus mode image and Gaussian profile fit.
the average value of this and other focus mode data are used
to determine σin . Streaking in Range 1 near maximum compression (HRR=115 mm), the profile size shown in Figure 4
is 5.34 pixels. Employing Eq. (1), these two sizes yield a duration of 4.69 pixels or 2.35 ps.

(a) UV streak mode.

of the pulse length minimum; finally, z=HRR. With the insertion of 3.0-OD neutral filters, full-power measurements
of green and UV pulse length were conducted as the compressor setting was varied. In addition, an autocorrelation
measurement of the IR drive beam was also conducted. The
IR, green, and UV data are presented in Figure 6 along with
a fit of Eq. (2) to the UV results.

(b) Gaussian fit.

Figure 4: UV streak image and Gaussian profile fit for
HRR=115 mm.
The variation of pulse duration with compressor setting
(HRR) was investigated at both second and fourth harmonic
wavelengths. An initial measurement was done with lowpower UV at Iset =149 A; the results are plotted in Figure 5. Neutral density filters were not necessary at this
power level, implying a 3-order reduction in UV light levels
or Euv ≈ 100 nJ. The data in Fig. 5 are fit [8] to the hyperbolic function,


σ 2t (z) = σ02 + A z 2 − z02 ,
(2)
√
where A represents the far-field longitudinal divergence
of the beam and σ0 and z0 represent the size and location

Figure 6: Variation of full-power IR, green, and UV pulse
duration with compressor length.
We note that the focusing of the UV at 170 A has changed
from that at 149 A, possibly due to thermal lensing effects
in the Nd:glass laser rods. For the full power case, the
pulse duration of the green is less than the IR ; however,
the green pulse length is also slightly shorter than the UV.
We believe this is not due to broadening in the streak camera but probably due to group velocity mismatch (GVM) in
the second BBO doubling crystal [9, 10]. GVM increases
from 100 fs/mm at 1000 nm to approximately 600 fs/mm
at 527 nm [11]. Also, the minimum pulse duration is larger
for the reduced pump current case; this may be caused by a
smaller number of longitudinal cavity modes that can lase
within the linewidth of the medium at low power. Narrowing of the bandwidth will lead to temporal broadening of
the pulse.

SUMMARY
Both UV and green beam pulse durations were measured over a range of compressor settings. Full energy
UV pulse lengths varied from 3.5 to 2.1 ps as green varied from 3.0 to 2.0 ps. Over the same compressor scan,
autocorrelation indicated IR pulses varying from 5.3 to 2.2
ps. We obtained good agreement between the optically- and
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(a) UV focus mode.

Figure 5: Variation of low-power UV pulse duration with
compressor length.
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electrically-derived calibration factors for the four ranges of
the streak camera synchroscan unit. Reduced data indicates
the Range 1 calibration to be 0.5 ps/pixel. The pulse duration data provides a benchmark for future on-line cross- and
auto-correlation measurements, as well as input for simulations.
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DESIGN OF THE HGVPU UNDULATOR VACUUM CHAMBER
FOR LCLS-II*
J. Lerch†, J. Carter, P. Den Hartog, G. Wiemerslage
Argonne National Laboratory, Advanced Photon Source, Lemont, IL USA
Abstract
A vacuum chamber has been designed and prototyped
for the new Horizontal Gap Vertically Polarization Undulator (HGVPU) as part of the LCLS-II upgrade project. Numerous functional requirements for the HGVPU assembly
constrained the vacuum chamber design. These constraints
included spatial restrictions to achieve small magnet gaps,
narrow temperature and alignment specifications, and minimization of wall erosion and pressure drop within the
cooling channels. This led to the design of a 3.5-meter
length, thin walled, extruded aluminium chamber with interior water cooling. FEA stress analysis was performed to
ensure the chamber will not fail under vacuum and water
pressure. A cooling scheme was optimized to ensure water
flow is sufficient to maintain temperature without the risk
of erosion and to minimize pressure drop across the chamber.

INTRODUCTION
SLAC contracted the APS to design and manufacture a
3.5-meter undulator vacuum chamber (UVC) for use in an
HGVPU as part of the LCLS-II upgrade project. The design process involved solving complex challenges that are
becoming commonplace in next generation accelerator
projects. The following is an overview of the UVC design
process with an emphasis on the structural and thermal design challenges encountered.

The chamber called for a straightness of ±
��
along its length and to have a vertical position adjustment
precision of < ��. This was accomplished by designing
an extruded aluminium fixture that allowed the chamber
straightness to be adjusted at 65 places along its 3.3-meter
length. Tolerance control was used to maintain the vertical
position precision. Figure 2 shows the final design of the
alignment fixture.

Figure 2: Alignment fixture end-isometric view.
The HGVPU closed gap is 7 mm during operation.
SLAC defined the vacuum aperture geometry as a 5x11
mm racetrack. This called for the wall on either side of the
aperture to have a thickness of 0.5 mm (See Figure 3).

Unlike most planar permanent magnet undulators, the
HGVPU magnetic gap closes horizontally. This requires
the UVC and its alignment fixture to be mounted directly
to the HGVPU strongback in a vertical orientation (See
Figure 1).

Figure 3: UVC nose cross section (dimensions are in millimetres).
To ensure that aperture wall deflection is minimized,
6063-T5 aluminium was used for the chamber material.
This choice was based on previous design experience and
verified using FEA (see Figure 4).

Figure 1: HGVPU and UVC final assembly.
___________________________________________ ______________________________________________________________

* Sponsor: Argonne National Laboratory and Stanford Linear Accelerator Center
† Author Email: jlerch@aps.anl.gov

Figure 4: FEA deformation study. Max deformation found
along aperture thin wall.
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Meeting SLAC’s temperature stability requirement was
one of the greatest design challenges to overcome. The
UVC was required to not only mitigate a . �⁄� heat load
but also maintain a total temperature change across the
chamber length of ± . ℃. Further complicating the design
were four earth field correction coils around the aperture
that reduced the amount of conductive cross sectional area
and required the water channels to be located further from
the heat source (see Figure 3).
To reduce the heat load, an optimal flow range needed to
be found. For aluminium, flow induced erosion rates become undesirable for long service components above
�⁄ [1]. Laminar flow rates were explored and found to
�
be insufficient for meeting the temperature stability requirement with one or two cooling channels. A Reynold’s
number of 10,000 was used to establish a safety margin
from the turbulent/transitional regime [2].
Prior to determining a final flow range, the number, size,
and location of the water channel needed to be resolved.
The hydraulic diameter of the optimal water channel size
and Reynold’s number were then used to find the final flow
rate. During preliminary studies it was decided that two
water channels were needed to meet the temperature stability requirement. The water channel height was set so all
wetted surfaces remained at least ⁄ " away from an open
surface based off the operational experience of the project
engineer. This limited the height of the water channel to 3
mm. The position of the water channel with respect to the
aperture was based off the location of a relief cut which
helps technicians align the vacuum flanges during installation and alignment (see Figure 5).

Figure 5: Vacuum flange relief cut.
The width of the water channel was determined using
FEA. It was found that a channel width greater than 8 mm
had a negligible effect on the temperature stability because
the cooling surface area was too far removed from the heat
source. It was also found that a channel width less than 8
mm reduced the cooling surface area (see Figure 6).

Figure 6: FEA thermal result for two 3x8 mm water channels.
For these reasons, two 3x8 mm cooling channels were
located 4 mm from the earth field coil grooves. The final
flow range based off the cooling channel size is . −
�⁄ .
�
Due to the limited spatial constraints within the HGVPU,
it was necessary to route the cooling flow through a machined circuit within the UVC. APS engineers worked
closely with the chamber manufacturer to determine a
method to route the water without inducing a large pressure
drop. It was found that drilling the water circuits could lead
to inaccurate routing and undesirable water channel geometry. To avoid increasing the number of internal turns in the
water circuit (thereby increasing the pressure drop) it was
determined that the ram EDM process would be utilized.
This manufacturing process allowed for straight, repeatable cuts and the process also allowed the internal circuit
geometry to match the chamber water channel geometry
(see Figure 7).

Figure 7: UVC cross section showing internal water circuit
machining.
The inlet and outlet round tubing diameter was selected
to closely match the cross sectional area of the cooling circuit, thereby further reducing the pressure drop and avoiding high flow rates.
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Finally, determining the UVC water circuit connection
to/from the main cooling system was investigated. It was
found that both parallel routing and series routing provided
enough cooling flow to meet the temperature stability requirement, however, the series routing required the assumption that the jumper needed across the chamber was
adiabatic. Due to the large number of unknowns that exist
in the undulator tunnel it was determined that this was a
poor assumption. Therefore, parallel flow routing was recommended to SLAC (see Figure 8).

MOPOB10

deform minimally to allow clear beam passage. The chamber was also required to have a small temperature change
across its 3.5-meter length. FEA stress analysis was performed to ensure the chamber will not fail under vacuum
and water pressure. A cooling scheme was optimized to ensure water flow is sufficient to maintain temperature without the risk of erosion and to minimize pressure drop across
the chamber.
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Figure 8: Parallel vs Series flow direction.

CONCLUSIONS

Figure 9: HGVPU UVC and alignment fixture.
Numerous challenges were encountered during the design of the UVC. The chamber aperture thin wall needed to
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A 3.5-meter length, thin walled, extruded aluminium
chamber with interior water cooling was developed for
the LCLS-II upgrade projects (see Figure 9).
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RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ON THE STORAGE RING VACUUM
SYSTEM FOR THE APS UPGRADE PROJECT*
B. Stillwell, B. Brajuskovic, J. Carter, H. Cease, R. Lill, G. Navrotski, J. Noonan, K. Suthar,
D. Walters, G. Wiemerslage, J. Zientek, Argonne National Laboratory, Lemont, USA
M. Sangroula, Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago, USA
Abstract
A number of research and development activities are underway at Argonne National Laboratory to build confidence in the designs for the storage ring vacuum system
required for the Advanced Photon Source Upgrade project
(APS-U) [1]. The predominant technical risks are: excessive residual gas pressures during operation, insufficient
beam position monitor stability, excessive beam impedance, excessive heating by induced electrical surface currents, and insufficient operational reliability. Present efforts to mitigate these risks include: building and evaluating mock-up assemblies, performing mechanical testing of
chamber weld joints, developing computational tools, investigating design alternatives, and performing electrical
bench measurements. Status of these activities and some
of what has been learned to date will be shared.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

OVERVIEW OF THE SYSTEM DESIGN
A typical sector arc of the envisioned APS-U storage ring
vacuum system is described in Figure 1. Each arc will be
built of nine separable modules of four basic types which
will be preassembled for rapid installation in the APS storage ring tunnel. Generally, the chambers are required to
have a circular cross-section with 22 mm inner diameter
and 1 mm wall thickness to fit inside of magnets. However,
consideration of cost, performance, and required maintenance has led to a design by which the details of the chamber construction varies according to local spatial constraints and synchrotron radiation loading. The central
“FODO” section, where intercepted bending magnet radiation is the greatest, will use tubular copper chambers with
non-evaporable getter (NEG) coating and a single water
channel on the outboard side. Chambers in the longitudinal
gradient dipole, or “L-bend,” sections will be built from
bent aluminum extrusions which provide three water cooling channels and an antechamber to house NEG strips and
photon absorbers. Chambers in the doublet and multiplet
sections, where intercepted bending magnet radiation is
relatively low, will be built from simple tubular aluminum
extrusions with a single water channel. Gauges, pumps,

and valves for pump out and venting will be accommodated using crosses at five locations per arc. In addition,
the system includes four RF-shielded gate valves and fourteen RF beam position monitor (BPM) assemblies which
use a fixed feedthrough mounting block nested inside a pair
of RF-shielded bellows.
In addition to a demanding set of performance criteria,
there are a few aspects of the design that are somewhat unconventional and therefore warrant careful study. First, the
design forgoes distributed pumping in some sections, exacerbating the challenge of maintaining sufficiently low
pressures with such small chamber apertures. Second,
while the approach to mechanical stability not unprecedented [2], it is atypical. Rather than attempting to control
chamber temperatures so as to make motion of criticallyaligned components like BPMs negligible, the design calls
for each BPM to be mechanically decoupled from chambers using bellows. Third, because the vacuum system
must be separable between modules for rapid installation
and also to allow removal of BPMs without disassembly of
magnets, a relatively large number of flange joints is required. To give confidence that the incidence of leaks will
be sufficiently low, testing is needed to validate metallic
flange joint designs and joining techniques, particularly
those for dissimilar metals. Finally, the relatively large
number of BPMs, bellows assemblies, and photon absorbers required to protect them requires a high degree of confidence in electrical impedance predictions for those components.

MOCK-UPS
Building and testing mock-up assemblies is helping to
address many of the concerns described above. Two sets
of mock-up activities are underway. The first involves fabricating, assembling, and studying a full sector arc of prototyped vacuum components. The second involves assembling integrated prototypes of vacuum, magnet, and support components for each of the four sector module types.
___________________________________________

* Work supported by U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Science, under Contract No. DE-AC02-06CH11357.

Figure 1: Layout of typical sector arc with and without magnets.
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The mock-ups are, foremost, demonstrating that components can be built as designed. For example, one question,
now answered, was if precision bending of aluminium extrusions needed for L-bend chambers could be readily accomplished (Figure 2). Additionally, mock-ups are helping
to verify that: components can be easily installed to required specifications and will remain aligned under operational conditions, residual gas pressures will meet requirements, NEG coatings will tolerate the harsh thermal cycling expected with operation, RF-shielded bellows will
tolerate repeated mechanical offsets, in-situ bake-out and
activation of chambers will not disturb magnet alignment,
and materials will not overly distort or shield magnetic
fields.

MOPOB11

done previously. Recently, welding of a 2.5 mm thick joint
was demonstrated for mock-up L-bend chambers (Figure
4). Development will continue with the goal of achieving
2 mm thick joints.

Figure 4: Automated 2 mm thick aluminium profile weld.

Testing of Multicomponent Bonds

Figure 3: Mock-up BPM in an integrated test assembly.

METALLIC JOINTS
Development of Automated Aluminium Welds
The four L-bend section chambers planned per sector require complex full-penetration profile welds which must
be automated for consistent quality and control of underbead at the weld joint. Automated TIG welding of aluminium has been done for many years at ANL, but APS-U
chambers require welding thinner walls than what has been

Table 1: Multicomponent Metallic Joints under Study
Tube
Material
C10100
C15715
C10100
C15715
C10100
C15715
A96063
A96063
A96061
A96063
N08904
N06625

Transition
Material
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
A92219
N/A
A92219
N/A
N/A

Flange
Material.
S31653
S31653
S31653
S31653
S31653
S31653
S31653
S31653
AL-unite [3]
N06625
S31653
S31653

Flange
Bond
EBW
EBW
TB
TB
LBW
LBW
FRW
EXW
TIG
EXW
TIG
TIG

Aggressive thermal and mechanical testing is being conducted to give confidence that the joints as designed and
fabricated will be sufficiently robust for installation and
machine operation. Each sample is thermally cycled
twenty times between ambient temperature and 250 ˚C and
then mechanically loaded by hanging a 5 kg weight from
the end of the chamber, which applies both a lateral force
and a torque of roughly 25 N-m. A helium leak check is
performed after the loading operations to verify that no
leaks exist above 1E-10 Torr-L/s. So far, the six copper
sample types have been tested with no samples developing
a measureable leak. The TIG-welded sample, however,
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Figure 2: Bending of an L-bend chamber extrusion.
Roughly half of the components required for the full sector mock-up have now been received and rigid support tables needed for mechanical stability measurements have
just been installed. However, testing has already begun on
an integrated mock-up of a multiplet section-type module
(Figure 3). Assembly and alignment of vacuum components was found to be straight-forward with the exception
of the BPM blocks which will require improved provisions
for on-board position adjustment. In addition, magnetic
measurements show no appreciable perturbation of quadrupole and sextupole magnet fields due to the presence of
vacuum components.

Sixty small, tubular chambers featuring twelve different
types of multicomponent metallic bonds have been fabricated for testing which will help down-select amongst options for final designs and verify requisite robustness. Table 1 provides a listing of the UNS designations of the
joined materials and the common abbreviation for the
welding or brazing method used to bond them. Two of
each type of the copper samples were also NEG coated to
confirm adhesion of the coating to the bonded regions.
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was easily bent by the mechanical loading step, indicating
that the copper was fully annealed by welding.
Metallographic studies are also being conducted for several of the suspect multicomponent joint types [4]. Sections are cut from sample chambers using a diamond wafering blade and subsequently mounted, polished, and
etched. Stereo microscopy is then performed on the sections at magnifications of 25 and 1000 times. The investigations have helped to indicate where additional design development may be needed and are providing critical information needed to down-select amongst available joining
options. As an example, imaging has indicated stress fractures in electron beam welded joints between stainless steel
and copper which could cause the hermeticity of the joint
to be compromised over time (Figure 5).

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

due to NEG coatings will be and to also support computer
simulations being used to determine impedance contributions and RF heating in BPMs, bellows, and gate valves
[10]. Measurement on an uncoated copper chamber of Sparameters up to 50 GHz using a network analyzer has now
been demonstrated (Figure 6). The chamber has since been
NEG-coated and comparison measurements will be made
soon. In addition, a separate test setup will be used to perform stretched wire-type measurements to confirm predicted resonant mode frequencies in prototyped BPMs,
bellows, and gate valves.

Figure 6: Network analyzer measurements on a copper
vacuum chamber prior to NEG coating.
Figure 5: Stress fracturing in electron beam welds.

COMPUTATIONAL TOOLS
Considerable effort is being devoted to making best use
of existing simulation software and to developing new
computational tools where needed. Studies have been conducted using SynRad+ and MolFlow+ [5] with a wide variety of published photon-stimulated desorption (PSD) data
to maximize the quality of predicted pressure profiles and
to establish uncertainty estimates [6]. Numerical ray tracing programs have also been written to determine maximum allowed distances between the tips of photon absorbers and the design particle beam orbit and to calculate
worst-case thermal loading on chamber walls under all
possible beam steering scenarios [7].
Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

PHOTON ABSORBER ALTERNATIVES
The high power density of radiation that will be generated in bending magnets and the limited space inside magnets for photon absorbers has stimulated consideration of
alternative approaches to photon absorbers. One option is
to employ heat pipes or vapor chambers which are highly
customizable and which can transport heat much more effectively than a conventional water cooling circuit of the
same size [8]. Another option is to utilize materials with
longer absorption length to eliminate the need for surfaces
that intercept the beam at grazing incidence and to minimize photon reflection, which can be a substantial source
of PSD [9]. Computer simulations are allowing the potential benefits of such schemes to be quantified.

ELECTRICAL BENCH MEASUREMENTS
Electrical bench measurements are being used to establish a firm upper limit on what the resistive wall impedance

FUTURE WORK
Testing to measure impedance and electrically-induced
heating of BPMs, bellows, and gate valves with particle
beam is planned but details have yet to be established.
Other work under consideration includes developing costeffective methods to reduce PSD in aluminium vacuum
chambers which may perhaps be accomplished using special coatings or by conditioning of surfaces with a glow
discharge process.
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A HIGH BANDWIDTH BIPOLAR POWER SUPPLY FOR THE FAST
CORRECTORS IN THE APS UPGRADE*
Ju Wang and Gary Sprau
ANL, Argonne, IL 60439, USA
Abstract
The APS Upgrade of a multi-bend achromat (MBA)
storage ring requires fast bipolar power supplies for the fast
correction magnets. The key requirement of the power
supply includes a small-signal bandwidth of 10 kHz for the
output current. This requirement presents a challenge to the
design because of the high inductance of the magnet load
and a low input DC voltage (40V). A prototype DC/DC
power supply using a MOSFET H-bridge circuit with a
500kHz PWM control has been developed and tested
successfully through the R&D program. The prototype
achieved a 10-kHz bandwidth with less than 3-dB
attenuation for a signal 0.5% of the maximum operating
current of 15 amperes. This paper presents the designs of
the power and control circuits, the component layout, and
the test results.*

INTRODUCTION

Lf1, Lf2: 10µH, Cf: 0.05µF, Rd:20Ω, Cd:0.2µH
LEM: LA 25-NP, 1000:1 current transfer ratio
The size of the input filter capacitor bank is based on the
available space. This is to reduce ripple voltage and voltage
fluctuations from the unregulated DC distribution that will
be used in the final installation. MOSFET IRFB4620 is
chosen as the switch for its low on-resistance of 11 mΩ.
The output filter is a second order and damped filter. With
the chosen parameters, the cut-off frequency of the filter is
160 kHz, which effectively removes the fast voltage spikes
in the output without causing excessive
delays and hence without affecting the
speed of the power supply. A hall-effect
current sensor, LEM LA 25-NP, is used to
measure the current and provide the
LA 25-NP
feedback signal for the current regulation.

SCHEMATIC DESIGNS

At IPAC2015, we reported a switching-mode bipolar
power supply to be used to achieve the required high
bandwidth performance [1]. Since then, we have
completed the schematic designs, manufactured the PCBs
(printed-circuit board), and constructed a prototype power
supply. The test showed that the 10-kHz bandwidth
requirement had been achieved with a load of the similar
resistance and inductance to the expected magnet.

Triangular Waveform Generator
To generate the triangular waveforms for the PWM
control, an 8-MHz oscillator, LTC6930CMS8-8.00 from
Linear Technology, is configured to produce a 250-kHz
clock signal. The clock signal then drives a MOSFET to
charge and discharge an integrator through an AC coupling
circuit to produce a symmetrical triangular waveform.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

POWER CIRCUIT
The circuit, shown in Figure 1, for the fast corrector
power supply is a typical four-quadrant buck converter.
The circuit consists of three sections – an input filter, L1
and C1; a standard H-bridge with four MOSFET switches,
Q1 – Q4; and an output filter, Lf1, Lf2, Cf, Cd,and Rd.
L1

Figure 2: Triangular waveform generator.

Lf1

In Figure 2, the value of R5 can be used to adjust the
amplitude of the triangular waveform. When U2 is
configured for 250kHz, R5 is not needed to produce a 10V
amplitude.

Fuse
Q1

Q2

Rd

C1

Cf

VB
Q3

Cd

Q4
Lf2

LEM

Figure 1: Power circuit.
The parameters of the components in the circuit are:
L1: common mode, 0.5mH, C1: 8000µF
Q1 – Q4 : IRFB4610, 100V, 73A, 11mΩ

Current Sensing and Conditioning Circuit
Figure 3 shows the current sensing and conditioning
circuit. The signal from the LEM sensor drives a 200Ω
burden resistor to produce a 3V signal at the full scale of
15A. This signal is filtered to reduce the unwanted ripple
components and further scaled to an appropriate level
before compared with the reference signal. The first stage
of the circuit provides a precision gain of two with an

*

This work is supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Basic
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instrumentation amplifier, INA105. The second stage is a
second-order Sallen-Key 28.6kHz lowpass filter with a
gain of 5/3.
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in Figure 1 for example. The chosen resistor values
combined with the MOSFET parasitic capacitances
produce an approximately 40-ns delay between the turn-on
and the turn-off gate signals.

MECHANICAL DESIGNS
Component Layout
120VAC/180VDC

I/O to Controller

DC In

Output

FAN

The conditioned current signal is compared with the
reference to produce an error signal at the output U5 in
Figure 4. The error signal is sent to a proportional-andintegral (P-I) compensator followed by a lead
compensator.

Figure 4: Regulator circuit.
R13 in the P-I compensator is used to adjust the regulator
based on the load parameters. Several values from 50kΩ to
500kΩ have been tested. The final value will be chosen
when the magnet becomes available.

MOSFET Gate Drive Circuit
Four MOSFETs in the H-bridge need to be electrically
isolated from each other and from the PWM circuit. The
isolation is achieved by using an isolated power supply for
each gate drive circuit and using an optocoupler gate
driver, Toshiba TLP152, to interface with the PWM circuit.
An example of the gate drive circuit is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: MOSFET gate drive circuit.
In Figure 5, R5 is the gate-on resistor and R1 is the gateoff resistor. A larger resistance is chosen for R5 to make
the MOSFET turning-on slower than the turning-off. This
is to prevent a possible destructive shoot-through condition
between two MOSFETs connected in series between the
positive rail and the negative rail of the DC bus, Q1 and Q3

LEM

Triangular
Waveform Gnerator

Voltmeter

Ammeter
Reference/Monitoring

Figure 6: Power supply component layout.
Figure 6 shows the layout of the components inside the
power supply chassis. The major components are:
1) Power and control circuits
2) Interlock circuit
3) +/-15V AC/DC power supply for control circuit
4) Heatsink for the MOSFETs
Since it was anticipated that the
designs would need to go through
several
iterations
during
the
prototyping process, a modular
design was used so that partial
changes could be made without
redesigning the whole circuit. The
power circuit was designed as a mother or main board.
Three control circuits were designed as daughter cards – a
triangular waveform generator card, a regulator card, and a
PMW and MOSFET gate driver card, to be mounted on the
mother board.
An interlock circuit was designed to provide remote and
local on/off controls and to protect the power circuit
against conditions such as overcurrent, over temperatures
of the major power components. The interlock circuit also
monitors the magnet thermal conditions and turns off the
power supply when the magnet temperature gets too high.
A 60W AC/DC power supply, TDK LAMBDA
SCD601515, provides power to the
control circuit.
To maintain the temperature of the
MOSFETs within an appropriate range,
the forced air cooling is used in combination with a
heatsink, ATS-1106-C1-R0 by Advanced Thermal
Solutions Inc.
All the power supply components are
assembled inside a standard 1U chassis.
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Regulator Circuit

+/-15V
Supply
.

Figure 3: Current measurement and conditioning circuit.
The critical component in the filter circuit is the
operational amplifier. In general, the amplifier needs to
have a gain-bandwidth product (GBP) 100 times the cutoff frequency. Although OP249 has a typical GBP of 4.7
MHz, it still cannot sufficiently suppress very fast voltage
spikes picked up by the circuit. A better amplifier needs to
be selected or a better filter circuit needs to be designed in
the future.
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full scale and with a zero DC component. The attenuation
of the amplitude is minimal and the phase shift is about
18°. It can also be seen that the current goes thorough zero
smoothly, which is a very important requirement of the
power supply since the corrector current could be near zero
for a particular beam orbit configuration.

Figure 7: Assembled fast corrector power supply.
Figure 7 shows an assembled power supply and its front
display. The power supply receives the reference signal via
a BNC connector on the front panel. The reference signal
and the output current can be monitored from the BNC
connectors on the front panel. Two digital meters display
the readings of the input or the output voltage and the
Figure 9: Sine waveform at 5 kHz.
reference or the output current, respectively. The selection
of the display is controlled by two toggle switches.
Frequency Response
The power entry and exit are mounted on the back panel
The frequency response of the power supply was
of the chassis. The interfaces with the power supply measured with a Dynamic Signal Analyzer HP35670A.
controller are also on the back panel with two DB
Since the input DC voltage was 40 volts, the peak-to-peak
connectors.
current was set to 0.5% of 15A to avoid distortions in the
current waveform. As shown in Figure 10, at 1kHz, the
TEST RESULTS
amplitude attenuation was -0.407dB with a phase shift of
The prototype power supply has been tested with a 15-3.88°. At 10 kHz, the amplitude attenuation remained
mH choke by Hammond Manufacturing since the fast
small, but the phase shift increased to -64.7°.
corrector magnet was not available for the test. An external
resistor was added to make the total resistance close to
0.2Ω as in the magnet design specification. A commercial
AC/DC power supply was used to provide 40V DC input.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

MOSFET Switching Waveforms
Figure 8 shows the MOSFET gating signals and the
MOSFET Q1 and Q3 drain-to-source voltage waveforms
during the transition between on and off. As can be seen,
there is a 40ns delay between the gate signal for off and the
gate signal for on. This delay ensures that the current in the
switching-off MOSFET reduces substantially and the
MOSFET recovers the voltage-withstanding capability
before the other MOSFET is turned on, thus avoiding the
shoot-through situation.

Figure 10: Frequency response measurement.

CONCLUSION
This paper presents the detailed designs of the fast
corrector power supply for the APS Upgrade. The test
results show that the prototype power supply has achieved
the goal of 10kH bandwidth for a small signal of 0.5% of
the full range. The current regulator will be optimized
when the actual magnet becomes available. Many designed
features in the prototype will be used in the final design.
Further improvement will be focused on improving the
stability in DC operation and reducing the electromagnetic
interference generated by the switching circuit.

Figure 8: MOSFET switching waveforms.

Sinusoidal Waveforms
Figure 9 shows the measured current waveform for a 5kHz sinusoidal reference with an amplitude of 1% of the
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POST IRRADIATION EXAMINATION RESULTS OF THE
NT-02 GRAPHITE FINS NUMI TARGET∗
K. Ammigan† , P. Hurh, V. Sidorov, R. Zwaska, FNAL, Batavia, IL 60510, USA
D. M. Asner, A. M. Casella, D. J. Edwards, A. L. Schemer-Kohrn,
D. J. Senor, PNNL, Richland, WA 99352, USA
The NT-02 neutrino target in the NuMI beamline at Fermilab is a 95 cm long target made up of segmented graphite fins.
It is the longest running NuMI target, which operated with a
120 GeV proton beam with maximum power of 340 kW, and
saw an integrated total proton on target of 6.1 × 1020 . Over
the last half of its life, gradual degradation of neutrino yield
was observed until the target was replaced. The probable
causes for the target performance degradation are attributed
to radiation damage, possibly including cracking caused by
reduction in thermal shock resistance, as well as potential
localized oxidation in the heated region of the target. Understanding the long-term structural response of target materials
exposed to proton irradiation is critical as future proton accelerator sources are becoming increasingly more powerful.
As a result, an autopsy of the target was carried out to facilitate post-irradiation examination of selected graphite fins.
Advanced microstructural imaging and surface elemental
analysis techniques were used to characterize the condition
of the fins in an effort to identify degradation mechanisms,
and the relevant findings are presented in this paper.

INTRODUCTION
The NT-02 neutrino target in the NuMI beamline at Fermilab produced neutrinos for the MINOS and MINERVA
high energy physics experiments. The NT-02 target, 95 cm
long and composed of segmented graphite fins as shown
in Fig. 1, was bombarded with 340 kW beam of 120 GeV
protons. During operation from 2006 to 2009 and again in
2011, it was subjected to an integrated total of 6.1 × 1020
protons on target with a Gaussian beam sigma of 1.1 mm
and peak fluence of 2.5 ×1022 p/cm2 . With the 10 µs beam
pulse length and cycle time of 1.87 s, the target experienced
rapid temperature cycling from 60 ◦ C to 330 ◦ C during operation. The target is operated in a helium environment and
the graphite fins bonded to water cooling tubes, as shown in
Fig. 1.
Over the last half of the NT-02 target’s lifetime, a gradual
decline in neutrino yield of 10-15% was observed [1]. This
performance degradation was not detected in preceding NT
targets, although their lifetimes were roughly half that of the
NT-02 target. The probable causes for the target performance
degradation was therefore attributed to material radiation
damage, cracking caused by reduction of thermal shock
resistance, or localized oxidation in the heated region of
∗
†
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DE-AC02-07CH11359 with the U.S. Department of Energy.
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the target. The peak radiation damage in the graphite fins
was estimated to be 0.63 displacements per atom (DPA), as
calculated by the MARS Monte Carlo code [2].

Figure 1: NuMI graphite target.
During the removal and disassembly of the NT-02 target at Fermilab, several graphite fins were discovered to be
cracked near the centerline or broken away from the cooling
water tubes as shown in Fig. 2. It was unclear whether the
separation and fracture of the fins had occurred during the
removal and disassembly operations. As a result, studies
were initiated to explore the NT-02 graphite fins. The main
objectives of the investigation were to determine whether
the neutrino yield degradation was a result of radiation damage, by measuring bulk swelling, evaluating the fin fracture
surfaces to determine whether they occurred in service or
during disassembly, and finally by evaluating the microstructural condition to assess the extent of radiation damage of
the POCO ZXF-5Q [3] graphite.

Figure 2: Boroscope images of NT-02 graphite fins during
target autopsy. Broken fins from cooling tubes (left) and
fractured fin at centerline (right).

POST IRRADIATION EXAMINATION
Four NT-02 fins were retrieved and shipped in a Type-A
container to Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL),
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which has well established capabilities for Post Irradiation
Examination (PIE) studies of activated specimens [4]. The
four fins consisted of one intact fin and one fractured fin
taken from an upstream location in addition to one intact fin
and one fractured fin taken from the downstream location of
the target. The preliminary findings from the PIE work are
presented in the subsequent sections.

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

clear. For the half fins, the fracture propagation ripples can
be seen from the central fracture initiation point.

Dimensional Measurements
Measurements of the physical dimensions of the fins were
first performed to determine if there was any indication of
swelling. The thickness and width of each fin was measured
with a micrometer and caliper respectively, in the pattern
indicated in Fig. 3. The three thickness measurements in
the center (4-6 for full fin and 1-3 for half fin) are along
the proton beam axis and therefore in the high fluence region, whereas the measurements at the ends are in the lower
fluence region.
Figure 4: SEM images of fracture surfaces of upstream half
fin (top), downstream half fin (middle), and intentionally
fractured upstream full fin (bottom).

Figure 3: Dimensional measurement locations on full fins
(thickness: 1-9, width: 10-12) and half fins (thickness: 1-6,
width: 7-8).

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Results indicate bulk swelling, with greater swelling measured in the middle of the fins versus the ends and in the
upstream fins versus the downstream ones. Relative swelling
(middle-to-end) of up to 2% was measured for the upstream
half fin. The results are consistent with the higher proton
fluence in the middle of the fins as well as the greater damage rate at the upstream end of the target. Another trend
observed in the measurements is larger swelling in the half
fins versus the full fins, possibly indicating stress relief after
fracture.

Also evident from SEM images of the fractured surfaces
are loose particulate dispersed across the fracture surfaces
of the already fractured fins. On the other hand, debris are
not observed along the fracture surface of the intentionally
fractured full fin. This observation again supports the notion
that the fins likely fractured during operation. Additionally,
discolorations and structural formations that are optically
visible on the fractured fins are not visible on the fracture
surface of the intentionally fractured fin, as shown in Fig. 5.
This is additional evidence of material transport along the
fracture surface during operation, further suggesting that the
fins fractured during operation.

SEM Analyses
Optical and Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) images of the fin fracture surfaces were taken to analyze how
the fractures initiated. Figure 4 shows SEM images of the
fracture surfaces of the upstream half fin (top image), the
downstream half fin (middle image), and of an intentionally
fractured upstream full fin (bottom image) with pressure
from a razor blade. The preliminary conclusion from these
images is that the fracture likely initiated from the center of
the fins in the region of peak proton fluence. The evidence
for this is in the symmetry propagation pattern exhibited by
the half fractured fins. Even though the patterns are not entirely symmetrical, the contrast to the asymmetrical fracture
pattern of the intentionally fractured upstream full fin is very
100

Figure 5: Magnified SEM images of fracture surfaces of
upstream half fin (left) and intentionally fractured upstream
full fin (right).

EDS and TEM Analyses
Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) and Transmission
Electron Microscopy (TEM) analyses were also performed
to obtain elemental maps and probe the microstructure of
the graphite fins at different locations. The first Focused Ion
Beam (FIB) lamella lift out for TEM and EDS analyses came
from the side of the upstream half fin close to the fracture
surface. Figure 6 shows the SEM image of the FIB extracted
7: Accelerator Technology Main Systems
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lamella (left) and the TEM image of the microstructure. The
microstructure is seen to be a mix of larger crystalline regions and smaller nanoscale crystalline regions. Mrozowski
cracks that commonly exist in as-fabricated graphites are
also visible. These cracks are identifiable by the brighter
lamellar bands on the TEM image and usually develop parallel to the graphite basal planes during cool-down after
graphitization. The microstructure observed is highly consistent with as-fabricated microstructure.
Figure 8: TEM bright field image of TEM specimens taken
from center of fracture surface of downstream half fin.

The elemental map in Fig. 7 shows impurities decorating
the interior surface of a pore. Sn, Zn and Cl impurities are
likely associated from the solder and flux used to join the
graphite fins to the cooling water tubes. The location of these
impurities suggests that vapor created during fabrication or
operation penetrated the open porosity and deposited within
the pores of the graphite.

Figure 7: EDS elemental mapping of a pore located on TEM
sample from the side of the upstream half fin.
Another TEM sample was lifted out from the center of the
fracture surface of the downstream half fin to examine the
microstructure of the graphite exposed to the peak proton
fluence. As shown in Fig. 8, the lamella has mixed regions
of what appear to be amorphous (encircled yellow diffraction pattern) and nanocrystalline microstructure (encircled
red). Mrozowski cracks are also present at the interfaces
between the two regions, suggesting that lattice swelling is
moderate. Therefore, the bulk swelling measured may be
a result of a combination of moderate lattice swelling and
localized amorphization caused by radiation damage and
thermal effects.
TEM analyses were also carried out on other specimens
lifted out from multiple locations on both upstream and

CONCLUSION
PIE activities to investigate the selected NuMI NT-02
graphite fins were carried out successfully [5]. Dimensional
measurements confirmed bulk swelling of the fins which was
seen to be more prominent in the peak proton fluence region
along the centerline of the fins. Fracture surface analyses
also support the idea that fracture initiated in the middle
of the fin along the proton beam axis during operation. No
strong evidence of radiation damage to the microstructure
of the graphite was observed. As such, preliminary conclusions are that the reduced density induced by swelling as
well as the fracture along the centerline of some fins during
operation may be partially responsible for the neutrino yield
degradation observed during the target’s lifetime.
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Figure 6: SEM image (left) and TEM image (right) of the
lamella lift out from the side of the upstream half fin.

downstream fins, and all reveal a mixture of crystalline and
nano-crystalline regions throughout the samples. From the
TEM images, it is not clear whether the microstructure of the
graphite is significantly altered between regions of the fins
that were exposed to high proton fluence and those that were
not. The crystalline and nano-crystalline regions observed is
consistent with as-fabricated graphite and no clear evidence
of any significant change in the microstructure due to proton
irradiation is seen.
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Abstract
Beryllium is extensively used in various accelerator beam
lines and target facilities as a material for beam windows, and
to a lesser extent, as secondary particle production targets.
With increasing beam intensities of future accelerator facilities, it is critical to understand the response of beryllium under extreme conditions to reliably operate these components
as well as avoid compromising particle production efficiency
by limiting beam parameters. As a result, an exploratory
experiment at CERN’s HiRadMat facility was carried out
to take advantage of the test facility’s tunable high intensity
proton beam to probe and investigate the damage mechanisms of several beryllium grades. The test matrix consisted
of multiple arrays of thin discs of varying thicknesses as well
as cylinders, each exposed to increasing beam intensities.
This paper outlines the experimental measurements, as well
as findings from Post-Irradiation-Examination (PIE) work
where different imaging techniques were used to analyze
and compare surface evolution and microstructural response
of the test matrix specimens.

protons per 7.2 µs pulse, with Gaussian beam spot sigmas
ranging from 0.1 mm to 2 mm [4]. The objectives of the
experiment were to explore the onset of failure modes of
beryllium under controlled conditions at highly localized
strain rates and temperatures, identify any thermal shock
limits, and validate highly non-linear numerical models with
experimental measurements. The primary goal was to push
beryllium to its limit, by imposing a temperature jump up
to close to its melting point (∼1000 ◦ C) from a single beam
pulse.

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
The experimental chamber is based on a double containment design to ensure containment of the beryllium specimens and mitigate any radioactive contamination upon interaction with beam. Figure 1 shows the experimental chamber
attached to a vertical lift tower and positioned on the HiRadMat mobile table.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
Beryllium is currently widely used as the material of
choice for critical accelerator components such as beam
windows and secondary particle production targets in various accelerator beam lines and target facilities. With the
increasing beam intensities of future accelerators [1], it is
crucial to understand the response of beryllium to even more
extreme operational environments for successful design and
reliable operation of these components, without having to
compromise particle production efficiency by limiting beam
parameters.
One of the main challenges facing windows and targets
exposed to high intensity particle beams is thermal shock [2].
These are dynamic stress waves that are generated due to
the rapid expansion of the material surrounded by cooler
material upon interaction with high intensity particle beams.
Consequently, the material may undergo plastic deformation
and eventually fail. As a result, an experiment at CERN’s
HiRadMat facility [3] was carried out to expose beryllium
specimens to intense proton beams. The test facility aims
to deliver high intensity proton beams, up to 4.9 × 1013
∗
†

Work supported by Fermi Research Alliance, LLC, under Contract No.
DE-AC02-07CH11359 with the U.S. Department of Energy.
ammikav@fnal.gov

Figure 1: Experimental chamber assembled on mobile table.
The experiment contained two types of specimens: thin
discs for deformation, strain, and crack/failure analyses during Post Irradiation Examination (PIE), and slugs for online
measurements of strain, temperature and vibration. Strain
and temperature gauges were attached to the external cylindrical surface of the slugs to measure the circumferential
strain and temperature response to the pulsed beam. Dynamic radial vibrations of the cylindrical edge of the slugs
were recorded with a Laser Doppler Vibrometer (LDV) sys7: Accelerator Technology Main Systems
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tem. Eight 0.75 mm discs were also pre-characterized by
Electron Backscatter Diffraction (EBSD) prior to the experiment to allow comparison with post-irradiation images to
identify localized deformations and cracks. More detailed
information on the experimental design, beam parameters
and instrumentation are described in [5].

EXPERIMENT INSTALLATION
The experimental chamber assembly, array position alignment, optical path mock-up and data acquisition system
checks were all performed in the BA-7 building prior to
installing the experiment in the tunnel at HiRadMat. After
assembly and all checks were performed, the mobile table
was transported to the TNC tunnel for final set-up and cable
connections. Figure 2 shows the mobile table (left) being
transported into the experimental area of the HiRadMat facility (TNC tunnel).

Figure 3: Test matrix showing specimen type, size, grade
and number of bunches.
measured in real-time. Some preliminary strain results of
the slugs in three arrays with different beam pulse intensities
are presented in this section.

Figure 4: Strain response of slugs in Array 3 (24 bunches).

An optical path, using mirrors on the mobile table and
feedthroughs, was projected to the adjacent tunnel (TT61)
where the sensitive electronic devices such as DAQ systems,
camera and the LDV system were located behind shielding
blocks (Fig. 2). After final installation and alignment beam
pulses in the TNC tunnel, the experiment was carried out in
mid September 2015.

Figure 4 shows the strain response of the slugs in Array 1
during the almost instantaneous beam pulse until the temperature cool-down of the slug. Note that the blue curve
(S-200F) coincides with the red curve (S-200FH) and thus
is not clearly visible on the plot. With 24 bunches of 1.3
× 1011 ppb, numerical simulations prior to the experiment
did not predict any plastic deformation, and this was also
confirmed experimentally as shown in Fig. 4.

PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Test Matrix
Figure 3 shows the composition and experimental beam
intensities of each array in the experimental chamber. Four
different beryllium grades were included in each array and
subjected to increasing beam pulse intensities to help determine any thermal shock limit threshold during the experiment. The average bunch intensity was 1.3 × 1011 and
beam σ x : 0.3 mm, σy : 0.25 mm for the beam pulses during
the experiment. It should be noted that the experimental
beam parameters were slightly different to the design beam
parameters [5] due to accelerator operational constraints at
the time of our experiment at HiRadMat.

Online Strain Measurements
As described in more details in [5], the strain, temperature
and vibration on the cylindrical surface of the slugs were

Figure 5: Strain response of slugs in Array 2 (36 bunches).
Figure 5 shows the strain response from slugs in Array 2
for a 36-bunch pulse and in this case a very small amount of
residual plastic strain is observed, consistent with numerical
predictions. And finally, for the highest intensity array (216
bunches), significant residual plastic strain was measured at
the end of the cool-down (Fig. 6).
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Figure 2: Mobile table installation in TNC tunnel (left) and
sketch of the optical path (right).
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Figure 6: Strain response of slugs in Array 4 (216 bunches).
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Figure 8: Out-of-plane deformations of 0.75 mm thick discs.

Figures 4 to 6 also reveal the contrasting strain response
of the three beryllium grade slugs, which can be largely attributed to their distinct yield stresses. Beryllium grades
S200FH, S200F, and S65F have yield stresses of 297 MPa
[6], 242 MPa [7], and 207 MPa [8], respectively. Another
possible reason for the contrasting response is slight misalignment of the slugs relative to the beam axis. Further
analysis of the real-time measurements is essential and ongoing.

Thin Disc Profilometry
After sufficient cool-down time, the experimental chamber
was disassembled at CERN and the individual inner containment boxes shipped to Oxford University for PIE studies.
The thin discs were first analyzed with a profilometer to measure the expected residual out-of-plane plastic deformations
in the beam spot region induced by the beam [5]. Figure 7
shows examples of profilometry maps for 0.75 mm thick
S65F beryllium thin specimens from Array 1 and Array 4.

Figure 9: Out-of-plane deformations of 2 mm thick discs.
of 144 bunches each), demonstrate plastic strain ratcheting
during the cyclic loading. Optical microscopy was also
performed during PIE with no cracks identified on the thin
disc specimens. Further microstructural analyses is ongoing
in order to extract more information from the discs.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

CONCLUSIONS

Figure 7: Profilometry maps of S-65F grade thin discs from
Array 1 (left) and Array 4 (right).
As evident from the plots, profilometry measurements
with very good resolution (tens of nanometers) were achievable. Most of the 0.75 mm and 2 mm thick disc specimens
have already been scanned, and a summary of the results is
presented in Figs. 8 and 9.
The results indicate that the S200FH specimens sustained
the least amount of plastic deformations. On the other hand,
the deformations for the S200F specimens are much larger,
likely explained by its lower yield strength. Likewise, the
S65F grade specimens also show higher plastic deformation,
again probably due to its lower yield strength. The results
from Array 3, which received multiple beam pulses (6 pulses

In summary, the experiment was carried out successfully
and safely. The goal of an exploratory investigation to expose beryllium to thermal shock was achieved and PIE work
and data analysis from this experiment continue. However,
some issues were encountered during the experiment which
included large variations in beam spot size and noisy LDV
data due to faint signal from the beryllium slug surface. In
addition, Array 4 did not receive the desired high intensity
pulse and as a result the maximum temperature jump from
the beam was only around 650 ◦ C as opposed to the 1000 ◦ C
desired. Findings from this investigation will drive the need
for a follow-up experiment at HiRadMat, where more intense
beam pulses will be imposed on beryllium specimens.
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HIGHER ORDER MODES ANALYSIS OF FERMILAB’S
RECYCLER CAVITY*
M. Awida#, J. Dey, T. Khabiboulline, V. Lebedev, and R. Madrak
Fermilab, Batavia, IL 60510, USA
Abstract
Two recycler cavities are being employed in Fermilab’s
Recycler Ring for the purpose of slip stacking proton
bunches, where 6 batches of 8 GeV protons coming from
the Booster are stacked on top of 6 circulating batches.
Slip stacking requires two RF cavities operating near
52.809 MHz with frequency slip of 1.26 kHz. In this
paper, we report on the analysis of higher order modes in
the Recycler cavity, and present their values for R/Q and
shunt impedances. Knowing the frequencies and
properties of higher order modes is particularly critical for
understanding beam stability margins.

where ω is the angular frequency, U is the cavity’s stored
energy, k is the propagation constant, V is the longitudinal
gap voltage, and Vkick is the transverse kick voltage.

INTRODUCTION
Two RF cavities are utilized in Fermilab’s Recycler
Ring to achieve the slip stacking of proton bunches [1, 2].
Each cavity is a quarter wave resonator, as shown in
Figure 1, but they are tuned to slightly different
frequencies. One is operating near 52.809 MHz, while the
other is detuned by -1.26 kHz. A relatively small ferrite
loaded transmission line is used to electronically tune the
cavity to the target resonance value. Several ports exist on
the cavity. They are used for sensing the RF power with
field probes and for the initial mechanical tuning of
resonance frequency.
The Recycler cavities are made of copper and are
designed to sustain a gap voltage of 150 kV with a
maximum power of 150 kW. The designed value of shunt
impedance for the fundamental operating mode is 75 kΩ,
while R/Q is 13 Ω.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Fermilab’s Recycler cavity. (a) 3D model. (b) Cross
sectional view.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

RF MODEL
A full 3D model for the Recycler cavity was created to
analyse the cavity’s higher order modes (HOM). Figure 2
illustrates the electric field of the fundamental mode
resonating at 51.518 MHz. The field is scaled to produce
a 150 kV gap voltage. Assuming a conductivity of
5.998e7 S/m for copper, the corresponding dissipated
power is 111 kW.
The scope of this work is to compute the R/Q for the
monopole modes, and the transverse R/Qtr for the dipoles
and quadrupoles, up to 500 MHz. In this perspective the
computed quantities are defined as follows:

(a)

(b)

/
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| |
2
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|
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Figure 2: Surface electric field in MV/m of the fundamental
mode resonating at 51.518 MHz inside the Recycler cavity. (a)
3D view. (b) Cross sectional view.
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The gap voltage is calculated along the length of the
cavity L as

Meanwhile, the transverse kick voltage can be
computed using the transverse electric and magnetic
fields [3] as
∆

.

∆

.
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vertical dipole modes have non-negligible accelerating
shunt impedance, which is most likely due to the vertical
asymmetry of the cavity’s geometry.
Table 2 compares the measured and simulated values of
shunt impedance for the first six monopole modes.
Measurements were done using the stretched wire method
[1]. Measured and simulated values agree to within 20%.

Or from the longitudinal electric field off axis, using
Panofsky’s theorem [4] as
.

∆

.

∆

∆

∆
∆

∆

∆

HOM ANALYSIS
The HOM analysis was carried out using Comsol
Multiphysics electromagnetic module [5]. A perfect
magnetic conductor boundary condition was assumed on
the coupler port. Figure 3(a) demonstrates the computed
resonance frequencies and actual measured ones.
Simulation and measurements are mostly in good
agreement. Some modes were observed in simulation but
not in measurements. Most likely these modes have very
weak coupling to the excitation antenna used in
measurements. The computed quality factors for the
resonant modes are shown in Figure 3(b). The quality
factor of the fundamental mode is 6860 and it increases
with frequency for the HOMs reaching 23273 for the
highest computed mode at 562 MHz.
Figures 3(c) and (d) present the calculated longitudinal
shunt impedances and R/Q for the HOMs. The computed
value of shunt impedance for the fundamental mode is
101.5 kΩ, while R/Q is 14.8 Ω. The largest shunt
impedance of 134.3 kΩ is exhibited by the monopole
mode at 243 MHz, for which R/Q is 8.4 Ω.
On the other hand, Figure 4 compares the longitudinal
and transverse shunt impedances for HOMs. Both
horizontal and vertical transverse shunt impedances are
computed using the definitions presented earlier. The
largest horizontal shunt impedance of 976 kΩ/m is
exhibited by the horizontal dipole mode at 390.5 MHz,
with its transverse R/Qtr of 48.3 Ω/m, while the largest
vertical shunt impedance of 1161 kΩ/m is exhibited by
the vertical dipole mode at 390 MHz, with its transverse
R/Qtr of 57.9 Ω/m.
Table 1 summarizes the results of the higher order
mode study presenting the quality factors and shunt
impedances, both longitudinal and transverse, for all
resonating modes up to 560 MHz. Based on the computed
longitudinal and transverse shunt impedances, resonating
modes were divided into monopoles, horizontal dipoles,
vertical dipoles, and quadrupoles, as shown in the table.
The presented data should be useful for further beam
instability studies. It is worth noting here that some of the

7: Accelerator Technology Main Systems
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Figure 3: Recycler cavity HOM properties (a)
Computed versus measured resonance frequencies. (b)
Quality factors. (c) Longitudinal shunt impedance. (d)
R/Q.
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246 MHz exhibits the largest longitudinal shunt
impedance, and the vertical dipole resonating at 390 MHz
gives the largest vertical impedance, while the horizontal
dipole at 470 MHz has the largest horizontal impedance.
Measured and simulated longitudinal shunt impedances
are in reasonable agreement.

Figure 4: Simulated longitudinal and transverse shunt
impedances of the HOMs for the Recycler cavity.
Table 1: Summary of the HOM Analysis
Frequency [MHz]
51.52
150.69
151.65
152.64
219.74
220.03
243.24
268.87
269.01
305.58
307.31
315.51
317.75
330.34
381.25
390.00
390.47
391.14
391.27
392.24
422.69
426.94
429.96
465.61
469.93
470.72
473.64
481.75
487.61
511.23
516.80
534.25
544.08
547.24
549.24
555.10
558.99
561.65
Monopole Mode

Q
6859.63
12186.64
12555.77
12453.90
14690.94
14638.01
16015.87
16557.29
16762.17
17018.75
17392.76
17593.88
18025.21
18474.77
18323.34
20069.22
20197.90
19759.72
20130.38
20212.95
20073.47
20465.46
20764.18
20760.83
21463.32
21953.18
21388.77
21678.94
21973.33
22543.82
22791.68
22029.94
22892.55
23434.70
22623.98
23492.46
22275.30
23272.70
Horizontal Mode

Rsh [kΩ]
101.52
37.13
0.00
61.92
0.39
0.00
134.30
0.00
0.03
0.00
0.13
0.00
0.01
112.20
0.00
0.02
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.03
0.00
42.78
41.56
0.00
0.04
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.32
0.00
6.21
0.00
7.27
0.00
0.37
0.00
2.13
0.01
Vertical Mode

Rshx [kΩ/m]
0.00
0.00
246.79
0.00
0.00
423.82
0.00
1.65
0.00
664.57
0.00
51.40
0.00
0.00
229.63
0.00
975.75
0.00
131.73
0.00
12.92
0.00
0.00
278.79
0.00
871.90
0.00
23.24
0.00
1.45
0.00
9.48
0.00
10.35
0.00
11.05
0.00
0.00
Quadrupole Mode

Rshy [kΩ/m]
0.01
142.35
0.00
96.96
431.22
0.00
0.83
0.00
0.26
0.00
738.22
0.00
0.36
1.51
0.00
1161.07
0.00
121.27
0.00
86.82
0.00
1.10
4.51
0.00
1068.03
0.00
24.54
0.00
19.90
0.00
9.71
0.00
56.65
0.00
8.59
0.00
625.56
8.31
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Table 2: Comparison of Measured vs. Simulated Shunt
Impedances for the First Six Monopoles
fm

fs

Qm

Qs

Rshm

Rshs

52.89
155.23
250.38
337.22
429.02

51.52
152.64
243.24
330.34
426.94

6130
10501
13337
15478
17458

6860
12454
16016
18475
20465

84.46
63.64
123.86
104.28
42.98

101.52
61.92
134.30
112.20
42.78

Finally, Figure 5 illustrates the electric field
distribution of some modes of interest; the monopole
mode at 243 MHz, the two quadrupole modes at 269
MHz, and the dipole modes at 390 MHz, and 470 MHz.

CONCLUSION
Higher order modes can cause beam instabilities.
Analysis of higher order modes of the Recycler cavity
yielded the shunt impedances for both longitudinal and
transverse modes. The 3rd monopole mode resonating at

108

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

Figure 5: Surface electric field of (a) Monopole at 243
MHz, (b), (c) Quadrupole modes at 269 MHz, (d), (e)
Dipoles at 390 MHz, (f), and (g) Dipoles at 470 MHz.
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RESONANT FREQUENCY CONTROL FOR THE PIP-II INJECTOR TEST
RFQ: CONTROL FRAMEWORK AND INITIAL RESULTS*
A. L. Edelen†, S. G. Biedron, S. V. Milton, Colorado State University, Fort Collins, CO, USA
D. Bowring, B. E. Chase, J. P. Edelen, D. Nicklaus, J. Steimel, Fermilab, Batavia, IL, USA
For the PIP-II Injector Test (PI-Test) at Fermilab, a
four-vane radio frequency quadrupole (RFQ) is designed
to accelerate a 30-keV, 1-mA to 10-mA, H— beam to 2.1
MeV under both pulsed and continuous wave (CW) RF
operation. The available headroom of the RF amplifiers
limits the maximum allowable detuning to 3 kHz, and the
detuning is controlled entirely via thermal regulation.
Fine control over the detuning, minimal manual intervention, and fast trip recovery is desired. In addition, having
active control over both the walls and vanes provides a
wider tuning range. For this, we intend to use model predictive control (MPC). To facilitate these objectives, we
developed a dedicated control framework that handles
higher-level system decisions as well as executes control
calculations. It is written in Python in a modular fashion
for easy adjustments, readability, and portability. Here we
describe the framework and present the first control results for the PI-Test RFQ under pulsed and CW operation.

INTRODUCTION
The resonant frequency of the RFQ may be maintained
despite changes in RF heating through thermal control.
For the PI-Test RFQ, we use an internal water-cooling
system [1]. Both the thermal time constants and transport
delays present in such systems limit the efficacy of standard PI control. The control problem is further complicated
by the cavity geometry: different rates of thermal expansion and contraction of the main internal components (the
walls and the vanes/pole tips) result in a large transient
frequency response under changes in average RF power.
At present, the resonant frequency of other RFQs is regulated with a PI loop around the vanes, while the walls are
held constant [2,3]. In contrast, a joint control loop that
governs both the wall and vane temperatures enables
simultaneous exploitation of their individual impacts on
the resonant frequency. As discussed previously [1,4,5],
these system characteristics motivate the use of MPC.
In support of this, a dedicated control framework was
developed to handle high-level decisions and execute
control calculations. Because multiple operational modes
are required, the framework is written in Python and in a
modular fashion to facilitate easy modifications to the
code. The framework interfaces with ACNET (Fermilab’s
main control system) and the RFQ/cooling system via a
custom protocol generated with a novel protocol compiler
[6,7]. This framework is operational for the RFQ and
could be modified for similar control tasks at Fermilab.
___________________________________________

*Fermilab is operated by Fermi Research Alliance, LLC under Contract
No. De-AC02-07CH11359 with the United States Department of Energy.
† auralee.morin@colostate.edu

In this paper we describe the operational needs for the
RFQ, the design of the control framework, and initial
control results. This work represents a first test of resonant frequency control over the RFQ, a first test of the
framework, and a first test of using a dedicated Python
program at Fermilab interfaced with the main control
system via the protocol compiler.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND
OPERATIONAL GOALS
More details on the system and control challenges
therein are described in [1, 5]. The low-level radio frequency (LLRF) system can compensate for detuning of
the cavity only up to 3 kHz by taking advantage of the
available overhead in the RF power amplifiers. This limitation translates directly to challenges for the resonance
control system: detuning beyond 3 kHz occurs rapidly
under changes in average RF power, particularly in CW
mode, due to the frequency response of the vanes [8, 9].
In addition, the RFQ operates in both CW and pulsed RF
modes, resulting in variable RF heating. Other challenges
are imposed by the architecture of the water-cooling system. Transport delays and thermal time constants result in
open-loop settling times on the order of tens of minutes
during normal operation (e.g. see Figure 1). Finally, the
coupling between the wall and vane circuits, the transient
frequency response, the nonlinear valve flow curves, and
fluctuations in the temperature of the cold water supply
make the system more difficult to control.
The LLRF system [10] is capable of operating in either
SEL mode (in which the drive frequency follows the
cavity resonant frequency) or GDR mode (in which the
drive frequency is set). In SEL mode, the use of RF overhead is minimized due to the changing of the drive frequency to match the RFQ, thereby also minimizing the
reflected power. As such it is useful to switch into SEL
mode automatically when the detuning increases beyond a
tolerable threshold.
Additionally, accommodation of multiple control algorithms is desired. MPC frequency control will be the main
method; however, PI frequency control using the vane
valve is also desired as an auxiliary mode. In addition, for
fast trip recovery it is useful to control the water temperature directly. Next, another desired mode is control of the
RF forward power magnitude during a cold start or recovery from a trip. This would start out as a simple ramp, but
could eventually be incorporated into an MPC routine.
In the event of an RF trip, the required recovery time
for the RFQ is no more than 10x the length of the trip,
with a target requirement of 2x the duration of the trip.
These constraints and desired system flexibility motivate
the development of a modular control system architecture
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that can be easily modified and would facilitate the use of
multiple control algorithms, including MPC.
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nance controller sets the flow control valve apertures.
Figure 2 shows a simplified view of the system interfaces.

Figure 2: Simplified view of the system interfaces.

Framework Structure
Figure 1: Example of uncontrolled detuning in CW mode
under a small change in cavity field (55 kV to 58 kV).

FRAMEWORK DESCRIPTION
Framework Tasks
The control framework handles a variety of high-level
decisions related to RFQ operation, including: switching
between SEL and GDR mode automatically based on
reflected power, measured detuning, and cavity field setpoint vs. read-back; setting the LLRF averaging windows;
switching between user-requested operational states;
detecting RF trips and taking appropriate action (e.g.
water temperature control) until power returns; and calculating the resonant frequency using a method appropriate
for the current operational state (i.e. SEL vs. GDR mode).

The framework itself consists of three main units: a
main program, an action module, and a control module
(see Figure 3). The control module contains the control
algorithms and their helper functions. The action module
contains several action functions with computations and
checks that need to be completed for different operational
modes. The main program includes execution of initialization tasks, interpretation of user requests, receiving of
inputs from the front-end, selection of action module
functions based on user requests and readings from the
machine, and collection and sending of commands to the
front-end.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Framework Interfaces
The controller communicates with several other subsystems, including LLRF, a Cryo-con 18i temperature
monitor [11], and a programmable logic computer (PLC)
for the water system. All of these communications occur
through the ACNET control system via an ACNET Erlang
front-end. This front-end is connected to the resonance
controller via a User Datagram Protocol (UDP). We use a
custom protocol (i.e. specific to this controller) generated
with Fermilab’s protocol compiler [6,7]. The front-end
then handles the communication with the variety of other
subsystems through standard ACNET messages, thus
hiding that complexity from the controller
An operator can specify the desired operational mode
as an input to the controller. Error read-backs, a heartbeat,
and the present operational mode are sent back from the
framework to the user. From the LLRF system, readings
include the present SEL/GDR state, an indicator for
pulsed or CW mode, the forward and cavity phase readings, RF repetition rate and pulse length, forward and
reflected RF power magnitudes, cavity field magnitude,
and RF timing and averaging windows. The Cryo-con 18i
and PLC return temperature sensor readings, pressure and
flow readings, and flow control valve readings. The controller sets the LLRF system to SEL or GDR mode and
sets appropriate window settings. For the PLC, the reso-

Figure 3: Modular control framework structure.

Main Program Flow
The main program flow is as follows. (1) Upon startup,
the program builds a data buffer for MPC, sets the LLRF
windows, and initializes variables. (2) At each execution
cycle of the program, it gathers new readings, checks the
requested state, pre-processes some of the data, makes
relevant calculations (e.g. resonant frequency), and selects
the appropriate action function. (3) The action is executed, which also involves calling the control module when
applicable. Mode-specific settings are then sent back to
the main program. (4) Finally, the information is collected
and commands are sent to the Erlang front-end. At present, steps 2-4 repeat at a 1 Hz rate, but this rate may be
increased in the future if need be. Figure 4 shows the
program flow for resonance control specifically.

INITIAL CONTROL RESULTS
Recently, the main framework was commissioned and
PI control over the frequency in both pulsed and CW
mode was tested. This included frequency recovery after
RF trips, user-driven state switching, and automated
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switching between SEL and GDR modes. At present, RF
recovery after a trip (that is, returning RF power to its
original level) is conducted manually.

Figure 5: PI frequency control during pulsed RF operation
for a 2-ms increase in pulse duration and a cavity field of
65 kV.

Figure 4: Overview of the program flow.

Figure 6: Frequency control under CW operation under a
small change in cavity field. This is roughly the same step
size as used for the uncontrolled response shown in
Figure 1.

CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK
PI resonant frequency control over the RFQ makes
stable CW and pulsed operation in GDR mode possible.
The next step of this work is to commission MPC. This
should provide compensation for water temperature fluctuations, will enable finer control over the resonant frequency by leveraging both the wall and vane responses,
and should improve the frequency recovery time after a
trip. Automated RF recovery will also be added.

Figure 7: Frequency recovery from a 10-second RF trip at
60 kV using PI control over the vane flow valve.
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The PI controller regulates the resonant frequency of
the RFQ by adjusting the vane flow valve aperture. Because the flow responses of the valves are coupled and
nonlinear [1], a weighted correction is applied to the PI
control output. The correction is inversely proportional to
predicted change in flow for a given change in valve
setting. Because of the transport delays in the system, a
corresponding delay is placed into the frequency and
temperature PI controllers. The weighting of the PI gains,
the flow valve correction, and amount of delay were all
tuned during commissioning.
Figures 5, 6, and 7 show examples of the PI frequency
controller performance. In Figure 5, the pulse duration
was increased by 2 ms while the cavity field was at 65 kV.
Figure 6 shows frequency control under CW operation for
a similar step in cavity field to that shown in Figure 1.
Figure 7 shows frequency recovery from a 10-second trip
at full specified field (60 kV), in which the detuning is
reduced to 3 kHz in 140 seconds. As such, PI control does
not fully meet the specification for trip recovery time at
full field, although frequency trips at lower field values
can be recovered in under 10x the trip duration. Operational experience indicates that PI control may be brought
into specification by slightly delaying the activation of the
PI loop after power is restored.
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ENHANCEMENT OF THE ACCELERATING GRADIENT IN
SUPERCONDUCTING MICROWAVE RESONATORS∗
M. Checchin1,2,† , M. Martinello1,2 , A. Grassellino1 , A. Romanenko1 , S. Posen1
and J. F. Zasadzinski2
1 Fermilab, Batavia, IL 60510, USA
2 Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago, IL 60616, USA

The accelerating gradient of superconducting resonators
can be enhanced by engineering the thickness of a dirty layer
grown at the cavity’s rf surface. In this paper the description
of the physics behind the accelerating gradient enhancement
by meaning of the dirty layer is carried out by solving numerically the the Ginzburg-Landau (GL) equations for the
layered system. The calculation shows that the presence of
the dirty layer stabilizes the Meissner state up to the lower
critical field of the bulk, increasing the maximum accelerating gradient.

INTRODUCTION
The possible enhancement of the accelerating gradient by
meaning of layered structures in accelerating cavities was
introduced by A. Gurevich [1]. He showed that high κ (GL
parameter) superconducting layers separated by insulating
layers (SIS structure) deposited at the rf surface can in principle enhance the superheating field, and allow for higher
gradients.
In the same direction T. Kubo [2, 3] and S. Posen et al.
[4] explored thoughtfully the behavior of the SIS structure.
T. Kubo in particular, described also the SS structure [3,
5], i.e. a high κ (dirty) superconducting layer on top of
a low κ (clean) bulk superconductor. He approached the
problem in the high κ approximation by meaning of the
London equations as done for the SIS structure, showing
that the dirty layer can in principle enhance the superheating
field even if no insulating layer is present.
In the present paper an alternative description of the SS
structure is presented. The approach here is different since
the calculation is carried out numerically from the GL equations, where the dirty layer is assumed to behave as a perturbation on the magnetic induction profile in the material.
We show that the dirty layer stabilizes the superconductor
against the vortex nucleation, and shifts the lower critical
field of the whole structure up to the bulk’s value, increasing
the magnetic field range in which the Meissner state is stable.

the external magnetic field is applied along the z direction
and the screening currents are flowing along the y direction.
On top of such superconductor we assume the presence of a
thin superconducting dirty layer with higher κ than the bulk
(grown by diffusion of impurities for example), so that the κ
profile of the system can be described by the analytic form:
κ(x) = −

κs − κb
+ κs ,
1 + e−(x−x0 )/c

(1)

which corresponds to a sigmoidal function, where κ s and κ b
are the superficial and bulk GL parameters, c is a constant
that defines the steepness of the function (normally c =
0.018) and x 0 corresponds to the inflection point assumed
as the thickness of the dirty layer.
Since we are dealing with dimensionless units
p x =
depth/λ, with λ the penetration depth λ = λ 0 1 + ξ0 /l,
l the mean free path, x 0 = d/λ, ξ0 = 38 nm and λ 0 = 39 nm
[6].

Forces Acting on the Vortex
The forces acting on a vortex penetrating from the surface
can be calculated in first approximation by implementing
the same description of C. P. Bean and J. D. Livingston [7].
The repulsive force (with respect the surface) due to the
interaction of the vortex with the magnetic induction profile
in the material is:
ff (x) = −

4π ∂ b f (x)
x̂ ,
κ(x) ∂ x

(2)

where b f (x) = a 0 (x) is calculated numerically from the GL
equations modified in order to account also for the variation

THE BEAN-LIVINGSTON BARRIER FOR
NON-CONSTANT κ
Let us assume a semi-infinite superconductor, where the
normal to the surface directed towards the material bulk is x̂,
∗
†

Work supported by the US Department of Energy, Office of High Energy
Physics.
checchin@fnal.gov

Figure 1: Gibbs free energy density as a function of x a)
for different values of κ s calculated at h = hc1 (κ b ), b) for
increasing applied fields, with κ s = 2.5 and d = 15 nm. In
both cases κ b = 1.04.
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Gibbs Free Energy Density

3

Now that the forces acting on the vortex are known, the
Gibbs free energy density can be calculated using the integral
relation:
Z
g(x) = −
f v (x) + f f (x) dx
!
Z
4π ∂ bv (2x) ∂ b f (x)
(6)
dx
=−
−
κ(x)
∂x
∂x

2
)

g (x)

1

0

g (

-1

)

s

h = 0.4
bulk

= 2.5

d = 15 nm

-2

d = 30 nm
d = 60 nm

= gs∗ (x) + g∞ .

-3
0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

3.5

x

Figure 2: Comparison between the Gibbs free energy density
calculated for a constant κ = 2.5 profile and a for nonconstant profiles with layers having κ s = 2.5, κ b = 1.04 and
various thicknesses, when h = 0.4 > hc1 (κ s ).
of κ with x:
1
f 00 − a2 f + f − f 3 = 0
κ 2 (x)
a00 − f 2 a = 0 ,

It follows that the Gibbs free energy density for the SS
structure is calculated as:


g(x) = gs∗ (x) − gs∗ (X ) + f (X ) + g∞ .
140

enhancement [mT]
c1

(10)
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28

Enhancement due to the dirty
layer with

=

s

, and

b

=1.04

23

80
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60

14

40

9

E

100

example of N-doping

20

where Γ(r, x) = κ(x − r) + κ(r − x) − κ s is the κ profile as
seen by the image-vortex and x is the vortex position with
respect the surface. The boundary conditions used are the
same assumed in [9] where the constant κ is substituted by
Γ(R, x), with R the domain extension.

(8)

The constant C can be calculated similarly to g∞ . Since
gs (x) is associated to the total force of interaction with the
surface f (x), then when x → ∞, f (x) → 0 and gs (x) → 0.
Thus, if the solutions domain X is larger enough, the force
value is so small that gs (x) ≈ f (x) and the integration
constant is:
C = gs∗ (X ) − f (X )
(9)

120

! 2


1 0
1
00
2
2

f + f − Γ (r, x) f  f − 1 + a −
 = 0
r
Γ(r,
x)
r


!
1
1 0 1
00
2
a + a − 2a − f a −
θ̂ = 0 ,
r
Γ(r, x) r
r
(5)

(7)

gs∗ (x) = gs (x) + C .

(4)

where bv (r) = a 0 (r) + (1/r)a(r) is the magnetic induction
of the image-vortex.
In order to maintain the description mono-dimensional,
we calculate the magnetic induction profile from the cylindrically symmetric GL equations. Such approach is carried
out by meaning of some approximations: i) both vortex and
anti-vortex are assumed to be point-like objects, ii) the interaction between vortex and anti-vortex is defined only along
the conjunction segment between them, iii) because of (ii)
the magnetic induction profile along the line of interaction is
assumed to be not affected by the non-cylindrical symmetry
of the κ profile.
Under such assumptions the cylindrical symmetric GL
equations that describes the vortex are:

4π
4π
h=
(hc1 − h) ,
κb
κb

where hc1 (κ b ) = κ b /4π is the bulk lower critical field,
with  the energy of a single vortex line as defined in [10].
In order to assure that the Gibbs free energy density associated to the interaction with the surface is zero for x → ∞,
we need to define a new constant C such that:

B
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4π ∂ bv (2x)
x̂ ,
κ(x)
∂x

g∞ =  −

(3)

where f and a are respectively the dimensionless order parameter and vector potential as defined in [8], while the
boundary conditions are the same assumed in [9].
The attractive force is instead calculated as:
fv (x) =

where gs∗ (x) and g∞ are the Gibbs free energy densities
associated to the interaction with the surface and at infinite
respectively.
Assuming a dirty layer thickness d lower than the penetration depth at the surface (d < λ s ), the dirty layer can be
treated as a perturbation to the magnetic induction profiles.
If x → ∞, then both f v (x) + f f (x) and gs (x) go to zero,
and g∞ can be calculated as dependent only on κ b :

enhancement [MV/m]
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Figure 3: Enhancement of the lower critical field due to the
the dirty layer.
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Figure 4: Experimental quench fields data plotted along with
the numerical calculations as a function of the GL parameter.

In Fig. 1 the Gibbs free energy density calculated by meaning of Eq. (10) is reported. The graph in Fig. 1 shows how
the energy barrier evolves as a function of the increasing κ s .
The blue curve is calculated in the cleanest limit with no
layer at the surface. As the dirtiness of the layer is increased
the barrier height with respect to zero is slightly decreased.
On the opposite, the presence of the dirty layer increases
the absolute height of the barrier: at the very surface the
Gibbs free energy density assumes larger negative values
for increasing κ s values. The stability of the meta-stable
Meissner state is then increased since larger ∆g are needed
for the vortex to penetrate. Since all the curves in Fig. 1
are calculated for h = hc1 (κ b ) and d < λ s the Gibbs free
energy density tends to zero in the bulk of the material as
expected.
As showed in Fig. 2 for the SS structure, the Gibbs free
energy density at infinite corresponds to g∞ (κ b ). If we
compare the results obtained for constant κ = 2.5 (black
curve) to those obtained for layers of thickness d = 15, 30
and 60 nm the practical outcome of such finding is clear.
When κ is constant and h > hc1 (κ) vortices are stable in the
bulk (g∞ < 0) and the superconductor is in the meta-stable
Meissner state. If instead the dirty layer is present, vortices
are not stable in the bulk (g∞ > 0) even if h > hc1 (κ s ).
Indeed the Meissner state is preserved up to h = hc1 (κ b )
and the meta-stable Meissner state shifted to fields larger
than hc1 (κ b ) independently on k s .
In Fig. 3 the enhancement of the lower critical field Bc1
(and respective Eacc conversion) as a function of the dirty
layer κ is reported. When a dirty layer with d < λ s at
the surface has κ s = 2 (typical value for N-doped cavities)
the lower critical field is enhanced of about 9 MV/m, with
respect the case of constant κ.
In practical words, the probability of quenching the cavity
at hc1 (κ s ) because of flux penetration is decreased when
the dirty layer is present at the surface. In real surfaces
where defects are always present (let us assume only geometric superconducting defects, thermal breakdown is not
considered) the Bean-Livingston barrier is weakened or totally suppressed, hence we should expect a generous part of
constant κ cavities (e.g. nitrogen-doped) to quench at the
lower critical field or below. On the other hand, assuming
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same type of defects, cavities that possess a dirty layer with
higher κ than the bulk (e.g. 120 ◦ C baked [11]) should have
more probability of reaching fields above hc1 (κ s ), since their
Meissner state will survive up to hc1 (κ b ) > hc1 (κ s ).

EXPERIMENTAL DATA
Several niobium single-cell TESLA cavities [12] where
used in this study. The first batch was prepared with standard N-doping [13]. The second batch was instead prepared with the N-infusion treatment: low temperature bake
at 120-160 ◦ C in 25 mTorr of nitrogen for 48 hours, without breaking the vacuum after the 800 ◦ C bake for 3 hours
[14, 15]. The quench field of such cavities was measured
at the FNAL’s vertical test facility. The data is reported
√ in
Fig. 4 along with the numerical simulations (b = B/ 2Bc ,
with Bc = 180 mT [16]).
The dotted lines show Bsh and Bc1 of a bulk superconductor with constant κ like N-doped cavities. The blue area and
the sum of pink and green areas show respectively the extension of the Meissner state and of the meta-stable Meissner
state for constant κ cavities.
When the dirty layer is introduced the value of Bc1 is
constant and dependent only on κ b (in this case assumed to
be 1.04). Therefore, the Meissner state is now represented by
the blue and the green areas, while the meta-stable Meissner
state by the pink area alone.
N-infused cavities are assumed to have κ s comparable to
the κ of N-doped but confined only on a dirty layer at the
surface where nitrogen is diffused [14, 15]. Their quench
field is indeed higher than that of standard N-doped cavities,
and well above Bc1 (κ s ), as expected when SS structures are
present.

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we addressed the theoretical description of
the SS structure. The presence of the dirty layer is beneficial
in order to push the Meissner state up to the bulk lower
critical field, independently on the superficial κ.
The model presented is able to give insights for future developments of high quality factors at high gradients. Indeed,
a superficial dirty layer may improve the gradient and the
Q-factor at the same time—small mean free paths (∼ 20 nm)
minimize the Mattis-Bardeen surface resistance. Therefore,
by a smart surface engineering it may be possible to achieve
high Q-factors up to high gradients, allowing affordable
future high gradient accelerators.
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THE RADIATION DAMAGE IN ACCELERATOR TARGET ENVIRONMENTS (RaDIATE) COLLABORATION R&D PROGRAM - STATUS AND
FUTURE ACTIVITIES
P. G. Hurh†, Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory*, Batavia IL, USA
The RaDIATE collaboration (Radiation Damage In Accelerator Target Environments), founded in 2012, has
grown to over 50 participants and 11 institutions globally.
The primary objective is to harness existing expertise in
nuclear materials and accelerator targets to generate new
and useful materials data for application within the accelerator and fission/fusion communities. Current activities
include post-irradiation examination of materials taken
from existing beamlines (such as the NuMI primary beam
window from Fermilab) as well as new irradiations of
candidate target materials at low energy and high energy
beam facilities. In addition, the program includes thermal
shock experiments utilizing high intensity proton beam
pulses available at the HiRadMat facility at CERN. Status
of current RaDIATE activities as well as future plans will
be discussed, including highlights of preliminary results
from various RaDIATE activities and the high level plan
to explore the high-power accelerator target relevant
thermal shock and radiation damage parameter space.

INTRODUCTION
In 2012, at a Proton Accelerators for Science and Innovation Workshop (PASI) held at Fermilab, workshop
participants from a range of high power accelerator facilities (high energy physics, nuclear physics, spallation
sources) identified radiation damage to materials as the
most cross-cutting challenge facing high power target
facilities [1]. The RaDIATE collaboration was formed to
address this challenge by bringing together experts from
the fields of nuclear materials (fission and fusion power)
and accelerator target facilities. The collaboration has
grown to 11 participating institutions globally with 3
more institutions set to join this year (listed in the
acknowledgements section). Some of the more significant
current and planned RaDIATE activities are described
here.
Radiation damage effects in materials are dependent
upon several irradiation parameters including irradiation
temperature, dose rate, and gas production (from transmutation). These irradiation parameters are quite different
between the nuclear power environment (relatively lower
dose rate, lower gas production, continuous irradiation)
and the accelerator target environment (relatively higher
instantaneous dose rate, higher gas production, pulsed
irradiation). In addition, there are significant differences
between the nuclear and accelerator applications resulting
____________________________________________
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† hurh@fnal.gov

in somewhat different material properties of interest. For
instance, accelerator target and beam window are typically non-life-safety critical components and generally have
localized volumes of intense cyclic irradiation (particle
surrounded by cooler, non-irradiated material that challenge the limits of the material. Typical beam spot sizes
range from a few millimeters to a few centimeters in
radius. This gives rise to localized, cyclic thermal gradients (referred to as thermal shock), creating dynamic
stress waves moving through the material. So, in the accelerator application, high-cycle fatigue and thermal diffusion are of prime concern. Whereas in a reactor application, structural materials often play a life-safety critical
role, but are, during normal operation, exposed to a more
uniform, continuous bulk irradiation. Reactor structural
materials are only pushed to the limits by accident scenarios where they must retain damage tolerance. So, in the
nuclear application, ductility and fracture toughness are of
prime concern. Therefore, the differences between irradiation parameters and application-specific loading environments require research activities tailored specifically
to the accelerator target and beam window application.

CURRENT RADIATE ACTIVITIES
To address these high power target research needs, a
program of activities was undertaken. Recent RaDIATE
activities focused upon candidate materials primarily
useful for neutrino target facilities and as beam window
materials for various facilities, namely graphite and beryllium. Status and highlights of major current activities are
given below. Although preliminary findings are listed
below, full results will be published soon in relevant scientific journals.

Graphite Studies
High-Energy Irradiation of Graphite In 2010, four
grades of fine-grained, isotropic graphite, one grade of
hexagonal boron-nitride, and one grade of carbon-carbon
composite (3-D fiber weave) were irradiated with
181 MeV protons at Brookhaven National Laboratory’s
Linac Isotope Producer facility (BLIP). The resulting
post-irradiation examination (PIE) of these specimens
supported the target material choice for the Long Baseline
Neutrino Facility (LBNF) [2]. Figure 1 shows tensile
specimens being recovered after irradiation. More recently, additional PIE of these specimens has continued as
part of the RaDIATE R&D program.
 Specimens were exposed to 6.7 x 1020 protons/cm2 or
about 0.1 DPA (displacements per atom) at an irradiation temperature of 120-150 ˚C.
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 Hexagonal Boron-nitride specimens structurally degraded in beam beyond recovery for testing.
 Tensile strength and elastic modulus increased 3050% after irradiation (see Fig. 2).
 Coefficient of thermal expansion increased 5-20%
after irradiation.
 Annealing above the irradiation temperature partially
recovers the previous properties (see Fig. 2).
 Annealing results indicate that irradiating at higher
temperatures may be beneficial to limit radiation
damage effects.

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) did not reveal any noticeable signs of displacement damage,
possibly due to the lower temperature of irradiation
(50-200 ˚C).

Beryllium Studies
NuMI Primary Beam Window Be Study In 2014,
an irradiated disc of beryllium was recovered from the
Fermilab NuMI primary beam window and sent to University of Oxford for PIE activities [4]. The window saw
a total of 1.6 x 1021 protons (120 GeV) generating approximately 0.5 DPA (peak) and was irradiated at ~50 ˚C.
When the disc was sheared from the window, cracks appeared in the central beam region.
 Crack morphology changes at higher doses from
transgranular to grain boundary fracture indicating
hardening of the crystal matrix within grains (see
Fig. 3).
 Production of Li through transmutation matches
MARS [5] calculation within 25% and remains homogeneously distributed.

Figure 1: Graphite specimens being recovered after irradiation at BLIP (BNL).

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 3: Electron Back-Scatter Diffraction (EBSD) images showing cracks in NuMI Be beam window irradiated
to 0.29 DPA (left, transgranular fracture) and 0.44 DPA
(right, grain boundary fracture with crack image enhanced).

Figure 2: Tensile behavior of graphite specimens before
and after irradiating at BLIP (BNL) to 0.056 DPA showing effect of annealing.
NuMI Target NT-02 Graphite Fin Study In 2015,
graphite fins were recovered from the Fermilab NuMI
target, NT-02, and sent to Pacific Northwest National
Laboratory for PIE activities [3]. The fins were exposed
to a total of 6.1 x 1020 protons (120 GeV) generating
approximately 0.6 DPA (peak) over a service period of
~3.5 years. When removed from service, the target fins
through-thickness cracks were observed in a location
corresponding to beam passage.
 Dimensional swelling up to 4% was measured in the
fin width area corresponding to the beam center-line.
 Elemental and fracture surface analysis indicated
cracking occurred during operation.

Helium Implantation of Be Study In order to mimic
the radiation damage effects from high energy proton
beam, low energy helium ion beam was implanted into
beryllium specimens at the University of Surrey Ion
Beam Centre. Irradiation was conducted with energies
ranging from 0.2 to 1.2 MeV, at temperatures of 50 and
200 ˚C and up to 0.1 DPA. Specimens were examined at
the University of Oxford [4].
 Nano-indentation revealed significant hardening at
0.1 DPA (see Fig. 4).
 TEM analysis showed evidence of He implantation
(nanometer scale black dots).
In-beam Thermal Shock of Be Study To study the
thermal shock effects on various grades of beryllium,
specimens of varying thicknesses were exposed to pulses
of high intensity beam at CERN’s HiRadMat beamline
[6]. Pulse intensities up to 2.8 x 1013 protons at beam spot
sizes less than 0.3 mm (Gaussian sigma radius) were
explored pushing the specimens into plastic deformation
at high temperatures [7].
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 For the highest intensity pulse, profilometry measurements matched the deformation results predicted
by generic strength models
 Grade S200FH showed least plastic deformation
 Multiple pulses showed diminishing ratcheting in
plastic deformation
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 Expected PIE includes tensile testing, thermal testing. micro-structural analysis, fatigue testing and micro-mechanics.

HiRadMat In-Beam Thermal Shock Testing
A follow-up thermal shock experiment utilizing the
CERN HiRadMat beamline is being planned for 2018.
This experiment will place non-irradiated and irradiated
specimens of beryllium, graphite, and glassy carbon into
the intense 400 GeV proton beam. Specimens will be
partially instrumented to record temperature and strain
and PIE will include profilometry to measure out-of-plane
plastic deformation. This will allow direct comparison of
irradiated versus non-irradiated material, validation of
simulation data and techniques, and prediction of how
highly irradiated material reacts to the unique loading
environment of intense proton beam pulses.

CONCLUSION

FUTURE RADIATE ACTIVITIES
Future RaDIATE activities will continue the work described above, including conducting micro-mechanics
(NuMI Be beam window and the NT-02 graphite fins) and
expanding upon the He implantation studies. In addition,
major new activities are already underway and described
below.

Multi-Material BLIP Irradiation and PIE
A multi-national radiation damage experiment utilizing
the BNL BLIP facility is being planned to start early in
2017 with almost all the RaDIATE participating institutions playing some significant role. Materials chosen are
relevant to each participant’s future program. Specimen
capsules (see Fig. 1) are being prepared currently that will
provide hundreds of individual, irradiated specimens for
PIE work that is expected to extend well into 2018. Experiment details follow:
 8-10 weeks of irradiation with 181 MeV proton
beam (up to 165 µA) is planned.
 Materials include beryllium, graphite, c-c composite,
glassy carbon, titanium alloy (including 3D printed
material), silicon, silicon carbide, aluminium alloy,
TZM (molybdenum alloy), CuCrZr, and iridium.
 Expected peak DPA is 0.7 DPA in the titanium alloy
 In order to explore the benefits of annealing, irradiation temperatures will vary from 100 ˚C to 1,200 ˚C
depending upon the specimen capsule environment
(gas/vacuum), specimen material and specimen location within the array.
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Figure 4: Nano-indentation hardness measurements showing hardening in He implanted beryllium (red and blue
points, 0.1 DPA and 2,000 appm He) compared to asreceived beryllium (green, orange and purple points).

The RaDIATE collaboration is strong and growing,
with a large number of studies into radiation damage and
thermal shock underway. The primary objective is to
harness existing expertise in nuclear materials and accelerator targets to generate new and useful materials data
for application within the accelerator targetry community.
For the case of neutrino targetry, the LBNF reference
design (1.2 MW primary beam power) requires exploration of thermal shock severity greater than 3 x 1014 protons/cm2/pulse and radiation damage severity greater than
1 x 1022 protons/cm2 fluence. RaDIATE activities are
already generating useful data at these lower limits with
plans to explore to even higher values in the near future.
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DESIGN OF MAIN COUPLER FOR 650 MHz SC CAVITIES
OF PIP-II PROJECT*
O. Pronitchev# , S. Kazakov, FNAL, Batavia, IL 60510, USA
Proton Improvement Plan-II at Fermilab has designed an
800MeV superconducting pulsed linac which is also
capable of running in CW mode. The high energy section
from 185MeV to 800MeV will be using cryomodules with
two types of 650MHz elliptical cavities. Both types of
cryomodules will include six 5-cell elliptical cavities. Each
cavity will have one coupler. Updated design of the 650
MHz main coupler is reported.

INTRODUCTION
A multi-MW proton accelerator facility based on an Hlinear accelerator using superconducting RF technology,
Proton Improvement Plan-II (PIP II), is being developed at

Fermilab to support the intensity frontier research in
elementary particle physics. The high energy section from
185MeV to 800MeV will be using two types of 650MHz
elliptical cavities. The low beta (LB), βg =0.61 portion
would accelerate proton from 185MeV-500MeV, while
high beta (HB), βg = 0.92 portion of the linac would
accelerate from 500 to 800 MeV. Both types of
cryomodules will include six 5-cell elliptical cavities. [1]
Each cavity will have one coupler, see Figure 1. Coupler is
compatible with both types of 650 MHz cavities. Each HB
cavity requires ~100 kW CW RF power for 5 mA beam
current operation This paper presents updated mechanical
design of main coupler for PXIE HB and LB 650 MHz
cavities.

Figure 1: Cross sectional view of HB 650 MHz cryomodule.

___________________________________________

* Work supported by DOE.
#
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Figure 2: Cross sectional view of 650 MHz main coupler.

COUPLER DESIGN

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

The coupler structure is presented in Figure 2.
Main components of Coupler include a vacuum part
connected to input waveguide section with flexible coaxial
line. The input waveguide section is followed by a
capacitor and instrumentation box. Since the previous
publication [2], several changes were made in the design
of the 650MHz main power coupler

two thermal intercepts (at “5K” and “80K”) located
between cavity flange and ceramic window. In order to
reduce secondary electron emission the vacuum side of the
ceramic window is coated with TiN. The copper antenna
is hollow. It is cooled with dry compressed air. Matching
element is placed on the antenna. It will also shield ceramic
window surface from charged particles.
The second version is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Vacuum part, copper coated version.

Figure 3: Vacuum part, EM shields version.
We prepared two versions of 650 MHz coupler vacuum
parts: one with electromagnetic (EM) and another with
copper coated outer conductor.
The first version is shown on Figure 3. It consists of a 4
inch OD stainless steel outer conductor with a wall
thickness of 0.6 mm, 3” diameter copper EM shields, a 0.5
inch OD copper antenna, and a 4” OD and 6 mm thick
ceramic window. To prevent possible cavity contamination
with copper flakes the inside surface of an outer conductor
is not coated with copper. The coupler outer conductor has

For this version vacuum part of the coupler consists of a
3” OD stainless steel outer conductor with a wall thickness
of 0.6 mm, a copper antenna, and a ceramic window. The
inside surface of an outer conductor is coated with copper.
We use the same ceramic window with antenna assembly
on both versions.
The warm part consists of a flexible coaxial line, Tjunction, capacitor and instrumentation box. The flexible
coaxial line includes copper tubes, which are soft soldered
to electrodeposited nickel alloy bellow coated with a thin
layer of copper. One side of coaxial line ends with a
diamond seal vacuum flange and another one with a
modified 3 1/8 coaxial flange. The inner conductor located
in the warm part of the coupler has a bigger diameter than
7: Accelerator Technology Main Systems
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the antenna. This design allows to apply high voltage bias
to the antenna and supress possible multipactor. The
instrumentation box located at the end of the coupler has
the compressed air and high voltage bias connections.
Inside of the box there is a photomultiplier that monitors
ceramic surface activities.

THERMAL PROPERTY OF 650 MHZ
COUPLER WITH EM SHIELDS
Simulations of thermal properties were done for 300 kW,
CW, TW (matching load). Result are presented in the
Table 1 and Figure 5.
Table 1: Results of Thermal Properties Simulations
2K

5K

70K

293K

Air

Static (0
kW), W

0.01

0.6

3.2

- 1.8

-2.1

Total (300
kW ), W

1.4

1.6

10.2

33

195

Figure 5: Results of thermal properties simulations.

CONCLUSIONS
The design of the 650 MHz Main Coupler for PXIE has
been updated based on tests results of 325 MHz couplers
and on new ideas.

[1] V. Lebedev et al., "The PIP-II Reference Design Report",
Fermilab, 2015.
[2] S. Kazakov et al., “Main Couplers for Project X,” in Proc.
IPAC 2012, New Orleans, LA, USA, p. 2324.
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THE USE OF KF STYLE FLANGES IN LOW PARTICULATE
APPLICATIONS*
K. R. Kendziora†, J. Angelo, C. Baffes, D. Franck, R. Kellett, Fermi National Accelerator
Laboratory, Batavia, U.S.A.
Abstract
As SCRF particle accelerator technology advances the
need for “low particulate” and “particle free” vacuum systems becomes greater and greater. In the course of the operation of these systems, there comes a time when various
instruments have to be temporarily attached for diagnostic
purposes: RGAs, leak detectors, and additional pumps. In
an effort to make the additions of these instruments easier
and more time effective, we propose to use KF style
flanges for these types of temporary diagnostic connections. This document will describe the tests used to compare the particles generated using the assembly of the,
widely accepted for “particle free” use, conflat flange to
the proposed KF style flange, and demonstrate that KF
flanges produce comparable or even less particles.

2.75” conflat), but only a seal and clamp, time is saved in
cleaning and prep-work. Making up a conflat flange can
take approximately one minute per fastener, a KF connection can be assembled in a matter of seconds.
A KF style flange can be assembled with the same, or
even less particles generated in the vacuum space, as a traditional conflat flange.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
It is well established that particulate contamination can
be damaging to SCRF cavities [1]. Conventionally, allmetal sealing systems with specific assembly practices are
used for permanent vacuum assembly on such systems
(e.g. [2]). When an accelerator with “particle free” components operates, vacuum diagnostics need to be performed. Diagnostics are used to discover the cause of
strange beam behaviour, why the vacuum pressure is high,
or even if the vacuum gauges are still working properly.
When diagnostics need to be performed, often equipment
such as RGAs, vacuum pumps, and additional gauges need
to be added and then removed from the system once the
diagnostics have been completed.
The preferred flange type for particle free applications at
Fermilab has been a conflat flange with 316 stainless steel
studs and either silicon bronze or titanium nuts. This combination provides a reliable, non-permeable seal. The
drawbacks to using a conflat are the time it takes to prep
the hardware, the cost of the hardware, the time required to
make up the flange and more particulates are released
while making up the flange. For temporary diagnostic
equipment that has to be installed and removed in a relatively short time span, it would be more cost effective and
time efficient to use a KF style flange. A KF style flange
not only would cut down on time required to process the
hardware but also in assembling the flange. This time savings becomes most critical in a “shutdown” situation where
the accelerator has to be turned off for repairs, and there is
a limited amount of time to perform the needed tasks. By
not having to prepare 12 nuts and 6 studs (in the case of a

Figure 1: Test Fixture.

TEST ENVIRONMENT AND SETUP
A 2.75” conflat and a KF-40 flange were used since they
are similar in size and are fairly common interfaces for vacuum diagnostic equipment. All the hardware was cleaned
ultrasonically in a 1% solution of deionized (DI) water and
Micro 90 for stainless steel hardware and a 1% solution of
DI water and Citranox for the Si bronze hardware. The
hardware was rinsed off with clean DI water. The tests
were performed in a class 10 cleanroom. The KF and conflat flanges where blown off with ionized boil-off nitrogen
until 0 counts were achieved on a Climet 450t particle
counter. The hardware was also blown off to the same 0
count level of cleanliness. The conflat flanges were assembled on a test stand to mitigate the introduction of particles
generated from the flanges rolling around on the cleanroom
bench. (see Fig. 1)
To help ensure repeatable results, a torque wrench was
used to tighten the nuts on the conflat flange and the clamp
on the KF flange. The conflat flange nuts were tightened to
16 Nm per the manufacturer’s specification. The KF-40
flanges were tightened to 3.4 Nm to simulate finger tight
since these clamps are typically tightened by hand.

___________________________________________

* Operated by Fermi Research Alliance, LLC under Contract No. DEAC02-07CH11359 with the United States Department of Energy.
† kylek@fnal.gov
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Figure 2: Internal Particle Counts. Bar height represents mean particle count across all samples. Error bar (Black bracket

bars) +/- 1 standard deviation.

Experimental and data analysis techniques largely follow the methods developed in [3]. Once the conflat hardware was blown down to a 0 particle count the studs were
threaded into a nut and then inserted into the flange. After
the first two studs were put into place, one hole apart, the
second nut was installed to leave a gap for the copper gasket. The flange was rotated so that the two studs were in
the 5 and 7 o’clock positions. The gasket was gently
dropped into place. Once the gasket was in place a third
stud was inserted into the top hole (12 o’clock position)
and all the studs were hand tightened to hold the gasket in
place. Using the torque wrench the studs were tightened to
16 Nm in a star pattern. During the stud tightening procedure, the particle counter horn was placed under the flange
to trap the particles generated during the flange assembly.
Once the studs were all tightened the particle counter horn
was moved to be aligned with the tube and ionize boil-off
nitrogen was blown through the assembly and into the particle counter until 0 counts were reached. This step was
done to measure the number of particles that would be introduced into the vacuum system itself. These particles are
the ones we are most concerned about because they can affect the performance of SRF cavities. Blowing out the vacuum space, under normal field conditions, is not usually an
option. This procedure was followed for the remaining 19
conflat flanges. For each flange time stamps were recorded
to distinguish between the different stages of the test to aid
in data analysis.

KF-40
The KF-40 nipples replaced the conflat spools in the test
fixture and they were blown off along with the clamp, Viton o-ring and centering ring. (see Fig. 3) Once 0 counts
were reached, the particle counter horn was moved to be

directly under the flanges then the o-ring and center ring
were carefully placed in one side of the flange. Next, the
other half of the flange is gently put into place and the
clamp is wrapped around the flange and tightened to 3.4
Nm. Once the clamp was tight, the particle counter horn
was placed at one end of the tube and nitrogen was blown
through it until 0 counts were reached. This procedure was
followed for the remaining 19 flanges.

Figure 3: KF-40 nipples and hardware.

DATA COLLECTED

After the data for 20 flanges of each type was collected
some interesting observations could be made. The KF
flanges produced lower mean counts on average in both the
external and internal measurements. (see Figs. 2 and 4)
Standard deviations are large, suggesting significant influence of outliers. The influence of outliers, particularly
high-particle-count events can be seen in the histogram of
sample results (see Fig. 5).
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Figure 4: External particle count. Bar height represents mean particle count across all samples. Error bar +/- 1 standard
deviation.
not work for permanent installations due to the possibility
CONCLUSION
of degradation in radiation and the fact that the Viton oAs we can see from the data collected during this exper- ring will permeate to some degree and limit the ultimate
iment a KF-40 style flange produces less overall particles pressure that is achievable in a system that employs KF
and introduces less particles into the vacuum space itself connections. These are the primary reasons for only using
when compared with the widely accepted conflat style KF connections for temporary or diagnostic applications.
flange. While the KF flange is a “cleaner” flange, it will But by using KF flanges for diagnostic connection, vacuum
system down time and material cost can be minimized.
.
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Figure 5: Particle count distribution for 20 samples, summed across all particle sizes.
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SUPERCONDUCTING COIL WINDING MACHINE CONTROL SYSTEM*
J. M. Nogiec†, S. Kotelnikov, A. Makulski, K. Trombly-Freytag, D. Walbridge
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, Batavia, IL 60510, USA

The Spirex coil winding machine is used at Fermilab to
build coils for superconducting magnets. Recently this machine was equipped with a new control system, which allows operation from both a computer and a portable remote
control unit. This control system is distributed between
three layers, implemented on a PC, real-time target, and
FPGA, providing respectively HMI, operational logic and
direct controls. The system controls motion of all mechanical components and regulates the cable tension. Safety is
ensured by a failsafe, redundant system.

INTRODUCTION
The need to wind superconducting coils for LHC Accelerator Research Program (LARP) led to a project to equip
the Spirex coil winding machine with a control system
based on up-to-date technology and to provide the machine
with a safety system that meets current safety policies [1].
The winder machine is about 11 m long with a bridge
that moves along a track and supports a rotating boom
holding a spool of cable and providing cable tension, and
the mandrel supporting the coil with its winding fixture
(Fig. 1).
The control system was designed to provide necessary
functionality for winding coils, including automatically
keeping the proper cable tension and cable spool elevation,
synchronizing motors for mandrel tilt and bridge motion,
and providing interlocks to prevent material or equipment
damage.

crate. All of the control signals to and from the machine
hardware are routed through an interface box, which also
contains a heartbeat watchdog circuit.
Two wireless CAN transmitters are connected to the
cRIO crate, allowing for control of the machine from the
remote console. Vital machine parameters are displayed on
two large LED displays located on both sides of the bridge.

SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE
The control system was designed with the following layered architecture:
 HMI Layer - modules residing on the HMI computer implementing the user interface and data
storage.
 Operational Logic Layer - modules that provide
operational logic residing on the real-time (RT)
target computer.
 Direct Control Layer - FPGA code that interfaces
I/O signals and implements fast and deterministic
behavior, such as motion control, motion synchronization, tension and reel regulation and interlocks.
 Hardware Layer – actual hardware elements including motors, sensors, actuators, and switches.

Figure 2: Touch screen user interface.
Figure 1: Coil winding machine.

COMPUTERS AND INSTRUMENTATION
The computer and data acquisition (DAQ) hardware
consists of a PC-based station connected via a private network to a CompactRIO (cRIO) [2] crate with I/O modules
and a processor running a real-time operating system. An
extension crate is connected via Ether CAT to the cRIO
* Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under contract no.
DE-AC02-07CH11359
† nogiec@fnal.gov

HMI Computer
The HMI computer’s software starts the tension control, and provides a graphical user interface (GUI) for controlling and monitoring the machine (Fig. 2). Although the
primary method of controlling the machine is via the remote console, the GUI on the HMI computer can perform
a larger set of functions. The current state of the machine,
including its position, tension, mandrel angle etc. can be
viewed on the HMI computer display, even when the machine is being controlled by the remote console. All software exceptions as well as important events are both
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Figure 3: Software architecture.
logged to files and appear on the GUI, including the history
of all motions performed by the machine.
The HMI computer’s software communicates with the
RT target over TCP/IP, with separate streams used for logging events, saving state and sending control requests.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Real-Time Target Computer
The software on the real-time target computer consists
of several functionally distinct modules (Fig. 3):
 Executive, a module implementing operational
logic as a state machine that receives events (commands) on its input queue and processes them depending on its current state. The commands may
be sent by the CAN bus communication module
(commands from the remote console) and/or the
TCP/IP Communicator server (commands from
the HMI computer). It also periodically places information about the current state in the input
queue of the TCP/IP Communicator server.
 State Monitor, a server that receives data from all
the components in the system. It assembles the
data into a status data structure and places the data
in the input queue of the TCP/IP Communicator
server. That server will then send the structure to
the registered client application running on the
HMI computer. The state monitor also receives
the heartbeat signals from all vital components
and passes these signals to the executive server.
 TCP/IP Communicator, a server implementing
communication with the HMI computer, capable
of concurrently sending state, log messages, status information and receiving control commands.
 CAN Bus Communicator, a module that implements communication with the remote control







panel and the auxiliary control unit (a small remote allowing for disabling all movement) over
the wireless CAN bus. The software for the CAN
communication is divided between the FPGA and
RT computer, which communicate using queues.
The RT portion receives a stream of CAN transmissions, which is filtered and checked for
changes in individual signals. Detected signal
transitions are then translated into events, which
are placed in the executive’s input queue. Interruptions in transmissions are also communicated
to the executive module. Using a separate queue,
the RT portion receives short messages regarding
tension or state that are displayed on the control
panel.
Motor Control, a proxy for the FPGA implementation of motor control, which communicates with
the FPGA motor control implementation.
Interlock Service, a module monitoring the system and reacting to situations when the interlock
logic detects an abnormal/exceptional situation.
It then automatically disables the machine and
communicates this event to the executive.
Large Display, a module responsible for handling
the two large LED showing cable tension and cable reel position.
Utilities packages that are available for use by
other modules, including logging, error reporting
and property services, which provide standard
methods for storing parameters, calibration values
and constants.
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FPGA
The FPGA is directly connected to the I/O modules for
high-performance access and guarantees almost no control
latency for system responses. Because of the FPGA speed
and determinism, it is used not only to interface I/O signals,
but to implement PID control loops for the servo motors,
the RT software heartbeat protection, CAN bus communication and the interlock logic.
The FPGA code is distributed between the main (master)
chassis and the EtherCAT [3] slave extension chassis.

HEARTBEAT
The heartbeat signal is used to increase the dependability of the machine. All major components responsible for
the correct behavior of the machine, including the motors,
the interlock logic, state monitoring and the operational
logic must function properly in order for the heartbeat signal to be generated. The state monitor collects the heartbeat signals from the motors and the interlock server, and
when all have been received it passes the heartbeat signal
to the executive, which sends it to the heartbeat monitor
implemented in the FPGA. If the heartbeat monitor times
out waiting for the signal, it will perform the heartbeat
lost procedure, which stops and disables the machine.

MOTOR AND TENSION CONTROL
The machine has several servo motors controlling the
motion of its elements, including the bridge, mandrel,
boom, tension system and reel. These controls involve not
only regulating the motor speed, but also monitoring the
distance based on encoder readouts, monitoring the end
switches, and controlling the brakes. The servomotors are
controlled by PID regulators implemented in the FPGA.
For motion requiring multiple motors (both the bridge and
the mandrel) synchronization of motion on the same axis is
also done in the FPGA.
The motion of the bridge is accompanied by a horn alert
and requires blowers to be activated (to remove small objects from the tracks).
All motion can be inhibited by the operator via the HMI
GUI, remote control or the auxiliary control unit (the system enters the inhibit software state) or disabled/terminated by removing power to all the motors (using the hardware push buttons).
Keeping the cable tension constant, a non-trivial problem in situations where the length of the cable changes with
varying speeds, has been addressed by a PID controller
with feed forward augmentation and low-pass filters.
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operational errors. The safety system has been constructed
to be both redundant and failsafe.
During the operation of the machine, each operator must
always be aware of location of the safety devices, which
include Emergency Stop buttons, protective safety bumpers, the mandrel safety rope, interlocks, lights and signage.
To facilitate operator awareness, two light trees are
mounted on the system, with various combinations of colors and lights representing different actions or conditions
of the winding machine.

CONCLUSION
The Spirex magnet coil winder has been equipped with
a new control system, which allows operation from both a
computer and a remote control unit. The control system has
a layered architecture with software distributed between a
PC, a real-time target, and FPGA, providing respectively
the HMI, operational logic and controls. Regulation of servomotors propelling the bridge, mandrel, and boom and
their synchronization is implemented in FPGA, which also
hosts a PID controller with feed forward augmentation to
control the tension.
Extra attention was given to safety aspects resulting in
the development of a failsafe, redundant safety system with
interlocks, including protection for the operator, the machine, and the superconducting cable.
This system has been in operation since mid-2016, winding coils for superconducting magnets as part of the LARP
project. Although the initial need is for winding quadrupole
coils for the LHC IR upgrade magnet MQXF, the machine
is capable of winding coils of various lengths and types.
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SAFETY SYSTEMS
For a machine with several large and powerful moving
parts, both training and experience are necessary for machine operation. In addition, the system has several safety
features designed and built in to protect both the operators
and the equipment against such situations as accidental
over tension, or fast movement of the cable due to
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PROGRESS ON THE DESIGN OF A PERPENDICULARLY BIASED 2nd
HARMONIC CAVITY FOR THE FERMILAB BOOSTER*
R. L. Madrak†, J. E. Dey, K. L. Duel, J. C. Kuharik, W. A. Pellico, J. S. Reid, G. Romanov,
M. Slabaugh, D. Sun, C. Y. Tan, I. Terechkine,
Fermilab, Batavia, IL 60510
Abstract
A perpendicularly biased 2nd harmonic cavity is being
designed and built for the Fermilab Booster. Its purpose is
to flatten the bucket at injection and thus change the longitudinal beam distribution to decrease space charge effects. It can also help at extraction. The cavity frequency
range is 76 – 106 MHz.
The power amplifier will be built using the Y567B tetrode, which is also used for the fundamental mode cavities in the Fermilab Booster. We discuss recent progress
on the cavity, the biasing solenoid design and plans for
testing the tuner's garnet material.

will be removed by water cooling. The required gap voltage in the cavity to improve capture during injection (75 –
82 MHz) is peak = 100 kV. The cavity can only be
useful at transition if two are available because the required voltage exceeds 100 kV. For extraction, the required voltage is smaller. In the present CST model of the
=
/ ) are 192 kΩ at
cavity, the shunt impedances (
76 MHz and 361 kΩ at 106 MHz. The design has converged regarding issues 1 - 6 enumerated above. Solutions
to such problems, such as the use of magnetic shimming
to make the magnetic field in the tuner more uniform, are
discussed in previous proceedings including [2].

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

HISTORY
Perpendicularly biased prototype cavities have been
constructed in the past: at LANL, where the same cavity
was later shipped to TRIUMF and tested with some modifications. SSCL was planning to use a perpendicularly
biased cavity for the Low Energy Booster (LEB). Both
the LANL/TRIUMF and SSCL cavities were tested at
high power but neither have ever operated with beam.
The required tuning range of the FNAL 2nd Harmonic
cavity (76 – 106 MHz) is even larger than that of its predecessors, (46.1 – 60.8 MHz for LANL and 47.5 – 60
MHz for SSCL [1]) so the design is challenging. Among
the concerns are: 1) Achieving the required tuning range
using a realistic bias magnetic field, 2) Taking into account higher local permeability and heating of the garnet
in areas with low magnetic field, 3) Keeping the magnetic
field in the tuner as uniform as possible, 4) Transfer and
removal of heat without the use of toxic materials (i.e.
BeO), or those that would generate mixed waste (oil), 5)
Including the power tetrode in the RF model to take into
account the impact of its output capacitance and strong
coupling to the cavity on the tuning range, 6) Avoiding air
bubbles (which could cause sparking) in the adhesive
used to fill any air gaps in the tuner, and 7) Choosing the
adhesives and assembly techniques to minimize RF losses
in this adhesive without compromising heat transfer.

CAVITY DESIGN
The tuner is constructed using a stack of rings of garnet
(National Magnetics AL-800), for tuning, and alumina, to
transfer the heat to the outer and inner surfaces, where it
___________________________________________

Operated by Fermi Research Alliance, LLC under Contract No. DE-AC02-07CH11359 with the United States
Department of Energy
†madrak@fnal.gov

*

Figure 1: The present cavity design
Since the magnetic field in the garnet rings of the tuner
is not uniform, it is critical to know the static permeability
and magnetic loss tangent for any bias magnetic
field level within the tuner. As the vendor does not provide such data, it was necessary to measure these quantities in material samples. These first measurements are
discussed in [3].
The size of the power tube and various mechanical requirements made the power tube cavity comparable in
size and stored energy with the accelerating cavity itself.
Implementation of the initial design of the power tube
cavity in the cavity design dramatically lowered the operating frequency, and reduced the tuning range and overall
effectiveness. Our attempts to take the power tube into
account using simplified models with lumped elements to
find a solution were not entirely successful. Progress was
made after we developed a power tube model as close as
7: Accelerator Technology Main Systems
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possible to the real one, though it pushed us to the limits
of our computing capabilities. The “realistic” tube model
was verified during the power amplifier tests [2] and then
applied to the cavity design. With the use of this “brute
force” approach we developed a special socket for the
power tube to reduce the electrical length of the tube
cavity, optimized its shape and the shape of the internal
“shroud” to reduce stored energy and restore tuning range
(see Fig. 2). Increasing the frequency at the high end of
the tuning curve is especially important, because it significantly reduces the required maximum bias current. Also,
the simulations assured us that the accelerating voltage of
100 kV now is real over the entire frequency range. Finally, incorporating a realistic model of the tube also allowed
us to verify that the impedance seen by the tube is one
that it can drive.

MOPOB28

Cooling piping of the RF part of the tuner, which removes ~2 kW of average power deposited in the garnet
material (see [4] for details), will also be taken out radially through the space occupied by the coil and openings in
the flux return. Taking into account these restrictions, it is
assumed that the bias coil will have ~50 turns.
The power loss in the winding was evaluated given the
current rise required for the desired frequency ramp (Fig.
4). The average power dissipated as heat can be as high as
6.5 kW; the corresponding cooling provision requires four
parallel cooling circuits – one per layer of the coil.

Figure 3: Schematic geometry of the bias system. Dimensions are in mm.

Figure 2: Tuning curves before and after optimization of
the power tube cavity.

BIAS SYSTEM DESIGN

Figure 4: Required bias current ramp during the active
part of the accelerating cycle.
To avoid saturation in the pole part of the flux return, it
must be assembled with a sufficiently high surface density. This also helps in avoiding undesirable variation of the
magnetic field on the surface of the garnet material due to
the gaps between the laminated pole blocks.
With a total current I·w = 62.5 kA-turns, which corresponds to the end of the transition cycle, the current in the
coil is 1250 A. At this current the maximum flux density
in the steel reaches 1.8 T; although this is acceptable for
the chosen material, making the pole parts thicker may
reduce power loss due to hysteresis and eddy currents.
At the frequency of 75.73 MHz, I·w = 7.4 kA-turns,
which corresponds to an excitation current of 148 A. At
this current, the maximum value of the permeability in the
garnet is ~12.5 – much larger than the average value of
3.5, which determines the frequency. Large values of the
maximum permeability are associated with a correspond-
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The cavity frequency sweep is achieved by changing
the bias magnetic field in the tuner. The repetition rate of
the booster is 15 Hz; within each 33 ms acceleration cycle
the second harmonic cavity will be used twice for 3 ms
intervals, at injection and transition (or for 1 ms at extraction).
The relatively fast frequency change at injection requires a corresponding change in the bias field, so the flux
return of the magnetic system must be designed taking
into account the magnetic saturation and the impact of the
eddy currents. Lack of longitudinal space due to the presence of a bulky tetrode (Fig. 1) forces us to use a flux
return assembled using 0.025” thick M15 silicon steel
laminations.
A cross-section of the magnetic bias system with the
garnet rings of the RF tuner, which heavily impact the
uniformity of the bias magnetic field, is shown in Fig. 3.
The coil is wound using standard 0.41” square copper
wire with a Ø0.229” hole for cooling water. Geometrically, 60 turns of the wire can fit in the window of the flux
return, but a portion of the longitudinal space in the wind
ing will be occupied by current leads, which come out
radially through the gaps between the blocks of the flux
return.
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ing low level of local magnetic field and high density of
RF loss. A specially shaped garnet ring shown in Fig. 5
helps keep the maximum value of the permeability under
control; without it, the field can be too close to the gyromagnetic resonance value of ~32 Oe at 75 MHz.
The concept design of the system will be iteratively finalized following the development in the cavity design.

Figure 6: Setup for the measurement of the RF properties
of assembled garnet rings. Dimensions are in mm.
The range of the magnetic field in the magnet and the
design of the cavity are adjusted so that the properties can
be measured from ~75 MHz to ~110 MHz. One of major
requirements for the design is reproducibility of the
measurement results after the magnet and the cavity are
disassembled and reassembled to install a new garnet
ring.

EPOXY LOSS TANGENT
Figure 5: Permeability in the garnet material at 148 A.
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GARNET MATERIAL PROPERTIES
Each garnet ring in the tuner will be assembled using
eight 45° sectors. To limit RF loss in the garnet, it is essential to have similar RF properties (resonance linewidth
and saturation magnetization) in all sectors of each ring.
The resonance linewidth must be kept as narrow as possible. Nevertheless, as the RF properties of the material
depend on many factors, such as the purity and the proportions of the components in the mix, size of the grains,
uniformity of the mix, temperature and its gradients during firing, etc., variations in the linewidth parameter are
inevitable. To have some control over the local properties
of the garnet rings, parameters of each sector will be
measured using “witness” samples cut from the garnet
material bricks after firing. Based on the measurement
results, a choice will be made on how to combine the
sectors in each ring. After the rings are assembled by
epoxying the sectors together, the final machining will be
done and RF properties of each assembly measured in a
specially designed test setup. This setup consists of an RF
test cavity loaded with one assembled garnet ring and
installed in a gap of a special magnet that generates a
sufficiently uniform magnetic field in the ring. Figure 6
shows schematically the design of the setup.

Stycast 2850FT with Catalyst 9 was chosen to assemble
the garnet rings and to join them to the alumina because
of its relatively high thermal conductivity (1.25 W/m-K).
As the manufacturer specifies the dielectric constant and
dissipation factor only at 1 MHz ( = 5.01 and tan =
0.028), it was necessary to measure the loss factor in the
frequency range of the harmonic cavity. A 76 MHz quarter wave resonator was constructed from three pieces of
standard 3-1/8” transmission line. A 2” thick ring of
epoxy with OD and ID of ~3” and 1.375” respectively,
was made to fit into the high electric field end of the resonator. The quality factor Q was measured with and without the epoxy sample. Without epoxy, it was 1628, though
the simulation predicted 2342. The difference is presumably due to imperfect contact at joints, but may be approximated by changing the conductivity of the whole device.
The conductivity of copper in the simulation was scaled
down until the measured and simulated values of Q with
no epoxy agreed. An analytical approximation of Q with
epoxy resulted in tan
= 0.017. This value was then
used in the simulation with epoxy, in which case the
measured and simulated values were 235 and 230. Thus
the conclusion from this measurement is tan = 0.017,
substantially smaller than the vendor’s value of 0.028 at 1
MHz. As a check of the sensitivity, the value of tan in
the simulation was increased to 0.03, in which case the
simulation predicted Q = 138.

CONCLUSION
Progress on a perpendicularly biased 2nd harmonic cavity was presented. In particular, cavity design issues were
summarized and the present design was discussed. The
design for the bias system was outlined, and measurements of the loss factor for the epoxy to be used were
presented.
The authors are satisfied with the cavity design. Mechanical design and manufacturing has begun.
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MEASUREMENTS OF THE PROPERTIES OF GARNET MATERIAL FOR
TUNING A 2ND HARMONIC CAVITY FOR THE FERMILAB BOOSTER∗
R. L. Madrak† , W. A. Pellico, G. Romanov, C. Y. Tan, I. Terechkine
Fermilab, Batavia, IL 60510, USA
MATERIAL PROPERTIES

Abstract
A perpendicularly biased 2nd harmonic cavity is being
designed and built for the Fermilab Booster, to help with
injection and extraction. Tunable accelerating cavities were
previously designed and prototyped at LANL, TRIUMF,
and SSCL for use at ∼45-60 MHz (LANL at 50-84 MHz).
The required frequency range for FNAL is 76 - 106 MHz.
The garnet material chosen for the tuner is AL-800. To
reliably model the cavity, its static permeability and loss
tangent must be well known. As this information is not
supplied by the vendor or in publications of previous studies,
a first order evaluation of these properties was made using
material samples. This paper summarizes the results of the
corresponding measurements.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
A perpendicularly biased (as opposed to parallel biased)
design of a second harmonic cavity has been pursued because the former should have a substantially higher shunt
impedance. The cavity design and status is discussed in [1].
Various types of garnets are available and the choice of
National Magnetics AL-800 (aluminum doped garnet) was
based on a balance between an acceptable saturation magnetization (4πMs ) and Curie temperature. In the case of
perpendicular bias, operation is in the saturation region and
this results in much lower power loss than in the case of the
“traditional” parallel biased ferrite.
As the magnetic bias is achieved by using a realistic
solenoid, non-uniformity of the magnetic field in the garnet
can have a significant impact on the local permeability and
the loss tangent. If a local working point is near gyromagnetic resonance, significant local power loss can render the
device non-operational if the temperature exceeds the Curie
temperature, and even result in mechanical damage due to
temperature gradient induced stress.
Knowing the local working point of the garnet over
the whole tuning range requires reliable information about
the permeability (µ), permittivity (), and loss tangents
tan δµ and tan δ . This paper presents results of first studies
of the static permeability and RF losses that were performed
using existing material samples and a biasing solenoid which
was already on-hand. This approach helped to deliver the
necessary information, but required an elaborate (and iterative) approach. More precise measurements are planned,
using witness samples of the material fabricated for the cavity.
∗
†
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The ability to accurately model the cavity is key to the
success of the design. In particular, it is necessary to know
the permeability as a function of magnetic field. The real
and imaginary parts µ0 and µ00 determine the tuning range
and losses, respectively. The magnetic field in the tuner is
never perfectly uniform, and in order to properly model the
device, these properties must be known at every point in
the tuner for all bias settings. In the following sections, we
describe our measurements of the static permeability and
the loss tangent using the available set of AL-800 garnet
rings (3.0” OD, 0.65” ID, and 0.5” thick).

STATIC PERMEABILITY
The static magnetization curve was extracted by iteratively
adjusting the magnetization curve used in the simulation of
the setup, until the simulation results matched measurements.
The initial µ(B) curve was a guess based on the vendor’s
data for the initial permeability (∼ 50 ) and a theoretical
value for large B.
A sketch of the setup is shown in Fig. 1. The ten stacked
rings are placed inside of the solenoid, which has a flux
return on the bottom and sides, made from CMD-10 and
G4 ferrite. The solenoid’s length, ID and OD are 177.8 mm,
100 mm, and 305 mm, respectively. The number of turns
is 112. A steel plug was inserted on top to improve the
uniformity of the magnetic field within the samples.
Three different magnetometer/hall probe pairs were available for measurement, and they were cross calibrated inside
of the solenoid with no garnet. The hall probes were placed
between rings, on the top, bottom, and middle of the stack.
Magnetic field was measured with each probe as a function
of solenoid current.

Figure 1: Setup concept for the measurement of the static
magnetization.
The iteratively obtained magnetization curve was gradually changed starting with low current. At each new current
7: Accelerator Technology Main Systems
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level, changes to the magnetization curve used at the previous level were made until the modeling result matched the
measurement data. The existence of 1 mm gaps between
rings (due to the presence of the probes) had a significant
impact on the field distribution within the sample material,
especially near the edges of the rings; it was necessary to
take this into account in the modeling. The iterative modeling was accepted as converged when changes to the curve
µ(B) become smaller than the spread in the measurement
data. The final magnetization curve is shown in Fig. 2. A
comparison between the magnetic probe readings and the
simulated magnetic field at the same locations (using the
final magnetization curve) is shown in Fig. 3.
Note that for the real cavity being designed and discussed
in [1], the maximum (averaged over the garnet) value of µ0
is ∼3.5. Although this is the average value, the local value of
the permeability, being a function of the local magnetic field,
can be significantly greater. Thus the full magnetization
curve is needed for the cavity modeling, unless one can
make sure that the magnetic field is sufficiently uniform.

MOPOB29

for the static permeability measurements, which allowed
measurements for a range a frequencies. Again a steel plug
was placed on top of the cavity, to help with the field uniformity. The quality factor Q of the cavity was measured at
various settings of the bias current. As the Q is an integrated
quantity, and the loss tangent depends on the magnitude of
the magnetic field and the frequency, an iterative approach
was used (as before) since the field in the sample is not
uniform.
Weakly coupled probes were used for the excitation and
for measurement of S21 with a network analyzer.

Figure 4: Measurement setup for tan δµ .

Figure 3: Comparison between measured values and values
predicted by a model, using the extracted magnetization
curve. Values are B as a function of solenoid current.

LOSS TANGENT
To measure the magnetic loss tangent of the garnet, a test
resonator was constructed using the same set of garnet rings
used for the static permeability studies. The measurement
setup is shown in Fig. 4. The cavity was the quarter-wave
coaxial type with the garnet rings as a filler material. The
resonator is placed inside of the same solenoid that was used

Figure 5: Field map in the sample for Isol = 30 A. The x
axis is the radial coordinate, and the y axis is the axis of
the cavity and cylindrical ring stack. Only one half of the
cavity/sample (in the radial direction) is shown.
Figure 6 shows measured values of Q as a function of
Isol . Resonant frequencies of the cavity range between 78
and 121 MHz. The significant increase in power loss at
currents below 35 A can be attributed to onset of gyromagnetic resonance somewhere in the sample. Power losses in
the cavity are resistive (copper), dielectric (garnet tan δ ),
and magnetic (tan δµ ). The resistive losses are calculable
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Figure 2: Extracted magnetization curve µ(B)

Figure 5 shows a field map in the sample for 30 A current
in the solenoid (Isol ). The frequency of the cavity is 84 MHz,
where the gyromagnetic resonance would occur at 30 Oe.
The minimum field in the sample is ∼ 50 Oe. Note that,
without the steel plug, even for Isol = 40 A, a large fraction
of the sample was in gyromagnetic resonance, and similar
resonances were observed (though in smaller volumes) up
to near the maximum value of the current.
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without difficulty since the conductivity of copper is well
known. National Magnetics has supplied a measurement of
tan δ =0.0001.

Figure 6: Measured and modeled Q of the resonator as a
function of Isol .
Magnetic power losses are traditionally characterized by
the loss coefficient α [2]. Since α  1, neglecting terms
proportional to α 2 :
tan δµ =

αωω M (ω02 + ω2 )
µ00
=
µ0
(ω02 − ω2 )(ω02 − ω2 + ω M ω0 )

(1)
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where ω = 2π f is the RF frequency, ω0 = µ0 γH0 is the precession frequency given H0 , the magnetic field in the material, γ = e/me is the gyromagnetic ratio, ωm = µ0 γ Ms , and
Ms is the saturation magnetization. For AL-800, µ0 Ms ≈
0.08 T (4πMs = 800 G).
Note that for the expression to be valid ω0 > ω and this
imposes a lower limit on H0 . Given that this requirement is
satisfied, for a material with properties parameterized by ωm
at a point with field given by ω0 , and RF frequency ω, the
loss tangent is proportional to α. It is unclear as to whether
α itself has a dependence on magnetic field. Some sources
argue that it is a constant [2], while others dispute this [3].

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

model predicted the same values for Q and f as were seen in
the data. Copper and dielectric losses are easily calculated
by simulation. Inputs to the simulation were manufacturer
measured values of dielectric constant ( = 13.8), tan δ =
0.0001, and 4πMS = 764 G. In addition, the static permeability curve described in the previous section was used. Results
are shown in Fig. 7. The sharp rise of α at low current can
be explained by the onset of the resonant condition in some
(initially small) parts of the sample. With the relatively low
excitation current in the current experimental setup, local
power loss can be orders of magnitude higher than the averaged one. Results can be trusted only for the cases were
resonance is nowhere within the material, Isol ≥ 40 A.

SUMMARY
The static permeability and RF loss tangent of the garnet
material AL-800 were evaluated using an iterative modeling approach. The obtained static magnetization curve
differs significantly from initial assumptions. In the authors’
opinions, the loss coefficient α (used in Eq. (1) to calculate
tan δµ ) should be considered constant over a wide range of
frequencies, where α = 0.0033. The increase in this quantity
at lower current is likely due to the onset of gyromagnetic
resonances within the material. This value of the loss coefficient agrees to within 10% of the value calculated (α
= 0.0036) based on the vendor’s data for the line width of
24 Oe, giving confidence in the measured value.
Given the above mentioned onset of gyromagnetic resonance, the biasing field equipment for devices using such
garnet should be designed to avoid field non-uniformity and
the resulting onset of this resonance. Taking this into consideration, a more refined setup for permeability measurements
is currently being constructed. This will be used to measure
parameters in witness samples of the material that will be
used in the 2nd harmonic cavity. In addition, a test system
(a cavity and a bias magnet) is being designed to perform
measurements on larger pieces of the actual garnet which
will be used in the cavity.
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Figure 7: Extracted value of the loss coefficient α as a function of solenoid current. The rise at lower currents is likely
due to an onset of gyromagnetic resonance.
Values of α for the AL-800 sample were determined for
each value of Isol by adjusting its value in the model until the
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DEVELOPMENT AND COMPARISON OF MECHANICAL STRUCTURES
FOR FNAL 15 T Nb3Sn DIPOLE DEMONSTRATOR*
I. Novitski, A.V. Zlobin#, FNAL, Batavia, IL 60510, USA

Abstract
Main design challenges for 15 T accelerator magnets
are large Lorentz forces at this field level. The large
Lorentz forces generate high stresses in the coil and
mechanical structure and, thus, need stress control to
maintain them at the acceptable level for brittle Nb3Sn
coils and other elements of magnet mechanical structure.
To provide these conditions and achieve the design field
in the FNAL 15 T dipole demonstrator, several
mechanical structures have been developed and analysed.
The possibilities and limitations of these designs are
discussed in this paper.

in the top and bottom sectors of the iron yoke, thus
reducing the iron filling factor in these areas to ~50%.
The axial Lorentz forces are supported by two thick end
plates connected by eight stainless steel tierods placed in
the dedicated holes in the iron yoke. This support
structure provides better stress management then the
original concept with stainless steel C-clamps and a thick
skin [4]. The cold mass transverse size is 610 mm. It is
limited by the inner diameter of the FNAL test cryostat.

INTRODUCTION

BASELINE MAGNET DESIGN
The baseline design of the 15 T dipole demonstrator
being developed at FNAL is described in [3]. It consists
of a 4-layer 60-mm aperture graded coil and cold 587
mm ID iron yoke separated from the coil by 2 mm spacer.
The baseline mechanical structure of the dipole
demonstrator is shown in Fig. 1. The coil uses two 15 mm
wide cables with 28 strands in the two innermost layers
and 40 strands in the two outermost layers. The inner and
outer cables are based on 1.0 mm and 0.7 mm Nb3Sn
strands respectivelly. The magnet maximum design bore
field is 15.61 T at 4.2 K and 17.04 T at 1.9 K.
The coil assembly is surrounded by a 2 mm thick
stainless steel spacer and supported by a vertically split
iron yoke locked by aluminum clamps. The yoke is
surrounded by a 12 mm thick stainless steel skin. The Ishaped clamps interleave with the iron yoke laminations

Figure 1: Baseline mechanical structure of FNAL 15 T
dipole demonstrator: 1 – Nb3Sn coil; 2 – stainless steel
coil-yoke spacer; 3 – iron yoke laminations; 4 –
aluminum I-clamp; 5 – stainless steel bolted skin; 6 –
axial tie rod; 7 – stainless steel end plate with
instrumented bullets; 8 – pusher ring.
The average transverse (azimuthal) stress in the pole
and mid-plane turns of the coil layers after assembly,
cooldown and at the design bore field of 15 T is shown in
Table 1. The peak equivalent stress after assembly and
after cooldown in pole 1 turn is 133 and 176 MPa
respectively. The increase of pre-stress in the pole turns
after cooldown is achieved by optimizing the gap between
the two iron yoke halves during assembly. The gap is
closed after cooldown and stays closed up to 15 T. At the
design bore field of 15 T, the peak equivalent stress is in
the innermost layer mid-plane turns and is less than 170
MPa.

ALTERNATIVE STRUCTURE
Mechanical structure based on cold iron blocks inside a
thick aluminium cylinder and key&bladder assembly
technique was selected as an alternative mechanical
structure for the FNAL 15 T dipole demonstrator [5]. This
structure concept was used for the HD magnet series at
LBNL [6] and by US-LARP for several large-aperture
high-field quadrupole models [7].

____________________________________________
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Nb3Sn magnets with a nominal operating field of 1516 T are being considered for the LHC energy upgrade
(HE-LHC) and a post-LHC Very High Energy pp
Collider (VHEppC) [1]. To demonstrate feasibility of the
15 T accelerator quality magnets, FNAL has started the
development of a single-aperture Nb3Sn dipole
demonstrator based on a 4-layer graded cos-theta coil
with 60 mm aperture and cold iron yoke [2].
Main design challenges for 15 T accelerator magnets
include large Lorentz forces at this field level. The large
Lorentz forces generate high stresses in the coil and
mechanical structure and, thus, need stress control to
maintain them below 150 MPa, which is acceptable for
brittle Nb3Sn coils. To provide these conditions and
achieve the design field in the FNAL 15 T dipole
demonstrator, several mechanical structures have been
developed and analyzed. The possibilities and limitations
of these designs are discussed in this paper.
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Table 1: Average Azimuthal Stress in Selected Turns
Azimuthal coil stress, MPa
Position in
coil
Assembly
Cooldown
B=15 T
Pole 1
88
138
9
Pole 2
46
75
21
Pole 3
64
97
36
Pole 4
62
95
62
Mid-plane
64
95
153
1
Mid-plane 2
65
107
127
Mid-plane 3
62
92
153
Mid-plane 4
66
103
153

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

The material properties used in the analysis are reported
in [3]. The variables were yoke-pad key sizes and
positions. The key criteria of the mechanical analysis
were a) maintaining the coils under compression up to the
design field of 15 T, and b) keeping the peak coil stress
below 150 MPa during magnet assembly and below 200
MPa during operation.
Analysis has shown that configuration #2 with 2-piece
pad and 4-piece iron yoke inside the 50-mm aluminum
shell meets the design criteria and is the most suitable for
the FNAL 15 T dipole demonstrator from both the
assembly and operation standpoints. Distributions of the
equivalent stress in the coil after assembly, cooldown and
at the bore field of 15 T for this configuration are shown
in Fig. 4.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 2: Four possible iron yoke configurations inside
the aluminum shell: 1 – 4-piece yoke and 4-piece pad; 2 4-piece yoke and 2-piece pad; 3 – 2-piece yoke and 4piece pad; 4 – 2-piece yoke and 2-piece pad.

Figure 3: ANSYS model of FNAL 15 T dipole
demonstrator with the alternative mechanical structure.
Four possible iron yoke and pad configurations, shown
in Fig. 2, and two aluminium shell thicknesses, 50 mm
and 70 mm, were studies. Finite element analysis using a
parametric 2D ANSYS model was performed for each
iron configuration and shell thickness to optimize the
stress in the coil and support structure, and to minimize
the magnet cross-section deformation during assembly,
cooldown and operation up to the design bore field of 15
T.
The ANSYS model of the FNAL 15 T dipole coils and
the alternative mechanical structure is shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 4: Coil stress diagrams in structure configuration
#2 with 50 mm thick Al shell.
7: Accelerator Technology Main Systems
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Table 2: Average Azimuthal Stress in Selected Turns.
Position in
coil
Pole 1
Pole 2
Pole 3
Pole 4
Mid-plane 1
Mid-plane 2
Mid-plane 3
Mid-plane 4

Azimuthal coil stress, MPa
Assembly
Cool down
B=15 T
89
168
3
45
87
21
65
123
37
61
113
63
59
99
149
66
134
127
61
107
153
67
131
157

MOPOB30

within acceptable limits during magnet assembly and
operation.

Table 3: Peak Equivalent Stress in Coil and Key
Structural Elements (MPa).

CONCLUSION
An alternative magnet support structure based on a
thick aluminum shell, 4-piece iron yoke and 2-piece iron
pad for the FNAL 15 T dipole demonstrator has been
studied and optimized to manage the large level of
Lorentz forces. It was shown that the new structure allows
keeping the stresses in the coil and support structure

Figure 5: Pole turn gaps at the bore field of 15 T in the
alternative (top,) and in the baseline structures (bottom,).
The largest partial gap, seen in both cases on the inner
edge of layer 3, is only 4 µm and 8 µm respectively.
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Baseline design
Design with Al shell
Structural
AssemCool
AssemCool
element
15 T
15 T
bly
down
bly
down
Coil
133
176 168 118
190
165
Yoke
115
353 448 174
308
364
Clamp
118
280 292
Skin
280
404 428 206
339
366
The average transverse (azimuthal) stress in the pole
and mid-plane turns of the coil layers at the reference
stages for the design with aluminum shell is summarized
in Table 2. This numbers are consistent with the numbers
for the baseline design shown in Table 1.
The peak equivalent stress in the coil and in the
structural elements after magnet assembly, cooldown and
at the design field of 15 T is presented in Table 3. The
peak equivalent coil stress at room temperature is ~120
MPa and after cooldown is ~190 MPa. It occurs in the
innermost-layer pole turn. The pre-stress rise in the poleturns is provided by the contraction of the Al shell. In this
structure the gaps between iron pieces are always open.
To limit the maximum coil stress in the Pole 1 turn after
cooldown a 5 mm cutout was introduced to the Pole 1
block. As in the baseline structure at the bore field of 15
T, the peak equivalent stress is in the innermost layer midplane turns and is close to 165 MPa. The peak stress in
the key structural elements of both designs is also at an
acceptable level for the materials used.
Figure 5 shows the calculated gaps on the interface
between pole turns and pole blocks of all the four coil
layers at the bore field of 15 T in the structure with
aluminum shell (top) and in the baseline structure
(bottom). It can be seen that both structures provide
contact of pole turns with pole blocks at operation fields
up to 15 T.
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DESIGN AND TEST OF THE PROTOTYPE TUNER FOR 3.9 GHz
SRF CAVITY FOR LCLS II PROJECT
Y. Pischalnikov, E. Borissov, J. C. Yun, FNAL, Batavia, IL 60510, USA
Abstract

Table 1. 3.9 GHz SRF Cavity and Tuner Parameters

Fermilab is responsible for the design of the 3.9 GHz
cryomodule for the LCLS-II that will operate in continuous
wave (CW) mode [1]. The bandwidth of the SRF cavities
will be in the range of 180 Hz. In the tuner design, the slow
tuner-mechanism slim blade tuner was adopted, which was
originated by INFN for the European XFEL 3.9 GHz [2].
The bandwidth of the SRF cavities for LCLS II will be in
the range of 180 Hz and fine/fast tuning of the cavity
frequency required. A fast/fine tuner made with 2
encapsulated piezos was also added to the design. The first
prototype tuner has been built and went through testing at
warm conditions. Details of the design and summary of the
tests are presented in this paper.

REQUIREMENT FOR THE TUNER
3.9 GHz Cryomodules (and cavities) designs for the
LCLS II Project accumulated its best features from the
previous 3.9 GHz cryomodule designed and built by FNAL
(for DESY/FLASH) [3] and by INFN for EuXFEL [2].
Parameters of the 3.9 GHz cavity for LCLS II project are
presented in the Table 1. The significant difference is in the
bandwidth of the cavity. For the LCLS II project half
bandwidth must be 90 Hz and peak detuning (with active
resonance control) must be less than 30 Hz.

TUNER DESIGN

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Schematics of the tuner design are shown in Figure 1. The
coarse tuner is a slim blade tuner (with a 1:20 ratio) with a
design that is very close to the design of the tuner
developed by the INFN for EuXFEL 3rd harmonics
cryomodules [2].

RF frequency

3900

Operating temperature

2

K

Total voltage available (16 cavities)

80

MV

Average operating gradient

____________
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14.5

MV/m
9

Average Q 0
R /Q (r /Q )

-

2.0×10
0.346

M

750 (2168)

Ω (Ω/m)

275

Ω

Cavity length (L)
Geometry constant (G )
Longitudinal Cavity Stiffness

5.4

kN/mm

Cavity Tuning Sensitivity

2.3MHz

mm

Coarse (slow) tuner range

750

kHz

Fine (fast) tuner range

~1

kHz

HOM damped Q value (monopole and
dipole)

≤106

-

Lorentz detuning

≤0.6

Number of cryomodules

2

Hz/(MV/m)2
-

Number of cavities per CM

8

-

Cavity alignment requirements (RMS)

0.5

mm

Peak detune (with piezo tuner control)

30

Hz

0.01

% (rms)

Required

cavity

field

amplitude

stability †
Required cavity field phase stability †

0.01

deg (rms)
7

Q ext

-

Half bandwidth of the cavity

2.2×10
90

Hz

Active length of 9 cells

345.96

mm

1.5

kW

1

kW

17

W

RF beam power per cavity (@300 μ A
load)
RF power needed per cavity
Cavity dynamic load

Figure 1: Schematic of the 3.9GHz SRF cavity tuner.

MHz

The major modification of this tuner design introduced
by FNAL is adding a fast/fine tuner. Two piezo-stacks have
been installed between the slow/blade tuner and the ring
welded to the He-vessel. Safety rods have been designed
between the cavity end flange and main lever of the tuner.
These safety rods protect the cavity during transportation
and from non-elastic deformation during cavity/helium
vessel system pressure tests.
Set-screws and special washers were included to prevent
loosening of the assembly screws during warmup and cooldown cycles [4].
The 3.9 GHz SRF cavity tuner will include the same
active components (electromechanical actuators and piezostacks) as used on the 1.3 GHz cavity tuner. [4,5].
The electromechanical actuator LVA 52-LCLS II-UHVCX1 built by Phytron per FNAL specification was found to
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be reliable and the rad-hard unit satisfied the requirements
of the 3.9 GHz cryomodule for the LCLS II Project [5,6].
The stepper motor will be operated at “full-step” mode and
can provide frequency setting resolution at 10-15 Hz/step.
The encapsulated piezo P-844K075 will be used for
3.9 GHz fine tuner. It ismade from two 10*10*18mm
PICMA butted piezo-stacks built by Physik Instrumente
(PI) per FNAL specs for the 1.3 GHz cavity fast tuner.
Design details, comprehensive accelerated lifetime tests
and radiation hardness tests are described in other papers
[5]. Capsulation (and internal preload) of the piezo-stack
inside the capsule and the ceramic balls installed between
the capsule and tuner frame will minimize shearing forces
on the piezo-ceramics and will significantly diminish the
problems experienced in the previous version of the slim
blade tuner [7]. Two adjustment screws (one for each
capsule mounted on the flange welded to He vessel) help
to uniformly preload piezo-stacks during assembly.
Maximum required slow tuner frequency is 750 kHz
(Table 1). The cavity needs to be stretched to ~ 0.3mm. The
forces generated by cavity and applied to each piezo-stack
will in this case be less than 1kN. With internal preload on
the piezo at ~800N, maximum forces on the piezo will not
exceed 50% of blocking forces (4kN). Expected stroke
from the P-844K075 piezo-capsule at cryogenic
temperature is 5-10um. This stroke will provide fine/fast
tuning range on the cavity of ~ 12-24 kHz at nominal piezo
voltage V=100V. To control the cavity frequency within
30 Hz, detuning voltage applied to the piezo needs to be in
the range of 100’s of mV.

Figure 2: Prototype Tuner, assembled on the “plastic”
model of 3.9 GHz dressed cavity/helium vessel system.
For integration purposes the first prototype tuner has
been installed on the 3.9 GHz dressed cavity plastic model.
(Figure 2). There were no interferences with other
components of the cavity.

TUNER “WARM” TEST RESULTS
To conduct prototype tuner “warm” tests a simple setup
“cavity-He vessel mock-up” was built. (Figure 3). On the
“mock-up” stand stiffness of the cavity /He-Vessel bellow
the system is imitated by a combination of spring washers.
Tests were conducted when tuner acted against spring with
different stiffness.

MOPOB32

Figure 3: Prototype Tuner, assembled on the “cavity/He
vessel mock-up” stand.
Results of the test of the slow/blade tuner are presented
in Figure 5. A stepper motor was run in full step mode with
10,000 steps for one spindle rotation (1 mm thread). The
slow tuner pushed against a 5.4 kN spring through two
piezo-capsules. The displacement of the plate installed
between the tuner and the spring replicating cavity were
measured by a dial indicator and laser displacement
system. (Figure 3).

Figure 4: Slow Tuner stroke vs actuator spindle turns. Red
– slow/blade tuner operated against spring with k~5.4 kN
(expected stiffness of the cavity/He-vessel system). Bluetuner operated against “zero” load.
From the two curves presented on the Figure 4 (red- with
load (5.4kN spring) and blue - with no-load) the stiffness
of the blade tuner can be estimated at ktuner~ 27 kN/mm.
The coarse (blade) tuner ration changed from ~1:20 (when
operated against 5.4 kN load) to ~1:14 when the tuner
operated against zero load. From the “5.4 kN load” curve,
the slow tuner resolution is estimated to be ~5nm/step or
10-12Hz/step.
The results of the piezo tuner test are presented in
Figure 5. The piezo test was performed when the tuner was
stretched on~150um (three turns on the spindle). At this
point the tuner was loaded at ~ 1kN. During the piezo test
the voltage on the piezo did not exceed 60V. The
maximum stroke (red curve) from the piezo tuner was
12um. Figure 5 also presents the hysteresis curve (blue) of
the
“free-standing”
piezo-capsule.
These
are
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measurements of the maximum stroke of the piezo (~18um
at V=60V) when stiffness of the blade tuner and “mockup” setup are taken out of consideration. The results of the
tuner piezo test presented in Figure 6 allowed estimating
efficiency of the tuner system. The piezo efficiency
(portion of the piezo stroke that will compress cavity) is
near 67%. One of the methods of increasing efficiency is
to change the amount of the blades in the region where the
piezo is attached to the blade tuner. At the same time the
expected piezo-tuner range at cryogenic temperature (even
with 67% efficiency) will be near 5um or 10-12 kHz. This
is ten times large than the technical requirements of the
piezo-tuner (Table 1).

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

CONCLUSION
A prototype compact tuner for a LCLS II project
3.9 GHz SRF cavity was designed, built, installed into a
“cavity/He vessel mock-up” stand and then tested. The
tuner exhibited the expected stiffness, range and resolution
for both slow and fast tuning mechanisms. Tuner
parameters (as measured warm) met or exceeded technical
requirement specifications. The next step is to install the
prototype tuner on the dressed cavity for cold tests as a part
of an extended dressed cavity design verification program.
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Figure 5. Fast (piezo) tuner stroke vs voltage applied to
piezo (red). Blue –stroke of “free standing piezo-capsule”
vs voltage applied to piezo-stack.
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LCLS-II TUNER ASSEMBLY FOR THE PROTOTYPE
CRYOMODULE AT FNAL
Y. Pischalnikov, E. Borissov, T. Khabiboulline, J.C. Yun
FNAL, Batavia, IL 60510, USA
Abstract
The tuner design for LCLS-II has been thoroughly verified and fabricated for used in the LCLS-II prototype modules [1,2]. This paper will present the lessons learned during the installation of these tuners for the prototype module
at FNAL, including installation procedures, best practices,
and challenges encountered.

TUNER COMPONENTS QC AND
PREPARATION STEPS BEFORE
INSTALLATION INTO CM
SRF cavity tuners frames arrived from vendor pre-assembled (Figures 1, 2). As the first Quality Control (QC)
step tuner frame installed on the cavity/He vessel mockup” frame (Figure 2). As preparation step for installation
on the cavities string tuner frame dis-assembled on three
large components (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Tuner frame assembled on the aluminium fixture.
Partially disassembled tuner before installation on pCM.
The electromechanical actuator LVA 52-LCLS II-UHVCX1 (and two limit switches) [1, 2] terminated to rad-hard
Hypotronics connectors at FNAL (Figure 3). Each actuator
tested at FNAL before installation on the tuner. For production cryomodule Phytron, Inc will terminate motor and
limit switches wires to 9 pin Hypotronics connectors. Company will also conduct details test of each actuators (including testing each units at LN2 temperature).
The 16 piezo-actuators P-844K075 [1, 2] were terminated to rad-hard Hypotronics connectors and tested at
FNAL before to be install on prototype cryomodule
(pCM). Each piezo-capsule has two 10*10*18 mm3 piezostack and following parameter was measured for each
19 mm long piezo-stack: capacitance, dissipation factor,
stroke for V=60 V.
For production cryomodule Physik Instrumente (PI)
will supply piezo-capsules already terminated to connector
and tested. Protocol for testing agreed between PI and
LCLS II project.

Figure 3: Active components of the tuner: electromechanical actuator and piezo-capsule.

TUNERS INSTALLATIONS
AND CHALLANGES

____________
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Tuners installed many times on the single dressed cavity but installation on the cold mass was much challenging
adventure: tight space, significant amount of the other cavity components.
Our previous experience reflected into travellers / tuner
installation procedure. It roughly divided into several steps
(Figure 4):
1. Removing safety brackets (that protect cavity during previous production steps)
2. Installation on the He vessel right tuner arm and
main levers around beam pipe (Figure 4 (A))
3. Installation on the He vessel tuner left arm and
connecting together left and right side of tuner
(Figure 4 (B))
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Figure 1: 3-D model of LCLS II tuner.
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Installation of stepper motor (electromechanical
actuator and limit switches) (Figure 4 (B))
Adjustment of the actuator’s traveling nut position and limit switches
Installation and preloading both piezo-capsules
(Figure 5) by compressing cavity on 40-50 kHz
(Figure 4 (C))
Installation of the safety rods
Tightening all screws (including set-screws) with
specify torque and applied cryogenic glue to setscrews

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

range of tuner range to 600 kHz for production cryomodule
(by modifying design of cavity magnetic shield) will simplify setting of “max/zero/min” positions on the tuner trigger arm. The screws on trigger arms will short limit
switches to the ground (Figure 6) that is adding complication for stepper motor operations. In the production cryomodule screws will have insulated cup made from G11 to
avoid short to the ground.

Figure 5: Picture of the top piezo-capsule. Red line – axis
of piezo. Green line – direction of the forces on the piezo
capsule.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 4: Assembly of the tuner on the pCM. (A)- Right
arm of the tuner attached to He vessel lug and tuner’s levers
mounted around beam-pipe. (B)- Tuner frame assembled.
Process of installation of the stepper motor and limit
switches. (C)-Tuner assembled (safety rods not installed).
Overall tuners installation into FNAL pCM went without significant problems. One of the factor that contributed
into smooth installation of the tuners on pCM was development specialized tools & fixtures. There were several issues that will be addressed for incoming production cryomodules. Small modifications into tuner design already
done.
Several tuner assembly issues will be taking into consideration and resolve for production cryomodule:
1. Tuner design with assumption that distance between
He Vessel lugs used to mount tuner will machine with
small tolerance. Several cavity has quite significant tolerances that create issues with tuner assembly. Major impact
was on the piezo capsules alignment. Misalignment of the
piezo can built shearing forces that will compromise lifetime of the piezo-stack.
2. Cavity magnetic shielding endcap for pCM designed
and fabricated without taking into consideration that tuner
lever arms need to move close to cavity split ring. As result, tuner range was limited to 400 kHz (instead of 600
kHz) and complicated stepper motor setup procedure.
3. Procedure for setting up “max, “zero” and “min” position for traveling nut/ tuner lever and limit switches trigger arm was time-consuming and complex. Increasing

Figure 6: Picture of the limit switches and trigger arm with
screws that will trip switches.
By design tuner can only compress cavity and tune cavity frequency lower value. During our tuner design verification program we tested several dressed (with tuner installed) cavities at HTS [1]. Tests shown that during transition of the warm (N2 back-filled) cavity to cold (2 K)
cavity additional compression of the cavity by tuner will
be in the range of 300 µm (or 100 kHz). This compression
can be explained by different thermo-contraction of the
components the cavity/He Vessel/tuner system. Taking
into account additional 40-50 kHz cavity preload by piezocapsule through tuner installation process cool-down to
2 K will compressed cavity on 450 µm (or 150 kHz). It is
meant that tuner can “back-up” or release compression of
the cavity on ~300 µm (or ~100 kHz) without compromising cavity/tuner system performance. It can be important
in case when after cool-down cavity will be “landed” with
frequency below 1.3 GHz (Figure 7, cavity #1). During installation “zero” position of the tuner arm can be selected
to allow motor to “back-up” to increase frequency of the
cavity. For the pCM we divided 400 kHz tuner range in
two portions: (1) to compress cavity ~ -330 kHz and (2) to
“back-up” ~+70 kHz.
The cavities frequency (calculated and measured) after
FNAL pCM cool-down to 2 K presented on the Figure 7 [3]. Frequency of the “non-restrained” cavity at 2 K
calculated by adding F=2.35 MHz to the measurements
of the frequency for “warm/open to air/ non-restrained”
7: Accelerator Technology Main Systems
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Piezo operation tested by applying Vdc=60 V on (a) the
both top and bottom piezos and on (2) just one piezo (Table 1). For Vdc =60 V expected stroke from both piezo-capsule is 18-20 µm and corresponding cavity frequency
changes must be ~6 kHz (for one piezo expected ~3 kHz).
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QC OF THE TUNER AFTER INSTALLATION
After tuner assembled on the each cavity designated set
of tests of the slow (stepper motor) and fine (piezo) tuner
performed (Table 1).
Cavity/tuner system connected to NWA and frequency
of the cavity monitored during any periods when cavity can
be compressed or stretched. Stepper motor run on 10 ksteps
(or 15 ksteps) and return back to “zero” position. Operator
visually monitor direction of the motor and actuator spindle rotation. The 10 ksteps on the stepper is one full turn of
the spindle. One full spindle turn must compress or stretch
cavity on 50 µm (or +/-15 kHz frequency shift). Summary
of the test presented on Table 1. Right after assembly tuner
loaded by piezo-capsule just on ~45 kHz (or 500 N). 500 N
is quite low load on the tuner. It is preferable during slow
tuner tests to compress cavity (like cavity #1 and #8) instead of decreasing preload (cavity #2-7). Important to emphasise that maximum allowable for warm cavity range is
~600 µm. During slow tuner tests cavity will compressed
on 200 µm.

Target

F

-5
-5
-5
-5
-5
-5
-6
-5

-3
-3
-2
-3
-2
-2
-2
-3

-6

-3

CONCLUSION
Eight tuners designed at FNAL for LCLS II 1.3 GHz
elliptical cavity successfully installed on the FNAL pCM.
Procedures and tools developed during tuner design verification program were used in real production environment.
Several small tuner frame modifications that come out
from pCM experience already incorporated into production
set of the tuners. Program for testing tuners assembled on
CM established.
FNAL pCM cool-down and tuners were tested [3].
Tuners performance into pCM met technical requirements
specifications.
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Figure 7: The FNAL pCM cavities frequency measured at
2 K (blue) and calculated based on warm cavities frequencies and measurements of tuner performance at HTS. Insert: difference between measurements and predictions.
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Table 1. Summary of the QC Test of the Slow and Piezo
Tuner after Installation of the Tuners on the pCM

F b ef or e

dressed cavity. This value (F=2.35 MHz) came from
DESY and FNAL experience with 1.3 GHz 9-cell elliptical
cavities. On the Figure 7 presented frequency of “restrained by tuner” cold cavity that is different from “nonrestrained” cavity on the F=-150 kHz. Differences between calculated and measured values are 10-77 kHz (Figure 7). Measurements with FNAL pCM confirmed that frequency of the cavity at 2 K could be predicted quite well
using measurements of “warm dressed cavity”.
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DESIGN OF THE LBNF BEAMLINE TARGET STATION*
S. Tariq†, K. Ammigan, K. Anderson, S. A. Buccellato, C. F. Crowley, B. D. Hartsell, P. Hurh,
J. Hylen, P. Kasper, G. E. Krafczyk, A. Lee, B. Lundberg, A. Marchionni, N. V. Mokhov,
C. D. Moore, V. Papadimitriou, D. Pushka, I. Rakhno, S. D. Reitzner, V. Sidorov, A. M. Stefanik,
I. S. Tropin, K. Vaziri, K. Williams, R. M. Zwaska, Fermilab, Batavia, IL 60510, USA
C. Densham, STFC/RAL, Didcot, Oxfordshire, OX11 0QX, UK
Abstract
The Long Baseline Neutrino Facility (LBNF) project
will build a beamline located at Fermilab to create and aim
an intense neutrino beam of appropriate energy range toward the DUNE detectors at the SURF facility in Lead,
South Dakota. Neutrino production starts in the Target Station, which consists of a solid target, magnetic focusing
horns, and the associated sub-systems and shielding infrastructure. Protons hit the target producing mesons which
are then focused by the horns into a helium-filled decay
pipe where they decay into muons and neutrinos. The target
and horns are encased in actively cooled steel and concrete
shielding in a chamber called the target chase. The reference design chase is filled with air, but nitrogen and helium
are being evaluated as alternatives. A replaceable beam
window separates the decay pipe from the target chase. The
facility is designed for initial operation at 1.2 MW, with the
ability to upgrade to 2.4 MW, and is taking advantage of
the experience gained by operating Fermilab’s NuMI facility. We discuss here the design status, associated challenges, and ongoing R&D and physics-driven component
optimization of the Target Station.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
The Target Station is a central component of the LBNF
Beamline and it is expected to produce the highest power
neutrino beam in the world. The driving physics consideration is the study of long baseline neutrino oscillations. The
initial operation of the facility will be at a beam power of
1.2 MW on the production target, however some of the initial implementation will have to be done in such a manner
that operation at 2.4 MW can be achieved without major
retrofitting [1]. In general, components of the Target Station which cannot be replaced or easily modified after substantial irradiation at 1.2 MW operation are being designed
for 2.4 MW, mainly the shielding around the target chase
and the associated remote handling equipment. Approximately 40% of the total beam power is deposited in the target chase and surrounding shielding. Experience gained
from operating Fermilab’s NuMI target facility [2] is being
extensively employed in the design of the LBNF facility.
The Target Station design has to implement a stringent
radiological protection program for the environment,
workers and members of the public. The relevant radiological concerns: prompt dose, residual dose, air activation,
and water activation are being extensively modelled (to___________________________________________
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gether with NuMI benchmarking) and the results incorporated in the system design. Tritium build-up in the shielding infrastructure has to be managed and the choice of gas
in the target chase has to be selected taking into consideration the impact on air emissions plus any corrosion related
issues due to the ionizing radiation. The replaceable beam
window separating the target chase from the helium-filled
decay pipe needs to seal reliably and adequately between
these two beamline volumes.
The reference design utilizes a NuMI-style two horn system and a two-interaction length carbon fin target. Further
physics-driven component optimization work has shown
that a three horn focusing system with a longer target provides improvements in the neutrino flux.
Radiation damage, cooling of elements, radionuclide
mitigation, remote handling and storage of radioactive
components are all essential considerations for the design
of the LBNF Target Station. This paper gives a snapshot of
the present design status of the Target Station and discusses
the associated challenges, ongoing R&D, and physicsdriven optimization of the target and horn system.

STATUS OF THE TARGET STATION
DESIGN
LBNF/DUNE obtained CD-1 approval in November
2015 for the reference design. A longitudinal section
through the reference LBNF Target Station design is shown
in Fig. 1. It closely follows the design of the NuMI focusing system where components are loaded from the top. It
includes in order of placement (1) a beryllium window that
seals off and separates the evacuated primary beamline
from the neutrino beamline, (2) a baffle collimator assembly to protect the target and the horns from mis-steered
beam, (3) a 95 cm long target, (4) two magnetic horns. The
LBNF horns operate at higher current (230 kA) and lower
pulse width (0.8 ms) compared to NuMI. These elements
are all located inside a heavily shielded, air-filled, air/water-cooled chamber, called the target chase, that is isolated
from the decay pipe at its downstream end by a replaceable,
thin, metallic window. The target chase has sufficient
length and cross-section to accommodate an optimized focusing system (currently being studied). In order to mitigate potential corrosion issues and release of air-born radionuclides we are studying alternative gases (nitrogen and
helium) for the target chase atmosphere, and a complete
conceptual design is currently being developed for the nitrogen-filled option. The remote handling facilities in the
Target Hall include a shielded work-cell for remotely exchanging radioactive components and a storage rack
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(morgue) for staging radioactive components. Remote handling of components is accomplished with long-reach
tools, remote vision systems, and a specially modified
bridge crane.
There has been significant progress on the target and
horn optimization effort post CD-1, including a conceptual
mechanical model of a three horn design and thermo-mechanical analyses on the first two horns. Further physicsdriven optimization work continues on the horn geometries. Also, various design options for the replaceable decay pipe beam window have been investigated.
On-going studies are examining the activated air emissions for the reference design (air-filled chase) and the nitrogen-filled option. A corrosion working group was
formed to better understand corrosion related issues and a
proposal is in place to study the corrosion rates for the lifeof-facility materials, primarily the carbon steel shielding,
decay pipe and associated welds.
Support Modules
(Shielding removed for clarity)

Target Hall

Remova ble
Ha tch Cover
Shi elding
T-Bl ock
Shi elding

Chase

Ba ffle/
Ta rget

Horns
Wa ter-cooled
Pa nels
Replaceable
Bea m Window

Deca y
Pi pe
Deca y Snout

BEAM

Figure 1: Target facility reference design cross-section
showing, from left to right, the horn-protection baffle and
target, followed by the two focusing horns, beam window,
and beginning of the decay pipe. The chase is ~34 m long
and ~2.1 m wide, and the height varies.

Target Chase Shielding & Cooling Gas Medium
The target chase shielding design, shown in Fig. 1, is
based on NuMI and designed to (1) keep the accumulated
radionuclide concentration levels in the surrounding soil
below standard detectable limits, (2) keep prompt radiation
levels low enough for electronics in the Target Hall to have
adequate lifetimes, and (3) keep residual radiation rates on
top of the shield pile low enough to allow personnel access
to the top of the shielding for maintenance. The shielding
cannot be modified/upgraded later, and is therefore designed for 2.4 MW beam power. The shielding steel is
stacked in a staggered and interlocking fashion so there are
no line-of-sight cracks. Removable, specially made steel
blocks called “T-blocks” are used to close off the top of the
chase where the beamline components are installed,
whereas custom steel blocks and slabs are used in the other
areas. Special support modules are used to place and align
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the components inside the chase. The modules rest on carriage beams that are supported on the outside concrete
walls for thermal (alignment) stability.
Half of the energy deposited in the shielding is removed
by water-cooled panels placed on the inside of the chase
(see Fig. 1), and the other half by a gas-cooling system that
for the air-filled reference design flows 35,000 scfm (16.5
m3/s) through the chase. The ultimate choice of cooling gas
in the target chase will depend on the results from the ongoing air release studies and corrosion work. Controlled air
leaks are designed into the system and are part of the tritium mitigation strategy.
Changing to an inert gas cooling medium such as nitrogen will require a much better sealed system with minimal
leak rates (~6 cfm or about 2 orders of magnitude less than
that of air), due to ODH and nitrogen cost considerations.
This is quite challenging to achieve while minimizing
costs. The design will include the addition of a leak-tight
barrier (welded stainless steel sheet metal) between the
concrete walls of the target pit and the target chase shielding steel. The concrete walls (which provide the component support) will need to be maintained within a small
enough temperature range in order to maintain component
alignment. Also the design will require robust and repeatable leak-tight seals at all openings (such as hatch covers)
plus leak tight seals at all interfaces and feedthroughs (such
as stripline and utility penetrations). The supporting crossmembers for the hatch covers will need to be removable
(modular design) to allow different component configurations in the future. Sealing at the seams between the hatch
covers and cross-beam interfaces is especially challenging.

Target and Magnetic Focusing Horns
The magnetic focusing system currently being studied
consists of an optimized three-horn configuration as shown
in Fig. 2, and operating at 300 kA. The proton beam comes
from the left and interacts with a 2 m long NuMI-style
graphite finned target supported inside of horn 1. The mesons produced at the target enter the decay pipe immediately after horn 3.

Figure 2: Three-horn configuration with power supply bus
bar concepts and relative placement in beamline.
All horn conductors are constructed from 6061-T6 aluminium alloy for corrosion resistance and high strength to
resist the heating effects of beam energy deposition. The
integrally supported target in horn 1 is constructed from
POCO Graphite grade ZXF-5Q, which is brazed to titanium water cooling lines and contained by a titanium tube.
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Axial helium flow provides an inert environment while
cooling the tube and downstream window.
Preliminary analysis efforts have demonstrated that the
initial geometries chosen for the horn 1 and 2 inner and
outer conductors are sufficient for expected temperature
and stress considerations. Steady-state temperature results
for horn 1 are given in Fig. 3. Optimization work continues
on the three horn system, which yields a more cylindrically
shaped horn 1 that tapers down on the downstream end,
followed by a longer horn 2.

the centre portion of the window and aluminium used in
the outer portion. The use of beryllium reduces energy absorption, and thereby stress, to sustainable levels. Prototyping the beryllium to aluminium joining technology will be
necessary. Seals used in this radioactive environment need
to be radiation hard inorganic material. Clamping force requirements used for commercially available seals are very
high, which constrains the window seal system design.

Figure 3: Preliminary steady state thermal analysis of horn
1 inner conductor.
Robust support of a 2 m long target within horn 1 and
adequate cooling of its associated downstream window is
challenging. Tentative design philosophy is to extend the
target containment tube through the end of horn 1, and support it through the use of helium cooled titanium tubes as
shown in Fig. 4. Internal diverter vanes can be used to reduce helium stagnation points at the centre of the downstream window to allow for more uniform cooling.

Figure 5: Replaceable beam window concept. The left figure shows a tooling concept for changing out the decay
pipe window including a combination of a commercial six
axis robotic arm and an impact wrench. The right figure
shows a replacement decay pipe window assembly with a
radiation shielding cask and helium air lock needed to efficiently exchange the decay pipe window.

CONCLUSION
The status and challenges of the LBNF beamline Target
Station design have been described above. Some alternative options for the target and horn designs that could enhance the physics capabilities of DUNE are being explored. Alternatives for the target chase cooling gas medium to minimize air emissions and any corrosion related
issues are also being evaluated. Evaluation of these alternatives will be completed before baselining.
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Figure 4: Revised target support tube and cooling system
concept for integrated horn 1/target assembly.
Efforts to prototype the downstream window/supporttube transition piece must be undertaken to understand material properties and processing concerns for a production
horn and target. Additional studies of fin temperature for
target survivability, and radiative heat transfer from the target tube to the inner conductor are forthcoming.

Replaceable Beam Window
Replaceable window design challenges include maximizing window lifetime when exposed to unprecedented secondary beam flux and developing the required remote handling system (see Fig. 5). Beryllium alloy will be used in
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DESIGN OF THE HIGH BETA 650 MHz CRYOMODULE - PIP II *
V. Roger †, T. H. Nicol, Y. Orlov
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, Batavia, IL 60510, USA
In this paper the design of the high beta 650 MHz cryomodule will be presented. This cryomodule is composed
of six 5-cell 650 MHz elliptical cavities, designed for
β=0.92. These cryomodules are the last elements of the Super Conducting (SC) linac architecture which is the main
component of the Proton Improvement Plan-II (PIP-II) at
Fermilab.
This paper summarizes the design choices which have
been done. Mechanical, thermal and cryogenic analyses
have been performed to ensure the proper operation. First
the concept of having a strong-back at room temperature
has been validated. Then the heat loads have been estimated and all the components have been integrated inside
the cryomodule by designing the supports, the beam line,
the thermal shield and the cryogenic lines. All these elements and the calculations leading to the design of this cryomodule will be described in this paper.

INTRODUCTION
The high beta 650 MHz cryomodule is based on the design of the SSR1 325 MHz cryomodule with a strong-back
at room temperature supporting the cavities [1]. These two
cryomodules are parts of the SC linac architecture of PIP II
in order to accelerate a beam current in the energy range
11 MeV - 800 MeV. The high beta 650 MHz cryomodule
is composed of six superconducting 5-cell 650 MHz elliptical cavities. One particularity of these cavities is that the
chimney makes an angle with the vertical axis. This requirement comes from the test station for which without
this angle the cavity would not fit.

taken considering the shrinkage of the material during the
cool down.

MECHANICAL DESIGN
This cryomodule shares several elements of design with
the SSR1 cryomodule in order to minimize the design cost
and to use similar tooling and procedures during the assembly and operation.

Description of the Cryomodule
Figure 2 presents the cryomodule with its main components. One of the main issues during the design stage was
to integrate the two phase helium pipe with the chimney.
For this a custom elbow with a belled connection has been
used in order to be able to weld the chimney once the cold
mass is inside the vacuum vessel.
Vacuum vessel
Thermal shield

Chimney
2 Phase helium pipe

Cavity string
Coupler
Support-post
Strong-back

Cryogenic valves

Figure 2: Cross-section of the high beta 650 MHz cryomodule.

Vacuum Vessel Design
Two big openings are located in the middle of the vessel.
The first one is dedicated to the cryogenic valves and the
other one to the chimney and the heat exchanger in order
to reach 2K. Other ports are dedicated to the coupler, tuner,
instrumentation, and relief valve.
Exchanger and chimney port

Figure 1: Cross section of the high beta 650 MHz dressed
cavity with its tuner.
These cavities will be operated at 2K. Cryogenics lines
have been designed in order to meet the requirements according to heat-loads and flux trapping during the cooldown.
This cryomodule is 9.8 m long with a diameter of 1.2 m.
Thus insertion tooling of the cold mass inside the vacuum
vessel has been designed and particular attention has been
___________________________________________
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Cryogenic valves port

Tuner ports

Support posts of the
strong-back (half of
them are temporary)

Figure 3: Vacuum vessel.
The alignment of the cavities will be done on the strongback outside the vacuum vessel. To keep the alignment the
strong-back needs to be supported in the exact same way
when it will be inside the vessel. For this laser trackers will
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be used, to record the location of the support posts of the
strong-back inside the vessel. To insert the cold mass, two
rails on the vessel and wheels below the strong-back have
been designed. Finally the strong-back will be moved
down on its support posts by moving the temporary support
posts down. Note that during this process the final support
posts will not be moved in order to keep the cavities
aligned.
Strong-back

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

CRYOGENIC DESIGN
This cryomodule is composed mainly of four cryogenic
lines as we can see in the following schematic.

Vacuum vessel

Wheel
Support post of the strong-back
(half of them are temporary)

Removable rail

Figure 4: Tooling to insert the cold mass inside the vessel.

Strong-Back Design
The goal of the strong-back is to support the weight of
the cold mass from the bottom. The strong-back is fixed to
the vacuum vessel. Compared to a LCLS-II cryomodule
design [2] where the cavities are supported from the top,
the assembly process will be much easier because all the
components will be added one above the others. Finite element analysis has been performed to warrant that the
strong-back was properly design. A maximum displacement around 0.22 mm have been calculated on the support
posts location. Once the cavities will be set on the strongback, the alignment will be done using the same fixtures
used for LCLS II cryomodule [2]. These fixtures can align
the cavities on a range of +/- 2.5 mm. Details about cavity’s
design can be found in [3].

Figure 6: Schematic of the cryogenic lines.
The 70K line is used to cool down the thermal shield all
around the cold mass. Besides this line and the 5K line will
be used to intercept the heat on the support posts of each
cavity, on the cryogenic valves and on the cold to warm
end transitions of the cryomodule. The cool down - warm
up line has been designed to minimize the flux trapping inside the cavities during the superconducting transition. The
2K helium line provides superconducting helium to all cavities thanks to an exchanger and a Joule Thomson valve.
All the lines have been designed for a pressure of 20 bar
except the two phase helium line and the cavities with a
pressure of 2.05 bar warm and 4.1 bar cold.

Heat-Loads
The heat loads by conduction and radiation have been
estimated analytically.

The Cavity String

Table 1: Heat Loads

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

The cavity string is composed of 6 dressed cavities with
a bellow between all of them. During the cool down this
bellow will see an elongation of 2.4 mm.
Thermal intercepts

Plate bolted to the vacuum vessel

Bellow between cavities

Gate valve
Cool down / warm up lines

70K stage

5K stage

2K stage

Static

98.4 W

26.3 W

5.1 W

Static and dynamic

102.5 W

28.6 W

149.6 W

2 Phase Helium Pipe
This pipe is composed a six branch connections with the
dressed cavities. Between them a bellows was needed to
take in consideration the shrinkage during the cool down.
A displacement of 4.5 mm is expected. Moreover invar
rods have been set up on the pipe in a way that in case of
the loss of insulating vacuum or an over pressure inside the
pipe no force will be seen by the cavities. Therefore the
cavities will be kept aligned in all scenarios.

Figure 5: Cavity string.
Each end of the cavity string is composed of 3 bellows
to allow thermal contraction between the vacuum vessel,
thermal intercepts at 70K and 5K, and the dressed cavity.

Invar rods
Bellows
Branch connection with cavities

Figure 7: Part of the two phase helium pipe.
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The Cavity String

Thermal Shield

Calculations have been performed on the 3 bellows of
the cavity string in order to be sure about the motion during
the cool down. For this all scenarios have been considered,
whichever line is cooled first. A displacement of 4.6 mm is
expected on the beam axis but also around -1.3 mm on the
vertical axis which brings a bending of the first bellow as
we can see in the Figure 8. The stress value on the bellow
is similar to the value calculated with the ASME code (545
MPa compared to 530 MPa). Therefore the fatigue evaluation calculated with ASME code is also well estimated.

The design of this thermal shield is based on the Tesla
Test Facility cryomodule for which the thermal shield was
connected to the helium lines with finger welds [4].

Cavity side

Vacuum
vessel side

Figure 8: Von Mises stress at the end of the cool down.

Strong-Back Temperature
The alignment of the cavities being done at room temperature, we need to be sure that the temperature of the
strong-back won’t change significantly during the cool
down. In the Figure 9, the evolution of each heat load and
their sum have been plotted versus the strong-back temperature. According to the first law of thermodynamics, it
means that the equilibrium temperature of the strong-back
can be read when this curve intersects the X axis. Thus, the
equilibrium temperature of the strong-back will be around
287K during operation considering a vacuum vessel at
293K.

Bolted contact
connecting the top
part of the shield

Optimised number of
finger welds

70K helium line

Figure 10: Finger welds on the thermal shield.
A thermo-mechanical analysis have been performed in
order to know what will be the temperature distribution and
the stress state due to the variation of temperature. In order
to cool down the top part of thermal shield where the thermal intercept with the chimney is, thermal contacts have
been improved and additional finger welds have been
added. Thus a maximum temperature around 115K is expected.

CONCLUSION
The preliminary design of the high beta 650 MHz cryomodule has been completed. This design based on a
strong-back at room temperature supporting the cavities
from the bottom is promising and will be able to keep a
good alignment of the cavities after the cool down. Instrumentation will be set up during the assembly in order to
evaluate the efficiency of this design.
The next steps of the project will be to define the assembly process. Then the piping engineering note will be written in order to check the code compliance and define the
pressure tests and radiographic examinations to be done.
The design review is foreseen for January 2017.
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A 600 VOLT MULTI-STAGE, HIGH REPETITION RATE
GaN FET SWITCH*
D. Frolov, H. Pfeffer, G. Saewert†, Fermilab, Batavia, USA
Abstract
Using recently available GaN FETs, a 600 Volt threestage, multi-FET switch has been developed having 2 nanosecond rise time driving a 200 Ohm load with the potential of approaching 30 MHz average switching rates. Possible applications include driving particle beam choppers
kicking bunch-by-bunch and beam deflectors where the
rise time needs to be custom tailored. This paper reports
on the engineering issues addressed, the design approach
taken and some performance results of this switch.
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INTRODUCTION
Currently available gallium nitride (GaN) transistors are
at least a factor of five times both lower in capacitance and
faster in switching speed than MOSFETs. This technology
enables drivers for particle beam deflecting devices to be
built that achieve new performance levels in terms of
speed. Although the development of this switch was targeted for driving a particular beam deflector at Fermilab,
pulse generators in general employ switches with which
high switching speed and high voltage are desired.
One requirement at Fermilab for which a hard-switching
driver has been proposed is a fast beam chopper in the 2.1
MeV Medium Energy Beam Transport (MEBT) section of
what is now referred to as PIP-II Injector Test facility at
Fermilab [1]. This is to be a CW operating LINAC delivering unique beam patterns concurrently to numerous experiments. Bunch pattern creation will be done on a bunchby-bunch basis by the MEBT chopper having 6.15 ns
bunch spacing (162.5 MHz). Operational requirements include greater than 500 Volts on each traveling wave kicker
plate, more than 80% beam chopped out, and particle removal to better than 10-4 of each chopped-out bunch [2].
The ramifications on a hard-switching circuit as the driver
for this chopper are to have an absolute worst case 4.0 ns
rise/fall time (5-95%), be able to switch at 81.25 MHz in
100 ns bursts at 1 s intervals and handle average switching rates of more than 30 MHz when the PIP-II LINAC
eventually operates CW.
Having the ability to build a switch in house is convenient for building deflection plate drivers that must ramp linearly at controlled rates rather than simply turn on as fast
as possible. A version of this switch is under development
for an electron beam profiler in the Fermilab Main Injector
[3]. A pair of deflection plates needs to be ramped to plus
and minus 500 V linearly in 18 ns to sweep an electron
beam longitudinally across proton bunches.
A previous attempt had been made to build a fast switch
----------------* Work supported by Fermi Research Alliance, LLC under Contract
No. De-AC02-07CH11359 with the US Department of Energy.
† saewert@fnal.gov

for this PIP-II MEBT chopper using a different design approach. This paper reports on achieving better results by
driving each FET stage individually and the employment
of different GaN FETs rated for higher voltage.

DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
This switch was designed to meet several requirements
that include:
(1) Operation to voltages of at least 500 V,
(2) Turn-on transition times of 2 ns,
(3) The capability of switching at tens of megahertz CW
and hopefully over 30 MHz,
(4) Pulse patterns of virtually any duty factor
(5) Pulse widths down to 2 ns at flat top.
Additionally, understanding that to operate at such high
CW switching rates, the switch needs to be constructed of
multiple FETs in series to share the power dissipation. So
the design needed to include the ability to assure that multiple FETs can be made to be timed simultaneously and
held to small fractions of a nanosecond. Development of
this switch thus far were constructions of 2- and 3-FET assemblies.
Certainly lead inductance needs to be minimized. So
this switch design needs to be physically as small as possible.

DESIGN ISSUES
A number of design issues must be addressed besides
switching fast. Foremost are switching losses. At tens of
megahertz and 600 Volts these losses are high even for
GaN to use only one FET as a switch. A FET’s internal
dissipation when discharging its own drain-to-source (Cds)
capacitance is 0.5CdsV 2f = 108 W; where Cds = 20 pF, and
f = 30 MHz switching CW. We are referring to parameters
for the GS66502 GaN FET from GaN Systems, Inc., used
in this design. Add to this the transition switching loss that
arises during turn-on and turn-off. There are 36 Watts transition switching losses with a 4.0 ns rise time driving a 3.0
A load at 30 MHz CW. (These losses drop proportionately
with rise time, however.) Not a switching loss, but each
FET’s drain-to-source I2R loss conducting 3 A DC is only
2 W.
It is interesting that total switching losses of a multi-FET
in series are less than if the switch is comprised of only one
FET. The reduction in Cds switching loss is evident from
the expression for the total when three FETs are in series:

3 ∗ ��

�

� = ∗ ��

�

�

.

Where V is the operating voltage, and f is switching rate,
the total is 1/3 compared when only using one FET. Share
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those losses among several GaN FETs, and cooling the
FETs now becomes more manageable.
Common mode capacitance in the form of parasitic capacitance needs to be minimized between each FET stage
and ground. Five Watts are dissipated in the FETs driving
every picofarad of parasitic capacitance to ground at 30
MHz transitioning 600 V. That number comes down for
the other stages, but each PCB is a couple of picofarads.
Additionally, the FETs conduct this parasitic charging current on each voltage transition that only exacerbates the
task of switching in 2 ns.
The circuit directly driving the GaN FET of this design
is a discrete solution, since no commercial FET driver IC
is suitable at these switching speeds. Power is required to
drive FETS fast. The GS66502 input capacitance Ciss is
low, however forced air cooling the Driver PCB is still required.
Timing shifts result if the circuitry’s bias voltages vary
under wide-ranging switching conditions, so only voltage
regulators were used – no Zener diodes. A 500 kHz AC
power supply system was designed to deliver power to
each stage. Power consumption of each stage is about 2.5
W divided between the transformer, the several DC regulators and the GaN FET driver circuit.
Trigger signals delivered to each stage must have very
high transient immunity. The worst case is 300 kV/s for
the stage transitioning 600 V in 2 ns. Opto-couplers were
not used. Those having low enough jitter were deemed just
too physically big for the closely space boards and the
added parasitics to ground. Transformers were used to
communicate triggers to each board and wound having
well under 1 pF common mode.

SWITCH CIRCUIT TOPOLOGY
Figure 1 shows the switch system block diagram. The
figure shows a high-side switch configuration. However,
the individual GaN FET and Driver stages are identical and
are totally isolated from ground. Switches can thus be configured without modifications in the traditional topologies:
as a high-side, low-side or bipolar switch. Parasitic capacitance to ground, lead inductance through the switch and
trigger driving ability limit the number that can practically
be put in series.
Triggering is by way of set-reset pulses issued by the
Trigger Generator. This board divides the input pulse
waveform into narrow set and reset pulses coincident with
the leading and trailing edges. The volt-seconds on the
trigger transformers is kept very small keeping them physically small and common mode capacitance very low while
allowing for any pulse width to be generated. Output
pulses to 600 V even only 2 ns wide are produced.
Latches on each Driver stage reconstruct the desired
waveform. The critical timing is adjusted and fixed on
each Driver board. Turn-on and -off delay and rise time
are matched between the boards to about 100 ps.

MOPOB39

Figure 1: Switch system diagram. GaN FET and Driver
circuits are identical.

SWITCH PERFORMANCE
Figure 2 shows this 3-stage switch response, low-side
configured, driving a 185 Ohm load to 550 V. The turnon time is 2.0 ns (10-90%). The turn-off time is defined
by the RC time constant formed by load resistance and
switch output capacitance; it is longer than it takes for the
switch to actu-ally open. Turn-off time for single-switch
topologies can be decreased by installing a speed-up
network on the output.
One requirement for this switch in driving the PIP2
MEBT chopper is to switch at 81.25 MHz to kick out alternate bunches for 100 ns intervals. Figure 3 demonstrates
this with a 3-stage switch driving the 200 Ohm chopper
load. This switch, configured as a high-side switch, does
include a speed-up network that decreases its turn-off time.
However, also evident are variations among the individual pulses arising from present limitations of the trigger
transformers and are presently being resolved. The multiFET switch per se is not the limiting factor.

Figure 2: 3-stage Low-side switch driving a 185 Ohm
load to 550 V.
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Figure 3: 81.25 MHz burst to 600 V driving a 3 A load.
Figure 4 shows one 3-stage GaN FET assembly. The
load connection is now shown. Only minor connection differences are made to configure it as either a high- or lowside switch.
Efforts were made to determine whether this GaN FET
and in this switch design are capable of operating at tens of
megahertz. The junction temperature of the GaN FETs
measured at 61 ºC when a 3-stage switch was operated
steady-state at 2 MHz CW operating at 500 V into 185
Ohms. It was only air-cooled at about 1000 fpm. That was
one semi-fast switching condition.
A test was done to correlate high switching rate to known
FET power dissipation. A single GaN FET was operated
at different DC power dissipation levels and thermal measurements recorded of junction temperature. Then, the FET
was switched at anticipated voltage at various switching
rates and junction temperature was recorded. A high-side
configuration was used so that worst case switching losses
were included and taken into account, and forced air cooling was the same for both operating conditions. Thermal
images of the FET junction temperature were used to correlate DC power dissipation with switching rate having the
same junction temperature. These figures matched power
dissipation calculations that take all operating conditions
into account including parasitics. Extrapolations predict
84 W dissipation distributed among the FETs in a 4-stage
switch operating at 540 V at 35 MHz driving 185 Ohms.
ANSYS analysis of one proposal showed there is at least
one cooling scheme that is feasible.
Junction temperature above 55 ºC cause turn-on and
turn-off delay shift. The direction of shift corresponds with
GaN FETs’ gate threshold voltage positive temperature coefficient. The shifts in delay were plotted with temperature
for longer burst lengths and found to be rather proportional.
It is therefore conceivable that compensation can be included in the waveform generator once GaN FET are determined.

Figure 4: Switch assembly. Trigger generator board is
on the lower left, the 3-FET switch is center-right and AC
power delivery PCB is upper-right. The load is not shown
in this photo.

SUMMARY
A switch has been developed and demonstrated to operate at 600 V having 2 ns rise and fall times driving a 3 A
load. Switch assemblies consists of multiple GaN FET
stages connected in series to reduce FET power dissipation
when switching at megahertz rates at full voltage. Being a
DC switch means it is capable of delivering a wide variety
of pulse widths and duty factors without producing base
line shifts or pulse droop. A switch delivers pulse widths
from narrower than 2 ns at full voltage to indefinite.
Switches were built and tested with 3 stages.
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QUENCH TRAINING ANALYSIS OF Nb3Sn ACCELERATOR MAGNETS*
S. Stoynev†, K. Riemer. A. V. Zlobin, FNAL, Batavia, USA
Present Nb3Sn accelerator magnets show long training
compared to traditional NbTi magnets. It affects the required design margin or the nominal operation field resulting in higher magnet production and operational costs.
FNAL has initiated a study aiming to find and explain
correlations between magnet design, fabrication and performance parameters based on existing Nb3Sn magnet
training data. The paper introduces the core investigation
points and shows first results.

INTRODUCTION
Nb3Sn accelerator magnet technology has made significant progress during the past decades. Thanks to that 1112 T Nb3Sn dipoles and quadrupoles are planned to be
used in accelerators such as LHC in near future for the
luminosity upgrade [1], [2] and in a longer term for the
LHC energy upgrade or a Future Circular Collider [3].
However, all the state of the art Nb3Sn accelerator magnets show quite long training. This specific feature significantly raises the required design margin or limits the
nominal operation field of Nb3Sn accelerator magnets
and, thus, increases their cost.
To resolve the problem of Nb3Sn accelerator magnet
training FNAL has launched a study aiming to analyze the
relatively large amount of Nb3Sn magnet test data accumulated at the FNAL magnet test facility. The ultimate
goal of this study is to correlate magnet design and manufacturing features and magnet material properties with
training performance parameters which would allow in
the future optimizing the magnet design and fabrication to
minimize or even eliminate magnet training. This paper
describes the general strategy of the analysis, discusses
the main parameters and parametrization techniques and
presents first results based on partial data processing.

DATASET
At current times there are several tens of accelerator
magnets based on Nb3Sn technology produced worldwide. A big fraction of those magnets were fabricated and
tested at FNAL albeit in collaboration with others. Part of
the initial models suffered from unavoidable first-attempt
missteps and data should be carefully vetted before accepting them for analysis. For that reason magnets that
were tested latest in time are the ones to start analysing
first. Currently MBHS [4] series magnets (dipoles and
mirror models) are fully included and HFDA [5] (dipoles
and mirror models), TQC [6], HQ [7], [8] and MQXF [2]
series (quadrupoles and mirror models) are partially in___________________________________________
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cluded in the study. Further plans are to include data from
outside FNAL, notably from LBNL and CERN tests.

TRAINING PARAMETRIZATION
To be able to correlate magnet parameters with its training, parametrization of the training evolution is needed.
Figure 1 shows an example of magnet training curve and
its possible parametrization. Training examples given here
and later are from MBHSP02 – a dipole model from the
11 T program at FNAL [4], [9]. It is worth noting that
training is sometimes conducted at different temperatures.
Magnet training could be normalized to magnet short
sample limit (SSL). In the analysis, those points were
taken into account as well.

Figure 1: Magnet training and training curve parametrization.
The parametrization of magnet training curves chosen
in this study includes the following parameters:
x First quench current and highest quench current
It is assumed that the magnet remembers its maximum
current after the training cycle which is sometimes not
completely accurate. If the magnet is far from trained or if
the training was unsuccessful for other reasons (damaged
cable, etc.) a careful consideration about including those
data is needed.
x Number of training quenches to chosen current
Currently we work with 80% and 95% from the training plateau. The latter is considered a threshold beyond
which a magnet is nearly at the plateau. The former serves
as a threshold for assessing initial (typically faster) training. Both are subject to further optimization.
x Current differentials
The difference between currents in consecutive training
quenches is called current differential. An example of
current differentials vs. quench number is shown in Fig.
2. The points from consecutive quenches with significant
magnet temperature differences (typically 1.9 K vs 4.5 K)
are removed from consideration and analysed independently. Detraining quenches have negative differential
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although to account for possible fluctuations a threshold
of 0.5% is imposed. The number of detraining quenches
in the defined three regions of training, between 0%,
80%, 95% and 100%, is counted. In addition the numbers
of quenches to reach the plateau and the first detraining
quench are also used.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 2: Quench differentials.
Most of the parameters described above are absolute –
currents and number of quenches. However normalized
parameters are included in the study as well. Currents are
normalized to the SSL; number of quenches is normalized
to their total number, in a region or during the whole
training. The various combinations are all considered in
the analysis, thresholds are adjusted.
Table 1 summarizes the 1st quench currents normalized on the magnet SSL and the number of quenches to
reach 80% and 90% of the magnet SSL for the analysed
dipole and quadrupole series. As seen the first quench
current has a large spread for both type of magnets with
mirror models typically consistent. Most of the assemblies required many quenches to reach 80% of SSL and
some never reached 90% of SSL. Few models had very
fast training. It is not straightforward to explain this rich
variety but some correlations are already apparent.
Table 1: First Quench Currents and Number of Quenches
to Reach 80% and 90% of Magnet SSL
Magnet
series
HFDA
MBHSP
TQC
HQ
MQXF

1st quench
current/SSL
[%]
83-88 (60-78)
64-67 (62)
59 (59-74)
72-81*(72-74)
66* (70*)

Nq to 80%
of SSL

Nq to 90%
of SSL

1 (2-4)
42*-65* (9)
26 (2-6)
1*-2 (5-11)
13* (5*)

3-6 (9-18)
(18)
(6-13)
24* (10-29)
18* (19*)
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true when considering magnets RRR correlations on Fig.
3) and they are significant outliers in the series although
fitting well with all the other series as seen on the figures.
The correlation coefficient for the whole dataset with no
exclusions is -0.46. In any case, the indications are clear
that the first quench current is highly correlated to RRR.
The underlying cause is being investigated and may as
well be related to other factors like heat treatment.

Figure 3: Correlation plot between magnet RRR and first
quench current. Only points in individual magnet series
can be correlated for the absolute current.

Figure 4: Correlation plot between coil RRR and first
quench current normalized to SSL.

* indicates 1.9 K (vs 4.5 K) and numbers in brackets are for mirror
assemblies. The range is based on several magnets.

Figures 3 and 4 present correlation plots for magnets
and (virgin) coils, respectively. The dataset includes dipoles, quadrupoles and mirror models. The correlation
coefficients c for the coils (Fig. 4) per series are as follows: c(MBH) = -0.76, c(TQ) = - 0.67, c(MQX) = -0.92,
c(HQ) = -0.90. The two lowest RRR points for HQ are
excluded. They come from coils 15 and 16 (the same is

Figure 5: Coil training at 4.5 K extracted from MBHSP02
(coil 5 and 7), MBHSP03 (coil 9 and 10) and MBHSM01
(coil 8) 11 T program magnet assemblies.
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Magnet training can also be viewed from point of view
of training of individual coils in a magnet. Figure 5 shows
the coil training for the 11 T program magnets at FNAL
[4]. The training curve for the dipole coils follows a largely similar pattern different from the mirror structure. At
the same time the fraction of training quenches a coil in a
magnet gets differs – between 13% and 62 % from the
figure. Those suggest that both the magnet structure and
individual coil defects affect the training.

STRAIN GAUGE DATA
In addition to the current information there are also
strain/stress data for each quench. Typically normalized
quantities are more relevant and those are extracted. The
main input variables of interest, Fig. 6, are the initial
strain per ramp (to quench), the change in the strain at the
beginning of consecutive ramp-ups to quench, change of
strain per ramp. Then the normalization is either to the
ramp current (which is the change in current per ramp) or
to the initial strain per ramp (alternatively – to the initial
strain in the first ramp).
Training-like behaviour is observed and assessed in
terms of stress (strain). Figure 7 shows relative changes in
axial strain between quenches with respect to the initial
strain. Axial measurements are considered more prone to
quench locations and thus more “general” though curves
for pole/coils/skin gauges are of interest as well. It is a
reading from a single strain-gauge, the separation after
quench 22 indicates change in temperature (4.5 to 1.9 K),
the last three quenches are also at 4.5 K. The quench
current training is also shown.

Figure 7: Change in axial strain between quenches.

Figure 8: Change in axial strain during ramp-up to quench
normalized to current squared.

Figure 6: Strain changes in axial direction for several
quenches. Time is in arbitrary units, it is cut between
quenches.
Relative changes in strain during ramp-ups to quench,
in particular normalized to the current squared, is potentially valuable dependence, it is plotted on Fig. 8 vs
quench number. The absolute strain per unit of current
(squared) grows during training and an evaluation is ongoing to determine how typical this behaviour is.
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FIELD QUALITY MEASUREMENTS IN THE FNAL TWIN-APERTURE
11 T DIPOLE FOR LHC UPGRADES*
T. Strauss, G. Apollinari, E. Barzi, G. Chlachidze, J. Di Marco, F. Nobrega, I. Novitski, S. Stoynev,
D. Turrioni, G. Velev, A.V. Zlobin#, FNAL, Batavia, IL 60510, USA
B. Auchmann, S. Izquierdo Bermudez, M. Karppinen, L. Rossi, F. Savary, D. Smekens
CERN, CH-1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland
Abstract
FNAL and CERN are developing an 11 T Nb3Sn dipole
suitable for installation in the LHC to provide room for
additional collimators. Two 1 m long collared coils
previously tested at FNAL in single-aperture dipole
configuration were assembled into the twin-aperture
configuration and tested including magnet quench
performance and field quality. The results of magnetic
measurements are reported and discussed in this paper.

INTRODUCTION
The development of the 11 T Nb3Sn dipole for the LHC
collimation system upgrade, started in 2011 as a
collaborative effort of FNAL and CERN magnet teams
[1]. The recent R&D status of the project was reported in
[2]. A single-aperture 2-m long dipole demonstrator and
two 1-m long dipole models have been assembled and
tested at FNAL in 2012-2014. The 1 m long collared coils
were then assembled into the twin-aperture configuration
and tested in 2015-2016 [3]. The first magnet test was
focused on the quench performance of twin-aperture
magnet configuration including magnet training, ramp
rate sensitivity and temperature dependence of magnet
quench current [4]. In the second test performed in July
2016 field quality in one of the two magnet apertures has
been measured and compared with the data for the
corresponding single-aperture model. These results are
reported and discussed in this paper.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

MAGNET DESIGN AND PARAMETERS
The design concepts of FNAL 11 T Nb3Sn dipole in
single- and twin-aperture configurations are described in
[1, 5]. Fabrication details and performance parameters of
the two configurations are compared in [3, 6].
Magnet design is based on two-layer coils, stainless
steel collar and cold iron yoke supported by strong
stainless steel skin. The twin-aperture magnet MBHDP01
consists of two collared coils inside a common iron yoke
with coils 5 and 7 around one aperture and coils 9 and 10
around the other aperture. Coil position inside the yoke
and coil electrical connections in the twin-aperture
magnet MBHDP01 are shown in Fig. 1. The coils 5 and 7
and the coils 9 and 10 were previously tested in singleaperture dipole models MBHSP02 and MBHSP03
respectively.
____________________________________________
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Figure 1: Coil layout and connetion inside the yoke.

MAGNETIC FIELD MEASUREMENT
MBHDP01 was tested at the FNAL Vertical Magnet
Test Facility. Magnetic measurements were performed
using 26 mm and 130 mm long, and 26 mm wide 16-layer
Printed Circuit Board (PCB) probes [7]. The probe
rotation speed was 1 Hz. The resolution of magnetic
measurements is estimated better than 0.5 unit. The
rotating coil system was installed in the aperture with
coils 9 and 10.
The field induction B in magnet aperture was
represented in terms of harmonic coefficients defined in a
series expansion using the complex functions
n 1

 x  iy 
(1)
 ,
B y  iB x  B110  (bn  ia n )
 R 
n 1
 ref 
where Bx and By are horizontal and vertical field
components in the Cartesian coordinate system, bn and an
are 2n-pole normal and skew harmonic coefficients at the
reference radius Rref=17 mm.
4



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figures 2-4 show the dependences of the magnet
Transfer Function (TF=b1/I) and low-order “normal” (b2,
b3, b4, b5) and “skew” (a2, a3) field harmonics measured
in MBHDP01 and MBHSP03 vs. the magnet current. The
measurement data are compared with 2D and 3D
calculations of geometrical harmonics and iron saturation
effect in the twin-aperture MBHDP01 using ROXIE [8].
The measurements were done in current loops with the
current ramp rate of 20 A/s. The effect of eddy currents
on the field quality was studied previously in singleaperture models MBHSP02 and 03 by performing
measurements in current loops with current ramp rates up
to 80 A/s. It was found that this effect it small thanks to
7: Accelerator Technology Main Systems
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the stainless steel core in the cable [6]. It is not discussed
in this paper.

The large hysteresis (persistent current effect) is seen at
low currents in the TF and the allowed harmonics b3 and
b5. It is due to the large size of Nb3Sn sub-elements Deff
and high critical current density Jc of the used Nb3Sn
strand. It was already shown [3, 8] that this effect is in a
good agreement with calculations based on both ROXIE
[9] and OPERA 2D codes except for the coil remagnetization part below the injection field which needs
to be better understood. Some hysteresis is also seen in
the non-allowed normal and skew low-order harmonics. It
is likely due to the asymmetry of magnet geometry and
variations of coil magnetization.
The iron saturation effect is observed in TF, b2 and little
bit in b3 above 4 kA. This effect as well as the geometrical
harmonics are in a reasonably good agreement (except for
the geometrical a2 and b3) with 3D ROXIE calculations
based on the yoke length, cross-section geometry and
magnetic properties.
Figure 5 shows axial variations of the normal b2 and
skew a2 quadrupole measured with 130-mm and 26-mm
long coils at the magnet current of 6 kA. The detailed zscan in MBHSP03 with the short coil revealed harmonics
oscillations with a period comparable with the cable
transposition pitch. These oscillations indicate on the nonuniform current distribution in the cable cross-section.
This non-uniform current distribution could be a cause of
the large degradation of magnet quench current observed
in FNAL 11 T dipole models [3]. Measurements
performed in MBHDP01 and MBHSP03 with the long
coil and large step average the data and, thus, hide these
oscillations.

Figure 3: Normal quadrupole b2, sextupole b3, octupole b4
and decapole b5 vs. magnet current.
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Figure 2: Transfer function TF vs. magnet current.
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Table 1: Geometrical Harmonics at 3.5 kA
n
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

MBHSP03
an
-4.6
2.0
-0.1
-0.1
-0.3
0.0
0.1
0.2

MBHDP01
bn
1.4
16.1
0.1
0.8
-0.2
0.3
0.0
1.3

an
-3.5
0.4
0.3
-0.5
-0.1
-0.5
0.1
0.5

bn
0.6
20.9
0.3
-0.2
0.4
-0.2
0.2
1.1

Geometrical harmonics for MBHDP01 and MBHSP03,
defined as average measured values at the current of 3.5
kA during current ramp up and down, are shown in Table
1. The high order geometrical harmonics (n>3) in both
single- and twin-aperture configurations are small except
for the b9 that slightly exceeds 1 unit. However, a2 and b3
are relatively large due to the deviations of "as-built"
magnet geometry from the design cross-section.

CONCLUSION

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 4: Skew quadrupole a2 and sextupole a3 vs.
magnet current.

Magnet TF and field harmonics were measured for the
FNAL 1 m long twin-aperture 11 T dipole model
MBHDP01. These data are in a good agreement with the
experimental data for single-aperture dipole model
MBHSP03 with the same coils. The high-order
geometrical harmonics in both single- and twin-aperture
configurations are small. Only a few low order harmonics
are still relatively large and need to be reduced by
optimizing the coil geometry and fabrication process. The
effect of iron yoke saturation in the twin-aperture dipole
MBHDP01 was measured up to 11 T. Good correlation of
measured and calculated data was obtained using 3D
ROXIE model based on the yoke length, cross-section
geometry and magnetic properties. The coil magnetization
effects related to the persistent currents in superconductor
and eddy currents in the cable were discussed earlier and
are well understood for the 11 T dipole.
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THYRATRON REPLACEMENT*
Ian Roth, Marcel Gaudreau, Michael Kempkes, Matthew Munderville, Rebecca Simpson,
Diversified Technologies, Inc., Bedford, MA, USA
Abstract
Semiconductor thyristors have long been used as a replacement for thyratrons in low power or long pulse RF
systems. To date, however, such thyristor assemblies have
not demonstrated the reliability needed for installation in
short pulse, high peak power RF stations used with many
pulsed electron accelerators. The fast rising current in a
thyristor tends to be carried in a small region, rather than
across the whole device, and this localized current concentration can cause a short circuit failure. An alternate
solid-state device, the insulated-gate bipolar transistor
(IGBT), can readily operate at the speed needed for the
accelerator, but commercial IGBTs cannot handle the
voltage and current required. It is, however, possible to
assemble these devices in arrays to reach the required
performance levels without sacrificing their inherent
speed. Diversified Technologies, Inc. (DTI) has patented
and refined the technology required to build these arrays
of series-parallel connected switches. DTI is currently
developing an affordable, reliable, form-fit-function replacement for the klystron modulator thyratrons at SLAC
capable of pulsing at 360 kV, 420 A, 6μs, and 120 Hz.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

BACKGROUND
The Stanford Linear Collider (SLC) has used thyratrons
in its klystron modulators since its inception in 1963.
While the thyratrons function, they need replacement
every 10,000 hours at a cost of $13,000 each, plus labor.
Furthermore, periodic maintenance is required to adjust
their reservoir heater voltage over the thyratron lifetime.
As the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC) continues to run its accelerator over the next two decades,
replacing the thyratrons with a solid-state switch that
would last 25 years or more, and does not need maintenance, would provide significant savings – both in the
avoided cost of thyratrons as well as the labor in replacing
and adjusting them.
SLAC is presently funding the development of a solidstate switch, based on thyristor technology to replace the
thyratrons (Figure 1), meeting the requirements of existing klystron modulators (Table 1). The difficulty is that a
fast rising current in a thyristor tends to be carried in a
small region, rather than across the whole device, and this
localized current concentration can cause a short circuit
failure.

*Work supported by DOE under contract DE-SC0011292

Figure 1: DTI solid-state replacement for the L-4888
thyratron used at SLAC. The switch, which operates at
48 kV and 6.3 kA, fits in the same location as the legacy
thyratron assembly.
Table 1: ESS Klystron Modulator Requirements
Specification
Voltage
Current
Pulse Width
Risetime
Frequency

48 kV
6.3 kA
6 μs
1 μs, 10 A/μs
120 Hz

DESIGN
An alternate solid-state device, the insulated-gate bipolar transistor (IGBT), can readily operate at the speed
needed for the accelerator, but commercial IGBTs cannot
handle the voltage and current required. It is, however,
possible to assemble these devices in arrays to reach the
required performance levels without sacrificing their
inherent speed. Diversified Technologies, Inc. (DTI) has
patented and refined the technology required to build
these arrays of series-parallel connected switches. DTI
has shipped more than 500 systems leveraging this tech-
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nology, which have been operating in facilities around the
world for many years.
In the initial phase of this project, DTI evaluated a
number of IGBT switching devices, and selected the one
with high current capability, short-circuit tolerance, and
lowest cost. We verified that the temperature of this IGBT
in operation will be low, giving high reliability. We also
tested a series array of 60 devices with the number of
faults that they would see in 20 years of operation; there
was no sign of damage. We built and tested a 10 × 10
array of IGBTs (Figure 2), which demonstrated operation
in both series and parallel, with peak-to-peak jitter less
than 1.5 ns. DTI performed an initial design of the switch
assembly, showing that it fits in the modulator cabinet at
SLAC. These switches will be delivered to SLAC, and
their performance and reliability will be demonstrated in a
SLC modulator.

MOPOB44

replacement for the thyratrons in operation in commercial
and scientific systems around the world.

MECHANICAL DESIGN
For this effort to be practical and cost-effective, the
thyratron replacement switch must readily fit in the existing cabinet with minimum modifications required for its
installation. The volume available for the new switch is
that of the existing thyratron chassis which includes the
thyratron and heater supplies. Applying this 17” x 17” x
37” volume to the new switch with 2080 devices, the
volume per device would be 5.1 in3. This means that the
switch will need to be very tightly packed. There is certainly room for the devices themselves, but providing the
required cooling and voltage standoff (preferably with air)
presents a challenge.

Figure 2: 8 kV, 3.2 kA switch plate. Each plate uses 20
devices in series by 16 devices in parallel.

MOTIVATION
The market for thyratrons is in decline. As newer solidstate modulators are deployed, and older thyratron systems are taken out of service, the demand for thyratrons
has diminished significantly. In response, several vendors
have either gone out of business or stopped manufacturing thyratrons, further diminishing their availability. It is
not clear how long the supply of thyratrons for these legacy systems will continue, making a solid-state thyratron
replacement critical for their continued operation and
support.
For this and other reasons, the thyratrons in many klystron modulators represent a major expense in operation –
not only from the increasing cost of replacement, but
from the labor involved both in such annual replacement
and in the need to adjust them for proper operation during
their relatively short life.
Most of these systems, including commercial medical
accelerators, were designed decades ago, before solidstate switches were available. Even today, the cost of
transitioning from thyratrons and pulse-forming networks
to solid-state modulators remains prohibitive for many of
these systems, despite the declining availability of thyratrons. Consequently, DTI anticipates a wide range of
benefits from the development of a cost-effective, drop-in

The peak current requirement is large, which is not an
issue for a thyratron, but does represent a challenge for
semiconductor devices. To minimize the size and cost of
the modulator, each IGBT should carry the maximum
current possible. The IGBT chosen will have the highest
current possible consistent with the risetime. The tradeoff is that higher current devices have a longer risetimes.
Another limit to the current is the gate voltage; this
should be as high as possible, consistent with reliability.
The gate voltage also needs to have a fast risetime to
minimize the switching losses.
The current rate-of-rise in an IGBT is limited mainly by
the inductance in the emitter lead of the device. As dI/dt
is increased, the inductive voltage drop on the emitter
lead increases, reducing the gate voltage on the device
itself. This raises the conduction voltage drop, increasing
the power dissipated in the device. Higher power dissipation raises the device temperature, which in turn limits
device reliability. Therefore, low inductance in the emitter
lead is required for both speed and reliability.
Once the device was selected, 60 devices were connected in series and tested to demonstrate series operation
and ruggedness to arcs at a current of 250 A. The switch
has are more devices in series than the minimum required,
so multiple devices can fail short without affecting the
switch operation. The switch has monitors that measure
the number of devices that have failed, so that maintenance can be scheduled as necessary. These monitors are
voltage dividers, made with the blue resistors next to the
toroids.
To determine the current sharing, it is not feasible to
make direct measurements, since there are 320 devices in
a plate. Instead, we took thermal pictures of the switch
after operation (Figure 3).
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Figure 3: Thermal imagine of switch plate operating for
10 minutes. Left shows poor current sharing; right shows
improved sharing (note scale).

TEST RESULTS
DTI built and checked the twelve circuit boards needed
for a modulator. The tests were:

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

x

Resistive load, inductance corresponding to normal
operation. This test demonstrated that the voltages
share evenly in a series stack. It also showed that the
current rises to its peak value in under 2 μs (Figure
4).

x

Arc, inductance corresponding to a klystron arc. We
performed 300 tests with the switch stack, which corresponds to the number of klystron arcs the switch
would experience in 20 years of operation. Based on
other DTI work, the IGBTs are expected to survive
many more arcs; our IGBT switches are routinely
used for klystron conditioning.

x

Arc, inductance corresponding to a cable short. There
were 10 tests for the switch stack. This is more than
the number of cable shorts the switch would see in 20
years of operation.

Figure 4: Plate test at 8 kV (yellow, 2 kV/div), 1.8 kA
(blue, 200 A/div).

FUTURE PLANS
DTI will continue testing candidate devices and drives
while being mindful of final cost. We estimate that the
DTI switch (as presently designed) will provide more
than 20X the lifetime of a thyratron, for approximately
three times the price, resulting in greatly reduced lifecycle
costs – especially after the hours required for thyratron
adjustment and replacement are included.
Following successful development, fabrication, and
demonstration of the thyratron replacement switches for
SLAC, DTI plans to make the switch assembly commercially available, targeting other legacy systems still using
thyratron pulse-forming network pulse modulators.
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DESIGN AND OPERATION OF PULSED POWER SYSTEMS
BUILT TO ESS SPECIFICATIONS
Ian Roth, Marcel Gaudreau, Michael Kempkes, Matthew Munderville, Rebecca Simpson
Diversified Technologies, Inc., Bedford, MA, USA
Julien Domenge, Jean-Luc Lancelot, SigmaPhi Electronics, Vannes, France
Abstract

Table 1: ESS Klystron Modulator Requirements

Diversified Technologies, Inc. (DTI), in partnership
with SigmaPhi Electronics (SPE) has built three long
pulse solid-state klystron transmitters to meet spallation
source requirements. Two of the three units are installed
at CEA Saclay and the National Institute of Nuclear and
Particle Physics (IN2P3), where they will be used as test
stands for the European Spallation Source (ESS). The
systems delivered to CEA and IN2P3 demonstrate that the
ESS klystron modulator specifications (115 kV, 25 A per
klystron, 3.5 ms, 14 Hz) have been achieved in a reliable,
manufacturable, and cost-effective design. There are only
minor modifications required to support transition of this
design to the full ESS Accelerator, with up to 100 klystrons. The systems will accommodate the recentlydetermined increase in average power (~660 kW), can
offer flicker-free operation, are equally-capable of driving
Klystrons or MBIOTs, and are designed for an expected
MTBCF of over ten years, based on operational experience with similar systems.

Specification
Voltage
Current
Pulse Width
Frequency
Average Power
Droop
Pulse Repeatability

-115 kV
25 A per Klystron
3.5 ms
14 Hz (max)
160 kW (per Klystron)
< 1%
< 0.1%

INTRODUCTION

Figure 2: Modulator pulse at 108 kV, 3.5 ms, 0.07% flattop into a Thales TH2179A klystron during site acceptance testing at IN2P3, 18 December 2015.
The DTI/SPE klystron modulator is now a fully proven
design, delivering significant advantages in klystron performance through:
• Highly reliable operation, demonstrated in hundreds
of systems worldwide, and predicted to significantly
exceed ESS requirements
•

Flicker- and droop-free operation over a range of
operating parameters

•

All active electronics in air for easy maintenance
With the delivery of these initial modulators, the transition to production for the ESS system itself is straightforward.

DESIGN
Figure 1: DTI’s prototype solid-state ESS-class klystron
modulator, developed under a DOE SBIR grant.

The heart of the DTI/SPE modulator design is a high
voltage solid-state switch driving a pulse transformer. The
switch is made of seven series-connected IGBT modules,
and operates at 6.7 kV. This design enables a measured
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Diversified Technologies, Inc. (DTI), in partnership
with SigmaPhi Electronics (SPE), has designed and installed advanced, high voltage solid-state modulators for
European Spallation Source (ESS)-class klystron pulses
(Figure 1). These klystron modulators use a series-switch
driving a pulse transformer, with an advanced, patentpending regulator to maintain a precise cathode voltage as
well as a constant load to the external power grid. The
success of the design in meeting the ESS pulse requirements (Table 1) is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 3: Simplified schematic of the complete transmitter. The turn-key system included all components up to the klystron.
modulator efficiency of 95.7%, primarily due to the fact
that the peak power is only switched once per pulse (in
contrast to a switching converter, where the peak power is
switched at high frequency during the pulse). With a
power supply efficiency of 96.9%, this gives an overall
wall plug to cathode efficiency of 92.8%.
The IGBTs in the switch give N+2 redundancy, meaning two of seven can fail without affecting the ability of
the switch to operate at full rated voltage. This is possible
because the devices always fail as a short circuit. The
series switch also protects the klystron from damage in
the event of an arc by opening in less than 800 ns. This
rapid opening time limits the dissipated energy from the
modulator to 27 mJ, significantly extending the klystron
lifetime. As soon as the arc extinguishes, the switch can
reclose. Since the arc extinction time is well under 10 ms,
this allows the modulator to resume operation before the
next pulse.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Regulation
A capacitor bank capable of directly meeting the ESS
pulse requirements would be unrealistically large and
expensive. The DTI/SPE modulator has a much smaller
capacitor, which droops by ~15% during a pulse. This
droop is eliminated by the switching regulator shown in
Figure 3. The regulator supplies only the droop voltage
(+/- 7.5% of the output) rather than the full voltage (Figure 4). This means that the regulator can be small and
efficient. The regulator operates in opposition to the variation in capacitor voltage, and produces both a flat output
pulse and a constant load voltage to the DC power supply.
As a result, the power supply can operate at constant
current and power – and thus does not produce flicker,
regardless of the pulse frequency. Because the regulator
sinks and sources the same energy during each pulse /
charge cycle, the regulator itself is non-dissipative – it
uses no net power over a cycle.
The regulator switches ~5% of the peak power via two
full bridges in parallel. The IGBTs switch at 100 kHz
during pulsing and 5 kHz during charging. Their switching is staggered, achieving an effective switching frequency of 200 kHz during pulsing. The switching transients are filtered by the output filter and the pulse transformer, producing a ripple of only 0.0015% peak-to-peak.

Figure 4: Regulator voltage during a klystron pulse. Ch 2
(blue) shows pulse voltage, 20 kV/div, 400 µs/div. Ch 3
(pink) shows regulator voltage, 200V/div, 400 µs/div. The
pulse settles rapidly and remains extremely flat (< 0.1%)
over the long pulse flat top (3.5 ms).

Regulation
The pulse transformer design is similar to that of a
heavy-duty power distribution transformer. The cylindrical windings are on two core legs, with the primary windings closer to the core, and a single secondary winding
around each primary. The primaries are connected in
parallel, and the secondaries in series.
The low-loss silicon-steel core has a cruciform crosssection with five step sizes, giving a packing fraction of
90.6%. The core cross-sectional area and number of turns
were chosen to give a flux swing of 3.4 T for the 110 kV,
3.6 ms pulse. The design is based on well-established
criteria for the electric fields. To reduce the electric field
at the ends of the windings, there are round field shapers.
The transformer tank has voltage and current monitors,
and a termination for the high voltage output cable.

Power Supplies
The high voltage DC supplies are commercial units designed by DTI. Nearly 100 of these have been successfully installed worldwide in large military and civilian radar
and accelerator transmitters, operating in both shipboard
and land-based systems, where reliability, high performance, and compact footprint are of the utmost importance. Each high voltage DC power supply is rated for
240 kW, with a demonstrated MTBF over 10 years, and
regulation much better than 0.02%.
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BEAM COUPLING IMPEDANCE CHARACTERIZATION OF THIRD
HARMONIC CAVITY FOR ALS UPGRADE∗
T. Luo† , K. Baptiste, M. Betz, J. Byrd, S. De Santis,
S. Kwiatkowski, S. Persichelli, Y. Yang, LBNL, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA
NUMERICAL RF SIMULATION

Abstract
The ALS upgrade to a diffraction-limited light source
(ALS-U) depends on the ability to lengthen the stored
bunches to limit the emittance growth and increase the beam
life time. In order to achieve lengthening in excess of fourfold necessary to this end, we are investigating the use of
the same passive 1.5 GHz normal-conducting RF cavities
currently used on the ALS. While the upgraded ring RF parameters and fill pattern make it easier as long as the beaminduced phase transient is concerned, the large lengthening
factor and the strongly non-linear lattice require particular
attention to the cavities contribution to the machine overall
impedance budget. In this paper we present our estimates
of the narrow-band impedance obtained by numerical simulation and bench measurements of the cavities’ resonant
modes.

To identify the higher order modes with considerable
impedances, we have carried out the wakefield simulation
with CST Particle Studio. The cavity model is built from
the mechanical drawings with piston tuner and two HOM
dampers, as shown in Figures 1 and 2. In the wakefield simulation, the beam is placed 5 mm away in the x direction from
the cavity center. The longitudinal and transverse wakefields
are integrated along the cavity center. Since the beam pipe
cutoff frequencies are 3.5 GHz for TE01 mode and 4.6 GHz
for TM11 mode, we have limited the analysis to frequencies
under 5 GHz, as shown in Figures 3 and 4.

INTRODUCTION

∗
†

Work supported by the Office of Science, U.S. Department of Energy
under DOE contract number DE-AC02-05CH11231
tluo@lbl.gov
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Figure 1: Mechanical drawing of 3rd harmonic cavity.

Figure 2: CST simulated model (wakefield solver).
From the wakefield simulation results, we can see that:
1. Without the HOM damper, the major contributors to
the beam coupling impedances are longitudinal modes
TM011 at 2.3 GHz and transverse modes TM110 at
2.3 GHz, TM120 at 2.9 GHz and TM121 at 3.4 GHz.
2. The fundemantal mode TM010 at 1.5 GHz is little
affected by HOM dampers.
3. The HOM dampers effectively suppresses the longitudinal mode TM011, and transverse modes TE111,
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The ALS upgrade to a diffraction-limited light source
(ALS-U) [1] depends on the ability to lengthen the stored
bunches to limit the emittance growth and increase the beam
life time. In order to achieve lengthening in excess of fourfold necessary to this end, we are investigating the use of
the same passive 1.5 GHz normal-conducting RF cavities
currently used on the ALS. While the upgraded ring RF
parameters and fill pattern make it easier as long as the
beam-induced phase transient is concerned [2], the large
lengthening factor and the strongly non-linear lattice require
particular attention to the cavities contribution to the machine overall impedance budget. In this paper we present
our estimates of the narrow-band impedance obtained by numerical simulation and bench measurements of the cavities’
resonant modes.
The short range wake of the cavity has been discussed
in [3]. In this paper, we will focus on the narrow band
impedance below the beam pipe cutoff frequency.
To characterize the beam coupling impedance of the cavity, we have simulated its wakefield and beam coupling
impedance with CST [4] to identify the resonant modes
with significant contribution to the beam impedance. Low
power RF bench measurement has been carried out on three
cavities identical to the ones currently installed in the ALS.
Combing the CST simulation and the bench measurement
results, we have estimated the beam coupling impedances
of the undamped TM110 modes in the cavity.
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TM120 and TM121, with significant drop of their Q
values.
4. Transverse modes TM110 and TM111 at 3.3 GHz are
not strongly damped.
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The fundamental mode TM010 at 1.5 GHz is not affected
by the dampers. Figure 7 shows the resonant frequency and
Q value barely change with or without HOM dampers. For
higher order modes, TE111 and TM011 modes are effectively damped, while TM110 modes still have high Q value,
which is consistent with CST simulation.

BEAM COUPLING IMPEDANCES OF
UNDAMPED TM110 MODE
Figure 3: Longitudinal wake impedance with and without
HOM dampers.

Figure 4: Transverse wake impedance with and without
HOM dampers.

LOW POWER RF MEASUREMENT
The low power RF measurements have been carried out on
the currently not installed three cavities. The measurement
setup is shown in Figure 5. Two antenna probes are inserted
into the beam pipe and weakly coupled to the field inside the
cavity. S parameters are measured by a network analyzer.

The major undamped modes in the cavity are the TM110
modes, which contribute to the transverse beam coupling
impedance. The S21 measurements are shown in Figure 8.
Around 2.3 GHz, there are three modes, V-TM110, HTM110 and TM011 modes. Longitudinal mode TM011
is effectively damped. Two transverse modes V-TM110 and
H-TM110, even with Q value dropped from about 10000 to
4000, still shows significant resonance.
The piston tuner position effects the resonant frequency
and Q factor of two TM110 modes, especially the V-TM110
since the tuner moves in the vertical direction, as shown in
Figure 9.
From Omega3P [5] simulation, the transverse shunt
impedances of V-TM110 and H-TM110 modes are
18.77 Ω/cm and 19.12 Ω/cm respectively. Thus assuming
the tuning won’t affect the transverse shunt impedance, we
can calculate how the beam coupling impedance changes as
we tune the cavity, as shown in Figure 10.

CONCLUSION

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

In this paper we have reported the simulation and bench
measurement of ALS 3rd harmonic cavity, which will also be
used for future ALS Upgrade. We have identified the higher
order modes with significant beam coupling impedance below the beam pipe cutoff frequencies and verified the damping effect of the pistol HOM dampers. For the undamped
TM110 modes, we have estimated their impedances by combining the simulation and low level RF measurement results.
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Figure 5: Low Power RF Measurement Setup.
For each cavity, we have measured the S21s with different
tuner positions, with and without the dampers. The cascade
plots of S21 up to 4.2 GHz are shown in Figure 6.
Although there are a lot of resonant modes on the S21
spectrum, we are only interested in the modes with significant impedances, as identified in Figure 3 and 4. Also, the
orientation of the excited dipole modes depends on the placement of the probes. When both probes are placed in vertical
location, vertically polarized dipole modes are strongly excited while the horizontal modes are weak. Vice versa. By
changing the probes’ azimuthal position, it is possible to
selectively measure the horizontally and vertically polarized
dipole modes and identify monopole modes. In most of our
measurements, both probes are placed at 12 o’clock location,
mainly exciting the vertical modes.
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Figure 6: S21 measurements with different tuner positions, with and without HOM dampers.

Figure 7: Low Power RF Measurement Setup.

Figure 8: S21 measurements with different tuner positions
near 2.3 GHz, with and without HOM dampers.
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Figure 10: Beam coupling impedance of TM110 modes.
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Figure 9: The tuning of TM110 modes.
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PERSISTENT CURRENT EFFECTS IN RHIC Arc DIPOLE MAGNETS
OPERATED AT LOW CURRENTS∗
X. Wang† , S. Caspi, S. A. Gourlay, G.L. Sabbi, LBNL, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA
A. K. Ghosh, R. C. Gupta, A. K. Jain, P. Wanderer, BNL, Upton, NY 11973, USA
Abstract
The Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) arc dipoles
at Brookhaven National Laboratory are operated at low ﬁeld
for low energy Au-Au studies. Indications of strong nonlinear magnetic ﬁelds have been observed at these low currents
due to the persistent current eﬀects of superconducting NbTi
ﬁlaments. We report the details of the measurement and calculation of the ﬁeld errors due to persistent current eﬀect.
The persistent current induced ﬁeld errors calculated with
a model based on the strand magnetization data agree well
with the measurements of a spare arc dipole magnet. The dependence of the persistent current eﬀects on the park current
is calculated based on the validated model.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
The arc dipole magnets of the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) are
operated at low currents (112 to 218 A) for low energy AuAu studies. Strong non-linear magnetic ﬁelds have been
observed at these low currents. These non-linear ﬁelds result from the magnetization of superconducting ﬁlaments
in the magnet conductor (persistent current eﬀect). To understand the magnetization eﬀects and achieve the best machine performance, the ﬁeld errors were measured using a
spare arc dipole magnet at low currents and compared to a
computational model. Here we describe the model and the
comparison with measurements. With the validated model,
we calculate the dependence of the persistent current eﬀect
on the park current from which the current starts ramping up
toward the operation current after the down ramp. Adjusting the park current can be an option to optimize the RHIC
performance at low operation energy.
The RHIC arc dipole was wound with Rutherford cables
made of multiﬁlamentary NbTi strands. Table 1 summarizes
the NbTi strand parameters relevant for the persistent current
eﬀects. Reference [1] reviews the RHIC magnet system,
including the conductor, cable and arc dipole.

MAGNETIC MODEL
Several models have been developed to calculate the persistent current eﬀects for superconducting accelerator magnets based on NbTi and Nb3 Sn conductors [2–8]. Here
we use an analytic approach based on the critical state
model [9, 10] to calculate the persistent current eﬀects [2].
∗
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Table 1: Main Parameters for the NbTi Strands Used in the
RHIC Arc Dipole Magnets
Item

Value

Wire diameter (mm)
Filament diameter (μm)
Filament number in a strand
Cu/Non-Cu ratio
Strand number in a cable

dW
dF
NF
λ
NS

0.648
6
3510
2.25
30

The magnetic ﬁeld in the straight section of a long dipole
magnet is two dimensional (2D). On the 2D magnet cross
section, each strand is approximated as a line current located
at the strand center. The ﬁeld on each strand is ﬁrst determined by summing the ﬁeld generated by all other strands
using the Biot-Savart law. This ﬁeld then determines the
induced persistent current in each ﬁlament of the strand.
The sum of the ﬁelds generated by the persistent current in
each ﬁlament gives the strand contribution to the persistent
current eﬀect.
Two parameters are required to determine the persistent
current eﬀect from each ﬁlament. The ﬁrst one is the shape
of the shielding currents in the superconducting ﬁlament
before it is fully penetrated by the external magnetic ﬁeld.
We approximate the central region in the ﬁlament, initially
current free, to an ellipse using Wilson’s model [2, 11]. The
eccentricity of the ellipse, , can be determined by
Bs = −


arcsin  
μ0 Jc d F 
1 − 1 − 2
,
π


(1)

where Bs is the ﬁeld generated by the shielding current at
the center of the ﬁlament to cancel the applied ﬁeld [2].
Jc is the critical current density of the NbTi ﬁlament and
d F is the ﬁlament diameter (Table 1). The eccentricity can
be determined based on a series expansion of the tangent
function [12, 13].
The second parameter is the ﬁlament Jc as a function
of applied ﬁeld, which can be determined from the strand
magnetization [14]. For a ﬁlament fully penetrated by external magnetic ﬁeld, its magnetization and Jc can be related
through
1
2
Jc (B) d F
,
(2)
M (B) =
3π
1+λ
where λ is the Cu/Non-Cu ratio (Table 1) [2]. Two sets
of Jc (B) data can be obtained from the measured strand
magnetization: one from the up-ramp branch with increasing applied magnetic ﬁeld and the other from the downramp branch. We then approximate the Jc (B) data with the
7: Accelerator Technology Main Systems
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Schwerg-Völlinger formula to facilitate the magnetization
calculation [15].
A fortran code was developed to calculate the geometric
and persistent current ﬁeld errors. The ﬁeld generated by the
image of each line current is considered at low ﬁeld when
the iron yoke is not saturated. The code neglects the eﬀect
of transport current on the strand magnetization [2].

0.720
0.718

where z is a vector on the 2D complex plane. Bn + i An
is the multipole of order n in Tesla at the reference radius
Rref [17]. Here we use a reference radius of 25 mm (magnet
aperture 80 mm). Multipoles normalized to the main dipole
ﬁeld component B1 (with A1 = 0) are given by bn + ian =
104 (Bn + i An )/B1 .

Measurement Results
Figure 1 shows the dipole transfer function from the “DC
loop” measurements. The dashed line at 0.708 T/kA in Fig. 1
is the geometric transfer function with no persistent current
eﬀect or iron saturation. The persistent current eﬀect in the
transfer function is evidenced with two observations: the
increased transfer function below 200 A and the hysteresis
between the up and down ramps. The iron yoke started
saturating at around 1100 A.
We expect the persistent current eﬀect to aﬀect only the allowed harmonics if every strand on the magnet cross section
has the same magnetization as a function of applied ﬁeld. In
reality, diﬀerences of the strand magnetization, even though
small, lead to non-allowed ﬁeld errors. For instance, there
is about 1 unit of quadrupole below 100 A for the measured

Figure 1: The measured dipole transfer function from the
“DC loop” measurements. Circle: measured data during the
up ramp after precycles. Triangle: measured data during the
down ramp. The dashed line at 0.708 T/kA is the geometric
value of the transfer function.

D96 spare dipole magnet. The eﬀect is negligible for higher
orders of non-allowed harmonics. Here we focus on the allowed harmonics where the persistent current eﬀect is more
signiﬁcant.

MODEL VALIDATION
We compare the calculated allowed harmonics with the
“DC loop” data measured between 50 and 1948 A. Figure 2
compares the dipole ﬁeld transfer function. The up ramp
was calculated with the Jc (B) data from the up ramp branch
of the measured strand magnetization. The down ramp was
calculated with the Jc (B) from the down ramp branch of the
strand magnetization [12]. The calculation agrees reason0.720
0.718
0.716
0.714

meas up
meas down
calc up
calc down

0.712
0.710
0.708
0.706
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0
Current (kA)

Figure 2: Comparison between the measured and calculated
transfer function. Circle: measured data during the up ramp
after precycles. Triangle: measured down ramp. Black line:
calculated up ramp. Blue line: calculated down ramp.
ably well with the measurements, in particular the up ramp
branch below 600 A. Similar agreement is also observed for
b3 (Fig. 3), b5 (Fig. 4) and higher order allowed harmonics
up to the 30-pole (n = 15). The good agreement validates
the calculation model.
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(3)

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0
Current (kA)

TF (T/kA)

 n−1
,

0.712

0.706

The ﬁeld errors were measured at BNL with a spare D96
arc dipole magnet in liquid helium bath at 4.3 K. The magnet
is 2.97 m long and the measurements were performed covering the central 1 m of the body. Harmonics were measured
with a rotating coil with 1.32 s time resolution [16].
The magnetization history is ﬁrst standardized by carrying
out three AC cycles between 50 A (park current) and 1948
A as per ramp proﬁle speciﬁed. Each cycle consists of a)
ramp up from 50 A to the operating current (Iop ), b) a wait
at Iop , c) ramp up from Iop to 1948 A, d) a wait at 1948 A,
e) ramp down from 1948 A to Iop , f) a wait at Iop , g) ramp
down from Iop to 50 A, and h) a wait at 50 A. The ramp
details depend on the chosen operating current as speciﬁed
in the run plan. The magnet current was then ramped from
50 A to one of the operating currents, as per the speciﬁed
ramp proﬁle. A full “DC Loop” was measured at various
current steps from 50 to 1948 A.
The magnetic ﬁeld in the aperture of the magnet straight
section can be expressed as
z
By + i Bx =
(Bn + i An )
Rref
n=1

0.714

0.708

Measurement Setup and Protocol
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Figure 3: Comparison between the measured and calculated
b3 . Rref = 25 mm. Circle: measured data during the up
ramp after precycles. Triangle: measured down ramp. Black
line: calculated up ramp. Blue dashed line: calculated down
ramp.
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Current (kA)
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Figure 5: Impact of park currents on the dipole transfer
function. Three park currents are calculated: 50, 100, and
150 A.
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Figure 4: Comparison between the measured and calculated
b5 . Rref = 25 mm.

EFFECT OF THE PARK CURRENTS
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112 A
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2

0
0.0
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We can vary the persistent current eﬀects on the harmonics
by adjusting the park current from which the current starts
ramping up toward the operation current after the down
ramp. With the validated model, we calculate the persistent
current eﬀects on the allowed harmonics at diﬀerent park
currents. Figure 5 shows an example of the impact of park
current on the dipole transfer function. As expected, the
hysteresis of the transfer function at low current reduces
with increasing park currents because the strand Jc decreases
with the magnetic ﬁeld.
For the impact on the high-order ﬁeld errors, we consider
three operation currents, 112, 181 and 218 A. Figure 6 shows
the b3 at each of the three operation levels as a function of
park current. The intersections with the dashed line give the
park current to reach zero b3 at each operation current, e.g.,
50 A park current for operation at 112 A.

CONCLUSIONS
Strong non-linear magnetic ﬁelds are observed for the
RHIC arc dipoles operated at low currents (112 to 218 A).

40

60

80

100 120 140
Park current (A)

160

180

200

Figure 6: b3 as a function of park current at three operation
currents: 112, 181, and 218 A. An oﬀset of −3.67 units
for the geometric and saturation eﬀect based on the measurements from the spare D96 magnet was applied to the
calculation. Rref = 25 mm.

The non-linear eﬀects are due to the persistent currents in the
NbTi superconducting ﬁlaments in the magnet conductors.
Using the critical state model, we calculated the persistent
current eﬀects and achieved good agreement with the measured steady-state ﬁeld errors (allowed terms) on a spare arc
dipole magnet between 50 and 1948 A at 4.3 K. Based on the
calibrated model, we calculated the persistent current eﬀects
on the allowed harmonics as a function of park current at
three possible operation currents. We expect a zero b3 at
112 A with a park current of 50 A. The developed model can
be used for understanding the persistent current eﬀects in
the arc dipole magnets for the low energy RHIC operation.
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HIGH-EFFICIENCY 500-W RF-POWER MODULES FOR UHF*
F. H. Raab†, Green Mountain Radio Research, Boone, Iowa, USA
Abstract
This RF-power module is a building block for a multikilowatt high-efficiency power amplifier system. The
module employs five GaN-FET class-F RF power amplifiers with a low-loss Gysel splitter and combiner. Envelope Elimination and Restoration is used to maintain
efficiency over a wide range of amplitudes. Efficiencies
from 79 to 83 percent are obtained for power outputs
from 500 to 600 W, and high efficiency is maintained
over most of the range of outputs.

results in better waveform shaping, hence higher efficiency.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
Linear (particle) accelerators can use megawatts of RF
power to accelerate protons or electrons, and typically
operate on a 24/7 basis. Operation over a 3 to 10-dB amplitude range is needed to compensate for vibrations,
heating, and other effects. Klystrons are currently the
most widely used means of generating RF power for
linear accelerators. Unfortunately, the peak efficiency of
the klystrons is barely higher than 55 percent, and the
efficiency varies with output power, much like that of a
class-A amplifier. This results in significant power consumption and cooling requirements, which in turn result
in significant operating costs.
The new system described here produces the required
RF power with significantly higher efficiency, which is
maintained over a wide range of outputs. Its key components are:
x Class-F RF power amplifiers (PAs) using GaN
FETs,
x Gysel splitters and combiners, and
x Envelope Elimination and Restoration (EER,
Kahn Technique).
Use of this system has the potential to lower operating
costs significantly.
A significant advantage of this approach is that the RF
PAs are always saturated. This allows them to achieve
the maximum possible efficiency while eliminating the
effects of gain variations due to heating and other factors,
stability problems, and the like.
The "500-W module" shown in Figure 1 is the building
block for multi-kW RF power-amplifier systems. It includes a driver, a Gysel power splitter, five RF PAs, a
Gysel combiner, and an optional circulator. Prototypes
have been developed for 325, 352, 650, and 704 MHz.
Class-F operation [1] is readily implemented at UHF
and offers the maximum output power for given device
ratings. These amplifier use 120-W GaN HEMT made by
Cree or Qorvo. GaN FETs are preferred to LDMOS FETs
at UHF MHz because their higher-frequency capability
___________________________________________

*

Grants DOE-SC0002548, 6200, 6237 plus IR&D.
† f.raab@ieee.org.

Figure 1: Block diagram.

RF POWER AMPLIFIER
A simplified circuit of the class-F power amplifier is
shown in Figure 2. The output incorporates quarterwavelength stubs for the second and third harmonics to
shape the drain waveforms and thereby improve the efficiency. The GaN FET is biased near the threshold of
conduction. A harmonic resonator on the input line
shapes the gate-drive waveform for improved switching.
The positions of the stubs are optimized experimentally,
after which load pull is used to determine the fundamental-frequency matching.

Figure 2: Class-F power amplifier.
The amplifiers are tuned to produce 120 W with maximum overall efficiency (output power divided by dc-input
power plus drive power). The resultant variations of
overall efficiency with output power are shown in Figure
3. The amplifiers produce 120 W with overall efficiencies from 80.5 to 87 percent. The efficiency is 70 percent
or better for outputs above 7 to 12 W, depending upon the
frequency. Output power is controlled by varying the
supply voltage, and for these tests the drive is held constant (1.2 to 2.5 W).
Operation of the RF PAs in saturation results in excellent amplitude-modulation linearity, as shown in Figure 4.
Typically, the relationship of the RF-output voltage to dcinput voltage fits a straight line within 1 percent rms. For
constant drive of 1.2 to 2.5 W, the drive feedthrough is 32
to 148 mW (29 dB or more below the 120-W output).
However, the addition of partial drive modulation [2]
allows the level of the output to be reduced as close to
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zero as desired. Amplitude-to-phase conversion associated with variation of the supply voltage is corrected
through predistortion [3].
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The splitter uses on-board dump loads while the combiner uses remotely located dump loads. Trimmable stubs
allow the frequency to be centered if necessary. Meandering is used to equalize the electrical lengths of the
lines. Close matching is essential to low-loss combining.
Typical performance characteristics are SWR less than
1.04, loss less than 0.15 dB, isolation 35 dB or more,
phase difference 1.4° or less, and amplitude difference 0.3
dB or less.

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

Figure 3: Efficiencies of final amplifiers.

The "brassboard" five-amplifier module [5] is assembled by mounting the splitter, amplifiers, combiner, and
dump loads on an aluminum sheet (Figure 6) . Commercial off-the-shelf 080 and 141 cables are used to connect
the splitter to the PAs and PAs to the combiner, respectively. The driver amplifier is a lower-power version of
the final amplifier and sits to the left of the five-amplifier
assembly. The predrive input is about 300 mW.

Figure 4: Amplitude linearity of final amplifiers.

COMBINER AND SPLITTER
The power combiner and splitter are based upon the
Gysel topology [4]. The Gysel topology is a hybrid combiner similar to the better-known Wilkinson topology.
However, the dump loads are unbalanced, which simplifies matching and allows them to be placed off-board.
The circuit of a two-input Gysel combiner is shown in
Figure 5.

Figure 6: Five-amplifier module.
The performance of the module is shown in Figure 7
and summarized in Table 1. At full output, the drive level
varies from about 8 to 14 W, depending upon frequency.
At lower outputs, the drive level is chosen to produce the
maximum overall efficiency.
The amplitude-modulation linearity (top) is nearly a
straight line with about 1 percent rms error. For outputs
of 500-600 W, efficiencies of 79 to 83 percent are obtained without the circulator. When the circulator is included, the efficiencies drop to 77 to 81 percent. The
efficiency is relatively constant over a wide range of outputs, thus minimizing power consumption at all output
amplitudes.
If one PA fails, the other four continue operating as if
nothing had happened. The power output and efficiency
drop, of course, as a portion of the power generated is
then dissipated in the dump loads. The high isolation of
the power combiner allows the failed PA to be swapped
while the others continue to operate.

Figure 5: Two-input Gysel combiner.
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After tuning, the amplifiers are matched within about 1
percent in amplitude and 1° in phase
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conventional (class-A or -B) PA, efficiency is maintained
over a wide range of amplitudes through supply modulation (EER).
f,
MHz
325
352
650
704

Table 1: Summary of Performance.
NO CIRCULATOR
CIRCULATOR
500 W
83.0
83.4
77.4
78.9

600 W
82.6
83.0
77.9
79.2

500 W
81.3
82.0
77.4
76.8

600 W
80.3
81.7
76.0
76.5
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Figure 7: Performance of five-amplifier modules.

CONCLUSIONS
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These prototypes demonstrate that high-power, highefficiency amplifier systems can be implemented by careful combination of high-efficiency amplifiers and lowloss combiners. The prototype five-amplifier modules are
almost as efficient as the individual PAs. In contrast to a
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DIELECTRIC LOADED HIGH PRESSURE GAS FILLED RF CAVITIES
FOR USE IN MUON COOLING CHANNELS∗
B. Freemire† , Y. Torun, Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago, IL, USA
M. Backfish, D. Bowring, A. Moretti, D. Peterson, A.V. Tollestrup, K. Yonehara, FNAL, Batavia, IL, USA
R. Johnson, Muons, Inc., Batavia, IL, USA
A. Kochemirovskiy, University of Chicago, Chicago, IL, USA
Abstract
High brightness muon beams require significant six dimensional cooling. One cooling scheme, the Helical Cooling
Channel, employs high pressure gas filled radio frequency
cavities, which provide both the absorber needed for ionization cooling, and a means to mitigate RF breakdown. The
cavities are placed along the beam’s trajectory, and contained
within the bores of superconducting solenoid magnets. Gas
filled RF cavities have been shown to successfully operate
within multi-Tesla external magnetic fields, and not be overcome with the loading resulting from beam-induced plasma.
The remaining engineering hurdle is to fit 325 and 650 MHz
single cell pillbox cavities within the bores of the magnets
using modern technology while minimizing the peak RF
power per unit length. Partially filling the cavities with a
dielectric material and making them slightly reentrant accomplishes the goal of fitting shrinking the diameter of the
cavities. Alumina (Al2 O3 ) is an ideal dielectric, and the experimental test program to determine its performance under
high power in a gas filled cavity has concluded.

steers the design parameters [6, 7]. Plasma loading is believed to be manageable for the beam intensities envisioned
to meet the luminosity requirements for a muon collider.

HELICAL COOLING CHANNEL
The cooling scheme based on gas filled RF cavities is
the Helical Cooling Channel (HCC) [3]. The HCC provides six dimensional cooling through ionization cooling
(for which hydrogen gas is the cooling medium) and emittance exchange. This is accomplished by placing gas filled
cavities within the bores of superconducting solenoid magnets, and arranging them in a helix. The helix is in turn
placed within a larger, external solenoid, and the magnet
system provides the necessary Bφ , Bz and dBφ /dr field components.
Three dimensional and cross sectional views of the HCC
are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Optimization of the magnet
and RF cavity parameters remains to be done, which will be
described in more detail in the following sections.

Muon cooling channels based on ionization cooling have
been studied extensively over the past decade and a half.
Maximizing cooling efficiency dictates strong magnetic
fields (>1 T) at the location of absorbers within the cooling lattice. Radio frequency cavities are used to replace the
longitudinal energy lost in the absorbers, and are therefore
subject to strong magnetic fields as well. Early studies immediately observed degredation in the accelerating field of
traditional vacuum cavities in magnetic fields up to 5 T [1,2].
To mitigate breakdown induced by external magnetic
fields, the idea of filling cavities with a high pressure gas was
introduced [3]. Given a suitable choice of gas (i.e. hydrogen), this has the additional benefit of providing the cooling
medium. Such a technique has been shown to mitigate breakdown [4].
A beam traversing a gas filled RF cavity will ionize the gas,
and the resulting plasma serves as a mechanism to transfer
energy from the cavity to the gas; known as plasma loading.
Experiments were performed to characterize the relevant
processes in such an environment [5, 6]. The results have
been used to simulate and predict the amount of plasma loading in a cooling channel based on gas filled cavities, which
∗
†

Work supported by Fermi Research Alliance, LLC under contract No.
DEAC0207CH11359.
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Figure 1: Three dimensional view of one cooling cell of
the HCC utilizing dielectric loaded high pressure gas filled
cavities [8].

Magnets for the HCC
The Helical Cooling Channel is divided into sections, each
with a higher magnetic field than the previous. The early
and middle sections utilize either NbTi or YBCO tape, and
prototypes have been modeled and fabricated [9–11]. Higher
field sections require Nb3 Sn, which presents the additional
complication of requiring a reaction cycle to a temperature
of 650 ◦C, limiting the material choice for coil support. A
collaring concept was introduced to address this, mechanical
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RF Cavities for the HCC

Figure 2: Cutaway view of one cooling cell of the HCC utilizing dielectric loaded high pressure gas filled cavities. The
helical solenoid coils, cryostat, pressure vessel, RF cavities,
and coaxial RF power feeds are all shown [8].

stress analyses were performed, and a model coil made of
copper was wound on an acrylic support [12].
A three dimimensional view of the coil configuration is
shown in Fig. 3 and Table 1 lists the parameters for each of
the six cooling channel sections.

There are two considerations driving the design of the RF
cavities for the Helical Cooling Channel: size restrictions,
and power consumption. The cavities, along with the associated instrumentation and plumbing, must fit within the
cryostat of the helical solenoids. (Note that room temperature operation is assumed.) Additionally, the peak power per
unit length must be kept as small as possible to minimize
cost.
There are two methods to address the first issue. Loading
the cavities with a dielectric will shrink the cavity diameter
for a given frequency. This has the advantage of providing
the entire length of the cavity for acceleration, and the disadvantage of increased power consumption due to dielectric
losses. Introducing nose cones on each side of the cavity,
which enhance the electric field and increase the capacitance,
can alternatively be used to shrink the diameter for a given
frequency. This method has the advantage of reducing the
peak power per cavity, and the disadvantage of reducing the
active length of the cavity and increasing the peak electric
field within the cavity.
Table 2 lists the physical parameters for the RF cavities
in the first five sections of cooling channel based on magnet
bore constraints.
Table 2: HCC RF Cavity Parameters [14]
Section

f

Radius

Length

Units

MHz

cm

cm

1
2
3
4
5

325
325
325
650
650

28.02
28.02
28.02
14.01
14.01

7.73
6.90
6.07
3.57
2.73
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TESTS OF DIELECTIC LOADED HIGH
PRESSURE CAVITIES
Figure 3: Coil configuration in the HCC. The helical
solenoid and outer straight solenoid are shown, with flux
density [13].

Table 1: Design Parameters for the HCC Sections [14]
Section

f

λ

Bφ

dBφ /dr

Bz

Units

MHz

m

T

T/m

T

1
2
3
4
5
6

325
325
325
650
650
650

1.0
0.9
0.8
0.5
0.4
0.3

1.29
1.43
1.61
2.58
3.22
4.30

-0.50
-0.62
-0.79
-2.01
-3.14
-5.58

-4.25
-4.73
-5.32
-8.51
-10.63
-14.18

The 805 MHz test cell that was used for past breakdown
and beam tests [4–6] was refit in order to study the performance of configurations with an alumina insert [15]. Several
torus-shaped alumina inserts of varying purity were fabricated and tested to determine their dielectric strength. Figure
4 shows a fieldmap of the normalized electric field within
the cavity and Fig. 5 shows the results of the surface field
on the alumina at which sparking occurred in the cavity.
The concept of this design was to minimize the amount of
dielectric needed by placing it in a region of larger electric
field as compared to a simple tube at a larger radius. Unfortunately the design accelerating gradient of 20 MV/m was
not achievable in this configuration. Small electrodes were
added on axis, making the cavity slightly reentrant and redistributing the electric field so that its peak was located on the
tip of the electrodes, in an effort to increase the accelerating
gradient. The results are shown in Fig. 6.
7: Accelerator Technology Main Systems
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Figure 4: Electric field map for the dielectric loaded high
pressure test cell [15]. The plot has been normalized to the
maximum electric field, which occurs at the interior rounded
surface of the alumina. The r = 0 line corresponds to the
longitudinal axis of the cavity.

Figure 5: Electric field on the surface of the alumina torus
at which sparking occurred as a function of nitrogen gas
pressure [15]. The error bars represent the standard deviation
of the measurements.
The addition of electrodes improved the average accelerating gradient from 8.4 MV/m to 10.3 MV/m. This indicates
that optimizing the cavity and insert geometry would allow
the use of alumina to shrink the diameter of cavities without
inducing breakdown.
Two inserts of a simple tube geometry made of 99.8%
alumina were procured and tested under high power in the
high pressure test cell. The results of these tests were inconclusive, as there was sparking observed in the region of the
RF (coaxial) coupler due to the close proximity (< 5 mm)
of alumina to the inner conductor. This must be taken into
consideration for future designs.

CONCLUSION
Breakdown studies of a high pressure gas filled RF cavity
loaded with a dielectric have demonstrated the peak surface
electric field an alumina insert can withstand before inducing

MOPOB52

Figure 6: Average accelerating gradient at which sparking
occurred as a function of pure nitrogen gas pressure, for the
case of with and without copper electrodes [15]. The error
bars represent the standard deviation of the measurements.

breakdown. The addition of small electrodes improved the
accelerating gradient, while maintaining the peak surface
field on the alumina. This indicates that a combination of
dielectric loading and reentrant cavity design should be sufficient to satisfy the physical constraints based on superconducting magnet bore size and minimize power consumption,
without degrading the performance of the cooling channel.
Measurements of the loss tangent of commercially produced 99.5 and 99.8% alumina are in the 10−5 range [16],
while that of ultralow loss TiO2 doped polycrystalline alumina has been measured in the 10−6 range [17]. A paper
study on the optimization of the unloaded quality factor and
shunt impedance of a dielectric loaded accelerating structure operated at 5.7 GHz in the TM02 mode demonstrated
an improvement by about a factor of 10 in Q0 and several
in shunt impedance over a similar conventional acclerating
structure [18]. It was shown that decreasing the loss tangent from 10−5 to 10−6 improved both by almost a factor
of two, as well. This is encouraging for the prospects of
dielectric loaded high pressure gas filled cavities for use
in muon cooling channels. Future work will focus on optimizing the design of the RF cavity and alumina insert to
minimize power consumption.
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SIMULATION OF PING-PONG MULTIPACTOR WITH CONTINUOUS
ELECTRON SEEDING*

Moiz Siddiqi†, Rami Kishek
Institute for Research in Electronics and Applied Physics, University of Maryland, College Park

Abstract

PING-PONG MULTIPACTOR THEORY
Multipactor is a discharge induced by the impact of
electrons on a surface due to radio-frequency (RF) electromagnetic fields and secondary-electron emission
(SEE). Depending on the impact energy and RF phase of
the incident electron, a growth in the electron density is
possible. Multipactor can lead to device breakdown in
many applications, such as particle accelerator structures,
RF systems, satellite communication equipment, and
microwave components. Theoretical studies of multipactor traditionally focus on either single-surface multipactor or two-surface multipactor. A new study has been
done on a combined emission from single-surface and
two-surface impacts, known as ping-pong multipactor.
This concept is illustrated in Figure 1. For sufficient electric fields, electrons are returned to the surface with a low
impact energy [1]. These electrons can produce secondaries which then propagate to the other surface.
For small gaps between the surfaces, the ping-pong
modes are found to extend the region of parameter space
for multipactor growth [1]. Ping-pong multipactor is subject to the resonance condition that that the total transit
time for all the impacts in one period is N RF half-periods
[1]. Here, N is the order of the multipactor and is constrained to be an odd integer. Additionally, the product of
SEE yields (the average number of emitted secondary
electrons per incident primary electron) over one period
must exceed unity for multipactor growth. It is important
to note that the theory and simulation makes use of the
normalized variables:
,
/ ,
/ ,
/
, for the time, position, velocity, and
electric field respectively [1]. In the above equations, D is
the gap separation between the plates, is the RF electric-field frequency, e is the electron charge, and m is the
electron mass.
___________________________________________
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Figure1: Particle orbits in a period-2 ping-pong
multipactor [1].

SIMULATION OF PING-PONG MODES
To test the ping-pong theory, we set up a 3D Simulation using the the WARP particle-in-cell code. WARP
uses the POSINT library to model SEE, which includes
detailed SEE parameters for any given material [1]. For
the simulations, unbaked-copper surfaces are chosen,
which has a peak SEE yield of of 2.1 occurring at an
electron impact energy of 271 eV [1]. Additionally, the
code assumes a velocity distribution consistent with experimental measurements. The geometry consists of two
parallel plates (0.125 mm thick, 23 x 23 mm wide) separated by a distance D, which is varied throughout the
simulation. A gap impedance of 50 ohms is assumed [1].
An RF sinusoidal electric-field is present between the gap
with a frequency of 0.5 GHz.
Initial simulations uniformly seed the particles between the gap prior to the start of the simulation. A series
of simulations are run in a gap range of 0.75 mm – 15.0
mm by varying
for a fixed material and fixed RF electric-field frequency. The simulations are run for 5 RF
periods, which is sufficient to indicate multipactor growth
or decay [1]. For each gap, the simulations scan the electric-field strength and then interpolates the results to find
fields that give unity gain [1]. The results of the simulation scan are shown in Figure 2. The simulation and upper
period-2 ping-pong cutoff bound agree nicely for intermediate normalized velocities in the range [0.1,0.2].
However, for small and large normalized velocities, corresponding to large and small gap heights respectively, a
discrepancy is seen between the upper cutoff bound and
the simulation [1].
To better understand this discrepancy, a new electron
seeding method is introduced where electrons are continuously injected over one RF period. This is in contrast to
the uniform seeding method used in the initial simulations, where the seed electrons are placed in the gap prior
to the start of the electric-field. For this new seeding
method, electrons are seeded every fourth time step during the first RF period. The number of seed electrons
injected per time step is chosen to ensure that the total
density of seed electrons by the end of the simulations
equate for the two seeding mechanisms.
181
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Multipactor is a discharge resulting from secondaryelectron emission. A new form of resonant multipactor
combining emission from two surfaces has been studied.
Initial simulations of this ping-pong mode agree with
theoretical predictions of its cutoff only over a certain
range. In this study, we assess the effect of the electron
seeding method in the simulation on the discrepancies
observed for extremely narrow and extremely wide gaps.
Second, we apply techniques from non-linear dynamics to
develop a new, global approach for analysing higherperiodicity multipactor. Simulation results with WARP
will be discussed.
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o – higher powers
o – lower powers

Figure 2: The upper cutoff bounds for period-1 ping-pong
(blue-dashed) and period-2 ping-pong (red solid) compared to WARP Simulations (circles) for uniform seeding. The black dotted line is the lower limit for unbaked
copper [1].

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

As done in the uniform seeding case, a series of simulations are run for a range of gap heights and the electric
field strengths are scanned for the same RF frequency
(0.5 GHz) and material (unbaked copper). Figure 3 shows
the results of the continuous seeding scan in comparison
to the uniform seeding scan and the theoretical upper
cutoff bounds. As indicated by the x’s and o’s completely
matching on top of one another, the continuous seeding
mechanism does not mitigate the discrepancy seen between the uniform seeding mechanism and the theoretical
upper cutoff.
Although this was not in line with our expectations,
we found that the simulation points were able to become
closer to the theoretical upper bound by increasing the
power between the gap, which can be expressed in terms
of the gap impedance (50 ohms). Figure 4 depicts two
uniform electron seeding simulation scans done in different power ranges. The powers run in the second simulation scan (blue circles) are done in a ten percent higher
power range than the first simulation scan (red circles).
As shown in the plot, all the simulation points for the
higher scan moved up and even exceeded the upper cut
off bound for certain gap heights. Additionally, the simulation plots out trajectories for different power ranges.

o – uniform
x - continuous

Figure 3. Warp Simulations of the upper cutoff bound for
uniform seeding (blue circles) and continuous seeding
(red crosses).
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Figure 4: WARP simulations of the upper cutoff
bound done for uniform seeding with different power
ranges (blue and red circles).

MULTIPACTOR MAPS
Higher order ping-pong modes are much more difficult to analyse. Here, we use concepts from non-linear
dynamics to analyse higher-order periodicity multipactor,
specifically the usage of discrete-time maps. Since the
impact energy and the SEE yield are completely determined by emission and arrival phases of the secondaries,
a map can be constructed relating arrival phase to launch
phase for any given emission phase and velocity spread
[1]. By iterating the maps to advance the particles, the
attractor of the system can be found. From this, the SEE
yield for each initial phase can be determined. Note this
method does not make any use of the geometry. Thus, this
analysis can be generalized to any device. Additionally,
this approach can identify multipacting region boundaries
more comprehensively compared to traditional models
[1]. This technique is global because it is capable of analysis of many types of multipactor [1].

CONCLUSIONS
Ping-pong multipactor combines single-surface and
two-surface impacts and has a resonance condition that
the total transit time for all impacts in one period must be
N (odd) half periods. Initial simulations that seeded electrons uniformly between the gap and prior to the start of
the RF electric-field agrees with the upper period-2 pingpong cut off bound for only intermediate gap heights. A
new seeding method of continuous injection does not
mitigate the discrepancy seen for small and large gap
heights. However, it was discovered that the simulation
had a stronger dependence on the power between the gap.
The simulation points for the small and large gap heights
that are run in a higher power range moved closer to the
theoretical curve. This result is consistent for both seeding
mechanisms that were tested.
Moreover, a new-map based method is introduced for
analysing higher-order multipactor. This analysis does not
depend on the geometry of the device and thus can extend
to any application. This global perspective on multipactor
7: Accelerator Technology Main Systems
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overcomes major obstacles faced by conventional models.
Preliminary simulations have been done which will serve
as a basis for future work [1].
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Abstract
The Jefferson Laboratory Electron Ion Collider (JLEIC) project requires 3 Tesla superferric dipoles for the
half-cells in the arcs of its Ion Ring and Booster. A superferric design using NbTi conductor in a cable-in-conduit
package has been developed. A mockup winding has been
constructed to develop and evaluate the coil structure,
manufacture winding tooling and evaluate winding methods, and measure errors in the position of each cable
placement in the dipole body.

INTRODUCTION

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

The accelerator research lab at Texas A&M University
College Station, TX has been tasked to design and build a
1.2m mock dipole magnet for the figure-eight shaped Ion
Collider project at Jefferson Lab[1]. The figure-eight
design has two 260° arcs coupled by two strait sections.
In each arc, there are 32 half-cells which consist of two
4m long dipole magnets per half-cell along with other
components. The dipole magnets are required to have a 3
T uniform field, and a beam aperture of 10cm x 6cm[1].
A 15 strand NbTi cable-in-conduit design is used for
the superconductor to meet the demands of field strength
and stability. Precision milled G-11 forms ensure accurate
placement of the cable in order to achieve the desired
field quality. To evaluate the bending and winding procedures for the dipole magnet, a mock cable (empty refrigeration tubing) was used to assemble a prototype magnet.
Once the mock cable was bent and placed into the form,
each cable placement was measured.

CABLE AND FORM DESIGN
Cable-In-Conduit (CIC)
The CIC superconductor design originated from a
concept developed by Hoenig M O and Montgomery [2].
The general style of CIC used in this project has been
previously developed by the International Accelerator
Facility at GSI-Darmstadt[3]. However, the specific design used in JLEIC dipole is made of 15 1.2 mm Cu-NbTi
strands shown in Fig. 1. The coolant, helium for the JLEIC dipole, flows within an inner tube and the superconductor is wrapped on the outside of this tube. Then there
is a seamlessly welded sheath that is formed on the outside of the superconducting strands. This provides a stable
package for all the strands, and can be easily shaped.
___________________________________________
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Figure 1: Cross-section of cable in conduit design.

Form Design
The cables are properly located in the body of the magnet by channels in the form in a block-coil configuration.
This form consists of a central winding form and three
layers of cables on each side, separated by segments of
milled G-11 blocks. Each segment is removable so that
each layer can be formed and put into place. Figure 2
shows a body cross section of the dipole with different
layers and the end regions where the ion beam enters and
exits the dipole.

Figure 2: Body cross section of dipole (left) showing
separate G-11 layers. End region form showing vertical
bends (Right).
The G-11 blocks have their fiber orientation lying normal to the XY plane, with the Z axis as the beam axis.
This orientation mitigates effects of thermal expansion of
the block pieces. The X and Y expansion coefficients are
about the same, 1.4 x10-5 K-1 and 1.2 x10-5 K-1 respectively, and the Z component is 7.0 x10-5 K-1[4].

CONSTRUCTION
Bending
In Fig. 2. (left) the cable in the winding form runs from
the left hand side of the magnet to the right continuously.
It must also be bent out of the way of the beam apperature. Therefore the cable must be bent 180 degrees then
another 90 degrees see Fig. 2. (right) for clarity.
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This was accomplished utilizing a 180 degree bender
and the compound 90 degree bender and a winding procedure featured in Fig. 6 (one layer only). Each line in
Fig. 3. indicates a half turn that consists of a 180 degree
bend and a 90 degree bend. The turns were put into the
appropriate channels once formed. On the transition end,
the cable transitions to a different channel placement in Y
while the non-transition end stays at the same level in Y
from the left side to the right.

Tooling
Normal pipe and tube benders cannot be utilized for
this application since they generally stretch the tube being
bent and consequently the superconductor inside the cable. This stretching causes the superconducting filaments
within the strands of superconductor to break therefore
lowering the critical current (Ic) and making quenches
more likely to occur.
Original bend testing was performed on a Teledyne Republic bender now owned by Parker[5]. This style bender
forms the cable without damaging the superconductor
when bent on a 2” radius[6]. The benders developed for
this project were designed to have the same benefits the
Parker bender provided.
The benders operate by forming the cable with a die
block that remains stationary relative to the cable. This
die block is moved by a bending arm that slides/rolls
along the back of the block and forms the cable around a
forming die. The bending arm is actuated by a NEMA 34
motor and a G-code interface. Three separate benders
were designed and built. Figures 4. and 5. show a
180degree bend and a 90 degree bend respectively.
The 180 degree bender bends the cable around two separate forming dies involving two setups. Figure 4 shows
the second setup, but the first setup for the most part is the
same. The cable is clamped into place and the moving die
block is actuated to form the cable. The result after both
setups is a 180 degree bend with the proper X width determined by the placement of the forming dies.

7: Accelerator Technology Main Systems

Figure 5: Bender for 90 degree bend.
A specialty bender was also developed to bend the four
cables that are closer to the center of the magnet. Since
these cables are less than 4” apart in X, the bender must
create what looks like a “dog bone” on one end to maintain the 2” minimum bend radius required to avoid damage to the superconductor. This bender forms the cable in
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Figure 3: The left picture shows the transition end where
the cables are transitioning from one level to another and
the right shows the non-transition end. This is just for
layer one.

Figure 4: Bender for 180 degree bend.
The 90 degree bender is more complicated than the
180 degree bender because it has compound movement.
The cable is bent the same way with forming dies, moving die blocks and the same bending radius. However to
transition from one level to another, one forming die must
be able to move in Y.
While the cable is being bent up to the 90 degrees, the
left side of the bender is being actuated to match the angle
of the bend. Equation (1) shows the path of the left side of
the bender
= sin( )
(1)
= cos( )
where A is the “forward/backward” movement, B is the
“up/down” movement, is the angle that the cable is bent
and R is the transition height from one level to another in
in Y of the cable.
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the same way, but with three setups to accomplish the
desired shape as seen in Fig. 6.
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Results
A matrix of multipole deviations from design errors per
0.001” of cable misplacement was generated using
COMSOL from the multipole expansion equations shown
in Eq. (2)
( , )=∑

sin(

)+

cos(

)
(2)

( , )=∑

Figure 6: Bender to create the “dog bone” bend.

QUALITY CHECK OF FIELD
Setup
After each layer of cables was completed a quality
check(QC) was performed. No direct field measurement
was possible since empty tubing was used for the mock
winding. However, the multipoles can be estimated from
the error in the cable placement using the magnetic design
model.
A 3-axis indicator was used to find the placement of the
cables in X and Y at 10 points along the body of the magnet (5 each side). An example of this sample point is
shown in Fig. 7. with locations along the magnet example
measurement.

cos(

)+

sin(

)

where Bn is the 2n-pole normal multiple, An is the 2npole skew multiple and Rref is a reference radius (2cm for
this calculation)[7].
The error matrix was used in conjunction with the
placement error of the cables to get the resulting multipoles. Design multipole errors are all less than one Unit
and the numbers presented in Table 1. are the deviations
from those values. The table is expressed in Units which
comes from the coefficients of the multipole expansion
being divided by a reference B-field and then multiplied
by 104[7].
The skew quadrupole is over the allowable 1 Unit, and
this error arose from the cables being misplaced in the
second and third layer. However, the errors overall are
low and within 1.0 Unit.
Table 1: Multipole Errors
Multipole

Error in Units

Dipole
Quadrupole
Sextipole
Octipole
Skew Quadrupole
Skew Sextipole
Skew Octipole

.000015
0.00045
0.096
0.00084
-1.1
-0.26
-0.078

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

IMPROVEMENTS

Figure 7: Locations along body of magnet to find cable
placement and an example measurement.
To measure the cables in Y, the aforementioned 3axis
indicator was set to zero at the top of the magnet and then
it was touched off the top of each cable. This measurement along with the cable and G-11 dimensions gives the
center location of the cable. The same procedure was
performed for the X measurement with the indicator set to
zero on the left or right side of the magnet.
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There were two contributors to the large skew quadrupole error. The overall size of the cable is 0.322” +/0.002” and the channel is 0.328” +/- 0.002” in X and Y.
this mismatch gives the center of the cable a placement
error of +/-0.010”. This mismatch occurred because the
cable was oval-shaped and had to be redrawn to a smaller
size. For a production dipole the cable will be 0.326”, and
this error will be reduced.
In addition to the undersize cable error, the separate
layers of G-11 were registered by the previous layer of
cables. This produced a propagation of error in the outer
layers which led to undesirable multipole errors. To remedy this, an extra slot is milled into the G-11 blocks. This
updated version, shown in Fig. 2, registers the G-11
blocks to the central winding form instead of the cables.
Along with the extra groove the G-11 pieces were modified so that each cable is fully supported by the G-11
blocks.
7: Accelerator Technology Main Systems
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CONCLUSION
Effective tooling has been fabricated that will be able to
form the cable into the necessary shape that will fit into
the winding form. With the exception of the skew quadrupole, the errors were within design requirements, and
this can be further reduced with proper size cable and
modified G-11 pieces. Therefore the CIC design is now
ready for construction of a cold-mass 3T model dipole.
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ROOM TEMPERATURE MAGNETS IN FRIB DRIVER LINAC*
Y. Yamazaki#, N. Bultman, E. Burkhardt, F. Feyzi, K. Holland, A. Hussain, M. Ikegami,
F. Marti, S. Miller, T. Russo, J. Wei, Q. Zhao, Facility for Rare Isotope Beams,
Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI 48824, USA
W. Yang, Q. Yao, Institute of Modern Physics, Lanzhou, China
Abstract
The FRIB Driver Linac is to accelerate all the stable
ions beyond 200 MeV/nucleon with a beam power of 400
kW. The linac is unique, being compactly folded twice. In
this report, the room temperature magnets, amounting 147
in total, after Front End with a 0.5-MeV RFQ, are detailed, emphasizing the rotating coil field measurements
and fiducialization.

ties from any lithium sputtering. In total, 151 RT magnets
are completed or under construction by an outside vendor,
including 4 spare Q1s to be used for the case of one CM
missing. Note that H stands for hexapole (sextupole).

INTRODUCTION
The driver linac of the Facility for Rare Isotope Beams
(FRIB) [1, 2] is to accelerate all the stable ions (including
uranium) up to or beyond 200 MeV/nucleon (MeV/u)
with a beam power of 400 kW (5 × 1013 238U/s). The linac
is twice folded as shown in Fig. 1 in order to make it
sufficiently compact to be located in the university campus, and to reuse the existing experimental facility. The
linac is divided into seven segments; Front End (FE),
Linac Segment (LS) 1, Folding Segment (FS) 1, LS2,
FS2, LS3, and Beam Delivery Segment (BDS). Figure 1
is also showing the segments where the room temperature
(RT) magnets to be reported here are located. The other
segments were filled out by accelerating cyomodules
(CMs), to which superconducting (SC) solenoids attached
with horizontal and vertical dipoles are installed for
transverse focusing and steering.

Figure 2: Magnets for the FRIB driver linac.
Originally, it was planned to use combined function
magnets of quadrupole and sextupole for FS1 and BDS.
After the separate function solution was found [3], all the
linac RT magnets become quite common ones. Then, the
manufacturing and the testing of these common magnets
need no technical challenges. On the other hand, due care
is still necessary for these magnets to guide the high power beams to be focused on the target with small emittances and sizes. Also, any project always need good value
engineering (separate function rather than combined function was most effective example).

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

FIELD MAPPING RESULTS

Figure 1: FRIB driver linac showing the segments (boxed
in orange) where the RT magnets to be reported here are
placed.
Figure 2 shows all the magnets to be used for the
FRIB driver linac. The beam transport sections are
equipped with the standard quadrupole magnets Q1s and
the standard corrector magnets C2s. Most of C2s (44 of
46) are from Lawrence Berkley National Laboratory
(LBNL), being not reported here. A dog leg consisting of
four 5-degree dipole D1s is located on each side of the
liquid lithium charge stripper in order to protect SC cavi___________________________________________

*Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy Office of Science
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Even if all the magnets have easily obtainable performance, we need to verify that all the magnets have required performance. The field mapping is performed by
means of a all probe for one magnet of each type of quadrupoles and sextupoles and for all the dipole magnets. The
absolute integrated field measured so far were compared
with the requirement in Table 1. All the measurement
results with the specified currents exceed the required
values.
Table 1: Integrated Fields

Magnet
Type

Required

Measured

Q1
Q2

≥ 8.7 T/mˑm
≥ 7.8 T/mˑm

9.5 T/mˑm
8.5 T/mˑm

Q6
H3
C1
C3

≥ 3.0 T/mˑm
≥ 3.0 T/m2ˑm
≥ 0.0060 Tˑm
≥ 0.0160 Tˑm

3.2 T/mˑm
3.9 T/mˑm
0.0063 Tˑm
0.0160 Tˑm
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Table 2 shows the measured results of field uniformity
compared with the modelling and requirements. It can be
seen that the measured results are slightly worse than the
modelling as expected, but are within the requirements.

MOPOB55

allowed multipole. The small values are consistent with
the uniformity shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Integrated Field Uniformity in Good Field
Region (% in full)
Magnet
Type

Required

Modelled

Measured

Q1
Q2

1.0
1.4

0.4
0.4

0.6 ± 0.1
0.5 ± 0.1

Q6
H3
C1
C3

1.4
10
20
20

1.2
5.0
1.4
2.4

1.1 ± 0.2
4.9 ± 1.0
1.8 ± 0.4
3.0 ± 0.6

Figure 4: Excitation curve of the first Q1.

ROTATING COIL MEASUREMENTS

Figure 5: The deviation of the field center from the rotating axis. No significant current dependence observed.

Figure 3: The output signal from the main coil and that
compensated by the compensation coil. The coil is rotating at a period of 3 s.
Figure 4 shows the quadrupole component of the main
coil output calibrated to the integrated field gradient versus the current. Figure 5 shows the deviation of the field
axis from the rotating axis, derived from the dipole component of the main coil output versus the current. The
deviation is within 0.1 mm, but the alignment will be
done by using these data. Therefore, the alignment error
should be significantly improved. Figure 6 shows the
higher multipole components (2n-pole) obtained from
Fourier analysis of the compensated output. Here, n = 6 is

7: Accelerator Technology Main Systems

Figure 6: Multipole components obtained from Fourier
analysis of the compensated output.
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The rotating coil measurements [4] were carried out for
all the quadrupole and sextupole magnets. The system is
comprised of two coils; the main coil and the compensation coil. In the case of quadrupole magnets, the compensation coil output cancels both dipole and quadrupole
components of the main coil output, so that the higher
multipole ones can be measured with high accuracy.
Figure 3 shows typical results of both the main coil
output and the compensated output. The dipole component can be seen from the slight deviation from the periodicity, indicating the field center axis being deviated from
the rotating axis.
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In order to confirm the rotating coil results, the measurement was performed at various rotating speed and
different time. Figure 7 verifies the n = 6 component
independent of rotating velocity. It is interesting to note
that the saturation effect is much more prominent in the
current dependence of the n = 6 component than the quadrupole component, since the n = 6 component arises from
the non-uniformity at the pole edge.
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CONCLUSION
Among the 151 FRIB driver linac RT magnets ordered
to the outside vendor, 128 were completed to date, and it
is forecasted that all are to be completed towards the end
of 2016. The FRIB effort has been devoted to the value
engineering, finding the possible design of the separate
function to replace the combined function quadrupole and
sextupole and using the rotating coil to ensure the performance of all the magnets. All the 128 completed magnets
passed the excitation tests, the rotating coil measurement
tests or hall probe mapping tests.
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Figure 8: From left to right, a) fiducial fixtures, b) ¼”
shank pin nest, and c) ½” SMR.
For fiducialization, the coordinate system is established
by measuring the coordinates of four pole gap centers on
each end (quadrupole case) by means of the laser tracker.
With respect to the system thus established, the coordinates of the six fiducials are measured by putting the
SMR into the nest for the laser tracker. The rotating coil
system with a cylindrical shell just fitted to a magnet
aperture is inserted into the magnet aperture, being approximately located at the mechanical central axis. Then,
the rotating axis of the rotating coil system was measured
with respect to the above coordinate system by means of
the laser tracker. The spatial relation between the rotating
axis and fiducials thus measured is captured into a laser
tracker software which is common between the fiducialization and alignment. The field-measured data exemplified by Figure 5 shall be taken into account for the magnet alignment.
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FREQUENCY DOMAIN SIMULATIONS OF RF CAVITY STRUCTURES
AND COUPLER DESIGNS FOR CO-LINEAR X-BAND ENERGY BOOSTER
(CXEB) WITH ACE3P
T. Sipahi, S. V. Milton, S. G. Biedron, Department of Electrical & Computer Engineering,
Colorado State University (CSU), Fort Collins, CO 80523, USA
Due to their higher intrinsic shunt impedance X-band
accelerating structures offer significant gradients with
relatively modest input powers, and this can lead to more
compact light sources. At the Colorado State University
Accelerator Laboratory (CSUAL) we would like to adapt
this technology to our 1.3-GHz, L-band accelerator system
using a passively driven 11.7 GHz traveling wave X-band
configuration that capitalizes on the high shunt
impedances achievable in X-band accelerating structures
in order to increase our overall beam energy in a manner
that does not require investment in an expensive, custom,
high-power X-band klystron system. Here we provide the
frequency domain simulation results using the ACE3P
Electromagnetic Suite’s OMEGA3P and S3P for our
proposed Co-linear X-band Energy Booster (CXEB)
system that will allow us to achieve our goal of reaching
the maximum practical net potential across the X-band
accelerating structures while driven solely by the beam
from the L-band system.

GENERAL CONCEPT
The CSU Accelerator Facility [1] will initially focus on
the generation of long-wavelength, free-electron lasers
pulses, as well as the development of electron-beam
components and peripherals for free-electron lasers and
other light sources. It will also serve as a test bed for
particle and laser beam research and development.
One of the most important parts of this accelerator is the
linac that was constructed by the Los Alamos National
Laboratory for the University of Twente TEU-FEL Project
[2]. In addition to the capabilities of this linac we would
like to further increase the electron beam energy without
additional significant investments. Our idea is to utilize the
electron beam from the L-Band RF gun as a drive source
for a passive X-band linac structure thus allowing us to
increase the beam energy by using the L-band power
together with the inherent high shunt impedance of the Xband structure.
Figure 1 presents the general layout of our proposed
CXEB system. We started with the power extraction
mechanism using the beam from the L-band linac passing
through the power extraction cavity (PEC). This power is
then delivered to the X-band main accelerating cavity
(MAC) structures. Then, when a bunch periodically passes

through the whole system we can achieve significantly
higher beam energies. This is done by simple switching of
the photocathode drive laser pulses and shifting the phase
onto the cathode such that it puts the bunch into the
accelerating phase of all accelerator structures.

X-BAND PEC STRUCTURE
In our previous studies [3,4] we described the general
idea that can provide us some additional electron beam
energy via an inexpensive and compact way using our
proposed X-band Co-linear energy booster (XCEB) at
CSU. In this concept we used two different types of Xband traveling wave (TW) RF cavity structures. The first
one is designed as a power extraction cavity (PEC) that can
provide us the needed power via our L-band system. The
second one, the main accelerating cavity (MAC) [5], is
designed for lower group velocity for efficient RF power
deposition to the electron beam in the cavity. In our
previous studies we have presented the electromagnetic
field mapping of the PEC and MAC structures using
SUPERFISH, the Maxwell solver of LANL’s code group
[6].
In here we provide the results of more advanced 3D
simulations that we performed using the parallel
computing capabilities of the National Energy Research
Scientific Computing Center (NERSC) [7] as well as
SLAC’s Advanced Computational Electromagnetics Code
Suite ACE3P (Advanced Computational Electromagnetics
3D Parallel) [8]. The 3D CAD modeling and visualization
were done using the Telis [9] and Paraview [10] software,
respectively.
We started our simulations studying how different
boundary conditions effects the PEC parameters and
because we would like to increase our CPU time efficiency
on the super computing facility. In this part of the study,
while we were applying traveling wave boundary
conditions at the both ends of the half and quarter PEC
single cell geometries, we kept the mesh size constant and
similar to what we used for the whole cell. The parameter
comparison results and the magnitude of the electric and
magnetic fields for the each symmetry of the single cell of
our TW X-band PEC using OMEGA3P [11], eigen
frequency solver of ACE3P are given in Table 1 and Figure
2.
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Figure 1: General layout of CXEB system [12].
Table 1: Parameter Comparison of TW X-band PEC Single
Cell for Different Symmetries using OMEGA3P
Parameter

Table 2: Parameters for TW X-band PEC
Parameter

SUPERFISH

ACE3P

Symmetry

Full

Half

Quarter

Phase advance per cell
Radian

2/3

2 /3

Mesh Number

11591

8955

5962

Cell length mm

8.5411

8.5411

FEM order

2

2

2

Inner radius to
wavelength ratio

0.10

0.10

0.20

0.20

0.20

Inner radius to wavelength
ratio
Frequency GHz

11.700176

11.699852

Outer radius mm

11.0275

11.0275

11.0275

Quality factor

6456.11

6448.53

Frequency GHz

11.69559

11.699435

11.699753

Shunt Impedance MΩ/m

110.329

110.2

Quality Factor

6646.03

6649.69

6649.135

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Magnitude of E field (a) and B field (b) fields
of the single TW X-band PEC using OMEGA3P.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2: Magnitude of E field (a) and B field (b) fields of
the single TW X-band PEC using OMEGA3P for different
symmetries.
Some of the important parameter comparisons (using
SUPERFISH and OMEGA3P) for the single cell of our
TW X-band PEC are given in Table 2. The magnitude of
the electric and magnetic fields for our single cell TW Xband PEC using OMEGA3P in Figure 3.

X-BAND MAC STRUCTURE
Our L-band system is capable of generating beam for
over 10 μs. This then argues for a structure with a very
slow group velocity, as it will allow us to fill a longer
cavity and capitalize on the long L-band RF pulses. The
parameters for the TW X-band accelerating structure,
namely the MAC structure, are given in Table 3. The
magnitude of the electric and magnetic fields for our single
cell TW X-band MAC using OMEGA3P in Figure 4 [13].
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Table 3: Parameters for TW X-band MAC
Parameter

SUPERFISH

ACE3P

Phase advance per cell
Radian

5 /6

5 /6

Cell length mm

10.67637

10.67637

Inner radius to wavelength
ratio

0.10

0.10

Frequency GHz

11.76998

11.699723

Quality factor

7598.7

7587.7

Shunt Impedance MΩ/m

153.67

153.4

MOPOB56

To check we used another technique to evaluate the
coupler design using waveguide boundary condition
(WBC) at the waveguide port end; however, with this
technique, because the waveguide boundary condition is
broadband we shortened the neighbor cell to reach the
desired mode and frequency. This coupler again matches
the TE10 mode of the WR-90 type waveguide after a
tapered waveguide section. The coupling constant is
adjusted to provide a proper match under equilibrium
conditions shown in Figure 6 using S3P [14].

Figure 6: S3P result of the coupler cavity using WBC.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Magnitude of E (a) and B (b) fields of the single
TW X-band MAC using OMEGA3P.

Finally, we attached the coupler cavity structure to the
2 regular X-band PEC cells as the 2 /3 phase advance per
cell repeats itself every 3 cells. The attached 3-cell PEC
structure is shown in Figure 7 for the optimization of the
reflection coefficient using S3P.

COUPLER DESIGN FOR TW X-BAND
STRCUTURES USING ACE3P SUITE

Figure 5: OMEGA3P result of the coupler cavity cell using
PBC.

Figure 7: S3P result of X-band PEC and attached coupler
cavity result using WBC.
We use the same procedure for the MAC coupler
structures but this time it is designed to operate on the
5 /6 mode. We attached the coupler cavity structure to the
5 regular X-band MAC cells as the 5 /6 phase advance
per cell repeats itself every 6 cells. The attached 6-cell
MAC structure is shown in Figure 8 for the optimization
of the reflection coefficient using S3P.

Figure 8: S3P result of X-band PEC and attached coupler
cavity result using WBC.
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Coupler design is an important design consideration
because of the power transfer needs to be done as
efficiently as possible. Another important decision point is
the coupler type. Because our TW power is high enough
(in MW range) instead of a coaxial cable we chose to use
a waveguide type coupler that has a slot at the upper end
of the last cell to couple to the proper mode. We use a
regular WR-90 type X-band rectangular waveguide
attached to a tapered section between the slot and
waveguide. After that periodic boundary conditions (PBC)
are applied on both ends of a PEC single cell and
adjustments are made to achieve the desired frequency
(Figure 5).
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CONCLUSION
In this study we provided the 3D frequency domain
simulation results of the TW X-band PEC and MAC
structures using OMEGA3P. We also presented the
relevant coupler designs and design methodologies that we
performed using OMEGA3P and S3P.
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WAKEFIELD EXCITATION IN POWER EXTRACTION CAVITY OF COLINEAR X-BAND ENERGY BOOSTER IN TIME DOMAIN WITH ACE3P
T. Sipahi, S. V. Milton, S. G. Biedron, Colorado State University (CSU),
Electrical & Computer Engineering Dept., Fort Collins, CO 80523, USA
Abstract
We provide the general concept and the design details
of our proposed Co-linear X-band Energy Booster
(CXEB). Here, using the time domain solver T3P of the
ACE3P Suite we provide the single bunch and multiple
bunch wakefield excitation mechanism for the power
build up when using a symmetric Gaussian bunch
distribution in our traveling wave (TW) X-band power
extraction cavity (PEC). Finally, we determine the
achievable X-band power at the end of the PEC structure.

POWER EXTRACTION FOR
X-BAND PEC

)

( )

(2)

where
=

(3)

(1)

is the quality factor of the cavity, vg
is the cavity group velocity, L is the length of the cavity,
R is the cavity resonant mode shunt impedance, and ( )
is the form factor for a bunch of length . This equation
is used as an initial estimate for performance and as a
check of the simulation.
We performed our time domain beam dynamics
simulations using the NERSC (National Energy Research
Scientific Computing Center [6]) parallel computing
sources and SLAC’s Advanced Computational
Electromagnetics Code Suite ACE3P’s (Advanced
Computational Electromagnetics 3D Parallel) [7] time
domain solver T3P [8]. The 3D CAD modeling and
visualization were done using the Trelis [9] and Paraview
[10] software, respectively. Some of the important Xband PEC structure parameters that are presented in
another paper of this conference were simulated using
OMEGA3P are given in Table 1 [11].
Table 1: Parameters for TW X-Band PEC
Parameter

Value

Frequency [GHz]

11.7001

Phase advance per cell
[Radians]

2 /3

Inner radius to wavelength ratio

0.10

Quality factor

6458

Cell length [mm]

8.5411

Shunt Impedance MΩ/m

110

GAUSSIAN BEAM OPTIMIZATION FOR
CONSTRUCTIVE WAKEFIELD
EXCITATION IN X-BAND PEC
STRUCTURE
For an efficient and successful power extraction at the
end of the X-band PEC our longer drive beam needs to be
optimized. We can calculate the power using the formula
for the maximum current with a very thin bunch size
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(

( )

=

 is the frequency,

When a bunch passes through an unfilled RF cavity it
interacts with the cavity and deposits some of its kinetic
energy. This energy is converted into RF fields that can
be decomposed into the resonant modes of the RF cavity.
If a steady stream of bunches is passed through the cavity
and the spacing of the bunches is such that they are
precisely in phase with one of the cavity modes, then this
mode gets reinforced and can grow to large values. As
time progresses the field builds up, as does the impact on
the passing electron bunch until equilibrium is reached
where the power being dissipated is equal to the power
delivered. In the case of power extraction, this power can
be delivered to another device and be used as desired.
In order for the mode excitation to be coherent and
therefore constructive, the bunch spacing needs to be a
multiple of the mode period and the mode phase velocity
needs to be equal to the speed of the relativistic bunches.
The bunch separation time , however, must be shorter
than the cavity passage time of the excited RF mode in
order that several bunches can contribute to the build up
of the voltage .
At the equilibrium condition, the induced voltage
generated by the following bunch compensates the
voltage drop experienced between bunches.
In our X-band Co-linear Energy Booster system,
presented in our previous studies [1,2,3], the resonant
frequency of the power extraction cavity (PEC) is 11.7
GHz. Our Ti:Sapp laser is capable of producing 81.25
MHz pulses, therefore the X-band RF osclates 144 times
for each passage of an electron bunch.
Equation 1 gives the steady-state power level at the
structure output when neglecting the internal wall losses
[4]:
=

or in terms of the field attenuation factor per unit length
( ) for a constant shunt impedance traveling wave cavity
we can write the Equation 1 as [5]:
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(almost flat that gives us the form factor 1) and shunt
impedance.
=

(4)

=

(5)

Instead of using a very flat beam that gives the form
factor 1, we need to define a more realistic Gaussian
bunch distribution shown in Figure 1 for our specific
frequency and drive beam parameters to achieve an
efficient power extraction mechanism. Then, our current
will be:
=

(6)

Figure 1: Current optimization for X-band PEC.
From the definition of the Gaussian beam distribution
we define a symmetric Gaussian bunch in T3P [10] for
the mode excitation using a single bunch that has 3 nC
bunch charge with
5 to calculate the number of
bunches that contributes the beam build-up process in our
X-band PEC length optimization to achieve our desired
beam power at the excitation port using Equation 7.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

= (1

)/

(7)

= / .
where,
Figures 2 and 3, respectively, shows the wakefield
excitation and impedance spectrum, of a single bunch that
has 3 nC bunch charge and 1 mm bunch length in a 66cell X-band PEC structure.

Figure 3: Impedance spectrum of X-band PEC using a
single bunch.
If a second bunch reaches the end of PEC after the first
bunch but before the power from the RF pulse dissipates,
then there will be a region where the RF pulses of the two
bunches overlap. To create an in-phase superposition of
the excited RF fields, the frequency of the excited RF
is chosen to be a harmonic of the bunch
mode
for our case, for a train of n
frequency, that is 1/
. Then the
bunches evenly spaced in time by 1/
filling time of the X-band PEC can be calculated by the
number of bunches whose RF pulses overlap with the
.
first RF pulse using /
We adjusted our X-band PEC length using Equation 1
for our desired power loss, i.e. a loss 5-MeV per particle.
After that we performed simulations using the description
above for a bunch train that has 20 symmetric Gaussian
shaped bunches with 12.3 ns bunch separation between
each other. Theses bunches have 3 nC bunch charges
each. We used bunch lengths 4, 2 and 1 mm. In that case
we had the form factor 0.62 for the longest bunch length
(4 mm) and 0.97 for the shortest one (1mm) using the
equation:
( )= ( ) ⁄
(8)
where, is the propagation constant for the excited mode
11.7 GHz in X-band PEC.
Using either Equation 1 or 2 with the parameters in
Tables 1 and 2 we have the extracted X-band beam power
for our X-band PEC. Compared with our most recent
study [12] we reduced the bunch charge and increased the
X-band PEC length. The 66-cell structure, wakefield
excitation for the beam build-up in it and the impedance
spectrum of the X-band PEC are shown in Figures 4, 5
and 6, respectively.
Table 2: Beam Parameters for X-Band PEC

Figure 2: Wakefield excitation of a single bunch for the
length optimization of the X-band PEC.

Parameter

Value

Number of X-band PEC cells

66

Bunch charge

3 nC

Bunch separation

12.3 ns

Bunch length

1 mm

Relative group velocity

% 0.0163

Form factor

0.97

Extracted power

1.14 MW
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Then using that power to feed our 4 TW MAC structures
[13] we can achieve 21.2 MeV maximum energy at the
end of CXEB. Finally, the resultant high-energy electron
beam can be used in an FEL system for achieving
photons at MID-IR range.
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Figure 5: Wakefield excitation of multiple bunches for
the beam build-up in X-band PEC.

Figure 6: Impedance spectrum of X-band PEC using
multiple bunches.

CONCLUSION
In this study we provided the time domain beam
dynamics results for our design of a TW X-band PEC that
will allow us to achieve higher energies in a compact
way. Our calculations showed that we can achieve 1.14
MW extracted power with our X-band PEC structure.
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Figure 4: 66-cell X-band PEC with the half symmetry.
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EDDY CURRENT CALCULATIONS FOR A 1.495 GHz INJECTIONLOCKED MAGNETRON*
S. A. Kahn†, A. Dudas, R. P. Johnson, M. Neubauer, Muons, Inc., Batavia, IL., USA
H. Wang, Jefferson Lab., Newport News, VA, USA
Abstract
An injection-locked amplitude modulated magnetron is
being developed as a reliable, efficient RF source that
could replace klystrons used in particle accelerators. The
magnetron amplitude is modulated using a trim magnetic
coil to alter the magnetic field in conjunction with the
anode voltage to maintain the SRF cavity voltage while
the cavity is experiencing microphonics and changing
beam loading. Microphonic noise can have frequency
modes in the range 10-50 Hz. Eddy currents will be induced in the copper anode of the magnetron that will buck
the field in the interaction region from the trim coil. This
paper will describe the magnetic circuit of the proposed
magnetron as well as the calculation and handling of the
Eddy currents on the magnetic field.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
A magnetron with injection locking and amplitude
modulation is being proposed as an efficient alternative to
klystrons. The project plans to build and test a prototype
1497 MHz magnetron that could be used as an RF source
for JLab. Using an injection phase-locked magnetron as
an alternate RF source is described in Ref. [1]. Amplitude modulation is planned to control microphonics in the
superconducting RF cavities. The current in the magnetron interaction region is modulated by varying the magnetic field over the electron cloud. The magnet system
consists of a DC solenoid that provides the nominal field
over the interaction region. An additional coil surrounds
the anode which can provide a variable 10% field to
modulate the current. The magnet system is described in
the next section. The JLab superconducting cavities have
microphoninc noise modes in the frequency range 10-50
Hz [2].

MAGNET SYSTEM
Figure 1 shows a diagram of the magnetron which illustrates the magnet configuration. The larger outer solenoid
coils provide 0.25 T field. A trim coil is present surrounding the anode to provide an additional variable field
that can be used to modify the field in the interaction
region. Surrounding the coils is a steel magnetic circuit to
conduct the flux to the magnetron interaction region. This
configuration provides a uniform magnet field over the
interaction region. Table 1 shows parameters describing
the trim coil. The decay constant associated with the coil
*

* Work supported by U.S. D.O.E. SBIR grant DE-SC0013203
† email address: kahn@muonsinc.com

Figure 1: Diagram of magnetron showing the magnet
configuration.
Table 1: Trim Coil Parameters
Parameter
Maximum Field
Number of turns
Current per turn
Inductance
Coil Resistance
Time Decay Constant
Cross Section Area

Value
0.025 T
248
5A
0.028392 h
0.279 
100 ms
21.05 cm2

coil inductance is 100 ms. This number is independent of
the number of turns as long as the coil cross section is
fixed. The decay constant may be too long to react to
very short time spikes. The decay constant can be further
reduced with an external resistance in series with the trim
coil, however that resistance must be compatible with the
5 A current and may limited by the power supply.

EDDY CURRENT SHIELDING
The time varying currents in the trim coil will induce
transient currents in the magnetron anode which is made
of copper. The Eddy current in the anode will produce a
field in the interaction region that opposes the field from
the trim coil. We used the Opera 2D finite element simulation code [3] to model the magnetic geometry configuration of the magnetron. The anode in the R-Z is represented by a cylinder with radial thickness corresponding
to the part of the anode that would allow the current to
circulate the full 360 since that is the region that contributes significantly to the Eddy currents. The analysis uses
a sinusoidal drive current in the trim coil with frequen7: Accelerator Technology Main Systems
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cies: 10.5 Hz, 23.5 Hz, 41.5 Hz and 75 Hz. These frequencies correspond to cavity microphonic noise modes
seen in Ref. [2]. Figure 2 shows the Eddy currents induced in the anode from a 10.5 Hz trim coil current. The
trim current is shown as dashed and the current induced in
the anode is shown as solid. The Eddy currents have the
opposite direction to the trim current which reduces the
field in the interaction region. Figure 3 shows the ratio of
the amplitude of current in the copper anode to the current
in the trim coil at different steady state frequencies. As
expected the larger the frequency the larger the Eddy
current.

Figure 3: Ratio of Eddy Current in the copper anode to
the trim coil current as a function of frequency.
The effect of the Eddy currents on the field in the interaction region can be seen in Figure 4 for 10.5 Hz and 41.5
Hz. The field with (without) the anode present is shown
by a solid (dashed) curve. At 10.5 Hz the Eddy current
has a minimal effect on the field in the interaction region.
At 41.5 Hz the field in the interaction region has been
reduced to about half. Figure 5 shows the ratio of the
field with the Eddy currents in the anode to the field
without Eddy currents. As the frequency is increased the
field in the interaction field is reduced significantly. To be
effective the current in the trim coil will have to be increased to account for the Eddy currents. This will put a
limit on the noise frequency that can be compensated.

Figure 4: Field inside the interaction region for 10.5 and
41.5 Hz. The solid (dashed) curves show the field with
(without) anode Eddy currents present.

Figure 5: The ratio of the field with the anode Eddy currents to the field without the Eddy currents.

REDUCING THE EDDY CURRENTS
Large Eddy currents are induced in the anode because
the anode surrounds a large time varying magnetic flux.
If the anode can be segmented azimuthally and the segments are isolated from each other by insulation so that
the current does not travel around the full outer ring the
transient flux is reduced. If the anode is segmented along
radial mid-plane through each of the vanes and reassembled (with epoxy) with the insulation between the vane
halves, the -mode symmetry of the cavity fields is preserved. Figure 6 shows contour plots of the induced Eddy
current density in the anode for the case with a 47.5 Hz
sinusoidal drive current in the trim coil where the trim
current is near the maximum. The calculations are made
in 3D using the Elektra [3] program. Figure 6a shows the
induced current density for the case without any insula-
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Figure 2: Eddy currents induced in the anode are shown
in blue for a 10.5 Hz sinusoidal trim current which is
shown in red.
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tion in the anode. The figure shows a large induced current flowing in the outer ring since it surrounds the large
magnetic flux region. Figure 6b shows the current density contour plot for the case where insulation is placed on
the radial mid-plane of each vane. The current is restricted to circulate near the perimeter of each cavity section
separately. The enclosed area of each section is smaller
and the magnetron interaction region is not included. The
Eddy currents are significantly reduced.

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

case with 47.5 Hz drive current, the field with insulation
is 80% of the field without Eddy current whereas the field
without insulation is 37% of the field without Eddy currents.
We have not studied the manufacturing issues to fabricate the anode with insulation however if it were necessary to compensate for noise with a frequency greater
than 50 Hz this approach could be considered.

Figure 7: Current density across a radial plane through the
cavity. The solid (dashed) curve shows J for the case
without (with) insulation at the vane mid-plane.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 8: Field in the interaction region for the cases with
insulation, no insulation and no Eddy currents for 47.5 Hz
trim drive current.
Figure 6: Contour plots of the induced Eddy current density in the anode. The upper plot (a) shows the current
density without mid-vane insulation. The lower plot (b)
shows the current density distribution with insulation
separating the two halves of each vane along the vane
radial mid-plane.
Figure 7 shows the current density normal to the radial
plane midway through the cavity (half way between the
adjacent vanes). The figure shows the case with (dashed)
and without (solid) mid-vane insulation. For the case
with insulation, some of the current is returned locally
within the cavity section. The integrated current crossing
the plane is 1444 A (94 A) for the case without (with)
mid-vane insulation. Figure 8 shows the field in the interaction region for the cases with (solid curve) and without insulation (dashed curve) along with the case without
Eddy currents (dotted curve) for comparison. For this

200

CONCLUSION
We have studied using amplitude modulation with a
magnetron to control microphonics from a superconducting cavity. A trim coil is used to vary the magnetic field
in the magnetron as a means to provide the modulation.
Eddy currents in the anode will shield trim coil current.
For frequencies below 50 Hz the Eddy currents can be
compensated for by increasing the trim current.
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MAGNET DESIGN FOR THE SPLITTER/COMBINER REGIONS
OF CBETA, THE CORNELL-BROOKHAVEN
ENERGY-RECOVERY-LINAC TEST ACCELERATOR
J.A. Crittenden, D.C. Burke, Y.L.P. Fuentes, C.E. Mayes and K.W. Smolenski
CLASSE∗ Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853, USA
The Cornell-Brookhaven Energy-Recovery-Linac Test Accelerator (CBETA) will provide a 150-MeV electron beam
using four acceleration and four deceleration passes through
the Cornell Main Linac Cryomodule housing six 1.3-GHz
superconducting RF cavities. The return path of this 76-mcircumference accelerator will be provided by 106 fixedfield alternating-gradient (FFAG) cells which carry the four
beams of 42, 78, 114 and 150 MeV. Here we describe magnet
designs for the splitter and combiner regions which serve to
match the on-axis linac beam to the off-axis beams in the
FFAG cells, providing the path-length adjustment necessary
to energy recovery for each of the four beams. The path
lengths of the four beamlines in each of the splitter and combiner regions are designed to be adapted to 1-, 2-, 3-, and
4-pass staged operations. Design specifications and modeling for the 24 dipole and 32 quadrupole electromagnets in
each region are presented. The CBETA project will serve as
the first demonstration of multi-pass energy recovery using
superconducting RF cavities with FFAG cell optics for the
return loop.

INTRODUCTION
The Cornell Laboratory for Accelerator-based Sciences
and Education (CLASSE) and the Brookhaven National Laboratory have begun collaboration on the design, construction
and commissioning of a four-pass 150- MeV electron accelerator based on a superconducting, six-cavity linac with
energy recover, using 106 fixed-field alternating-gradient
(FFAG) cells as the return loop [1–3]. Figure 1 shows the
layout comprising the injector, the main linac cryomodule,
the splitter section, the FFAG return loop, the combiner, and
the beam dump section. The FFAG cells carry four beams of
42, 78, 114 and 150 MeV in a vacuum chamber with interior
dimensions of 84x24 mm. The splitter and combiner regions,
labeled SX and RX in Fig. 1 serve to adjust the path length
of each beam for energy recovery. Figure 2 shows the splitter
region SX. The 24 dipole magnets and 32 quadrupole magnets in each of the splitter and combiner sections must cover
a wide range of excitations and accommodate an extruded
aluminum vacuum chamber of inner dimensions 34x24 mm
with 3-mm thick walls. Here we describe magnet model
development for the dipole and quadrupole magnets in these
sections.
∗

Supported by NSF award DMR-0807731,
AC02-76SF00515, and New York State.

DOE grant DE-

MAGNET PARAMETERS AND
MODELING
The splitter and combiner optics designs [1] each specify
24 dipole magnets with fields ranging from about 1.5 kG
to 9 kG and 32 quadrupole magnets with field gradients
ranging from about 0.1 T/m to 4 T/m (see Fig. 3) to be
accommodated on a girder of surface area approximately
4x2 m2 , imposing stringent constraints on the magnet geometries, limiting the horizontal extent to about 20 cm and
the length to 20 cm for most of the magnets. Given the limited space for coil pockets, we have constrained the power
supply voltage, current and dissipated-power parameters to
ensure availability of commercially available units.
The chosen quadrupole poleface and yoke design derives
from a large-aperture design developed at the Cornell Electron Storage Ring (CESR) in 2004 [4]. Figure 4 shows
surface color contours of the field magnitude on the iron for
the 4.0 T/m excitation. A model scaled to a 40-mm bore
diameter, resulting in a 12.3-cm square outer cross section,
was found to exhibit excellent linearity up to an excitation
of 4.0 T/m with the central field and field integral nonuniformities shown in Fig. 5, as modeled with the Vector Fields
Opera 18R2 software [5].
An H-magnet design was chosen for the dipoles in order
to minimize stray fields given the close proximity of the four
beamlines. The maximum field is restricted to 6 kG in order
to limit flux leakage out of the central pole iron. This arises
from the height of the magnet, bounded below by the need
for space for the coil and the number of conductor turns
required to permit use of an 80-A power supply. Figure 6
shows the resulting field and field integral uniformity.
Table 1 shows an overview of geometrical, electrical and
cooling parameters of the dipole and quadrupole magnet
designs. The 30-cm H-dipole is intended for use in the seven
cases where the lattice specifies fields greater than 6 kG
(see Fig. 3). The table also shows that the non-linearity in
the field/current relationship between 4.5 kG and 5.937 kG
is 1.1%. Modeling shows the dipole design to be linear at
the 10−4 level for lower excitations. The linearity of the
quadrupole design is modeled to a similar accuracy for the
field gradients below 4.0 T/m, permitting this design to be
used for all 64 quadrupoles in the splitter and combiner.

SUMMARY
We have presented a first-pass design study for the magnets required for the splitter and combiner regions of the
Cornell-Brookhaven ERL Test Accelerator. Stringent space
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Figure 1: Layout of the 150- MeV, four-pass CBETA electron accelerator with energy recovery. The injector, main linac
cryomodule, splitter, FFAG-based return loop, combiner, and dump sections are shown.

Figure 2: Layout of the splitter region
Table 1: Operational Parameters for the CBETA Splitter Dipole and Quadrupole Magnets: Electrical and thermal properties
of the CBETA splitter/combiner magnets. The conductor for the dipole coils is 1/4” (6.35 mm) square with a 1/8” circular
hole for water flow, as is commonly used in CESR magnets. Space constraints in the quadrupole coil pocket reduce the
conductor cross section to 5-mm square with a 2.5-mm hole. The flow rate and temperature rise calculations assume that the
CESR 85-degree cooling water source is used. A single water circuit suffices for each of the dipole and quadrupole coils.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Parameter

Gap or Bore (cm)
Steel height (cm)
Steel width (cm)
Steel length (cm)
Pole width (cm)
Field (G)/Gradient (G/cm)
NI (Amp-turns)
Turns per coil
Coil cross section (cm x cm)
Conductor straight length (cm)
Coil inner corner radius (cm)
Conductor length per turn, avg (cm)
Rcoil (Ω)
Power supply current (A)
Current density (A/mm2 )
Voltage drop for two (four) coils (V)
Power/coil (W)
Water flow/coil @Δp=45 psi (Gal/min)
Coil temperature rise (∘ C)

H-Dipole 21x39x20 H-Dipole 21x39x20 H-Dipole 21x39x30 Quadrupole 12x12x15

3.0
39.0
21.0
20
6.0
5936
7166
5x20
3.4x13.7
20
1.0
65.1
0.0323
71.7
1.78
4.6
165
0.11
6.0

3.0
39.0
21.0
20
6.0
4500
5375
5x20
3.4x13.7
20
1.0
65.1
0.0323
53.8
1.33
1.7
45
0.11
3.4

3.0
39.0
21.0
30
6.0
5977
7166
5x20
3.4x13.7
30
1.0
85.1
0.0422
71.7
1.8
6.1
219
0.09
8.9

4.0
12.3
12.3
15
3.1
400
637
2x4
1.0x2.0
15
1.53
41.2
0.00263
80.0
3.2
0.8
17
0.31
0.2
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Figure 3: Distributions of required splitter/combiner dipole
and quadrupole magnet field strengths

Figure 5: Uniformity of the 4.0 T/m quadrupole field. The
upper plot shows the relative deviation of the field from a
linear field with gradient equal to the central gradient at the
longitudinal center of the magnet. The lower plot shows
the relative deviation of the field integral from that of the
perfectly uniform case. The 10−3 specification is satisfied
over 30 mm of the 34-mm width of the vacuum chamber.

and cooling constraints and a wide range of field strengths
have been accommodated by a design featuring a single transverse cross section for all dipoles and for all quadrupoles.
Modeling has shown that the per-mil field uniformity specifications are satisfied. This feasibility study will serve as
the basis for near-term value engineering development.
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Figure 6: Modeled field uniformity for the 4.5 kG H-dipole
magnet design. The upper plot shows the relative deviation
of the field from the central field value in the middle of the
magnet. The lower plot shows the relative deviation of the
field integral from the ideal case.The per-mil specification
is satisfied over the full 34-mm-wide interior dimension of
the vacuum chamber.
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Figure 4: Color contours of the modeled field magnitude
in the iron of the quadrupole magnet at 4.0 T/m excitation.
The field ranges from 95 G (blue) to 970 G (red).
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PERFORMANCE OF THE CORNELL MAIN LINAC PROTOTYPE
CRYOMODULE FOR THE CBETA PROJECT*
F. Furuta†, N. Banerjee, J. Dobbins, R. Eichhorn, M. Ge, D. Gonnella‡, G. Hoffstaetter, M. Liepe,
T. O'Connell, P. Quigley, D. Sabol, J. Sears, E. Smith, V. Veshcherevich, CLASSE, Cornell
University, Ithaca, New York, USA
Abstract
The Cornell Main Linac Cryomodule (MLC) is a key
component in the Cornell-BNL ERL Test Accelerator
(CBETA) project, which is a 4-turn FFAG ERL under
construction at Cornell University. The MLC houses six 7cell SRF cavities with individual higher order-modes
(HOMs) absorbers, cavity frequency tuners, and one
magnet/BPM section. Here we present final results from
the MLC cavity performance and report on the studies on
the MLC HOMs, slow tuner, and microphonics.
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INTRODUCTION
The Cornell-BNL ERL Test Accelerator (CBETA) is a
collabolation project between BNL and Cornell to
investigate eRHIC’s non-scaling Fixed Field Alternating
Gradient (NS-FFAG) optics and its multi-turn Energy
Recovery Linac (ERL) by building a 4-turn, onecryomodule ERL at Cornell (Fig. 1 top) [1, 2, 3]. CBETA
will be built with many components that have been
developed at Cornell under previous R&D programs for a
hard x-ray ERL [4]. The main accelerator module, one of
the key components for CBETA, will be the Cornell Main
Linac Cryomodule (MLC) which will provide 36MeV
energy gain for a single-turn beam of the CBETA. The
MLC was built as a prototype for the Cornell hard x-ray
ERL project and designed to operate in CW at 1.3GHz, 2ps
bunch length, 100mA average current in each of the
accelerating and decelerating beams, normalized emittance
of 0.3mm- mrad, and energy ranging from 5GeV down to
10MeV, at which point the spent beam is directed to a beam
stop [5]. In this paper, we report the performance test
results of the MLC, such as cavity RF test, measurements
and analysis of HOMs in the MLC cavities, slow tuner test,
and micropohonics studies on the MLC.

MAIN LINAC CRYOMODULE
PROTOTYPE
Figure 1 (bottom) shows an image of the Cornell ERL
Main Linac Cryomodule (MLC) prototype. The design of
the MLC for the Cornell ERL has been completed in 2012.
It is 9.8 m long and houses six 1.3 GHz 7-cell
superconducting cavities, three of them are stiffened
cavities, another three are un-stiffened, with individual
HOM beamline absorbers located between the cavities.
Each cavity has a single 5kW coaxial RF input coupler,
which transfers power from a solid-state RF power source
___________________________________________
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Figure1: The layout of CBETA project (top) and the
MLC prototype (bottom).
to the cavity (the design Qext is 6.0x107). The MLC cavity
surface preparation consists of bulk Buffered Chemical
Polishing (BCP, ȝm), degassing (650degC, 4days),
cavity frequency tuning, light BCP ȝm), low
temperature baking (120degC, 48hrs), and HF rinse. The
fabrication and testing of MLC components (cavity, high
power input coupler, HOM dampers, tuners, etc.,) and
assembly of the MLC cold mass have been completed in
2014 [6, 7, 8]. RF tests with different cool down conditions,
including the first cool down, have been performed in 2015
[9].

RF tests of the MLC cavities
We performed one-by-one RF test of all six cavities at
1.8K after 1) the initial cooldown from room temperature
[10], 2) a thermal cycle with “fast cool down” with cool
down rates of ~36K/min., with large vertical spatial
temperature gradient (dTvertical) of 36K when the cavities
passed the critical temperature Tc of niobium (9.2K), and
3) after a thermal cycle with “slow cool down” maintaining
cool down rate of 0.23mK/min. on average, and a small
horizontal spatial temperature gradient (dTvertical) of 0.6K
from 15K to 4K. The 7-cell cavities in the MLC on average
have successfully achieved the specification values of
16.2MV/m with Q0 of 2.0x1010 at 1.8K. Figure 2
summarizes the maximum field gradient performance and
the cavity quality factor Q0 (1.8K) of the MLC cavities.
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Figure 3: Cornell’s HOM beamline absorber used in the
MLC (left), 3D image of the MLC cavity tuner (right).
Figure 4 shows a comparison of the measured and
simulated HOM loaded quality factors (QL). The
measurements were done with a S21 Network analyser at
cavity temperature of 1.8K. The scanned frequency range
was 1.5GHz to 6GHz with a frequency step (df) of 125Hz.
For the simulation, we used a full cavity model without the
coupler and field probe ports. Without ports, it is axially
symmetric and we used the 2D electromagnetic solver
CLANS [12] for simulation of monopole modes and
CLANS2 [13] for simulation of multipole modes.

Figure 2: Summary of the performance of the MLC
cavities.

MLC HOM SCANS AND ANALYSIS
Figure 3 (left) shows a cross section view of the
production version of the Cornell HOM absorber, the
absorbing material is Silicon Carbide, SC-35® from
Coorstek [11].

Figure 4: Comparison of MLC HOMs measurement results
(cavity#5) and HOM damping simulation results.
The comparison indicates 1) scanned HOM frequencies
agreed well with simulation results, 2) QL of dipole HOMs
of the MLC cavities are strongly damped below the target
value of ~104, and 3) the higher Q modes measured in the
MLC are very likely from quadrupole and sextuple modes,
as their frequencies line up very well with the simulated
frequency bands for these modes, and high Q is expected
for these. These mode types are not a concern for causing
BBU. The results shown in Figure 4 also agree well with
those from a previous HOM study on a prototype 7-cell
cavity, which was an un-stiffened cavity in the Horizontal
Test Cryomodule (HTC) [14]. The results of HOM
absorbers test with high current (40mA) beam in the HTC
can be found in reference [15, 16].

MLC SLOW TUNER TEST
Figure 3 (right) shows a 3D model of the MLC cavity
tuner assembly attached to the helium tank flange. The
design is based on a Sacray I tuner [17, 18, 19]. The slow
tuner for a coarse tuning with a range of 600kHz worked
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Our results show that a slow cool down with small
dTvertical gave the highest Q0 for the 7-cell cavities in the
MLC prototype. The benefit of slow cool down with
smaller dT on the MLC is likely due to a reduction of
thermal-currents and their induced magnetic fields. A fast
cool with large dTvertical showed no clear impact on the
MLC cavity performances. This might be caused by two
competing effects. The first one is that the larger dTvertical
during fast cool down were beneficial for efficient
magnetic field expulsion, which by itself would result in a
reduction of Rres of the cavities. The second effect however
is the increased dThorizontal during fast cool, which by itself
would give increased thermo-currents and thus larger Rres
of the cavities. These two aspects partly compensate each
other; and for the MLC cavities, no net impact on cavity Q0
was seen. It should be noted that a different surface
preparation (e.g. nitrogen doping) than what was used for
the MLC cavities, can shift the relative balance between
the two competing effects, and therefore some cavities can
instead show optimal performance after fast cool down.
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as designed and tuned cavities to resonance at 1.8K (Fig.
5 3LH]RHOHFWULFIDVWWXQHUIRUD¿QHWXQLQJZLWKUDQJHRI
1kHz will be tested for the future.

Figure 5: Tuning range vs. tuner screw revolution

MICROPHONICS MEASUREMENTS AND
ANALYSIS
The initial microphonics measurements were carried out
at the accelerating field gradient of ~1.3MV/m, 1.8K after
tuning the MLC cavities to the resonance of 1.3GHz [20].
Figure 6 shows a histogram of the sampled detuning events
of MLC cavities to compare the microphonics level in the
individual cavities. The average peak detuning of the three
unstiffened cavities is about 100Hz, which is 2.5 times
larger than for the three stiffened cavities (~40Hz).

Figure 7: Results of microphonics sources analysis.
The maximum energy gain of the MLC with the current
microphonics levels has been calculated (Fig. 8) [20]. The
loaded-Q of the cavities could be further reduced to QL
~2x107 using a 3 stub waveguide tuner to increase the
maximum possible energy gain. Here R/Q=774ȍ
Q0=2x1010. It requires ~3kW RF power per cavity to
provide the nominal 36MeV energy gain with QL ~6x107;
while ~2kW would be sufficient with reduced QL. current
Solid state

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 6: Histogram of the sampled detuning events of
each cavity.
During an investigation of the microphonics sources,
some important contributors we noticed are the 2K
pumping skid and the insulation vacuum pump as
summarized in Fig.7. Fig. 7(a) shows the microphonics
spectra with strong excitations near 30Hz, 60Hz, 90Hz, etc.
without optimization and compensation. Fig. 7(b) shows
that the microphonics at 30Hz and 90Hz have been reduced
when the 2K pump skids were turned off and the flow rate
in 80K line was reduced. Fig 7(c) shows that when the
insulation vacuum pump was closed, the microphonics at
60Hz was decreased. It has to be pointed out that the
measurements were done in a “mechanically noisy”
environment and without applying fast tuner
compensation. Further optimization on the MLC cooling
scheme and compensation of microphonics with
piezoelectric fast tuner are planned for the future.

Figure 8: Maximum total energy gain of the MLC versus
RF power available per cavity, assuming current
microphonics levels.

SUMMARY
The 7-cell cavities in the MLC can provide enough
voltage and cooling for 76MeV per ERL turn. HOM
dampers and slow tuners work as designed. Piezoelectric
fast tuner test is planned for the future. The nominal energy
gain of 36 MeV per pass for the CBETA project may be
reached with the available RF power at the current level of
microphonics. The MLC is now qualified for the CBETA
project.
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Abstract
Cornell, KEK, and Marui Galvanizing Co. Ltd have
started a Vertical Electro-Polishing (VEP) R&D collaboration in 2014 to improve removal uniformity. MGI and KEK
have developed their original VEP cathode named i-cathode Ninja®, which has four retractable wing-shape parts
per cell. One single cell cavity has been processed with
VEP using the i-cathode Ninja at Cornell. Cornell also performed a vertical test on that cavity. Here we present process details and RF test result at Cornell.

VEP SYSTEM AT CORNELL
Figure 1 shows a 1.3GHz TESLA shape single-cell cavity installed into the Cornell VEP system with the Ninjacathode. Two types of the Ninja cathode and top and bottom EP sleeves were shipped from Marui to Cornell. The
Cornell VEP system received a couple of upgrades to enable acid circulation during the VEP process.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
Electro-Polishing (EP), especially Horizontal EP, is applied on niobium SRF cavities in many projects as a highperformance surface treatment procedure. As an alternative, Cornell’s SRF group has led the development of Vertical Electro-Polishing (VEP) which requires a much simpler setup and is less expensive compared with the conventional Horizontal EP [1]. Cornell has successfully demonstrated the capability of VEP on high gradient cavities for
the ILC project, which require cavity specification for the
accelerating field (Eacc) of >35MV/m with cavity quality
factor (Q0) >0.8x1010 at 2K [2]. In addition, VEP was done
on the high-Q cavities for the LCLS-II project at SLAC,
which requires Q0>2.7x1010 at Eacc=16MV/m, 2K [3]. The
EP process in vertical direction is affected by gravity, resulting in a removal difference between upper and lower
half cells. In addition, the top cell of a multi-cell cavity during the VEP has a much larger removal than the end cell
located on the bottom. To compensate for the removal nonuniformity, the cavity needs to be flipped and additionally
processed after finishing half of the target removal. Marui
Galvanizing Co. Ltd (Marui) has focused on VEP application targeted mass-production and has been developing
their original cathode named “i-cathode Ninja®” (Ninja
cathode) to improve polishing quality, especially removal
uniformity during the VEP process [4]. Marui’s work
matches Cornell’s research on VEP removal uniformity,
and a collaboration between Cornell and KEK-Marui was
started in 2014 to improve removal uniformity. In this paper, we present VEP processes using two types of the Ninja
cathode at Cornell on a single cell cavity in addition to the
result of a RF test. [5].

Figure 1: Cornell VEP system with “Ninja” cathode.
Al-cathode
Stir-tube
pivot
ivot
1Hz
puddle

___________________________________________
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Figure 2: Images of Cornell VEP cathode (left), Images of
Marui’s i-cathode Ninja type-I and retractable wings
(right).
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Cornell VEP cathode
The Cornell VEP cathode (Figure 2, left) consists of a
aluminium rod and a stirring tube with paddles (one paddle
per cell). Teflon mesh lapped around the stir tube (not
shown in the figure) guides hydrogen bubbles produced on
the cathode during EP process to prevent the hydrogen bubbles from attacking the niobium surface.

MOPOB61

the process. The actual removal was measured by ultrasound thickness gauge after the process.

Marui i-cathode Ninja
Marui’s Ninja cathode (Figure 2, right) consists of a aluminium cathode rod, polyvinyl chloride (PVC) tube, and
retractable Teflon wings (four wings per cell). PVC is an
acid resistance material, and especially inexpensive. It is
therefore suitable for the early stage of the Ninja cathode
development and for capital cost reduction of VEP. The retractable wings are kept inside the PVC tube when the cathode is inserted into the cavity. After cathode installation,
the wings are opened into the cell. After the VEP process,
the wings need to be closed into the tube before pulling the
cathode out from the cavity. The gap between the wing
edge and the cell surface are designed to be equal from iris
to equator. Marui has developed several types of the Ninja
cathode so far. For the first trial of a Ninja cathode at Cornell, Marui shipped the type-I and type-II Ninja cathodes
to Cornell. The type-I is designed for having the field uniformly from iris to equator by putting an Al coupon on top
of each wing (Fig. 2). The type-II has no Al coupon on the
wings, but has more cathode surface inside the tube. The
type-II is also designed to protect the Nb surface from hydrogen bubbles by covering the opening between the wings
and the tube with Teflon mesh.

EP current profile, Cornell cathode

EP current profile, Ninja cathode type-I

EXPERIMENTS
Cornell had performed two VEPs using the Ninja cathode of type-I and type-II on a TESLA shape single-cell
cavity, NR1-2. NR1-2 has been processed by VEP using
the Cornell cathode and tested preciously. Prior to the
Ninja cathode VEP, NR1-2 had mechanical polishing
(30ȝm) and Buffered Chemical Polishing (BCP, 60ȝm) to
reset the RF surface. In addition, furnace degassing
(800degC, 2hrs) was also applied. New electrolyte was
mixed and used for each VEP with the Ninja cathode. Figure 3 shows EP current vs. time profiles for each cathode.
The average current depends on the temperature. The
Ninja cathode had a higher temperature set point than the
Cornell cathode, so average current was higher. The Ninja
cathode has a larger current oscillation than the Cornell
cathode. Acid circulation and the wings of the Ninja cathode could result in more effective agitation and might result in the larger current oscillations.

VEP parameters

EP current profile, Ninja cathode type-II
Figure 3: EP current profiles for Cornell cathode (top) and
Ninja cathode Type-I (middle), and Type-II.

Optical inspection
Optical inspections were done after each VEP process on
NR1-2. Figure 4 shows the images of the equator welding
seam on the RF surface. Similar defects or features were
seen on both surfaces after the Cornell and Ninja VEP.

Table 1 summarizes the VEP parameters for the Ninja
cathode and the Cornell cathode. Those were set based on
the parametric studies at Marui, but not optimized yet for
the Cornell VEP system. The target removal was calculated and monitored from the current integration during
7: Accelerator Technology Main Systems
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Table1: VEP parameters
Voltage [volt]
Current [amps]
Temp. (cavity outside) [degC]
Acid circulation [L/min.]
Agitation speed [Hz]
Paddle type /cell
Teflon cathode bag
Target
Removal
[ȝm] (prelimi- Top half cell
Bottom half cell
nary)

Cornell cathode
14
~17
17~18
None
0~1
1Teflon paddle
Yes
20
24
14

Ninja type-I
14
~22
20~25
5
0.8
4 Teflon wings w/ Al
None
20
36
20

Ninja type-II
14
~29
20~25
5
0.8
4 Teflon wings
Yes
20
29
18

SUMMARY
The integration of the Ninja cathode into the Cornell
VEP system and VEP process has been done successfully
at Cornell. This is the first trial to use a Ninja type cathode
at Cornell. The parameters were set based on Marui’s experiments, but not optimized for Cornell’s system yet. RF
test on single cell processed with Ninja cathodes was performed. The cavity performance was good and comparable
to after a Cornell VEP. The development of a 9-cell scale
Ninja cathode and a parametric study of removal uniformity for a 9-cell cavity are in progress at Marui and
KEK. The 9-cell processing with a Ninja cathode at Cornell
is planned for the future.
Figure 4: Optical inspection images of equator the weld
seam on the RF surface; Cornell VEP (top), Ninja cathode
type-I (bottom left), Ninja cathode type-II (bottom right).

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Cavity RF test
After two VEPs with the Ninja cathode (20ȝm each) followed by the low temperature baking, 120degC for 48hrs,
the cavity was tested in a vertical test pit at 2K. Figure 5
shows the RF test results as the quality factor Q0 vs. the
accelerator field gradient Eacc at 2K. The blue circles show
the test result after the Cornell cathode VEP. The cavity
quenched at 33MV/m with Q0 of 1.2x1010 without any field
emissions. The red triangles show the result after the Ninja
cathode VEP. The quench field was 35MV/m with Q0 of
0.9x1010 without any field emissions.
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Figure 5: RF test results of NR1-2 at 2K.
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Abstract
PREPARATION OF PERFORMANCE
The RAON heavy-ion accelerator requires ninety-eight
TESTING
162.5MHz Half-Wave-Resonators (HWR) with a geomet-

INTRODUCTION
RAON, which will be a heavy-ion accelerator based Inflight Fragment (IF) and Isotope Separation On-Line
(ISOL) facility, is now under construction in Korea [1, 2].
The name “RAON”, which comes from a pure Korean
word, can be literally interpreted as delight and happiness
[3]. The accelerator consists of two Superconducting
Linac (SCL) sections which require in total of ninetyeight 162.5MHz Half-Wave-Resonators (HWR) with a
geometrical = 0.12 [4].
The prototype HWR for the RAON project has been
designed by the Institute for Basic Science (IBS) [5]. The
cavity is now under fabrication in Research Instruments
(RI). The surface treatments of the cavity will be done by
RI as well. The cavity, after the fabrication, will be firstly
treated with 150
Buffer-Chemical-Polishing (BCP),
followed by 625°C baking for 10 hours in a high-vacuum
furnace; after a light BCP (5-10 ), the cavity will be
High-Pressure-Water-Rinsed (HPR) and cleanly assembled. A 120°C baking is not adopted for the recipe because the intrinsic quality factor (Q0) of such lowfrequency cavity is dominated by the residual resistance
(R0) instead of the BCS resistance (RBCS); but the 120°C
baking can increase R0 [6], which would cause the HWR
Q-degradation. In a HWR test, a Q-degradation has been
observed after a 120°C baking [7].
The cavity will be shipped to Cornell University under
vacuum for vertical tests to evaluate its performance.
Cornell will test 1) the bare HWR cavity without helium
tank; 2) the dressed cavity with helium tank; 3) the frequency tuner for the dressed HWR. If the cavity performance is unsatisfactory after the test 1) or 2), the cavity
can be retreated at Cornell. The geometry of the HWR
cavity is complex and quite different from a regular 9-cell
SRF cavity, thus the current cavity preparation and testing
facilities
at Cornell have to be modified for this project.
___________________________________________

Input and Pick-up Couplers
The external quality factor (Qe) of the input coupler
should match up the Q0 of the HWR, i.e. ≡ ≈
1,
≈ , to obtain unity coupling during the measurements. The cavity will be measured at temperature 24.2K; hence the RBCS corresponding to the temperature
range is 0.3-18nΩ for the un-baked case, computed by the
SRIMP code [8, 9] which is based on the BCS theory [10,
11]. The estimation of R0 is complicated because it relates
to many factors. But since the HWR has a low-frequency
and is only treated by BCP, the R0 has less sensitivity to
flux trapping from ambient magnetic fields [12]. Therefore the R0 of the HWR mainly comes from the surface
treatments. Based on this analysis and the MLC 7-cell
SRF cavity experiences [13, 14], we can give a good
approximation of the R0 with 3-10nΩ, thus the surface
resistance is 3.3-28 nΩ. The geometry factor of the HWR
is 36Ω, from which it can be calculated that the highest Q0
(or Qe) can be ~1.1 × 10 . During the test, multipacting
is likely to occur at very low fields [15, 16], which can be
removed by RF processing. The RF processing requires
strong coupling to fill and drain RF power quickly,
~1 × 10 . In summary, the range of the
i.e. > 100,
Qe should be at least from 1 × 10 to 1.1 × 10 .
We designed an electric-coupler which has a straight
antenna and will be mounted in the middle section of the
cavity. The Qe vs. insert depth curves simulated by Microwave Studio are shown in Fig. 1. The total travel range
of the coupler is 50mm, which can tune the Qe from
~1 × 10 to ~1 × 10 and give adequate margins for
the measurements.
The 3D model of the input coupler is shown in Fig. 2
a). When the drive gears rotate, they turn the threaded
shafts to drive the moving plate in linear motion. The
threaded shafts are symmetrically placed around the bellow; the torque is evenly delivered from the input shaft to
the three threaded shafts by the gears. Hence, symmetrical
forces are applied on the moving plate to avoid binding
with the traveling guides. A photograph of the input coupler is displayed in Fig. 2 b). The pickup coupler is a fix
coupler with ~1 × 10 to match the required power
level of the LLRF system. A feedthrough, displayed in
Fig. 3 middle insert plot, is mounted on an adaptor to
match the cavity flange. The 3D model and the photo-

* Work supported by the Ministry of Science, ICT, MSIP
and NRF. Contract number: 2013M7A1A1075764.
† mg574@cornell.edu
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rical =0.12. Cornell University will test a prototype
HWR as well as develop a frequency tuner for this cavity.
In this paper we report on the progress in designing, fabricating, and commissioning of new HWR preparation
and testing infrastructure at Cornell. The HWR infrastructure work includes new input and pick-up couplers, a
modified vertical test insert with a 162.5MHz RF system,
a new High-Pressure-Water-Rinsing (HPR) setup, and a
modified chemical etching system.
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graph of the pickup coupler are shown in Fig. 3 a) and b)
respectively.

Figure 1: Curves of the Qe vs. insert depth for the input
coupler simulated with Microwave Studio.

Figure 4: 3D modes of the bare cavity in a) and the
dressed cavity in b) attached with the handling frame.
In the test 1) and 2), the whole cavity will be kept in a
liquid helium bath. But for the tuner test (test 3), this
setup would have the risk of damaging the tuner motor, if
the tuner were placed into helium bath. Hence the liquid
helium will be filled only into the tank, which needs a
reservoir to be installed to the RF insert. Fig. 5 a) depicts
the RF insert for the tests 1) and 2); the dark green represents the cryogenic Dewar; the pink shows the magneticfield shielding layer; a drive-shaft from the top-plate
connects the input coupler and a motor outside the Dewar.
The reservoir will be installed on the insert after the test
1) and 2) as is shown in Fig. 5 b).

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 2: a) Diagram of the input coupler; b) the photograph of the input coupler.

Figure 3: a) Diagram of the pickup coupler; b) the photograph of the pickup coupler.

HWR Handling Frame and RF Insert
A view of the HWR dressed without and with helium
tank, is depicted in Fig. 4 a) and b). The bare-cavity
weight is about 80lbs; the dressed cavity is about 130 lbs
with the helium tank. A handling frame is needed to hold
the cavity 1) on the RF insert for the cold tests, 2) on the
HPR stand in cleanroom, 3) on the BCP system. The
frame for the bare cavity holds the cavity flanges instead
of the cavity body, which will not deform the cavity; thus
it will not shift the cavity frequency. The frame for the
dressed cavity is attached on the helium tank without
touching the cavity body as well.

Figure 5: 3D models of the RF insert: a) the insert for the
HWR vertical test with the view of the Dewar and magnetic-field shielding; b) A reservoir installed on the insert
for the HWR cold tuner test.
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HPR Setup

BCP Setup

As the HWR structure is complex, the HPR nozzle
should go through all the ports at the cavity ends and the
beam-pipe ports to rinse all the inner surfaces. The cavity
is loaded and unloaded to the HPR stand by a cart which
has a build-in rotator and spinner. The cart can align the
cavity ports with the HPR wand when the cavity is in the
horizontal position (Fig. 6 a)) and in the vertical position
(Fig. 6 b)). During a HPR, the cavity moves up-and-down
lifted by the HPR stand; DI water is jetted onto the cavity
surfaces by the tuning wand and nozzle.

As Fig. 7 a) and b) is shown, the HWR is setup vertically on the BCP rack; two chimneys are installed on the
top two ports; the middle ports are blocked by the blank
flanges; an acid filling line is connected the bottom two
flanges to the acid tank. In a BCP, the acid is transferred
from the bottom ports to the cavity; cooling water is
sprayed on the exterior surfaces of the cavity to keep the
acid temperature below 20°C; the waste gases produced
in chemical reactions are exhausted from the chimneys on
the top. Instead of circulation the acid inside the cavity,
we dump the acid back to acid tank and refill the cavity
with the acid every 10 min. After the etching, the cavity
will be filled with DI water and put into an ultrasonic tank
to remove the residual chemicals on the surfaces.

CONCLUSION

Figure 6: Diagram of loading the cavity onto the HPR
stand a) when the cavity is in the horizontal positon; b)
when the cavity is in the vertical position.

On the base of the current cavity facility, Cornell University now is developing the cavity treatment and testing
infrastructure for the prototype HWR cavity of the RAON
project. These efforts will expand our capabilities to treat
and test low- and low frequency cavities at Cornell. For
the project, we have completed the input and pickup couplers design and fabrication. The HWR handling frame,
the RF insert, the HPR setup, and the BCP setup have
been designed and will be completed very soon. First
HWR testing will start in late 2016.
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IMPACT OF COOLDOWN PROCEDURE AND AMBIENT MAGNETIC
FIELD ON THE QUALITY FACTOR OF STATE-OF-THE-ART Nb3 Sn
SINGLE-CELL ILC CAVITIES∗
Daniel L. Hall† , Mingqi Ge, John J. Kaufman, Matthias Liepe, Ryan D. Porter
Cornell Laboratory for Accelerator-Based Sciences and Education (CLASSE),
Ithaca, NY 14853, USA
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Abstract
Single-cell Nb3 Sn cavities coated at Cornell University
have demonstrated quality factors of >1 × 1010 at 16 MV/m
and 4.2 K in vertical tests, achieving the performance requirements of contemporary modern accelerator designs. In
this paper, we present results demonstrating the impact of the
cooldown procedure and ambient magnetic fields on the cavity’s ability to achieve these quality factors and accelerating
gradients. The impact of the magnetic fields from thermoelectric currents, generated by thermal gradients across the
cavity during cooldown, are shown to be equivalent to the
impact of magnetic fields trapped from ambient sources.
Furthermore, the increase in the residual surface resistance
due to trapped magnetic flux, from both ambient sources
and thermoelectric currents, is found to be a function of the
applied RF magnetic field amplitude. A hypothesis for this
observation is given, and conclusions are drawn regarding
the demands on the cooldown procedure and ambient magnetic fields necessary to achieve quality factors of >1 × 1010
at 4.2 K and 16 MV/m or higher.

A single-cell 1.3 GHz ILC-style cavity, designated
LTE1-7, was used for the purpose of measuring the impact
of thermal gradients and external magnetic fields on Nb3 Sncoated cavities. The cavity preparation and performance
has previously been presented in Ref. [3]. The cavity was
tested in one of Cornell’s vertical test cryostats; a simplified
diagram of the experimental setup within the test insert is
shown in Fig. 1. A Helmholtz coil was mounted on the cav-

Niobium cavities coated with Nb3 Sn at Cornell University
have shown high quality factors of Q > 1 × 1010 at 4.2 K
and 16 MV/m [1–5]. To achieve these record performances,
a correctly executed cooldown through the transition temperature Tc is crucial. Due to the bimetallic interface of
Nb3 Sn on niobium, thermal gradients along the boundary
will result in thermoelectric currents, which in turn generate
magnetic fields that will become trapped in the Nb3 Sn layer,
resulting in increased losses and a lowered cavity efficiency.
In this paper we present the first results from a systematic
study of the impact of the thermal gradients on the cavity
performance, correlated with measurements of the increase
in surface resistance from an increased amount of ambient
trapped flux. The sensitivity to trapped flux is found to be
dependent on amplitude of the RF field, regardless of the
source of trapped flux being ambient magnetic fields or those
generated by thermocurrents. From this measurement, the
maximum amount of flux that can be trapped while still
achieving a Q > 1010 at 4.2 K and at a stated peak RF
magnetic field is given.
∗
†

This work supported by U.S. DOE award DE-SC0008431.
dlh269@cornell.edu

Figure 1: A simplified diagram of the experimental setup. A
Helmholtz coil is used to apply a uniform external magnetic
field during cooldowns that require ambient flux trapping.
A heater located at the base of the cryostat is used to heat
the helium entering the cryostat and establish a temperature gradient across the cavity, which is measured using the
temperature sensors located at the irises and equator.
ity for the purpose of applying an external magnetic field,
whose magnitude was monitored using flux gate magnetometers mounted on the cavity irises. The thermal gradient
across the cavity during cooldown was controlled using a
combination of a heater mounted at the base of the cryostat
and another heater located in the helium delivery line. The
temperature gradient across the cavity was monitored using
temperature sensors mounted at the upper and lower irises
and the equator.
For the purposes of this experiment, two different
cooldown styles were used: the first, focussed on thermal
gradients, was done in no externally applied magnetic field
while establishing a thermal gradient across the cavity during
the transition through Tc . The second, focussed on ambient
trapped flux, was done by cooling the cavity in as small
a thermal gradient as possible while applying an external
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magnetic field using the Helmholtz coil. The field trapped in
the cavity was then measured by turning off the Helmholtz
coil once the cavity had reached 4.2 K.
A number of cooldowns were undertaken in both the thermal gradient and trapped flux styles. For each cooldown, the
measurement consisted of the quality factor as a function of
temperature (Q vs T) from 10 K to 1.6 K, and the quality
factor as a function of accelerating field (Q vs E) at 2.0 K
and 4.2 K. During each cooldown, care was taken to not
cause the cavity to quench, as this would change the amount
and distribution of flux trapped in the cavity. For illustrative
purposes, the complete collection of Q vs Ts obtained during
the experiment are shown in Fig. 2.
Figure 3: The surface resistance at 1 MV/m and 2.0 K as
a function of the magnetic flux trapped by application of
the Helmholtz coil (lower horizontal axis) and the thermal
gradient per until length during the transition through Tc
(upper horizontal axis). Both have been fitted with a linear
relationship.

Figure 2: The collection of the Q vs T’s collected during
the experiment. An increasing thermal gradient, or a greater
quantity of ambient flux trapped, results in a higher residual
resistance and in turn a lower quality factor at the lowest
measured temperature of 1.6 K.

the applied RF field, the measurements of Q vs E at 2.0 K
were converted to surface resistance against peak surface RF
magnetic field, Rs vs Bpk , and fitted for Btrapped at different
values of Bpk . This was done both for cooldowns done in
an applied external magnetic field, and, through conversion
from dT/dx to Btrapped using Equation (1), for the cooldowns
undertaken in a thermal gradient. The result is two separate
measurements of the sensitivity to trapped flux, dR/dBtrapped ,
as a function of the peak RF magnetic field, as shown in
Fig. 4. Both measurements show a linear increase in the

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

RESULTS
The surface resistance, Rs , at 1 MV/m (equivalent to
4.28 mT peak RF magnetic field) and 2.0 K as a function
of the temperature gradient across the cavity, dT/dx, and as
a function of the amount of magnetic field trapped through
use of the Helmholtz coil, Btrapped , is shown in Fig. 3. The
relationship between the increase in the surface resistance
and the amount of ambient magnetic field trapped has previously been seen to be linear [2,6], as the losses incurred from
trapped flux are proportional to the number of extra vortices
trapped. A similarly linear relationship is also suggested by
the data of Rs vs. dT/dx. By taking a ratio of the two linear
gradients, a measure of the amount of thermoelectrically
generated flux trapped per unit of temperature gradient can
be obtained:
"
#
dBtrapped dT/dx −1 dBtrapped
=
,
(1)
dR
dR
dT/dx

Figure 4: A measurement of the sensitivity to trapped magnetic flux as a function of peak RF magnetic field, for data
taken in an applied external magnetic field, and, via conversion using Equation (1), an applied thermal gradient during
cooldown.

which was found to be (6.2 ± 0.3) mG/(K/m) in Nb3 Sn.
Since previous measurements on Nb3 Sn [2] had suggested
that the sensitivity to trapped flux might be a function of

sensitivity to trapped magnetic flux with increasing applied
RF field, up to fields of 40 mT. By linear fitting to an average
7: Accelerator Technology Main Systems
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of this data, a field-dependent sensitivity can be obtained,
dRs
(BRF ) =
dBtrapped
(21 ± 1) pΩ/mG/mT × BRF
+ (0.47 ± 0.02) nΩ/mG .

(2)

DISCUSSION
The reason for a field-dependent sensitivity is not yet clear;
however, we propose that the increased losses are due to the
gradual depinning of oscillating flux lines in the material.
As described by the theory given in Ref. [7], flux vortex
lines pinned at pinning sites in the material can oscillate
when subjected to the force of an RF field. The drag of
the vortices through the superconductor as they oscillate
about the pinning sites results in dissipated heat. Under this
theory, for a given average distance between pinning sites,
the sensitivity to trapped flux – and with it, the additional
effective surface resistance from vortex oscillation – are
given, and independent of RF field. What we propose is that
the pinning sites in the Nb3 Sn coating are especially weak,
and that as the RF amplitude increases, a greater fraction
of pinning sites become unable to act as such, as the flux
lines break free from these weaker pinning locations. This
increases the mean distance between pinning sites at higher
RF amplitudes, resulting in a greater amplitude of vortex
oscillation and with it, a greater sensitivity to trapped flux
and its associated losses. Work at Cornell continues with
the purpose of testing this hypothesis.
A contour plot showing the increase in surface resistance
for a given amount of trapped flux – regardless of source –
at a chosen operating peak RF magnetic field is shown in
Fig. 5. Overlaid on this contour plot are lines indicating
the maximum amount of flux that can be trapped and still
achieve the given Q at 4.2 K, accounting for BCS resistance.

MOPOB63

For example, for a cooldown gradient of 50 mK across
the cell, 1.5 mG would be trapped from thermal gradients.
In an ambient field of 5 mG, in which all 5 mG are trapped,
the increase in surface resistance would be approx. 3 nΩ
at very low RF fields, increasing with the applied RF field.
Given the increase in sensitivity as a function of RF field
given in Equation (2), we can expect to maintain a Q > 1010
up to surface fields of 100 mT, approximately 23 MV/m.
However, at twice the ambient magnetic field and double the
cooldown gradient, the total flux trapped would be 13 mG,
and the cavity would only exceed Q > 1010 at fields up to
11 MV/m.

CONCLUSION
A systematic study of the impact of ambient magnetic flux
and thermal gradient during cooldown has revealed that the
sensitivity to trapped flux of Nb3 Sn-on-Nb cavities is a function of the applied RF magnetic field. This field-dependent
sensitivity has been measured at RF fields up to 40 mT, although cavity performance at 2 K up to the current quench
fields of 17-18 MV/m indicate that this measurement holds
true up to fields of 75 mT. To achieve high quality factors
at high accelerating gradients, it is therefore necessary to
ensure that the cavity is both cooled slowly, to minimise
thermal gradients along the cavity structure, and also in as
small an ambient magnetic field as can be achieved.
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INVESTIGATION OF THE ORIGIN OF THE ANTI-Q-SLOPE∗
J. T. Maniscalco† , M. Ge, D. Gonnella, and M. Liepe
CLASSE, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, 14853, USA

The surface resistance of a superconductor, a property
very relevant to SRF accelerators, has long been known to
depend on the strength of the surface magnetic field. A recent discovery showed that, for certain surface treatments,
microwave cavities can be shown to have an inverse field
dependence, dubbed the “anti-Q-slope”, in which the surface resistance decreases over an increasing field. Here we
present an investigation into what causes the anti-Q-slope in
nitrogen-doped niobium cavities, drawing a direct connection between the electron mean free path of the SRF material
and the magnitude of the anti-Q-slope. Further, we incorporate residual resistance due to flux trapping to calculate an
optimal mean free path for a given trapped flux.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
Nitrogen doping of niobium, a hot topic in the field of
superconducting radio-frequency (SRF) accelerator physics,
has sparked much interest due to the observed phenomenon
of the so-called “anti-Q-slope”. Cavities are treated with
nitrogen gas in a furnace, which diffuses nitrogen into the
RF penetration depth of the material. The result, as initially observed at Fermilab [1], is a field-dependent BCS
surface resistance that tends to decrease as RF field strength
increases, in contradiction to the behavior typically shown in
SRF cavities. As a result, the quality factor of these cavities,
inversely proportional to the surface resistance Rs , tends to
increase with the RF field strength.
Recent theoretical work [2] offers an explanation for this
phenomenon. According to the theory, the high-frequency
oscillating field impingent on the surface changes the density
of states of the quasiparticles in such a way that their number
density tends to decrease with increasing field strength. This
decreased density leads to decreased RF power dissipation
and thus decreased surface resistance.
This effect is mediated, however, by the overheating of the
Bogoliubov quasiparticles: they absorb energy from the RF
field and dissipate the energy through their coupling with the
lattice phonons. A lag in the energy transfer away from the
quasiparticles causes them to increase in temperature relative
to the lattice; this increase in turn results in an increase in
the surface resistance.
In this work, we seek to find a link between this overheating phenomenon and the electron mean free path `, the
quantity typically used to quantify the level of nitrogen doping for a particular sample or cavity. Once armed with such
a link, we seek to find an optimal mean free path to balance
∗
†

This work supported by NSF award PHY-1416318.
jtm288@cornell.edu

the effects of the anti-Q-slope with the increased sensitivity
to trapped magnetic flux observed in nitrogen-doped cavities [3]. This study is an expansion on work previously
shown at IPAC 2016 [4].

QUASIPARTICLE OVERHEATING
For this study, we considered RF test data for nine separate
nitrogen-doped cavity tests, with mean free path ` ranging
from 4 to over 200 nm. These tests measured the temperaturedependent BCS surface resistance RBCS as a function of
peak surface magnetic field Bpk at a range of temperatures,
typically between 1.6 K and 2.1 K. Circles in Fig. 1 show
typical experimental data of this type. All cavities tested
were 1.3 GHz single-cell TESLA-shape cavities, using a
vertical test setup.
1.4
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Figure 1: Typical RBCS vs. Bpeak test results for a nitrogendoped cavity, with theoretical fits overlayed. The mean free
path for this cavity was measured to be 34 ± 10 nm, with the
fitted overheating corresponding to α(2.1 K) = 0.44.
For each temperature, theoretical predictions were fitted to
experimental data by adjusting the “overheating parameter”
α, which controls the extent to which the quasiparticles
overheat under the RF field. Also shown in Fig. 1 are the fit
results for the given cavity test data.
With our fitted values of α for each cavity at each temperature, we calculated the “normalized overheating parameter”
α 0, given by Eqs. (1)–(3). Here, T0 is the experimental bath
temperature, T is the quasiparticle temperature, Rs0 is the
low-field surface resistance, Bc is the thermodynamic critical field, Y quantifies the electron-phonon energy transfer
rate, d is the thickness of the cavity wall, κ is the thermal
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conductivity, hK is the Kapitza interface conductance, and
Ha is the applied surface magnetic field.

α0 = α

2µ20T0

Rs0 Bc2
!
1 d
1
0
α =
+ +
Y
κ hK
1
T − T0 = α 0 Ha2 Rs (Ha, T )
2

(1)
(2)
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a greatly increased sensitivity of the residual resistance to
trapped magnetic flux [3]. When a cavity is cooled in an ambient magnetic field, magnetic flux can be pinned in the SRF
material; these instances of flux pinning are a known contributor to the temperature-independent residual resistance
R0 . This contribution rises in proportion to the amount of
flux trapped by a factor heavily dependent on the mean free
path. Figure 3 shows experimental flux trapping sensitivity
data with fitted theoretical curves, previously shown in [3].

(3)

The normalization in Eq. (1) largely eliminates any temperature dependence. By averaging the values of α 0 for
each cavity and plotting this as a function of mean free path,
we see a roughly linear correspondence in the region of
0 < ` < 50 nm. Figure 2 shows this key result. The result of a linear fit α 0 = γ + β` gives fit parameters γ =
0.02 ± 0.21 × 10−3 K m2 /W and β = 2.1 ± 0.8 × 104 K m/W.

5.5
Experimental data
Gurevich theory, ℓp = 75ℓ

5
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Figure 2: The normalized overheating parameter α 0, averaged over temperatures ranging from 1.8 to 2.1 K fitted for
each cavity, shown as a function of mean free path `. The
linear fit equation corresponds to α 0 = γ + β`, with values
of γ and β as given in the text. The shaded area represents
the 1σ confidence interval.
We have thus established a link between the level of nitrogen doping, quantified by the mean free path, and the
characteristics of the anti-Q-slope, controlled by the overheating of the quasiparticles. In general, shorter mean free
path corresponds with less overheating and therefore a more
drastic reduction in RBCS .
It is important to note here that this fit result is only valid in
this region of short mean free path; at longer mean free path,
experimentally observed behavior diverges from theoretical
predictions given by [2].

OPTIMIZING THE MEAN FREE PATH
With respect to the anti-Q-slope, our result above suggests
that the shortest mean free path achievable should be preferable. However, nitrogen-doped niobium cavities also show

Given these two dependencies of the BCS resistance and
the residual resistance on the mean free path, we can use the
theoretical calculations to find an optimal mean free path
for cavities with a given trapped flux benchmark. Figure 4
shows the result of this optimization. In the diagram, BCS
resistance is taken at 16 MV/m and 2 K, the operating conditions for the upcoming LCLS-II accelerator, which uses
nitrogen-doped cavities. Residual resistance is taken as a
function of mean free path and trapped flux according to the
results of [3]. Contours and colors indicate the total surface
resistance under these conditions for a given mean free path
and trapped flux.
For a fixed mean free path for a nitrogen-doped cavity,
decreasing trapped flux is always preferable. However, due
to the difficulties introduced by the complexity of a full
accelerator cryomodule, it may be more useful to consider
the achievable trapped flux benchmark, i.e. the level of
trapped flux which all cavities can be kept below. The dashed
line in Fig. 4 indicates the optimal mean free path for a given
trapped flux benchmark. If, for example, a cryomodule
could be limited to 3 mG of trapped magnetic flux, the
corresponding optimal doping level would be ` ≈ 100 nm.
If the trapped flux benchmark could be set at 1 mG, the
optimal mean free path would be ` ≈ 40 nm.
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Figure 3: The sensitivity of the residual resistance R0 to
trapped magnetic flux, shown as a function of mean free path
`, with experimental data and fitted theoretical prediction
(as previously reported in [3]).
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calculate the optimal mean free path for a given trapped flux,
temperature, and accelerating gradient.

FURTHER READING
For further information on this topic, please refer to the
corresponding arXiv submission arXiv:1607.01411.
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A NEW METHOD FOR GRAIN TEXTURE MANIPULATION IN POSTDEPOSITION NIOBIUM FILMS
J. Musson†, L. Phillips, K. Macha, Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility,
Newport News, VA, USA
H. Elsayed-Ali, W. Cao, Old Dominion University, Norfolk, VA , USA
Niobium films are frequently grown using forms of
energetic condensation, with modest substrate
temperatures to control grain structure. As an alternative,
energetic deposition onto a cold substrate results in a
dense amorphous film, with a much larger energy density
than the re-crystallized state. Re-crystallization is then
performed using a pulsed UV (HIPPO) laser, with
minimal heating to the substrate. In addition, a graded
interface between the substrate and Nb film can be
created during the early stages of energetic deposition.
Experimental approach and apparatus are described, and
preliminary surface analyses are presented..

INTRODUCTION
As a result of the increased interest of high-energy
particle accelerators, extensive research has been
performed on the creation of superconducting (SC)
accelerator cavity designs which exploit the application of
thin films. Typical penetration depths of ~28 nm have
encouraged decades of institutions to perfect the thin film
formula, but have been met with disappointment with
respect to cavities fabricated from bulk niobium [1,2].
The primary methods used to grow niobium films have
been hetero-epitaxial growth, and fibrer growth,
encouraged by careful elevated substrate temperature
manipulation. In this work, a third method is explored,
utilizing re-crystallization of an amorphous film.
Specifically, niobium is sputtered onto a 77 K substrate as
a thick (~1 um) amorphous layer. While not in the desired
form, it is subsequently re-crystallized, using a localized
thermal source (eg. 5 W UV laser), producing a bulk-like
structure with larger grain size. The propensity of copper
substrate diffusion into the Nb film is of concern, and
mitigated by the 77 K substrate, as well as the short pulse
and raster control of the laser. The objectives of this
method include minimization of the substrate surface
energy by cooling to 77 K (LN2), maximizing the internal
energy of the condensate (by minimizing diffusivity),
carefully controlling film thickness during deposition, and
precisely controlling temperature conditions during recrystallization. Protecting the substrate from high
temperatures during re-crystallization is important in
order to preserve the graded interface, as well as to
eventually minimize the diffusion of copper into the SC
Nb film. Anticipated benefits of re-crystallization include

simplistic deposition for manufacturability, grain texture*
Authored by Jefferson Science Associates, LLC under
U.S. DOE Contract No. DE-AC05-06OR23177. The U.S.
Government retains a non-exclusive, paid-up, irrevocable,
world-wide license to publish or reproduce this
manuscript for U.S. Government purposes. manipulation
(per precise heat source) for detailed studies, and
maximizing the film-substrate adhesion by ion stitching.

ENERGETIC CONDENSATION
This process, known as energetic condensation, begins
with a niobium plasma source, such as a cathodic arc, or
high-power pulse power magnetron sputtering (HiPPMS),
which provides a combination of neutral metal atoms, as
well as ions [3]. While the kinetic energy of neutral metal
atoms and ions is relatively low (~5-10 eV), the ionization
potential energy of the Nb+ ions (~60 eV) is added to the
kinetic energy, and deposited in the first few monolayers
of the film. This results in large thermal spikes, and
atomic displacement, characterized as subplantation.
[4,5,6]. In addition, electron cyclotron resonance (ECR)
has been used with good results, as well as a process
known as coaxial energetic deposition (CED) [7]. Most
recently, a technique known as modulated pulse-power
magnetron sputtering (MPPMS) was introduced, which is
similar to HiPPMS, but utilizes a train of shaped pulses,
but with a lower operating voltage, to produce the ionic
content [8].

MPPMS
The success of HiPPMS is, in part, due to the
availability of high voltage/current insulated gate bipolar
transistors (IGBT), which are capable of > 2000 V at
1000 A with a < 1% duty factor. However, this still
represents sate of the art, and the modulators tend to be
expensive ($100k), and rather inflexible. Alternately,
MPPMS delivers a modest ~600 V pulse train, with up to
10% duty cycle, using moderately priced IGBTs ($1k),
and also increasing the deposition rate. In the case of
niobium, MPPMS has been compared to HiPPMS and
DCMS, with respect to voltage, current, average power,
and relative ion content [8]; while HiPPMS still retains
the highest ion/neutral ratio, MPPMS is attractive for lowcost, extreme flexibility, and ability to be produced in
most laboratories. Films exhibiting high density
(especially during first monolayers), minimal fiber

†musson@jlab.org
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growth, and good uniformity are typical for MPPMSproduced films.
The JLAB MPPMS modulator design was based on a
bipolar half-bridge, and, while capable of pulses of 1200
V at 1500 A (500 J), it was optimized for a 2-1/2” Aja DC
magnetron, rated for 400 W of average power. Following
the prescription of prior researchers, an initial 100 us
pulse was followed by 750 us pulses, delivering ~6.4 kW
(3 J) of peak macropulse power, with a 100 Hz repetition
rate. Figure 1 is a photo of the modulator, and an
oscillograph demonstrating the V-I characteristic of the
magnetron, during deposition.

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

processed on the laser table, with the output focused to a
100 um spot diameter, and raster-scanned over the film
surface for a period of 15 minutes, ensuring full coverage.
Educated trial and error provided convergence of ~300
mJ/cm2 of fluence for inducing observable effects within
the film, while fluences in excess of 500 mJ/cm2 resulted
in evaporation of he Nb. Analytical and static thermal
models were consulted, which indicated a 90% spot
overlap for the 12 ns pulses, or a scan rate of ~50 cm/s.

FILM ANALYSIS
Studies of the physical film properties were performed
on the raw, as-deposited films, as well as laser processed
films. Morphological analysis included X-ray diffraction
(XRD), scanning electron microscopy (SEM),
transmission electron microscopy (TEM), and electron
beam back-scatter diffraction (EBSD). Electrical residual
resistance testing was also performed, mostly for the
purpose of demonstrating SC transition, before and after
heating.

XRD

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Deposition Chamber with LN2 Substrate Holder
The chamber used for deposition is mostly constructed
with off-the shelf components, except for the substrate
holder and LN2 container, which was completely
customized. The container assembly contains a manual
manipulator, to which is affixed a stainless steel crucible.
LN2 is put in to the crucible, externally, which provides
the thermal ballast for the substrate (and subsequent laser
processing). The manipulator allows the substrate to be
rotated 90 degrees, thus facing a quartz window for laser
access. Ceramic breaks in the manipulator/crucible
assembly facilitate application of bias voltages, in the
event additional charge is required to extract the plasma
from the guide coil. It is also possible to create limited
energetic ion bombardment, allowing the Nb atoms to
bury themselves into the copper substrate. Presently, the
base pressure for the system is ~10-9 Torr, and utilizes
krypton as the sputtering gas, to optimize niobium ion
yield.

XRD vs Fluence for Nb Films
77K Substrate (Si)

2500

77K_Film

2000

Arb. Counts

Figure 1: MPPMS modulator (left), and oscilloscope trace
of a single MPPMS macropulse, for voltage (green,
Volts) and gate drive (blue).

XRD was used with good utility during the parametric
search for optimal laser fluence. As more energy was
applied to the samples, peak narrowing was observed,
until a decrease in signal-to-noise was seen, indicating
film destruction (and ultimately ablation). The raw film
displayed a double-peak, which also seemed to converge
at ~300 mJ/cm2, strongly suggesting a significant change
in film morphology. Nominal grain size (Scherrer
method) for 300 mJ/cm2 films was ~9 nm, compared to 4
nm for that of the raw film. Figure 2 compares several
samples, processed with different fluences; as a
comparison, XRD data for bulk Nb foil is also shown.
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LASER RE-CRYSTALLIZATION
While many options are available for obtaining recrystallization temperatures (~1500 K for Nb), an
industrial Nd-YAG laser, with 12 ns pulse period, 50 kHz
repetition rate, and 355 nm wavelength (optimal
absorbtivity for Nb) was employed, primarily due to
availability, and, that it was used in prior annealing and
surface-melt experiments (λ = 1064 nm), which provided
a good starting point for sub-melt parameter
determination [9]. As an expedient, the samples were

222

Figure 2: Bragg angle XRD data for raw and processed
films, for various fluences. Double peaks resolve, and
narrowing is seen for ~300 mJ/cm2 films. Scherrer grain
size doubled from 4 nm to 9 nm during processing. Bulk
Nb foil is included as a comparison, as well as a fiducial.

SEM
Cross-sectional microscopy was performed on the
samples, guided by the XRD data. Initial evaluation of the
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raw film confirmed the expected density and amorphous
composition of the cold Nb film. Minimal columnar
growth is observed, and no voids were detected in any of
the measured samples. No visible effects were present
until ~300 mJ/cm2 was delivered, at which point two
distinct layers within the film emerge. An apparent
thickening is also present, but not yet confirmed by other
means. While possible grain coarsening is depicted in
XRD, and possibly visibly apparent, EBSD analysis was
unable to distinguish crystals > 100 nm, due to the
resolving power of the SEM. Figure 3 shows a film before
and after processing at 300 mJ/cm2/pulse of fluence.

samples, as well as all processed samples < 500 mJ/cm 2.
Average Tc before treatment was 9.4 K, while postprocessed films showed 9.3 K average Tc. Figure 5
compares before and after transitions for a film receiving
the 300 mJ/cm2 dose.

9

Figure 3: SEM comparison of raw film (left), processed
with 300 mJ/cm2 of 355 nm laser light (right). XRD data
indicates an increase from 4 nm to 9 nm average bulk
grain size. Distinct layers and possible thickening suggest
coarsening/recrystallization.

TEM
Transmission microscopy of the processed film also
confirmed the high density with no voids, and extremely
small grain size. Examination of the Si-Nb interface
shows amorphous growth initiating from what is likely
the oxide layer, forming crystallites. Polymorphic crystal
structure also appears in the electron diffraction pattern,
while retaining some preference to orientation, as shown
in Figure 4.

MOPOB68
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Figure 5: Electrical test data for raw (left) and processed
(right) films, depicting the SC transition. Tc = 9.3 K is
preserved, with a sharp transition. Units are degrees,
Kelvin, and arbitrary resistance.

CONCLUSION
While much of this study is still in it's infancy, the
results are very encouraging, and demonstrate the ability
to increase grain size by re-crystallizing an amorphous
film, containing internal energy. The reduced number of
control parameters results in a simplistic process,
adaptable to industrial process. MPPMS was successfully
demonstrated as a method to produce dense, amorphous
films, while the cold substrate results in a film with
energy far from equilibrium, and able to drive subsequent
grain growth. Finally, in situ heat treatment avoids the
formation of oxide layers and provides a heat sink to
protect the substrate from excessive heating. While it was
hoped to obtain > 100 nm crystals, more parametric
studies of fluence delivery are needed to promote the
production of larger grains.

Figure 4: TEM of Nb-Si interface, showing high density
with no voids. Electron diffraction pattern (right) has
polymorphic features, indicating small grains.

SC Transition
Accurate prediction of RF performance under SC
conditions remains elusive. However, the presence of a
SC transition at DC is essential as a starting point for
evaluation. Nevertheless, RRR provides an economical
method for evaluating the basic electrical conductivity of
the bulk. Here, it was used to validate the deposition
process, and also verify that the SC properties of the films
had not been destroyed by the laser heat processing.
Narrow transitions were observed on all raw film
7: Accelerator Technology Main Systems
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WIRE STRETCHING TECHNIQUE FOR MEASURING RF
CRABBING/DEFLECTING CAVITY ELECTRICAL CENTER AND A
DEMONSTRATION EXPERIMENT ON ITS ACCURACY*
Haipeng Wang#, Thomas Jefferson Lab, Newport News, VA 23606, USA

A new wire stretching technique combining with the
RF measurement on the cavity dipole modes has been
developed and demonstrated on the bench to detect less
than 10um offset and 0.1mrad tilt angle resolutions on
the RF signal when the wire is deviated away from the
ideal electric centre line. The principle of this technique
and its difference from the use in other applications are
reviewed and compared. Empirical formula, simulation
and experiment results on the RF signal responses to the
E-centre line offset and titling angle have been
developed.

INTRODUCTION
First two types of LHC Superconducting crab
cavities, RF Dipole (RFD) developed by ODU and
Double Quarter Wave (QWR) developed by BNL have
arrived at Jefferson Lab for further Electron Beam
Welding (EBW), Buffer Chemistry Polishing (BCP),
High Temperature Bake (HTB) and finally vertical
qualification cold tests. The specified accuracies for
cavity fabrication, tuning and component assembly
alignment are very restricted due to the requirement of
crabbing beams for the Large Hadron Collider High
Luminosity Upgrade [1]. Like the cavity rotation is
<0.3o per cavity, 3 cavities systematically are < 1.0o.
The cavity beam axis offset in the crabbing plane is
<0.5 mm. It is very hard for the crab cavity fabrication
process to achieve this requirement since the cavity is
formed by niobium sheet metal. Even the cavity dies
could be machined very accurately, the spring back after
the stamping can be very precisely controlled, the later
EBW and BCP processes can deteriorate these
accuracies easily due to unknown welding shrinkage,
chemistry bath temperature et al. In addition, the
cavity’s crabbing or deflecting electric centre is not well
defined, so the cavity’s mechanical axial centre has been
used as the ideal beam line centre due to the cavity has
been designed with structure symmetry relative to the
perpendicular plane of the crab crossing. However any
additional change by the assembly of couplers, tuner’s
unsymmetrical tuning deformation, cryomodule
cooldown et al., the actual electric centre could be
changed later.
Precision 3-D bead-pulling measurement and laser
scanner survey tool have been tried out. Their
achievable accuracies are questionable due to the bead
vibration and accumulated errors on the portable device.
Their
associated costs are also high.
___________________________________________
* Authored by Jefferson Science Associates, LLC under U.S. DOE Contract No.
DE-AC05-06OR23177 and US LARP grant.
# haipeng@jlab.org

The Single Stretched Wire (SSW) has been used for
the magnet electric centre survey and multipole filed
measurement [2]. By measuring the integrated flux
changes with various types of wire motion, the magnetic
centre accuracy can be achieved in the displacement of
~30m and the field direction in 0.1mrad.
The Wire Position Monitor (WPM) has been also
used for the SRF cryomodule components alignment
[3]. A 50  strip-line BPM with the wire-carried RF
signal can be processed to live monitor the cavity
reference line change during cooldown. Meanwhile this
BPM can be also used as the microphonic measurement
with a cavity shaker. Its accuracy in displacement can
be <7m [4].
The Wire Method (WM) is also widely used for the
coupling impedance of beam devices [5]. This method
is not entirely reliable because the stretched wire
perturbs the boundary conditions, introducing a TEM
wave with a zero cut-off frequency. Below the pipe cutoff frequency, this WM produces an additional power
loss which drastically lowers the high Q resonance of
the device. Above the cut-off frequency, the impact of
the wire is not as dramatic as below the cut-off. The
Mode Matching (MM) technique like tapering cones is
then used. A large discrepancy appears below cut-off
frequency, while above cut-off, for certain ranges of
parameters, an acceptable agreement can be found. For
dipole mode impedance, a Twin-Wire (TW) and hybrids
are used to measure the transverse impedance.
A surface wave signal transmits through a stretching
wire with horn launcher and receiver is also used to
calibrate BPMs [6]. The Goubau line can be made with
a thin dielectric coating or a surface roughness on the
wire to transmit RF slow-wave in an open space. A thin
Tungsten wire (0.25mm dia.) used for Electrical
Discharge Machining (EDM) is a good Goubau-line. It
has been used for the CEBAF strip-line type BPM
calibration. Its accuracy is about 100 m in 2cm×2cm
grid area. The same line has been used for the following
wire stretching setup.

WIRE STRETCHING SETUP
A 499 MHz RFD cavity has been used for this
demonstration experiment as it shown in Figure 1. The
EDM wire passing through the cavity beam pipe flanges
was held in tension by two RF connectors on the table
anchored X-Y stations. Each X-Y stage can be stepmotor controlled in x (crabbing direction) and y in 1m
resolution. By moving wire position (x1, y1) and (x2, y2),
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any offset and tilting angle of the wire relative to the
cavity flange-to-flange centres line can be produced. By
looking at the RF transmission S21 or reflection S22
signals, the E-centre line can be established. It has the
minimum coupling between the wire antenna 1 and the
cavity pickup probe 2. This technique is very sensitive
to both wire offsets x1, x2 and wire tilting angle .
Figure 2: Wire stretching geometry relative to the crab
cavity’s longitudinal electric field.

Figure 1: Wire stretching setup (top), with the VNA’s
Port 1 drives the wire line (bottom right), other end of
wire is terminated with a 50  load (bottom left). The
RF transmission signal S21 is picked up from the cavity
probe Port 2. Two small lab stands, one of them shown
in the picture are used to fine tune the cavity rolling so a
nearly prefect E-centre line can be found.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

PRINCIPLE AND WIRE GEOMETRY
Any crabbing or deflecting RF cavity, no matter its
TM, TE or TEM type, it must follow the PanofskyWenzel (P-W) theorem [7, 8] which states that on the
beam path there is a must longitudinal electric field Ez
in transverse gradient dEz/dx. As shown in Figure 2, if
an electrical conducting wire is stretching perfectly
perpendicular to the transverse electric field, the wire
would not be induced any line voltage as the wire is
infinitely thin. The E-centre line is then defined here by
the P-W law, a line of zero longitudinal electric field
points where the Ez field is changing the direction.
However, experimentally this line could be used for the
E-centre line alignment. Integrated voltage will not be
zero due to x1, x2 and . Zero voltage can only happen
when x1=x2=0 or Z=L/2, x1=-x2 Following derivation is
a proof for the RF signal estimation when both 1 and
2 are very small. As equation (3) indicates, the titling
angle  has the same order of response to the line
coupling (or line voltage implied by the P-W law) as the
offset x.

PROOF OF PRINCIPLE SIMULATION
The first CST simulation on this principle was on the
APS crab in 2010. The simulation for this 400MHz
RFD cavity was only performed after the second
experiment. Figure 3 shows its cavity vacuum model
and line segment setup for the wire stretching. Figure 4
shows its simulation result. The insertion of pickup
antenna at Port 3 has been found to cause a slightly
asymmetric effect and the wire diameter determined the
signal baseline. Zero responses on both amplitude and
phase crossing the resonance frequency when x1=x2=0
are as shown in Figure 3. S31 has a similar response as
the S32’s. S11 and S22 have a less dynamic range
(~28dB) compare to S31, but nearly 360 degree of
phase change as S31’s.
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FIRST EXPERIMENT OBSERVATION
The first experiment was carried out in April, 2016.
The wire scan in x (crabbing) plane gave the amplitude
response of S21=-13.3dB/mm in Figure 4 which is
closed to the result of Figure 3. The phase detection is
more sensitive when locking at the resonance
frequency, which is 0.35o/m as shown in Figure 5.
The wire scanning at Y (non-crabbing) plane has to
be done at a dipole HOM in y polarization at 1336 MHz
frequency. The cavity Q is lower due to the damping
through the couplers. However the sensitivity of
~0.015o/m could be measured with a data smoothing.

MOPOB69

dependence of titling angle. The measurement data is
then used to compare the Equation (4) calculation by
fitting K1 and K2, since 1 and 2 could not be precisely
measured by the reflections. A good agreement can be
obtained in Figure 6 which validates the angle and
offset dependency in Equation (3).

Figure 5: S21 phase measured at peak RFD working
frequency when moving wire offset from x=0 by 10m.

Figure 4: S21 amplitude measured on the 499MHz RFD
cavity when moving wire offset from x=-0.5mm to
1.0mm.

SECOND EXPERMENT RESULT
The second experiment was carried out after the
Equation (4) had been derived with a goal of testing the

Figure 6: S21 amplitude response to wire titling angle.

CONCLUSION
E-centre line change in less than 10m of offset and
with less than 0.1mrad of tilting angle to the crab cavity
mechanical reference have been measured with the S21
amplitude and phase measurement on the RFD crab
cavity. Roll and pitch of the cavity’s E-centre plane can
be also developed from this scheme. For the LHC-HLU
crab cavity alignment procedure, before removing the
stretched wire from the cavity string assembly, the last
E-centre registry can be transferred from the wire
fiducialization to tooling balls on the cavity flanges and
then to helium vessel rabbit ears. Once the registration
is in the data base, the WPM apparatus can be used to
track the E-centre line change during cooldown of the
cryomodule. This technique can be also used for other
applications like the dipole HOM based BPM
calibration [9], tune the crab mode field symmetry and
leaking power to the LOW/HOM coupler. A wirescanning technique based on this principle can be also
developed for bench measuring the higher order
multipole components of a SRF/NCRF cavity.
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Figure 3: CST geometry setup (top insert) for the S
parameter simulation. Port 1 and Port 2 are on the wire
ends, Port 3 is at the cavity pickup, same side as Port 2
on left (cut away in this view); S32 amplitude (top) and
phase (bottom) responses to the stretch wire offset from
x1=x2=-2mm to 2mm.
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CONSIDERATION ON DETERMINATION OF COUPLING FACTORS OF
WAVEGUIDE IRIS COUPLERS*
Sung-Woo Lee, Yoon W. Kang, Mark Champion
Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL), Oak Ridge, TN
Waveguide iris couplers are frequently used to power
accelerating cavities in low beta sections of ion
accelerators. In ORNL Spallation Neutron Source (SNS),
six drift tube linac (DTL) cavity structures have been
operating. An iris input coupler with a tapered ridge
waveguide and a waveguide ceramic disk window feeds
each cavity. The original couplers and cavities have been
in service for more than a decade. Since all DTL cavity
structures are fully utilized for neutron production, none of
the cavity structures is available as a test cavity or a spare.
Maintaining spares of the iris couplers for operations and
future system upgrade without using the full DTL structure,
a test setup for precision tuning is needed. A smaller singlecell cavity may be used for pretuning of the coupling irises
as the test cavity and high power RF conditioning of the iris
couplers as the bridge waveguide. In this paper, study of
using a single-cell cavity for the iris tuning and the
conditioning is presented with 3D simulations. A singlecell test cavity has been built and used for low power bench
measurement with the iris couplers to demonstrate the
approach.

INTRODUCTION
Six DTL cavities have been in operation for continuous
neutron beam production in SNS since the commissioning
of the system in 2006. The waveguide iris couplers are
employed to power the cavities with 2.5MW klystrons at
402.5MHz in 8% duty cycle. In order to prepare spare
couplers to support the current operation and future SNS
system upgrade such as the second target station (STS)
project [1], it is desirable to have a simple systematic
method to evaluate and test performance of the couplers.
Utilizing a single-cell test cavity was considered [2] for
pretuning of the iris openings at low power in a single port
configuration and for high power RF conditioning in a dual
port setup.
In this paper, considerations in preparing a single-cell
test cavity and methods of evaluating waveguide iris
couplers are discussed in the context of ongoing work.
Determining the scale factors of coupling coefficients is
needed for each DTL cavity to use the test cavity. This
requires accurate RF field information at the iris-cavity
interface. RF simulation of SNS DTL structures in 3D
involves modeling of the details in the cavity structures,
which is challenging. Field flatness needs to be achieved
___________________________________________

*This material is based upon work supported by the U.S. Department
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by aligning drift tubes properly to precisely estimate the
magnetic field at the coupler location in the cavity.
SNS DTLs were built in two different tank diameters
(Table 1) that resulted in two slightly different iris couplers
in their iris surface curvatures. The slight mechanical
mismatch that can be introduced to use a single-cell cavity
with the iris couplers has been examined in this study for
improved accuracy. For the single-cell cavity, two types of
single cell test cavities can be built: a reentrant pillbox
cavity and a simple pillbox cavity. They are compared with
simulation results. A prototype single-cell test cavity was
built for low-power bench measurements to compare with
the simulation results.

RF MODELING CONSIDERATIONS
Utilizing a simple test cavity to find the iris dimensions
for the desirable couplings in DTL structures, accurate
scale factors of the coupling coefficients are required. The
scale factor can be obtained from the ratios of the total
surface losses and the wall magnetic fields on the location
of the coupling iris [2, 3].

≜

⁄

=

,

(1)

where m denotes the full multi-cell cavity, s for the singlecell test cavity and H1, Pc are the cavity magnetic field on
the coupling iris area without the coupler and the cavity
power loss, respectively.

Longitudinal Field Flatness
Field flatness of the cavities with many cells is sensitive
to the longitudinal alignments of cell geometries that
include the drift tubes and their gaps. The SNS DTLs have
various numbers of drift tubes depending on the particle
beam velocity. Although mechanical tuning was performed
in a structure, the model for the simulation has to be tuned
again numerically to perform the study. This process
provides a proper longitudinal field flatness in a cavity that
is needed to find the magnetic fields on the coupler location.
Numerical optimizations on the drift tube dimensions are
performed to achieve field flatness using the eigenmode
solver of CST MWS [4].
Table 1: Numbers of Drift Tubes and Tank Diameters of
SNS DTLs
Number
of Drift
Tubes
Diameter
(inch)

DTL
1

DTL
2

DTL
3

DTL
4

DTL
5

DTL
6

60

48

34

28

24

22

17.109

17.871
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In order to reduce the complexity in a parametric study
for the optimization, cell gaps and tapered nose cone
lengths of each drift tube are defined for the mechanical
design of the components. Then, a second-order
polynomial curve fitting on the drift tube lengths was
employed for optimizing the individual drift tubes in all six
DTL structures to achieve field flatness less than +/- 3% at
402.5MHz resonance.

Single-cell Design and Surface Curvature
Since the single-cell cavity can be built in different
shapes, the optimum design of the cavity needs to be
determined for the above process. This is somewhat
complicated because the DTLs have different cavity
diameters. The surface curvatures at the iris-cavity
interface are studied with modeling and simulation for
validation of the approach. Two types of single cell test
cavities are considered and compared with simulation: a
reentrant pillbox cavity and a simple pillbox cavity. For
testing with different iris couplers on a single-cell cavity,
the mismatches of curvatures between the test cavity and
the iris couplers are examined for their stability. Figures 1(a)
and 1(b) show the relative electric current densities in the
cavities found with eigenmode simulation at the iris-cavity
surface.

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

cones. It can have a smaller curvature that matches to one
of the two iris surface curvatures, which minimizes the
surface mismatch with the other coupler. The pillbox cavity
without nose cones is a simpler structure and possibly
better for high power tests but the interface cannot be
precisely matched due to the constraint of the fixed
diameter for a frequency as the fundamental TM01
cylindrical resonator. The difference in iris surface
curvature may affect the resonance frequency, surface loss
and the coupling fields. It seems the reentrant cavity can be
better choice for better physical surface match. However, it
was observed that the reentrant cavity is more sensitive
than the simple pillbox cavity even if it has smaller
curvature difference. In Figure 1 it can be seen that the
surface current density is significantly higher in the
reentrant cavity. This corresponds to higher sensitivity to
iris region geometric perturbations for the reentrant cavity.
The scale factors for DTL structures can be found for
specified coupling factors and are summarized in Table 2.
Table 2: Coupling Scale Factors of Single Cell Test
Cavities for SNS DTLs
Reentrant
(D:17.88”)

Pillbox
(D:22.44”)

DTL
1

DTL
2

DTL
3

DTL
4

DTL
5

DTL
6

0.0658

0.0517

0.0492

0.0484

0.0481

0.0478

0.0728

0.0572

0.0568

0.0558

0.0555

0.0551

*Scale factors are calculated with eq. 1 using eigenmode
solutions.
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(a)

(a)

(b)
Figure 1: Surface current density distributions found with
eigenmode simulation in (a) reentrant pillbox cavity (D:
17.88”) and (b) simple pillbox cavity (D: 22.44”). Surface
curvature mismatches between test cavities and a
waveguide iris coupler (D: 17.109” for SNS DTL1, 2).
The reentrant cavity has a smaller cavity diameter that
can be adjusted with the capacitance between the nose
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(b)
Figure 2: Comparison of scaled coupling factors of iris
couplers with test cavities for (a) DTL1 and (b) DTL4.
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Parametric studies of the dumbbell diameters of the
coupling iris were performed in frequency domain
simulations for all six DTL structures. By introduction of
the coupler in the model, the field flatness is disrupted from
the eigenmode solution process. The deviations are
removed by retuning the structure. Results of frequency
domain simulation are used to verify the accuracy of the
coupling scale factors. The scale factors found for two
single-cell cavity designs are compared with the values for
the full DTL structures in Figures 2(a) and 2(b) for the DTL
1 and DTL 4, respectively. In Figure 2(b), D=0.3” case did
not have acceptable result. Further study will be performed
to improve the accuracy. From the results it can be seen that
either one of the two single-cell cavities can be used for the
application outlined in this paper.

MOPOB71

at the location of the iris coupler surface is needed to
determine the reliable scale factors. Numerical
optimizations of dimensions of the drift tubes and gaps in
the DTL structures are also needed to establish the design
fields at the resonance frequency during the process.
Frequency domain simulations are used with 3D modeling
of the cavities and the couplers for the comparisons shown
in Figure 2.

TEST CAVITY AND MEASUREMENT

DISCUSSION
The primary purpose of using the single-cell test cavity
is to pretune the opening of the coupling iris. This can be
done at low power in a single port measurement setup. If
the test cavity is built to be operational with high power RF
under vacuum, the cavity can be used to RF process two
iris couplers in a two-port configuration [2]. Both tasks can
be performed without using the full DTL structures.
Iris opening dimensions change for the desired coupling
coefficient of an iris coupler for a cavity. If a desirable
coupling factor of a full DTL structure is specified, the
matched iris coupler opening can be designed for the
coupler on the test cavity by applying the scale factor. This
pretuning process of the iris relies on the result of the
computer eigenmode simulator to find the surface magnetic
fields and the total power losses in the full DTL structure
and the test cavity. Finding an accurate field in the structure

7: Accelerator Technology Main Systems

(a)

(b)
Figure 3: (a) Low power bench measurement setup with the
cold model of a single-cell test cavity with waveguide iris
couplers, (b) comparison of couplings of two couplers with
simulated results.
The simulation results suggest that the proposed
procedure for finding the iris coupler design using the scale
factor is valid. If a simple pillbox type cavity is used as the
test cavity, the curvature mismatch at the iris-cavity
interface does not cause problems in finding the accurate
scale factor. Bench test with the prototype pillbox cavity
shows reasonable agreement between the simulations and
measurements. Further measurement will be performed for
complete verification of the technique.
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A simple pillbox copper cavity was built for low power
RF bench measurement as shown in Figure 3(a).
Resonance frequency of the TM01 mode was tuned to 402.5
MHz using two 3” diameter slug tuners near the equator of
the cavity. The measured unloaded Q-factor is ~ 30,000 at
402.5MHz. The coupling iris port on the cavity was
prepared to have precise mechanical contact with the
coupler for measurement stability. Two different ridge
waveguide iris couplers were available and used for the
measurement to compare with the simulated results (Figure
3(b): an aluminum iris coupler with 0.185” dumbbell
opening diameter and surface curvature matched for DTL1
and a copper iris coupler built for DTL3 with 0.125”
dumbbell diameter. These values are compared with the
simulated results on a Smith chart in Figure 3. The
aluminum iris coupler with larger dumbbell diameter that
has greater coupling had good agreement between the
calculated and the measurement. The copper iris coupler
with smaller dumbbell diameter opening showed similar
but with some greater discrepancy. The dimensional
discrepancy between the actual iris opening and the
computer model may affect the error and can be a subject
for further study.
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UPDATE ON CW 8 kW 1.5 GHz KLYSTRON REPLACEMENT*
A.V. Smirnov#, R. Agustsson, S. Boucher, D. Gavryushkin, J.J. Hartzell, K.J. Hoyt, A. Murokh,
T.J. Villabona, RadiaBeam Systems Inc., Santa Monica, CA 90404 USA
R. Branner, K. Yuk, University of California, Davis, Davis, CA 95616 USA
S. Blum, MACOM Lincoln Lab, Lincoln, RI 02865 USA
V. Khodos, Sierra Nevada Corporation, Irvine, CA 92618 USA
Abstract
JLAB upgrade program requires a ~8 kW, 1497 MHz
amplifier operating at more than 55-60% efficiency, and 8
kW CW power to replace up to 340 klystrons. One of
possibilities for the klystron replacement is usage of high
electron mobility packaged GaN transistors applied in
array of highly efficient amplifiers using precise in-phase,
low-loss combiners-dividers. Design features and challenges related to amplifier modules and radial multi-way
dividers/combiners are discussed including HFSS simulations and measurements.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
The original RF power system at the Thomas Jefferson
National Accelerator Facility (JLab) operates at
1497 MHz frequency and consists of 340 klystrons (model VKL7811). The VKL7811 klystron upgrade proposed
by CPI foresees adding a solenoid magnet and its power
supply, making the system so large that it will not fit in
existing locations. Inductive Output Tubes (IOTs) were
considered as a replacement [1]. However, IOTs are not
available at 1.5 GHz, would need to be redesigned to
avoid solenoid coils, and require a booster (preamp driver) as they have ~15 dB lower gain than a klystron.
High-power vacuum tubes are employed ubiquitously
in radars, accelerators, and material processing industries.
Although the technology is well defined and established
for many decades, there are also a number of disadvantages. Among those that impose certain risks for JLab
future operations are relatively low efficiency (presently
33% [1]) and shrinking market for the tube that implies
growing production and refurbishing costs.
As an alternative to klystrons and other vacuum tubes,
RadiaBeam is developing high-power amplifiers based on
gallium nitride (GaN) high electron mobility field effect
transistors (HEM FET) which offer significant potential
to higher efficiencies than vacuum tube devices. Although each individual device operates at much lower
power, its compact size potentially enables many of them
to be operated in parallel to achieve the power needed to
replace klystrons.
However, such a replacement presents a number of
challenges. Most of known high power S-band or L-band
transistors are traditionally designed for a pulse mode
(usually for radar applications), whereas combined CW
operation to our knowledge has never been demonstrated
in L-band at such high, multi-kW power levels. Drain
___________________________________________
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efficiency is significantly lower than that for pulsed operation, because of various charge trapping and self-heating
effects enhanced by much higher internal FET thermal
resistance in CW mode of operation. Also combining
efficiency tends to drop quickly with number of combining ways (faster than linear [2]). Yet another challenge is
that GaN high power transistors are vulnerable to instabilities especially in CW and presence of crass-talk (insufficient isolation) between the combining ways. Depletion
mode devices cannot be operated without specialized
control system enabling proper bias sequencing through
discretionary access control (DAC), thermal compensation, and independent fine adjustment of bias voltages and
temperature slope. Additional requirements for the control
system include stable (tolerable to supply voltage variations) driving of large capacitive loads and impedances in
a wide dynamic range. Note, kW-range solid-state amplifier systems are industrially available in S- or L- bands.
However, specific (volumetric) power density for these
state-of-the-art systems is about one order lower than that
for klystrons, whereas efficiency is moderate (~52% in Lband [3]). Higher density of packaging is limited by
cooling, need in high, low-impedance capacitances to be
connected to the amplifier modules, bulky combinerdividers (especially in L-band), and need in eased access
to the replaceable modules.

UPDATE ON ACTIVE MODULES
Here we take a broader look on L-band CW performance for transistors from different vendors. In Table 1
we summarized most of important datasheet characteristics HEM GaN MOSFETs that have been considered for
the active modules. In US the transistors are currently
presented by four US vendors: WolfSpeed, Qorvo, MACOM, and NPT Semiconductors. The data related specifically to CW operation are underlined in Table 1. The data
are extracted from datasheets for 1.5 GHz frequency, with
exception of QPD1823 data given for ~1.8 GHz frequency. Note unlike CGHV14250 and CHV14500 FETs, the
CGHV14800 transistor duty factor is limited by 10% or
less. Therefore it is not applicable to CW operation.
We performed CW measurements of conventional
Class AB test boards supplied with intense water cooling.
Some of the results are given in Table 2 for four different
transistors. The performance is a somewhat lower than
that voltage) probably because we used a lowered drain
voltage. Nevertheless one can see CGHV14500 FET
maximum CW power and efficiency are below than that
we obtained for CGHV14250 test setup in CW at ~1.5
GHz frequency. Also we faced issues related to gain
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reproducibility (14 dB gain has been measured in initial
tests for the same output power).
Table 1: Datasheet-Based Comparison of High Power LBand Transistors Under (or pre-) Production in US
Model
CGHV14250
CGHV14500
CGHV14800
NPT2024
QPD1823
At 1.8 GHz
MMRF5021H
MMRF5014H

Pout,
W
200
210
370
275
709
N/A
237
209
227
>50
N/A
250
125
125

Thermal
resistance,
C/W
0.56
0.95
0.28
0.47
0.44
N/A
N/A
0.75
N/A
1.3
N/A
0.21
0.86

Drain
efficiency, %
64
63
58
47
53
N/A
63
62
77.5
37
N/A
58
67
45

Gain,
dB
17
17
16
15
15
N/A
18
17
21
N/A
N/A
16
18
14.5
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Measurement results for the NPT2024 test board are
given in Figure 2 for gain and drain efficiency plotted as a
function of output CW power at 1500 MHz. Return loss
and gain measured with network analyser are given in
Figure 3. One can see the design is optimized close
enough to the target 1497 MHz frequency. There is still a
room remaining for further reduction of return loss (likely
at the expense of the board length).

Figure 1: 200W, 1.5”×2.6”, NPT2024 MACOM test
board designed and optimized for 1.5 GHz frequency.

Table 2: CW Measurements at 1.5 GHz Frequency for
Various Test Boards Tuned at (44.4-44.8) V Drain Voltages (if not Specified Otherwise)

CGHV14500
CGHV14250
QPD1823 at
1880 MHz
NPT2024 at
50 V drain

Pout,
W

PAE,
%

100
132
117
158
126
170
200
218

43
47
58
50
57
63
58.4
60.7

Drain
efficiency,
%
45
49
60
53
58
64
60
63

Gain,
dB
10.2
9.6
11.7
9
19.8
16.3
15.7
14

As it can be seen from Table 2 the maximum CW
power among these test boards is achieved for the new
NPT2024 transistor from MACOM at substantial gain.
Using the low gain CGHV14250 (or CGHV14500) transistors would require more than 21 way for each of the
two divider-combiners and more powerful preamplifier (if
not integrated into the module), whereas with NPT2024
we can still rely on the 2×21 way architecture. QPD1823
may have potential for Class F 1.5 GHz provided efficient
matching network can be developed.
The NPT2024 test board has been designed and subsequently “tweaked”. That required dozens of matching
trips to carefully optimize input and output circuitry to
maximize gain, efficiency, and power (at 1 dB compression) at the 1.5 GHz frequency. Simultaneously the board
has also been made rather compact as it can be seen in
Figure 1.
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Figure 2: NPT2024 test board measurement results for
gain [dB] and efficiency [%] as a function of output power [W] at 1.5 GHz in CW mode.

Figure 3: Network analyser plots for return loss and gain
taken for NPT2024 test board at 50 V drain voltage and
700 mA current.
Thus test board measurements show feasibility of compact power module required for the 8 kW VKL7811 klystron replacement for 1.5 GHz frequency. To enable that
replacement a compact and efficient, multi-way, dividingcombining circuitry with high isolation is required.
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UPDATE ON MULTI-WAY DIVIDER AND
COMBINER
Previously we reported a 21-way L-band divider [4].
Here we present more detailed cold measurement results
for the clamped divider construction (not brazed). Careful inspection of the divider parts indicated surface imperfections (a few mills “bumps”) in the vicinity of some
crews holding the central conductor of the SMA jacks. In
Figure 4 we show some correlation between height of the
bumps and imbalance of S21 transmission between central and peripheral ports. Obviously there is a room to
reduce the imbalance by removing the bumps (or changing the mechanical design of the pin holders). Nevertheless in Figure 5 one can see sufficiently high isolation
between adjacent peripheral ports exceeding 23.5 dB.

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

sion gap. The insertion loss simulated with HFSS at
1.497 GHz is less than 0.1 dB (see Figure 6). The combiner length is about 100 mm at 170 mm diameter.

Figure 6: Insertion loss [dB] plotted vs. frequency [GHz]
for one sector (inset) of optimized, 21-way, N-to-EIA-15/8” combiner with transformer oil filling (instead if normal air in the divider) the arc-like coaxial gap. The oil
permittivity assumed is =4.5 and loss tangent tan=33
ppm.
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Figure 5: Peripheral inter-port isolation [dB] at 1497 MHz
(blue) and for 1466 MHz (red). Central part is terminated.
A high-power 21-way combiner employs type-N connectors on the peripheral ports and an EIA 1-5/8 connector on the central port. To minimize combiner dimensions
and handle reliably more than 5 kilowatts (per each combiner) we applied transformer oil filling of the transmis-
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The eRHIC project will be a electron and proton
collider proposed in BNL. These high repetition rates will
require Super-Conducting Radio-Frequency cavities with
fundamental frequency of 650MHZ for high current
applications. Each with a string of two of those cavities.
The strong electromagnetic fields in the SRF cavities will
extract electrons from the cavity walls and will accelerate
those. Most dark current will be deposited locally,
although some electrons may reach several neighbour
cyromodules, thereby gaining substantial energy before
they hit a collimator or other aperture. Simulation of these
effects is therefore crucial for the design of the machine.
Track3P code was used to simulate field-emission
electrons from different SRF cavities setup to optimize
the field emission dark current characterizes..

INTRODUCTION
eRHIC project requires to build an electron linac ring
on top of the existing RHIC ring. One of the design
proposed by BNL is that an ERL based accelerator to
increase electrons energy to collision energy ~18GeV and
extract their energy after collision with proton. The
accelerator would be equipped with Superconducting
Radiofrequency resonators to achieve the energy boost
and recover the RF energy. Currently, the proposed
frequency is 647.5Mhz. The low frequency SRF cavities
usually have larger iris and apertures than the high
frequency cavities. These large apertures help damp the
malicious RF energy out of the RF structure but also
facilitates more field emission electrons to escape the RF
structures. On the other hand, the SRF surfaces areas are
inversely proportional to the fundamental frequency. A
larger surface area supplies more possible emission sites
due to the cleaning capability. Therefore, understanding
the field emission electron characterizations will be a
critical to estimate the dark current, to evaluating the
radiation dosage and to prevent further propagation.
The estimation on radiation would give several
malicious effects. 1, cryogenic loss; 2. RF waste on dark
beam loading; 3. Radiation damage on cables and
electronics; 4. Beamline vacuum deterioration and
Beamline activation.

between SRF cavity and RT beam pipe damping would be
longer because of the temperature gradient and
evanescent fundamental mode.
The cavity geometry net length is 1.96m which is
4.228 times of the wavelength of 647MHz. The cavity
schematic is shown in Figure 1. [1]

Figure 1: Cavity scheme for current eRHIC project.
Once the surface electric field is higher than the work
function, surface electrons will escape the surface energy
barrier and the emission current density is well-defined by
Fowler–Nordheim equation in DC case. Empirically, field
emission can occur when accelerator gradient is quite low.
[2] Not all the SRF surfaces have high E field to
emission. At the 18MeV/m accelerating gradient, the
emission sites are plotted in Figure 2. The field emission
dark current estimation is simulated in Omega 3P suite.

Figure 2: The initial field emission site on SRF cavity
The local surface electric field can be enhanced by
geometrically protrusions. The typical enhancement
factor is 120 in the tracking simulation.

A CAVITY EMISSION
Currently, we plan to use beam pipe absorbers as our
eRHIC HOM damping scheme. Room temperature
absorbers will be placed on side of each. The distance

Figure 3: The impact site of field emission on SRF
cavity.
Work supported by the US Department of Energy under contract number DE-SC0012704
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From Figure 3, we found that most of emitted
electrons hit on the iris area and those electrons have
small impact energy. The number of escaped electrons out
of the cavity is small, but they have large energy. In the
simulation, the simulation gradient is 18MV/m. with the
effective accelerating length of 1.15m, the total energy
gain per a cavity is 20.7MV which is shown in the end
pipes. The cavity design is symmetrical from upstream
(left) to downstream (right), thus the impact locations are
also symmetrical. One can plot the captured electrons in
the beam pipe as a function of time in Figure 4. In this
simulation, we emit 4 RF cycles and track them within 10
RF cycles.
In Figure 4, the cavity starts with empty. Emitted
electrons take several RF cycles to reach the end pipe and
escape the cavity. When the maximum energy is reached,
we got a steady state. The fine structure in this figure
show that the electrons’ original location. The energy of
electrons come in pair, because these electrons come from
the two sides of an iris.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 4: The captured electron time structure at
downstream beam pipe.
We record the captured electrons number as a
function of time and plot it in Figure 5. At the steady
state, we can obtain the total electron number in this cycle
and the max field emission current can be ampere level.
However, this simulation presume that all surfaces emit
electrons with fairly large enhancement factor. Usually,
the emission current is dominated by one or two leading
emission sites. Therefore, the field emission does not
reflect the real case.

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

Figure 6: Different SRF cavity surfaces contributions to
the captured electron at downstream end.

CYROMODULE DESIGNS
Currently, a pair of cavities would be installed in the
cyromodule in this design. The cavity separation length
should be determined by the fundamental mode decay
length and dark current characterization. Studies show
that different cavity separation length can change the
distribution of the escaped electron percentage. In our
eRHIC current setup, a set of combiners and splitter
magnets are added before and after the Linac. Each
cavity has its own RF supplied, thus the input RF phase
can be controlled independently. In this case, one cannot
change the downstream capture electron numbers. Once
the emitted electrons are captured by RF field and escape
the first cavity, their speed are very close to speed of light.
The successive cavities could not reduce their energy. On
the other hand, one can avoid electron backbombardment by varying the cavity separation length. [3]
In addition, we will give the captured electron emittance
for further tracking the halo development in the ERL ring.
The cyromodule design is shown in figure 6. The
fundamental power couplers are installed in the opposite
direction to facilitate RF power delivery.

Figure 6: Potential cyromodule design.
In this study, we will vary the cavity separation
length by a quarter of the fundamental wavelength (λ).
The measured distant is from the first iris between both
cavities. It states at 4. 5λ since the cavity length is already
4.228 λ and extra space is needed for the absorbers. The
RF phase delay of both cavities will facilitate the forward
electrons see the max energy gain. The distance is
measured in Figure 7.

Figure 5: Numbers of the captured electrons as function
of time at downstream beam pipe.
We go along the 2D cavity surfaces and plot the captured
electrons (downstream) contribution from different
location on SRF cavity in Figure 6. Main contributions
come the iris of the center cells.
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Figure 7: Scheme of changing the cavity separation
length.
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We emit multiple electrons within RF cycles and
track them until we reach a steady state. Within that
steady state, we calculate the capture electron percentages
at upstream and downstream pipes. We plot the impact
energy as a function of impact location in Figure 8, the
cavity separation distance is from 4.5 λ to 5.25 λ.

MOPOB76

captured electrons on different locations and sum them up
in the table 1. By varying the distance, the distribution of
the captured electrons also changes. In this study, we
found the optimal cavity length is 4.75 λ.
Table 1: Captured electrons at different locations.
Distance
(λ)

upstream

downstrea
m

SRF
wall

4.5

1.8%

2.0%

96.2%

4.75

1.6%

1.7%

96.6%

5

3.5%

1.9%

94.6%

5.25

1.4%

1.6%

97.0%

DISCUSSION
The captured electron distance vs x momentum
distribution is plotted in Figure 9. The electrons are
collimated by the cavity wall and beam pipe. The
butterfly shape suggests that the field emission current is
over focus. This emittance will be further tracked by the
ring lattice to study if a beam halo can be developed.

Figure 9: The captured field emission electrons in the
phase diagram at downstream beam pipe.

Figure 8. The field emission setup with different cavity
separation length. A:4.5 λ B:4.75 λ C:5.0 λ D:5.25 λ.
One can found the max energy of captured electrons
at downstream beam pipe is always the max accelerating
field which is twice of the single cavity accelerating field.
However, the captured electrons at the upstream pipe can
be as low half of the downstream. Those capture electrons
come from the upstream cavity. It suggests that the
emission from the right-side cavity cannot pass the leftside cavity to escape the upstream beam pipe because the
RF phase of the left cavity is not accelerating them but
deaccelerating them. Those electrons will be defocus and
finally ends up at SRF cavities wall and contribute to
cryogenic loss. We also record the number of the
7: Accelerator Technology Main Systems
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CONCLUSION
In this study, we found the 650Mhz cavities could
have severe field emission problems than the L band
cavity. This study gives a max field emission current, and
dark current emittance. We optimize the cavity separation
length to minimize upstream. In this study, we also offer
captured field emission electrons characteristics for beam
halo tracking and machine protection.
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DEPOSITION OF NON-EVAPORATIVE GETTERS R&D
ACTIVITY FOR HEPS-TF
D. Z. Guo, P. He, B. Q. Liu, Y. S. Ma†, Y. C. Yang, L. Zhang, IHEP, CAS, Beijing, P.R. China
Abstract
Non Evaporable Getter(NEG) coating technology was
widely used around the world’s ultra-low emittance storage rings. It will provide the distributed pumping which is
the obvious solution to solve the conductance limitation
of narrow vacuum chamber at small magnet aperture. The
HEPS-TF is the R&D project of HEPS (High Energy
Photon Source), it will cover all of the key technology for
HEPS accelerator system and beamlines. In order to meet
the small aperture vacuum chamber distributed pumping
requirement, the NEG coating R&D for HEPS vacuum
chamber is under the way. Getter films deposited on the
inner surface of the chamber would transform the vacuum
chamber from an outgassing source into a pump. The
coating test bench will be shown here and coating procedure will be presented.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
The HEPS-TF is the R&D project of HEPS (High Energy Photon Source), it will cover all of the key technology for HEPS accelerator system and beamlines. To further
develop the technologies necessary for diffraction-limited
storage rings based light source, it involves many areas:
vacuum system/non-evaporative getter (NEG) coating of
small chambers, fast injection/pulsed magnets, RF systems/bunch lengthening, magnets/radiation production
with advanced radiation devices(insertion devices), high
precision power supply, beam diagnostics, mechanical
support, and beam physics design(lattice) optimization.
The HEPS 6 GeV storage ring (1296 m in circumference) will be an ultra-low emittance ring (bare lattice
emittance below 0.1 nm·rad) based on multi-bend achromat (MBA) magnet concept. Due to the compact lattice
design and applied small magnet aperture of 25 mm, so
the majority of the vacuum chambers are designed as
circular tubes of 22 mm inside diameter and 1 mm wall
thickness. This will cause the conductance limitation
problem for the vacuum pumping. To reduce ring vacuum
pressure, some of the conductance limited chambers are
planned to be coated with non-evaporable getter (NEG)
film of TiZrV. The use of NEG (Non-Evaporable Getter)
thin film deposited onto the components used in a vacuum system has revolutionized the design of vacuum systems. The NEG film brings pumping to sources of gasloads; it provides distributed pumping in a space-limited
environment and has a very low outgassing rate. The
coating is deposited by magnetron sputtering method that
was developed at CERN [1] and is used in other synchrotron light facilities around the world. In recent years,
different getter materials have been investigated [2,3,4].

In this context, our work will focus on the progress
of the deposition of NEG coatings in very narrow chambers, as well as engineering and physics challenges they
face today.

NEG COATING TEST BENCH
The TiZrV NEG films were deposited using the DC
Magnetron Sputtering technique. The DC Magnetron
Sputtering technique was employed due to its simplicity
and lower sputtering gas pressure. A schematic diagram
of the experimental setup for NEG deposition is shown in
Figure 1. The vacuum chamber is a 1.5 m long, 22 mm in
inner diameter copper cylindrical tube. The cathode was
made by twisting three wires of high-purity (99.95%)
titanium, vanadium and zirconium, each of 1 mm diameter, using an electric drill machine. Ti-V-Zr type was
chosen because of its lowest activation temperature
among ternary getters. The tube sample is electrically
isolated mounted to the chamber in the direction of gravity. The cathode wire runs through the tube sample and is
positioned approximately along the axis of the tube. The
bottom end of the cathode wire was connected to a high
voltage feed through, and the top end was mounted to a
blank flange. Two edge-welded bellows, each with three
springs mounted in between its flanges, apply tensile
force to the cathode wire to keep it straight, preventing
short circuit. Gas inlet was mounted on the top of the
system, and the vacuum pumps are mounted in the bottom. A solenoid was mounted outside and coaxial to the
sample tube, providing a magnetic field parallel to the
tube.

Figure 1: Test bench set-up.
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COATING PROCEDURE AND RESULTS

FUTURE WORKS

The system was evacuated with a 550 l/s turbo molecular pump backed by an oil-free mechanical pump and
baked for 2 days to a base pressure in the 10e-7Pa range.
High purity krypton gas was injected using a mass flow
controller. Krypton is being used as a discharge gas, even
though it’s a more expensive gas, because some tests have
indicated that argon embeds itself in the NEG film. The
embedded argon may reduce the quality of the NEG film.
The flow rate could be adjusted up to 10 sccm to obtain
the desired operational pressure, which was typically in
10e+1 Pa range. The solenoid is powered by a DC power
supply, providing a desired magnetic field in 10e-2 Tesla
range. The discharge was powered by a DC power supply,
capable of delivering up to 1kV and 1A. Kr was ionized
by the electron impact in the discharge plasma and the
Kr+ ions were accelerated towards the cathode. Due to
energized particles (ions) colliding with the cathode,
atoms of TiZrV were freed from the cathode and traveled
to the chamber wall to be coated to form thin films. The
sputtering parameters were optimized to provide maximum allowable sputtering current at minimum krypton
pressure. During deposition, the power was set to be approximately 80W. The deposition time was about 4 h.

The characterization of the surface and bulk properties
of the deposited NEG coatings is in progress, including
physical and chemical properties of the coating itself, as
well as its pumping performance. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) will be used to study the surface morphology and composition. Rutherford backscattering
spectrometry (RBS) or x-ray photoelectron spectroscopic
(XPS) will be used to investigate the depth profile of
elemental composition of the sample. X-ray diffraction
(XRD) has been used to identify the crystalline phase.

CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
A test bench of NEG deposition inside the small radius
copper vacuum tube has been described, which incorporates several novel features. The NEG thin film was deposited using DC magnetron Sputtering onto copper pipe,
using krypton as the discharge gas. Further work is foreseen as part of an on-going R&D of this development,
with the aim of surface analysis of thin film and pumping
performance measurement, simplifying the NEG coating
procedures as well as reducing costs. In particular, this
includes the NEG coating for the vacuum tube with antechamber (even smaller gap 6~8mm dimension).
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Figure 2: Test piece of the copper tube after coating (grey).
As shown in Figure 2, the NEG coating was uniformly
deposited on the inner surface of the entire copper tube.
The tube was sliced open manually to check the NEG thin
film formation.
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STATUS REPORT ON THE SPIRAL2 FACILITY AT GANIL
E. Petit, GANIL, Caen, France
on behalf of the SPIRAL2 collaboration
Abstract

ACCELERATOR-NFS-S3 BUILDING

The GANIL SPIRAL2 project is based on the
construction of a superconducting ion CW LINAC with
two experimental areas named S3 (“Super Separator
Spectrometer”) and NFS (“Neutron For Science”). This
status will report the construction of the facility and the
first beam commissioning results.
The perspectives of the SPIRAL2 project, with the
future construction of the low energy RIB experimental
hall called DESIR and with the construction of a new
injector with q/A>1/6 or 1/7, will also be presented.

INTRODUCTION
Officially approved in May 2005, the GANIL
SPIRAL2 radioactive ion beam facility (Fig. 1) was
launched in July 2005, with the participation of many
French laboratories (CEA, CNRS) and international
partners. In 2008, the decision was taken to build the
SPIRAL2 complex in two phases : a first one including
the accelerator, the Neutron-based research area (NFS)
and the Super Separator Spectrometer (S3), and a second
one including the RIB production process and building,
and the low energy RIB experimental hall called DESIR
[1,2].

The construction permit of the accelerator-NFS-S3
building was obtained in October 2010. The construction
of the building started in January 2011. After a difficult
excavation work (Fig. 2) and geotechnical/geologic
studies, the first concrete started in September 2011
(Fig. 3). The building with the conventional utilities was
officially received by the end of 2014 (Fig. 4).
Significant key figures of the SPIRAL2 building
construction are:
 14 000 m3 of concrete poured,
 2 200 T of steel reinforcement used,
 450 000 work hours,
 Up to 120 workers on site.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 2: End of excavation work mid 2011.

Figure 1: SPIRAL2 project layout, with experimental
areas and connexion to the existing GANIL.
In October 2013, due to budget restrictions, the RIB
production part was postponed, and DESIR was planned
as a continuation of the first phase.
The extension of the SPIRAL2 facility, with the
construction of a new injector with q/A>1/6 or even 1/7
heavy ions connected to the LINAC, is also evaluated.
This new injector will increase the competiveness of the
SPIRAL2 facility by producing higher beam intensity and
also heavier ion species.
The SPIRAL2 facility is now built, the accelerator
installation, connecting tasks are almost achieved and the
beam commissioning have started with very good results
with the goal of the first beam for physics (NFS) in 2017
[3,4].
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Figure 3: First concrete in September 2011 and the
foundation stone ceremony in October 2011.

Figure 4: Completion of the accelerator building (October
2014). The beam axis is 8 meters underground.
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SPIRAL2 LINAC STATUS
Beams Requirements
The layout of the SPIRAL2 LINAC takes into account
a wide variety of beams to fulfill the physics requests. It
is a high power CW superconducting linac delivering up
to 5 mA proton and deuteron beams or 1 mA Q/A > 1/3
ion beams (Table 1). Our major challenges are to handle
the large variety of different beams due to their different
characteristics (in terms of particle type, beam currents –
from a few µA to a few mA - and/or beam energies), a
high beam power (200 kW, CW) and to answer correctly
to the safety issues, especially with the deuteron beam.

Figure 6: sources and LEBT at GANIL/SPIRAL2. Left:
light ion source (H+, D+), right: heavy ions (Q/A>1/3).

Table 1: Beam Specifications
Particles
Q/A
Max I (mA)
Max energy (MeV/A)
Max beam power (kW)

H+
1
5
33
165

D+
1/2
5
20
200

ions
1/3
1
15
45

option
1/6
1
8.5
51

Injector

Figure 5: start of the assembly of equipments at
GANIL/SPIRAL2. Left: first quadrupole installed, right:
beginning of the assembly of the mechanical frame.
The 4 vanes RFQ is a cooper cavity working at
88.0525 MHz, consisting of 5 sections of 1 meter long
each.
The installation started in May 2014 with first of all the
implementation and fixing of the mechanical frame, and
then the assembly of the 5 sections (Fig. 7). The RFQ was
fully assembled in Sept 2014.

4: Hadron Accelerators

Figure 7: Left: mechanical frame, right: 2 RFQ sections.
The voltage law tuning [6,7] was ended in March 2015
(Fig. 8). Final measured voltage errors are smaller than
2.1% for the quadrupole component, 0.5% and 1.1% for
the dipole S and T components respectively. Toutatis
simulation with the resulting voltage law AND the
manufacturing errors showed that the expected
transmission is still 100% and above 99.7% of accelerated
particles.

Figure 8: RFQ during the bead pull measurements.
The cavity RF conditioning started on November 15th,
2015 with only three out of four RF amplifiers. The
conditioning in CW mode up to the maximal possible
accelerating field level (85 kV for 110 kW within the
cavity) went smoothly. The cavity voltage measurement
was calibrated using an X-ray energy measurement
technique. The 16 pick-ups located along the 5m long
RFQ allow controlling the voltage law in operation,
making a comparison with the last beadpull
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The injector is composed of two specialized ECR ion
sources and of a warm RFQ. Both ECR sources and their
Low Energy Beam Transport lines (LEBT) have been
successfully tested and qualified at an earlier stage [5] in
the past years at LPSC Grenoble and IRFU Saclay. The
assembly at GANIL of the two ion sources and their
respective LEBT started in November 2012 (Fig. 5),
while construction of the building continued. They are
now fully installed in the SPIRAL2 building (Fig. 6). All
the required connections (cables, fluidic networks…) to
supply and to control the two ions sources and the LEBT
were ready end of year 2014. The first proton beam was
extracted on December 19, 2014. The First heavy-ion
beam was obtained in July 10, 2015 (230 µA argon 9+).
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measurements. The relative errors are less than ±0.2% as
the vane voltage is varied from 20 kV to 80 kV (Fig. 9).
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the LINAC tunnel. Both cryomodules were regulated at
4K after about 20 hours of cool-down (Fig. 11).

Figure 9: Voltage error versus accelerating voltage.
Up to now, various technical difficulties do not allow us
to condition the RFQ cavity at its ultimate performance
(CW, 113 kV). They reside in RF amplifier reliability and
performances, difficulties with the LLRF, and a long
response time of the cooling circuit used to tune the
cavity resonance frequency. The behavior of the cavity
itself is good up to now since we have reached the
nominal voltage in pulsed mode with a 20% DC.
On December 3, 2015 the 88.0525 MHz RFQ cavity
was ready for beam, and the first proton beam was
successfully accelerated. The theoretical 100%
transmission was obtained after a few hours.

Figure 11: Very first cool down of LINAC cryomodules.

High Energy Beam Transport Lines (HEBT)
The High Energy Beam Transport lines are divided in
three beam lines:
 A line up to the Beam Dump,
 A line to transport the beam in NFS cave,
 A line to transport the beam in S3 cave.
The installation of the HEBT equipments has started
(Fig. 12) and will be completed beginning of 2017.

SC LINAC
Eighteen of the nineteen superconducting cryomodules
are installed (Fig. 10). The last cryomodule is currently
under maintenance (small helium leak).
Warm sections including two quadrupole magnets and
a BPM are located between the cryomodules. The first
five warm sections also include a longitudinal bunch
extension monitor (BEM).
All the valve-boxes needed to be repaired. It was a very
long process to manage that delayed the installation by
one year.

Figure 12: HEBT lines.

FIRST BEAM COMMISSIONING
RESULTS

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Sources Results

Figure 10: Cryomodules in the LINAC tunnel.
In July 2016 all the conditions were gathered to allow
the first cool down of the SC LINAC. The tests consisted
of cooling down three cavities in two different types of
cryomodules (one high and one low ). This stage
allowed us to test a major part of the cryogenic
installation (cryoplant, cryodistribution) as well as the
preliminary version of the PLCs and C/C. The
cryomodules were selected at both ends of the helium
distribution lines (CMA1 and CMB7) in order to validate
the whole cryogenic line at once. Due to an
instrumentation failure in the first valve box, the tests
were done with CMA3 and CMB7. It was the very first
time that liquid helium flowed in the cryogenic lines in
242

Both sources perform in GANIL as in their respective
development labs. Up to 11 mA can be extracted from the
light ion source (70% proton fraction). Argon, helium and
oxygen have been extracted from the heavy ion source.
Figure 13 shows rms normalized emittances equal to
0.5 and 0.7 .mm.mrad, larger than the expected
0.4 .mm.mrad. These values measured for an A/Q = 2
helium beam are mainly due to the fact that the line is
optimized for the A/Q = 3 beams. Whatever, three pairs
of H and V slits are located in the common LEBT to
define the emittances. We usually tune the line and
optimize the transverse emittances to get the highest beam
current on the final LEBT Faraday cup, then cut the halo
(a few % of the total intensity) to get a 100% transmission
through the RFQ.
The performances measured at the end of the LEBTc
are given in Table 2.
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The beam transmission as a function of RF vane
voltage and the beam characteristics were measured.
There is a very good agreement between these
measurements and the beam dynamics simulations
performed using the TraceWin/Toutatis code. This is
illustrated by Fig. 15 for the RFQ transmission and by
Fig. 16 for the RFQ output horizontal emittance.

Figure 13: LEBTc emittance measurement for a 1.35 mA
He beam, open slits, before hexapole tuning optimization.
Table 2: Measured Performance at the LEBT End
Particle

Beam
current
(mA)
5.2
1.35
0.75

H+
He2+
18 6+
O

4

Emit X
(.mm.mrad)

Emit Y
(.mm.mrad)

0.18
0.54
0.44

0.2
0.43
0.41

Figure 15: Comparison between measurement and
TraceWin/Toutatis simulation (p and He beams).

RFQ Beam Commissioning
On December 3, 2015, the first proton beam was
accelerated at 0.73 MeV (200 µA of proton,
200 µs/250 ms, 50 kV vane voltage). By noon the same
day, 100% transmission was demonstrated and within a
few days, a 5.2 mA CW proton beam was successfully
accelerated (Fig. 14).
Figure 16: 5 mA proton beam in the Diagnostic-plate.

Figure 14: 4.8 mA proton beam current measured before
(orange) and after (magenta) the RFQ. The 2 curves
superimposed at both ends show the 100% transmission.
In the middle, a profiler inserted just after the RFQ
intercepts a part of the accelerated beam.
In February 2016, a 1.34 mA, CW 4He2+ beam was
accelerated with up to 98.5% transmission in spite of an
input transverse emittance bigger than expected (see
Table 3). The 100% transmission was obtained with a
slight closing of the LEBT slits.

Figure 17: Comparison of the bunch width between FFC,
BEM and TraceWin simulations.

Table 3: RFQ Measured Beam Energy
Energy
(keV/nucleus)

Toutatis
simulation

Proton
Helium

730
727.2

4: Hadron Accelerators

TOF
buncher
off
729.3
728.1

TOF
buncher
on
727.3
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The RFQ beam energy is measured using 3 ToF pick up
electrodes [7]. The proton beam was measured from
10 µA to 5 mA (pulsed and CW), helium beam from
10 µA to 1.5 mA (see Table 3).
The longitudinal bunch parameters were characterized
using two tools: a Fast Faraday Cup (FFC) and the Beam
Extension Monitor (BEM).
Figure 17 shows again a good agreement between the
two measurements and the TraceWin simulations.
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Table 4: Required Beam Intensities

SPIRAL2 PROJECT PERSPECTIVES
DESIR: The Low Energy RIB Experimental Hall
The experimental setups implemented in the DESIR
hall will produce physics using low energy RIBs
produced either in the S3 experimental cave or with the
GANIL SPIRAL1 facility.
Low energy beam lines will transport the beam from S3
to the DESIR hall and also from SPIRAL1 to DESIR
(Fig. 18). A low energy beam transport line will distribute
the RIBs up to each experimental setup in the DESIR
hall.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 18: 3D modelization of the DESIR facility.
A High Resolution Spectrometer (HRS), coupled to a
RFQ cooler, will be implemented to get the possibility to
purify the RIBs before their distribution in the DESIR
experimental hall if needed. The two dipoles for the HRS
and the connecting beam lines are being installed for the
commissioning at CEN laboratory in Bordeaux Gradignan
in order to qualify its performance with stable beams. The
RFQ cooler, was designed and a first prototype was tested
for the SPIRAL 2 phase 2 project [8] and the adaptations
for the installation at SPIRAL 2 DESIR is ongoing.
Detailed mechanical studies of the transport beam lines
are ongoing with the objective to launch the fabrication
in the beginning of next year.
Consultations for the construction of the building will
start before the end of this year by the SPIRAL2 project.
The objective is to start the building studies in September
2017. In parallel, the regulatory procedure for the
construct authorization regarding the building and later on
operation of the DESIR facility will be initiated with the
French National Safety Authority.
The construction of the building should start end of
2018 and the DESIR facility is expected to be operational
beginning 2022.

A/q=6 or 7 Injector
The construction of an injector, with A/q=6 or 7 heavy
ions connected to the SC LINAC, will extend the
possibilities offered at GANIL SPIRAL2 by producing
heavier ion beam and/or higher beam intensities.
Table 4 shows the present performances with the
SPIRAL2 A/Q=3 ion source and the required
specifications for nuclear physics. These new
performances will open perspectives for S3 scientific
program and will also strengthen the scientific program
with DESIR facility.
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Ions
18

O
F
36
Ar
40
Ar
36
S
40
Ca
48
Ca
58
Ni
84
Kr
124
Sn
139
Xe
238
U
19

Intensity (puA)
[A/Q=3]
216
57
35
5.8
9.2
6
2.5
2.2
0
0
0
0

High Intensity
[A/Q=6 or 7]
375
50
40
30
30
20
15
10
20
10
10
2.5

Space and utilities required for the implementation of
this new injector have been taken into account since the
construction time of the SPIRAL2 facility.
This injector will be composed of a new generation
heavy ions source, a LEBT line, a new RFQ and a MEBT
line. They will be connected between the existing A/Q=3
RFQ and the existing SC LINAC (Fig. 19).
Recently, the decision has been taken by CEA and
CNRS to launch the studies of this new injector with the
help of our partner laboratories. These studies will start
beginning of next year with the objective to start the
construction from early 2019, once the budget is
consolidated.

Figure 19: Implementation of the new injector.

CONCLUSION
Construction of the SPIRAL2 LINAC is about to end.
The commissioning of the facility with beam has started
with the first accelerated beams in the injector, and a great
100% transmission through the RFQ. Next step will be
the SC LINAC complete cooling down and RF
conditioning in early 2017, and LINAC beam
commissioning hopefully by mid 2017.
The future extensions, with the DESIR hall and the new
injector, will increase the competiveness of GANIL
facility and will open new perspectives for the nuclear
physics community.
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TECHNOLOGICAL CHALLENGES ON THE PATH TO 3.0 MW AT THE
SNS ACCELERATOR*
Kevin W. Jones†, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN, USA for the SNS Team
Abstract
The Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) is a ~1 GeV
pulsed hadron linear accelerator (linac) and accumulator
ring capable of delivering ~23.3 kJ, 700 ns pulses of protons at 60 Hz to a mercury spallation target to produce
intense pulses of thermal and cold neutrons. Oak Ridge
National Laboratory (ORNL) proposes to build an innovative Second Target Station (STS) at SNS to meet the
U.S. demand for neutrons. The current STS design requires 46.7 kJ, 700 ns pulses at 10 Hz to meet the needs
of the scientific program[1]. The Proton Power Upgrade
(PPU) project aims to double the available accelerator
complex power from 1.4 MW to ~3.0 MW to meet these
needs. This paper describes the technological challenges
that must be addressed to achieve this objective.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

STS CAPABILITIES
The STS as envisaged would be value engineered to
provide the world’s highest peak brightness neutron
source to meet five high-level requirements:
 Provide cold neutrons with enhanced beam focusing
and neutron spin manipulation to address nanoscale
to mesoscale phenomena and slow material dynamics.
 Provide intense pulses at 10 Hz to limit heat deposition in a compact target and moderator assembly, enable utilization of wavelength dispersive methods,
permit simultaneous access to a wide range of length
and time scales, and sufficient flux to support extreme sample environments with limited angular access.
 Utilize high performance computing for real-time
manipulation and visualization of massive data sets,
and to combine and interpret multi-technique data.
 Provide innovative neutron scattering instrument
concepts with multi-modal and flexible configurations that provide order of magnitude performance
gains compared to current and currently envisaged
capabilities.
 Provide high peak neutron brightness to enable insitu sample synthesis, non-equilibrium studies, reaction kinetics, microspot scanning and parametric
studies.
The envisaged pulse structure for one particular neutron
wavelength compared to that currently available at the
SNS First Target Station (FTS), the Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex (J-PARC) and the European

Spallation Source (ESS) currently under construction is
shown in Figure 1.

5Å

Figure 1: Temporal flux of 5Å neutrons from SNS-FTS,
J-PARC, ESS and SNS-STS.

CURRENT SNS MACHINE
PERFORMANCE
To fully appreciate the technological challenges related
to doubling the current available beam power it is helpful
to understand current machine performance and capability. The SNS has delivered a remarkable 33.844 GW-Hr
of proton beam to target over the past ~10.5 years and has
demonstrated sustained operation at beam power levels
up to 1.4 MW. Since 2012 overall reliability against
schedule has been affected principally by mercury target
vessel performance, varying from 72.5% to 89.5%. However if target end-of-life events are removed, basic accelerator and accumulator ring reliability varies from 89.6 to
93.2% over the same period, with only one year below
90%. Beam power and total energy delivered since
commissioning are illustrated in Figure 2.
For the SNS, the average beam power is derived from
the peak current injected into the RFQ, the chopping
fraction, RFQ transmission, the final beam energy, and
the RF duty factor.

Duty Factor
The SNS has achieved stable long-term performance at
a repetition rate of 60 Hz and a beam pulse width of 965
s for a macroscopic beam duty factor of 5.79%. Note
that the RF duty factor is somewhat higher to allow structures to fill and stabilize before the beam is accelerated.

___________________________________________

* This material is based upon work supported by the U.S. Department of
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† joneskw@ornl.gov
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Ion Source Performance

during the most recent facility operating period, and represents the highest energy achieved for standard operation. Substantial research and development was undertaken to develop a successful in-situ plasma processing
technique that has been used to remove surface contaminants from the interior of the superconducting cavities in
the high-beta portion of the superconducting linac[5].
This process has recently been applied to two cryomodules each with four six-cell cavity strings, resulting in an
average increase in accelerating gradient of about 25%.
Beam energy was increased from 0.938 GeV to 0.972
GeV after this processing and further processing of other
cryomodules is planned to achieve the full design energy
of 1 GeV.

Linac output energy (MeV)

The SNS H- ion sources have, for three years, steadily
and reliably provided long-lifetime peak currents of 4560mA for chopping in the Low Energy Beam Transport
(LEBT) chopper prior to injection into the RFQ[2]. Since
2015 injected currents have routinely exceeded 50 mA,
more than sufficient to sustain routine operation at 1.4
MW. A program of continuous improvement in source
operation will yield routine injected peak currents of ~60
mA.

Figure 2: SNS Operational History from October 2006 to
the present.

Chopping Efficiency
Significant improvements have been made to the pulsed
power drivers for the four-segment electrostatic field
chopper that introduces the gap in the sequential beam
pulses needed for effective accumulation and extraction
from the accumulator ring. These improvements have
resulted in a reduction of the gap length from ~300 ns
FWHM to ~200 ns FWHM, thereby increasing the effective accelerated peak current by about 14%[3]. This advancement has permitted routine high power operation
despite RFQ transmission that is less than desirable.

RFQ Transmission
Transmission through the RFQ structure has degraded
significantly over the more than 10 years of structure
operation. The structure has been re-tuned three times to
accommodate shifts in the resonant tune frequency and
field flatness. X-ray end-point energy measurements
have revealed that the current maximum attainable vane
voltage is about 84% of the design value of 83kV[4].
Vacuum and thermal (resonance) instabilities prevent
operation at higher vane voltage, so transmission is significantly reduced relative to design. This is the most
significant factor that limits beam power available to the
neutron spallation target.

Beam Energy
The SNS has yet to achieve routine operation at the design energy of 1 GeV. The history of beam energy during
neutron production operation is shown in Figure 3. A
beam energy of 0.972 GeV (with reserve) was achieved
4: Hadron Accelerators
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Figure 3: Evolution of SNS Beam Energy Since 2006.

Mercury Target Lifetime
Since 2012 SNS has experienced six in-service target
end-of-life events. Four (two in 2012 and two in 2014)
were attributable to structural defects in weld joints. A
focused program of engineering analysis and design
changes, together with improved and simplified manufacturing techniques and quality assurance process, has addressed the structural defects. The two most recent events
have resulted from cavitation damage erosion (CDE) in
the front of the target module but away from the direct
area of beam impingement. Installation of new diagnostic
capabilities on the mercury target vessel has enabled
direct measurement of structural response (strain) to single and multiple beam pulses for the last two targets.
These results have validated engineering models of dynamic response, leading to increased confidence in structural design. Mitigation of cavitation damage erosion in
the direct beam impingement area has been demonstrated
(albeit for a very short period of time) by modifying the
mercury flow in this region. Mitigation of CDE away
from the beam impingement region remains to be developed[6].
Routine operation at an average beam power of 1.4
MW or above is presently constrained by the following
technical challenges:
 Front-end RFQ transmission (currently 65-70%),
 Beam energy (currently 0.972 GeV), and
 Predictable target lifetime driven by the rate of cavitation damage erosion for beam power above about
1.2 MW.
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The Path to Sustainable 1.4 MW Operation
SNS has undertaken an aggressive program of improvements to address accelerator technical barriers to
routine operation at 1.4 MW. These include:
 Replacement of the RFQ structure with a new structure that is currently undergoing acceptance testing
with beam. Initial measurements indicate that this
more robust mechanical structure should restore
beam transmission to ~90%, providing sufficient
available power for 1.4 MW operation.
 Plasma processing of up to 5 additional high-beta
cryomodules (20 cavity strings) to permit routine operation at the design beam energy of 1 GeV with a
margin of 2-3%.
 Full implementation of closed-loop voltage regulation after replacement of all the controllers for the
high-voltage converter modulators (HVCM) that
provide the pulsed DC voltage for the klystrons to
provide an additional control margin of ~5%.
These projects are scheduled for completion by July
2017 at the conclusion of the first long shutdown (~4
months) in the history of the facility to replace the target
system Inner Reflector Plug (IRP) that will reach end-oflife in April 2017.

THE PATH TO ~3.0 MW
The key machine parameters that must be changed to
achieve a machine capable of ~3.0 MW proton beam
power are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1: Key Machine Parameters Needed for 2.8 MW

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Beam
Power
1.4 MW
2.8 MW

Beam
Energy
0.97 GeV
1.3 GeV

Peak
Current
26 mA
38 mA

Pulse
Length
1 ms
1 ms

Repetition Rate
60 Hz
60 Hz

As can be seen from the table the beam energy is increased by ~30% to 1.3 GeV, and the peak current
(chopped) is increased by ~46% to 38 mA to double the
beam power. The machine duty factor remains unchanged. The scope of work described below is being
incorporated into a project called the SNS Proton Power
Upgrade (PPU).

Increasing the Beam Energy to 1.3 GeV
The baseline capability is assumed to be 1.0 GeV with
reasonable margin (~3%), achieved by completing the
high-beta cryomodule in-situ plasma processing initiative
in July 2017.
Cryomodules The increase of 0.3 GeV is achieved by
installing 7 new high-beta cryomodules in the first seven
of nine existing empty slots in the linac tunnel. These
cryomodules will be built to the same standards as the
spare high-beta unit built at SNS and placed into service
in 2012[7]. This spare unit achieved an accelerating gradient of 16 MV/m in each of the cavity strings, represent-
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ing the best performance to date for a SNS high-beta
cryomodule and which is the design gradient for the PPU.
These cryomodules will also be compliant with pressure
vessel code requirements.
The plasma processing technique will also be refined
for use on medium-beta cryomodules to ensure that the
required accelerating gradients can be sustain, and procurement of a spare medium beta cryomodule will begin
in 2017 to ensure that a reduction in beam energy is not
required should a medium beta cryomodule have to be
taken out of service for repairs.
Klystrons The peak RF power requirement of 700 kW
for each superconducting linac cavity string in these additional cryomodules will exceed that of the current SNS
550 kW klystrons. New klystrons capable of supporting
this power requirement will be required, and are readily
available. Other infrastructure such as circulators and
loads are not capable of supporting the planned operating
power, and higher-rated devices that do not challenge the
state of the art will be procured[8].
High Voltage Converter Modulators (HVCM) Three
additional HVCM units will be required to support the 28
additional cavity strings. The higher power klystron
output will place a modest additional demand on the performance of the existing superconducting linac HVCM
design. The cathode voltage will increase from 74 kV to
79 kV and the internal DC bus voltage will increase from
1140 V to 1190 V. SNS is pursuing a number of improvements to ensure that the existing modulator design
can be adapted to provide robust operation with margin
for PPU. These improvements include:
 Replacement of all HVCM controllers, enabling
closed loop pulse-flattening capability[9],
 Deployment of improved oil cooling and external oil
pumps for existing and future modulators,
 Development of laminated high voltage busses substantially to reduce inductance and ripple, and permit
removal of most bypass capacitors, and
 Development of an Alternate Topology Modulator to
improve power conversion efficiency to 92%[10].
All of these developments have completed prototype
demonstration runs with the expected parameters, and are
being integrated into a single package for development
and use in the PPU. Note that the increased voltage demand for the 700 kW klystrons will required that the first
two new modulators drive 9 rather than the normal 10
klystrons, while the slightly lower power requirements for
the last 10 cavity strings permit the use of the normal
ratio of 10:1 klystrons:modulator.
Miscellaneous Support Systems Standard infrastructure systems such as cooling water, ventilation, controls,
power supplies, and transmitters will be extended to accommodate the additional cryomodules, klystrons and
HVCM units.

4: Hadron Accelerators
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Increasing the Peak Current to 38mA
The un-chopped peak current within the acceptance of
the RFQ required from the H- ion source for SNS operation at 2.8 MW is ~54 mA. The existing SNS sources
used for neutron production operation routinely operate at
or near this peak current. A robust on-going source development program will ensure that this level of performance is maintained or enhanced. As such, significant
development is not required to support PPU objectives.
Technical challenges reside elsewhere.
“Smart” Chopping Recent improvements to the
LEBT chopper that permit higher effective peak currents
in the linac have been described above. Further improvements of up to ~10% in charge accumulation per
pulse are possible if the extraction gap in the accumulator
ring is not preserved for each injection cycle, but is
cleaned up during a ramp-down and storage phase after
injection is complete as illustrated in Figure 4. This feature requires implementation of time-dependent RF
bunching in the accumulator ring during the ramp-down
and storage phase[11].

TUA1IO03

characterization would be complete no later than the end
of January 2017 to permit relocation of the new RFQ to
the SNS front-end for installation in the planned long
shutdown. The new RFQ should be commissioned and
ready for operation in the SNS front end by July 2017.
Warm Linac Systems Along with higher beam current
comes additional beam loading for the RF systems. Two
Drift Tube Linac (DTL) klystrons will have to be upgraded from 2.5 to 3.0 MW peak forward RF power. However,
the present 5 MW CCL RF can support operation at the
increased beam loading needed for a beam power 2.8
MW This is a modest additional development.
The modulators that support the higher-power DTL
klystrons will require modifications similar to those
planned for the higher power superconducting linac modulators, particularly the laminated bus and alternate topology to support increased bus voltages.
The RF couplers, irises and windows in both the DTL
and CCL should be able to support the increased power.
However, new designs are being evaluated to ensure continued high reliability as the accelerator beam power is
doubled.

Ring Injection and Extraction

RFQ Transmission The SNS has obtained a new RFQ
structure with the same physics design as that originally
installed in the facility, but with a more rigid and robust
mechanical structure. This structure has been installed in
a new Beam Test Facility, and has been successfully
commissioned to full radio-frequency power at the proper
resonant frequency[12]. Forward powers of up to 600
kW have been achieved at full duty factor of 6%, significantly higher than the current in-service structure. The
Beam Test Facility also incorporates an H- ion source and
LEBT to inject typical SNS beams into the RFQ and a
Medium Energy Beam Transport (MEBT) together with a
shielded beam stop capable of accepting beam powers of
up to 7.5 kW to provide diagnostic capability for full
beam phase space and energy characterization.
A full set of low-power commissioning measurements
has been completed, verifying the proper beam energy
and time structure. Low peak current (~20 mA) transmission of 90% was quickly achieved. Transverse phase
space measurements will begin shortly to complete the
beam characterization in preparation for full power commissioning and production peak currents. It is anticipated
that commissioning and initial 6-dimensional phase space
4: Hadron Accelerators

Ring Injection Upgrades The ring injection chicane
must be replaced to accommodate the higher beam energy. In particular, it is important to manage Lorentz stripping of excited electron states in neutral hydrogen atoms
(Ho) created during the injection process. Initial design of
the new magnetic elements is complete and refinements
are underway. Changes to the injection chicane also require some modest changes to the waste beam dump line,
for which designs are also complete.
Stripping Foils and Laser-Assisted Stripping In recent years significant improvements have been made to
the foil holder mechanisms to reduce damage from heating by reflected convoy electrons. The foil changer
mechanism has also been re-engineered to address reliability issues. Carbon foil manufacturing capability as
been relocated to the ORNL Center for Nanophase Materials Sciences (CNMS) co-located at SNS to permit a
more aggressive foil research and development program.
This capability has been successfully commissioned and
foils manufactured have demonstrated reliable and stable
operation at beam powers of 1 MW. Foils have also been
successfully used extensively for beam powers ranging
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Figure 4: Single-turn and accumulated phase space distributions illustrating the “smart” chopping concept.

Increasing the beam energy to 1.3 GeV requires evaluation of the capability of all beam transport magnetic elements to support the higher beam rigidity, particularly in
the accumulator ring.
At the present time 96% of installed all magnets and
power supplies are capable of supporting 1.3 GeV operation. Extended demonstration runs at set-points required
for operation at 1.3 GeV have been done to demonstrate
suitable cooling and heat rejection capacity in the magnet
and power supply cooling systems.
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from 1.2 to 1.4 MW. However, the vacuum chamber that
houses the foil changing mechanism in an injection chicane magnet must be re-designed to accommodate an
improved electron catcher to mitigate convoy electron
damage as beam power is increased above 1.4 MW. Foils
have been demonstrated to survive for several months at
beam powers from 1.0 to 1.2 MW, but are typically operated for a 4-week production period to minimize accumulator ring losses and structure activation as foil degradation occurs.
In the event that foils do not prove reliable at higher
beam powers SNS has invested in studies of laser-assisted
H- ion stripping[13]. SNS has recently demonstrated
high efficiency (>99%) laser-assisted stripping for 10s
(10 “mini-pulses” using a >1MW Ultra-Violet (UV) peak
power laser with a 402.5 MHz microstructure of 30-50ps
pulse width transmitted with 70% efficiency over a distance of 70 meters, including 9 mirrors and 4 windows.
This capability would have to be extended by two orders
of magnitude to support production beam operation,
which presents challenging technology problems in laser
power management, reliability, pointing stability, and
divergence stability. Further research to extend this capability is under consideration.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Ring Extraction Upgrades SNS currently has twelve
extraction kickers in the accumulator ring. The higher
beam rigidity presented by operation at 1.3 GeV requires
the addition of two similar kickers in existing available
space to provide a sufficient extraction kick into the existing ring-to-target beam transport.
Current operation
permits the availability of an on-line spare unit, but operation at 1.3 GeV would require use of all installed units.
Solid-state switches are under development to replace the
thyratrons that are currently used as part of the pulse
forming networks that drive these devices[14].
Beam Stability and Active Damping Beam instabilities are not routinely observed in the accumulator ring for
the charge densities required for operation at 1.4 MW.
Nevertheless, an active damping system has been developed to mitigate possible instabilities as the peak charge
density is doubled to support operation at 2.8 MW. Machine studies that induce instabilities have demonstrated
that the system works as intended, but it is not used during routine SNS operation.

FTS Target Systems
The mercury target at the SNS FTS presents what is
perhaps the most challenging problem that must be resolved to fully utilize the available power after the PPU is
complete. The STS is being designed with a compact
tungsten target, similar to that envisaged for the ESS, and
will not present cavitation damage erosion.
As discussed above, the mercury targets have undergone major improvements to establish a robust structural
design and a high-quality fabrication process. Structural
response engineering calculations have demonstrated
good agreement with measured responses using new
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strain diagnostics during initial target operation with
beam. The “jet flow” design has been demonstrated to
mitigate CDE in the region of beam impingement.
System re-engineering to accommodate gas-bubble inj
ection, and reinforcement of material thickness in regions
where mercury flow is low adjacent to the vessel surface
will be incorporated into future targets to provide reliable
and predictable operation at 1.4 MW, and will be essential
to designing a target that can withstand 2 MW.
Some mercury target subsystems (heat exchangers, for
example) require enhancement to assure reliable operation at 2 MW.

CONCLUSION
The PPU at SNS, although incorporating some challenging technical aspects particularly relating to injection
stripping and mercury target reliability, presents a realistic
and achievable path to providing a proton beam power of
~3.0 MW to drive two state-of-the-art pulsed neutron
sources by 2023.
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SIMULATION OF BEAM DYNAMICS IN A
STRONG FOCUSING CYCLOTRON*
K. E. Badgley†, Fermilab, Batavia, Illinois
J. Gerity, P. McIntyre, A. Sattarov, Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas
S. Assadi, HiTek ESE LLC, Madison, Wisconsin
N. Pogue, Lawrence Livermore National Lab, Livermore, California
Abstract
The strong-focusing cyclotron is an isochronous sector
cyclotron in which slot geometry superconducting cavities are used to provide sufficient energy gain per turn to
fully separate orbits. Each orbit travels through superconducting beam transport channels, located in the aperture
of each sector dipole, to provide strong focusing and
control betatron tune. The SFC offers the possibility to
address several effects that limit beam current in a CW
cyclotron: space charge, bunch-bunch interactions, resonance crossing, and wake-fields. Simulation of optical
transport and beam dynamics entails several new challenges: the combined-function fields in the sectors must
be properly treated in a strongly curving geometry, and
the strong energy gain induces continuous mixing of
horizontal betatron and synchrotron phase space. We
present a systematic simulation of optical transport using
modified versions of MAD-X and Synergia. We report
progress in introducing further elements that will set the
stage for studying dynamics of high-current bunches.

shown in Figure 1 b)-c). Figure 1 d) shows an example
cross section of BTC producing a 7.5 T/m quadrupole.
The main parameters of the cyclotron are given in Table 1.
Table 1: Main Parameters of the Cyclotron
Parameter
Number of sectors
Sector Angle, degrees
Injection Energy, MeV
Injection Radius, m
Extraction Energy, MeV
Extraction radius, m
Harmonic number, h
Number of Turns
Cavity Frequency, MHz
Maximum Quad Strength, T/m
Correction dipole field, mT

Value
6
54.42
6.5
1.1
100
4.3
25
14
117
7.5
20

Commercial facilities for medical isotope production,
material irradiation by spallation neutrons, and accelerator
driven subcritical core for spent nuclear fuel destruction
or energy production [1-3] are a few examples where high
beam current accelerators are required. The production of
high current beams in cyclotrons has several challenges,
including: space charge effects, turn to turn separation
and total number of turns. It has been shown that the
maximum achievable current increases as the inverse
cube of the number of turns in the cyclotron [4]. To overcome the challenges of high intensity cyclotrons, The
Accelerator Research Lab of Texas A&M University is
developing a Strong Focusing Cyclotron (SFC) [5-7] that
incorporates two technological innovations developed in
the laboratory: low profile tapered superconducting RFcavities, that are capable providing up to 3MV accelerating voltages, and superconducting strong focusing/defocusing (FD) beam transport channels (BTC) that
should allow full control of the beam. Figure1a) shows
the 6 sector 100 MeV SFC and its main components: 4
tapered low profile SRF cavities and BTCs along the
design path. The arrangement of the BTC on the face of
the pole piece of the sector magnet and the BTC quadrupole and window-frame correction dipole windings are
___________________________________________

* This work was supported by the Accelerator Stewardship Program of
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Figure 1: 100MeV SFC and its main elements.

REFERENCE ORBIT AND SECTOR
MAGNETS FOR THE SFC
Beam dynamics and particle tracking require
knowledge of the equilibrium orbit and elements of the
accelerator. In a cyclotron, the equilibrium orbit and parameters of the accelerator elements are often found from
a series of closed orbits. For the strong focusing cyclotron
described here, the equilibrium orbit, and corresponding
elements, must follow a spiral to stay within the BTCs, so
the closed orbit method will not work. The remaining
accelerator codes were designed for circular machines, or
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linacs, and do not have the capability to determine this
spiral. This paper discusses modifications made to existing codes to model the SFC and initial results.

Reference orbit
A set of parametric equations were developed [7] to describe the spiral based on geometric constraints. Using
Mathematica, an optimization on these equations was
performed to find the isochronous path through our SFC.
The script determines the strengths of the magnetic fields
in the sectors and the phase and voltage gain of the RF
cavities. Additional constraints in the optimization ensure
the particle is perpendicular at the entrance of the cavity
and maintains a turn to turn separation of 6 cm.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

MAD-X
The MAD code, out of CERN [8], was chosen as it is a
standard among accelerator design codes. With a complete description of the accelerator elements from the
equilibrium orbit, a MAD input file was generated. Each
sector dipole contains a focusing and defocusing quadrupole, so the sector is modelled as two combined function
magnets. The strength of the dipole for the pair of magnets is the same and the strength of the quadrupole is left
as a parameter to be optimized within MAD. There are
two constraints placed on this optimization: the beta functions should be kept under a maximum value, and the
phase advance, and tune, must be constant around a turn.
One major drawback in using MAD, which was written
for a ring, is that each element in a sequence file assumes
the same energy. The 100 MeV SFC has 14 turns and 4
cavities and therefore requires a new sequence file each
time a cavity was encountered, a minimum of 56 sequence files. Another issue is the optimization of the beta
function and phase advance can only take place within a
sequence. Initially the whole SFC was input in the same
sequence file, this of course would be incorrect after the
first cavity, but provides an idea on the strengths of the
quadrupoles required. The next step was to break the
inputs into 14 sequence files, one for each turn and using
the correct starting energy for that turn. Again, this would
be incorrect after the first cavity, but much closer to the
actual quadrupole values needed to hold the beta and tune
for that turn. The quadrupole strengths for the 14 turns are
shown in Table 2. For symmetry reasons, the decision
was made to break the sequence files at the midpoint
between each sector producing 84 sequence files. The
final step was to scale the quadrupole strengths to the
energies after each cavity and enter these as 84 sequence
files. The output of each sequence was fed into the next.
At this stage, no optimization was performed, only a
check that the tunes and beta functions were behaving as
expected.

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

Table 2: Gradients that produce, / ≤ 10
= 1.15, = 1.183
Turn
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

F-quad T/m
5.69
0.06
2.00
1.08
1.55
1.27
1.04
0.95
1.01
0.77
0.83
0.82
0.66
0.68

and

D-quad T/m
2.25
3.83
3.81
2.89
2.78
2.23
1.96
1.60
1.54
1.33
1.31
1.18
1.05
1.06

Figure 2: Bz Field map in one of the sectors of 100MeV
cyclotron.
between adjacent pole-pieces was varied to achieve uniform integrated target fields in 4 cm wide stripe along the
design trajectory. Less than 2% error between design and
modelled field was achieved that can be corrected with
dipole correction windings on BTC. Figure 2 shows Bz
field in a mid-plane of the second sector of the cyclotron.

PARTICLE TRACKING
The next step on our way to determining the amount of
current the SFC can support is particle tracking. The main
goal in particle tracking is to be able to turn on the effects
due to space charge. MAD-X’s space charge capabilities
are still under development at this point, so two options
for tracking high current beams were considered: Synergia- a tracking code developed at Fermilab and designed
for high energy and large circumference rings [9] and
OPAL [10]-developed at PSI. Both codes can take into
account collective effects, such as space charge, and also
can take the MAD-X sequence files as input.

Sector Magnet

Modified MAD-X-PTC

Following an approach described in [8], the feasibility
of sector magnets that have desired field strength along
spiral path was checked. For each sector magnet a TOS
CA model of the cyclotron was created, and the gap size

Tracking in MAD-X again required the same breakup
of sequence files by energy. The strength of the accelerator elements are based on the reference momentum of an
ideal particle. This ideal particle’s time is also used as the
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zero point at the end of the sequence, with other particles
given as a difference from the ideal time. In each new
sequence, the momentum of each particle must be renormalized to the new reference momentum. The timing
difference must also be renormalized.
There was an additional issue in the treatment of the RF
cavities in MAD; they are treated as a single kick without
taking into account the transit time factor. A Matlab script
was written to save all the particle data at the output of
each sequence file and apply an energy kick if a cavity
was encountered. The resulting momentum and time
would be renormalized to the next sequence file’s momentum and that would be fed back into MAD.

Synergia
Similar to MAD-X, Synergia was designed for high energy machines, and so had the same assumptions through
the RF cavities, which meant the transit time factor had
not been included. Working with the Synergia group at
Fermilab, a new RF module was developed to add this
correction. Benchmarking of Synergia’s single particle
tracking capabilities versus the modified MAD-X-PTC
module resulted in agreement both in energy gain and
beam size through the SFC [11]. Initial space charge studies have begun with a 2 mm radius 7.5 mm long ellipsoid
beam composed of 10,000 macroparticles and 10 mA.
Using the same quadrupole strengths developed with
MAD, all the particles make it through without space
charge. When space charge is turned on, only ~60% make
it through. The quadrupole strengths are being adjusted to
compensate. Figure 3 shows the initial beam size and
phase space, and the size and phase space after the first
sector with and without space charge.

TUA1CO04

the beam behaviour of the ring cyclotron. OPAL can take
3D electromagnetic field maps and model beam dynamics
in the cyclotrons allowing a smooth transition from the
simple optical element approximation to more realistic
beam simulations.
Initial tracking was performed with OPAL-T since
MAD-X and OPAL-T beam line element descriptions are
almost identical. At this stage the hard edge approximation is still being used. A 32x32x32 grid and open boundary condition were used in field solver option of OPAL-T
to account for space charge effects. A uniform, 2mm radius and 7.5mm long cylindrical para-axial 10mA beam
with bunch spacing of 8.55ns was injected into the cyclotron. The RF cavities were modelled as a simple energy
gain. Since the spiralling path slightly deviates from the
isochronous one, the phase of each RF cavity was adjusted, so the center of the beam would always be at the design phase of 75o. Previously observed coupling effects
between adjacent bunches through the cyclotron RF cavity [12] were excluded in this approximation. As is seen
with Synergia, the quadrupole strengths without space
charge will need to be modified. Figure 4 shows the rms
beam size in x and y through the first three turns of the
SFC modelled with 10,000 particles.

Figure 4: Rms beam size through the first 3 turns in
OPAL-T showing beam blow-up when using the quadrupole strengths from MAD-X-PTC.

COUNCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

Figure 3: Beam size (left), x-phase space (middle) and yphase space (right) for the initial beam (top), after first
sector without space charge (middle), and after the first
sector with space charge (bottom) in the 100MeV cyclotron

This work builds on earlier efforts to develop a realistic
model of the SFC. Benchmarking of OPAL-T against the
MAD-X-PTC results and Synergia results still needs to be
performed. Adjustment of the quadrupole strengths to
account for space charge is ongoing in both Synergia and
OPAL-T. OPAL-cyclotron will eventually be used with
full field maps of the sector and beam transport channels.
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OPAL, developed at PSI, was derived from MAD9P
and OPAL-cyclotron was successfully used to describe
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CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF A RING FOR PULSE STRUCTURE
MANIPULATION OF HEAVY ION BEAMS AT THE MSU NSCL∗
Alfonse N. Pham† , Michael J. Syphers1 , Chun Yan Jonathan Wong, Steven M. Lund2 , Roy Ready
National Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory, Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI, USA
1 Department of Physics, Northern Illinois University, DeKalb, Illinois, USA
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Abstract

INTRODUCTION
The Coupled Cyclotron Facility (CCF) at the NSCL [1–3]
utilizes two superconducting cyclotrons to accelerate primary ion beams up to 160 MeV/u at 1 kW beam power on a
production target for rare isotope beam (RIB) production for
use in nuclear physics experiments. Secondary RIBs from
the target are delivered to one of three main experimental
areas. In the fast-beam experimental area, the shortest-lived
RIBs are delivered with energies >150 MeV/u to experiments. In the stopped-beam experimental area, delivered
RIBs are thermalized (∼eVs) in either gas cells or a cyclotron
gas stopper before transport to the trap and laser spectroscopy
area. Lastly, in the ReA experimental area shown in Fig. 1,
thermalized RIBs are captured and rapidly ionized in an
Electron Beam Ion Trap (EBIT) charge breeder [?, 4]. The
12 keV/u [6] RIBs emerging from the EBIT then undergo separation in a Q/A achromatic spectrometer (operational range
of 0.2 ≤ Q/A ≤ 0.5), are bunched in a mutli-harmonic
buncher (MHB), injected into a radio-frequency quadrupole
(RFQ) for pre-acceleration to 600 keV/u, and finally injected
into the superconducting linear accelerator (LINAC) for final
acceleration up to 6 MeV/u. Upgrade plans exist to accelerate RIBs up to 12 MeV/u by adding more superconducting
cyromodules.
The ReA RFQ and LINAC are designed to operate at
80.5 MHz. This allows ReA to serve as a testbed for Facility
for the Rare Isotope Beam (FRIB) RFQ and superconducting
RF (SRF) technology. The EBIT charge breeder produces
∗
†

Research supported by Michigan State University, MSU NSCL, ReA
Project, and NSF Award PHY-1415462.
pham@nscl.msu.edu

Figure 1: Diagram of the ReA facility where (a) thermalized
RIBs are injected into (b) the EBIT charge breeder, undergo
(c) A/Q separation after extraction, (d) matched and bunched
with a MHB, (e) accelerated by a RFQ, and (f) finally injected
into the SRF LINAC. Further acceleration (g) in a second
LINAC section is possible.
Table 1: Properties of RIBs extracted from the ReA EBIT.
EBIT Parameters
Extraction Kinetic Energy Ws
Total Bunch Length σz
Energy Spread ∆W/Ws
RMS Transverse Emittance x , y

Values
12 keV/u
100 ns - 10s µs
< 0.5%
< 10 mm·mrad

high-charge state RIBs for ReA. Typical extracted beam properties of the EBIT are given in Table 1. The time structure
of the bunch emerging from the EBIT depends strongly on
the extraction scheme implemented [7]. To achieve optimal
beam transmission through the RFQ, a MHB using three
harmonics is utilized in the beam transport line [8]. For
time-of-flight (TOF) measurements, the existence of satellite bunches at integer multiples of 12.4 ns from the primary
pulse formed in the bunching process creates uncertainties
in the measurements. Due to the short bunch pulse separation, the satellite bunches create ambiguity in the pulse time
spread at the location of the detector as well as in the bunch
detection. Figure 2 shows the bunched beam just before
injection into the RFQ with non-linear tails overlapping the
neighboring buckets of the RFQ. This results in the satellite
bunches that were measured at the exit of the LINAC after
acceleration. We present a conceptual design of a flexible
buncher ring for heavy ions to address bunching challenges
in ReA. The limited acceptance of the ring will also “clean”
the RIBs of decay products that can confound measurements
of interest of very short-lived isotopes.
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The Reaccelerator (ReA) Facility at the National Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory (NSCL) located at Michigan State University (MSU) offers the low-energy nuclear science community unique capabilities to explore wider ranges
of nuclear reactions and the structure of exotic nuclei. Future
sensitive time-of-flight experiments on ReA will require the
widening of pulse separation for improved temporal resolution in single bunch detection while minimizing loss of rare
isotopes and cleaning of beam decay products that might
pollute measurements. In this proceedings, we present a preliminary design of a heavy ion ring that will address the task
of bunch compression, bunch separation enhancement, satellite bunches elimination, cleaning of decay products, beam
loss mitigation, and improvement of beam transmission.
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Figure 2: (a) Simulation of the longitudinal phase-space at
the entrance of the RFQ. Dotted lines indicate neighboring
buckets. (b) Measured normalized beam current. Red arrows
highlight satellite bunches after final acceleration.

Figure 3: Horizontal and vertical betatron functions βx,y (z)
and horizontal dispersion function Dx (z) for the ReA
buncher ring. (a) and (b) denote the quadrupole coefficients
k1(a) and k 1(b) , respectively.

LATTICE DESIGN

Table 2: Lattice parameters for the ReA buncher ring. Dipole
edge angle definitions conform to MAD-X conventions.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

A conceptual ReA buncher ring lattice is designed with
four 90◦ sector dipole magnets– each with an effective length
of 0.5 m and bending radius of 0.318 m. Edge angles entering and exiting the dipoles are chosen to be 30◦ to provide vertical focusing. Eight quadrupole magnets, 20 cm in
length, provide horizontal focusing where the quadrupole
coefficient is defined as k1 = (1/Bρ)(∂By /∂ x). Two 1 m
long straight sections on opposing sides of the ring have
vanishing horizontal dispersion function and betatron function derivative at the centers. An insertion/extraction section
will be placed in one straight section and a RF acceleration
structure placed in the other. The momentum compaction
factor [9], given as

∮ 
dC/Co
1
D(z)
αc ≡
=
dz ,
(1)
d(Bρ)/(Bρ)o Co
ρ
with D(z) and ρ denoting the horizontal dispersion function
and local bend radius, is αc = 0.091 for the ring. Figure 3
shows relevant lattice functions for the buncher ring design
as calculated by MAD-X [10] and the MAD-X Polymorphic
Tracking Code (PTC) library [11]. Corresponding lattice
properties are summarized in Table 2. The resulting 8 m
circumference storage ring is two-fold symmetric, and is
compact to conserve space on the ReA platform.

LONGITUDINAL CONSIDERATIONS
The Hamiltonian for synchrotron motion of a heavy ion
of charge state Q and mass number A in phase space coordinates (φ, ∆W/ωo ) can be expressed as
 
i
eVp Q h
H=
cos(φs + ∆φ) + ∆φ sin φs
2π A


2
1 hηωo2 γ − 1 ∆W
+
.
(2)
2 β 2 Ws
γ
ωo

Lattice Parameters

Values

Circumference C
Beam Kinetic Energy Ws
Dipole Bending Radius ρ
Dipole Edge Angles 1 , 2
Quadrupole Coefficients k 1(a) , k1(b)
βx , βy at Injection Point
αx , αy at Injection Point
Fractional Betatron Tunes νx , νy
Momentum Compaction Factor αc

8m
12 keV/u
0.318 m
30◦
11.007, 10.622 m−2
2.5, 0.8 m
0, 0
0.11, 0.31
0.091

Here, ∆φ = φ − φs and ∆W = W − Ws are the deviations
in RF phase and kinetic energy from a reference particle
with synchronous phase φs and kinetic energy Ws , Vp is
the peak RF voltage, h is the RF harmonic number, η =
αc −1/γ 2 is the phase slip factor, ωo is the angular revolution
frequency
p of a circulating reference particle, β = v/c, and
γ = 1/ 1 − β2 is the Lorentz factor. The RF phase φ is
related to time t by φ = −hωo t. From Eq. (2), the turn-byturn mapping equations are


2πhη γ − 1
φn+1 = φn + 2
∆Wn,
γ
β Ws
 h
i
Q
∆Wn+1 = ∆Wn + eVp
sin φn+1 − sin φs , (3)
A
where n is the revolution number. These mapping equations are employed to study bunching effects of in ring. The
longitudinal parameters used are summarized in Table 3.
The buncher ring extraction point is separated from the
focus at the entrance of the RFQ by a ∼2 m drift (similar
separation relative to the current location of the MHB). The
buncher ring must longitudinally focus beams at the end
of the drift to improve transmission through the RFQ and
4: Hadron Accelerators
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Radio Frequency Parameters
Revolution Frequency fo
Revolution Period To
RF Harmonic Number h
RF Frequency fRF
RF Phase Slip Factor η
Peak Voltage Vp Range

RMS Energy Spread (%)

Table 3: RF parameters for the ReA buncher ring.
Values
190.2 kHz
5.3 µs
5
951.1 kHz
-0.909
0–2 kV

n=6

50

Q/A = 0.2

40

n=2
n=3
n=4

n=5
n=6

0
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1000
1500
Peak RF Voltage (V)

n=5

2000

Figure 5: RMS energy spread at the entrance of the RFQ as a
function of peak RF voltage for various values of extraction
revolution number n for Q/A = 0.2.
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Figure 4: RMS bunch length at the entrance of the RFQ as a
function of peak RF voltage for various values of extraction
revolution number n for Q/A = 0.2.
LINAC. Figure 4 shows the RMS bunch length at the entrance of the RFQ as a function of RF voltage for a number
of bunching revolution values n. The peak RF voltage Vp
can be adjusted to obtain bunch separations that are an integer multiple of the 5.3 µs revolution period. Figure 5 shows
that the maximum energy spread of bunches emerging from
the ring are within the RFQ energy acceptance of 12 keV/u
±5%. The value of Q/A = 0.2 in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 constitute
the lower performance limit. Buncher performance only
improves with increasing Q/A due to lower peak voltage
requirements. Figure 6 shows an example of the longitudinal
particle distribution of a bunch after n = 2 revolutions. In
this case, the peak RF voltage was optimized at 967.9 V to
deliver RIB bunches with RMS longitudinal pulse duration
of ∼2 ns and an energy spread of 1.9% every 10.6 µs to the
experimental areas with no beam loss. A high degree of
linearity in the bunching process is observed thereby suppressing unwanted satellite bunches before injection into the
RFQ and LINAC for acceleration.

FUTURE WORK
Studies are underway to design an injection and extraction
beam transport line for the ReA ring and to explore more
advanced modes of operation such as heavy ion beam accumulation as well as to study the cleaning of decay products
due to the limited ring acceptance. Possible topics of future
exploration include: use of higher-order codes such as COSY

4
3

(b)

2
1

(c)

(a)

0
−1
−2
−3
−4

−100

−50
0
50
Bunch Length (ns)

100

Figure 6: Longitudinal phase-space of a particle bunch with
Q/A = 0.5: (a) initially extracted from the EBIT with a
bunch length of 200 ns and energy spread of 0.3%, (b) at the
extraction point after 2 revolutions in buncher operating at
peak voltage of V = 967.9 V, and (c) at the entrance of the
RFQ, 2 m from the buncher ring extraction.
Infinity [12] and WARP [13] to verify the performance of the
ring to a higher degree of detail, design of a low frequency
broadband RF acceleration system to accommodate a wider
range of bunch lengths from the EBIT, use of electron beam
cooling for enhanced mass resolution during separation, and
nuclear isomeric separation by exploiting isomeric transition
radiation of stored RIBs.
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OPERATING SYNCHROTRON LIGHT SOURCES WITH A HIGH GAIN
FREE ELECTRON LASER
S. Di Mitri†, M. Cornacchia, Elettra – Sincrotrone Trieste S.C.p.A., Basovizza, Trieste I-34149
The peak current required by a high gain free electron
laser (FEL) is not deemed to be compatible with the multi-bunch filling pattern of synchrotrons. We show that this
problem can be overcome by virtue of magnetic bunch
length compression in a ring section and that, after lasing,
the beam returns to equilibrium conditions without beam
quality disruption. As a consequence of bunch length
compression, the peak current stimulates a high gain FEL
emission, while the large energy spread makes the beam
less sensitive to the FEL heating and to the microwave
instability. The beam large energy spread is matched to
the FEL energy bandwidth through a transverse gradient
undulator. Feasibility of lasing at 25 nm is shown for the
Elettra synchrotron light source (SLS) at 1 GeV. Viable
scenarios for the upgrade of existing or planned SLSs to
the new hybrid insertion devices-plus-FEL operational
mode are discussed, while ensuring little impact on the
standard beamlines functionality [1].

CONCEPT
The 260-m long Elettra circumference may internally
host a by-pass undulator line 60 m long at most, with
20 m left for beam extraction, optics matching to the
undulator line and re-injection into the ring. With the onedimensional (1-D) TGU–SASE model introduced in [2,3],
we estimate a saturation length of around 50 m for an FEL
radiating at 25 nm, and driven by 450 A peak current,
1% relative energy spread beam. The FEL fundamental
wavelength is shown in Fig.1-left plot as a function of the
beam energy, and defined by the resonance condition
   u 2  2 1  K 2 2  , where  is the relativistic
Lorentz factor for the beam energy, u is the undulator
period length, K=eB0u/(2mec), typically in the range 1–
5, is the so-called undulator parameter for a planar undulator, B0 is the undulator peak magnetic field, e, me and c
are the electron charge, rest mass and speed of light in
vacuum, respectively. The Elettra horizontal equilibrium
emittance is shown in the same plot as a function of beam
energy (x  E2) and number of dipole magnets in an
achromatic cell (x  1/Nb3; Nb=2 for the actual lattice).
At =25 nm, the diffraction limit x =/(4) 1.8 nm is
reached at E=1.0 GeV (see intersection of solid blue and
red curve in Fig.1)
We assume to install an S-band RF cavity in a straight
section of the ring, and to run it at the phase of zerocrossing. A linear correlation in the electron longitudinal
phase space (z,E) is established, and the bunch length is
shortened by means of the momentum compaction c of
the downstream ring section, in our example one half of
the
Elettra circumference. The following relationship has
___________________________________________
† simone.dimitri@elettra.eu

to be fulfilled by the energy chirp h, the RF peak voltage
V, the bunch length compression factor C and
R56   c C R 2 of half the circumference length CR:
 2cor,0   2unc,0
1 dE 2 eV cos RF
1  1
h    1



 z ,0
 C  R56 E dz RF E0  eV sinRF

(1)

In Eq. 1, RF is the RF wavelength, RF (= 0) the RF
phase (at zero-crossing), cor,0, unc,0, and z,0, the energy
spread correlated with z, the uncorrelated energy spread
and the bunch length before compression, respectively. In
our example, R56=0.21 m, unc,0=0.1% and z,0 =2.7 mm.
The chirp that provides minimum bunch length, i.e., maximum peak current at the end of compression is h = -1/R56
= -4.8 m-1. The shortest bunch length we can achieve is
R56unc,0 = 210 m, and therefore the maximum effective
compression factor is C = z,0/(R56unc,0)  13. With a
bunch
charge
Q=0.8
nC,
a
peak
current
I  CQc 2  z,0  450A is provided at the undulator.





Linear compression is guaranteed as long as the correlated energy spread is larger than the uncorrelated one; the
latter evolves during compression according to unc =
Cunc0, because of longitudinal emittance preservation
(i.e., the bunch length is shortened by a factor C, whereas
the uncorrelated energy spread increases by the same
factor). Hence, we require cor,0 >> unc, where unc =
unc0 = 0.1% at equilibrium, and where unc approaches
1.3% when C13. At the same time, cor,0 has to be not
much larger than the synchrotron momentum acceptance,
nominally 3% in Elettra, to avoid particle losses. With the
parameters above, Eq.1 specifies V76 MV and cor,0 
1.3%. Fig.1-right plot is the analytical representation of
Eq.1, and it suggests that, for any C and z,0, a large R56 is
desirable to minimize h. A large R56, however, is usually
in conflict with the requirement of a low-emittance beam,
which is the prerequisite for efficient lasing at short wavelengths.

Figure 1: Elettra equilibrium horizontal emittance for
different number of dipoles per cell (red), and FEL wavelength for different undulator parameters (blue), vs. beam
energy. Right: rms relative correlated energy spread vs.
R56, to reach 450 A starting from an initial peak current of
20–40 A. Copyright of NJP (2015) [1].
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After compression is accomplished, the electron beam
is directed to an internal by-pass, as shown in Fig.2. The
90 deg extraction arc we consider is a copy of the one
introduced in [4], re-adjusted in space for our purposes
and enriched by 8 sextupoles to make it achromatic and
isochronous, so that bunch length is not affected further.
The arc optics is tuned in order to minimize any emittance
degradation from coherent synchrotron radiation [1]. Few
matching quadrupoles and a small vertical dog-leg at the
end of the extraction line prepares the bunch for lasing in
the by-pass. A vertical energy dispersion is created by the
dog-leg at the level of 2 cm, and it propagates through the
vertical TGU in order to ensure lasing even by those electrons far from the resonant energy. The beam is then
reinjected into the ring with a transfer line identical, but
reversed, to that for extraction, which allows closure of
the vertical dispersion. Since the compression has been
tuned for an up-right longitudinal phase space at the undulator (minimum bunch length), the reinjected bunch
will be decompressed in another half circumference, at
the end of which an additional RF structure, identical to
the first one, will remove the energy chirp.

ELECTRON BEAM DYNAMICS

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

The electron beam dynamics is illustrated in Fig.2,
where coloured circled labels in the layout correspond to
the particle distributions in the other plots of the same
Figure (points A–G). Bunch length compression, transport
to undulator and de-compression was simulated by tracking 5 million particles with the Elegant code [5], with
initial beam parameters of Table 1. There, initial values
for the electron beam parameters refer to the equilibrium
condition, i.e. before bunch length compression.

Figure 2: From top-left, clockwise: schematic of synchrotron ring with TGU in by-pass and RF cavities (RFC
imposes the energy chirp, RFD removes it); single bunch
peak current; slice emittance; longitudinal phase space. A:
equilibrium condition. B: energy chirp is added. C: compressed beam. D: entrance of undulator. E: exit of undulator. F: de-compressed beam. G: chirp is removed. Copyright of NJP (2015) [1].
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The strengths of 48 sextupoles in the ring were numerically optimized in order to simultaneously ensure: positive linear chromaticities, horizontal dynamic aperture
larger than 10 mm at the injection point, 3% momemtum
acceptance, and linear bunch length compression. Tracking results in Fig.2, summarized in Table 1, confirm a
beam quality at the undulator suitable for lasing in the
ultra-violet wavelength range.

LOW REPETITION RATE SASE FEL
If lasing is done at a rep. rate (RR) smaller than the
synchrotron longitudinal damping time, s  10 ms in our
example, a bunch is re-injected into the by-pass every
time with parameters thermalized to equilibrium, i.e.,
each FEL pulse is generated like in a single-pass device.
The FEL-induced energy spread at saturation is expected
to be not larger than ,FEL = 1.6TGU  0.18% [6], TGU
being the TGU-modified FEL parameter [2]. In the oneloop simulation depicted in Fig.2, the effect of lasing was
included by adding ,FEL in quadrature to the energy
spread of the compressed beam, unc  1.3% (point D).
The FEL-spent electron beam is close to equilibrium,
after de-compression and chirp removal, as shown by the
particle distributions at point G in Fig.2. The electron
beam vertical emittance is preserved at the 0.02 nm rad
equilibrium level, in the assumption of 1% betatron coupling.
The SASE saturation length and the peak power at saturation were evaluated as in the M.Xie 3-D model [7], but
now rescaled to the 1-D TGU gain length, LG,TGU. Figure
3 shows the single pulse FEL output peak power at =25
nm and after a 55 m long undulator, as a function of y,
and of beam correlated energy spread. cor,0 = 1.28%
allows one to achieve the maximum peak current of 455
A, and 138-MW FEL peak power when y = 2.2 cm.
Average betatron functions x=20 m, y=10 m in the TGU
ensure an almost round beam. LG,TGU = 2.9 m, and if we
arbitrarily enlarge it by 20%, the FEL power lowers to 47
MW.

Figure 3: Contour plot of the estimated FEL peak power
at saturation in MW vs. rms relative energy spread and
vertical dispersion in the TGU, for FEL repetition rate 
1/s 100 Hz. Maximum power occurs for maximum peak
current (yellow solid line). Copyright of NJP (2015) [1].
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HIGH REPETITION RATE SASE FEL

Here TFEL is the 2-turns period of lasing,
2,FEL  2TGUPFEL eIE , PFEL  0.1Pn expz LG,TGU  , and Pn the
shot noise power of the electron beam at the undulator’s
entrance [8]. TGU and LG,TGU depend in turn on the beam
energy spread at the undulator.  is the 1-D FEL parameter [8] and since   I1/3, with I the peak current at the
undulator, Eq.2 also takes into account the dependence of
I on the energy spread, namely I  CIeq  C ,1eq [9]. The
numerical evaluation of ,eq as a function of the undulator length z is shown in Fig.4, together with the peak
current at the undulator and the single pulse FEL peak
power. The choice of the undulator length can be used to
balance FEL power and beam energy spread, in order to
tune the operational parameters of the FEL vs. those for
the ID beamlines. One should notice that the FEL may
also act as a damping wiggler for the transverse emittance
at equilibrium. Although generally welcome, this additional effect should be balanced vs. a potential enhancement of intra-beam scattering.

Figure 4: Rms relative energy spread of the uncompressed
beam (blue dashed), peak current at FEL normalized to
450 A (red, dotted), and single pulse FEL output peak
power (green, solid line), as a function of the undulator
length; all parameters are at the new equilibrium according to Eq.2, when the FEL RR > 100 Hz. Copyright of
NJP (2015) [1].

DISCUSSION
We do not foresee any critical impact of microwave instability on the beam dynamics, because: i) in the low RR
FEL scenario, the high single bunch peak current situation
lasts for only one turn every damping time, which is not
long enough for the instability to build up; ii) the instability current threshold is proportional to the square of the
beam energy spread, therefore it “increases” by a factor
C2 = 169, when the beam is maximally bunched by a
factor C.
Depending on the filling pattern and the duration of the
RF pulse in the (de-)chirper cavity, bunches not devoted
to lasing may find RF power in the cavity at their passage
through it, and thus be subjected to parasitic bunch length
gymnastic. In the bunch-by-bunch extraction, that parasitic gymnastic can be avoided, for example, by choosing a
pulsed normal conducting cavity whose RF pulse duration
is shorter than approximately one revolution period, e.g.
800 ns. At the same time, the technical challenge of high
order mode (HOM) dampers at room temperature should
be considered. A superconducting (SC) option for the
cavity could alternatively be exploited, for which the
HOM dampers technology is now well established. This
option, however, implies RF filling times typically not
shorter than 1 ms. Finally, in the high RR FEL case, with
lasing every few turns, the full compatibility with ID
beamlines operation might be solved ab initio by hosting
the chirper and de-chirper RF cavities in short by-pass
lines parallel to the ring straight sections: only those
bunches devoted to lasing will be sent through the cavities
by additional fast kicker magnets or RF deflectors.
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We can imagine operating kicker magnets or RF deflectors for a high RR laser production. As an example, RF
deflectors enable bunch-by-bunch manipulation. The
bunch train will be lasing every 2 turns: after FEL production (point E in Fig.2), half turn is devoted to decompression, one turn and half for providing light to ID
beamlines and for returning to the “RF chirper” (point A).
After 2 turns, the FEL cycle starts again.
Lasing at RRs higher than 1/s implies new equilibrium
conditions for the stored beam. These are determined by
the simultaneous action of the FEL, which enlarges the
beam energy spread at every pass, and the longitudinal
damping. We used the algorithm adopted in [8] to evaluate beam current, energy spread and FEL peak power at
the new equilibrium, with two important differences: the
TGU-modified SASE model is adopted here for the FEL
output, and the FEL-induced energy spread is reduced by
a factor C due to bunch lengthening after lasing. The
modified equation for the uncompressed beam’s energy
spread at the new equilibrium, ,eq, reads:
2
d2,eq 2unc,0  2,eq
1   , FEL 
(2)

 0


s
dt
TFEL  C 
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Table 1: Major Ring and Beam Parameters Used for
Tracking

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Circumference Length
259.2
Harmonic Number
432
Number of Filled Buckets
 410
Max. Average Current
380
Longitudinal Damping Time
10
Beam Mean Energy
1.0
Bunch Charge
0.8
Initial Bunch Duration, RMS
9
Initial Peak Current
35
Initial Transv. Emittance, RMS
1.80(x), 0.02(y)
Initial Energy Spread, RMS
0.1
S-band RF Peak Voltage
78
Energy Chirp due to RF
-4.8
R56 of Half Circumference
0.21
Compression Factor
13
Bunch Duration at FEL, RMS
0.7
Peak Current at FEL
455
Total Energy Spread at FEL
1.3
Transv. Emittance at FEL, RMS
2.15(x), 0.02(y)
FEL Fundamental Wavelength
25
Undulator Parameter
2.5
Undulator Period
46
Undulator Length
55
TGU Gradient
65.7
Vertical Dispersion at FEL
0.022
Average Beam Size in TGU, RMS 0.20(x), 0.29(y)

m

mA
ms
GeV
nC
ps
A
nm
%
MV
m-1
m
ps
A
%
nm
nm
mm
m
m-1
m
mm
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Abstract
Improvements in brightness and coherent flux of about
two orders of magnitude are possible using multi bend achromat lattice designs [1]. These improvements can be implemented as upgrades of existing facilities as in the case of
the Advanced Light Source Upgrade (ALS-U). ALS-U will
reuse much of the existing infrastructure, thereby reducing
cost and time needed to reach full scientific productivity.
This paper summarizes the accelerator design progress as
well as some details of the ongoing R+D program.

Table 1: Parameter List Comparing ALS with ALS-U
Parameter

Current ALS

ALS-U

Electron energy
1.9 GeV
2.0 GeV
Beam current
500 mA
500 mA
Hor. emittance
2000 pm-rad
∼50 pm-rad
Vert. emittance
30 pm-rad
∼50 pm-rad
rms beam size (IDs)
251 / 9 µm
≤10 / ≤10 µm
rms beam size (bends)
40 / 7 µm
≤5 / ≤8 µm
Energy spread
9.7 × 10−4
≤ 9 × 10−4
bunch length
60–70 ps
120–200 ps
(FWHM)
(harm. cavity) (harm. cavity)
Circumference
196.8 m
∼196.5 m
Bend angle
10◦
3.33◦
One of the consequences of producing a small emittance
is a small dynamic aperture, although the momentum accep∗
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tance will remain large enough for acceptable beam lifetime.
To overcome this challenge, ALS-U will use on-axis swapout injection to exchange bunch trains between the storage
ring and an accumulator ring. Swap-out also makes it possible to employ very small, round chambers in the straight sections, enabling higher-performance undulators. ALS-U will
provide a higher coherent flux than any other ring, whether
in operation or planned, up to a photon energy of 3.5 keV,
which covers the entire soft x-ray regime (see Fig. 2).
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Figure 2: Coherent flux produced by selected storage-ringbased x-ray facilities.

LATTICE OPTIMIZATION
The lattice design has to balance competing goals like
radiation output requirements, technological limitations, and
operational demands. The most fundamental tradeoff is between small emittance and sufficient injection efficiency and
lifetime. Following a now-common trend, we have been
employing multi objective genetic algorithms to simultaneously optimize the linear and non-linear lattice for the lattice
design. The new ALS-U ring will have the same periodic-
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The ALS-U design replaces the existing triple-bend achromat with a stronger-focusing multi-bend achromat [2, 3]
aiming at producing round beams of approximately 50 pmrad emittance, about 40 times smaller than the horizontal
emittance of the existing ALS, and thus leading to a big
increase in coherent flux. The current baseline design is a
nine-bend achromat. ALS-U was evaluated in June 2016
by a Basic Energy Sciences Facility Upgrade Prioritization
Subcommittee as ’Absolutely Central’ to contribute to world
leading science and as ’Ready to Initiate Construction’ and
received approval of Mission Need (CD-0) from DOE/BES
in September 2016. Table 1 summarizes the main parameters and Figure 1 shows the nine bend achromat as well as
the new accumulator ring.

Figure 1: CAD model of ALS-U showing the existing accelerator tunnel with the new storage and accumulator rings.

Coherent Flux [Ph/sec 0.1% BW]
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Mode Analysis: RW 1ΜmNEG on Cu; round pipe

ity (12 cells) and nearly the same circumference. In each
cell, bending is distributed among nine transverse-gradient
dipoles [2, 3] (see Fig. 3).
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Figure 3: Lattice functions of one period of the ALS-U nine
bend achromat.
The nominal tunes are close to the coupling resonance
to equipartition the emittance. This has two benefits: it
provides for optimal (round) cross section at the undulators
and reduces scattering effects (IBS, Touschek). The dynamic
aperture, on the order of 1 mm, is adequate for on-axis
injection (see Fig. 4). The momentum aperture is good
at up to 3%. The resulting estimate for the beam lifetime,
about 0.7 h, is acceptable and the current will be kept almost
constant by swap out injection.
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Figure 5: Effect of the RW impedance on the single-bunch
transverse motion for vanishing chromaticities: the instability threshold is at Ib ≈ 4.5 mA.
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Figure 4: (Left) Frequency map (dynamic aperture) of ALSU baseline lattice, (Right) dynamic momentum aperture,
both with gradient and skew gradient errors.

Impedance and Instabilities
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Reduced vacuum-chamber apertures are a key feature
enabling low-emittance machines but also result in lower
instability thresholds, since the impedance gets larger. The
resistive wall (RW) impedance is expected to be particularly
important, as a result of the small gaps in the undulators.
A preliminary broadband impedance model has been completed [4]. To mitigate RW effects, we are using copper
or aluminum for most of the vacuum chambers. Ensuring
good vacuum will require NEG coatings which also affect
the impedance. We have carried out preliminary estimates
of the transverse mode-coupling instability (TMCI) threshold (see Fig. 5). In the absence of harmonic cavities these
show an instability threshold at a bunch current of about
Ib = 4.5 mA (nominal Ib = 1.8 mA).
In terms of multibunch instabilities, we expect no change
compared to ALS in the longitudinal plane, whereas the
transverse impedances will increase. However, based on
initial estimates we expect that dedicated multibunch feedback systems as in the current ALS will provide sufficient
damping.

ALS-U R+D PROGRAM
To reduce technical risks, a research and development
program was started at the beginning of FY14. The program
concentrates on the areas with the highest technical risk or
opportunity for a soft x-ray DLSR [5] and includes multiple
accelerator as well as beamline R+D topics.

Magnets and Undulators
To achieve diffraction-limited emittances, quadrupole gradients on the order of 100 T/m are necessary. Pre-conceptual
designs have been finished for all magnets. The magnets are
all feasible; however, some of them require special materials
or advanced design features to fit with the vacuum system
and achieve sufficient field quality.
The smaller vertical apertures present a new opportunity,
and even more importantly, equally small horizontal apertures enables undulator technologies with superior performance, especially for experiments requiring polarization
control. The current plan for some of the new undulators
includes devices such as Delta undulators or bifilar helical
superconducting undulators.
The ALS makes extensive use of bending-magnet and
superbend sources in addition to undulator sources, which
need to be maintained on ALS-U. Superconducting magnets
can be built small enough to fit together with two additional
quadrupoles into the slot of one transverse-gradient dipole
in a few locations. The field at the source points would be
similar to the current ALS.

On-axis Swap-out Injection
It is planned to use on-axis injection [5,6] with bunch train
swap-out and an accumulator ring. The new accumulator
will be housed in the storage ring tunnel. On-axis swap-out
injection requires special fast pulsers and state-of-the-art
stripline kicker magnets (see Fig. 6).
Prototype high-voltage pulsers, based on inductive and
transmission-line adder technology, have been developed
and tested [7]. We have demonstrated pulses with the necessary very short rise and fall times, as well as the required
flat-top length and flatness for an inductive adder (see Fig. 7).
To fully demonstrate the technology for swap out, we have
finished the first stripline kicker prototype [8] and will install
a second in the current ALS at the beginning of 2017.
2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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Figure 6: (Left) CAD model of stripline kicker with small
gap and tapered electrodes. (Right) Prototype of stripline
kicker.

TUB1CO03

tances (IBS) and particle loss (Touschek lifetime). The thirdharmonic cavities in ALS-U are designed mitigate those
effects by lengthening the bunches by roughly a factor of
four. However, bunch lengthening factors at this level had
not been routinely achieved in the past. The main reason are
transient effects due to inhomogeneities in the fill pattern.
For ALS-U, swap-out injection requires short gaps in the
fill pattern presenting an inhomgeneity. The demonstrated
performance of the inductive adder allows gaps as small as
10 ns, i.e. four unfilled buckets. We have replicated this
fill pattern in the ALS and have demonstrated lengthening
factors of about four (see Figure 9) [7].
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Figure 7: (Left) Full assembly (8 stages) of inductive adder.
(Right) Voltage output of inductive adder at 105% of nominal
setpoint.

Vacuum System - NEG Coating
The most promising technology for small apertures necessary are Non Evaporable Getter (NEG) coated vacuum
chambers. Substantial progress has been made, both in industry, and within this R+D program, bringing NEG coated
chambers with less than 6 mm diameter within reach [9].
One recent advance at LBNL was the use of Ti-Zr-V alloy
wires to improve the chemical uniformity of coatings at small
apertures. Challenges remain, including miniaturization of
photon extraction chambers. For the smallest apertures qualification tests of the chambers becomes challenging because
of the very small conductance. A test stand to quantitatively
measure the sticking coefficient of small aperture NEG coatings was finished and is being tested (see Fig. 8). We are also
testing necessary technologies to enable in-situ activation
of the vacuum chambers.

Figure 9: Streak camera images of ALS-U like bunchtrains
in the ALS with harmonic cavities. (Left) main RF voltage
1.25 MV, harmonic voltage of 175 kV. (Right) main RF
voltage 1.09 MV, harmonic voltage 379 kV.
With harmonic cavities and round beams, IBS becomes
manageable with about 20% increase in emittance at high
current. Combining the effects of radiation damping, insertion devices, coupling and IBS, we predict the emittance of
the current baseline design to be about 65 pm at 500 mA.

SUMMARY
ALS-U will provide straight section rms beamsizes of
around 10 microns in both planes, close to the current ALS
vertical beamsize of 9 microns. The predicted soft x-ray
brightness performance exceeds all ring based sources in existence or under construction and approaches the diffraction
limit up to 2 keV, providing up to three orders of magnitude
more coherent flux than the ALS in the few keV range. An
R+D program as well as the conceptual design phase are
under way. Most of the higher technical risks are in the
process of being successfully retired.
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AWAKE - A PROTON DRIVEN PLASMA WAKEFIELD ACCELERATION
EXPERIMENT AT CERN
Allen Caldwell∗ , Max Planck Institute for Physics, Munich, Germany
on behalf of the AWAKE Collaboration
Abstract
It is the aim of the AWAKE project at CERN to demonstrate the acceleration of electrons in the wake created by
a proton beam passing through plasma. The proton beam
will be modulated as a result of the transverse two-stream
instability into a series of micro bunches that will then drive
strong wakefields. The wakefields will then be used to accelerate electrons with GV/m strength fields. The AWAKE
experiment is currently being commissioned and first data
taking is expected this year. The status of the experimental
program is described as well as first thoughts on future steps.

bunches are today accelerated to high energies, and so have
enough energy to bring a bunch of electrons to the TeV scale
in a single acceleration stage. However, the length of existing proton bunches requires the use of a bunching scheme
to drive the plasma wakefield in such a way as to produce
GV/m fields.

Self-Modulation Instability
The angular frequency ω P of the plasma wave is fixed by
the local plasma density n0 via
s

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

PATH TO AWAKE

ωP =

It has been known for some time that plasmas can support
very large electric fields, and can therefore be used for accelerating particles to relativistic energies [1]. Initially, laser
driven plasma wake field acceleration was considered in the
literature [2], and experimental verification of the ideas followed [3]. Detailed simulations of the process are now available which have predicted the production of electron beams
with interesting characteristics. In recent experiments, gradients in the range 10-100 GV/m have been achieved. These
have so far been limited to distances of a few cm, but the
progress has been very impressive [4]. In order to accelerate
an electron bunch to 1 TeV, these gradients would have to
be maintained over distances of tens of meters, or many acceleration stages would have to be combined. Both of these
options are very challenging, both because of dephasing and
energy conservation issues.
It was later recognized that plasmas could also be excited
by a bunch of electrons [5]. Given an intense enough bunch
of electrons, the plasma is both created [6] and excited by
the passage of the bunch. Very large electric fields were
predicted and later observed [7]. In the case of electron
driven plasma wakefield acceleration (PWA), a gradient of
50 GV/m was achieved and sustained at SLAC for almost
1m [8]. However, the maximum energy that can be transferred to a particle in the witness bunch is limited by the
transformer ratio and is at most 2 for longitudinally symmetric drive bunches [9]. This upper limit can in principle be
overcome by asymmetric bunches [10], but this will be technically very difficult to realize. Energy issues also dictate
that an electron-bunch driven PWA would require a large
number of stages to reach the TeV scale, and therefore be
quite complex.
The scheme proposed for study in the AWAKE experiment is based on proton-driven PWA [11]. The principle
advantage of using protons to driving the wake is that proton
∗
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4πn0 e2
,
me

where me is the electron mass and e is the elementary charge.
On the time scale of a few wave oscillations, the much heavier plasma ions can be considered immobile. The plasma
wave or wake follows the drive bunch, and its phase velocity
vph is close to that of the drive bunch [12]. Its wavelength
is therefore approximately λ P = 2πc
ω P . The maximum amplitude of the longitudinal electric field in the wave is on the
P
order of the wave-breaking field E0 = me cω
[13].
e
The extremely short driver length required for efficient excitation of the plasma wave (a small fraction of λ P generally
is required) presents a serious obstacle to the realization of
the concept. The CERN proton bunches available today are
approximately 10 centimeters long (the root-mean-square
length) and are therefore ineffective at driving large wakefield amplitudes. Various bunch compression schemes have
been studied in the early stages of studying proton-driven
plasma wakefield acceleration [14]. While technically feasible, the concepts developed will be costly and require extensive amounts of space.
An alternative to extreme bunch compression is multibunch wave excitation. In this scheme the plasma wave is
resonantly driven by a train of short micro bunches spaced
one wakefield period apart. It is exactly this scheme that
was first proposed as the plasma wakefield accelerator in [5].
In our application, the long proton bunch is converted into
a stream of micro bunches, each short on the scale of the
plasma wavelength, by an instability. The instability of interest is the self-modulation instability (SMI), which can
be viewed as the axisymmetric mode of the transverse twostream (TTS) instability. The SMI is a convective instability
that grows both along the bunch and along the plasma. Analytical calculations and three-dimensional simulations [15]
predicted an exponentially fast growth of the SMI and confirmed that non-axisymmetric modes of the TTS instability
are also suppressed if the seed perturbation is strong enough.
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The micro bunches propagate stably during very long distances, provided that the nonlinear regime is avoided [16].
The concept of the SMI is visualized in Fig. 1. This development has opened the path to experimental verification of
proton driven plasma wakefield acceleration.
Plasma density [n0]
0.0

0.4

0.8

Beam density [n0]
0.0

1.2

0.1

0.2

Radius (r)

Propagation direction
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Figure 2: Schematic of the AWAKE experiment for Run I
(not to scale). The proton beam (in red) is merged onto the
path of a laser beam with a strong dipole 22 m upstream
of the plasma cell. The electron beam (in green) is then
merged with the proton and laser beams just upstream of the
plasma cell. The 10 m plasma cell is shown in orange. An
array of diagnostic elements are placed behind the plasma
cell (optical transition radiation - OTR, coherent transition
radiation - CTR, optical screens - BTV, and an electron
spectrometer.

Distance in beam (z)

Figure 1: Example of a self-modulated proton bunch resonantly driving plasma wakefields sustained by the plasma
density perturbation (OSIRIS simulations [17]). The plasma
electrons are shown in blue, and the protons in orange.
Darker shading represents higher density. The initially Gaussian bunch density profile with z=12cm has been converted
into a series of micro bunches with spacing 1.4mm..

in May 2016 and first beam was extracted on 15 June 2016
from the SPS onto the beam dump at the end of the beam
line. The proton beam commissioning took place in the
second half of September and all design parameters were
met. A picture of the beam line is shown in Fig. 3.

AWAKE

AWAKE Overview
The AWAKE experiment [18] will use the SPS proton
beam with E P = 400 GeV and up to 3 · 1011 protons/bunch
to drive the plasma wakefields. The experiment is hosted
in the previous CNGS beamlime just upstream of the target
area. The area has been completely refurbished to host the
AWAKE experiment, including the construction of two small
tunnels to allow laser and electron beam passage. The layout
of the AWAKE experiment is seen in Fig. 2. The different
elements of the AWAKE setup are briefly described.

Proton Beam
The proton beam line is largely identical to that used for
producing a neutrino beam for LNGS (the CNGS facility).
However, a number of magnets needed to be relocated at
the downstream end to allow sufficient space for the plasma
cell and diagnostics, and also to allow a merging with the
laser beam. Installation of the proton beam line was finished

Figure 3: The elements of the proton beam line just upstream
of the plasma cell.

Laser Beam
A schematic view of the laser beam lines can be seen in
in Fig. 4. The beam line between the laser and plasma
comprises five mirrors (MP1 - MP5) on motorized vacuum
compatible mirror mounts, a precise linear translator holding the laser-proton merging mirror mount MP5, laser safety
shutters LSSP1 and LSSP2 and three laser beam dumps
LBDP1–LBDP3. Most of these elements have been manufactured, assembled and installed in the beginning of 2016.
The laser beamlines have now been fully commissioned.

Electron Beam Line
Electron bunches will be generated using the PHIN photoinjector from the CLIC Test Facility [19] using a laser
pulse derived from the ionization laser (see Fig. 2). They
will be subsequently accelerated in a custom produced RF
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While a collider based on plasma wakefield acceleration
is clearly still many years away, there is a path to wakefield
acceleration with protons via modulation of the proton bunch
as described above which allows for the use of existing infrastructure. This is the scheme that has been proposed by
the AWAKE Collaboration, and an experimental program
has been approved in 2013 making use of the SPS beam at
CERN to demonstrate the concept. The first experimental results on proton beam modulation are expected late this year.
The AWAKE Collaboration will demonstrate GV/m-scale
gradients in the next 1-2 years.
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Figure 4: The elements of the laser beam lines.

structure to energies between 10-20 MeV. The layout of the
electron beam line is fixed and construction of different elements has begun (see Fig. 5). The installation of the electron
line is planned to start in spring 2017.

Figure 6: a) Schematic of the AWAKE beam line showing
the heat exchanger and downstream expansion chamber. b,c)
pictures of the setup as of end of September in the AWAKE
tunnel.
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The plasma cell [20] for Run I of AWAKE consists of
a 10 m long Rubidium heat exchanger with Rb sources at
each end. The beam line has a 10 mm orifice at each end
of the plasma cell through which Rb is constantly flowed
and collected in expansion chambers. This solution provides
the required density uniformity and density profiles needed.
The Rb vapor is produced by heating the Rb vessels and heat
pipe to ca. 200◦ C and is then ionized with the high power
laser to produce the plasma. The laser pulse co-propagates
with the proton beam and provides a sharp plasma turnon, thus seeding the correct instability. The plasma cell
design is complete and all components are at CERN and
are currently being assembled and commissioned. Figure 6
shows different elements of the plasma cell.
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Figure 5: Top: Layout of the electron beam line. Bottom:
picture of the PHIN photoinjector.

The SMI will defocus approximately one quarter of the
proton bunch with a typical angle in AWAKE of 1 mrad. This
defocusing will be observed on screens recording the (time
integrated) transverse image of the bunch downstream of
the plasma. This diagnostic uses standard CERN equipment
and is installed and commissioned.
Additionally, a aluminum-coated, 150 µm-thick silicon
screen was installed in a diagnostic station ∼3 m downstream
from the plasma exit and at a 45 ◦ angle to the beam axis to
measure optical transition radiation in a time-resolved manner using a streak camera. Figure 7 shows a schematic of the
OTR setup on the beam line. For the AWAKE density range
the modulation period is between 11 and 3.5 ps. Test results
with gated and modulated laser light mimicking the expected
OTR light have shown that modulation frequencies up to
350 GHz (corresponding to a period of less than 3 ps) can be
measured from the FFT of the streak images. A second diag-
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Figure 7: Schematic of the OTR and CTR setup installed on
the proton beam line.
nostic section similar to the OTR has been installed upstream
of the OTR diagnostic (see Figure 7). Instead of looking
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at the time structure of incoherent OTR it will measure the
frequency of the coherent transition radiation (CTR) emitted
at the bunch modulation frequency. In this diagnostic, the
frequency of the CTR, fRF , will be determined by mixing
the signal on a diode with the signal of a local oscillator at a
known frequency fLO to bring the fI F frequency into reach
of a 10 − 20 GHz-bandwidth oscilloscope.
The second phase of AWAKE RUN I will focus on the
acceleration of externally injected electrons. Numerical
simulations indicate that electrons will reach an energy larger
than 1 GeV with a finite energy spread of a few percent. A
magnetic spectrometer based on a CERN HB4, C-shaped
magnet and two quadrupoles will be used (see Fig. 8). The
resolution of the energy measurement is expected to be at
the % level,.
41*3)1#$%&5'
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Figure 9: Laser Positioning after alignment on BTVs. a)
and b): proton profiles for BTVs upstream and downstream
of the vapor source. c) and d): laser profiles. The projected
laser profile peaks were placed on the projected proton peaks
to within 300µm.
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Figure 8: CAD drawing of the electron magnetic spectrometer integration in AWAKE, including the light transport
line from the spectrometer screen to the CCD camera in the
shielded area. Optical mirrors for the screen light are labeled
M1 to M3. The optical line is enclosed in a light shield.

The proton and laser beams have been commissioned
and the synchronization is established. The parameters on
beam pointing stability and spot sizes have been met or
exceeded. The spatial overlap of the laser with the proton
beam was determied by using profiles measured on screens
(BTVs) immediately upstream and downstream of the Rb
vapor source. Comparison images of proton beam and laser
on these BTVs after alignment of the centroids of the profiles
to within 300 µm is shown in Fig. 9.
A milestone was reached during the beam commissioning period at the end of September when the SPS proton
beam was synchronized to better than 100 ps accuracy with
respect to the laser beam. Figure 10 shows the streak camera
measurement in the BTV upstream of the plasma cell.

RUN II
During Run I of the AWAKE experiment, ending with
the start of the LHC LS2, the objectives are to demonstrate
the proton beam self-modulation instability (AWAKE Phase
1) and to sample the strong wakefield with test electrons
(AWAKE Phase 2). Run II of AWAKE is proposed to start
right after the LHC LS2 with objectives to demonstrate

Figure 10: Synchronization of the AWAKE proton and laser
beam. Streak camera measurement with the BTV upstream
of the plasma cell.
high-gradient acceleration of bunches of electrons to many
GeV preserving reasonable beam quality, and to demonstrate
scalable plasma source technology. Successful demonstration of these two objectives will open up the path towards
high energy physics applications for proton driven plasma
wakefield acceleration. An option for Run II electron injection is on-axis injection between two plasma stages, as
shown in Fig. 11. In order to prepare Run II, a significant
research effort is required for a number of topics including
scalable plasma sources, compact high peak current electron injectors, plasma staging, proton beam optimization
and instrumentation development. Most research topics require numerical simulation studies. More information can
be found in [21].
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[7] P. Muggli et al., "Meter-Scale Plasma-Wakefield Accelerator
Driven by a Matched Electron Beam," Phys. Rev. Lett., vol.
93, p. 014802, 2004.
[8] I. Blumenfeld et al., "Energy doubling of 42 GeV electrons
in a metre-scale plasma wakefield accelerator," Nature vol.
445, p. 741, 2007.

Figure 11: A possible layout for AWAKE Run II. A first
plasma cell is used to self-modulate the proton beam. An
electron beam is injected after the first cell and is accelerated
by the modulated proton beam in a second plasma cell.

PERSPECTIVES
Plasma wakefield acceleration is a promising scheme to realize shorter or higher energy accelerators in particle physics.
With the aim of demonstrating O(GV/m) accelerating gradients in a plasma, scalable over long distances, by the end
of AWAKE Run II, experiments utilizing such beams could
become reality from about 2025 onwards. Some ideas for
future experiments based on the AWAKE scheme [22] and
making strong use of the current CERN infrastructure and
facilities were presented at the recent Physics Beyond Colliders Kick-off Workshop held in CERN in September. These
include ideas for fixed-target experimentation with electron
beams as well as ideas for very high energy electron-proton
colliders.
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A NOVEL TECHNIQUE OF POWER CONTROL IN MAGNETRON
TRANSMITTERS FOR INTENSE ACCELERATORS*

Abstract
A novel concept of a high-power magnetron transmitter
allowing dynamic phase and power control at the frequency of locking signal is proposed. The transmitter
compensating parasitic phase and amplitude modulations
inherent in Superconducting RF (SRF) cavities within
closed feedback loops is intended for powering of the
intensity-frontier superconducting accelerators. The concept uses magnetrons driven by a sufficient resonant (injection-locking) signal and fed by the voltage which can
be below the threshold of self-excitation. This provides an
extended range of power control in a single magnetron at
highest efficiency minimizing the cost of RF power unit
and the operation cost. Proof-of-principle of the proposed
concept demonstrated in pulsed and CW regimes with
2.45 GHz, 1kW magnetrons is discussed here. A conceptual scheme of the high-power transmitter allowing the
dynamic wide-band phase and mid-frequency power
controls is presented and discussed.

INTRODUCTION
SRF cavities of the modern superconducting accelerators are typically manufactured from thin sheets of niobium to allow them to be cooled at minimized power of
cryo-facilities. Fluctuations of helium pressure, acoustic
noise caused by liquid He flux, etc., all cause mechanical
oscillations of the cavity walls changing the cavity resonant frequency. This results in parasitic amplitude and
phase modulation of the accelerating field in the cavity.
The cavity detuning caused by the mechanical oscillations
is typically a few tens of Hz [1, 2]. At very high external
quality factor of the SRF cavities, QE, the bandwidth of
the fundamental mode of the RF oscillation in the cavities
has the same order as the detuning value. This causes
deviations of the accelerating field phase and amplitude.
The parasitic modulations are not associated with instability of the RF source; they exist even if the RF source is
ideally stable. Thus, only the dynamic phase and power
control of the RF sources locking phase and amplitude of
the RF field in the SRF cavity [3], allows keeping stable
phase and amplitude of the accelerating field in the cavity. The bandwidth of the power and the phase control of
the RF source is determined by necessary suppression of
the amplitude and phase deviations; e.g., for suppression
of the amplitude modulation to deviations level of <1% at
the deviations of ~140% one needs suppression >40 dB,
at the bandwidth of the control ~10 kHz.
The traditional RF sources (klystrons, IOTs, solid-state

amplifiers) can provide such control; however the capital
cost of the RF system of the large-scale superconducting
accelerator will be a significant part of the project cost.
The magnetrons controlled by the phase-modulated resonant driving RF signal may provide dynamic phase and
power control with the capital cost in a few times less
than the traditional RF sources [4, 5] at a higher efficiency. This will also reduce the cost of operation of the
RF sources.
Two methods allowing power control in magnetron
transmitters were suggested recently: using power combining from two magnetrons with a 3-dB hybrid [ibid.];
or by an additional modulation of the depth of phasemodulated signal driving a single magnetron [6]. The last
one is applicable at a very high QE value. The average
relative efficiency in the range of power control of ~10
dB for the both methods is about of 50%.
We propose a novel technique of power control which
keeps a wide bandwidth for the phase control and provides the range of the power control up to 10 dB by variation of current in the extended range [7]. For such a range
the minimum magnetron current has to be much less than
the minimum current available in free run. This is realized
in the magnetron driven by a resonant wave and fed by
the voltage less than threshold of self-excitation [7].
Note, that the proposed technique is applicable for any
value of QE.
The proposed technique of the magnetron power control
provides highest efficiency in comparison with methods
described in Refs. [4-6]. This will allow significantly
decrease the capital and operating costs of the ADS class
projects. The proposed method increasing the transmitter
efficiency at power control in magnetrons can be used in
combination with methods described in Refs. [4-6]
maximizing efficiency at the wideband power control.
The concept of a controllable operation of the magnetron fed by the voltage less than the threshold of selfexcitation was substantiated by a developed kinetic
model [7]. Demonstration of proof-of-principle of the
proposed method of the wide-range power control in
magnetrons is presented and discussed here.

A WIDE-RANGE POWER CONTROL IN
PRE-EXCITED CW MAGNETRONS

Proof-of-principle of the developed technique of the
power variation in pre-excited magnetrons was demonstrated in experiments with 2.45 GHz, 1 kW tubes. In
pulsed regime the CW magnetron type OM75P(31) with a
permanent magnet was fed by a pulsed modulator at pulse
* Supported by Fermi Research Alliance, LLC under Contract No.
duration of 1.2 ms. Before the experiments, the magneDe-AC02- 07CH11359 with the United States DOE in collaboration
with Muons, Inc.
tron was in use for about of 8 years, thus it could provide
#
e-mail: gkazakevitch@yahoo.com; grigory@muonsinc.com
output power up to §500 W.
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The experiments with power variation by the magnetron
were performed with the setup [5], shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: A- Experimental setup to measure the magnetron current, voltage, spectrum, output power, power of
the pre-exciting signal and phase vs. the power variation.
ML is a matched load; S/C is a 3-dB splitter/combiner. BScheme of the magnetron module.
The pulsed magnetron modulator was fed by a switching High Voltage (HV) stabilized power supply. When
the magnetron was driven by a resonant (injectionlocking) wave the measurements were performed at the
frequency with -2.8 MHz offset relative to the magnetron
average free run frequency at an output power of §450 W.
The magnetron pulsed voltage and current were measured
by a compensated divider and a transducer, respectively.
The measurement errors do not exceed ±1%.
Measured dependence of the magnetron power on the
magnetron current and Volt-Amp. (V-I) characteristics of
the free running or pre-excited magnetron at various
reso-nant driving signal are shown in Figs 2, 3 [7].
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Figure 4: Measured absolute efficiency of the pre-excited
injection-locked 1.2 kW magnetron with power control
by management of the magnetron current in a wide range.
Magnetron efficiency vs. the range of power regulations
at various methods of power control is plotted in Fig. 5.
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[7]. Solid lines are linear fits.
The measured magnetron V-I characteristics show that
the ratio of the magnetron dynamic impedance to the
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magnetron static impedance, ZD/ZS, is ~0.1. Thus, significant variations of the magnetron current (power) require
insignificant variations of the magnetron feeding voltage: ΔP/P §(ZS/ZD)·ΔU/U.
Measurements shown in Figs. 2, 3 demonstrate operation of the magnetron driven by a sufficient locking signal
below the threshold of self-excitation in free run (Hartree
voltage) and an extended range of power control.
More detailed measurements of power variation at various values of the locking power were performed in CW
mode with 2.5 GHz, 1.2 kW magnetron type YJ1540 with
a permanent magnet [7]. The magnetron was driven
(frequency-locked) by the HP 8341A generator via a
solid-state amplifier and the 36.6 dB TWT amplifier providing the CW locking power up to 100 W. The magnetron was fed by Alter switching HV power supply type
SM445G, operating as a current source allowing the current control. Operation at the current less than minimum
in free run (§140 mA at the minimum magnetron power
of §350 W) was possible at the voltage below the critical
voltage in free run, Fig. 4 [7].

η, rel. units
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Figure 5: Relative magnetron efficiency vs. range of
power variations at various methods of control. Traces C
and D are average efficiency of the pre-excited injectionlocked 1.2 kW magnetron measured at the extended current control. Trace E represents calculated average efficiency of 1 kW magnetrons at power combining [5], or at
management of the depth of phase modulation [6].
Spectra of the carrier frequency of the injection-locked
magnetron at various power levels in the range of 10 dB
at the proposed power control are stable and do not demonstrate any broadening or shifts, Fig. 6 [7]. This verifies
the adequacy of the proposed power control in the injection-locked magnetrons to requirements of SRF cavities.
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Figure 6: Offset of the carrier frequency at various powers
of the magnetron, PMag, and the locking signal, PLock.
Trace PMag=0.0 W, PLock=30 W shows the injectionlocking signal when magnetron anode voltage was OFF.
Measured spectral density of noise of the injectionlocked magnetrons in the range of output power of 10 dB
did not demonstrate a notable increase at low power of
the magnetron at PLock=100 W (-10.8 dB), Fig. 7 [7].
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The modulation was realized by a harmonic modulation
of the voltage controlling the power supply current. The
traces of the magnetron current measured by a transducer
Fig. 9, represent calibrated harmonic RF power modulation. Error in the RF power calibration does not exceed
1%. The traces were averaged over 16 runs reducing the
noise caused by operation of the switching power supply.

THE HIGHLY-EFFICIENT MAGNETRON
TRANSMITTER CONCEPT
The proposed method of the power control in frequency-locked magnetrons allows to simplify the conceptual scheme of the vector control in two-channel magnetron transmitter [5], utilizing an extended (up to 10 db)
power control in a single 2-cascade magnetron, Fig. 9.

Figure 7: Spectral density of noise of the frequencylocked magnetron at output power of 1000 W and 100 W,
traces A and B, respectively. Traces C are the spectral
density of the injection-locking signal. The black traces
show the averaged noise spectra.
Capability of the proposed method for a deep dynamic
power control was verified using a modulation of the
magnetron current by the switching power supply, Fig. 8.
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Figure 8: Modulation of the magnetron power managing
the magnetron current by a harmonic signal controlling
the SM445G HV switching power supply [7].

In this scheme the first, low-power magnetron provides
the phase modulation (control) of the signal frequencylocking the second, high-power magnetron. The power
control in the required range (up to 10 dB) is realized by
modulation (control) of current in the high-power magnetron which can operate at the voltage less than the critical
voltage in free run mode. Stable and low noise operation
of the high-power injection-locked magnetron at voltage
less than the critical in free run is provided by preexcitation of the tube by a sufficient magnitude of the
injection-locking signal.
The control (modulation) of the magnetron current
causes phase pushing in the frequency-locked magnetron.
At a bandwidth of the phase control in MHz range, one
expects the phase pushing elimination to a level less than
-50 dB suitable for various superconducting accelerators.
The bandwidth of the proposed power control is determined by capability of control of the magnetron current in
the HV power supply. Presently the bandwidth of the
current control up to 10 kHz is available without efficiency compromising.

SUMMARY
A novel method of mid-frequency dynamic power control in frequency-locked magnetrons has been proposed
and verified in experiments with 2.45 GHz, 1 kW, CW
tubes. The method utilizes a pre-excitation of the magnetrons with a sufficient injection-locking signal. It allows
operation of the magnetron at the voltage less than the
critical voltage in free run at a wideband phase control.
This provides variation of the magnetron power in wide
range at precisely-stable carrier frequency, low noise and
highest efficiency. Thus combined with methods allowing
wideband magnetron control the proposed method will
provide highest efficiency for modern accelerators.
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Figure 9: Conceptual scheme of a single 2-cascade magnetron allowing phase and power control.
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VACUUM BREAKDOWN AT 110 GHz
S. C. Schaub∗ , M. A. Shapiro, R. J. Temkin
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA, USA

A 1.5 MW, 110 GHz gyrotron is used to produce a linearly
polarized quasioptical beam in 3 μs pulses. The beam is concentrated in vacuum to produce strong electric ﬁelds on the
surfaces of dielectric and metallic samples, which are being
tested for breakdown threshold at high ﬁelds. Dielectrics
are tested in the forms of both windows, with electric ﬁelds
parallel to the surface, and sub-wavelength dielectric rod
waveguides, with electric ﬁelds perpendicular to the surface. Currently, visible light emission, absorbed/scattered
microwave power, and vacuum pressure diagnostics are used
to detect discharges on dielectric surfaces. Future experiments will include dark current diagnostics for direct detection of electrons. Dielectrics to be tested include crystal
quartz, fused quartz, sapphire, high resistivity ﬂoat-zone silicon, and alumina. Metallic accelerator structures will also be
tested in collaboration with SLAC. These tests will require
shortening of the microwave pulse length to the nanosecond
scale.

INTRODUCTION
Research has begun to test the feasibility of RF linear
accelerators operating at W-band frequencies and above
(>100 GHz). Experiments have been performed at SLAC
to test metallic wakeﬁeld structures in which W-band and
higher frequency ﬁelds are excited [1, 2]. At MIT, we are beginning to experimentally test breakdown limits of materials
and cavities subject to intense W-band RF, in high vacuum
conditions (10−8 Torr). A 1.5 MW, 110 GHz gyrotron is
used to power the experiments with 3 μs RF pulses. Ongoing
experiments are testing multipactor breakdown thresholds
of various dielectric materials. Future experiments will test
breakdown thresholds of metallic cavities.

polarized, gaussian beam. The beam is focused into a length
of 31.75 mm diameter corrugated waveguide. The output
from the waveguide (a 98% gaussian beam) is fed through
a variable attenuator, then focused into a vacuum chamber,
where structures under test are placed. Two structures have
been designed to be installed in the vacuum chamber for testing dielectric materials. They are described in the following
subsections.

Parallel E Conﬁguration
To test multipactor breakdown thresholds with RF E-ﬁelds
parallel to the surface of dielectric samples, a Fabry-Pérot
cavity was constructed. The cavity is formed between a
dielectric mirror and a metal mirror. The dielectric mirror
consists of multiple, optically polished, 25.4 mm diameter,
dielectric wafers clamped at the edges. The end of the cavity
is a 6 mm focal length spherical mirror in an optical mount
that allows ﬁne axial translation, for frequency tuning. A
half-wavelength thick dielectric sample is placed at the second ﬁeld maximum within the cavity. This structure is shown
in Fig. 2. The RF gaussian beam is focused to a 2 mm spot
size on a dielectric mirror. The electric ﬁeld of the incident
gaussian beam is polarized in the y direction.

EXPERIMENT DESIGN
Figure 2: Section view and photograph of parallel E-ﬁeld
dielectric testing conﬁguration.

Figure 1: Experimental Apparatus
The overall conﬁguration of the experiment is laid out in
Fig. 1. The 110 GHz, 1.5 MW gyrotron outputs a linearly
∗

sschaub@mit.edu

The complex magnitude of the electric ﬁeld in the FabryPérot cavity is shown in Fig. 3. The maximum ﬁeld on the
surface of the sample, with 1 MW of power delivered to
the dielectric mirror, is 150 MV/m. In Fig. 3, dashed lines
show the locations of the boundaries in the dielectric mirror.
Dotted lines show the boundary of the sample under tests, a
sapphire wafer in this example. The solid curve at the right
of the image indicates the location of the spherical mirror at
the end of the cavity.
The Fabry-Pérot cavity has been assembled and tested at
low power. The measured S11 is shown in Fig. 4. Coupling
of 30 dB was achieved, with a 52 MHz 3 dB bandwidth and a
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Figure 3: Complex magnitude of E-ﬁelds in the parallel
E-ﬁeld dielectric testing conﬁguration. Fields strength is
shown with 1 MW of RF power incident from the left.
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Figure 5: Section view and photograph of perpendicular
E-ﬁeld dielectric testing conﬁguration.

Q0 of 2100. These values are expected to vary with sample
material. Materials currently on hand for testing in this
conﬁguration include: fused quartz, single crystal quartz,
96% alumina, 99.9% alumina, single crystal sapphire and
High Resistivity Float Zone (HRFZ) Silicon.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 6: Complex magnitude of the H-ﬁelds and E-ﬁelds
in the perpendicular E-ﬁeld dielectric testing conﬁguration.
Fields strength is shown with 1 MW of RF power incident
from the left.
Figure 4: Measured S11 of the parallel E-ﬁeld dielectric
testing conﬁguration.

Perpendicular E Conﬁguration
A second conﬁguration has been constructed to allow
testing of multipactor breakdown thresholds with the RF Eﬁeld perpendicular to the surface of the sample. This design
is shown in Fig. 5. In this conﬁguration, the incoming
gaussian beam is focused to a 1.5 mm spot size with a waist
at the end of a dielectric rod. The dielectric rod is the sample
under test. A 0.5 mm diameter rod is used to test sapphire
and 99.8% alumina, and a 0.8 mm rod is used to test fused
quartz. In each case, the rod is small enough to support only
one conﬁned mode at 110 GHz.
About 90% of the incident beam power couples to the
fundamental mode of the dielectric rod waveguide. Alumina

plates (99.9%) are placed above and below the rod, in the x
direction. The incoming gaussian beam is polarized in the y
direction. The 40 mm square, 0.5 mm thick alumina plates
interact primarily with the magnetic ﬁeld of the dielectric
rod waveguide mode. The back side of each alumina plate
is metalized with silver. Each plate is tilted at a 5◦ angle,
to compress the mode excited on the rod. Near the ends of
the plates, the mode of the dielectric rod is cut oﬀ by the
metal-backed alumina plates and reﬂects, creating a standing
wave on the rod.
The electric ﬁeld of the dielectric rod waveguide mode
is polarized in the y direction. The strongest electric ﬁelds
and breakdowns are expected to occur along the sides of the
rod, away from the alumina plates. This creates a relatively
simple geometry for studying the breakdown, and allows
easy access for optical diagnostics. The complex magnitudes
of the E-ﬁelds and H-ﬁelds are shown in Fig. 6. With
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1 MW of incident power, the peak surface electric ﬁeld on
the dielectric rod, sapphire in this example, is 125 MV/m.
The peak ﬁeld will be similar when testing alumina and
lower when testing the lower refractive index fused quartz
rods.

HIGH POWER TESTING
High power testing has begun on the perpendicular E-ﬁeld
conﬁguration with a 99.8% alumina rod sample. During
testing, the base pressure in the vacuum chamber is kept
near 1×10−8 Torr. When a breakdown occurs, pressure rises
to the low 10−7 Torr scale. Breakdowns can be detected on
traces from a reverse power RF diode that is used with the
pickoﬀ mirror shown in Fig. 1. An example RF diode trace
is shown in Fig. 7.
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Figure 7: Reverse power traces from an RF diode with and
without a breakdown. The voltage shown is the high voltage
pulse on the gyrotron cathode.
Breakdowns are accompanied by a bright ﬂash of visible
light. Black and white visible light images of breakdowns
are shown in Fig. 8. The top photograph shows the assembly
in the vacuum chamber lit by background light. The alumina
rod is seen horizontally across the image. Above and below
the rod, alumina plates are placed at an angle. The bottom
three images are examples of breakdowns. Near the point
where the alumina plates approach the rod, and the ﬁelds
are strongest, breakdown repeatably occurs at the same locations along the rod. This is consistent with the standing
wave pattern on the dielectric rod seen in Fig. 6. Some of
the structure of the light seen in the photographs is due to
reﬂection from the polished surfaces of the alumina plates.
Thus far, testing on the alumina rod has only progressed
up to surface ﬁelds of 25 MV/m. Breakdowns observed are
due to outgassing of the sample surface. As the incident
microwave power is increased, these breakdowns occur. The
breakdown rate, however, drops to zero in less than 100
pulses at a ﬁxed power level, as the surface is cleaned. The
threshold intensity for multipactor breakdown has not yet
been reached. Testing is ongoing.

Figure 8: Black and white visible light images of breakdowns in the perpendicular E-ﬁeld conﬁguration with a
99.8% alumina rod sample. The top image shows the assembly lit by background light.

FUTURE WORK
High power testing will continue in order to measure multipactor breakdown thresholds of various dielectric materials that are of interest in future accelerator or high power
microwave applications. Future experiments will include
additional diagnostics, including a photodiode and a dark
current probe. An all metal resonant cavity is planned to
be tested in collaboration with SLAC. For this test, the RF
pulse from the gyrotron will have to be shortened from microseconds to a few nanoseconds in length. This part of the
experiment is still being designed.
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ACCELERATOR PHYSICS CHALLENGES IN THE DESIGN OF
MULTI-BEND-ACHROMAT-BASED STORAGE RINGS
M. Borland, Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, USA
R. Hettel, SLAC National Laboratory, Menlo Park, USA
S. C. Leemann, MAX IV Laboratory, Lund, Sweden
D. S. Robin, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, USA
Abstract
With the recent success in commissioning of MAX IV, the
multi-bend achromat (MBA) lattice has begun to deliver on
its promise to usher in a new generation of higher-brightness
synchrotron light sources. In this paper, we begin by reviewing the challenges, recent success, and lessons learned of
the MAX IV project. Drawing on these lessons, we then
describe the physics challenges in even more ambitious rings
and how these can be met. In addition, we touch on engineering issues and choices that are tightly linked with the
physics design.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
Third generation storage ring light sources brought unprecedented X-ray brightness and flux from insertion device
photon sources to the synchrotron radiation scientific community. However a growing number of applications would
benefit from even higher brightness beams and their enhanced transverse coherence, including nanometer imaging
applications, X-ray correlation spectroscopy and spectroscopic nanoprobes, diffraction microscopy, holography and
ptychography.
Given that photon spectral brightness B(λ) is inversely
proportional to the convolved photon-electron emittance
Σ𝑥,𝑦 (λ) at wavelength λ for each transverse plane x and y (i.e.
B(λ) ∝ (Σx (λ)Σy (λ))−1 , Σx,y (λ) = εr (λ) ⊕ εx,y (e−)),
there is an ongoing effort to reduce electron emittance in
storage ring light sources towards the diffraction limited photon emittance εr (λ) ≈ λ/4π ∼ λ/2π, depending on photon
source properties, or ∼8 pm-rad to 16 pm-rad for λ = 1Å) for
wavelengths of interest to reach maximal brightness. Along
with the increase in brightness, the percentage of transversely
coherent photons also increases as electron emittance is reduced, approaching a maximum of 100% when the electron
emittance drops below εr (λ).
While diffraction limited emittance for angstromwavelength X-rays can be routinely reached in the vertical
plane by reducing the horizontal-vertical emittance coupling
to very small values, the horizontal emittance for 3rd generation machines is typically in the 1–10 nm-rad range. This
level of emittance is the result of the typical implementation
of double- and triple-bend achromat (DBA and TBA) lattices
using storage technology that has been developed over a few
decades. However it is known that the emittance of a storage ring scales as F(ν, cell)E2 (Ns Nd )−3 , where F(ν,cell) is
a function of ring horizontal tune ν and lattice type, E is
the electron energy, and Ns lattice sectors (with intervening

insertion device straight sections) each have Nd dipoles. For
a given lattice cell type, a larger ring circumference C will
accommodate more sectors and emittance is reduced by C−3 .
Light source lattice cells are typically achromatic, or nearly
so, to minimize the increase in effective beam emittance in
ID straights caused by electron energy spread.
The concept of increasing Nd to create multibend achromat lattices is not new [1], but it is only in the last several
years that developments in precision magnet design, vacuum technology and advanced tools for simulating and optimizing highly nonlinear lattice designs have been made
to actually build rings having affordable size (i.e. of order
1 km for 6 GeV, 0.5 km for 3 GeV, and 0.2 km for 2 GeV)
with emittances substantially lower than the 3rd generation.
The 3 GeV, 528 m MAX IV ring, discussed below, is the
first pioneering implementation of such a “4th generation”
storage ring light source, having a 7-bend achromat (7BA)
lattice having the order of 300 pm-rad emittance that is now
in operation, and in construction is the Sirius Light Source
in Brazil with a 5BA lattice and similar size and emittance to
MAX IV. In the meantime the high energy ESRF and APS
light sources are in the process of upgrading their lattices
to modified 7BA lattices, exploiting longitudinal gradient
dipoles to obtain further emittance reduction, and in the
case of the APS, using a “reverse bend” design [2, 3] for a
reduction in emittance to 41 pm-rad (the diffraction limit
for 2.5–5 Å photons) at 6 GeV. Other facilities, including
SPring-8, ALS, SLS and others also planning lattice upgrades sometime in the future, while IHEP is planning a
new MBA ring comparable in size and performance to the
APS and SPring-8. In the case of the APS and the ALS
(a 9BA lattice), emittance is reduced to the point that the
dynamic aperture will not support off-axis injection with
accumulation; on-axis “swap-out” injection will be used.
In the future, given that the science case is justified, rings
having ∼2 km circumference might be built having order
10 pm-rad emittance (e.g. PETRA-IV at DESY).
The physics and engineering challenges associated with
implementing these state-of-the-art 4th generation light
sources are daunting and are discussed in the following.

LESSONS OF MAX IV
Commissioning of the MAX IV 3 GeV storage ring started
in August 2015 and is ongoing. A report of the commissioning status can be found in [4]. Here we only summarize a
couple of key issues relevant to the design and commissioning of future MBA-based storage rings.
2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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Magnets & Alignment
The MAX IV 3 GeV storage ring relies on the magnet
block concept [5] where the various magnets contained in
one cell are machined from two solid blocks of iron that then
act as upper and lower magnet yoke halves. These halves
are then joined around the vacuum chamber [6] and serve,
together with a solid concrete support, as the magnet girder,
thereby ensuring relative alignment of adjacent magnets as
well as vibrational stability. This concept has allowed MAX
IV to substantially reduce the amount of in-house work required for installation and alignment. The internal alignment
of the magnetic centers of adjacent magnets within the block
is on the order of only a few micron [7], while the laser
tracker alignment of individual blocks with respect to neighboring blocks can be performed to better than 50 micron.
An important consequence of this high degree of alignment, was that the first turn in the MAX IV 3 GeV storage
ring was achieved without excitation of a single corrector
and all magnets set to nominal settings, i.e. using currents
according to the results of magnetic bench measurement
data. Considering that the inside diameter of the circular
vacuum chamber is only 22 mm and that the sextupoles are
fairly strong [8,9], this is quite remarkable. It does, however,
emphasize the importance of high-quality field mapping, especially for gradient dipoles. Furthermore, careful modeling
of magnets, most importantly for magnets with longitudinal
gradients, is crucial.

Instrumentation
Achieving first turns in the MAX IV 3 GeV storage ring
also relied heavily on a high-resolution BPM system with
single-pass read-out capabilities. 200 button BPMs connected to Libera Brilliance+ units allow for a very fine sampling of betatron oscillations in both planes. During the
earliest stages of commissioning, the single-pass read-out
provided sum signals that could be used as relative loss monitors around the machine. The raw ADC buffers were used
for corrector tuning when attempting to increase the number
of turns. Since betatron motion is oversampled individual
BPMs can also be connected to an oscilloscope or spectrum
analyzer. The former provided a simple and inexpensive fill
pattern monitor, while the latter is routinely used in order to
measure the synchrotron tune parasitically and to high accuracy. While most BPM units performed very well during
early commissioning, throughout the entire campaign we
nevertheless en-countered various difficulties mainly connected to communication through the Tango control system
and control via the Tango device drivers.

Vacuum System
The MAX IV 3 GeV storage ring relies on a circular
copper vacuum chamber with NEG-coating and a standard
inside diameter of 22 mm [10]. This allows for small magnet
gaps and a very dense magnetic lattice, both prerequisites for
successful MBA lattice implementation. Since the chamber
itself acts as a distributed absorber, it needs to be cooled
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from the outside through a cooling channel. The NEG coating is required in order to efficiently achieve and maintain
UHV conditions in this narrow system despite its low pumping cross sections. So far, the NEG-coated copper vacuum
system has met the challenge. Normalized pressures well
below 10−10 mbar/mA were already achieved after 10 Ah
dose was accumulated. At the time of writing, 100 Ah of
dose have been surpassed and average pressures are still decreasing exponentially. Along with the improving pressures,
the overall beam lifetime is still increasing. As 100 Ah dose
was achieved, I × τ in excess of 1 Ah was reached. There is
still a very clear monotonic increase of lifetime with dose indicating that vacuum conditioning is still ongoing. Presently,
I × τ beyond 3 Ah has been recorded and no signs of saturation have been detected as we approach the design goal of
5 Ah. The copper vacuum system is however very delicate.
Throughout the arc it is aligned very well by the tight spacing
in the magnet blocks. In the long straights, however, it can
easily be deformed leading to misalignment with respect to
the magnetic lattice and the stored beam. Ensuring proper
fixation in these areas is important to prevent beam loss
and perhaps more importantly, heating of uncooled chamber
areas which otherwise becomes a serious limitation when
increasing stored current.

RF & Bunch Length
The MAX IV 3 GeV storage ring makes use of a 100 MHz
main RF system with passive harmonic cavities at the third
harmonic. Since the MAX IV Short Pulse Facility located
on the 3.4 GeV MAX IV linac can accommodate users requiring short pulse duration, the MAX IV storage rings could be
optimized for longer bunch lengths. In combination with the
added Landau damping from the harmonic cavities, this results in a reduction of instability thresholds (reduced overlap
between machine impedance and narrow bunch spectrum),
reduced RF heating, increased Touschek lifetime as well as
a reduction of emittance blowup caused by IBS at 500 mA
stored current. Furthermore, at 100 MHz a very low cavity
voltage is required (1.8 MV) to achieve a high RF acceptance (7%) which allows taking full advantage of the large
lattice momentum acceptance provided by the nonlinear optics design [8, 9, 11]. This low voltage and highly efficient
amplifiers at 100 MHz lead to a substantial reduction of the
required power and hence running cost.
Both 100 MHz main cavities and 300 MHz Landau cavities have been designed in house [12, 13]. Six 100 MHz
room-temperature copper cavities, manufactured by RI, have
been installed in the MAX IV 3 GeV storage ring. They are
of capacity-loaded type and can sustain 300 kV of maximum
gap voltage. Each cavity is powered by its own solid-state
amplifier from R&S. These amplifiers currently provide
60 kW per cavity which we plan to extend to 120 kW once
the ring is more heavily loaded with IDs. The efficiency of
these amplifiers is at a comparably high 66%. In general,
amplifiers for 100 MHz are widely available and inexpensive.
Three passive Landau cavities (LCs) at 300 MHz have been
built in house and installed in the MAX IV 3 GeV storage
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ring. These LCs can stretch bunches by roughly a factor
five compared to natural bunch length. With their shunt
impedance of ∼2.5 MΩ, three of these LCs allow reaching
flat-potential conditions for currents as low as ∼150 mA.
The resulting long bunch lengths significantly increase
Touschek lifetime. Roughly 25 hours of Touschek lifetime
are required at 500 mA in order to reach the overall 10 hour
lifetime goal. It is the large longitudinal acceptance that
allows for high Touschek lifetime even at ultralow emittance.
In fact, if enough momentum acceptance can be ensured,
Touschek lifetime can start to increase as the lattice emittance
reduces. This unusual behavior is a novelty in modern MBA
lattice-based storage rings where the power radiated in the
dipoles is very low compared to the overall radiated power
which ultimately determines the equilibrium emittance [11].
However, the resulting long bunch lengths also reduce the
emittance blowup from IBS, which is very strong at medium
energy and high stored current. As more IDs are added to
the MAX IV 3 GeV storage ring, the zero-current emittance
will further reduce and the emittance blowup from IBS will
accordingly increase. It is only the long bunches that can
hold this in check thereby preserving the ultralow emittance
even when large amounts of current are stored [11].
The baseline design of the MAX IV 3 GeV storage ring
foresees an even multibunch fill without ion clearing gap (no
such gap was required at the 100 MHz MAX II and MAX III
storage rings). Since gaps in the multibunch fill pattern can
severely perturb the phase and amplitude of the fields excited in the passive LCs, ensuring an even multibunch fill is
strongly connected to achieving the necessary bunch lengthening and capture efficiency [14, 15]. Consequently, this
means no special fill patterns (e.g. camshaft bunches, hybrid
modes, etc.) were to be provided to users in the baseline
design. However, during the last two years the MAX IV user
community has started compiling a science case for timing
experiments in the MAX IV storage rings [16]. There is an
ongoing accelerator physics research project [17] dedicated
to developing solutions that will allow for timing experiments in the MAX IV storage rings, while ensuring that
perturbations of the stored beam related to the passive LCs
are minimized.

Injection
Injection into the MAX IV 3 GeV storage ring during
commissioning has relied on an injection scheme based on
a single dipole kicker [18]. In this setup the dipole kicker
can be used for both on-axis as well as off-axis injection.
It can in fact even accumulate beam by sharing a reduced
kick strength between the injected bunch and any already
stored bunches. Although this strongly excites the stored
beam (and is hence not compatible with transparent top-off
injection during user shifts), it has proven perfectly capable
of accumulating large stored current. The setup, including a
Ti-coated ceramic chamber, ferrite kicker magnet, and pulser
assembly was manufactured by BINP and has proven robust
and reliable. Until now, high capture efficiency ( 96%) has
been demonstrated in the storage ring using this single dipole
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kicker. Quite obviously, the low injected emittance from the
full-energy MAX IV linac in conjunction with a comparably
large storage ring acceptance are very well matched to this
injection scheme. We foresee that this setup will allow us
to go well beyond the so far accumulated 198 mA in order
to continue commissioning. The dipole injection kicker has
also allowed running in top-off mode (so far only with closed
shutters) where shots from the linac are injected every few
minutes into the MAX IV 3 GeV storage ring thus allowing
for constant levels of stored current for e.g. vacuum conditioning over nights and weekends. The multipole injection
kicker [19, 20] that should in the future allow for transparent top-off injection is presently being manufactured within
a collaboration between MAX IV, SOLEIL, and HZB. Its
delivery is expected during early 2017.

PHYSICS CHALLENGES
As the experience of MAX IV illustrates, there are many
physics challenges in pushing beyond 3rd generation light
sources. Among these are more difficult nonlinear dynamics,
collective instabilities, new injection methods, control of
intrabeam scattering, improvement of beam lifetime, etc. In
this section we touch upon these issues and indicate how
they are being addressed for the Advanced Photon Source
Upgrade (APS-U) [21].
As described above, reduction of the emittance requires
stronger, more frequent focusing. Analysis based on TME
cells [22] shows that the quadrupole strength scales like Nd2 .
This increases the natural chromaticity and reduces the dispersion. As a result, the sextupole strengths scale like Nd3 ,
leading to strong high-order aberrations. This is turn leads
to reduce dynamic acceptance (DA), which makes injection
more difficult. It also leads to reduced local momentum acceptance (LMA), which makes the Touschek lifetime shorter.
Both lead to shorter gas scattering lifetime.
Although nonlinear dynamics is challenging, recent advances provide many avenues to success, beginning with the
choice of lattice structure. The MAX IV lattice, consisting
of central TME-like cells with dispersion suppressors, relies
on having a large number of independent sextupole and octupole families. For future high-energy rings in particular, a
different approach seems recommended. For example, the
hybrid MBA lattice [23] developed for ESRF provides two
high-dispersion areas in each cell, wherein the sextupoles
are placed. This results in sextupoles that are weaker by a
factor of 3–4 [24]. By arranging a specific phase advance
between these sextupoles, partial cancellation of geometric
aberrations is achieved. The lattice design for PEP-X [25]
also makes use of specific phase advance to cancel harmful
aberrations. Experience shows that various approaches can
then be used to improve the performance, the most popular being tracking-based multi-objective genetic algorithms
(MOGA) [26–31].
After exploration of various alternatives [24], APS-U
has settled on a variant of the hybrid seven-bend-achromat
[23]. To further reduce the emittance, conversion of six
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quadrupoles per sector into reverse-direction bending (RB)
magnets [2, 3] is under study [32]. This increases the damping rates, changes the damping partition, and allows more
independent manipulation of the beta functions and dispersion, resulting in an emittance of 41 pm and a 50% increase
in x-ray brightness compared to having no RBs.
Once a lattice has been optimized, it is important to assess
its robustness. In the case of APS-U, we are particularly
concerned with the ability to commission the lattice quickly,
since we plan a 12-month shutdown for replacement of the
ring and returning to operations. Hence, we have developed
a simulation of the commissioning process [33], including
injection tuning, establishing the closed orbit, establishing
stored beam with workable lifetime, and measurement and
correction of BPM offsets and optics. The simulation is
executed for 100 or more random error sets. Tracking is
then performed for each corrected configuration, providing
the DA, LMA, injection efficiency, etc. [34, 35]. As shown
in Fig. P1, the DA is expected to be quite small, but still
large enough for on-axis injection. Achieving larger DA is
possible, but only at the expense of lower brightness [24].
Many 3rd-generation rings were built at a time when simulation tools did not provide a reasonable means of assessing
collective instabilities. However, experience with modeling the existing APS storage ring indicates that accurate
prediction of collective instabilities is possible [36]. When
applied to the APS-U lattices, this approach has led to the
surprising conclusion that accumulation of intense bunches
is highly problematic [37]. This further solidifies the decision to embrace on-axis swap-out injection [38, 39] as the
operating mode. This puts an increased burden on reliability
and performance of the injector [40, 41].
In addition to collective instabilities, other collective effects are of concern, namely, intrabeam scattering (IBS)
and Touschek scattering. IBS can potentially undo some of
the beneficial effects of the lattice optimization and fights
the beneficial E2 scaling of the natural emittance. Mitigating strategies include bunch- lengthening, many bunch fills,
large vertical emittance, and high beam energy. Analysis
for APS-U indicated that the optimum beam energy is between 6 and 7 GeV, depending on whether one emphasizes
softer or harder x-rays. 6 GeV was chosen based on the APS
emphasis on hard x-rays and the engineering difficulty of
higher energy.
Mitigating strategies for Touschek lifetime challenges are
similar to those used for IBS. Hence, APS-U nominally employs a 4th-harmonic passive bunch-lengthening cavity and
runs with “round” beams (εy = εx ). Inspired by MAX IV,
use of ∼100 MHz rf systems [42] is also under study [P14].
These seem quite effective in lengthening Touschek lifetime,
suppressing IBS, and also suppressing the longitudinal microwave instability.

ENGINEERING CHALLENGES
What is the state of the art in alignment, magnet strength,
and vacuum systems? How does this make the physics chal-
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lenges easier? If we could push the engineering, could we
envision even brighter rings? As already noted, there have
been a number of impressive engineering developments that
have been fundamental in the success of MAX IV. One of
the most significant is NEG coating vacuum chamber technology. This is now a well-established industrial technology
that has been extensively used at LHC, SOLEIL and now
MAX IV. MAX IV is the first that was nearly 100% NEG
coated.
Despite the success of MAX IV, there remain many engineering challenges that need to be addressed particularly
for MBA storage ring light sources that are being developed
and are pushing even further towards the diffraction limit.
This includes
• even higher gradient magnets
• improved beam stability
• fast injection elements for swap-out injection
• small <10mm diameter insertion device and complex
geometric NEG vacuum chambers
• novel insertion devices
• superbends for harder x-ray sources coherence preserving optics
Many of these challenges have been addressed in other papers [43]. Here we will expand on a few of the engineering
challenges: injector technology, specialized radiation production magnets, and vacuum technology.
With the goal of increasing the brightness and coherent
flux, MBA storage rings are moving to more aggressive,
stronger focusing lattices to achieve ever-smaller emittances.
These smaller emittances coupled with smaller beta functions result in smaller transverse dynamic apertures that, in
some cases, are not compatible with traditional off-axis accumulation. For instance some projects (APS-U and ALS-U)
are adopting lattices with only 1 or 2 mm of dynamic. This
presents a challenge and an opportunity. On axis injection
is compatible with operating with full coupling and small
beta straights both of which are advantageous for further
emittance reduction, mitigating the effects of Intrabeam scattering, maintaining lattice symmetry and the inclusion of
higher performance insertion devices.
With on-axis swap-out injection, a bunch or a train of
bunches in the storage ring is replaced with a fresh bunch
or bunch train without perturbing the neighboring bunches.
The challenge is the injection kicker and pulser technology
where the rise and fall times and pulse shapes determine the
fill patterns that are compatible with swap-out. With lower
frequency RF systems, such as 100 MHz, there should be
no restriction on fill patterns to accommodate the rise and
fall times however gaps in the fill patterns may be necessary
to accommodate the rise and fall times for higher frequency
RF systems such as 350 and 500 MHz.
In the case of ALS-U and APS-U, typical timing specifications are from 5 to 10 ns with flat tops ranging from ns
(for bunches) and up to 50 ns (for bunch trains) with voltage
requirements range from 6 kV (ALS-U) to 20 kV (APS-U).
Currently there are three pulser technologies being pursued:
FID [44], inductive [45], and transmission adder technolo-
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gies [46]. The bench testing results are very promising and
plans are in place to install strip line kickers for beam testing [47].
Operating with on-axis swap-out injection enables optimization of insertion devices beyond what is possible on
current rings. In general, apertures can be smaller, enabling
higher fields or shorter periods. In addition, it will be possible to make the horizontal aperture in undulators very small
as well, enabling new classes of undulators. Such undulators promise ultimate performance for experiments requiring
polarization control. Possible candidates include superconducting helical undulators [48] or Delta-type [49] permanent
magnet undulators. Development would include the necessary very small round aperture vacuum chambers [50], dealing with heating / synchrotron radiation absorption, beam
dynamics optimization for the unusual off-axis fields always
present in Delta undulators, as well as optimization of cost
and shimming methods.
In addition to using the premier undulator sources, many
light sources have large community utilizing bending magnet sources from IR to harder x-rays. For example presently
roughly half of the ALS beamlines sources are bending magnets. The spectrum for many of these beamlines is in the
tender or hard x-ray region. One potential disadvantage of
fully optimized multi-bend achromat lattices is the relatively
low bending field resulting in a fairly soft spectrum of bending magnets. This is especially true for light sources using
lower electron beam energies (2 to 3 GeV). To continue to
serve this community, several possible solutions that could
be inserted into a standard arc including compact superconducting dipoles [51,52] or permanent magnet [53] high field
dipoles. One of the challenges is shaping the field and optimizing the lattice in such a way that these sources do not
significantly increase the beam emittance.
In terms of vacuum technology, one of the potential weaknesses of the first deployment of NEG-coated chambers for
almost 100% of an accelerator (MAX IV) is the need to
activate the chambers (typically to about 180 ∘ C) outside of
the accelerator. This limitation can be overcome with in-situ
activation. Possible solutions include very space efficient
heaters that do not require large stand-clears for the accelerator magnets surrounding the vacuum chambers. These
heaters need to address thermal shielding challenges, since
permanent magnet undulators, as well as epoxy coils, can
be damaged by excessive heating. There has already been
extensive development at SIRIUS [54]. In-situ activation
has many challenges including radiation hardness, thermal
conduction/temperature uniformity, susceptibility to heater
damage, unwanted heating of the surrounding magnets and
supports, space needs, and how to deal with chamber expansion during the activation.

CONCLUSION
Storage ring light sources are arguably the most productive large-scale research facilities in existence. Ultra-low
emittance electron storage rings open up new avenues for
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x-ray research. Multibend achromat lattices are the key to
delivering the next generation of these storage rings. In such
machines, we expect more than two orders of magnitude
increase in brightness compared to 3rd generation rings. A
world-wide effort is underway to either build new facilities
based on MBAs or upgrade existing rings to employ MBA
lattices. The success of MAX IV has demonstrated that MBA
lattices are feasible. There remain several exciting physics
and engineering challenges connected to new MBA-based
sources, however, no show-stoppers have yet been recognized on the path to fully diffraction-limited light sources. It
remains to be pointed out that while the first MBA concepts
were developed in the early 1990s, only now are operational
facilities based on this concept coming online. It is therefore
time to start developing ideas for the light sources we want
to operate 25 years from now.
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ADVANCED CONCEPTS FOR SEEDED FELS
Eugenio Ferrari∗ , Enrico Allaria, Elettra - Sincrotrone Trieste SCpA, Trieste, Italy

The experiments enabled by ultrashort XUV/X-rays FELs,
e.g. coherent control of quantum phenomena, nonlinear optics, etc., require the knowledge, and possibly the control,
of the spectro-temporal content of individual pulses. While
spatial coherence is also a property of FELs based on SASE,
the capability of generating temporally coherent pulses is a
distinctive feature of seeded FELs. Indeed, this is a natural
consequence of the principle on which a seeded FEL relies:
before emitting radiation, electrons interact with a coherent source, the seed, and, under given conditions, the latter
transmits its coherence properties to the FEL light. In the
following, we demonstrate the use of interferometry in the
frequency domain to investigate the properties of the seeded
FEL pulses. Moreover, we provide the first direct evidence
of the temporal coherence of a seeded FEL working in the
extreme ultraviolet spectral range and show the way to control the light generation process to produce Fourier-limited
pulses.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
Seeded FELs have the potential to produce spatially and
temporally fully coherent pulses [1]. However, the ability
to generate fully coherent pulses and shape their spectrotemporal content with high stability on a shot-to-shot basis
is extremely challenging, due to the difficulties in precisely
controlling the light generation process [2]. In addition to
amplification, several factors contribute to the evolution of
the electric field during the FEL process. A linear frequency
chirp dω/dt in the seed affects the emission process, causing
a broadening of the spectral envelope [3]. Furthermore, before interacting with the seed, electrons are accelerated and
can acquire a time-dependent energy profile. A curvature
d 2 γ(t)/dt 2 in the electron energy γ(t) produces the same
effect as a linear frequency chirp in the seed [4,5] and causes
an additional linear frequency offset during amplification
due to varying dγ(t)/dt along the electron beam [6]. The
interplay between these effects determines the FEL temporal
phase, which has an impact on the spectral content of the
radiated light [7].

vides a method to investigate the longitudinal coherence of
a seeded FEL.

Experimental Setup
The experiment was performed on FEL-1 [8] and exploits
the capability of the seed laser to trigger and drive the FEL
process and generate coherent and controllable XUV pulses.
Figure 1 shows the experimental setup for the generation
of two time-delayed phase-locked pulses implemented at
FERMI. The twin seed pulses are produced from a single
pulse of the third harmonic of a Ti:Sa laser and temporally
split into two pulses after transmission through a birefringent plate. The thickness of the birefringent plate and the
group velocity difference for the two plate’s orthogonal axes,
rotated at 45o with respect to the laser polarization, determine the time delay τ between the two seed pulses. The
polarization of both pulses is then adjusted to be parallel to
the modulator one using adequate optical components. This
ensures optimum seed-electron coupling in the modulator.
The relative phase between the carrier waves of the twin
seed pulses ∆φseed is controlled by fine tuning the incidence
angle on the plate using a motorized rotation stage with minimum phase step of about λ seed /30. The two seeds interact
with the relativistic electron beam inside the modulator and
give rise to a periodic energy modulation at the seed wavelength, which is confined to the position of the two seed
pulses within the electron beam (see Fig. 1).
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ΔϕFEL = 2k π
ΔϕFEL = (2k+1) π

Spectral intensity

Abstract

wavelength

Figure 1: HGHG FEL in the two phase-locked pulses configuration. Two time-delayed seed pulses are created by
transmission of a single laser pulse through a birefringent
plate. The plate is motorized to precisely control the relative
phase ∆φseed between the two carrier waves of the twin
seeds, which interact with the relativistic electron beam in
the modulator. Image reproduced from [9].

PHASE-LOCKED FEL PULSES
In a coherent control experiment, light pulses are used
to guide the real-time evolution of a quantum system. This
requires the coherence and the control of the pulses’ electricfield carrier waves. In the following we demonstrate the
generation of two time-delayed phase-locked XUV pulses
from a seeded FEL. The pulses are produced by two seed
replicas locked in phase. The adopted approach also pro∗
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Interferogram Creation and Measurements
Two mutually coherent pulses delayed in time produce a
spectral interference pattern [10]. This configuration can be
regarded as the temporal equivalent of the Young’s double
slit interferometer where the time-delayed pulses play the
role of the spatially separated slits, and the spectrometer is
the equivalent of the far-field screen. The interference arises
in the frequency domain instead of the spatial one.
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The resulting interferogram is characterized by the presence of interference fringes, the fringe spacing is inversely
proportional to the time delay, and the interferogram envelope is a superposition of the spectral envelopes of the two
individual pulses. The fringe distribution within the interferogram contains information on the spectral phase difference
of the two interfering pulses. The maximum contrast, defined as the ratio between the difference of the maximum and
minimum intensity of the spectrogram over the sum of the
same quantities, is maximum when the two interfering pulses
are identical, with a regular spacing between the fringes. If
the two interfering pulses do not have the same amplitude
(identical configuration) the fringes’ contrast is smeared out
and/or one can observe changes in the uniformity of the
fringe pattern.
In the experiment, we were interested in the control of
the fringe position inside the interferogram envelope. This
can be achieved by controlling the carrier-envelope phase
difference ∆φF E L between the two FEL pulses.
In the ideal case, for a homogeneous and symmetric interferogram, the relative phase ∆φF E L between the two interfering pulses can be extracted from the position of the
fringes as sketched in Fig. 1.
As the FEL emission in a seeded scheme is initiated by
the coherent structure imprinted on the electrons by the seed
laser itself, we expect that the two FEL pulses obtained using
the above scheme will be mutually coherent and that their
relative carrier-envelope phase can be precisely controlled.
The relative phase between the two FEL pulses is related to
the one between the two seeds according to
∆φF E L = n × ∆φseed + C ,

(1)

where n is the harmonic number. C is a factor that includes the phase contribution due to the electron beam timedependent energy profile and a phase difference possibly
developed during pulses amplification in the radiator.

Interferogram Analysis
Figure 2(a) shows the evolution of the spectral fringes as
a function of the rotation angle of the birefringent plate. The
minimum rotation step size is λ seed /28.33, corresponding
to λ F E L /5.67. Figure 2(b) and (c) highlights the fringe
displacement for each step. The ability to control the fringe
displacement confirms that the phase relationship existing
between the twin seed pulses is coherently transferred onto
the two FEL pulses. This is a direct consequence of the
principle on which a seeded FEL working in the harmonic
generation configuration relies.
The analysis of a sequence of shot-to-shot interferograms
keeping the twin seed phasing fixed contains complementary information on the stability of the phase locking. The
measured fringe instabilities are related to different effects,
the main ones were identified to be the shot-to-shot variation of the electron beam properties and the timing jitter
between the electron beam and the seed lasers. Changes in
the longitudinal electron beam properties experienced by
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(a)

ΔϕFEL + 2π

Spectral intensity (arb. units)
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(b)

Figure 2: Interferogram from two phase-locked FEL pulses.
(a) Evolution of the spectral interference fringes as a function of the rotation angle of the birefringent plate (see Fig. 1).
(b) Zoom of the central part. At each rotation step, 20 consecutive single-shot spectra are acquired. (c) Single-shot
profiles extracted from (b), one for each rotation step.Image
reproduced from [9].

the two time-delayed seed pulses can lead to the emission
of non-identical FEL pulses and/or to variations in their relative phase with respect to the one introduced by the twin
seeds. The described interferometric method therefore can
represent a valuable tool for monitoring the FEL stability
and performance.
Using an interferometric setup, we demonstrated phaselocking between two pulses from a seeded FEL and studied
the control and the stability of their relative temporal properties. It turns out that the physical process on which an FEL
relies preserves the mutual coherence driven by the two seed
laser pulses. Finally, we identified the non-ideal electron
beam as the main source of the remaining phase instability. In the general context of laser-driven light sources, we
proved once again the capability to control and manipulate
the light emitted by a seeded FEL [2, 11]. The setup is easy
to implement. By extending the FEL output from two to a
train of multiple phase-locked pulses, a frequency comb like
spectrum could be generated [12]. Moreover, the individual
control of each pulse, specifically its spectral phase, can
allow a vast range of coherent control applications at short
wavelengths, such as quantum state holography [13]. The
generation of phase-locked pulses could also be naturally
extended to the XUV photon energies generated by FEL-2.

SPIDER RECONSTRUCTION OF FEL
PULSES
Single-shot characterization and control of the spectral
and temporal features of FEL pulses are fundamental prereq-
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uisites for experiments aiming at taking full advantage of the
laser-like properties of a seeded FEL. Such a characterization is a challenging task, mainly due to the strong material
absorption of the light in the XUV-soft-X-rays wavelength
range.
Only few effective techniques have been proposed to measure the duration of a femtosecond short-wavelength SASE
pulse [14, 15]. In the following we demonstrate the possibility to reconstruct, both in the temporal and spectral
domains, the envelopes and phases of a pulse generated by
a seeded FEL using the spectral phase interferometry for
direct electric-field reconstruction (SPIDER) method [16].

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

sion of the highlighted region in Fig. 3, where the electronbeam energy profile is characterized by a dominant homogeneous quadratic dependence. The shear Ω is then determined
by the amount of such a quadratic chirp. Outside this region, higher-order nonlinear terms become non-negligible.
This makes it impossible to generate (almost) identical FEL
pulses and, therefore, apply the SPIDER reconstruction. In
our working conditions, Ω = 1.7 × 1013 , which corresponds
to ∆λ = 2πΩ/λ 2 ' 0.025 nm (λ = 52.2 nm).

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Generation of the Interferogram
As mentioned, the electron-beam energy is generally characterized by a time-dependent profile. If two seed replicas
separated by a time interval τ overlap with a quadratic zone
of the γ(t) curve, two FEL pulses, separated by the same
temporal distance of the two seeds, are generated. The FEL
pulses are also shifted in frequency by a shear Ω depending
on the derivative of the quadratic curvature of the beam energy profile. If the electron beam properties are sufficiently
homogeneous, the generated FEL pulses have equal intensities and temporal phases, satisfying the condition for the
application of the SPIDER algorithm.
In the experiment the core of the electron beam, corresponding to the highlighted region in Fig. 3(a), is characterized by a dominant quadratic curvature of about 6.5
MeV/ps−2 in the beam energy profile γ(t).
The seed replicas to generate the twin FEL pulses were obtained by splitting the pulse of the third harmonic of a Ti:Sa
laser by means of adjustable polarization rotation and a birefringent plate, similar to the one described in the previous
experiment. As the seeded FEL pulse properties critically
depend on the seed laser properties, we manipulated the
seed temporal duration and chirp using an adequate calcium
fluoride lamina and/or an optical compressor based on transmission gratings. The seed wavelength was 261 nm and the
replica separation τ = 230 fs. The FEL was operated at
n = 5 (i.e., 52.2 nm). At the end of the radiator, this results
in the generation of two FEL pulses separated in time by τ
and shifted by a frequency Ω, which is directly proportional
to the amount of electron-energy quadratic chirp.
The twin FEL pulses yield a spectral interferogram, cfr.
Fig. 3(c) on which the SPIDER algorithm relies that was
recorded using on the on-line PADReS photon spectrometer [17]. As shown in Fig. 3(b), the interferograms evolve
as a function of the relative delay between the seed replicas
and the electron beam. Vertical cuts of the map provide
single-shot interferograms, see Fig. 3(c). As expected, the
central wavelength of the inteferograms generated by the
electrons in the quadratic region displays a linear shift. The
good contrast of the interference fringes is a clear indication
of the similarity of the interfering pulses. The measured
shift between spectra separated by the temporal distance τ
corresponds to the spectral shear Ω. For the experiments the
maximum possible value of τ is determined by the exten-
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Figure 3: Generation of the FEL interferogram. (a) Energy
and current time-dependent profiles of the FERMI electron
beam (the bunch head comes at smaller times). In the highlighted region, the energy profile is characterized by a dominant and constant quadratic term. (b) FEL intereferograms
as a function of the temporal position of the leading seed
pulse with respect to the electron beam. Image reproduced
from [1].

Analysis of the Interferogram
The inteferograms in the region of interest highlighted
in Fig. 3(b) were used to carry out the SPIDER analysis of
the FEL pulse. The reconstructed temporal phase profile
has a positive curvature which corresponds to a dominant
positive linear frequency chirp on the pulse. This is consistent with the parameters of the machine, as both the electron
beam energy and the seed pulses were characterized by a
positive chirp. The obtained spectral bandwidth and pulse
duration are, respectively, 6.3 × 10−2 nm and 71 fs (FWHM).
The value of the bandwidth is very close (within a few per
cent) to the one obtained by directly measuring the spectrum of a single FEL pulse, generated by one of the seed
replicas. According to the existing theory [18], the FEL
pulse duration, ∆t F E L , is expected to scale approximately
as ∆t seed × n−1/3 , where ∆t seed is the duration of the seed
pulse. Using the parameters of the experiment the expected
FEL pulse duration is 73.7 fs (FWHM), in good agreement
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with the reconstructed value. Notice that the time-bandwidth
product, supposing a Gaussian profile of the pulse, is a factor 1.1 above the Fourier limit. The reproducibility of the
presented method is demonstrated by comparing the reconstructions obtained for different positions in the region of
interest and for different FEL shots. The observed fluctuations in bandwidth and pulse duration are smaller than 10%,
confirming also the stability of the machine.

Summary
The method we have implemented allows to carry out
single-shot spectro-temporal characterizations of femtosecond XUV pulses produced by a seeded FEL. Our measurements also constitute the first direct evidence of the temporal
coherence of a seeded FEL pulse in the XUV wavelength
range. The comparison between the results for the two different seed conditions paves a way to fully control the FEL
spectral and temporal properties by properly adjusting the
seed laser chirp. This opens the way to the generation of
flat-phase Fourier-limited femtosecond pulses in the XUV
region using a seeded FEL, as we will see in the following. The results are in agreement with previously developed
theory. The described approach is independent of the wavelength of the radiation and can therefore be implemented on
present and future facilities in order to monitor and shape
the properties of a seeded FEL pulse.

SPECTRO-TEMPORAL SHAPING OF
SEEDED FEL PULSES
By taking inspiration from the results reported in the previous section, we carried out a series of experiments aimed at
demonstrating the possibility of fully controlling the spectrotemporal content of FEL XUV pulses by properly tuning the
seed laser operating parameters. The results constitute the
first experimental evidence of Fourier limited pulses from an
FEL in the XUV spectral range. The possibility of tailoring
the spectro-temporal content of intense short-wavelength
pulses represents the first step towards efficient nonlinear
optics in the XUV to x-ray spectral region and will enable
precise manipulation of core-electron excitation using, e.g.,
coherent quantum control.

How to Control the FEL Pulse Shape
The FEL output at the nth harmonic is driven by the electron bunching factor bn , that can be written as [3, 18]
bn (t) = e−n

2 B 2 /2

Jn (−nB A(t)) exp(in(φs (t)+φe (t))) , (2)

where B is the dispersive section strength [18], Jn is the
nth order Bessel function, and A(t) is the time-dependent
energy modulation (normalized to the electron energy spread
σγ ), which is proportional to the envelope a0 (t) of the seed
laser electric field
a(t) = a0 (t) sin(ω0 t + φs (t)) ,
2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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ω0 being the central frequency. The exponent in the last
factor, where φe (t) = (B/σγ )E(t), accounts for the slowly
varying phase of the seed, i.e. φs (t), and for a possible
time-dependent energy profile of the electron beam. As
the microbunched beam is injected into the radiator it starts
emitting coherent light. Initially the electron beam is rigid
and the FEL electric field is directly proportional to the
bunching factor in Eq. (2). Before saturation occurs, the
shape of the field envelope is preserved despite amplification
in the radiator. However, a small additional phase φ a (t) due
to the amplification process is introduced [4, 5, 7], so that
the total FEL phase becomes
φF E L (t) = n[φs (t) + φe (t)] + φ a (t) .

(4)

The above equations provide the basis for FEL pulse shaping
through the manipulation of the seed envelope a0 (t) and
phase φs (t).
Both the electron beam time-dependent energy profile and
the phase developed during amplification affect the pulse
properties [4, 5, 7, 18]. However, these effects can be fully
compensated for by properly tuning the temporal phase of
the seed laser. For the cases considered here, it suffices
to expand each of the individual phase contributions φs (t),
φe (t), and φ a (t) into a power series in time up to the second
order. While a linear-term coefficient dφ(t)/dt results in an
absolute frequency (wavelength) shift [6], a quadratic-term
coefficient d 2 φ(t)/dt 2 gives rise to a linear frequency chirp
in the pulse [3]. A suitable seed laser chirp can then be used
to counter the combined effects due to the electron beam
quadratic energy curvature and the chirp developed during
amplification.
First, the bunching envelope, generated here by a Gaussian seed, can be modified by changing the strength B of the
dispersive section. With increasing B, the bunching develops modulations as a function of time (Eq. (2)) due to the
process of electron overbunching and rebunching [19, 20],
leading to a pulsed structure. As emphasized above, the FEL
pulse temporal shape directly corresponds to the bunching
envelope. Second, manipulating the FEL temporal phase using a chirped seed, leads to a drastic modification of the FEL
spectral content. While the spectral map (spectrum versus
B) of a significantly chirped FEL pulse directly corresponds
to its temporal map [21, 22], a Fourier limited pulse with a
flat temporal phase shows a distinctively different spectral
signature.

Results
We verified the predictions and demonstrated the possibility of controlling the spectro-temporal content of the FEL
pulses with dedicated experiments. As described before,
we can manipulate the seed laser chirp either by introducing a proper lamina and/or by using a grating-based optical
compressor.
Figure 4(a) shows the measured spectral map if a strong
positive chirped seed laser (5.9×10−5 rad/fs2 ) is used to seed
the FEL, that will exhibit a corresponding positive frequency
chirp.
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One can see that the FEL spectrum develops intensity
modulations as B is increased, which directly correspond to
the intensity modulations in the temporal domain. Excellent
agreement between experiment and theory (inset) demonstrates that, despite amplification in the radiator, the FEL
pulse envelope is preserved, justifying the use of Eqs. (2)
and (4) to describe the spectro-temporal content of FEL
light.
The next experiment, Fig. 4(b), was performed with a
moderate positive chirp on the seed laser (6.7×10−5 rad/fs2 ).
Because the total FEL chirp is not high enough to satisfy
the condition for the spectro-temporal equivalence [22], the
central part of the spectral map is significantly modified with
appearance of intensity islands. Again, a remarkably good
correspondence is obtained between experiment and theory.
Spectral intensity (a. u.)

Theory

Experiment

a)

b)

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

negative chirp rate on the seed compensates the positive
chirp in the electron beam energy which was in the experiment ∼12 MeV/ps2 , measured at the end of the LINAC, and
the chirp developed during the amplification stage. More
precisely, because the phase contribution from the electron
beam φe (t) is a function of B, the FEL chirp rate varies
linearly from about -1 to 9 ×10−5 rad/fs2 in the range of dispersive strengths used in Fig. 4(c), going through zero at B
∼ 0.14, where full chirp compensation is achieved.

SUMMARY
The experimental spectral maps in Fig. 4 and their striking agreement with theory, Eqs. (2) and (4), imply that we
are able to fully manipulate the FEL output pulse by finely
tuning the seed laser envelope and phase. The dispersive
section can be used as an additional tuning knob, e.g. an
FEL pulse train with a fixed phase relationship can be obtained by simply increasing the strength of the dispersive
section. Our results demonstrate that, by adjusting the seed
laser phase, a controllable amount of linear frequency chirp
can be transferred to the FEL pulse, which can enable, e.g.,
chirped pulse amplification [23] on an FEL.
A careful tuning allows generation of Fourier limited
pulses with a flat temporal phase. Such pulses are typically
used as references in the field of coherent quantum control.
Our results therefore enable full spectro-temporal shaping
of intense ultrashort pulses in the XUV to soft-x-ray region
using methods similar to the ones developed in the visible
spectral region [24].
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FOKKER-PLANCK ANALYSIS OF TRANSVERSE COLLECTIVE
INSTABILITIES IN ELECTRON STORAGE RINGS∗
R. R. Lindberg, ANL, Argonne, IL 60439, USA
Abstract
We analyze single bunch transverse instabilities due to
wakefields using a Fokker-Planck model. We expand on
the work of Suzuki [1], writing out the linear matrix equation including chromaticity, both dipolar and quadrupolar
transverse wakefields, and the effects of damping and diffusion due to the synchrotron radiation. The eigenvalues
and eigenvectors determine the collective stability of the
beam, and we show that the predicted threshold current for
transverse instability and the profile of the unstable agree
well with tracking simulations. In particular, we find that
predicting collective stability for high energy electron beams
at moderate to large values of chromaticity requires the full
Fokker-Planck analysis to properly account for the effects of
damping and diffusion due to synchrotron radiation.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
Understanding, predicting, and controlling collective instabilities is an imporatnt part of storage ring design and
operation. Single bunch transverse instabilities are of particular importance in high-energy electron storage rings, as
they typically set the limit on the maximum achievable current. The standard analysis of these instabilities decomposes
the linearized Vlasov equation into normal modes, and then
stability is determined by comparing the maximum growth
rate with the transverse synchrotron and Landau damping
rates (see, e.g., [2–6]). However, synchrotron emission results in both damping and diffusion in phase space, so that
when synchrotron radiation provides the dominant damping
mechanism it can render the Vlasov model incomplete. This
is often the case for high energy electron storage rings, in
which case a Fokker-Planck description must be employed
to accurately predict stability. Here we build on the work of
Ref. [1] to develop a more complete Fokker-Planck analysis
of transverse stability, where particular attention is paid to
the dynamics at large chromaticity.

MODEL EQUATIONS
Our starting point is very similar to the Hamiltonian models in the textbooks [4, 5], but it includes the Fokker-Planck
damping and diffusion associated with synchrotron radiation.
Hence, the distribution function F obeys the equation
"
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Here (z, pz ) = (ct − s, −δ) are the longitudinal variables,
(J, Ψ) are the transverse action-angle variables, τz is the
longitudinal damping time, σ δ is the equilibrium energy
spread, τx is the transverse damping time, ε 0 is the natural emittance, and {, } denotes the Poisson bracket. We
assume that the Hamiltonian H is comprised of the linear
synchrotron and betatron motion, the first order chromaticity nonlinearity, and the lowest order effects of the dipolar
wakefield. The basic procedure to simplify Eq. (1) is to
1. linearize with respect to perturbations about the selfconsistent equilibrium;
2. assume that the transverse motion is described by dipole
oscillations at the (chromaticity-corrected) betatron frequency
3. expand the longitudinal perturbation as a sum of linear
modes in longitudinal action and angle;
4. solve the resulting eigenvalue problem to determine
normal modes and complex frequencies as a function
of current I and chromaticity ξ x .
Mathematically, the first two steps can be expressed as
F = f 0 (J )g0 (Hz ) + f 1 (Ψ, J ; s)g1 (z, pz ; s),

(2)

where the equilibrium is a negative exponential in action,
f 0 (J )g0 (Hz ) =

e− J /ε0 e−I/hIi
,
2πε 0 2πhIi

(3)

while the perturbation is a product of a simple dipole oscillation in the transverse dimension [2], with all the wakefielddriven complexity in the longitudinal perturbation g1 :
p
F1 ∝ − J /2 f 00 (J )e−i[Ω−(Ψ+k ξ z)+ωβ s/c] g1 (z, pz ). (4)
Here, (Ψ + k ξ z) represents the chromaticity corrected betatron oscillation phase, with the head-tail phase k ξ ≡
ω0 ξ x /α c c [7], while Ω is the complex frequency, and instability is characterized by =(Ω) > 0.
We insert the perturbation (4) into the Eq.
√ (1) and isolate
the betatron oscillations by multiplying by J e−iΨ and integrating over the transverse dimensions. When the dust clears
the transverse part of the Fokker-Planck operator reduces to
a simple damping term with damping time τx . This is because we have assumed that there is no interesting structure
in the transverse plane; in contrast to this, we will find that
the longitudinal Fokker-Planck damping and diffusion will
depend on the longitudinal mode profile.
The next step is to linearize the problem for |g1 |  1 and
apply Sacherer’s linear mode formalism by expanding g1 as
a sum of orthogonal linear modes
g1 (Φ, r) =

∞ X
∞
X

r n/2 L qn (r) e−r inΦ
aqn p
e .
(q + n)!/q! 2π
q=0 n=−q

(5)
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Here L qn (r) is the associated Laguerre polynomial, the scaled
longitudinal action r ≡ I/hIi with hIi ≡ σz σ δ , while the
radial mode number is q and the azimuthal mode number is
n; the number of nodes in r of the orthogonal mode functions
equals p if m ≥ 0, and p + m if 0 > m ≥ −p. After a lengthy
calculation similar to that in [4,5] and detailed further in [8],
we find that the linearized equation for the mode coefficient
a np becomes
#
Ω − mωs
i
i(2p + m) m 2πI X m,n n
+
+
ap +
D a
c
cτx
cτz
γI A n,q p,q q

i  m m−2
Rp a p+1 + Tpm a m+2
=
p−1 , (6)
2cτz

where the Alfven current I A ≈ 17 kA and γ is the mean
energy; the dipolar impedance coupling matrix is
Z
2 2
icI i m−n
β
dk Z D (k + k ξ )e−k σz
Dm,n
=
p,q
I A γ Z0
√
√
(kσz / 2) 2p+m (kσz / 2) 2q+n
× p
,
(7)
p
q!(q + n)!
p!(p + m)!
while the Fokker-Planck diffusive coupling terms are
p
p
Rpm = (p + 1)(p + m), Tpm = p(p + m + 1).

(8)

The first thing to note about the Fokker-Planck mode
equation (6) is that the effective longitudinal damping time
of the mode with radial, angular mode number (p, m) is
τz /(2p + m). This decreasing damping time contrasts with
the Vlasov results and was first found in Ref. [1]. It can be
understood if we consider the fact that the diffusion time t diff
for a perturbation of scale length ∆pz is given by
t diff ∼

∆pz
σδ

!2
τz ∼

τz
,
2p + m

(9)

where the second scaling comes from the asymptotic properties of the Gauss-Laguerre functions. Hence, diffusion acts
more strongly to smooth out the fine structure associated with
high-order modes. It turns out that in the zero-chromaticity
limit studied by Ref. [1] we have the usual transverse mode
coupling instability (TMCI), wherein the (p, m) = (0, 0)
mode merges with the (1, −1) mode. In this case the additional dissipative terms do not strongly affect the dynamics.
On the other hand, increasing the chromaticity stabilizes
the low-order modes such that the unstable profiles are comprised of a superposition of many higher-order modes. In
this limit we will find that the increase in mode damping
plays a significant role in stabilizing the dynamics.

TRANSVERSE INSTABILITY FOR
LARGE CHROMATICITY
We have found that the Fokker-Planck theory can be
relatively well-approximated by retaining only the (0, 0)
and (1, −1) modes provided the chromatic head-tail phase
k ξ σz . 0.7; in more familiar units this implies that ξ .

Figure 1: Twiss functions and basic parameters.
0.7α c c/ω0 σz , where α c is the momentum compaction, ω0
is the revolution frequency, and σz is the rms bunch length.
At larger values of chromaticity many modes play a role
in the dynamics, and the effectively large Fokker-Planck
damping serves to help stabilize the dynamics.
To illustrate these effects, we have compared elegant [9]
simulation results to our theory for a simplified model of
the APS-U lattice [10] and its impedance [11]. In particular,
we use the linear lattice and essential parameters of the 67
pm lattice shown in Fig. 1. The one simplification that we
have made to the lattice is that we have artificially set the
second order chromaticity to zero; it turns out that the large
second order chromaticity lowers the instability thresholds
in a manner that we have been able to incorporate in the
model, but is beyond the scope of the present work.
In addition, for this study we have chosen to use the resistive wall impedance of the ring to model the transverse
wakefields. Specifically, we assume that the chamber is either round or essentially flat with a half-gap of b(s) that
varies slowly over its length. Then, the ring-average dipole
impedance can be approximated by
s
I
sgn(k) − i Z0 ρ(s)
β
Z D (k) = η D ds β x (s)
,
(10)
2|k |
πb(s) 3
where ρ(s) is the piece-wise constant resistivity, sgn(k)
gives the sign of k, and the factor η D depends on the chamber
geometry, with η D = 1 for round chambers and η D = π 2 /24
for flat chambers [12]. In summary, we take the scaled, β
function-weighted dipolar impedance to be
β

Z D (k) = ZRW

sgn(k) − i
with ZRW = 25 MΩ.
|k[1/m]| 1/2

(11)

Finally, while the quadrupolar impedance vanishes in round
vacuum chambers, the flat ID chambers have ZQ (k) =
−Z D (k); we discuss this effect in Ref. [8].
We compare predictions for this model lattice and
impedance in Fig. 2, where we plot the instability threshold current Ithresh as a function of chromaticity for both the
Fokker-Planck theory and the elegant simulations. We see
that the theory and simulation agrees well over a wide range
of chromaticity at both the nominal voltage of Vrf = 4.1 MV
and the hypothetical Vrf = 8.2 MV.
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Figure 2: Comparison of theory and simulation for the predicted instability threshold as a function of chromaticity for
the APS-U 67 pm lattice. The purple (blue) region shows
where the 2-mode theory is valid for Vrf = 4.1 (8.2) MV.
At vanishing chromaticity we have the usual TMCI, where
the impedance shifts the frequency of the m = 0 mode
until it merges with the (nearly constant) m = −1 mode
frequency ≈ ωs . In this case the threshold current increases
as the frequency difference ∼ ωs increases, so that increasing
the rf voltage leads to larger Ithresh . As mentioned earlier
the two-mode approximation is valid if the chromaticity
“low”; we show this region defined by k ξ σz < 0.7 by the
purple (blue) shaded region for an rf voltage of 4.1 (8.2)
MV in Fig. 2. In this region it turns out that increasing
the chromaticity first decreases Ithresh as the dipolar matrix
becomes complex, and then increases the current as the mode
merging picture becomes a less accurate description of how
the instability develops. Finally, the edge of the shaded
region shows where the two mode approximation predicts
no instability, so that accurate madeling must incorporate
more higher order modes.
As the chromaticity is increased further, different spectral
regions of the impedance play a role according to the headtail frequency shift. In addition, the unstable mode profile
becomes a superposition of an ever increasing number of
orthogonal modes. We show a comparison between the
unstable mode profile predicted by theory and extracted
from the elegant simulations at ξ = 5 in Fig. 3. Figure 3
shows that the unstable mode is largely comprised of m = −4
modes, although roughly 20% have m = −3 and m = −5.
For these parameters Landau damping plays a negligible
role in determining stability.

CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a Fokker-Planck theory of collective
instability, and shown that it agrees well with simulation for a
model problem. We have found that the classic TMCI picture
holds for only a limited range about ξ = 0. For most of the
considered range of chromaticity the unstable eigenmode is
comprised of many basis modes, and longer bunch lengths

Figure 3: Comparison of theory (a) with simulation (b) for
=(g1 ) of the unstable mode at ξ = 5 and I = 2.25 mA.
with lower peak currents lead to higher instability thresholds.
We believe that similar analysis should apply to other high
energy electron storage rings, although the analysis becomes
complicated when the longitudinal potential is distorted by
wakefields and/or higher harmonic rf systems.
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CORRUGATED STRUCTURE INSERTION TO EXTEND SASE
BANDWIDTH UP TO 3% AT THE EUROPEAN XFEL
I. Zagorodnov∗ , G. Feng, T. Limberg, Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron, Hamburg, Germany
The usage of x-ray free electron laser (XFEL) in femtosecond nanocrystallography involves sequential illumination of
many small crystals of arbitrary orientation. Hence a wide
radiation bandwidth could be useful in order to obtain and to
index a larger number of Bragg peaks used for determination
of crystal orientation.
Considering the baseline configuration of the European
XFEL in Hamburg, and based on beam dynamics simulations, we demonstrate here that usage of corrugated structures allows for a considerable increase in radiation bandwidth. It allows for data collection with a 3% bandwidth, a
few micrjoule radiation pulse energy, a few fs pulse duration,
and a photon energy 5.4 keV.

INTRODUCTION
The usage of x-ray free electron laser (XFEL) in femtosecond nanocrystallography involves sequential illumination of
many small crystals of arbitrary orientation and a wide radiation bandwidth could be useful for determination of crystal
orientation. With nominal scenario for beam compression
and transport at the European XFEL [1] the radiation bandwidth is quite narrow, on the level of several permilles.
It was shown in [2] that a strong beam compression could
be used to increase the correlated energy spread of the electron beam and as consequence to increase the radiation bandwidth up to 2 % at photon energy 6 keV. In this paper we study
another possibility: we use over-compression of the electron
beam at the last chicane and insert corrugated structures before the undulator section to generate strong wakefields [3].
Based on beam dynamics simulations, we demonstrate
here that the usage of corrugated structures allows for a
tenfold increase in radiation bandwidth.

BEAM DYNAMICS IN LINAC

Figure 1: Layout of the European XFEL.
The European XFEL is under construction now in Hamburg. It contains several photon lines to produce extremely
short and bright light pulses with wave length down to 0.04
∗

Igor.Zagorodnov@desy.de

nm. The layout of the accelerator (with the undulator line
SASE1) is shown in Fig. 1. Beam dynamics in the accelerator with nominal set of parameters is described in [4].
In this paper we consider a special scenario with overcompression of the electron bunch in the last bunch compressor (BC2 in Fig. 1). The over-compression allows to
obtain a bunch with lower particle energy at the tail. This
energy difference will be enhanced later on by strong wake
fields of the corrugated structures.
The setup of simulations can be found in [5]. For the
numerical modeling of the linac we have used two codes:
code ASTRA [6] for straight sections and code CSRtrack [7]
for curved parts of the beam trajectory. Code ASTRA allows
to take into account three dimensional space-charge fields,
but it neglects the radiation. Code CSRtrack is used to model
coherent synchrotron radiation in the dispersion sections. In
order to include the effect of the vacuum chamber we have
applied the concept of wake fields. The wake functions for a
point charge at different linac components are obtained with
the code ECHO [8]. The impact of wake fields has been
modeled through discrete kicks at several positions along
the linac.

Figure 2: Beam after collimator.
The longitudinal phase space and the slice parameters of
the beam after collimator section are shown in Fig. 2. The
tail has an energy drop of about 55 MeV.
It is well known, that the spectrum bandwidth of selfamplified spontaneous emission (SASE) radiation is approximately equal to the doubled energy bandwidth in the electron beam. For the final beam energy of 14 GeV the relative
energy bandwidth in the electron beam is about 0.4% and
we can hope to have the SASE radiation bandwidth of 0.8%.
In order to increase the bandwidth up to several percents we
will use a chain of corrugated structures. In our studies the
corrugate structure has the parameters suggested at SLAC.

WAKE IN CORRUGATED STRUCTURE
The geometry of the corrugated structure is shown in
Fig. 3. Here p = h = 2t = 0.5mm, plate halfwidth w = 6mm
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(in x-direction), halfaperture a = 0.7mm, structure length
L = 2m.
In this paper we use a modal expression derived in [5].
The main difference between the previous model [9] and the
present one is that the former was for a structure composed
of two parallel, corrugated plates, where the impedance is
continuous; the present model is for the same structure but
with perfectly conducting side walls, so that the impedance
is given by an infinite sum of modes.

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

Figure 4: The longitudinal and the transverse quadrupole
wake potentials on the axis.

BEAM DYNAMICS IN INSERTION

Figure 3: Corrugated structure (left) and emittance growth
(right).
The longitudinal wake function for arbitrary offsets of the
source and the witness particles can be written as
∞
1 X
wz =
wz (k x,m ) sin(k x,m x 0 ) sin(k x,m x), (1)
w m=1
wz (k x ) = wzcc (k x, s) cosh(k x y0 ) cosh(k x y)+
+wzss (k x, s) sinh(k x y0 ) sinh(k x y),
q

s
− X
Z0 cX
e tanh(X ) 4s0 ,
=
a sinh(2X )
q
s
X
− coth(X
Z0 cX
)
4s0
ss
,
(2)
wz (k x, s) =
e
a sinh(2X )
π
k x,m =
m,
X = ak x,
2w
where x 0, y0, x, y are transverse coordinates of the source
and the witness particles, s = z0 − z is the distance in the
longitudinal coordinate between the particles. To define the
parameter s0 we have done sets of simulations and found
s0 = 0.12mm. We note that the same value for s0 can
be found from the simple equation s0 = 0.41a1.8 t 1.6 p−2.4 ,
obtained earlier in [10] for the chain of pillboxes.
The high frequency limit of the impedance was considered
in [11]. At this limit the both modal coefficients reduce to
the same expression

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

wzcc (k x, s)

Z0 cX
.
(3)
a sinh(2X )
In order to confirm the accuracy of the introduced wake
function, we have done in code ECHO the direct calculation
of the wake potential for a "pencil" bunch with the same
longitudinal current profile as obtained from "start-to-end"
(S2E) simulations. The results of this calculation are shown
in Fig. 4. Here we plot the results for Eq. (2) (red curve)
and compare with Eq. (3) (blue curve) and with the direct
numerical solution (black curve).
wzcc (k x, s) = wzss (k x, s) =

In this section we present results of particle tracking
through the setup shown in Fig. 5. The setup consists of 6
corrugated structures with one quadrupole in the middle. To
compensate the defocussing effect of the "quadrupole" component of the wake, shown in Fig. 4, the neighbor corrugated
structure modules are rotated by 90 degree.

Figure 5: Layout of the corrugated structure insertion.
In order to model the beam dynamics in the presence of the
wakefields we have used the open source code OCELOT [12].
We have developed and tested the wake field module. The
implementation follows the approach described in [13, 14].
For testing of the numerical implementation we have compared the results from code OCELOT with the analytical
estimations presented in [11]. The parameters used in these
equations can be found in [5]. In this example we apply only
one kick in OCELOT without particle tracking. As we see
from Table 1 the numerical and the analytical results for
"zeroth"-order approximation agree. But they overestimate
considerably the real wake field effects. The wake described
accurately with "first"-order approximation is given in the
last column of Table 1. The energy loss in tail introduced
by one module is only 35 MeV. Hence in order to introduce
1.5% of additional energy loss at 14 GeV we need at least 6
modules.
Table 1: Numerical Results vs. Analytical Estimations [11]
Parameter name
Emitt. growth
Energy spread (tail), keV
Energy loss (tail), MeV

from [11]

"0th"

"1st"

1.484
80.2
45.3

1.479
81.0
45.0

1.29
56
35

In the following we additionally consider the "ideal" beam
with a rectangular longitudinal profile, without energy chirp
and with constant slice parameters listed in [5].
The tracking is done through the setup of Fig. 5. In Fig. 3
we show the projected emittance growth along the insertion.
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Table 2: Impact of the Insertion on the Beam Parameters
Parameter name
Init./final x-emittance, µm
Init./final y-emittance, µm
Init./final tail loss, MeV

"ideal"

"s2e"

0.64/0.70
1.09/1.33
0/212

0.72/0.77
1.18/1.82
55/255

About 60% of growth in the vertical emittance can be seen.
This increase in the projected emittance cannot be corrected
and it will result in the slice mismatch along the beam at
the undulator. Impossibility to match all slices along the
beam will reduce the SASE radiarion power. There is almost
no change in the electron beam slice parameters. The final
increase of slice energy spread at the bunch tail is negligible.
The changes in the main parameters of the beam after the
insertion are summarized in Table 2.

BROADBAND SASE RADIATION
In this section we consider the properties of SASE radiation in the undulator lines SASE1/SASE2. The parameters
of the undulators are listed in [15]. With the nominal scenario of the bunch compression and the transport the electron
bunch with charge 0.5 nC and energy 14 GeV will have only
about several MeV of energy spread and will produce the
SASE radiation with "full-width-half-maximum" (FWHM)
bandwidth 0.2% at photon energy of 4.96 keV. With the scenario described in this paper the energy difference between
the tail and the head is increased to 255 MeV.
In our FEL simulations we use code ALICE [16]. The
undulator wavelength is 40 mm, the averaged undulator parameter is 2.76, the radiation wavelength is 0.23 nm, the
averaged β-function is 16 m.

Figure 8: The radiation spectrum at z=115 m for "ideal"
(left) and "s2e"(right) beams.
In Fig. 6 we show the beta mismatch parameters [17]
along the beam matched to the undulator entrance.The beam
from the "s2e" simulations has a larger mismatch at the head
and at the tail. The case shown in Fig. 6 is obtained when
we reduce the mismatch parameters along the whole bunch.
The active length of the undulator is 175 meters. With the
electron beams considered the SASE saturation is reached at
the position z = 60 m. In the left plot in Fig. 7 we show the
averaged energy in the photon pulse along the undulator line.
The radiation pulse energy at the saturation is about 3 mJ.
We do not use any undulator tapering and do not take into
account the undulator wake fields in this study. The tapering
could increase the radiation power yet by order of magnitude
but the radiation bandwidth can be reduced because of it.
The RMS radiation bandwidth along the undulator section
is shown in the right plot in Fig. 7. It reaches 0.9% at position
z = 120 m. The radiation spectrum has not Gaussian shape.
In Fig. 8 we show the spectrum at position z = 115 m.
The FWHM radiation bandwidth reaches here 2.8% for the
electron beam from "start-to-end" simulations. The solid
lines present the spectrum averaged over many shots. The
oscillating gray lines show an one shot spectrum.
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following condition:

Abstract
THz frequency is a special electromagnetic wave which
is categorized between a radio wave and a light wave. It
can pass through the various materials like a radio wave
and can be transported with optical components like a
light wave. Thus, it is suitable for imaging application of
materials. At Waseda University, we have a high-quality
electron beam by Cs-Te photocathode RF-gun and
generate the coherent Cherenkov radiation using the tilted
electron beam by RF-deflector. We successfully observed
a high peak power coherent THz light. Our target is to
obtain the three-dimensional THz images. So, we
performed the cross-section images as a pre-stage of
three-dimensional imaging.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
Recent technological innovation brought about the
applied study using the THz light. The THz light is
applied to various fields including industry, medical care,
agriculture, and the security. As an imaging tool, the Xray is well known for the baggage check at the airport and
X-ray examination at the hospital. The THz light has the
same property as the X-ray at a point to obtain transparent
images in non-destruction. But the advantage of the THz
light is safety to the human body because energy is
extremely low in comparison with the X-ray [1]. So, we
can detect the weapons such as a knife or the handgun
which a person hides in irradiating the THz light to the
human body. Furthermore, as well as transmission
imaging, we can obtain reflection imaging by using the
property of the light wave. So, we can detect the crack of
the concrete, the rust of the vehicle body under the
painting.
We generated the coherent Cherenkov radiation, and
succeeded in observing a high power THz light using CsTe photocathode RF-gun that we own. In this paper, we
report the outline of generating the THz Cherenkov
radiation, results of the three-dimensional THz imaging of
materials and future prospects.

GENERATION OF THE THz LIGHT
Coherent Cherenkov Radiation
Cherenkov radiation that appears while the electron
beam travels in a media with a velocity that exceeds the
speed of light in the media is investigated and widely
used in particle detectors for nuclear physics. The
radiation cone in transparent medium is defined by
the

�= �� �

ͳ
�݊

ሺͳሻ

where �� is the radiation angle, � is the electron velocity
in the speed of light units, ݊ is the refractive index [2].
Moreover, the degree of the coherent effect depends not
only on the longitudinal size of the electron beam but also
on the emittance, or transverse size and the angular
divergence of the electron beam. The total radiation
intensity is defined by following:
��0
(incoherent limit)
�=
ሺʹሻ
(coherent limit)
� 2 �0
where � is the total radiation intensity, �0 is the intensity
emitted by a single electron, � is the number of the
electron. In the case of coherent radiation, the total
radiation intensity is known to be proportional to square
of the number of the electron [3]. In this way, the intensity
of the coherent radiation is much higher.

Observation of the THz Light

Figure 1: Schematic of the electron beam line layout.
Figure 1 shows the beam line layout at Waseda
University. Our accelerator system is very compact which
is approximately 3m in total. In this experiment, the
accelerated electron beam is tilted by RF-deflector [4] and
passed TOPAS [5] as a target. TOPAS is one of the
polymer and has characteristic that the refractive index
hardly changes in the THz region (n=1.52). Therefore, the
Cherenkov radiation angle in the THz region is
approximately 48.9deg from Eq.1. Also, Fig.2 shows the
principle of generating the coherent Cherenkov radiation.
When the electron beam is tilted the same angle as the
Cherenkov radiation angle by RF-deflector, the beam size
from the view of radiation angle is much smaller.
Furthermore, phase matched THz light is generated to
overlap the phase of the wave with each point. So, we can
generate high peak power coherent THz light [6].
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Figure 2: Principle of generating the coherent Cherenkov
radiation.
We observed the generated THz light using a
broadband wave detector of a Quasi-Optical schottky
Diode detector (QOD) [7]. We confirmed that the THz
light, which we observed, was coherent. Figure 3 shows
that the intensity of the THz light when we changed the
charge of the electron beam. The graph of the
measurement result can fit by square. Therefore, it is
concluded that observed THz light is coherent.

TUPOA04

0.5THz just before the QOD. The THz light was
irradiated for a section of the sample perpendicularly. And
the dimensional of the sample is 40mm (length), 40mm
(width), 40mm (height). We marked a circle and a cross
in front and back each of the sample using a tape made by
aluminium (width: 4-5mm). Then we measured a focus
point of the THz light by knife-edge method. The x-y
scanning step was 1mm. In the results (Fig.6), we
observed a circle when we focused on the front side of the
sample. On the other hand, we observed a cross when we
focused on the back side of the sample. But these images
are not so clear because the influence of other side of the
mark has been given to each image. So we have to
improve the clarity of the cross-section images for the
three-dimensional imaging.

Figure 5: Measurement setup and the shape of the sample.

THz IMAGING
Cross-section Imaging
We tried to obtain cross-section images using the THz
light generated from the coherent Cherenkov radiation.
Figure 4 shows the measurement principle of crosssection imaging. We applied the principle of the
microscope: we adjust the focus point of the light to the
part of the observation material. Measurement method is
the same: we adjust the focus point of the THz light to the
position of the specific cross-section of the sample where
we want to observe. We scanned a sample in two
dimensions like transmission imaging using this
measurement method, then measured the intensity of THz
light that transmitted in the QOD. So, the cross-section
image that specialized in the section of the focal position
of the THz light should be obtained.

Figure 4: Measurement principle of cross-section
imaging.
Figure 5 shows a schematic top view of the crosssection imaging and the shape of the sample. In this
experiment, we installed a band pass filter (BPF) of

Figure 6: Measurement results of the cross-section
imaging.

THz-CT [8]
In order to obtain the clear cross-section images, we
introduced the CT technique. The method for
measurement of THz-CT is the same as X-ray CT. We
scanned one-dimension for a certain section and measured
transmission intensity of the THz light in QOD. Then we
scanned one-dimension equally while turning the sample
little by little. Finally, we reconstructed the section image.

Figure 7: Measurement setup of THz-CT.
Figure 7 shows a schematic top view of the THz-CT.
This time, we also installed a BPF of 0.5THz. Unlike
cross-section imaging, we irradiated the THz light parallel
to a section of the sample. The sample was placed on a
rotating table mounted on a line scanning stage. We
measured a focus point of the THz light by knife-edge
method and installed the sample so that the focus position
accorded with the central location on the sample. As a
sample, we used the model of a cherry made by
aluminium which was in the plastic case. The THz-CT
images obtained at the red dash lines in Figure.8. In this
experiment, we scanned one-dimension by 0.5mm steps
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Figure 3: The relation between the intensity and the beam
current.
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while turning it from 0deg to 180deg in 5deg steps. The
resulting reconstruct images are also shown in Figure.8.
To reconstruct the cross-section images, we used the
technique of the filtered back projection [9] that we
programed in MATLAB. This sample varies in structure
at the upper part, the intermediate part, the lower part.
These reconstructed images (Fig.8) clearly demonstrated
the sample characteristics of each position, distance, and
diameter. Moreover, we confirmed that not only the
cherry of the inside but also the plastic case of the
circumference clearly visualized in these images.
However, it takes much time to obtain a cross-section
image. So it is necessary to take measures to reduce the
influence of the fluctuation of the quantity of electron
charge of the electron beam. We think that we may
compose the three-dimensional images by obtaining such
a cross-sectional slice image as much as possible, and
piling up them.
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Figure 8: Measurement results of THz-CT.
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CONCLUSION
As a result of this experiment, we succeeded in
observing a high power THz light from the coherent
Cherenkov radiation. The intensity of the THz light when
we tilted the electron beam was about six times higher
than that of un-tilted.
About THz imaging, we tried the obtainment of the
cross-section images by two methods. As a result, we
succeeded to analyse both cross-section imaging and
THz-CT. As for the obtained cross-section images, THzCT was clearer for the three-dimensional imaging.
As the future prospects, we will compose the threedimensional images by obtaining such a cross-sectional
slice image by THz-CT method as much as possible, and
piling up them. Furthermore, we will think about an
efficient imaging method in a short time by considering
the fluctuation of the quantity of electric charge.
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Abstract

INTRODUCTION
In these days, the radiation is applied in various fields,
for example semiconductor integrated circuit manufacturing. Semiconductor integrated circuit is conducted by
transferring circuit pattern master called photomask on
silicon wafer. To make this photomask, electron lithography is used. In this process, a resist material, which is
high reactivity with the radiation, is used but most of
resist’s reaction mechanism was not proved yet.
When material is irradiated, a short-lived and highly reactive substance, radical, ion and exited states etc, called
intermediate active species are made (fs~ps). Then the
intermediate active species react with around substances
(ps~µs). In this phase a principal chemical reaction is
determined by intermediate active species in early process. So proving the behavior of intermediate active species is important for understanding and controlling radiation chemical reaction. A pulse radiolysis is one of the
methods to measure the behavior of intermediate species
by using an electron beam pulse. At Waseda University,
we are using a Cs-Te RF electron gun for the radiation
chemical analysis.
Now we introduce a purpose to investigate a Supercontinuum ray (SC ray) as a probe ray to improve pulse radiolysis system. In pulse radiolysis we measure a light absorption by intermediate active species. As a probe light,
we have investigated a SC ray using Yb fiber laser and
PCF (Photonic Crystal Fiber). But we haven’t achieved a
stable prove light in the visible region[1]. Therefore we
built Er fiber laser oscillator as new prove ray source.
Now we succeeded in generating a second harmonic of Er
fiber laser and measuring of hydrated electron in ns time
resolution. In this paper, we report current results about
generation SC ray in the visible region, improvement of
Er fiber for measurement of ps time resolution and analysis of dose rate effect against the hydrated electron.
____________________________________________
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PULSE RADIOLYSIS
Pulse radiolysis experiment consists of sample, radiation
(producing intermediate active species) and probe light.
We use the Cs-Te cathode RF electron gun as a radiation
source. An intermediate active species are produced by
irradiating an electron beam on the sample. And the probe
light, simultaneously incident to the sample, is absorbed
depends on the intermediate active species concentration.
Specifically, we measure the temporal change of O.D.(:
Optical Density) :
O. D. ≡ log

I
= εcl
I

(1)

where, I , I, ε, c, l are the incident light intensity,
transmitted light intensity, the molar absorption coefficient, the active main concentration and the interaction
length, respectively. From this O.D. we can obtain the
amount of intermediate active species. We evaluate our
pulse radiolysis system by measuring hydrated electrons.
The hydrated electron is the free electrons that have been
stabilized by coordination of water molecules. This has
the broadband transient absorption around 720 nm and
about 1 μs decay time. Relationship of the dose and decay
time of hydrated electron is shown in Figure 1. We used
Xe flash lamp as a probe light. As shown in Figure 1, the
decay time of the hydrated electron changes immediately
in the low absorbed dose. In particular, the decay time
change of the high charge beam was significant in this
pulse radiolysis system. It means that the sample deteriorates due to electron beam. When water is irradiated,
many kinds of reactions occur. After a series of reaction
final products (H O , H , etc) are generated and accumulated in water. Especially H O reacts with hydrated electron well. So as more water is irradiated, the decay time
of hydrated electron descends. On the other hands, the
relationship of the dose and peak O.D. of hydrated electron is shown in Figure 2. Figure 2 shows that peak O.D.
is constant against the dose. This also means that we can
use the peak O.D. of hydrated electron to evaluate this
system even from a deteriorated sample. However, it
should be reduced the number of irradiations during the
measurement (average number of times). To this purpose,
the high intensity and stable probe light is required. Also,
from the viewpoint of chemical reaction analysis, broadband and short pulse is required for the probe light. Thus,
we have developed a SC light as the probe light. SC light
is a broadband pulse laser. SC light is produced by ultrashort pulse IR laser from Yb fiber laser oscillator with a
non-linear optical effect in PCF. The center oscillation
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At Waseda University, we have been developing a pulse
radiolysis system in order to clarify the early chemical
reactions by ionizing radiation with S-band Cs-Te photo
cathode RF-gun. According to our measurement, sample
deterioration was observed even in the low absorption
dose. Thus we need a high power and stable pulsed laser
as a probe light. We constructed and tested Er fiber laser
oscillator as a new probe laser. In this conference, we will
introduce our Er fiber laser, experimental results of pulse
radiolysis with Er fiber laser as a probe light and future
prospective.
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Figure 3: Schematic of Er fiber laser.

Figure 1: Relationship of the dose and decay time of
hydrated electron.

Figure 4: Spectrum of second harmonic.
Table 1: Performance of Er Fiber Laser

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 2: Relationship of the dose and peak O.D..
wavelength of Yb fiber laser is 1030 nm and we have
been successful to broadband IR laser from 800 nm to
1030 nm [1]. However, it is difficult to broad to visible
light region because of laser power shortage. Moreover
intensity of the short wavelength part was unstable.
Therefore we started to build Er fiber laser oscillator for
the purpose of a further strengthening of the probe light
and stabilization. The center oscillation wavelength of Er
fiber laser is 1550 nm. It is expected that generating highly stable and high power at visible light region by broading a second harmonic(775 nm) of Er fiber laser.

Er FIBER LASER
Er fiber laser oscillator has a 1550 nm center wavelength.
It is possible to oscillate a fs pulsed laser by a modelocking by NLPR (Non-Linear Polarization Rotation) [2].
Figure 3 shows a schematic of Er fiber laser oscillator.
Broadening of the pulse width due to the dispersion in the
fiber is suppressed by the negative dispersion of the Erdoped fiber. We adopted a backward pumping to the Er
fiber in order to increase the power. The performance of
Er oscillator is shown in Table 1. Here, the pulse width is
calculated value from the Fourier limited pulse width
determined from the spectral width. We expect that the
actual pulse width would be longer than Tab. 1. The resulting IR pulse laser was converted by the nonlinear
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Center wavelength
Spectrum width (FWHM)
Pulse width (FWHM, calculated)
Repetition frequency
Output
LD-Pulse Conversion efficiency

1550 nm
About 20 nm
About 50 fs
43.4 MHz
26.8 mW
8.8 %

optical crystal to the second harmonic. Spectrum of the
second harmonic is shown in figure 4.

EXPERIMENT
We operated nanosecond pulse radiolysis to observe hydrated electron using a second harmonic of Er fiber laser
at 775 nm. Figure 5 shows the setup of pulse radiolysis
system and Table 2 shows the parameters of the RF electron gun. In figure 5, DET and SHG means detector and
nonlinear optical crystal generating the second harmonic.
Second harmonic from Er fiber laser was split into two by
the half mirror. One passed through the sample (:I) and
the other was used for the reference (:I ). Beam and probe
light were injected at same axis to the sample. FCT (Fast
Current Transformer) and dipole magnet are used for
measuring the charge and the energy. We finely tuned the
beam with steering magnet and Q-magnet. The sample of
water was bubbled for 10 minutes by Ar. Results of 1
bunch and 10 bunches are shown in Figure 6. Peak O.D.,
noise and decay time of 1 bunch were 60.5 mO.D., 4.84
mO.D.(rms) and 1132.9 ns respectively. The decay time
of the signal is defined as the time until 1 / e of the peak
O.D. and calculated by fitting exponential function. Decay time was about 1 µs and it means that hydrated electrons were correctly observed. On the other hand, results
of 10 bunches were 427.5 mO.D., 4.96mO.D. (rms) and
306.4 ns respectively. This decay time is shorter than that
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order to reduce the number measurement times to avoid
the sample deterioration.

CONCLUSION

Figure 5: Schematic of our pulse radiolysis system.
Table 2: The Parameter of Electron Beam
Charge

2 – 3 nc/pulse

Energy

4 – 4.5 MeV

ビームサイズ(rms)

X – 1.37 mm
Y – 1.22 mm

バンチ長(rms)

In this paper, it was confirmed that second harmonic
from Er fiber laser is useful as probe light in pulse radiolysis. Using Er fiber laser reduces the number of times of
irradiation as compared with Yb fiber laser. Also, it is
expected to realize picosecond pulse radiolysis system by
observing the signal at 1 bunch. In the future, we plan to
construct a picosecond pulse radiolysis system in the
visible light region. SC light is generated by broadening
the second harmonic of Er fiber laser in the PCF. It is
expected that the strength of probe light descends significantly than that of the current situation. Now we are
working to increase the power of the second harmonic for
stabilization SC light generation in the visible light region. After improvement, picosecond pulse radiolysis,
which is based on the stroboscopic method, would be
realized.

4 ps
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of 1 bunch. It is considered that the sample was deteriorated by high charged beam. Even the same average number of times in 1 bunch and 10 bunches, dose of 10
bunches is 10 times larger than 1 bunch. Therefore, deterioration of the sample is prominent towards the 10 bunch
in comparison with the 1 bunch. Concerning to the decay
time difference between 1 bunch and 10 bunches, the
dose rate effect would enhance the deterioration of the
sample. The dose rate effect is a phenomenon that radiation chemical reaction changes in different absorbed dose.
The main decay reactions of hydrated electrons are secondary reactions. Thus the decay time strongly depends
on the dose. Figure 6 shows that we obtain sufficient peak
against noise with Er fiber laser as a probe light. It also
means that we could measure hydrated electron much less
number of average with Er fiver laser than Yb fiber laser.
And we succeeded in observing the signal in the 1 bunch,
16 averages. However this was insufficient in the view of
the radiation chemistry analysis yet. In the future, further
improvement the strength of the probe light is required in
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Figure 6: Optical density of hydrated electron at
775nm.
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IoT APPLICATION IN THE CONTROL SYSTEM OF THE
BEPCII POWER SUPPLIES*
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P. Chu, Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI 48824, USA
Abstract
In recent years with the development of Internet technology, the Internet of things (IoT) has begun to apply to each
domain. The paper introduces the idea how to apply IoT to
the accelerator control system and take the existing control
system of the BEPCII power supplies as an example for
IoT application. It not only introduce the status of the control system of the BEPCII power supplies, but also present
a solution how to apply IoT to the existing control system.
The purpose is to make the control system more intelligent
and automatically identify what and where the problem is
when the alarm of the control system of the power supplies
occurs. That means that IoT can help to automatically identify which chassis and which module inserted in the chassis
and the connection cables. It is great convenient for the
maintainer to use a mobile phone to diagnose faults and
create the electronic maintenance record.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
In general, a modern accelerator is a complex facility
which consists of many systems and a large amount of
equipment such as magnets, power supplies, RF and vacuum devices, and so on. Various equipment and cables are
placed dispersedly with a long distance. During the construction and installation as well as running of an accelerator, a huge number of data and information related to the
equipment are created. So, it's very important for a large
accelerator to collect, save and manage such large data.
With the benefit of the Internet of things, these problem
can be solved nicely. The idea of IOT application in the
accelerator is that every object is connected, and people and objects are also linked together; there should be
setup model of two-sided direct interconnecting and interworking networks. It’s possible to use RFID[1] in the accelerator to construct a sensing layer as shown in Figure 1.

The goal is to automatically track the information of the
accelerator equipment and devices as well as the cables
with RFID. So, we will take a mature system as an example
of IoT like the BEPCII power supply control system.

POWER SUPPLY CONTTROL SYSTEM IN
THE BEPCII
The control system of the BEPCII[2] power supplies follows the “three-layer” standard model [3] of a distributed
architecture as shown in Figure 2. The front-ends consist
of VME-64x crates, Motorola PowerPC750 CPU boards
(MVME5100s as IOCs) and PSC/PSI modules as shown as
in the figure 2. A workstation/Linux and a PC/Linux are
used for the EPICS development. There are 17 IOCs
(10000 points) implementing the controls and monitors for
more than 400 magnet power supplies in the two rings and
the transport line. The control system of the BEPCII power
supplies has run well for ten years since it was put into operation and running in September of 2006.

Figure 2: BEPCII PS Control System Architecture.
During the maintenance of the BEPCII control system,
there are many different kinds of control devices and various, thousands of cables, it’s not so easy for the engineers
to maintain, even there are labels on the control crates and
control modules as well as the cables; it’s easy to forget
after a while. Therefore, it is very important for the electronic information with RFID of all equipment (cabinets,
chassis, plug-ins, cables, etc.) to be automatically identified. This will greatly improve the control system intelligence, operation maintenance convenience, fault location
identification and automatic maintenance logging.

Figure 1: IOT with RFID in the accelerator.

____________________________________________
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Layout of the Power Supply Control Station
There are four local stations for the power supply control
in the BEPCII. There are many cabinets, chassis, plug-ins,
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Figure 3: Layout of the big power supply control station in the BEPCII.
cables, etc.in each local station. Figure 3 shows a layout of finished, the engineers are responsible for writing a record
the big power supply control station for BEPCII. It’s not so and submitting the record to the IoT server. In addition, the
easy for engineers to maintain so many cabinets, chassis, engineers may monitor the status of the cabinets, chassis,
plug-ins, cables, etc. When a fault occurs with the power plug-ins, cables and the control system of the power supsupplies and the control system, it will take a long time to plies by IoT APP.
recognize what and where the problem happened. In order
to improve the control system intelligence, we will use
RFID to construct a sensing layer in each power supply
control station. The goal is to make the operation maintenance convenient, easy to recognize the fault location, and
automatically recording maintenance and generating electronic maintenance log.

The architecture of the IoT application is shown in Figure 4. It consists of the RFID and the cabinets, the chassis,
the plug-ins, the cables as well as the control system. The
information of the cabinets, chassis, plug-ins, cables in the
control system of the power supplies will be stored in a
MySQL database. The status of the control system of the
power supplies like ON/OFF, Local/Remote, Normal/Alarm will send directly to IoT server via a data interface services (DIS) to the control system of the power supplies. The IoT application server will monitor the status of
the cabinets, the chassis, the plug-ins, the cables and the
status of the control system of the power supplies. When a
fault occurs in the control system of the power supplies, the
IoT application will inform the engineers to maintain the
control system on-site. The engineers scan the QR cord in
the local station of the power supply control and get the
permission to repair; they can then recognize what and
where the problem happened according to the alarm colour,
, and perform the repair. When the maintenance work is

Figure 4: The architecture of the IoT application.

VISUALIZATION OF THE CONTROL DECIVES OF THE POWER SUPPLIES
In order to intuitively view the layout of the control devices of the power supplies, according to the map of the
local control station of the power supplies and distribution
graph of the cabinets, the chassis, the plug-ins, the cables
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there, we make them visual as shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6. Figure 5 shows the visualization of the VME chassis,
the PSC modules and the optical fiber cables between PSC
and PSI modules. The middle panel in Figure 5 shows the
layout of the VME chassis with the PSC modules. The
right panel in Figure 5 shows the detail information of the
each VME chassis including the name of the power supply
and the related VME chassis number, the PSC number and
the PSI number as well as the status of the connection between the PSC and the PSI, and the status of the power
supply. The green colour in the VME chassis means the
PSC module is running ok, while the red colour means the
PSC module is not running ok. From the middle panel in
Figure 6, we can recognize which power supply and the
correlated PSI number is having problem with the fault
messages in the red colour line.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 5: Visualization of the VME chassis, the PSC modules and the optic fibers between the PSC modules and the
PSI modules.
In the same way, Figure 6 shows the visualization of the
cabinets of the power supplies and the PSI chassis sitting
in the cabinets. The right panel in Figure 6 shows the detail
information of each VME chassis including the name of
the power supply and the related VME chassis number, the
PSC number and the PSI number as well as the status of
the connection between the PSC and the PSI, and the status
of the power supply. From Figures 5 and 6, the problem

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

with which power supply and the related PSC/PSI can be
recognized easily.

Figure 6: Visualization of the cabinets of the power supplies and the PSI chassis sitting in the cabinets.

CONCLUSION
The work of the IoT application is still in development.
The expected result that the engineers can scan QR code in
the local control station of the power supplies by a mobile
phone to get access permission using the IoT APP. The IoT
APP supports both IOS and Andriod operating systems.
On one hand, the engineers may check the status of the
cabinets, the chassis, the plug-ins, the cables and the status
of the control system of the power supplies by the IoT APP.
On the other hand, it’s easy for the engineers to recognize
the fault location, to automatically record maintenance and
to generate electronic maintenance log.
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CYCLOTRONS FOR ACCELERATOR-DRIVEN SYSTEMS*

Abstract
Accelerator-Driven system (ADS) can transmute long
lived nuclear waste to short lived species. For this system
to be fully realizable, a very stable high energy and high
power proton beam (typically, 1 GeV beam energy and 10
MW beam power) is required, and preparing such a powerful and stable proton beam is very costly. Currently, the
most promising candidate is superconducting linear accelerators. However, high power cyclotrons may be used
for ADS particularly at the stage of demonstrating proof
of principle of ADS. This paper discusses how cyclotrons
can be used to demonstrate ADS.

INTRODUCTION
The accelerator-driven system (ADS) [1][2][3] in
which a nuclear reactor is set up sub-critical and extra
neutrons required for sustainable power generation is
provided by neutrons emitted from high energy proton
beam hitting a heavy metal target had long been considered to be a safe nuclear power generation system. In this
scheme, the accelerator plays the role of safety key, turning off the accelerator which is very sensitive to perturbations and leaving the reactor in shortage of neutrons, so
that the nuclear chain reaction can immediately stop.
However, the nuclear disaster of Fukushima demonstrated
that even ADS would not have avoided the Fukushima
accident which occurred due to failure of cooling system
after the reactor became subcritical. The status of ADS as
a safe power generation system was shaken just as much
as the conventional reactor was. In this regard, the idea
that the thorium molten salt reactor adopts air cooling and,
therefore, there will be no chance of Fukushima-type
accident has been suggested. Although this ADS-based
thorium reactor is promising, it is still in the early stage of
development and the realization will take long time. We
may have to wait for quite some time until the ADS-based
thorium reactor will be fully developed, if we want to use
fully safe nuclear power generation. In other words, power generation using the uranium-based ADS, let alone
nuclear power in general, may not be highly supported by
the public.
However, in spite of being unable to provide perfect
safety against Fukushima-type accidents, nuclear energy
has a strong advantage to protect environment that it is
the only base load energy from emitting negligible
amount of carbon dioxide, the greenhouse gas. Such renewable energy forms such as solar photovoltaic and
wind energy cannot play the role of base load energy
because these energy forms vary sensitively in large scale
to the weather condition. These renewable energy forms
___________________________________________
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cannot be a serious candidate for the base load power
until a huge scale of energy storage system is developed.
It is important to note that the global warming due to the
greenhouse effect is on-going right now and we have to
try to stop it promptly. One of the methods is to construct
nuclear power plants instead of coal power plants, and
perhaps that is why nuclear power plants are still being
constructed as several countries including Vietnam, Bangladesh, United Arab Emirates, Turkey and Belarus began
to build the first nuclear power plant (NPP) of each country in 2012 while Jordan and Saudi Arabia began in 2013.
Regarding this, ADS has a very helpful function, besides
safe power generation, which is transmutation of spent
fuel from long-lived materials (of the order of tens of
thousands years) such as actinides to short lived materials
(of the order of few hundred years). How to dispose or
process nuclear spent fuel is a still unsolved problem of
all countries with nuclear reactors. ADS proposes so far
the best method of disposal, transmutation of minor actinides having hundred thousand year level half lifetime to
nuclear species having 2~3 hundred year half lifetime.
The critical fast reactors are also capable of transmuting
minor actinides while generating power. Compared to
critical fast reactors that incorporate uranium in the fuel,
ADS can in principle operate on pure minor actinides
(MA) feed as a dedicated transmutation system and thus
is safer and can transmute more MA in a given time. The
power required for the transmutation-dedicated ADS can
be provided by making use of the massive heat generated
from transmuting MA for electricity generation, although
it may not be enough for commercial purpose.
With the current technology level, transmutation of
spent fuel by ADS seems more feasible than power generation by ADS. Korea is one of the countries that face
impeding spent fuel problem and ADS can be a serious
candidate for solving the problem. Although this transmutation dedicated ADS cannot provide perfect safety
against the Fukushima-type cooling accidents, this may
still be studied and built extensively because the primary
purpose of the transmutation-dedicated ADS is not the
safety but removal of the toxic long-lived nuclear waste.
This paper discusses possible schemes of ADS for transmutation of spent fuel. Focus will be put on economic
aspect and currently available technologies.

ADS AND CYCLOTRONS
The ADS scheme adopts a sub-critically designed reactor and a target system which is designed to emit many
neutrons when hit by protons. As it requires fast neutrons
not thermal neutrons, the ADS does not use moderator
including water. With the neutrons from the target added,
the reactor can maintain criticality necessary for sustaining the reactor. The ADS scheme was proposed long time
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ago, but has not been realized yet mainly because the
accelerator technology has not sufficiently been developed. Realization of the ultimate goal of ADS, industrial
scale electricity generation with the transmutation function in parallel, requires an unprecedented proton beam
power in CW (up to several tens of MW while the highest
proton beam power achieved so far is only 1.3 MW) and
unprecedented accelerator operation stability. These difficult requirements determined by the condition to create
required number of neutrons have not been realized, yet.
The important milestones of the road to the ultimate goal
have been classified by researchers to the 4 phases shown
below in Table 1 [4] and the corresponding technical
requirements were specified through studies. In particular,
the accelerator stability requirement is the most difficult
to achieve and such a challenge that its achievability is
unclear even in the near future. The primary purpose of
these stability requirements is not to secure the availability of electricity transmission but rather to prevent components of ADS, such as proton beam window and reactor
vessel, from being damaged by frequent interruptions.
The availability can be secured by energy storage system
as specified in stage 3 in the table below.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Requirements for Accelerators
On the other hand, the required proton energy and beam
power are determined by the required number of neutrons
coming from the spallation target, and this number is
determined by the neutron multiplication factor k of the
reactor. The closer to 1 k is, the smaller number of neutrons are required. But, to generate a given number of
neutrons (a given k), infinitely many combinations of the
proton energy and beam power are possible and once the
proton energy is chosen, the beam power is determined.
Hence, the most (cost) effective combination should be
chosen. As shown in Fig. 1, the most effective proton
energy to generate the highest number of neutrons per
proton is around 1 GeV and this energy has already been
achieved by a few accelerators. Required proton beam
power depends heavily on the neutron multiplication
factor k and varies from 10 MW to 75 MW depending on
k. In principle, this high power can be delivered by proton
beam. For example, linear accelerators based on superconductor technology can deliver even 100 MW proton
beam. The necessary technology is practically secured.
However, as building this high power accelerator cost
very high, choosing appropriate multiplication factor is
important in saving ADS cost. The lower k is, the higher
beam power and cost are required with higher safety. By
contrast, the higher k is (but lower than 1), the lower
beam power and cost are required but the safety is lower,
too. In the case of dedicated transmutation operating on
pure MA, k may be able to get closer to 1 than power
generation without higher risk. Anyway, the currently
achievable goal is certainly the first phase, transmutation
demonstration, and possibly the second phase, industrial
scale transmutation. Hence, the goal right now should be
transmutation of long-lived nuclear waste.
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Figure 1: Beam power needed to drive a 0.8-GW ADS
sub-critical core as a function of beam energy, for several
values of k. [4].

Accelerator Types for ADS
The issue for accelerators in ADS is proton energy and
beam power. As is well known from simulation, 1.2 GeV
proton energy is most effective for producing neutrons.
However, the figure also shows that proton energy above
0.5 GeV can fairly be effective for neutron production. A
few accelerator types, such as the linear accelerator, cyclotron or FFAG, have been studied as a candidate for the
ADS accelerator. But, considering that the FFAG is still
an accelerator being studied rather than a matured type
widely used, the linear accelerator and cyclotron are the
two accelerator types that can be used. Synchrotrons cannot supply sufficiently high beam power. The advantage
of using the linear accelerator is its directness in upgrading the proton energy and beam power. This is particularly so for the superconducting linear accelerator. The superconducting linear accelerator seems to be the only
viable accelerator for producing 100 MW level beam
power which may be required in the future for industrial
scale power generation. But, the disadvantage of using a
high power superconducting CW linear accelerator is its
huge cost in construction and maintenance, and this is
particularly so in Korea where land costs high. Note that a
typical GeV-scale linear accelerator is longer than 300 m.
By contrast, designing a 1 GeV cyclotron is very difficult. However, note that the highest beam power in the
world is delivered by the 590 MeV cyclotron at Paul
Scherrer Institute (PSI), Switzerland which boasts 1.3
MW beam power. This cyclotron has a plan to be upgraded to 1.8 MW [5]. Note that the PSI cyclotron can certainly take responsibility for at least the first stage of demonstrating nuclear transmutation, even now. Also, higher
proton energy and higher power cyclotrons have been
proposed such as an 800 MeV and 2.4 MW cyclotron [6]
or even a 1 GeV and 10 MW cyclotron [7]. That is why
this article proposes the cyclotron as the ADS accelerator
particularly in Korea. Authors of this article will design a
cyclotron for ADS in the energy range of 0.5~1.0 GeV
and
beam
power
range
of 2 ± 0.5 MW.
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Table 1: Range of Parameters for Accelerator-Driven Systems for the Following Four Missions [4]

Beam Power
Beam Energy
Beam Time
Structure
Beam Time
(t<1 sec)
Beam Time
(1<t<10 sec)
Beam Time
(10 s<t<5 min)
Beam Time
(t>5 min)
Availability

Transmutation
Demonstration

Industrial Scale
Transmutation

10 – 75 MW
1 – 2 GeV
CW

Industrial Scale
Power Generation
with Energy Storage
10 – 75 MW
1 – 2 GeV
CW

Industrial Scale
Power Generation
without Energy
Storage
10 – 75 MW
1 – 2 GeV
CW

1 – 2 MW
0.5 – 3 GeV
CW/pulsed (?)
N/A

<25000/year

<25000/year

<25000/year

<2500/year

<2500/year

<2500/year

<2500/year

<2500/year

<2500/year

<2500/year

<250/year

<50/year

<50/year

<50/year

<3/year

>50%

>70%

>80%

>85%

Multi-beam Scheme
Even though is not easy to construct a high energy
(around 1 GeV) cyclotron, a CW cyclotron with the energy and beam power of PSI cyclotron can be used for
industrial transmutation by forming a cyclotron complex
of 5-6 identical cyclotrons. This multi-beam ADS scheme
[8], can be not only economical but also realizable with
current technology.

CONCLUSION
ADS is a very important tool to fight against the greenhouse gas effect. The currently available high energy and
high power cyclotron of the PSI cyclotron level can be
used for ADS particularly at the stage of demonstrating
the transmutation. If multi-beam scheme is used in the
future, a CW cyclotron of the PSI cyclotron level will be
able to be used in a complex of 5-6 identical cyclotrons.
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AN UPDATED LLRF CONTROL SYSTEM FOR THE TLS LINAC
C. Y Wu*, Y. S. Cheng, P. C. Chiu, K. H. Hu, K. T. Hsu, Demi Lee, C. Y. Liao
NSRRC, Hsinchu 30076, Taiwan
Abstract
The amplitude and phase of the RF field at the linear
accelerator (LINAC) decides the beam quality. To study
and to improve the performance of the LINAC system for
Taiwan Light Source (TLS), a new design of a low-level
radio-frequency (LLRF) control system was developed
and set up for the TLS LINAC. The main components of
the LLRF control system are an I/Q modulator, an
Ethernet-based arbitrary waveform generator, a digital
oscilloscope and an I/Q demodulator; these are essential
parts of the LLRF feed-forward control. This paper
presents the efforts to improve the LLRF control system.
The feasibility of the RF feed-forward control will be
studied at the linear accelerator of TLS.
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Figure 1: Synoptic of the 50-MeV linear accelerator
system at TLS.

DESCRIPTION OF THE LLRF SYSTEM
Overview
A functional block diagram of the low-level RF system
for the linear accelerator of TLS is shown in Fig. 2. This
system consists of a clock generator, an arbitrary
waveform generator (AWG), an analogue-type I/Q
modulator, a GaAs solid-state RF amplifier, a high-power
klystron and a klystron modulator, an analogue-type I/Q
demodulator and a digital oscilloscope.
GaAs Solid
TH2100A
State RF
Klystron
Amplifier

Signal Generator
(499.654 MHz)

x6

fRF = 2998 MHz

EPICS IOC

RF to LINAC

3 GHz I/Q Modulator
(I,Q BW > 50 MHz)
I

LINAC SYSTEM
The pre-injector of TLS consists of a 140-kV
thermionic gun and a 50-MeV linear accelerator system
of traveling-wave type. A synoptic view of the preinjector is shown in Fig. 1. The microwave system was
composed of a multiplier that generates 2998 MHz from
499.654 MHz, a 1-kW GaAs solid-state RF amplifier, and
a high-power klystron amplifier. The high-power klystron
is powered with a 80-MW modulator based on a pulseforming network (PFN). The PFN is charged with a
switching power supply. An analogue I/Q modulator is
placed in front of the GaAs amplifier to control the
amplitude and phase of the RF field fed into the linear
accelerator. An analogue I/Q demodulator is used to

Q1 Q2

Klystron Modulator (KMOD)

TH2100A
Klystron

60o
Bending
Magnet

Water Cooled
RF Load

BM2

3 s

INTRODUCTION
The beam quality of a 50-MeV linear accelerator
(LINAC) is determined by the flatness of the RF field
amplitude and phase. Both parameters depend primarily
upon the performance of the klystron modulator and the
beam-loading effects. A well-tuned pulse-forming
network is not achieved easily but is essential to produce
an effective microwave pulse for the linear accelerator. To
eliminate tedious tuning of the pulse-forming network, a
RF feed-forward system might be another, and alternative,
solution to improve the performance. Not only beamloading effects can be compensated but also the effects of
slow drift due to various causes can be removed with a
RF feed-forward control [1-3]. The feasibility of RF feedforward control was studied recently at the linear
accelerator of Taiwan Light Source. The efforts will
continue as R&D topics to study the control algorithm
and the RF control hardware development. Improvement
of the operational performance of the injector to support
top-up operation of TLS requires further exploration.
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Figure 2: Block diagram of the updated low-level RF
system for the 50-MeV linear accelerator; it is a feedforward-enable system.
The arbitrary waveform generator serves to generate an
in-phase (I) and a quadrature-phase (Q) control waveform
as an input to the I/Q modulator. The pickup RF signal at
the LINAC output is detected with the I/Q demodulator to
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obtain in-phase and quadrature-phase (I and Q)
components of the RF field. The RF amplitude and phase
are acquired with a simple calculation from the I and Q
signals. The AWG and oscilloscope are connected to the
EPICS-IOC via a private Ethernet. The AWG and the
oscilloscope can be accessed in the EPICS environment
[4].

I/Q Modulator and Demodulator
In this section, the I/Q modulator and demodulator are
described briefly. Figure 3 shows a block diagram of the
I/Q modulator and demodulator. The I/Q modulator mixes
the I signal with the RF-carrier sine wave, and mixes the
Q signal with the same RF-carrier sine wave at a phase
offset 90o, as shown in Fig. 3, upper part.
I/Q Modulator

I(t) Input

RF Carrier

0ﾟ
90ﾟ

Σ

RF Out

Q(t) Input
I/Q Demodulator

RF In

LPF
RF Carrier

I(t) Output

0ﾟ
90ﾟ
Q(t) Output
LPF

Figure 3: Block diagram of the I/Q modulator and
demodulator for the low-level RF system.
The two signals are combined into the output signal, of
which the amplitude and phase can be represented with a
new vector; it can be derived from the I signal and the Q
signal. On simultaneously controlling the two control
voltages applied to the I and Q signals, we obtain an
output signal with an arbitrary amplitude, phase and pulse
length. One 250-MHz programmable AWG (33522A) is
used to control the I and Q signals; the generator has
resolution 16 bits in the LLRF system. The RF output
from the I/Q modulator is expressed in Eq. (1). The inphase component I(t) and quadrature-phase component
Q(t) signals from Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) are used to control
the amplitude and phase of the RF output.
A(t ) sin(t   (t ))  I (t ) sin(t )  Q(t ) cos(t ) (1)

I (t )  A(t ) cos  (t )
Q (t )  A (t ) sin  (t )

(2)

(3)
The phase and amplitude of the RF signal are
reconstructed with an I/Q demodulator. The RF signal is
split; two equal signals are then separately mixed with an
RF carrier signal (phase offsets 0° and 90°). A digital
oscilloscope (DSO9024H, resolution 12 bits) is used to
read I and Q signals. We thus obtain simultaneously the
amplitude A(t) and phase θ(t) of the RF signal according
to the following equations:

A(t ) 

I 2 (t )  Q 2 (t )

 ( t )  arctan( Q I )

(4)
(5)
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The reconstructed amplitude and phase signals from Eq.
(4) and (5) are used to monitor the amplitude and phase of
LINAC RF. The lower part of Figure 3 shows a block
diagram of the I/Q demodulator.

EPICS Waveform Support for LLRF System
A high-resolution oscilloscope and an arbitrary
waveform generator (resolution 16 bits) are used for
observing and producing I and Q signals of the LLRF
control system. One dedicated EPICS IOC was set up to
implement EPICS support and communicates with the
oscilloscope and arbitrary waveform generator via an
Ethernet interface. To implement the EPICS support of
Ethernet-based instrument devices, one workstation
computer is set up the EPICS environment as the EPICS
IOC. The StreamDevice and ASYN driver are required,
and are employed to communicate with the oscilloscope
and the arbitrary waveform generator through the
Ethernet interface [5]. A protocol file that defines all
required functions with Standard Commands for
Programmable Instruments (SCPI) commands for
communication with instrument devices has been created
for the StreamDevice. The ASYN driver supports TCP or
VXI-11 for communication with message-based
instrument devices. The related records of the EPICS
database have been created with a link to the
StreamDevice. The channel access (CA) client with OPI
applications or lab-CA client with a MATLAB program
can be used to access PV from a CA server that acquires
data from a database of the EPICS IOC. A block diagram
of the software architecture is shown in Fig. 4.
The 500-point waveform data of I and Q are acquired
with the dedicated EPICS IOC; the rate of waveform
updating is satisfied with 10 updates/s. The amplitude and
phase of the LINAC RF setting/reading PV are derived
from the MATLAB application in every 100 ms as shown
in Fig. 4.
EDM GUI (CA Clinet)

MATLAB Programs (labCA Client)

Control Network
Workstation Computer (Linux OS)
EPICS IOC
Channel Access Channel Access
Client
Server
Database

MATLAB Runtime Application (Updated Rate : 10 Hz)
Input Waveform PV
(Ai , i )

Record support
StreamDevice
ASYN Driver (drvAsynIPPort)
Ethernet Driver

TCP/IP (Private
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Output Waveform PV
(Ai , i )

Ii  Ai cosi
Qi  Ai sini
Ai  Ii2  Qi2

i  tan1

Qi
Ii

Output Waveform PV
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Input Waveform PV
(Ii , Qi )

Ai : ith point of the amplitude waveform
i : ith point of the phase waveform
Ii : ith point of the in-phase component waveform
Qi : ith point of the quadrature-phase component waveform

Arbitrary Waveform Generator

10 Hz Trigger
Digital Oscilloscope

Figure 4: Software block diagram of the building EPICS
support of an arbitrary waveform generator and a digital
oscilloscope for LLRF control.
All calculated amplitudes and phases of the LINAC RF
are formed to a waveform array and saved in the
dedicated PV; specific EDM pages are created to show
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the amplitude and phase of the LINAC RF as in Fig. 5. To
support both the existing TLS control system and the
developing EPICS environment, the client consoles were
set up with an EPICS environment to access the upgraded
subsystems via a PV channel access from the dedicated
IOC.

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

can improve the flatness of the amplitude and phase of the
RF field.

Figure 7: Measurement of the RF phase from the LINAC
output without correction. θ is the phase; Δθ = θ - θ0 is the
phase drift. The upper part describes that the phase
variation of the LINAC RF field is about ± 0.4° during
100 s; the lower part shows clearly the drift pattern of the
phase.
Figure 5: GUI pages for observation of the amplitude and
phase waveform of the LINAC RF field.

PERFORMANCE OF THE LINAC RF
FIELD

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

To study the performance of the LINAC RF system, the
amplitude and phase of the LINAC RF field are recorded
to observe the stability of the LINAC RF field. The upper
part of Fig. 6 shows that the variational amplitude of the
LINAC RF field is about ± 0.3 % during 100 s; the lower
part of Fig. 6 shows more clearly the drift pattern of the
amplitude without correction.

SUMMARY
A preliminary test run of the updated LLRF control
system has been performed at the 50-MeV linear
accelerator of TLS. Various EDM pages for varied
purposes were created for the operation of the LINAC
LLRF system. These implementations and improvements
are still in progress. The drift and flatness of the
amplitude and phase of the linear accelerator RF pulse
will be improved after correction. Several correction
algorithms of the RF feed-forward control will be studied.
Efforts to improve the feed-forward control algorithm, RF
electronics and data acquisition are continuing. Apply RF
feed-forward correction is in plan. The beam quality of
the LINAC, in terms of its energy spectrum, is also
continuing to be improved.
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FIRST TEST RUN FOR HIGH DENSITY MATERIAL IMAGING EXPERIMENT USING RELATIVISTIC ELECTRON BEAM AT THE ARGONNE
WAKEFIELD ACCELERATOR
Y.R. Wang, Z.M. Zhang#, S.C. Cao, Q.T. Zhao, X.K. Shen, IMP, CAS, Lanzhou 730000, China
M. Conde, D.S. Doran, W. Gai, W. Liu, J.G. Power, C. Whiteford, E.E. Wisniewski
ANL, Argonne, IL 60439, USA
J.Q. Qiu, Euclid Techlabs, LLC, Solon, USA
Abstract
Argonne Wakefield Accelerator (AWA), has been
commissioned and in operation since last year. It can
provide beam of several bunches in a train of nanoseconds and 10s of nC with energy up to 70 MeV. In
addition, the AWA can accommodate various beamlines
for experiments. One of the proposed experiments is to
use the AWA beam as a diagnostics for time resolved high
density material, typically a target with high Z and time
dependent, imaging experiments. When electron beam
scatters after passing through the target, the angular and
energy distribution of beam depend on the density and
thickness of the target. A small aperture is used to collimate the scattered electron beam for off axis particles, and
the target image will be detected by imaging screen. By
measuring the scatted angle and energy at the imaging
plate would yield information of the target. In this paper,
we report on the AWA electron imaging (EI) system setup,
which consist of a target, imaging optics and drift. The
AWA EI beam line was installed on June, 2016 and the
first test run was performed on August, 2016. This work
will have implication on the high energy density physics
and even future nuclear fusion studies. The details of
AWA EI experiment setup, results, analysis and discussions are presented here.

energy of AWA drive beam is 70 MeV, but for the electron
imaging experiment, the energy of 50 MeV is chosen for
stable running.

DESCRIPTION & OPTICS DESIGN OF
AWA ELECTRON IMAGING SYSTEM
SETUP
The first run for EI experiment in AWA was performed using drive beam. Figure 1 shows a schematic
of the AWA drive beamline. The drive beam is generated by a photocathode RF gun running at 1.3 GHz. The
drive gun is followed by 6 linac tanks (1.3 GHz) that
bring the beam energy up to 70 MeV. The beam after 6
linac tanks is transported into dogleg which consists of
two dipoles. For simplicity, the dogleg section is not
designed for electron imaging experiment purposely.
The dogleg is followed by AWA electron imaging experiment system which showed in Figure 2. It consists
of two quadruples, target, one triplet, collimator and
imaging plate.

Figure 1: AWA drive beamline layout.
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Figure 2: AWA electron imaging experiment system.
In AWA electron optical imaging system design, the
beam energy of 50 MeV was chosen because of the power
limitation of dogleg. The first two quadruples before
target is used to matching the beam. The target crossing
composed of a YAG screen, a bowtie shape mask with 10
mm long and 2.43 mm height segments, and a 200 um
thick aluminium triangle part. The details of target cross
are showed in figure 3.
The optical imaging system starts from target to imaging screen, which consists of one triplet and drift sections.
The optical imaging system design is the key part in EI
beamline, which was optimized by Transport code [4].
For electron imaging system, two conditions need to be
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INTRODUCTION
High energy density physics aims to study the properties of matter under extreme states of high temperature
and high pressure. A new scheme based on high-energy
electron beam as a probe was proposed for time-resolved
imaging measurement of high energy density materials,
especially for high energy density matter and inertial
confinement fusion (ICF) [1, 2]. Comparing with proton
and other x-ray diagnostics systems, electron imaging
based on photo injector linear accelerator systems (LINAC) is expected to gain high spatial and temporal resolution at lower cost. Los Alamos National Lab developed
the first high-energy electron radiography concept [3]
with a 30 MeV electron beam achieving a resolution of
100 um. The first text run for high density material imaging experiment using relativistic electron beam at AWA
was done. The imaging system was based on the AWA
drive beamline with 50 MeV beam. The highest beam
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satisfied, similar to the requirements of proton radiography [5]. First, the lattice should provide a point-to-point
focus from object (target) to image (imaging plate). That
is to say, the position of the particle on the screen should
only depend on the original position of the particle exiting
the target, without being affected by the angle. Second,
the lattice should form a Fourier plane, where particles
are sorted only by angle. One collimator was put at Fourier plane to cut off electrons with angles larger than specific number. Desirable spatial resolution could be achieved
by carefully designing of the beamline with Figure 4
shows the optical imaging system with magnification of
2.13X.

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

If a chromatically matched beam is introduced before
the target,
⁄
θ
∙
where represents the beam scattering angle after interacting with the target with residual incident angles.
After the calibration of the chromatically matched
beam, the spatial resolution can be defined as formula (3),
which depends on the chromatic length, scattering angle
with residual incident angles and beam energy spread.
(3)
∆x
⁄
is the chromatic length.
where
In order to optimize the spatial resolution, one collimator with different apertures is placed on the Fourier plane
which can cut off the beam with divergence angle bigger
than σ (σ φ). The collimated spatial resolution is defined by the formula (4),
∆x
σ
(4)

FIRST TEST RUN RESULTS AND
ANALYSIS
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Figure 3: target layout.

Figure 4: Layout of the optical imaging system.
An additional important design requirement is the resolution of the imaging system which is not specifically
designed in the first test run imaging system. When high
energy electrons traverse the target, they lose energy by
bremsstrahlung. So the energy spread should be considered when study about the resolution of this system. The
chromatic aberration coefficients define the final position
errors for particles off the design momentum. The matrix
elements in general are functions of the fractional momentum deviation =Δ / , so the final position of an
off-momentum ray with initial coordinates (x, θ) is shown
in formula (1).
δ
θ
(1)
R is the first order transport matrix and T is the second
order transport matrix.
The spatial resolution on the object plane is defined by
is the magnification in x plane which
formula (2), and
.
equals to
⁄
(2)
δ
θ⁄
∆x
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The AWA electron imaging system composing one triplet and drift was designed and installed. For simplicity,
the collimator with different apertures was taken from
another beamline in AWA, Therefor, the thickness and the
apertures are not optimised for this EI experiment. Also
the collimator position was undetectable. The unwanted
beam with energy spread around 5% was injected into the
target, which influenced the final spatial resolution. Base
on the EI system mentioned above, the first test run was
performed. The quadruples before the target were used to
acquire an approximately chromatically matched beam
with the residual incident angles. The images were
achieved with tuning the triplet fields and placing different apertures. The bowtie shape mask and aluminium
triangle with 200 um thickness were imaged.
The images and RMS spatial resolution analysis of the
bowtie shape mask are shown in figure 5. The RMS spatial resolutions with three different apertures are 0.362,
0.176 and 0.099 mm respectively. By comparing three
different apertures in Figure5, it is clear that the images
with aperture are significant improved. The aperture is
important for the imaging system. Although the triplet
field setting wasn’t exactly the same in this three cases,
we could roughly make a conclusion that smaller aperture
is able to achieve better spatial resolution, which is consistent with the resolution formula (4) well. The beam
energy spread was cancelled by apertures partially. The
magnifications in X plane with three different apertures
are 2.3, 2.4 and 2.4 times respectively, and the magnifications in Y plane with three different apertures are 2.3, 2.9
and 2.8 times respectively. Resulting from the unstable
beam and undetected aperture positions, the magnetic
strength of the triplet were adjusted accordingly. The
different magnifications can be obtained with the different
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Figure 5: The bowtie shape mask images and the RMS spatial resolution analysis (guass fit) with three different
apertures.
proper magnet strength. Typically, the higher magnification contributes to the spatial resolution by lowering the
chromatic length.
The images and RMS spatial resolution analysis of the
aluminium triangle with 200 um thickness is shown in
figure 6. The RMS spatial resolution was obtained by
calculating the average of the red mark region. The image
was hardly to be observed by placing apertures, so the
result only with no collimator was showed.

signed value of 2.13 X. The experiment results are limited
by several factors, including unwanted dogleg in beamline, undesigned collimator, and current diagnostics system.
The update of the AWA electron imaging system is under processing now, including the second order matrix
optimization, new designed collimator and efficient diagnostics tools.
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Figure 6: The triangle imaging and the RMS spatial resolution analysis (guass fit) with no aperture.

CONCLUSION
The first test run for electron imaging experiment in
AWA was performed. The images of bowtie shape mask
with different apertures showed the effect on spatial resolution by placing collimator in the Fourier plate. The
magnification with 2.3 is consistent well with the de-
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AN INTERNET RACK MONITOR-CONTROLLER FOR
APS LINAC RF ELECTRONICS UPGRADE
Hengjie Ma, Alireza Nassiri,Terry Smith, Yine Sun, Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, USA
Lawrence Doolittle, Alex Ratti, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, USA
Abstract
To support the research and development in APS LINAC area, the existing LINAC rf control performance
needs to be much improved, and thus an upgrade of the
legacy LINAC rf electronics becomes necessary. The
proposed upgrade plan centers on the concept of using a
modern, network-attached, rackmount digital electronics
platform –Internet Rack Monitor-Controller (or IRM-C)
to achieve the goal of modernizing the rf electronics at a
lower cost. The system model of the envisioned IRM-C
is basically a 3+1 tier stack with a high-performance DSP
in the mid-layer to perform the core tasks of real-time rf
data processing and controls. The Digital Front-End
(DFE) attachment layer under the DSP bridges the application-specific digital front-ends to the DSP. A network
communication gateway, together with an event receiver
(EVR) in the top layer merges the Internet Rack MonitorController node into the networks of the accelerator control infrastructure. Although the concept of the IRM-C is
very much in trend with today’s Internet-of-Things (IoT),
this implementation has actually been used in the accelerators for over two decades.

ing structures (or A-S) indicated by the A-S output
waveform (red trace). It is very difficult to accurately
measure the rf level and phase with such dynamic
waveforms, and would require in the new electronics
to use the digitizers of ultra-high speed and highresolution, and clocked with a very low-jitter timing.
The very-high peak power of the severely lopsided
SLED rf waveforms puts a lot of stress on the highpower rf components, and has created the need in enhancing the rf protections.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

CHALLENGES
The APS LINAC rf electronics covers the functions of
rf control, monitoring, as well as the equipment protection
in general as a typical “Low-level rf” (LLRF) system
does. However, upgrading the electronics with an aim at
improving the rf performance in precision has a set of
challenges mainly due to two factors. The first is the use
of SLED (SLAC LINAC Energy Doubler) in the rf power
source as an economical method of boosting the rf power.
The second has to do with an adopted strategy of operating the klystrons in saturated conditions for the purposes
of prolonging the klystron life and minimizing the rf overpower trips. Both the choice of SLED and the operation
strategy are appropriate for the given mission of the LINAC merely as a beam injector. However, that also has
created some challenges to the future electronics upgrade
for the rf improvement. Specifically,
1.
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The rf output from the SLED pulse compressor has a
very narrow, and rapidly decaying pulse waveform
which lacks the desirable flat-top that the waveforms
from a non-SLED rf source normally have. The accelerating structures typically have a rf filling time of
~800nS. Over that time period, the SLED rf power
drops by more than 80% from its peak as shown by
the yellow scope trace in Figure 1, and it results in a
severely lopsided rf field distribution in the accelerat-

Figure 1: Rapidly decaying rf waveforms of APS LINAC
rf driven by a SLED-based rf source, A-S Input rf power
(yellow trace) and A-S Output Power (red trace).
2. Operating the klystrons in saturation has a significant
impact on the rf control. Under such conditions, the
klystrons work like Class-C amplifiers, and that has
two implications. 1) the normal capability of effectively controlling the klystron output power through
changing the rf input level is lost, and so goes the capability of fast rf power control. 2) The klystron output rf phase would change dramatically as the rf operating power level is changed. The result is that the
rf power and phase cannot be independently adjusted,
which makes the beam operation difficult. Correcting
this undesirable rf power-phase coupling requires
some very fast and sophisticated DSP technology.
3. With the existing rf system, the SLED timing jitter
gets translated into the beam energy jitter. Because of
the rf power-phase coupling issue, APS has adopted
an alternative way of the controlling the rf “power”
without affecting the phase. That is done by timing
the A-S rf filling such that when the beam passes
through, the A-S is only partially rf-filled as shown in
the scope picture in Figure 2. By adjusting the SLED
timing to change the degree of the partial rf-fill, the
total amount of rf power that the beam experiences
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when it flies through the A-S is therefore changed.
This scheme basically works fine in terms of rf
“power” control. But it has also made the rf “power”
to the beam sensitive to the jitter in the SLED timing.
The SLED timing routinely has a jitter of about 20
nS. It is estimated from a study that this 20nS jitter in
the SLED timing translates to about 1% jitter in the
beam energy by one klystron station. The implication is that as a part of the rf improvement, the timing
jitter needs to be much reduced in the upgrade.

INTERNET RACK MONITORCONTROLLER HARDWARE
The IRM-C module needs to have the necessary hardware resource, interface and I/O ports for the implementations of the necessary functionalities for the rf control,
and to be integrated as a node in the accelerator control
networks. The key attributes of the required I/O’s are
listed in Table 1.
Table 1: Hardware Requirements: Primary I/O’s
Port/Device
rf Input
ADC
Channels

4.

The legacy hardware platforms in the existing system
also need to be updated. However, finding a new
hardware platform suitable for the purpose is a problem. The common off-shelf commercial crates, from
the old VME to the new uTCA, have always been illfitting for the rf control application due to some wellknown shortcomings like lack of real-time data bus.
To work around these problems, it was typically resorted to a messy hybrid solution of adding the external enclosures of different kinds, and connecting the
sidecar enclosures to the crate with the fieldbus. The
even bigger problem with using these commercial
crates are the significantly increased risks in the development costs and schedule. The primary drivers
for the risk escalation are the much reduced hardware
choice, and the introduction of a significant amount
of additional development for the crate system that is
not directly related to the rf control. This problem
was well understood more than twenty years ago. The
experts in the national accelerator laboratories have
been working on the alternative solutions for the accelerator control backbone hardware since
[1][2][3][4]. Their pioneering work inspired the proposal of the Internet Rack Monitor-Controller to be
described as the following.

Attribute
Carrier freq.
Ch. number

Spec.
2.865GHz
>48

Response BW

>100MHz

Sampling rate

>250MHz

Ch. Isolation

>80dBc

Overall distort.

<-70dBc, IMD3

Resolution

>14-bit

Carrier freq.
Ch. number

2.865GHz
>8

Response BW

>100MHz

Update rate

>500Msps

Ch. isolation

>70dBc

GPIO, digital

Ch. Num.

TBD

GPIO, analog

Ch. Num.

TBD

Gigabit
Ethernet

Protocol
support

ARP, IPv4, TCP,
ICMP, UDP, etc.

Event
Network

APS Protocol

8-bit, 100Mbps

Future Support

16-bit, 1.25Gbps

DFE Links

Std./Ch. Num.

JESD204B / >10

PCI Express

Standard

Gen2,3, 4 or 8-lane

rf Output
DAC
Channels
Figure 2: APS LINAC uses a partial rf-fill method as a
mean to control the amount of rf power that the beam sees
when it passes through an A-S. In this scope screenshot,
the beam (blue trace) arrives 200nS prior to the time
when the rf power (red and yellow trace) has propagated
to the exit port of the accelerating structure.
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SYSTEM ABSTRACTION
The IRM-C is designed to be a self-contained, standalone node to be seamlessly integrated into the accelerator
control networks. Functionally, the IRMC model is a
simple 3+1 layer stack as illustrated in Figure 3.
Network Gateway layer on the top presents a particular
IRMC entity as a node in the network and exchanges the
data with other nodes in the system, including the remote
EPICS IO Controllers (IO/C) and servers. The network
gateway layer is primarily comprised of a Gigabit
Ethernet controller and an accelerator timing event receiver.
DSP-Control layer is the core of the IRMC. It is comprised a collection of custom IP's specific to the designed
function of the processing, control of the rf data from the
various Digital Front-ends (DFE's)
DFE Attachment layer facilitates the data communication between the DSP-Control layer and the applicationspecific DFE's through real-time data links and buffers.
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DFE & I/O layer at bottom provides the bridges the digital world of IRM-C and the analogue word of the application-specific (rf) front-end devices.
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Distributed DFE modules
The DFE modules digitize the S-band rf signals from
all six klystron stations, and buffer the data. Due to the
large number of rf signals from six rf stations to be processed in the central DSP module, the DFE section is partitioned out of the central DSP module, and are packaged in
six separate, rf-shielded enclosures installed near the rf
sources at each klystron stations. The rf signal data of
each station is then transmitted to the central DSP module
through the real-time data link over optical fiber cables.
This approach will not only reduce the amount of expensive and cumbersome rf cabling, but also eliminate the
associated phase noise and drifts.

Figure 3: IRMC nodes in the accelerator control networks.

LINAC SPECIFIC ELABORATION
As in a typical accelerator rf control system, the APS
LINAC rf electronics system covers the controls of six
klystrons stations distributed over the LINAC gallery, and
has over 48 channels of rf signals from these stations to
monitor. Therefore, deviating from the original IRM idea
of including everything in one enclosure [1], the IRM-C
design is physically partitioned into three parts to optimize the performance. It has one central DSP module
hosting an external CPU and a group of distributed DFE
modules at each klystron station as illustrated in Figure 4.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Central DSP module
Instead of having six individual rack monitor nodes in
the network for the six klystron stations, the LINAC
IRM-C plan consolidates the digital signal processing and
control function of all six nodes into a single central DSP
module, and is connected to the network as one node.
The primary consideration for such an arrangement is to
achieve the most important performance required for the
rf control of a large scale accelerator, that is, the synchronized, real-time signal data processing and control in one
location for the multiple rf stations. This is also an efficient of way of utilizing the hardware resources of today’s
ultra-density FPGA devices like Xilinx Virtext-7 series.
The central DSP module also provides the connectivity to
the accelerator control networks. As an integral part of the
synchronized data processing and control, the EVR will
be implemented as a custom IP embedded in the FPGA,
supporting both the current APS 8-bit, 100Mbps, and the
possible future upgrade of 16-bit, 1.25Gbps protocol.

CPU module
An external CPU module is planned in the design for
gaining the capability of “soft real-time” processing of
large amount of data. A commodity rackmount PC would
be considered as a cost-effective solution for the hardware. An 8-lane PCIe-over-cable bus makes the high datathroughput connection between the CPU module and the
central DSP module.
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Figure 4: LINAC-specific IRM-C system configuration.

CONCLUSION
The proposed hardware plan of the Internet Rack Monitor-Controller for the APS LINAC rf electronics upgrade
centers on the idea of achieving the best rf control performance at a lower cost, using the proven internet rack
monitor approach. It presents an alternative hardware
solution to the long-standing problem of the real-time
data exchange and processing for a large number of rf
stations which is an essential requirement for the largescale accelerator rf controls. Further study and development for the detailed implementations are definitely
needed, and will be pursued in the near future.
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A VME AND FPGA BASED DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM
FOR INTENSITY MONITORS*
J. Diamond#, A. Ibrahim, N. Liu, E. S. McCrory, A. Semenov, Fermilab, Batavia, Illinois, USA
Abstract
A universal data acquisition system supporting toroids,
DCCTs, Faraday cups, srapers and other types of instrumentation has been developed for reporting beam intensity measurements to the Fermilab Accelerator Controls
System (ACNet). Instances of this front end, supporting
dozens of intensity monitor devices have been deployed
throughout the Fermilab accelerator complex in the Main
Injector, Recycler, Fermilab Accelerator Science and
Technology (FAST) facility and the PIP-II Injector Experiment (PXIE). Each front end consists of a VME chassis
containing a single board computer (SBC), timing and
clock module and one or more 8 to 12-channel digitizer
modules. The digitizer modules are based on a Cyclone
III FPGA with firmware developed in-house allowing a
wide range of flexibility and digital signal processing
capability. The front end data acquisition software adds a
list of new features to the previous generation allowing
users to: take beam intensity measurements at custom
points in the acceleration cycle, access waveform data,
control machine protection system (MPS) parameters and
calculate beam energy loss.

Faced with a rapidly increasing demand across the laboratory for beam intensity monitors based on the inhouse designed digitizer module, the decision was made
to coalesce the data acquisition software development
into a single unit that is flexible enough to be used in all
situations. Instead of each deployment of an intensity
monitor data acquisition system running custom software,
all deployments will run the same software configured
individually for the application.

DIGITIZER MODULE
The beam intensity data acquisition system was developed to utilize two variations of an in-house designed 6U
VME digitizer module. One variation of the digitizer
module samples at 125 MS/s and supports 8 channels and
another samples at 250 MS/s and supports 12 channels.
Both variations are equipped with 192 MB of DDR2
SDRAM for data buffering and a Cycle III FPGA for
signal processing (see Fig. 1).

Beam intensity instrumentation is a critical part of every particle accelerator. The Fermilab Accelerator Division Instrumentation department is tasked with developing world-class beam instrumentation that can support the
laboratory’s growing complex of diverse particle accelerators. To meet these demands, a VME digitizer module
has been designed in-house for acquiring signals from
toroids, DCCTs, and other types of beam instrumentation.
The module’s firmware also provides enhanced digital
signal processing capability that can be customized to
unique situations.
Data acquisition software developed at Fermilab and
proven in one situation is often put to use in another with
some degree of modification. In the past, each deployment of a beam intensity data acquisition system was
managed as a separate software project even though each
descended from a common code base (a practice known
to software developers as forking). The problem with this
approach is that each instance (a fork) of the common
software does not benefit when a bug fix or new feature is
applied to another. Diligent management and timeconsuming development were necessary to ensure that
software and firmware changes were made to each fork of
the code base and tested properly.
* This work was supported by the DOE contract No. DEAC0207CH11359 to the Fermi Research Alliance LLC.
# jdiamond@fnal.gov

Figure 1: 125MS/s 8-channel VME Digitizer Module.
The FPGA firmware can be divided into two sections.
One section supports the basic infrastructure required for
any general application: an ADC data receiver, a VME
bus driver, a memory driver, a serial port interface and a
sync signal decoder for smart triggering. The section
other supports application specific algorithms including
the intensity calculation.
Beam intensity is calculated by the digitizer module’s
firmware and presented to the data acquisition software in
raw ADC counts over the VME bus. When beam current
is measured the digitizer module also provides a calculation of the beam pulse length. Scaling to beam intensity
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or beam current is the responsibility of the data acquisition software.
The digitizer modules have optional support for interfacing with a Machine Protection System (MPS) via
thresholds set on integrated beam intensity and pulse
width. The threshold comparisons are done by the digitizer module’s firmware immediately after the beam pulse
is integrated. If the thresholds are exceeded an alarm
signal is pulled, tripping the MPS. The data acquisition
software provides an interface for programming the
thresholds but does not play any part in the threshold
comparisons.

FRONT END NODE
Front Ends are components of the Fermilab Accelerator
Controls System (ACNet) responsible for data acquisition. A single front end may be responsible for one or
more devices (e.g. a toroid) logically represented in the
controls system. A basic intensity monitor front end consists of a VME crate, one or more digitizer modules, a
timing module and a MVME 5500 SBC (see Fig. 2).

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

sets up the various beam intensity measurements to be
made.
Measurements may be made pulse-to-pulse or continuously, depending on the type of instrument (i.e. Toroid
measurements are typically pulse-to-pulse while a DCCT
is measured continuously).

CYCLE & SUM MEASUREMENTS
The Fermilab Main Injector and Recycler have a beam
cycle of 1.33 seconds when delivering beam to the NuMI
beamline. For this cycle and others it is desirable to
measure the beam intensity via a DCCT on certain events
such as beam injection (up to 12 events), start of ramp,
flat top and just before extraction. Cycle Measurements
are a feature of the data acquisition software that allow
these measurements to be made, stored in memory and
delivered to other components of the controls system at
the end of the cycle.
For these machine cycles it is also necessary to sum the
beam injected into the machine via the injection beam
line toroid. Sum Measurements reset to zero at the beginning of a machine cycle, add the beam intensity measured by the toroid after each injection event and hold the
sum until the beginning of the next machine cycle. This
sum is then compared with the beam measured before
extraction and the beam measured in the extraction beam
line and reported to management.

BEAM ENERGY LOSS MEASUREMENTS

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 2 : An intensity monitor Front End deployed at
PXIE.
The digitizers modules are gated by an external timing
signal synchronized with the beam pulse. When the gate
signal is present the digitizers integrate the beam pulse
and an interrupt signal is generated on the VME bus when
the gate goes away. When the interrupt occurs, the software running on the SBC collects the data from each
digitizer module, processes it and holds it in memory to
service data requests from the control system. The timing
module is present to process requests that are synchronous with events other than the external gate signal.

DATA ACQUISITION SOFTWARE
The data acquisition software is responsible for configuring the digitizer modules to make a beam intensity
measurement, acquiring the data after the measurement
has been made, processing the data and scaling the data to
beam intensity or current and delivering the data to ACNet.
A key component to the data acquisition software is the
configuration script. Each beam intensity monitor front
end has a unique configuration script that initializes the
digitizer modules, maps intensity device objects to digitizer inputs, sets the scaling methods and coefficients and

Beam Energy Loss measurements sample the Main Injector and Recycler DCCT right after beam is injected.
The difference between the injected beam sample and the
current reading of the DCCT (adjusted for the beam energy) is used to calculate the amount of beam energy loss
experienced during the cycle as well as over the previous
hour and 24-hour period.

USER INTERFACE
The data acquisition software was designed to deliver
beam intensity measurements to three different types of
users: operators, instrumentation experts and other components of the controls system. Measurement data can be
delivered via ACNet, the Machine Data Distribution
(MDAT) system [1], a command line interface or over
network attached storage.
Beam intensity is available to operators through ACNet
devices. ACNet devices are updated either pulse-to-pulse
or continuously at 720Hz, depending on the nature of the
intensity monitor. Operators can view the data from dedicated consoles and can plot them in real time (see Fig. 3).
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Figure 3: A real time plot of beam intensity and beam
energy lost in the Recycler measured with a DCCT.
In addition, instrumentation experts have access to the
raw waveform data recorded by the digitizer modules
during the beam pulse. Due to bandwidth limitations,
waveform data is only collected from the digitizer modules when requested by an expert. Waveform data collection may be requested through ACNet and remains on
while the data is being plotted. Five minutes after the last
plotting request the data collection is automatically turned
off. Experts may also request that raw waveform data be
saved to a comma-separated value (CSV) file for a userdefined number of pulses.
Other components of the controls system consume
beam intensity information for machine learning, reporting and other tasks. The Front End may be equipped with
a MDAT transmitter for reporting beam intensity in real
time or the beam intensity data can be consumed through
ACNet.
As of publication eight intensity monitor data acquisition systems have been deployed in diverse configurations across the Fermilab accelerator complex supporting
over two dozen intensity monitors. A quarterly release
schedule has been established for the data acquisition
software to ensure each deployment of the intensity monitor front end has the latest features and bug fixes. Near
future plans are to deploy three more front ends over the
next year and to retire the single remaining previousgeneration intensity monitor front end in the beginning of
2017.
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A LONGITUDINAL DIGITAL MODE DAMPER SYSTEM FOR THE
FERMILAB BOOSTER*
N. Eddy#, W. Pellico, A. Semenov, D. Voy, A. Waller, Fermilab, Batavia, IL 60510, USA
Abstract
The Fermilab Booster accelerates bunches and
accelerates proton beams from 400 MeV to 8 GeV.
During the acceleration the Radio Frequency (RF)
cavities are swept from 38MHz to 52.8MHz and requires
crossing through transition where accelerating phase is
shifted 90 degrees. In order to keep the beam stable and
minimize losses and emittance growth a longitudinal
damping system is required. This has traditionally been
done by dedicated analog electronics designed to operate
on specific beam modes for frequencies of instabilities. A
complete digital implementation has been developed for
this same purpose. The new digital system features and
performance are detailed.

system.
It was developed for generic feedback
applications and is shown in Fig. 2. It consists of 4

INTRODUCTION
The longitudinal damper is required to suppress
coupled bunch instabilities in the Fermilab Booster and is
a critical component of the high intensity machine
operation [1]. The damper operates by detecting an
oscillation feeding it back on the beam with the
appropriate phase to create negative feedback. For a
longitudinal instability these show up as synchrotron tune
lines about the revolution harmonics. As the Booster is an
h=84 machine, the instabilities can appear in any of the 84
revolution harmonics often referred to as modes. The
approach taken in the Booster has been to build dedicated
electronics to suppress each mode which has caused
problems. The new digital system can be configured to
provide diagnostics and damping on any of the 84 modes
via software control.

Figure 1: Overview of the Booster longitudinal damper
system.
channels of 25o MS/s 14 bit ADCs and 4 channels of 500
MS/s 16 bit DACs which are connected to an Altera
Cyclone V FPGA. Timing for the board is handled
through a lower jitter PLL based clock distribution chip
so that ADC, DAC, and logic can be synchronized with
an external reference clock.
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DAMPER SYSTEM
An overview of the Booster longitudinal damper system
is shown in Fig. 1. In the Booster the pickup is a
Resistive Wall Current Monitor. In principle, the digital
system can operate on any of the 84 modes, but damping
requires appropriate hardware, typically a cavity, to apply
the correction signal. There are currently two options in
the Booster. The accelerating RF cavities are used for
damping mode 1 and 2. A dedicated cavity with a center
frequency of 80MHz and bandwidth of 10MHz. This is
able to damp modes 42-54. A second dedicated cavity at
65 MHz is also installed but is not currently used as no
destructive modes have been observed in this frequency
range.

Digital Damper Hardware
A custom VME/VXS board is the heart of the damper
___________________________________________

* This work was supported by the DOE contract No.DEAC0207CH11359 to the Fermi Research Alliance LLC.
# eddy@fnal.gov

Figure 2: Block diagram for custom VME/VXS digital
feedback board developed at Fermilab.

Digital Damper Firmware
A single damper board has 16 down converter channels
as shown in Fig. 3. In principle, each channel can be
programmed to provide either a drive or correction signal
on any mode with some limitations due to hardware and
system configuration. There are 4 DACs on the board
and each channel can only be assigned to 1 DAC to insure
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timing integrity. In the nominal configuration, 13
channels are assigned to DAC1 to provide a
programmable drive and up to 12 mode correction signals
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Control Software
An ACNET application was developed which provides
the ability to control and monitor the damper operation.
The top level panel shown in Fig. 5 allows the operator to
assign each channel to a Booster mode and determine
which Booster TCLK events that mode will provide

Figure 3: Block diagram of for the 16 channel
narrowband damper system.

Figure 4: Block diagram for the a single mode
narrowband digital down converter channel. Also shown
with programmable drive channel we can be used to
measure beam response.

Figure 5: Main control page for the Booster longitudinal
damper system.
damping on. Note, a mode can be assigned to channel but
not damp to provide real time diagnostics on that mode.
The application also provides the ability to set/adjust the
gain and phasing for each assigned mode as shown in Fig.
6. The phase control provides the ability to copy the
curve from another channel and shift the curve by +/- x
degrees. To achieve damping, the correction signal must
be applied to the beam at the correct phase. This is
complicated in the Booster due to the frequency sweep of
the RF and changing synchrotron tune. To account for
this, the phase of the correction signal must be changed as
a function of time. The system provides a programmable
phase shift as a function of turns for each mode.

Figure 6: Graphical editor for phasing each mode.
Allows user to set the phase shift as a function of turn.
On each Booster TCLK event, the mode error signal
waveforms sampled at 25 KHz are readout in the frontend. From this data, the applications also provides
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to the 80Mhz damping cavity. The final three channels
provide a drive and mode 1 and mode 2 correction signals
to DAC3 for feedback to the accelerating cavities. In this
implementation, DAC2 & DAC4 are available for
diagnostics.
The details of the narrowband channel logic are shown
in Fig. 4. The basic scheme uses a quadrature down
conversion followed by a CIC filter to down sample to an
intermediate frequency (IF) of 25 KHz. A FIR filter is
available but as the signals have been relatively clean is
only used to suppress the DC component from the
revolution lines.
The in-phase and quadrature
components are rotated to phase shift the signal. The
phase shift is the key to providing negative feedback. The
components can also be scaled at this stage to apply gain.
The signals are then interpolated back to full rate with
another CIC filter and then mixed back up to the
appropriate mode frequency and summed to preserve the
original sideband structure. The mixing sine and cosine
terms are generated by NCOs locked to the external RF
reference so they remain locked on the revolution
harmonic of interest even as the machine frequency
sweeps.
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diagnostic displays for mode power and mode error
waveforms shown in Fig. 7. The displays can be
configured to select which modes are displayed on and
what TCLK events the displays are updated. This allows
real-time monitoring of the system performance by the
operators and machine experts.

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

shown in Fig. 8. While this was not causing beam loss in
the Booster, mode 2 was effecting beam emittance and
performance in the downstream machines. With the
digital system, it was relatively straightforward to
produce a correction signal for this mode and feed it back
along with the mode 1 signal to the fundamental
accelerating cavities. The result after turning on the mode
2 damper is shown in Fig. 9.

Figure 7: Damper diagnostics displays for mode error
waveforms and mode peak amplitudes.

OPERATIONAL RESULTS

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

The system has been in operation for the past year.
During most of this time, it was working in tandem with
the existing analog dampers with the correction signals
being summed from each system. For the last 2 months
of running, the analog dampers from modes 46-52 were
turned off and the machine operated successfully with just
the new Digital Damper system alone. During the 2016
shutdown, the tunnel pickup (WCM) and kicker (80MHz
cavity) needed to be relocated in the Booster. After the
shutdown, the analog dampers will be decommissioned
and just the Digital Dampers will be brought back online.
The exception is the analog mode 1 damper which is the
most critical damper system. Until further testing is
complete, both dampers will continue to operate in
tandem.

Figure 9: Extracted Booster beam after implementing
mode 2 feedback in Digital Damper System the mode
2 oscillation is gone.

SUMMARY
A new Digital Longitudinal Damper system has been
installed and commissioned in the Fermilab Booster. This
system allows great flexibility and improved diagnostics
over the previous system which had dedicated analog
electronics for each mode. This is expected to be
extremely useful as we continue to push the Booster to
higher and higher intensities.
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Figure 8: Mode 2 oscillation observed on beam
extracted from Booster.
As the intensity in the Booster increased, a mode 2
instability was observed on the extracted Booster Beam as
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LOW LEVEL RF CONTROL FOR THE PIP-II INJECTOR TEST RFQ
J. P. Edelen#, B. E. Chase, E. Cullerton, J. Einstein-Curtis, and P. Varghese Fermilab, Batavia, IL

The PIP-II injector test radio frequency quadrupole
(RFQ) arrived at Fermilab in the fall of 2015. The RFQ is
a 162.5MHz H- accelerator with a nominal drive power of
100kW, which produces a bunched H- beam at 2.1MeV.
In this paper we discuss commissioning, operational
performance, and improvements to the low level RF
(LLRF) control system for the RFQ. We begin by
describing the general system configuration and initial
simulation results. We will then highlight temperature
related issues in the high power RF system, which
necessitate active control over the phase balance of the
two amplifiers. Finally we demonstrate performance of
the RF feedback and feed-forward compensation needed
to meet specification during a 20-microsecond beam
pulse.

INTRODUCTION
The PIP-II injector test radio frequency quadrupole
(RFQ) was commissioned at Fermilab in January 2016.
The RFQ operates at 162.5MHz with a nominal drive
power of 100kW. The RFQ accelerates H- to an energy of
2.1MeV and can be operated in both pulsed and CW
mode. In order to meet the machine requirements for PIPII the LLRF system is required to achieve 10-3 regulation
in the amplitude and 0.1 degrees in phase, and investigate
areas for improvement.
The LLRF system is comprised of both analog and
digital components. The analog RF components are used
to translate the 162.5 MHz signals from the cavity and the
directional coupler an intermediate frequency of 13MHz.
The signals are then digitized and converted to base-band
using the FPGA. The FPGA then performs control
calculations on these signals to generate the output signal
that is converted back to the intermediate frequency and
then up to 162.5 MHz to drive RF amplifiers.
The controller can be operated in three modes: Feedforward only, feedback (with feed-forward as needed),
and frequency-tracking mode. In feed-forward only mode
the LLRF system drives the amplifier with a fixed signal
level. In feedback mode the LLRF system includes
proportional and integral control calculations in order to
regulate the cavity amplitude and phase to a desired set
point. In the frequency-tracking mode, the LLRF system
adjusts the drive frequency proportional to the error in the
cavity phase. Additionally, due to the high average power
of this RFQ, two solid-state amplifiers are used to power
the cavity. To avoid two competing PI loops, the cavity is
regulated with a single controller that has two drive
outputs. These outputs have independent amplitude and
phase calibrations to account for uneven RF distribution
systems and unequal amplifier gains.

In this paper we discuss initial simulations of the
feedback system and compare with measured data
obtained during the system commissioning. Following
this, we will discuss the necessary amplifier calibrations
to ensure a proper match into the RFQ. Next we discuss
temperature related issues in the RF system and an
additional controller necessary to compensate for
temperature drifts. Finally we demonstrate 10-3
performance of the RF system during a 20-microsecond
beam pulse.

SYSTEM MODELING
The RFQ was modelled using Matlab’s Simulink
simulation environment [2]. By using a low-pass-filter
model of the RF cavity and neglecting the RF distribution
system, we can simulate the controller performance and
compare with a measured RF envelope. Figure 1 shows a
simplified block diagram of the LLRF system model
created in Simulink [2].

Figure 1: Block diagram of the LLRF simulation model.
Figure 2 shows the simulated RF pulse in the RFQ
compared with the measured pulse obtained during RFQ
commissioning.

Figure 2: Comparison of measured RF pulse to simulated
RF pulse in the RFQ. Proportional and integral gains were
9.0 and 8.0e5 respectively.
In Figure 1,
, and

/ ,

/

is the feedback delay of the system, 2

microseconds was used for our simulations in Figure 2.
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The loaded quality factor for the RFQ is approximately
5490. Figure 2 shows good agreement between the
simulated and the measured RF waveform.

AMPLIFIER GAIN AND PHASE
CALIBRATION
In order to ensure a proper phase and amplitude match
of both amplifiers into the RFQ, the two drives from the
LLRF controller need to be calibrated by adjusting the up
converter amplitude and phase adjustments. To calibrate
the phase and amplitude, we scanned the up-converter
gains and phases while measuring the reflected power.
Figures 3 and 4 show the reflected power as a function of
the phase difference between the two up-converter
settings, and the up converter gains respectively. Both
Figures 3 and 4 are showing the sum of the reflected
power in the left leg and the right leg.

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

relative to the left. Therefore we attenuate our drive of the
right up-converter by scaling the associated drive to 0.82.

PHASE TRACKING LOOP
The RF distribution system experiences significant
phase drift due to temperature fluctuations, especially
when operating in CW. If left unregulated, these drifts
significantly degrade the ability to track the frequency of
the RF cavity using only the cavity phase. While
frequency of the cavity is determined by the difference
between the forward and cavity phase, the frequencytracking loop uses only the cavity phase in order to reduce
complexity and resource usage in the FPGA. Figure 5
shows the drift in the forward phase at the directional
coupler due heating during RF turn on.

Figure 5: Phase drift due to RF heating, dotted lines for
power solid lines for phase.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 3: Phase difference between the LLRF drives vs.
reflected power.

During turn-on, operators can adjust the feed-forward
phase to compensate for the drift while tracking the
frequency. This drift results in a relatively slow ramp in
the RF power. This slow ramp can be significantly
improved by active phase regulation of the RF system. To
correct for this drift we implemented a slow feedbackloop on the drive phase in control software. The controller
adjusts the two up converter phase calibrations
simultaneously in order to match the drive phase from the
FPGA to the forward phase measured at the directional
coupler.
This simultaneous adjustment removes the effects of
any phase advance that occurs from the LLRF output to
the directional coupler on the RFQ. The feedback loop
has a discrete time domain equation given by Equation 1.
1

Figure 4: Gain of the LLRF drives vs. reflected power.
Figure 3 shows that in order to ensure a proper phase
match, the phase difference between the two up-converter
calibrations should be 160 degrees. Figure 4 shows that in
order to maintain a proper amplitude match into the RFQ
the right up converter should be slightly attenuated

(1)

It is important to ensure stability of this controller
because it will impact the fast feedback that occurs during
the RF pulse. Taking the z-transform of Equation 1 and
solving for the system transfer function gives Equation 2.
̂

/

̂_

/

1

(2)
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Equation 2 will be stable for a sample rate of 10Hz
(control system update rate) and a gain, , less than one.
Figure 6 shows the improved turn on performance as well
as fully compensated phase drift of the two amplifiers.

Figure 6: Compensated phase drift with slow feedback,
dotted lines for power solid lines for phase.

REGULATION PERFORMANCE
We have also demonstrated the regulation performance
during a 20-microsecond beam pulse. For a long beampulse we would meet our requirements after the initial
beam disturbance, however we are out of specification for
the short pulse diagnostic beams. In order to minimize the
beam-loading effects and ensure that the cavity is within
specification for initial beam measurements, we
implemented a simple feed-forward compensation for
beam-loading. Figure 7 shows the performance of this
feed-forward
compensation.
This
feed-forward
compensation was tuned manually. We are in the process
of developing new adaptive beam-loading compensation
algorithms.
Figure 7 shows that we can meet our regulation
specification for these short pulses. Additional work is
needed to meet the more stringent energy regulation
requirements of 10-4 with beam-based feedback.

Figure 7: Demonstrated 10-3 regulation in amplitude and
0.1 degrees regulation in phase with feed-forward beam
loading compensation

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have shown good comparison between
simulations of the RF controller and measurements,
provided phase and amplitude calibration results of the
two amplifiers, shown improvements to the system’s
operational performance in CW mode through the use of
slow phase control to compensate for temperature drifts in
the high level RF system, and shown that through the use
of feed-forward compensation we can meet our initial
specifications during a short beam pulse.
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Figure 6 shows that both the turn on speed is improved
in addition to complete mitigation of the amplifier phase
drift. Additionally, there is no required operator
intervention to adjust the feed-forward phase and a fast
ramp could therefore be programmed into a turn-on
sequencer.
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50-MeV RUN OF THE IOTA/FAST ELECTRON ACCELERATOR*
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J. Hyun (Sokendai, Ibaraki, Japan)
Abstract
The low-energy section of the photoinjector-based electron linear accelerator at the Fermilab Accelerator Science
& Technology (FAST) facility was recently commissioned to an energy of 50 MeV. This linear accelerator
relies primarily upon pulsed SRF acceleration and an
optional bunch compressor to produce a stable beam
within a large operational regime in terms of bunch
charge, total average charge, bunch length, and beam
energy. Various instrumentation was used to characterize
fundamental properties of the electron beam including the
intensity, stability, emittance, and bunch length. While
much of this instrumentation was commissioned in a 20
MeV running period prior, some (including a new MartinPuplett interferometer) was in development or pending
installation at that time. All instrumentation has since
been recommissioned over the wide operational range of
beam energies up to 50 MeV, intensities up to 4 nC/pulse,
and bunch structures from ~1 ps to more than 50 ps in
length.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
The Fermilab Accelerator Science & Technology
(FAST) facility team is constructing a 300 MeV electron
linac based on superconducting RF (SRF) technology [1].
Once complete, the beamline will be used to inject 150
MeV electrons into the Integral Optics Test Accelerator
(IOTA) ring currently being built to test integrable nonlinear inserts [2,3], electron lenses for space-charge compensation [4,5], and other advanced accelerator technologies [6,7]. The low electron injector duty factor required
for IOTA (i.e. a single pulse train to be injected on demand every few minutes) allows for a beamline-based test
program run in parallel to make use of the large, stable
operational parameter space provided by the electron
injector as summarized in Table 1. The injector itself
comprises a number of components including a photoinjector-based electron gun, a 25-meter-long lowenergy (50 MeV) beamline shown in Fig. 1, and an 100meter-long high-energy (300 MeV) beamline. The IOTA
ring is being built at the end of the high energy section
near the high-energy absorber. Here we address commissioning of first beam to the full 50 MeV energy of the low
energy beamline to the low energy absorber.
___________________________________________

* This work was supported by the DOE contract No.DEAC0207CH11359 to the Fermi Research Alliance LLC.
# edstrom@fnal.gov

LOW ENERGY BEAMLINE
The electron gun is a normal-conducting, 1.5-cell copper cavity operating at 1.3 GHz. A train of pulsed UV
from the drive laser strikes a Cs2Te-coated Mo cathode in
the gun cavity resulting in a train of electron bunches with
bunch charge of up to 4 nC/bunch. A 4.5 MeV electron
beam from the gun passes through a short (~1 m) lowenergy diagnostic section before acceleration in two consecutive superconducting RF structures referred to as
capture cavities, CC1 and CC2. Each capture cavity in its
own cryostat is a 9-cell, 1.3 GHz (L-Band), Nb accelerating structure cooled nominally to 2 K. Following acceleration, the electron beam passes through the low-energy
beam transport section, which includes steering and focusing elements, an optional chicane for bunch compression and beam transforms, as well as a host of instrumentation. It is then directed into the low-energy absorber
ahead of the high-energy section still under construction.
This begins with a TESLA Type IV ILC-style cryomodule, which has been conditioned previously to 31.25
MeV/cavity to provide ~300 MeV beam to the highenergy absorber, planned for 2017 [1].
Primary instrumentation in the low-energy beamline is
named for its position, between 100 and 125, where the
gun defines the beginning of the beamline at 100 and the
cryomodule defines the end of the low-energy beamline at
126, and it includes beam position monitors (BPMs), two
toroids, two wall current monitors, loss monitors, a ceramic gap [8], and transverse profile monitors (TPMs).
The last is a modular component that is used to insert a
cerium-doped YAG screen or OTR foil into the beam
path. The YAG screens and many of the OTR foils are
monitored with cameras, allowing for a direct measurement of the transverse electron beam profile, but one of
the OTR foils (in the TPM at instrumentation cross X121)
provides signal to a Hamamatsu C5680 streak camera and
the Martin-Puplett interferometer (MPI).
With the exception of the MPI, the instrumentation noted above had already been used to characterize the electron beam in the 20-MeV low-energy commissioning run
in 2015 [9]. In that run, CC1 had not been installed, limiting the energy and presenting a longer drift between the
gun and CC2. Measurements made in this commissioning
run included beam energy measurements using the path
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Figure 1: The FAST Accelerator. The FAST low energy beamline was commissioned to 52.5 MeV and the High Energy
Transport section is being constructed now.
through an NMR-locked low-energy spectrometer magnet, bunch length measurements made with both the ceramic gap and streak camera, and emittance measurements by means of quadrupole scans. The Z-shaper, a set
of three ĮBBO crystals with independent closed-loop
control, was also installed in-line with the UV drive laser
[10], allowing for arbitrary pulse shape and length up to
70 ps [11].
Once the 20-MeV run was complete, CC1 was installed
allowing for warm coupler conditioning (a sequence in
which power is stepped up slowly to process out sources
of field emission) to start in mid-February 2016 and concluding on April 15th. Following this CC1 and CC2 were
cooled down. A number of issues with the cryogenic
system were resolved and the nominal operating point of2
K was reached on May 9th. CC1 and CC2 were then conditioned to an estimated 28 MeV/m and 20 MeV/m respectively. Beam was established to the low-energy absorber with energy of 52.5 MeV through the spectrometer
magnet on May 16th, 2016.

Intensity
Transmission from the gun to the low energy absorber
is nominally monitored as the difference between the
intensities recorded at toroids T102 and T124. The toroids
were found to be sensitive to 20 pC/pulse, but the detectors used for the crystal channeling experiment required
intensities on the order of 50 fC/pulse. Both of these are
well below the sensitivity of the BPMs (~100 pC/pulse),
and so running beam for crystal channeling required the
beamline to be set, then the beam attenuated by reducing
the drive laser UV to the photocathode, first using neutral
density filters to achieve a 200 pC/pulse maximum pulse
train, then use a combination of a wave plate and UV
beam splitting cube to attenuate to a minimum. Bleedthrough from the splitter at this level was measured to
reliably be ~50 fC/pulse using a Faraday cup at the gun.
This is a destructive measurement so it was not continuously monitored, but checked frequently.

As with the Z-shaper in the 20-MeV run, a test program
was implemented for the 50-MeV run, this time primarily
dedicated to the crystal channeling radiation experiment
[12]. There were difficulties in observing the channeling
radiation in the data collected thus far, but a number of
issues have been identified should the test be repeated in
future running. These issues include alignment considerations and detector constraints, any or all of which may
have contributed to lack of detection [9].
Table 1: Summary of primary IOTA/FAST low-energy
electron injector beam parameters. Parameters verified
previously, but not as part of the 50-MeV run are denoted with an asterisk.
Parameter
Beam Energy
Bunch Charge
Bunch Train
(Macropulse)
Train Frequency
Bunch Length
Bunch Emittance
for 50 pC/pulse

FAST Value
20 MeV – 50 MeV
< 10 fC – 3.2 nC per pulse
0.5 – 9* MHz for up to 1 ms
(3 MHz nominal)
1 – 5* Hz
Range: 0.9 – 70* ps (Nom: 5 ps)
Horz: 1.6 ± 0.2 ȝm
Vert: 3.4 ± 0.1 ȝm

Figure 2: Nominal gun energy is 5 MeV. Reduced dark
current gradient was 4.3 MeV for the crystal channeling.
A ~200 fC/pulse Faraday cup signal is shown above
(green).
At these intensities with a nominal gun gradient of 42
MV/m the dark current, especially from the photoinjector
gun, is nominally much greater than the beam intensity. A
number of steps were taken to reduce the effect of the
dark current including shortening the gun pulse, running
the gun at a lower gradient in a trade-off with spacecharge effects (see Fig. 2), and scraping through the chicane. Note that the chicane dipoles are not NMR-locked
like the spectrometer dipole is.
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Stability & CC Transport Matrix Measurement
The stability of the beam was measured with BPMs at
various locations along the beamline (see Fig. 3), especially around the two capture cavities. These in particular,
along with scans of the dipole correctors H/V100 and
H/V101, were used in collecting data to measure the
transport matrix through the capture cavities and integrate
up- and down-stream Higher Order Mode (HOM) detectors for each cavity into the control system. Analysis of
the transport matrix data was recently reported [13]. The
BPMs were improved through the 50-MeV run and were
used to record a ~60 ȝm standard deviation of beam positions through most of the beamline due to a combination
of beam stability and BPM noise, one known source residing in the same relay rack as the BPM electronics.
Further noise reduction is planned for the 150-300 MeV
run in 2017.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 3: The BPM positions and standard deviations at
each BPM location are plotted above.
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using python routines to determine geometrical and normalized transverse beam emittances from the measured
Courant-Snyder parameters, initially for a thin-lens approximation before implementation of a thick-lens model,
the latter are noted in Table 1 and shown in Figure 4
[14,15].

Bunch Length
Bunch length measurements were performed on the
electron beam using the beamline streak camera. Even at
low charge the bunch elongates with increasing space
charge. The electron bunch length was measured to be 4.7
ps (an 18% effect over the UV drive laser pulse) for a 60
pC/pulse at X121. Compressing through the chicane by
adjusting the CC2 phase, the compressor shortened the
pulse to 0.53 ps as seen in Figure 5 [16]. This was also
measured with the MPI.

Figure 5: A minimum bunch length was found with the
streak camera by adjusting the beam chirp through the
CC2 phase for a given bunch compressor skew quadrupole setting and placing a 550 nm longpass filter in-line
with the streak camera. The minimum was found at 0.86
ps.

CONCLUSION
The 50-MeV run in the FAST electron injector lowenergy beamline was a critical step in providing support
for IOTA and high-energy electron activities at the FAST
facility in the coming years. In this run, the beamline has
been shown to be quite flexible, many extents of its operational space tested in terms of intensity, bunch length,
emittance, and bunch stability.
Figure 4: A scan of quadrupole (Q120) strength to measure emittance with horizontal (blue) and vertical (green)
fits at the X121 YAG.

Emittance
To measure beam emittance, scans were performed
with quadrupoles while the resulting spot changes recorded at a downstream YAG screen. These were evaluated
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BEAM INTENSITY MONITORING SYSTEM
FOR THE PIP-II INJECTOR TEST ACCELERATOR*
N. Liu#, J. Diamond, N. Eddy, A. Ibrahim, N. Patel, A. Semenov, Fermilab, Batavia, IL 60510, USA
Abstract
The PIP-II injector test accelerator is an integrated
systems test for the front-end of a proposed CWcompatible, pulsed H- superconducting RF linac. This linac
is part of Fermilab's Proton Improvement Plan II (PIP-II)
upgrade. This injector test accelerator will help minimize
the technical risk elements for PIP-II and validate the
concept of the front-end. Major goals of the injector
accelerator are to test a CW RFQ and H- source, a bunchby-bunch MEBT beam chopper and stable beam
acceleration through low-energy superconducting cavities.
Operation and characterization of this injector places
stringent demands on the types and performance of the
accelerator beam diagnostics. This paper discusses the
beam intensity monitor systems as well as early
commissioning measurements of beam transport through
the Medium-Energy Beam Transport (MEBT) beamline.

for signal processing, and 192 MB of DDR2 memory for
data buffering (see Fig. 2). A Motorola 5500 VME
microprocessor is used for data buffering and
communication with Fermilab’s Accelerator Controls
System (ACNet).

INTRODUCTION
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The beam intensity, or number of charged particles in the
beam, has to be monitored and must be kept within
predetermined safety and operational envelopes. To ensure
that, beam intensity monitors with magnetically-coupled
toroidal pickups are used as a non-interceptive method to
measure the total transferred intensity in the PIP-II Hlinac. The beam intensity monitor system consists of the
toroid assembly, the signal conditioning circuit as well as
the data acquisition electronics (see Fig. 1). The toroid
pickup is inserted around the beam tube with a ceramic
insulator.

Figure 1: Toroid-based beam intensity monitor system.
A low-pass filter / gain stage follows. An in-house
designed digitizer module is used for data acquisition and
digital signal processing. The digitizer is a 6U VME
module and has 8 analog input channels with selectable AC
or DC coupling. On-board ADC chips are capable of a
sampling rate up to 125MS/s. A programmable clock
distribution circuit offers flexible timing configurations.
Other elements on the board are the Cyclone III FPGA chip
___________________________________________

*Work supported by the Fermi National Accelerator laboratory,
operated by Fermi Research Alliance LLC, under contract
No. DE-AC02-07CH11359 with the US Department of Energy
#ningliu@fnal.gov

Figure 2: 8-channel 125 MS/s VME digitizer.

TOROID SYSTEM
At PIP-II beam intensity is detected using several
magnetically-coupled toroidal pickups along the transport
line, to provide a non-destructive method to measure the
total transferred intensity.
 The first part of the monitor is the beam pickup, i.e.
the toroid, including its mechanical assembly, ceramic
gap, shielding, etc., as part of the beam line within the
tunnel enclosure. A ceramic insulator provides an
electric break in the metallic vacuum chamber. The
toroid couples to the magnetic field components of the
beam, i.e. detects the beam intensity. The support and
shielding structure provides a well-defined path of
low impedance for the wall currents.
 Following the pickup are the preamp and digital
electronics which are discussed in following sections.
The toroidal pickup follows the basic transformer theory.
Passing through the center of the toroid, the beam forms a
single-turn primary coil of the transformer. An N-turn
secondary coil is wound around the core, and the induced
voltage is measured across a load resistor which terminates
the secondary winding.
The toroidal pickups installed at PIP-II have a limited
bandwidth substantially lower than the RF beam spectrum.
As a result, most of the bunch time structure, i.e. bunchby-bunch information, is lost. Thus the waveform of the
toroid signal reflects the “envelope” of the beam pulse
(Fig. 3). Using both Ohm’s law and transformer
relationships, the amplitude of macro-pulse is linear with
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the respect to the beam current within the bandwidth of the
toroid. Furthermore, this relationship can be written in
terms of the pickup’s sensitivity or transfer impedance:

Z toroid ( ) 

V out ( )
I beam ( )

(1)

A preamplifier is added to provide additional gain to
increase the toroid signal. The amplitude of the toroid
signal at the digitizer input is a linear function of the
pickup’s sensitivity and the preamplifier gain.

TUPOA24

The digitizer is equipped with a clock distribution circuit
which can reference to the on-board oscillator or external
clock source. A clock driver chip, programmable through
the FPGA, provides a flexible clock source for different
applications. Input signals are sampled by two ADS6445
analog-to-digital converters (ADC) which can sample at a
rate of up to 125 MS/s.
An Altera Cyclone III FPGA chip is used for hardware
configuration and on-board data processing. The FPGA
algorithms provide smart timing schemes with external
trigger, gate and sync inputs.
There are also 192 MB of DDR2 SDRAM for data
buffering.

SINGAL PROCESSING ON FPGA

Figure 3: Processing the envelope
of the toroid’s beam current signal.

Total Beam Intensity, N 

Qtotal
T M

 v n (2)
e
k e n 0

The average current of the transferred beam pulse can be
computed as:

Beam Current, I AVG 

Qtotal
T

PW
k PW

M

v
n 0

n

(3)

where PW is the width of the measured beam macro-pulse.
Although the toroid’s output is AC-coupled, therefore
has no DC response, additional digital filtering and / or
algorithms, e.g. baseline correction, may be needed to
improve signal-to-noise ratio, linearity and accuracy of the
reported, calibrated beam intensity.

THE DIGITIZER
Used for both data acquisition and digital signal
processing, the 125MS/s digitizer is implemented on an inhouse designed 6U VME board. Figure 2 shows the
simplified diagram of the digitizer board.
There are eight analog input channels; each can be
configured for either AC or DC coupling. The full scale
input range, in either configuration, is +/- 1.15V. The DC
coupled input, which is used for this application, has two
stage pre-amps from Analog Devices, with an effective
bandwidth of roughly 500 MHz at unity gain. These
provide differential inputs centered at DC level.

Figure 4: Simplified data flow.
The FPGA’s code can be divided into two sections. One
supports the basic infrastructure required for any general
application: an ADC interface, a VME bus driver, a
memory interface, a serial port interface and a timing
signal decoder. The other supports application specific
algorithms including the intensity calculation.
The connection between these design blocks was
developed using the Qsys tool provided by Altera, the
FPGA manufacturer. The above block diagram gives a
simplified view of data flow between the various design
blocks. The actual interfaces between the blocks follow
guidelines of the Avalon Memory Mapped data bus and the
Avalon Streaming data interface (Fig. 4).

Timing Schema
There are three clock domains in the firmware design.
The ADC data processing is clocked at the same rate as the
sampling frequency. General control blocks and the data
bus operate at a separate clock rate from an on-board
oscillator. The DDR2 memory interface is clocked at
higher rate than the sampling frequency for improved data
buffering performance.

Figure 5: Timing Diagram for data processing.
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After acquiring the toroid signal, the electronics’ primary
function is to integrate the macro-pulse envelope signal to
provide total beam intensity, and / or average beam current.
The total beam intensity, or number of particles per beam
pulse N can be calculated from Qtotal, divided by the charge
per particle e=1.602e-19 as:
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To synchronize these clock domains, an external trigger
is used. Data processing algorithms are synchronized by an
external trigger in sync with beam events. When the
processing is finished, the digitizer returns to its default
state and waits for the next sync pulse (Fig. 5).
Waveform data from all eight channels are processed in
parallel. For each channel the sampled raw data are
converted from serial to parallel and then packaged into 16bit samples.

Beam Intensity Measurements

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

width. The integration results are then adjusted according
the difference in window sizes. The difference of the two
integrations produces the baseline corrected beam pulse
intensity.
Edge Detection An optional edge detecting procedure
helps to detect the width of the pulse. Pulse width
combined with intensity calculation gives us averaged
pulse current. A buffer keeps track of the variation of the
baseline. When ADC samples exceed the recorded baseline
level by a predetermined threshold, rising edge of the pulse
is detected. The trailing edge of the pulse is detected when
the signal drops below a predetermined threshold. Having
the two edges determined, the width of the beam pulse is
calculated (Fig. 8). As an alternative to edge detection, a
TTL gate from the beam chopper is used to provide the
pulse width.

Figure 6: Simplified data path for the digitizer.
The beam intensity monitor provides total beam
intensity and calculated average current to ACNET. Beam
intensity is calculated by integration of the ADC samples.
The raw data samples are integrated within programmable
windows in time. The average beam current is then
evaluated as a result of the beam intensity calculations and
the calculated pulse width based on edge detection or an
external gate signal.
Furthermore, the acquired toroid data is corrected for the
baseline-shift of the input data and saved to memory for
waveform readout by the control system applications. Data
decimation can be applied as an option (Fig. 6).

Figure 8: Edge detection of the beam pulse.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Trapezoidal Integrator To balance accuracy and
complexity, the integrator uses the trapezoidal integration
algorithm (Fig. 7):
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Figure 9: Intensity reading of three toroids.
A toroid-based beam intensity measurement system for
the linac at PIP-II uses an in-house developed digital signal
processing schema. Preliminary measurement results are
in-line with other instrumentation devices in the beam line,
with absolute accuracy of 2-3% (see Fig. 9). Our goal is to
achieve 1% absolute accuracy. Additional signal
conditioning and calibration process may be needed.
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INITIAL DEMONSTRATION OF 9-MHz FRAMING CAMERA RATES ON
THE FAST DRIVE LASER PULSE TRAINS*
A. H. Lumpkin#, D. Edstrom Jr., and J. Ruan
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, Batavia, IL 60510 USA
We report the configuration of a Hamamatsu C5680
streak camera as a framing camera to record transverse
spatial information of green-component laser micropulses
at 3- and 9-MHz rates for the first time. The latter is near
the time scale of the ~7.5-MHz revolution frequency of
the Integrable Optics Test Accelerator (IOTA) ring and its
expected synchroton radiation source temporal structure.
The 2-D images are recorded with a Gig-E readout CCD
camera. We also report a first proof of principle with an
OTR source using the linac streak camera in a semiframing mode.

INTRODUCTION
Although beam centroid information at the MHzmicropulse-repetition rate has routinely been achieved at
various facilities with rf BPMS, the challenge of
recording beam size information at that rate is more
daunting due to limitations in data-transfer rates. This is
also near the time scale of the 7.5-MHz revolution
frequency of the Integrable Optics Test Accelerator
(IOTA) ring being constructed at the Fermilab
Accelerator Science and Technology (FAST) Facility [1].
To simulate the expected IOTA optical synchrotron
radiation (OSR) source temporal structure, we have used
the green component of the FAST drive laser [2]. This is
normally set at 3 MHz, but has also been run at up to 9
MHz. To circumvent the need to readout the 2D images in
less than a few microseconds, we have configured our
Hamamatsu C5680 streak camera as a framing mode
camera using a slow vertical sweep plugin unit with the
dual axis horizontal sweep unit. A two-dimensional array
of images sampled at the MHz rate can then be displayed
on the streak tube phosphor and recorded by the CCD
readout camera at up to 10 Hz.
Demonstrations of the tracking of the beam size and
position of consecutive green micropulses are shown,
although there are gaps in the displayed pulse train for a
given trigger delay. As an example, by using the 10
microsecond vertical sweep with the 100 microsecond
horizontal sweep ranges, 49 of the 300 micropulses at 3
MHz are displayed for a given trigger delay. The whole
pulse train dynamics are shown by recording only six sets
of images with the appropriate stepped delays. Spatial
resolutions of better than 15 microns seem possible for
beam profiling and would be even better for beam
centroids. Example 2D image arrays with profiling
examples will be presented.

______________________
*Work supported under Contract No. DE-AC02-07CH11359 with the
United States Department of Energy.
#lumpkin@fnal.gov

EXPERIMENTAL ASPECTS
Two main aspects of the experiment are the drive laser
as the source of a visible-light, 3-MHz pulse train and the
Hamamatsu streak camera configured as a framing
camera.

The Drive Laser & FAST Electron Accelerator
The drive laser is based on a Calmar seed laser,
consisting of a Yb-doped fiber laser oscillator running at
1.3 GHz that was then divided down to 81.25 MHz before
amplification through a set of fiber amplifiers as shown in
Fig.1. The seed output of 81.25 MHz packets of 1054 nm
infrared (IR) laser is then reduced to the desired pulse
train frequency (nominally 3 MHz) with a Pockels cell
before selection of the desired pulse train with two
additional Pockels cells and amplification through a series
of YLF crystal-based single pass amplifiers (SPAs) and a
Northrup-Grumman amplifier, which nominally yields 50
µJ of IR per pulse before the two frequency-doubling
crystal stages generate the green and then the UV
components with a total nominal efficiency of 10% [2].
The pulse train selected is between a single pulse per
machine cycle (nominally 1 Hz) and 1 ms (3000 pulses at
the nominal 3 MHz pulse train frequency) [2]. The UV
drive laser pulse train is used to generate an electron pulse
in the FAST IOTA electron injector, an SRF-based linear
accelerator tested thus far to 50 MeV [3].
In the initial framing camera studies we observed the
green component remaining from UV-conversion at 3 and
9 MHz pulse train frequencies with the laser lab streak
camera, but we have also recently applied the principle to
optical transition radiation (OTR) from an Al-coated Si
substrate foil with subsequent transport to a beamline
streak camera.

The Streak Camera Systems
Commissioning of the streak camera system was
facilitated through a suite of controls centered around
ACNET, the Fermilab accelerator controls network. This
suite includes operational drivers to control and monitor
the streak camera as well as Synoptic displays to facilitate
interface with the driver. Images from the readout
cameras, Prosilica 1.3 Mpixel cameras with 2/3” format,
may be analyzed both online with a Java-based
ImageTool and an offline MATLAB-based ImageTool
processing program [4,5]. Bunch-length measurements
using these techniques have been reported previously
from the A0 Facility [6] and FAST first commissioning at
20 MeV [7].
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Figure 1: Schematic of the FAST drive laser optical layout showing the seed laser, pre-amplifier, SPAs, and the
streak camera.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

The streak camera stations each consisted of a
Hamamatsu C5680 mainframe with S20 PC streak tube
and can accommodate vertical sweep plugin units and
either a horizontal sweep unit or a blanking unit. The UVvisible input optics allow the assessment of the 263-nm
component as well as the amplified green component or
IR components converted to green by a doubling crystal.
We started the framing mode studies by replacing the
M5675 synchroscan unit with its resonant circuit tuned to
81.25 MHz with the M5677 slow vertical sweep unit (5ns to 1-ms ranges) [8]. The M5679 dual axis plugin which
provides a horizontal sweep with selectable ranges had
already been installed for the previous dual sweep
synchroscan tests as indicated in Fig. 2. A second set of
deflection plates in the streak tube provides the orthogonal
deflection for the slower time axis in the 100-ns to 10-ms
regime. These plates are driven by the dual-axis sweep
unit which was also commissioned during previous
studies. The C5680 Gate Trigger In was connected to a
DG535 TTL output with the correct gating time.

horizontal profile directly. In this case the vertically
apertured image is about 8.1 pixels or 32 µm (sigma)
while the horizontal size is 53 pixels or 212 µm.

Fitting Results:
σx= 52.9 ± 0.3
Centroid-x = 819.6 ± 0.8
σy = 8.1 ± 0.1
Centroid-y=638.2±0.05

Figure 3: Focus mode image of streak camera with
horizontal and vertical projections shown for the drive
laser green component. Gaussian fitting results are shown.
In Fig. 4 we have applied a slow vertical sweep with a
range of 10 µs to display the 20-micropulse-long pulse
train. The vertical projected profiles on the ROI would
show all 20 micropulses at a 3-MHz rate. Such an image
could track bunch-by-bunch centroid motion as well,
particularly in the horizontal plane perpendicular to the
sweep direction.

Figure 2: The Laser Lab streak camera wiring diagram.
N:LGSHx and N:LGCTx are ACNET names for beamsynchronized VME-based timers.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Initial Green Component Studies: 3 MHz
The basic principles are illustrated with the Laser Lab
Streak Camera in Figs. 3-5. Fig. 3 shows the focus mode
image that is constrained vertically by the entrance slits to
the streak camera optics barrel, but in principle images the

Figure 4: Vertical slow sweep image of 20 micropulses
with 10-µs sweep range. Green at 3 MHz.
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To obtain more pulse separation vertically, we reduce
the coverage to 1 µs with a faster deflection as shown in
Fig. 5. We also add the horizontal deflection with a span
of 100 µs. In this case, we lengthened the macropulse to
310 micropulses, and we display 46 of them at a time for
a set delay trigger. We can cover all 310 pulses with
selected, stepped trigger delays in 6 images. Each
micropulse image can be processed for profile and
position.

TUPOA25

this conference [9]. The all-mirror transport allows us to
minimize the chromatic temporal dispersion effects for
bunch length measurements. The same transport can be
used for the framing-mode tests. In this case, we only
used the horizontal sweep to separate the micropulses at 3
MHz. The input image was apertured by the vertical slit
and horizontally to provide 135 µm by 25 µm sigma-x,y
sizes, respectively, for the demonstration shown in Fig. 7.
The spatial resolution for the system is in the 10- to 15µm range with an effective calibration factor of 6.6
µm/pixel. The initial micropulse charge of 300 pC thus
was reduced by the aperture in the camera image. This
proof of principle with OTR can be applied to detecting
higher order mode (HOM) dipole mode effects in the ebeam pulse train or turn-by-turn OSR effects in IOTA.

σx =20 pix.
Figure 5: Framing camera mode (1 µs x 100 µs). 46/310
micropulses are shown. 3 MHz green component.

σy =3.9 pix.

Green Component: 9 MHz
Figure 7: Semi-framing-camera mode with X121 OTR
from the electron beam pulse train at 3 MHz.

SUMMARY
In summary, we have described a series of results using
the laser lab Hamamatsu streak camera in framing mode
to track beam size and position at 3 and 9 MHz. We also
have our first result from the X121 OTR station showing
that we can apply the technique on individual e-beam
micropulses such as in support of HOM effect studies. We
calculate that the OSR sources in IOTA [10] will be
brighter turn by turn than the OTR in the electron
beamline so we have established the proof of principle for
that application as well.
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Figure 6: Framing camera mode (1 µs x 100 µs) with
Green component at 9 MHz.

Linac Streak Camera with OTR
The Electron Beamline Streak Camera is installed in an
optical enclosure outside of the beamline enclosure with
transport of OTR from the instrumentation cross at
beamline location 121 (X121) as described elsewhere in
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To simulate the IOTA ring OSR source’s 7.5-MHz
revolution frequency, the drive laser table Pockels cells
were adjusted to switch out a 9-MHz IR pulse train which
then went to the first doubling crystal. In Fig. 6 we show
9 consecutive micropulses in vertical columns of 1 µs
range and 13 columns that sampled the pulse train of the
green component. The fits of the x and y projections in the
indicated ROI can then be processed.
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INITIAL OBSERVATIONS OF MICROPULSE ELONGATION
OF ELECTRON BEAMS IN A SCRF ACCELERATOR*
A. H. Lumpkin#, D. Edstrom Jr., J. Ruan, J. Santucci, and R. Thurman-Keup
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, Batavia, IL 60510 USA
Commissioning at the SCRF accelerator at the Fermilab
Accelerator Science and Technology (FAST) Facility has
included the implementation of a versatile bunch-length
monitor located after the 4-dipole chicane bunch
compressor for electron beam energies of 20-50 MeV and
integrated charges in excess of 10 nC. The team has
initially used a Hamamatsu C5680 synchroscan streak
camera to assess the effects of space charge on the
electron beam bunch lengths. An Al-coated Si screen was
used to generate optical transition radiation (OTR)
resulting from the beam’s interaction with the screen. The
chicane bypass beamline allowed the measurements of the
bunch length without the compression stage at the
downstream beamline location using OTR and the streak
camera. We have observed electron beam bunch lengths
from 5 to 16 ps (sigma) for micropulse charges of 60 pC
to 800 pC, respectively. We also report a compressed subps micropulse case.

INTRODUCTION
One of the more obvious effects of space-charge forces
acting within micropulses in photoeinjectors and SCRF
linacs is the elongation of the electron bunch compared to
the initial drive laser bunch length [1,2]. During the initial
20-MeV commissioning run of the Fermilab Accelerator
Science and Technology (FAST) facility [3], we took
advantage of a 1.5-m drift between the photoinjector rf gun
and the initial accelerating capture cavity CC2. Recently,
another cavity, CC1, has been installed in this drift space
so that the beam is accelerated to higher energies (~50
MeV) immediately following the photoelectric injector and
gun diagnostics station [4]. We now have a direct
comparison available of the observed electron beam bunch
lengths for different micropulse charges and the two
accelerator configurations: both with the full 1.5 m drift
and with the much shorter drift following installation of
the additional ~1 m of accelerating structure.
The chicane bypass beamline allowed the measurements
of the bunch length without the compression stage at the
downstream beamline location using OTR and the streak
camera. The UV component of the drive laser had
previously been characterized with a Gaussian fit sigma of
3.5-3.7 ps. However, the uncompressed electron beam was
observed to elongate as expected due to space-charge
forces in the 1.5-m drift from the gun to the first SCRF
accelerator cavity in this initial configuration. We also
report our results with the CC1 cavity installed. A
preliminary ASTRA-Elegant prediction is noted. Finally,
___________________________________________
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we report generation of sub-ps micropulses at FAST for
the first time using the 4-dipole bunch compressor
(chicane, see Fig. 1).

EXPERIMENTAL ASPECTS
Two main aspects of the experiment are the injector as
the source of the electrons in a 3-MHz pulse train and the
Hamamatsu C5680 streak camera configured with the
81.25 MHz synchroscan plugin unit. The beam generates
the OTR at the X121 converter screen These topics will
be discussed in this section.

The Injector Linac
The high-power electron beams for the FAST facility
[3] are generated in a photoelectric injector (PEI) based
on a UV drive laser and the L-band rf photocathode (PC)
gun cavity. The PEI drive laser is comprised of multiple
stages including a Calmar Yb fiber oscillator and
amplifier, several YLF-based amplification stages, a final
Northrup Grumman IR amplification stage, and two
frequency-doubling stages that result in a UV component
at 263 nm with a nominal 3-MHz micropulse bunch
structure [5]. The UV component is transported from the
laser lab through the UV transport line to the
photocathode of the gun for generation of the
photoelectron beams for use in the SC rf accelerator.
The low-energy section of the facility and part of the
first cryomodule are schematically shown in Fig. 1. After
the L-band rf PC gun, the beam is accelerated through two
L-band superconducting cavities resulting in a beam
energy of up to 50 MeV, though initially this was limited
to 20 MeV due to the absence of CC1. We will report the
bunch length elongation observed downstream for both
configurations.

The Streak Camera System
The linac streak camera consists of a Hamamatsu
C5680 mainframe with S20 PC streak tube and can
accommodate a vertical sweep plugin unit and either a
horizontal sweep unit or blanking unit. The UV-visible
input optics allow the assessment of broadband OTR. A
M5675 synchroscan unit with its resonant circuit tuned to
81.25 MHz from the Master Oscillator (MO) and a
M5679 horizontal sweep unit were used for these studies.
The low-level rf is amplified in the camera to provide a
sine wave deflection voltage for the vertical plates that
results in low jitter (~1ps) of the streak camera images
and allows for synchronous summing of a pulse train of
OTR. The temporal resolution is about 2.0 ps (FWHM),
or 0.8 ps (sigma), for NIR photons at 800 nm. When
combined with the C6878 phase locked loop (PLL) delay
box we can track phase effects at the ps level over several
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Figure 1: Schematic of the low-energy FAST electron beamline. The positions noted above the beamline correspond to instrumentation stations
corresponding to the distance from the PEI gun (beamline location 100). The location of the X121 OTR station is indicated.
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tens of minutes to hours and within the macropulse to
about 200 fs. Use of the 81.25-MHz-locked synchroscan
unit, used previously at the A0PI [6], has also been
applied at FAST for these studies.
Locking of the synchroscan to the 81.25 MHz clock
signal in this way provides essential stability to the
system. As a point of comparison, the M5676 vertical fast
sweep unit has ~20-ps of internal trigger jitter in addition
to ~100-ps trigger jitter of a DG535 delay unit. When
running on the fastest sweep range with a full scale range
of 150 ps, the sum results in highly unreliable placement
of the streak image within the visible frame of the readout
camera. This is performed with a Prosilica 1.3-Mpix GigE vision digital CCD which is thus compatible with the
video acquisition system [7,8] designed for all of the
FAST beamline imaging stations. Commissioning of this
readout camera with the laser lab streak camera, as well as
the image analysis tools, was one of the goals reported
previously [9].

delay unit (PN109122; SN#8081195) to provide discrete
and known ps-regime delay changes. We took 10-, 20-,
and 30-ps steps and averaged the mean positions of the
images. The resulting calibration factors with 1x1 pixel
binning in the CCD were: R4: 1.82 ± 0.1ps/pixel, R3:
1.36 ± 0.1 ps/pixel, R2: 0.68±0.03 ps /pixel, R1:
0.38±0.03 ps/pixel. We subsequently adjusted the R1 rf
amplifier gain to improve the calibration factor’s
measured value to be 0.10 ps/pixel for the sub-ps bunch
length study only.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Initial Bunch lengths with Drift (no CC1)
Our studies began with the evaluation of the observed
bunch lengths with the 1.5-m drift to CC2 by using the
X121 OTR with transport to the linac streak camera. To
evaluate the possible charge density effects at the
photocathode, we tracked the variation of the 20 MeV
electrons bunch length for a UV laser spot size of 260
microns in Fig. 3 and at 550 microns in Fig. 4. In Fig. 3
we show the results using the R2 streak range with the
largest bunch length of 10 ps at 0.45 nC.

Figure 2: A streak camera wiring diagram. N:LGSHx and N:LGCTx are
ACNET names for beam-synchronized VME-based timers.

A second set of deflection plates provides the
orthogonal deflection for the slower time axis in the 100ns to 10-ms regime. These plates are driven by the M5679
dual-axis sweep unit which was also commissioned
during these studies. In order to assess effects on the scale
of a single micropulse, we used the dual-sweep mode for
separating the 3 MHz micropulses. The diagram of the
final streak camera configuration in Fig. 2 is
representative of all studies noted hereafter. Unless noted
otherwise, the streak camera’s synchroscan unit was phase
locked to the master oscillator, which operationally
provides the rf sync for the linac and rf gun.
Streak camera calibrations were performed with the
new Prosilica readout camera through use of a Colby

Figure 3: Example of bunch length vs charge at X121 for two streak
ranges R1 and R2. The UV laser spot was 260 µm (σ).

The laser lab transmission waveplate for the UV was
adjusted to vary the energy delivered to the photocathode,
and hence the charge. Note more charge is generated with
the larger laser spot as expected, and the off crest data at
52 deg are shorter up to 0.5 nC, even without the chicane
being involved as seen in Fig. 4.
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In Fig. 5, we show a direct comparison of the trends of
elongation without and with CC1 installed. The effect is
clearly more extreme when the 1.5-m drift condition is
present, and at 800 pC we see almost twice the length of
that with no drift (and four times the laser pulse). Even at
60 pC the electron beam bunch length is longer than the
reference UV laser bunch length of 3.8 ps. The calculated
ASTRA-Elegant values at 250 pC/bunch are about 30%
lower than those observed in both configurations [10].

TUPOA26

longpass filter was used to evaluate and reduce the
chromatic temporal dispersion effect at the minimum
point. For the data series in the plot, we subtracted out the
deduced 1-ps (sigma) bandwidth term in quadrature.

Figure 6: Observation of first FAST sub-ps micropulse bunch length at
low charge following chicane compression.

SUMMARY

Figure 4: Example of bunch length vs charge at X121 for streak range
R2. The UV laser spot was 550 µm (σ).

In summary, we have performed initial studies of the
effects of space-charge-induced electron bunch elongation
in the FAST SCRF linac. The bunch elongation was
observed to be larger without CC1 installed and with a
drift of 1.5 m after the gun. We also observed charge
density effects by changing the laser spot size at the
cathode. We have initial simulation results that predict a
smaller effect for the drift configurations than observed,
so further modeling studies are warranted. In addition, we
generated a sub-ps micropulse at low charge which also
relates to the needed modeling effort. The iteration should
lead to a better understanding of the space-charge
phenomena.

Figure 5: Plot of bunch length vs charge without CC1 and with CC1, or
1.5-m drift and no drift, respectively.
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Abstract

TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS

We report the initial demonstrations of the use of single
crystals in indirect x-ray imaging for x-ray phase contrast
imaging at the Washington University in St. Louis
Computational Bioimaging Laboratory (CBL). Based on
single Gaussian peak fits to the x-ray images, we observed
a four times smaller system point spread function (21 µm
(FWHM)) with the 25-mm diameter single crystals than
the reference polycrystalline phosphor’s 80-µm value.
Potential fiber-optic plate depth-of-focus aspects and 33µm diameter carbon fiber imaging are also addressed.

The improved spatial resolution with single crystals
over polycrystalline or powder samples had been
previously noted in the imaging of relativistic electron
beams [2]. Examples are shown in Fig. 1 as deduced
from results at various laboratories, and the concept is
being applied to indirect x-ray imaging in this research.

INTRODUCTION

__________________________
*Work partly supported under Contract No. DE-AC02-07CH11359 with
the United States Department of Energy.
**Work at Washington University in St. Louis was supported in part by
NSF CBET1263988.
#lumpkin@fnal.gov

Figure 1: Summary of spatial-resolution values for
different polycrystalline and single-crystal sample
thicknesses for relativistic electron beams.

The CBL Facility
The CBL XPC lab [3] includes the microfocus x-ray
source, a high precision stage and rail system, and the
high resolution Quad-RO x-ray camera as schematically
shown in Fig. 2. The x-ray source is a Kevex PXS1065W with cone beam, tungsten anode, 7-100 micron spot
sizes, and 45-130 kV tube voltages. The Thorlabs rail
system was used, but not the computer controlled stages.
The Quad-RO-4096 is a Peltier cooled (-40 degrees C)
CCD, with 15 micron pixel pitch for a 4096 x4096 array
[4]. It has 14 bit intensity quantization and a PSF to be
determined (generally 30-40 microns was ascribed).
We placed sequentially the collimators from the
Amptec x-ray spectrometer set, on a lead plate with a hole
drilled in it smaller than the W disc diameter. This plate
was leveled with shims against the outer flange surface of
the Quad-RO camera and positioned for the x-ray images
to fall in the central area of one of the four quadrants of
the CCD array. The set included collimators of 400, 200,
100, 50, and 25 µm in diameter. We estimated the rms
size by dividing by the SQRT 12, and we multiplied by
2.35 to obtain the FWHM of the effective x-ray source
size as tabulated in Table 1. The x-ray source was run at
7-µm spot size, at 25 or 60 kV tube voltage, at 150 µA
current, 3.8 W, and located 0.9 m from the camera.
Typical image integration times were 30s, and we
averaged over five frames. Data were dark current
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X-ray phase contrast (XPC) imaging is an emerging
technology that holds great promise for biomedical
applications due to its ability to provide information about
soft tissue structure [1]. The need for high spatial
resolution at the boundaries of the tissues is noted for this
process. Based on results on imaging of relativistic
electron beams with single crystals [2], we proposed
transferring single-crystal imaging technology to this bioimaging issue. We report initial indirect x-ray imaging
tests that demonstrated improved spatial resolution with
single crystals compared to the Gd2O2S:Tb
polycrystalline phosphor in a commercial, large-format
CCD system. Using the Washington University
microfocus x-ray tube as a source of 17 keV x-rays and
the exchangeable phosphor feature of the camera system,
we compared the point spread function (PSF) of the
system with the reference phosphor to that with several
rare-earth-garnet single crystals of varying thickness
borrowed from the Fermilab and Argonne National
Laboratory (ANL) linac labs.
We used a series of x-ray collimators which ranged in
diameter from 400 to 25 microns. These were placed on
the camera’s Be entrance window to explore the PSF
effects. Based on single Gaussian peak fits to the x-ray
images, we observed a four times smaller system PSF (21
microns (FWHM)) with the 25-mm diameter single
crystals than with the reference polycrystalline phosphor’s
80-micron value. Initial images of 33-micron diameter
carbon fibers have also been obtained with the system.
The tests with a full-scale 88-mm diameter single crystal
which would be fiber optically coupled to the CCD sensor
with 86-mm diameter are being planned.
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Figure 2: Schematic and photograph of the Washington University XPC imaging laboratory showing the microfocus xray source, the sample translation stages, and the QuadRO-4096 camera [3].
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subtracted, but only any mesh images were flat-field
corrected. They were acquired and displayed with PI
software [5]. Typically only a 400 x 400 region of interest
(ROI) was then selected for processing in FNAL’s image
processing program, ImageTool, a MATLAB based
program [6]. This program fits to Gaussian profiles the
projected profiles from the selected smaller ROI and
provides the amplitude, mean position, sigma, and the
corresponding errors for each from the analyses.
Background fit options are linear, flat, and quadratic. The
program can fit up to 8 different peaks in the ROI, and we
used this feature to assess the modulation of the wire grid
and mesh data (not shown). It also provided the option
for fitting projected profiles to a double Gaussian when
that issue arose.

The Single Crystals
The rare-earth-garnet single crystals of 25-mm
diameter were borrowed from the accelerator laboratories
of FNAL and ANL. We obtained YAG:Ce, LUAg:Ce and
LYSO:Ce crystals of thicknesses of 50, 100, and 200 µm.
Two paired samples were obtained from Crytur, Inc. with
Al coating as an optical reflector for the 50- and 100-µm
examples. These were used to assess the role of the input
FOP’s depth of focus on the system PSF and signal gain.

Table 1: Summary of the X-Ray Collimators Used to
Assess the PSF with 17-keV X-rays
Pinhole #

Diam (µm)

FWHM (µm)

1

25

17

2

50

34

3

100

68

4
5

200
400

136
272

X-RAY IMAGING RESULTS
Collimated X-ray Image Results
We show the initial results of the 50-µm diameter
collimator images as an example in Fig. 3. We obtained
the reference Al–coated P43 phosphor data first and
immediately noted that the projected vertical profile of 88
µm indicated the PSF was larger than the expected 40
µm. After taking the whole collimator set data with the
P43, we installed the YAG;Ce and LuAG:Ce 50-µm thick
crystals in the QuadRO positioned over two diagonal
quadrants of the 4-quadrant sensor. Both the YAG;Ce and
LuAG:Ce crystals had image sizes of about 36±1 µm,
very close to the calculated 34-µm FWHM for this
collimator. Figure 4 shows a summary plot comparing the
polycrystalline and single crystal results. Using the
smallest aperture of 17-µm FWHM (case 5), we deduced
the system PSF (found by subtracting out the aperture size
in quadrature) was about 21 µm with the single crystals, 4
times smaller than that with the reference P43 phosphor.
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Figure 3: Initial images using the 50-µm diameter
collimator with a) the reference P43 phosphor and b) a
50-µm thick single YAG:Ce crystal.

Figure 5: Plot of the system PSF vs. the crystal effective
optical thickness showing the FOP depth-of-focus effect.

Figure 6: Propagation based XPC images of the 33-µm
diameter carbon fibers with 50 µm (L) and 100 µm (R)
thick single crystals.

Figure 4: Plots of the measured projections for the
different collimated images.

Carbon Fiber PB-XPC Imaging Test
As a simple test of the improved PSF with single
crystals, we used propagation based (PB) XPC geometry
to image the 33-µm diameter carbon fibers as shown in
Fig. 6. The sharper image was obtained with the 50-µm
thick crystal compared to that of the 100-µm thick crystal.
We have since procured an 88-mm diameter YAG:Ce
crystal bonded to a 90-mm FOP as shown in Fig. 7 [9].
This would be installed in the QuadRO-4096 camera for
evaluation with a suitable phantom of bioimaging
relevance.

Figure 7: Photographs of the standard 25-mm diameter
single crystal and the new 88-mm diameter crystal, aka
“Katherine’s Krystal” (photos by E. McCrory, FNAL).

SUMMARY
In summary, we have performed initial studies of the
improved spatial resolution obtained with single crystals
compared to the reference P43 sample in the CBL XPC
camera. We observed a 4 times better system PSF using
the single crystals with the crystal PSF being even
smaller. We have obtained an 88-mm diameter crystal
bonded to a FOP to be integrated into this large format
camera for final, full laboratory-scale PB-XPC tests.
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In a subsequent test series, we obtained two Al-coated
YAG:Ce crystals, one with 50-µm thickness and one with
100-µm thickness. In Fig. 5 we show that the depth of
focus of the input FOP plays a role in imaging with
increasing effective optical thicknesses. The system PSF
grows from 21 µm with 50-µm crystal thickness to about
70 µm with an effective optical thickness of 200 µm. The
crystal PSF is much smaller than this system value [7]. So
scintillator efficiency and this FOP term still need to be
considered as a trade [8].
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1

We report the initial considerations of using linearly
polarized optical transition radiation (OTR) to
characterize the electron beams of laser plasma
accelerators (LPAs) such as at the Univ. of Texas at
Austin. The two LPAs operate at 100 MeV and 2-GeV,
and they currently have estimated normalized emittances
at ~ 1-mm mrad regime with beam divergences less than
1/γ and beam sizes to be determined at the micron level.
Analytical modeling results indicate the feasibility of
using these OTR techniques for the LPA applications.

INTRODUCTION
Recent measurements of betatron x-ray emission from
quasi-monoenergetic electrons accelerating to 500 MeV
within a laser plasma accelerator (LPA) enabled
estimates of normalized transverse emittance well below
1 mm-mrad and divergences of order 1/γ, where γ is the
Lorentz factor [1]. Such unprecedented LPA beam
parameters can, in principle, be addressed by utilizing the
properties of optical transition radiation (OTR). In
particular, the linearly polarized features of that radiation
provide additional beam parameter sensitivity. We
propose a set of complementary measurements of beam
size and divergence with near-field and far-field OTR
imaging, respectively, on LPA electron beams ranging in
energy from 100 MeV [2] to 2 GeV [3]. The feasibility is
supported by analytical modeling for beam size
sensitivity and divergence sensitivity. In the latter case,
the calculations indicate that the parallel polarization
component of the far-field OTR pattern is sensitive to
rms divergences (σθ) from 0.1 to 0.4 mrad at 2 GeV, and
it is similarly sensitive to rms divergences from 1 to 5
mrad at 100 MeV.
We anticipate the signal levels from charges of 100 pC
will require a 16-bit cooled CCD or scientific CMOS
camera. Other practical challenges of utilizing these
techniques with the LPA configurations will also be
discussed. These include the fundamental requirement to
deflect the high power laser component with a foil while
scattering the electron beam less than its intrinsic
divergence. This may be achieved with a replaceable foil.

TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Two main aspects of the proposed experiments are to
install OTR stations with near-field and far-field imaging
options in the LPAs to assess electron beam size and
divergence. A brief summary of the two LPAs at the
University of Texas at Austin will be described with
current diagnostics, and then the proposed OTR
techniques will be addressed.

The Laser Plasma Accelerators
The Texas PW LPA schematic is shown in Fig. 1. The
PW laser is focused onto the gas jet of 7-cm extent. At
plasma electron densities of 3 to 5 x 1017 cm-3 strong
plasma wake field acceleration occurred, and the
electrons attained quasi-monoenergetic energies of 2
GeV [3]. Normally a dipole magnet is used to provide a
dispersive effect in the x-plane for energy and energy
spread measurements as detected by a downstream
LANEX phosphor screen, imaging plate, or other. The
vertical beam divergence is measured by evaluating the
vertical beam size at the known drift location. A
summary of the beam parameters for the PW LPA is
given in Table 1. A similar process occurs with a TW
LPA driven by a 30 TW laser to provide energies of 100
MeV [2], or 0.1 GeV, as summarized in Table 2.
Table 1: Summary of some PW LPA electron beam
properties. The estimated parameters are indicated*.

Table 2: Summary of some TW LPA electron beam
properties. The estimated parameters are indicated*.

_____________________
*Work partly supported under Contract No. DE-AC02-07CH11359 with
the United States Department of Energy.
**Work at the Univ. of Texas supported by DOE grant DE-SC0011617.
#lumpkin@fnal.gov
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Figure 1: Schematic of the UT PW laser plasma accelerator showing the laser pulse, gas cell, dipole magnet, Al
deflector for laser, and imaging screens/plates. This LPA generated 2-GeV electron beams [2]. Measurement
stations for OTR would be just outside of the plasma bubble regime as well as downstream.

OTR Basics
Optical transition radiation is emitted at the boundary
of two media when relativistic charged particles induce
currents in the media [4-7]. Both forward and backward
OTR are generated as schematically shown in Fig. 2a. In
addition the backward OTR is emitted in a cone around
the angle of specular reflection as illustrated in Fig. 2b,
and the dipole lobes are folded into the 1/γ opening
angles. For high gamma, these angles are much smaller
than the opening angle of Cherenkov radiation as in the
example with an index of refraction, n. These basic OTR
features will be utilized in the LPA application for setting
the foil angles and the optics.

Figure 3: Schematic of near-field and far-field OTR
imaging which provide the beam distribution and angular
distribution, respectively.

MODELING RESULTS

The modeling of the OTR point spread function (PSF)
[8-12] used in beam-size imaging and the OTR angular
distribution [6,7,13] have been described previously. We
will report the results of our modeling in the next section.

Total Polarization

Horizontal Polarization
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The ability to measure both the beam size and the
divergence as separable parameters is realized by
imaging OTR in the near field and the far field,
respectively, as illustrated in Fig. 3. The beam-size
measurement is made with the sensor at the image plane,
and the angular distribution measurement is made with
the sensor at the focal plane of the lens system. The
angular distribution pattern carries energy information in
the opening angle, divergence in the visibility of the
central minimum, and pointing angle in the centroid of
the pattern.

Ver (m)

Figure 2: OTR schematic showing a) forward and
backward lobes, b) the oblique-angle case, and c) a
Cherenkov case with theta=46 degrees for βn=1.5.

We show the results of the OTR–PSF model for a
maximum collection angle of 250 mrad, optical
magnification of 10, and at 500 nm wavelength in Fig. 4.
The total, horizontal polarization, and vertical
polarization images are indicated. Note, these are in the
image plane. One can visualize that the horizontal
polarization with horizontal projection is double lobed
while the corresponding vertical projection would be
single lobed (and thus provide better effective
resolution).
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Near-field Imaging for Beam Distributions
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Figure 4: Calculated PSF distributions in the image plane
with theta max, magnification, and wavelength indicated.
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Figure 6: Calculated intensity projections of the far field
image for 2-GeV beam energy and 0.1-mrad divergence.
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Far-Field Imaging for Angular Distributions
We consider the angular distribution pattern calculated
for the 2-GeV case with 0.1-mrad rms divergence in Fig.
6 and 0.2-mrad rms divergence in Fig. 7. We show three
intensity/polarization components: perpendicular (Iperp),
parallel (Ipar) and the total (Itot). The reference plane is
formed by the e-beam direction and the observation
angle. The reduction of the Ipar modulation between the
lobes with increased divergence is clear. Under a
Gaussian distribution assumption, we have divided the
reported FWHM value in Table 1 by 2.35 so our cases
are close. In Fig. 8 we show a result for the 100-MeV
beam with 2-mrad divergence. In the 4-mrad divergence
case, Ipar modulation was markedly reduced (not shown
here).
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Figure 7: Calculated intensity projections of the far-field
image for 2-GeV beam energy and 0.2-mrad divergence.
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The projections are shown in Fig. 5a. This particular case
is for 2 GeV and for a beam size of 1 µm. In Fig. 5b we
show the result of convolving the respective PSF
polarization components with the beam size, and the
smallest observed size is 1.6 µm using the horizontal
polarization with vertical projection, effectively. We
have performed similar calculations with smaller beam
sizes and for the 100-MeV cases which display an
additional feature that was beam-size sensitive. This is a
subject for further investigations. In practice, one would
deconvolve the PSF from the observed profile to obtain
the original.
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Figure 8: Calculated intensity projections of the far field
image for 0.1-GeV beam energy and 2-mrad divergence.

SUMMARY
In summary, we have done preliminary evaluations of
the sensitivity of polarized OTR imaging to beam size
and divergence for the two LPAs at UT-Austin. For the
values considered, the feasibility was established for both
parameters and both LPAs. Experiments are being
planned in the next phase to implement these techniques.
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BEAM POSITION MONITORING SYSTEM FOR
THE PIP-II INJECTOR TEST ACCELERATOR*
N. Patel#, C. Briegel, J. Diamond, N. Eddy, B. Fellenz, J. Fitzgerald, V. Scarpine
FNAL, Batavia, IL 60510, USA
The Proton Improvement Plan II (PIP-II) injector test
accelerator is an integrated systems test for the front-end
of a proposed continuous-wave (CW) compatible, pulsed
H- superconducting RF linac. This linac is part of Fermilab’s PIP-II upgrade. This injector test accelerator will
help minimize the technical risk elements for PIP-II and
validate the concept of the front-end. Major goals of the
injector accelerator are to test a CW RFQ and H- source, a
bunch-by-bunch Medium-Energy Beam Transport
(MEBT) beam chopper and stable beam acceleration
through low-energy superconducting cavities. Operation
and characterization of this injector places stringent demands on the types and performance of the accelerator
beam diagnostics. A beam position monitor (BPM) system has been developed for this application and early
commissioning measurements have been taken of beam
transport through the beamline.

INTRODUCTION
A BPM system is required for providing transverse position, relative intensity, and relative phase measurements
for the MEBT linac as shown in Figure 1. A 4-button
BPM system is implemented to provide such measurements for beam parameters shown in Table 1.

Figure 1: First Two BPMs in MEBT beamline.
Table 1: Typical Beam Parameters
Ion type
Beam Energy
Particles per bunch, nominal
Max rms beam size, x/y
Max rms bunch length in MEBT
Maximum rms bunch length in SC cryo-modules
Bunch/RF frequency in MEBT
β
rms bunch length (sigma)

reported and actual beam positions over ±5 mm range.
The system should be able to subtract in software an absolute offset of BPM pickups and electronics up to 1mm.
For phase, the relative accuracy indicates the allowable
deviation of linearity between the reported and actual
beam phases, at large averaging, over ±5º.

DESIGN OVERVIEW
The BPM system block diagram is shown in Figure 2.
Each BPM has 4 ports corresponding to each of the pickups. Figure 3 shows a picture of an individual uninstalled
pick-up which is 20mm in diameter. The button pick-up
is modified version of a design used by J. Crisp at FRIB
[1]. Higher levels of assembly are shown in Figures 4
and 5. Superflex Heliax coaxial cable with SMA terminations is connected to each of the ports. This cable was
selected due to its shielding performance, flexibility,
durability and low signal attenuation. At about 100 to
200 feet in length, the RF cables are then connected to a
rack which houses all the BPM electronics. Within the
rack, the BPM signals connect to an in-house designed 4channel analog signal conditioning transition module,
whose picture is shown in Figure 6 and block diagram in
Figure 7. One highlight of this module is that a bandpass
filter is placed on a daughter card. This allows for a compact, yet flexible design where a filter change with different footprint would only require a new daughter card
assembly. The current bandpass filter selects the fundamental frequency of the bunch train. Several analog
bandpass filters, both commercial off the shelf (COTS)
and custom designs were evaluated. The “SXBP161R5+” Mini Circuits filter was selected for performance, package size, cost and the advantage of being
COTS.
As a result, the output of each channel from this module is a 162.5MHz tone. Twenty transition modules are
able to fit in a 5U high crate having a custom backplane.
Therefore, one crate can support up to 20 BPMs.

H2.1 MeV
2x108
4 / 4 mm
15º of 162.5 MHz
6º of RF frequency
162.5 MHz CW
0.067
120 psec

For position, the relative accuracy indicates the allowable deviation, at large averaging, of linearity between the
____________________________________________

Figure 2: BPM system block diagram.

* This work was supported by the DOE contract No. DEAC0207CH11359 to the Fermi Research Alliance LLC.
#npatel@fnal.gov
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Figure 3: Individual button pick-up.
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Figure 8. A VME crate supports up to 15 digitizer modules. Therefore, One VME crate can support up to 30
BPMs.
A few of the benefits of the in-house designed digitizer
and transition modules are flexibility for hardware or
firmware modifications, low-cost and an overall compact
system where one rack can support many BPMs.

Figure 4: Button pick-up assembled in housing.

Figure 8: Digitizer module block diagram.
From the processed data, position, phase and intensity
were calculated and made available to the ACNET interface. Phase will be relative to the RF signal that BPM
electronics are locked to.

SIMULATION DETAILS

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 5: Button pick-up assembly installed in beamline.

For preliminary analysis, a 3D model of the BPM was
simulated using CST Particle Studio represented in Figure
9. A beam signal was create using an ideal Gaussian
bunch train at 162.5MHz. Figures 10-11 illustrate the
validation of expected signal out of the BPM port given
the expected input excitation.

Figure 6: Transition module with filter daughter board.
Figure 9: 3D Model of BPM assembled in housing.

Figure 10: Excitation signal in CST.
Figure 7: Block diagram of analog signal conditioning
transition module.
The signals are then under-sampled by an in-house
designed 8-channel digitizer board which can sample up
to 125 MS/s with a 14-bit ADC. A block diagram illustrating the architecture of the digitizer module is shown in

Figure 11: Signal from BPM electrode in CST.
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POSITION CORRECTIONS
BPM Linearity Correction
A stretch wire scanning test was performed to map out
the BPM pick up response versus position. In this test, a
wire is stretched longitudinally across the beam pipe. The
response of the BPM pick-ups was measured as the wire
was swept vertically in the transverse direction. A 7 th
order polynomial fit was applied to this data in order to
correct for the loss in linearity as the beam moves away
from the center of the beam pipe.

Low Beta Correction
Due to non-relativistic speed of the particles, we applied a correction factor which is a function of frequency
and position from the center of the beam pipe. The correction based on R. Shafer’s equations [2] is applied to
the position calculations.

BEAM MEASUREMENTS
With a 5mA beam through the beamline, the response
measured from the BPM pick-up after Superflex Heliax
cable is shown in Figure 12. The measurement shows
that the signal is on the order of hundreds of millivolts,
depending on position. Figure 13 shows the 162.5MHz
signal coming out of the transition module ready to be
sent to the digitizer module.

Figure 14: Phase, position and intensity measurements
from BPM.

Figure 15: BPM position measurement variation.

Figure 12: Measured BPM response at input to transition
module.

In conclusion, the BPM system for the MEBT beamline
has been demonstrated and provides the required phase,
position and intensity measurements. Future plans include expanding the usage of this BPM in the beamline as
well as upgrading the electronics to use a new in-house
designed digitizer module capable of sampling up to
250MS/sec.
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Figure 13: Measured BPM response at output of transition
module (or input to digitizer module).
Measurements from the front end software is shown in
Figure 14. This shows average phase, horizontal and
vertical position and intensity. Figure 15 shows a measurement having around 60µm variation for x/y positions.
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FERMILAB SWITCHYARD RESONANT BEAM POSITION MONITOR
ELECTRONICS UPGRADE RESULTS*
T. Petersen†, P. S. Prieto, A. Watts, J. Diamond, N. Liu, D. Slimmer, Fermi National Accelerator
Laboratory
to determine the appropriate attenuation level for a given
Abstract
The readout electronics for the resonant beam position
monitors (BPMs) in the Fermilab Switchyard (SY) have
been upgraded, utilizing a low noise amplifier transition
board and Fermilab designed digitizer boards. The
stripline BPMs are estimated to have an average signal
output of between -110 dBm and -80 dBm, with an estimated peak output of -70 dBm. The external resonant
circuit is tuned to the SY machine frequency of 53.10348
MHz. Both the digitizer and transition boards have variable gain in order to accommodate the large dynamic range
and irregularity of the resonant extraction spill. These
BPMs will aid in auto-tuning of the SY beamline as well
as enabling operators to monitor beam position through
the spill.

INTRODUCTION
The Fermilab Switchyard Stripline beam position
monitors (BPMs) have been outfitted with new electronics. They consist of a transition board, VME processor
(MVME 2401 or 5500), and an 8-channel, 125 MHz
digitizer board. The transition boards condition the incoming signal before it arrives at the digitizers. This ensures that the signal is the appropriate magnitude to be
read by the digitizer, as well as ensuring that only the
frequency of interest is being detected. The large dynamic
range and adjustable gain are the most considerable upgrades to the electronics system [1].

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Resonant BPMs
The Switchyard BPMs have an external coil which in
conjunction with the plate capacitance acts as a resonant
circuit at 53 MHz. This increases the low intensity levels
observed during slow spill. These signal levels are expected to be between -110 dBm to -80 dBm [2], with peak
levels reaching higher due to the nature of the spill.

Transition Board
The transition board electronics were designed with a
large dynamic range in mind, with three 23 dB gain low
noise amplifiers (LNAs) and a programmable attenuator
with up to 31.5 dB of attenuation (in 0.5 dB steps) for an
effective gain of 37.5-69 dB. This is shown in Figure 1. In
addition the signal passes through a bandpass filter (BW
of 5 MHz, centered at 53.10348 MHz) in order to increase
the signal to noise ratio. This analog path also taps the
signal after the first LNA to be read through a logarithmic
amplifier,
allowing the implementation of a control loop
___________________________________________
* Work supported by the Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory,
operated by Fermi Research Alliance LLC, under contract No.
DE-AC02-07CH11359 with the US Department of Energy

† tpeterse@fnal.gov

incoming RF power level. This is important so that the
analog signal falls within the dynamic range of the Digitizer’s ADC.
The digital portion of the transition board is controlled
via a microcontroller. This is used to read in the incoming
power level from the log amp, set the digital attenuator
value, and communicate with the VME processor card
through CAN bus protocol.

Figure 1: Block diagram of transition board.

Digitizer and DSP Chain
The analog signal is read into an 8 channel digitizer
with a sampling rate of 122.163 MHz. This was chosen to
be above the Nyquist rate for the RF of interest (2.3 times
the machine RF), and this clock signal is supplied via a
PLL that is locked to the SY RF. The BPM pickup signal
is digitally processed in an FPGA, with the DSP chain
being detailed in Figure 2.
The ADC signal is down-converted from 53.10348
MHz to near base-band via mixing with an NCO produced signal, which produces an I&Q pair. This is done in
order to get the signal close to DC, and still preserve
phase data for magnitude calculation. When the NCO
frequency was too close to the machine frequency of
53.10348 MHz, the down-converted frequency could be
seen modulating the position readout. This was determined to be caused by truncation errors in the data chain,
and was mitigated by choosing the down-converted frequency such that it could be easily notched out by the
moving average filter.
Since the Switchyard slow spill lasts for approximately
4 seconds, the number of total samples for the spill needed to be reduced in order to effectively read out the data.
The bulk of the sampling rate reduction was done by
using a decimating CIC filter, with a decimation rate of
2048. The CIC filter has the benefit of decimation while
also averaging the data. This is beneficial since the spill is
not uniform, and the averaging assures that all power is
accounted for in the accumulated intensity readout.
The following two FIR filters also have a decimation
rate of 2, for a total decimation value of 8192 and final
sampling frequency of 14.9 kHz. This is the rate at which
the magnitude data (as seen in Figure 2) is reported. The
intensity is calculated as the square root of the sum of
squares of the two magnitudes. This value is reported
separately from the individual magnitude data, which is
further processed once it is passed to ACNET, Fermilab’s
Accelerator
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Figure 2: Block diagram of the DSP chain for the Switchyard Digitizers, for a single BPM plate.
Control system. Lastly, the magnitude data is passed
through a moving average filter (with 160 points) before
being reported to ACNET at 720 Hz.
Once in ACNET, the data for the magnitude read on each
plate is used to calculate the position using a linear scale
factor and offset.

RESULTS AND FUTURE WORK
Results

Figure 3: Calculated beam position (green) plotted
throughout the spill, along with BPM plate intensities (red
and yellow).

Usage
The majority of the use of the BPMs has been to begin
an auto-tuning program for the Switchyard beamline. This
uses an averaged position for each BPM to determine the
best tuning. The real time data plotting capability of the
system has also been advantageous, as it has helped diagnose an issue seen in the beamline known as beam roll
(when the beam position moves in time throughout the
spill). This issue and subsequent fix can be seen below, as
illustrated in Figure 5.

Figure 4: BPM position (green) plotted with reported
accumulated intensity (red).
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The new BPM electronics system has been installed
and taking data for almost a year. Below, in Figure 3, is a
plot of the beam position throughout a spill. The green
trace is the calculated position, while the red and yellow
traces are the magnitudes on either plate. Large spikes can
be noticed throughout the spill, which illustrates the importance of making the system sensitive to the largest
dynamic range possible.
Figure 4 shows the position (green) and accumulated
intensity (red) throughout a spill. The intensity measurement still requires some fine tuning of the calibration in
order to get a precise measurement, but the system has
shown consistent measurements of both position and
intensity.
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Future Work

CONCLUSION

Future work for the BPM system mostly entails finer
calibration of the BPM position readout and calibration of
the intensity readout. The intensity measurement has been
the most difficult, as it proves difficult to make measurements on the resonant circuit without changing its properties. A separate approach has been taken, to begin calibrating a better understood device (resonant cavity spill
monitor) in order to calibrate the BPMs off of that.
Additional work entails full commissioning of an adaptive system in which the log amp readings will set the
attenuation value. Currently the system has been running
at a static attenuation value, but as the intensity of the
beam increases this will become a necessary feature. This
will require a large lookup table that will set the appropriate scaling factor for each possible value, compensating
for small differences in each channel’s attenuation setting
accuracy.
Other work includes continuing the electronic replacement down the SY line.
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The new electronic system for the Fermilab Switchyard
Beam Position Monitors has been installed and taking
data. While some work remains, the BPMs have begun
providing position measurements for the SY beamline.
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Figure 5: The plot on the left shows three beam positions as blue, green, and yellow (yellow being the one of interest)
as well as power supply current (for a main dipole string) in red. It can be seen that as the power supply current is better
regulated, the beam roll is much less prominent.
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FERMILAB CRYOMODULE TEST STAND RF INTERLOCK SYSTEM*
T. Petersen†, J. S. Diamond, D. McDowell, D. Nicklaus, P. S. Prieto, A. Semenov,
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, Batavia, IL 60510, USA
Abstract
An interlock system has been designed for the Fermilab
Cryo-module Test Stand (CMTS), a test bed for the cryomodules to be used in the upcoming Linac Coherent Light
Source 2 (LCLS-II) project at SLAC. The interlock system
features 8 independent subsystems, one per superconducting RF cavity and solid state amplifier (SSA) pair. Each
system monitors several devices to detect fault conditions
such as arcing in the waveguides or quenching of the SRF
system. Additionally each system can detect fault conditions by monitoring the RF power seen at the cavity coupler through a directional coupler. In the event of a fault
condition, each system is capable of removing RF signal to
the amplifier (via a fast RF switch) as well as turning off
the SSA. Additionally, each input signal is available for remote viewing and recording via a Fermilab designed digitizer board and MVME 5500 processor.

The block diagram given below in Figure 2 illustrates a
full system of interlock permits each System Controller
monitors. Communication between the RF Interlocks and
the Accelerator Controls is done through an MVME 5500
processor, which monitors each board for trips and displays
these trips through an EPICS GUI. The controller is also
used to remotely sets trip limits (each board has a hard, potentiometer set trip limit as well as a software set, DAC trip
limit), and transfer digitizer data.

INTRODUCTION
Fermilab has been designated as one of the laboratories
to test a number of cryo-modules for SLAC’s upcoming
Linac Coherent Light Source 2 [1]. In order to provide facilities for this test, an RF interlocks system has been designed (using previous interlock systems as a template).
The interlocks are designed to remove the low level RF
(LLRF) within 120 nsec from detection of an RF fault. This
is done by monitoring a number of signal sources when an
abnormal state is detected, a fast GaAs switch interrupts
the LLRF delivered to the SSA. All analog signals are digitized at up to 80 MHz with a 16 channel Fermilab-designed board. The RF interlocks will operate in pulse mode
first, then move to continuous wave (CW) mode.

Figure 1: Three full systems in a VME crate with processor
and digitizers.

The full RF interlock system consists of 8 SSA-Coupler
pairs controlled by dedicated RF interlocks. Each RF interlock system consists of 5 VME 64X boards which contain
analog circuits to process the analog signals and an FPGA
to communicate via the VME bus with the crate controller.
The interlock boards are organized by function as a System
Control board, an 8-channel FWR/REFL PWR board, a 6channel Field Emission Probe board, a 6-channel Photomultiplier board, and a Digitizer board. These boards can
be seen (in the order listed above) in Figure 1. In addition
to these boards there is a Relay-Latch board that is used to
fan out some auxiliary input signals to the 8 subsystems
such as vacuum and temperature trips. A PLC also processes IR and RTD sensors from the couplers and provides
an input to the System Control board.
___________________________________________

* Work supported by the Fermi National Accelerator laboratory, operated by Fermi Research Alliance LLC, under contract
No. DE-AC02-07CH11359 with the US Department of Energy
† tpeterse@fnal.gov

Figure 2: This block diagram details the various signals,
permits, and components in each system. Digitizer and
MVME 5500 excluded.
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System Control Board

Digitizers

The System Control board AND’s all digital status signals (active permit high) local interlock boards as well as
TTL and contact signals from the PLC, SSA, and RelayLatch board. The board then generates an enable to the SSA
and GaAs fast RF switch allowing LLRF to flow to the
SSA. Additionally, one of the 8 System Control cards monitors a 1.3 GHz RF antenna, which monitors for RF leaks
from the SSA’s. This antenna permit is common to all 8
systems.

All of the 8 systems include a Fermilab designed 16
channel, 80 MHz digitizer board for monitoring each input
signal. Each interlock board has a monitor output for each
channel that enables the user to see the response while running. The system is designed with two types of monitoring
capabilities.
The first utilizes a circular buffer that keeps a smaller
length of data (in time) but with much higher sampling rate.
The sampling rate and number of samples stored are variable, allowing the user to adjust the window around the trip
condition. This buffer will be read by the processor when a
trip occurs, allowing the user to record and view the events
that caused the trip in high detail. An example of this can
be seen in Figure 3, which shows FEP activity that caused
a trip. During this mode the data for each channel can be
plotted in real time at 720 Hz.
The second mode decimates the high sampling rate data
in order to look at the entirety of the pulse in pulsed mode,
with an adjustable sampling rate. This variable sampling
rate allows the user to look at the entire pulse even as the
pulse width grows during its approach to CW mode.

FWR/REFL PWR Board
This board monitors forward RF power, reflected RF
power, and transmitted RF power at the cavity coupler via
directional couplers. RF is detected using a fast log-amp
which allows for monitoring of the input power over a large
frequency range. In CW mode, it is proposed that faults
from these signals will be determined by computing the
sum power of each system, FWR, REFL, TRANS PWR
and system losses. In pulse mode operation trips are set
by a combination of DAC and trim-pot setting and a signal
discriminator. Cavity fill time trips are disabled through a
gate permit that controls when the trip is valid based on this
fill time.

Field Emission Probe Board
The Field Emission Probe (FEP) board monitors three
FEPs per SSA-Coupler system. The probes monitor three
different temperature regions of the coupler (room temp,
80K, and 4K). The probe floats with respect to the plasma
it tries to measure. The probe is biased at +20 V, with plans
to increase the voltage to approximately +35 V in an effort
to increase sensitivity. The FEP is used to detect any ions
generated by plasma. A comparator detects the flow of current and inhibits the RF to SSA when limits are exceeded.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Photomultiplier Tube Board
The Photomultiplier Tube (PMT) board is used to monitor the output signal of a PMT, a Hamamatsu H6780
mounted on the coupler looking through a quartz window.
There is also a PMT available looking at the output of the
SSA window. The PMT gain is adjustable. The PMT board
also utilizes the dark current of the physical device to ensure that cables are connected.

Figure 3: 80 MHz sampling rate circular buffer data showing FEP activity causing a trip.

USAGE

Auxiliary Inputs
Each system includes an input from a programmable
logic controller (PLC) that monitors two temperature sensors: an infrared (IR) detector, and a resistive temperature
detector (RTD).
In addition to monitoring these and previously mentioned devices, each system monitors auxiliary inputs as
well. These include a Cryo permit, a Vacuum system permit, temperature sensors on a Faraday window of the Cryomodule, and permits from both FEP and PMT external
power supplies. These five signals are fanned out (along
with the antenna trip signal previously mentioned) so that
they are common to all 8 systems.

The interlock systems are remotely monitored, and outfitted so that operation of the interlock system can be done
remotely for most situations. This is done via a Synoptic
(an EPICS GUI) display window, shown in Figure 4, as
well as various ACNET (Fermilab’s Accelerator Control
system) pages. All of the interlock boards have both analog
trip limit settings as well as a digitally set trip limit, which
can be set via the Synoptic display.
Additionally each board displays their status, allowing a
user to determine which board (and which specific device)
caused a trip. This allows the user to determine if the trip
requires attention, as well as aiding in the conditioning of
the couplers. A trip condition can be reset remotely for all
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Figure 4: EPICS GUI display for one RF Interlock crate. The three systems are shown in various states, with System 2
permitted to run RF power into the cavity.
boards, allowing the user to remotely clear the interlocks
and continue running.
The digitizer mode, as well as sampling rate and number
of samples taken, is also set remotely via ACNET. For the
real time 720 Hz plots the data is plotted in ACNET, while
for the pulsed mode and circular buffer readout (following
a trip condition) can be accessed via the Synoptic display.

CONCLUSION
The prototype Cryo-module has been installed and testing has begun. The interlock system has been functioning
as expected, allowing the eight systems to be run while
monitoring all systems for a trip condition.

The authors gratefully acknowledge the work done by
the technicians, engineers, and physicists in the Instrumentation department and Controls department.
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COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY OF TRANSVERSE PHASE SPACE∗
A. Watts† , C. Johnstone‡ , J. Johnstone§
Fermilab, Batavia, IL, USA
Abstract
Two computed tomography techniques are explored to
reconstruct beam transverse phase space using both simulated beam and multi-wire profile data in the Fermilab Muon
Test Area ("MTA") beamline. Both Filtered Back-Projection
("FBP") and Simultaneous Algebraic Reconstruction Technique ("SART") algorithms [1] are considered and compared.
Errors and artifacts are compared as a function of each algorithm’s free parameters, and it is shown through simulation
and MTA beamline profiles that SART is advantageous for
reconstructions with limited profile data.

BEAM PROJECTION
Computed tomography reconstructs an N-dimensional object out of many (N-1)-dimensional projections, examples of
which are pictured in Fig. 1. Similarly, a transverse beam profile is a one-dimensional projection of the two-dimensional
phase space. Computed tomography is thus the reverse of the
projection process, i.e. integrating many (N-1)-dimensional
projections into a reconstructed N-dimensional image. For a
full reconstruction, profile data must exist through a viewing
angle range of π radians [1]. However, to use any computed

So the projection onto the t axis of a ray passing through
pixel (x, x 0 ) of the original image at angle θ is:
t = xcosθ + x 0 sinθ

(2)

Thus Equation 3 describes the general projection P(t, θ)
onto axis t at viewing angle θ of two-dimensional object
f (x, y).
"
P(t, θ) =
dxdy f (x, y)δ(xcosθ + ysinθ − t)
(3)
Similarly, neglecting dispersion, the phase space coordinates
for a particle at two locations in a beamline with only linear
forces are related by:
!
!
!
x2
R11 R12 x
=
(4)
R21 R22 x 0
x 20
12
By defining the phase orientation angle θ = tan−1 ( R
R11 ) and
q
2 + R2 , such that R = scosθ and
scaling factor s = R11
11
12
R12 = ssinθ the beam projection can be rewritten as:
"
x2
P(x 2, θ) =
dxdx 0 f (x, x 0 )δ(s[xcosθ + x 0 sinθ − )
s
(5)
For beam, each projection P(x 2, θ) is a profile measured
with instrumentation like a multi-wire detector. Thus computed tomography algorithms may be used to reconstruct
beam transverse phase space if each profile is scaled horizontally by 1s and vertically by s, and if the appropriate
scaling factor and phase orientation angle for each profile
are known. Whereas traditional tomography involves rotating a camera around a fixed object, beam tomography rotates
the phase space distribution while taking projections (i.e.
beam profiles) at the same location in the beamline.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

BEAM SIMULATION

Figure 1: 1-D projection of a 2-D object. Traditional tomography is the reverse of the projection process.
tomography algorithm, an analogy must be made between
such projections of a physical object and beam profiles [2].
For the projection in Fig. 1, the coordinate systems of the
image and a projection are related by:
!
!
!
t
cosθ sinθ x
=
(1)
−sinθ cosθ x 0
t0
∗
†
‡
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To test the efficacy of the computed tomography algorithms, a simple linear particle tracking Python code was
used to build profile data while varying the phase orientation
angle of a simple FODO channel beamline. A deliberately
non-elliptical and asymmetric beam distribution was generated particle-by-particle, each of which being passed through
the beamline using the thick-lens linear transfer matrix.
A multiwire profile monitor was simulated by taking a
histogram of all particle ’x’ values with 48 bins spaced 1 mm
apart; this is typical for the number of wires and spacing
for Fermilab SEM multiwires. For every quadrupole value
in the scan of phase rotation angle ranging π radians, a histogram profile is taken at the end of the beamline. The initial
beam distribution is pictured in Fig. 2 in two-dimensional
histogram form. Reconstruction of this simulated data at
the beginning of the beamline was carried out using the
"scikit-image" Python library [3].
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Figure 2: Simulated initial beam distribution in 48x48 bin
2-D histogram to mimic multi-wire resolution. The color
scale represents the number of particles in a given pixel.
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Figure 3: Filtered Back Projection reconstruction. The color
scale is normalized so the sum of all pixels is unity.

FILTERED BACK PROJECTION

(6)
The filter F (ω) is one of the free parameters for FBP reconstruction. Comparing the RMS errors for reconstruction
using each available filter in the Python library, it was determined that the "ramp" filter F (ω) = |ω| provided the best
reconstruction. Each pixel of both the original histogram
and the reconstruction are normalized by the sum of all pixel
values, so the sum of all pixels for each image is unity. The
error for each pixel is computed by subtracting the reconstruction pixels from the original histogram pixels. Finally,
the total RMS error is computed for the entire error image.
This allows for a quantitative comparison between tomography methods. The FBP reconstruction and associated RMS
error are shown in Fig. 3.

SIMULTANEOUS ALGEBRAIC
RECONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUE
Simultaneous Algebraic Reconstruction Technique
("SART") takes a different approach to tomography than
FBP by considering a ray of finite thickness intercepting the
image to be reconstructed. This is shown in Fig. 4, where
each projection at angle θ is the sum of rays pi , and f j is

Figure 4: Diagram of a ray intercepting a pixellated image
for the purpose of SART reconstruction.
value of the "j" pixel. Each ray intercepts a fractional area
a
of a pixel wi j = di2j . Therefore, the original image may be
reconstructed from projections by solving linear system
in Eq. (7) that shows how each "bin" of a projection is
determined from the "i" ray interacting with the "j" pixel for
N total pixels [1].
N
X

wi j f j = pi

(7)

j=1

Thus wi j is an M by N matrix, where M is the total number
of all imaging rays for all projections, and N is the number
of pixels in the image. Inversion of wi j to solve for the value
of each image pixel f j would sufficiently reconstruct the
original image; however, M and N are often very large, and
often wi j is not square, and thus cannot be directly inverted.
However, wi j is often sparse, because many pixels in an
image may be blank, so only some pixels are intercepted
by the imaging rays. Thus SART is an iterative method for
solving Eq. (7) based on an algorithm originally developed
by Stefan Kaczmarz and later developed by Kunio Tanabe
known as the "method of projections" [5, 6]. The resulting
reconstruction of the simulated data from Fig. 2 is pictured in
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Filtered Back Projection ("FBP") is a common computed
tomography method first applied to transverse phase space
reconstruction by McKee et. al. in 1995 [4]. This method
applies a standard filter to each projection before "backprojecting" each and allowing them to interfere; the interference pattern forms the reconstructed image.
Described by Eq. (6), the FBP reconstruction process
involves computing the Fourier Transform R(ω, θ) of each
profile P(t, θ), then simultaneously back-projecting through
t = xcos(θ) + ysin(θ) and computing the inverse Fourier
Transform. Finally, integrating over all projection angles
produces the reconstruction.
"
f (x, y) =
ωdωdθe2πi(ωxcosθ+ωysinθ) F (ω)R(ω, θ)
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detailed quadrupole scan should be considered in the future.

Figure 5: SART reconstruction. The color scale is normalized so the sum of all pixels is unity.
Fig. 5. The RMS error for SART is significantly lower than
FBP, and beam tail reconstruction also appears improved.
Two main free parameters exist in the "scikit-image"
Python library implementation of SART, namely the number
of iterations and the "relaxation" value. A reconstruction
from the first iteration of SART (i.e. the output of the "iradonsart" function) is passed back into the function as an initial
"guess". Successive iteration improves the RMS error, but
eventually artifacts appear and propagate, so there is a maximum iteration number to achieve the best reconstruction.
The relaxation value is the weighting factor α < 1 on each
pixel value as it is updated after each iteration. Thus a balance between relaxation and iteration number is necessary
to provide the best reconstruction with minimal convergence
time. Figure 6 shows how the RMS error of a SART reconstruction depends on both the iteration and the relaxation
parameter. This plot informed the decision to use α = 0.1
and 3 iterations for the reconstruction in Fig. 5.

Figure 7: SART Reconstruction of MTA beamline vertical
phase space. The color scale is normalized so the sum of all
pixels is unity.

CONCLUSION
Both FBP and SART computed tomography algorithms
have been compared to reconstruct the transverse phase
space of a simulated beam. Error images were created with
a pixel-by-pixel comparison of a 2-D histogram of the original distribution and each reconstruction, then an RMS error
for each error image was computed. Using the RMS error
as a figure-of-merit, it has been determined that the SART
algorithm provides superior accuracy in reconstruction of
a non-elliptical beam distribution. Further work will use
such reconstructions to improve the optics match of transfer beamlines at Fermilab with non-elliptical beam from
resonant extraction.
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REAL-TIME MAGNETIC ELECTRON ENERGY SPECTROMETER FOR
USE WITH MEDICAL LINEAR ACCELERATORS
P. E. Maggi†, K. R. Hogstrom, K. L. Matthews II,
Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, LA 70803, USA
R. L. Carver, Mary Bird Perkins Cancer Center, Baton Rouge, LA 70809, USA
Accelerator characterization and quality assurance is an
integral part of electron linear accelerator (linac) use in a
medical setting. The current clinical method for radiation
metrology of electron beams (dose on central axis versus
depth in water) only provides a surrogate for the underlying performance of the accelerator and does not provide
direct information about the electron energy spectrum.
We have developed an easy to use real-time magnetic
electron energy spectrometer for characterizing the electron beams of medical linacs. Our spectrometer uses a
0.57 T permanent magnet block as the dispersive element
and scintillating fibers coupled to a CCD camera as the
position sensitive detector. The goal is to have a device
capable of 0.12 MeV energy resolution (which corresponds to a range shift of 0.5 mm) with a minimum
readout rate of 1 Hz, over an energy range of 5 to 25
MeV. This work describes the real-time spectrometer
system, the detector response model, and the spectrum
unfolding method. Measured energy spectra from multiple electron beams from an Elekta Infinity Linac are presented.

INTRODUCTION
Many cancer centers have multiple medical linear accelerators (linacs) used for treating patients. The linacs
produce beams of photons or electrons; typical electron
energies range from 4 MeV to 25 MeV. If all of the linacs
at a cancer center have matched beams, which include
matched dose vs depth curves, patients can be treated
with any machine at the facility without the need to recalculate machine specific treatment plans. This is especially
beneficial if a treatment machine is out of operation, as
the patient can easily and immediately be treated on another machine.
The depth-dose curve of a therapeutic electron beam
strongly depends on the energy distribution of the incident beam, primarily the mean energy and most probable
energy [1]. Depth-dose curves are typically measured
using a large water tank with a small diode or ion chamber that is positioned at different depths in the tank. The
depth-dose curve reflects only specific features of an
energy spectrum, such as peak mean energy (Ep), average
energy, and FWHM, but not the spectrum as a whole.
Efforts have been made to analytically back calculate the
energy spectra from this data [2] or via matching of
depth-dose curves with iterative Monte Carlo simulations
[3]. These predicted spectra are generated assuming only
a Gaussian spectrum that is not excessively broad (e.g.
less than 15% FWHM). However it is widely understood

that there is a low-energy tail present in the spectrum [1]
as a result of beam conditioning for therapeutic use. Additionally, measurements by Kok et al [4] have shown that
spectra for certain traveling-wave linacs (Elekta, Phillips)
can have further spectral deviations violating the Gaussian assumption; this is due to accelerator tuning parameters (e.g. High Powered Phase Shifter) relating to the RF
recycling system. A magnetic spectrometer has the potential to simplify beam measurements, reduce the time
needed for beam matching, and provides more information about the electron beam.

SPECTROMETER HARDWARE
We have developed an easy to use real-time magnetic
electron energy spectrometer for characterizing the electron beams of medical linacs. Our spectrometer system is
constructed around a 0.57 T (effective field strength)
dipole magnet block as the dispersive element; this magnet block was used by McLaughlin et al [5] as part of a
passive spectrometer system. The magnet poles measure
15.23 cm x 46.99 cm x 2.63 cm, with a 2.54 cm separation (Fig. 1), and are held apart by steel and aluminium
plates. The electron beam enters the magnet block via a
6.35 mm diameter aperture in the steel mounting face.
The electrons exit the magnet block at the detector plane,
which is the face parallel to both the central axis of the
incident electron beam and the direction of the magnetic
field.

B
A
Figure 1: Photograph of magnet block showing the entrance aperture (A) and exit window (B).
The detector system uses a row of 60 1 mm x 1 mm
square BCF-20 green scintillating fibers (Saint-Gobain,
Malvern, PA) oriented vertically; this provides a onedimensional position sensitive detector. The fiber ribbon
is rearranged to a square bundle to be imaged by a Pixelink PL-8955 monochromatic CCD camera (Fig 2). This
design was initially proposed by Gahn et al. [6] for use in
high intensity laser plasma studies.

† pmaggi1@lsu.edu
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perpendicular to the long axis of the fiber ribbon. A median filter was used to remove salt and pepper noise.

Fiber Bundle

Magnet Block and
Fiber Ribbon

Figure 2: Magnet Block and Fiber Detector System.

a)
b)
Figure 4: a) Image of fiber bundle during uniform irradiation by a 20 MeV electron beam, used to obtain fiber
response correction factors. b) 13 MeV electron beam
after background subtraction.

To acquire data, the spectrometer is placed on the patient treatment couch with the linac gantry rotated 900
(Fig. 3). The broad electron field produced by the accelerator is collimated to a pinhole (diameter 6.35 mm) by a
Cerrobend insert at the end of the 10 cm x 10 cm applicator, and is aligned with the entrance to the magnet block.

After subtracting a background image (acquired using a
solid Cerrobend insert instead of the insert with a pinhole)
the fiber signal was summed over the active area of each
fiber. This data was sorted into a fiber signal vs position
graph as shown in Fig. 5. We used sinc interpolation and a
low pass filter to upsample the data and reduce noise.

C

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 5: Sorted and corrected fiber signal for a 13 MeV
electron beam.

B
A
Figure 3: Irradiation Geometry. A is the Cerrobend insert,
B is the electron applicator, C is the linac gantry.
The camera acquires images of the fiber bundle (Fig. 4)
with an exposure time of 1000 ms. These settings allow
for adequate signal accumulation while still providing a
frame rate of 1 Hz.
This fiber bundle image is parsed and processed by the
analysis software described below.

ANALYSIS SOFTWARE
Fiber response corrections were determined using a
3 cm x 8 cm uniform electron beam directly incident

362

The detector response function (converting from input
energy spectrum to output fiber signal) was determined
using an in-house Monte Carlo simulation to generate a
contribution matrix C. This matrix accounted for the initial Gaussian angular spread of electrons entering the
spectrometer through the 6.35 mm aperture, and the finite
sized detector elements. In-air scatter was not modelled.
The constant magnetic field of 0.57 T was determined
using the average field strength experienced by electrons,
of energies 3 to 25 MeV, passing through the spectrometer. The contribution matrix allowed the spectrometer to
be modelled as a simple linear matrix equation
(1)
CE S
where C is the contribution matrix, E is the desired energy
spectrum, and S is the resulting fiber signal output. C is
not directly invertible, so a basic gradient descent loop, as
shown in Eq 2, was used to unfold the data.

Ek 1

Ek  ZC * (CEk  S )

(2)

where Ek is the estimated energy spectrum at the kth iteration, ɘ 
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Table 1: Summary of Fitting Accuracy
Peak Mean Energy
Ep [MeV]
FWHM [ MeV]
Simulated
16.00
3.20
Ideal
k = 50
15.93
3.46
k = 200
15.98
3.36
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Table 2 lists the spectral parameters calculated from the
measured, unfolded spectra. When comparing the measured values in Table 2 to values measured with the previous, passive version of our spectrometer [5], the FWHM
values were within 0.3 MeV, and the peak mean energies
agreed within 0.6 MeV. Some of the unfolded spectra
exhibit low energy upturn artifacts that were not present
in the data from our passive spectrometer. The cause is
being investigated, and is likely due to the unfolding
process matching unsuppressed noise.
Table 2: Measured Energy Spectrum Parameters
Peak Mean Energy
Ep [MeV]
FWHM [ MeV]
10 MeV
9.75
2.12
13 MeV
13.78
2.71
16 MeV
17.11
3.29

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Our real-time spectrometer system allows for the realtime measurement of electron energy spectra. We are
investigating the device’s utility to assist in beam matching for medical linacs, as well as for routine quality assurance measurements such as energy constancy
We are currently analyzing the uncertainty associated
with our measurements and spectral unfolding method.
Ideally, to quantify any systemic error we would like to
characterize our device with a mono-energetic beam that
is itself accurately known. We are also investigating improvements to the method for unfolding the spectrum,
such as using a different initial guess or using a weighting
scheme.

Figure 6: Spectral unfolding at varied number of iterations using simulated data.

ACQUIRED DATA
Data taken on an Elekta Infinity at Mary Bird Perkins
Cancer Center (Baton Rouge, LA) is presented in Fig. 7
for electron beams of nominal energies 10, 13 and
16 MeV.

Figure 7: Measured electron energy spectra for an Elekta
Infinity at nominal beam energies of 10, 13 and 16 MeV.
The arrows note non-physical artifacts in the spectra.
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LOW NOISE DIGITIZER DESIGN FOR LCLS-II LLRF∗
G. Huang1† , L. R. Doolittle1 , J. Yang2,1 , Y. Xu2,1
1 LBNL, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA
2 Tsinghua University, Beijing, China
ABSTRACT
Modern accelerators use a digital low level RF controller
to stabilize the fields in accelerator cavities. The noise in the
receiver chain and analog to digital conversion (ADC) for the
cavity probe signal is critically important. Within the closedloop bandwidth, it will eventually become part of the field
noise seen by the beam in the accelerator. Above the openloop cavity bandwidth, feedback processes transfer that noise
to the high power drive amplifiers. The LCLS-II project is
expected to use an undulator to provide soft X-rays based
on a stable electron beam accelerated by a superconducting
linac. Project success depends on a low noise, low crosstalk
analog to digital conversion. We developed a digitizer board
with 8 ADC channels and 2 DAC channels. The broadband
phase noise of this board is measured at <-151 dBc/Hz, and
the adjacent channel crosstalk is measured at <-80 dB. In this
paper we describe the digitizer board design, performance
test procedures, and bench-test results.

Besides the core ADC and DAC functions, many small
features have been added to the digitizer board to support
the specific needs of the LCLS-II LLRF system.
• Synchronous clock to all the ADC and DAC channels,
derived from the LO
• Provide an LO/8 signal for up converter
• Electrically compatible with FMC FPGA boards
• SMA connector for analog input and output
• Some GPIO out from FMCs
• Monitor board voltage, current, temperature
• Provide additional slow ADCs and DACs
• Synchronizable switch regulators

DIGITIZER DESIGN
Board Design
The
block diagram
of theHardware
digitizer board is shown in
Digitizer
board design:
Figure 1, and a picture of the board is shown in Figure 2.

INTRODUCTION

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Powers

In the LCLS-II low level RF system design, every half
cryomodule (four cavities) use one Precision Receiver Chassis (PRC) and two RF station (RFS) for the field control
loop. [1–4] The PRC is the receiver side of the loop and
the RFS implement the control algorithm and generate the
drive signal. The error signal is transfered from the PRC to
the RFS over fiber link in digital domain. In the PRC, we
convert four cavity pickup signals and two phase reference
line signals. In each RFS, we convert forward, reflected and
cavity drive loop back signal from the RF system of two
cavities. Including the cavity drive requirements of the RFS,
this leads to a requirement for a module with at least six
inputs and two outputs.
The digitizer board is carefully tuned to meet specific
needs of the LCLS-II LLRF system: the input IF is 20 MHz
with an ADC sample rate of 94.3 MS/s, and the output IF is
145 MHz with a DAC sample rate of 188.6 MS/s. All input
and output frequencies are coherent. With possible small
changes to passive components, the hardware could be used
with other frequencies.
We take advantage of the FMC standard for the high speed
interface to the digital pins from FPGA. We chose the LPC
(low pin count) FMC connector to avoid excessive layer
count on the circuit board.
∗
†

Work supported by the LCLS-II Project and the U.S. Department of
Energy, Contract DE-AC02-76SF00515
ghuang@lbl.gov
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Figure 1: digitizer board hardware modules.
1

LCLS-II LLRF PDR, March 3-4, 2016

12

An LMK01801 dual clock divider chip takes the system’s
LO and divides down to generate the ADC clock, DAC clock,
and an offset LO used in the upconversion chain. Bank A is
assigned to the ADC/DAC clocks, and Bank B is used for
other outputs.
We selected from three modern ADC chips, LTC2174,
AD9653 and AD9268, starting by building test boards. [5]
During this board development, we evaluated different lownoise regulator configurations for ADC power supplies and
reference voltage. We also developed layout sub-pcbs for
the modules, and the basic FPGA firmware module for the
high speed LVDS serdes.
The AD9563 uses high-speed LVDS lanes like the
LTC2174, but has lower noise. Its noise is similar to the
AD9268, but its interface uses fewer FMC/FPGA pins.
Both the test boards and the final board are powered by
the FPGA carrier board through the FMC connector. The
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LCLS-II LLRF PDR, March 3-4, 2016
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Figure 2: Digitizer Board.
2

bottom layer is left flat (except the SMA on the side) to
permit conduction cooling. The board use two FMC Low
Pin Count connectors for the FPGA side connection, but the
board size does not meet the mechanical part of the double
wide FMC standard, in part because of the size and pitch of
the SMA connectors.

Digitizer Firmware Driver
The digitizer board is only useful when connected to an
FPGA, so the FPGA driver development is an essential part
of the project. [6, 7] The firmware contains multiple layers of code working together: the chip drivers, the board
driver, host computer communication, board test modules,
and functional module. A simplified firmware block diagram
is shown in Digitizer
Fig. 3.board test: Firmware design
Hardware driver

AD9781
Driver

SPI
communication

K7-S6
communication

Housekeeping

AD9653
Driver

Application top
UDP communication
Address
encode/decode

ADC test
framework

LCLS-II LLRF PDR, March 3-4, 2016
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Figure 3: Digitizer FPGA firmware driver modules.
3

There are chip drivers for the ADC, DAC, frequency divider and other chips on the board. All the FPGA dependencies are encapsulated in this layer.
The board driver is based on the netlist of the hardware
design, which means the connection among the modules
supporting different chips should be generated according to
the connection among the physical chips. [6]
The host communication modules include packet protocol
handling and register/memory encoding/decoding.
The working module for the digitizer development is the
ADC test framework. [5] As shown in Figure 4, a digital
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TPS62110 synchronous step-down DC-DC converter is used
to provide power to individual LDO regulators. The high
precision ADC reference voltage is generated by the low
noise and low drift precision reference LT6655. That reference and a discrete Operational Amplifier and transistor
circuit provide analog power to the ADC.
IF signals from the downconverter are transformercoupled to the ADC inputs. To effectively use the clocking
resources on the FPGA, LVDS lanes from each ADC should
be wired to FPGA pins within the same bank with ADC DCO
pins. In our case, with two ADC chips operating at the same
frequency, it’s good enough to send data to a bank with the
other ADC’s DCO. This simplified the routing for the board,
but added some complexity to the FPGA programming.
The AD9781 DAC is used on the digitizer board, which
can provide 2 channel 14 bit DAC output at the relatively
high output IF.
The DAC’s IF outputs are connected to a band stop filter,
and then transformer coupled to the SMA connector for the
up converter. The band stop filter suppresses the synthesized
spectral line in the first Nyquist zone, 41.6 MHz in this case,
leaving the desired line in the second Nyquist zone.
SPI bus interfaces are used to set up the high-speed ADCs,
DAC, clock divider and other low-speed features. Pin functions are kept separate, so the low-speed chips can be read
out without putting edges on the SPI pins of the low-noise
chips.
An AMC7823 from Texas Instruments is used for housekeeping tasks, e.g., monitoring the voltage and current of
on-board power supplies and monitor the LO power. Four
thermistor bridges for temperature monitoring are read out
by an AD7794, a 6 channel 24 bit Σ/∆ ADC.
Each digitizer has a 32 Kbit Serial EEPROM connected
on the FMC bus I2C pins, as specified in the FMC standard.
The board layout is on a 8 layer FR4 board. The top
layer and two inner layers are used for signal routing. The

Digitizer board test: Firmware design
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Figure 4: ADC test framework data flow.

noise difference represents the noise level of the chip itself.
If the two tested channel are two channels on two different
chips, then the result will also include the jitter from the
clock Differential
distribution on phase
the board.
noise density
Figure 6 is the measured phase noise density of two chanbetween U3DC and U2DA
nels from the two chips, U3DC vs. U2DA. It shows the
1/ f noise of <-110 dBc/Hz at 1 Hz, and white noise at
<-152 dBc/Hz, which meets the requirements of the project.

-110dBc/Hz

4

local oscillator is mixed with different ADC results, and
then passed through a cascaded integrator comb (CIC) filter.
The integrator part of the CIC is separated for each channel,
while the comb part is decimated into an conveyor belt like
data structure. The in phase (I) and quadrature (Q) components are converted to amplitude and phase by a COordinate
Rotation DIgital Computer (CORDIC). In order to monitor even longer time scales, an additional low pass filter is
used. Waveforms of I/Q and amplitude/phase measurements
are passed to circular buffers, to be transferred to the host
computer.

-152dBc/Hz

Digitizer Software Classes
As part of the digitizer design, we developed Python software to initialize the board and grab data from the FPGA.
This is different from the final software for accelerator control, but it contains all the essential components to test the
board or use the board. We chose modular design for the
software, that corresponds to the hardware configuration.
Each chip has its own class, which can be a combination of
slow (SPI) signal and/or fast data.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

PERFORMANCE TEST
The digitizer board is tested in the lab with a test setup is
as shown in Figure 5. The BMB7 is a digital carrier board
based on a Xilinx Kintex-7 FPGA, with one FMC LPC and
one FMC HPC connector. The LO is generated by a RF
signal generator (BNC845), and the IF signal is generated
by Agilent 33600A arbitrary waveform generator (AWG).
Digitizer test setup
The BNC845 and Agilent 33600A are synchronized by a
10 MHz reference. A spectrum analyzer is used to measure
the DAC output.
Computer
Power Supply
Agilent U8001A

BMB7

BNC 845

Digitizer

6

CONCLUSION
A circuit board with high performance ADCs and DAC
was designed and built for the LCLS-II LLRF project. The
phase noise performance exceeds the project requirements.
The firmware and software driver are developed as a package
together with the hardware design.
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Coherent pulse stacking (CPS) is a new time-domain
coherent addition technique that stacks several optical
pulses into a single output pulse, enabling high pulse energy from fiber lasers. Due to advantages of precise timing and fast processing, we use an FPGA to process digital signals and do feedback control so as to realize stacking-cavity stabilization. We develop a hardware and
firmware design platform to support the coherent pulse
stacking application. A firmware bias control module stabilizes the amplitude modulator at the minimum of its
transfer function. A cavity control module ensures that
each optical cavity is kept at a certain individually-prescribed and stable round-trip phase with 2.5 deg rms
phase error.

INTRODUCTION
Investing in advanced kW-class ultrafast lasers will
have a very significant impact on particle accelerator systems [1]. However, high pulse energy is achieved at low
repetition rate currently [2]. Coherent stacking of several
short pulses into a single output pulse in the fiber amplifier system is a promising technique combining high average power and high repetition rate. This Joule-kHz coherent pulse stacking system will revolutionize accelerator
applications like LPAs and FELs.
In our experimental coherent pulse stacking system, the
oscillator generates a 1064nm optical beam at 400MHz
repetition rate with 10 ps pulse width, which is subsequently coupled into a polarization-maintaining singlemode fiber. An amplitude modulator then generates a
pulse burst, followed by a phase modulator imprinting the
required phase. The first pulses of the tailored optical
pulse burst enter the reflecting resonant cavity and interfere destructively at the cavity output port, thus storing
optical energy inside the resonant cavity. Later, the final
pulse in the burst produces a constructive interference
with the previous intra-cavity pulses at the output port, so
that all stored energy is extracted from the resonant cavity
into a single output pulse [3]. Properly configured sequences of multiple optical cavities will achieve a higher
peak-power enhancement factor.
Timing and synchronization are essential for ultrafast
pulse addition, and scalable controls are needed for a
complex optical system. Here we develop a hardware and

firmware design platform to support the coherent pulse
stacking application. The ML605 FPGA board processes
digital signals captured by high-speed ADC and then
sends feedback signals to the modulator and the cavity actuator. A bias control module stabilizes the bias operating
point of the modulator while a cavity control module
locks the optical cavity phase for pulse stacking. The
FPGA outputs the feedback control signal to optical cavities at kHz frequency, to support kHz repetition rates.

HARDWARE INFRASTRUCTURE
The ML605 is an FPGA based digital signal processing
board which enables us to create designs targeting the Virtex-6 FPGA. The ML605 addresses the FPGA to commodity-CPU boundary through Gigabit Ethernet and supports GMII (Gigabit Media Independent Interface) from
the FPGA to the PHY (physical layer). The FMC110 and
the XM105 are added to ML605 through FMC HPC connector and FMC LPC connector respectively.

Figure 1: Hardware infrastructure of coherent pulse
stacking system.
Figure 1 shows the hardware infrastructure of coherent
pulse stacking. The FMC110 is a dual-channel 12-bit A/D
(ADS5400) and dual-channel 16-bit D/A (DAC5681Z)
FMC daughter card. The sampling clock, which is the
master clock signal, is supplied externally by the laser oscillator so as to enable simultaneous sampling at a rate of
400 Msps. A trigger signal at kHz repetition rate, which is
derived from the master clock, determines the feedback
control frequency (that is the repetition rate described
above) and system bandwidth. The XM105 Debug Card is
designed to provide a number of multi-position headers
and connectors which output FPGA interface signals to
slow DACs (which drive the cavity PZTs or modulator
bias) and analog switch (which selects signals from multiple photodiodes to one single ADC).

______________________________________________
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FIRMWARE INFRASTRUCTURE
The FPGA firmware can be divided into three layers:
the bottom layer is hardware-dependent drivers, the inter-
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mediate layer is data communication layer, and the top
layer is project specific DSP.
The bottom layer is the firmware inherited from
FMC110 board hardware dependent drivers. The FMC110
driver design is simplified by relying on proven IP cores.
The cores communicate via channels called wormholes.
The intermediate layer is the data structure designed for
the FPGA to encode and the host computer to decode. The
ML605 communicates with the host computer through
Gigabit Ethernet. In the intermediate layer, we configure
the PHY to operate in GMII mode. We also develop the
data transmission firmware and corresponding software
over the UDP-based communication protocol for the
ML605 board.
The top layer contains hardware-independent DSP
module, the CPS-specific control algorithm and common
algorithm implementations. For the data acquired from
board to host, the adc_buf (based on the 8to1 dual-ported
RAM) is employed to implement the synchronous exchange of high-speed data. To control data from host to
board, the dac_buf (based on the 1to8 dual-ported RAM)
is adopted to ensure the reliability and rapidity of data
transmission. For the slow DAC side, serial data are
clocked into AD5628 via spi_master. The bias_ctrl and
cavity_ctrl are top level apps to stabilize the bias point
and lock the laser cavity phase. We utilize the circular
buffer to provide waveforms and register values for upper
software layer to display and record.

BIAS CONTROL

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

For pulse application, it is necessary to control the
modulator bias voltage in order to fix the working point at
the minimum of its transfer function. Digital control of
amplitude modulator bias has been implemented in the
feedback loop, so that one can stabilize the operating
point of LiNbO3 Mach-Zehnder modulator by varying the
bias voltage applied to the DC electrode of the device.
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reading is the lowest of these three readings. Only proportional control needs to be implemented in the feedback
loop to maximize the response speed.

Figure 3: Result of bias control.
Extinction ratio characterizes the modulation efficiency
of constructive interference in ON state and destructive
interference in OFF state. In our system, extinction ratio
of the modulator is 28 dB which suits the bias control requirement. Figure 3 shows that the zero bias point drifts
due to temperature. ADC reading from a photodiode
maintains a minimal value over 15 hours which means a
high extinction ratio, even though there is a steep drop in
the bias voltage curve corresponding to a modulo pi reset
after a DAC limit was reached.

CAVITY CONTROL
We need to lock the cavity phase at the desired angle in
order to realize coherent pulse stacking. A cavity control
module programs the slow DAC and drives the PZT to
stabilize the optical cavity. From the data flow provided
by Figure 4, we can know the digital processing chain of
cavity control module.

Figure 2: Principle of bias control.
Figure 2 shows the principle of bias control. Bias control module in our feedback loop operates at kHz repetition rate on the FPGA. Three voltages (plus, zero and minus) are added to the modulation signal through the fast
DAC while the fast ADC acquires readings corresponding
to those voltage steps. The location of the operating point
on the transfer function curve is determined by the ADC
Figure 4: Data flow of cavity control module.
reading. We vary bias to keep the optical output minimum, where the plus voltage results in a reading that is
equal to the minus voltage reading, while the zero voltage
6: Accelerator Systems: Beam Instrumentation, Controls, Feedback, and Operational Aspects
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It is necessary to distinguish three different clock domains (400 MHz in sampling clock domain, 50 MHz in
processing clock domain and kHz in feedback clock domain) in the system. We know that the time interval of optical pulse is 2.5ns, so the ADC samples the signal directly at 400MHz. Each data stream is composed of 8
consecutive samples, so that the FPGA processes the data
at a frequency of 50 MHz. We trigger the feedback control loop at 1kHz. Upon the positive edge of trigger signal, the FPGA records the data sampled by the ADC and
starts the feedback control process. We enable a clock
counter in firmware to ensure the timing constraints, so
the FPGA will finish the feedback loop before the next
trigger comes.
We adopt a 13-pulse burst in our optical system. The
FPGA buffers the ADC data into a dual-ported RAM
whose memory depth is 24. One can adjust the delay to
make sure that 13 optical pulses information is captured
by the DPRAM. After that, an approximate cavity phase
can be computed simply and quickly by a dot-product of
the 13-long optical vector measurement with a known
complex vector, followed by a rectangular-to-polar (i.e.,
CORDIC) conversion. The cordicg, a CORDIC processor
developed by LBNL in Verilog HDL, is implemented in
the FPGA to parse the optical matrix. Once the cavity
phase is obtained, PI loop starts driving the PZT to lock
the optical cavity at intended phase. Each cavity has its
own photodiode to detect the optical pulse signal, however, only one ADC channel is engaged in monitoring
these photodiodes. An analog switch is employed to
switch the different photodiode channels leading to the
single ADC. We alternate in sending the trigger signal to
different cavities and do the feedback control for each
cavity in turn.

TUPOA41

Figure 6: Noise spectrum of cavity phase.
Noise measurements have been made to facilitate the
control system design. The noise spectrum could tell us
how fast the control loop has to be. Figure 6 shows the
Power Spectral Density (PSD) of cavity phase. The cavity
phase data are recorded and stored by circular buffer
without losing any timing information. We estimate PSD
by applying Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) with Hanning window function due to its low aliasing. The DC average is not usually of interest as a result of the DFT processing, hence we normally remove it from the time series
before the FFT is performed. We find peaks mostly locate
between 10Hz to 400Hz in the PSD figure. The actuated
mirror resonance is the bandwidth limit, however, resonant frequencies (170~400Hz for different mirrors) are
OK for now.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, coherent pulse stacking will overcome
limits on achieving energies of short optical pulses from
fiber amplifier systems. FPGA enables the coherent pulse
stacking system to run at kHz repetition rate under precise
timing constrains, and also provides an active cavityphase control to ensure the stacking-cavity stabilization.
Since ML605, FMC110, XM105 are all readily available
commercial boards, and the firmware is separated into
different independent layers, it is feasible to expand the
hardware and firmware platform to accommodate a cascade of multiple resonant cavities.
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MULTICAVITY COHERENT PULSE STACKING
USING HERRIOTT CELLS∗
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Abstract
Coherent Pulse Stacking provides a promising way to
generate a single high-intensity laser pulse by stacking a
sequence of phase and amplitude modulated laser pulses
using multiple optical cavities. Optical misalignment and
phase stability are two critical issues that need to be addressed. Herriott cells are implemented for their relaxed
alignment tolerance and a phase stabilization method based
on cavity output pattern matching has been developed. A
single pulse with intensity enhancement factor over 7.4 has
been generated by stacking 13 modulated pules through a
four-cavity stacking system. This can be a possible path for
generating TW KHz laser pulses for a future laser-driven
plasma accelerator.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
Laser-driven wakeﬁeld acceleration has become an emerging concept for a future accelerator facility, which could
oﬀer a far-more compact and cost-eﬃcient approach compared with conventional accelerators [1]. However, one of
the issues for developing a laser-based accelerator that has
practical application is that the driving laser requirement is
beyond current technology capability, particularly in terms
of repetition rate. The state-of-the-art Joule-level sub-ps or
fs laser ampliﬁer can only operate at several hertz. Generation of 1 J to over 10 J laser at a repetition rate of kHz to
10 kHz, can bring laser-based acceleration from a lab-based
concept into a facility which can beneﬁt users.
Fiber-based ampliﬁers have seen signiﬁcant increase in
both average power and eﬃciency in recent years. However,
the peak intensity is limited by optical damage or nonlinear eﬀects. To overcome these limits, spatial and temporal
coherent combination oﬀers a possible solution [2]. A research collaboration among University of Michgan, LBNL
and LLNL has been formed to explore the possibility of
generating both high average power and high peak intensity
laser systems based on ﬁber.
This paper focuses on a recently-proposed temporal combination scheme, called Coherent Pulse Stacking (CPS),
which makes use of passive optical cavities to coherently
stack a sequence of amplitude and phase modulated pulses
into one high-intensity laser pulse [3]. Misalignment tolerance and phase stability are two challenges for CPS. We
consider using Herriott cells to relax misalignment tolerance
and fast photodiodes to detect the cavity phases for active
∗
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feedback control. A four-cavity stacking system with FPGAbased control platform has been established [4]. An intensity
enhancement factor of 7.4 has been achieved with a 13-pulse
input. This could be a promising technique for generating
high-intensity laser pulses based on ﬁber ampliﬁers.

MULTICAVITY STACKING CONCEPT
AND SETUP
The optical cavity used for Coherent Pulse Stacking is
shown in Fig. 1. It is an interferometer with a low-reﬂectivity
input/output mirror, and a cavity length equal to the pulse
repetition period. The preceding pulses can interfere with
following pulses at the low-reﬂectivity mirror. The phase
delay in the optical resonator will determine whether the
interference is constructive or destructive. Constructive interference will cause the input pulse to remain in the cavity,
while destructive interference will make the stored pulse exit
the cavity. As is also shown in Fig. 1, when a sequence of
equal-amplitude pulses enters the cavity, the corresponding
output pulse amplitude will be either enhanced or reduced
due to interference. With the amplitudes and phases of input
pulses appropriately modulated, one can ﬁnd certain cavity
phases at which all the input pulses before the last one will
remain in the cavities, and the last pulse can extract all the
stored energy out of the cavities, thus being ampliﬁed to a
considerable extent. A detailed theoretical description can
be found in Ref. [3]. The highest intensity enhancement
through a single cavity is 2.6. A sequence of cavities can
stack more input pulses and extract more energy. This paper
focuses on the four-cavity case, where numerical calculation
shows an intensity enhancement around 7.8 can be achieved
with a input of 13 modulated pulses.

Figure 1: The optical cavity schematic used for Coherent
Pulse Stacking.
The schematic of our four-cavity CPS experiment is shown
in Fig. 2. A burst of 13 pulses are amplitude and phase
modulated before entering the four-cavity stacking system.
At certain phase delays of the four cavities (Φ1 , Φ2 , Φ3 , Φ4 ),
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these 13 pulses are stacked cavity after cavity, and eventually
combined into one ampliﬁed output pulse.

the interferometer following the same path as they entered,
where they will interfere with the following pulses.

Cavity Setup

Phase Characterization and Control

CPS requires the spatial proﬁles of the following pulses
to perfectly overlap with the preceding pulses stored in the
cavities. Proﬁle mismatch can be a major challenge. We use
Herriott cells as the optical resonators, which turns out to be
an excellent solution for this issue. A Herriott cell consists
of two concave mirrors, placed on the same optical axis
facing each other. It can be shown that at certain distance
between the mirrors and with certain concave radius, the
beam will return to the same path as it entered the cavity, with
the same q parameter, thus the proﬁle overlapping can be
guaranteed [5]. Experiments have demonstrated that this cell
has remarkable opto-mechanical stability. As is shown in
Fig. 2, our experiment has implemented the simplest Herriott
cells, which have the same radius R for the two mirrors and
a mirror separation D = R. There is a cube beam-splitter in
each cavity. The laser pulses entering the cavity through
the cube will get reﬂected twice on each mirror and reach

The round-trip phases of all four cavities in our experiment need to be controlled and stabilized. Numerical simulation shows that the cavity phase errors should be controlled
within two degrees, which corresponds to several nanometers in cavity length. This is a more problematic challenge.
University of Michigan uses the ﬁnal stacked pulse output to feedback and control multiple cavities [6, 7]. In their
method, each cavity phase is modulated and controlled using a stochastic parallel gradient descent (SPGD) algorithm,
which eﬀectively maximizes the stacking eﬃciency and
maintains good stability over the long term. However, this
scheme has a limited stability range, for such phase detection only works in a very narrow range around the operating
point.
A full-range phase detection scheme is investigated. This
scheme uses the relative intensities of the output pulses detected by a fast photodiode to characterize a cavity phase.
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Figure 2: Experimental four-cavity CPS schematic. The input are 13 pulses, which are modulated by an amplitude modulator
(AM) and a phase modulator (PM) with prescribed theoretical modulation. At certain cavity phases, one of the output
pulses will be ampliﬁed while most of the other pulses will vanish. Green lines indicate the light paths, the dashed lines
show the feedback and control paths, the feedback signals are detected by the photodiodes (dashed blue lines). The cavity
lengths are controlled through the piezo transformer (PZT) mirror (dashed red lines).
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Figure 3: (a) Output intensity En vs cavity length (nm) (b) Phase can be derived by matching the amplitude vector to a unit
circle in polar coordinates e jφ = a · v .
Figure 3(a) gives an experimental result of diﬀerent cavity
output pulse amplitudes En vs a cavity length. It is apparent
that single amplitude intensity En is not enough to determine
the cavity phase, but if we write all the relative intensities as
a vector a =(E1 ,E2 ,...,E N ), this can be an excellent phase indicator. The easiest way to implement this is to use a lookup
table, which can transfer the vector to the corresponding
phase. And a computationally more elegant way is to ﬁnd a
ﬁtting vector v , which can transfer the amplitude vector a
to a spot on a unit circle in polar coordinates by dot product
e jφ = a · v , as shown in Fig. 3(b). Using this technique,
one could detect the phase of each cavity and make them
phase-locked. The rms phase error of each cavity can be
controlled within several degrees.

system to acquire cavity phase data while control algorithms
are implemented on the PC to implement active adjustment
for the system.
Using the current conﬁguration, an intensity enhancement
of 7.4 has been achieved as shown in Fig. 4, which is only
5 % below numerical calculation. Further improvement in
achieving higher stacking factor is expected after optimized
beam-splitter cubes are installed. And new control algorithm
design and optimization are ongoing to further improve stability and ﬂexibility. The optimized control algorithm will
be eventually fully implemented on the FPGA.
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EXPERIMENT RESULT
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FUTURE PROSPECTS OF RF HADRON BEAM PROFILE MONITORS
FOR INTENSE NEUTRINO BEAM∗
Q. Liu† , Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, OH 44106, USA
M. Backfish, A. Moretti, V. Papadimitriou, A. V. Tollestrup, K. Yonehara, R. M. Zwaska,
Fermilab, Batavia, IL, 60510, USA
M. A. Cummings, R. Johnson, G. Kazakevich, Muons, Inc., Batavia, IL 60510, USA
B. Freemire, Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago, IL 60616, USA

A novel beam monitor based on a gas-filled multi-RFcavity is proposed to measure the precise profile of secondary particles for neutrino experiments. It promises to
be radiation robust in extremely high-radiation environment.
When a charged beam passes through a gas-filled microwave
RF cavity, it produces electron-ion pairs in the cavity, which
shifts the gas permittivity. The beam profile can thus be
reconstructed from the signals from individual RF cavity
built into the beam profile monitor. To help with the demonstration tests, the temperature dependence of the monitor
and a new cavity geometry for the monitor are discussed.

INTRODUCTION
A novel beam monitor based on a gas-filled RF resonator
is proposed to measure the precise profile of secondary particles downstream of a target in the LBNF beam line at
high intensity. The RF monitor is designed to be radiation
robust in extremely high-radiation environment. When a
charged beam passes through a gas-filled microwave RF
cavity, it produces electron-ion pairs in the cavity. The induced plasma changes the gas permittivity in proportion to
the beam intensity. This permittivity shift can be measured
by the modulated RF frequency and the quality factor. The
beam profile can thus be reconstructed from the signals from
individual RF cavity built into the beam profile monitor [1].
A demonstration test is underway, and the current results
have shown technical feasibility. The next phase to validate
the RF monitor concept consists of two steps: step (1) is to
build and test a new multi-cell 2.45 GHz RF cavity that can
be used for the NuMI beamline, and step (2) is to build and
test a new multi-cell 9.3 GHz RF cavity that can be put in
service in a future beamline at the LBNF for spatial resolution. Higher frequency makes smaller cavity and makes finer
spatial resolution in the beam profile measurement, which is
needed for LBNF. These two resonant frequencies are chosen since they are the standard frequencies for magnetron
RF source.
One of the intrinsic issues on the RF monitor is the temperature increment due to the energy deposition of the incident
beam. In order to promote increased accuracy in beam profile measurement, a new geometry of the cavity is considered,
with simulation results supporting of its feasibility.
∗
†

Work supported by Fermilab Research Alliance, LLC under Contract No.
DE-AC02-07CH11359 and DOE STTR Grant, No. DE-SC0013795.
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As a particle beam is incident on and passes through the
RF monitor wall, it deposits energy to the monitor. The
mean stopping power can be obtained using the Bethe-Bloch
formula. Assuming that all of the net energy deposition of
the incident beam goes into Joule heating, this would create
a temperature increment of the monitor. The rate of this
energy deposition of the beam is defined as the beam power.
In order to see how this temperature increment would affect the monitor’s performance, it is necessary to first find an
analytic function that describes the behavior of the monitor’s
temperature. To simplify the problem, following assumptions are made:
• The main source of power input into the monitor is the
beam power while the deposited power is removed by
the natural convection of the room air.
• The beam profile is in the form of a delta function.
That is to say that the beam distribution and particle
interaction are not considered.
• The room of beam enclosure is treated as a heat reservoir, with constant temperature 300 K. This is critical
for setting up the boundary condition later in the problem.
• The material properties of the cavity wall, such as the
thermal and electrical conductivity, are independent of
the temperature.
According to the assumption that the net energy deposition
would all go into Joule heating, the following energy balance
equation can be written:

dT t
 

P − h A T t − 300 = cM
(1)
dt
where P is the power deposition by the incident beam, h
is the heat transfer coefficient, A is the surface area of the
monitor, c is the specific heat of the monitor wall, M is the

total mass of the monitor, and T t is the temperature of the
monitor as a function of time, t.
The size of rectangular RF gas monitor is 20 × 210 × 10
mm3 . It is made of aluminum, since it is a lightweight yet
durable metal. Table 1 shows the parameters to evaluate Eq.
(1) for each building material of the RF gas monitor. The
major particle to deposit the energy is high energy protons.
The average momentum of protons is 120 GeV/c in this
calculation.
The first order linear differential equation produces asymptotic solutions, which will reach an equilibrium as time goes
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Table 1: Parameters to Evaluate Eq. (1)
Material
Unit
Aluminum
Nitrogen

dE/dx
MeV· cm2 /g
2.1324
2.7828

h
J/(kg· K)
10
10

c
kJ/(kg· K)
0.9
1.04

M
g
47
0.073
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is 1.06 × 10−12 K/(particles/s). It uses the equilibrium temperature as the intermediate variable to build a crucial link
between the beam intensity and all the other monitor parameters.

Frequency Shift

to infinity. Figure 1 is an example when the beam intensity
is 1014 particles/second, which is the case all primary proton
beam strikes to a single RF cavity in the RF gas monitor by
accident. The equilibrium temperature in this case is 431 K.
The time constant is 243 s.

Figure 3: Resonant frequency of the monitor as a function
of the beam intensity.

Figure 1: Time evolution of the monitor’s temperature.
As the temperature of the monitor increases, its geometry
change due to the thermal expansion. This has an effect on
some of the monitor’s parameters.

Each temperature increment corresponds to a geometry
change, as the material experience thermal expansion. Using the information in Figure 2, the new dimensions of the
resonator can be determined, and thus the new resonant frequency can be calculated. Figure 3 shows how the resonant
frequency changes as a function of the beam intensity. The
slope of the best-fit line is −1.26 × 10−16 GHz/(particles/s).

Surface Resistance

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Equilibrium Temperature

Figure 4: Surface resistance of the monitor as a function of
the beam intensity.
Figure 2: Equilibrium temperature of the monitor as a function of the beam intensity.
Figure 2 is obtained using Eq. (1) for various beam intensity values, and for each asymptotic solution, take the
limit as the variable t goes to infinity to find the equilibrium
temperature for that beam intensity. As can be observed in
Figure 2, the equilibrium temperature grows linearly with
respect to the beam intensity. The slope of the best-fit line

The frequency shift would cause a change in the surface
resistance. From Figure 4, we can conclude that the surface
resistance does not vary much throughout the range.

Quality Factor Shift
Similarly, the unloaded quality factor can also be determined through the new geometry. The results can be found
in Figure 5. From Figure 5, we can conclude that the quality
factor does not change significantly throughout the range,
staying relatively constant around 5160.
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Figure 7: Simulated electric field map in a pillbox cavity
(blue) and a re-entrant RF cavity (orange).

Gas Pressure

Figure 6: Gas pressure inside the monitor as a function of
the beam intensity.
Finally, the gas pressure would change due to the temperature increment. For the initial state, we have nitrogen gas
inside the RF monitor at 1 atmospheric pressure and room
temperature. Using the van der Waals equation of state, the
gas pressure can be found in this closed system. As can be
seen in Figure 6, the gas pressure increases linearly with
respect to the beam intensity. The slope of the best-fit line
is 3.43 × 10−15 atm/(particles/s).
Now that these parameters can be specified for a given
beam intensity, it is easier to control the system while performing the future demonstration tests.

CAVITY DESIGN
So far, a cylindrical-shaped RF cavity, commonly known
as a pillbox cavity, is used to investigate feasibility of the
RF gas monitor. A re-entrant RF cavity will be another
possible cavity for the RF gas monitor. An excited electric
field in a re-entrant cavity is concentrated in a narrow electrode gap. Hence, the excited magnetic field at the quarter
RF period later is located outside of the electrode. This
cavity translates to an equivalent resonant circuit that the

capacitance and inductance of the resonator are changed by
altering resonator geometry. The radius of re-entrant cavity
(R) decreases by increasing the capacitance
(C) for a fixed
√
resonant frequency, i.e. R ∝ 1/ C. As a result, the size
of re-entrant cavity is smaller than the pillbox cavity with a
fixed resonant frequency. Figure 7 shows the excited electric
field in a pillbox and re-entrant cavities at the fixed resonant frequency. Poisson Superfish is used to simulate the
field map for the re-entrant cavity. Geometry of modeled
re-entrant cavity is shown in reference [2].
There are two possible advantages of utilizing the reentrant cavity for the RF gas monitor. First, the cavity is cost
effective. The main driving cost of the RF gas monitor is the
RF source. In general, the price of a GHz-band RF source is
higher if it can produce higher driving frequency. The size
of re-entrant cavity can be a half of the pillbox cavity with
the fixed driving frequency. Second, the plasma loading in
the re-entrant cavity will be lower than that in the pillbox
cavity. The beam-induced plasma in a gas-filled RF cavity
consumes RF power, which is called the plasma loading.
Sometimes the plasma loading overloads the cavity, because
all incident charged particles in the cavity contribute to the
RF power consumption. It can be mitigated in the re-entrant
cavity. The excited electric field is concentrated in the center
of the cavity, and it is rapidly dropped with the radius by
comparing the pillbox cavity as shown in Figure 7. If the
incident charged particles uniformly distributes in the cavity
the plasma loading (dW ) is proportional
to the square of the
R
electric field (E(r)), i.e. dW ∝ E(r) 2 dV . The plasma
loading in the re-entrant cavity is six times lower than that
in the pillbox one.
Two different shape cavities will be tested at Fermilab.
The advantages of re-entrant cavity will be verified in experiment.
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Figure 5: Quality factor of the monitor as a function of the
beam intensity.
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Abstract
Beam emittance is an important characteristic
describing charged particle beams. In linear accelerators
(linac), it is critical to characterize the beam phase space
parameters and, in particular, to precisely measure
transverse beam emittance. The quadrupole scan (quadscan) is a well-established technique used to characterize
transverse beam parameters in four-dimensional phase
space, including beam emittance. A computational
algorithm with Python scripts has been developed to
estimate beam parameters, in particular beam emittance,
from experimental results using the quad-scan technique
in the photoinjector-based electron linac at the Fermilab
Accelerator Science and Technology (FAST) facility. This
script has been benchmarked against ELEGANT
simulation and implemented in conjunction with an
automated quad-scan tool (also written in Python) and has
decreased the time it takes to perform a single quad-scan
from an hour to a few minutes. From the experimental
data, the emittance calculator quickly delivers several
results including, but not limited to, geometrical and
normalized transverse emittance, Courant-Snyder
parameters, and plots of the beam size versus quadrupole
field strength.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
Emittance is an intrinsic quality of charged particle
beams in particle accelerators and needs to be fully
characterized in order to assure that the beamline is
operational. This beam parameter quantifies the volume
of six-dimensional phase space ሺݔǡ ௫ ሻ occupied by the
dynamically moving particles in the beam. Beam
emittance is also related to the smallest achievable spot
size and divergence:
ߪ ൌ ඥߚ߳  ןඥ߳
(1)
ߪߪ ᇱ ൌ ߳ ՜

ఢ

ටఉఢ

 ןඥ߳ ǡ
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FERMILAB SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY (FAST)
It is at the FAST facility at Fermilab where this
emittance calculator has been employed. FAST is an
advanced superconducting (SRF) accelerator laboratory
currently under construction at Fermilab. The goal of this
facility is to provide cutting edge R&D and infrastructure
critical to the research and development of both current
and future accelerators. A schematic of the main
components of the FAST beamline are depicted in Fig. 1
(from left-to-right):
x Low-energy beamline (red) – RF gun, bucking
solenoid, main solenoid, and two superconducting
booster cavities (CC-1 and CC-2) capable of
accelerating electrons up to ͷͲܸ݁ܯ.
x CM2 (light blue) – Cryomodule 2, an ILC-type
cryomodule, for accelerating electrons up to
͵ͲͲܸ݁ܯ.
x RFQ (dark blue) – Radio frequency quad capable of
accelerating protons up to ʹǤܸ݁ܯ.
x IOTA (blue ring) – Integrable Optics Test
Accelerator electron/proton storage ring for ͳͷͲܸ݁ܯ
electron-based experiments and ʹǤͷ ܸ݁ܯprotonbased experiments.

(2)

where ߪ is the beam size, ߪԢ is the divergence, ߚ is a
Courant-Snyder parameter, and ߳ is the geometrical
emittance [1].
A common way of measuring the beam emittance is via
the quad-scan technique. By this method, an experimenter
scans the quadrupole field strength ݇ over a desired range
and records the beam size at some location downstream.
___________________________________________

The quadrupole magnet fields strength and beam size
measurements, along with the precise knowledge of the
accelerator configuration, are all that are needed to
calculate the beam emittance. Under conservative forces,
beam emittance is a conserved quantity and as such,
calculating the emittance at one location along the
beamline will describe the emittance anywhere along the
accelerator.

Figure 1: Sketch showing the main components of the
FAST beamline [2].
Table 1 gives a brief view of the achieved beam
parameters during the ͷͲ ܸ݁ܯcommissioning phase. It
should be noted that the beam parameters marked with an
asterisk were verified prior to the ͷͲ ܸ݁ܯrun.
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Table 1: Verified beam parameters measured during the
ʹͲ ܸ݁ܯand ͷͲ ܸ݁ܯruns at FAST.
Parameter
Beam Energy
Bunch Charge
Bunch Train
Train Frequency
Bunch Length
Bunch Emittance
for 50 pC/pulse

FAST Value
ʹͲ ܸ݁ܯȂ ͷͲܸ݁ܯ
൏ ͳͲ݂ ܥȂ ͵Ǥʹ݊ ܥper pulse
ͲȂ ͻ  ݖܪܯ כfor up to ͳ ݉ݏ
(͵ ݖܪܯnominal)
ͳȂ ͷ ݖܪ כ
Range: ͳݏȂ ͷͲ( כ ݏNom:
Ͷ)ݏ
Horz: 1.6 ± 0.2 ȝm
Vert: 3.4 ± 0.1 ȝm

QUADRUPOLE SCAN

EMITTANCE CALCULATOR
Once the quad-scans have been performed, the raw data
will be given in one of two formats. In one formation the
data file contains three columns of data: quadrupole
current ()ܣ, horizontal beam size ሺݏ݈݁ݔ݅ሻ, and vertical
beam size ሺݏ݈݁ݔ݅ሻ. At FAST, it is the quadrupole current
which is scanned and, in turn, converted to the quadrupole
field strength by the Python code. From the CCD cameras
and the image tool software, the beam size is measured in
pixels and is then converted by Python to microns.
An alternative exists in which the user may perform a
statistical analysis in order to measure coupling between
the transverse plains, should it exist. Selecting this
method will produce a similar data file, with the
difference being that there is now a fourth column of data
containing the coupling-term measurements. Additionally,
the automated quad-scan script will now perform a
statistical analysis when measuring the beam size as
opposed to the Gaussian fitting function used by the
former method.
Figure 2 shows the inputs that must be entered by the
user prior to running the code as well as the steps that the
algorithm takes in order to produce the results.

Figure 2: Flow chart giving the steps required prior to
running the script as well as the subsequent steps and
results taken by the algorithm.

Thick Lens Model
Quadrupole magnets in an accelerator are analogous to
(thick) optical lenses. As the magnetic field is
increased/decreased the magnet will focus/defocus the
beam. Under conservative forces, knowledge of the
emittance and Courant-Snyder parameters at one location
along the beamline will yield the beam parameters
anywhere along the beamline. With the quad-scan and
“thick lens” model, the experimenter measures the beam
size at a location  ݖin the beamline and then using transfer
matrices ሺࡾሻ along with the beam matrix ሺ࣌ሻ calculates
the desired beam parameters at the scanning quadrupole
ሺݖ ሻ:
ߪሺݖሻ ൌ ࡾሺݖሻߪሺݖ ሻࡾࢀ ሺݖሻǡሺ͵ሻ
An in-depth analysis of the quad-scan technique and
the “thick lens” model can be found in [3].
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By scanning the magnetic field strength of a
quadrupole magnet (by increasing/decreasing the field
strength) over a desired range, the spot size of the beam is
measured at a transverse profile monitor (TPM)
downstream of the quadrupole. Generally, the beam is
imaged either on a Ce-doped ʹͷͲߤ݉ thick crystalline
YAG screen for scintillation light or a ʹͷߤ݉ thick Al
screen for OTR production. The cameras used are 5megapixel CCD cameras with a ͳߪ resolution of 
ʹͲߤ݉.
Scripts have been written with Python to automate the
quad-scan process and produce experimental results after
some initial parameters have been set in just a window of
5-20 minutes, depending on initial conditions. From the
experimental results, the Python-based emittance
calculator processes the raw data and produces various
results including: geometrical and normalized emittance,
Courant-Snyder parameters, and plots of the beam size as
a function of the quadrupole field strength, to name a few.
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Error Analysis
The emittance calculator has been designed to hand
either statistical or systematic error. When running the
automated quad-scan tool, the user can either take a single
beam size measurement per scan point or multiple
measurements per scan point. The former is generally
chosen if there are strict time constraints as the latter can
consume up to 20-30 minutes per quad-scan.
For systematic error, which is the default in the
emittance calculator code, the program will apply a
ʹͲߤ݉ error to each beam size measurement (which is the
resolution of the CCD camera). For statistical error
analysis, the user will input the number of data points to
analyse prior to running both quad-scan and emittance
codes.
Using ߯ ଶ and least-squares formalism, the Python
script will also calculate the error on the calculated
emittance and Courant-Snyder parameters. This technique
is detailed in references [3], [4].

Python Output
Once the prerequisite information is entered and the
code is run, the Python calculator will quickly produce
various beam parameters, along with their estimated error,
as well as a plot of the beam size versus quadrupole field
strength in the transverse planes. Figure 3 shows one such
example.
Figure 4: Plots of the normalized emittance as a
function of (a) the main solenoid setting and (b) the
bucking solenoid setting.
The nominal setting during the ʹͲ ܸ݁ܯrun for the
main solenoid was ʹͻͲ െ ʹͻͷܣ. However, as shown in
Fig. 4, this was not the optimum setting for the lowest
emittance. By scanning the main and bucking solenoids
while measuring the emittance, early emittance values
were reduced by a factor of three.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

CONCLUSION
Figure 3: An example plot of the beam size vs.
quadrupole field strength for the horizontal (blue) and
vertical (red) planes as output by the Python script.

Experimental Results
Some of the accelerator’s parameters from the ʹͲܸ݁ܯ
commissioning were not yet updated for the first
experiments of the ͷͲ ܸ݁ܯrun. One such way in which
our Python calculator was used in an experimental setting
was in calculating the emittance while optimizing the
main and bucking solenoids settings at the electron gun.
Figure 4 shows the results from both of these
experiments.

The quad-scan method has been well-established for
calculating beam emittance. In conjunction with an
automated quad-scan code written in Python, we have
developed a Python-based emittance calculator. After
benchmarking the code against ELEGANT simulation,
the emittance tool was implemented during the
commissioning of the ͷͲ ܸ݁ܯlow-energy beamline at
FAST.
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DEVELOPMENT OF SHORT UNDULATORS FOR
ELECTRON-BEAM-RADIATION INTERACTION STUDIES∗
P. Piot1,2 , M. B. Andorf1 , G. Fagerberg3 , M. Figora4 , A. Sturtz4
1 Department of Physics and Northern Illinois Center for Accelerator &
Detector Development, Northern Illinois University DeKalb, IL 60115, USA
2 Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, Batavia IL 60510, USA
3 Department of Physics, Northern Illinois University DeKalb, IL 60115, USA
4 College of Liberal Art & Science, Northern Illinois University DeKalb, IL 60115, USA
Interaction of an electron beam with external field or its
own radiation has widespread applications ranging from
coherent-radiation generation, phase space cooling or formation of temporally-structured beams. An efficient coupling
mechanism between an electron beam and radiation field
relies on the use of a magnetic undulator. In this contribution we detail our plans to build short (11-period) undulators
with ∼ 7-cm period refurbishing parts of the aladdin U3
undulator [1]. Possible use of these undulators at available
test facilities to support experiments relevant to cooling techniques and radiation sources are outlined.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
Over the recent years there have been a wide interest in
laser-photon interaction. The motivations for such explorations include the manipulation of electron bunches [2], the
generation of coherent radiation [3] along with the possible phase-space cooling based on optical-stochastic cooling [4, 5] (OSC) or on chromatic coupling [6]. Additionally,
undulator radiation enables the indirect measurement of the
electron-beam parameter [7].
Motivated by such opportunities along with developing
an experimental program centered on the optical control
and phase-space cooling of electron beams, we recently
acquired an undulator magnet which is being reconfigured as
three short undulator magnets (henceforth dubbed as “microundulators"). One of the magnets is foreseen to be installed
at the Fermilab Accelerator Science & Technology (FAST)
facility to initiate tests of subsystem relevant to a planned
proof-of-principle experiment at the Integrable-Optics Test
Accelerator (IOTA) ring [8].

UNDULATOR DESIGN & STATUS
Our group has recently acquired an undulator available as
surplus from the decommissioned aladdin storage ring at
University of Wisconsin, Madison. This magnet dubbed as
undulator U3 is a current-sheet-equivalent-material (CSEM)
undulator composed of Nd-B-Fe permanent magnets [1].
∗
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The U3 undulator was nominally configured as a
variable-gap undulator and the peak magnetic field is
parametrized asf a function

ofg the gap g with the formula
B(g) = B0 exp −g λπu + d1 where the coefficients B0 =
2.2692298 T and d = 2453.705×10−3 m were obtained from
a fit to the measurements carried by the aladdin team [9].
The latter parameterization is valid for gap g ∈ [10, 150] mm
eBλu
corresponding to undulator parameters K ≡ 2πmc
field in
the range K ∈ [0.02, 9.60] (here e and m are the electronic
charge and mass and c the velocity of light).
The expected radiation-wavelength range for energy available at several Midwestern accelerator facilities is shown in
Fig. 1. The wavelength spans the near infrared to ultraviolet
wavelengths. For reference Fig. 1 also displays the wavelengths associated to several laser media available at some
of the considered accelerator facilities.
103
102
λ (µm)

Abstract
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Figure 1: Range of wavelengths (shaded area) attainable
with various electron-beam energies available at Midwestern
accelerator facilities using the U3 undulator. The horizontal
dashed lines with associated labels represents the wavelength
of lasers available at fast and illustrate that optical pulses
formed by these laser media could be coupled to the electron
beam in the U3 undulator.
The U3 undulator was delivered to NIU in May 2016 and
disassembled during the Summer. A new frame is currently
being designed and we expect the first micro-undulator to be
undergoing magnetic measurement before the end of 2016.
We eventually will build three micro-undulators from U3
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each consisting of 11 periods (with same period and parameter as U3. The number of periods was selected to minimize
the work required during the undulator reconfiguration phase
(the permanent-magnet blocks are mounted on “unit block"
consisting of 11 half-period; see photographs in Fig. 2). The
main parameters of the micro-undulators are summarized in
Table 1.
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Figure 3: Required beam energy as a function of undulator’s
strength parameter K for a resonant wavelength of 2.2 µm.

permanent-magnet block
lower jaw

Figure 2: Photographs of the U3 undulator upon receiving
at NIU (a), close-up on the 11-half-period blocks (b) and
example of salvaged block consisting of 5 21 periods (c). A
total of 18 blocks were retrieved. The red double arrow in
(c) indicates the period.
Table 1: Main Parameters of the Micro-undulator Magnet
in Construction at NIU
parameter
undulator type
period, λ u
number of period
length
gap
peak B field (for g = 24 mm)

nominal value
pure CSEM
70.7
11
778
g ∈ [10, 100]
0.7

range
−−
mm
−−
mm
mm
T

charged-particle beam, can only introduce a 2-mm delay
(the limitation comes from impact on the IOTA dynamics
aperture). Such a small delay requires the use of a thin crystal and associated focusing lenses. Additionally, the small
circumference (40 m) of IOTA requires the amplifier to operate at a ∼ 7.5-MHz in order to ensure the OSC correction
is applied at each turn. For this reason we envision CW
pumping as the best option as it will enable the laser to operate in a steady-state mode (which also simplifies thermal
management).
µ-undulator

photon optics/diag. + amplifier
µ-undulator 2
µ-undulator 1

(a)

(b)

Optical Stochastic Cooling
In short OSC is an undemonstrated cooling technique capable of increasing charged-particle beams brightness [4, 5].
It consists in (i) detecting electromagnetic radiation produced by the beam while passing in a "pick-up" undulator
magnet, (ii) amplifying the radiation signal, and (iii) interacting the amplified signal with the same beam at a later
stage in a "kicker" undulator magnet.
Based on various beam-dynamics consideration for IOTA,
the a near-infrared laser wavelength is required (λ ≥ 2 µm);
see details in Ref. [10]. We have identified Cr:ZnSe as
a possible gain medium for the needed single-pass amplifier. Cr:ZnSe lases within ∼ [2.2, 2.9] µm (with peak gain
centered at 2.46 µm) and is an appealing medium given its
large amplification bandwidth and its capability to support
high gains in a single-pass operation. In the planned proofof-principle experiment in IOTA, the permissible optical
delay is limited: the magnetic chicane, used to delay the

e- optics and/or delay line

Figure 4: Possible undulator configurations in support to various experiments. In (a) one micro-undulator is used to produce radiation while (b) incorporates two micro-undulators
separated by the appropriate magnetic lattice.
The micro-undulators under construction will produce
radiation with minimum wavelength ∼ 2.2 µm for a large
range of energy available at the FAST facility [11] with
proper adjustment of the gap; see Fig. 3. At the nominal
100-MeV energy (IOTA injection energy), the required undulator gap will be > 50 mm corresponding to K ∼ 1. The
first micro-undulator is foreseen to be located in the FAST
linac as diagrammed in Fig. 4(a) to support the development of components critical to the OSC proof-of-principle
experiment before its realization in IOTA. Specifically, the
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proposed configuration will enable the characterization of
undulator radiation at ∼ 2 µm along with investigating the
effect of focusing optics on bandwidth and wavefront distortions. In a subsequent stage the undulator radiation will be
focused on a Cr:ZnSe crystal pumped with a CW thulium
laser to demonstrate active amplification of the undulator
radiation. We plan on exploring the amplification process
for various configurations and crystal thickness and verify
the expected gain for the limited crystal thickness (∼ 1-mm)
permitted in the IOTA experiment.

produce, via inverse Compton scattering (ICS), γ rays with
peak energy close to 1.2 MeV. Such a scheme is synergistic
with on-going work at Fermilab to develop a high-repetitionrate γ-ray source based on ICS [12]. An increase of the
1.054-µm-radiation intensity could be accomplished using
a coherent stacking cavity, a free-electron laser process [16],
or possibly amplified with an amplifier similarly to the one
under investigation for OSC.

Energy Modulation

We would like to thank the personnel of University of
Wisconsin’s Synchrotron Radiation Center (SRC) for their
help in acquiring the U3 undulator and especially Dr. M.
Green for sharing his files on the undulator. We are grateful to A. Zholents (ANL) for useful discussions, and to G.
Blazey (NIU) for his administrative help which facilitated
the acquisition process.

The micro-undulators in construction will also enable the
coupling of laser pulse to the electron beam. At fast an
available amplified Nd:YLF (λ = 1054 nm) is under development to support a gamma-ray inverse-Compton-scattering
source [12]. The mJ-level infrared pulse will be transported
at the end of the fast linac close to the foreseen location of
the micro-undulator. The expected maximum energy modulation will be on the order of ∆E ∼ 5 MeV (assuming a 1-mJ,
3-ps laser pulse at λ = 1054 nm with a 100 µm waist and
considering K = 4.3 consistent with a 300-MeV electron
beam). Such an energy modulation is much larger than the
anticipated slice energy spread (< 100 keV at 300 MeV) and
support microbunching studies (using a subsequent chicane).
Applications of energy-modulated beam include researches
on coherent radiation and the development of novel beam
diagnostics, e.g., based on the optical-replica technique [13].

Optical Beam Control & Information Preservation
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In a later stage two micro-undulators could be installed in
a beamline as diagrammed in Fig. 4(b) (here taking the fast
facility as an example). Such a configuration will enable the
optical control of beams and the investigation of information
preservations. Specifically when combined with a laser, the
undulators separated by a strong-focusing channel could be
used to support laser-assisted conditioning techniques discussed in Ref. [6]. An important aspect of such a conditioner
is the ability to impress an energy modulation at the optical
scale and remove it within the downstream undulator after
the beam has been transported through a strong-focussing
channel. The setup could support investigation of the energymodulation and -demodulation scheme and its sensitivity
to laser parameters and beamline tolerances. Alternatively,
the two undulators, separated by a chicane, could provide a
platform to investigate further topics associated to OSC and
in particular the development of relevant diagnostics based
on the interference of radiation pulses emitted from the two
undulators [14, 15].
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A HIGH-LEVEL PYTHON INTERFACE TO THE FERMILAB ACNET
CONTROL SYSTEM∗
P. Piot1,2 and A. Halavanau1,2
1 Department of Physics and Northern Illinois Center for Accelerator &
Detector Development, Northern Illinois University, DeKalb, IL 60115, USA
2 Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, Batavia, IL 60510, USA

INTRODUCTION
The acnet accelerator-control system was originally developed for the start of Tevatron operations in 1983 [1].
It was eventually extended into a comprehensive unified
control system for the accelerators in operation at Fermilab.
Over the years acnet has undergone substantial improvement [2]. Additionally, acnet is complemented with the
Accelerator Command Language (ACL), a scripting environment developed as a versatile scripting tool for developing
high-level application involving acnet devices [3].
The acl environment is extensively used at the Fermilab
Accelerator Science and Technology (FAST) facility and
while it provides excellent capabilities in accelerator control,
it may be challenging for non experts to learn. Additionally, acl does not enjoy the simplicity, large user base, and
extensive open-source packages available from high-level
scripting languages such as python. Based on these observations we have developed a python interface to acl.
The interface − dubbed pyacl − enables control of accelerator devices within the python framework (as a script
or an ipython notebook). Such a development enables the
rapid scripting of high-level applications by non-acl experts
while interfacing the accelerator control and data analysis
with the extensive set of available python packages.

Python program

fast.py

acnet.py
ACL command line

ELEGANT

ACNET devices

Figure 1: Overview of the interfacing of python scripts
with the Fermilab’s ACNET control system.

IMPLEMENTATION

AUTOMATED SCANS

Our current implementation of pyacl consists of a
python-based interface providing a set of elementary functions to directly execute acl commands via operating-system
calls; see overview in Fig. 1. Our current tests were per-

A simple example of the application of pyACL involves
scanning routine commonly used in accelerators. For
instance, consider a simple example of hysteresis removal
for a dipole or quadrupole magnet. In low-energy accelerators such a hysteresis removal (or “degaussing") is
accomplished with an oscillating exponential decaying
current excitation. The current is varied in time as
Ik = I0 exp(−k/τ) cos[(−) k π], where k ∈ N is the step

∗

Work supported by the by the US Department of Energy (DOE) contract
DE-SC0011831 to Northern Illinois University. Fermilab is operated
by the Fermi research alliance LLC under US DOE contract DE-AC0207CH11359.
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This paper discusses the implementation of a pythonbased high-level interface to the Fermilab acnet control
system. The interface has been successfully employed during the commissioning of the Fermilab Accelerator Science
& Technology (FAST) facility. Specifically, we present examples of applications at FAST which include the interfacing
of the elegant program to assist lattice matching, an automated emittance measurement via the quadrupole-scan
method and tranverse transport matrix measurement of a
superconducting RF cavity.

formed under the linux operating system but pyacl is platform independent. The pyacl package currently consists
of a acnet.py toolbox which provides a set of elementary
functions to read and write into acnet devices (either to
single devices or a list of devices). Another functionality of
acnet.py is to handle image acquisition (from a frame grabber) and storage of corresponding arrays as python numpy
arrays.
In the context of the FAST facility, an additional toolbox
(fast.py) was developed to include functions specific to the
FAST accelerator. These especially include magnet-specific
current-to-strength conversion (e.g. I to k1 for quadrupole)
and other functions relevant to beam-dynamics calculations
or often use during operation (e.g. automated single-magnet
degaussing procedure). Likewise, the script can also write
input files for the elegant program [4] thereby providing
on-line beam-dynamics modeling of the FAST beamline. In
the following sections we present examples of successful
application of the pyacl toolbox.

pyACL
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number, τ is the decay time (measured as a number of steps),
I0 is the saturation current. Such a degaussing procedure
can be simply written using the following python snippet:
import acnet
device=’N:Q120’
tolerance=1.E-2
imax=5.0
acnet.devzero (device, imax, tolerance)
where the quadrupole magnet N:Q120 was set to zero after
being degaussed, imax is the value of I0 in the previous
equation. The tolerance parameter corresponds to the
difference between the measured and set value of Ik below
which the magnet is set to its next current Ik+1 .
Such a simple implementation can actually be encapsulated in its own function and enable automatic degaussing
every time a magnet is set to a new value. Such an approach
was adopted in our script to ensure all quadrupole consistently remain on the right hysteresis branch to provide more
reliability.

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

ing pyACL we developed simple scripts that automatically
center the beam in quadrupole magnets by (1) varying the
magnet within a defined range, (2) measuring the resulting
beam motion at a downstream beam-position monitor (via
the acnet.ReadAllBPMspec() function), and (3) steering
the beam accordingly. These three steps are repeated until
the beam motion recorded at the BPM is minimized. In our
implementation we use a conjugate gradient minimization
algorithm available in scipy to optimize a pair of steerer upstream of the quadrupole magnet such that it minimizes the
quadrupole-induced steering. This local correction can in
fact be generalized to a global correction scheme where all
the response matrix are measured and the steerer are tuned
to globally minimize the steering in all quadrupole magnets
within a specified region of the beamline.

INTERFACING WITH BEAM-DYNAMICS
PROGRAMS

(a)
(b)

(c)

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 2: An example of quadrupole scan. Insets (a) and (b)
show a 2-D image of the stack horizontal (a) and vertical
(b) profiles. The associated rms beam sizes (in this example
obtained from Gaussian fits of the profiles) are shown in (c).
Another important application of pyacl was the automatization of transverse-emittance measurement based on the
quadupole-scan technique [5, 6]. The program scans a userspecified quadupole magnet, records the corresponding images formed as the beam impinged on a downstream screen,
and provides the beam size (which are stored for further analysis). Additionally, the interfacing with elegant enables the
query of transfer-matrix elements (between the magnet and
observation screen) as the quadrupole magnet is varied. The
matrix elements are then used in the emittance analysis. An
example of a quadrupole scan outputs are shown in Fig. 2.

BEAM-BASED CONTROL
When operating an accelerator it is often required to explore the beam response to a given perturbation and accordingly tune some of the beamline parameters. An example
regards beam-based alignment in quadrupole magnets. Us-

One of the most important aspects of pyacl is that it
provides an interface between elegant and acnet. Several functions were implemented to enable the rapid simulation of current beamline settings or to rest the magnet according to an optimized elegant simulation. The
interfacing of acnet to elegant (that is passing current magnet settings to elegant) is performed as follows. First the magnet currents are converted to normalized strength and save to a file using the function
fast.Machine2Elegant(EMeV,’fast.param’). The
output sdds-compliant file (in the present case fast.param)
is formatted for use in the elegant load_parameter
command. This provides a way to directly load the current beamline settings in elegant. Conversely, it is desired to convert a magnet’s settings to optimize using elegant and set the values in the accelerator. This is accomplished in a similar way as described above using a function
fast.LoadFile2Machine(file, scale=1), where the
scale parameter enable to arbitrary scale the magnet (e.g.
to account for a change of energy) and file is an sdds
parameter file written by elegant.
These functions were extensively used during the commissioning of the FAST facility and provided a method to
seamlessly match the lattice given the measured CourantSnyder parameter. Such an example appears in Fig. 3 where
pyacl was used to match the beam to provide a small waist
at the X121 YAG screen location. The beam was initially
divergent and the corresponding spot size at X121 was on
the order of ∼ 1 × 1 mm2 ; see Fig. 3(b,c). The initial beam
parameters were measured (using the previously described
emittance measurement tool) and the quadrupole magnet
optimized in elegant to yield a waist at X121. The optimized betatron functions are shown in Fig. 3(d) and associated beam transverse density measured at X121 appears in
Fig. 3(e).
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DEVELOPMENT OF EXPERIMENTAL
SEQUENCES
Beam experiments often rely on repetitive tasks that can
be executed using scripts. The pyacl toolbox was used to
develop procedures and assist in the measurement of transfer matrices. A specific example is our recent attempt to
characterize the transfer matrix on a superconducting (SRF)
TESLA-type cavity; see Ref. [7]. The script was used to automatically center the beam in one of the FAST SRF cavity
[CC2 in Fig. 3(a)] using the same technique described above,
but with a target function that minimizes the difference between beam centroid positions for different cavity phases.
The beam positions were recorded for a large number of
settings for dipole magnets (steerers). Such a measurement
was automated and repeated for different operating phases
to measure the transfer matrix of the cavity as function of
phase [7].

TUPOA48

tures to grab images from the FAST frame grabber and store
them as numpy arrays. The capability to acquire multiple
image along with the automated acquisition of “background”
images (i.e.turning off the photoemission laser and taking
images) is also provided. The detailed analysis of the image
is, however, performed in an independent package ImageTool.py. The package can be used to display images with
associated projections; see Fig. 4, but also to extract its parameters. The rms beam sizes and coupling parameters can
be obtained from various methods including Gaussian and
SuperGaussian fits, or from a statistical analysis such as developed in Ref. [8]. This capability was used in emittance
measurements; see Fig. 2(c).

IMAGE ACQUISITION & ANALYSIS
In linear accelerators, there is often a need to collect and
analyze images from beam-density monitors such as scintillating (e.g. YAG:Ce) or optical transition radiation (OTR)
screens. Additionally, these images need to be processed to
extract statistical properties associated to the beam distribution. A typical example is the measurement of the transverse
distribution of a beam such as needed to measure the transverse emittance. The pyacl toolbox includes provided feaFigure 4: Image acquired and displayed with the ImageTool.py image analysis toolbox.

(a)

(b)

measured @X121

(c)
1 mm

1 mm

(d)

(e)

Figure 3: Overview of the interfacing of FAST injector
beamline (a) and corresponding evolution of the betatron
function before (b) and after (d) beam matching to achieve a
small beam size at the location of X121. Image (c) and (e)
are the corresponding measured beam density at X121.

In summary, we presented some applications of the pyacl
toolbox. The toolbox enables users to rapidly develop scripts
morphed with sophisticated analysis algorithms leveraging
on the python scripting language. This toolbox, despite
still being developed, has proven to be very useful during
commissioning of the FAST facility to measure emittance,
perform beam-based alignment, or take and rapidly analyze
large data sets. Finally, pyacl also provides an seamless way
of interfacing beam dynamic program with the operating
accelerator. The toolbox in its current implementation is
available via GitHub [9] and is being further expanded. The
ImageTool.py toolbox provides a generic suite of tools to
analyze images from screens.
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A GENERAL MODEL OF VACUUM ARCS IN LINACS
Jim Norem#, Nano Synergy Inc., Downers Grove IL 60516, USA
Zeke Insepov, Purdue University, West Lafayette IN 47907, USA
We are developing a general model of breakdown and
gradient limits that applies to accelerators, along with
other high field applications such as power grids and laser
ablation. We have considered connections with failure
modes of integrated circuits, sheath properties of dense,
non-Debye plasmas and applications of capillary wave
theory to rf breakdown in linacs. In contrast to much of
the rf breakdown effort that considers one physical
mechanism or one experimental geometry, we find an
enormous volume of relevant material in the literature that
helps to constrain our model and suggest experimental
tests.

INTRODUCTION
Although 115 years have elapsed, and high electric
fields in the presence of metals have been under
continuous study, there seems to be no agreement about
the mechanisms and parameters involved in vacuum arcs.
This is particularly strange since arcing and associated
processes are important factors in accelerator R&D goals,
failure modes in high-density integrated circuits, fusion
power systems, micrometeorite impacts and high energy
density systems such as laser ablation, all of which are
well-supported research interests.
Our effort, which started from a study of x rays from rf
systems and has evolved into modeling arcs, models
mechanisms involved in various stages of arc evolution
using numerical methods. We believe that our model is
simpler and more generally applicable than other
explanations and in this paper we describe increasingly
precise calculations, other possible uses and applications
of the model and also comment on some other models [13].

that increase both the surface field and field emission. PIC
codes were used to show how field emission currents
combined with local neutral atoms would produce an ion
cloud, while increasing the local fields driving the field
emission. 3) Evolution of the plasma whose density
increases due to self-sputtering, is modeled. MD was
used to model the detailed properties of the sheath as the
density was increased above the nonlinear plasma limit,
while separate MD calculations have shown how selfsputtering would produce a secondary yield above 10 for
dense plasmas above molten metal surfaces insuring a
rapid density increase. 4) The effects on the turbulent
surface due to plasma pressure and surface field have also
been modeled. After the plasma is gone, surface damage
is produced during cooling and smoothing due to damped
capillary waves and cracking of the thermally contracting
surface.
We have also shown how high field
enhancements can be produced on an otherwise smooth
surface by a combination of damped capillary waves and
cracking [1,2].
We have found that two phenomena seem to dominate
the physics of arcs: unipolar arcs, and surface cracking,
and the study of these arcs seems to focus in these issues.

OUR MODEL
Extensive measurements of x-rays and surface damage
from rf systems convinced us that local fields were
enhanced by surface asperities, and the fields could be
measured using the parameters from Fowler Nordheim
field emission. We found the magnitude of these
enhanced fields was sufficient to produce Coulomb
explosions and initiate breakdown. Our model, supported
by a number of numerical calculations, is outlined in Fig.
1. The model describes the arcing process in four stages:
1) Coulomb explosions, aggravated in part by electromigration, produce neutral gas near the surface. We have
modeled the Coulomb explosion, both for smooth
surfaces and for cubes with sharp corners, using MD. 2)
The neutral gas ‘fragments’ are ionized by field emission
of electrons, enhanced by plasma ions near the surface

Figure 1: The four stages of a discharge describe
evolution of cracks and unipolar arcs [1].

MODELING ELECTROMIGRATION

We have recently looked in more detail at
electromigration as a factor in the initial surface failure.
Electromigration is one of the primary causes of mass
transport induced failure in electronic materials, and the
effect is proportional to the local current density, j, where
experimental data shows the dependence is j1.6 [4]. We
have found that current densities, both in field emission
and in arcs, can be in the range of >1011 A/m2, and this
current density is also associated with bulk transport of
metal atoms in electronic systems [1,2,3,4]. We assume
____________________________________________
field emission and breakdown occurs at the corners of
#norem.jim@gmail.com
crack junctions and that electromigration would transport
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atoms to and beyond the field emitting tips, effectively
increasing the field enhancement s, and also enhancing
the surface fracture stresses. Extensive studies done as
part of the failure analysis of high-density integrated
circuits have shown that electromigration can be
eliminated if the current densities can be kept well below
1011 A/m2, where matter transport becomes insignificant
in solid systems. In the case of vacuum breakdown, since
atoms are being transported to or along the surface, one
would expect that the effective ion valence, Z, would be
lower and surface changes would occur more easily than
void formation or interpenetration in bulk materials.
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Shorting Currents in RF and DC Systems
Our measurements of current densities of arcs, which
we assume is due to field emission from the metal surface,
can be compared with historic data from laboratory
plasmas [3]. In fact, they do not agree, with DC current
densities in the range of ~1011 A/m2, and measurements
from arc spots in L band cavities giving densities on the
order of 20 MA/m2. This discrepancy seems due to the
fact that unipolar arcs driven by DC fields have higher
densities, and thus sheath potentials, (10 GeV/m for DC
and 3 GeV/m for rf). Both of these electric fields are,
however, within the normal range of measured field
emission data [1].

Noise and Plasma Oscillations
In an earlier paper we showed how a equilibrium could
develop around an equilibrium operating point where field
emission would determine an equilibrium plasma density
by regulating the sheath potential, finding experimental
data that show oscillations at a frequency of 200 MHz in a
1.3 GHz rf system [2], and 350 MHz for DC systems [3].
We assume that the difference could be at least partially
due to the higher density and sheath potential in the DC
sheath environment.

Improving Particle Accelerator Gradients
Figure 2, Modeling mass transport due to high current
densities in COMSOL [5] using cylindrical coordinates.
We are continuing to study the effects
of electromigration by modeling of atomic motions in
a variety of geometries, see Fig. 2 [5]. We have found
that high current emission brings atoms to the surface
and causes growths that would increase local field
enhancements.
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DISCUSSION
There are a number of applications of the model from
the extensive literature on environments with high local
power densities. While the simplicity of this model
permits comparison with data from other fields, we find
that moving from one field to another, or even from DC to
rf fields involves some modifications to the model.

Frequency Dependence in rf Systems
The conditions of rf systems vary widely as the
frequency is changed. We find field enhancement factors
 ~ 200 at L band, and  ~ 10 at X band, which is
consistent with breakdown at crack junctions at low
frequencies and at crack edges at higher frequencies. In
CERN X-band systems, for example, pulse lengths are on
the order of 200 ns, and powers can be on the order of 90
MW. L band standing wave systems have much longer
pulse lengths, ~25 s. The short heating pulse in x-band
breakdown events implies shallow heating and quick
cooling that should not produce crack junctions.

In order to improve particle accelerator gradient limits
it seems necessary to understand where these limits come
from. These limits are not understood however, so a
wider variety of options must be covered.

High Power Pulsed Laser Ablation of Surfaces
High power laser ablation of materials is useful for
many applications, including drilling and machining hard
materials rapidly and precisely. The process involves
surface absorption of laser power until plasma is
produced, and the process is efficient because the surface
absorbs the power rather than the bulk material. The
plasma formation physics is complex and depends on the
properties of the laser pulse and material. On the other
hand, the existence of a slow, unipolar arc phase of the
arc, which could produce plasma secondaries, and would
be responsible for the structure of the crater, may be
comparatively independent on the details of the initiation.

Tokamak Plasma Edges
Designs for tokamak power reactors require minimal
plasma contamination from the first wall materials due to
arcing, although the process does exist at some level.
Metal ions in the plasma can cool and pinch the discharge,
increasing radiative losses and instabilities [6]. A better
understanding of this environment would improve
optimization of these designs.

Failure Mechanisms in Electronic Systems
During the 1970’s, an extensive effort was undertaken
to understand failure mechanisms in semiconductor
systems, with the results available in many textbooks.
The high current densities now reached in integrated
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circuits are well understood and directly applicable to
vacuum breakdown [4].

Coronal Losses in Power Grids
The power produced at generating stations and
consumed by users cannot be exactly equal, and the
majority of the difference (~100 B$/y worldwide) is
dissipated in by coronal losses during transmission over
high voltage lines. The subject has been understood for
many years and many of the definitive articles were
written in the 1930’s and earlier. While utilities see
considerable economies possible in more closely
matching the generated power with the consumed power,
a more precise understanding of this loss should also be
useful. Coronal losses follow the same E14 power law as
dark current in cavities, presumably because they are both
produced by Fowler Nordheim field emission [7]. Better
understanding of the surface damage mechanisms should
be able to reduce this loss.

COMPARISON WITH OTHER MODELS
While the model we describe seems simple and very
general, we find that it disagrees with ideas in the
literature.
Explosive Electron Emission (EEE) has been proposed
as the primary trigger for vacuum breakdown, however
the process occurs faster than would be consistent with
bulk heating of asperities, and we find the heated volumes
may be too small to provide significant melting of
asperities [1].
Extensive modeling was done to show that breakdown
could be done in high magnetic fields if the magnetic and
electric fields were both perpendicular to the surfaces and
the system was allowed to proceed for many pulses to
allow pulse heating to produce surface fatigue from
incident field emitted beams, (days or weeks). However
the model does not explain how similar experimental data
is seen when the direction of the magnetic field is oriented
parallel to the surfaces or why all breakdown damage is
produced in mirror images at opposite ends of the
discharge [8].
The idea of pulse heating is based on surface heating by
skin currents that occur far from the cavity irises where
breakdown actually takes place, thus making this process
an unlikely trigger [9].
RF experiments have many more variables than
measured parameters and are insufficiently constrained, a
problem that is generally true in arc physics
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CONCLUSIONS
We have developed a model of vacuum breakdown that
seems to be applicable not only to rf linacs, but many
other extreme environments that limit many aspects of
technology. We are refining our model and extending its
domain of applicability to semiconductors, power grids
tokamaks and other applications.
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FIRST STEPS TOWARD INCORPORATING IMAGE BASED
DIAGNOSTICS INTO PARTICLE ACCELERATOR CONTROL SYSTEMS
USING CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORKS
A.L. Edelen†, S.G. Biedron1,2, S.V. Milton2, Colorado State University, Fort Collins, CO
J.P. Edelen, Fermilab*, Batavia, IL
1
also at University of Ljubljana, Ljubljana, Slovenia 2also at ElementAero, Chicago, IL
At present, a variety of image-based diagnostics are
used in particle accelerator systems. Often times, these
are viewed by a human operator who then makes appropriate adjustments to the machine. Given recent advances
in using convolutional neural networks (CNNs) for image
processing, it should be possible to use image diagnostics
directly in control routines (NN-based or otherwise). This
is especially appealing for non-intercepting diagnostics
that could run continuously during beam operation. Here,
we show results of a first step toward implementing such
a controller: our trained CNN can predict multiple simulated downstream beam parameters at the Fermilab Accelerator Science and Technology (FAST) facility’s low
energy beamline using simulated virtual cathode laser
images, gun phases, and solenoid strengths.

To develop this type of controller, the first step is ensuring that a NN can adequately predict the beam parameters from various input distribution images, the gun phase
settings, and the solenoid strengths. This process model
can then be used to help train a NN controller. To this
end, we have created a NN model that uses physics-based
simulations of FAST as training data. It is also worth
noting that by using simulation data to train the NN,
we’ve created a fast-executing representation of the dynamics that could also be used in model predictive control, offline optimization studies, or quick tests in the
control room without perturbing the machine. In this
paper, we discuss our simulation studies, provide an
overview of the NN architecture, and show the NN’s
performance in predicting beam parameters at the exit of
the gun and the second capture cavity.

INTRODUCTION

PARMELA SIMULATIONS

Recently, convolutional NNs (CNNs) have yielded impressive results in the area of computer vision, especially
for image recognition tasks [1]. They are also starting to
be used in physics-related applications, such as automatic
classification of galaxies [2] and neutrino events [3].
Given the present success of CNNs, it may now be possible to use them as a means of incorporating image diagnostics directly into particle accelerator control systems.
While this could be done in a variety of ways (e.g. even
just using traditional control methods with extracted image information), the avenue we have chosen to pursue is
to create a NN controller that directly processes image
data using some initial convolutional layers.
In support of this, we are investigating automated control over the photocathode electron gun at the Fermilab
Accelerator Science and Technology (FAST) facility
[4,5], specifically focused on automated beam alignment
and tuning of the solenoid strength and gun phase. For a
given laser system it is not always easy to produce a tophat transverse laser profile, and any asymmetries in the
initial laser distribution can impact the electron beam
parameters. As such, it could be useful to train a controller to take a measured laser distribution image (here, the
virtual cathode image) and yield optimal gun phase and
solenoid strength settings (as determined by downstream
beam parameters). In principle, if one had fine control
over the transverse laser distribution itself, one could also
include it as a controllable parameter.

Simulations of the first 8 meters of the FAST low energy
beamline were conducted using PARMELA [6]. Included
in the simulations are the electron gun, both superconducting capture cavities, and the intermediate beam-line
elements. The locations of the cavities and beam-line
elements were taken from a Fall 2015 mechanical survey.
Two sets of simulation scans were conducted: one set of
fine scans to predict beam parameters after the gun, and
one set of coarse scans to predict beam parameters after
the second capture cavity (CC2). The gun phase was
scanned from -180° to 180° in 10° and 5° steps, and the
solenoid strength was scanned from 0.5 to 1.5 in 10% and
5% steps, where 1.0 represents the nominal setting that
produces the peak axial field of 1.8 kGauss. Prior to scaling of the field maps, the bucking coil was tuned to produce zero magnetic field on the cathode. The field maps
of the solenoid assembly, gun, and capture cavities used
for the PARMELA simulations were generated using
Poisson Superfish [7].
For the gun studies, we used three initial top-hat beam
distributions with different radii. For the simulations up
through CC2, we used nine different beam distributions.
Three of these were the same top-hat distributions used
for the gun simulations, and the other six were Gaussian
transverse distributions with different RMS widths in x
and y. These distributions were also converted into the
simulated virtual cathode images (e.g. Figure 1) that were
later used in training the NN. Prior simulation results
using initial beam distributions derived from measured
virtual cathode images suggest this is a sound approach.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors
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For all cases, the longitudinal distribution of the beam
was Gaussian with a bunch length of 3 ps.
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Table 1: Max and Min Values for Predicted Parameters
Param.

Max
Gun

Min
Gun

Max
CC2

Min
CC2

Np

5001

1015

5001

1004

εnx [m-rad]

2.5e-4

1.6e-6

4.0e-4

9.1e-7

Figure 1: Example of an initial beam distribution image
used as input to the NN.

εny [m-rad]

2.4e-4

1.6e-6

4.0e-4

8.5e-7

αx [rad]

14.1

-775.1

0.8

-149.8

Figure 2 shows some representative data from the simulations. For the CC2 data, one can see asymmetry in the
transverse emittance caused by the initial beam distribution. Additionally, all of the curves are nonlinear with
respect to both solenoid strength and phase. To give a
sense of scale of the target data used in training, Table 1
shows the range of all predicted parameters.

αy [rad]

14.5

-797.0

0.7

-154.5

βx [m/rad]

950.4

7.9e-2

820.2

0.7

βy [m/rad]

896.8

8.4e-2

845.7

0.81

E [MeV]

4.6

3.2

47.2

42.8

Figure 2: These plots show the transverse emittances as a
function of the normalized solenoid strength for three gun
phases. Dashed lines denote x emittance, and solid lines
denote y emittance. The top plot is for a top-hat initial
beam distribution with a width of 0.6 mm. The lower plot
is for a Gaussian initial beam distribution with an x RMS
width of 0.6 mm and a y RMS width of 1.2 mm.
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NEURAL NETWORK MODELS
Instead of a classification task (as is most common),
here we use a CNN in a regression task (see Figure 3).
We also adopt a hybrid structure that joins a CNN and
fully-connected NN to incorporate both image-based data
and non-image-based data into the model. The network
uses the simulated virtual cathode image, the solenoid
strength, and the gun phase as inputs. The latter two inputs bypass the convolutional layers of the network and
are later combined in a final fully-connected set of layers.
The outputs are the number of transmitted particles (Np),
the transverse emittances (εnx, εny), the average beam
energy (E), and the transverse alpha and beta function
values (αx, αy, βx, βy).
A variety of NN structures were examined (including
various number of layers, number of filters per layer,
filter sizes, activation functions, etc.). The chosen network consists of 3 convolutional layers: 16 5x5 filters,
followed by 16 3x3 filters, followed by 10 3x3 filters.
These are followed by 3 fully-connected layers with 150,
70, and 8 neurons respectively. With the exception of the
linear output layer, hyperbolic tangent activation functions are used.
The model was trained using a combination of the
ADADELTA [8] and Adam [9] optimization algorithms,
and the network weights were initialized using the layerby-layer method described in [10] with a uniform distribution. The network biases were initialized using a normal distribution with standard deviation of 0.01 and a
mean of 0. For the gun data, the training set consisted of
1395 data points and the validation set consisted of 200
data points. For the CC2 data, the training set consisted of
894 data points and the validation set consisted of 600
data points. The CC2 data consists of more images and
coarser scans for each image, hence the different ratio of
training to validation data. Note that because we were
data-limited in this case, we used randomly sampled validation data from across the data set and did not have a test
set. For further testing, new distribution images should be
used to ensure that the NN can interpolate between them
sufficiently well. After training the gun network, we used
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its weights as an initial solution to begin training the CC2
network.
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Table 2: Model Performance at Gun Exit

(E)

Param.

Train.
MAE

Train.
STD

Val.
MAE

Val.
STD

Np

69.5

79.8

70.7

75.7

εnx

2.3e-6

3.5e-6

2.4e-6

3.2e-6

εny

2.3e-6

3.4e-6

2.4e-6

3.2e-6

αx

9.0

14.9

10.9

16.0

αy

8.8

15.3

10.8

16.1

βx

12.1

17.6

14.8

18.9

βy

11.7

16.7

14.3

17.9

E

4.9e-3

4.9e-3

5.5e-3

6.0e-3

(εnx , εny)
(βx , βy)
(αx , αy)
(Np)

Figure 3: Neural network inputs and outputs.

MODEL PERFORMANCE
Tables 2 and 3 show the NN’s performance in terms of
mean absolute error (MAE) and standard deviation (STD)
over the training and validation sets. Table 2 shows the
model performance for the data after the gun, and Table 3
shows the performance for the data after CC2. For the
gun, all MAEs are between 0.4% and 1.8% of the parameter ranges, and for CC2, all MAEs are between 0.9% and
3.1% of the parameter ranges.
In Figure 4, we highlight two representative data sets to
show the NN’s performance in predicting downstream
beam parameters.

Table 3: Model Performance at CC2 Exit
Param.

Train.
MAE

Train.
STD

Val.
MAE

Val.
STD

Np

103.7

141.2

123.3

176.8

εnx

1.0e-5

1.2e-5

1.2e-5

1.6e-5

εny

1.0e-5

1.3e-5

1.2e-5

1.5e-5

αx

3.4

6.6

3.1

5.9

αy

3.4

6.6

3.1

5.9

βx

16.3

33.5

14.7

27.8

βy

16.4

33.6

14.8

27.5

E

4.0e-2

3.9e-2

4.6e-2

6.2e-2
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CONCLUSION AND NEXT STEPS

Figure 4: The top plot shows transverse beta function
values after the gun as a function of solenoid strength for
a top-hat initial beam distribution. The bottom plot shows
normalized transverse emittances after CC2 as a function
of solenoid strength for an asymmetric Gaussian beam
distribution (the one shown in Figure 1). Both are for an
RF phase of 0°. The dashed lines are NN predictions and
the solid lines are simulated values.
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We have shown that our convolutional/fully-connected
NN is capable of predicting simulated downstream beam
parameters given solenoid strengths, gun phases, and
simulated virtual cathode images. This is an important
first step toward creating an NN controller that can directly use image diagnostics. Despite the small number of
samples in the training set and the large number of predicted parameters, the network performs fairly well on
average. All mean absolute errors are between 0.4% and
3.1% of the parameter ranges, and this is likely to improve with additional training data. In addition, this fastexecuting model could already be used on its own for
rapid optimization studies.
Presently, we are extending this work to include measured training data from the machine. For those studies,
beam alignment will be used as an additional predicted
parameter. Once the model is updated with measured
data, we plan to train a neural network controller and test
it on the machine.
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UPDATES TO THE LOW-LEVEL RF ARCHITECTURE FOR FERMILAB ∗
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S. Biedron1 , S. Milton, Colorado State University, Fort Collins, CO, USA
D. Sharma2 , RRCAT, India
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Abstract
Fermilab has teamed with Colorado State University on
several projects in LLRF controls and architecture. These
projects include new LLRF hardware, updated controls techniques, and new system architectures. Here we present a
summary of our work to date.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

BACKGROUND
The Fermilab multi-cavity field controller (MFC) is a
VXI-based LLRF controller designed for precision vector
control of accelerating cavities [1]. The design has been used
on several test stands at Fermilab, as well as in several parts
of the main accelerator network. The design and its variants
consist of a digital signal processor (DSP) for handling scaling values sent to a control system, a complex programmable
logic device (cPLD) to handle the bus communications and
board management, and a field programmable gate array
(FPGA) to handle signal processing.
A newer design was proposed to replace the MFC as several components were being obsoleted and better performing
components became available. One of the major updates
was switching to a system-on-chip (SoC) module, where the
control system front-end software can be run on the same
chip as the signal processing logic. This leads to significant
possible savings in interconnect, power, and board space
usage, but also leads to other design challenges.
This new design requires a multi-disciplinary dvelopment
effort, as we are developing for systems at every level of
the systems design process, from firmware simulation and
development up through new techniques for data transfer to
the Fermilab control system. The control system is based
on older technologies, so interfacing with newer developments in controls and data transfer requires a careful balance
between the capabilities of the control system and the requirements of the project.
While moving away from a crate architecture provides
for more flexibility and opportunities in high-performance
design, it also requires more design effort up front to create a
standardized system that can easily be iterated and debugged.
Creating the interfaces between each internal subsystem is
the greatest challenege, as they all need to be tested and
verified along with their required dependencies.
∗
†

Operated by Fermi Research Alliance, LLC under Contract No. De-AC0207CH11359 with the UnitedStates Department of Energy.
jeinstei@fnal.gov, also at Colorado State University, Fort Collins, CO,
USA

Figure 1: An example of a SoC MFC Board.

HARDWARE DESIGN
The SoC-based MFC design, as shown in Fig. 1, introduces several levels of complexity to an already complex
system. When developing a system with discrete components, work is easily parsed out to individual developers.
The SoC complicates such design flows as every function resides on the same chip. The traditional FPGA development
flow relies on having well-defined boundaries and interfaces
between different levels, such that each level builds on the
previous.
For the Fermilab SoC design, the design builds on existing
experience, but still needed to be integrated in to a new
control architecture as a network-attached device (NAD)
instead of a card in a crate.
Additional thought went in to using a system-on-module
(SoM) for the FPGA and embedded processor component
to allow for future upgrades using a standardized platform.
Several companies now make SoMs that incorporate an SoC,
including CritialLink and Novtech. A Novtech SoM design
is shown in Fig. 2.
The SoC design provides a Linux-based developemnt
framework for controls system interfacing and low-level
systems debugging, which is much more flexible than a
traditional crate-based architecture. In addition to the highlevel protocols, the SoC architecture allows for standard
interconnect technologies to be used inside the chip for data
transfer, such as AXI and Altera’s Qsys interconnect.

PIP-II LLRF SYSTEM DESIGN
The Proton Improvement Plan-II (PIP-II) is Fermilab’s
plan for improving beam intensity, generate more neutrinos, and upgrade the Fermilab accelerator complex. At the
heart of this plan is a new superconducting linear accelerator. The Fermilab LLRF group has been working on new
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Figure 2: Novtech SoM Module.
architectures based on the use of NAD devices, integrating
the control system front-end and signal processing in to one
system.
The plan includes lower noise components with a flexible
digital architecture to allow for ease of upgrades and deployment on a large scale. The hardware design is currently in
the design phase and includes provisions for various forms
of communication interfaces, including high-speed fiber and
copper links.
Separating the RF components in to discrete chassis allows the LLRF group to design a minimal noise system
while also compartmentalizing development on each component. In particular, links to the machine protection system
(MPS) and events and timing system are simplified through
the use of the standardized interfaces available in modern
SoC architectures. Much like the LCLS-II design [2], the
PIP-II LLRF architecture hopes to build on the LCLS-II
development experience and follow newer standards for best
practice. A diagram of the proposed LLRF architecture can
be seen in Fig. 3.
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amount due to the resources necessary for synthesis (code
compilation), fitting (resource placement and utilization),
and timing analysis. In addition, firmware is usually used
in situations where a deterministic or real-time response is
necessary, so simulation is necessary to guarantee correct
operation.
We have looked in to ways to ease the burden of a firmware
developer by distributing compilation in to a cluster, reliving
the need for significant resources on a local machine.
This work is still in the initial design phases, as integrating
with multiple vendor toolsets while not losing functionality
when distributing across multiple nodes requires thought.
When adding automated verification and simulation, the
process can get even more complicated.
This work ties in closely with a distributed simulation
effort for FEL simulation that is discussed in a previous conference paper [3]. With the wide availability of computing
resources at facilities across the USA, many opportunities
are open now that were note before.

FUTURE PLANS
Fermilab has several major projects that are ramping up
now that LBNF/DUNE is beginning construction and integration. The LLRF group is active in several of these
projects, as precision control over the accelerating field is
essential. This requires tight timing requirements, accurate
phase control, and an understanding of all the noise sources
inherent in a system.
Digital systems add an additional source of complexity,
requiring an understanding of the interactions on the borders
between the analog systems that add noise and complexity
to a design. Future projects are currently looking at all these
concerns and are developing better performing systems for
future accelerator control systems.

CONCLUSION
As new experiments and upgrades are introduced to the
Fermilab facility and campus, the LLRF group is working
closely with academic and corporate partners to be able to
continue to meet and exceed design goals. Modern accelerator systems require a high-level of monitoring and control
that is not possible without considering a full systems design,
including everything from new electronics hardware to new
control architectures.
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EXAMINATION OF OUT-OF-FIELD DOSE AND PENUMBRAL
WIDTH OF FLATTENING FILTER FREE BEAMS IN
MEDICAL LINEAR ACCELERATORS
L.C. Bennett, O.N. Vassiliev, University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center,
Houston, Texas, U.S.A.
Abstract
Until recently, medical linear accelerators (LINACS)
have been equipped with a flattening filter in the beam
line in order to make the intensity of the photon beam
uniform at a specified depth. This makes calculation of
patient dose simpler, but has the drawback of
introducing additional scatter in peripheral regions of
the photon field, leading to increased dose in regions
outside the primary target and enhanced risk of
developing secondary malignancies and other
complications. All leading manufacturers of linacs
have introduced a Flattening Filter Free (FFF) mode in
their most recent linacs, with the flattening filter
completely removed from the beam-line. We show that
the FFF modes on a TrueBeamTM linac (Varian Medical
Systems, Palo Alto, CA) exhibit a clinically relevant
reduction in peripheral and out-of-field dose when
compared to flattened beams with similar depth-dose
distributions.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
Flattening Filter Free beams are a relatively new
modality in radiation oncology, with Varian Medical
systems releasing the TrueBeamTM medical linear
accelerator with FFF options in 2010 and Elekta
(Stockholm, Sweden) following with the Versa HD in
2013. The use of flattening filters was traditionally
favoured due to the uniformity of the intensity of the
photon beam they produce, resulting in “flat” dose
profiles; the introduction of intensity-modulated
radiotherapy (IMRT) and multi-leaf collimation
(MLC), however, have allowed physicians to generate
unique fields that modulate photon fluence to achieve
optimal dose distributions without using a flattening
filter.
Removal of the flattening filter generates beams
that are characterized by a “peaked” profile, with a
higher photon intensity towards the center of the beam
and a lower intensity towards the periphery. Because
the beam is unflattened, the average energy of the
photon spectra is lower; for this reason, an FFF beam
with nominal energy of 10 MV will have a similar
depth-dose distribution to a flattened (FF) beam with
nominal energy 6 MV. FFF beams are capable of
delivering a higher dose rate by upwards of a factor of
2.3 for 6 MV beams and 5.5 for 18 MV beams,
allowing treatment times to be reduced and thus
reducing the opportunity for intrafractional variation
due to patient movement; additionally, the removal of a
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flattening filter greatly reduces the amount of scattered
and leakage radiation generated during treatment [1].
Previous studies have demonstrated through the
use of Monte Carlo models and measurements that FFF
beams have the potential to reduce dose in peripheral
regions of the photon field [2][3]. It is believed that
this effect could be a result of the reduction in scatter
caused by elimination of the flattening filter. We
investigated various profile measurements from the
Varian Representative Data set, examining penumbral
width (distance between 80% and 20% central axis
dose) and relative dose at various distances from the
field edge (defined as 50% central axis dose) in this
study.
For this investigation, we compared beam profiles
for the energy pairing of 10 MV FFF and 6 MV FF.
This beam energy pairing was chosen in order to
compare the standard of care (6 MV FF) to a beam of
similar depth dose distribution. Profiles were compared
for field sizes of 3x3 cm2, 4x4 cm2, 6x6 cm2, 8x8 cm2,
and 10x10 cm2. Each field size was also examined at
depths in water of 5 cm, 10 cm, 20 cm, and 30 cm.
Relative dose was examined at distances of 2 mm, 5
mm, 10 mm, 30 mm, and 50 mm from the field edge.

NORMALIZATION OF PROFILES
Because of the different shapes of the FF and
FFF profiles, normalization of FFF beams had to be
done in such a way that the penumbral regions of the
FF and FFF beams could be more fairly compared.
Methods for normalizing FFF beams have been
developed using both the inflection point of the FFF
profile as well as the spatial differences between the
doses at 80% and 20% of the normalized central axis
FF dose; however, these methods either fail to achieve
optimal coverage of a target or result in excessive dose
along the central axis of the FFF beam [4], [5]. For this
reason, we normalized the FF profiles such that central
axis dose was 110%; the dose of the FFF beam at the
location of 100% FF dose was then used to normalize
the FFF beam. This allowed us to examine the profiles
and penumbra under clinically relevant conditions, as
the hypothetical target volume would be neither
underdosed nor overdosed using this method.
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Figure 1 (top): Percent difference in dose relative to central axis between FFF beams and FF beams. Negative values
indicate that relative dose for the FFF beam was lower than relative dose for the FF beam at the same location.
Figure 2 (bottom): Percent difference in penumbral width of FFF beam with respect to FF beam. The x-axis indicates
the length of one side of a square field.

RESULTS
Relative Dose in Profile Periphery
Relative dose in the peripheral and out-of-field
regions of the profiles showed a favourable reduction
of dose for the FFF beams compared to the FF beams.
The difference between FFF beams and FF beams was

seen to become larger with increasing distance from
the field edge (see Fig.1); no discernible difference due
to change in field size was observed in this data set. At
regions closer to the field edge, relative dose was
generally higher for the FFF beam than for the FF
beam.
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Penumbral Width
The penumbral width of the FFF beam relative to
that of the FF beam was seen to decrease with
increasing field size; this may be seen in Fig. 2
(above). Penumbral width tended to decrease with
increasing depth of measurement; additionally, the rate
of decrease tended to increase with increasing depth of
measurement, as the slopes of linear fits of the data at
each depth became increasingly negative at -0.0073, 0.009, -0.017, and -0.0335 for depths of 5 cm, 10 cm,
20 cm, and 30 cm respectively.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Dose profiles were examined and compared for 6
MV flattened beams and 10 MV flattening filter free
beams to determine the difference in dose relative to
central axis dose of the FF beam. Profiles were studied
at depths of 5 cm, 10 cm, 20 cm, and 30 cm and for
field sizes of 3 x 3 cm2, 4 x 4 cm2, 6 x 6 cm2, 8 x 8
cm2, and 10 x 10 cm2. Measurements of the profiles
indicate a general trend for lower relative dose for FFF
beams compared to FF beams at the same depth and
field size. Penumbral width tended to be higher for FFF
beams but tended to decrease with increasing field size
and depth.
The results of this study suggest that FFF beams
may reduce dose in regions beyond 1 cm of the field
edge. This suggests that out-of-field dose may be
substantially reduced when using a flattening filter free
beam compared to a flattened beam with similar depthdose distributions, potentially diminishing the risk of
secondary malignancies and other complications in
cancer patients undergoing radiotherapy. Future work
may include measuring and examining profiles for
different beam energy pairings (such as 10 MV FF and
15 MV FFF).

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors
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USING HIGH PRECISION BEAM POSITION MONITORS AT THE
CORNELL ELECTRON STORAGE RING (CESR) TO MEASURE THE
ONE WAY SPEED OF LIGHT ANISOTROPY
W. F. Bergan∗ , M. J. Forster, N. Rider, D. L. Rubin, D. Sagan, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, USA
B. Wojtsekhowski, Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA, USA
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The Cornell Electron Storage Ring (CESR) has been
equipped with a number of high-precision beam position
monitors which are capable of measuring the orbit of a circulating beam with a precision of a few microns. This technology will enable a precision measurement of deviations
in the one-way speed of light. An anisotropic speed of light
will alter the beam momentum as it travels around the ring,
resulting in a change of orbit over the course of a sidereal
day. Using counter-circulating electron and positron beams,
we will be able to suppress many of the systematics such as
those relating to variations in RF voltage or magnet strength.
We show here initial feasibility studies to measure the stability of our beam position monitors and the various systematic
effects which may hide our signal and discuss ways in which
we can minimize their impact.

INTRODUCTION
The isotropy of the speed of light forms a cornerstone of
modern physics. However, theories of quantum gravity suggest that this symmetry may not hold exactly, so it is possible
that the speed of light may not be wholly isotropic. Although
very good measurements have been done on the two-way
speed of light, accurate measurements of the one-way speed
are significantly more difficult. A recently proposed way to
precisely test the isotropy of the one-way speed of light is to
examine the behavior of counter-circulating electrons and
positrons in the Cornell Electron Storage Ring (CESR) [1,2].
If the speed of light is anisotropic, the relationship between
velocity and momentum will be direction-dependent. Particle momenta will vary around the storage ring, causing the
orbits to vary over the course of a sidereal day. The fractional change in orbit is enhanced by a relativistic factor of
γ 2 relative to the the fractional change in the speed of light.
Since we are using 5.3 GeV beams, this means that we may
obtain a limit of the speed of light anisotropy of one part in
1016 with an orbit measurement accurate to one part in 108 .
To reduce systematics, we will look at the difference between
the positron and electron orbits. Any change in the operating
parameters of the accelerator will result in different orbit
shifts for the two species only insofar as the electrons and
positrons have different energies at different parts of the ring,
and so will be greatly suppressed. Meanwhile, our signal
will be enhanced because, if the energy of the electrons is
increased in one part of the ring due to a speed of light
∗
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anisotropy, the positron energy will be reduced by the same
amount since they are traveling in the opposite direction.
We present here a number of studies in simulation and
actual experiment. We first use BMAD, an accelerator simulation program, to simulate a signal from the speed of
light anisotropy as well as the effects of changes in dipole
strength or RF voltage [3]. We next examine data taken at
CESR where we put electron and positron beams in the ring
and changed the RF voltage. Finally, we observe the stability
of the beam position monitors (BPMs) and see that there is a
current-dependent effect. Simulations show that this may be
due to some current-dependent gains in the BPM buttons.

ACCELERATOR LATTICE
Single counterrotating bunches of electrons and positrons
collide at diametrically opposed interaction points in the
storage ring. A colliding beam lattice was designed to minimize the effect of the collisions on both closed orbit and
lifetime. The strength of the beam-beam collision is charβi
N
acterized by the tune shift parameter ξ = 2πγ
σi (σx +σy ) ,
where i = x, y gives the horizontal and vertical tune shifts
respectively. Since σ x >> σy , we minimize vertical tune
shift by minimizing βy . Horizontal beam size is given by
p
σ x =  β x + (ηδ) 2 . To minimize horizontal tune shift, we
minimize horizontal beta and maximize emittance and horizontal dispersion. The relevant lattice parameters at the two
interaction points are given in Table 1. The beam energy
is 5.3 GeV. The beam position monitors are most accurate
in the current range of 0.5-1.0 mA/bunch. Beam beam parameters at the two interaction points (IP) in the table are
computed for N = 1010 particles per bunch ( 0.6 mA).
Table 1: Beam Parameters at Interaction Points
IP
south
north

β x (m) βy (m) η x (m) ξ x × 10−3 ξ y × 10−3
6.1
5.5

3.94
4.38

0.99
1.00

1.66
1.51

4.86
5.04

The beam-beam parameter is well below the limit measured at all electron-positron colliders. Because the electrons
and positrons do not collide head-on as a result of the energy
scallop, and perhaps other effects, there the beam-beam kick
may introduce a current dependent distortion of the closed
orbit. This effect is shown in simulation to cause orbit shifts
at the micron level.
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BACKGROUND SUPPRESSION
We used BMAD to simulate a signal from a speed of
light anisotropy by changing the energy of the beam by a
direction-dependent factor of 1 + 10−4 cos(θ), where θ is
the angle between the direction of the beam and east. We
have plotted the difference between electrons and positrons
of the orbit change due to an anisotropic speed of light (the
difference of differences) as Fig. 1.

Figure 2: Difference in electron and positron orbit changes
when changing dipole strength by one part in 104 .

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 1: Difference in electron and positron orbit changes
when changing energy sinusoidally around the ring with
amplitude one part in 104 .
We wish to compare this to the change in orbit differences
if we change the dipole strengths by a similar amount. Figure
2 shows this resulting change if the dipole strengths are
altered by one part in 104 . We see immediately that we are
only 400 times more sensitive to the speed of light anisotropy
signal than to a dipole error. However, if we take the Fourier
transform for each plot, we obtain Fig. 3 for the case of an
anisotropic speed of light and Fig. 4 for the case of a dipole
drift. We note immediately that there is a large spike at the
revolution frequency in the former case, but not in the latter.
If we examine only this peak, we are 5 thousand times more
sensitive to a change in particle momentum due to a speed
of light anisotropy than to a comparable change in dipole
field.
We also worry that an antisymmetric change in RF voltage
will give a signal resembling a speed of light anisotropy,
since that will artificially boost the energy of one particle
species and lower it in the other. We therefore simulated
such a change in the RF cavity voltages antisymmetrically
between east and west and found that we are 30 thousand
times more sensitive to a speed of light anisotropy than to
such an RF voltage change at a similar level. We tested this
by injecting single electron and positron bunches in CESR,
and changing the RF voltages antisymmetrically after about
ten minutes, then returning them to their nominal values. We
have plotted in Fig. 5 the orbital frequency component of the
FFT of the positron-electron orbit difference as a function of
time, and can see clearly the times when we changed the RF
and when we changed it back. The observed change agrees

Figure 3: FFT of difference in electron and positron orbit
differences due to sinusoidal energy change of amplitude
one part in 104 .

Figure 4: FFT of difference in electron and positron orbit
differences due to dipole strength change of one part in 104 .

well with simulation and is the sort of signal we would expect
if the particle momenta changed by 3 ppm due to a speed
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of light anisotropy. However, we note that there is a similar
change in the FFT value during the first part of the run, when
we were not changing anything. This will severely limit our
experimental sensitivity if uncorrected and we will discuss
it further in the next section.

Figure 5: Plot of FFT value at the revolution frequency for
difference between electron and positron orbits as a function
of time. We are clearly able to pick out the time when we
had the RF cavity voltages shifted to a different value (runs
112136 - 1121450). However, there is a similar change at
the start of data-taking, when we were not doing anything,
which would dramatically reduce our sensitivity if we do
not have it under control.

BPM STABILITY
The stability of our BPMs is of very great importance
for detecting a speed of light anisotropy, since any drift in
measurements over the course of data-taking would greatly
contaminate our signal. We suspect that the BPM instability
described above is due to some current-dependent effect,
since it appeared to be stronger in cases when the current of
our beam was changing more quickly.
To further investigate this, for each BPM in the ring we
recorded the difference between the electron and positron
orbits for each run and plotted this as a function of time.
These data are displayed in Fig. 6 for one particular BPM
during a period of changing beam current, and we see that
the electron/positron position difference changes by several
tens of microns. This is much larger than the few micron
precision obtainable with a constant beam current.
Our BPM button gains were calibrated using a procedure
developed by David Rubin and Jim Shanks and described
in [4]. However, this calibration was only performed for
one value of the beam current, so the BPM buttons may
have some current-dependence in their gains. We therefore
performed a fit to the data to determine what values for a
drift, if any, would give us our signal if the electron/positron
position difference was roughly constant. As seen in Fig. 6,
such a fit is possible. Moreover, it only requires gain drifts
of roughly one percent or less, which is certainly plausible.
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We will therefore perform our gain calibration at various
beam currents in order to determine whether such a drift in
gains actually exists.

Figure 6: Electron/positron orbit difference at BPM 17 as a
function of time. The points show the measured data, while
the line shows the resulting orbit difference if one corrects
for a hypothetical current-dependent gain. We see that such
a current-dependent gain would explain our measured orbit
change.

CONCLUSIONS
We see that effects of changes in dipole strength and RF
cavity voltage are significantly weaker than corresponding
changes in the particle momentum throughout the ring as
may be expected due to an anisotropic speed of light. The
simulations for the RF case agree well with what had been
seen in the data. However, BPM stability presents a major
problem, and will severely harm the precision of our experiment if not accounted for. We see that permitting our BPM
buttons to have a small current-dependent gain will largely
explain the problem. We will therefore recalibrate our BPMs
at a number of different currents to measure this effect.
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MINIMIZATION OF EMITTANCE AT THE CORNELL ELECTRON
STORAGE RING WITH SLOPPY MODELS
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Cornell University, Ithaca NY, USA
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Our current method to minimize the vertical emittance
of the beam at the Cornell Electron Storage Ring (CESR)
involves measurement and correction of the dispersion, coupling, and orbit of the beam and lets us reach emittances of
10 pm, but is limited by finite dispersion measurement resolution. For further improvement in the vertical emittance,
we propose using a method based on the theory of sloppy
models. The storage ring lattice permits us to identify the
dependence of the dispersion and emittance on our corrector
magnets, and taking the singular value decomposition of the
dispersion/corrector Jacobian gives us the combinations of
these magnets which will be effective knobs for emittance
tuning, ordered by singular value. These knobs will permit
us to empirically tune the emittance based on direct measurements of the vertical beam size. Simulations show that
when starting from a lattice with realistic alignment errors
which has been corrected by our existing method to have an
emittance of a few pm, this new method will enable us to
reduce the emittance to nearly the quantum limit, assuming
that vertical dispersion is the primary source of our residual
emittance.

which combinations of our corrector magnets have the largest
impact on the emittance. We may then adjust those magnet
combinations by hand and monitor the vertical emittance
directly in order to bring further reductions in emittance.
This is similar to the RCDS method successfully employed
at SLAC by Huang et al. [4, 5].
The utility of the eigencombinations depends on our ability to monitor vertical emittance and closed orbit. CESR is
equipped with an xray beam size monitor that provides real
time measurement of the vertical beam size with resolution
corresponding to emittance 0.5 pm-rad. A visible light
interferometer measures horizontal beam size. The closed
orbit is continuously monitored with the 100 distributed
beam position monitors referred to above.

PROCEDURE

To first order, the vector of dispersions measured at each
~ will be equal to J~c, where ~c is the
of our N BPMs, d,
vector of our M corrector magnets and J is the N × M
dispersion/corrector Jacobian matrix. This may be found
from simulations of the ideal CESR lattice using the BMAD
accelerator-simulation program. [6] We may take its singular value decomposition (SVD) in order to identify its right
INTRODUCTION
singular vectors, v~i , which correspond to different magnet
The Cornell Electron Storage Ring (CESR) is a 768 m cir- combinations, and their associated singular values, which
cumference storage ring at Cornell University using electron tell us their effectiveness at changing the dispersion. Since
and positron beams of up to 5.6 GeV. Among other uses, it our vertical emittance is strongly dependent on the vertical
is a testbed for beam dynamics relevant to damping rings of dispersion, we expect that these magnet combinations should
future linear colliders, including low-emittance tuning. It give us large emittance effects as well. We may check that
is instrumented with roughly 100 Beam Position Monitors this model shows sloppy behavior by examining the singu(BPMs) and a large number of independently-controllable lar values of our dispersion/corrector Jacobian, which are
corrector magnets, of which 85 (the vertical kickers and skew plotted in Fig. 1. We immediately see that the singular valquadrupoles) are useful for reducing the vertical emittance. ues drop roughly exponentially, indicating that this model is
Currently, we minimize the vertical emittance at CESR by sloppy.
identifying and correcting the sources of emittance, such
To evaluate the effectiveness of these sloppy directions,
as dispersion and coupling, enabling us to obtain vertical
we used BMAD simulations. We generated a lattice with
emittances of order 10 pm. The effectiveness of this method
random magnet alignment errors consistent with our meais limited by finite dispersion resolution, forcing us to take a
surement resolution in CESR. We then applied our standard
different approach in order to proceed further [1].
emittance tuning procedure including measurement errors
One method is to make use of sloppy models. These are
corresponding to our BPM resolution, obtaining a few pm
models which nominally depend on a large number of paemittance. [1] At this point, we applied our sloppy model
rameters, but, if we transform to a basis of eigenparameters,
algorithm by sequentially varying each of our magnet comthe corresponding eigenvalues show an exponential falloff
binations found above in order of decreasing singular value
when written in decreasing order [2, 3]. Therefore, only a
to obtain a minimal emittance. We repeated this procedure
few of these eigenparameters will be sufficient to describe
for an ensemble of 83 misaligned lattices to obtain a sense
most of the behavior of the system. In our case, these sloppy
of the utility of our method. We see in Fig. 2 the mean emiteigenparameters will be various linear combinations of the
tance across our ensemble of lattices after tuning different
corrector magnets which affect our vertical emittance. To
numbers of singular directions. Note that we are able to
obtain improved emittances, it would be useful to identify
reduce the emittance by a factor of 3 with just 10 magnet
∗ wfb59@cornell.edu
combinations, and by more than a factor of 5 with 25 such
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the K magnet combinations having the greatest effect on the
orbit. Setting K to 25 and using our same methods as before,
we see emittance drops similar to what we had previously,
but with much less harm to the orbit. See Fig. 4 and 5.

Figure 1: Singular values of the dispersion/corrector Jacobian. Note the large drops in singular value.

Figure 3: Vertical orbit RMS as a function of number of
singular vectors used. We see an increase by nearly 100
microns if we use ten singular vectors, and 400 microns if
we use 25.

Figure 2: Vertical emittance as a function of singular vectors
used to minimize it. Although we have 85 corrector magnets,
only 10 combinations are needed to reduce the emittance by
more than a factor of 3.

Orbit Correction
Although this procedure vastly improves our vertical emittance, it also creates severe orbit distortions, as may be seen
in Fig. 3. We therefore wish to find some way to preserve
most of our gains in emittance while at the same time preventing large changes in the orbit. We found that this may
be most easily accomplished by finding new magnet combinations which reduce emittance while avoiding excess harm
to the orbit. We can take the SVD of the orbit/corrector Jacobian, which gives us the magnet combinations, u~j , which
have the largest effect on the orbit. We may then form new
P
magnet combinations as w~i = v~i − K
vi · u~j )u~j , subtractj=0 (~
ing off the projections of our old magnet combinations onto

Figure 4: Vertical emittance as a function of modified singular vectors used to minimize it. We see improvements
comparable to those in Fig. 2, when we made no attempt to
minimize orbit changes.

FUTURE WORK
Although this process works well in simulation, it will
be necessary to try it in a real machine. We will therefore
make these magnet combinations real knobs which we can
turn at CESR and try the procedure. We also note that the
vertical emittance in simulation with realistic misalignments
(a few pm) is less than in the real ring (ten pm), so there is
some as-yet unknown source of vertical emittance. It will be
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tuning each of our magnet combinations in sequence until
we reach a minimal emittance.
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CONCLUSIONS
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We have found that, although the vertical emittance of
the CESR beam depends on a large number of magnets,
we should be able to reduce it using good combinations of
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Jacobian. The resulting emittance is reduced by a factor of
three when using 25 such singular vectors, while the orbit
only gets worse by a few tens of microns. This procedure
may be easily applied online to the accelerator by manually
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SUCCESSFUL LABORATORY-INDUSTRIAL PARTNERSHIPS:
THE CORNELL-FRIATEC SEGMENTED INSULATOR FOR
HIGH VOLTAGE DC PHOTOCATHODE GUNS
K.W. Smolenski∗ , B. Dunham, CLASSE† Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, USA
D.L. Barth, M. Muehlbauer, S. Wacker, Friatec AG Division Frialit-Degussit, Mannheim, Germany
J.M. Maxson, University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA), CA, USA
Abstract
High voltage DC photocathode guns currently offer the
most reliable path to electron beams with high current and
brightness. The performance of a photocathode gun is directly dependent on its vacuum and high voltage capabilities,
determined in large part by the ceramic insulators. The insulator must meet XHV standards, bear the load of pressurized
SF6 on its exterior, support the massive electrode structures
as well as holding off DC voltages up to 750 kV. The CornellFriatec insulator was designed collaboratively between the
industrial and laboratory teams and has now been produced
in quantity for projects at Cornell University and elsewhere.
Stray electron tracking has guided the design of internal collector rings to ameliorate punch-through failures that have
plagued earlier guns.

INTRODUCTION

DESIGN
DC guns suffer from the problem of controlling field emitted electrons from the high voltage surfaces. These electrons can land on the insulator, and if the charge builds up,
punch-through can occur, causing a vacuum leak to the high
pressure SF6 space. In past guns we have used monolithic
cylindrical insulators with an internal resistive coating to
∗
†

kws4@cornell.edu
Supported by NSF award DMR-0807731, DOE grant DE-AC0276SF00515, and New York State.

Figure 1: DC gun utilizing the Friatec segmented insulator
(E) is shown on the left, inside an SF6 pressure vessel. The
HVPS (A) is on the right, inside a common SF6 vessel.

bleed off these electrons, but it has only been successful up
to 450 kV during processing, above which punch-through
failure occurs. In addition, the coating has not adhered well,
depositing a layer of particulate on the electrodes, certain
demise for reaching higher voltages. Two such insulators
were built and tested with similar damage occurring to both.
A second batch of insulators were built with a doped alumina material with a known resistance, sufficient to drain
electrons without drawing excessive current from the power
supply, but unfortunately similar failures occured.
These setbacks have led to the use of more complex segmented insulators with internal shields. These insulators
were designed in a partnership between Cornell University
and Friatec AG, with Cornell responsible for the high voltage design and Friatec responsible for the vacuum design
and fabrication. The new insulator has internal guard rings
to block any field emitted electrons ejected off the central
support tube from reaching (and potentially damaging) the
insulator. The diameter of the insulator is increased in order
to reduce the maximum field on the central tube to 10 MV/m
at 750 kV. At 500 kV, this will result in a reasonable field
level of 6.7 MV/m.
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Many future linac and ERL based accelerator facilities require sources of high current and brightness electrons. Over
the past 15 years the Cornell ERL injector project has led to
advancements in the performance and reliability of DC gun
technology enabling these new accelerators [1]. These guns
have proven themselves by setting world records for highaverage current from a high brightness photoinjector [2].
These guns are now being used as the electron source for two
new projects: LEReC, an electron cooler at RHIC [3], and
for the Cornell-Brookhaven Electron-Recovery-Linac Test
Accelerator (CBETA). Cornell and Brookhaven National
Lab have begun collaboration on the design, construction
and commissioning of a four-pass 150 MeV electron accelerator based on a superconducting, six-cavity linac with energy
recovery, using 106 fixed-field alternating gradient (FFAG)
cells as the return loop [4, 5]. This accelerator will be based
on the existing Cornell ERL Injector with an upgraded DC
gun as shown in Fig. 1.
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The entire insulating structure is composed of two smaller
insulator assemblies. Each insulator assembly has 7 segments, or 14 in total installed on the gun. Each segment is
a ring of Frialit F99.7 Al2 O3 with an inner diameter of 435
mm, 50 mm tall, and 20 mm thick. The dielectric strength
of the ceramic material is quoted by Friatec to be beyond 30
kV/mm, with a resistivity of 1015 ohm-cm at room temperature. The top and bottom kovar segment of each assembly is
welded into a 22.125" wire seal flange of 316 stainless steel.
Kovar rings are brazed in at the interface of any two segments. In vacuum, the kovar ring allows the attachment of
the aforementioned ceramic-guarding rings. The kovar rings
also extend outside the insulator body into the SF6 environment. In the SF6 , a resistor chain from HV (at the top) to
ground (at the bottom) connected to each kovar ring directly
defines the voltage on all segment interfaces and inner guard
rings. Kovar was chosen as the interface ring material for its
similar linear coeficient of thermal expansion to that of the
Al2 O3 , so that the braze joints would be minimally stressed
during vacuum bake-out.
The insulator column was split into two independant
pieces primarily for ease of manufacture. Each braze joint
has a finite probability of failure so reductions in the number
of braze joints per part led to higher yield rates. Also the
weight and size of the piece is reduced allowing for the use
of a smaller braze furnace (Fig. 2) and ease of handling, both
during manufacture and later during cleanroom assembly.
By taking a modular approach, the insulator design can be
applied to a variety of gun voltages and can be used by other
projects without requiring extensive re-design, for example
a single insulator could be used for a 375 kV gun without
redesign.
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two insulator assemblies (as built), and similarly does not
show the triple point protection rings. Note the tendency
of field emission to come from the stalk at the base of the
insulator, and that the field on the lowermost ring to be
significantly higher than others. For this reason, the angle
of the lowermost rings was increased from the nominal.

Figure 3: Electron tracking results from Opera 2D simulationl.

Figure 2: Vacuum braze furnace being loaded with an insulator.
A simplified high voltage model of the insulator, shown
in Fig. 3, was generated in the software Opera 2D. Shown is
the high voltage support stalk, insulator, and guard rings for
the gun operating at 750 kV. This model was used for stray
electron tracking to ensure that the guard rings collected
all possible stray electrons from the conductor stalk. For
simplicity, this HV model is singular, rather than made of

The guard rings were made of copper due to its high thermal conductivity, thereby minimizing the heating of the ring
and nearby braze joints from any stray field emission. A
thermal finite element model was used to determine the maximum stray current that could be absorbed by a ring without
damage, a consideration due to the relatively poor thermal
contact of the copper rings to the insulator itself which is
cooled by the SF6 environment. By utilizing replaceable
rings as shown in Fig. 4 we have the ability to rebuild the
insulator if the guard rings are damaged, a critical way of
controlling costs while extending the service life of the insulator.
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Figure 4: Replaceable Guard Ring Mounted to Kovar Ring.

Figure 5: Insulator factory acceptance testing.

FABRICATION

525 kV. The average current achieved thus far was 65 mA at
5 MeV, the highest ever for a photoemission-based injector.
This exceeds the previous record by a group from Boeing.
Work is continuing to reach the ultimate goal of 100 mA by
reducing beam losses due to halo, improving laser operation,
and finding cathodes more resistant to degradation over time.
The single biggest lesson learned is the critical importance
of close and direct interaction between the engineering staff
of both laboratory and industry, the sharing of drawings,
models, and resources is essential to a successful product
and hence the entire project.

Construction of ultra high vacuum insulators requires a
combination of high purity ceramic such as Frialit F99.7
Al2 O3 and metal components proven to minimize thermal
stress between the brazed ceramic rings and metal components. Careful analysis of the joint design ensures that
thermal expansions that occur during the long duration high
temperature vacuum bakeouts do not cause high peel stresses
at the braze joints which could lead to joint failure. Strict
quality control of the materials and the machining operations are critical steps in the manufacture of these insulators
and a close working relationship between the laboratory and
the ceramic manufacturer is essential. Proven technologies
and procedures during manufacturing, vacuum testing, and
bake out will ensure a finished product that will meet the
specification the first time (see Fig. 5). With no ability to
repair defective units, manufacturing correctly the first time
is the only option.
Critical to high voltage performance is the high pressure
rinsing (HPR) of the interior of the insulator prior to installation. The ceramic material is sprayed with oscillating jets of
high pressure (100 bar) deionized water for 4 hours in order
to remove any residual particulate from the manufacturing
process or collected from room air. HPR operations are
performed in a clean room where final assembly takes place.
Only after UHV conditions are achieved is the gun removed
from the cleanroom in a sealed state.

CONCLUSIONS
The segmented insulator with internal guard rings has
proven resistant to punch-through failures during routine
operation at 400-450 kV and also during processing up to
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INTEGRATED CONTROL SYSTEM FOR AN X-BAND-BASED
LASER-COMPTON X-RAY SOURCE ∗
D. J. Gibson† , R. A. Marsh, G. G. Anderson, C. P. J. Barty
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, CA 94550, USA
RF SOURCE

Abstract
LLNL’s compact, tunable, laser-Compton x-ray source
has been built around an advanced X-band photogun and accelerator sections and two independent laser systems. In support of this source, the control system has developed into an
integrated architecture that continues to grow to simplify operation of the system and to meet new needs of this research
capability. In addition to a PLC-based machine protection
component, a custom, LabView-based suite of control software monitors systems including low level and high power
RF, vacuum, magnets, and beam imaging cameras. This system includes a comprehensive operator interface, automated
arc detection and rf processing to optimize rf conditioning
of the high-gradient structures, and automated quad-scanbased emittance measurements to explore the beam tuning
parameter space. The latest upgrade to the system includes
a switch from real-time OS to FPGA-based low-level RF
generation and arc detection. This offloads processing effort
from the main processor allowing for arbitrary expansion
of the monitored points. It also allows the possibility of
responding to arcs before the pulse is complete.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
A compact laser-Compton x-ray source based on x-band
accelerator hardware has recently been commissioned at
LLNL [1]. While the accelerator was being built and brought
online, a remote control system was developed in parallel to
run it, with features added on demand as the accelerator grew
in complexity and as tasks amenable to automation became
apparent. For this control system, National Instruments
LabView was chosen as the basis for the bulk of the control
system, with PLC logic supplementing it to provide basic IO
and machine protection functionality. Other platforms, such
as EPICS, were considered but not selected as they generally
have a steeper entry curve getting the first devices online with
no local experience. Using LabView, basic functionality was
able to be provided rapidly. Also, given the relatively small
scale of the system, the highly distributed nature of EPICS
was unnecessary. Once the platform was chosen and the
software grew in complexity, there has not been a need to
reconsider that path.
In this paper, we present an overview of the key components of the control system: the RF control chassis, the machine protection system (specifically with regards to breakdown damage), and the auxiliary support system controls.
∗
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Low level RF control, and all RF monitoring, is performed
using a National Instruments (NI) PXI system running the
real-time version of LabView. User interface is provided
by a comprehensive front panel that communicates with
the real time controller through a mix of shared variables
and network streams. Figure 1 gives the detailed clocking
diagram driving the accelerator system. The master timing
reference is an MXO-PLMX from Wenzel Associates, which
relies on an 11.9 MHz reference oscillator coupled with a low
noise frequency multiplier that provides a 2.586 GHz master
clock. This 2.586 GHz signal is used by the MenloSystems
electronics to phase-lock the 81.6 MHz oscillator to the RF
clock and generate a synchronized 10 Hz trigger.

Low-level RF Pulse Generation
The master clock is multiplied by a factor of 4 to provide
the 11.424 GHz X-band RF used in the accelerator. This
RF signal is then modulated via an IQ mixer with greater
than 100 MHz of bandwidth. The I & Q ports are driven by
an Active Technologies AT-1212 2-channel, 14-bit arbitrary
function generator (AFG) connected to an NI PXI-7954R
Flex-RIO board. Performance of this system is detailed
in Ref. [2]. Currently, a simple square pulse is generated,
but once a planned RF pulse compressor is installed, more
complicated shaping (such as a phase flip in the signal) will
be easily implementable. This shaped pulse is supplied to
the traveling wave tube and klystron for amplification to
∼50 MW.

Modulator Control
The klystron is powered by a Scandinova K2-3X modulator, providing 420 kV, 330 A pulses. The modulator is
equipped with it’s own manufacturer-supplied control hardware and software, which provides network-based access to
all necessary controls and readbacks. This system also controls the klystron solenoid magnets and monitors water flow
through the system. The relay-logic based facility personnel
safety system ties directly into the modulator, preventing
the high-voltage circuits from being energized without a
permissive signal supplied by the facility.
A custom interface screen was created in LabView to
simplify operator interaction with the modulator and avoid
having to manually adjust operating parameters, such as the
cathode filament current, each time the system was turned on
and off. This also allows the built-in LabView datalogging
capabilities to monitor the performance of the modulator
and keep a log of beam operating time.
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Figure 1: Diagram of the low-level RF pulse generation system and clock logic.

Both during conditioning and for routine operations, it is
important to monitor the system for signs of breakdown in
the waveguide and accelerating structures. To accomplish
this, we have developed an automated arc detection and
recovery system. This system is currently being transitioned
between two architectures.

High-speed Digitizer Arc Detection
RF power detector diodes monitor transmitted and reflected RF power at the klystron output, the photogun input,
and the section input. These signals, along with signals from
the integrating current transformer and other diagnostics, are
fed to a bank of 1 GHz, 8-Bit Digitizers (NI PXI-5154) in
the RF control chassis. These traces are available to the user
at a rate that depends on the network connection to the interface panel and the other processes on the interface machine;
we typically get 1-3 Hz refresh rates for routine monitoring.
Based on user configurable parameters, summary data is
also presented, such as klystron, gun, and section power, gun
gradient, and current charge.
Although not every trace is transmitted to the front end,
each of the channels is checked on every shot for signs that
an arc occurred, and the system can store all the traces locally
for later retrieval and analysis. Based on user specifications
at the interface panel, arc could be detected as either the
trace exceeding some trip level within a gated window or the
integral of the difference between two consecutive shots exceeding some threshold level. If any channel shows either of
these conditions, the chassis inhibits firing of the modulator
and low-level RF pulses and alerts the user. In manual mode,
the user can adjust the power level, clear the arc error, and
resume operations. During conditioning however, generally
an “autoramp” mode is used, where the operator configures
a waiting period, then a series of ramp speeds to slowly, but
automatically, bring the power back up to the breakdown
gradient. The system monitors this progress and switches
back to manual mode if arcing starts occurring at lower and

lower gradients, indicating a problem that needs operator
attention.

FPGA Arc Detection
We have recently demonstrated similar arc detection functionality in an FPGA-based system. Using NI 5761 4channel, 14-bit, 250 MHz sample rate digitizers connected
to an NI PXI-7954R FlexRIO module, both the limit and
difference integral functions can be evaluated as the data
arrives, allowing for a system response on the time scale of
tens of nanoseconds, rather than the milliseconds required
to complete a trace, transfer it to the processor, analyze it,
and transmit and execute the reaction commands. Since the
processing doesn’t require the collection of a complete trace,
this system can also run at an arbitrary rep rate, even for
continuous beams. This architecture also offloads almost
all the processing effort from the control processor, allowing easy expansion to a very large number of channels with
negligable decrease in performance.
The trigger input to the FPGA hardware is limited to the
resolution of the 250 MHz system clock. If the incoming
signal has no phase relationship to the FPGA clock, a singletick jitter is virtually certain. Figure 2 gives an example.
When we are running at 60 Hz, the Greenfield 9404 PXI
timing card internal trigger has no defined phase relationship
to the digitizer clock, and so a significant (1 tick) jitter is
seen. However, when we are using the 10 Hz provided by
the sychronized laser system, the jitter drops significantly.
This jitter becomes an issue during the difference integral
measurement. Even with two identical traces, the integral
can vary due to noise at the bit level. If the pulses aren’t exactly lined up on the sample clock, the calculated difference
integral can grow much higher. This requires us to set the
threshold higher than we otherwise would, to avoid frequent
false-positives, and results in occasionally missing small
arcs (based on observed vacuum presure spikes). To correct
for this, a simple step is to check the integral for the three
cases of aligned traces and traces off-by-1 in each direction
and report out the lowest value. This is straightforward to
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Figure 2: Effect of trigger stability on measured FPGA digitizer trace. A synchronized trigger result in more stable
pluse measurement.
implement in the FPGA hardware, and Fig. 3 shows the
result. The peak reported integral value drops by nearly half
for the unsynchronized data, allowing a much lower alarm
threshold to be reliably established. A synchronized signal
still yields better performance, but not significantly due to
the long tail shown.
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Figure 3: Effect of trigger stability and calculation method
on distribution of measured integrals.
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points, via shared variables, in the LabView environment.
This allows multiple front end programs to access the controls (for example, both the main control screen and the automated quad-scan program can control the same quadrupole
magnet). For the magnet power supplies, ion pumps, and
Gigabit ethernet cameras, all of which have many devices
to communicate with, the system was designed to allow the
addition of new devices without having to change the basic
code, merely to update the configuration with information
about the new device, minimizing the need to recompile and
redeploy the software as additional supplies came online as
the machine grew. These systems rely on LabView’s actor
framework to spin up a control channel for each physical
communication channel (one for each network or RS-232
device, and one for each RS-485 bus which might have multiple addresses), periodically poll the devices, and report
out the current status, as well as respond to commands to
change the parameters. Again, because the shared variable
architecture is being used, the built-in logging capability can
be leveraged to monitor and search for long-term trends in
the machine operation.
Smaller scale systems (such as the chillers stabilizing the
gun, section, and solenoid temperatures; the stepper motors
controlling the RF power distribution and phase and diagnostic positioning; or the digital delay generators providing
system timing) have simpler architectures that are hand-built
to talk to a specific set of devices. However, since the code
is well developed from the systems mentioned above, it’s
likely that these systems will be moved to the expandable
architecture the next time one needs to be updated.

Simple trace difference

0.05
0.00
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We have implemented this architecture for a single channel
so far, and plan to roll it out for all the channels once testing
is complete.

AUXILIARY SYSTEMS
Most of the remaining systems that require operator control are based on self-regulating hardware that provides
command-based control via some form of serial or network
connection. Serial devices, using either RS-232 or RS-485
standards, are connected to NI serial-to-ethernet adapter
boxes, allowing all devices to be accessable from any machine.
In most cases, a “back end” control program deals with the
direct communication with the devices, and provides access

Routine accelerator operation and x-ray experiments rely
on the stability of the control system described here. The
architecture has been designed to be easily expandable to
add new components or new functionality with minimal disruption. The next developmental step will be to roll out the
complete FPGA architecture for the arc detection and upgrade the timing system to allow synchronized triggering at
repetition rates other than 10 Hz, to allow better performance
during conditioning operations, followed by the activation
of the RF pulse compressor and controls.
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PRELIMINARY STUDY OF ADVANCED LLRF CONTROLS AT LANSCE
FOR BEAM LOADING COMPENSATION IN THE MaRIE X-FEL ∗
A. Scheinker† , M. Prokop, J. Bradley III, P. Torrez, L. Castellano, S. Kwon, D. Knapp, J. Lyles,
S. Baily, J. Hill, D. Rees, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, USA
Abstract
The analog low level RF (LLRF) control system of the Los
Alamos Neutron Science Center is being upgraded to a Field
Programmable Gate Array (FPGA)-based digital system
(DLLRF). In this paper we give an overview of the FPGA
design and the overall DLLRF system. We also present
preliminary performance measurements including results
utilizing model-independent iterative feedforward for beamloading transient minimization, which is being studied for
utilization in the future MaRIE X-FEL [1], which will face
difficult beam loading conditions.

ergies below µeV for basic physics research. The various
beam flavors at LANSCE are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1: Parameters of LANSCE 625 µs Pulse Width Beams
at 800 MeV, H− , and 100 MeV, H+ (IPF)
Beam Ave Current [µA] Rep Rate [Hz] Ave Power [kW]
Lujan
pRad
WNR
UCN
IPF

100 – 125
< 21
<2
<5
460

20
∼1
100
20
100

80 – 100
<1
∼3.2
<4
46

INTRODUCTION
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The ability to handle various beam loading conditions,
some of which are extreme, will also be crucial for the MatterRadiation Interactions in Extremes (MaRIE) X-FEL linac
currently being designed [1].

MaRIE X-FEL LLRF REQUIREMENTS
The MaRIE X-FEL linac will accelerate electrons up to
12 GeV via superconducting (SC) 1.3 GHz TESLA-type cavities, with the goal of producing 42 keV X-rays with electron
bunches of 8 mA average current over macropulse lengths
of 69 ns – 700 µs. The MaRIE linac will also produce short,
intense pulses for electron radiography (eRad). The spacing
of electron bunches will be customizable. Typical X-Ray
FEL bunches will be 0.2 nC. The average current will be 8
mA over the entire macropulse, with drastically decreasing
bunch spacing, down to 2.3 ns, for the final 230 ns of the
pulse. The eRad experiments will require 2 nC micropulses
which will be interleaved within the same macropulse as the
X-ray FEL bunches, with a separation of 24 ns after individual eRad micropulses. The extreme beam loading caused by
closely spaced high current bunches will require the use of
much faster (lower Q) normal conducting cavities to make
up for the energy droop introduced in the SC sections, whose
extremely high Qs would require prohibitively large klystron
power inputs for beam loading compensation [3, 4].

DIGITAL LLRF OVERVIEW
Signal Processing
The cavity and master oscillator (MO) RF signals, both at
a frequency f RF = 201.25 MHz, are sampled via standard
IQ sampling. First the signals are down-converted to f IF =
25 MHz by mixing with a local oscillator (LO) signal at
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A digital low level RF (DLLRF) system upgrade has been
in development at the Los Alamos Neutron Science Center
(LANSCE) proton linear accelerator for many years [2], to
replace the existing analog feedback control system. Although the simple analog system has performed reliably
over the years, the move towards a digital control system
was inspired by many factors including the possibilities of:
remote control tuning via ethernet, the ability to quickly
switch between controller setups for various beam types,
and to implement iterative updates to controller outputs inhardware to implement exotic adaptive control algorithms
(during the ∼8 milliseconds between RF pulses, as demonstrated in this work). This transition is made possible by the
availability of affordable, fast (>100 MS/s), high resolution
(16 bit) analog to digital converters (ADC) and fast (∼125
MHz) field programable gate arrays (FPGA).
The ability to switch between multiple controllers between
beam pulses is especially important for LANSCE where a
large variety of beam types, each of which has its own influence on the RF cavity fields via various levels of beam
loading. The LANSCE experimental facilities include: 1)
The Lujan Center, which requires short high intensity proton
bunches in order to create short bursts of moderated neutrons
with energies in the meV to keV range. 2) The Proton Radiography (pRad) Facility, which provides movies of dynamic
phenomena in bulk material (for example, shock wave propagation) via 50 ns proton bursts, repeated as frequently as
358 ns with programmable burst repetition intervals. 3)The
Weapons Neutron Research (WNR) Facility, which provides
unmoderated neutrons with energies in the keV to MeV range.
4) The Isotope Production Facility (IPF), which produces
medical radioisotopes for US hospitals. 5). The Ultra Cold
Neutrons (UCN) Facility, which creates neutrons with en-
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tj+1

CQ,j(n)= |Q(t)-QS(t)|dt

Beam

Iff,j(n)

tj

Q(t)
IS(t)

I(t)

MO

tj tj+1

tj+1

CI,j(n)= |I(t)-IS(t)|dt
tj

Multiple
RF Pickups

RF Amplifiers

QS(t)
Qff,j(n)

Figure 2: Left: Iterative scheme for determining I and Q
costs during 1–10 µs intervals. Right: ES-based feedforward outputs for beam loading transient compensation.

Filters & Mixers
LO

LO
ADC

DAC

FPGA
I/Q CONTROL

EPICS

Figure 1: Digital low level RF setup.
f LO = 176.25 MHz, resulting in IF signals of the form
Vcav (t)

=

Acav (t) cos(2π f IF t + θ cav (t))

=

A (t) cos(θ cav (t)) cos(2π f IF t)
| cav
{z
}
Icav (t)

− Acav (t) sin(θ cav (t)) sin(2π f IF t),
|
{z
}
Qcav (t)

which is then sampled at a rate f s = 4 × f IF = 100MHz,
resulting in the FPGA collecting ADC I and Q samples
directly at time steps nt s = fns :

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

{Icav (0), −Qcav (t s ), −Icav (2t s ), Qcav (3t s ), . . . } ,
which are then cleaned up with a moving average filter. The
MO signal is sampled in the same way, and the phase of the
MO signal and its sine and cosine are then retrieved utilizing
a CORDIC algorithm. Finally, the cavity signal is phase
shifted relative to the master oscillator to calculate I and
Q measurements of the cavity relative to the reference (see
Fig. 1).

Standard Control Method
Once the I and Q signals are detected, they are compared to set points and the errors, Ie and Q e , are fed into a
proportional-integral (PI) feedback controller whose outputs
are given by
Z t
u I (t) = −k p Ie (t) − k i
Ie (τ)dτ,
0
Z t
uQ (t) = −k p Q e (t) − k i
Q e (τ)dτ.
0

The PI feedback system’s gains are limited by delays, which
place upper bounds on control gains which can be used
without destabilizing the system, which limits the system’s

ability to respond to fast transients, such as those caused by
beam loading. Therefore, in addition to PI-based feedback,
we utilize a static feed-forward signal, which is based on
a measurement of the beam current at the entrance of the
accelerator, a signal which then outruns the slow protons
and is fed as a feed-forward into the controller outputs to
compensate for beam loading. For MaRIE, where the electron beam travels at v ∼ c, a scheduled rather than measured
beam current profile would have to be used.
The static feedforward improves controller performance,
but its success faces limitations due to a limited resolution
and imperfect measurement of the beam current signal which
is being fed back into the system in order to mitigate beam
loading effects based on an assumed form of a linear time
invariant system. The success of this approach is further
limited by several factors, including: 1) Time-varying uncertainty in the system. 2) A linear approximation as a system
model. 3) The beam impulse excites many higher order
modes and the dynamics of all of the various cavity modes
are coupled together. In order to improve performance beyond what is possible using PI and static feedforward alone,
we implemented an iterative extremum seeking (ES) feed
forward method as described below.

Advanced Control Method Development
The ES controller is a model-independent method for
stabilizing and optimizing unknown, many parameter, noisy
systems, able to tune many parameters simultaneously based
only on a scalar noise-corrupted cost function [5–7] which
has been utilized in software and in hardware for automated
particle accelerator tuning [8, 9]. For ES, the detected RF
signal was broken down into 10 ns – 10 µs long sections
and feed forward Iff, j (n) and Qff, j (n) control outputs were
generated for each section, as shown in Figure 2.
The iterative extremum seeking was performed by updating the feedforward signals according to


√
Iff, j (n + 1) = Iff, j (n) + ∆ αω cos ωn∆ + kCI, j (n)


√
Qff, j (n + 1) = Qff, j (n) + ∆ αω sin ωn∆ + kCQ, j (n)
where the individual I and Q costs were calculated as
Z t j+1
Z t j+1
CI, j (n) =
|Ie (t)| dt, CQ, j (n) =
|Q e (t)| dt.
tj

tj
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

CONCLUSIONS

The experimental results are shown in Figure 3 and summarized in Table 2, for iterative sections of length 10 µs. The
maximum, rms, and average values are all calculated during
a 150 µs window which includes the beam turn on transient
to capture the worst case scenario. The ES-based scheme
is a > 2× improvement over static feed-forward in terms of
maximum errors and a > 3× improvement in terms of rms
error.

The results presented here are preliminary but already
show a well functioning DLLRF system. The ES algorithm
has just been implemented and we have only had a few days
of beam time for its development. We expect the beam
transient to be almost un-detectable once the ES algorithm
is properly set up and tuned.
Furthermore, the results shown here are based on iterative
ES using 10 µs long windows for feed forward. Performance
improvements have already been seen with smaller windows,
down to 1 µs, with the high speed FPGA utilizing built in
RAM to easily perform all calculations and feed forward
updates in-hardware between beam pulses (<8ms).
We plan on testing the algorithm with windows down to
the 10 ns length, as is possible with the Stratix III FPGA
being used. For MaRIE applications, for bunch separation of
∼10 ns, we will utilize faster FPGAs, allowing for individual
feed forward windows down to several ns.

Table 2: DLLRF Performance During Beam Turn on Transient
No Beam Beam, No ES Beam & ES
max A error (%)
±0.06
rms A error (%)
0.025
mean A error (%) -0.003
max θ error (deg) ±0.09
rms θ error (deg) 0.028
mean θ error (deg) 0.016

±0.41
0.168
-0.114
±0.57
0.283
-0.208

±0.22
0.066
-0.024
±0.21
0.108
-0.034
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EFFECTS OF LOW FREQUENCY BUNCHER (LFB) FIELD VARIATION
ON AN H− BEAM PHASE-ENERGY∗
Prabir K. Roy† and Yuri K. Batygin
Los Alamos National Laboratory, AOT-OPS, Mailstop: H812, Los Alamos, NM 87545, USA
Abstract
We examined the correlation between phase-space distribution of a 750 keV H− beam and amplitude set-point of
a low frequency (16.77 MHz) buncher (LFB) cavity. The
beam current, x–y dimension, and Courant–Snyder twiss
parameters are reported for variation of LFB amplitude setpoint. Measured data indicated that a tuned peak voltage of
LFB is essential to optimize the beam bunch and current.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
With RF linacs, phase-energy bunching of the beam is
necessary to accumulate particles inside the separatrix [1].
This bunching is different than temporal compression [2]
(used to obtain higher compression ratio). The phase-energy
bunch must be optimum before injection into RF Drift Tube
Linac (DTL) to ensure: (1) the beam capture rate, (2) reduced beam loss, (3) improved final beam quality, and (4)
reduced radiation spill.
The Los Alamos Neutron Science Center (LANSCE) accelerator simultaneously utilizes H+ and H− beams to support multiple user sites [3, 4], such as the isotope production
(IPF), Weapon Neutron Research (WNR), and Proton radiation (PRad). Cockroft-Walton based injectors are used to
accelerate H− and H+ beams up to 750 keV. The long pulsed
beams are then converted into bunches and passed onto the
Drift Tube Linac (DTL) cavities. After traversing all four
DTL tanks, the bunch energy is increased to 100 MeV. The
H+ species are deflected into the IPF line, while the H− continue on to the Couple Cavity Linac (CCL). The 44 modules
of the CCL are used to increase beam energy to 800 MeV.
The final beam is then delivered to Lujan, WNR and PRad
facilities.
For the WNR facility, linac micropulses are initially
formed in the low energy transport section. A part of this
section is shown schematically in Fig. 1. The segment, consists of a signal pattern generator chopper (not shown); a
16.77 MHz Low Frequency Buncher (LFB) and the 201 MHz
Main Buncher (MB). The chopper cuts the initial 625 µs
beam into 347 mini pulses. Each of these chopped 20 nsec
pulses are space by 1780 nsec. The beam energy is sinusoidally modulated by the buncher gap voltage. Once the
beam crosses this bunching occurs at a distance as beam
drifts downstream. The regular spacing between linac microbunches is 1.8 µs. Therefore, these micropulses predominantly depend upon the 16.77 MHz low frequency buncher
field.
∗
†
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The drift distance at which a maximum bunch change is
expected, changes, if the LFB RF voltage set-point is not
optimized. Additional tuning is required to compensate for
variations. The beam tuning is optimized, based on hardware and software utilization properly. The LANL developed TRACE model [5] was used to calculate the required
strength of focusing magnets at the low energy (750 keV)
transport to DTL sections. Experimental measurement of
Twiss parameters α, beta ( β); and emittance (ε) are utilized
to run the code [5]. Therefore, it is of considerable interest
to verify the Twiss parameters stability with minor or major
change of LFB amplitude set-point.
In this proceeding, modulation of a cavity peak voltage,
and change of drift length for a given peak voltage are addressed. The low frequency buncher instrument set-point
calibration is presented. The beam emittance, current, and
profile are reported. Finally, the beam phase-energy variation with variation of cavity peak voltage is analyzed using
a computational code PARMILA [6].

MODULATION OF RF PEAK VOLTAGE
AND BUNCH LENGTH
The phase-energy bunch is defined by the field of RF. The
cavity field applies a kick to the energy of the pulse. As a
result, the phase projection of the phase-energy coordinates
is affected, and a narrower bunch is shaped at some drift
distance; based on correlation of time and off-momentum
particles coordinates [7]. A modulated voltage (V ) of cavity
is written as,
V = V0 sin (ωt) ,
(1)
where, V0 is the peak voltage; ω = 2π f , is angular frequency
of the cavity field for RF frequency ( f ); and t is the time.
The RF phase (φ) is ignored in above equation as a net gain
of energy not expected. Figure 2 shows modulated voltage
ramps with time for variation of peak voltages. A phaseenergy bunching distance, L, from a cavity, is written by [1],
L=

λ mc2 β 3 γ 3
,
2π qV0

(2)

where, λ is the RF wave-length (a ratio of light velocity
to RF frequency); m, c, q have its usual meaning of mass,
velocity of light, and charge of a particle; γ is the Lorentz
factor, and β is the relativistic velocity factor; V0 is the peak
voltage of cavity (a product of peak RF field (E) and length
of cavity). Figure 3 shows phase-energy bunching distance
vs peak voltage, calculated using the Equation (2). As seen in
the graph, distance of a phase-energy bunching is perturbed
once the cavity’s field is altered. That means, a bunch can
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Figure 1: A sketch represents major components of 750 keV
beamline, consists of 16.77 MHz Low Frequency Buncher
(LFB); emittance scanner (TDEM1 slit and Coll); Main
buncher (MB). Other components, such as, Quads, Bending
Magnet (BM), Steering Magnet (SM), diagnostics, Ground
Level Deflector (GLD) etc. are also equipped in the transport
section. A current monitor (TDCM1) is located at between
TDEM1 slit and collector.
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known as cavity length. An acceleration gap length is of
0.953 cm. The velocity of 750 keV low energy beam is
of 1.19x107 m/s; flight time through an acceleration gap is
of ≤ 0.80 nsec. An operating frequency of buncher is of
16.77 MHz (60 nsec period), as mentioned earlier. This frequency is 12 times smaller than the LANSCE DTL operating
frequency. A main buncher (MB) of frequency 201.25 MHz
modulates beam with DTL 201.25 MHz frequency. Figure 5
shows typical operational waveforms of the LFB RF signal;
reflected power signal, and cavity amplitude.

Figure 4: The buncher consists of two gaps, each of 0.953 cm,
separated by a distance of 35.7 cm. This distance is traveled
by synchronous particles during 180◦ of RF rotation.

Figure 3: A calculated result of bunching distance (L) vs
cavity peak voltage (V ). The Lorentz factor (γ=1+beam
energy/proton rest energy), and relativistic velocity factor
( β) are of 1, and 0.04, respectively, for a H− beam of energy
750 keV.

occur at near and far distances to the cavity dependent on the
magnitude of cavity peak voltage. The bunch time length
and momentum spread are manipulated by cavity field and
beam velocity.

LANSCE LOW FREQUENCY BUNCHER
Figure 4 shows a sketch of two gap cavity low frequency
buncher [8]. A distance between the gap cavity is ' 35.71 cm,

Figure 5: Typical operational waveforms of the LFB RF
signal (line in blue, channel 1). The reflected power signal
(line in red, channel 2) amplitude is lower compared to RF
signal (line in blue) represents good standing of RF system.
The line in green (channel 3) represents amplitude of cavity.
Note: scale for blue=5V, red=50 mV.

LFB Set-point Calibration
Figure 6 shows measured peak voltages corresponding
to the cavity amplitude set-points. The cavity set-point was
calibrated [9] using a standard method [10, 11], which uses
a direct measurement of RF voltage between two spheres –
before a flash-over. It was observed that the voltage breakdown threshold is lower than the DC for several MHz RF
signal. As an example, a 15 kV DC gap would breakdown
at ' 13 kV RF; and a 7 kV DC gap would break down at
6 kV. An RF breakdown is ' 85 % of the DC value [9]. Measured voltage was an output of a resonant circuit; and the
net buncher peak voltage is of twice [12] for two-gap cavity.
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Figure 2: Modulated voltage ramps with time for voltages
of 10 kV, 15 kV, 25 kV, and 40 kV, calculated, using the
Equation (1) for RF frequency of 16.77 MHz.
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Table 1: Measured Twiss parameters, Emittance (E) with variation of the LFB voltage. The beam current was measured at
upstream of first tank of DTL (TDCM1, energy 750 keV) and downstream of tank 2 of DTL (02CM1I3, energy 40 MeV).
LFB Profile (cm),16%-84%

α

β

(%)

Hori. ( x)

Ver. (y)

Hori.

Ver.

Hori.

Ver.

Hori.

Ver.

55.6
57.6
59.6
61.6
63.6
65.6
67.6

0.56
0.59
0.61
0.62
0.64
0.65
0.67

0.84
0.85
0.86
0.87
0.88
0.90
0.91

−0.172
−0.196
−0.228
−0.262
−0.310
−0.352
−0.414

−0.593
−0.642
−0.690
−0.786
−0.861
−0.934
−1.021

0.139
0.141
0.150
0.153
0.162
0.169
0.180

0.194
0.199
0.200
0.213
0.221
0.231
0.243

2.02
2.05
2.03
2.02
2.07
2.08
2.09

2.67
2.66
2.76
2.75
2.70
2.72
2.68

Figure 6: The buncher peak voltage corresponds to an amplitude set-point (ASP). ASP can be varied between of 0 and
999, corresponding to the operator’s knob range is of 0 to
100 %. The data in line with red dots represent peak voltage
for a gap. The voltage that was measured an output of a
resonant circuit. An actual reading is twice for the 2-gaps
as shown in line with hollow circles. The data in line with
black dots represent buncher peak voltage with correction
for early breakdown at a temperature of 72.8◦ F.
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4*E(rms) (πmm-mrad) Peak current (µA)
750 keV 40 MeV
-442
-449
-447
-444
449
-441
-441

-247
-241
-227
-215
-202
-183
-162

meter upstream to first DTL tank. A slit and 70 wire collector module were used to measure emittance of 750 keV beam.
Emittance code developed at LANL was used to calculate α,
β and 4 rms emittance using experimental data. The beam
profile was measured using a harp type assembly (local name
TDHP01, not shown in Fig. 1), located upstream of emittance device (TDEM1 slit). The beam current was measured
between slit and collector of the emittance station (TDEM1),
and at downstream end of tank 2 & 3 of DTL. Table 1 shows
the results of the measurement. Measured Twiss parameter
α and β represent that divergence and the transverse size
of the beam increased with increasing LFB amplitude. An
increase of horizontal and vertical profile (16% and 7.7%,
respectively for increment of LFB amplitude) support the
measured results of α and β. An increase of 4*emittance
(rms) of 3.4% was observed for an increase of LFB amplitude from 55.6% to 67.6%. Though a significant change
of beam current was not observed at upstream of first DTL
tank, it was changed at the downstream end of DTL tank2
with increase of LFB amplitude, and thus the capture was
changed from 55% to 37% (for 55.6% to 67.6% change of
the LFB amplitude). But the model, shown in Fig. 7, using
PARMILA shows that a better bunch was observed at a cavity peak voltage of 25 to 30 kV. Further analysis of data and
co-relation to the model will be investigated in the future.

CONCLUSION

Figure 7: The beam phase-energy spectrum at upstream
of DTL, with variation of LFB peak voltage; calculated
using PARMILA. A well bunched phase-energy spectrum
is observed with peak voltage of 25 kV to 30 kV.

BEAM MEASUREMENT AND RESULTS
The beam emittance was measured downstream of the
bunchers (TDEM1, see Fig. 1). This position is roughly a
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The 750 keV beam profile and phase-space distribution
were measured as the LFB peak amplitude set-point was
varied. The Twiss parameters and captured beam size increased when peak voltage set-point was increased. This
observation also reflected a variation in the phase-energy
distribution when cavity peak voltage is varied.
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HELIUM PRESSURE VESSEL JACKETING OF THE FERMILAB SSR1
SINGLE SPOKE SC CAVITIES
E.C. Bonnema, E.K. Cunningham, Meyer Tool & Mfg., Inc. Oak Lawn, IL, USA
Abstract
Meyer Tool recently completed the welding of the liquid helium pressure vessel jackets around ten (10) superconducting single spoke niobium cavities for Fermilab.
The SSR1 cavities are intended for use in the PIP-II Injector Experiment Cryomodule. Meyer Tool’s scope of supply included review of the Fermilab Pressure Rating
Analysis Document, the development of fabrication details and a fabrication sequence, and the actual jacketing
of the cavities. This paper will focus on the development
of the sequence and how the sequence evolved over the
course of welding of the ten (10) jackets. As the frequency of these cavities is critical, the fabrication sequence accommodated numerous in-process frequency
checks, a frequency tuning step prior to the final weld,
the use of thermal cameras to monitor weld heat input
into the cavity, and post welding final machining of critical features. Lessons learned from this fabrication will be
discussed.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

PRESSURE RATING ANALYSIS
Fermilab provided Meyer Tool with a pressure rating
analysis document which “ is a partial report on the extensive campaign of calculations and finite element analysis
performed with the intent of verifying compliance to the
2010 ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Section VIII
for the dressed SSR1 resonator of 3rd generation (SSR1
G3).”[1] Prior to fabrication Meyer Tool reviewed this document for Code compliance and possible stamping.
The Fermilab report utilized a mix of requirements from
Division 1 and 2 of the ASME BPV Code Section VIII in
developing the analysis. Our opinion was that while the
mix of Division 1 and 2 analysis and fabrication details did
not compromise the pressure safety of the helium jacket,
the design did not fully meet the requirements of either Division 1 or 2 of Section VIII. Without changes to weld design details and the addition of the NDE requirements that
would have added significant cost and unnecessary fabrication risk, the helium jackets could not be stamped. Fermilab elected not to make these changes and the helium
jackets were not Code stamped.

JACKET COMPONENTS
The helium jacket was constructed of eight main components. These main components were fit and welded together to form the pressure vessel that surrounds the
SSR1 cavity. Figure 1 identifies these main components
in the vessel assembly.
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Figure 1: Helium jacket components.. . .
These components consisted of: (1) A single rolled cylinder, made from 316LSS 0.25” plate and split into halves.
(2) Two spun formed end domes, constructed of 316LSS
0.25” plate. These end domes were custom machined to fit
each cavity and bellows. (3) Two spun formed conical
heads, again constructed from 316LSS 0.25” plate. These
conical heads also had to be custom machined to each cavity and bellows. (4) A single bellows assembly provided
by Fermilab. (5) A 316LSS adapter ring. The adapter ring
was added during fabrication of the first SSR1 cavity helium jacket to adjust for the variations in cavities and weld
shrinkage and distortion. The bellows, bellows side cone,
and custom adapter ring were welded as a subassembly
prior to fit up to the cavity. The counterbore detail on the
backside of the adapter ring, which interfaced with the
beam tube flange on the cavity, was left unmachined until
all other welding was complete. This allowed customization of adapter ring in final fit up to eliminate undue stress
on either the cavity or the bellows.

INITIAL WELD DESIGN
Eleven welds were necessary to complete the helium
jacket after fit up. They are identified in Figure 2. Backing
strips, either integral to mating stainless steel components
on the cavity or consisting of 316L sheet install behind
weld seams, were used behind all the welds made on the
helium jacket components assembled around the cavity.
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LESSONS FROM THE FIRST UNIT

FERMILAB REMOTE MONITORING
During the welding of the first SSR1 helium jacket Fermilab engineers were in attendance at Meyer Tool. They
monitored the temperature of the cavity using a thermal
camera and performed multiple frequency measurements
during the welding process. For subsequent units the camera output was displayed on a lap top computer which was
remotely viewed from Fermilab. The Meyer Tool welder
adjusted the camera as needed and performed the frequency tests at the specified points in the weld sequence.
Thus the Fermilab engineers could view real time temperature data and review frequency test results from their offices at the laboratory. With the thermal camera mounted
on the cavity, the Meyer Tool welder had data on the cavity
temperature to guide him in halting a welding pass or when
welding could resume.

Figure 3: Typical helium jacket fit up to cavity.
The fit up compromises led to larger than desired gaps at
weld joints and thus more weld metal having to be put into
the seams. More weld metal means more heat thus more
shrinkage. Adding to the larger than expected welds was
the unexpected consequence of real time feedback on temperature and a very cautious approach to cavity temperature limits. This approach lead to smaller weld beads and
more passes to fill the larger gaps. This approach lead to
more shrinkage.
To compensate for the greater weld shrinkage the penetrations in the helium jacket shell had to be enlarged to accommodate the movement of the shell and end domes without causing an interference with the still free cavity coupler
ports. This enlargement of the penetrations increased the
amount of weld needed in those areas and thus to an additional increase in shrinkage of the jacket on the cavity. The
amount of shrinkage experienced precipitated the addition
of the custom adapter ring.
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Figure 2: Helium jacket welds.
Initially we estimated our weld shrinkages based on the
thickness of members, the number of welds, and their configuration. We enlarged the penetrations in the cylindrical
shell halves for the coupler ports to account for the expected shrinkage. Locations of exterior features welded to
the cylindrical shell halves prior to fit up to the cavity were
adjusted. This was all based on our experiences welding
half and quarter wave cavities assemblies made with a similar number of components and welds.
A weld sequence was developed identifying the welds in
the order in which they were to be completed. The sequence was based on performing welds in a manner to
leave the cavity uncoupled from the helium jacket for the
longest amount of time. This sequence was never used as
we quickly realized after fit up of the first helium jacket
and the welding of the shell seam and girth welds that we
had underestimated the weld shrinkages for this configuration.

Our experience with the helium jacketing of the first
spoke cavity forced us to revaluate our shrinkage and distortion estimates. We found our initial estimates were much
smaller, by a factor of ~2 times the actual shrinkages.
The change in our shrinkage estimates also caused us to
reconsider the weld sequence order. A new sequence, in
consultation with the Fermilab engineers, was developed.
With minor adjustments this new weld sequence was used
on all the SRR1 helium jackets.
The main cause of the discrepancy in our weld shrinkage
estimate also made the jacketing of each SSR1 cavity
unique. The variation in the dimensional compliance of
the cavities themselves, especially in regards the position
of the beam line flanges to the coupler ports, caused us to
not only customize jacket components to each cavity, but
also led to fit up issues requiring best fit adjustments of the
jacket components on the cavity. A typical fit up compromise is such as shown in Figure 3.
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EVOLUTION OF THE SEQUENCE
The experience of fit up of the helium jacket to the first
SSR1 cavity led to immediate changes in our weld sequence and to some of our pre-fit up fabrication details.
The weld sequence was changed to add a number of customization steps during fit up. Each cone and head was custom fit to each cavity. After fitting and tacking the ring
side cone, the two end domes, and the shell halves, the assembly were purged. The weld sequence was then as follows: Weld the two cavity ring to cone and end dome
welds. Jumping between welds. Weld the shell seam and
girth welds. Jumping between welds. Weld the two coupler
port welds. Jumping between welds. Weld ring side cone
to cavity beam tube flange. Take measurements to determine adjustments to the adapter ring. Machine the adapter
ring. Fit the bellow assembly. Weld the bellows assembly
adapter ring the cavity beam tube flange. Weld the bellows
assembly to the end dome. The above sequence also included in-process frequency checks and points where Fermilab might choose to perform an inelastic tuning operation.
This sequence while still experiencing increased weld
shrinkage and distortion over the initial estimates worked
well when the cavity variations were similar to the first
SSR1 cavity jacketed. There were however some cavities
where the variations were more extreme and additional
measures such as added shell strips were needed.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

FABRICATION CHALLENGES
The challenges to the fabrication of the helium pressure
jackets around the SSR1 cavities can be summarized. (1)
Account for the variations in the dimensional conformance
of the cavities, especially the positional locations of the
beam tube flanges and coupler ports to one another. (2)
Keep the cavity temperature below the limits specified by
Fermilab during the welding process. (3) Execute a weld
sequence that decouples or minimizes stresses induced by
jacket welding on the cavity. (4) Execute a weld sequence
that minimizes distortion to the shell allowing for final post
weld machining of critical features within tolerance. (5)
Meet the above criteria while achieving fabrication cost
goals.

SOLUTIONS
The solutions utilized during the fabrication of helium
jackets around the ten SSR1 cavities were implemented
with success for the four technical challenges, but not for
the fifth business goal. The technical solutions worked, but
resulted in increased fabrication costs over estimate.
Technical solutions utilized included. (1) Custom sizing
of jacket components to adjust for variations in cavities. (2)
The use of the thermal camera to give real-time feedback
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on cavity temperature during welding. (3) The use of new
weld shrinkage and distortion estimates to account for
larger welds and more passes to make adjustments to prepositioned component locations. An offset oval penetration
(Figure 4) was used for each coupler port as a compromise
to keep weld size to minimum, while allowing the cavity
to stay decoupled from the helium jacket shell during welding.

Figure 4: Coupler port penetration detail.
(4) Changing the weld sequence and design to incorporate
an adapter ring to allow for variation in weld shrinkage.
Incorporating in the weld sequence the moving from weld
to weld to minimize distortion by delocalizing shrinkage.
Changing the order of the welds to ensure the cavities sees
the least amount of stress from jacket welding.
Solutions not incorporated that we would like to implement on a future helium jacket fabrication include. (1) In
the low volume environment these cavities are presently
being produced under it is naïve to think that the variations
experienced in future low volume orders will not be repeated. This expectation has to be fully taken into account
in future planning. (2) Add additional stock to exterior features that are post-weld machined to simplify final machining set up. (3) Review the value added of the in-process
frequency measurements to find a balance between the fabrication cost of performing the measurement and the value
of the information at a given point in the weld sequence.
(4) Review the cavity temperature restrictions to balance
the fabrication cost of halting welding versus the actual risk
to the cavity.
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DESIGN, SIMULATIONS AND EXPERIMENTAL DEMONSTRATION OF
AN INTRA-PULSE RAMPED-ENERGY TRAVELLING WAVE LINAC FOR
CARGO INSPECTION*
S.V. Kutsaev, R. Agustsson, A. Arodzero, R. Berry, S. Boucher, Y. Chen, J. Hartzell,
B. Jacobson, A. Laurich, A. Murokh, E. Savin, A.Yu. Smirnov, A. Verma
RadiaBeam Technologies, LLC, Santa Monica, CA, 90404, USA
Abstract
Novel radiographic imaging techniques [1] based on
adaptive, intra-pulse ramped-energy short X-ray packets of
pulses, a new type of fast X-ray detectors, and advanced
image processing are currently some of the most promising
methods for real-time cargo inspection systems.
RadiaBeam Technologies is developing the high-speed
Adaptive Railroad Cargo Inspection System (ARCIS),
which will enable better than 5 mm line pair resolution,
penetration greater than 450 mm of steel equivalent,
material discrimination over the range of 6 mm to 250 mm,
100% image sampling rate at speed up to 45 km/h, and
minimal average dose.
One of the core elements of ARCIS is a new S-band travelling wave linac with a broad range of energy control. The
linac allows energy ramping from 2 to 9 MeV within a single 16 μs RF pulse using the beam loading effect. RadiaBeam Technologies has designed, built and tested the ARCIS accelerator prototype. In this paper, we will discuss the
linac design approach and its principal components. The
results of the experimental demonstration of intra-pulse energy ramping will be presented. We will also provide a detailed comparison of beam dynamics simulations in Hellweg2D and CST Studio codes with experimental measurements, including transient beam loading effects.

Figure 1: Energy and current temporal profiles of packet of
short X-ray pulses.
To ensure ARCIS imaging performance a new S-band
travelling wave linac with deep energy control has been designed. This linac will provide the packet of thirty-two
400 ns X-ray pulses separated by the 100 ns gap with pulse
energy ramping within packet from 2 to 9 MeV and a total
beam power of up to 2 MW (see Figure 1). The detailed
description of the ARCIS system can be found in the paper
[2].

LINAC DESIGN

Adaptive Rail Cargo Inspection System (ARCIS) is an
innovative X-ray cargo inspection technique being
developed by RadiaBeam Technologies, LLC [1,2].
Conventional dual energy radiography systems cannot
meet the requirements of the security market needs for
high throughput rail cargo radiography inspection
systems, which include:
 better than 5 mm line pair imaging resolution;
 penetration beyond 450 mm steel equivalent;
 maximum scanning speed with material discrimination (four levels of Z) 45 km/h;
 low dose and small radiation exclusion zone.
The ARCIS technical concept relies on linac-based,
adaptive, ramped energy source of packets of short X-ray
pulses sampled by a new type of fast X-ray detectors with
rapid hardware processing for intelligent linac control, and
advanced radiography image processing and material
discrimination analysis.
___________________________________________

*This work has been supported by the US Department of Homeland Security, Domestic Nuclear Detection Office, under competitively
awarded contract HSHQDC-13-C-B0019. This support does not constitute an express or implied endorsement on the part of the Government.

Figure 2: 3D design and physical layout of the ARCIS
linac.
The discussion on linac parameters justification and detailed linac design can be found in the paper [3]. The design
of the ARCIS linac consists of the following components
(see Figure 2):
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 Travelling wave accelerating structure
 RF power source
 DC triode electron gun
 Three focusing solenoids
 RF load
 Vacuum system
 Colling system with chiller
 LLRF control system
The high power RF system (Figure 3) is based on a CPI
VKS-8262F2 S-band klystron. The tube is capable of
5 MW peak power, and 36 kW of average power. It is
driven by a ScandiNova K1-P solid-state modulator. A Microwave Amps Ltd. model AMS10-2.85S- 52R provides
the low-level RF source and preamp for the input of the
klystron. The klystron is protected from reflected power
via a ferrite based isolator from Mega Industries. We employ a dual directional coupler with -50 dB of nominal coupling to monitor the incident and reflected RF power. RF
power levels are detected by fast Schottky diode detectors
which in turn are calibrated using an Agilent E44117A
peak power meter with a high-speed Agilent E9325A detector.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 3: Klystron's collector visible from the modulator
mounting and the high power isolator from Ferrite Inc.
mounted to the wall directly behind it.
The gridded electron gun is used as an injector. The gun
injects electrons with an energy of 30 keV at the currents
of up to 3A. The gun was manufactured by Nano-Invest,
LLC [4] and utilizes Eimac Y-646E cathode.
Three solenoids were designed and built by RadiaBeam
Technologies and will be used for the beam focusing. The
operation level at 1A beam is expected at 1000 Gs.
However, it can be increased up to 1200 Gs in the case of
beam-break-up effect observation. The cathode is shielded
from the magnetic field by enclosing it in an iron box. Fully
assembled system is shown in Figure 4.

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

Figure 4: Assembled ARCIS linac.

ACCELERATING STRUCTURE
Travelling wave (TW) accelerating structure was
preferred to the standing wave (SW) for several reasons.
First, the filling times of TW structure are ~3 times faster
than for the non-significantly over-coupled standing wave
structure. This effect is critical for the beam loading effect
to take place in 400 ns meso-pulse since we plan to use
beam loading for the energy ramping. Second, the TW
linac can be made as a single section without a pre-buncher
due to the good bunching efficiency for wide input power
and beam current ranges, because the beam loads the structure gradually from the beginning to the end.
The bunching section consists of two cells with β=0.7.
Aggressive bunching allows the particles to fly through the
region with weak magnetic field faster, which makes the
buncher more robust and easy to manufacture. However,
fewer phase oscillations lead to minor compression, lower
capture and the existence of low-energy tail.
Figure 5 shows the 3D model of the accelerating structure with the beam shape evolution. Initially, ARCIS linac
section was designed using Hellweg2D code [5]. Later, the
full 3D EM and beam dynamics simulations including transient effects were verified in CST Particle Studio (PIC
solver) for 0.25 mA and 2A injected currents. The comparison of the results can be found in Table 1 and shows
excellent agreement between the codes.

Figure 5: Beam dynamics simulations in ARCIS accelerating section.
CST Particle Studio allows doing full 3D self-consistent
beam dynamics analysis in transient regime. The results of
such simulations demonstrated the feasibility of the beam
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loading approach during the meso-pulse, as shown in Figure 6. Energy burst, observed in the plots is unavoidable in
RF structures due to the filling time. In ARCIS it was minimized by choosing the proper group velocity and can be
neglected completely in future by using an RF-power ramp
Table 2: Comparison of Hellweg2D and CST PIC solver
simulations
Injected current,
A
Code
Beam current, mA
Max. energy, MeV
Load power, MW

0.25
Hellweg
124
9.6
1.73

CST
115
9.2
1.72

2.0
Hellweg
835
5.10
0.22

CST
906
5.08
0.50

Figure 7: Oscillogram of six beam pulses injected into a
single 5 us RF pulse. Yellow is the incident RF power
(nominally 5 MW), green is the power transmitted to the
load on the output coupler of the linac, and pink is the current accelerated and detected by a self-integrating current
transformer.

Figure 6: Temporal profile of the high (blue) and low (red)
energy meso-pulses.
Figure 8: Time-resolved spectrum of the beam shown in
Fig. 7. Color represents the beam intensity in a.u.

SUMMARY
We designed, built, and tested the travelling wave linac
prototype for adaptive, an intra-pulse ramped-energy technique for cargo inspection system. The feasibility of the
approach was demonstrated. The energy of 8 MeV with
200 mA current was achieved for 12 µs pulse length. Further tests are to be done at higher current regimes to
demonstrate deep energy variation due to the beam loading
effect.
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LINAC HIGH POWER TESTS
We have tested the linac with the full 5 MW peak power,
and up to 12 µs pulse lengths. The primary conditioning
phase took approximately 30 continuous hours of progressively increasing peak power and pulse length. To date, we
have created beams with a variety of temporal profiles and
energy profiles. These measurements are made using a dipole magnet based monochromator designed and built by
RadiaBeam Technology. By accumulating many energy
slices over multiple linac shots, we can generate energy
profiles of our beams with high temporal resolution.
The first beam measurements were done in September
2016. The current of ~8 MeV was achieved with ~ 200 mA
beam current. We measured the temporal profile of train of
400 ns meso-pulses, as shown in Figure 7, which demonstrated the feasibility of the intra-pulse energy ramping
method. Figure 8 shows the time resolved spectrum of the
beam. Further conditioning and tests will be done to
achieve the beam current of ~1A, measure the beam loading curve and demonstrate the energy ramp from 2 to
9 MeV within 16 µs pulse length.
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BEAM STABILITY DURING TOP OFF OPERATION AT NSLS-II
STORAGE RING*
Weixing Cheng#, Belkacem Bacha, Yongjun Li, Yuke Tian, Om Singh
NSLS-II, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973
NSLS-II storage ring started top off operation since Oct
2015. User operation current has been gradually increased
to 250mA. Observations of beam stabilities during top-off
operations will be presented. Total beam current was
typically maintained within +/-0.5% and bunch to bunch
current variation was less than 20%. Injection transition
during top-off was measured with bunch by bunch (BxB)
digitizer, and BPM to analyze the orbit motion at various
bandwidths (turn by turn, 10kHz and 10Hz rate). Coupled bunch unstable motions were monitored. As the
vacuum pressure improves, fast-ion instability is not as
severe compared to early stage of commissioning
/operation, but still observed as the dominant instability.
Resistive wall instability is noticed as more in-vacuumundulator (IVU) gaps closed. xBPM measured photon
stability and electron beam stability at top off injection
have been evaluated. Short term and long term orbit stabilities will be reported.

TOP OFF OPERATION STATUS
NSLS2 is a newly constructed synchrotron light source
with electron energy of 3GeV, emittance of
1nm.rad/8pmrad (H/V). The storage ring circumference is
~792m with 30 DBA cells. Three damping wigglers are
available symmetrically to decrease the horizontal emittance below 1nm.rad. NSLS-II storage ring has been
commissioned in 2014 and start user operation in 2015.
Top off operation has been realized since October 2015.
User operation current has been gradually increased to the
current level of 250mA.
Typical lifetime during 250mA is ~10 hours, top off injection period of 140 seconds maintains the total beam
current within +/-0.5%. Bunch to bunch current is measured on the fill pattern monitor [1]. As shown in Fig. 1 is
the typical fill pattern during 250mA operation. A long
bunch train with 2ns bunch separation was filled followed
by the ion cleaning gap. There is a single bunch filled in
the gap to continuous monitoring the tune. Ignore the rise
edge, bunch to bunch current variation is within 20%.
Fill pattern monitor scope was triggered at top-off injection and 100 turns of data were saved. The trigger
delay was adjusted to have first 33 turns before the injecting beam arrives. Top image in Fig. 1 shows the fill pattern before and after injection. About 100 bunches coming
from injector were filled at target bucket #648. Total
beam current increased by ~1.1mA for this particular
injection.
NSLS-II in-house developed digital BPM electronics is
capable to measure the beam positions in turn by turn
(TbT, 378kHz for NSLS-II storage ring), fast acquisition
____________________________________________
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(FA, 10kHz) and slow acquisition (SA, 10Hz rate) mode.
The waveform data can be synchronized with the injection trigger to see the position transient due to mismatch
of pulse kickers.
As the injection kicker pulse is short, different bunches
may see different kick amplitude. Ideally if the four injection kickers are perfectly matched, the stored beam will
be bumped locally in the injection section. However, it’s
not possible to match the four kicker pulses perfectly and
each bunch may see different kicking amplitude, even
outside the injection bump. To see the bunch to bunch
position oscillation due to the injection mismatch, bunch
by bunch feedback system data can be used. Coupled
bunch stability can be analyzed using bunch by bunch
data. To cross check and calibrate the bunch by bunch
feedback measured positions, a 20GHz sampling rate
scope has been used to sample the four button broadband
signals and process the bunch to bunch positions. The
bunch to bunch diagnostic tools are very useful to study
the injection mismatch, as well as other advanced beam
measurement like bunch to bunch tune measurement.
Buckets filled during the injection

Figure 1: Fill pattern during 250mA top off injection. 100
bunches were injected at target bucket #648-750. The
image shows the fill pattern before (blue) and after (red)
the injection. Embedded image shows the bucket current
change in percentage. ~3% current on top of 0.25mA was
filled at the target bunches.

BUNCH BY BUNCH POSITION MONITOR
Bunch by bunch feedback system has been in operation
since early stage of the storage ring commissioning [2].
The system proves to be critical to suppress the transverse
coupled bunch instability as well as single bunch TMCI
instability. The digitizer sampled ADC values is determined by the bunch position and bunch current, it will be
affected if the bunch phase changed relative to the detection phase and front end electronics attenuator settings.
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All these factors require calibration to get the real bunch
position information. To minimize the dedicated beam
time for calibration, a 20GHz scope has been configured
to detect the A/B/C/D four button signals. Interpolation
method, as discussed in fill pattern monitor paper [1], has
been used to determine the bunch signal strength of four
buttons. Bunch positions can be calculated use the traditional '6 method. Scope BPM and horizontal transverse
bunch by bunch BPM have the same beta function, so that
feedback digitized data can be directly calibrated with the
scope measured positions.
Figure 2 gives the scope measured bunch to bunch position during the same top off injection as Fig. 1. Beam
was filled at target bucket #648. The scope was externally
triggered with the top off injection, trigger delay was
adjusted so that there are 33 turns before the pulse kickers
were fired and injecting beam arrived. Turn #34 is the
first turn at injection. There are 100 turns data saved.

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

INJECTION TRANSIENT
NSLS-II BPM electronics can acquire TbT, FA and SA
data. Benefit from the event timing system, all the BPMs
can be synchronized triggered with the injecting kick to
study the transient effect. More information of the NSLSII digital BPM developments and performance can be
found in previous papers [3-5].
Figure 4 is a typical TbT position oscillation after the
top off injection. BPM trigger delay was adjusted to have
turn #4 as the first turn after kick. As can be seen from the
BPM SUM signal, it increased by 0.42% which means a
total beam current increase of 1.05mA, this agrees with
the DCCT measurement. Depends on the beta-function at
the BPM location, oscillation amplitude varies. From Fig.
2, turn by turn positions can be averaged from bunch by
bunch position for all the bunches, the result agrees with
the BPM measured turn by turn position while taking in
to account the beta function at the pickups.

Figure 2: Bunch by bunch position measured from a
20GHz scope, sampling the A/B/C/D broadband button
signals.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 4: BPM turn by turn position transient during topoff operation. BPM SUM signal shows a ~0.42% increase
which is corresponding to 1.05mA beam captured.

Figure 3: Calibration of feedback ADC readings with
respect to the scope measured bunch positions during top
off injection.
Injecting buckets saw larger turn to turn position oscillation due to the pulse kicker mismatch. Assume the lattice is well corrected, BPM at scope and feedback should
see same amplitude of oscillation after the injection kick.
Comparing the scope position data and feedback digitizer
acquired data, it’s convenient to calibrate the feedback
ADC/mm/mA. Fig. 3 gives the slope fitting of feedback
ADC readings with respect to the position measured using
scope. Result of bunch #700 was plotted in the figure,
with bunch current ~0.2375mA. Averaging for all the
bunches, the feedback digitizer calibration factor came
out to be 460.5 ADC/mm/mA.
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As can be seen from the figure, dipole oscillations
measured with BPMs are suppressed quickly. This is due
to fast damping of bunch by bunch feedback system. At
top off injection, bunch by bunch feedback system can be
switched OFF for ~10ms to study the injection transient
with synchrotron radiation damping and chromatic
damping. It is useful to measure the unstable coupled
bunch instabilites with similar method.
Even though the dipole motions can be suppressed
within 200 turns, it’s interesting to study how the beam
size behaves during top off injection. With recent upgrade
to the x-ray pinhole diagnostic beamline, one can measure
a good image with short exposure time. During dedicated
machine study shift, 120 bunches were filled in the ring to
33mA so that the charge per bunch is similar to 250mA
user operation. Pulse kickers (pinger) were used to displace the beam within one turn and measure the dipole
motion and beam sizes with various delays after the kick.
Bunch by bunch feedback was ON or with 20ms OFF to
see the damping effect difference. Figure 5 shows the
result with horizontal pinger kicking the beam at 0.25kV,
horizontal bunch by bunch was switched OFF for 20ms
for this example. BPM TbT data shows that beam centroid were damped down within 5ms, however, the x-ray
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pinhole camera measured beam sizes decay in longer
time. The decay time is close to the radiation damping
time of 23ms. From these measurements, it’s likely that
beam filamented in phase space quickly after the pulse
kick, bunch centroid was able to be suppressed by feedback or chromatic damping, beam sizes will damp down
by radiation only. A fast gated camera is under consideration which will make the turn by turn beam profile measurement possible using the x-ray pinhole diagnostic
beamline.

TUPOA71

chromaticity working together with the feedback, taking
in to consideration beam lifetime and injection efficiency.
Orbit stability has been discussed in previous paper [5]
when the machine was operated in decay mode. There
was not much difference on the electron beam orbit stability in top off operation mode, although constant beam
current will help the beamline optics thermal load. Short
term orbit stability is maintained to be within 10% of
beam sizes with fast orbit feedback. Long term orbit stability has been checked during operation. Horizontal orbit
sees daily drift pattern at dispersion BPMs which is due to
the earth tide effect. Ring circumference is believed to be
changed by ~30um due to the gravity of moon and sun.
More recent studies reveal that vertical orbit has daily
drifts more than 10 microns even with orbit feedback ON.
The drift is considered to be some noise source near C16.
Fast orbit feedback is responding as expected. Fig. 6
shows the vertical orbit long term stability during 50
hours un-interrupted top off operation. During studies
when the orbit feedback was turned OFF, vertical orbit
drifts as large as 150um were measured. We are actively
investigating the orbit drifts sources and working on the
solutions.

Figure 5: Measured beam centroid (BPM TbT) and beam
sizes (X-ray pinhole) after pulse kick. Pinhole images
were saved with different delay to the pulse kick. Exposure time was at 2ms.

Figure 6: Long term vertical orbit stability. Large orbit
drifts were observed near BPM #100, marked with green
dash line oval.
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STORED BEAM STABILITY
Fast ion instability have been considered and experimentally confirmed as the dominant transverse coupled
bunch instabilities [6]. The ion instability is not as severe
as the vacuum pressure improves, it’s still observed as the
fastest unstable sources with feedback grow/damp measurement. As more and more insertion devices installed
and in operation, the resistive wall instability can be observed if the feedback was switched OFF long enough but
beam was not lost. As the ion instability tends to saturate
although the ion instability has fast growth time. Resistive
wall instability appears at low frequency with slower rate
but grows exponentially. Transverse feedback system is
capable to cure the dipole unstable motions up to highest
achieved beam current of 400mA. There are longitudinal
coupled bunch instabilities observed at high current studies.
Besides the typical operation lattice of +2/+2 Chromaticity, high Chromaticity lattice of +7/+7 has been tested
during machine studies. High chromaticity helps to cure
the dipole unstable modes combined with the bunch by
bunch feedback system. Fast ion caused instabilities are
still detectable with vertical feedback OFF for 20ms.
Further studies will be helpful to determine the optimized
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J. Hyun, Sokendai, Ibaraki, Japan
electrons were then swept downward into the low-energy
beam absorber, but the X-rays were allowed to pass
through a diamond window at the end of the low energy
beamline for detection.
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Abstract

X-rays have widespread applications in science and industry, but developing a simple, compact, and highquality X-ray source remains a challenge. Our collaboration has explored the possible use of channeling radiation
driven by a 50 MeV low-emittance electron beam to produce narrowband hard X-rays with photon energy of 40 to
140 keV [1-3]. Here we present the simulated X-ray spectra including the background bremsstrahlung contribution,
and a description of the required optimization of the relevant electron-beam parameters necessary to maximize
brilliance of the resulting X-ray beam. Results are presented from our test of this, carried out at the Fermilab
Accelerator Science & Technology (FAST) facility’s 50MeV low-energy electron injector. As a result of the beam Figure 1: The goniometer from Helmholtz Zentrum
parameters, made possible by the photo-injector based Dresden Rossendorf (HZDR) used in the crystal channelSRF linac, the average brilliance at FAST was expected to ing efforts during the 50-MeV run [5].
be about one order of magnitude higher than that in pre- Detector Commissioning
vious experiments.
To observe channeling two detectors were proposed: a
forward or primary-beam detector (FwD) and a ComptonINTRODUCTION
scattering detector (CSD) as seen in Figure 2. Both sinCrystal channeling presents the possibility of developgle-photon Amptek X-ray spectrometers, the FwD was
ing an easily disseminable, compact, and high-quality Xlocated roughly 2 m from a channeling crystal. Because
Ray source, which could be useful in a number of areas of
of the sensitivity of the detectors, a piece of PVC was
science and industry (e.g. lithography and adhesive curplaced in the path of the expected X-ray trajectory at 45°
ing). Because of the conditions for crystal channeling, a
roughly 1.5 m from the diamond crystal to serve as a
low-emittance electron beam is necessary for significant
Compton scattering surface with the CSD 1 m from that
X-ray production. The Fermilab Accelerator Science &
to detect the much lower-intensity scattered X-ray beam
Technology (FAST) facility’s photoinjector-based SRF
expected from the scattering surface (7 orders of magnilinac is ideal for testing this. Details of the UV Drive
tude below the primary beam), allowing the CSD to operlaser, photocathode-based electron gun, and other current
ate at higher electron bunch charges. Installation and
machine parameters have been noted elsewhere [4].
alignment of both detectors has been described previously
The crystal channeling test setup consisted of a dia[6]. Specifications for the detectors are listed in Table 1.
mond crystal mounted in a goniometer (provided by
HZDR via Vanderbilt University, see Fig. 1) near the end
of the low-energy linac section tested during the 50-MeV
commissioning run this past summer (2016). An open
channel or Al foil target may also be used, selected with
the goniometer translation axis. Once a channel is found
by adjusting the pitch and yaw axes of the diamond crystal with the goniometer, the electrons oscillating within
the
crystal channel generate a co-linear X-ray beam. The
___________________________________________
* This work was seeded by the DARPA AXIS program award AXIS
N66001-11-1-4196 to Vanderbilt University & Northern Illinois University. Fermilab is operated by the Fermi research alliance LLC under
US DOE contract DE-AC02-07CH11359.
†
aliaksei@fnal.gov

Figure 2: Forward and 90-deg (Compton scattering)
detector configuration.
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Both detectors were calibrated with 57Co source, which
produces emission at 14.4 keV and 122 keV. This tests
much of the desired energy range for the crystal channeling experiment as seen in Figure 3. For the purpose of the
experiment, the spectrometer lower energy cut-off was set
to 15 keV to cut out noise from the bremsstrahlung (BS)
below the peaks of interest expected from crystal channeling.
Spectra were acquired using python-based acquisition
software coordinated through the Fermilab controls native
Accelerator Command Language (ACL) and python routines [7]. Acquisition times were set through the coordination routines to allow for some flexibility in spectra collection.With the typical machine cycle rate of 1 Hz, the
typical acquisition time allowed for integration over 300
machine cycles, but some longer integration periods (up
to 1 hour) were used for some tasks.
Table 1: FwD and CSD Specifications
Amptek CdTe X-123
X-Ray Spectrometer
9 mm2
Sensitive Area
15 keV – 150 keV
Selected Energy Range
1024
Number of Channels
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While beam currents from the gun have been run as
high as 4 nC/pulse, projected saturation levels for the
Amptek detectors required significantly less. The nominal
configuration required a neutral density filter to be placed
in the photoinjector UV drive laser path, which limited
maximum production to 200 pC/pulse (still detectable by
BPMs and the beamline toroids) at full transmission to
the PC.
Even at 200 pC/pulse the radiation flux from channeling would be several orders of magnitudes higher than
the maximum capability of the detectors linear operation
limit. Studies were performed to determine and understand the detector performance. The injector optics were
re-optimized for low charge (≤50 fC/pulse). In order to
produce these bunch charges, several adjustments to the
laser system control were made as described elsewhere.
[4]
To examine detector response, the counts from each detector were integrated for 300 s at a number of charge
steps (see Fig. 4). The FwD confirmed linear scaling up to
charges of 50 fC/pulse and the CSD preserves the linearity feature up to 10 pC/pulse. These injector settings were
selected for the later experiments.

Figure 4: Scaling of Forward and 90-deg detectors counts
vs. bunch charge (left) and number of counts in 90-deg
Figure 3: A simulated crystal channeling spectrum. Note detector as a function of number of bunches (right).
that this is for 20 pC/pulse electrons at 43 MeV in the
Dark current
crystal channel, but does not take dark current into acDark current was a significant issue and its mitigation
count.
was not trivial. A number of approaches were taken in
Linac commissioning
parallel, including optimization of the gun, collimation,
As specified elsewhere [4], quadrupole scans were used and energy-scraping through the chicane.
to perform emittance measurements near the location of
the diamond crystal, determination of the beam Twiss
parameters there being a natural by-product of this measurement. Final alignment of the beam down the line was
performed with beam-based techniques to center the
beam through the RF cavities and beamline quadrupoles
thereby minimizing the dipole components with respect to
phases and amplitudes respectively. The RF centering
relied upon conjugate gradient minimization while the
quadrupole centering was performed with an iterative, Figure 5: The gun dark current was reduced significantly
by reducing the gun exit energy to ~3.5 MeV (left). Even
thick-element model-dependent technique [4,8].
Initially the quadrupoles in the 50 MeV beamline were with the lower gun gradient, dark current from the gun
significantly stronger, resulting in a harder focus at the dominated the overall bunch signal, as shown (right) for a
diamond crystal, but these were relaxed near the end of 200 fC/pulse signal.
the commissioning run. This was done to minimize the
angular span through the crystal allowing more of the
beam to find a channel so long as the crystal orientation
was correct.

Optimization of the gun involved both lowering the
cavity gradient and shortening the RF pulse to the cavity
to more closely match the number of pulses in the pulse
train provided by the drive laser within the macropulse
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(see Fig. 5). Reducing the gradient, and consequently the
RF-gun field, however also reduces the overall beam
energy resulting in a trade-off with space-charge effects
and greater overall focusing through the SRF structures
that follow. The latter generally results in higher emittance and consequently channeling is impaired.
Between the electron gun and the first SRF cavity, a
collimator can be inserted and was generally used when
not checking beam intensity with the Faraday cup as they
occupy the same space in the beamline when inserted.
The collimator was intended to be used in conjunction
with a dark current kicker to provide longitudinal scraping of dark current as well, but the kicker has not been
installed, limiting the reduction in dark current only to the
transverse collimator aperture [9]. The gun cavity solenoids were adjusted to optimally scrape remaining dark
current.
Throughout the crystal collimation effort, beam was
accelerated through the two SRF booster cavities that
follow the gun to ~43 MeV. Because the beam itself was
accelerated on-crest through CC1 (maximum energy
gain), it follows that any dark current remaining will have
lower energy. The chicane being a dispersive segment of
the low energy beamline, allowed selective scraping of
the lower-energy dark current.
The amount scraped away with the crystal collimation
was not well regulated because the air-cooled chicane
dipoles (ChDs) are not locked to an NMR probe (as the
spectrometer magnet, D122, is). This results in field fluctuations that can easily be exacerbated by beamline enclosure conditions (temperature fluctuation, air currents, etc).
Nominally the amount of beam scraped away for these
studies ranged from 10% to 50% depending on the other
specific conditions of the study. This, however, may have
contributed to the background seen by the CSD, as it was
in the same plane and as the chicane and likely lacked
adequate shielding.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

RESULTS
The first test of the FwD performance was made with
the Al foil goniometer target (see Fig. 6). The total exposure time of 30 min corresponds to the spectrum shown in
Figure 6. It is in agreement with Kramers’ BS formula
[10].
GEANT4 [11] simulations (Fig. 7) suggest this BS
spectra is in fact a superposition of the various BS spectra
for the various constituent beamline components. In particular, this is true for detecting the second channeling
spectral line, at 72 keV, due to the stainless steel BS signature. Also, note that several Pb K-lines lay around 75
keV.

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

Figure 6: BS spectrum of the Al foil and it’s fit with
Kramers’s formula (right) and the sum of measured
spectrua for a 30 fC/pulse electron beam. Red dashed
lines correspond to predicted channeling lines.
A total of 250 30-fC/pulse channeling spectra were
summed together for electron beam. While it was not
obvious at the time of data collection, three peaks appear
over the BS background spectrum (see Fig. 6). The discrepancy between this and the simulation (Fig. 3) is a
subject of an ongoing investigation and may be due to
nonlinear detector performance in radiation environment,
crystal morphological changes due to aging, or beamline
energy measurement offset (unmeasurable during crystal
collimation due to intensity limitations).

Figure 7: GEANT4 simulations of BS spectra of the 4
most common FAST beamline materials: 2 mm stainless steel (top left), 5 mm Cu frame (top right), 0.5 mm
Al foil (low left) and 3 mm Nb (low right).

CONCLUSION
Crystal channeling was investigated in the FAST 50MeV run in 2016. A number of specific beam and darkcurrent related issues were resolved and optics solutions
were found to generate and deliver ultra-low charge
(<100 fC/pulse) electron beam to a diamond crystal.
Dark current mitigating solutions included optimization
of the gun and propagation of the electron beam through
the chicane, which may resulted in a significantly higher
background. A low intensity X-ray signal from Al foil was
successfully acquired by the FwD and it corresponds to
analytical prediction. Significant X-ray radiation (e.g.
from channeling radiation) causes saturation and detector
pile-up. The full impact of this process on data collection
is the subject of ongoing study. A number of possible
solutions are being considered in the hopes of continuing
work on crystal channeling in the future at FAST.
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THE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF A RESONANCE CONTROL
SYSTEM FOR THE IOTA RF CAVITY
G. Bruhaug, Idaho State University, Pocatello, USA
K. Carlson, Fermilab, Batavia, USA
Abstract
The IOTA ring will be an advanced storage ring used
for non-linear beam dynamics experiments to assist in the
construction of future accelerators. This ring is being built
in conjunction with the FAST electron LINAC and the
HINS RFQ proton source for injection into the ring.
These accelerators will generate +150 MeV electron
beams and 2.5 MeV proton beams respectively. As the
beams are injected into the IOTA storage ring their longitudinal profile will begin to smear out and become more
uniform. This will prevent detection of beam position
with a Beam Position Monitoring system (BPM). To
combat this a ferrite loaded bunching cavity is being
constructed. This paper details the design and construction of an automatic resonance control system for this
bunching cavity.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
At the New Muon Laboratory (NML) at Fermilab, the
Fermilab Accelerator Science and Technology (FAST)
electronic LINAC is being constructed along with the
Integral Optics Test Accelerator (IOTA) storage ring and
the HINS RFQ proton source. FAST will generate beams
of 150-300 MeV electrons that will be injected into the
IOTA storage ring for non-linear beam dynamics experiments. In addition, a 2.5 MeV proton beam will be injected into the storage ring at a separate time to test space
charge effects. To detect the position of the particles inside of the IOTA storage ring, a Beam Position Monitor
(BPM) will be used. However, the BPM requires the
beam to be bunched, and after several turns throughout
the storage ring the beam will have lost its initial bunching. Thus a bunching system needed to be developed to
allow the BPM to detect the position of the particles inside of the storage ring. Due to the nature of the BPM,
bunching the beam at 30.62 MHz, h=56, would be the
preferred frequency for this bunching system. This arrangement will work fine for the electron beam, but previous work [1] showed that it would not be suitable for
the proton beam. The cavity is limited to 1 kV or less on
the accelerating gap, and as such could not suitably bunch
the proton beam. The solution was then to bunch the
proton beam at h=4, 2.19 MHz, and modulate the
bunched beam with the 30.62 MHz RF cavity that is also
used to bunch the electron beam [1]. The cavity is an
anodized aluminum pillbox that was taken from the now
decommissioned Antiproton Source. Inside of the pillbox
housing there is a piece of beam pipe with two ceramic
breaks, which are used as the accelerating gaps. In addition, the housing is split into two with a copper and aluminum separator. This separator decouples the 30.62
MHz bunching side from the 2.19 MHz bunching side.
432

The cavity housing also contains several ferrite disks to
further tune the accelerating cavities to the correct frequencies [2]. The final tuning will be done with two large,
variable capacitors to align the cavities resonant frequency with that of the incoming RF power. These variable
capacitors will be controlled via stepper motors to tune
the bunching cavities. It was decided that an automatic
tuning system would be helpful in this case. The following paper details the design, construction, and preliminary
implementation of such a system.

EXPERIMENT DETAILS
The project consisted of two major components; software design, and integrated systems testing. In addition,
the software design focused on the integration of the PLC
control software with the Fermilab Accelerator Controls
Network (ACNET), along with the development of a
controls loop for the automatic RF tuning. The hardware
for this project consisted of a P2-550 Programmable Logic Controller (PLC), Two STP-DRV-4850 stepper motor
drivers, a P2-AD08 Analog to Digital Converter, and two
P2-SCM serial communication modules all of which are
from Automation Direct. In addition, two LP-100A Vector RF Wattmeters along with two ten-turn potentiometers
and the requisite power supplies. The system configuration can be seen in Figure 1.

Figure 1: IOTA bunching cavity controls system.

Software Design
To continuously keep the IOTA bunching cavity at the
same resonance frequency as the incoming RF power, a
controls loop had to be built. In addition, this controls
loop had to be integrated with the Fermilab ACNET system and allow for operator intervention, along with sending the operators alerts and updated data about the state of
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the bunching cavity. The loop could also not be allowed
to oscillate around the set frequency. This would induce
other problems farther down the line in the IOTA ring. To
address this oscillation problem a Proportional, Integral,
Derivative (PID) control loop was chosen to damp any
destructive oscillations in the control loop. The controls
software ladder diagram can be found in the appendix of
this paper.
PID Loop PID loops are well known control mechanisms for industrial processes. The basic idea stems from
the following equation:

TUPOA74

Integrated System Testing
To test the system it was installed onto a partially constructed version of the IOTA bunching cavity, Figure 2.
This cavity was up to air, and had only one ceramic break
and one variable capacitor. In addition, it had 3 ferrite
cores and 4 copper cooling plates to help simulate the
proper loading. 3 small, 200 pF, capacitors were used to
couple the RF power into the cavity. Also, the variable
capacitor was attached in parallel to the coupling capacitors to allow for tuning.

Mn = Kc*en + Ki*Σi=1 ei + Kr*(en-en-1) + M0 .

ACNET Integration
It was found that the best
method for integrating with ACNET was to use Modbus
protocol. This system works natively with the P2-550
PLC, which greatly simplified everything. The Modbus
addresses were assigned inside of the program and then
sent to the Fermilab Accelerator Division, along with
ACNET names, to be put into the ACNET system. Then
the PLC was configured to accept input on one of the side
Ethernet ports, so that data could be transferred back and
forth between ACNET and the PLC. All of the data was
multiplied by 100 and saved as an integer. This allowed
for ease of sending data to ACNET, without comprising
data quality by dropping the numbers past the decimal
place. In addition, the PLC was configured to save pertinent data every half of a second, which lines up with the
timing of the RF Watt-meter sampling.

Figure 2: IOTA cavity test configuration without cover.
The variable capacitor, stepper motor, and ten-turn potentiometer were all attached to a stainless steel bracket
along with a 6-inch long belt and pulley system to transmit mechanical power. The entire assembly was then
grounded to the outer shell of the bunching cavity. RF
power was then applied across the gap and the system
roughly tuned so that the ideal phase for resonance was in
the middle of the range for the variable capacitor and the
ten-turn potentiometer. The phase in this case is the phase
between the voltage and the current across the gap. This
was picked to be a phase of 1 degree for the testing that
was done, but the ideal phase will most likely be changed
in the final implementation. The ideal phase was picked
by applying low amounts of RF power (1-5 watts) and
then tuning until the Standing Wave Ratio (SWR) was as
close to 1.0 as possible. Then 10 watts or greater were
applied to the gap to allow for final testing. At this point
various aspects of the control system were tuned and
tweaked. In addition, the system was made to respond to
several excursions by rapidly changing the frequency and
checking for PID and phase response.

RESULTS
Initially this system did not include a potentiometer to
check for the position of the stepper motor relative to the
variable capacitor. The initial program just counted the
number of steps and then shut off at a certain number
from 0. This system was found to be inaccurate and dangerous to the capacitor, thus the ten-turn potentiometers
were installed and attached to the P2-08AD Analog-toDigital Module. This allowed the potentiometer to be
accurately read to one part in 65535. The potentiometer
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The equation starts by taking the error (en) between the
desired value (also called the set-point) and the current
value (also called the process variable) and multiplying it
by a constant, Kc. This is the proportional part of the PID
loop, however relying just on this portion will result in
continuing oscillations around the set point. In the next
portion of the loop another constant, (Ki), is multiplied by
a summation over all of the previous errors. This allows
for the loop to accelerate towards the set point more
quickly and eliminates steady state errors in the proportional control part of the loop. That part of the loop is
referred to as the integral portion. The final part of the
loop takes the current error and subtracts the previous
error from it. This value is then multiplied by a constant,
(Kr), to generate the derivative portion of the loop. The
derivative portion is used to ”preact” or predict the upcoming error and preemptively correct for it. It is not
always needed, but in especially noisy systems it can be
extremely useful. In addition, there is a bias term, (Mo),
that can be used to initially offset the loop output, (Mn),
from zero. It was not found to be useful in this case. Two
PID loops were devised, one to control the proton bunching cavity and one to control the electron bunching cavity.
This loop system was engaged every half a second after
the data was read from the RF Watt-meter. Then the output was formulated and packaged as a string to be sent to
the stepper motor controller.
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was then centered along with the variable capacitor. Thus
an output of 32767-32768 would show that the tuning
system was centered. Then two layers of safety were
programmed into the controls software. The first was a
basic safety that stopped the motor, PID loop, and stringpacking loop when the reading on the potentiometer reading was 65535 or 00005. In addition, an alarm is then sent
to the operators to let them know that a limit has been hit.
The second safety was programmed after extensive experience tuning the PID loop. It was found experimentally
that the PID loop could be tricked into chasing the noise
of the RF cavity, if the input noise was especially high for
a moment. To combat this ”soft” safety’s were programmed in at 55535 and 10005. If these safety’s are
encountered the program then kicks the motor back one
full turn, resets the PID loop, and sends an alarm to the
operators via ACNET. After the installation of the hard
and ”soft” limits to combat PID errors and keep the variable capacitor safe, work then turned towards tuning the
PID. From previous reading [3], it was found that staring
values of Kc = 5, Ki = 65535, and Kr = 0 would be the
ideal starting values to begin tuning. At these values the
tuning system continued to oscillate around the set point.
Figures 3 and 4 show this version of the PID loop responding to an excursion and the cavity being set out of
resonance.

Figure 3: Phase vs. clock time for the process variable in
green and the set point in red.
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were found to be the smoothest setting for the PID loop.
At these values the loop quickly responded to excursions
and easily come to zero, with small perturbations due to
noise in the cables. Figures 5 and 6 clearly show the easy
and fast response of the final PID loop to two excursions
(instances when the cavity becomes rapidly out of resonance) that were artificially created by changing the frequency of the RF output.

Figure 5: Phase vs. clock time for the process variable in
green and the set point in red.

Figure 6: Steps of motor vs. clock time.
This test went on for several minutes, and was repeated
several times, and each time the controls system brought
the cavity back with 0.1 degrees of phase. It was decided
that being within 0.5 degrees of proper phase, with little
to no oscillations, would be acceptable for this application
[2]. In addition, the controls system usually stayed right
on a phase of 1.0 degree and only varied slightly due to
system noise. However, the proper PID tuning, combined
with the ”soft” safeties, kept the loop from chasing the
noise of the RF cavity.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

CONCLUSIONS

Figure 4: Steps of motor vs. clock time.
Further experimentation proved fruitless, so the program was then set to use an automatic tuning mechanism.
This subroutine would take the process variable to both
extremes and then back to the middle point in an attempt
to characterize the response of the cavity. Then the values
for the constants could be determined mathematically.
The auto-tuning subroutine was allowed to run several
times, both with and without derivative constants allowed.
Initially the constants were found to be Kc = 0:764, Ki = 7,
and Kr = 0. However, these constants proved unsatisfactory due to the continued oscillations of the process variable
around the set point. New values were then found when
the system was allowed to auto-tune for a derivative constant in addition to the proportional and integral constants.
The following values; Kc = 0:764, Ki = 6:6, and Kr = 1:1
434

The automatic resonance tuning mechanism for the IOTA bunching cavity has been successfully demonstrated.
After several iterations the program has been shown to
work in the noisy environment of the test set-up. This
shows the readiness of the auto-tuning system because the
final installation will most likely be far less noisy. Assuming continuous funding and work levels are maintained, the auto-tuning system will be installed on the
IOTA storage ring by the end of 2016. Then in 2017 it
will be fully utilized when the IOTA ring is first injected
with 150 MeV electrons.
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We report here the results of a one week long investigation into the conceptual design of an X-ray source based on
a compact ring with on-orbit and on-energy laser-plasma
accelerator (mini-project 10.4 from [1]). We performed
these studies during the June 2016 USPAS class "Physics
of Accelerators, Lasers, and Plasma. . . " applying the art of
inventiveness TRIZ [2]. We describe three versions of the
light source with the constraints of the electron beam with
energy 1 GeV or 3 GeV and a magnetic lattice design being
normal conducting (only for the 1 GeV beam) or superconducting (for either beam). The electron beam recirculates in
the ring, to increase the effective photon flux. We describe
the design choices, present relevant parameters, and describe
insights into such machines.

INTRODUCTION
Laser wakefield acceleration [3] experiments (LWFA)
achieved GeV electron energies in cm-scales using plasma
waves [4–6]. In this paper we explore a compact synchrotron
light source, that uses a laser wakefield accelerated electron
beam in combination with a conventional lattice. We outline
a design that produces 0.4 keV (water-window) or 10 keV
photons and we estimate the design parameters of the compact light source, the achievable brilliance, and we discuss
the feasibility and challenges of the design. Our design uses
the state of the art technology including a laser plasma gasjet accelerator, a quadrupole doublet to focus and confine
the beam, four 90 degree dipole bending magnets (superconducting or normal conducting) to keep the beam on a
periodic lattice, and a 2 m long wiggler magnet to produce
the desired radiation. We do not study the radiation emitted
by the bending magnets, or the betatron oscillations of the
electron beam in the plasma bubble.
A schematic of the design is in Fig. 1, and the investigated
design criteria are detailed below:
∗

marlene.turner@cern.ch

Figure 1: Schematics of the compact ring design. The laser
beam enters through a window in the B4 dipole bending
magnet, ionizes the gas jet and creates strong plasma wakefields to self-inject and accelerate electrons. Furthermore the
produced electron beam gets parallelized with a quadrupole
focusing doublet (FD). The electron beam is held on a circular trajectory by four 90-degree bending magnets (B1-B4).
Opposite to the plasma injector, a Wiggler magnet produces
the desired radiation. A second FD is used to refocus the
circulated beam.
• 0.4 keV photons produced by a 1 GeV electron beam
and normal-conducting magnets.
• 0.4 keV photons produced by a 1 GeV electron beam
and super-conducting magnets.
• 10 keV photons produced by a 3 GeV electron beam
and super-conducting magnets.

DESIGN OF THE MACHINE
Plasma Based Self-injected Electron Accelerator
The laser wakefield acceleration with self-guiding and
self-injection provides the electron beam for the compact
ring. An intense 500 TW-class Ti:Sapphire CPA system is
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injected through a window in one of the bending dipoles (B4
in Fig. 1), impinges on a gas jet, ionizes the gas and creates
strong plasma wakefields that accelerate the self-injected
electron beam to GeV-energies. The chosen laser and plasma
parameters are summarized in Tables 1 and 2. Based on
existing systems, we choose laser parameters achievable in
the near future [7]. A Ti:Sapphire laser system with a laser
wavelength of λ l = 780 nm, a pulse duration of 45 fs, a
maximum laser power of 400 TW, 30 J of energy per pulse,
and a laser spot size radius of 37 µm. The laser intensity
I is then approximately 1019 W/cm2 which corresponds to
a laser strength parameter a0 of about 2.1 for a Gaussian
radial laser distribution.
a0 ≈

I[W/cm2 ]
1.37 × 1018

! 12

· λ l [µm]

(1)

The chosen plasma density of the gas-jet is n = 1.75 ×
1017 cm−3 and optimizes the achievable maximum electron
energy. The laser frequency ωl = 2.4 × 1015 rad/s is above
the critical plasma frequency ω pc = 2.5 × 1013 rad/s.
The depletion L dpl and dephasing L dph length [8] for
these laser-plasma parameters are estimated with:
L dpl =

3
3
1 λp
1 λp
,
L
=
dph
2a0 λ l2
4 λ l2

(2)

to be L dpl ≈ 17 cm and L dph ≈ 20 cm, thus 17 cm is the
upper bound on our total possible acceleration length. The
maximum accelerating gradient Emax is estimated based on
the cold plasma wave-breaking field (3) to be 400 MeV/cm.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Emax ∼

mcω p
e

(3)

This means that our target energies of 1 GeV and 3 GeV can
be reached with an acceleration length of 2.5 cm (∼ 4.4
Rayleigh lengths zr ) and 7.5 cm (∼ 13.1 zr ). This acceleration length is longer than gas jets in use presently (≈ 5 mm)
and may require a novel gas jet setup, particularly for the
3 GeV beam.
In this design, we rely on analytic estimates rather than on
the results of 3D simulations of the setup. Consequently, for
the remainder of the ring calculations we used electron beam
parameters that are typically achievable with similar laser
wakefield acceleration stages [9]. The electron beam size is
chosen to be σr ≈ σz ≈ 1 ωcp ≈12 µm. The electron energy
spread is ∆E
E0 = 2%. The beam divergence is chosen to be
σθ = 0.5 mrad. Reasonable bunch charge for the 1 GeV and
3 GeV electron beams are 10 pC and 7 pC [10].

Magnet Design
The design of the compact ring (see Figure 1) is laid out as
four 90 −degree sector dipoles, either 10 T super-conducting
(s.c.) or 1.5 T normal conducting (n.c.). Parameters for the
bending magnets are shown in Table 3. The laser-plasma
accelerator system is located in the middle of a 2 m drift, enclosed by a pair of focusing quadrupole doublets (strengths

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

Table 1: Ti:sapphire Laser Parameters
Laser wavelength
Laser power
Spot size radius
Intensity
a0
Laser pulse length (FWHM)
Pulse reprate ( f rep )
Pulse Energy

780 nm
379 TW
37 µm
1019 W/cm2
2.1
45 fs
1 Hz
30 J

Table 2: Plasma Parameters
Plasma density
Accelerating gradient
Bubble radius
Depletion length
Dephasing length
Acceleration length for 1 GeV
Acceleration length for 3 GeV

1.75 × 1017 cm−3
0.4 GeV/cm
37 µm
16.9 cm
20 cm
2.4 cm
7.2 cm

∼ 50 T/m, 100 T/m) used to begin transport of the diverging
electron beam. The focusing strengths of the quadrupole
magnets were estimated to parallelize/focus an electron beam
with parameters outlined in the previous section. The doublet upstream the gas-jet focuses the electron beam to avoid
interaction with residual plasma (see Discussion section).
Dipole magnets provide weak- and edge- focusing in the
horizontal plane. Assuming the betatron tune to be Q = 0.3,
we can estimate the average beta function β using:
I
ds
C
(4)
2πQ =
=
β(s)
β
where C is the circumference of the ring. The horizontal
∆x and vertical ∆y beam sizes are estimated based on the
bending radius ρ and the circumference C. The average
dispersion function D was evaluated based on Eq. (5):
D≈ρ

(5)

We performed a MAD-X [11] optics calculation after the
school to confirm these estimates.
The wiggler is located in the drift space between B2 and
B3, and the remaining two drift spaces are each 0.5 m leaving
enough space for limited diagnostics and collimators. The
electron energy loss per turn is dominated by the synchrotron
radiation loss Esr in the bending magnets and ranges from
40 keV to 7 MeV. The energy radiated in the Wiggler magnet
Erad is listed in Table 4. There is no re-accelerating section
in our compact ring design. This means that the beam loses
energy and drifts off from the central orbit. Therefore, the
number of turns Nturns is limited by the selected 10 cm horizontal apertures x max of the bending magnets. The number
of turns was calculated according to Eq. (6), by taking the
2σr radial electron beam size, and calculating how much
energy can be lost before the beam touches the horizontal
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magnet aperture.
Ntur ns =

(x max − 2∆x) Ebeam
Esr /turn
D

(6)

Table 3: Optics- and Dipole Magnet Parameters
Parameter
1 GeV n.c.
1 GeV s.c. 3 GeV s.c.
Ben. field
1.5 T
10 T
10 T
Ben. radius ρ
2.23 m
0.33 m
1.02 m
C
19.1 m
7.1 m
9.4 m
β
10.1 m
3.8 m
5m
∆x/∆y
4.5/0.05 cm 0.68/0.05 cm 2/0.05 cm
Esr /turn
40 keV
260 keV
7 MeV
Nturns
62
490
13
D
2.23 m
0.33 m
1.02 m

Radiation Production
Table 4 details the radiation source parameters for all considered design versions. We choose a length of L = 2 m
for the undulating magnetic field region, where the electron
bunch emits an approximately 6.7 ns-long X-ray pulse at
each turn through the B3 aperture before beam loss. As
shown in the table, we designed the X-ray energy Eph to
either be within the water window (0.4 keV) or to be fairly
hard (10 keV) depending on the energy of the injected electron beam. The chosen parameters result in the source being
near the wiggler/undulator transition or well within the wiggler regime, respectively, as can be seen by the parameter K.
The brilliance per electron passage in the wiggler Bspill was
estimated based on Eq. (7):
Bspill =

Nph L
· Nelec
π∆x∆yθ v θ h ∆t

(7)

and the brilliance per electron lifetime Be−life :
Be−life =

Nph L
· Nelec · frep · Nturns
π∆x∆yθ v θ h

(8)

where Nph is the number of photons emitted per unit length
(from Eq. (3.22) of [1]), Nelec is the number of electrons in
Table 4: Chosen (upper section) and Derived (lower section)
X-ray Source Parameters
Parameter
Eph (keV)
λ wiggler (mm)
Bwiggler (T) [12, 13]
K
Erad (keV)
 photons 
Be−life mm
2 mrad2 s

 photons
Bspill mm
2 mrad2 s
train durat.(µs)

1 GeV n.c. 1 GeV s.c. 3 GeV s.c.
0.4
0.4
10.0
15
15
100
0.60
0.84
2.1
2 × 1010
5 × 1015
3.9

0.60
0.84
2.1
9 × 1010
8 × 1015
12

1.7
16
140
1 × 1010
3 × 1015
0.47

TUA3CO03

the beam, f rep is the frequency of electron injection (1 Hz)
and ∆t the time per revolution. The emission angles θ h and
θ v are estimated with θ h = ∆x/(2C) and θ v = ∆y/(2C).
Of the chosen parameter sets, the 1 GeV electrons with
the superconducting bending magnets (10 T) resulted in the
largest brightness. We also want to note that these brightness
estimates include only the radiation from the B3 aperture,
not including the synchrotron radiation produced by B3.

DISCUSSION
One of the concerns of the re-circulating design is that the
gas/plasma from the injector resides in the lattice longer than
it takes the electron beam to circulate in the ring. The gas
flow velocity from typical gas jets is M = 20 km/s [14], and
one electron beam turn in a 10 m circumference ring takes
∼ 30 ns. Thus the gas flow advances by ∼ 600 µm and will
therefore still be in the path of the beam for much of its residence time. Taking ∼ 1014 W/cm2 as ionization threshold
of the plasma and assuming a radial laser size of 35 µm gives
a plasma channel radius of 140 µm. This estimate suggests
that the plasma column has already propagated far enough to
eliminate the possibility of any further interaction with the
beam. So, the electron beam is only likely to interact with
the residual gas and not the laser-ionized plasma column.
Thus, the interaction process of the beam is dominated by
random scattering off the gas, which leads to a divergence
growth of the order of micro-rad, as opposed to a coherent
lensing of the order of milli-rad by the plasma [15]. Electron beam of pC charge with a beam size of σr = 5 µm and
σz = 10 µm is not dense enough to ionizes the gas.
Apart from using the radiation created by the wiggler, it
would also be possible to use the radiation from the bending
magnets or the X-rays produced by the betatron oscillations
of the electron beam in the bubble [16]. A Compton light
source could also be realized by making the electron bunch
collide with a laser pulse.

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we proposed different design solutions
for a compact ring-based X-ray source with an on-orbit
and on-energy laser-plasma accelerator. We considered
four 90 degrees bending magnets to keep the particles
on a circular orbit and the desired radiation is created
by a wiggler magnet. The peak brilliance is as high as
8 × 1015 photons/(mm2 mrad2 s). Even though modern, 3rd
and 4th generation, light sources routinely create a peak brilliance in the order of 1025 photons/(mm2 mrad2 s 0.1%BW)
[17], this design can be considered attractive due to its compactness and small footprint. This design would be suitable
for use in, for example, a university setting. Future work
should include plasma simulations to obtain better estimates
for the electron beam parameters, optics optimization and
particle tracking to obtain electron beam sizes, studies on
the gas-jet design, further investigations on the electron scattering on the residual gas, and a more detailed description
of the magnet design.
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COMMISSIONING OF THE MAX IV LIGHT SOURCE
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Abstract
The MAX IV facility, currently under commissioning
in Lund, Sweden, features two electron storage rings
operated at 3 GeV and 1.5 GeV and optimized for the
hard X-ray and soft X-ray/VUV spectral ranges, respectively. A 3 GeV linear accelerator serves as a full-energy
injector into both rings as well as a driver for a shortpulse facility, in which undulators produce X-ray pulses
as short as 100 fs.
In this paper, we briefly review the overall facility layout and design concepts and focus on recent results obtained in commissioning of the accelerators with an emphasis on the ultralow-emittance 3 GeV storage ring, the
first light source using a multibend achromat.

harmonic cavities. These long bunches are a crucial ingredient to overcome both incoherent (intrabeam scattering) and coherent collective effects and allow operation at
high currents while maintaining good Touschek lifetime
[4].

INTRODUCTION

(i) Two electron storage rings operating at different energies (1.5 GeV and 3 GeV) in order to cover a wide
photon energy range in an optimized way with shortperiod insertion devices.
(ii) A linear accelerator which acts as a full-energy injector into both rings and provides electron pulses with
duration below 100 fs to produce X-rays by spontaneous
emission in the undulators of a short-pulse facility (SPF).
The 3 GeV storage ring [1-3] employs a multibend achromat (MBA) lattice to achieve a bare lattice emittance of
0.33 nm rad. The technical implementation of the MBA
lattice raises several engineering challenges: the large
number of strong magnets per achromat requires a compact design with small-gap combined-function magnets
and the small apertures lead to a low-conductance vacuum chamber design that relies on the chamber itself as a
distributed copper absorber for the heat deposited by
synchrotron radiation, while non-evaporable getter (NEG)
coating provides for reduced photodesorption yields and
distributed pumping. Finally, a low main frequency (100
MHz) is chosen for the RF system yielding long bunches,
which are further elongated by passively operated third___________________________________________

†

Figure 1: Overview of the MAX IV facility.
The 1.5 GeV storage ring [1] replaces the MAX II and
MAX III rings, whose operation was officially concluded
on December 15th, 2015 after nearly two decades of continuous service to the scientific community. Despite having about the same circumference as MAX II, the 1.5
GeV storage ring delivers a smaller emittance through the
use of the same compact magnet design as in the 3 GeV
storage ring. An exact copy of the 1.5 GeV storage ring
was built and successfully commissioned at the Polish
laboratory Solaris [5].
In this paper, we focus on commissioning results and
operational experience with those accelerator subsystems
that present most of the innovations brought about by the
MAX IV design. In fact, as the first realisation of a light
source based on the MBA concept, the MAX IV 3 GeV
storage ring offers an opportunity for validation of concepts that are likely to be important ingredients of future
diffraction-limited light sources.

INJECTOR LINAC
The MAX IV linear accelerator [2] is used for both full
energy injection and top-up to the storage rings and as a
high brightness driver for a Short Pulse Facility (SPF) [6].
It consists of 39 warm S-band linac sections together with
18 RF units, each consisting of a 35MW klystron and a
solid state modulator and a SLED energy doubler.
For injection to the storage rings a thermionic gun with
a pulse train chopper system is used [7]. The chopper can
be used to either produce a 500 MHz time structure convenient to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio for single pass
beam position monitor electronics during early commis-
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A central aspect of the MAX IV design concept is the
notion that the diverse needs of the user community are
difficult to satisfy with a single source without compromising performance. The MAX IV approach to the common dilemma of simultaneously providing high brightness hard and soft radiation as well as extremely short
radiation pulses consists in having a facility featuring
three different accelerators, each of which is optimized
for a different range of applications (Fig. 1):

Proceedings of NAPAC2016, Chicago, IL, USA

sioning or to deliver a 100 MHz structure that matches the
100 MHz RF buckets in the rings.
In high brightness mode, we use a 1.6 cell photo cathode gun capable of producing an emittance of 0.4 mm
mrad at a charge of 100 pC [8]. The gun is operated together with a kHz Ti:sapphire laser at 263 nm. The same
laser is used for timing and synchronisation of the whole
accelerator and the SPF.
During August 2015, the linac started operations for
3 GeV storage ring injection and has today reached an
injection efficiency of up to 90 % and injection rates of up
to 20 mA/minute at 2 Hz repetition rate (Fig. 2). The
design goal for injection repetition rate is 10 Hz, which
depends on an outstanding permit from radiation safety
authorities.
1.0

80x10

-3

Figure 3: Calculated and measured first turn trajectory in
the 3 GeV storage ring along the first three achromats.
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Figure 2: Current accumulation and injection efficiency in
the 3 GeV storage ring.
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1.5 GEV STORAGE RING
Beam commissioning in the 1.5 GeV storage ring began on September 5th, 2016 and is ongoing. The beam
was threaded through the transfer line connecting the
injector to the ring and first turn was achieved on September 14th. After a short interruption of the beam commissioning, stored beam and beam accumulation was
achieved on September 30th. At the time of writing,
1.6 mA stored beam has been achieved. The first narrowgap chambers for elliptically polarizing undulators are
planned to be installed during the first half of 2017 thus
enabling commissioning of the first 1.5 GeV storage ring
beamlines.

3 GEV STORAGE RING
Beam Commissioning
A brief account of the early commissioning efforts can
be found in [9]. Here, we provide further details as well as
an update on the commissioning results.
The first few turns in the ring were achieved without
the need for any orbit correctors excitation and with all
magnets (including sextupoles and octupoles) set to their
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nominal values according to the design lattice and magnetic measurement data (Fig. 3).

Once RF power could be delivered to two of the six
100 MHz cavities, beam capture with a single dipole
magnet [10] could be demonstrated, which allowed measurements of electron beam optical parameters such as the
dispersion function, betatron and synchrotron tunes and
the closed orbit. An additional confirmation that the expected alignment tolerances had been achieved with the
magnet block concept could be obtained by measurement
of the closed orbit with all vertical correctors at zero excitation current. Response matrix measurements (Fig. 4)
were used to confirm the integer tunes and later to perform first LOCO measurements and correction (Fig. 5).
Once stacking was demonstrated, the stored current
rose steadily over the following months, finally reaching
198 mA (in multibunch mode) by July 2016. Accumulation up to these current levels was still achieved using
only a single dipole injection kicker.
1.0

Model
Experiment

M1-COAY01 changed by 0.1 mrad

0.5

DY[mm]
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Figure 4: Change of the vertical closed orbit resulting
from changing the strength of a single vertical corrector.
A slow orbit feedback system, based on a MATLAB
application was tested and used to maintain stable beam
position during photon beam delivery for the commissioning of the first two beamlines (Fig. 6).
Scraper measurements in both planes together with local beta function measurements allowed comparing the
storage ring's effective acceptance with design studies.
Compared to simulations, the vertical acceptance of
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2.2 mm mrad (corresponding to ~2.1 mm at the ID source
points) is in excellent agreement [11]. In the horizontal,
an acceptance of only 2.5 mm mrad (corresponding to
~4.8 mm at the center of the injection straight) indicates
that, although injection with high efficiency has already
been demonstrated, further optics studies and corrections
are required.
The thermionic gun chopper was used to demonstrate
injection into a single bucket: up to 8.5 mA could be
stored in a single bunch without signs of transverse or
longitudinal instabilities (note that the required current in
each bunch when running in multibunch mode is only
500 mA/176=2.84 mA).
100

Dispersion [mm]

80
60
40

TUB3IO01

(Landau) cavities could be initiated. The positive impact
of tuning in the harmonic cavities both in terms of beam
lifetime as well as in terms of reduced amplitude of coupled-bunch modes could be confirmed [12,13].
A bunch-by-bunch feedback system using 30-cm long
striplines was commissioned allowing to achieve a stable
beam in all three planes, with the striplines being used as
a weak longitudinal kicker when driven in common mode.
The diagnostic capabilities of the bunch-by-bunch system
allowed for temperature tuning of the RF cavities as well
as to handling transverse instabilities (Fig. 7).
A diagnostic beamline imaging visible and near infrared synchrotron radiation from a bending magnet was
used to characterize both the bunch length (using an optical sampling oscilloscope) and the transverse beam profile. The measurements carried out so far [14,15] point to
a horizontal emittance below 400 pm rad and further
improvements to both the experimental setup and the
machine models are needed to provide more accurate
results.
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Figure 7: Suppression of transverse instabilities as observed on the beam image monitor of the diagnostic
beamline.
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Figure 5: Example of the application of LOCO to correct
the linear optics. Top: dispersion function before LOCO
correction showing significant beating. Bottom: dispersion beating is reduced after LOCO.
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In February 2016, the first two insertion devices (two
in-vacuum undulators with 18 mm period) were installed
in the ring and subsequently commissioned allowing the
first experiments using X rays to be performed at the
MAX IV 3 GeV storage ring: these were the determination of protein structures at the BioMAX beamline. Another three insertion devices (two elliptically polarizing
undulators and one in-vacuum wiggler) were installed
during the 2016 summer shutdown and are expected to be
brought into operation during the next months.

1:00 PM

2:00 PM

Figure 6: Horizontal and vertical beam positions measured at BPMs around insertion device straights as a function of time with closed slow orbit feedback.
Once higher currents could be stored, commissioning
and conditioning of the passively operated third-harmonic
2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators

After installation [16], before start of beam commissioning, a comprehensive test program was carried out for
all 3 GeV storage ring magnet blocks, consisting of
- Polarity check by hand held Hall probe, for each individual magnet element (1320 pcs), through inspection
ports in the magnet yoke included for this purpose.
- Logged steady state temperature rise at full current
for each individual water cooled magnet (940 pcs).
After the testing, we have not in beam commissioning
found any single case of wrong magnet polarity. A few
cases of blocked cooling channels were found and corrected during testing, but after that we have had no instances of interlocks caused by overheating coils in the
first year of operating the 3 GeV storage ring. One issue
that was discovered during the full current testing was
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that the thermoswitch placement in our design was not
good enough to safely interlock magnet power supplies in
case of a fully blocked cooling channel, due to too long
distances between coil body and placement on coil exit
leads. Therefore it was necessary to add more thermoswitches, with improved placement and/or rating, but
we were able to do this without impact to the commissioning time schedule.
As calibration of magnet field strength vs current in the
3 GeV storage ring control system, we are using the field
measurement data from the magnet suppliers [17]. Current set values calculated from this data were used as
starting point for beam commissioning, and we were able
to achieve many turns with these settings. It can be noted
the magnet blocks are built with the possibility to passively adjust all individual magnet element strengths by shunt
resistors [18], but as of yet this has not been used.

Vacuum System

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

The 3 GeV storage ring vacuum system [19] is following the magnetic lattice design, which is divided into 20
vacuum achromats sealed by gate valves. Each achromat
is ~26 m long, including 4.5-m long straight section (L)
where insertion devices are installed. In order to cope
with the low conductance imposed by the small apertures,
all the vacuum chambers including Beam Position Monitors (BPMs) were coated with 1 μm thick NEG (Nonevaporable getter - Ti, Zr, V alloy) film all along the electron beam path. The main vacuum chambers are made of
extruded silver bearing oxygen-free (OFS) copper, have 1
mm wall thickness and inside diameter of 22 mm in order
to fit the magnet aperture of 25 mm in diameter. The
vacuum system integrated with magnets is presented in
Fig. 8.
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achromat and each port is shielded from the electron
beam path with a mesh.
The average base pressure (without beam) in the ring is
2x10-10 mbar (nitrogen equivalent), measured by penning
and extractor gauges placed in short straight sections S1
and S2. Since the start of the ring operation, the total
beam lifetime is increasing confirming vacuum conditioning of the system. The normalized total beam lifetime
evolution versus the beam dose is shown in Fig. 9.
The evaluation of the vacuum performance of the machine is mostly limited to the locations where vacuum
sensors are installed. The vacuum conditioning curve,
presenting average pressure rise normalized to machine
current versus accumulated beam dose is shown in Fig.
10. These pressure values were recorded by penning
gauges placed in S2 (nitrogen equivalent). The slope of
the conditioning curve is -0.75, which is similar to the
vacuum conditioning performance of the Soleil storage
ring where 56% of the vacuum system is NEG-coated
[20], as well as with the measurements of the MAX IV
3 GeV storage ring vacuum chambers performed at ESRF
at D31 beamline in 2014 during the production phase.

Figure 9: Normalized total beam lifetime versus beam
dose.

Figure 8: Top view of one opened magnet block with the
vacuum pipe placed and detailed views of cross-sections
of sextupole, corrector and dipole magnets.
In each achromat there are two short straight sections
(S1 and S2), each ~1.5 m long. The first one (S1) is located where the photon and electron beams split. At that
location the synchrotron radiation is intercepted by an uncoated, copper crotch absorber under which an ion pump
is placed. The second short straight section (S2) is devoted mainly to RF cavities which also accommodate ion
pumps. The long straight sections (L) where no insertion
devices (ID) are installed accommodate one pumping port
with an ion pump. Therefore, there are 3 ion pumps per
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Figure 10: Normalized average pressure versus accumulated beam dose.
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Beam lifetime measurements as a function of vertical
aperture (defined by a movable scraper) performed at the
beam dose of 40 Ah indicate that the average total pressure along the electron beam path was on the range of
5x10-9 mbar with the beam current of 70 mA.
There have been no major machine downtimes due to
intervention on the vacuum system. However, one incident occurred when one of the 100 MHz RF cavities was
vented (with closed gate valves) through a broken high
power ceramic feedthrough. The cavity was removed
from the ring and a dummy chamber has been installed.
In a number of S1 locations, where the photon beam is
extracted from the ring, due to mispositioning of the
pumping port, the synchrotron radiation is being deposited on a stainless steel surface that should be shadowed.
This issue is being investigated and pends mitigation.

RF System
The RF system for the 3 GeV storage ring is described
in [21] and in [1]. A relatively low frequency, 100 MHz,
has been chosen with normal conducting, capacity loaded
copper cavities. The shunt impedance amounts to 1.6 MΩ
per cavity and six cavities are foreseen for the final operation, with estimated SR losses of 1 MV/turn, or 500 kW,
at the design current. An RF energy acceptance of 4.5%,
is then reached with an overvoltage of only 1.8, so copper
losses are only 169 kW. To keep a high degree of modularity, one RF station feeds each cavity. The choice fell on
a combination of two 60 kW solid state amplifiers, with a
70% efficiency. A 120 kW circulator is installed to isolate
the cavity from the RF station.
Even though six main cavities were installed already
before commissioning, on average only three cavities
were operational during the first half year. Vacuum related
issues such as multipacting and even real leaks (in ceramic windows) hampered the operation. During the second
half year we operated more routinely five cavities at
around 250 kV each. The amplitude and phase loops were
during most of the commissioning regulating on the forward fields in the transmission line. This was a safety
precaution to avoid that a cavity field break down would
not be followed by an excessive transmitter output power.
Only recently have we started regulating on the cavity
fields. This was necessary when careful cavity temperature tuning was initiated to combat longitudinal coupled
bunch mode instabilities driven by HOMs in the cavities.

CONCLUSION
Commissioning of all three accelerators that make up
the MAX IV facility is now well under way and the performance demonstrated so far for the 3 GeV storage ring
gives enhanced support to several aspects of the multibend achromat design concept and its technical implementation. Examples are the confirmation with beam of
the good internal alignment provided by the magnet block
design, the fact that close to 200 mA could be stored with
off-axis injection (indicating adequate aperture) and a
healthy improvement of beam lifetime as vacuum conditioning proceeds, which confirms the proper functioning
2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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of the NEG coating. Nevertheless, much remains to be
done, including a deeper understanding of the beam dynamics and a full demonstration of all DDR performance
parameters.
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OVERVIEW OF ELECTRON SOURCE DEVELOPMENT FOR HIGH
REPETITION RATE FEL FACILITIES*
F. Sannibale, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, 94720 Berkeley, CA, USA
An increasing science demand for high-repetition rate
(MHz-class) FEL facilities, from IR to X-rays, has been
pushing institutions and groups around the world to
develop proposals addressing such a need, and some of
them have been already funded and are under
construction. Such facilities require the development of
high-brightness high-repetition rate electron guns, and a
number of groups worldwide started to develop R&D
programs to develop electron guns capable of operating at
this challenging regime. Here we describe the approaches
and technologies used by the different programs and
discuss advantages and challenges for each of them. A
review of the present achievements is included, as well as
a brief analysis to understand if the present technology
performance is sufficient to operate present and future
high repetition rate FEL facilities.

INTRODUCTION
After the success of FEL facilities operating at
relatively low repetition rates (~100 Hz) an increasing
science demand for high-repetition rate (MHz-class) FEL
facilities, from IR to X-rays, has been pushing institutions
and groups around the world to develop proposals
addressing such a need. Some of them (notably the
LCLS-II at SLAC) are already funded and under
construction.
It is well known that the ultimate performance of an
FEL is already defined at the injector and at its electron
gun in particular. The high repetition rate requirement
significantly impacts the technological choices for the
injector, and while for most of its components solutions
already exist, for the electron gun that is not completely
true. The low repetition rate successful technology, based
on normal-conducting (NC) high-frequency (>~1GHz)
RF, cannot be scaled to rates higher than a few kHz
because of the increasing power that needs to be
dissipated on the structure. In response to that, a number
of groups started R&D programs to develop alternative
electron guns capable of operating at this difficult regime.
Technologies used and investigated include DC guns,
superconducting RF (SRF) guns, normal-conducting (NC)
low frequency RF gun, and a hybrid DC-SRF
configuration. Figure 1 shows some of the main active
groups in the field and their location around the world.
This paper, after an initial analysis of which parameters
mainly affect the performance of an electron gun,
continues by describing the different technologies used
and discusses advantages and challenges for each of them.
___________________________________________

*Work supported by the Director of the Office of Science of the US
Department of Energy under Contract no. DEAC02-05CH11231
†fsannibale@lbl.gov
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A (incomplete) review of the present achievements is also
included, and in the final part, the question if the present
technology performance is sufficient to operate present
and future high repetition rate FEL facilities is discussed.

MAIN PARAMETERS DRIVING THE GUN
BRIGHTNESS PERFORMANCE
In FELs, the emittance () to wavelength () matching
condition for the transverse emittance






 n 
4
 4

indicates that small normalized emittances (n) should be
pursued to keep the energy of the linac as low as possible
( in the equation are the relativistic Lorentz factors).
For X-ray machines ( < ~1 nm) and present gun
performance, GeV-class electron beam energies are
required. In the case of high repetition rate FELs, such
energies are obtained by using long and expensive
superconducting linacs.
Emittance appears also in the equations regulating the
FEL gain and in general, the optimization of the FEL
performance requires high peak currents (kA-class) and
normalized transverse emittances as small as possible.
At the injector exit, the beam is relativistic enough to
make space charge forces negligible. At this point the
emittances are “frozen” and their value define the
ultimate transverse brightness that the linac can achieve.
The emittance at the injector exit is given by the
quadratic sum of a number of different independent terms:

 n   n2Therm.   n2Bz @ Cat .   n2Space Charge   n2 Aberr .   n2 RF
where we can recognize the contributions due to the:
cathode thermal emittance; presence of a solenoidal field
at the cathode; space charge; optics aberrations; and RF.
The optimization game in injectors consists in getting
the cathode thermal contribution small and making all the
other emittance contributions possibly negligible.
The cathode thermal emittance is given by:

 n Therm.
EC

r
3mc 2

with  r  rms beam size @ cathode
and E C  excess energy

with m the electron rest mass and c the speed of light. The
electron excessive energy depends on the cathode
material and on the emission process. For example, in the
case of photoemission, the excess energy is equal to the
difference between the photon energy and the effective
work function of the material (including the Schottky
barrier reduction induced by the gun accelerating field).
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Figure 1: List and location of groups involved in high-repetition rate high-brightness electron sources R&D.
The last equation also shows that a smaller cathode
emittance contribution can be achieved by using smaller
transverse beam sizes at the cathode. Smaller beam sizes
also increase the density of the emitted electrons and the
space charge fields associated with them. With increasing
density, such fields, which have direction opposite to
EzGun, the gun accelerating field, will become at certain
point strong enough to inhibit any further emission of
electrons from the cathode. This space charge limited
condition defines the minimum beam radius at the
cathode and hence the minimum obtainable emittance and
the maximum transverse brightness B4Dmax (number of
electrons over the transverse normalized emittances) that
the electron beam can achieve. Two regimes, depending
on the transverse to longitudinal beam aspect ratio can be
distinguished: the commonly called “pancake” regime
where the transverse beam sizes are much larger than the
bunch length, and the “cigar” regime where is the
longitudinal size to be much larger than the transverse
one. The maximum brightness for the pancake regime is
given by [1]:
max
4D
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B

E zGun

E C

and for the cigar case [2]:
max
4D

B

E 


Gun 3 2
z



 r EC

where is the rms bunch length. Both equations show as
the maximum brightness is limited by the excess energy
at the cathode (the smaller the better) and by the gun
accelerating field (the higher the better). The equation for
the cigar case also indicates that the brightness in this
specific regime can be increased also by making longer
bunches. This additional tuning parameter allows
relatively low gradient guns to obtain remarkably good
brightness performance but at the expense of the beam
longitudinal emittance. While typically FEL applications
can somehow tolerate significant increase of longitudinal
emittance, beyond a certain length the nonlinearities
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introduced in the longitudinal phase space inside the gun
and in the following accelerating sections can seriously
limit the bunch compression capabilities and the
maximum achievable peak current.
Space charge forces scales with the inverse of the
square of beam energy. This implies that the most critical
region where space charge can jeopardize the brightness
performance of the injector is in the gun where the beam
energy is small. In order to minimize such degradation
effects, it is important for the beam energy to approach
relativistic values already at the gun exit.
This discussion showed that the two main goals for a
gun designer consist in maximizing the gradient
(accelerating field intensity) at the cathode during the
electron emission, and in providing sufficiently high
beam energies at the gun exit.
We will see later in the paper that in the high-repetition
rate gun case, the presently available technology limits
the gradient at the cathode to values significantly lower
than those in low-rep. rate guns based on high-frequency
NC RF. This fact significantly affects the performance
optimization process and the beam dynamics in the highrepetition rate case, forcing the use of cigar-like beams
with significantly longer bunches at the cathode.
Besides gradient and beam energy, other parameter
requirements must be satisfied as well by high-brightness
high-repetition rate electron guns. A summary of them is
shown in Table 1.

HIGH REPETION RATE GUN
TECHNOLOGIES
In this section the advantages and the challenges of the
different technologies used in high-repetition rate electron
gun schemes are discussed.

DC Guns
DC guns with thermionic cathodes and energies in the
~100 keV range have been the workhorse electron source
since the beginning of accelerators.
The use of photocathodes together with a formidable
R&D effort for getting higher beam energies and
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gradients allowed for a dramatic leap forward in terms of
brightness, and in the last decade, ambitious projects
targeting beam energies as high as 750 keV were initiated.
Since then the technology has progressively improved
from the few hundred keVs, and is now slowly
approaching the revised ultimate target of 500 keV.
Presently demonstrated gradients are typically above 5-6
MV/m and are targeting values as high as 10 MV/m.
Notable strengths of DC guns include:
 DC operation & GHz-class rep. rate capabilities;
 demonstrated operation at moderate energies
(~400 keV now approaching 500 keV);
 demonstrated capacity of generating FEL quality
beams with sub-micron emittances when used in
injector layouts with a sufficient tuning knobs;
 demonstrated record high currents;
 full compatibility with magnetic fields;
 demonstrated excellent vacuum performance;
 compatible with most photo-cathodes. It is actually
the only gun technology capable to operate
“delicate” GaAs:Cs cathodes.
Table 1: Operational Requirements for High-Brightness
High-Repetition Rate Electron Sources
Repetition rate

MHzclass

Charge/bunch [pC]

~ 10 –
500

Different FEL modes
of operation

Normalized
emittance [m]

~ 0.1 –
0.7

Lower values for lower
charges

Beam energy at the
gun exit [MeV]

~ 0.5 –
3

For controlling space
charge

Cathode E field @
emission [MV/m]

~ 10 –
40

Maximum brightness
limit; long. Phase
space linearity.

Bunch length and
shape control [ps]

~1 to
~60

Space charge control;
different modes of
operation

Cathode/gun area
magnetic field
compatibility

Emittance
compensation; exotic
modes: flat beams, …

Dark current [nA]

~100

SRF quencing;
radiation damage

Operational vacuum
pressure [nTorr]

~0.1-1

High QE semiconduct.
cathode lifetime

Loadlock cathode
vacuum system
Reliability

“Quick” cathode
exchange
>~98%

Required for an user
facility

On the challenge front, DC guns are approaching the
limit of the technology in terms of cathode gradients and
beam energies, making the achievement of significant
brightness increase difficult.
Highlights from the groups working on DC guns
development include:
2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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Cornell DC gun delivered record high currents (up
to 75mA) with semiconductor cathodes [3] and
generated beams with sub-micron emittance with
several hundred pc charge/bunch [4].
JAEA/KEK DC gun generated beams with 500
keV energy and operated mA currents with
energies between 350 and 450 keV [5].
At Jefferson Lab, a compact DC gun with inverted
insulator configuration was built and successfully
tested generating ~1 mA DC current at 325 keV,
very close to the nominal value of 350 keV [6].

Superconducting RF Guns
Superconducting RF (SRF) guns operating in
continuous wave (CW) represent a natural and promising
candidate to pursue and achieve the high gradient and
energy goals, and since the first proposed SRF gun in
1989 [7] the technology has made significant progress [8]
achieving several tens of MV/m fields at the cathode (at
the electron emission phase) when using superconducting
(SC) cathodes. While such cathodes can be readily used
for relatively low charge per bunch applications, the new
and upgraded high repetition rate FEL proposed schemes
require high quantum efficiency (QE) semiconductor
cathodes to deliver the few hundred pC charges per bunch
at MHz repetition rate using realistic laser beam power.
During the last decade or so, several groups have tested
such cathodes in SRF guns with somehow mixed results.
While the cathode QE degradation and lifetime were in
general acceptable, the experience showed that the
insertion of the warm cathode in the SRF cavity induces a
significant degradation of the gradient (and consequently
also a beam energy decrease) limiting the best obtained
value so far to ~20 MV/m (references later in the paper).
More R&D in that direction is necessary to address the
issue.
In general the main advantages of SRF guns consist of:
 potential for high gradients. Demonstrated
~50 MV/m with superconductive cathodes and
~20 MV/m with high QE warm cathodes;
 several MeV beam energies already demonstrated;
 CW operation with GHz-class repetition rate
capabilities;
 excellent vacuum performance. Cryo-pumping
from the SC cavity walls;
Main challenges:
 overcome accelerating gradient degradation when
cathodes are inserted. It is not completely clear if
this effect is due to particulates creation by the
insertion mechanism or from warm cathode
materials;
 improve QE and QE lifetime of semiconductor
cathodes when inserted in the SRF structures;
 develop schemes compatible with emittance
compensation that overcome limitations due to
field exclusion by the SC walls (Meissner effect) or
by magnetic field induced quenching of the cavity.
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Highlights from the R&D activities from groups
operating with SRF gun are listed as:
 DESY 1.3 GHz gun demonstrated ~50 MV/m at
the cathode with Nb cathodes and ~27 MV/m with
Pb [8];
 KEK is developing an SRF gun that uses a thin SC
metallic layer over the warm high-QE cathode
material jointly with cathode back illumination to
shield the high QE material from the RF in the
attempt of overcoming the gradient degradation
induced by the warm cathode [9];
 the group at HZB in Berlin, after the first
promising results with Gun 0, their first SRF gun
(~27 MV/m on Pb cathode), is now getting ready
to test Gun 1, their new SRF gun [10];
 the HZRD 1.3 GHz SRF gun in Rossendorf
confirmed many years of operation with warm
cathodes and is now planning for several upgrades
and the testing of transverse focusing by exciting
high order modes in one of their cells [11];
 the Wisconsin 200 MHz SRF gun generated beams
from Cs2Te cathodes at ~2.0MeV with ~20MV/m
gradient. Gradients up to 29MV/m were generated
without the semiconductor cathode [12];
 the BNL 113 MHz Gun, using a CsK2SB cathode
delivered high charges per bunch (3.7 nC), and
2m n at 250pC and 15MV/m at the cathode [13].
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Normal-Conducting CW RF Guns
High-frequency (> ~1 GHz) normal-conducting radiofrequency (RF) guns have already demonstrated high
gradients and beam energies delivering beams with the
brightness required by X-ray FELs. On the other hand, as
mentioned before, the average power density in the cavity
structure limits the practical repetition rate in the few kHz
range. By decreasing the RF frequency, the size of the
cavities increases with a beneficial reduction of the power
density on the structure walls and higher duty cycles can
be achieved. For example, the Boeing gun has achieved
25% duty cycle operation at 433 MHz [14], and a group
at Los Alamos developed a 700 MHz normal-conducting
RF gun where a sophisticated and state of the art cooling
system allowed to operate the gun in CW mode [15]. A
lower frequency scheme that has been proven in
operation, is the gun used at the ELSA 19 MeV linac [16],
where the 144 MHz gun has produced high charge-low
emittance beams at a moderate duty cycle (150 s
macropulse at 10 Hz repetition rate).
In 2006, our group at the Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory (LBNL) proposed and later developed [17] the
VHF-Gun, a CW room-temperature photo-gun operating
at 186 MHz (the 7th sub-harmonic of 1.3 GHz) in the very
high frequency (VHF) range. The VHF-Gun, based on
conventional and reliable mechanical and RF
technologies, targeted nominal values of 20 MV/m
gradients at the cathode during photoemission and of 750
keV beam energy at the gun exit. By lowering the gun
cavity frequency down into the VHF range, the power
load on the cavity walls during CW operation is
448
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dramatically reduced to densities that can be removed by
conventional cooling techniques while accepting a
moderate decrease of the maximum field at the cathode.
Additionally, the long RF wavelength allows for the
design of an efficient vacuum system using a large
number of large apertures along the cavity wall to
provide, with negligible field distortion, a high-vacuum
conductance path towards an external plenum heavily
equipped with vacuum pumps. The scheme demonstrated
the capacity of providing the extremely low pressures
required for using the reactive semiconductor cathodes
with QE lifetimes compatible with the operation of a user
facility [18, 19].
The NC CW RF gun technology advantages are:
 capability of operating in CW mode with up to
hundreds of MHz repetition rates;
 for VHF frequency guns the beam dynamics is
similar to DC guns but with much higher gradients
and beam energies;
 in the VHF frequency range the design is based on
mature and reliable RF and mechanical technologies;
 the scheme is fully compatible with magnetic fields;
 vacuum pressures compatible with high QE
semiconductor cathodes;
 potential for higher gradients at the cathode and beam
energies.
The main disadvantage for this technology is
represented by the fact that high gradients and energies
require high RF power.
NC CW RF gun highlights include:
 the Los Alamos 700 MHz RF gun demonstrated CW
operation with ~800 kW RF power dissipated on the
cavity wall [15];
 the LBNL VHF-Gun demonstrated at the APEX
injector facility all formal requirements for LCLS-II,
including the generation of the quality beams
required by high-repetition rate X-ray FELs [20];
 LBNL is fabricating a VHF-Gun (close version of the
APEX gun) that will drive the LCLS-II injector;
 the 250 MHz VHF-gun built at SINAP in Shanghai
successfully underwent low power RF tests [21].

DC-SRF RF Guns
The pros of the DC-SRF hybrid configuration are:
 brings the cathode out of the cryogenic
environment;
 allows for a beam energy higher than in DC guns;
The disadvantages include: gradient limitation at the
cathode and an increased system complexity.
The 3.5 cell hybrid at Peking University recently
demonstrated 1mA macropulse current and started to run
user experiments with THz and ultra-fast electron
diffraction [22].
Table 2 summarizes the present performance of the
guns developed by groups operating in the field
(apologies for those involuntarily missing).
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Table 2: Present performance level for high-brightness CW electron guns.

The question that needs to be answered now is: are the
achievements presented in the previous section sufficient
to satisfy the requirements of present high repetition rate
X-ray FELs being proposed and under construction? The
answer is yes for most of the cases. Indeed, the gradients
and beam energies already demonstrated are sufficient to
generate the presently required charges (~10-500 pC) and
associated emittances (~0.1-0.8 m). On the other hand,
some proposed upgrades, such as the high-energy upgrade
of the LCLS-II at SLAC for example, would require a
significantly better performance (~0.1 m with 100 pC) to
extend their lasing spectrum up to ~20 keV photon
energies. Initial simulations show that gradients at the
cathode greater than ~30MV/m and few MeV beam
energies at the gun are required to obtain those results.
In order to achieve those new target values, SRF
schemes need to continue the R&D to solve the gradient
degradation issue associated with the use of warm
cathodes. LBNL is instead proposing APEX-2, an
upgraded two-cell version of their APEX VHF-Gun
capable of gradients larger than 30 MV/m and beam
energies approaching 2 MeV [23].
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DEMONSTRATION OF FRESH SLICE SELF-SEEDING IN A HARD
X-RAY FREE ELECTRON LASER∗
C. Emma, C. Pellegrini, UCLA, Los Angeles, CA 90095 USA
A. Lutman, M. Guetg, A. Marinelli, J. Wu, SLAC, Menlo Park, CA 94025, USA
Abstract
We discuss the first demonstration of fresh slice self seeding, or Enhanced Self-Seeding (ESS) in a hard X-ray Free
Electron Laser (XFEL). The ESS method utilizes a single
electron beam to generate a strong seed pulse and amplify it
with a small energy spread electron slice. This extends the
capability of self seeded XFELs by producing short pulses,
not limited by the duration set by the self-seeding monochromator system, with high peak intensity. The scheme relies
on using a parallel plate dechirper to impart a spatial chirp
on the beam, and appropriate orbit control to lase with different electron beam slices before and after the self-seeding
monochromator. The performance of the ESS method is analyzed with start-to-end simulations for the Linac Coherent
Light Source (LCLS). The simulations include the effect of
the parallel plate dechirper and propagation of the radiation
field through the monochromator. We also present results
of the first successful demonstration of ESS at LCLS. The
radiation properties of ESS X-ray pulses are compared with
the Self-Amplified Spontaneous Emission (SASE) mode of
FEL operation for the same electron beam parameters.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
X-ray Free Electron Lasers (XFELs) are tunable sources
of coherent X-rays capable of generating high intensity
pulses from nanometer down to sub-angstrom wavelengths
[1]. The extraction efficiency and the bandwidth of typical
Self Amplified Spontaneous Emission (SASE) [2] XFELs
is characterized by the FEL parameter ρ, typically around
10−3 . The bandwidth can be narrowed, among other methods, via self-seeding [3], and the intensity can be increased
via tapering of the undulator magnetic field [4] [5] [6] [7].
One major limitation of self-seeded tapered XFELs is the
trade-off between seed power and energy spread at the start
of the seeded undulator section. This trade-off limits the
output power of tapered self-seeded systems. It has recently
been shown that for high efficiency XFELs aiming to reach
multi-TW peak powers, the output power can be greatly enhanced by generating a strong seed pulse and amplifying
it with a small energy spread electron beam. This can be
accomplished by using two different electron beam slices,
one to generate the seed signal and the other to amplify it
after the self-seeding monochromator in a tapered undulator.
This method, termed fresh slice or Enhanced Self-Seeding
(ESS), proposed in Ref. [5] has recently been experimentally
demonstrated at the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) [8].
Multi-color lasing using the fresh slice scheme has recently
been reported in Ref. [9]. We present experimental results
∗

Work partially supported by: DOE Grant Number DE-SC0009983

Figure 1: Schematic of the ESS experimental demonstration setup with the parallel plate dechirper installed at the LCLS. The
beam travels off-axis through the vertical dechirper and acquires
a quadratic spatial chirp. Dipole correctors are used to steer the
tail on-axis in the SASE section and the core (head) on-axis in the
seeded section. The X-ray seed pulse (yellow) is overlapped with
the core (head) in the second section by adjusting the magnetic
chicane delay.

of ESS demonstration comparing the performance of the
ESS scheme with SASE at the same photon energy. We
also compare experimental ESS data with start-to-end simulations using the same LCLS machine parameters as the
experimental demonstration.

ENHANCED SELF-SEEDING
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A schematic of the demonstration experiment for ESS
at the LCLS is shown in Fig. 1. The electron beam parameters are 4kA current (core), 11.1 GeV energy, normalized transverse emittance 0.4 µm and 180 pC charge. The
resonant photon energy is 5.5 keV. In our experiment the
electron beam lases in the tail slices during the first SASE
section and the seed pulse is amplified on the core slices
in the seeded section after the monochromator. Selective
lasing is achieved by imparting a spatial chirp on the electron beam and using appropriate orbit control to steer the
tail and core slices on axis in the SASE and seeded section
respectively. The spatial chirp is imparted on the electron
beam in a passive manner by making use of the transverse
wakefields of the parallel plate dechirper recently commissioned at LCLS [10] [11]. We adjust the dechirper jaw such
that the beam travels off-axis near the vertical jaw and the
dipole wake imparts a head-tail quadratic spatial chirp on
the beam. We use vertical dipole correctors before the first
undulator section to steer the tail on-axis and generate a
saturated SASE pulse before the diamond monochromator.
The photon beam travels through the diamond monochromator which transmits a wide bandwidth SASE pre-pulse
and a long narrow bandwidth tail. The electron beam passes
through the chicane around the diamond monochromator
and dipole correctors are used to steer the core slices on axis
in the undulator section downstream. The chicane delay is
2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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Figure 2: (left column) Measurement of the X-ray radiation spectrum for SASE (top) and ESS (bottom) at the LCLS with a photon energy
of 5.5 keV. The ESS bandwidth is narrower by around a factor of 24. The pulse duration is typically 40 fs for SASE and 10 fs for ESS.
(right column) X-ray intensity for the SASE (top) and ESS (bottom) in 1470 and 5000 consecutive shots respectively. The fluctuations in
ESS intensity are due to electron bunch energy jitter and SASE intensity fluctuation at the monochromator.

We compare the performance of the ESS experimental
demonstration with start-to-end simulations using the same
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Figure 3: (top) SASE frequency filtering using the diamond forward Bragg diffraction monochromator and field obtained from
GENESIS simulation. The notch filter removes the central photon energy of 5.5 keV from the SASE pre-pulse. (bottom) Time
domain representation of the SASE field and the monochromatic
wake pulses, the head of the beam is on the right.

electron beam parameters. The FEL simulation results performed using GENESIS [13] are shown in Fig. 3-4. We
simulate the effect of the parallel plate dechirper by manually introducing a quadratic spatial chirp on the beam before
the first undulator section, using the analytical formulas derived in Ref. [10]. The tail is placed on-axis in the first
undulator section and the produces SASE radiation until
the beam reaches the hard X-ray self-seeding chicane. The
SASE power is around 12 GW in a short ∼ 5 fs pulse on
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START-TO-END SIMULATIONS WITH
DIAMOND WAKE MONOCHROMATOR

11

15

|E (t)|2 (normalized)

also adjusted such that the core slices of the electron beam
overlap with the narrow bandwidth seed pulse and amplify
it downstream.
The bottom row of Fig. 2 shows the X-ray pulse intensity
and spectrum for the ESS experiment measured on the gas
detector and the hard X-ray bent crystal spectrometer [12].
The typical X-ray pulse duration measured on the X-band
transverse deflecting cavity (not shown) is ∼ 10 fs. The
mean (± rms) intensity is energy is 310 ± 190 µ J with a
mean spectral bandwidth of 0.4 eV. The peak X-ray intensity
obtained with ESS is 1.04 mJ with a corresponding spectral
bandwidth of 0.32 eV. The fluctuations in pulse intensity
are due to electron beam energy jitter and the fluctuations
of SASE intensity at the monochromator, and are similar in
ESS and normal self-seeding [3] [8]. The top row of Fig. 2
shows the SASE spectrum and intensity for 1470 consecutive
shots. The bandwidth of SASE is 9.7 eV, a factor 24 wider
than ESS, and the pulse intensity (± rms) is 2 ± 0.04 mJ. The
SASE pulse duration spans the entire electron bunch and is
around 40 fs. We estimate the photon beam brightness is
therefore around a factor of 12 larger for the ESS method
compared to SASE.
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Figure 4: Start-to-end simulation results of the ESS demonstration
experiment at the LCLS. (Top left) Electron beam angular kick
given by the dechirper with the tail steered on axis in the first SASE
section and the core on axis in the seeded section. (Bottom left)
Electron beam current from start-to-end simulation. (Top right)
Radiation power in the SASE and seeded undulator sections from
the first and second undulator stage. The intensity matches the
intensity measured in experiment on the best shots. (Bottom right)
Electron slice energy spread at the exit of the second ESS undulator,
the tail and the core have large energy spread signifying strong
lasing.

the bunch tail. We then simulate the effect of the diamond
monochromator by passing the radiation through a notch filter and applying a frequency notch filter using the formalism
described in Ref. [14] [15]. The diamond monochromator
amplitude and phase transmission function is calculated for
the (-2 0 2) Bragg reflection used in the demonstration experiment. The first maximum of the monochromatic wake
seed pulse is delayed by 11 fs with a peak intensity around
0.4 % of the SASE peak power and a full width duration of
8 fs (see Fig. 3). We overlap the seed pulse with the core of
the electron bunch and manually steer the core on-axis in
the first undulator section (see Fig. 4 top left). The core amplifies the seed radiation until the undulator exit and reaches
an average power of 56 GW with a pulse intensity of 1.08
mJ, similar to the peak intensity recorded in experiment but
0.7 mJ larger than the mean intensity. The FWHM pulse
duration is 8.6 fs, similar to what is measured in experiment.
The source of the discrepancy between peak intensity in
simulation and mean experimental intensity may be due to
the effect of quadrupole wakes which cause the head-tail
slices to be mismatched in the experiment and are not included in the simulation. Furthermore the dechirper causes
some increase in the electron beam slice energy spread on
the tail slices which has not yet been modeled numerically.
Finally the electron beam energy jitter, largely responsible
for the intensity fluctuations shown in Fig. 2, reduces the
mean intensity compared to the intensity for on-energy shots.
Experimental optimization of the ESS scheme as well as
more detailed simulation studies are the subject of ongoing
investigation.

CONCLUSION
We discuss results of the first demonstration of the ESS
method in a hard X-ray FEL and compare ESS performance

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

with SASE and start-to-end simulations at the same photon
energy. Our results show that ESS is a promising method for
generating short (∼ 10 fs), high intensity (up to 1 mJ) narrow
bandwidth (0.4 eV) X-ray pulses. We estimate the brightness of ESS is around a factor of 12 larger than SASE at this
photon energy. Numerical simulations including the effect
of the diamond wake monochromator are performed and the
intensity as well as the FWHM spectral bandwidth agree
with the measured values for the best shots. This successful demonstration opens the possibility of applying ESS to
high efficiency XFELs to reach multi-TW peak powers with
short pulses, an important characteristic for single particle
imaging experiments.
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A thermionic RF gun is a compact and efficient source
of electrons used in many practical applications.
RadiaBeam Systems and the Advanced Photon Source at
Argonne National Laboratory collaborate in developing of
a reliable and robust thermionic RF gun for synchrotron
light sources which would offer substantial improvements
over existing thermionic RF guns and allow stable
operation with up to 1A of beam peak current at a 100 Hz
pulse repetition rate and a 1.5 μs RF pulse length. In this
paper, we discuss the electromagnetic and engineering
design of the cavity and report the progress towards high
power tests of the cathode assembly of the new gun.

INTRODUCTION
Electron guns are used in electron microscopes,
electron beam welders, and as sources for particle
accelerators. Thermionic RF electron guns were
developed at SLAC/SSRL for the Stanford Positron
Electron Accelerating Ring (SPEAR) Project [1].
Conventional RF guns can offer high average beam
current, which is necessary for synchrotron light and THz
radiation sources facilities, as well as for industrial
accelerators. Most of the light sources worldwide are
storage ring based, and thus rely on thermionic guns for
their operation. Unfortunately, they have decades-old
thermionic RF gun technology, and it is due for an
upgrade.
The current RF gun is a 1.6-cell side-coupled structure,
operating at 2856 MHz frequency. Typically, the RF gun
is powered with ~1.5 MW pulsed power but can sustain
up to 7 MW via an end-coupled waveguide. The cathode
used is a tungsten dispenser cathode with a diameter of 6
mm. The gun can produce peak beam kinetic energies of
up to 4.5 MeV and peak macro pulse currents of up to 1.3
A. Practical operating RF pulse parameters are ~1μs at a
repetition rate of ~15 Hz. More details of gun parameters
may be found in [2].
Recently, RadiaBeam Technologies has developed and
demonstrated a compact source of narrow bandwidth free
space THz radiation [3] using the actual APS gun at the
Injector Test Stand (ITS) facility. A thermionic injector
generates an electron beam, which is compressed in an
alpha magnet and propagated through a few cm-long
corrugated pipe radiator. A prototype system was
___________________________________________

* This work is supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of
Basic Energy Science, under contract DE-SC0015191 and contract No.
DE-AC02-06CH11357

commissioned at Argonne National Laboratory, and
demonstrated a strong signal (> 100 kW peak power), at
500 µm wavelength, in ~ 5% bandwidth. While the initial
commissioning of this THz source has so far been very
encouraging, pushing the system performance envelope
beyond 2 THz requires an update of the RF gun
performance.
Given the immediate requirements of these two
applications, RadiaBeam in collaboration with APS are
developing the new reliable and robust thermionic RF gun
with the parameters specified in Table 1.
Table 1: Design Parameters of the RF Gun

Parameter
Operating frequency
Output energy
Accelerated current
RF power
Repetition rate

Value
2856 MHz
up to 3 MeV
up to 1A
5 MW
up to 100 Hz

ELECTROMAGNETIC DESIGN
Conventional thermionic RF gun design implements a
side coupling cell [4]. This cell is required to tune the
field ratio between main cells and to increase frequency
mode separation in the cavity. However, such design has
several significant drawbacks. First, an additional cell
complicates the engineering design and fabrication
process. Second, it breaks the symmetry of the structure.
Finally, due to the sharp edges in the area where
accelerating cells connect to the coupling cell, the peak
surface magnetic field can be strong in this area. Strong
magnetic field increases the pulsed heating temperature
gradient and limits the performance of the RF gun both by
reducing the maximum gradient and by limiting the pulse
length [5].
In our design, we propose to remove the coupling cell
and add magnetic coupling holes to the iris between the
cells to provide required mode separation and similar
dimensional sensitivity without any change to the
electrodes shape (see Figure 1). In this case, the structure
will operate in π-mode, and magnetic field will provide
the coupling. Pin tuners in each cell will allow the tuning
of the field ratio. The magnetic coupling holes cause the
longitudinal field asymmetry in the full cell. To
compensate this effect, we reduced the blending radius of
one side of the cavity. We kept the original design of the
electrodes, so the beam quality remains the same as in the
existing APS gun.
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temperature and direct water cooling of the main coupler
body, as shown in Fig. 2. The indirectly cooled
detachable backplate was chosen it permitted flexibility of
back plate modifications and experimentation.
Thermionic gun integration involved mounting directly to
the cathode plate to allow the best alignment of the gun
on the backplate.

Figure 1: Left: pi-mode structure design, right: electric (top) and
magnetic (bottom) fields distribution.

Table 2 summarized the parameters of the existing and
the new designs. We increased the model separation to a
reasonable number of 22 MHz which is roughly half of a
bandwidth of the klystron. Peak surface magnetic fields
are reduced by ~50%, sharp edges are eliminated, and
magnetic coupling holes’ fabrication is controllable. The
maximum operating pulse length is increased to 3 μs. The
symmetrical waveguide has been added to the design to
increase the field symmetry: the transverse kick is two
orders lower than for the π/2-mode design.
Table 2: Comparison of π/2 and π-mode RF Gun
Parameters

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Structure
Maximum on-axis field Efull, MV/m
Mode separation, MHz
Shunt impedance (β=0.999), MΩ/m
Peak surface E-field, MV/m
Max pulse length, μs

�/2
70
48
62.5
145
1.5

�
70
22
60
142
3.1

CATHODE ASSEMBLY DESIGN
The cathode backplate is one of the most critical parts
of the thermionic gun. It must provide a thermal isolation
of the hot cathode to exclude the field distortions due to
the plate deformation. Also, the electrical contact of the
cathode and the back plate should be provided, so that RF
fields do not get into the gap between the cathode and the
back plate and therefore damage the structure.
In our initial analysis of the present injector experience,
the vulnerability of a cathode mounting assembly was
identified as the highest risk factor. Hence, the critical
path of the gun design includes a redesign of the cavity
back plate, RF contact, and stub tuners, and high power
tests of the assembly, using dummy cavity with an
interchangeable cathode assembly.
We have designed the indirect cooling scheme to
provide active cooling of a removable gun backplate,
along with thermal sensors to monitor the backplate

Figure 2: Engineering design of the cathode assembly test stand
with indirectly cooled detachable back plate

For the electrical coupling and thermal decoupling, an
RF spring approach was considered where a helical toroid
spring would be integrated into the cathode plate. Later,
this idea was dropped based on the simulations as
discussed below. Upon experimental validation, the final
gun design may opt to utilize a non-removable backplate.
At this stage, we have chosen to use the Heatwave
61280 commercial cathode for its proven operation
history and availability. Depending on the results of the
cathode assembly high power tests we will work with
Heatwave and ANL to upgrade the cathode design to
improve its reliability.

THERMAL ANALYSIS
The model of the cathode backplate and test cell
assembly for the high power test stand was simulated in
CST Multiphysics Studio to estimate the temperature rise
on the plate and the springs that connect it with the
cathode. To achieve the same maximum on-axis field in
the test stand cavity as in the actual 1.6 cells gun, ~1.0
MW peak input power is required to be input into the
dummy cell.
Three types of heat load were assumed in simulations:
RF losses, losses from the heated cathode through the
spring and radiation losses from the cathode. Temperature
distribution in cathode assembly from combined losses is
shown in Figure 3.
One of the major improvements of the design is
thickening the knife edge of the cathode backplate that
improved structural stability significantly. ASTRA
simulations with 1D longitudinal field distribution from
CST Studio was done for three variants of cathode mount
knife edges for the particles injected thermionically
during 350 ps. We concluded that the difference in
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emittance and capture for different edge thicknesses is
relatively negligible: emittances for truncated bunches
show insignificant monotonous growth, especially for
1cm long bunch head. The concentration of particles
within the 2.4mm short tip even increases for thicker
knife edges.

TUB3CO04

HIGH POWER TEST STAND
The high power RF system for this experiment is based
on a CPI VKS-8262F2 S-band klystron. The tube is
capable of 5 MW peak power, and 36 kW average power.
It is driven by a ScandiNova K1-P solid-state modulator
(see Fig. 5). A Microwave Amps Ltd. model AMS102.85S-52R provides the low-level RF source and preamp
for the input of the klystron. For this experiment, we will
run the klystron at a reduced power to provide the power
level necessary for testing the gun cavity. All components
are in-house and have been tested to verify performance
requirements.

Figure 3: Temperature distribution in cathode assembly

FABRICATION PROGRESS
All the components required for the cathode cooling
braze were machined, checked dimensions per print,
fitment checks done, cleaned, brazed and leak checked.
Necessary parts for the welding has been machined,
fitment checks done, cleaned and sent out for welding.
Braze as well as post braze machining sequence finalized.
Coupler body, tuning studs, shim, water fittings, CF
flange, tube, cooling cover modeling and drawings done,
and will be in the fabrication soon.

Figure 5: RadiaBeam radiation bunker. CPI klystron and
magnetron modulator are on the right-hand side.

The klystron and modulator have been fully assembled
and tested into a dummy load. We installed the interlocks
to protect the system against various modes of failure
(loss of water, loss of solenoid power, etc) as well as
interlocks to prevent the system from pulsing without the
bunker door being closed to protect personnel. We have
achieved full power operation at a reduced rep rate.

Figure 4: Various parts manufactured and brazed including
cooling assembly piece parts (upper left), cooling assembly
braze setup in the oven (upper right and lower left) and parts
sent to welded bellows manufacturing vendor (lower right).

Machined parts (Fig.4) have been dealt with utmost
care to prevent scratches, dings or dents and handled
using gloves all the times. All the parts of the structure
are treated as UHV. Cleaning of all the parts using mild
citric acid process will be done as per RBT cleaning
guidelines except the RF coupler volume facing parts,
which will be etched per the standard SLAC etching
formulary.
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SUMMARY
The electromagnetic design of a new a thermionic RF
gun for synchrotron light sources was done by
collaboration work of RadiaBeam Systems and Argonne
National Laboratory. We proposed to use a pi-mode
design with magnetic coupling holes that can operate at
longer pulses and has a negligible dipole and quadrupole
components. We have done the mechanical design of the
critical element of the gun - cathode backplate. We
designed the high power test stand to prove the proposed
concept, purchased and fabricated most of the parts.
When all parts are available, we will perform high power
tests and evaluate the reliability and the robustness of the
current cathode assembly design. Depending on the high
power test results, we will consider improving the cathode
design for the commercial gun.
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Abstract

The AWAKE experiment at CERN proposes to use a proton beam to drive a plasma wakefield accelerator with a
gradient on the order of 1 GeV/m to accelerate an electron
witness beam [1, 2].
In this paper we present two simulation configurations
with a modified proton drive beam based on the baseline
parameters for the AWAKE experiment. The drive beam is
delivered from the SPS accelerator at CERN at an energy of
400 GeV/c, a bunch length σz = 12 cm, and σ x,y = 200 µm.
[3].
The baseline plasma electron density n pe for AWAKE
is 7 × 1014 cm−3 . The corresponding plasma wavelength
λ pe = 2π c/ω p e = 1.26 mm, where c/ω p e = 200 µm is the
plasma skin depth, and ω pe is the plasma frequency given
as [n p e e2/me ε0 ]1/2 .
In order to generate a suitable wakefield, the drive beam
must be shorter than λ pe . This is not achievable for the
SPS proton beam. In order to use such a beam to drive a
wakefield we exploit the self-modulation instability (SMI)
that can occurs when the beam travels through a plasma
and σz ≫ λ pe . The SMI modulates the beam at a period
of ≈ λ pe [4], allowing us to inject the witness beam in an
optimal bucket between two such proton micro bunches.

BEAM LOADING
A particle beam at high energy travelling through a plasma
will excite a plasma wave in its wake, and the plasma can
sustain a very high accelerating gradient [5]. It is possible
to accelerate a secondary beam by extracting energy from
this wakefield, thus transferring energy from a drive beam
to a trailing witness beam. Such an accelerator design was
first proposed by Chen in 1985 [6]. However, there are some
challenges in this transfer of energy from drive to witness
beam.
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Figure 1: Energy gain and spread for a series of witness
beams after ≈ 1.1 m of plasma. The initial momentum of
the witness beam is 217.8 MeV/c. Mean momentum and RMS
spread is calculated for all macro particles in the PIC simulation.

One such challenge stems from the witness beam generating its own field, modifying the Ez -field behind it such that
the particles in the tail will be accelerated less than those
in the front. This causes an increase in energy spread in
the beam [7]. This effect can in theory be corrected for by
shaping the witness beam. An optimally shaped and positioned beam, such as a triangular beam, can flatten the
wakefield such that change in energy spread is effectively
zero [8]. However, this requires beam shapes that are difficult
to produce experimentally.

BEAM LOADING OF SMI WAKEFIELDS
For AWAKE, most of the SMI evolves during the first
stage of z < 4 m [2]. This evolution results in a phase
change of the wakefields that causes the optimal point for
acceleration to drift backwards relative to the witness beam
[9, 10].
In our current study we have restricted ourselves to Gaussian witness beams, and seek to demonstrate through simulations how small energy spread can still be achieved by
optimally loading the field. The first set of simulations presented uses a subset of 26 micro bunches resulting from the
self-modulation that occurs in the previous plasma stage.
The pre-modulated beam does undergo further evolution as
the envelope function does not fully match the SMI beam,
but we only look at the first ≤ 3 m of this stage, before the
phase change starts to dominate [11]. All simulations have
been done using OSIRIS 3.0 [12].
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Using parameters from the AWAKE project and particlein-cell simulations we investigate beam loading of a plasma
wake driven by a self-modulated proton beam. Addressing
the case of injection of an electron witness bunch after the
drive beam has already experienced self-modulation in a
previous plasma, we optimise witness bunch parameters of
size, charge and injection phase to maximise energy gain
and minimise relative energy spread and emittance of the
accelerated bunch.
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A second set of proposed simulations for the second
plasma stage will use a single drive beam scaled to produce
an accelerating field of 500 MV/m, but with its transverse
evolution inhibited in order to study the loading of the field
produced by the witness beam alone. The drive beam is
short, σz = 40 µm ≪ λ pe , which is well below the SMI
limit.

MULTI DRIVE BUNCH SIMULATIONS
In the multiple drive bunch simulations we assume selfmodulation has occurred in a previous stage, and approximate the resulting proton beam in the second stage where
acceleration of the witness beam occurs. In this first series
of studies we have used a short series of 26 proton bunches
with a clipped cosine envelope. This setup is about 10 times
shorter than full scale AWAKE simulations, allowing us to
run more detailed parameter scans. The setup is described
in more detail in our IPAC’15 proceedings, where we looked
at beam loading as well as the evolution of the proton beam
in a 10 m plasma section [11].
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Figure 3: Electron beam momentum spread after ≈ 1.1 m of
plasma for the 400 A/60 µm beam. 75 % of the beam charge
is accelerated to more than 440 MeV/c, the vertical grey line.
The fit is applied to the data above this line, R2 = 0.755.
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Figure 2: Loading of the field after ≈ 1.1 m of plasma for a
400 A/60 µm electron beam. A sample of electrons (blue)
and protons (red) are plotted with their respective projection
at the bottom. The total charge within the region of the plot
is given as the first two lines of the legend. The longitudinal
e-field Ez is shown in green. The transverse wakefield Wr =
Er − vz Bθ is shown in orange, where vz = c is the moving
frame of the simulation. The fields are averages over 15 µm
near the axis.
The quality and energy of the accelerated witness beam
depends on both its position in relation to the field as well
as how uniform the field is in the region where the beam is
located. We have matched the initial γ of both witness and
drive beam in order to avoid initial slipping of the witness
beam with relation to the wakefield. The accelerating phase
of the field is in the order of λ p e/4 ≈ 300 µm in length, which
puts a constraint on the longitudinal size of the witness beam.
The transverse size σr = 100 µm, however we observe in
simulations that the beam shrinks by a factor of 4 − 6 as
it enters the plasma section. This again results in a sharp

| r ≤ 20 µm [%]
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A closer look at the energy spread in Fig. 3 reveals that
≈ 75 % of the beam is accelerated in this region, with a long
tail in energy. This case is not only optimal in terms of beam
loading, but also in energy spread of the bulk of the beam of
150 pC. For that part of the beam in front o f the grey line
we get a relative energy spread σ Pz /[Pz − Pz,0 ] = 1.5 %.
The tail of the beam in terms of energy is lagging behind
as it is experiencing defocusing and being pushed outwards
and eventually lost from the plasma channel. This loss of
beam in the tail can be counteracted by shaping the beam,
and making the backwards half σz = 20 µm and keeping the
forward half at σz = 60 µm. In simulations this has reduced
this loss to 4 − 5 %. However, such shaping of the beam is
technically difficult.
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increase in charge density. A scan of different beam sizes
and initial beam current and their corresponding energy gain
and spread is shown in Fig. 1.
The best result in terms of total energy spread is for the
40 µm beam of an initial current of 200 A, and for the 60 µm
beam of an initial current of 400 A. The former beam carries
67 pC and the latter beam 200 pC. As we want to load the
field as close to its maximum as possible, this comes at a cost
as the tail of the beam will extend beyond the optimal point
into the defocusing region of the wakefields. Fig. 2 shows a
snapshot of the 60 µm/400 A simulation from Fig. 1. The
longitudinal field is nearly flat as a result of the loading.
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Figure 4: The 400 A/60 µm electron beam as it travels
through plasma. The left plot shows the mean energy of
the beam with the RMS energy spread as a shaded bar. The
right plot shows the RMS radius in blue, and the percentage
of macro particles the are within 20 µm of the axis in red.
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The relative energy spread of 1.5 % is still undesired. The
witness beam in these simulations is initiated with no energy
spread in the longitudinal direction. Fig. 4 shows that for
our best case the energy spread we see mainly develops in
the first 20 cm of plasma. As the right plot illustrates, the
transverse RMS size of the beam shrinks by a factor of 5 over
the first metres of plasma, but already after a few centimetres
about 80 % of the charge is found near the axis. It is this
more compact beam that optimally loads the field, and for
the first 20 cm the field is under-loaded, probably causing
the increase in energy spread. This, however, needs to be
studied further.

SINGLE DRIVE BUNCH SIMULATIONS
In order to study the loading of the accelerating e-field
in more detail, a second set of simulations have been set
up where we have a single proton drive brunch driving a
wakefield on the order of 500 MV/m, which is the magnitude
of the field we expect to see in the second plasma stage of
AWAKE Run 2, based on simulations [13, 14].
This series of simulations is set up in such a way that the
accelerating field is as static as possible in order to eliminate
other factors than the beam loading by the witness bunch.
To achieve this, the proton bunch is prevented from evolving
transversely by setting the proton mass to a much higher
value than its real value. The gamma of the drive and witness
bunches are again matched to prevent dephasing.
0.6
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Q tot = 2.44 nC
Q EB = -231.55 pC
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CONCLUSION AND CONTINUATION
There are a number of challenges with accelerating an
electron beam by a self-modulated proton beam in plasma.
Not only does the continued evolution of the proton beam
affect the wakefield and thus the acceleration of the witness
beam, but the evolution of the witness beam itself affects
the wakefields, causing among other things, energy spread.
However, by tuning the charge density of the beam, this
loading of the field can be used to prevent continuing growth
in energy spread provided the phase of the wakefield does
not evolve too much.
This is an on-going study, and we are currently looking
into the cause of the growth of energy spread. It is worth
noting that we have so far run these simulations with an
unmatched witness beam. We do see emittance growth in
this same region where energy spread increases, but further
studies are needed to properly understand the numerical
contribution to both these effects.
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Figure 5: Loading of the field after ≈ 28 cm of plasma
for a 500 A/60 µm electron beam. As in Fig. 2 a sample
of electrons (blue) and protons (red) are plotted with their
respective projections, and the Ez and Wr wakefields are
shown.
This provides a much cleaner environment to study the
effects of beam loading from the electron beam alone without any evolution caused by the proton beam. Fig. 5 shows
an example of this setup. It reproduces the transverse wakefields we saw in our 26 bunch simulations. We also see a
shrinking of the witness beam in the first few centimetres,
which, together with emittance evolution, is the focus of this
next stage of on-going simulation studies.
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SIMULATION OF HIGH-POWER TUNABLE THz GENERATION IN
CORRUGATED PLASMA WAVEGUIDES∗
Chenlong Miao† , IREAP, University of Maryland, College Park 20740, USA
John P. Palastro, Naval Research Laboratory, Washington DC 20375, USA
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Abstract
Intense, short laser pulses propagating through inhomogeneous plasmas generate terahertz (THz) radiation. We
consider the excitation of THz radiation by the interaction
between an ultra short laser pulse and a miniature plasma
waveguide. Such corrugated plasma waveguides support
electromagnetic (EM) channel modes with subluminal phase
velocities, thus allowing the phasing matching between the
generated THz modes and the ponderomotive potential associated with laser pulse, making signiﬁcant THz generation
possible. Full format PIC simulations and theoretical analysis are conducted to investigate this slow wave phase matching mechanism. We ﬁnd the generated THz is characterized
by lateral emission from the channel, with a spectrum that
may be narrow or broad depending on laser intensities. A
range of realistic laser pulses and plasma proﬁle parameters
are considered with the goal of maximizing the conversion
eﬃciency of optical energy to THz radiation. These studies are the ﬁrst to investigate ponderomotively driven THz
self-consistently in the interesting situations in which the
interaction occurs over a scale many wavelengths long.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
Terahertz radiation (THz) lies between microwave and
infrared in the electromagnetic spectrum and typically spans
frequencies from 300 GHz to 20 THz. A wide variety of
applications [1] can be found including time domain spectroscopy (TDS), remote detection, medical and biological
imaging and so on. One of the most commonly seen examples is that most airports use millimeter wave/THz scanners for human body security checking. Existing small
scale THz sources based on laser-solid interaction are limited to μJ/pulse levels due to material damage [2] although
the recent discovery using optical rectiﬁcation (OR) [3–5]
in organic crystals can exceed this limit. This has led to
the consideration of THz generation via laser-plasma interactions [6–8] and THz peak energy of tens of μJ can be
achieved. Higher energy THz pulses can be generated at
accelerator facilities via synchrotron [9] or transition radiation [10]. Such facilities are relatively large and expensive
to operate. This motivates research interest in small-scale,
high eﬃciency terahertz sources.
A scheme involving laser pulses propagating through axially corrugated plasma channels has been proposed by Antonsen et at. [11]. This slow wave structure supports electromagnetic modes that have subluminal phase velocities,
∗
†
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thus providing the possibility of phase matching between
the excited modes and the driver. Here, with a combination
of theory and simulaition, we investigated the ponderomotively driven THz generation via the slow wave phase matching process by laser pulses propagating through corrugated
plasma waveguides. These waveguides have been realized
in laboratory [12, 13].

THz GENERATION
The set up of of the THz generation mechanism is schematically shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: System setup of THz generation in corrugated
plasma waveguides. An intense, ultra-short laser pulse propagates through the preformed corrugated plasma channels
and drives lateral THz emission.

Corrugated Plasma Waveguides
We consider the corrugated plasma waveguides as shown
in Fig. 1 to be cylindrical symmetric, with electron densities
described by the following,
r2
⎧
⎪
⎪
n0 + (n1 − n0 ) 2
⎪
⎪
⎪
rc
⎪
⎪
n(r, z) ⎪
r0 − r
=⎨
n1
⎪
n00
⎪
r0 − rc
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
0
⎩

r ≤ rc
r c < r < r0

(1)

r ≥ r0

where n00 is the normalized density. The channel has a density modulation period of λ m and the modulation wavenumber is deﬁned as k m = 2π/λ m . The axially modulated z
dependence is carried through the parameters n0 , n1 , r c
and r 0 . The quantity n0 (z) is the normalized on-axis density and n1 (z) is normalized density at r = r c as shown in
Fig. 1. The quantities n0 and n1 are both axially modulated,
n0 = 1+ δ sin (k m z) and n1 = n1 + δ1 sin(k m z), respectively.
δ is the density modulation amplitude of on-axis density n0 .
The quantity n1 is the average transverse peak density and
δ1 is the density modulation amplitude of n1 . The density
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has a parabolic transverse proﬁle to guide the laser pulse
during propagation. The quantity r c is the radius at which
n1 characterizes the density, and the density then decreases
linearly to zero between r c and r 0 . The quantities r c and r 0
may also be axially modulated.

Simulation Setup and THz Mode Excitation
THz generation in corrugated plasma waveguides is simulated using the full format PIC code TurboWAVE [14]. The
simulations, performed in 2D planar geometry, employ a
ﬁnite sized plasma channel illuminated by a laser pulse incident from the interface. Fig. 2 shows a false color image of
the transverse component of Poynting ﬂux Px after the laser
pulse traverses the channel. The plasma wave excitation can
be observed as the rapid oscillations inside the channel and
the alternate positive and negative values of the Poynting
ﬂux indicate a small average ﬂux. However, at both lateral
boundaries, one can observe the THz emission as the red
and blue streaks denoting the lateral Poynting ﬂux.

Figure 3: Radiated THz spectrum shows diﬀerent THz
modes are excited. The frequency of each excited mode
matches well with the phase matching condition we obtained.
fundamental mode decreases, and most importantly, the ratio of the generation of electromagnetic radiation at these
frequencies over plasma waves increases. In particular, more
energy extracted from the driver pulse is converted into THz
radiation due to the fact that the central channel density is
tending low and the excitation of plasma waves becomes
small. As a result, at an averaged on axis density around
1.75×1017 cm−3 , the THz generation peaks at the fundamental frequency of 6.6 THz corresponding to the local maxima
of coupling. At the same time, more THz radiation escapes
channel since the radial density barrier is lower compared
with higher plasma density.

The radiated spectral density for the case of a0 = 0.4,
where a0 is the normalized laser vector potential, is displayed in Fig. 3. The plasma channel consists of 10 modulation periods with the following parameters: λ m = 50 μm,
n00 = 1.4 × 1018 cm−3 , δ1 = δ = 0.9, n1 = 3, r c = 30 μm
and r 0 = 40 μm. We can observe an appreciable amount
of lateral radiation is generated as the fundamental mode
dominates, followed by the excitation of higher order modes,
while in the case of an axially uniform plasma, there is no
measurable lateral THz emission except for the resonant transition radiation [15–17] generated as the laser pulse crosses
the vacuum plasma interface.

THz Dependence on Plasma Density
Shown in Fig. 4 is the radiated THz spectral density for
diﬀerent plasma densities in the case of a0 = 0.4. As the
plasma density varies, the radiation peaks change and the
central frequencies of these peaks follow the fundamental
mode of the channel. As the plasma density varies form
1.4 × 1018 cm−3 to 0.07 × 1018 cm−3 , the frequency of the

Figure 4: Radiated THz spectral density dU /dω for diﬀerent plasma densities.

THz Dependence on Laser Intensity
Ponderomotively driven THz radiation is expected to scale
quadratically as the laser intensity, i.e., ET H z ∼ a04 /γ 2 ∼
a04 /(1 + a02 ). It is expected the generated THz energy can
be enhanced by increasing laser intensities. In the linear
regime (a0 << 1), the ponderomotive driven THz radiation
scales as a04 , one may think the scaling should be weaker
in the for high laser intensities (a0 > 1) due to the increase
of eﬀective electron mass resulting from quiver velocity.
However, as shown in Fig. 5, for larger a0 , the radiated THz
energy ET H z is enhanced above the scaling estimate. This
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Figure 2: Simulation setup. The Poynting ﬂux through each
surface is calculated to diagnose radiated THz energy.
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enhancement phenomenon is accompanied by a change in
the spectrum. It is shown in this case higher order channel
modes are excited by nonlinear currents and interference
between higher order modes is also observed. Our goal is
to optimize the eﬃciency of the optical laser pulse energy
converted to THz, we deﬁne a relative conversion eﬃciency
as the ratio of the generated THz energy over the depleted
laser energy, η = ET H z /|ΔE Laser |. By maximizing this
eﬃciency, less laser power is expended in plasma wave, thus
freeing it to drive THz for longer distances. As displayed
in Fig. 5, for a0 << 1, it follows the linear theory, while for
a0 > 1, higher scaling is observed.
Figure 6: Pulse energy depletion (black, solid) of an initial
laser with a0 = 2.0 (0.55 J) during the propagation in a
corrugated plasma channel. Scaling of Radiated THz energy (blue, dashed) versus propagation distance shows the
generated THz energy is higher than the linear scaling with
distance.

narrow band fundamental frequency, while in the previous
case higher order THz modes are signiﬁcantly generated and
consequently modify the spectrum.
Figure 5: Radiated THz energy ET H z (blue) and relative
conversion eﬃciency (black) for diﬀerent a0 .

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

THz Scaling with Plasma Channel Length
Our study is the ﬁrst to study the THz generation in the
nonlinear regime including generation of nonlinear plasma
wakes and Self consistent evolution of the driving laser pulse.
Simulation result displayed in Fig. 6 shows that around 80%
of the energy stored in the laser pulse is depleted within the
propagation distance of 1.5 cm. It is also shown that the rate
dU /dZ of THz energy generation increases with distance as
the normalized vector potential increases during propagation
due to the action conservation. As a result, within the same
propagation distance, THz energy of 37.8 mJ is generated,
more than 8% of the depleted pulse energy is converted into
THz radiation.

Diﬀerent Channel Structrures
Shown in Fig. 7 is another experimentally demonstrated
channel type with on axis density peaks. For a0 = 0.4, enhancement of fundamental THz modes is observed and can
be explained by the excitation of a higher electron current
since the driver pulse encounters more electrons on-axis
at the local density maximum for the density proﬁle. In
addition, the axially averaged density proﬁle has a lower
density barrier that allows the generated THz waves to better escape the channel. For the higher laser intensity case,
the generated THz is characterized by a diﬀerent spectrum
compared with the previous structure with oﬀ-axis density
peaks. Although the amount of THz energy is enhanced
for both cases, the spectrum is still conﬁned in a relatively

Figure 7: A new channel structure with on-axis density
peaks.

CONCLUSION
Ponderomotively driven currents can be phase matched
to the subluminal EM modes supported by the axially corrugated plasma waveguides, thus generating THz radiation.
Diﬀerent approaches are investigated to maximize the eﬃciency of the optical laser pulse energy converted to THz.
We ﬁnd THz spectrum is easily tunable by modifying channel parameters. As an example, a ﬁxed driver pulse (0.55
J) with spot size of 15 μm and pulse duration of 15 fs excites approximately 37.8 mJ of THz radiation in a 1.5 cm
corrugated plasma waveguide with on axis average density
of 1.4 × 1018 cm−3 .
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STATUS OF THE LOS ALAMOS MULTI-PROBE FACILITY FOR
MATTER-RADIATION INTERACTIONS IN EXTREMES*
J. L. Erickson, R. W. Garnett†, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM, USA
Abstract
The Matter-Radiation Interactions in Extremes
(MaRIE) project will provide capability that will address
the control of performance and production of materials at
the mesoscale. MaRIE will characterize the behavior of
interfaces, defects, and microstructure between the spatial
scales of atomic structures and those of the engineering
continuum where there is a current capability gap. The
mission need is well-met with an x-ray source, coherent
to optimize disordered imaging capability, brilliant and
high-rep-rate to provide time-dependent information, and
high enough energy to see into and through the mesoscale
of materials of interest. It will be designed for timedependence from electronic motion (picosecond) through
sound waves (nanosecond) through thermal diffusion
(millisecond) to manufacturing (seconds and above). The
mission need, the requirements, a plausible alternative
reference design of a 12-GeV linac-based 42-keV x-ray
free-electron laser, and the status of the project will be
described.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

THE MISSION NEED
One of the main objectives of the National Nuclear
Security Administration is to enable new and more
rigorous science-based approaches to manufacturing and
certification without the need for nuclear tests. Los
Alamos has been pursuing a next-generation signature
facility based on multi-probe capabilities to address this
control of performance and production of weapons
materials at the mesoscale for quite some time. Many of
the uncertainties that remain in the assessment of weapon
safety, security, and performance arise from uncertainties
in material properties governed at the spatial scales
between atomic structures and those of the engineering
continuum (the mesoscale) [1]. The Matter-Radiation
Interactions in Extremes (MaRIE) facility would provide
this new capability by aiding our ability to test materials
response at resolutions necessary to understand the links
between materials microstructure and performance in
weapons-relevant extreme environments through new and
more rigorous science-based approaches to manufacturing
and certification as part of science-based stewardship.
Experimental data from MaRIE would improve the
understanding of interfaces, defects, and microstructure in
the mesoscale and provide the ability to offer timedependent control of processes, structures, and properties.
Materials will be characterized at the mesoscale, and their
dynamic behavior studied in time-dependent extreme
conditions through the use of both imaging and diffractive
___________________________________________
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scattering with multiple probes at multiple spatial and
time scales. Exascale computing will be combined with
experimental results from the MaRIE facility to enable
rapid and confident deployment of new components and
systems through more cost-effective and more rigorous
science-based approaches.
The scientific community has identified that the
challenge to accelerated discovery and use of new
materials with enhanced and optimized properties is at the
mesoscale, where new tools and approaches are needed to
understand this regime [2]. It has become clear that in
many important areas the functionality that is critical to
macroscopic behavior begins not at the atomic or
nanoscale but at the mesoscale, where defects, interfaces,
and non-equilibrium structures dominate materials
behavior [3]. Measurements are needed of scattering off
the periodic structure of the material (phase, texture,
orientation) as well as imaging of non-periodic structures
(defects, material interfaces, and microstructures) to
resolve these materials behaviors. These measurements
are possible with a brilliant, high-repetition-rate, coherent
X-ray source such as proposed for the MaRIE facility.
MaRIE would fill a critical gap in length scale between
the integral scale addressed by hydrotest facilities such as
DARHT and Scorpius and facilities for materials
phenomena at smaller scale such as NIF and Z. The
reference design assumes the MaRIE facility would be
sited at the Los Alamos Neutron Science Center
(LANSCE). The LANSCE facility has been the flagship
facility for large-scale science at Los Alamos for many
decades.

THE MARIE FACILITY
The proposed MaRIE facility includes a new 12-GeV
electron linac driving a 42-keV X-ray free-electron laser
(XFEL), coupled with the existing capabilities of the
LANSCE 1-MW capable, 800-MeV proton linear
accelerator (linac), a new experimental hall, and materials
fabrication and characterization facilities. The LANSCE
accelerator complex currently supports a broad user base
including the neutron scattering community, basic
science, and national security programs by providing
multiple beams to several experimental areas. MaRIE
builds upon LANSCE to transform the science of
microstructure, interfaces, and defects of materials in
extremes. This will be accomplished by providing the
necessary extreme environments (pressure, temperature,
radiation, etc.) coupled with multiple probes including,
charged particles (protons and/or electrons), optical laser
photons, coherent X-rays, and state-of-the-art diagnostics.
Figure 1 shows a pre-conceptual layout of the MaRIE
facility at LANSCE.

2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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Figure 1: Pre-conceptual layout of the MaRIE facility. Note the location of the existing LANSCE proton linear
accelerator (shown in blue) relative to the new MaRIE XFEL.

Figure 2: Schematic layout of the MaRIE X-ray Free Electron Laser.

The pre-conceptual layout of the MaRIE XFEL is
shown schematically in Fig. 2 above. The source of
electrons for the XFEL is provided by a 12-GeV
superconducting linac operating at an RF frequency of 1.3
GHz. Both normal-conducting and superconducting (SC)
linacs were considered. Only a SC linac can effectively
meet the long macropulse requirements needed to achieve
the spatial and temporal resolutions needed for the broad
range of experiments to be performed. The photoinjector
design is based on the PITZ photoinjector with a modified
solenoid configuration [4] to improve the output beam
emittance needed to generate the required 5 x 1010
photons at 42 keV in each 33-fs pulse with a very narrow
5 x 10-4 bandwidth. The pre-conceptual linac layout
assumes the use of International Linear Collider (ILC) [5]
type 1.3-GHz multi-cell/multi-cavity cryomodules, and
3.9-GHz DESY FLASH [6] cavities and cryomodules to
accelerate and linearize the beam phase space,
respectively. The undulator design is similar to the
SwissFEL U15 design [7]. The output energy of the
electron gun is 5 MeV. The injector system accelerates
the beam up to 250 MeV before the first bunch
2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators

compressor (BC1) in the present layout but may be
revised to a higher energy to improve beam performance.
A summary of key accelerator/XFEL performance
parameters is presented in Table 1 below.

Technical Challenges
Achieving a small beam emittance and maintaining it
throughout the linac and XFEL is critical for highefficiency lasing in the undulator to meet photon flux and
coherence requirements for MaRIE. Coherent synchrotron
radiation (CSR) can be a limiting factor however,
preliminary studies of a double-chicane compressor (see
Fig. 3) seems to mitigate the effects of CSR for our
design. Figure 4 shows projected emittances before and
after BC1 [8, 9]. The dominant technical challenge to
maintaining the required beam quality appears to be the
micro-bunch instability (µBI). Several methods to
suppress µBI are being investigated including use of a
laser heater to heat the pre-compressed bunch, reducing
the residual beam dispersion, or micro-bunching the beam
with a laser modulator and eliminating the second bunch
compressor (BC2, Fig. 2). Some form of distributed
seeding will be required to improve the spectral contrast
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and narrow the bandwidth of the XFEL output beam.
Figure 5 shows a layout of the MaRIE XFEL undulator
and the proposed locations of the three spectral filters for
distributed seeding [10]. Simulation results using Genesis
are also shown in Fig. 5. Note the increase in photon flux
as a function of position along the undulator. All of these
effects including wake fields and incoherent synchrotron
radiation on electron beam quality will be studied.

Technical Risk Reduction
Several technical gaps have been identified [11] that
will need to be addressed through a multi-year plan to
reduce technical risks. For the XFEL/Linac, risk reduction
will be expected to focus on photoinjector performance,
achieving and maintaining small electron beam emittance,
minimizing wake-field effects, and achieving and

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

maintaining the required beam energy spread;
requirements include 5 x 1010, 42-keV photons within 2 x
10-4 bandwidth for single-shot coherent diffractive X-ray
imaging; <300-ps x-ray pulse separation. Risk reduction
activities are also needed for MaRIE detectors – high
resolution (sub-µm) requires very small pixel size (or
high magnification); sub-ns framing times, fast on-board
storage, high quantum efficiency, high dynamic range,
and low noise. MaRIE radiography/imaging requirements
need improvements in contrast for thin systems (~ 1
g/cm2
vs.
10
g/cm2);
improved
temporal
resolution/improved imaging resolution; requirements:
10-ns gating, 10-ns inter-frame time, scintillator decay ~
4 ns; new detector materials are also needed.

Table 1: Accelerator/XFEL Key Performance Parameters

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Electron Beam Requirements
12 GeV
Energy

bunches per macropulse

10 to 100

Photon Requirements
4 to 42 KeV
Energy

RF frequency

1.3 GHz

RMS slice energy spread

≤ 0.015%

# per bunch

> 2 x 1010

Linac type

Superconducting

Macropulse energy
variation

≤ 0.02%

%
Transverse
coherence

70%

SC cavity
gradient

31.5 MV/m

Pulse energy variation
within a macropulse

≤ 0.01%

Pulse length

≤ 100 fs

Beamline angle

2.0 degrees, max. @
12 GeV

Min. bunch separation

2.3 ns

Bandwidth

5 x 10-4

Macropulse
duration

0.1 ms, max.

Dropped bunch rate

1x10-3

Divergence

≤ 1 µrad

Electron source

Photoinjector

Norm. slice emittance

≤ 0.2
micron, rms

Polarization

linear

Bunch charge

0.2 nC, max.

Max. repetition rate

10 Hz

Tunability

1%/ms

Lb,B Ld,B
θA
θB
Lb,A Ld,A
quadrupoles
Figure 3: Schematic layout of the proposed doublechicane bunch compressor for MaRIE to mitigate CSR.
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Figure 4: Projected emittances before (left) and after
(right) BC1. Note the nearly factor of 4 reduction.
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Figure 5: Proposed approach for distributed seeding to
increase photon flux while maintaining the desired 5x10-4
bandwidth. Genesis simulation results are also shown.

MARIE EXPERIMENTAL REQUIREMENTS
As mentioned earlier, long-term mission and science
challenges for materials science that can be met by data
obtained using the capabilities of the proposed MaRIE
facility have been identified by engagement with the
scientific community and through a series of workshops.
These challenges motivate the science need and define a
series of experiments that establish performance
requirements for the MaRIE facility. These experiments
include studying dynamic materials performance such as
multiphase high explosive evolution, dynamic
performance of plutonium and surrogate metal alloys, and
turbulent material mixing in variable density flows.
Experiments to inform process-aware manufacturing such
as aging of materials, controlled functionality of new
materials, and advanced and additive manufacturing are
also planned. The spatial and temporal measurements to
resolve these phenomena require a broad range of
operating parameters for the MaRIE XFEL. Figure 6
summarizes the range of MaRIE operating parameters. It
should be noted that optical splitting will be used to
generate sub-ns pulse separation.
Time resolved measurements into and through the
mesoscale require X-rays that are coherent, brilliant and
of high repetition rate, and of sufficiently high energy.
Materials to be studied range from beryllium to plutonium
and sample thicknesses from approximately 10 microns to
10 cm [12].
The 42-keV photon energy and flux of the MaRIE
XFEL are chosen to be a trade-off between maximizing
elastic scattering for diffraction measurements,
minimizing absorptive heating in the sample, and the
maximum areal density of the expected samples to be
measured. High resolution requires a minimum number of
coherently-scattered photons per sub-ps pulse. Using
known attenuation coefficients for the materials of
interest, this sets the required incident number of photons
on a sample to be ~5 x 1010 per pulse.
The present plan is for the MaRIE facility to leverage
the existing LANSCE proton/neutron capabilities by
combining the 42-keV XFEL operating at a high
repetition rate with simultaneous charged-particle
dynamic imaging. The use of multiple probes allows each
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probe beam to cover a different parameter range for
material or process interrogation. By providing flexible
multi-probe pulse structures, including high repetition
rates, measurements can be tailored to interrogate the full
evolution of a process from unperturbed sample
measurement through the beginning of void formation, to
phase change of the material, to final deconstruction of
the sample. The XFEL beam allows the highest spatial
resolution over the smallest framing time for diffractive
imaging. Electron radiography is being considered and
would allow interrogation at intermediate time scales and
spatial resolution, ~25-50 ns and ~1-10 µm, respectively.
Proton radiography would be used for either early or latetime, and larger-scale imaging.
The proposed experimental hall includes three
experimental hutches. The main central hutch would
include multiple probes, extreme environments produced
using high-explosives-driven gas guns and flyer plates,
high magnetic fields and high-power laser systems, and a
single end station. The probe beams would be used for
radiographic or diffraction imaging. The remaining two
experimental hutches would be used to study complex
materials design through the integration of advanced
synthesis, including single-crystal growth, in situ
characterization, and theory validation. These hutches
would only have X-ray probes and up to two end stations
each. One X-ray end station would allow for in-situ
measurements during materials synthesis and additive
manufacturing. Experimental facilities equipment would
initially be based on existing hardware already in use at
LANL and at other light sources such as SLAC and ANL,
with planned improvements through on-going R&D.

Figure 6: MaRIE electron linac pulse requirements. Note
the broad range of pulse length and timing flexibility
required.

SUMMARY
The new MaRIE facility would be used to discover and
design the advanced materials needed to meet 21st-century
national security and energy-security challenges to
develop next-generation materials that will perform
predictably in extreme environments. We are continuing
to follow present US Department of Energy (DOE),
National Nuclear Security Agency (NNSA) guidance
regarding submission of a large construction project.
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ACCELERATOR TECHNICAL PROGRESS AND FIRST
COMMISSIONING RESULTS FROM THE EUROPEAN XFEL∗
R. Wichmann† , Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron, Hamburg, Germany
on behalf of the European XFEL Accelerator Consortium
Abstract

Introduction to the Accelerator

The European XFEL under construction in Hamburg,
Northern Germany, aims at producing X-rays in the range
from 260 eV up to 2 keV out of three undulators that can
be operated simultaneously with up to 27,000 bunches per
second. The FEL is driven by a 17.5 GeV super-conducting
linac. Installation of this linac is now finished and commissioning is next. First lasing is expected for spring 2017. This
paper summarizes the status of the project. First results of
the injector commissioning are given

The European XFEL with its total facility length of 3.4 km
follows the established layout of high performance single
pass Self-Amplified Spontaneous Emission (SASE) FELs.
A high bunch charge, low emittance electron gun is followed
by some first acceleration to typically 100 MeV. In the following, magnetic chicanes help to compress the bunch and
therefore increase the peak current. This happens at different energies to take care of beam dynamic effects which
would deteriorate the bunch emittance in case of too early
compression at too low energies. Thus the linac is separated
by several of such chicanes. The European XFEL main
linac accelerates the beam in three sections L1, L2, and L3,
following the first acceleration in the injector.
The XFEL linac was designed with an electron beam
energy of 17.5 GeV provided by 100 super-conducting (s.c.)
modules (plus 1 in the injector) of 12.2 m length suspended
from the tunnel ceiling, operated at 1.3 GHz. Each modules
houses 8 s.c. cavities of about 1 m length. 4 such modules
are forming 1 standard RF unit consisting of a modulator
(outside the tunnel), a pulse transformer and 10 MW multibeam klystron [3] (both located in the tunnel underneath the
accelerator modules, see Fig. 2). 3 RF units (consisting of a
total of 12 accelerating modules) form 1 standard cryogenic
unit called a cryo-string (CS2 to CS9 in Fig. 1). With a
design gradient of 23.6 MV/m 1 RF unit with 4 accelerator
modules was intended as spare.

The accelerator complex of the European XFEL [1] is
being constructed by an international consortium under the
leadership of DESY. Seventeen European research institutes
contribute to the accelerator complex and to the comprehensive infrastructure in-kind [2]. DESY coordinates the European XFEL Accelerator Consortium but also contributes
with many accelerator components, and the technical equipment of buildings, with its associated general infrastructure.
The main milestones of the European XFEL project with
focus on the accelerator are as follows:
• 07/2006: XFEL TDR [1]published
• 01/2009: start of underground construction
• 08/2014: start installation of accelerator components
• 12/2015: start of injector commissioning
• 10/2016: cool-down of XFEL linac, start of commissioning
• 07/2017: start user operation.

LAYOUT OF THE EUROPEAN XFEL
In the following the overall layout of the European XFEL
is given with emphasis on the different sections of the accelerator complex as depicted in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Schematic layout of the major sections of the XFEL
accelerator.

∗
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Injector
The injector design of the European XFEL is visibly affected by the need of long bunch trains which are required
for the efficient use of s.c. linac technology. Like many
other FELs it starts with a normal-conducting 1.6 cell radio
frequency (RF) electron gun delivering 600 µs long trains followed almost immediately by a first s.c. accelerator section
which allows efficient acceleration of bunch trains. This first
linac section consists of a standard XFEL module, followed
by a harmonic 3.9 GHz module. Unlike the standard RF
units described above, the 2 klystrons for the injector module are located outside the injector tunnel. The 3rd harmonic
system is needed to manipulate the longitudinal beam profile
together with the later bunch compression in magnetic chicanes. Beam diagnostics is used to verify the electron beam
quality at energy of about 130 MeV. A transverse deflecting
system is installed which consists of a 550 mm long 3 GHz
RF structure, able to streak individual bunches out of the
bunch train vertically. These bunches will be kicked to the
off axis screens to examine the longitudinal profile and slice
emittance. The in total 50 m long injector installation ends
469
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with a beam dump being able to take the full beam power allowing to commission and operate in injector independently
of activities downstream in the main linac tunnel.
The next section downstream of the injector is a warm
beam line including a so-called dogleg and the first bunch
compressor (Fig. 1), for historical reasons named BC0. The
dogleg takes care of the vertical offset between the injector
tunnel and the main linac tunnel.
The XFEL bunch compressor BC0 does a first slight compression by roughly a factor 2. The bunches ready for further
acceleration reach 1 mm length, approx. 100 A peak current,
with an energy spread of 1.5% at 130 MeV beam energy
after being accelerated by the standard XFEL module in the
injector.
At present the European XFEL uses the lower of two
injector tunnels. The second one was originally built to
install a copy of the first injector – availability depending on
reliable injector operation was the issue. Meanwhile it seems
to be more adequate to aim for a different injector favoring
longer pulse or even continuous wave (CW) operation.

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

Bunch Compression in BC1
The next section (Fig. 1), starting at approx. 100 m deep
in the main linac tunnel (called XTL), is the bunch compression chicane BC1. The BC section needs four dipole
magnets, further focusing elements, and beam diagnostics.
A bunch length of 0.1 mm corresponding to 1 kA peak current, with a relative energy spread of 1% at 600 MeV beam
energy will be reached at the end of BC1.
Since this warm beam line section is close to the preceding as well as to the succeeding cold linac section, particle
free preparation of ultra-high vacuum systems is essential.
Here the work started already during the design phase of
all respective beam-line components. Cleaning methods
had to be considered early on, and movable parts are to be
avoided wherever possible. In consequence, the chicane
vacuum chambers are wide and flat (in the vertical plane),
changing the compression factor by shifting the beam to
different paths does not require mechanically moving the
vacuum chambers. Here the European XFEL design differs
from normal conducting linac designs which are usually less
restrictive with respect to particle cleanliness.

The Second Linac Section L2

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 2: Wide angle photography showing some few meters of the in total almost 1 km long s.c. linac of the European XFEL. Below a unit of 4 modules (yellow) a pulse
transformer (red) and a klystron (blue) of the RF station is
installed among other infrastructure.

The First Linac Section L1
The first section of the main linac L1 consists of four
s.c. XFEL accelerator. Since the required energy increase
required by the following BC section is 470 MeV only, the
accelerating gradient in L1 is very moderate and very well
below the XFEL design gradient of 23.6 MV/m. In fact, the
failure of some few cavities could be easily compensated.
The first four modules are representing a standard XFEL
RF unit. Special care is taken to improve the availability of
the first linac section. The low-level RF control, installed
in shielded compartments next to the klystron, is duplicated
with the possibility to switch between the two systems without tunnel access.
All linac sections have a cryogenic feed- and end-box,
both connecting to the cryogenic bunch compressor bypass
lines linking the different linac sections.
470

The BC1 compressor is followed by a twelve accelerator
module section (called L2, Fig. 1). This altogether 150 m
long s.c. linac section is supposed to increase the electron
beam energy to 2.4 GeV. The required average gradient
is with 18.75 MV/m still moderate. Also here a conservative design gradient was chosen. On the other hand, the
installation of intentionally high performance modules – accelerating gradients around 30 MV/m were reached in many
module tests – can be and in fact was done to again increase
the availability of a beam with sufficiently high energy, here
at bunch compressor BC2.

Final Bunch Compression in BC2
Downstream of L2 (see Fig. 1) the last bunch compressor
BC2 is installed which basically repeats the functionality
of BC1, here with the goal to produce the final electron
bunch length required for lasing. A bunch length of 0.02 mm
corresponding to 5 kA peak current, with a relative energy
spread of 0.3% at 2.4 GeV beam energy will be reached.
The section includes a transverse deflecting system as an
essential beam diagnostic device. Single bunches are picked
and deflected transversely which converts the short bunch
length into a corresponding transverse beam size which then
can be measured.

The Main Linac Section L3
Downstream of BC2 the linac L3 starts with a design
length of more than 1 km (see again Fig. 1). Taking into
account all installed main linac accelerator modules – four
in L1, twelve in L2, and 80 in L3 – the achievable electron
beam energy is above the European XFEL design energy of
17.5 GeV. The main linac ends after 96 accelerating modules, which corresponds to 9 cryogenic strings, or 24 RF
2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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stations. The shortening by four accelerating modules was
due to beam line vacuum leaks in two modules which could
not be repaired in a timely manner. A third module suffers from a small leak in one of the cryogenic process lines.
Thus one RF station equivalent to four modules was left
out which was legitimated by the excellent performance of
many accelerator modules. This section is then followed
by some transport and a collimation beam line protecting
the downstream undulator beam lines from beam-halo and
mis-steered beams in case of linac problems.

Beam Transport, Collimation and Distribution to
the Different Undulators
Downstream of the linac the electron beam line is also
supported from the ceiling, over a length of 600 m. This
keeps the tunnel floor free for transports and installation of
electronics. Especially at the end of the 5.4 m diameter XTL
tunnel, where 3 beam-lines (to SASE 1 & 3, SASE 2 and into
the linac dump) run in parallel, installation and maintenance
of the components posed a considerable challenge. During
accelerator operation the electrons are distributed with a fast
rising flat-top strip-line kicker into one of the two electron
beam lines. Another kicker system is capable of deflecting
single bunches in a dump beam line. This allows for a free
choice of the bunch pattern in each beam line even with the
linac operating with constant beam loading.
All undulators and photon beam lines are located in a fanlike tunnel. Figure 3 shows the arrangement of two hard x-ray
undulators (SASE 1 and SASE 2), and a soft x-ray undulator
(SASE 3) installed downstream of SASE 1. Each undulator
provides x-ray photon beams for two different experiments.
The time structure of the photon beams reflects the electron
bunch pattern in the accelerated bunch trains, affected by
the kicker systems.

TUB4IO02

initial operation two experiments each are set up at three
beam-lines.

IN-KIND CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE
ACCELERATOR
As mentioned above the European XFEL project benefits
from in-kind contributions provided by many partners.
Building the worldwide largest super-conducting linac
was only possible in collaboration. Sufficiently developed
SRF expertise was required. Major key-players already working together in the TESLA linear collider R&D phase joined
the European XFEL in an early phase. During the XFEL
construction phase DESY had several roles. The accelerator
complex including the s.c. linac required coordination. At
the same time large in-kind contributions in the field of SRF
technology were contributed. Work packages contributing
to the cold linac are in all cases co-led by a DESY expert
and a team leader from the respective contributing institute. Integration into the linac installation and infrastructure
was another task. The commissioning and operation of the
accelerator complex is delegated to DESY.
The accelerator of the European XFEL is assembled out
of s.c. accelerator modules being contributed by DESY
(Germany), CEA Saclay, LAL Orsay (France), INFN Milano (Italy), IPJ Swierk, Soltan Institute (Poland), CIEMAT
(Spain) and BINP, Russia. The overall design of a standard
XFEL module was developed in the frame of TESLA linear collider R&D. Final modifications were done for the
required large scale industrial production. Further details
about the contributions to the super-conducting accelerator
modules can be found in [5]. A more detailed description of
the various in-kind contributions to the accelerator complex
was also reported in [2].

Figure 3: Arrangement of two hard x-ray undulators (SASE
1 and SASE 2), and a soft x-ray undulator(SASE 3) installed
downstream of SASE 1.
The fan-shaped tunnel system houses two electron beam
dumps. Here the electrons are stopped after separation from
the photon beams. Each dump can handle up to 300 kW
beam power. An identical beam dump is located further
upstream, at the end of the main linac tunnel (not shown
in Fig. 3). Thus accelerator commissioning and also beam
operation is possible while installation or maintenance work
in the undulator and photon beam tunnels is ongoing. All five
photon beam tunnels end at the experimental hall. During
2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators

The overall project schedule of the XFEL always included
an early completion of the injector before work would be
finished in the main linac tunnel. The scheduled advancement of the injector by about 1 year was to be utilized to
commission the injector and all its sub-components to allow
routine operation at the specified parameter sets. With the
injector containing most of the same components installed
in the main linac as well, the early commissioning would
give extremely valuable experience for the later beam commissioning of the entire facility.
First beam operation with the RF gun of the injector alone
already took place early 2015. The injector tunnel was closed
finally in November 2015 and first electrons were accelerated
to 130 MeV and buried in the dedicated injector beam dump
on December 18, 2015. Until July 2016 the injector was
operated 24/7 from the main control room at DESY and
all commissioning goals of the injector were reached as
summarized in Table 1.
A more detailed description of the XFEL injector and of
the commissioning work is given in [6].
471
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Table 1: Parameter Set Reached by the Injector Commissioning Meeting All Goals Set by the Commissioning Program.
The slice emittance was specified for a gun cavity gradient of
60 MV/m at various bunch charges. The gun was operated
for safety reasons at 52 MV/m. Slice emittance was studied
with the TDS at about 0.5 nC bunch charge.
Quantity
macro pulse rep. rate
RF pulse length (flat top)
bunch rep. frequency within pulse
bunch charge
slice emittance

achieved Value
10 Hz
650 µs
4.5 MHz
0.1 - 1 nC
0.5 mm mrad
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ACCELERATOR STATUS AT THE START
OF LINAC COMMISSIONING
As of fall 2016 the installation work in the main
accelerator- tunnel will be finished. All linac sections but the
last two cryogenic strings CS8 (12 accelerator modules) and
CS9 (8 modules) will be ready for cold commissioning. The
complete linac will be cooled down to operating temperature.
The last two CSs require final actions like commissioning of
the technical interlock system or for CS9 even finishing of
signal cables installation. The respective work will be done
during maintenance access.

Cold Linac Status
Emittance Measurements
A big part of the injector commissioning was focused
on emittance studies and optimization. For this purpose
4 screen stations have been installed to measure the transverse emittance. Towards the end of the commissioning
period, also the TDS became available to access the bunch
profile and slice emittances. Emittance measurements were
routinely performed using on-axis screens on trains of a
few bunches, off-axis screens with fast kickers for individual
bunches in a bunch train and doing quadrupole scans by varying the strength of individual quadrupoles and measuring
the beam size on an on-axis screen. These measurements are
in good agreement to about 10-15 % in terms of emittance.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

The TDS allows a precise determination of the slice emittance along the bunch train. Due to the late availability of
the system, measurements were performed mostly for bunch
charges of 0.5 nC. Figure 4 shows such a measurement with
a minimum value of about 0.5 mm mrad in the core of the
bunch.

Figure 4: Slice emittance measurement with the TDS along
a bunch train.
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Installation of in total 96 main linac accelerator modules
was finished in 9/2016. The original plan to get one module
per week ready for tunnel installation was basically fulfilled.
Modules assembled at CEA Saclay [4] came to DESY and
were tested. Test results were used to define the RF power
distribution, which was then realized by a proper tailoring of
the waveguide system [8]. Sorting of modules helped to find
an optimum in the grouping of 4 modules each connected
to one multi-beam klystron. Finally some prognosis with
respect to the achievable linac energy can be made. Neglecting the working points of the bunch compressors, and
only looking at the accelerator modules’ usable gradients as
determined during the cold test after arrival at DESY, the
sum of all individual accelerator modules’ usable gradients
is about 22 GeV (see Fig. 5). Respecting the constraints of
the possible RF power distribution leads to a reduction to
21 GeV corresponding to an average gradient of 27.5 MV/m.
The European XFEL linac by far exceeds the design gradient
of 23.6 MV/m. Details are given in [7].
It is expected that during cold commissioning some accelerator cavities or the respective associated systems (RF
power coupler, waveguide, LLRF) will show some unforeseen limitations. The European XFEL design included one
RF unit as spare. Thus it is correct to conservatively state that
the designed 17.5 GeV final energy can be safely reached.
The excess in energy will give a higher availability.
The nominal working point of BC2 is 2.4 GeV, while the
at present highest possible working point is 3.3 GeV, which
would bring the final energy to about 19.5 GeV, assuming
all systems in operation and close to their limit.
Completing the picture of the accelerator module performance it can be stated:
• In order to make 808 super-conducting cavities available for 101 accelerator modules less than 1% extras
were required. This based on indispensable quality
measures in the full production chain [9].
• Although many accelerator modules needed correction
of non-conformities (component or assembly related),
discovered either during assembly or even later during
test at DESY, at the end only three modules were not
ready for installation in time. Nevertheless, sufficient
expertise was required at all partner laboratories.
2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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line sections will be finalized in the next months. First lasing
in the SASE 1 undulator is expected for spring 2017, about
6 month after start of the linac cool-down.
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Figure 5: Module performance and energy reach of the s.c.
XFEL linac [7].
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OPTIMIZATION OF COMPTON SOURCE PERFORMANCE
THROUGH ELECTRON BEAM SHAPING∗
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Abstract
We investigate a novel scheme for significantly increasing the brightness of x-ray light sources based on inverse
Compton scattering (ICS) - scattering laser pulses off relativistic electron beams. The brightness of these sources
is limited by the electron beam quality since electrons traveling at different angles, and/or having different energies,
produce photons with different energies. Therefore, the spectral brightness of the source is defined by the 6d electron
phase space shape and size, as well as laser beam parameters.
The peak brightness of the ICS source can be maximized
then if the electron phase space is transformed in a way so
that all electrons scatter off the x-ray photons of same frequency in the same direction. We describe the x-ray photon
beam quality through the Wigner function (6d photon phase
space distribution) and derive it for the ICS source when the
electron and laser rms matrices are arbitrary. We find the
optimal uncorrelated electron beam phase space distribution
resulting in the highest brightness of the ICS source for the
simple on axis case as an example.
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INTRODUCTION
Currently there is a strong national need for high quality
light sources at hard X-rays [1]. The quality of a light source
is characterized by its brightness, or photon density in phase
space. Larger brightness corresponds to radiation with a
higher degree of coherency and thus permits higher resolution in imaging experiments. Relativistic electron beams
are routinely used to generate radiation above optical frequencies. Over the past 50 years light sources based on
synchrotron radiation have improved their average brightness by over 15 orders of magnitude [2, 3]. The 3rd and
4th generation light sources produce radiation via magnetic
devices known as undulators – arrays of alternating permanent magnets which wiggle the electron trajectory. The
wavelength of radiation generated by relativistic beams in
these devices is on the order of λ x−r ay ∼ λ u /(2γ 2 ). The
undulator wavelength λ u is limited to ∼ 1 cm for practical
devices. As a result, generating X-rays with wavelengths
< 1 nm requires multi-GeV electron beams. Since the accelerator size and cost scales with energy, the facilities are
correspondingly large and expensive.
A large-amplitude electromagnetic wave can also serve
to undulate the trajectory of an electron beam. The electron
trajectory in the wave field deviates from the straight line
motion in a manner similar to that of an undulator, resulting
∗
†
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malyzhenkov@lanl.gov

in radiation. Alternatively, this process can be viewed as
inverse Compton scattering (ICS) in which photons increase
their energy after scattering off the relativistic electrons [4,5].
Regardless of viewpoint, the end result is the potential to
generate hard X-rays using optical wavelength light and
0.1 GeV-range electron beams. X-ray ICS sources have been
proposed and demonstrated over the past decade [6–8]. It
produces photons with energies of tens of keV. Estimates for
the peak brightness of these sources are close to each other
and are on the order of 1020 − 1022 ph/mm2 /mrad2 /s/0.1%
BW, more than 10 orders of magnitude below the estimate
for hard x-ray free electron lasers (FELs). As a result, ICS
sources based on current technology cannot compete with
FELs [9]. Significant increases in brightness are needed to
make ICS sources more attractive.
The spectrum of a single-particle ICS radiation strongly
depends on its energy γ and angle at which it travels in
respect to the axis x 0 = dx/dz (plots (a) and (b) in Fig. 1). As
a result, angular divergence and energy spread of the electron
beam increase the bandwidth ∆w/w of the backscattered
radiation as (γ∆x 0 ) 2 and 2∆γ/γ, respectively [10, 11]. For
example, both effects result in the same 1% ICS bandwidth
for the following beam parameters: 50 MeV beam having
250 keV energy spread, 10 µm normalized emittance, and
100 µm rms spot size. However, the beam phase space may
be conditioned by redistributing electrons in the phase space
so that high energy electrons travel at large angles and low
energy electrons at small angles. In this case all the electrons
emit photons of the same energy in some direction (plot (c)
in Fig. 1) and ICS peak brightness may reach the limit of a
single-electron radiation. Collimation of emitted radiation
at this angle would result in a significant increase in ICS
source quality compared to the normal, unconditioned case.
In this manuscript we demonstrate the brightness of an
ICS source as a function of the 6-dimensional electron distribution in the phase space. In addition, we show how it
behaves for the simple uncorrelated electron beam with an
observer located on z-axis.

6D WIGNER FUNCTION
First, we introduce the 6D Wigner function as an autocorrelation function of the radiated electric field to characterize the distribution of emitted photons in the phase
space, based on the Quantum Mechanical Wigner function
2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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Figure 1: ICS spectra emitted by different electrons due to (a) finite angular divergence, (b) finite energy spread, and (c)
imposed x 0 − γ correlation in the beam.
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This Wigner function is an extension of description introduced by K.J.Kim for describing transverse Brightness
of light sources [13]. The description of radiation with full
6D Wigner function is necessary since we are interested
in increasing the brightness of a source by narrowing its
bandwidth

CONVOLUTION THEOREM
In the general case, one would have to find total radiated
electric field by different sources, then derive Wigner function using Eq. (1) . However, under the approximation that
all electrons radiate incoherently the total Wigner function
of scattered radiation can be found as the convolution of
the single-electron Wigner function derived before with the
electron distribution function in 6D phase space:
Z +∞
Wbeam ∼
W1e ( ζ~e, ζ~ph ) f ( ζ~e )d 6 ζ~e
(2)
−∞

W1e ∼
δ
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where krad = las ~ , σrad = σ(1+β
, σkrad = σ1rad .
z)
1−β~
n
These coefficients have to be corrected by multiplication to
the numerically evaluated coefficients in the case of a strong
focusing.
kz

~

(1+βz )

WIGNER FUNCTION OF RADIATION
EMITTED BY ELECTRON BEAM
We can rewrite the expression (2), in case of a Gaussian
distribution of the electron beam described its 6D Σ-matrix
as:
Z +∞
q
√ −6
~ T −1 ~
Wbeam = π
Det[Σ−1 ]
W1e ( ζ~e, ζ~ph )e−ζe Σ ζe d 6 ζ~e
−∞

SINGLE ELECTRON WIGNER
FUNCTION
Relativistic electron, traveling with the velocity β~0 c, scatters of the small amplitude (a0 << 1) incoming wave with
the wave-vector (~k) and in the Far Field approximation emits
radiation:
~
~
Erad = α f E0 e−i~q (k)~r+iq(k)t
(3)
where dimensionless coefficient is defined as α f =

~n, and R is the distance from the electron to the
observer.
In the case of the homogeneous time-limited (Gaussian
profile) plane wave approximation for the incoming field
(σ x >> σz ) we find the single electron Wigner function:

1
e2
.
2γ05 Rmc 2

The wave-vector of the emitted radiation is: q~ (~k) = q(~k)~n =

(5)
Moreover, the expression in (4) can be presented in the similar to the electron distribution form by representing each
delta-function as a limit of Gaussian function with its standard deviation (δi ) approaches to "zero":
Wbeam = W0 √

(i) ~ T
(i) ~
1
1 −( ζ~ph
−ζe ) M0 ( ζ~ph
− ζe )
e
√
πδ x πδ y

(6)

(f )
(i)
where ζ~ph
= Dri f t −1 ζ~ph is the 6D vector of a photon
in the phase space at the moment it was emitted, M0 is the characteristic matrix for the single electron radia-
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introduced by Eugene Wigner in 1932 [12]:
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tion Wigner function, describing emitted photons distribution similar to Σ−1 -matrix describing the electron distribution in the phase space. This expression looks similar to the 4D case studied by K. J. Kim [13], but here
ζ~ph − ζ~e cannot be expressed in symplectic coordinates
due to the specific feature of the ICS process: wrad ∼ γ 2 .
T = {∆x, ∆k w x , ∆y, ∆k w y , ∆z, ∆k w z }) and elecIf photon (ζ~ph
kw
kw
kw
z0

T (s)

z0

z0

tron (ζ~e
= {x e, ∆ β x, ye, ∆ βy, ze, ∆ βz }) coordinates expressed in the position-momentum symplectic representation, then the transformation from the symplectic coordinates
(s)
for an electron to ones which were used in (8): ζ~e = Ωζ~e
is described by the matrix Ω, where all elements are similar
to identity matrix but Ω66 is substituted with 2γ02 .
We find the Wigner function of radiation scattered by the
electron beam as a 6-dimensional form:
Wbeam = W0 ·
p

(i) 
(i) T


Det[Σ−1 ] −( ζ~ph
) (M0 −M0 M −1 M0 ) ζ~ph

lim δ x ,δy −→0 
e
√
 δ δ Det[M]

 x y

(7)
where M = M0 +
. The limit should exist for any
ζ~ph , which means the expression before the exponent should
converge itself, and defines the peak brightness of the source:
Σ−1

Bpeak ∼ √

1
,
Det[Q0 M0 ]Σ + Q0

(8)

where Q0
=
lim δ x ,δy −→0 {Q} and Q0 M0
=
lim δ x ,δy −→0 {Q · M0 }, have no singular elements, and
Det[Q] = (δ x δ y ) 2 .
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PEAK BRIGHTNESS FOR THE
UNDULATOR CASE

(9)

If the emittances  x ,  y and  z are fixed to maximize the
peak brightness one would have to squeeze the beam in
transverse directions by increasing the divergences, which
can be realized via set of quadrupoles and drifts to compress the beam simultaneously in both x- and y- directions.
σz
Taking into account krad ' 4γ02 k zlas , σrad ' 4γ
2 and quasi0

would be observed under the opposite condition. In this
case, increasing the peak beak brightness can be realized
via using a bunch compressor.

CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated that the Brightness of an ICS
source can be represented as a Wigner function in the 6D
photon phase space and found it as a 6D Gaussian form of an
arbitrary electron phase space distribution described by 6D
Σ − matrix. We found that the convolution theorem proved
in 4D for the on-axis observer fails in 6D for an arbitrary
direction to the observer in symplectic coordinates for a photon and an electron simultaneously, but can be expressed in
non-symplectic coordinates for, at least, one of them. We
have derived how an electron beam should be shaped in the
simple case of on-axis observer and no correlations allowed
between transverse and longitudinal electron phase space
to reach the maximum peak brightness. We will present
the optimal electron phase space distribution for the general
off-axis case in the peer reviewed paper.
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PROGRESS ON THE MAGNETIC PERFORMANCE OF PLANAR
SUPERCONDUCTING UNDULATORS *
M. Kasa†, C. Doose, J. Fuerst, Y. Ivanyushenkov, and E. Gluskin, Advanced Photon Source,
Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, IL, USA
Abstract
MECHANICAL DESIGN
One of the primary goals of the superconducting undulator (SCU) program at the Advanced Photon Source
(APS) is to achieve a high quality undulator magnetic
field without the need for magnetic shimming to tune the
device. Over the course of two years, two SCUs were
designed, manufactured, assembled, and tested at the
APS. Both SCUs were one meter in length with a period
of 1.8 cm. After magnetic measurements of the first undulator were completed, several design changes were
made in order to improve the quality of the undulator
magnetic field. The design modifications were implemented during construction and assembly of the second
SCU. The details of the design modifications along with
a comparison of the magnetic measurement results will be
described.

INTRODUCTION
Several superconducting undulators (SCUs) have been
constructed and tested at the Advanced Photon Source
(APS). Two of these undulators were built to the same
specifications and constructed two years apart. Lessons
learned from the magnetic performance of the first undulator, referred to as SCU18-1, were used to modify the
assembly of the second SCU, referred to as SCU18-2.
The primary goal of the modifications to the second assembly was to improve the uniformity of the magnetic
field quality in order to obtain phase errors below 5 degrees RMS over the entire operating range without the
need for magnetic shimming. Both SCUs were designed
and built to the specifications listed in Table 1.

General Layout
The undulator field of an SCU is generated by energizing NbTi superconductor coils in grooves that are precisely machined on a magnetic core made of low carbon steel
[1].
The quality of the magnetic field, i.e. repeatability of the
peak magnetic field from one undulator period to another
along the full device, strongly depends on the precision of
grooves, quality of winding, and the uniformity of the
magnetic gap. The high quality of APS SCU winding has
already been reported [2]. In this paper we concentrate on
the method of precise control of the SCU gap and results
of the SCU performance when all three critical factors are
well controlled. The specification of the machining tolerances of each core was determined through the use of
simulation software where various geometrical errors
were introduced and the effect on the phase errors could
be determined [3]. Following winding and epoxy impregnation, two cores are assembled together and the
magnetic gap is defined by precision-machined spacers,
as shown in Fig. 1. The gap spacers are placed at locations where the poles extend outside of the body of the
cores.

Parameter

Value

Cryostat length, m

2.06

Magnetic length, m

1.1

Undulator period, mm

18

Magnetic gap, mm

9.5

Beam vacuum chamber vertical
aperture, mm

7.2

Undulator peak field, T

0.97

Undulator parameter, K

1.63

Operating Current, A

450

___________________________________________

* Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Science,
under Contract No. DE-AC02-06CH11357.
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Figure 1: Assembly of two cores separated by the precision gap spacers.

Details of the Assembly of SCU18-1 and
SCU18-2
After each core is manufactured, the flatness of the pole
surface is measured to verify that it meets specifications.
The flatness that is typically achieved after the final
grinding process is 10 µm RMS with a peak-to-peak variation of 33 µm. The coil winding groove dimensions are
also verified, typically within 50 µm and an RMS value of
15 µm. The periodicity is measured to verify there are no
accumulated errors, typically 10 µm RMS and a maximum of 30 µm.
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After the SCU18-1 magnets were wound and epoxy
impregnated, the flatness of the magnetic pole surface
was measured before the assembly of the two cores. The
measurement of the pole face revealed that the cores had
developed a bow that would cause the magnetic gap to be
up to 200 µm larger once the cores were assembled. The
bowing of the cores has been attributed to asymmetries
between the pole side and the opposing side of the wound
core. The assembly of SCU18-1 proceeded and an effort
to correct the deformation of the cores with the clamps on
the extended poles was attempted. At the time there was
no reliable method to check the magnetic gap of the assembly until magnetic measurements were made.
The cores of SCU18-2 exhibited a similar deformation
after the winding and epoxy impregnation were complete.
In anticipation of the deformation and a desire to have
more confidence in the quality of the magnetic gap, two
design changes were implemented and a method of measuring the magnetic gap of the assembly was developed.
External clamps were added and the gap spacers were
extended, as shown in Fig. 2. The external clamps are
made of titanium and stainless steel threaded rods and
they are installed onto the assembly at each of the eight
gap spacer locations distributed along the length of the
device. The gap spacers were extended to prevent any
distortion of the longer poles once the external clamps
were torqued. In this arrangement, the magnetic gap is
defined by the precision of the gap spacers.

Figure 2: Assembled cores with external clamp and extended gap spacer.
After assembly of the cores and installation of the external clamps, the magnetic gap of SCU18-2 was measured at the eight locations of the gap spacers and clamps
with a portable electronic feeler gage from Capacitec [4]
which is shown in Fig. 3.
The surfaces of the poles at the measurement locations
were cleaned of epoxy prior to assembling the cores. The
gap measurement results are shown in Fig. 4 and it can be
seen that the maximum variation in the gap over the
length is around 25 µm. These measurements are made at
room temperature and before the assembly is installed
into the cryostat where there is limited to no access to the
magnetic gap.

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

Figure 3: Capacitec Gen 3 Gapman portable electronic
feeler gage [4].

Figure 4: SCU18-2 measured gap at the eight gap spacer
locations.

MAGNETIC MEASUREMENT RESULTS
Both assemblies, SCU18-1 and SCU18-2, were installed in horizontal cryostats and installed on the horizontal measurement system at the APS where magnetic
field data is collected using a Senis 3-axis Hall probe and
a rotating coil with a diameter of 4 mm. Measurement
results of SCU18-1 were previously presented [5] and
will be compared with the magnetic measurement data of
SCU18-2.
The magnitude of the field peaks of both SCUs is
shown in Fig. 5. The increase in the magnetic gap towards the end of the assembly of SCU18-1 is noticeable
by the decrease in the magnitude of the peaks. The mean
of the peaks of SCU18-1 and SCU18-2 were 0.9650 T
and 0.9630 T, respectively. The standard deviation of the
peaks for SCU18-1 is 0.0050 T and for SCU18-2 it is
0.0022 T. Four peaks on either end of each device are
removed from the data.

Figure 5: Field peaks of SCU18-1 and SCU18-2.
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The field peaks indicate a significant improvement in
the consistency of the magnetic gap. Using the Hall
probe data, the phase errors versus the main current of
both SCUs were determined and are shown in Fig. 6. The
phase errors are calculated with 5 peaks removed from
each end of the measured data. The improved consistency in the gap had a significant effect on the phase errors.
At the designed operating current of 450 A, the phase
errors of SCU18-1 were greater than 5° RMS and SCU182 had phase errors of 2° RMS.

TUB4CO04

It should be noted that there are correction coils that are
available to adjust the values of the first and second field
integrals in the vertical direction. These coils are external
to the magnet assembly and are shown in Fig. 7. Currently, there are no correction coils available for the horizontal field integrals, though there are plans to add them to
future SCUs. The source of the various integrated components of the field are being examined.

Figure 6: Phase errors versus the main current of
SCU18-1 and SCU18-2.

Table 2: SCU18-1 and SCU18-2 Integrated Field Data
Parameter

Unit

SCU18-1

SCU18-2

I1y

G-cm

20*

25*

I1x

G-cm

35

200

I2y

G-cm2

25,000*

12,000*

I2x

G-cm2

5,000

35,000

Normal Quadrupole

G

60

65

Skew Quadrupole

G

20

135

Normal Sextupole

G/cm

100

100

Skew Sextupole

G/cm

150

120

Normal Octupole

G/cm2

60

40

2

20

20

Skew Octupole

G/cm

Figure 7: Vertical field integral correction coils.

CONCLUSION
Two similar SCUs, SCU18-1 and SCU18-2, were assembled and tested at the APS over the course of two
years. Lessons learned during the testing of SCU18-1
prompted design changes and modified assembly techniques for the construction of SCU18-2. The results were
a significant improvement in the undulator field quality,
particularly related to the phase errors.
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Measurements of the integrated field were performed
using a rotating coil. The on-axis, x = 0, y = 0, first and
second field integrals, I1 and I2, were measured in the
vertical and horizontal planes, y and x, respectively. The
normal and skew components of the higher order multipoles were also recorded by measuring the integrated
field at discrete points in x over the range x= +/- 6 mm
followed by a polynomial fit of the data. The integrated
field data are shown in Table 2. The values in Table 2 are
at a main current of 450 A and are relative to the zero
current measurement.
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Abstract
Euclid Techlabs is developing a superconducting traveling wave (SCWT) cavity with a feedback waveguide [1]
and has demonstrated a traveling wave at room temperature [2] in a 3-cell SCTW cavity [3]. A special method
described in this paper was developed for cavity evaluation. It is based on an S-matrix approach. The cavity tuning procedure based on this method is described.
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INTRODUCTION
The accelerating gradient in RF cavities plays a key
role in high energy accelerators [4], since the cost of the
project is highly dependent on the overall length of the
machine. Euclid Techlabs proposed [1] a superconducting
traveling wave cavity with a feedback waveguide which
can provide 20% - 40% percent higher accelerating gradient than conventional standing wave cavities with the
same surface fields [5].
The first approach to a TW cavity was a single cell cavity. It was manufactured to prove the feasibility of cleaning the feedback waveguide. The cavity was cleaned at
Argonne National Lab and tested at Fermilab at the vertical test stand in liquid helium. A 26 MV/m accelerating
gradient was reached [5], which is comparable to Tesla
single cell cavities with the same treatment. This opened
the way to build a next generation TW cavity – a 3-Cell
SCTW cavity [3] to demonstrate operation in the TW
regime in a superconducting cavity with a high gradient.
Two 3-cell SCTW cavities were built. Traveling wave
operation was successfully achieved at room temperature
[2]. The cavity during room temperature testing is depicted in Fig. 1.

Waveguide stiffening is required for cryogenic high
power tests because of the small bandwidth during the
test. The welding process is almost finished; cavity processing and testing will be started before the end of the
year 2016.
A special model based on the S-matrix approach was
used for cavity development. It is faster, easier and more
accurate. In some cases, it is not possible at all to analyze
the cavity with finite element modeling (FEM) software.
The model can also include such features as sensitivity to
microphonics, Lorentz force, and waveguide deformation
by a tuning element. An analytical model was built and
used first for traveling wave adjustment in 1 coupler ring.
The analytical model was checked with FEM simulation
of a full 3D model which showed the same result and
thus, verified the analytical model. The same method was
used for the 2 coupler superconducting traveling wave
cavity analysis. It was also successfully compared to a
full 3D FEM simulation.

COUPLER TRAVELING WAVE RING
The method of evaluation of a traveling wave cavity
with a feedback waveguide was started from the simplest
case of a rectangular waveguide ring with one coupler.
This model does not have any corrugated parts for particle
acceleration but derivation of the required parameters for
traveling wave adjustment becomes simpler. Particle
accelerating sections can be inserted afterwards. Reflections introduced into the ring can be canceled by placing a
reflecting element O / 4  N  O / 2 away from the corrugated section. The waveguide ring is depicted schematically in Figure 2.

L1

L2

a2
b2

b1

a1

a3
b3

Figure 2: Schematic of the waveguide ring with a coupler
and a reflection element.
Figure 1: 3-Cell traveling wave niobium cavity room
temperature test layout.
____________________________________________
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The ring consists of a coax-waveguide transition, two
180 degree bends and a straight waveguide with a discontinuity. The analytical S-matrix forms of the elements can
be found in [6]. Their S-matrices are shown below:
1: Circular and Linear Colliders
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A matrix equation of the ring can be composed according to the schematic in Figure 2 and S-matrices of the
individual elements. The system of equations for the ring
is shown below:
§ 1 i* e2L2 (iKz J )
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The traveling wave condition means that one of the waves
is damped or equal to zero. The frequency of the traveling
wave regime is determined by the ring length which
should be equal to L N  O . We are interested in the
solution with small losses because it was found that the
traveling wave does not exist in one coupler ring without
losses unless beam loading is added in the model. Setting
a2 to zero requires two things. The first is that the length
from the coupler to the discontinuity is equal to
L1 O / 8  n  O / 2 . The second one is that the reflection
coefficient from the discontinuity is equal to:
1  e 2J L
*
1  e 2J L
The traveling wave solution does not depend on the
coupling. The optimal coupling condition is

k
1  e2J L which was found setting b1 to zero. The
amplitude of the forward wave equals 1/k, thus a small
value of the coupling appears to be very attractive.

Validation of the Model by HFSS Simulation
The formulas obtained were checked by a 3D FEM
simulation of the rectangular waveguide ring with a single
coupler. The coupling coefficient was chosen to be k=0.2.
Analytical S-parameters of the ring components were
substituted by S-parameters simulated in HFSS. They
were also adjusted for the required value of coupling,
reflection and attenuation from the corresponding formulas. The traveling wave regime was obtained as seen from
Figure 3.

TUPOB02

One can see from Figure 3 (right) the plot of the amplitudes of the forward, backward and reflected waves. This
plot is obtained mathematically from the corresponding
matrix solution. The traveling wave regime was obtained
at a frequency, not initially equal to 1.3 GHz, but adjusted
mathematically by multiplying corresponding matrix
elements by e iK z  L . No 3D FEM simulation was required.
The backward wave is highly damped at 1.3 GHz, while
the forward one has a maximum which equals 1/k. The
reflected wave also has a minimum at the adjusted frequency. The 3D simulation of the full ring was done in
HFSS with the corrected length. The simulation showed
the presence of the traveling wave regime at the desired
frequency (see Fig. 3 left) - the complex magnitude of the
electric field distribution does not have nodes along the
waveguide. The reflected wave is the only one possible to
get from the simulation and it is the same as the reflection
wave calculated mathematically. The forward and backward wave information is not obtainable from the 3D
simulation.

COUPLER TRAVELING WAVE RING
As long as a TW is not obtainable in 1 coupler ring for
the case without losses it cannot be used for a superconducting traveling wave (SCTW) cavity with a feedback
waveguide without beam loading. That is why a 2 coupler
solution was chosen for the 3-Cell SCTW cavity. As is
well known, 2 couplers placed O / 4  n  O / 2 away from
each other comprise a directional coupler. Thus, the traveling wave is provided by the couplers and any additional
conditions are not required except reflection compensation along the ring. The analytical model was created to
investigate traveling wave adjustment in a resonator with
a feedback waveguide and 2 couplers. The model is based
on S-matrix formalism and utilizes S-parameters calculated using finite element (FE) codes. The model is suitable
for any resonator but will be discussed in detail for the
example of the 3-cell SCTW cavity, depicted schematically in Figure 4.

I

1
2D
TUNING
ELEMENT
#1

2

1

II

II
2

2

2D
TUNING
ELEMENT
#2

1

1

III

1

IV
2

IV

1 2
L1

RF INPUT 1

3

1 2
L2

3

2

III

L3

RF INPUT 2

Figure 4: 3-Cell schematic for analytical model.
Figure 3: E-field complex amplitude distribution at 1.3
GHz in the adjusted waveguide ring on the left and corresponding amplitudes of the forward (solid line), backward
(dot line) and reflected (dash line) waves on the right.
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The 3-Cell SCTW cavity analytical model contains four
main elements: a particle accelerating cavity (I), tuner
(II), waveguide bend (III) and a power coupler (IV).
Straight waveguide inserts (Li) can be added mathemati481
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cally between those elements. The ring frequency can be
adjusted mathematically by changing the electrical length
 iK z  L
( ue
) of the inserts without any additional calculations in FEM software. Also, the position of the main
elements along the cavity can be changed by the inserts.
This is very helpful and does not require further FEM
calculations. It is merely required to solve a matrix equation of the model to get information about circulating
waves in the cavity. The matrix equation of the 3-Cell
analytical
model
is
shown
below.
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The A and B terms in the excitation vector are the signals
from RF inputs 1 and 2. They are complex numbers, i.e.
they have both amplitude and phase and it is possible to
change them for tuning purposes. S-parameters of the
main elements were calculated in the operational frequency range. It is also possible to implement the Sparameters' dependence on any external effect which can
affect them. For example, it can be external pressure variation (microphonics), Lorentz force or waveguide deformation by a tuner. All of these effects were integrated in
the model. Thus, S-parameters in the model are functions
of frequency and external parameters, such as pressure,
acceleration gradient, and amplitude of waveguide deformation. The effect of external pressure variation at 2K
was analyzed and it was found that it can be compensated
by amplitude and phase redistribution (A and B signals) in
the input cavity ports [7, 8]. Lorentz force compensation
at 2K requires waveguide deformation with a 2D tuner
[9].

Traveling Wave at Room Temperature

Figure 5: E-field complex magnitude distribution in the 3Cell traveling wave cavity at room temperature conditions
(left) and normalized amplitudes of forward wave (FW)
and highly damped backward wave (BW), adjusted by the
mathematical model.
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The analytical model was used to predict the required
parameters for the traveling wave excitation in the 3-Cell
SCTW cavity for the successful room temperature test
[2]. It was found that amplitude and phase variation of
input signals was enough to highly damp a backward
wave as shown in Figure 5 (right). Input signal parameters found from the model were used in the HFSS simulation and the TW regime was obtained at the same frequency.

CONCLUSION
The 1 coupler ring resonator mathematical model was
created first. The traveling wave (TW) excitation conditions were found from the model. The backward wave
suppression does not depend on the coupling and is not
possible for the case without losses and beam loading.
Analytical components of the model were replaced by Sparameters calculated by finite element modelling (FEM)
software for the case with coupling k=0.2. The model was
adjusted for 1.3 GHz and then the same solution was
found in the simulation of the full 3D geometry.
Since the 1 coupler ring is not suitable for a superconducting cavity without beam loading because of the absence of losses, a 2 coupler ring was investigated and
used for 3-cell superconducting traveling wave cavity
development. The traveling wave can be excited by the
couplers with proper amplitude and phase redistribution
of input power. The traveling wave was adjusted in the
cavity for room temperature (RT) conditions, i.e. before
chemistry and 2K shrinkage. Input power redistribution
was enough to tune the cavity at RT. Corresponding FEM
simulations were made with the parameters found from
the model. The traveling wave was obtained at the same
frequency that was found from the model which proved
the correctness of the applied method. The same result
was obtained experimentally [2].
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A MORE COMPACT DESIGN FOR THE JLEIC ION PRE-BOOSTER RING*
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Abstract

INTRODUCTION
In an effort to lower the risk and reduce the footprint of
the JLEIC ion accelerator complex, we have proposed an
alternative design approach [1]. An essential part of the alternative approach is to replace the 8-GeV figure-8 booster
of the current baseline design [2] with a more compact 3GeV pre-booster ring and to use the electron storage ring
(e-ring) as large ion booster up to 12 GeV or higher. The
current 8-GeV booster was based on the original 3-GeV
figure-8 pre-booster design [3] where super-ferric magnets
[4] replaced the original room-temperature magnets. At 3
GeV, the figure-8 shape is not required for spin preservation as Siberian snakes with reasonable magnetic fields can
be used. After a brief review of the original figure-8 prebooster design, we present the design iterations for a racetrack type ring which have led to the selection of an octagonal design with half the circumference of the original figure-8.

Figure 1: Layout of the original 3-GeV pre-booster.
Table 1: Design parameters of the original 3-GeV prebooster.
Parameter

Value

Circumference, m

234

Maximum ȕx, m

16

Maximum ȕy, m

32

ȕx at injection, m

14.9

Maximum dispersion, m

3.4

Normalized dispersion at injection

2.5

Tune in X

7.96

Tune in Y

6.79

Transition Ȗ

5

Extraction Ȗ (at 3 GeV)

4.22

Momentum compaction factor

0.04

Number of Quadrupoles

94

Quadrupole length, n

0.4

THE ORIGINAL FIGURE-8 DESIGN

Quadrupole half aperture, cm

5

The layout of the original 3-GeV accumulator and prebooster ring is shown in figure 1. The design parameters
are listed in table 1. The main requirements for this original
design were to accumulate and accelerate ion beams from
the linac for injection to a large booster. The design uses
room-temperature magnets and the spin polarization is preserved by its figure-8 shape.

Maximum quadrupole field, T

1.1

Number of dipoles

36

Dipole bend radius, m

9

____________________________________________

* This work was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Of-
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Dipole angle, deg
Dipole full gap, cm
Maximum dipole field, T

~14
3
1.5
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The original design of the JLEIC pre-booster was a 3GeV figure-8 synchrotron with a circumference of about
240 m. In the current baseline design, the 3-GeV prebooster was converted into an 8-GeV booster of the same
shape and size but using super-ferric magnets with fields
up to 3 Tesla. In order to reduce the foot-print of the JLEIC
ion complex, we have designed a more compact and costeffective octagonal 3-GeV ring about half the size of the
original design. At 3 GeV, the figure-8 shape is not required
to preserve ion polarization; Siberian snakes with reasonable magnetic fields can be used for spin correction. As the
ion collider ring requires higher injection energy, we propose to use the existing electron storage ring, which is part
of the electron complex, as a large booster for the ions up
to 12 GeV. The design optimization of the pre-booster,
leading to a final octagonal ring design is presented along
with preliminary beam simulation results.
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DESIGN ITERATIONS FOR A MORE
COMPACT PRE-BOOSTER
The main requirements for a more compact design are:
x A circumference of about half the original design.
x All ions extracted below the energy transition.
x Beta and dispersion functions comparable to those
of the original design.
Starting from a simple race-track geometry, we found
that in order to keep the design parameters close to the original design, the ring would be of similar circumference.
This may be explained by the fact that the figure-8 shape
is simply a twisted race-track. After fixing the circumference to 120 m, we have investigated higher order shapes
that would satisfy the requirements. Figure 2 shows the different design iterations from square to hexagon and ending
with an octagonal shape.

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

is the octagonal design. It also has a dispersion and compaction factor very close to the original design. The dipoles
and quadrupoles used in these lattices are similar to the
original design.

THE NEW OCTAGONAL DESIGN
The layout of the proposed compact 3-GeV pre-booster
ring is shown in figure 3. This design has a circumference
of 120 m with four dispersive and four dispersion-free
straight sections. The four dispersion-free sections will be
used for rf acceleration, electron cooling, spin correction
and beam extraction to the e-ring serving as a large ion
booster. One of the dispersive sections is used for injection
from the linac while other sections will be used for higher
order corrections. The non figure-8 shape will require
Siberian snakes for spin correction.

Figure 2: Design iterations for a more compact pre-booster.
Table 2: Parameters for different design iterations of the
pre-booster.
Parameter

Square

Hexagon

Octagon

13.6

9

6.7

Straight section length,
m

16.4

11

8.3

Maximum ȕx, m

18

15.6

15.3

Maximum ȕy, m

30

21.5

21

ȕx at injection, m

14.9

5.9

6.0

Parameter

Maximum dispersion, m

11.6

6.6

4.2

Normalized dispersion
at injection

3.01

2.72

1.71

Tune in X

2.09

2.34

3.01

Tune in Y

0.90

1.22

1.18

Transition Ȗ

2.46

3.57

4.7

Momentum compaction
factor

0.164

0.078

0.045

Number of Quadrupoles

20

30

40

Number of dipoles

24

24

24
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Arc length, m

Figure 3: Layout of the new octagonal pre-booster design.

Comparison to the Original Design
Table 3: Comparison between the original figure-8 and
the new octagonal designs of the pre-booster.
Figure-8

Octagonal

Circumference, m

234

120

Maximum ȕx, m

16

15.3

Maximum ȕy, m

32

21

ȕx at injection, m

14.9

6.0

Maximum dispersion, m

3.4

4.2

Normalized dispersion
at injection

2.5

1.7

Tune in X

7.96

3.01

Tune in Y

6.79

1.18

5

4.7

Momentum compaction
factor

0.04

0.045

Number of Quadrupoles

94

40

Number of dipoles

36

24

Transition Ȗ
Table 2 shows a comparison of the design parameters for
the same 120 m circumference. At the extraction energy of
3 GeV, the relativistic parameter Ȗ ~ 4.2, therefore the only
design that satisfies the condition of no transition crossing
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Table 3 presents a comparison of the lattice design parameters between the original figure-8 and the new octagonal designs of the pre-booster. In addition to reducing the
circumference, the total number of magnets is also reduced
by a half.

Beam Optics and Space Charge Effects
The beam optics design of the new octagonal ring was
performed using the code MADX [5]. The corresponding
beta and dispersion functions are shown in figure 4.

TUPOB04

original design was selected. More detailed simulations are
underway using COSY, MAD-X and other codes to address the following issues:
x Beam dynamics including longitudinal dynamics
and space charge effects.
x Spin preservation with Siberian snakes in a 3GeV non figure-8 pre-booster ring.
x Beam injection from the linac and formation in
the pre-booster.
x Beam extraction to the electron storage ring to be
used as a large booster for the ions
x Start-to-end simulation of the beam in the prebooster.
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Figure 4: Beam optics functions from MADX (betas and
dispersion) around the new octagonal pre-booster ring.
Note that the dispersion is divided by the beam velocity.
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underway.
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Parameter

Protons

Lead ions

Charge at the source

1

30

Energy at the stripper
(MeV/u)

33

8.2

Charge after stripper

1

62

Energy at Linac exit
(MeV/u)

135

44

2.5 1012

4.5 1010

0.19

0.22

Number of ions in prebooster ring
SC tune shift

SUMMARY & FUTURE WORK
A more compact 3-GeV pre-booster ring was designed
for the JLEIC ion complex. Following a design optimization, an octagonal shape with half the circumference of the
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Table 4: Beam parameters from the linac and SC tune
shifts in the pre-booster.
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AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH FOR THE JLEIC ION ACCELERATOR
COMPLEX*
B. Mustapha†, P. Ostroumov‡, A. Plastun and Z. Conway, ANL, Argonne, IL, USA,
V. Morozov, Y. Derbenev, F. Lin and Y. Zhang, JLab, Newport News, VA, USA
Abstract
The current baseline design for the JLab EIC (JLEIC)
ion accelerator complex is based on a 280 MeV pulsed
superconducting linac, an 8-GeV booster and a 20-100
GeV ion collider ring. We are considering an alternative
design approach to lower the risk of the project and reduce the footprint of the ion complex. The proposed approach also includes the possibility of staging. In order to
reduce the footprint of the ion complex, we propose to use
a more compact 130 MeV linac, a compact 3-GeV prebooster, and to consolidate the electron storage ring (ering) as a large booster for the ions. Considering the current parameters of PEP-II magnets, to be used for the ering, protons could reach 12 GeV. With new magnets,
proposed for an alternative low-emittance design of the ering, the energy could reach 15 GeV. In these options,
room-temperature magnets are used in the pre-booster and
e-ring. The ion collider ring could be staged, first with
room-temperature magnets for proton energy up to 60
GeV then later upgraded with either 3 T super-ferric
magnets up to 100 GeV or with 6 T fully superconducting
magnets up to 200 GeV. A brief description of the proposed alternative ion complex and a preliminary parameter study of the e-ring as an ion booster are presented.
More detailed studies are underway to investigate the
feasibility and evaluate the different options.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

THE BASELINE DESIGN OF JLEIC
The layout of the current baseline design for the Jefferson Lab Electron-Ion Collider (JLEIC) [1] is shown in
Fig. 1. The ion complex consists of a pulsed superconducting linac with 280 MeV proton energy, an 8-GeV
booster ring and a 20-100 GeV collider ring. Both the
booster and collider rings are based on 3 Tesla superferric magnets [2]. The electron complex consists of the
existing CEBAF machine as a full-energy injector to a
new storage ring at 3-10 GeV. The electron ring (e-ring)
re-uses the magnets and RF system from the decommissioned PEP-II e+e- collider at SLAC.

___________________________________________
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Figure 1: Layout of the current JLEIC baseline design.

MOTIVATIONS FOR AN ALTERNATIVE
APPROACH
The main driving factors for considering an alternative
design approach for the JLEIC ion complex are:
 Lower the risk of the project by using the proven
technology of room-temperature (RT) where possible, with the possibility of upgrade with super-ferric
(SF) or superconducting magnets (SC).
 Reduce the footprint of the ion complex for potential
cost savings by using more compact linac and prebooster ring, and consolidate the electron storage
ring as large booster for the ions.
 Consider the possibility of staging the ion collider
ring, first with RT magnets up to 60 GeV, then later
with SF magnets up to 100 GeV or SC magnets up to
200 GeV.

THE PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE OPTION
The layout of the proposed alternative design is shown
in Fig. 2. It consists of:
 A more compact 130 MeV linac [3].
 A more compact 3-GeV pre-booster using RT magnets [4]. At this energy, the figure-8 shape is not required, Siberian snakes with reasonable fields could
be used for spin corrections.
 The e-ring as large ion booster, up to 12 GeV protons with PEP-II magnets or 15 GeV with new magnets.
 The ion collider ring with RT magnets could reach a
proton energy of 60 GeV, or with 6 T SC magnets up
to 200 GeV.
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The e-Ring as Large Ion Booster

A More Compact Injector Linac
The injector linac was re-designed to be more compact,
taking advantage of the high-performance of QWR and
HWR cavities demonstrated at Argonne [5, 6]. The linac
energy was also reduced from ~ 280 MeV to ~ 130 MeV
for protons [3]. The SRF nature of the linac allows more
tuning flexibility and higher energy for the heavy ions
than a warm linac. The output energy for lead ions is 44
MeV/u. Figure 3 presents the linac layout with total
length of about 60 meters. More details about the roomtemperature front-end design can be found in [7].

Figure 3: Layout of the compact multi-ion linac.

A COMPACT PRE-BOOSTER RING
We propose to replace the 8-GeV booster with a more
compact 3-GeV pre-booster ring. At this energy, the figure-8 is not required and the ring can be of race-track or
higher order shape. Figure 4 shows a comparison between
the original figure-8 design [8] and the proposed octagonal design. The circumference and the total number of
magnets were reduced by a factor of two. More details
about the design optimization of the pre-booster ring and
the proposed octagonal design can be found in [4].

Table 1: Options for the e-Ring as Large Ion Booster
Parameter

Baseline
design

Lowemittance
design

TME design
with SF/SC
quads

Cell length
(m)

15.2

11.4

22.8

Transition γ

15

20

33

proton
(GeV)

12

15

30

Pb (GeV/u)

4.8

6

12

Dipole (T)

0.36

0.5

1.1

Quad (T/m)

15

25

60

Limitation

Dipoles

Quads

-

It is important to note that in all of these options, all
ions are extracted below the transition energy of the ering. Although, the protons could reach 30 GeV in the
case of TME lattice with SF or SC quadrupoles, it will be
extracted at ~ 15 GeV, first to avoid energy transition and
second to allow lower-energy collisions of ~ 20 GeV in
the collider ring. The advantage of this last option is the
possibility of injecting all ions above the transition energy
of the collider ring with γtr ~ 12.5. In the other two options, ions other than protons will have to cross the transition energy in the collider ring.

Options for the Ion Collider Ring

Figure 4: Comparison between the original figure-8 and
the new octagonal designs for the 3-GeV pre-booster.

Similarly to the e-ring as large ion booster, different options are being considered for the ion collider ring. Table
2 summarizes the parameters for these options, namely a
fully RT option up to 60 GeV for protons, or with SF
magnets up to 100 GeV or with fully SC magnets up to
200 GeV. The choice between these options will be decided by the physics and the budget limit of the project.
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Figure 2: Layout of the proposed alternative design.

At 3 GeV, the pre-booster ring is not suited for direct
injection into the ion collider ring, therefore we propose
to use the e-ring as an intermediate energy ion booster. A
preliminary parameter study shows that it’s possible and
Table 1 summarizes the different options. The lattice is
based on a FODO cell (two dipoles and two quadrupoles)
with given length, and 90 deg phase advance per cell. The
first option is the baseline design with PEP-II magnets.
The second is a low-emittance design with new magnets
being considered for the e-ring. The third design option
with longer cells and high-gradient SF or SC quadrupoles,
offers the possibility of even lower emittance to the theoretical minimum emittance (TME) for the electrons and
higher energy for the ions. In this option, the horizontal
phase advance per cell is ~ 270 deg.
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Table 2: Options for the Ion Collider Ring
RT
Magnets

SF
Magnets

SC
Magnets

Dipole (T)

1.6

3.0

6.0

proton
(GeV)

60

100

200

Pb (GeV/u)

24

40

80

Parameter

POSSIBILITY OF STAGING
In addition to lowering the risk and reducing the footprint of the accelerator complex, the proposed alternative
design approach offers the possibility of staging depending on the budget constraints of the project. One can imagine a first cost-effective phase based on RT magnets up
to 60 GeV followed by a second phase with fully SC
magnets up to 200 GeV.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have presented the concept for an alternative design approach for the JLEIC ion complex
supported by a preliminary parameter study for using the
e-ring as large ion booster and different options for the
collider ring. A significant design and simulation effort is
underway to prove the feasibility and evaluate the different options presented here. Among the issues being addressed, we list in particular:
 Study beam formation in the 3-GeV octagonal prebooster including accumulation, acceleration and
spin preservation.
 Find space in the e-ring to add RF sections for ion
acceleration.
 Could the electron spin rotators be used to manipulate ion polarization? If not add dedicated spin correctors for the ions.
 Study the chromaticity and spin polarization in the
TME option of the e-ring, as well as the effects of
electron synchrotron radiation on the SF/SC magnets.

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

 Study the options of the ion collider ring with roomtemperature and fully super-conducting magnets.
 Study the sequence of ion injection, acceleration and
extraction from the e-ring before injecting electrons
for storage and collision.
 Study the whole ion beam formation scheme with the
goal of preserving both the high luminosity and polarization at the interaction points.
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ACCELERATOR PROGRAM*
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The key components of collider and neutrino factory
systems were identified and are displayed in block diagram form in Figure 1. These are a high-intensity proton
source, a multi-MW target and transport system for π
capture, a front end system for bunching, energy compression and initial cooling of μ's, muon cooling systems
____________________________________________
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Figure 1: Block diagram of neutrino factory and muon
collider facilities, as studied under MAP.

PROGRESS IN MUON ACCELERATOR
DESIGN UNDER MAP
Though MAP existed for only 4 years, there has been
tremendous progress in the design concepts. Some highlights include:
Proton Driver: Under MAP, designs were developed
for the accumulator and compressor rings of the Proton
Driver, based on the expected parameters of the Project-X
linac [9]. Potential instabilities were analyzed and initial
studies were performed of injection stripping and of the
beam to target delivery system for the HLC design.
Meanwhile, JPARC has directly demonstrated that a proton source can operate at MAP-required parameters. A
proton driver based on a JPARC-style linac + rapidcycling synchrotron is an attractive possibility [10].
Target & Front End: MAP has explored several target
designs, including a design based on a solid carbon target
and on a liquid Mercury target [11, 12]. The target parameters have been optimized [13]. The Front End designs
use a novel rf buncher and phase-energy rotator to form
the beam into a train of μ+ and μ- bunches that can be
cooled, and accelerated by downstream systems [13, 14].
An energy deposition control system using a chicane and
downstream absorber was also invented [15, 16].
Cooling: Muon cooling designs matured greatly under
MAP. Figure 2 shows how the horizontal and vertical
emittances evolve as the muons travel through the cooling
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DESIGN OVERVIEW

Proton Driver

Accumulator

INTRODUCTION
Initial concepts for muon colliders and muon storage
rings were proposed in ~1980[1-4], and research toward
these concepts intensified in the 1990’s in the search for
feasible high-energy accelerator projects. In 2011, muon
accelerator R&D in the United States was consolidated
into a single entity, the Muon Accelerator Program (MAP)
[5]. The purpose of MAP was to perform R&D in heavy
electron (μ) accelerator technologies and to perform design & simulation to demonstrate the feasibility of concepts for neutrino factories and muon colliders [6,7,8].
MAP established that general feasibility, and awaits the
development of physics motivations before proceeding to
full implementation. The design studies have been accompanied by technology R&D, establishing the feasibility of key scenario components. Though MAP did not
include detailed engineering studies, the design studies
were performed with an awareness of gradient and field
limits, and space requirements for hardware, etc. The
following highlights some key accomplishments under
MAP in design concepts for muon-based accelerators for
neutrino factories and muon colliders.

Neutrino Factory (NuMAX)

SC Linac

The Muon Accelerator Program (MAP) has completed
a four-year study on the feasibility of muon colliders and
on using stored muon beams for neutrinos. That study
was broadly successful in its goals, establishing the feasibility of heavy lepton colliders (HLCs) from the 125 GeV
Higgs Factory to more than 10 TeV, as well as exploring
using a μ storage ring (MSR) for neutrinos, and establishing that MSRs could provide factory-level intensities of
νe (ν̅e) and ν̅μ (νμ) beams. The key components of the collider and neutrino factory systems were identified. Feasible designs and detailed simulations of all of these components have been obtained, including some initial hardware component tests, setting the stage for future implementation where resources are available and the precise
physics goals become apparent.

to obtain intense μ+ and μ- bunches, acceleration up to
multiTeV energies, and a collider ring with detectors for
high luminosity collisions. For a neutrino factory a similar system could be used but with a racetrack storage ring
for ν production and without the cooling needed for high
luminosity collisions. The Proton Driver, Target, Front
End, and Acceleration linac, are common to both facilities.

SC Linac

Abstract
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subsystems. When MAP began there was not an accepted
approach to how the various subsystems should be organized. Under MAP, start-to-end simulations have now
been performed of vacuum and gas-filled cooling systems
to reach the minimal emittance in Figure 2 [17-19]. These
start with a “FOFO snake” cooling section, which can
cool both μ+ and μ- simultaneously [20, 21]. This is followed by a 6D cooling system, a bunch merge [22, 23],
and a post-merge 6D cooling system. An important development under MAP, discovered by Balbekov, is that 6-D
cooling can, be achieved using a rectilinear channel with
slightly tilted solenoids and does not require largeaperture bending magnets [24, 25]. Under MAP there
have been major advances in the design & simulation of a
gas-filled Helical Cooling Channel (HCC) [26, 27]. The
HCC is compact and can tolerate high gradient RF in
magnetic fields by the use of gas-filled cavities. The rectilinear channel can also use gas-filled rf [28, 29]. A final
emittance exchange to minimal transverse emittance is
needed for a muon collider [30,31].
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Figure 2: Transverse and longitudinal emittance evolution
in a muon cooling system.

Figure 3: In a key accomplishment of the MAP program,
cooling systems were designed and simulated that can
provide all of the cooling needed for a collider, using
feasible magnet and rf designs.
Acceleration: Under MAP, it was shown that, for low
energies (up to ~ 5 GeV), a dual-use linac accelerating
both proton and muon beams is a viable option [32]. Multi-pass recirculating linear accelerators (RLAs) are an
efficient means of acceleration up to a few 10's of GeV, as
needed for a Higgs Factory[33], and could also be used
for higher energies . Hybrid rapid-cycling synchrotrons,
containing ramped normal conducting magnets and fixedfield SC magnets, were designed and could be more economical for acceleration from ~100 GeV to the multi-TeV
range [34]. Fast-ramping magnets suitable for the RCS
were designed and tested by Piekarz et al.[35]
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Collider Rings: Under MAP, collider ring designs were
developed for a Higgs Factory, and for 1.5 TeV, 3 TeV,
and 6 TeV colliders [36-37]. These took into account
many factors including the design of magnets able to
survive in the environment of a stored muon beam, the
design of final focus systems, halo extraction, longitudinal dynamics including wakefield effects and chromaticity correction, and beam-beam effects.
A critical feature of the rings is that the muon beam energy can be measured very accurately by tracking the
stored beam spin precession (as is done for the g-2 experiment)[38].
Machine-Detector Interface (MDI): Many improvements were made to MARS15, the leading particle interaction program, and applied to MAP. MARS was used for
many purposes across the full range of MAP designs,
including target studies, component and detector shielding
studies, and background simulations for detector studies
for colliders [39,40].
Muon Decay Rings: Under MAP, designs were developed for a short-baseline neutrino facility (nuSTORM)
and a long-baseline neutrino Factory (NuMAX) [41-43,
6]. The nuSTORM design used MAP concepts to develop
a modest μ storage ring that could test for sterile ν’s,
measure ν cross sections and provide low-E μ beams for
cooling and other experiments. The NuMAX design
would extend the DUNE experiment with a high-intensity
ν-factory for complete ν-oscillation measurements.
High-End Computing: Prior to MAP most simulations
were performed with serial codes. Particle simulations
typically used at most 100,000 particles, often less, and in
some cases required many hours to run. The main codes
used for design & simulation at MAP were G4Beamline,
ICOOL, and MARS. Under MAP, ICOOL and
G4Beamline were parallelized. All three codes were installed at the NERSC supercomputer. Also, the SPACE
code was developed to simulate the interaction of intense
beams with plasmas in HPRF cavities [44]. Parallel scans
with capabilities for parallel design optimization were
developed, including a Genetic Algorithm for magnetic
horn optimization for NuSTORM.[45]
Low-energy Muon Applications: Prior to MAP, the neutrino factory and muon collider collaboration made critical contributions initiating the mu2e and g-2 experiments
at Fermilab. These contributions have continued as these
projects have initiated construction. Further R&D based
on MAP can provide the basis for higher-intensity upgrades of these experiments, or other experiments exploring lepton parameters.
High-field Magnet Development: HLC performance
depends directly on magnetic field. The MAP program
included designs and initial tests on high field magnets,
with Nb3Sn and HTS conductors, as well as NbTi designs.
[46]
Rf Development: At the time MAP was initiated there
was significant concern that RF cavities could not operate
at high gradients with the focusing magnetic fields. Under
MAP these phenomena has been understood and several
solutions demonstrated. Careful cavity design enables
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higher gradients with increasing magnetic field. Beryllium has been shown to have almost no damage due to
breakdown compared with copper. Experiments at the
Fermilab MuCool Test Area (MTA) have demonstrated
that using cavities filled with high-pressure gas can prevent this breakdown; and this is a viable technology for
muon cooling [47, 48].
International Muon Ionization Cooling Experiment
(MICE). MICE, based at RAL (UK), is an international
experiment to test ionization cooling and MAP is a major
contributor [49]. MICE has developed and demonstrated
the capability for precision measurements of μ beam
before and after a cooling segment [50]. It has or will test
key components of a cooling system, including H2 and
LiH absorbers, magnets, rf, and emittance exchange.

CONCLUSION
The design & simulation work and technology R&D
done under MAP made significant advances in demonstrating the feasibility of muon accelerators. Under MAP,
key technological obstacles have been overcome (e.g.,
high gradient RF in magnetic fields, and development of
6-D cooling scenarios). MAP designers demonstrated via
simulation the performance of realistic system designs for
a neutrino factory and nearly all sub-systems required for
a muon collider.
An important prerequisite for a High Energy Heavy
Lepton Collider (HLC) is a multi-MW-scale proton
source, as could be developed at JPARC or ESS; however,
the US HEP program does not have one. Since feasibility
has been established by MAP and detailed implementation cannot begin until a proton source is established, it
could be expedient to focus accelerator resources on initiating the proton source and defer an ambitious collider
program.
Within the limited US high-energy physics budget and
project constraints, the largest initiative that the 2014
HEPAP panel could envision for the next decade is a deep
underground neutrino experiment. Initiation of a high
intensity proton source was included in that program.
MAP research efforts were curtailed, having successfully
completed the feasibility assessment.
Critical research important for a future collider is nonetheless continuing, outside the MAP framework. The
2014 HEPAP panel supported high-field magnet development, which is critical for future HLCs, since beam
production, beam cooling, acceleration and collider performance directly depend on the magnetic field strength.
Optimization of technology for secondary particle production is a HEPAP priority, as is also rf gradient increases. The g-2 and μ2e experiments at Fermilab will provide
important experience in using and optimizing μ beams,
including precision spin precession measurements.
While this supporting technology R&D is helpful, some
dedicated research on HEPA will be needed to maintain
its availability for future accelerators. This research
should be internationally based, since any future HEP
facility will require international support and the US HEP
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program may not have the resources for a next generation
facility. This places increased importance on international
collaboration, such as the UK-based MICE effort, which
is the only remaining funded activity.
This research should be enlightened by the changing
landscape in HEP. At present, ν experiments are focused
on using π-decay νμ-beams to measure the parameters of
the 3-ν standard model, with the next experiments to
determine the mass hierarchy and to determine CP violation at the ~5σ level, if it be near maximal. If the goal
after that is greater accuracy, MAP has established that a
μ-accelerator based ν-beam could do this. If the ν physics
is more complex, with more ν’s or unexpected interactions, then it is probable that ν-beams from μ acceleration
and storage will be needed. Since the facility needed for
further exploration after 2030 may differ substantially
from the present concepts, a renewed design and optimization effort is essential for a healthy HEP program.
A muon accelerator facility also holds significant promise for precision capabilities spanning the Intensity and
Energy Frontiers, including precision symmetry experiments (following μ2e, …) as well as the HE frontier.
LHC with its extensions to higher luminosity and maximal energy is the current HEP discovery machine. So far,
its novel discoveries are limited to the Higgs at 125 GeV
and the absence of new HE particles beyond that. A primary purpose of a lepton collider is detailed exploration
of established or expected resonance states (J/, , Z0,
…); identification of any at higher energy by LHC or
theoretical physics would motivate the construction of a
HLC.
If more precise measurements of the Higgs properties
are needed, in particular measurements of its mass, width,
and its coupling to second generation leptons, then a 125
GeV μ+-μ- collider would provide the highest precision.
Since μ beam energies can be measured by spin precession (frequency), rather than by calorimetry or bending
radius, they can be measured much more accurately.
Masses and widths of the nearby Z0 and tt* resonances
could also be measured, completing a precision scan of
the standard model at highest possible accuracy [51].
The absence of new HE particles may indicate the need
for a higher energy machine. A ~10TeV HLC could have
the discovery reach of a 100+ TeV pp collider, and could
be considered if the cost and scale of a hadron collider
becomes unacceptable.
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CONSIDERATIONS ON ENERGY FRONTIER COLLIDERS AFTER LHC*

Abstract
Since 1960’s, particle colliders have been in the
forefront of particle physics, 29 total have been built and
operated, 7 are in operation now. At present the near
term US, European and international strategies of the
particle physics community are centered on full
exploitation of the physics potential of the Large Hadron
Collider (LHC) through its high-luminosity upgrade
(HL-LHC). The future of the world-wide HEP
community critically depends on the feasibility of
possible post-LHC colliders. The concept of the
feasibility is complex and includes at least three factors:
feasibility of energy, feasibility of luminosity and
feasibility of cost. Here we overview all current options
for post-LHC colliders from such perspective (ILC,
CLIC, Muon Collider, plasma colliders, CEPC, FCC,
HE-LHC) and discuss major challenges and accelerator
R&D required to demonstrate feasibility of an energy
frontier accelerator facility following the LHC. We
conclude by taking a look into ultimate energy reach
accelerators based on plasmas and crystals, and
discussion on the perspectives for the far future of the
accelerator-based particle physics. This paper largely
follows previous study [1] and the presentation given at
the ICHEP’2016 conference in Chicago [2].

INTRODUCTION
Colliding beam facilities which produce high-energy
collisions
(interactions)
between
particles
of
approximately oppositely directed beams have been on
the forefront of particle physics for more than half a
century and twenty nine reached operational stage [3].
Their energy has been on average increasing by a factor
of 10 every decade until about the mid-1990’s. Notably,
the hadron colliders were 10-20 times more powerful.
Since then, following the demands of high energy physics
(HEP), the paths of the colliders diverged: to reach record
high energies in the particle reaction the Large Hadron
Collider was built at CERN, while new e+e- colliders
called “particle factories” were focused on detailed
exploration of phenomena at much lower energies. The
Tevatron, LEP and HERA established the Standard
Model of particle physics. The current landscape of the
high energy physics is dominated by the LHC. The next
generation of colliders is expected to lead the exploration
of the smallest dimensions beyond the current Standard
Model.
While the development of energy frontier colliders
over the past five decades initiated a wide range of
innovation in accelerator physics and technology which
___________________________________________

resulted in 100-fold increase in energy (for both hadron
and lepton colliding facilities) and 104-106 fold increase
of the luminosity, the progress in the maximum c.o.m.
energy has drastically slowed down since the early 1990’s
and the lepton colliders even went backwards in energy to
study rare processes – see, e.g., Fig.1 in [4]. Moreover,
the number of the colliding beam facilities in operation
has dropped from 9 two decades ago to 7 now (2016).
The future of accelerator-based HEP beyond LHC has
been recently debated by several authors in [4-7, 3] and
many technical details discussed in the collective book
“Challenges and Goals for Accelerators in the XXI
Century” [8]. Here we bring an economical (financial)
perspective to the discussion on feasible colliders beyond
the LHC and show that options based on traditional
acceleration technologies are very much limited. Only
“… technological quantum leaps…will drive the longterm progress of the field. We can expect that these
ambitions and far sighted R&D programmes in
accelerator technology will redefine the field of highenergy physics in the XXI century…” (M.Mangano, [8],
p.21). In general, the discussion on the “beyond the
LHC” energy frontier accelerators comes to the question
of the right balance between the physics reach of the
future facilities and their feasibility which usually
assumes the feasibility of their energy reach (whether it is
possible to reach the design c.o.m. energy), feasibility of
the performance (how challenging is the declared design
luminosity) and cost feasibility (is it affordable to build
and operate?). While the first two criteria (energy and
performance reach) are relatively easy to address on the
base of the current state-of-the-art accelerator technology
(of, e.g., normal- and superconducting magnets, RF, etc)
and beam physics, the feasibility of the cost requires
analysis of both the perspective available resources and
the facility cost range.
In the analysis below we will
use the cost of LHC - about 10B$ at today’s prices - as a
reference for a globally affordable future facility and
compare it with the resources required to build “beyond
the LHC” colliders, including “near future” facilities
with possible construction start within a decade - such as
the international e+e- linear collider in Japan (ILC) [9]
and circular e+e- colliders in China (CepC) [10] and
Europe (FCC-ee) [11]; “future” colliders with
construction start envisioned 10-20 years from now –
such as linear e+e- collider at CERN (CLIC) [12], muon
collider [13], and circular hadron colliders in China
(SppC) [10], Europe (HE-LHC [14] and FCC-pp [11])
and USA (VLHC [15]); and an ultimate “far future”
colliders with time horizon beyond the next two decades
based on beam-plasma [16], laser-plasma [17] and
crystal-plasma [18, 4] acceleration technologies.
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DE-AC02-07CH11359 with the U.S. Department of Energy
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COST OF LARGE POST-LHC MACHINES
All large accelerators built so far are based on four
major acceleration technologies which employ either
normal-conducting RF, or super-conducting RF, or
magnets, again normal- or super-conducting. Some used
more than one technology at once. All these technologies
are well understood and their costs and potentials can be
extrapolated from the past experience. In addition,
construction of accelerators usually involves civil
construction, often – tunnelling, and creating of
infrastructure, including high-power electric and
cryogenic ones. All these technologies are commercial, in
the sense that we just buy corresponding services from
industries and, again, their costs are known pretty well.
Therefore, one can expect that at least for future
accelerators based on these “traditional” accelerator and
infrastructure technologies, an extrapolation can be done
and a rough cost estimate (better say – cost rage) can be
obtained. Indeed, an analysis of the known costs of large
accelerator facilities has been undertaken in [19]. Based
on publicly available costs for 17 large accelerators of the
past, present and those currently in the planning stage it
was shown that the “total project cost (TPC)” (sometimes
cited as “the US accounting”) of a collider can be broken
up into three major parts corresponding to “civil
construction”, “accelerator components”, “site power
infrastructure”. The three respective cost components can
be parameterized by just three parameters – the total
length of the facility tunnels Lf, the center-of-mass or
beam energy E, and the total required site power P - and
over almost 3 orders of magnitude of Lf, 4.5 orders of
magnitude of E and more than 2 orders of magnitude of P
the so-called “-cost model” works with ~30%
accuracy [19]:
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These numbers are in so-called “European accounting”the different methodology of the cost estimates widely
used in Europe – that includes only the industrial
contracts for major items like civil engineering, the
accelerator
elements
and
corresponding
labor
requirements (such approach is often referred). Usually,
the “European accounting” is factor of 2.0–2.5 lower than
the US DOE Office of Science’s “the total project cost”
(TPC) accounting [19] which additionally includes the
costs of the required R&D, development of the
engineering design, project management, escalation,
contingency, overhead funds, project-specific facility site
development, sometimes - detectors, etc. Therefore, the
TPC of the LHC accelerator project is some 5BCHF×(22.5)=10-12.5 BCHF=10-12.5 B$. Add an estimated 34B$ for the LHC injector complex needed if the LHC
would be built as a “green field” and one gets the LHC
TPC of about 13-16.5B$ - very much in line with the
“αβγ--estimate” we obtained above.
Similar kind of estimates have been done many
facilities currently considered for post-LHC HEP
accelerators – see, e.g, [21] – and summarized in Fig.1
below.
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TPC ≈ α×(Length/10km)1/2 + β×(Energy/TeV)1/2 +
γ×(Power/100MW)1/2 , (1)
where coefficients α=2B$/(10km)1/2, γ=2B$/(100MW)1/2 ,
and accelerator technology dependent coefficient β is
equal to 10 B$/TeV1/2 for superconducting RF
accelerators, 8 B$/ TeV1/2 for normal-conducting
(“warm”) RF,
1B$/TeV1/2
for normal-conducting
magnets and 2B$/TeV1/2 for SC magnets (all numbers in
2014 US dollars).
Let’s take the LHC as an example. The first component
of the “αβγ-model” is the cost of some 40 km of LHC
tunnels (including 27 km of the LEP tunnel, 7 km of SPS,
injectors and beamlines) which can be estimated as
2B$×(40/10 km)1/2=4B$.The estimate of the second
component is dominated by the cost of SC magnets for 14
TeV com collider, i.e., 2B$×(14)1/2=7.5B$. Finally, the
estimate of the 150 MW power infrastructure piece is
2B$×(150 MW/100MW)1/2=2.5B$, that makes the TPC
range of the LHC – if built from scratch - equal to
4B$+7.5B$+2.5B$= 14B$ ±4.5B$. The CERN LHC
Factbook [20] indicates the cost of LHC project of
6.5BCHF, including 5BCHF for accelerator facility.

Figure 1: Center-of-mass beam energy vs estimated Total
Project Cost (TPC, the “US Accounting”, in B$) of
various post-LHC frontier HEP accelerators: (blue dots) –
lepton colliders, (black dots) – hadron colliders, (red dots)
– future linear lepton colliders (see text).
One can see that only HE-LHC is certainly financially
feasible being below the 10B$ “feasibility level”
discussed above. Several machines are potentially within
the financial reach if undertaken as a global HEP project
- CepC, FCC-ee, 0.5 TeV options of ILC and CLIC, 6
TeV c.o.m. muon collider and possibly, low-field option
of the large circumference (233km) VLHC-I. At the same
time, really questionable seems to be the 1 TeV version of
the ILC, 3 TeV CLIC, 87-km long SSC and 60-100 km
FCC pp and SppC.

DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
Several ways to assure feasibility of future colliders are
being considered. Firstly, significant savings can be
1: Circular and Linear Colliders
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achieved by re-using the existing infrastructure and/or
existing accelerators as injectors for the future ones. Of
course, that can not be applied universally (eg., not for
frontier lepton colliders), but, for example, CERN’s
proton accelerator complex can be used in the FCC-pp or
a muon collider. Secondly, launching extensive R&D
programs focused on the cost reduction of traditional
technologies, e.g., SC magnets and tunnelling, can greatly
help, too [22]. At the same time, one should take into
account that this approach has its limits. Thirdly, one
could try to benefit significantly lower cost of doing
business in Asia, particularly, in China – for example,
comparison of modern synchrotron light sources shows a
factor of about 3 lower construction cost for comparable
facilities [22]. This advantage may or may not be in effect
in the future but it definitely should be taken into account.
While discussing feasibility of future machines, one
should also take into consideration expected long period
of commissioning and the issue of availability of
accelerator experts needed for construction and operation
of large(r) colliders. Indeed, due to high complexity of
modern colliders, attainment of their design or the
ultimate luminosity can take quite substantial time [23].
The latest example is LHC, where it took almost 8 years
to get from the first circulating beams (September 10,
2008) to the design luminosity of 1034 cm-2s-1 (July 6,
2016). The issue of availability of experts can be
illustrated by the example of the ILC project which
estimates that some 13,000 man-years (FTEs, or fulltime-equivalent) of accelerator scientists, engineers and
technicians are needed over some 8 years of construction
of the International Linear Collider [9] – that gives on
average 1,600 trained people needed for installation,
integration, testing and quality assurance, commissioning
and all other related activities associated with 7.8B$
worth of materials and services budget. Despite the lack
of a crisp definition of who should be considered “an
accelerator expert”, one can estimate that the world-wide
community of accelerator physicists and experienced
engineers does not exceed 1200-1500 people and the total
accelerator personnel (all scientists, engineers,
technicians, drafters, etc) is about 4,000-4,500. Therefore,
any plans for a really big facility at the scale of 10B$
should take into account that significant time will be
needed to get the required number of the people together.
The most promising option in the long run might be to
develop a new accelerator technology, namely, ultra-fast
plasma wake-field acceleration (PWFA). The potential of
the method is enormous, though recent attempts to design
a collider based on laser- or beam-driven PWFA [16, 17]
showed many serious not yet resolved issues such as
modest average accelerating gradient (~2 GeV/m vs
maximum single stage value of 10-50 GeV/m), uncertain
effectiveness of staging, low luminosity as the result of
the beam emittance growth due to scattering of electrons
and positrons in plasma, extremely tight tolerances on
transverse and longitudinal stability of the collider
elements, (currently) very low efficiency of the electric
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plug power conversion to beam power, etc. Cost-wise,
such colliders are not very efficient at the present stage of
development – see red dots in Fig. 1 and discussion in
[19] – but, again, they have a significant potential for cost
savings, for example, due to quick reduction of the cost
per Watt of pulsed high power lasers.
One can try to look into options for “ultimate” future
energy frontier collider facility with c.o.m. energies of
300-1000 TeV (20-100 times the LHC). We surely know
that for the same reason the circular e+e- collider energies
do not extend beyond the Higgs factory range (~0.25
TeV), there will be no circular proton-proton colliders
beyond 100 TeV because of unacceptable synchrotron
radiation power – they will have to be linear. It is also
appreciated that even in the linear accelerators electrons
and positrons become impractical above about 3 TeV due
to beam-strahlung (radiation due to interaction at the IPs)
and about 10 TeV due to radiation in the focusing channel
(<10 TeV). This leaves only μ+μ- or pp options for the
“far future” colliders. If we further limit ourselves to
affordable options and request such a flagship machine
not to exceed Lf ~10 km in length then we seek a new
accelerator technology providing average gradient of >30
GeV/m (compare with E/Lf~ 0.5 GeV per meter in the
LHC). There is only one such option known now: superdense plasma as in, e.g., crystals [18], that excludes
protons because of nuclear interactions and leaves us with
muons as the particles of choice [4]. High luminosity can
not be expected for such a facility if we limit the beam
power and, with necessity, the total facility site power to
some affordable level of P ~100MW. Indeed, as the
energy of the particles E grows, the beam current will
have to go down at fixed power I=P/E, and,
consequently, the luminosity will need to go down with
energy. The paradigm shift from the past collider
experience when luminosity scaled as L ~ E2 will need to
happen in the “far future” of HEP.
To summarize, a short answer to the question“Will
There Be Energy Frontier Colliders After LHC?” from
the accelerator stand point is “may be”. Longer answer
would include a notion that such a collider will first need
a strong motivation for conctruction, i.e. be dependent on
the LHC results. If based on “traditional” accelerator
technologies (SRF, SCMag, etc), only HE-LHC is cost
feasible (will cost about half of that of the LHC), few
others are close to the LHC TPC or exceed it slightly CepC/FCCee, ILC, Muon Coll, VLHC-I, other proposed
facilities would need either significant R&D or/and use
advantages of developing economy in China. The hopeful
“non-traditional” technology of plasma acceleration is
very expensive now, it needs several decades of R&D to
prove its feasibility as viable post-LHC collider option.
On the other hand it has great potential and can be a basis
of an “ultimate (dream)” O(1PeV) crystal muon collider
which by necessity will be low luminosity and will
require a paradigm change for HEP reaserch.
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BEAM EXTRACTION FROM THE RECYCLER RING TO P1 LINE
AT FERMILAB*
M. Xiao†, Fermilab, Batavia, IL 60540, USA
Abstract

INTRODUCTION
In the post-Nova era at Fermilab complex, shown in
Fig. 1, the protons are directly transported from the
Booster ring to the Recycler Ring (RR) rather than the
Main Injector (MI) [1]. For Mu2e and g-2 projects, a new
beamline, shown in RED in Fig. 1, was designed in 2012
[2] and completed in the installation in 2015. This new
beamline provides a way to deliver 8 GeV kinetic energy
protons from the Booster to the Delivery ring, via the
Recycler, using existing beam transport lines (P1, P2
line), and without the need for new civil construction. Fig.
2 presents the schematic layout of the transfer line from
the Recycler Ring to the P1, P2 line. Shown in Blue in
Fig. 2 are the kicker magnets RRKICK and the lambertson magnet RRLAM in the RR, which were installed in
2014 Summer Shutdown.

Figure 2: Schematic layout of the transfer line.
The Stub from the RR to P1 line (shown in green in
Fig. 2), including permanent quads, trim quads, correctors, BPMs, the toroid at 703 and vertical bending dipole
at V703 (ADCW), was installed in 2015 Summer Shutdown. A new 2.5 MHz RF system, which will be used to
rebunch a 4x1012 of protons from Booster into 4 bunches
of 1012 protons in the Recycler, is being installed during
2016 Summer Shutdown. The commissioning for the
beam extraction was done at the end of June 2016, the
protons were extracted successfully from the Recycler
ring to P2 line. The detailed results will be presented in
this report.

DEVICES AND PARAMETER SCANS
The main devices and their best values for RR to P1
line extraction are shown in Fig. 3. The parameter R:
KPS5A is the voltage for the kicker magnets RRKICK, R:
LAM52 is the current for the lambertson magnet and R:
V703 is the current for the vertical bending .Trim dipoles
R:VT701 and R:HT702, trim quads R:QT701 and
R:QT702 were not used at first run. These best values left
in the parameter page R65 are based on the parameter
scan for R:KPS5A and R:LAM52.

Figure 1: Fermilab Complex.
___________________________________________

*Work supported by U.S. Department of Energy under contract No.
DE-AC02-76CH03000.
†
meiqin@fnal.gov

Figure 3: Best values of the devices for beam extraction.
The scans were done with the changes of the values of
R:KPS5A and R:LAM52, by monitoring 3 loss monitor
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The transfer line for beam extraction from the Recycler
ring to P1 line provides a way to deliver 8 GeV kinetic
energy protons from the Booster to the Delivery ring, via
the Recycler, using existing beam transport lines, and
without the need for new civil construction. It was designed in 2012. The kicker magnets at RR520 and the
lambertson magnet at RR522 in the RR were installed in
2014 Summer Shutdown, the elements of RR to P1 Stub
(permanent quads, trim quads, correctors, BPMs, the
toroid at 703 and vertical bending dipole at V703
(ADCW) were installed in 2015 Summer Shutdown. On
Tuesday, June 21, 2016, beam line from the Recycler
Ring to P1 line was commissioned. The detailed results
will be presented in this report.
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R: LI522F, R: LI522E and R: LI522G , which are located
up, middle and downstream of the lambertson magnet, the
results are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.

Figure 7: Scan for kicker magnet strength.

Figure 4: Scan for kicker magnet strength.

BEAM EXTRACTION AND THE PROFILES OBTAINED BY MULTIWARES
At the time of commissioning, 15 bunches of the proton
beams in 53MHz beam structure, each accumulated in 4-6
Boosters turns, was extracted from the RR to P1, P2 line.
The intensity of the protons is varied from 1.4 to
1.8E1011, and the estimated emittance is about 12 π
mm.mrad. Indicated in Fig. 8 are the value of the Recycler DCCT (green), and those on Toroid 703 in the RR to
P1 Stub (Red), on Toroid 714 in the P1 line (Yellow) as
well as Toroid 716 in the P2 line (Cyan). The vertical
scale for R:DCCT is 1.0E12, and 0.5E12 for the rest of 3
Toroid’s. At the end of scan, about 1.7E11 of the beam
shown on Toroid 716, the overall extraction efficiency is
above 90%. Both horizontal and vertical BPMs along the
RR to P1 line Stub, P1 and P2 line are triggered and the
orbits are shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10.

Figure 5: Scan for Lambertson magnet strength.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

One bumps scan with trim dipoles was done on June
23, 2016. It made ramps for R: HT702 and R:VT701 and
changed in 1A increments, as shown in Figures 6, and 7.

Figure 8: Beam intensity shown during the extraction.

BEAM PROFILES AND OPTICS MATCH
e 6: Scan for kicker magnet strength.

Figure 2 shows the beam profiles in both horizontal and
vertical planes obtained by the multiwares at F11, F12,
F13 and F17 respectively. Based on the the estimated
emittances of the beam and the beta-function obtained by
optics match, we calculated the beam size at each locations of the multiwares, the results are listed in Table 1.
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Table 1: Beam Sizes Measured and Calculated
F11
F12
F13
F17
βx (m)
βy (M)
σx (calculated)
(mm)

σx (measured)
(mm)

σy(calculated)
(mm)

σy(measured)
Figure 9: Beam intensity shown during the extraction.

(mm)

25.5

11.61

94.36

103.61

53.08

124.13

29.00

27.34

2.32

1.56

4.46

4.66

2.857

2.224

3.701

3.271

3.35

5.12

2.47

2.40

3.359

3.760

1.921

2.04

 K 1QR 701 = − 0 .071 (1 / m 2 )

2
 K 1QR 702 = + 0 .090 (1 / m )

 K 1Q 3 = − 0 . 0414 (1 / m 2 )

2
 K 1Q10 = + 0 .0214 (1 / m )

K1QR701 and k1QR702 are the quadrupole strengths of
the permanent magnets QR701A&B and QR702A&B,
and the measured strengths meet the requests. K1Q3 is
the quadrupole strength of Q703, Q704,… Q709 in a
FODO lattice section. IQ703T is the current of the circuit
for all these quads, positive sign for the focusing quads,
negative sign for defocusing quads. K1Q10 is the quadrupole strength for Q710. Based on the transfer constants:
TF_Q703 = 0.12228 and TF_Q710 = 1.5109 (unit: Tesla/Amp), the currents requested should be as follows
IQ 703T = 214.47 Amps
IQ 710T = 12.80 Amps

Figure 10: Beam intensity shown during the extraction.

But it was requested for 1.25 Amps. Actual settings was
2.0 Amps due to the device limit.

The beam extraction from the Recycler Ring to the P1,
P2 line for Mu2e and G-2 project was successfully commissioned. The transfer efficiency is above 90% for
1.85E11 of the protons in the RR. All the devices and the
instrumentations worked well. Further commissioning
will be done after the installation of the new 2.5MHz RF
system in this summer shutdown in 2016.
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Figure 11: Beam intensity shown during the extraction.
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SOLID-STATE PULSED POWER SYSTEM FOR A STRIPLINE KICKER
Neal Butler, Fred Niell, Marcel Gaudreau, Michael Kempkes, Rebecca Simpson,
Matthew Munder-ville, Diversified Technologies, Inc., Bedford, MA, USA
Abstract
Diversified Technologies, Inc. (DTI) has designed,
built, and demonstrated a prototype pulse amplifier for
stripline kicker service capable of less than 5 ns rise and
fall times, 5 to 90 ns pulse lengths, peak power greater
than 13.7 MW at pulse repetition rates exceeding 100
kHz, and measured jitter under 100 ps. The resulting
pulse is precise and repeatable, and will be of great interest to accelerator facilities requiring electromagnetic
kickers. The pulse generator is based on the original specifications for the NGLS fast deflector. DTI’s planar inductive adder configuration uses compensated-silicon
power transistors in low inductance leadless packages
with a novel charge-pump gate drive to achieve unmatched performance. The prototyping efforts guided the
design of the full unit, however the magnetics and transmission line effects of the system were not revealed until
the entire unit was assembled. The unit was brought to
LBNL, compared with other researcher’s efforts, and was
judged very favorably. A number of development prototypes have been constructed and tested, including a successful 18.7 kV, 749 A unit. The modularity of this design
will enable configuration of systems to a wide range of
potential applications in both kickers and other high speed
requirements, including high performance radars, directed
energy systems, and excimer lasers.

secondary windings in series. Such approaches are not
typically used in high-PRF applications, and have not
shown the fast rise times required for the NGLS kicker.
DTI’s improvements to the classic inductive adder design
include:
 Multiple cores on a single circuit board
 Secondary return current path on the circuit
board
 State-of-the-art 650 V rated compensated
MOSFETs
 Low inductance leadless flat packages
 Push-pull double voltage drive
 Low inductance backswing clamp
 High performance low delay charge pump gate
drives
Re-arranging the circuitry of the classic inductive adder
by placing several cores and drive circuits on a single
circuit board allows the secondary return current to flow
through the ground plane on the circuit board, which
minizes the secondary stray inductance (Figure 1).

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
Diversified Technologies, Inc. (DTI) recently completed an SBIR effort under a grant from the US Department
of Energy to research kicker drivers for the Next Generation Light Source (NGLS) injectors. The NGLS specification required a 10 kV, 200 Ampere pulse into 50 Ω, with
a 2 ns rise time (10-90%), a highly repeatable flattop with
a pulsewidth from 5-40 ns, and a fall time less than 1 µs
(defined as down to 10-4 of the peak value). DTI chose a
novel derivative of the classic inductive adder circuit
which has demonstrated not only the required pulse rise
times required by NGLS, but also the pulses required by
the Advanced Light Source (ALS) upgrade at Lawrence
Berkeley National Lab (LBNL), and a number of other
commercial, medical, and other non-accelerator-based
applications.

DESIGN
Inductive adders have been used for decades in the accelerator physics community to create ultra-high voltage,
short rise time deflection pulses in beams. The inductive
adder approach can be thought of as a number of pulse
transformers with the primary windings in parallel and the

Figure 1: Dual PCB high speed pulser kicker driver system developed by DTI for the NGLS program. This kicker uses commodity 650 V transistors to switch nearly 17
MW, 700 A in 5 ns.
The best figure of merit power transistors are 650 V
rated compensated silicon MOSFETs. These are available
1: Circular and Linear Colliders
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in very low inductance leadless flat packs. The relatively
low voltage rating is compensated for by driving one end
of the primary low and the other end high, allowing up to
1 kV added per stage.
At turn-off, the transistor voltage must be limited by a
diode backswing clamp. Stray inductance in this circuit
allows the voltage to overshoot. This effect can limit the
maximum operating voltage, especially with very fast
switching times.
The switchng performance of transistors can be limited
by the gate drive; DTI developed a low delay, high performance, discrete component gate drive which achieves
switching performance much faster than the data sheet
values.
Figure 2 shows a simplified schematic of the push-pull
circuit. In DTI’s final design, four parallel connected
MOSFETs drive each side of a primary winding on each
stage of the adder. Each individual MOSFET has a diode
clamp for overvoltage. All the MOSFETs on each side of
each primary share a common high speed gate driver.
Isolation for the high side gate drivers is provided using
inductive isolation.

TUPOB09

low delay pulse amplifier drives the gate through a series
capacitor sized to deliver the correct gate charge. The
effective gate circuit RC time constant is reduced by a
factor of 5, allowing switching times much faster than the
datasheet values.
The input logic signal is buffered and distributed to the
twewnty gate drives on a board through a chain of four
74LVC logic gates, with a total delay of about 6 ns. The
gate drive circuit and measured output waveform is
shown in Figure 3. The input transistor of the gate driver,
the 20 V rated DMG1012T , is driven from both sections
of a SN74LVC2G34 buffer. This transistor switches 15 V
at 6 A with a propagation delay of less than 2 ns.

GATE DRIVER TOPOLOGY

Figure 3: Performance of the gate driver circuit with GaN
transistors in a test board, operating from 75 V into 1.5 Ω
and 3.3 nF, or 50 A peak. Note the 950 ps rise time, 700
ps fall time, and 1.5 ns group delay.
The 15 V output from the DMG1012 drives a two transistor totem pole output circuit with IRLML0060 transistors. The first stage drives the bottom transistor directly
and top transistor through an inverting transformer. The
input transistor is normally off, keeping the bottom totem

Figure 2. Electrical schematic of two stages showing main pulse current path in blue and charging current path in
green. The floating gate drive is referenced to the source leads of the "flying" transistors. For clarity, snubbers
and clamp diodes are not shown. Diode D isolates the transformer core reset voltage from the load.
1: Circular and Linear Colliders
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The key innovation is the use of commodity compensated silicon MOSFETs with the state-of-the-art figure of
merit (on resistance times gate carge) in low-inductance
packages at speeds far beyond the data sheet turn-on and
turn-off times. This speed was attained with a custom
discrete component gate driver developed at DTI.
Typical commercial MOSFETS have an internal distributed gate resistance of a few ohms. The
STL57N65M5, for example, has a gate resistance of 1.4
Ω and gate capacitance of 4.2 nF; the RC time constant is
nearly 6 ns. Package and stray circuit inductance also
increase the gate charging time. To mitigate these problems, a charge pump circuit is used: a 50 V high current,
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pole transistor on and the power transistors off.
The pulse transformer is a miniature RF balun with response in the GHz range. This circuit switches 50 V at 35
A with 750 ps rise, 500 ps fall. We also tested a circuit
with GaN transistors from EPC. We selected the silicon
circuit for ease of manufacturing with acceptable performance.

TRANSISTOR PERFORMANCE
The final layout of the kicker PCBs is shown in Figure
4. The charge pump gate drive used to push the compensated silicon transistors is quite effective. We tested several types of transistors in the circuit: STL57N65M5,
STL21N65M6, and IPL65R130C7 were all demonstrated
to have excellent rise and fall times. Faster transistors
were less rugged than slower ones due to limitations in
the backswing clamp circuit.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 4: Final stripline kicker circuit board.
The backswing clamp diodes and capacitors are mounted directly undneath the power transistors with multiple
vias between layers. SiC diodes in the D2-PAK were
used. The board and the transistor only accounted for 1
nH of stray inductance, but the diode package measured
2.4 nH. Thus with all losses accounted, at 40 A, the turnoff spike could only clamp at 154 V even with a SiC
diode directly across the drain of each MOSFET. This
ultimately limited our 650 V MOSFETs to safe operation
at a maximum of 450 V. A lower inductance diode is
required in future development work.
Figure 5 shows representative switching performance
of STL57N65M5 transistors at 100 A per transistor. Purple trace (channel 3) shows the drain voltage. Note that
the turn on occurs in 2.9 ns. The output pulse is 18.6 kV,
370 A into 50 Ω, or 7 MW per pulse. The pulser was
configured with two boards in series for this demonstration, and as such only achieved 9 ns rise and 10 ns fall.
With a single board, the system is more than twice as fast;
it is limited by the inductance of the secondary.

Figure 5: Performance of two stripline kicker boards in
series. Output pulse is 18.6 kV, 370 A into 50 Ω (7 MW).

CONCLUSION
Given the successes of the pulser demonstrations in the
last several months both at LBNL and for various potential commercial customers at DTI, it is DTI’s plan to
continue development of this core technology. The topology for the pulser coupled with the novel ultra-highperformance gate driver has pushed the inductive adder
state-of-the-art. The device physics principles revealed
from high speed turn-off in compensated-silicon
MOSFETs as it relates to charge storage and clamping
capacity of SiC diodes and the theories built around the
results from prototype demonstration have been extremely enlightening. Testing of the hardware has pushed the
limits of the state-of-the-art in both PCB manufacturing,
circuit design, and SPICE simulations. Scaling assumptions made in the initial phases turned out to be prescient
in some areas, while completely off-base in others. Prototype after prototype development efforts eventually yielded a pulser that supports full voltage and current at the
required PRF and rise and fall times.
Parallel and series operation of two boards and more
was successfully demonstrated, and the flexible voltage
and repetition rate capability was achieved. Understanding the limitations of our current circuit, we now know
how to improve beyond the 6-7 kV limit per board, and
the path to sub-5 ns rise and fall times with the full 10 kV
per board.
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QUANTIFICATION OF OCTUPOLE MAGNETS AT THE UNIVERSITY OF
MARYLAND ELECTRON RING*
H. Baumgartner†, S. Bernal, I. Haber, T. Koeth, D. Matthew, K. Ruisard, M. Teperman,
B. Beaudoin, University of Maryland, College Park, USA
It is particularly important to manage beam loss in
high intensity accelerators, because the large beam current can result in heating, damage, and activation of components. A lattice of strong nonlinear magnets is predicted by theory to damp resonances while maintaining dynamic aperture. Results of rotating coil measurements and
magnetic field scans will be presented, quantifying the
multipole moments and fringe fields of PCB octupoles in
UMER’s nonlinear lattice experiments.

INTRODUCTION
The University of Maryland Electron Ring (UMER) is
a 10 keV, 11.52 meter electron ring for the study of intense beam dynamics. UMER is embarking on a new
effort to investigate integrable nonlinear optics, which is a
promising area of research in high-intensity ring design
[1]. To this end, a quasi-integrable octupole lattice will be
incorporated into the existing FODO ring structure [2].
Currently, the entire UMER ring utilizes air-core dipole
and quadrupole magnets constructed from flexible printed
circuits (Fig. 1). These PCBs are inexpensive to manufacture and can be made with a quick turnaround time. The
2oz copper thickness can easily sustain currents of 2A
with no additional cooling, or up to 10A with water cooling. The thin profile of the flexible PCB opens up the
possibility of stacking multiple PCBs into one mount, or
even utilizing the multi-layer capabilities of circuit board
manufacturing to make a single PCB with different magnets on different PCB layers.

Figure 1: Assembled PCB magnet showing the aluminium
housing and G10 liner. The flex PCB is underneath the
liner. The magnet length is 2.3” and the bore diameter is
2.2”.

A magnet is comprised of two PCBs that form its top
and bottom half. Each magnet half is mounted into an
aluminum housing, aligned with pins and held in place
with a formed G10 liner. The two halves of the magnet
are then placed around the beam pipe and bolted together.
Recently, octupole PCB magnets were designed for the
UMER nonlinear optics project [3]. This paper presents
the results of numerical calculations and empirical measurements of the PCB octupole magnets.

MAGNET DESIGN
The magnetic multipole expansion is given by [4] is
� + �� = ∑

+�

(1)

Multipoles can be created by an angularly dependent
current distribution given by Eq. 2 [4], where z is the
longitudinal coordinate, a is an adjustable parameter, L is
magnet length and n is the pole order.
=
(2)
In the UMER PCB magnets, this azimuthally varying
current distribution is achieved by creating spiral traces of
varying density and length, as shown in Figure 2. Conductors parallel to the beam axis, forming the diamond
shape, contribute to the field, while conductors perpendicular to the beam axis are simply return traces.

Figure 2: The flex PCB containing the windings of the
octupole magnet.
Because of the small aspect ratio of these magnets,
they are dominated by fringe fields. As such, it is especially important to characterize the magnet with good
longitudinal resolution.

___________________________________________

* Supported by DOE-HEP and the NSF Accelerator Science Program.
† heidib@umd.edu
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Adjustment of the magnet’s position was done using
three micrometer screws. The screws are adjusted to maximize the octupole component while minimizing the lower order components, watching the spectrum on the oscilloscope. After this adjustment is done, the setup is shielded with a mu metal box. A background scan is also performed before collecting data.

MAG-LI Simulations
MAG-LI is a Biot-Savart solver written by former
UMER graduate student Hui Li. It models the circuit
board as a set of infinitely thin wires.

RESULTS

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Rotating Coil
Figure 3: Gauss probe setup.
A Gauss probe allows for precise local measurements
of magnetic field. We used a Lake Shore Model 460 3channel Gauss meter with a MMZ-2508-UH 3-axis probe
mounted to a Velmex stage with 3 axes of travel as well
as one rotation axis. The setup was not shielded from
background magnetic fields, but the probe’s position
between trials could be reproduced to within thousandths
of an inch, so separate measurement and background
scans were done each time.
It was a particular challenge to mount the Gauss probe
to the stage, due to its unwieldy length and lack of mounting holes. To mount the probe to the stage, a 3D-printed
holder was designed, which clamped the probe tightly in
place (see Figure 3). The center of the probe was aligned
with the center of the rotation stage, and rotary scan was
done by translating the probe as well as rotating it. To
compensate for skew of the probe, the travel of the probe
during rotations was observed using a camera, and the
offset of the probe tip from the base was calculated from
captured images.
We allowed a 1-second settling time after every
movement before a measurement to allow any vibrations
in the probe tip to dissipate. As a result, a full radial scan
with sufficient data points to draw a smooth plot took
several minutes. Unlike the rotating coil, where the FFT is
taken in real-time, adjustments to a Gauss probe setup are
quite slow.
Magnetic center was found by scanning linearly across
the bore in the center of the magnet and finding the zero
field point. Steps of 0.03” were not sufficient resolution
and required further manual adjustment based on the
shape of the radial plot.

The rotating coil displays a prominent octupole peak,
and quite small lower order peaks. The mu metal shielding of the rotating coil setup was effective at reducing the
Earth’s magnetic field, and the easy alignment procedure
to position the rotating coil at the center of the octupole
ensured a small quadrupole peak, as shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 4: Frequency spectrum of rotating coil measurement at 2A. Octupole, quadrupole and dipole peaks at
n=4, 2 and 1 respectively, are indicated by arrows.

Gauss Probe
XY Scan

Rotating Coil Measurement
The rotating coil measurements were made with a
transverse coil well exceeding the length of the magnet,
comprised of about 3000 turns of AWG 44 wire. The coil
rotates at 6 Hz and the induced current through the coil is
measured as a voltage across a terminating resistor with
the use of an oscilloscope, capable of computing a realtime FFT.
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Figure 5: Gauss probe measurement at 2.5A of the midplane of the octupole spanning the entire magnet bore.
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The Gauss probe gives us the ability to create a raster
scan of any desired surface or volume inside the bore of
the magnet.
A raster scan of the midplane shows the
transverse x3 profile of the magnetic field’s y-component,
as well as the longitudinal profile. From a scan across the
midplane we have determined the octupole gradient of
3
51.6 ± 1.5 T/m /A. See Figure 5.

TUPOB11

Simulation

Radial Scan

Figure 8: Polar plots of radial magnetic field from MAGLI at 0.8” radii at various longitudinal positions.

Figure 6: Polar plots of radial magnetic field from Gauss
probe scans at 0.8” radii (73% of bore radius) at various
longitudinal positions.

Figure 7:
Multipole spectrum derived from the above
radial data measured using a Gauss probe.
Figures 6 and 7 display data from multiple radial
scans using the Gauss probe, starting at the geometric
center of the magnet and moving in the z direction towards the edge in 0.2” increments. Effort was made to do
the scan as close as possible to the aperture of the bore,
because measurement errors decrease exponentially away
from the boundary.
Prominent quadrupole and dipole peaks are present,
indicating that the radial scan was done off-center. Furthermore, there is a strong peak at n=12, though no peak
is present at n=16 as there was in the rotating coil measurement.

5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields

Finally, Figures 8 and 9 are the same FFT spectra and
polar plots as the prior two figures,
obtained from
simulation with Mag-LI. They show an agreement of the
general features of the data and suggest no flaws in the
magnet as designed, which calls for further investigation
of whether the empirical measurements show true design
flaws or require further refinment in the data collection
technique or magnet assembly.
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Figure 9: Multipole spectrum derived from the above
MAG-LI radial data.
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EXPERIMENTAL PLANS FOR SINGLE-CHANNEL STRONG OCTUPOLE
FIELDS AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND ELECTRON RING ∗
K. Ruisard† , H. Baumgartner, B. Beaudoin, I. Haber, M. Teperman, T. Koeth
Institute for Research in Electronics and Applied Physics, University of Maryland College Park, MD, USA
Abstract

INTRODUCTION
Beam resonances that drive particle losses and beam halo
present a significant challenge for high intensity accelerators, limiting beam current due to risk of damage and/or
activation. While Landau damping can control resonant effects, the addition of weak nonlinearities to a linear lattice
can introduce resonant islands and chaotic phase space orbits, which reduce dynamic aperture and lead to destructive
particle loss. Theory predicts that lattices with one or two
invariants and sufficiently strong nonlinear elements should
suppress tune and envelope resonances without loss of stable
phase space area [1].
The small-angle Hamiltonian for transverse particle motion in the normalized frame is given by

HN


1 2
2
2
2
=
px, N + py,
+
x
+
y
N
N
N + κU (x N , y N , s)
2

with general nonlinear contribution
pU. (Normalized coordinates are x N = √ x and p N = p β(s) − √αx )
β(s)

β(s)

In order for U to be an invariant quantity and for H N to
be conserved, β x = βy inside the nonlinear element and the
nonlinear element strength parameter κ(s) depends on β(s).
1
In particular, for an octupole element κ ∝ β(s)
3 . External
focusing is provided by a linear lattice, which should reduce
to an integer π phase advance between nonlinear inserts, as
depicted in Fig. 1.
∗
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Figure 1: Simple quasi-integrable system: FOFO focusing
with nonlinear insert.
Parallel work at the IOTA ring [2] will test a fully integrable nonlinear solution. The focus of the UMER nonlinear optics program is on the quasi-integrable case of the
octupole lattice (with 1 invariant of motion), with the goal
of experimentally observing transverse stability and halo
mitigation.

EXPERIMENT
UMER is an 11.52 m circumference ring with a dense
FODO lattice of printed circuit magnets (72 quads, with
cell length 32 cm). The arrangement of quadrupoles in the
standard UMER lattice can be seen in Fig. 2. All UMER
magnets are flexible printed circuit boards (PCBs). The
first generation of PCB octupoles for nonlinear optics experiments have been manufactured and characterized [3].

Figure 2: 20◦ of UMER, consisting of 2 dipoles and 4
quadrupoles in a FODO arrangement. A custom section is
being designed to accomodate a single long octupole mount.
To meet the requirements of a quasi-integrable lattice as
described above, UMER must operate as a non-FODO lattice.
The nonlinear insert will occupy a single 20◦ section of the
ring, with quadrupole strengths modified to obtain envelope
and tune requirements. Previous flexibility of the UMER lattice has been demonstrated in the alternative lattice, which
uses a lengthened FODO cell of 64 cm [4]. The UMER
quadrupoles are each individually powered with unique polarity switches, allowing for any imaginable combination of
families and lattice functions.
Characterization of the "single-channel" octupole lattice
will be made monitoring beam loss and profile evolution of
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Nonlinear quasi-integrable optics is a promising development on the horizon of high-intensity ring design. Large
amplitude-dependent tune spreads, driven by strong nonlinear magnet inserts, lead to decoupling from incoherent tune
resonances. This reduces intensity-driven beam loss while
quasi-integrability ensures a well-contained beam. In this
paper we discuss on-going work to install and interrogate a
long-octupole channel at the University of Maryland Electron Ring (UMER). This is a discrete insert that occupies
20 degrees of the ring, consisting of independently powered
printed circuit octupole magnets. Transverse confinement
is obtained with quadrupoles external to this insert. Operating UMER as a non-FODO lattice, in order to meet the
beam-envelope requirements of the quasi-integrable lattice,
is a challenge. We discuss efforts to match the beam and
optimize steering solutions. We also discuss our experiences
operating a distributed strong octupole lattice.
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0.6 mA and 60 µA beams, with respective space charge tune
depressions of 0.83 and 0.95 (estimated for standard FODO
lattice, see [5]). We expect externally induced tune spreads
up to δν = 0.2.

STEERING
In earlier work, loss data was recorded for 50 turns through
a distributed octupole lattice in a FODO lattice [6]. Integer and half-integer stop bands are observed (see Fig. 3),
although fine structure is obscured both by low scan resolution and by overall large beam loss at all operating points.
The only observable effect of the octupole tune shift is a
broadening of the resonance bands.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: (a) Simulated 1st turn vertical orbit control for two
steering systems (18 vs. 36 weak correctors). Best case RMS
deviation from pipe center is 2.6 and 0.7 mm, respectively.
(b) Measured vertical orbit for standard lattice operation on
first turn, showing excursions of ±1 cm.

Figure 3: Tune scan for distributed octupole lattice, beam
survival at 25th turn, normalized to 10th turn. (a) no octupoles, linear FODO lattice (b) Octupoles powered at 0.5 A
(37 T/m3 peak).

of correction, but at twice the density, so the accumulated
residual field error is at maximum 1.1◦ . From there, the
usual steering algorithms may be applied. An example of
orbit improvement can be seen in Fig. 4a.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

MATCHING
The distributed octupole lattice uses the long 64 cm FODO
cell, with weaker focusing (ring tune is decreased from 6.7
in both planes to roughly half that). The resulting larger
beam is therefore more susceptible to scraping losses from
orbit oscillations and deviations of the closed orbit, and
the steering tolerances are much tighter when compared to
"as-designed" operation in the dense FODO lattice.
Vertical control is maintained through 18 printed circuit
vertical steerers at 20◦ separation, with an integrated field
strength of 3.886 G-cm/A. For 10 keV beam, each steerer
offers maximum of 1.3◦ of orbit correction (limited by maximum DC current that can safely be maintained without
over-heating). Although the average background radial field
is < 1 mG , the field is locally high in some azimuthal locations, up to 200mG. Over 20◦ of the ring, this corresponds
to 2.2◦ of bending, greater than the available correction.
In practice, this means that orbit deviations cannot be
locally minimized, but rather that there is a global solution
which maximizes current throughput. Excellent recirculation has been found using response matrix tuning, for a
vertical closed orbit with large deviations from the pipe
center. However, this closed orbit is not robust to changes
in lattice function nor easily correctable. Larger beams are
more susceptible to scraping losses. This is a crucial path for
nonlinear optics experiments, which rely on modified (and
tunable) lattice functions and must accommodate predicted
RMS emittance growth into an equilibrium state [7].
The most straightforward upgrade is to replace the 18
weak correctors with 36 weak correctors, capable of 1.2◦
508

The requirements for quasi-integrable transport in a strong
octupole lattice (that is, transport preserving one invariant of
transverse motion) is that (1) the beam envelope comes to a
waist through the nonlinear insert and (2) the phase advance
between nonlinear inserts is a multiple of π.
To restate, the UMER lattice consists of 72 independently
powered quadrupoles. Two of these are large-bore magnets
which accommodate injection, including one (YQ) with
a yaw rotation and transverse offset from the beam pipe.
Matching into the ring is done with 6 quadrupoles and a
solenoid in the injection line.
This represents a very large parameter space (72
variables) that can be used to meet size requirements
( β x, βy, α x, α y, νx, νy ). Reduction of the problem into a
smaller number of variables is necessary to direct the search,
as well as make small, predictable adjustments.
Most recently, matching calculations have been done in
the WARP code, using both the envelope integrator and 2D
PIC simulation [8]. Fast iteration is done with envelope integration, with small adjustments needed to achieve a matched
beam in the PIC code. The search for solutions is reduced to
a 4D problem, in which predictable adjustments can be made
to the lattice tunes while maintaining a matched solution.

Parametrization of Lattice Solutions
The problem of matching 72 quadrupoles to meet 6 requirements ( β x, βy, α x, α y, νx, νy ) is an over-constrained
problem in an unnecessarily huge space. To reduce the
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Figure 5: Matching conditions and sector tunes as a function
of quad strengths.

5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields

Figure 6: Two matching solutions for octupole channel experiment. Quads are numbered as they are identified for
matching.

Figure 7: Half-ring lattice solution, for settings shown in 6.
Dotted line is integrated envelope calculation, solid line is
RMS envelope from 2D PIC propogation. Agreement is
incomplete, and small errors are amplified even over this
short length.

position of the beam waist with injection, as the large bore injection magnets will be unpowered in the non-FODO lattice,
and coupling of steering to YQ strength may be neglected.
This places the octupole channel at the 5th ring section (RC5)
at the 80◦ point, where radial field is quite low and vertical
closed orbit is typically well-contained (Fig. 4b).
Table 1: Tune Estimates for Single Lattice Solution, Based
on Different Calculation Methods
solver
Envelope
PIC (particle fft)

∆νx

∆νy

2.982
2.974

2.766
2.733

SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
Increased control of vertical orbit is necessary to implement non-FODO focusing schemes for a single-channel
quasi-integrable octupole lattice. Finding lattice solutions
that meet the experimental requirements is challenging, but
the search can be made efficient through parameterization
and fast iteration. Higher order effects not yet considered
are sector-focusing due to steering correctors and earth field
variations [9] as well as dispersion. Ongoing work includes
finding injection line match and testing non-FODO lattice
solutions on UMER.
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problem, we assume symmetry of the solution and divide
the ring into eight segments that are mirrored and repeated
around the ring, with symmetric-beam waists at four locations around the ring.
Generally, up to 7 free parameters may be used to satisfy the above 6 requirements. However, optimization over
all six conditions simultaneously was unproductive. More
precisely, finding solutions with an exact tune requirement
while maintaining matched envelope functions was difficult,
as most optimization methods did not efficiently explore
tune space, even with weighted conditions.
The strategy that resulted in the most straightforward path
to a solution was a brute force method in which the problem
is parametrized without regard for tune optimization, a wide
space is scanned and potential solutions cherry picked from
the resulting tune landscape. This requires good agreement
of beam envelope evolution between the envelope integrator, which can be used for fast iteration, and the PIC solver,
which will be used to interrogate beam dynamics. Of the 7
independent variables characterizing a ring sector (subtending 90◦ of the ring), 3 quadrupole strengths are held fixed,
2 are systematically varied along a grid, and 2 are used to
match the beam envelope in the sector.
Figure 5 shows the resulting 2D scan from a search parameterizing the 4th and 5th quads in the sector (1st, 2nd
and 3rd are held to fixed values, 6th and 7th are used to
complete the match, if one exists). The partial tunes for the
sector (∆ν over 18 of the ring) are mapped to the 2D space,
as well as the corresponding strengths of the 6th and 7th
quadrupoles. A number of quantities can be parametrized in
this manner, including corrections for octupole perturbation
of RMS envelope, adjustment of β ∗ in the drift, tuning the
phase advance of the ring, and correcting for inconsistencies
in the ring "as-modeled" and "as-exists."
The full ring solution was found to be more stable to single quadrupole strength perturbations and initial condition
mismatch when implementing two sets of matched solutions,
alternating large/steep envelope excursions between the horizontal and vertical planes. Two 2D parameter scans are
completed, then a simple search identifies combinations that
meet the desired tune condition νring − νchannel = n2 . Due
to the imperfect agreement between the PIC and envelope
calculations, slight adjustment of quadrupole strengths is
required to keep the optimal tune for PIC simulations. The
2D tune landscape (Fig. 5) guides this adjustment. A pair
of satisfactory solutions can be seen in Figs. 6 and 7, with
calculated tunes in Table 1. It seems beneficial to align the
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SIMULATIONS OF SPACE CHARGE NEUTRALIZATION
IN A MAGNETIZED ELECTRON COOLER
James Gerity, Peter M. McIntyre, Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas
David Leslie Bruhwiler, Christopher Hall, RadiaSoft LLC, Boulder, Colorado
Vince Jan Moens, EPFL, Lausanne, Chong Shik Park, Giulio Stancari, Fermilab, Batavia, Illinois
Magnetized electron cooling at relativistic energies and
Ampere scale current is essential to achieve the proposed
ion luminosities in a future electron-ion collider (EIC).
Neutralization of the space charge in such a cooler can
significantly increase the magnetized dynamic friction
and, hence, the cooling rate. The Warp framework is being used to simulate magnetized electron beam dynamics
during and after the build-up of neutralizing ions, via
ionization of residual gas in the cooler. The design follows previous experiments at Fermilab as a verification
case. We also discuss the relevance to EIC designs.

INTRODUCTION
The nuclear physics community has identified the construction and operation of a high-luminosity polarized
electron-ion collider (EIC) as a top priority in answering
pressing questions about the structure of nuclear matter
[1]. In the United States, the design of both Jefferson
Lab’s JLEIC [2] and Brookhaven’s eRHIC [3] rely on
electron cooling to reach their target luminosity. The
novel strategies these projects employ for high-energy
cooling (bunched cooling and coherent cooling, respectively) are promising, but also represent substantial R&D
risk, motivating detailed study of possible improvements
to DC electron cooling at intermediate energies. In particular, strong magnetization of the electron beam enhances cooling [4] by transverse confinement of electrons, so that the Coulomb interactions with the ion beam
effectively only see the longitudinal degree of freedom.
This enhancement is useful up to a “drift velocity” stability limit that shears the beam apart due to the combined
effects of magnetization and strong space-charge, which
scales with . .
. If the electron beam space charge is
neutralized, this limit can be removed, enabling the use of
stronger magnetization and higher electron beam current.
A previous proposal [5] makes the case for using an intense beam of neutralized and magnetized electrons for
cooling in an EIC.

IONIZATION
Warp includes an Ionization class that handles ionization interactions between arbitrary species, producing
arbitrary secondaries. The implementation in the most
recent version uses the total ionization cross-section when
randomly deciding if an ionization occurs between particles on any particular check. A full treatment of these
interactions necessitates the use of differential cross_______________________________
sections,
incorporating variation in the energies of the
* Full source code for this simulation is freely available as part of the
rscooler repository [11]. See the 10mA_DC_ionization example.

incident and emitted species as well as the angle of emission, as described in [6] and [7].
To this end, an extended Ionization class has been developed as part of rswarp [8] to allow for this more complete description of ionization physics. The extended
class allows the user to specify the energy distribution of
emitted species as arbitrary functions of incidence parameters. Also included is an implementation for sampling
the differential cross-section described in [6, 7] using an
algorithm originally developed for XOOPIC [9]. Several
of the solvers included with Warp do not include native
routines for exporting particle and field data for offline
analysis, and the rswarp module also includes classes for
exporting these data in a format compliant with the
OpenPMD standard [10].

PRELIMINARY RESULTS
A validation case* was simulated in the form of a 10
mA beam of 116 keV electrons traveling over a 1 m drift
with a periodic field constraint on the longitudinal boundaries. The beam was generated with a transverse KV
distribution and Gaussian velocity distribution with
Δ /
1e-3. The electron beam spatial profile is shown
in Fig. 1. All species were absorbed at the boundaries of
the computational domain.

Figure 1: Beam profile at 0.5 μs, binned by macroparticle
count. The single-pass beam is not noticeably disrupted
by its interaction with the background gas.
The beam was simulated both with and without ionization of a background H2 gas enabled, and the resulting
beam self-fields were compared to assess the neutralizing
effect of the ionized gas (see Fig. 2). Ionization caused by
emitted secondary electrons was not considered in the
interest of simulation runtime. As shown in Fig. 3, fast
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equilibration of emitted electrons was observed, consistent with this exclusion. The onset of neutralization of
the beam was observed, with the ions suppressing the
electron self-field by ~10% at the longitudinal center of
the domain (see Fig. 4). The results shown here do not
include the effect of an imposed solenoidal magnetic
field, which was sufficiently resolved in separate dedicated simulations.

Figure 2: Ion profile at 0.5 μs, binned by macroparticle
count.

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

FUTURE WORK
Continuation of this work will involving scaling these
simulations to Ampere currents and replicating prior Fermilab cooling experiments involving a magnetized, neutralized beam [4, 12]. Of particular interest is verifying
the presence of the “electron wind” instability seen in
these experiments. It is likely that these larger-scale simulations will be conducted with supercomputing resources
from e.g. NERSC.
Once these experiments can be reproduced with good
fidelity, a greater degree of beam magnetization can be
studied. In doing so, we will study the matching a beam
‘born’ in a magnetic field into a cooling solenoid, as described in [13]. Simulations of single-pass interaction
with an ion beam will be conducted in order to assess the
enhancement in cooling rate that strong magnetization
and neutralization provide. With this information in hand,
the benefits such a cooler can provide for beam quality
and lifetime at an EIC can be quantified by detailed study
of a circulating ion beam with continuous cooling.

CONCLUSION
The neutralizing effect of residual gas ionization in a
simulated beam has been successfully observed. A fuller
understanding of the beam instabilities that may develop
in a strongly magnetized and neutralized cooler will be
necessary to the design of a system based on this premise.
Once this validation case is in hand and the dynamics
responsible for these instabilities can be adequately resolved, we will begin simulation of a beam as envisioned
for cooling at intermediate energies at a future electronion collider, with the goal of developing a robust estimate
of the cooling rate for use in many-turn cooling studies of
these proposed machines.
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AN ACCURATE AND EFFICIENT NUMERICAL INTEGRATOR FOR
PAIR-WISE INTERACTION
A. Al Marzouk∗ , B. Erdelyi, Northern Illinois University, DeKalb, IL 60115 ,USA
Abstract
We are developing a new numerical integrator based on
Picard iteration method for Coulomb collisions. The aim
is to achieve a given prescribed accuracy most efficiently.
The integrator is designed to have adaptive time stepping,
variable order, and dense output. It also has an automatic
selection of the order and the time step. We show that with
a good estimation of the radius of convergence of the expansion, we can obtain the optimal time step size. We also
show how the optimal order of the integration is chosen to
maintain the required accuracy. For efficiency, particles are
distributed over time bins and propagated accordingly.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
Many numerical integrators exist to solve the ordinary
differential equations (ODEs) of the n-body problem. The
goal of any numerical integrator is to achieve a given prescribed accuracy most efficiently. The main parameters controlled to accomplish this goal are the time step size and the
order of the integration. Accuracy is usually attained by using either a very small time step size or a very high order,
and both parameters are kept fixed during the simulation.
Hence, the available integrators face efficiency challenges
while trying to maintain accuracy.
Aiming to achieve both accuracy and efficiency, we developed our numerical integrator to be adaptive, variable
order and with dense output. The integrator is proposed
to deal with the electrostatic n-body problem. It is based
on Picard iteration method combined with differential algebra (DA) [1]. The DA is a powerful tool to deal with ODEs
since its structure is based on truncated power series algebra
(TPSA) with well defined basic and analytic operations [2].
It has been proven that numerical methods based on Picard
iteration can be competitive when implemented with the advanced differential algebra [3]. Here, we present features of
our integrator that enable accomplishing accuracy and efficiency with some examples.

THE NUMERICAL INTEGRATOR
Our Picard-based numerical integrator is adaptive, variable order with dense output. Adaptive variable order
means that it uses a time step that is as large as possible
while varying the order. This allows to maintain efficiency
by reducing the order when a small time step is required,
and to attain accuracy by increasing the order if a large time
step is allowed. This adaptivity was shown to be the most
efficient way to achieve the required accuracy [4]. Time
stepping is performed using time bins where each particle
∗

aalmarzouk@niu.edu
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is propagated with the appropriate time step size. Particles’
time step sizes are automatically selected to increase efficiency. The dense output generated by the integrator is important for computations efficiency of time stepping, especially in the very high accuracy regime in certain applications.

System of Equations
Our integrator deals with a system of ODEs (1) that we
derived from a net Coulomb force of all the particles in
the system. For particle i, there are six differential equations, three for position derivatives, and three for momentum derivatives. Therefore, for N particles, we have 6N
ODEs to be integrated. Particles can be non-relativistic as
well as relativistic.
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j,i


d p̂zi
dyi
dzi
dxi d p̂yi
and
have the same form as
.
and
d tˆ
d tˆ
d tˆ d tˆ
d tˆ
d p̂xi
are similar to
.
d tˆ
p̂ =

p
,
mc

tˆ = tc,

fi =

mi
,
m

ni =

qi
,
q

i = 1, 2, . . . , N

m = mass of particle, q = charge of particle, and c = speed
of light.
In case there is an external field (electric and/or magq ni
netic), the components of mc
2 (E + cv × B) will be added
to the the respectful components of the momentum derivatives ddp̂t̂ .

Optimal Time Step Size and Optimal Order
Á. Jobra and M. Zou presented two main requirements
for the optimal selection of the time step size and the order [5]. The integrator must have a truncation error of the
order of a given prescribed accuracy, and it should use the
minimum total number of arithmetic operations. In order
to meet these requirements, [5] provided a theorem for the
optimal selection of the time step size h and the order p up
to which Taylor series has to be computed. According to the
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theorem, when the error ε goes to zero, the most efficient
step size in the computational sense will be:
h=

ρ
e2

(2)

where ρ is the radius of convergence of the power series.
In (2), h does not depend on the accuracy, but once h is
selected, the optimal order p that guarantees the required
precision is:
1
ε
p = − ln( ) − 1
2
M

(3)

Here M is a positive constant which depends on ρ and
the coefficients of the power series x [j] as M ≈ |x [j] | ρ j .
Radius of Convergence Each function of the 6N
ODEs is expanded as a polynomial of time up to some order
using Picard iterations. Each function has its own radius of
convergence ρ (the distance of the nearest root on the complex plane to the origin). ρ can be different for each particle
at each time step. Since the optimal time step size h depends
on ρ in (2), we need to calculate the radius of convergence
(i.e. we need to find the roots of each polynomial). However, performing such computations will be inefficient for
systems with large number of particles or for polynomials
of high orders. Therefore, we need to find a good estimation
of ρ using the coefficients of the functions expansions.
There are many mathematical theories on the estimation
of the upper and lower bounds of a polynomial roots using
its coefficients (lower bound = radius of convergence). After testing some of these theories [6–9], we concluded that
Lagrange method gives the best estimation of the radius of
convergence for the purpose of our research.
Lagrange’s lower bound for a polynomial with complex
coefficients:
N
Õ
P(z) =
ai z i
i=0

is given by(the inverse
) of the sum of the two largest numbers
ai 1/i
of the set
, (i = 1, · · · , N) [8, 9].
a0

Time Stepping
At each time step, we begin Picard iterations for our system of equations and expand each function in (1) as a polynomial of time. For each particle i, we estimate the radius of convergence ρi from its polynomials using Lagrange
method. The optimal time step size hi is calculated using
(2). The iterations continue until each particle reaches its
optimal order pi that satisfies (3). Then, particles are distributed over a number of bins according to their current
time in order to be propagated. We use two types of time
bins: bins of equal time widths, and bins of equal number
of particles. We propagate particles in the first bin with the
appropriate time step size. In later time steps, Picard iterations are performed again only for particles that were not
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propagated in the previous time step. The advantage of binning will become clear when parallelizing the code to be
faster and more efficient.

EXAMPLES
The integrator is implemented using COSY INFINITY
software [10]. The following examples are done with uniform distributions within cm dimensions. We used accuracies ε = 10−7 and ε = 10−16 . Particles are all protons
with high energy of 14 TeV, or low energy of 1 MeV. Some
runs were done with time bins of equal time widths and the
others were with time bins of equal number of particles.

Non-Relativistic Protons
We used 1000 non-relativisic protons with a uniform initial distribution. The final distributions are almost the same
when using bins of equal number of particles and bins of
equal time widths (Fig.1). For runs with the same type of
bins but with different accuracies, the required orders of the
particles varied. Low accuracy did not need orders higher
than 2. The higher accuracy of 10−16 required orders between 3 and 4.

Figure 1: The final distribution using bins of equal time
widths for the non-relativistic protons.
The time step sizes did not depend on the accuracies (as
(2) implied) and the results are the same for both accuracies.
For Bins of equal time widths, a histograms of the time step
sizes used in the total run is shown in Fig.2, and a histogram
of the calculated time steps of a specific particle is shown
in Fig.3 where it was propagated 199 times. For bins with
equal number of particles, the time step sizes during the run
are shown in Fig.4, and the calculated time steps of the same
specific proton are shown in Fig.5, where it was propagated
509 times.

Relativistic Protons
The interactions of 100 relativistic protons with energy
of 14 TeV required low order of 2 or less for both
accuracies with both types of bins. The time step sizes
used in the total run for bins of equal time widths (Fig.
6) are larger (hence, the number of time steps is less and
the total run time is faster) than for bins of equal number
of particles (Fig.7).
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Figure 2: A histogram of the time step sizes used by the
integrator at all steps when bins are of equal time widths
for the non-relativistic protons.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 3: The calculated time step sizes of a proton when
bins are of equal time widths.

Figure 4: A histogram of the time step sizes used the nonrelativistic protons at all steps when bins are of equal number of particles.

CONCLUSION
Our Picard-based integrator for pair-wise interactions is
equipped with adaptivity, variable order and dense output.
It is proposed to overcome efficiency challenges faced by
other available integrators. We showed how we can accomplish this goal using optimal selections of the order and time
step size, while time stepping is performed using time bins.
Our results are as expected based on theorems from [5]
where the optimal time step size depends on the initial configuration of the particles, and the optimal order guarantees
our required accuracy. We used two different types of time
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Figure 5: A histogram of the estimated time step sizes for a
specific proton when bins are of equal number of particles.

Figure 6: The total run time step sizes histogram for relativistic protons when bins are of equal time widths.

Figure 7: Time step sizes histogram of the whole run for
relativistic protons when bins are of equal number of
particles.

bins. Our runs show that using time bins of equal time
widths are faster than using time bins of equal number of
particles. As a future work, the integrator can be parallalized to be more efficient when handling large number of
particles.
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IMPLEMENTING THE FAST MULTIPOLE BOUNDARY ELEMENT
METHOD WITH HIGH-ORDER ELEMENTS
A. Gee∗ , B. Erdelyi†
Physics Dept., Northern Illinois University, DeKalb, IL 60115, USA
Abstract
The next generation of beam applications will require
high-intensity beams with unprecedented control. For the
new system designs, simulations that model collective effects
must achieve greater accuracies and scales than conventional
methods allow. The fast multipole method is a strong candidate for modeling collective effects due to its linear scaling.
It is well known the boundary effects become important for
such intense beams. We implemented a constant element
fast boundary element method (FMBEM) [2] as our first
step in studying the boundary effects. To reduce the number
of elements and discretization error, our next step is to allow
for curvilinear elements. In this paper, we will present our
study on a quadratic and a cubic parametric method to model
the surface.

double layer potential and the single layer field for Dirichlet
and Neumann type BC, respectively. Equations 1 and 2 give
∂G
the discretized integral equations with ∂n
≡ n(y) · ∇y G.
y
φ(xi ) =

M Z
X
j=1

X
∂φ
(xi ) =
∂n x
j=1
M

Z

Γj

∂G
(xi, y j )η(y j )dΓ(y)
∂ny

(1)

Γj

∂G
(xi, y j )σ(y j )dΓ(y)
∂n x

(2)

From Eqs. 1 and 2 and the parametric area element,
∂x
∂x
∂u × ∂v , it is imperative our parametrization gives accurate normals on the element and interpolates the normals
at the vertices for continuity. We decided on two methods
given in [3] and [4].

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
Beam applications have grown in the last few decades
as has the need for precise control, particularly for highintensity beams. However, collective and boundary effects
become significant at such intensities. Conventional lattices
are insufficient to prevent undesirable behavior. To facilitate
future lattice designs, simulation models such as N-body
solvers are being developed for large scale problems. In
particular, the fast multipole method (FMM) is a strong
candidate as a N-body solver due to its O(N ) scaling.
It is well known effects due to the beam pipe become
important for high-intensity beams. To include boundary
conditions for complicated structures, the boundary element
method (BEM) has shown excellent results in various fields.
However, the dense system matrix of size M can lead to
O(M 3 ) scaling in the worst scenario. The FMM has been
used to accelerate the BEM, improving the scaling significantly [1]. In previous work, we combined our FMM module with a constant element BEM [2]. However, our results
suggested the accuracy is strongly limited by the discretization error from flat panel elements. Parametric curvilinear
elements are expected to improve the accuracy and performance of the FMBEM. We evaluated an analytical quadratic
patch [3] and a constructive cubic patch [4] which use unit
normals.

THEORY
Our constant element BEM in [2] was implemented using
the single layer potential formulation, which leads to an
ill-conditioned system [1]. We chose to continue using the
∗

†

agee1@niu.edu
berdelyi@niu.edu
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Figure 1: Triangle in (u, v) with vertices x1 = x(0, 0), x2 =
x(1, 0), x3 = x(0, 1) and corresponding normals.
The quadratic patch in [3] fits an order 2 polynomial of
form x(u, v) = a00 + a10 u + a01 v + a20 u2 + a11 uv + a02 v 2
given vertices x1, x2, x3 and normals n1, n2, n3 . For a triangle
as in Fig. 1, the coefficients are given in Eq. 3. c(di j , ni, n j )
in Eq. 3 is termed the curvature parameter in [3] and can be
calculated by Eq. 4. [3] gives details on the derivation.

a00 = x1

di j ≡ x j − xi
ci j ≡ c(di j , ni, n j )

a20 = c12

a10 = d12 − c12
a01 = d13 − c13
ni + n j
2
ni − n j
∆ν =
2
ν=

a11 = c12 + c13 − c23

(3)

a02 = c23

d = di j · ν

∆d = di j · ∆ν

c = 1 − 2∆c

∆c = ni · ∆ν

d
∆d


ν+
∆ν

1
−
∆c
∆c
c(di j , ni, n j ) = 


0

c , ±1

(4)

c = ±1
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The cubic patch in [4] constructs a surface using order 3
polynomials by separately fitting over two edges sharing a
vertex and spanning a third curve across the patch. In [4], this
was purely constructive to calculate 10 points on the patch
and fit using Lagrange interpolation. However, we wished
to examine the constructed polynomials as an analytical
surface. The coefficients for the univariate cubic polynomial,
p(u) = a0 + a1 u + a2 u2 + a3 u3 , are given in Equation 5.
f
g
(x2 − x1 ) · (n2 · n2 )n1 + 12 (n1 · n2 )n2
α=
2
1
3 (n1 · n1 )(n2 · n2 ) − 6 (n1 · n2 )
β=

TUPOB15

Table 1: Spherical Triangle Parameters
(8.93, 4.49, 0.27)
(3.08, 6.60, 6.85)
(8.63, 0.54, 5.02)
(7.75, 4.37, 4.56)
10
28.970

Vertices
Center
Radius
Area

3rd order Taylor expansion (red) deviates significantly and
does not interpolate x3 at all.

−(x2 − x1 ) · n2 − 13 (n1 · n2 )α
2
3 (n2

a0 = x 1
a1 = x2 − a0 − a2 − a3

· n2 )

a2 = αn1
1
a3 = ( βn2 − a2 )
3

(5)

 2

dp d 2 p
d p du · du2 dp 



−
k(u) =
(6)
dp 2  du2
dp 2 du 


du
du
As in [4], we construct p12 (u) and p13 (u) and their normals k12 (u) and k13 (u) using Eq. 6, where i j refers to the
edge between vertices i and j. We then construct the spanning curve, x(u, v) = a0 (u) + a1 (u)v + a2 (u)v 2 + a3 (u)v 3 ,
where x1 → p12, x2 → p13, n1 → k12, n2 → k13 , which
ultimately gives a bivariate cubic with (u, v) ∈ [0, 1] × [0, 1]
over the entire patch. This is mapped to the triangle in Fig.
1 as described by [4]. Normalization is only needed at the
end.
d2 x
In [4], they impose the approximation, du
2 k n at the
endpoints. The effect of this approximation is unclear. The
constructed cubic polynomial x(u,v) [4] is cumbersome in
practice. We also evaluate the 3rd order Taylor expansion of
x(u, v) and corresponding normal for actual use.
1

The previous methods were implemented and tested using
a spherical triangle and a flat panel discretized sphere. The
centroids, unit normals and areas are easily computed and
provide a simple test in addition to testing!the interpolation
∂x
∂x
conditions. The area element is tested by
∂u × ∂v dudv.
The spherical triangle is formed by picking 3 points in the
first octant of a sphere centered at (0, 0, 0) with radius R and
forming the corresponding spherical arcs. This prevents an
angle > π2 between the normals. The spherical triangle area
is given by R2 ( A + B + C − π) where A, B, C are the interior
angles and can be found in numerous ways. The parameters
for the spherical triangle are given in Table 1 and chosen for
a relatively large area to amplify the errors.
We represent the spherical triangle (green) in Fig. 2. The
quadratic patch showed good results for this case. Figure 2a
shows the patch (blue) has a slight deviation in the center
but represents the shape well. In Fig. 2b, the constructed
polynomial (blue) shows significant deviation around the
center but interpolates the vertices correctly. However, its

5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields

(b) Cubic patch (blue) and
truncated cubic (red)

Figure 2: Comparison of parametric patches on the spherical
triangle (green) given by Table 1. In Figure 2a, the quadratic
patch (blue) deviates slightly in the center. In Figure 2b, the
patch using a cubic polynomial (blue) vs its 3rd order Taylor
expansion (red) deviate significantly in this case.
We evaluated the centroid and unit normal at (1/3, 1/3) for
the quadratic patch and equivalently (2/3, 1/2) for the cubic
patch mapped from Fig. 1. The percent errors are given in
Table 2. We show the L 2 -norm in the case of the centroid and
unit normal. The results suggest the truncation of the Taylor
expansion affected the area element significantly. Since the
parametric surface does not match, the error in the unit
normal for the truncated cubic is inconclusive.
Table 2: Percent Errors On Spherical Triangle
Quadratic
Cubic
Truncated cubic

Centroid
0.79
1.63
4.19

Normal
0.44
6.49
30.5

Area
-0.33
1.53
13.6

The previous results reflect the case of a large element. To
check with practical elements, we chose a sphere discretized
by flat panels or constant elements, where we know the
vertices and normals lie on the surface. In this case, only the
3rd order Taylor expansion could be evaluated for the cubic
patch. Following the same analysis, we checked the area,
centroid and unit normals for each element after verifying
similar behavior at vertices as before.
Figure 3 shows the standard deviation in the difference of
the x-component for the centroid and its unit normal from
the quadratic and cubic patch versus the number of elements.
This was approximately the same for x, y, z. We can see
the range of the difference in the centroid shrinks rapidly
for the quadratic patch but flattens out early for the cubic
patch. Figure 4 shows similar behavior for the percent error
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in the area of the sphere. The percent error in area for the
truncated cubic is approximately the same as for the flat panel
discretization. The results suggest the truncated cubic patch
will not give an adequate representation of the structure
even with a practical element size. There is an essential
interpolation property lost in the higher order terms. We will
need to revisit the derivation in [4].

(a) Overall runtime

(a) Centroid vs. number of elements

(b) Construction vs integration runtime

Figure 5: Runtime comparison between the different methods. Overall, quadratic and cubic are similar due to the integration step.

(b) Unit normal vs. number of elements

Figure 3: Standard deviation in the difference of (3a) the
centroid and (3b) the unit normal. The error bound for the
quadratic patch quickly shrinks until M ∼ 5000.

tion. Because we chose the well-conditioned double layer
potential and single layer field integral equations, it is essential to accurately describe the normals across the structure’s
surface. We showed the quadratic patch gives adequate accuracy for large elements or small M. However, the truncated
cubic patch needs to be studied further. We lose an essential
interpolation property in the higher order terms, greatly reducing the patch quality. The runtime is mainly dominated
by the integration, which we may improve using differential algebraic methods. Our next steps will be to allow for
discontinuities such as edges or corners and decide whether
element order > 3 will be necessary for our purposes.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors
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There are a number of projects that require magnetized
beams, such as electron cooling or aiding in “flat” beam
transforms. Here we explore a simple technique to characterize the magnetization, observed through the angular momentum of magnetized beams. These beams are produced
through photoemission. The generating drive laser first
passes through microlens arrays (fly-eye light condensers)
to form a transversely modulated pulse incident on the photocathode surface [1]. The resulting charge distribution is
then accelerated from the photocathode. We explore the
evolution of the pattern via the relative shearing of the beamlets, providing information about the angular momentum.
This method is illustrated through numerical simulations
and preliminary measurements carried out at the Argonne
Wakefield Accelerator (AWA) facility are presented.

CHARACTERIZATION OF THE
MAGNETIZED BEAM

(1)

where (r, θ, z) are cylindrical coordinates.
We now specialize on the case of the Argonne Wakefield
Accelerator (AWA) “witness" beamline illustrated in Fig. 1.
The beamline includes a L-band RF gun with a Mg photocathode on its back plate. The gun is surrounded by a
bucking and focusing solenoids, configured such that they
nominally yield a vanishing magnetic field B0z at the photocathode surface. When the solenoids are tuned to provide a
∗
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L | = γm|rr ×
|L

drr
1
| = eB0z r02,
dt
2

(2)

where is the field at the cathode surface, r0 is the particle
coordinate at the cathode and r is the particle coordinate
at the measurement location downstream of the cathode.
L | can be computed as L = |rr × p | = xpy −
The norm of |L
ypx . The particle’s total momentum p® = pr r̂ + pθ θ̂ + pz ẑ
has non-zero θ̂-component pθ = γme r θÛ resulting in CAMdominated beam. The associated beam dynamics can be
treated via envelope equation formalism, which in the case
of magnetized beam takes form [3, 4]:
σ 00 + kl2 σ −

When electron beam is born in presence of an axial magnetic field, it forms a “magnetized” beam state. Such beams
have a variety of applications in electron cooling and can
lead to the formation of beams with asymmetric transverse
emittances or “flat” beams [2].
According to Busch’s theorem the total canonical angular
momentum (CAM) of a charged particle in axially symmetric magnetic field is conserved and given by [3]:
1
L = γmr 2 θÛ + eBz (z)r 2,
2

non-vanishing axial magnetic field B0z at the cathode, the
electrons acquire a canonical angular momentum (CAM);
see Eq. (1). The conservation of the CAM L yields that the
mechanical angular momentum (MAM) of the beam in the
magnetic-field-free zone is:

2
L2
K
− u3 − 3 = 0,
4σ σ
σ

(3)

where kl = eBz (z)/2γmc is Larmor wavenumber, K =
2I/I0 γ 3 is the perveance, I and I0 are the beam and Alfven
current respectively, u - geometric emittance and magnetization L ≡ hLi/2γmc. Magnetized state is achieved when
L  u .
Since the last two terms in Eq. (3) can be combined, magnetized beams are characterized by eigen-emittance concept,
where eigen-emittances are the eigen values of 4 × 4 transverse beam matrix Σ, and 4D emittance is 4D ≡ γ|Σ| 1/4 .
Bucking-Focusing solenoids

RF gun

beam axis

Matching solenoid

YAG screens

Linac 1
YAG2

YAG3

Figure 1: Overview of the AWA witness beamline. The
overlap of two solenoid fields produces CAM-dominated
beams.
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The eigenvalues ± of Σ can be found as [5, 6]:
det(JΣ − i± I) = 0,

(4)

where I and J are respectively unit and symplectic unit
matrices. A detailed eigen-emittance study of a magnetized
beam was performed in [7].

METHOD TO MEASURE L

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

An electron beam consisting of multiple beamlets projected on a photocathode immersed into magnetic field will
shear due to the kinetic angular momentum. Therefore a
measurement of the rotation angle provides an indirect measurement of mechanical angular momentum; see Fig. 2. A
similar method was discussed in Ref. [8] for the case of slits
located downstream of the electron source.
We validate the proposed method via numerical simulations with the program impact-t [9] and consider the AWA
witness beamline diagrammed in Fig. 1. A code that converts
laser spot picture into a particle distribution was developed
in a similar fashion with [1, 10]. In this approach the image
is being randomly accessed and the value at a given point
is used as a probability of seeding the particle. The longitudinal component and thermal emittance are calculated in
ASTRA generator program [11]. The resulting particle distribution is then converted into impact-t format and tracked
through the beamline.
The particle distribution is saved at two locations of
YAG screens (YAG2 and YAG3 in Fig. 1) and away from
the waist; the centroids (xi,(k)j , yi,(k)j ) of the (i, j) beamlet at
YAG(k) is found (where k = 2, 3). The MAM associated to the (i, j) beamlet can then be inferred as Li, j ≡
c[xi,(1)j (yi,(2)j − yi,(1)j ) − yi,(1)j (xi,(2)j − xi,(1)j )]/d where d is the distance between the YAG viewers. The magnetization is then
deduced by an averaging of Li, j over the beamlet array. Likewise the standard deviation of Li, j provides an errorbar on
the measurement. To validate the technique, we performed

Figure 2: The relative sheering of the beamlet formation due
to electron beam magnetization (sketch).
numerical simulations for different B0z field values and results are summarized in Fig. 3. The latter Figure confirms
that the CAM (as inferred from the value of B0z ) is fully
transferred to the MAM. Some systematic discrepancies
(< 5%) are observed as L increases and they are most likely
due to the contribution of nonlinear terms in multipole expansion of B(z) not accounted for in Eq. (3) (which assumes
522

Figure 3: Proof-of-principle via numerical simulations in
impact-t of the measurement method. Magnetization L is
computed from the particle distribution (blue markers) as
function of magnetization computed from known B0z (green
solid line).

a paraxial linear approximation). Likewise space-charge
effects might alter the results. Both limitations will be the
object of further studies.
Nevertheless, the simulations demonstrate that using a
patterned laser beam to trigger emission provides a simple
method to measure the MAM. Additionally, this method
may serve as a beam-based diagnostic tool to investigate the
impact of B-field nonlinearities at the cathode and space
charge.
In case when the bucking solenoid has the opposite polarity with the focusing solenoid (normal operation), the
magnetization of the beam will be due to the residual B-field
of the focusing solenoid when the bucking solenoid current
is decreased, and therefore will not be large. In this case,
one can still perform the measurement using the described
technique by comparing the beamlet pattern to the reference
setting where the B0z = 0. In such a case, one can rely on
using a single YAG viewer, but the measurement will not
provide the absolute value of B0z . However, since it leverages on the longer arm of the beamline, the beamlets have
enough time to shear when the value of pθ is small. This
has fundamental systematic error due to the assumption the
beam is relativistic after the gun and the gun size is much
shorter than the position of the YAG screen. However, it is a
reasonable assumption for sake of simplicity of the presented
method.
Due to the complicated beam dynamics of each beamlet,
in case of same polarity of bucking and focusing solenoids,
the measurement of the relative rotation between two YAG
screens provides more accurate value of B0z , since the value
of pθ becomes relatively large.
5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields
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Figure 5: Comparison between impact-t simulations and
experimentally recovered values of B0z from image shown
in Fig. 4.

E-BEAM EXPERIMENT
A preliminary experiment was performed at the AWA
“witness” beamline. A 12 × 12 laser beamlet pattern with
rms duration of 6 ps was formed by using the microlensarray technique detailed in Ref. [1]. The ∼ 5-MeV beam
out of the RF gun was further accelerated using the L-band
linac to ∼ 10 MeV; see Fig. 1. As the total laser intensity is
distributed among the beamlets, the charge per beamlet can
be made very small to mitigate space charge effects. When
the threshold of a typical OTR(YAG) is reached (several
fC) [12], the number of electrons per beamlet is close to
the number of electrons per macroparticle, which provides
a direct comparison between experiment and simulations.
This extends the application of the patterned beam to experimentally probe nonlinear effects where each beamlet acts as
a “macroparticle”. In the experiment, the total charge was
60 pC per bunch, resulting in ∼ 420 fC per beamlet.
The three solenoids depicted in Fig. 1 were controlled
independently via unipolar power supplies. We started with
the normal operational configuration where the bucking and
focusing solenoids had opposite polarities which yielded
to relatively low magnetization of the beam, and we consequently proceeded with the technique based on using one
YAG viewer. The YAG2 viewer, located at 2.79-m from the
cathode, was used; see Fig. 1. The bucking solenoid current
was slowly decreased to 0 A and the induced rotation of the
beamlet formation was observed; see Fig. 4.
This technique provides excellent determination of the
magnetic axis and probes the laser spot alignment. After the
center of rotation was found, the MAM of each beamlet was
recovered via Eq. (2), providing statistical error bars of the
5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields

measurement. Due to non-ideal beam alignment, charge and
solenoid current fluctuations, the rms error of the recovered
B0z is ±42.5 Gauss; see Fig. 5.
Additional improvements of the technique and data analysis will be made in subsequent experiments planned at AWA
facility in the near future.

SUMMARY
We demonstrated numerically and experimentally a simple method for measuring electron beam magnetization via
laser beamlet rotation technique. Microlens array laser shaping was used to produce beamlets at the photocathode at
AWA facility. The values of B0z field were reconstructed
for several bucking solenoid currents, proving the usability of the technique. Besides measuring the magnetization,
patterned beams may serve as a diagnostic tool for magnetic field and accelerator nonlinearities studies. Further
experiments at AWA facility are planned in the near future.
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drawn for reference.
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SIMULATIONS IN SUPPORT OF WIRE BEAM-BEAM COMPENSATION
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The compensation of long-range beam-beam interaction
with current wires is considered as a possible technology for
the HL-LHC upgrade project. A demonstration experiment
is planned in the present LHC machine starting in 2018.
This paper summarizes the tracking studies of long range
beam-beam effect compensation in the LHC aimed to aid
in planning the demonstration experiment. The impact of
wire compensators is demonstrated on the tune footprints,
dynamic aperture, beam emittance and beam intensity degradation. The simulations are performed with SIXTRACK
code. The symplectic transport map for the wire element,
its verification and implementation into the code are also
discussed.

INTRODUCTION
The performance of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC)
is limited by electromagnetic interactions between proton
beams and their surroundings. In particular, one of these
effects is the long range beam-beam interaction (LRBBI),
which occurs between two beams passing the common beam
pipe and when the transverse offset is much larger than the
beam sizes. The interaction strength scales as an 1/r EM
field. The LRBBI can lead to beam emittance growth and
beam losses. A straight current carrying wire generates an
identical 1/r field and it was originally proposed for the
LHC to compensate LRBBI effects [1] .
The wire compensators’ location should be chosen based
on optics considerations [2]. Locality is important, as the
long range effects occur in a phase advance of π/2 from the
IP. In this respect, the wires should be located as close as
possible to these interactions. Considering that the interactions near the IR are the strongest ones, it was initially
thought that the “ideal” positions can be found in lattice locations of equal beta functions (aspect ratio of 1) [3], which
can be found +/-104.9 m from IR1 and IR5 and are since
marked as BBC (Beam Beam Compensator) in the equipment database. A later study has shown that actually there
are fixed aspect ratios depending on the IR layout where
the wires can eliminate all excited resonance driving terms
excited by the BBLRI [4]. In any case, the BBC locations
are in an area where the beams share a common beam pipe,
and it is quite difficult to integrate wires, in between them.
In this respect, it was proposed [2], that wires are embedded in the jaws of Tertiary Collimators (TCT) in IR5 and
IR1, for performing experimental tests in 2017-2018. In this
∗

andrei.patapenka@cern.ch

paper we describe the wire model that is implemented into
SIXTRACK and tracking studies are undertaken for TCT
locations.

WIRE MODEL
We assume that the wire is a finite straight conductor with
infinitely small thickness. Although, a single wire cannot
physically exist, we can consider an electric loop as a set of
straight wires and there is no objection in the construction of
a Hamiltonian and the calculation of a first order symplectic
map for each of the elements.
The vector potential of a straight finite thin wire, in Cartesian coordinates, can be described by 4 parameters: the
current I, two tilt angles a and b and its length L. Making
a natural parametrisation along the wire and using as integration range (−L/2, +L/2), it is possible to obtain, from
Biot-Savart law, a generic formula for the vector potential
components:
"
L
−a
I µ0 cos(ci )
+
Ai (x, y, z) =
sinh−1 * √ 2
2
2
4π
b
−
a
,
−1 *

+ sinh

L
2

+a

+
√
2 − a2
b
,

#

(1)
.

The index i corresponds to x, y or z, ci to the direction cosines and it could be expressed from the
tilt angles, a = x cos(cx ) + y cos(cy ) + z cos(cz ) and
b2 = x 2 + y 2 + z 2 .

First Order Transport Map
The Hamiltonian parameterized by s (longitudinal coordinate) of single elements that is also used by the SIXTRACK
code [5], is represented as :
r

H=−


2
β0 2 ps 2 + 2ps − py − ay − (px − a x ) 2 + 1 +

+ps − as

The field (1) of the wire is s-dependent. To take into account the effect of fringe field, an additional parameter must
be introduced, the integration length L int . By considering
that the integration limits are [−L int /2, +L int /2] assuming
the wire parallel to longitudinal axis, and applying the Lie
operator, the following equations for the momentum kick,
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producing by the wire element, can be obtained:
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x2
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y2 ,

with N1 =
R= +
L the length of the element,
and L int the integration length. For the wire with arbitrary
orientation we use the approach described in [6] for constructing symplectic maps of tilted elements. The full first
order transport map for the wire element includes the following steps:
• Shift of the space transfer coordinates: x n = x −
dx; yn = y − dy; where dy, dx are distances from the
wire mid point to the reference orbit;
• Symplectic rotation of coordinate system [6]
• Kick described by (2).
• Backward rotation of coordinate system.
The map has been implemented into SIXTRACK with a
slight modification and debugging of a preexisting model [7].
Based on the semi-implicite Euler method, it is possible
to construct the first order symplectic integrator [8] for a
Hamiltonian system. The first order symplectic integrator
for the wire field (1) was implemented into SIXTRACK, as
well. The comparison of the first order transport map an the
numerical integration has been performed for the nominal
LHC parameters without magnet errors. For the test, we
used one thousand steps through the wire for the numerical
integration. The two models showed almost identical results
in turn-by-turn tracking data, for all “physical” case, i.e.
when wires are parallel or have a small tilt with respect to
the longitudinal axis.
The transport map and numerical integration were also
compared as stand alone maps. Different combination of
initial coordinates and wire parameters were compared and
have shown that differences between the two models can
only occur when the particles are crossing the wire plane.

APPLICATION TO THE LHC
The Simulation Procedure
Particle tracking was performed with the SIXTRACK
code. Ten thousand macro particle bunch was tracked to
calculate beam macro parameters, such as beam intensity
and emittance. The initial distribution of particles in the
bunch was generated as a multivariate Gaussian function
with sigma matrix equals to T −1 · E · T, where T is one turn
Transport Matrix and E is a Matrix of the emittances [9].

The LHC Parameters
The LHC lattice in SIXTRACK input was generated with
the following parameters: beam 1 was used as a "probe"

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

beam; the beam intensity was chosen to be 1.2·1011 p/bunch,
with nominal 25 ns bunch separation and β ∗ = 40 cm; vertical and horizontal emittances were 2.5 µm, beam Energy 6.5TeV with σ energy spread 1.12−4 , the bunch length 75
mm. In accordance with the present LHC parameters, we
used the machine geometry with chromaticity 15 units and
550 Amps current in octupoles [10]. No multi-pole errors
were included into the simulated sequence.

Compensation Parameters
The wires compensators have to be placed at TCT locations [2]. The optics parameters for the 250 mrad crossing
angle at these locations are listed in Tab. 1. The beam-beam
interactions, including head-on and LRBBI were switched
on only at IP1 and IP5. Number of parasitic collisions per
side & per IP was 16 (additional 5 collisions at separation
dipole D1 were also included). Switching the wires ON
changes the tune of central particle. In order to estimate
this effect we performed two sets of simulations - with and
without central tune moving back.
Table 1: Optics Parameters at Wire Locations
IP

IP dist[m]

β x [m]

βy [m]

IP1
IP1
IP5
IP5

-145.9
172.2
-147.5
150.7

2165
744
2263
331

758
1964
910
1975

Simulations Results
In the present work we focused on such macro parameter
as the beam intensity. The beam intensity degradation is
the most relevant and observable value, which can be used
as a criteria of the efficiency LRBBI effect compensation.
Ten thousand particles distributed in 6D Gaussian bunch
were simulated, to estimate beam intensity degradation. Ten
thousand particles overpopulating the beam tails beyond 3σ
were simulated to estimate particle losses from the beam
halo. These additional particles were statistically weighted
with the bunch core.
The particles distribution was tracked during 1.1 · 106
turns, which corresponds to 97 seconds of the real time.
The beam intensity decay τ constant was calculated in assumption, that beam intensity is following the exponential
decay exp(−t · τ). Taking into account, that simulation time
range is much more smaller, than the beam life time, we can
approximate beam intensity with linear function: 1 − t · τ.
The resulted beam intensity decay constants for the set of
simulations are presented on the fig. 1. Compensation is
shown for 8 and 16 beam-beam parasitic collision per IP &
per side.
The results on the fig. 1 correspond to the case when central tune remains constant. Simulations predict significant
beam life time improvement for 180 mrad crossing angle.
Compensation for the case of 220 mrad also shows a decreasing of the decay constant from 0.072 without compensation
5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields
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up to 0.042 when wires are ON. The experimental data was
obtained during the MD studies in 2016 by authors of [10].
It should be noted that compensation does not work if the
central tune shift (due to the wires impact) is not compensated and becomes closer to 1/3 diagonal line.
Comparison of experimental data from [10] and theoretical results confirms the relevance of the model. Both experiment and simulation predict significant growth of beam
losses due to Long Range interactions below 220 mrad. The
differences in absolute values can be explained by multipole
errors, which were not included into the model.

Figure 2: Tune footprints: left column crossing angle 180
mrad; right column crossing angle 220 mrad; from top to
bottom: No compensation, 8 parasitic collisions compensated
(per IP& per side), 16 parasitic collisions compensated.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

The dynamic aperture for the macro-particle bunch remains in range of 2.5-4.0 σ (in transverse plane) for the all
simulated cases.
Tune footprints for the case of constant central tune are
also visualize the LRBBI compensation, see fig. 2. The
footprints are plotted for the Gaussian bunch (transverse
amplitude up to 4σ). The color on the figure encodes the
order of tune diffusion after five thousand turns.

SUMMARY
A model of a wire element has been developed, verified
and implemented into the SIXTRACK code. Beam-beam
compensation studies have been initiated under the present
LHC conditions with four wire compensators at IP1&5 (2
wires per IP). The results show that the parasitic collision can
be indeed compensated, at least in sense of beam life-time
improvement. The effect of wire on LRBBI should be investigated further, focusing on parameters such as emittance
and bunch and luminosity. For these purposes it’s necessary
to provide two times better statistic than in the present studies. Some of the future study plans include the improving
of the statistic, simulation of more realistic experimental
conditions, i.e. bigger emittance for the weak beam and
therefore smaller separations in beam sigmas, and studying
the compensation of LRBBI at the only one IP. Careful optimization of the experimental conditions is currently under
development [11].
5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields
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Figure 1: Beam intensity decay constant as a function of
time.
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Abstract
Masking a dispersive beamline segment such as a
dogleg or a chicane is a simple way to shape a beam in the
longitudinal and transverse space. This technique is often
employed to generate arbitrary bunch profiles for
beam/laser-driven accelerators and FEL undulators or
even to reduce background noise from dark currents in
electron linacs. We have been investigating a beammodulation of a slit-masked chicane at the electron
injector beamline of the Fermilab Accelerator Science and
Technology (FAST) facility. With the chicane design
parameters (bending angle of 18, bending radius of 0.95
m and R56 ~ - 0.19 m) and a nominal beam of 3 ps bunch
length, Elegant simulations showed that a slit-mask with
slit period 900 m and aperture width 300 m induces a
modulation with bunch-to-bunch space of about 187 m
(0.25 nC), 270 m (1 nC) and 325 m (3.2 nC) with 3 ~
6% correlated energy spread: An initial energy modulation
pattern has been observed in the electron spectrometer
downstream of the masked chicane using a micro-pulse
charge of 270 pC and 40 micro-pulses. The first Optical
Transition Radiation (OTR) signals of the longitudinally
modulated beam were measured with a Martin-Puplett
interferometer and a synchro-scan streak camera at a
station between the chicane and spectrometer.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
One of the easiest ways to achieve the beammodulation is to mask the beam in a chicane with a slitmask or a wire-grid. The basic concept was first suggested
by D. C. Nguyen and B. Carlsten in 1996 in the effort to
reduce the length of FEL undulators [1]. Also,
Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) demonstrated the
generation of a stable train of micro-bunches with a
controllable sub-ps delay with the mask technique using a
wire-grid. The main advantage of the masking technique
is to facilitate control of micro-structured density profiles,
including the energies and phases. We have implemented
the masked chicane method in the 50-MeV electron
injector at the Fermilab Accelerator Science and
Technology (FAST) facility [2,3]. Downstream of the
FAST 50-MeV photoinjector beamline, a magnetic bunch
compressor consisting of four rectangular dipoles was
installed with a slit-mask inserted into the middle section
(see Fig. 1). Based on this slit-masked chicane, the
bunching performance and sub-ps microbunch generation
____________________________________________
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were studied. In order to evaluate bunching performance
with nominal beam parameters [4], the masked chicane
has been analyzed against linear bunching theory in terms
of both bunch-to-bunch distance and microbunch length
and verified through Elegant [5]. For Elegant simulations,
bunch charge distribution and the beam spectra were
investigated principally with three different bunch charges,
0.25 nC, 1 nC, and 3.2 nC, under two RF-chirp conditions
of minimum and maximum energy spreads. We took
initial data from masked-chicane micro-buncher at the
FAST 50-MeV beamline with the plan to demonstrate
beam-shaping control, in particular temporal modulation,
of FAST linac and to check micro-bunching effects on
angle-dependent energy-shifts of channeling beam via
crystalline targets.

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
The bunch-compressing chicane consists of four dipoles
and a slit mask. The mask with slit spacing, W, and
aperture width, a, is inserted in the middle of the bunch
compressor (dispersion region). The configuration of such
a masked chicane is shown with the phase-space plots in
Fig. 1. Before the beam is injected into the masked
chicane, a positive linear energy-phase correlation is
imposed by accelerating the beam off the crest of the RF
wave in the linear accelerator. The chicane disperses and
re-aligns the particles with respect to their energies in
phase space. The input beam is then compressed and the
phase space ellipse is effectively rotated to lower the
bunch length while increasing the momentum spread. In
the middle of the chicane, the beam is partially blocked by
the transmission mask and holes are introduced in the
energy-phase ellipse. The second half of the chicane
refocuses the beam in the longitudinal direction and the
beam ellipse is slightly rotated past the vertical. In this
step, the linear energy-phase correlation is preserved by
over-bunching, accompanied with a steeper phase-space
slope.

Figure 1: Time-tagged beam ellipse diagram (L) of
bunch modulation process through the masked chicane
with respect to RF-phase conditions (R).
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Bunch-to-bunch spacing (or modulation wavelength),
z, is defined by the final bunch length divided by the
number of micro-bunches in a compressed beam [6]. The
final bunch length can be written as
2
(1)
 z , f  1  h1R56   z2,i   2 R562  2i
where h1 is the first order chirp, R56 is the longitudinal
dispersion, z,i is the initial bunch length, δi is the initial
un-correlated RMS energy spread, and τ is the energy
ratio. The energy ratio is normally ~ 0.1 at FAST
photoinjector beamline. The bunch-to-bunch spacing of
modulated beam, z, can thus be derived to be
∆ =

,

(2)
,

where ηx is the transverse dispersion.
With the calculated bunch-to-bunch spacing, the microbunch length can be evaluated as z,m = Tz, where T (=
a/W) is the mask transparency (~33 % here), assuming the
time structure of the beam is similar to the mask pattern
[5].

TUPOB18

respect to RF-phase. Figure 2(b) shows bunch-to-bunch
distance (bunch modulation length) with correlated energy
spread, . The analytic calculation points out that the
distance becomes  100 m with correlated energy spread
of ~ 1 %. With a 33.3 % mask transparency, it is predicted
that the ~  100 m spaced bunch produces a microbunch
length of ~ 33 m, corresponding to 100 fs in time.

SIMULATION ANALYSIS
In order to verify the analytic model, the masked
chicane is simulated by Elegant with macro-particle data
imported. For Elegant simulations, macro-particles are
imported from a space-charge tracking code, ASTRA [7],
which is combined with an extended analysis program,
Shower [8], to include particle transition effects through a
mask material. In order to analyse characteristics of the
bunched beam, charge distribution, beam energy
distribution, and the beam spectrum are monitored at the
exit of the chicane. As shown in Fig. 3, a slit-mask with W
= 900 m and a = 300 m was modeled with bunch
charges of 250 pC, 1.0 nC, and 3.2 nC. As theoretically
assessed, the beam is strongly modulated with W = 900
m and ~ 100 m of modulation length (z), which is
consistent with the peak (~ 3 THz) appearing in the beam
spectrum. However, the amplitude of beam modulation is
noticeably reduced if the slit is replaced with the one with
the period of W = 600 m. The slit-mask design with W =
900 m and a = 300 m was selected for further
investigation with Elegant.

We examined final bunch lengths (z,f) and bunch-tobunch spacings (z) with respect to correlated energy
spreads, , for the beam with nominal FAST electron
beam parameters [2, 4] and three discrete bunch charges:
250 pC, 1 nC, and 3.2 nC. The modulated bunch profiles
are calculated with the following conditions based on the
FAST chicane design parameters: i = 0.1 %, τ = 1, R56 =
-0.192 m, and ηx = -0.34 m. For a beam with small
correlated energy spread ( ~ 0.1 %), the bunch is barely
compressed and the final bunch length (z,f) is nearly
same as initial bunch length z,i (= 1.93 mm for 250 pC,
1.95 mm for 1 nC, and 2.56 mm for 3.2 nC), as shown in
Fig. 2. One can see that the compression becomes quickly
effective and the bunch length is steeply shortened as 
increases until it reaches 1 %. When  reaches about 1 –
2 % with h1 = -1/R56, the beam is maximally compressed
and the final rms bunch length (z,f) tends to approach
R56i.
Note that further increase of  results in stretching of
the beam again from the minimum compression bunch
length. The bunch length through the magnetic chicane is
thus mainly governed by an amount of beam energyspread determined by a beam injection condition with

Figure 3: Elegant simulation result (a) temporal bunch
profile (inset: x-t distribution) (b) FFT beam spectrum
with maximum (green) and minimum (red) energy
spreads.
After passing through the masked chicane, the initial
linear energy-time distribution is reversed from positive to
negative. This conforms to the principle of slit-masked
chicane in micro-bunch train generation [1]. The charge
distribution for the beam with minimum and maximum
energy chirps are shown in Fig. 3. The beam with
minimum energy chirp (red) appears not to carry a
modulation pattern in the particle distribution. One can
see that under this condition, the presence of the slit-mask
negligibly influences the beam profile and the chicane
behaves as a normal bunch compressor without
modulating the beam. On the contrary, the beam
modulation under the condition with maximum chirp
(green) appears much stronger than that with minimum
energy spread, as plotted in the normalized charge
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Figure 2: (a) Final rms bunch length (z,f) and (b) bunchto-bunch spacing (z) versus correlated energy spread.
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distribution of Fig. 3(a). Although there are some
differences due to approximations in the analytic model
and some perspectives disregarded in Elegant simulations,
those results show the feasibility of ~ 100 fs micro-bunch
generation from the designed chicane. We also notice that
the corresponding frequency of the bunch-to-bunch
spacing is around 1.2 THz, which is just around the first
peak of the frequency spectrum of the modulated beam as
shown in Fig. 3(b).

PRELIMINARY MPI-MEASUREMENT
The slit-mask was tested with the BC1 masked chicane
and we took preliminary data from the modulated beam
with respect to RF phases of the 2nd capture cavity (CC2).
For the experiment, a tungsten slit-mask was inserted at
instrumentation cross X115 of BC1, as shown in Fig. 4.
OTR signals from the beam sliced by the mask were
measured at X121. The beam signals were sent to the
Martin-Puplett Interferometer (MPI) and streak camera.
Both supply temporal distributions of a longitudinally
modulated bunch. The longitudinal profiles were first
measured by the MPI/streak camera without the slit-mask
and re-tested with the mask with three times higher bunch
charge to compensate for the mask transparency (33 %).
The total number of electrons arriving at the X121 screen
was normalized for the two tests: with and without the
mask inserted in the chicane. CC2 RF-phases were
scanned from on-crest (minimum energy spread) to
maximum chirp (maximum energy spread) for the MPImeasurement.

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

are similarly the noise-errors with the slit-in and the slitout. Note that the signal is more dominant than the noise
if the SNR is larger than unity. Of the tested phases, only
the SNR for a CC2 RF-phase of CC2 = 84 degrees
appeared to be greater than 1 (SNR = 1.2, see Fig. 5),
which indicates that there could be a sign of beam
modulation at that phase.
The signals of other phases were not strong enough and
it is not clear if the beam was modulated in those phase
conditions. In particular, the transverse beam size
becomes too small at the X115 mask-position for CC2 >
91 degrees, so no modulation is possible. In this case the
bunch length is too large so no meaningful autocorrelation
signal is detected in the MPI. The energy-spread
dependent modulations will be further investigated.

Figure 5: (a) Autocorrelation and (b) beam spectral plots
at CC2 = 84 degrees (c) signal-to-noise (SNR) versus CC2
RF-phase graph.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PLAN

Figure 4: FAST 50 MeV injector beamline with maskedchicane micro-buncher test setup.
The initial data were measured for 90 pC (no slit) and
270 pC (slit-in) with ~ 43 MeV beam energy, ~ 14 MV/m
CC2 gradient, and 50 bunches/macro-pulse. The CC2 RF
phase was scanned from 103 degrees (on-crest) down to
73 degrees, slightly past the maximum-chirp RF-phase of
78 degrees. Figure 5 shows the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
versus CC2 RF-phase graph with summarized phase-scan
data, including autocorrelations and beam spectra. Here,
the SNR is defined as
=

| (

)

(

)|

(3)

where I(slitin) and I(slitout) are the signals from the
modulated beam with the slit in and the unmodulated
beam with the slit out respectively, and slit-in and slit-out

The chicane micro-buncher was designed with a
periodic multi-slit for the FAST 50 MeV injector
beamline parameters. Temporal structure and signal
spectra of the modulated beam was analyzed through
linear theory and tracking simulation software (ASTRA,
Shower, & Elegant) with respect to various bunch charges
and correlated energy spreads. The slit-masked chicane
was tested with a MPI and streak camera. The preliminary
experimental data indicate that the beam might be
modulated with some degree of bunch compression,
although SNRs of this first study are mostly too low to
identify a clear modulation pattern. We are planning to retest it with higher bunch charges to increase the SNR for a
next FAST run in parallel with beam-driven crystal
channeling acceleration test.
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Abstract
The Duke storage ring is a dedicated driver for the storage
ring based free-electron laser (FEL) and the High Intensity
Gamma-ray Source (HIGS). The high intensity gamma-ray
beam is produced using Compton scattering between the
electron and FEL photon beams. The beam displacement
and angle at the collision point need to be maintained constant during the gamma-ray beam production. The magnetic
ﬁeld of the copper bussbars carrying the current to the FEL
wigglers can impact the beam orbit. The compensation
scheme in-general is complicated. In this work, we report
preliminary results of a bussbar compensation scheme for
one of the wiggler and power supply conﬁgurations. Signiﬁcant reductions of the orbit distortions have been realized
using this compensation.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
The Duke free electron storage ring is a dedicated driver
for the storage ring based free-electron laser (FEL) [1] and
the High Intensity Gamma-ray Source (HIGS) [2]. The
facility operates three accelerators: (1) a 0.16–0.27 GeV
linac pre-injector; (2) a 0.16–1.2 GeV full-energy, top-oﬀ
booster injector; and (3) a 0.24–1.2 GeV electron storage
ring [3]. The operation of the FEL system uses various
conﬁgurations of the six available wigglers including two
planar OK-4 wigglers and four helical OK-5 wigglers, located in the south straight section of the Duke storage ring.
The nearly monochromatic gamma-ray beam is produced
using Compton scattering between the electron beam and
FEL photon beam. The electron beam orbit displacement
and its angle at the collision point are two essential factors
which can impact the quality of the gamma-ray beam.
The helical FEL system of the Duke storage ring can use
up to four electromagnetic OK-5 wigglers which are powered by two power supplies, named TREX2 and TREX3,
respectively. The upstream OK-5A and OK-5B wigglers
share the use of power supply TREX3, the other two wigglers (OK-5C and OK-5D) share TREX2. The DC currents
are carried to various wigglers using long copper bussbars
with the longest ones running about 24 m under the beamline.
The DC current induced direct bussbar magnetic ﬁelds can
impact the beam orbit, therefore aﬀecting the quality of the
gamma-ray beam. To maintain a consistent e-beam orbit for
a wide range of FEL wiggler currents and electron beam
energies, the bussbar ﬁeld needs to be properly compensated.
Because a variety of the FEL wiggler conﬁgurations (see
∗
†
‡
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Fig. 1) are used, the ﬁeld compensation scheme is complicated. As an example, the compensation scheme for one of
the wiggler power supplies TREX2 which powers two downstream OK-5 wigglers (OK-5C and OK-5D) is described in
this paper.

e−beam

Duke Storage Ring
OK−5B OK−5C

OK−5A

OK−5D

OK−4A OK−4B
Wiggler Switchyard

Figure 1: The schematic layout of the Duke FEL system
with four helical OK-5 wigglers.

ORBIT COMPENSATION SCHEME
Consider a corrector at a location s0 , strength θ (s0 ), the
changes of the closed orbit at some other location s in the
storage ring can be described as [4]
Δuco = G(s, s0 )θ (s0 ) ,
where u is the orbit change in either the horizontal or vertical direction,
√ and the Green function of Hill’s equation is
β(s)β(s )

G(s, s0 ) = 2sinπν 0 cos (πν − |ψ(s) − ψ(s0 )|) θ (s0 ), where
β is the lattice betatron function, and ν is the betatron tune
and ψ is the phase advance.
Let us consider a storage ring with N correctors and M
beam position monitors (BPMs). The Green function between the i-th BPM and the j-th corrector is G(si, s j ) denoted as a real response matrix element Ri j . The response
matrix can be measured by recording the BPM readings
while varying the strength of the correctors one by one.
The singular value decomposition (SVD) algorithm is
used to decomposes the response matrix R into
R = UΛV T ,

(1)

where V T is a real orthogonal N × N matrix with VV T =
V T V = I, Λ is a rectangular √M × N matrix√with non-negetive
diagonal elements Λ1,1 = λ1 , Λ2,2 = λ2 ..., and U is a
real orthogonal M × M matrix with UT U = UUT = I [4].
The real diagonal matrix Λ are ordered from the largest of
the singular value to the smallest.
To keep the strengths of the correctors reasonably small
while achieving an eﬀective orbit correction, only a subset
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of the largest singular values are retained in the matrix Λ.
u, the corresponding corrector strength
For orbit change Δ
can be expressed as
Δθ =
VΛinv UT ,

R

Δ
u,

(2)

Λinv

with
=
where
is a N × M matrix with
√
√
inv
Λinv
=
1/
λ
,
Λ
=
1/
λ
,
...,
and
all not-retained diag1
2
1,1
2,2
onal elements are 0. The number of singular values used in
Λ will be determined empirically by examining the compromise between the strengths of the correctors and the residual
orbit errors.

EFFECT OF BUSSBAR FIELD TO BEAM
ORBIT
In Duke storage ring, the bussbar ﬁeld can impact the
beam orbit while the FEL system is running. To power
the downstream OK-5C and OK-5D wigglers, power supply
TREX2 is connected to these wigglers using copper bussbars
under the beamline. In the routine operation, the power
supply can provide a DC current between 0 and 3.5 kA, and
the magnetic ﬁeld from the current ﬂow in the bussbar can
alter the electron beam orbit.
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Figure 3: The rms beam orbit as a function of the wiggler
currents from 0 to 3.5 kA at 333 MeV e-beam energy.

is ramped from 0 to 3.5 kA. The change of the electron beam
orbit was recorded using 33 BPMs distributed along the
storage ring. The measured beam orbit changes relative to
the values of zero wiggler current are shown in Fig. 2. At
3.5 kA, the maximum orbit diﬀerences are 2.916 mm in the
horizontal direction and 1.592 mm in the vertical direction,
respectively for a 333 MeV electron beam. The changes
of the beam angle at the collision point were 0.50 mrad in
the horizontal and 0.18 mrad in the vertical, respectively.
Figure 3 shows the measured rms beam orbit change as a
function of the wiggler current, marked by the blue asterisk. The maximum rms orbit changes are 1.653 mm in the
horizontal direction and 0.709 mm in the vertical direction,
respectively. In Fig. 3, the beam orbit changes are ﬁt to a
linear function of the wiggler currents in both horizontal and
vertical directions with slopes of 0.501 mm/kA and 0.213
mm/kA, respectively. Therefore, a simple compensation can
be developed to compensate the bussbar ﬁeld eﬀect.

2

BUSSBAR FIELD COMPENSATION
RESULTS
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Figure 2: The measured beam orbit changes along the storage
ring as a function of the wiggler current from 0 to 3.5 kA at
333 MeV e-beam energy.
The eﬀect of the bussbar ﬁeld on the beam orbit can be
directly measured. For example, the beam orbit was measured with bath wigglers shorted while the TREX2 current
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As the actual bussbar ﬁeld distribution is unknown, the
ﬁeld compensation scheme is developed using the beam
based method. First, the response matrix is measured between the locations of the BPMs and orbit correctors. As the
bussbar ﬁeld is distributed mainly in the region from OK-5C
wiggler to the OK-5D wiggler, eight (8) correctors in the
horizontal direction and seven (7) correctors in the vertical
inside this area are used in the compensation scheme. The
rms orbit changes (from 15 BPMs) in both straight sections
of the Duke storage ring are minimized. The SVD algorithm
is then used to obtain the corrector’s strength for the compensation, which are shown in Fig. 4. The maximum corrector
strength is 0.15 mrad in the horizontal and 0.20 mrad in the
vertical.
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Figure 4: The strengths of the correctors used to compensate
for the orbit errors with TREX2 at 333 MeV e-beam energy
and 0 to 3.5 kA wigger current.

Figure 6: The rms beam orbit changes after applying the
compensation as a function of the wiggler current from 0 A
to 3.5 kA at 333 MeV e-beam energy.

After applying the compensation, the measured beam
orbits are depicted in Fig. 5, which shows that the max rms
beam orbit changes are 0.087 mm in the horizontal and 0.041
mm in the vertical (see Fig. 6). After the compensation, the
maximum beam angle changes at the collision point are 25
μrad in the horizontal and 11 μrad in the vertical.

SUMMARY AND ACKNOWLEDGE
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The measurement results show that the beam orbit
changed caused by the bussbar ﬁeld can be eﬀectively corrected using a 333 MeV electron beam. The rms orbit deviation are reduced by a factor of 19 and 17 in the horizontal
and vertical directions, respectively. The rms residual orbit
are 87 μm in the horizontal direction and 41 μm in the vertical direction at 3.5 kA, which is acceptable for the HIGS
operation. The further optimization will be performed.
The authors would like to thank Maurice Pentico and
Vernon Rathbone for helping prepare special wiggler setups
for this study and for supporting accelerator operation.
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Figure 5: The beam orbit changes along the storage ring
after applying the compensation. The measurement is on
the condition of 0 to 3.5 kA wiggler current and 333 MeV
e-beam energy.
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MuSim, A GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE FOR MULTIPLE
SIMULATION CODES
Thomas J. Roberts†, Muons, Inc., Batavia, IL, U.S.A.
Yu Bao, Muons, Inc. and University of California, Riverside, CA, U.S.A.
MuSim [1] is a user-friendly program designed to interface to many different particle simulation codes, regardless of their data formats or geometry descriptions. It
presents the user with a compelling graphical user interface that includes a flexible 3-D view of the simulated
world plus powerful editing and drag-and-drop capabilities. All aspects of the design can be parameterized so that
parameter scans and optimizations are easy. It is simple to
create plots and display events in the 3-D viewer (with a
slider to vary the transparency of solids), allowing for an
effortless comparison of different simulation codes. Simulation codes: G4beamline 3.02 [2], MCNP 6.1 [3], and
MAD-X [4]; more are coming. Many accelerator design
tools and beam optics codes were written long ago, with
primitive user interfaces by today’s standards. MuSim is
specifically designed to make it easy to interface to such
codes, providing a common user experience for all, and
permitting the construction and exploration of models
with very little overhead. For today’s technology-driven
students, graphical interfaces meet their expectations far
better than text-based tools, and education in accelerator
physics is one of our primary goals.

MuSim [1]
There are dozens of simulation codes in use, and many
physicists have complained about the resulting “Tower of
Babble”; establishing a common graphical user interface
for multiple simulation codes is a major improvement in
the field. MuSim can interface to many different beamoptics and particle simulation codes since they necessarily
have a common domain, with common concepts, common
objects, and common operations. By abstracting these
common elements, a single program can indeed interface
to many simulation codes with relatively little effort.
Graphical interfaces are used throughout, making it
easy to construct the system graphically, display the system with beam tracks, analyze results, and use on-screen
controls to vary parameters and observe their effects in
(near) real time. Such exploration is essential to give
users insight into how systems behave, and is valuable to
both experienced and inexperienced scientists, for both
teaching and learning, and for tasks such as optimizing a
system design using a variety of codes before it is built.

Figure 1: The MuSim main window, showing a 3-D image of the simulated world and an editing panel. At the lower
right is the Library; two of its objects are visible – they can be dragged and dropped in the viewer to insert them into the
world. This simulation is a simple proton storage ring: dipoles are red, focusing quads are blue, defocusing quads are
green; the red and white lines are coordinate axes (the third is out-of-the-page and cannot be seen).
†
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A primary incentive for developing MuSim has been
our interest in accelerator driven subcritical reactors. By
combining an accelerator with a nuclear reactor, enormous advantages are gained in terms of both safety and
fuel diversity (e.g. it can burn spent nuclear fuel from
other reactors and itself). Different simulation codes are
needed for accelerators and reactors, and they have very
different geometry descriptions and data formats. MuSim
combines them simply and easily using a single description of the system (geometry, materials, sources, fields,
and instrumentation).
MuSim is designed to make simple things simple and
complex things possible. While it has a large number of
features, they are laid out with usage in mind, making it
easy for both novices and experts to navigate. Many users
find the online Help to be especially useful, as it automatically follows the user’s navigation (click on an object to
edit it, or open a dialog box, and the Help window jumps
to the page describing that object or dialog box). Figure 1
shows the MuSim main window.

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

via a URL, permitting efficient collaboration among
groups distributed around the world.

EXAMPLES
A major aspect of MuSim is its large collection of examples. These serve as both a demonstration of how to
use various MuSim features, as well as being starting
points for users to build their own simulations. They are
quite varied, including a simple beam going through an
absorber, a simple proton storage ring (shown in Fig. 1
above), a roadside detector observing a passing radioactive source, and even a complex accelerator driven subcritical reactor. Figures 2 – 8 show a few of them.

EDIT, SIMULATE, AND ANALYZE TABS
The Edit tab assists the user in creating and editing the
simulated world, as well as other aspects of the simulation
(e.g. material definitions). The Simulate tab permits the
user to run simulations using any configured simulation
code, including a scan of parameter values and optional
sliders for (near) real-time exploration of the effects of
changing parameter values; integrated optimization tools
are coming. The Analyze tab has tools for running analysis programs and generating plots, including graphs of
analysis results vs. parameter values. The Simulate and
Analyze tabs can also display event tracks in the 3-D
viewer; there is a slider to control the transparency of all
solids, so tracks can easily be seen inside or behind them.

Figure 2: A quad triplet with sliders for field values.
Changing a value causes the simulation to be re-run and
the tracks (red) to be re-displayed (typically 1-2 seconds).

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

UNITS
As different simulation codes use different systems of
units, MuSim includes a units-aware expression evaluator.
Compatible units can be intermixed in any valid combination (invalid usage is flagged as an error):
1 cm+1 in=3.54 cm; 1 ft/1 cm=30.48; 17*1 ns=17 ns
The edit field for a parameter with units (e.g. a length)
displays a pull-down list of all compatible units. When
necessary, any expression can be converted to a specific
(compatible) unit.
Units can be intermixed freely, and the geometry of elements placed into the world can use any length unit; EM
fields can use any appropriate unit, etc. The module for
each simulation code knows the system of units it uses
and performs conversions automatically.

LIBRARIES
Users can construct customized objects appropriate for
their simulations. These can be collected into one or more
libraries, from which the objects can be inserted into
simulations (or into other objects) via simple drag-anddrop, or via manual insertion. A library can be accessed

Figure 3: A 200 MeV electron beam hits a cylinder of
H2O (blue), followed by a detector (yellow disk seen
edge-on). The beam emanates from the yellow cone at the
left. Tracks: electrons are red and gammas are green.
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Figure 4: Plot of a roadside detector singles rate as a 1 Ci
Co source passes by at 10 MPH, for various distances to
the point of closest approach (DPCA). This example can
be easily adapted to add various types of shielding.
60

238

Figure 5: A Pu radioisotope Thermal Generator. The
power output is easily plotted. Radioactive decay is one
of MuSim’s many sources.

Figure 8: A simple accelerator-driven subcritical reactor.
This shows 20,000 tracks (out of 585,000) from a single
1 GeV proton. The beam is from G4beamline [2] and the
reactor simulation is MCNP 6.1 [3]. Neutrons are green,
photons are cyan, graphite is brown, and the molten salt
fuel is blue. This is an end view with the beam coming
out of the page. Solids are 50% transparent to show the
tracks.
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Figure 7: A section of the parametric-resonance ionization cooling channel [5-7]. The snake-like tube has dipole, quadrupole, skew- quadrupole, sextuple, and skewsextuple fields in it. Simulated with MAD-X and
G4beamline.
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Figure 6: The radiator portion of an energy-recovery linac
for radioisotope production. The electron beam emanates
from the yellow cone, hitting the gamma production target (green) inside a beam pipe (gray); the charged particles are bent by the magnet (red), while the gammas exit
through a hole in its side along the blue line to the production target (blue).
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DEPENDENCE OF THE COUPLING OF DIPOLE MOTION FROM BUNCH
TO BUNCH CAUSED BY ELECTRON CLOUDS AT CesrTA DUE TO
VARIATIONS IN BUNCH LENGTH AND CHROMATICITY*
M. G. Billing†, L. Y. Bartnik, M. J. Forster, N. T. Rider, J. Shanks, M. Spiegel, S. Wang
CLASSE, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, U.S.A.
R. L. Holtzapple, California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo, CA, U.S.A.
E. C. Runburg, Notre Dame University, Notre Dame, IN, U.S.A.
Abstract
The Cornell Electron-Positron Storage Ring Test Accelerator (CesrTA) has been utilized to probe the interaction of the electron cloud with a 2.1 GeV stored positron
beam. Recent experiments have characterized any dependence of beam–electron cloud (EC) interactions on the
bunch length (or synchrotron tune) and the vertical chromaticity. The measurements were performed on a 30bunch positron train with 14 nsec spacing between
bunches, at a fixed current of 0.75 mA/bunch. The dynamics of the stored beam, in the presence of the EC, was
quantified using 20 turn-by-turn beam position monitors
in CESR to measure the correlated bunch-by-bunch dipole motion. In this paper we report on the observations
from these experiments and analyze the coupling of dipole motion from bunches within the train to subsequent
bunches, caused by the EC.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
In 2008 the storage ring CESR was converted to operate as a test accelerator CesrTA, capable of studying EC
effects in the presence of trains of positron or electron
bunches [1,2,3]. Early in the CesrTA project measurements were undertaken to study any dependence of electron cloud (EC) dynamics on the bunch length (equivalently synchrotron tune). The result of these studies
found no significant dependence over a limited range of
synchrotron tunes (see Section 6.3.2.9 in reference [4]).
These results disagreed with observations and simulations
made elsewhere [5]. As a consequence it was decided to
revisit these measurement over as large a range of synchrotron tunes as practical as well as study the EC as a
function of two vertical and horizontal chromaticities to
allow for different damping rates.
In addition, gated horizontal and vertical stripline kickers were employed to excite coherent dipole motion in
single bunches within the train in order to observe any
coupling of the motion of these bunches to subsequent
bunches through the EC. The motion is then observed at
20 monitors from the CESR beam position monitoring
(CBPM) system [6], which simultaneously detect the
positions of all bunches turn-by-turn for 8192 turns as the
excitation was moved from one bunch to the next through
the entire train. Since the growth of the EC within the
bunch shifts the tunes of the bunches monotonically along
____________________________________________
* Work supported by U.S. NSF and DOE contracts PHY-0724867
and DE-FC02-08ER41538, respectively
† email address: mgb9@cornell.edu

the train, the excitation frequency for the kickers was
swept over a range sufficient to cause both horizontal and
vertical motion in every bunch. The number of turns,
observed by the CBPM system, was set to encompass 2
periods of the frequency sweep to guarantee one complete
period for the excitation and decay of the dipole motion.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
CESR was operated at 2.085 GeV in low-emittance
conditions for measurements, taking place in December
2015 and April 2016. Bunch-by-bunch transverse and
longitudinal dipole feedback was available; bunch-bybunch feedback was employed during injection and it was
either disabled or reduced during measurements as described below. The tunes of CESR for the first positron
bunch were set to be Qx=14.572 and Qy=9.579, chosen to
avoid placing any of bunches within the train on a resonance. After optics correction the vertical emittance was
adjusted for a single bunch to be approximately 37 pm-r
(for a design horizontal emittance of 3.2 nm-r). The measurement sequence was 1) to top off all bunches with all
feedback on, 2) turn off transverse feedback, 3) to
transversely excite in sequence 5 bunches individually
while taking CBPM data for each excitation. Steps 1-3
were repeated until all 30 bunches have been excited.
During the entire experiment longitudinal feedback remained on. During filling horizontal and vertical damping rates were 2700 sec-1 and 6100 sec-1, respectfully, for
0.75 mA (1.1x1010 particles). These are much higher than
the 18 sec-1 transverse radiation damping rates.
During the measurements, the synchrotron tune, Qs, and
bunch length, σz, were adjusted to four settings as seen in
Table 1. The measurements were performed at different
values of vertical chromaticity Qv’=∂Qv/∂δ, where δ is the
fractional energy deviation. In these optics with the same
vacuum chamber components (hence impedance) the
change in vertical damping rates were measured in
December 2014 at σz=10.8 mm as a function of Qv’,
∆α v = ( 26.2 sec−1 ) Q′v

Ib
1 mA

yielding incremental changes in the vertical damping rates
for 0.75 mA bunches of 79, 124 and 189 sec-1 for the
three Qv’ settings in Table 1. The last column in Table 1
represents the relative amplitude of the drive sent to both
the horizontal and vertical stripline kickers. It was necessary to increase the lower vertical chromaticity and to
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Figure 2: Plots of the x- and y- amplitudes, phases and
tunes for bunch number 9, when bunch 8 is driven.
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Figure 1 shows an example of the fitting results for the
excited bunch (bunch 8 for Scenario 1666). For this bunch
the decay is approximately exponential with different
damping times for the horizontal and vertical motion, having
initial, peak amplitudes of 0.4 mm and 0.3 mm, respectively.
The next excitation by the stripline kicker is visible, beginning
around turn 4000. Compare this with Figs. 2 and 3, which are
the fits for bunches 9 and 10, the first and second trailing
bunches, respectively, (for Scenario 1666), when bunch 8 was
excited. Notice that there is delay in the growth of the
amplitudes of bunches 9 and 10 and their peak vertical
amplitudes are both comparable to the bunch 8’s. The
horizontal amplitude of bunch 9 is much less than either
bunch 8 or bunch 10; the decay of this amplitude for bunch 10
shows a beat frequency of 220 Hz. Oscillations in the
amplitudes are seen for many of the excited and trailing
bunches, with their frequencies varying from roughly 100 Hz
to 8 kHz. Some of these frequencies correspond to tune
differences between the excited and trailing bunches; others
may correlate with xy tune differences. Many are not
explained at this time.
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The turn-by-turn CBPM data was recorded for 10 beam
position monitors (BPMs) on each the east and west sides
of CESR. BPM data was analyzed by fitting each
bunch’s trajectory over 42 turns to free betatron and synchrotron motion [7], using the design optics between
BPMs on each side of CESR and correcting for the actual
phase advance between the two sets of BPMs and operating tunes. Since the driven bunch was excited to its maximum amplitude over many turns, the fitting began at a
time Tf after the maximum displacement was achieved for
the driven bunch. The window is then shifted in 7 turn
increments, producing a time sequence for the fits. The
fitting of the trailing bunches also began at Tf. In each
window the results of the fitting yields an oscillation
amplitude and starting betatron phase, projected to a single location in CESR (chosen to be the positron injection
point). Each window’s fit also gives the betatron tune.
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Figure 1: Plots of the x- and y- amplitudes, phases and
tunes for the excited bunch, number 8 of 30.
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Figure 3: Plots of the x- and y- amplitudes, phases and
tunes for bunch number 10, when bunch 8 is driven.
When examining the general characteristics of the xand y-oscillation amplitudes in Fig. 4, it is noticed that the
damping times decrease as the excited bunch number
increases; this is true for excited and trailing bunches. For
the same stripline deflections, the excited bunch’s peak
oscillation amplitude decreases as the excited bunch
number increases. Since the EC increases through the
train, these two observations suggest that the bunches’
interaction with the EC provides some form of damping
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decrease stripline deflections for some measurements to
maintain good beam lifetimes during data acquisition.
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for coherent dipole motion. Figure 4 also shows the EC
provides a mechanism to couple the motion of excited
bunch to the trailing bunches with the risetime of the trailing
bunches’ motion decreasing as the excited bunch number
increases. Based on earlier simulations for EC (see Fig. 6.41
and 6.42 in Reference [4]), the observed horizontal tune
shifts of the excited bunches through the train are scaled to
give an average EC density varying from approximately
zero to 2.5x1012 m-3 in CESR. The increase of the rate of
rise of the dipole motion, coupled from the excited bunch
to the trailing bunches via the EC, appears to be correlated
with the increase in EC density.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 4: Amplitudes in the x- (left column) and y- (right
column) directions vs. turns and vs. the excited bunch
number for the excited bunch (top), first trailing bunch
(middle row) and second trailing bunch (bottom) for
Scenario 1602.
The observation of relatively less horizontal motion of the
first trailing bunch compared to the second trailing bunch as
seen in Figs. 2 and 3 also appears consistently in Fig. 4. Since
the majority of CESR’s circumference is dipoles, our
conjecture suggests the EC, pinned to the dipoles’ vertical
magnetic field lines, may play a significant role for this
behavior. If we assume the EC, generated by earlier bunches,
has collected around the beam’s trajectory, as the excited
bunch is displaced vertically with respect to the trajectories of
the earlier bunches, it will accelerate a different number of
electrons from the cloud up vs. down in the beam pipe. The
acceleration from the charge in the bunches will cause the
electrons to hit the top and bottom walls of the vacuum
chamber (±25 mm) in less than 1 nsec. The resulting
secondary electrons will travel vertically as a EC density wave
back toward the beam’s axis, arriving over 30 nsec later for
typical average secondary electron energies of 1.1 eV (see
equations 5.1 and 5.2 in reference [4]) and any top-bottom
asymmetry of this density wave will deflect the first trailing
bunch vertically as the forces are largely in the vertical direc-
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tion. If, instead, the excited bunch is off axis in the horizontal
direction, the electrons from the EC will be again accelerated
toward the top and bottom vacuum chamber walls, however
at different horizontal position. Resulting secondary electrons
stream back along vertical magnetic field lines as a density
wave and will be displaced roughly half the distance to the
walls for the first trailing bunch, producing a relatively small
horizontal deflection. However, the first trailing bunch will
tend to attract the EC density wave toward the axis with
the density wave arriving on-axis approximately when the
second trailing bunch arrives. The on-axis EC density wave
will tend to deflect the second trailing bunch in the horizontal
direction much more strongly. Thus the EC coupling from
the excited bunch to trailing bunches would be expected to
initially be strongest for the first bunch in the vertical direction
and the second bunch in the horizontal direction.
The data contains examples of damping rates of the
oscillation amplitudes varying from 40 to 2100 sec-1 in
horizontal and 120 to 3200 sec-1 in the vertical for excited
bunches (to be compared with 18 sec-1 for synchrotron
radiation damping). These are generally lowest for the
first bunch and increasing as the bunch number in the train
increases. Since the EC decays in the dipole and drift sections
of CESR in the gap between the end of the train and the
first bunch on the next turn (see section 6.3.1 in reference
[4]), tunes and damping rates of the first bunch should be
unperturbed. Thus the damping rate change with vertical
chromaticity for the lead bunch of the train should scale as
shown above. However, these measurements suggest the
change of damping rates is 2 to 3 times larger for the vertical
chromaticity change. Remnant EC in the quadrupoles [8]
may be responsible for this effect.

CONTINUING ANALYSIS
At the present state of the analysis there does not appear
to be a strong dependence on bunch length for all of the
phenomena described above. However, there is still more
work required to finish the analysis of this data. This
includes improvements to the fitting of the trajectories, more
detailed fits of the rate of rise and fall of the amplitudes of
oscillations for the trailing bunches also accounting for
beat frequencies in the amplitudes. In addition it would be
interesting to explore the possibility of producing a model
for the coupling of motion from the excited bunches to the
trailing bunches via ECs. Finally it may also be useful to
study the amplitude dependence of the bunch-to-bunch
coupling through the EC, since this may give some indication
of the EC density in the neighbourhood of the trajectory of
the positron bunches.

CONCLUSION
The technique of exciting single bunches within the train
of positron bunches appears to be useful for exploring the
interaction of ECs with trailing bunches. More effort is
warranted to understand what information may be gleaned
from this measurement method.
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ELECTRON CLOUD SIMULATIONS FOR THE LOW-EMITTANCE
UPGRADE AT THE CORNELL ELECTRON STORAGE RING
J.A. Crittenden, Y. Li, S. Poprocki, and J.E. San Soucie
CLASSE∗ Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14850, USA
SYNCHROTRON RADIATION ANALYSIS
OF THE UPGRADED LATTICE

Abstract
The Cornell Electron Storage Ring operations group is
planning a major upgrade of the storage ring performance
as an X-ray user facility. The principal modification foresees replacing the former e− e+ interaction region with six
double-bend achromats, reducing the emittance by a factor
of four. The beam energy will increase from 5.3 to 6.0 GeV
and single-beam operation will replace the present twobeam e− e+ operation. The initial phase of the project will
operate a single positron beam, so electron cloud buildup
may contribute to performance limitations. This work describes a synchrotron radiation analysis of the new ring, and
employs its results to provide ring-wide estimates of cloud
buildup and consequences for the lattice optics.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
The Cornell Electron Storage Ring (CESR) serves as
the X-ray source for the Cornell High Energy Synchrotron
Source (CHESS). At present, CESR operates at 5.3 GeV
with counter-rotating electron and positron beams. This
two-beam operation limits CESR performance in emittance,
beam lifetime, and beam current. An upgrade to singlebeam operation has now progressed to the engineering and
prototyping phase. The CHESS X-ray end stations will all
be oriented to align with the on-axis positron beam. The
positron beam energy will be increased from 5.3 to 6.0 GeV,
and the normalized emittance will be reduced by a factor
of four. One-sixth of the CESR storage ring, including the
former interaction region for the CLEO experiment, will
be replaced by six double-bend achromats, each equipped
with two conventional combined-function magnets providing dipole fields of 6.4 kG and quadrupole fields of 8.8
T/m gradient [1], and with Cornell Compact Undulators
(CCUs) [2]. The synchrotron radiation from this new section requires extensive additional shielding to enclose the
ring throughout the large CLEO experimental hall. It will
also present an additional source of electron cloud buildup,
and since initial operation will be with a single positron
beam, it is important for the vacuum chamber design to estimate the effect of the cloud on the beam optics. Here we
present a synchrotron radiation analysis of the ring, electron
cloud buildup modeling, and estimates for electron-cloudinduced betatron tune shifts.

∗
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The vacuum chamber design in the modified south arc
section of the CESR ring foresees a small vertical dimension of 5 mm in the CCUs, and a 100-mm horizontal dimension with the beam 25 mm from the outer wall, thus providing a 50-mm antechamber for electron cloud suppression.
Outside of the CCUs, the vacuum chamber will be nearly
elliptical with vertical side walls, as in most of the CESR
ring, but reduced by a factor of two, so 45x25 mm rather
than 90x50 mm. This vacuum chamber model has been implemented in the Bmad synchrotron radiation analysis [3] of
the lattice. Figure 1 compares the rates of photons incident
on the vacuum chamber wall in the downstream 50 m of the
upgraded lattice to the rates in present operation. In contrast to the upgraded lattice, there is very little radiation in
the first 15 m at present. The radiation from the combinedfunction bends illuminates both the bends themselves and
the downstream quadrupoles and CCUs.

Figure 1: Calculations of synchrotron radiation incident on
the vacuum chamber walls in the downstream 50 m of the
modified section of the CESR ring. The upper plot shows
the rates during present CHESS operation. The lower plot
shows the rates expected for the upgraded lattice.
The modeling methodology for estimating coherent betatron tunes shifts employs the element-type ring occupancy
fractions and the element-type-averaged rates, beta functions and beam sizes, as described in Ref. [4]. Inclusion of
the field-free and dipole regions of the CESR ring suffice
to accurately model present tune shift measurements. We
include the combined-function magnet and CCU regions in
the calculations for the upgraded lattice in order to assess
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their relative contributions. Table 1 shows that the average
rate in the combined-function magnets is a factor of two
higher than in the CESR dipoles (an important motivation
for this study), while the average horizontal beta function is
much lower.

TUNE SHIFTS IN CHESS OPERATING
CONDITIONS
The cloud buildup modeling employs the code
ECLOUD [5, 6], which includes models for photoelectron
generation kinematics, for time-sliced macroparticle
tracking in the 2D electrostatic fields sourced by the beam
and the cloud, and 3D tracking in magnetic fields, as well
as a detailed model of the secondary emission process
(SEY) at the vacuum chamber wall. The SEY model is
parameterized in the manner described by Furman and
Pivi [7]. Simulations are performed for the magnetic field
environment of each element type. The coherent tune
shifts for each bunch are derived from the horizontal and
vertical cloud spacecharge field gradients integrated over
the longitudinal and transverse bunch charge distributions.
In order to ensure a reasonable starting point for the simulations, we performed measurements of coherent tune shifts
in 2016 CHESS operating conditions using the pinging
method described in Ref. [4] for a 20-bunch train of 14-nsspaced bunches, each comprising 3.2 × 1010 positrons. The
ECLOUD input parameters for the photon scattering rate
in the beampipe (reflectivity), quantum efficiency, photoelectron energy distributions and SEY were adjusted to
achieve the degree of consistency with the vertical tune shift
measurements shown in Fig. 2. These tune shifts are to
be compared to the revolution frequency of 390 kHz. We

TUPOB23

horizontal tune shifts for comparison, our conclusions are
based solely on the vertical tune shift modeling.
The model tuned to the 20-bunch-train results was then
applied to the bunch pattern used in two-beam CHESS operations The positron-beam-generated cloud is disrupted by
the electron beam in ways we find difficult to estimate. Our
intention in applying the tuned model to the two-beam e+
bunch pattern is to establish a benchmark with which to
compare our estimates for the tune shifts in the upgraded
CESR configuration.
The positron bunch pattern in two-beam operation consists of five trains of either 3 or 4 bunches situated around
the ring so as to maximize separation from the counterrotating e− beam. The relatively few bunches means that
a bunch population of 8.8 × 1010 is required to reach the
full positron operating current of 100 A. Figure 3 shows the
model results for the tune shifts at each 2-ns-spaced bunch
position, though only the circled positions carry charge in
both operations and in the model. The fact that the tune

Figure 3: Modeled coherent tune shifts for the positron
bunch pattern presently in use for two-beam CHESS operation with 6-8-6-ns spacing in a train of four bunches. The
bunch population is 8.8 × 1010. Only the circled bunch positions are filled during operation, and in the model; the simulation calculates tune shifts for the other positions as if they
were filled.
shifts calculated for the unfilled bunch positions are so large
and variable testifies to the highly dynamic nature of the
cloud during the train passage. The conclusion we draw
from these calculations is that we can reasonably expect stable operation in the upgraded CESR operations if the tune
shifts are limited to a level below that shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 2: Modeled and measured (black points) tune shifts
for a 20-bunch train of 5.3 GeV positrons with population
3.2 × 1010 e+ in the CHESS operating optics. The bunch
spacing is 14 ns. The revolution frequency is 390 kHz. At
this bunch population one observes that the contribution of
the dipole regions increases during the train passage relative
to that from the field-free regions.
emphasize that the importance of the contribution from the
dipole regions of the ring means that horizontal tune shift
measurements using the pinging method are compromised
by the pinning of the cloud to the vertical field lines. Consequentially, the model calculation cannot be validated using
this measurement method. While we include the modeled

TUNE SHIFTS PREDICTED FOR THE
UPGRADED CESR/CHESS LATTICE
The design current for the upgraded CESR/CHESS lattice is 200 mA. There are 183 14-ns-spaced bunch positions
in the 768-m ring circumference with 2.56 µs revolution
period. In the interest of limiting electron cloud buildup
we have chosen to fill the ring with seventeen 70-ns-spaced
trains consisting of five bunches each, resulting in a specified bunch bunch population of 3.8 × 1010 e+ . The left
plot of Fig. 4 shows the modeled electron cloud density averaged over the beampipe cross section for the conditions of
the measurements in Fig. 2 in the case of the 2.0-kG dipole
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Table 1: Table of Element-Type-Averaged Quantities used as Input to the Electron Cloud Buildup Simulations

Present CHESS conditions
Upgraded CHESS conditions

Element type Total length Ring fraction < βX > < βY >
(m)
(%)
(m)
(m)
Dipole
475.5
61.6
15.4 20.5
Drift
188.5
24.4
17.9 21.3
Dipole
440.0
57.0
13.4 21.2
Drift
181.5
23.5
16.7 20.0
C-F magnet
28.2
3.7
1.8
15.9
CCU
25.5
3.3
10.9
3.2
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Figure 4: Modeled electron cloud density averaged over the
beampipe cross section. The left plot shows the result for
the conditions of the tune shift measurements in Fig. 2 in the
case of the dipole field, which is the primary contributor to
the tune shift late in the train. The right plot applies the
model to the the combined-function magnetic field in the
CESR/CHESS upgrade lattice for the bunch population of
3.8 × 1010 e+ chosen to provide 200-mA beam current in
seventeen trains of five bunches each. The higher average
rate of photon absorption in the combined-function magnets
results in an increase in the cloud density of a factor of four
and earlier saturation.
magnetic field in CHESS operating conditions. The right
plot shows for comparison the cloud density calculated in a
south arc combined-function magnet in the upgraded lattice.
The high photon absorption rate (2.149 vs.1.048 γ/m/e+ ) results in an increase in the maximum density reached in a
20-bunch train from 3.5 × 1012 m−3 to 14 × 1012 m−3 . This
comparison illustrates our initial concern for the contribution to coherent tune shifts by cloud buildup in the south
arc region of the CESR/CHESS upgrade.
The contribution of the high cloud density in the
combined-function magnets is mitigated by the low ringoccupancy fraction of 3.7% and, for the case of horizontal
tune shift, by the low average beta function value of 1.8 m.
Figure 5 shows the tune shifts predicted by the model for the
CESR/CHESS upgrade, and the relative contributions of
the field-free, 2.2-kG dipole, combined-function and CCU
sections of the ring. Despite the low ring-occupancy fraction of the combined-function magnets, their contribution
to the vertical tune is comparable to that of the dipole and
field-free regions of the ring. The horizontal tune shift is
due predominantly to the dipole regions of the ring, as in
present CHESS conditions. We also conclude that the small,
5-mm vertical height of the CCU vacuum chambers does
not result in intolerably high cloud densities. Most importantly, by limiting the train length to five bunches, the max-

<σX >
(mm)
1.444
1.493
0.870
0.882
0.218
0.568

<σY > Average photon rate
(mm)
γ/m/positron
0.139
1.048
0.138
0.696
0.077
1.145
0.072
0.749
0.069
2.149
0.031
0.409

Figure 5: Model predictions for the coherent tune shifts
in the 6 GeV, 200-mA operating conditions of the
CESR/CHESS upgrade.
imum tune shifts are limited to values less than 1.8 kHz,
comparable to those observed in present CHESS conditions.
This study thus provides assurance that performance limitations associated with electron cloud buildup will be no
worse than in present CHESS operating conditions. Taken
together with the advantages of single-beam, on-axis operation, we can reasonably expect stable, reliable operating
conditions for the CESR/CHESS upgrade.

SUMMARY
We have performed analyses of the synchrotron radiation
patterns for the present 5.3 GeV operating conditions of the
Cornell Electron Storage Ring (CESR) as a light source
for the Cornell High-Energy Synchrotron Source (CHESS),
and extended them to the optics and modified vacuum chamber design of the 6-GeV CESR/CHESS upgrade. These
calculations are applied to electron cloud buildup modeling, which is tuned to reproduce 2016 measurements of coherent tune shifts in present CHESS operating conditions.
The tuned model is then used to calculate the magnitude
of tune shifts to be expected during 200-mA upgraded operation with seventeen trains of five positron bunches each.
We determine that performance limitations due to electron
cloud buildup can be expected to be no more severe than
during present CHESS operations, despite unusually high
cloud densities in the combined-function magnets. Our
calculations are based on the beam-processed aluminum
vacuum chamber surface properties typical of the present
CESR ring, so we conclude that special cloud mitigation
techniques such as grooves or coatings will not be necessary in the new south arc region of the ring. Operation of
the upgraded CESR ring for CHESS is scheduled to begin
during the summer of 2018, providing 20-150-keV X-ray
beams for about 1300 user visits per year.
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OPTIMIZATION OF LINEAR INDUCTION RADIOGRAPHY ACCELERATOR WITH
ELECTRON BEAM WITH ENERGY VARIATION
Yuan Hui Wu† and Yu-Jiuan Chen
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore CA, USA
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Abstract
The current interest for the next generation
linear induction radiography accelerator (LIA)
is to generate multiple, high peak current, electron beam pulses. The beam energy and current
may vary from pulse to pulse. Consequently, the
transport and control of multi-pulsing intense
electron beams through a focusing lattice over a
long distance on such a machine becomes challenging. Simulation studies of multi-pulse LIAs
using AMBER [1] and BREAKUP Code [2] are
described. These include optimized focusing
magnetic tune for beams with energy and current variations, and steering correction for corkscrew motion. The impact of energy variation
and accelerating voltage error on radiograph
performance are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Controlling beam transport is essential for accelerator operation and future induction accelerator design. In this study, see Figure 1, we simulated a conceptual linear induction accelerator.
The nominal incoming 2-MeV, 2-kA electron
beam exiting from the diode injector has a uniform KV distribution with a 5 cm edge radius (r
= 5 cm) and an 800 mm-mrad edge normalized
emittance ( = 800 mm-mrad). The incoming
beam has a small energy variation (d/which
varies from -5% to 5% with respect to the nominal beam energy.

Figure 1: The conceptual accelerator configuration used in the simulations. The model has 72
cells arranged into 18 blocks, and an intercell
gap of 50 cm.
___________________________________________
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The accelerator consists of 18 4-cell blocks,
which accelerate the electron beam to 20 MeV.
The intercell separation is 50 cm. The accelerating voltage in each accelerator cell (see Figure
2) is 250kV(1+dV/V), where dV/V is varies
from -5% to 5%. The downstream beamline
consists of two focusing solenoids and a final
focusing solenoid.

Figure 2: Schematic of simulated 250kV accelerating cell.
ELECTRON BEAM TRANSPORT AND
TUNE OPTIMIZATION
To preserve the beam quality, the beam envelope oscillation needs to be minimized [3]. As
shown in Figure 3, the solenoid magnetic tune is
optimized to reduce the envelope oscillation for
a nominal electron beam. Transport of the electron beam with different initial energy variation
and accelerating voltage variation is simulated
using the same magnetic tune. For the beam
produced with an initial energy variation, the
beam current also varies according the ChildLangmuir’s law. Electron beam slices with initial energy variations from -5% to 5% and accelerating voltage errors from -5% to 5% were
simulated (Fig. 3). The beam slice with larger
initial energy variation has larger envelope oscillation. Likewise, the beam slice transport
through accelerator with large voltage error experiences larger envelope oscillation.
By using AMBER slice PIC code, an electron beam pulse with a given different initial
energy variation was simulated by dividing the
pulse into 20 slices. Each slice represents a por5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields
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tion of the pulse with the initial energy varying
linearly from the head to the tail. The accelerating voltage waveform also varied by assuming
the voltage waveform linearly increases from
the head to the tail. Each slice is then accelerated by a different accelerating voltage according
to the slice time. The time integrated emittance
and beam size were calculated by accumulating
all the particles from all slices. As show in Figure 4, the beam size and emittance of the beam
at the accelerator exit increase for the beam
pulse with a larger initial energy variation or for
a larger accelerating voltage error.

Figure 3: Envelopes for electron beam with different initial energy variation d/ and accelerating voltage error dV/V. The beam envelope for
the nominal beam is given by the thick red line.

TUPOB24

minimum integrated emittance and the desired
time integrated spot size at the target (Figure 5).
Note that the back-streaming ion effect [5], not
included in this optimization study, can lead to
spot size increase, [6] However, this optimization technique can still be used to optimize the
spot size with back-streaming effect.
The final time integrated phase spaces are
shown in Figure 6. The time integrated emittance and spot size at the target increase for
larger initial energy spread and accelerating
voltage. The radiography resolution depends on
the spot size defined by the 50% modulation
transfer function (MTF) [7]. We used the timeintegrated profiles to calculate the 50% MTF
spot sizes for all the cases we studied, which are
shown in Table 1. Both the initial energy spread
and the accelerating voltage error have a large
impact on the 50% MTF spot size.
The forward x-ray doses for all cases we
studied were calculated using the scaling law
given in Reference [8]. As shown in Table 1,
the forward x-ray dose is about the same for all
the cases we studied. Neither the initial energy
spread nor the accelerating voltage has impact
on the forward x-ray dose.

Figure 4: Calculated electron beam size at the
accelerator exit for various initial energy variations and accelerating voltage errors.
FINAL FOCUS OPTIMIZATION
Flash radiography imaging requires the electron beam be tightly focused onto an x-ray converter target. Multi-Objectives Global optimization algorithm (Genetic Algorithm) [4] is used
to optimize the magnetic setting for both the

Figure 5: Calculated electron beam size at the
target.
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Table 1: Summary of Beam Parameters at the
Target
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Figure 6: Calculated time integrated electron
beam phase space (x-x’) at the target.
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CORKSCREW MOTION MINIMIZATION
Corkscrew motion [9] is caused by misalignment and chromatic aberration of the
transport system. The corkscrew can be minimized by removing the error field’s kc components for beam slices over a wide range of energy. The tuning-V algorithm can successfully
minimize corkscrew motion. In practice, using
the algorithm to minimize both the corkscrew
and beam centroid displacement is not easy. By
using the BREAKUP code, we studied optimizing the steering magnet setting to remove
both the corkscrew motion and the centroid displacement. Solenoid magnets were randomly
misaligned with solenoid displacement 3 = 2
mm and solenoid tilt 3 = 2 mrad. The accelerator voltage error dV/V is ±5%. The beam’s initial d/ is ± 5%, and its initial offset xoff = yoff =
0.5 mm. Two steering coil pairs are used to
eliminate corkscrew motion and to steer the
beam back to machine axis at the accelerator
exit. The steering magnet setting was optimized
using the global optimization algorithm (genetic
algorithm). The results given in Figure 7 show
that the optimization scheme can effectively
reduce both the corkscrew and centroid displacement.
SUMMARY
Beam transport on a conceptual induction
accelerator was optimized with the Global optimization algorithm. The effect of energy variation of the electron beam on the radiography
performance was evaluated. Energy variation

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

Figure 7: Corkscrew optimization using two
pairs of steering coils at the middle of accelerator (left) and at the beginning of accelerator
(right).
has large impact on the 50% MTF spot size but
not on the forward x-ray dose. The optimization
scheme can also be used to set the magnetic
strength of two steering coil pairs to reduce
corkscrew motion and transverse centroid displacement.
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UNFOLDING ELECTRON BEAM PARAMETERS USING SPOT SIZE
MEASUREMENT FROM MAGNET SCAN
Yuan Hui Wu†, Yu-Jiuan Chen and Jennifer Ellsworth
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, CA, USA
The Flash X-ray Radiography (FXR) [1] linear induction accelerator at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory produces x-ray bursts for radiographs. The machine
is able to produce x-ray spot sizes less than 2mm. The
beam parameters are unfolded from electron beam radii
measured during magnet scan by modelling the FXR
LINAC with the simulation code AMBER [2] and the
envelope code XENV [3]. These unfolded beam parameters are then used as the initial condition for forward simulations of the beam transport through the drift region to
the target. Using x-ray spot size data from a scan of final
focus magnet, a good agreement between data and simulation is found for the back streaming ions’ neutralization
factor f = 0.3.

INTRODUCTION
The beam accelerated by the FXR linac is transported
through a drift region to the x-ray conversion target (See
Fig. 1). This downstream transport system consists of five
magnetic solenoids (DR1, DR2, DR3, DR4 and DR5) and
a final focusing solenoid (FF4). A diagnostics station is
located between the DR2 and DR3 magnets. For the experiments described in this paper, the time resolved electron beam size was measured by inserting a 1mm thick
aluminium coated quartz disk into the beam line at 45
degree angle and imaging the disk with a gated scientific
imaging camera. The Cherenkov light captured by CCD
camera in the diagnostic cross is calibrated to measure the
electron beam radius.

radius r is 9.4 mm, rms envelope slope r’ is 15.5 mrad,
beam energy E is 8.85 MeV and peak current I is 1.83 kA.
Using these beam parameters as initial condition, the
simulated electron beam radii for the DR1 magnet scan
are shown in Fig. 2. The same beam parameters then used
to simulate the beam radii for a magnet scan from DR2,
the comparison between the simulated beam radii and the
measured beam radii for the DR2 magnet scan are shown
in Fig.3. These are a good agreement. The unfolded emittance is consistent with the previously measured value
[5].
As discussed in Ref. 1, FXR can produce two electron
pulses with different acceleration scheme by sequentially
energizing alternate cells. Each of the two pulses gains
half of the full machine energy. Minimum beam envelope
oscillation is important to reduce emittance growth [6].
Using the unfolded beam parameters as the initial condition for simulations, a magnetic tune is developed for two
electron pulses (see Fig. 4). For this simulation, it is assumed that the injector produces two identical electron
pulses. The optimized magnetic tune offers a similar final
emittance for two pulses.

Figure 2: DR1 scan, comparison of measured and simulated beam radius.

Figure 1: Schematic of FXR downstream section

UNFOLDING ELECTRON BEAM
PARAMTERS
To unfold the beam parameters at a given position of
the accelerator, the electron beam transport from that
position to the diagnostic cross is simulated with AMBER
PIC code. A global optimization algorithm [4] (Genetic
Algorithm) was used to search beam parameters to match
the experimental spot sizes from DR1 scan. The unfolded
Lapostolle normalized emittance is 1230 mm-mrad, rms

Figure 3: DR2 magnet scan, comparison of measured and
simulated beam radius.
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Table 1: Unfolded electron beam parameters at the accelerator exit.

Current (Ampere)
Energy (MeV)
Radius (mm)
Rprime (mrad)
Normalized Lapostolle emittance
(mm-mrad)

1830
8.85
9.39
15.5
1230

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

ion channel grows upstream in time, the ions’ charge
neutralization factor f(z) is different for different beam
slices. For a 2kA, 60 ns electron beam, a hydrogen ion
can travel about 21 cm.
The time varying charge neutralization effect leads to
different pinching effects for different slices along the
electron beam (Figure 6). Each slice radius r(z) can be
calculated by solving equation (2) with the initial electron
beam parameters unfolded from the magnet scan. The
final full width, half max (FWHM) spot size is obtained
by time integrating the distribution of all the 20 slices,
then fitting the result with a Gaussian profile. As shown
in Figure 7, there is a good agreement between the simulation results and measured spot sizes when neutralization
factor is 0.3.

Figure 4: The rms beam envelope and Lapostolle normalized emittance from the accelerator entrance to the diagnostic cross, with an optimized magnetic tune for two
electron pulses with different acceleration scheme.

BACK-STREAMING ION EFFECT
Flash radiography imaging requirs a small beam spot
size at the target to produce x-ray through bremsstrahlung
radiation. As shown in [7], the focusing effect of the target is insignificant. Ions accelerated backward from the
surface of x-ray converter target by the electron beam’s
space charge forces form an ion channel, which can have
adverse effects on the final beam spot size. Reference [8]
shows that the maximum ion speed in a ‘beer can’ model
is given by

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

v

= 2.48 × 10

I[kA]

Figure 6: The time varying beam radius on a target with
back streaming ions (protons).

(cm/sec) . (1)

Z and A are the charge state and atomic number of ions
extracted from the surface of the target. The ion channel
extracted from the target will propagate upstream with a
velocity corresponding to the different ions as shown in
equation (2).
The beam envelope equation, taking into account of the
charge neutralization from the ions is

r (z) = −

eB
2γβmc

r+

ε
+
γ β r

2I
1
−f
γβ I R γ
(2)

r is beam edge radius,
is solenoid magnetic field,
is normalized edge emitis Alfven current (17 kA),
tance, and f is the charge neutralization factor. Since the

Figure 7: Comparison of x-ray spot size data with spot
size form numerical solution, both have good agreement
when neutralization factor f=0.3.

SUMMARY
An optimization technique has been developed to unfold the beam parameters for linear accelerators. The
5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields
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unfolded beam parameters are used as the initial condition
to optimize a magnetic tune for minimum envelope oscillation for two electron pulses with different acceleration
scheme with by sequentially energizing alternate cells.
Solving the beam envelope equation with various neutralization factor f, we found that f=0.3 shows good agreement between measured and simulated spot size at the
target. This technique of matching the simulated and
measured spot size using the optimization algorithm has
demonstrated as an efficient way to unfold the beam parameters at a given position of accelerator. These unfolded beam parameters can be used to optimize the electron
beam transport tune. For future accelerator operation,
magnetic tune of the final drift section can also be optimized by solving a multi-slices’ envelope equations and
including the neutralization effect of the ions.
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DYNAMICS OF INTENSE BEAM IN QUADRUPOLE-DUODECAPOLE
LATTICE NEAR SIXTH ORDER RESONANCE*
Y. K. Batygin#, T. T. Fronk, LANL, Los Alamos, NM 87545, USA
Abstract
The presence of duodecapole components in
quadrupole focusing field results in excitation of sixthorder single-particle resonance if the phase advance of the
particles transverse oscillation is close to 60o. This
phenomenon results in intensification of beam losses. We
present analytical and numerical treatment of particle
dynamics in the vicinity of sixth-order resonance. The
topology of resonance in phase space is analyzed. Beam
emittance growth due to crossing of resonance islands is
determined. Halo formation of intense beams in presence
of resonance conditions is examined.

INTRODUCTION
An ideal quadrupole lens has a constant gradient across
the aperture created by poles with infinite hyperbolic
shape. Unavoidable deviations from ideal pole shape
results in the appearance of higher order harmonics in the
quadrupole field spectrum. The vector-potential of the
magnetic field of a lens with quadrupole symmetry
contains harmonics of the order 2(2m  1) , m  0,1, 2.... :
Az  -[

G2 2
G
G
r cos 2 + 6 r 6 cos 6 + 10 r10 cos10 +..] , (1)
2
6
10

where G2 is the gradient of quadrupole lens, G6 is the
duodecapole component, G10 is the “20-poles”
component. The vertical component of the magnetic field
along abscissa is given by

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

By (x, 0)  G2 x  G6 x 5  G10 x 9  .... .

(2)

While traveling through a quadrupole lens of length D ,
particles receive a momentum kick, which contains linear
and nonlinear parts:


dx
qD

(G2 x  G6 x 5  G10 x 9 ...) .
dz
mc

(3)

The presence of duodecapole harmonic in quadrupole
field results in excitation of sixth-order resonance if phase
advance of transverse oscillations per focusing period is
close to 60o. Increase of beam losses near 60o phase
advance was observed experimentally at SNS linac [1].
Minimization of duodecapole component requires specific
pole shape of quadrupole lenses [2]. In present paper we
estimate effect of 6th order resonance on beam expansion.
___________________
*Work supported by US DOE under contract DE-AC52-06NA25396
# batygin@lanl.gov

HAMILTONIAN OF SIXTH-ORDER
RESONANCE
Consider particle motion in a quadrupole channel with
focusing period S in the presence of duodecapole
components. The quadrupole channel is substituted by a
continuous focusing channel with phase advance o per
period, which for FODO focusing structure is determined
as
S
4 D qG2 D 2
.
(4)
o 
1
2D
3 S mc
Presence of duodecapole component is introduced as an
additional nonlinear momentum kick, which particle
receives once per focusing period. In the adopted
approximations, single particle motion is described by a
matrix:
 xn1   cos  o sin o   xn

(5)
 p     sin  cos    p  p  ,
n1
n
n
o
o 

where n is the number of focusing period, x is the
particle position, p is the modified particle momentum,
and p is the nonlinear kick due to presence of
duodecapole component:

p

S dx

o dz

p   5 x 5 .

,

(6)

Let us introduce action-angle variables through
transformation:

x  2J cos , p   2J sin  .

(7)

Normalized emittance of the beam bounded by the ellipse
in phase space is related to introduced action value as

  2 J 

o
S

.

(8)

Analysis shows that the Hamiltonian describing slow
motion near 6th order resonance is given by

H (J,  )  J  

5
4

J3 

5
24

J 3 cos 6 ,

(9)

where   o   / 3 is the deviation from “resonance”
angle 60o.
Figure 1 illustrates topology of phase space structure. A
particle moves either along internal phase space trajectory
or along external islands with larger amplitude. In the
vicinity of point J u , particle motion is unstable. The
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particle might either remain inside internal phase space
trajectory, or be trapped into resonance separatrices.

FIXED POINTS AND ISLANDS SIZE
The expression for the Hamiltonian, Eq. (9), allows us
to analyze particle motion in the vicinity of resonance
islands and to determine basic characteristics of phase
space patterns. Fixed points (stable and unstable) are
determined by equations

3
cos 6
d H

    5 J 2 [1 
]  0.
dn J
4
6

(10)

Equation (10) has a solution sin 6  0 , or cos 6  1.
Unstable points are determined by condition cos 6 u  1 ,
which gives for the action variable at unstable point

8

, u  k,
7 5
3

Ju 

k  0,1, 2,... (12)

Stable points are determined as cos 6 s  1 , which gives
for the action variable

8
,
Js 
5 5

s 


6




3

k,

k  1, 2,... (13)

For practical reasons, it is important to determine the
maximal value of action variable, which defines
expansion of phase space area comprised by the beam.
The outer separatrix touches the inner one at the unstable
point, where Hamiltonian, Eq. (9), has the value
H u  2J u / 3 . The value of the Hamiltonian is
approximately the same at the internal unstable trajectory,
and at the external separatrices. Particle with the value of
Hamiltonian H u reaches the point J max having
cos 6  1 . Substitution of the value of the Hamiltonian
at the unstable point into Eq. (9) gives an expression for
determination of the value of J max :

J max 

5
2
3
 5 J max
 J u  0 ,
24
3

(14)

which has the solution J max  1.54 J u or

J max  1.54

8
.
7 5

Figure 1: Topology of 6th order resonance.

(11)

(15)

Relative increase of amplitude of particle trapped into
resonance is xmax / xu  1.54  1.24 . Taking into account
Eqs. (8) and (12), the beam emittance corresponding to
oscillations within internal phase space trajectory is
restricted by the value

u 

32 

 o .
7 5
S

(16)

From Eq. (11), angular velocity in phase space drops from
the value of  in the center of phase space to zero at
unstable point. Due to nonlinear dependence of betatron
tune on amplitude of oscillation, distortion of beam phase
space becomes significant for beam emittance   0.6u .

NUMERICAL SIMULATION of 6th ORDER
RESONANCE
As an example, consider dynamics of single particle in
FODO lattice with lens-to-period ratio D / S  1 / 3, phase
advance per period o = 62.6o (   0.0454 ), and the
value of duodecapole kick  5  0.254 cm 4 (see Fig. 2).
Because in FODO channel particle receives two nonlinear
kicks per period, we approximate value of  5 from Eq.
(3) as
qG6 DS
.
(17)
5  2
mc  o
Figure 3 illustrates dynamics of single particle calculated
by matrix method, Eq. (5), and through direct integration
of equations of motion in FODO lattice. Figure 3b
illustrates stroboscopic image of phase space motion
through plot of particle position in phase space once per
period of FODO focusing channel. Phase space areas
comprised by single particle in matrix mapping and in
direct integration are close to each other.
Figure 4 illustrates emittance growth of the beam with
initial KV distribution in the same focusing structure. As
seen, presence of 6th order resonance results in
degradation of phase space area and appearance of tails in
beam distribution. In presence of space charge, effective
betatron tune,  , is lowered due to space charge
repulsion:
2I
S
(18)
 2  o2  k
( )2 ,
3
I c ( ) Re
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(a)

n=0
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n = 34

(b)

Figure 2: FODO channel with quadrupole G2 and
duodecapole G6 field components.
(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Distortion of the beam in FODO lattice: (a)
 /  u  0.5 , (b)  /  u  0.6 .
(a)

Figure 3: Dynamics of single particle in FODO focusing
channel with D / S  1 / 3, o =62.6o,  5  0.254 cm 4 : (a)
matrix method, Eq. (5), (b) direct integration in FODO
field.

n=0

n=8

(b)

I is the beam current, I c  4 o mc 3 / q =
3.1310 7 A / Z [Amp] is the characteristic current, Re is

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

where

the average beam radius, and k  1...2 is the coefficient
depending on beam distribution. Due to non-uniform
beam distribution, the value of depressed phase advance
varies from  in beam core till o at the beam periphery.
Figure 5 contains results of simulation of the beam in
FODO lattice with D / S  1 / 3, o = 86o,  5  8.6 cm 4
for different beam distributions with depressed betatron
tune  below 60o. Due to spread of betatron tune, there
are particles, which are trapped into resonance. Initial
beam distributions are characterized by tails in phase
space, which become longer after trapping into resonance
creating significant beam halo.
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(c)

Figure 5: Dynamics of the beam in the vicinity of 6th order
resonance for different beam distributions in the lattice
with o = 86o : (a) water bag,  =58o (b) parabolic,
 =54o , (c) Gaussian,  =38o.
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The short lengths of colliding bunches in the proposed
Jefferson Lab Electron-Ion Collider (JLEIC) allow for
small beta-star values at the interaction point (IP) yielding
a high luminosity. The strong focusing associated with the
small beta-stars results in high natural chromaticities and
potentially a beam smear at the IP. Rapid growth of the
electron equilibrium emittances and momentum spread
with energy further complicates the situation. We
investigated nonlinear dynamics correction schemes that
overcome these problems and allow for stable beam
dynamics and sufficient beam lifetime at the highest
electron energy. In this paper, we present and compare
tracking simulation results for various schemes
considering their emittance contributions.

INTRODUCTION
The Jefferson Lab Electron-Ion Collider (JLEIC) [1]
is designed to have small beta-stars at the IP to achieve
the high luminosity requirement. This unavoidably
introduces large chromaticities due to the strong focusing
of the final focusing quadrupoles (FFQs) and chromatic
beam smear at the IP. In the JLEIC electron collider ring
baseline design, the large phase advance 108 in the arc
FODO cell was chosen to be close to 135 that generates a
minimum emittance in a FODO cell lattice [2, 3]. Hence,
in addition to the FFQs, such large phase advance requires
strong focusing from quadrupoles resulting in a
significant chromaticity contribution from the two arcs,
~40% in the baseline design. Linear chromaticities can be
straightforwardly compensated using two sextupole
families globally distributed in the arcs. The sextupoles
are arranged to have the –I phase advance to cancel the
sextupole introduced non-linear geometric and chromatic
effects. Compensation of the FFQs-induced non-linear
chromaticities requires a local compensation system
where sextupoles generate an opposite chromatic kick in
phase to compensate the one from the FFQs at the IP. This
local compensation system should have large beta
functions and dispersion at the sextupole locations to
obtain reasonable sextupole strengths and large ratio of
horizontal and vertical beta functions for seperate
correction in two transverse planes. Again, sextupoles are
___________________________________________
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located with –I phase advance to suppress the sextupole
induced nonlinear resonances. Besides, the local
compensation optics should be designed not to increase
the electron beam emittance significantly. Several
chromaticity correction systems in the electron collider
ring considering the emittance control have been reviewed
[4]. This paper summarizes all studied compensation
schemes and reports the tracking simulation results.

COMPENSATION SCHEMES AND
SIMULATION RESULTS
The JLEIC electron collider ring is designed using
major PEP-II High Energy Ring (HER) magnets within
their magnet specification in two arcs and straights and
new magnets in special machine blocks, such as spin
rotators, interaction regions, etc [2,3]. Electron
equilibrium emittance is primarily determined by the arc
optics design. Two arcs, consisting of regular FODO
cells, spin rotators and matching sections, contribute more
than 90% of the natural horizontal emittance. Phase
advance 108 in the regular arc FODO cell allows one to
have a 3 phase advance between sextupoles so that the
sextupole introduced geometric resonance driving terms
can be cancelled every 5 cells. Without any chromaticity
correction optics inserted, the electron horizontal
emittance is 8.9 nm-rad at 5 GeV and the natural
chromaticity is x,y= [-113, -120]. Note that chromaticities
and emittance vary in different chromaticity correction
schemes due to the local excitation of optics functions.
Philosophy of chromatic correction is described in [4]
in detail. A brief description of each studied compensation
scheme is given as follows.
1. Only linear chromaticities are compensated using
two sextupole families distributed in the arcs.
Since no local correction, the large beta functions
in the FFQs near the IP create large chromatic
perturbations resulting in large non-linear
momentum variations of beta functions. This
leads to a beam smear at the IP affecting the
luminosity. Since there is no optics modification,
this scheme does not introduce any emittance
growth.
2. A local chromaticity compensation block (CCB)
on each side of the IP is placed for a local and
independent correction of up- and downstream
FFQs. Each CCB has two –I interleaved sextupole
pairs in each horizontal and vertical planes. The
interleaved sextupoles generate residual sextupole
non-linear geometric effects due to the overlap of
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–I sextupole pairs. The remaining linear
chromaticity is corrected using two distributed
sextupole families in two arcs. There is no
emittance growth due to the intact optics.
Similar to scheme 2, except that each CCB has
one –I non-interleaved sextupole pair in each
horizontal and vertical planes and sextupole
strengths and phase advances are adjusted to
improve the chromatic tune and beta-star. The
non-interleaved sextupole pairs provide a
complete compensation of the sextupole
introduced non-linear geometric effects. The beta
functions and ratios of horizontal and vertical beta
functions at the sextupoles are made relatively
large to reduce the sextupole strengths. There is a
significant emittance growth due to the enlarged
beta function and dispersion in the dipoles.
Similar to scheme 3, except that the beta functions
in the dipoles in the CCBs are reduced to suppress
the emittance growth.
The local chromaticity compensation block is
designed within a compact optics to have two
focusing sextupoles separated by one defocusing
sextupole in the middle [5,6]. Because of large
beta functions and dispersion at the sextupoles, it
requires relatively weak sextupoles. However,
there are residual non-linear geometric effects
caused by interleaved sextupoles limiting the
dynamic aperture. This scheme has a large
emittance growth due to large optics functions in
the dipoles.
A SuperB-like chromaticity correction block [7]
has a low or zero emittance contribution. This can
be achieved by removing the dipoles from large
beta function and dispersion locations, while
locating –I sextupole pairs at large beta functions
and dispersion locations to reduce the sextupole
strengths. Meanwhile, lowering dipole bending
angles can significantly reduce the emittance
contribution because the emittance is proportional
to the 3rd power of the dipole bending angle. If the
total bending angle is preserved, the remaining
dipoles need to leverage the less bending in the
CCB resulting in an increased emittance from the
rest dipoles. Therefore, one has to balance the
bending angles in the CCB and the emittance.

The simulation results of momentum acceptance and
dynamic aperture for the schemes described above are
shown in Fig. 1 to 6. The energy spread =p/p for a 5
GeV beam in the electron collider ring is 4.5×10-4. Hence,
0.4% energy spreads shown in the momentum
acceptance plots are corresponding to 9σ. Dynamic
aperture for on momentum particles in terms of beam size
is also marked on each plot. The beam sizes are calculated
using the changed emittance for each compensation
scheme. Table 1 lists a comparison of simulation results
of all chromaticity compensation schemes. The SuperBlike correction scheme is promising by having large

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

dynamic apertures for both on and off momentum
particles and no emittance growth.

Figure 1: Momentum acceptance (left) and dynamic
aperture (right) of scheme 1.

Figure 2: Momentum acceptance (left) and dynamic
aperture (right) of scheme 2.

Figure 3: Momentum acceptance (left) and dynamic
aperture (right) of scheme 3.

Figure 4: Momentum acceptance (left) and dynamic
aperture (right) of scheme 4.

Figure 5: Momentum acceptance (left) and dynamic
aperture (right) of scheme 5.
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Figure 6: Momentum acceptance and dynamic aperture of
scheme 6.
Table 1: Comparison of Simulation Results of Different
Chromaticity Compensation Schemes
Scheme

x/x,

/σ

x/σx , y/σy
=0

=0.4%

1

1

20, 48

0,0

9

2

1

20, 48

0,0

9

3

2.1

15, 40

4.5, 10

9

4

1.7

17, 41

5, 10

9

5

1.7

8.5, 18

5, 7.3

9

6

1

23, 72

8, 24

9
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SUMMARY
Several chromaticity compensation schemes have
been investigated to suppress the chromatic effects in the
JLEIC electron collider ring. Tracking simulations have
been performed to illustrate the momentum acceptance
and dynamic aperture. A SuperB-like chromaticity
compensation scheme, with –I sextupole pairs and
suppressed beta function and dispersion in the dipoles in
the compensation system, shows an effective chromatic
compensation and no beam emittance growth. Further
error sensitivity study will be performed to validate this
compensation scheme.
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Abstract
The figure-8 JLEIC collider ring opens wide possibilities for manipulating proton and deuteron spin directions
during an experiment. Using 3D spin rotators, one can, at
the same time, efficiently control the polarization direction as well as the spin tune value. The 3D spin rotators
allow one to arrange a system for reversals of the spin
direction in all beam bunches during an experiment, i.e. a
spin-flipping system. To preserve the polarization, one
has to satisfy the condition of adiabatic change of the spin
direction. When adjusting the polarization direction, one
can stabilize the spin tune value, which completely eliminates resonant beam depolarization during the spin manipulation process. We provide the results of numerical
modeling of a spin-flipping system in the JLEIC ion collider ring. The presented results demonstrate the feasibility of organizing a spin-flipping system using a 3D rotator. The figure-8 JLEIC collider provides a unique capability of doing high-precision experiments with polarized
ion beams.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
Using Spin-Flipping systems (SF systems) in colliders
allows one to raise experiments with polarized beams to a
new precision level. There are many papers on spinflipping systems (see, for instance, [1–5]). Reference [6]
specified the main requirements to building long-term
stable SF systems by introducing small magnetic field
integrals into the collider lattice. SF systems can be
divided into two classes based on how the spin reversals
are organized. The first class involved single-turn SF
systems, which allow one to flip the spin every particle
turn. Natural representatives of this class are colliders
with Siberian snakes whose spin tune equals a half. Stable
polarization reversals are realized by introduction into the
collider of rf fields at a frequency twice lower than the
particle circulation frequency. The second class includes
multi-turn SF systems, which flip the spin over a large
number of particle turns. A natural representative of this
class is a figure-8 collider whosse spin tune equals zero,
An advantage of a multi-turn SF system in a figure-8
collider is the possibility of flipping the spin using quasistatic fields instead of RF ones.
Let us demonstrate how one can organize a multi-turn
SF system in the JLEIC collider by introduction into its
lattice of quazi-static solenoids with small field integrals.
___________________________________________
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ION POLARIZATION CONTROL IN THE
JLEIC COLLIDER
Using figure-8 ring geometry [7] is an elegant way to
preserve and control the polarization of a beam of any
particle species (p, d, 3He, …) during its acceleration and
storage at any energy. The ideal lattice of a figure-8 ring
is transparent to the spin. The resulting effect of the
“strong” arc dipoles on the spin dynamics is reduced to
zero over one particle turn. Any spin orientation at any
orbital location repeats every turn. In other words, in a
figure-8 accelerator, the spin tune is zero, and there is no
preferred polarization orientation because the particle is in
the zero-integer spin resonance region. To stabilize the
beam polarization direction at the interaction point, it is
sufficient to use compact insertions for polarization
control, which utilize already existing collider magnets
and solenoids with small field integrals (“weak”
solenoids) [8-10]. The spin tune and the polarization
direction are then determined not by the “strong”
structural fields of the collider but by the introduced weak
solenoids. The weak solenoids do not affect the closed
orbit at all and do not essentially change the beam orbital
parameters. This property is universal and does not
depend on the particle type. Figure-8 colliders provide a
real opportunity for obtaining intense polarized deuteron
beams with energies greater than a few tens of GeV.
To control the ion polarization in an ideal lattice of the
JLEIC collider ring, it is sufficient to use a single 3D
rotator, which consists of three modules for control of the
radial nx, vertical ny, and longitudinal nz beam polarization
components (see Fig. 1).

Figure 1: 3D spin rotator schematic.
Figure 2a shows the module for control of the radial
polarization component nx, which consists of two pairs of
opposite-field solenoids and three vertical-field dipoles
producing a fixed orbit bump. The control module for the
vertical polarization component ny is the same as that for
the radial component except that the vertical-field dipoles
are replaced with radial-field ones (Fig. 2b). To keep the
orbit bumps fixed, the fields of the vertical- and radialfield dipoles must be ramped proportionally to the beam
momentum. The module for control of the longitudinal
polarization component nz consists of a single weak solenoid (Fig. 2c).
1: Circular and Linear Colliders
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SPIN FLIPPING IN JLEIC COLLIDER
A 3D spin rotator allows one to make reversals of the
particle spins during an experiment by slowly (adiabatically) changing the solenoid fields of the 3D spin rotator
to rearrange the spin motion. To preserve the polarization
degree, one must meet the condition of adiabatic change
in the spin direction, which has the following form for the
number of particle turns N flip necessary to flip the spin:

(a)

(b)

N flip  1 / .

We get a limit on the number of turns for a spin flip of
N Pflip  102 for protons and N Dflip  104 for deuterons,
which, in terms of the flip time, means  Pflip  1ms for
protons and  Dflip  0.1 s for deuterons. In practice, the

(c)
Figure 2: Modules for control of the radial (a), vertical
(b), and longitudinal (c) spin components.
Below we give the formulae for calculating the spin rotation angles  zi in the control solenoids for a given po
larization direction n at the 3D spin rotator location and a
given value of the spin tune  (linear approximation in ):
nx
 n x
n x module :  z1  
,  z10 
,  y   G orb ,
sin  y
2 tan  y
ny
sin  x

,  z 20 



ny

2 tan  x

,  x   G orb ,

n z module :  z 3   nz .

Here G is the anomalous part of the particle’s gyromagnetic ratio,  is the Lorenz factor, and  orb is the orbital
bending angle of the dipole.
The field Bzi of a control solenoid of length Lzi can be
calculated using the formula:



zi
.
(1  G ) L zi
Schematic placement of the 3D rotator elements in the
collider ring’s experimental straight is shown in Fig. 3.
The lattice quadrupoles are shown in black, the verticalfield dipoles are green, the radial-field dipoles are blue,
and the control solenoids are yellow. With each module’s
length of ~7 m, the fixed orbit deviation in the bumps is
~15 mm in the whole momentum range of the collider.
The maximum dipole field is 3 T while the field of the
control solenoids does not exceed 2 T. This allows one to
set the spin tune to p = 0.01 for protons and d = 10-4 for
deuterons and to also stabilize any polarization direction
at any location in the collider during an experiment essentially with no perturbation to the collider’s orbital properties.

B zi 

Figure 3: Placement of the 3D spin rotator elements.

Figure 4: Pattern of change in the vertical hy and longitudinal hz spin field components when making spin reversals in the collider ring.
The magnitude of the spin field sets the spin tune value.
Change in the spin tune in units of the maximum field
hmax is shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 5: Change in the spin tune in units of the maximum spin field hmax when rotating the spin in the collider.
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n y module :  z 2  

adiabaticity condition is automatically satisfied, since the
spin reversal time is limited by the field ramp rate in the
super-conducting solenoids.
Let us provide the results of our calculation of the proton spin reversals in the vertical (yz) plane of the collider.
We use Zgoubi [11] for spin tracking simulations. As an
example, let us consider an idealized model of a piecewise linear field pattern with sharp breaks at its change
points. The pattern of change in the spin field, when making spin reversals, is shown versus the number of turns in
Fig. 4. The number of turns is indicated in units of N 0 ,
which is the number of turns for rotating the spin from
vertical to longitudinal direction. The vertical hy (green
line) and longitudinal hz (red line) components of the spin
field are set using the solenoids of the vertical ny- and
longitudinal nz-modules of the 3D spin rotator.
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Figure 6 shows the change in the proton spin components as a function of the number of turns for the indicated change in the spin field using the 3D rotator. Rotation
from vertical to longitudinal direction and back is done in
50 thousand turns. The maximum spin tune value is 10-2.
The spin components then follow the shape of the spin
field pattern practically everywhere, as it should be in
case of adiabatic motion. Exceptions are small regions
where the spin field has sharp breaks, in which the adiabaticity condition is violated.
The spin is directed vertically up. Then a spin rotation
takes place in 50 thousand turns. As we can see, the spin
undergoes sequential rotations from the vertical-up direction to the longitudinal direction along the particle velocity, then to the vertical-down direction and finally to the
longitudinal direction opposite to the particle velocity.

Figure 6: Rotating the proton spin in an ideal collider lattice.
To demonstrate a violation of the adiabatic condition of
the spin motion during polarization rotations, we show a
similar graph in Fig. 7 for a deuteron when rotation from
vertical to longitudinal direction is done in 50 thousand
turns with a maximum spin tune value of 10-4.

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

Figure 8: Rotating the deuteron spin in an ideal collider
lattice with the adiabatic condition of the spin motion
satisfied.
In a real situation, superconducting fields switch on
smoothly and the adiabaticity condition can be met during
the whole cycle of the field change. Moreover, to ensure
polarization stability over a long time period, one can
stabilize the spin tune during the spin reversal as well that
will allow one to eliminate crossing of spin resonances
during an experiment. We do not discuss impact of imperfections in this paper but the usual criterion of the spin
tune being much greater than the error spin effect (the
zero-integer spin resonance strength) applies here as well
and was earlier shown to be satisfied for the above conditions [12].

CONCLUSION
The presented calculations demonstrate the feasibility
of implementing a spin-flipping system using a 3D rotator. Thus, the figure-8 JLEIC ion collider provides a
unique opportunity for doing high-precision experiments
with polarized ion beams.
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Abstract

INTRODUCTION
The Jefferson Lab Electron-Ion Collider (JLEIC) [1] is
being designed to achieve a high luminosity of up to 1034
cm−2 s−1 . The latter requires a small beam size and, therefore,
small beta function ( β ∗ ) at the interaction point (IP). Consequently, beta functions in the IP final focus (FF) quadrupoles
are very high (∼1/ β ∗ ) making the FF a large source of chromaticity in the ring. Since the linear chromaticity (first order
chromatic tune shift) is straightforward to cancel with conventional two-family sextupoles in the arcs, the main concern
is the FF non-linear chromaticity causing a large momentum
distortion of beta functions and non-linear chromatic tune
shift. These effects increase the tune spread exposing the
beam to more betatron resonances limiting momentum acceptance and dynamic aperture; and cause chromatic beam
smear at IP resulting in a larger beam size limiting luminosity. Compensation of the FF non-linear chromaticity requires
a dedicated local correction system which has been already
studied for the JLEIC ion ring [2]. An additional requirement for such correction in the electron ring is that it does
not significantly increase the beam emittance. This paper
reviews the development of the electron ring chromaticity
correction system including low emittance options.

LATTICE
The JLEIC rings have a figure-8 layout, as shown in Fig. 1
for the electron ring. The electron and ion rings are stacked
vertically in the same tunnel. The baseline design includes
∗
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Figure 1: Top view layout of the electron ring.
one IP, where β ∗x, y = 10 × 2 cm and the horizontal crossing
angle is 50 mrad. A second IP can be added as a future
upgrade. The design colliding beam energies are: 3-10 GeV
for electrons, 20-100 GeV for protons, and up to 40 GeV per
nucleon for ions. The figure-8 layout provides an optimal
preservation of the ion polarization [3]; and the large enough
circumference of ≈2.2 km allows to use the PEP-II High
Energy Ring [4] components in the electron ring.
The electron ring consists of two arcs and two long straight
sections. The straights contain the interaction region (IR),
spin rotators, RF-cavities, tune trombones, and a chicane
for forward electron detection and polarimetry. The arc
lattice is based on 15.2 m long FODO cells with 108◦ phase
advance. The latter produces a relatively low emittance
while providing conditions for cancellation of sextupole nonlinear geometric and chromatic effects.
Optics of the straight section with the IR, before including
the FF chromaticity correction, is shown in Fig. 2. The IR
and the FF beta functions are asymmetric relative to the IP
due to the detector requirements. Without the FF chromaticity correction optics, the electron ring equilibrium horizontal
emittance is 8.9 nm-rad at 5 GeV from MAD8 [5] calculation, and the natural chromaticity is ξ x, y = [−113, −120].

CHROMATICITY CORRECTION
The chromaticity correction study for the electron ring
followed a similar study performed for the ion ring [2]. A
chromaticity correction block (CCB) consisting of special
optics with sextupoles for FF correction is included at one
end of each arc nearest to the IP, replacing the regular arc
cells, as shown schematically in Fig. 1. Initially, the studied
CCB design was based on the same magnet positions and
bending angles as in the arc, thus preserving the ring geometry. Later, a different CCB configuration was studied based
on the low emittance design developed for SuperB [6].
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The Jefferson Lab Electron-Ion Collider (JLEIC) is being
designed to achieve a high luminosity of up to 1034 cm−2 s−1 .
The latter requires a small beam size at the interaction point
demanding a strong final focus (FF) quadrupole system. The
strong beam focusing in the FF unavoidably creates a large
chromaticity which has to be corrected in order to avoid a
severe degradation of momentum acceptance. This has to
be done while maintaining sufficient dynamic aperture. An
additional requirement in the electron ring is preservation of
a low beam emittance. This paper reviews the development
of a chromaticity correction scheme for the electron ring.
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Figure 3: Schematic of two non-interleaved -I sextupole
pairs on one side of IP.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 2: Optics of the electron ring long straight section
with the IP before including FF chromaticity correction.
The basic principle of the FF non-linear chromaticity
correction is that the CCB sextupoles on one side of IP
generate a chromatic kick equal to and opposite in phase
with the one from the FF on the same side, so they locally
cancel the FF first order chromatic beta distortion d β/dp.
An independent correction is done on the other side of IP.
Ideally, this should cancel the d β/dp at the IP and in the
rest of the ring caused by the FF, as well as the second order
term of chromatic tune shift [7]. The desired conditions
at the CCB sextupoles for an efficient correction are: 1)
large dispersion (η) and beta function to obtain reasonable
sextupole strengths; 2) large ratio of x and y beta functions
for orthogonal x and y correction; 3) nπ phase advance from
the FF (in the correcting plane); this can be further fine-tuned
to minimize higher order terms; 4) minimal optics between
the CCB and the FF for minimal chromatic distortions to the
correction from other quadrupoles.
Sextupoles also generate non-linear geometric (amplitude
dependent) aberrations resulting in non-linear tune shift and
excitation of the 3rd and higher order resonances which can
significantly reduce the beam dynamic aperture. One way
to cancel these aberrations is to use non-interleaved pairs
of identical sextupoles separated by −I transformation as
shown in Fig. 3. Another method, earlier developed for the
JLEIC, is based on a compact CCB [8] with three interleaved
sextupoles, where however one of the tune shift terms still
remains. The machine linear chromaticity after the FF correction is canceled using two-family sextupoles included in
multiple of 10 periodic arc cells providing cancellation of the
sextupole second order geometric and chromatic effects [9].

CCB Based on Arc Cell Configuration
Several CCB schemes based on the arc cell configuration
were studied, where magnet positions and bending angles
are the same as in the arc, thus preserving the geometry. The
schemes include: A) two non-interleaved −I sextupole pairs
with large beta functions as shown in Fig. 4; B) a longer
scheme with four interleaved −I pairs and nominal arc beta
functions at sextupoles; C) compact CCB design using two
x-sextupoles interleaved with one y-sextupole as described
in Ref. [8].

Figure 4: CCB optics with two non-interleaved -I sextupole
pairs based on arc cell configuration.
Sextupole strengths are obtained in MAD [5] using a
two-step procedure. First, the CCB sextupole strengths are
set to minimize the chromatic beta distortion (W-function
in MAD) at the IP and in the rest of the ring. This way
both the IP chromatic beam smear and the 2nd order term
of chromatic tune shift are minimized [7]. Secondly, the
two-family arc sextupoles are set to cancel the remaining
machine linear chromaticity.
The study shows a better chromaticity correction in
schemes A and C. This is due to the shorter length of these
CCBs relative to scheme-B, resulting in more local correction, and the high beta functions making the sextupoles
weaker and x and y correction more orthogonal and efficient.
Momentum dependence of tune shift and β ∗ for the schemeA is shown in Fig. 5, where the third order term of the tune
shift is minimized by fine-tuning of the phase advance between the CCB and the FF. In this case, the nominal tune and
linear chromaticity are νx, y = [42.22, 46.16] and ξ x, y = +1.
The above correction results in sufficient momentum acceptance of at least 10σ p . Finally, tracking simulations [10]
without errors show that scheme-A provides a factor of two
larger dynamic aperture as compared to the scheme-C due
to better cancellation of the sextupole geometric non-linear
effects. Therefore, the CCB based on non-interleaved −I
sextupole pairs appears a preferred correction scheme.
Evaluation of beam emittance, however, reveals that both
schemes A and C lead to unacceptably large beam emittance,
increasing it from 8.9 nm-rad (without CCB) to more than
15 nm-rad at 5 GeV. Analysis presented in the next section
indicates that the large emittance is due to contributions
from CCB dipoles where dispersion and β x values are high.
As a next step, low emittance CCB schemes are studied.
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Figure 5: Tune (left) and β ∗ (right) versus ∆p/p with CCB
based on arc cells and non-interleaved −I sextupole pairs.
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Figure 6: Optics of low emittance CCB schemes 4 and 6.

Low Emittance CCB
Electron beam emittance is proportional to square ofR beam
energy and a ratio I5 /I2 , where the integrals I5 = Hρds
3
R ds
and I2 = ρ are taken over all dipoles, ρ is dipole bending
2

2

Table 1: Bending Angle and Length of CCB Dipoles
Scheme
L/L 0
θ/θ 0

1, 2
1.0
2.286

3
0.5
1.429

4
0.5
1.286

6
0.592
0.714

Figure 7: Straight section with the IP and low emittance
CCB based on scheme-6.

Figure 8: Tune (left) and β ∗ (right) versus ∆p/p with low
emittance CCB scheme-6.
smaller than the 8.9 nm-rad of the ring without CCB. This
is due to the smallest bending angles and the H-function,
so the CCB emittance contribution is smaller than that of
the arc cells. This scheme, however, requires additional arc
cells to compensate for the missing bending angle, making
the circumference longer by ∼140 m, as well as modification
to the other arc end to restore the arc symmetry.
The above schemes provide adequate chromaticity correction with momentum acceptance of ∼10σ p , as shown in
Fig. 8 for scheme-6, and dynamic aperture exceeding 20σ
without errors. The non-linear chromatic tune shift in Fig. 8
is minimized by optimizing the phase advance between the
CCB and the FF.

SUMMARY
The study of non-linear chromaticity correction for the
JLEIC electron ring determines that the best dynamic aperture and sufficient chromaticity correction are obtained with
a CCB scheme based on non-interleaved –I sextupole pairs
with large beta functions at the sextupoles. Preservation
of the beam low emittance is achieved using short CCB
schemes with sufficiently small bending angles, based on
SuperB chromaticity correction design with missing dipoles.
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2
radius, and H = βη ′2 + 2αηη ′ + 1+α
β η [11]. Inspecting
these functions, one can see that a low emittance can be
obtained by reducing the CCB bending angles as well as η
and β x functions at the CCB dipoles. On the other hand,
the CCB sextupoles require high dispersion and beta functions. This conflict can be resolved by removing the dipoles
from high η and β x locations as, for example, in the SuperB chromaticity correction scheme with non-interleaved
–I sextupole pairs [6]. One consequence of the missing
CCB dipoles is an impact on geometry. If the total CCB
angle must be preserved, then the remaining dipoles need
to be stronger resulting in an opposite effect on emittance.
Therefore, a compromise may be needed between the CCB
bending angles (geometry) and emittance.
Several SuperB-type schemes were investigated differed
by dipole length L and bending angle θ as compared to the
arc dipole L 0 and θ 0 , presented in Table 1. Sextupole beta
functions are set to 200/400 m (x/y), except scheme-1 where
β = 300/600 m. CCB schemes 1-4 provide the same total
bending angle as in the same length arc, while scheme-6 has
a smaller angle. All schemes have seven dipoles with the
parameters listed in Table 1. In addition, schemes 4 and 6
have one more regular arc dipole helping to reduce the angles
of the seven CCB dipoles. The schemes 3,4,6 are shorter
than schemes 1,2 due to the shorter dipoles, and therefore
have smaller bending angles. Optics of the CCB schemes 4
and 6 are shown in Fig. 6, and the complete straight section
with the IP and the CCB is presented in Fig. 7.
The study shows that the longer CCB schemes 1 and 2
with regular length dipoles result in rather high emittance
of 29.3 and 22.8 nm-rad at 5 GeV due to the large bending
angles. Comparatively, schemes 3 and 4 reduce emittance
a factor of two to 12.2 and 10.3 nm-rad due to the smaller
bending angles and a factor of three lower dispersion and
H-function. Scheme-6 yields 8.3 nm-rad emittance which is
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PROGRESS ON SKEW PARAMETRIC RESONANCE IONIZATION
COOLING CHANNEL DESIGN AND SIMULATION
A. Sy#, Y. Derbenev, V.S. Morozov, Jefferson Lab, Newport News, VA 23606, U.S.A.
A. Afanasev, George Washington University, Washington, DC 20052, U.S.A.
Y. Bao, University of California, Riverside, Riverside, CA 92521, U.S.A.
R. P. Johnson, Muons, Inc., Batavia, IL 60510, U.S.A.
Skew Parametric-resonance Ionization Cooling (Skew
PIC) is an extension of the Parametric-resonance
Ionization Cooling (PIC) framework that has previously
been explored as the final 6D cooling stage of a highluminosity muon collider.
The addition of skew
quadrupoles to the PIC magnetic focusing channel
induces coupled dynamic behavior of the beam that is
radially periodic. The periodicity of the radial motion
allows for the avoidance of unwanted resonances in the
horizontal and vertical transverse planes, while still
providing periodic locations at which ionization cooling
components can be implemented. Properties of the linear
beam dynamics have been previously reported and good
agreement exists between theory, analytic solutions, and
simulations. Progress on aberration compensation in the
coupled correlated optics channel is presented and
discussed.

INTRODUCTION
The Parametric-resonance Ionization Cooling (PIC) [1]
concept aims to enable high energy muon physics by
providing muon beam emittances that are an order of
magnitude smaller than those achieved using
conventional ionization cooling methods. PIC uses halfinteger resonances in the linear optics of its cooling
channel to provide simultaneous focusing in both
transverse planes, and absorbers at the naturally periodic
focal points to limit the angular spread of the beam. Skew
Parametric-resonance Ionization Cooling (Skew PIC)
[2,3] expands on this concept by utilizing coupling of the
transverse motion to shift the canonical betatron tunes
away from the resonant values that destabilize the beam
in the uncoupled case. Previous work described the first
implementation of the Skew PIC channel and presented
simulation results demonstrating the rotational behavior at
periodic absorber locations that is a hallmark of Skew
PIC, as well as the use of a single quadrupole family to
induce a parametric resonance in the Skew PIC channel.
To be suitable as the final 6D cooling stage of a highluminosity muon collider, a Skew PIC channel must be
able to control the p=200 MeV/c muons from upstream
stages with initial RMS momentum spread Δp/p of 2%
and initial RMS angular spread θrms of 130 mrad. The
highly divergent nature of the particle distribution is very
challenging for aberration compensation. Skew PIC may
offer a solution by reducing the dimensionality of the
aberration compensation problem to the radial dimension
#

only, thereby reducing the number of compensating
multipoles required. We present recent results discussing
such nonlinear compensation, as well as discussions on
coupling strength and implications for channel design.

EFFECTS OF COUPLING STRENGTH
The PIC and Skew PIC concepts require the correlated
optics condition to be met, i.e. the canonical betatron tune
in one transverse plane is an integer multiple of that in the
other transverse plane. In the PIC system, this property
leads multipole fields to excite nonlinear resonances.
Transverse coupling in a correlated optics system, as with
Skew PIC, shifts the canonical betatron tunes away from
the integer values that are problematic from the aberration
compensation point of view. As previously noted in [2],
the magnitudes of the curvature strength K, straight
quadrupole strength n, and coupling strength g are related
to the rotation angle along the circular trajectory a particle
traces in the x-y or x’-y’ phase space at special periodic
points through the relation:
1
=−
sin 2
−
2
where
1
+ ±
+
+4
, =
2
and
=
−
=
Very large coupling strengths should be avoided to avoid
the instability associated with a large rotation angle,
where the dynamics can encounter a half-integer
resonance. The dependence of the canonical betatron tune
shift on the magnitude of the coupling strength is shown
for one channel configuration in Figure 1. For this
channel configuration, coupling strengths associated with
tune shifts above Δν > 0.33 do not meet the coupled
correlated optics requirement and the Skew PIC optics
breaks down.
Stronger coupling may enable faster muon cooling by
facilitating fast mixing of horizontal and vertical dynamic
behavior. Conversely, weaker coupling may be more
suitable due to constraints on the dispersion functions
imposed by ionization cooling requirements. At the
periodic absorber locations, the oscillating dispersion
function generated by the coupled correlated optics must
be small to minimize energy straggling of particles in the
absorbers. A non-zero dispersion or first derivative of the
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Figure 1: Tune shift dependence on coupling strength for
one configuration of the Skew PIC channel.
dispersion function at these periodic absorber locations
allows for emittance exchange, and dispersion maxima
between absorber locations is ideal for compensation of
chromatic aberrations. The dispersion functions for one
coupling period of the Skew PIC channel with weak and
strong coupling are shown in Figures 2a and 2b. The
periodic absorber locations occur at 0 and 1.6 m. The
horizontal dispersion function zeroes coincide with the
periodic absorber locations, while the vertical dispersion
function zeroes are completely out of phase. The
magnitude of the vertical dispersion function increases
with the coupling strength, suggesting the use of weaker
coupling to limit the effect of beam smear at the absorber
locations for effective ionization cooling.
The coupled nature of the beam dynamics suggests that
chromaticity compensation and correction of aberrations
may be less straightforward than in typical uncoupled
optics. Aberration compensation in the uncoupled PIC
channel required many higher order multipoles to correct
the beam smear at the periodic absorber locations, but
these higher order multipoles induced higher order
resonances that ultimately destabilized the beam. The
coupled motion in Skew PIC reduces the independentlyperiodic motion in x and y planes to periodic motion in a
single dimension r, the radial offset of a particle from the
reference orbit, and the use of fewer higher order
multipoles may be possible for the nonlinear
compensation. To study the dynamic aperture of the Skew
PIC channel, multipole components were added to the
main sector bends and optimized for maximum
transmission of highly divergent particle distributions.

SKEW PIC CHANNEL DYNAMIC
APERTURE STUDIES
Because the equilibrium momentum and angular
distributions of the muon beam at the entrance of a Skew
PIC stage are rather large (Δp/p = 2% and θrms = 130 mrad
at p=200 MeV/c, respectively), the dynamic aperture of
the channel must be able to accommodate all particles
with minimal beam loss for efficient ionization cooling.
The dynamic aperture of the Skew PIC channel was
studied in MADX [4] using MINUIT [5] optimization
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(a)

(b)
Figure 2: (a) Dispersion functions for weakly coupled
channel. (b) Dispersion functions for strongly coupled
channel. Absorbers would be placed at 0 and 1.6 m.
routines to minimize the radial offset of a given ensemble
of particles through successive periods of the channel.
Due to the nature of the magnetic field configurations and
channel implementation, the most straightforward method
of including higher order fields is to follow the phasing
and periodicity of the curvature or coupling functions.
This is achieved by adding the appropriate field
component and magnitude to each unique sector bend in
one period of the Skew PIC channel. To find optimal
values for each multipole value, the multipole phase and
periodicity were fixed over one period of the Skew PIC
channel, and the multipole amplitude was varied to
minimize the average radial offset at each periodic
absorber location over a total channel length of 101
periods. The multipole forms analyzed in these dynamic
aperture studies follow the phase and periodicity of the
curvature function (K multipole); coupling function (g
multipole); constant multipole (straight multipole);
curvature function with phase shift of λK/4 (phase-shift K
multipole); and coupling function with phase shift of λg/4
(phase-shift g multipole). Normal and skew forms were
introduced separately.
Multipole optimization suggests that chromaticity
compensation in the coupled correlated optics system
becomes increasingly difficult as the coupling strength
increases. For tune shifts below Δν < 0.2, particles with
5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields
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2% momentum offset and θmax up to 2 mrad survive
through 101 channel periods with 100% transmission. For
tune shifts above Δν > 0.2, 100% transmission over 101
channel periods was not possible for the sextupole forms
implemented as described above. In one channel
configuration with coupling strength corresponding to a
tune shift of Δν = 0.17, particle distributions with θmax =
37 mrad were well controlled using a normal K sextupole,
normal g octupole, and skew phase-shifted g decapole
harmonics, but dodecapole optimization failed with
increased angular distributions. With reduced coupling
strength corresponding to a tune shift of Δν = 0.11, recent
results indicate that single sextupole and octupole
harmonics easily control particles with θmax up to 65
mrad, and two octupole harmonics (normal and skew) are
necessary to increase the maximum angle to 82 mrad.
Figures 3a and 3b show the x-y and x’-y’ phase space in
the plane of an ideal absorber location after 1, 51 and 101
channel periods for particles with |θmax| = ±82 mrad. 400
particles were initiated and the transmission is 100%. The
large amplitude particles seen after 101 periods may be
better controlled with higher order multipoles. The
relative ease with which multipole solutions were found
for the weak coupling case points to the use of weakly
coupled channels for further optimization.

(a)
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SUMMARY
Recent progress on Skew PIC simulations is presented.
While strong transverse coupling may result in faster
ionization cooling times, weak transverse coupling has
the advantages of reducing large dispersion components
at absorber locations that will contribute to energy
straggling and beam smear, and easier compensation of
chromaticity and other aberration effects. Multipole
optimization for aberration compensation has resulted in a
Skew PIC channel with angular acceptance of up to 82
mrad, and results are promising for further optimization
for acceptance of muons with equilibrium angular spread
θrms = 130 mrad expected from upstream stages in a high
luminosity muon collider.
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Figure 3: (a) x-y phase space in the plane of an ideal
absorber location at 1, 51, and 101 Skew PIC channel
periods. (b) x’-y’ phase space at the same locations.
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In the Jefferson Lab (JLab) Electron Ion Collider (JLEIC) project the traditional electron cooling technique is
used to reduce the ion beam emittance at the booster ring,
and to compensate the intrabeam scattering effect and
maintain the ion beam emittance during the collision at
the collider ring. Different with other electron coolers
using DC electron beam, the proposed electron cooler at
the JLEIC ion collider ring uses high energy bunched
electron beam, provided by an ERL. In this paper, we
report the new electron cooling simulation program developed at JLab to fulfil specific simulation requirements
of JLEIC and some recent simulation study on how the
electron cooling rate will be affected by the bunched
electron beam properties, such as the correlation between
the longitudinal position and momentum, the bunch size,
and the Larmor emittance.

a circulator ring based bunched beam cooler is proposed,
which allows to reuse the electron bunches tens of times
before they finally be dumped through the ERL. Repeated

Figure 1: Components of JLEIC ion complex.
usage of the electron beam reduces the burden of the
electron source, thus an electron beam up to 2 nC/bunch
for stronger cooling. [1]

JLEIC TWO-STAGE COOLING SCHEME

SIMULATION CODE DEVELOPMENT

To reach the frontier in Quantum Chromodynamics, the
JLEIC will provide an electron beam with energy up to 10
GeV, a proton beam with energy up to 100 GeV, and
heavy ion beams with corresponding energy per nucleon
with the same magnetic rigidity. The center-of-mass energy goes up to 70 GeV. Two detectors, a primary one with
full acceptance and a high-luminosity one with less demanding specification, are proposed. To achieve the ultrahigh luminosity close to 1034 cm-2s-1 per detector with
large acceptance, the traditional electron cooling will be
implemented strategically. [1]
The JLEIC ion complex consists of ion sources, an SRF
linac, a booster ring and a collider ring, as shown in Fig 1.
Since the electron cooling time is in proportion to the
energy and the 6D emittance of the ion beam, which
means it is easier to reduce the emittance at a lower energy, a multi- stage cooling scheme has been developed. A
low energy DC cooler will be installed at the booster ring,
which will reduce the emittance to the desired value for
ion beams with the kinetic energy of 2 GeV/u. In the
current JLEIC baseline design, An Energy-RecoveryLinac (ERL) based bunched beam cooler will be installed
at the collider ring, which has 60 meter long cooling section with 2 T magnetic field inside and provides a
bunched electron beam of 420 pC/bunch to compensate
the intrabeam scattering (IBS) effect and maintain the
emittance of the ion beam during the injection process
and during the collisions. For future luminosity upgrades,

The DC cooler is within the state-of-art. [2] But the
bunched beam cooler, using high energy (up to 55 MeV)
electron bunches, is out of the state-of-art, and needs
significant R&D. Numerical simulation is inevitable for
the design and optimization of the JLEIC electron cooling
system. BETACOOL [3] has been used in our preliminary
study and it has successfully supported the JLEIC design.
As the study goes more in-depth, it will be beneficial to
have a more efficient and more flexible tool to fulfil some
specific needs of JLEIC, and a new electron cooling
simulation program has been developed at JLab. [4]
Similar with BETACOOL, The new program calculates
the evolution of the macroscopic beam parameters, such
as emittances, momentum spread and bunch length. It can
simulate both DC cooling and bunched beam cooling,
including the IBS effect. Since BETACOOL has provided
a collection of physical models for various electron cooling simulations, we decided to follow the models in BETACOOL, whenever they are applicable, and revise them
when necessary. Martini model [5] is chosen for IBS
expansion rate calculation. Martini model assumes Gaussian distribution for the ion beam, which is reasonable at
least for the first order, and the absence of vertical dispersion of the lattice, which is true for JLEIC booster ring
and collider ring. Parkhomchuk formula has been implemented for magnetized friction force calculation, because
both the coolers at JLEIC are magnetized. Two models,
the single particle model and the Monte Carlo model, are
borrowed from BETACOOL to calculate the electron
cooling rate. The whole cooling process can be simulated
by a four-step procedure: 1. Create sample ions; 2. Calcu-

___________________________________________
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late the IBS rate and electron cooling rate; 3. Update the
6D coordinates of the sample ions and the beam parameters, with respect to the IBS effect, the electron cooling
effect, the betatron oscillation and the synchrotron oscillation; 4. Repeat from step 2 till equilibrium or the end of
time. Both the RMS dynamic method and the model beam
method from BETACOOL for electron cooling dynamic
simulation can be fitted into this procedure. The new
code has been thoroughly benchmarked with BETACOOL for all possible scenarios, and they agree very well
as long as the same model is implemented. For typical
electron cooling simulations for JLEIC, we have observed
an improvement of more than ten times in efficiency
using the new code, if compared with BETACOOL. Parallelization on a GPU provides another five-time improvement in efficiency. The new code is being actively
used in simulation studies for JLEIC cooler design.

ISSUES ON BUNCHED BEAM COOLING
In the following we will discuss three issues related to
the high energy bunched electron beam cooling for JLEIC: the proper electron bunch size to achieve high cooling
rate; cooling with correlated electron beam; and the effect
of the electron beam Larmor emittance on the cooling
rate.

TUPOB36

Figure 2: Transverse cooling rate for various electron
bunch sizes.
when more ions are enclosed by the electron bunch. Then
the local electron density dominates when the volume is
large enough. From these plots, we conclude the highest
cooling rate is achieved when R § ıx,y and l § ıs. But this
is under the assumption that all the ions will move
through the center of the Gaussian bunch due to the betatron oscillation and the synchrotron oscillation, so that on
average the cooling effect is evenly distributed to the
whole ion bunch. This assumption needs to be further
investigated.

Proper Electron Bunch Size

Figure 3: Longitudinal cooling rate for various electron
bunch sizes.

Cooling with Correlated Electron Beam

Figure 4: Phase space (z-pz) distribution of uncorrelated
(left) and correlated (right) electron beam.
As a result of the collective effects during beam transition, a correlation can be formed between the momentum
and the longitudinal position of the electron. The uncorrelated bunch has the same momentum and the same momentum spread everywhere all through the bunch, while
the momentum of the correlated bunch varies longitudinally along the bunch but the local momentum spread
remains unchanged, as illustrated in Fig. 4.
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In the current baseline design of JLEIC, the ERL based
cooler provides a bunched electron beam of 420
pC/bunch. The current, or the electron number per bunch,
is limited by the capability of the cathode and the instability due to the collective effect during beam transport.
There are two competing factors to obtain the highest
cooling rate with a bunched electron beam. One factor is
the volume of the electron bunch. The larger the volume,
the more ions are covered by the electron bunch and get
cooled. The other factor is the local electron density
around an ion. The higher the density, the higher the cooling rate for the ion. However when the total charge per
bunch is limited, the larger the volume, the lower the
local electron density.
Assume the electron bunch has a beer can shape, and
the proton bunch has Gaussian distribution. Kinetic energy of the proton beam is 100 GeV; transverse normalized
emittance 0.4 μm·rad; momentum spread 4×10-4; rms
bunch length 2 cm. The electron bunch temperature is 0.1
eV in both the transverse direction and the longitudinal
direction. As shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, transverse cooling rate and longitudinal cooling rate are calculated for
electron bunches whose radius R is one, two, and three
times of the rms transverse ion bunch size ıx,y respectively and whose length varies from zero to six times of the
rms ion bunch length ıs. When the electron bunch length l
increases from zero, the cooling rate increases until l
equals ıs, from where the cooling rate starts to decrease.
This is as expected since the bunch volume and the local
electron density are competing. The volume dominates in
the beginning, and the cooling rate increases
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The correlation in the z-pz phase space will affect the
cooling rate. We model the correlation as

ൌ( Ɏ), where ıs is the rms bunch length of the
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The rms transverse size of the electron bunch is 0.035 cm,
rms length is 0.84 cm, longitudinal temperature is 0.1 eV,

͵ ɐ

electron bunch. Considering an electron bunch with
Gaussian distribution, the total charge is 2 nC; rms transverse size 0.02 cm, rms length ıs 2.1 cm, transverse temperature 0.1 eV. For 100 GeV proton beam with parameters mentioned in the previous subsection, we calculate
the cooling rate with uncorrelated electron bunch and
correlated electron bunch with different local momentum
spread ıp, assuming the amplitude of the momentum
variance A = 2ıp and remains constant when the electron
bunch passes through the cooler. The Parkhomchuk formula is derived in a frame where the average velocity of
the electrons are zero. In such a frame, the ions will have
a shift on its velocity according to its position with respect to the electrons. This velocity shift should be included in the computation for the magnetized friction
force. The cooling rates are presented in table 1, from
which we can see that they are reduced by the correlation.
Especially in the longitudinal direction, a reduction up to
40% happens for ıp = 5×10-4. The result suggests the
correlation needs to be controlled or mitigated.
Table 1: Cooling Rate for Uncorrelated/Correlated eBeam
ıp
×10-4
1
2
3
4
5

Uncorrelated
Rx,y
Rs
×10-3
×10-2
1.59
1.66
1.54
1.50
1.48
1.34
1.41
1.19
1.34
1.06

Correlated
Rx,y
Rs
×10-3
×10-2
1.60
1.60
1.53
1.30
1.43
1.02
1.33
0.79
1.23
0.61
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Effect of Larmor Emittance on Cooling Rate
The emittance İ of an magnetized beam can be decomposed into the Larmor emittance İL and the drift emittance
İd, such as ߝ ൌ ඥߝ ߝୢ . The Larmor emittance is an important parameter for cooler design and electron source
design. The Larmor emittance is directly related with the
ఉఊ మ

transverse velocity ܸୄ as ߝ ൌ మ఼ ߚୄ , where ߚ, ߛ are

Lorentz factors, c the speed of light, and ߚୄ the TWISS
function. So when the Larmor emittance is fixed, the
transverse temperature of the electron beam is determined. Cooling benefits from a smaller Larmor emittance,
which means a colder electron beam. But it may be technically challenging to produce the electron beam with
very low Larmor emittance. However, if the Larmor emittance out of the cathode is too large, it is almost impossible to reduce it and the cooling will suffer from it. So it
has to be carefully selected.
Cooling rates are calculated for a 100 GeV proton
beam, whose normalized emittance is 1.2/0.6 μm·rad,
momentum spread 8×10-5, rms bunch length 2.5 cm, and
which is cooled by a Gaussian electron bunch of 420 pC.

Figure 5: Cooling rate for various temperatures and Larmor emittance.
and the drift emittance 143.7 μm·rad. When the transverse temperature changes from 0.1 eV to 5 eV, the Larmor emittance changes from 3.86 μm·rad to 193 μm·rad,
as shown in a straight line in Fig. 5. The cooling rates in
all the three directions decrease as the electron temperature goes up, as shown in dot-lines in Fig. 5. The computation is carried out for electron bunches with various
parameters in the attempt to find the Larmor emittance
acceptable for cooling with moderate technique risk.

CONCLUSION
The two-stage electron cooling scheme for JLEIC includes a low energy DC cooler and a high energy bunched
beam cooler. The DC cooler is within the state-of-art. The
bunched beam cooler is challenging, however possible. A
new program for electron cooling simulation has been
developed to fulfil the requirements of JLEIC high energy
bunched electron cooling design. It has been benchmarked with BETACOOL regarding both accuracy and
efficiency. A significant improvement of efficiency has
been achieved. Now the program is being actively used in
JLEIC cooling design and study. Effects on the bunched
beam cooling rate due to the electron bunch size, longitudinal phase distortion and Larmor emittance have been
numerically studied. The preliminary result suggests the
highest cooling rate can be achieved if the electron bunch
is deployed at the center of the ion bunch. Correlation in
the z-pz phase space will reduce the cooling rate and its
effect should be controlled in an acceptable range. A
proper Larmor emittance should be chosen with the compromise between the cooling requirements and the technical risk.
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DIFFUSION MEASUREMENT FROM TRANSVERSE ECHOES
Y. S. Li∗ , Carleton College, Northfield, MN, USA
Abstract
Beam diffusion is an important measure of stability in high
intensity beams. Traditional methods of diffusion characterization (e.g. beam scraping) can be very time-consuming. In
this study, we investigate the transverse beam echo as a novel
technique for measuring beam diffusion. Numerical analysis
of maximum echo amplitude was compared with theoretical predictions with and without diffusion. We succeeded
in performing a self-consistent measurement of diffusion
coefficient D1 via a parameter scan over delay time τ. We
also demonstrated the effectiveness of pulsed quadrupoles
as a means to boost echo amplitude. Finally, multi-echo
sequences were also briefly investigated. Results from this
study will support planned experiments at the IOTA proton
ring under construction at Fermilab.

Figure 1: Top: Simulated BPM output for a typical echo
sequence. Bottom: Phase space portraits a) after dipole kick,
b) experiencing phase decoherence, c) after quad kick and
d) at time of maximum echo amplitude. Red dot indicates
beam position centroid.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
A significant barrier to the reliable operation of high intensity beams is beam diffusion due to space charge and
other intensity dependent effects. The traditional method of
diffusion characterization using beam scraping is a very timeintensive process that could take many hours to complete [1].
In this study, we investigate transverse beam echoes as a
novel method to measure diffusion. The echo signal amplitude is extremely sensitive to any phase perturbations and
more importantly, requires only several thousand turns to
measure. Transverse beam echoes have been primarily observed in proton and heavy-ion rings [2]. The basic elements
of an echo are the following: (a) non-linear ring elements
(e.g. octupoles) to introduce action-dependence in the betatron frequency, (b) dipole kick to initiate the echo sequence
and (c) quadrupole kick after delay time τ. At time 2τ, we
will observe spontaneous oscillations in the beam centroid,
which is an “echo” of the original dipole kick (Fig. 1). An
animation of the echo sequence can be found in [3].

THEORY

Here, a is the maximum amplitude of the echo, ξ ≡ ω 0 J0 (t −
2τ) is the normalized time variable and β, βk are the betatron
functions at the BPM and dipole kicker respectively. It is also
useful to define the normalized maximum echo amplitude:
A= √

a
.
β βk θ

(4)

We expect A to have a theoretical limit of 1, since we do not
expect to recover more phase information in the echo than
was present right after the dipole kick. In practice, saturation
effects set in much sooner, as we shall see shortly. It is also
important to note that we made two key assumptions in the
analysis:
1. The delay time τ is much larger than the decoherence
time τdecoh .
2. Both dipole kick θ and quad kick q are weak.
These assumptions impose limits on our working parameter
space. A precise mathematical statement of these assumptions can be found in [5].

Echo Characteristics
If we assume an initial Gaussian beam distribution and
linear action-dependence in ω, i.e.
1 −J/J0
ψ0 (J) =
e
, ω(J) = ω0 + ω 0 J,
2π J0

(1)

where J0 is the initial emittance, ω0 is the base betatron
frequency and ω 0 is the detuning parameter, then the echo
amplitude is given analytically by [4, 5]
a
,
(1 + ξ 2 ) 3/2
p
where a = θq β βk ω 0 J0 τ.

hxiampl (ξ) =

∗
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(2)
(3)

Diffusion
Beam diffusion is modeled by the eponymous PDE
!
∂ψ
∂
∂ψ
=
D(J)
,
∂t
∂J
∂J
X
where D(J) = D0 +
Dn
n

(5)
J
J0

!n
, n ≥ 0.

(6)

Here, ψ(J, φ, t) is the beam distribution in phase space. The
diffusion coefficient D(J) can contain any number of linear
or nonlinear terms. We will assume in this analysis that
n = 1 (linear). The maximum echo amplitude becomes
5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields
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attenuated with diffusion [5, 6],
exp(1 − α0 ) +
,
α13
2
where αi = 1 + Di ω 02 τ 3,
3
adifn = a0 *
,

(7)
(8)

and a0 is the unattenuated echo amplitude. Both the exponential dependence on D0 and inverse cubic dependence on
D1 highlight the sensitivity of the echo amplitude to diffusion. Note that adifn can be maximized with respect to delay
time τ and detuning ω 0. Assuming D0 is negligible, we find
[6],
16 02
ω D1
3

! −1/3
0
, ωmax
=

10 3
τ D1
3

! −1/2
,

(9)

0
where τmax and ωmax
represent the respective “optimal” parameter value for maximum A.

Pulsed Quadrupoles
It is possible for strong diffusion effects to completely
attenuate the echo signal. Pulsed quadrupoles is one method
to boost echo amplitude in order to counter this. In a pulsed
quadrupole sequence, each quad kick is timed in order to
reinforce the effect of the preceding kick. Notation wise,
we use character sequences to describe the kicks. A oneturn positive kick is indicated with ‘p’, while ‘n’ denotes
a negative kick. The absence of a kick is marked with ‘x’.
The length of the sequence Npulse is measured in terms of
the number of additional kicks. Therefore, the sequence
pnpn has length 3 and indicates a positive kick at Nτ turns,
negative kick at Nτ + 1, positive kick at Nτ + 2, and finally
negative kick at Nτ + 3.

SIMULATION
Numerical analysis was performed with an in-house simulation developed in C. The program tracked the phase space
Floquet coordinates of individual particles and propagated
them along a simulated storage ring (based on RHIC machine parameters [2]) over a preset number of turns. We
typically begin with a Gaussian beam distribution. Octupole
magnets provided the linear detuning ω(J). Diffusion, if
present, was implemented as random Gaussian dipole kicks
θ R applied at the end of each turn.

Figure 2: Plot of A versus τ for different values of θ R . Inset
shows theory predictions. By estimating the maxima τmax
of the blue and magenta plots, we were able to perform a
self-consistent measurement of D1 .
measurement of D1 by tracking emittance growth over time.
We obtained D1 = 1.4 × 10−18 m-rad2 /turn, which is in
excellent agreement with our echo-based estimate. This
demonstrates self-consistent results from the simulation.

Pulsed Quadrupoles
Our findings with regards to pulsed quadrupoles can be
summarized into four main points.
Pulsed quadrupoles are an effective means to boost
echo amplitude, up to saturation. We investigated the
dependence of normalized echo amplitude A on the pulse
length Npulse using both pn and pxpx repetition units (Fig. 3).
Starting with an unboosted amplitude of A0 = 0.18, we
achieved a maximum amplification factor of nearly 2. This
clearly demonstrates the effectiveness of pulsed quadrupoles.
However, the echo amplitude is subject to saturation at
A ≈ 0.4. We were unable to surpass this empirical limit
regardless of kick strength, length or pattern.

RESULTS
Diffusion Measurement
Simulation results from parameter scans over τ and ω 0
displayed the expected theoretical relationships with echo
amplitude (Fig. 2). Furthermore, by estimating τmax we
were able to use Eq. (9) to determine the linear diffusion
coefficient D1 .
For Gaussian dipole noise of magnitude θ R = 1×10−6 rad,
we calculated D1 = 1.5 × 10−18 m-rad2 /turn using this
method. This was corroborated against a straightforward

5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields

Figure 3: Plot of A versus Npulse for pn (black), pxpx (blue)
repetition units and theory (black, dotted). Saturation sets
in after Npulse = 2 with A ≈ 0.4.
Optimum pulse sequence is highly dependent on fractional tune. For fractional tunes close to 1/4 or 3/4, we
found the pn repetition unit to be most effective (Fig. 4). For
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CONCLUSION

Figure 4: Plot of fractional increase in amplitude A/A0 versus fractional tune clearly demonstrates the tune-dependence
of the optimum kick sequence.
tunes close to integer values or 1/2, the repeating sequence
pp was more suitable. In fact, if an inappropriate sequence
was used for the particular tune, it is possible to suppress or
completely destroy the echo signal.
pn and pxpx repetition units are equivalent. From
Fig. 3, we see that the two repetition units are equivalent
up to saturation. This is good news, given the current difficulty in building an alternating pn quadrupole of sufficiently
high frequency. Note that this substitution works only for
tunes close to 1/4 or 3/4. However, we expect similar singlepolarity units to exist for any fractional tune close to a rational number (e.g. the sequence ‘pxxpxx’ for tunes close to
1/3, ‘pxxxxpxxxx’ close to 1/5 and so on).
Multi-echo amplification is also possible. Theory predicts additional echoes at t = 4τ, 6τ etc. even with a single
quadrupole kick (Fig. 5). However, the amplitudes of these
secondary echoes are usually much weaker. It is possible
to boost the amplitude of the secondary echoes by applying
kicks at multiples of τ. In particular, if we apply kicks at
τ and 2τ, then the 4τ and 6τ echoes become much more
prominent.

To recap the main findings of this study, we were firstly
able to perform a self-consistent measurement of the D1
linear diffusion coefficient using a parameter scan over delay
time τ. Next, we investigated various characteristics of the
pulsed quad sequence, including its dependence on pulse
length, polarity and fractional tune. Finally, we also briefly
studied at the amplification of multi-echo sequences.
Saturation remains one of the main barriers to further
amplification of the echo signal. Theoretically, saturation
arises in the limit where the assumptions of weak q and θ
break down. Empirically, we observed saturation to occur
near normalized echo amplitude A ≈ 0.4. Past that point,
the singly-peaked echo signal was observed to broaden and
eventually split into a weaker doubly-peaked signal.
In addition, multi-echo and pulsed kick sequences still
hold a wealth of questions which warrant further investigation. It would also be beneficial to extend the simulation to
the full 2D transverse plane, thus accounting for the effects
of coupling as well as any other higher order phenomena.
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Figure 5: Top: Single quad kick at τ giving rise to echoes at
2τ and 4τ. The 6τ echo is not visible. Bottom: Quad kicks
applied at τ and 2τ. We observe amplification of the 4τ and
6τ echo.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF MAD-X INTO MUSIM
Yu Bao∗ , University of California, Riverside, Department of Physics and Astronomy, CA, USA
Tom Roberts, Fermilab, Batavia, IL 60510, USA
3D MAD-X

MuSim is a new and innovative graphical system that
allows the user to design, optimize, analyze, and evaluate
accelerator and particle systems efficiently. It is designed for
both students and experienced physicists to use in dealing
with the many modeling tools and their different description
languages and data formats. G4beamline [1] and MCNP [2]
have been implemented into MuSim in previous studies. In
this work, we implement MAD-X [3] into MuSim so that
the users can easily use the graphical interface to design
beam lines with MAD-X and compare the modeling results
of different codes.

INTRODUCTION
There are many particle simulations codes available for
accelerator and detector simulations. Most of them have
unique and inconvenient user interfaces. The aim of MuSim
is to provide a graphical user interface for the user to easily
construct, simulate and compare many particle simulations.
It has a 3-D viewer to display the scheme as the user constructs it. All objects, such as magnets, tubes, radio frequency cavities and detectors, can be simply dragged and
dropped from the element list to the scheme. This is much
more flexible and intuitive than the geometry specifications
of many simulation codes using command lines. MuSim
provides both global and beamline coordinates so that the
user can easily choose either of them for specific systems.
MAD-X is one of the most popular codes in accelerator
design and simulation. It is a general purpose accelerator
and lattice design program. It reads a command line style
file in which the user defines the properties of all machine
elements, then calculate the optics parameters, compute the
desired properties of such a machine, and simulate the beam
dynamics in the designed machine. The file formats of MADX have been adopted by other, related simulation codes,
making this interface usable for other codes as well. MAD-X
has a graphic output package to output the beam parameters,
but it has no graphical viewer to check the designed physical
scheme.
In this work, we implement MAD-X into MuSim to combine the advantages of the two: the user can benefit from the
friendly user interface of MuSim to easily design the accelerator system and use the sophisticated modules of MAD-X
to simulate the beam dynamics without learning the complicated input formats of MAD-X. The users can also easily
compare the simulation results between MAD-X and other
simulation codes such as G4beamline and MCNP, regardless
of their different input and output file formats.
∗
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MuSim provides a unified command list to define the
particle source, the beam line elements and the system coordinates for all available codes. In the "Edit" page of MuSim,
the users can specify the parameters of all these elements.
Figure 1 shows a single cell of a storage ring, consisting of
two quadruples and a bending dipole magnet. The elements
can be placed in both global coordinates and beamline coordinates, if the simulating code that the user chooses can
accept them. In case of using MAD-X, only beamline coordinates can be used. The S-axis (white line) of the beamline
coordinates follows the centerline of the beamline, and is
bent by the bending magnets just like the reference particle;
the cells are simply placed sequentially along the S axis.
Various beamline elements including drift tube, solenoid,
dipole, quadruple, multiple magnet, pillbox cavity, and detectors, can be easily chosen from the command list. All
their parameters are specified right after they are chosen.
The command list also has several solids that MAD-X does
not accept but can be used in other codes. In this case, an
error message will be alarmed if the user choses MAD-X as
the simulation program.

SIMULATION CHOICES
After editing and saving the beamline elements, the user
can click on the "Simulate" icon to switch to the simulation
page. Figure 2 shows the simulation of a bunch of electrons
passing through three quadruples. A set of detectors (yellow rings) are put along the beam line to record the beam
parameters that are calculated by the simulating code. The
white disk is a beam dump to stop all the particles at the end.
The user can simply choose the simulating program from the
drop down menu to run the simulation, and the trajectories
can be displayed after the system has been simulated by a
specified program.
Another advantage of MuSim are its sliders. As shown in
Fig. 2, the user can vary the beam line parameters easily by
either the sliders or directly the input box. The result will be
shown in the 3D viewer instantly. This is a great advantage
for designing beam lines.

ANALYSIS
After being simulated, the particles are recorded by the
detectors along the beam line. The parameters of the particles, such as position, time, momentum, event id number,
PDG id number, and field strengths (in the extended mode),
are all recorded as a tree for one detector in a ROOT [4] file,
regardless of which simulation code has been chosen.
Here is an example of using two codes (MAD-X and
G4beamline) in MuSim to simulate a beam dynamic in a
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Figure 1: MuSim editing a single cell of a storage ring.

Figure 2: MuSim displaying trajectories of electrons passing through a set of quadruples.
channel with high order fields. Figure 3 shows a section
of the parametric-resonance ionization cooling (PIC) channel [5]. The snake-like tube has dipole, quadrupole, skewquadrupole, sextuple, and skew-sextuple fields in it. The
muon beam is focused at the end of each period. We com-

pare the tracking of muons in such a complex channel by
G4beamline and MAD-X. Figure 4 shows the trajectory
of the reference particle in the PIC channel. In MAD-X,
the reference particle follows the centerline perfectly since
MAD-X expands EM fields around the centerline. How5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields
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Figure 3: A section of the parametric-resonance ionization
cooling (PIC) channel.
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Figure 5: Tracking of a muon beam with a gaussian spacial
distribution in the PIC channel by MAD-X (upper plots) and
G4beamline (lower plots). Left plot: x versus s distribution.
Right: y versus s distribution. Color represents the muon
density.
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upper plots are results from MAD-X, and the lower plots are
simulated by G4beamline. The beam dynamics simulated by
the two codes shows excellent agreement in such a complex
channel.

ever, the reference particle oscillates around the centerline
in G4beamline: as the tracking distance becomes longer,
the tracking error becomes greater. This happens because
G4beamline uses very different approximations than does
MAD-X, with much more emphasis on realism. G4beamline
integrates the equations of motion for the EM fields, while
MAD-X assumes the EM fields are zero along the centerline
(except for bends). Note the scale: the errors are less than
1 mm after 160 meters.
The fact that different simulation codes use such very
different approximations is one of the advantages of using
MuSim: It is simple to compare results from multiple codes
simulating a single system.
Figure 5 shows the tracking of a gaussian distributed muon
beam in the above PIC channel. The beam information
is recorded at certain s positions along the channel. The

CONCLUSION
MAD-X has been interfaced into MuSim, which packages
several beamline design codes. MuSim gives a friendly user
interface to the system being simulated, and the 3-D viewer
of MuSim visualizes MAD-X. The sliders of MuSim makes
MAD-X more convenient for beamline design. The unified
output file format makes it easy to analyze and compare the
results from different simulation codes.
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Figure 4: Tracking of the reference particle in the PIC channel by MAD-X (upper plots) and G4beamline (lower plots).
Left plot: x versus s trajectory. Right: y versus s trajectory.
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MECHANICAL DESIGN AND MANUFACTURING OF A TWO METER
PRECISION NON-LINEAR MAGNET SYSTEM∗
J. D. McNevin, R. B. Agustsson, F. H. O’Shea
RadiaBeam Technologies, Santa Monica, United States
Abstract
RadiaBeam Technologies is currently developing a nonlinear magnet insert for Fermilab’s Integrable Optics Test Accelerator (IOTA), a 150 MeV circulating electron beam storage ring designed for investigating advanced beam physics
concepts. The physics requirements of the insert demand a
high level of precision in magnet geometry, magnet axis
alignment, and corresponding alignment of the vacuum
chamber geometry within the magnet modules to maximize
chamber aperture size. Here we report on the design and
manufacturing of the vacuum chamber, magnet manufacturing, and kinematic systems.

OPERATIONAL INTRODUCTION

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

The DOE High Energy Physics research aims to experiment with extreme high-intensity proton accelerators to observe rare processes and small deviations from the standard
model, including neutrino and charged lepton oscillations [1].
RadiaBeam Technologies is developing the Integrable Optics Test Accelerator (IOTA) insert in order to produce an
adequate beam for these experiments at the Advance Superconducting Test Accelerotor facility at Fermi National
Lab [2]. This insert employs a non-linear integrable lattice
that is intended to greatly increase the stable phase space area
in circular high intensity accelerators by using specifically
tailored non-linear inserts of the magneto static optics with
the benefit of expanding the dynamic aperture of circular
machines [2].

Figure 1: IOTA Insert.
RadiaBeam Technologies is currently near the completion of a full scale prototype non-linear insert, see Fig. 1.
Production of the insert has brought forth numerous notable
challenges all derived from the extremely governing tolerances dictated by physics requirements. The magnets were
each optimized to comply best with ideal physics. Manufacture of the magnets in turn had to closely adhere to
∗
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the optimized model so as to ensure adequate performance
as well as to avoid interference with the vacuum chamber
that sits inside the array of magnets. Numerous strategies
were employed in the design and manufacture of the vacuum
chamber to in reciprocation prevent interference with the
magnet faces while simultaneously allowing for the largest
internal aperture possible.

DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE OF THE
MAGNET MODULES
The magnetic field strength and physical apertures size
of the non-linear insert are directly related to the longitudinal distance from the center of the insert [1–3]. We have
taken the approach of sectioning the insert in a manor that
the physical aperture size and magnetic field properties of
the magnets are constant along short partitions of the insert
however very between adjacent sections along the length
of the insert. This magnet section to section varience is
frequent and great enough to allow the insert to comply with
the physics compulsions of the integrable optics theory. The
IOTA insert contains two each of nine different magnet configurations. We have assigned each configuration a name
module one through module nine in order of ascending aperture size, see Fig. 2. The magnets modules are located in
ascending order from the center of the insert outwards. This
generates a stepwise magnetic aperture size that decreases as
the beam approaches the center of the insert then increases
as it exits.

Figure 2: Array of magnets from the a bifurcated view of
the insert. Portions of the vacuum chamber are hidden.

Magnet Module Physical Requirements
The design of the magnet magnets is based off of previous
prototypes developed in phase one of this project wherein
the level of required compliance of real geometry to idealized models was realized. The physical requirements of the
magnets were evaluated by use of 2D and 3D simulations for
magnetic circuit design and pole shaping [4]. This analysis
1: Circular and Linear Colliders
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included study on the fabrication and assembly tolerances
as well as magnetic “cross talk” between adjacent magnets.
Pulse wire measurements were conducted on prototypes to
establish alignment between adjacent magnets. A hall probe
provided measurement data to back up field map simulations.
Results from magnet analysis demonstrated the following:
1. Magnetic axes of all eighteen magnets must be within
50 µm of each other,
2. The magnetic field must be within one percent of the
theoretical idealized field,
3. The good field region should aim to cover as much of
the aperture as possible,
4. Geometric confinement of certain magnet faces is more
critical than others.
Mechanical limitations of the system and assembly inflicted
the following requirements:
1. Magnet faces must fit around the vacuum chamber without interference,
2. Magnets must be separable to permit removal of the
vacuum chamber and coils,
3. Magnets must come back together in a highly repeatable
manor to preserve magnet quality and axis location.

Magnet Module Design

Figure 3: Top: Blank Magnet Module prior to EDM; Middle:
Magnet Module 1 post EDM, plating, and assembly; Bottom:
Magnet Module 9 post EDM, plating, and assembly.
2D and 3d simulation proved that using eighteen continuous aperture magnets over the length of the insert would
comply with the physics requirements of the integrable optics
theory [4]. Radial geometry of each magnet configuration
was optimized for its position along the roughly two meter
long insert. Each magnet was maximized in axial length
to ensure that the good field region of every magnet would
cover the greatest possible amount of aperture. The magnets
are laterally symmetrical and split in to four pure iron components, or poles, see Fig. 3. On each side the top pole fastens
to the bottom pole which in turn is secured to the mounting
plate. Dowel pins are used to position each component in
place and ensure repeatability of each component’s location
1: Circular and Linear Colliders
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after taking the magnet apart. In total, each magnet configuration contains two of each a top iron pole and a bottom
pole, generating eighteen total pole configurations.

Magnet Module Manufacture
Precision ground blocks were cut and ground out of pure
iron sheet. These blocks were then CNC mill cut to the rough
outer dimensions of the eighteen iron pole configurations
and verified for compliance with critical dimensions. These
roughed poles were then assembled in to magnet assemblies.
The magnet assemblies then moved back to the CNC mill
where critical faces were machined in to the assembly and
each top pole was match drilled in to the bottom pole to
allow for a taper pin to hold them in to place. Magnets
were subsequently dissembled, cleaned, reassembled, and
inspected for pole position repeatability. After this verification, magnet assemblies had critical pole geometry electrical
discharge machined (EDM). The EDM cutting of critical
pole features on each magnet assembly individually generated highly precise critical pole geometry with a very precise
relative position, see Fig. 3. Magnet geometry was verified
using a coordinate measuring machine (CMM) before and
after disassembly and reassembly. Iron components were
then nickel plated on non mating or locating surfaces to
prevent corrosion. CMM measurements proved the critical
magnet surfaces to be within 25 µm of their nominal position
relative to eachother.

DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE OF THE
VACUUM CHAMBER
The vacuum chamber is roughly rectangular with outer
dimensions of 70mmx50mmx2m, see Fig. 4. It is designed
to fit within the mechanical aperture of the assembled magnet array. Due to the fact that there are two each of nine
different magnet configurations all with different apertures
sizes the chamber had to be customized to fit within each
specific magnet. In order to accommodate the largest possible chamber aperture the wall thickness was minimized
between the inside of the chamber and the adjacent magnet
faces which creates a tapered chamber aperture to match
that of the magnet array, see Fig. 4. Accommodations for
beam position monitors (BPMs) were modified from components provided by Fermilab and installed on the ends of
the chamber to allow for feedback on relative position of the
beam as it passes through the chamber. A custom transition
connects the BPMs to the chamber.

Vacuum Chamber Requirements
The vacuum chamber had to fit between the aperture of
every magnet while allowing for some room for magnets to
be positioned and adjusted. In order to accomplish this we
required the following of the vacuum chamber:
1. A maximum wall thickness adjacent to the magnet of
about 250 µm (allows for largest local aperture),
579
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manufactured as a proof of principal. This prototype allowed
for demonstration of machining practices, weld practices,
and for estimation of final chamber ultimate pressure (estimated to be around 6E-11 Torr).

Vacum Chamber Manufacture

Figure 4: View of the vacuum chamber with two hidden
walls.
2. Geometric compliance of each magnet pocket within
50 µm of nominal along entire length of the chamber,
3. Static, thermal, and harmonic stability,
4. Ultimate pressure of at most 1 x 10E-9 Torr.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Vacuum Chamber Design
With the goal of maximizing aperture size, we minimized
the nominal normal distance between the outer chamber wall
and each magnet to 250 µm, this gives 500 µm from each pole
face to the inner aperture of the vacuum chamber, see Fig.
5. Each magnet cutout was designed specific to the magnet
that it sits within. The inner aperture is tapered to allow for
vacuum conductance and beam emittance considerations.
The inner hourglass shape above the beam aperture was
designed to allow for high vacuum conductance, see Fig.
4. For ease of manufacture, the length of the chamber was
divided in to three subsections, each comprised of two side
walls and one top cover. Mating joints between section
walls were tailored to be electron beam welded (EBW) and
design to prevent weld spatter on the inside of the chamber,
minimize deformation, and eliminate virtual leaks. Weldable
aluminum was chosen as the material in order to limit weight,
ease machining, and allow for the chamber to be manipulated
and tweaked in to position using kinematics. Simulations
were run on the chamber to ensure that deformation under
gravity and pressure conditions was within an acceptable
level.

Each chamber wall and cover was carefully constructed
from aluminum sheet stock to very tight tolerances using a
CNC mill. Custom bellows were EBW joined to all three
chamber section covers using custom fixturing to ensure adequate alignment. After welding, joint geometry for mating
the side walls to the top cover was cut in to each cover. Fixturing was developed to align the two side walls to the cover
assembly for welding. Weld perameters and methods were
honed in using sample welds on sample joints. Concurrently
custom explosion bonded bimetallic stainless steel to aluminum coupler were made to mate the stainless steel BPM
housing to the transition that joins it to the chamber. Tunable
fixturing was manufactured to EBW the BPM housing to the
bimetallic coupler and a 4-1/2” conflat flange on the opposite
side. The bimetallic coupler was then EBW to the chamber
transition. After two BPM assemblies and three chamber
sections were welded, each assembly had weld joints CNC
milled in to their joining ends. This allowed for the greatest
amount of position control if any deformation from welding
and error in machining occurred. RadiaBeam is currently
in the process of finalizing weld fixturing for the final electron beam welds which will join the BPM assemblies to the
two outer chamber sections, then those outer sections to the
center section.

ALIGNMENT AND KINEMATICS
CMM measurements will collect position data of fiducials
located on each magnet mount plate. This data is then used in
conjunction with a vibrating wire assembly to collect data on
each magnets magnetic center relative the the fiducials. All
magnets are then installed on the strongback atop precision
tip-tilt and goniometer alignment stages which are used to
manipulate the position of each magnet’s magnetic center
relative to a best fit of all magnetic centers and nominal
beam line. The chamber is also mounted to kinematics that
allow it to be positioned and manipulated around within the
magnets. Global positioning kinematics are used to position
the entire IOTA insert relative the the beamline, see Fig. 1.
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FUNDAMENTAL PROPERTIES OF A NOVEL, METAL-DIELECTRIC,
TUBULAR STRUCTURE WITH MAGNETIC RF COMPENSATION*
A. V. Smirnov†, RadiaBeam Systems, LLC, Santa Monica, CA 90404, USA
E. Savin, National Research Nuclear University (MEPhI), Moscow, 115409, Russia
Abstract
A number of electron beam vacuum devices such as
small radiofrequency (RF) linear accelerators (linacs) and
microwave traveling wave tubes (TWTs) utilize slow
wave structures which are usually rather complicated in
production and may require multi-step brazing and time
consuming tuning. Fabrication of these devices becomes
challenging at centimeter wavelengths, at large number of
cells, and when a series or mass production of such
structures is required. A hybrid, metal-dielectric, periodic
structure for low gradient, low beam current applications
is introduced here as a modification of Andreev’s diskand-washer (DaW) structure. Compensated type of
coupling between even and odd TE01 modes in the novel
structure results in negative group velocity with absolute
values as high as 0.1c–0.2c demonstrated in simulations.
Sensitivity to material imperfections and electrodynamic
parameters of the disk-and-ring (DaR) structure are
considered numerically using a single cell model.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
Industrial linac systems are employed in a wide variety
of applications, from radiography to sterilization. In
general, such a conventional system consists of standard,
low-gradient, usually S-band, linac with beam energy
from few to about ten MeVs, and average beam power in
the range of few watts to 100 kW. As a rule these system
are rather expensive, bulky, heavy, and not portable. The
MicroLinac technology originally developed at SLAC [1]
employs a compact X-band linear accelerator powered by
an inexpensive, low power, pulsed magnetron [2,3].
However, to make the MicroLinac concept suitable for
wider scope of applications, the conventional linac
technology needs to be significantly advanced further to
reduce cost, weight, and dimensions.
A biperiodic MicroLinac structure employs side [4] or
on-axis [2] coupling cells enabling substantial bandwidth
and number of cells to achieve beam energies exceeding 1
MeV within a single section at limited power supply (subMW in X-band). However, fabrication of a multi-cell,
tapered MicroLinac structure remains rather expensive
and time consuming. It requires significant efforts to
machine the large number of different cells with very high
precision. Besides, each cell usually needs to be coldtested, some of the cells may require re-machining. A
multi-step brazing is usually required along with
individual tuning of the cells of the brazed assembly.
An attractive opportunity for eased fabrication of
MicroLinac is using of dielectric loaded structures, in
___________________________________________
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which a smooth ceramic-lined metal tube replaces the
metal periodic structure [5,6,7]. However, a wide
practical implementation of this approach is prevented by
a number of problems. Among them are single-wall
multipactor and charging of the dielectric material
capable to damage the material at practical values of pulse
repetition rates and beam currents. In a MicroLinac these
problems are convoluted by substantial beam loss at finite
capture of a usually continuous beam injected from a
thermionic injector at low energies (a few tens of keV).
An additional problem is a large spread of phase
velocities required for a MicroLinac lying in the range of
(0.3-1)c. Shunt impedance over Q of a dielectric loaded
structure at low phase velocity is noticeably lower
compared to a conventional -mode, iris loaded structure.
In addition that low phase velocity implies high
permittivity for dielectrics (>20), which is usually
associated with elevated loss factors and thus further
reduction of shunt impedance.
One interesting modification of a conventional iris (or
disk) loaded traveling wave structure is related to a hybrid
dielectric and iris loaded periodic accelerating structure
[8]. That modification enables remarkably low
(approaching to unity) overvoltage (defined as a ratio of
maximum surface field to peak accelerating field) at still
substantial shunt impedance and group velocity. However,
this modification does not take advantage of magnetic
energy stored in the dielectric to provide magnetic
coupling. A modified dielectric loaded, periodic structure
has been introduced to enhance coupling impedance [9].
However, that dielectric-structured approach seems to be
difficult to apply for fabrication of a long, multi-cell,
strongly tapered MicroLinac. It may still suffer from the
issues related to dielectric exposition to the beam and
multipactor similar to that in conventional dielectricloaded and iris-loaded hybrid structures.
A hybrid metal-dielectric, periodic slow-wave structure
[10] enables higher group velocities, mitigation of the
charging problem, and potential simplification of
structure production for a low-current, low-gradient
applications. In Fig. 1 we present a schematic of a single
section X-band MicroLinac for radiography source
replacement.

Figure 1: Schematic of a single section X-band
MicroLinac system for radiography source replacement.
5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields
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DISK-AND-RING CELLS
Compensation of the Disk-and-Ring (DaR) cells is
accomplished by making the same frequency for odd and
even monopole modes as shown in Fig. 2 for high and
low phase velocities. Unlike Andreev’s disk-and-washer
(DaW) structure [11] both modes are TM01.

b)

a)

d)

e)

TUPOB40

highest shunt impedance. It dominates interaction with
the beam. Both smoothed curves have an effective mode
of operation corresponding to ~π/2 mode for the middle
of phase advance range simulated. This is equivalent to
presence of a resonant coupling cell because full 2π range
for DaR structure appears as π range for a conventional
structure having twice less period. .

c)

f)

Figure 2: Cut view of compensated ph=0.94 (a-c) and
ph=0.34 (d-f) X-band DaR cells with Alumina (a-c)
and MgCaTiO3 (d-f) rings for even (b,e), and odd (c,f)
modes. . Copper pipe internal diameter: 0.62”.
In Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 we show frequency dispersion,
shunt impedance, and Q-factor plotted as a function of
phase advance per cell for the two modes resonant at =
phase advance at f=9.4 GHz0.25MHz frequency.

Figure 3: Two-mode Brillouin dispersion diagram for
ph=0.94 DaR cell (=9.9 for the rings).

Figure 5: Two-mode Brillouin dispersion diagram for
DaR cell of Fig. 2(a) at =9.32.

Figure 6: Shunt impedance (left) and Q-factor (right) as a
function of phase advance for DaR cell of Fig. 2(a).
Alumina low grade ceramic is used with =9.32 and
tan=0.0019.
Therefore we can conclude that the DaR structure
behaves phenomenologically as a biperiodic compensated
structure. Thus interaction pattern with the beam at =π
crossing did not change even at that significant 6%
change in the dielectric constant compared to that of Fig.
6. That means the structure performance remains intact
(i.e. compensated) and also indicates certain robustness in
terms of dielectric constant deviations and fabrication
errors.

Figure 4: Shunt impedance (left) and Q-factor (right) as a
function of phase advance for DaR cell of Fig. 2(a).
Alumina high grade ceramic is used with =9.9 and
tan=0.0001.
Next we applied a lower grade Alumina having
dielectric constant =9.32 (instead of 9.9) to “detune” the
cell of Fig. 2a. No structure geometry optimization or
other change has been made for that variant. Simulation
results are presented in Figs. 5, 6. In plots of Figs. 3, 5
one can select branches forming two smoothed dispersion
curves corresponding also to smooth shunt impedance
dependencies vs. phase advance (see Figs. 4,6). The
“operating” curve can be composed from branches having

We found that the normalized group velocity gr varies
from -0.19 to -0.1 for ph=0.34-0.94 at the f=9.4 GHz.
That indicates strong magnetic coupling and hence great
opportunity for multi-cell performance of the assembly
employed as a standing wave (SW) linac.
We have studied a shorter (vs. 44-cells version [10])
assembly shown in Fig. 7 with vacuum ports (on the
bottom) and RF port (on the top). Our multi-cell
MicroLinac DaR structures include a few noncompensated, π-mode, low-ph DaR cells.

Figure 7: 39-cell, 0.42 m long, DaR MicroLinac section.
In Fig. 8 we simulated field profiles along the structure
with rings made from different materials. Typical
frequency separation between adjacent modes is ~50
MHz or higher. Note field profiles and the resonant
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frequency are affected by significant difference in
sensitivity to meshing for different cells. That may easily
lead to numerically unstable results or poor convergence.

a)
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Capture coefficient for 14 keV beam is ~20%. Maximum
Ez field magnitude along the structure is 11.5 MV/m.

a)
b)
Figure 10: Beam rms transverse size [mm], emittance
[µm] (a), and energy [MeV] (b) along section of Fig. 8b.
Capture coefficient for 14 keV beam is ~9%. Blue squares
correspond to energies at ph extracted from Fig. 8b.
Maximum Ez field magnitude is 14 MV/m.
Thus DaR structure is rather tolerable to deviations of
dielectric properties and/or geometry. That feature
suggests elimination of tuning of the individual cells.
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c)
Figure 8: Longitudinal electric field profiles simulated
along DaR section of Fig. 7 for =9.9 (a), and Sapphire
with longitudinal (b) and transverse (c) C-axis orientation.

BEAM DYNAMICS
We applied the same solenoidal type focusing
implemented with permanent magnet blocks used in prior
MicroLinac designs [4]. ASTRA [12] simulation results
are shown in Figs. 9, 10 for setups of Fig. 8a,b
respectively and total RF power <200 kW.

a)
b)
Figure 9: Beam rms transverse size [mm], emittance [µm]
(a), and energy [MeV] (b) along section of Fig. 8a.
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BI-COMPLEX TOOLBOX APPLIED TO GYROMAGNETIC
BEAM BREAK-UP*
A. V. Smirnov, RadiaBeam Systems, LLC, Santa Monica, CA 90404, USA
Transverse instability of a multi-bunch beam in the
presence of a longitudinal magnetostatic field and hybrid
dipole modes is considered analytically within a singlesection model. It incorporates resonant interaction with
beam harmonics and eigenmodes, degenerated waves of
different polarizations, and the Lorentz’ RF force
contribution. The analysis is performed in a very compact
form using a bi-complex i,j-space including fourcomponent collective frequency ~ of the instability.
Rotating polarization of the collective field is determined
by Imi Im j ~ that is in agreement with experimental data.

The other three components represent detuning of the
collective frequency Re i Re j ~ , the “left-hand”, and

“right-hand” increments Imi Re j ~  Im j Rei ~ of the gyromagnetic BBU effect. The scalar hyper-complex toolbox
can be applied to designing of non-ferrite non-reciprocal
devices, spin transport, and for characterization of
complex transverse dynamics in gyro-devices such as
Gyro-TWTs.

INTRODUCTION
Only a few BBU studies give detailed analysis of the
instability in the presence of a longitudinal magnetic field
[1,2,3]. Some experimental features of the stimulated
instability in the presence of a solenoidal field [4] are not
completely covered by conventional analytical models
[1,3,5]. In particular, the model presented here may be
helpful to explain the periodical bouncing and positive
gain of stimulated dipole mode instability observed at
different magnetic fields above and below the instability
threshold [4].
The problem can be conveniently formulated in a 4D
hypercomplex space. Conventional quaternions have
been applied in physics very productively starting from
the prominent Maxwell article [6]. Although the vector
quaternions are used commonly, the scalar version of the
quaternions is applied here to reduce the problem to a
very simple scalar algebraic equation.

ANALYTICAL APPROACH
Self-consistent fields induced in a closed structure can
be expanded in series of eigenmodes with variable
amplitudes [7]. We apply here the approach describing
long-range wake fields induced by a modulated beam in a
cavities [8] and slow-wave guides in time-space domain
[9,10].
_________________________________________
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We treat the instability as being dominated by some
~ that has to be defined from a
complex frequency 
dispersion equation governing the collective process. We
consider the BBU effect in the presence of two different
polarizations of the dipole mode assuming conventional
paraxial approximation  pr a 2  1 (where a is the aperture
radius, and pr is the transverse wavenumber of the r-th
mode). We use “fast” and “slow” time variables  and t
respectively, corresponding to the bunch passage through
the structure and the field amplitude evolution during the
pulse.
Assuming ~ and C~r are the bi-complex [11] variables,
the beam transverse motion in presence of focusing is
described as follows:
1 d
d ~
d
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where ~   x  j y , C~r  Cr( x )  jCr( y ) are the bi-complex
displacement and field slowly varying amplitudes in the
two orthogonal transverse planes, x  Rei Re j ~ ,
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r  r  ir  r 1 i 2Qr  , Q r is the Q-factor, Ar and  r
are the amplitude and hybridization coupling coefficients.
Evolution of the slowly varying field amplitudes C~r
can be described with the Vainshtein theory [7] for a

resonating structure loaded with the current j ( r, t ) in the
presence of stimulating signal at the frequency  . For
two degenerated eigenmodes polarized in vertical and
horizontal planes we can describe the amplitude evolution
as follows:
~
 ~ 0
(2)
1
dCr
~
dt

 i (   r )Cr  

where
Nr

( x, y )

N r V

,

dV j E r ,



,




 ( x)
 ( y)
 ( x)
 ( y)
~
Er  Er  jEr  Er0  jEr0
exp ihr z  ,

 ( x, y ) 2
is the normalization factor.
  0  dVEr

At    and    equations (1) and (2) lead to
the following system of homogeneous ODEs:
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A p q  L 
~
d
  i  r   Cr  I r r o o  T n  Ar Dr 
4 N r 4mo n r, 
 dt

~
~
  (r1r)n Cr exp( in ot )   (r2r)n Cr i exp i ( 2   n o )t  ,
2





(3)

1
~ (1) 
where 
, and
~
r r n   d  r ,  (  ) exp i ( nho  hr  hr  ) L 

~
,
(r2r)n  Si To (2   n o ) d ~r, i (  ) exp i (nho  hr  hr ) L 

Rei Rej 

0.1

Imi Rej 

 0.1



where



ar  r    r
r

is

the

generalized

frequency

detuning,

 A 2 p q  2L
 z2 r
mo c 2
4
Gr   r  r r o o T0 Dr  
 
,
qo Rr L r  1   z  r   r (  z   r )
 4 N r 4mo

,
1

R r 

L(E

/ y ) / k r 
 2 Lr
2 rWr
,
0
zr

0

2

where r is the cavity transverse

1  exp( i r ,  )  1
1  exp  i r ,   j o 
1
1 
1


 i  j   i  j (i  j ) .
 i r , 
 r ,   ij o 
o 
r,
o
r,
o
 r ,


Without the magnetic field one can get the following:

~
1
2
(r1r)0 
 1r  r   Si 2 ( r / 2)  Si( r ) r  2i Si( r )  cos 2 ( r / 2) r ,
0
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where 1r coincides with the conventional single-mode
interaction coefficient [13,8] which is maximum at the
 r  2.61 slippage.
~ (1) are
Four components of the interaction coefficient 
r r0
plotted in Fig. 1a.
Using the Euler’s formula analog [12] for the
commutative hypercomplex numbers the bi-complex
amplitude can be represented as follows:
~
~
Cr  Cinit exp  i rRei Re j ~  i Imi Re j ~  j Rei Im j ~  ij Imi Im j ~  t (5)

 

I
I 
~
~
~
t1  
 Cinit exp  i  Im i Re j  (r1r)0
 a r t1   exp  j Re i Im j  (r1r)0
Gr
Gr 

 




 


I 
I
~ (1) I 
~
~
t1   ij sinh Im i Im j  (r1r)0
t1  exp   Re i Re j  (r1r)0
 1t1 ,
cosh Im i Im j  r r 0
G
G
G
r
r
r


 





where

t1  r t

4

o

1

6

8

100 0

Ithr(o)/ Ithr(o=0)
2

a)

4

o

6

8

Eqn. (6) (solid curve) at  r  2.61 and critical current [29]
(dotted curve) as a function of normalized cyclotron
frequency.

Thus each of the four components of the collective
frequency has a sound physical meaning:
is

~ (1)
~ (1) I
~
~ 





Imi Re j   Rei Im j    Rei Re j  r r 0  Imi Im j  r r 0
 1 r
Gr 


the maximum increment for two waves with the
~  Re Im 
~
increments;
Imi Re j 
i
j


I
~
Rei Re j ~   Imi Re j (r1r)0
 ar r
Gr



is the collective frequency

is the dimensionless time.

Gr

velocity of the collective field rotation.
Threshold current in the single-mode approximation
can be evaluated as the following:
.
(6)
Gr
I thr 

~
~
Rei Re j (r1r)0  Imi Im j (r1r)0

The

hyperbolic functions in Eqn. (5) with
~
~  Re Im 
~
IGr Imi Im j (r1r)0 t1 argument indicate Imi Re j 
i
j
increment split. The presence of two waves is due to a
combinational effect of coupling between the collective
rotation and instability growth. A similar two-frequency
behaviour demonstrates, for example, spontaneous
radiation of an electron beam in a twisted undulator [14].
For practical estimations of the threshold Eqn. (6) at
moderate magnetic fields with o  4 and to avoid
uncertainties in slippage and the increments it is
convenient to impose an additional condition:
~
Imi Im j (r1r)0  0 . Fig. 1b shows the threshold current plot
1

calculated with Eqn. (6) versus cyclotron frequency and
also the same plot for critical current reproduced from
experiment [4]. The discrepancy between these two
curves is caused by single-mode approximation as well as
the difference in the dynamics near the threshold and at
critical condition of beam blow-up when beam
interception occurs (see below).
In the experiment [4] a circular disk-loaded waveguide
supplied with dipole mode couplers on the input and
output ends was inserted into a solenoid. The linac driven
section has been stimulated by external RF signal at a
frequency that is close to the dipole mode frequency. At
substantial magnetic fields (0.04T-0.13T) and beam
currents (fraction of the critical current) the transmission
5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields
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10

b)
Figure 1: Four components of the bi-complex coefficient
~
 (r1r)0 (a) and the relative increase of the threshold current

~ (1) I
detuning; and Im Im ~  Re Im 
is the angular
r
i
j
i
j
r r0

2

impedance per unit length [13], and
~
 (r1r)0 

2

Rei Imj 

0

3

Icr(o)/ Icr(o=0)

Imi Imj 

0

1

  i   r r 0  1  ar
G

5

4

0

Si( x )  sin( x) x , and o   0 .
For BBU interaction dominated by a single mode and
beam harmonic we can assume C~r (t )  C~init exp  ir~t  .
Using algebra [12] and equation (3) one can get the
following normalized bi-complex collective frequency
~  ~ / r :
,
(4)
~  I ~ (1)  
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of the signal waveform has been distorted and repetitively
delayed by (2-20) s depending on the beam current, the
signal frequency, and the magnetic field.
Indeed, according to Eqn. (7) the angular velocity of
the rotating collective field is proportional to the current
and, at o  3 , is approximately proportional to the

magnetic field (see Fig 1a.). For example, at I  I thr the
polarization angle of the collective field can be evaluated
as follows:
~
(7)
Rei Im j (r1r)0
 (t ) 

 r t   0
~
~
Rei Re j (r1r)0  Imi Im j (r1r)0

That means that for the S-band linac with f r =4.2 GHz
dipole mode frequency and Qr =15000 Q-factor, the
polarization rotates by ~180 every 2.76 s at  r =2.61
and  o =1.5 and correspondingly induces periodical
signal in the output port. The signal distortion is caused
by polarization rotation of the collective field speckling
the probe having fixed orientation of the optimum
coupling.
Using model of discrete bunches one can apply the
solution above to derive the transverse displacement of
the n-th bunch:
~n (  )  (b  d  ) exp( i nTb ) 






~

~

~



I
~
( r ,  ) 
Gr (1  ia r )

~
1 n
(1) 


  (r1r)0 I 
1
r r 0 I Gr (1  ia r ) 
exp  i nTb   exp   rnTb 
 1  i r nTb  ,
~ (1)
1
 Gr



 r r 0 I Gr (1  ia r )   1







~
~
~
( ,  )  ~r , (  ) exp( i / 2) b Si ( / 2)  id Si ( / 2)  exp( i / 2) 
~
~
~n (0)  b exp( i nTb ), d~n / d (0)  d exp( i nTb )

where

,

(8)

are the initial
conditions for the model with external stimulation at
frequency  .
Below threshold the signal amplification gain
~
K [dB]  20 lg K

plotted in Fig 2b is evaluated as
magnitude of trajectories evolving in time at I  I thr1 and
n  1 is evaluated as follows:
~
exp( i r / 2)Si ( r / 2)(r1r)0 I Gr
~
K  1

~
1  ia r  (r1r)0 I Gr

.

15 K, dB
20

R/b

o=1, =2.61

o=0, =2.61
o=4, =2.61

10
0

5

Y/b
X/b

0.2

o=0.9, =0

0

-20
0

(9)

0.4 Z/L= 0.6

0.8

5

5

a)

0
-ar=2Qr ( -r)
/

5

b)

Figure 2: Normalized trajectories at beam blow-up (a) f b
=2.8 GHz, I / Gr =34,  o =4.2, ar =3, f r =4.2GHz, Q r
=15104, t =2 s. and gain below threshold (b) versus

TUPOB41

The gain curves explain both substantial gain and
polarization dependency vs. detuning of the transmitted
signal below the threshold observed in [4].

DISCUSSION
Exactly the same result for the instability frequency and
increments we obtained as a benchmark using
conventional vectors and matrixes. However, it would be
not possible to get similar to (8) and (9) result in a closed
compact form using conventional approaches, i.e.
complex matrices or non-commutative quaternions. The
paper results can be treated also as a benchmark for the
algebra of scalar quaternions applied to modeling of
coupled transverse beam dynamics in time-varying fields
and compared to the conventional non-commutative
algebra of vectors and matrices. Potential convenience
and effectiveness of the bi-complex variables are related
to physical transparency and exceptional compactness. It
is accomplished due to encapsulation of the algebra of
spin matrices into the commutative i , j -algebra [12].
One can simplify routine operations related to the
hypercomplex scalars by implementing corresponding
rules as a symbolic application.
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MAGNETIC CLOAKING OF CHARGED PARTICLE BEAMS∗
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Abstract
In order to measure the momentum of particles produced
by asymmetric collisions in the proposed Electron Ion Collider, a magnetic field should be introduced perpendicular to
the path of the beam to increase momentum resolution without bending or depolarizing it. A magnetic cloak consisting
of a superconducting magnetic shield surrounded by a ferromagnetic layer is capable of shielding the interior from
a magnetic field – thereby protecting the beam – without
distorting the field outside of the cloak – permitting detector
coverage at high pseudorapidity.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

MOTIVATION
The Electron Ion Collider (EIC) is a proposed upgrade
to an existing accelerator at either Brookhaven National
Laboratory (BNL) or Jefferson National Laboratory (JLab)
that would collide 21 GeV electrons with 250 GeV protons
(or other hadron) [1]. The EIC detector built around the
BaBar solenoid has been proposed as an upgrade to BNL’s
sPHENIX experiment if the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider
(RHIC) is upgraded to the eRHIC [2].
The addition of 1 m long 1 T homogeneous dipole fields
perpendicular to the beam in the hadron going and electron
going regions coupled with three position measurements
with σ x = 60 µm would result in momentum resolution of
δp/p = p · 0.2 % GeV−1 c0 [3]. Such dipole magnets would
deflect and depolarize the electron and hadron beams as they
passed through the detector. The beams can be protected
from these magnetic fields using 2 m to 3 m long superconductor cylinders with diameters of 4 cm [3]. Use of such
superconducting magnetic shields would distort the dipole
fields near the beam line, but ferromagnetic cylinders surrounding the superconducting shields can be used to contain
these distortions, creating a magnetic cloak as shown in
Fig. 1.

MAGNETIC CLOAKING
Superconducting Magnetic Shield
The critical temperatures (Tc ) of a superconductor is the
temperature at which the superconductor transitions from
the normal conducting to the superconducting states in the
∗
†
‡
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kyle.capobianco-hogan@stonybrook.edu, kylecapohogan@gmail.com
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Figure 1: Diagrams the principle of magnetic cloaking, field
lines shown in red [4].
when cooled in the absence of applied currents and magnetic
fields. When cooled below its Tc , a type I superconductor
will expel applied magnetic fields below the critical field
(Bc ) of the superconductor, which is a function of its temperature. Type II superconductor have two critical fields, the
lower critical field (Bc1 ) and the upper critical field (Bc2 ),
which are also dependant on the temperature of the superconductor. A type II superconductors can shield the majority of
applied magnetic fields less than it’s Bc1 . The small leakage
in this field range are due to shield geometry and magnetic
flux pinning caused by microscopic impurities common in
type II superconductors. Between Bc1 and Bc2 , a type II
superconductor is in a mixed state where it will shield a
portion of the applied magnetic field by allowing partial
flux penetration through microscopic regions in the normal
conducting state. These normal conducting regions are surrounded by vortex currents that shield the superconducting
region from the magnetic field that penetrates the superconductor. Above Bc2 , a type II superconductor will be in the
normal conducting state. The critical fields of both types of
superconductor are approximately given by
T2
Bc (T ) ≈ Bc (0) *1 − 2 + ,
Tc ,

(1)

where Bc1 and Bc2 can be substituted for Bc .
Type II superconductors have several advantages over
type I superconductors for shielding applications. Firstly, all

5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields
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type I superconductors are low temperature superconductors
whereas type II superconductors can be low temperature
or high temperature superconductors. Since Bc2 of type II
superconductors can be orders of magnitude higher than Bc
of type I superconductors, multilayer shields made of type II
superconductor have be used to shield fields of several tesla
while type I superconductors are limited to applications that
require shielding on the order of microtesla [5]. Multilayer
shields function by using the outer layers in the mixed state
to partially shield the applied field so that each layer is exposed to a successively lower fields. After passing through
enough layers, the applied field is reduced to below Bc1 and
is then shielded by a layer in the fully superconducting state.
Additional inner layers may be used to reduce the effects of
flux pinning and geometric factors.
We have investigated the use yttrium barium copper oxide (YBCO) superconductor as a candidate superconductor
for use in a 1 m long magnetic cloaks capable of shielding
charged particle beams from fields of 0.5 T from detector
dipoles1 . To study the viability of long superconducting
shields, a 1 m long, 25 mm diameter magnetic shield prototype consisting of two layers of 46 mm wide YBCO wire on
the top and bottom was constructed for a proof of concept
test of charged particle beam shielding capabilities. This
prototype was installed on the beam line of the BNL Tandem Van de Graaff Facility to perform said proof of concept
measurements.

Ferromagnet

Figure 2: Phosphor screens and calibration grid. From top
to bottom: screen made using light-bulb phosphor, screen
made zinc sulfide and silver, commercial phosphor screen,
calibration grid with 0.1 in interval.

Superconducting Magnetic Shield Prototype
The 1 m long superconducting shield prototype used in
the proof of concept beam test consisted of four pieces of
46 mm wide YBCO wire wrapped around a 25.4 mm outer
diameter beam pipe with two wires on the top of the beam
pipe and two wires on the bottom of the beam pipe. The
YBCO wires were secured to the beam pipe using Kapton
tape and zip ties. The dipole field used in the beam test was
applied vertically.

Cryostat

Confinement of the magnetic field distortions caused
by the superconductor to within the ferromagnetic layer
and thereby achieving the magnetic cloaking phenomena
requires the permeability of the ferromagnetic layer be
matched to its inner and outer radii (R1 and R2 respectively)
according to the equation
R22 + R12

µ
2 0

R22 − R1

Beam Species and Properties
(2)

when it surrounds an ideal superconductor [3].

BEAM TEST OF SUPERCONDUCTING
MAGNETIC SHIELD
The beam test of the 1 m superconducting magnetic shield
prototype was performed at Brookhaven National Laboratory’s Tandem Van de Graaff Facility. A 15.2 cm long steering dipole was used to apply magnetic field of up to ±40 mT
at the center of the magnetic shield. The beam position was
measured using a phosphor screens (Fig. 2) in conjunction
with a DSLR camera. The phosphor screens were mounted
on a stage along with a piece of 0.05 in ruled graph paper for
calibration of the DSLR camera pixel to deflection distance.
The stage was mounted 2.43 m past the center of the 1 m
long shield prototype within a target chamber and rotated
so that its normal was 45° from the nominal beam path and
45° from the DSLR camera.
Somewhat smaller than originally described in [3].

5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields

The magnetic shield prototype was cooled by submerging
it in liquid nitrogen contained in an aluminum box insulated
with Styrofoam around its exterior. A spray foam insulation
was used to seal the ends of the box where the beam pipe
passed through.

Two beam species were used for the tests, the first was
a lithium-7 beam with a kinetic energy of 8.14 MeV and
the second was an oxygen-16 beam with a kinetic energy of
20.0 MeV, both beams had a charge state of +3 (see Table 1).
Table 1: Beam Species

Isotope
Mass
Charge State
Kinetic Energy
Momentum
Rigidity

Run 1

Run 2

lithium-7
6.54 GeV c0 −2
3e
8.14 MeV
0.326 GeV c0 −1
0.363 T m

oxygen-16
14.9 GeV c0 −2
3e
20.0 MeV
0.772 GeV c0 −1
0.859 T m

RESULTS AND CONCLUSION
Since the phosphor screens spanned 16 mm horizontally
and were positioned 2.43 m from the center of the magnet,
the beam could not be observed if it was bent by more than
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0.006 rad (0.4°). Therefore, the deflection of the beam can
be treated as a linear function of the applied field. Multiple photos were taken of the beam spot for each current
value. The mean and standard deviation of the first statistical
moment of the horizontal beam profile extracted from the
photos at each current setting were used for analysis of beam
deflection. Applied fields that deflected the beam sufficiently
to cause part of the beam to miss the phosphor screen being
used were excluded from subsequent analysis as the first
statistical moments of their horizontal profiles were skewed
by the partial loss of the beam. The displacement (x) of the
beam from its position with no applied field was fit with the
formula x = f (B) = a1 B. Fitting results are given in Table 2. The reduced chi square values of the fits differ notably
from unity suggesting poorly defined uncertainties, which
we attribute to low sample numbers. The 1 m superconducting magnetic shield was was able to shield the lithium and
oxygen beams from 93.64(31) % of the applied magnetic
field. Figure 3 shows the preliminary results from run 1 and
Fig. 4 shows the preliminary results from run 2.
Table 2: Summary of Fit Results

Isotope
Rigidity

Run 1

Run 2

lithium-7
0.363 T m

oxygen-16
0.859 T m

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

Figure 3: Preliminary results from run 1 (lithium-7 run).
Room temperature beam deflection measurements shown
in red; cryogenic measurements shown in blue. Diamonds
indicate data points that were excluded from linear fit calculations as part of the beam had been deflected from the
screen, resulting in the downward skewing of the displacement measurements. Fits are shown in the same color as
their respective data sets.

Room Temperature Fit
a1
2
χred

21.5(4) µm mT−1
1.51

10.74(23) µm mT−1
3.46

Cryogenic Fit

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

a1
2
χred

1.41(7) µm mT−1
0.253

0.63(6) µm mT−1
0.543

While this test did not demonstrate complete shielding of
the charged particle beam, it is an important step toward a
practical application of a magnetic cloak. 114.3 mm long,
ten and forty-five layer prototypes have been constructed
using methods described in [5]. They are expected to shield
a greater percentage of the applied field in their operational
field range – which is expected to reach 0.5 T in the case of
the forty-five layer prototype – than the 1 m prototype as a
result of sturdier mechanical assembly.
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FINAL 6D MUON IONIZATION COOLING
USING STRONG FOCUSING QUADRUPOLES
T. L. Hart, J. G. Acosta, L. M. Cremaldi, S. J. Oliveros, and D. J. Summers
University of Mississippi, Oxford, MS 38677 USA
D. V. Neuffer, Fermilab, Batavia, IL 60510 USA
CHANNEL DESIGN

Abstract
Low emittance muon beam lines and muon colliders are
potentially a rich source of BSM physics for future experimenters. A muon beam normalized emittance of x,y,z =
(280, 280, 1570)µm has been achieved in simulation with
short solenoids and a betatron function of 3 cm. Here we
use ICOOL and MAD-X to explore using a 400 MeV/c
muon beam and strong focusing quadrupoles to achieve a
normalized transverse emittance of 100 µm and complete
6D cooling. The low beta regions, as low as 5 mm, produced
by the quadrupoles are occupied by dense, low Z absorbers,
such as lithium hydride or beryllium, that cool the beam
transversely. Equilibrium transverse emittance is linearly
proportional to the transverse betatron function. Reverse
emittance exchange with septa and/or wedges is then used
to decrease transverse emittance from 100 to 25 µm at the
expense of longitudinal emittance for a high energy lepton
collider. Cooling challenges include chromaticity correction,
momentum passband overlap, quadrupole acceptance, and
staying in phase with RF.

Figure 1: Half cell dimensions. Four identical RF cavities
occupy a total of 50 cm giving a half cell length of 96 cm.

INTRODUCTION

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Ionization cooling is the only cooling technique fast
enough for muons and is being tested at the MICE [1–6]
experiment. The basic theory of transverse and longitudinal
cooling is described in [7]. Two cooling schemes [8, 9]
have been proposed to reduce muon emitances for a lepton
collider [10–20]. Simulation results are shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Helical and Rectilinear Cooling Channel normalized 6D emittances 6D from simulations and the emittances
needed for a muon collider. The channels cool by over five orders of magnitude and need less than a factor of 10 more for
a collider. The 21 bunches present after initial phase rotation
are also merged into one bunch during cooling [21].

Initial Emittance [8]
Helical Cooling [9]
Rectilinear Cooling [8]
Muon Collider [22]

Low equilibrium emittance requires low < β⊥ >. Strong
quadrupole focusing [23, 24] can achieve β⊥∗ values within
the required 0.5 to 2.0 cm range. A half cell is composed
of four quadrupole magnets; the magnet (Q0) is a coupling
quadrupole preceded by an RF (radio frequency) cavity (L
= 0.125 m) and separated by three following RF (L = 0.125
m) cavities from Q1. The 650 MHz RF has a phase angle
11.5◦ away from zero crossing and a 27.87 MV/m gradient.
The following quadrupole magnets (Q2, Q3) are separated
by a short drift space to try to avoid excessive fringe field
interference [25] between magnets, as shown in Fig. 1.

x
mm

y
mm

y
mm

6D
mm3

48.6
0.523
0.28
0.025

48.6
0.523
0.28
0.025

17.0
1.54
1.57
70

40,200
0.421
0.123
0.044

For a given magnetic field, quadrupole focusing can
achieve lower betatron functions than solenoids to reduce
the equilibrium emittances below those shown in Table 1.

The bore diameter and length for the first quadrupole
magnet Q0 is 12.5 cm. The Q0 magnet works as a coupling
quadrupole reducing the betatron function maximum and
allows the addition of more RF cavities to increase longitudinal synchrotron focusing. The bore diameter and length
for the second quadrupole (Q1) is 10.5 cm followed by a Q2
magnet with length and diameter of 6.5 cm. A 6.0 cm long
central quadrupole Q3 with 3 cm bore radius is added to
reduce both the chromaticity and the minimum beta function.
The 192 cm long full cell has a 3 cm drift space for an absorber. The quadrupoles Q2 and Q3 have a dipole magnetic
component to produce an uniform dispersion of 4.1 mm at
the absorber space [26–28].
This configuration provides strong focusing using magnetic pole tip fields of Q0 = 0.75 T, Q1 = 4.69 T, Q2 = 9.02 T
and Q3 = 11.40 T. Quadrupoles with peak fields of more
than 12 T have been built with Nb3 Sn [29, 30]. The betatron
function evolution for the full cell is shown in Fig. 2. The
transported beam has βx,max  2βy,max .

Full Cell Constraints
MAD-X [31, 32] sets magnet parameters to constrain the phase advances per 1.92 m long full cell to
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modify the partition numbers [7] as equation 1 shows.
gL = gL,0 +

η
η
, gx = 1 −
W
W

(1)

where η is the dispersion magnitude and W the distance
from wedge apex to the orbit reference center. The values
for η and W are chosen to reduce the equilibrium longitudinal emittance at the expense of the equilibrium x emittance.
This emittance exchange prevents severe longitudinal beam
heating and results in longitudinal and transverse beam cooling.

Figure 2: Full cell betatron function vs. distance s. The
Courant-Snyder [33] parameters evolution through the cell
are given by MAD-X.

Figure 4: Wedge positions at the centers of the first and
second cells.
Two consecutive cells have opposite bending directions
to make a snake channel configuration.

FIRST STAGE SIMULATION
The first stage of the channel is simulated using
G4beamline [35] and ICOOL [36]. The simulation runs
1000 muons with p = 400 ± 8 MeV/c through 68 full cells
(total length = 130.56 m) and achieves 99% beam transmission through a lattice with no RF cavities and no absorbers
(magnets only). Beam transmission through the last two
cells of the magnets only lattice is shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 3: The pink bar is the region where the magnetic
lattice has stable transmission for X, the green bar shows
the stable transmission band for the Y dimension. The red
and blue bars indicate that the momentum ranges where
< βx >< 3 cm and < βy >< 3 cm are 388 < p < 402 MeV/c
and 391 < p < 422 MeV/c, respectively.
As noted in Fig. 2 β∗ is small only over a limited longitudinal distance, so the absorber must be dense and short [34].
For this configuration, the absorber is 3 cm long at the reference orbit.

Wedge for Emittance Exchange

Figure 5: Beam transmission through the last 2 of 66 cells
for a beam with initial transverse emittances of x =320 µm
rad and y = 270 µm rad. p = 400 ± 8 MeV/c. The large red
blocks are RF cavities, and the green and yellow blocks are
quadrupoles.

The Q2, Q3 quadrupoles have dipole magnetic field components of 0.49 T and 0.68 T calculated to create a constant η = 4.1 mm dispersion at the absorber region as Fig. 2
shows.
A 105◦ lithium hydride wedge is placed at the center of
the 1.92 m long full cell, as shown in Fig. 4. The ends of the
wedge extend into the Q3 magnet bores on each side of the
wedge. The wedge geometry and the dispersion magnitude

When the absorbers and RF are included and the stochastic
processes are on except for decays, the transmission drops
to 55%. Figure 6 shows transmission vs. distance.
The first channel stage was simulated using ICOOL and
G4beamline and had initial emittances of x,y,z = (0.377,
0.246, 1.250) mm rad. The normalized emittances are reduced to x,y,z = (0.250, 0.196, 0.970) mm rad as Fig. 7
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µx, µy = (0.68, 0.70) rad. Dispersion is flat and constant at
the absorber place and zero at the cell ends. The average
transverse betatron functions over the 3 cm long absorber
regions is less than 3 cm for a 400 MeV/c muon.
The quadrupole doublet configuration is designed for a
beam near 400 MeV/c. βx∗, βy∗ = (2.2, 2.7) cm at the centers
of the absorbers. Momentum variations affect the longitudinal locations of βx∗ and βy∗ as Fig. 3 shows and can shift the
minimums outside the absorbers.
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The low β⊥∗ regions of these additional stages are occupied
by absorbers made with different low Z materials such as
lithium hydride, beryllium, or diamond. Table 2 shows why
diamond is being considered. In spite of the equilibrium
emittance increment of a factor of two from LiH to diamond,
the energy lost per centimeter increases by a factor of four.
Thus, the absorber thickness can be less with the same energy
loss. If β∗ is reduced enough, the transverse equilibrium
emittance is reduced as well, and the desired cooling can
still occur.
Figure 6: 55 % Transmission through a 130.56 meter long
channel (68 full cells).
and Fig. 8 show. The total 6D, N emittance is reduced by
59% by the 130.56 meter long channel, but this reduction
is a combination of beam loss through scraping and beam
cooling.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 7: Transverse emittance evolution for Stage 1.
The initial transverse emittance goes from 301 µm rad to
221 µm rad. (Emittances are calculated using the ICOOL’s
eigemit tool).

Figure 8: Longitudinal emittance evolution for Stage 1. The
Z-X emittance prevents a natural longitudinal emittance
increase.

Table 2: Material calculated equilibrium emittances. dE/ds
is the energy loss at p = 400 MeV/c. The equilibrium emittances are calculated for < β⊥ > = 2.5 cm, βL = 40 cm,
wedge angle αw = 105◦ and ∆g = 0.356.
Material
H2 liquid
LiH
Be
B4 C
Diamond

dE/ds
MeV/cm
0.288
1.622
3.075
4.334
6.474

gL,0
x10−2
2.004
2.648
3.414
3.836
3.712

 X,eq
µm· rad
137.8
223.2
324.1
407.6
454.9

 Y,eq
µm·rad
88.75
143.8
208.8
262.5
288.8

 L,eq
µm· rad
1626
1667
1714
1739
1732

To optimize the channel length, four or five stages with
different material absorbers are required. The expected emittance evolution through the channel is plotted in [24]. For
400 MeV/c muons, each channel stage length can be optimized in order to keep the total length as short as possible.
Longitudinal betatron functions for dense materials are lower
than 40 cm due to the smaller RF cavity voltage gradients
needed to recover the lost energy. This enables the reduction
of the transverse angles of muons through the stages and
lower transverse emittances.

CONCLUSION
The quadrupole channel shows a factor of 2.4 6D emittance reduction with 55% (52% with decays on) transmission
through the first 130.56 meters stage. Four stages may be
required to reduce the 6D emittance to the required level,
using various dense absorbers. The transmission needs to
be improved to roughly 85% per stage. Reverse emittance
exchange with septa [24, 37–39] and/or wedges [40] is then
used to decrease transverse emittance from 100 to 25 µm
at the expense of longitudinal emittance for a high energy
lepton collider.
Many thanks to Yuri Alexahin, Scott Berg, Chandra Bhat,
Alex Bogacz, Dave Cline, Mary Anne Cummings, DOE, Al
Garren, Harold Kirk, Robert Palmer, Tom Roberts, Pavel
Snopok, Diktys Stratakis, and Alvin Tollestrup for help.
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A MODEL TO SIMULATE THE EFFECT OF A TRANSVERSE
FEEDBACK SYSTEM ON SINGLE BUNCH INSTABILITY THRESHOLDS∗
G. Bassi† , A. Blednykh, V. Smaluk, BNL, Upton, NY 11973-5000, USA
Z. Yang, Department of Physics, Auburn University, Auburn, AL 36849, USA
INTRODUCTION
We discuss a simple algorithm to model the eﬀect of the
transverse feedback system (TFS) on beam stability based on
a standard implementation of the TFS diagnostics, in which
electrostatic or strip-line pickups are used as beam position
monitors (BPMs) to detect the position of the beam centroid,
and strip-line kickers are used to kick the momentum of the
beam in order to suppress any unstable bunch centroid motion (dipole instability). This is accomplished by imposing
a speciﬁc phase advance relation between the pickup and
the kicker. The algorithm is implemented in the particle
tracking code SPACE [1] and applied to model the NSLS-II
TBS [2]. To mimic the experimental conditions, the kick
induced on the bunch centroid at the kicker location requires
the knowledge of the amplitude of the dipole motion at the
pickup location. This is accomplished by calculating the
average momentum of the bunch from the bunch centroid
position at previous turns. The additional knowledge of the
beta functions at the pick-up and kicker location, together
with the desired damping time, completely deﬁne the kick
strength.

SCHEMATICS OF THE TRANSVERSE
FEEDBACK SYSTEM

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

The goal of a resistive TFS is to suppress betatron oscillations at a given damping rate. A schematic view of a
feedback system is given in Fig. 1. A BPM detects the aver-

Figure 1: Schematic view of a feedback system [3]
age position of the beam acting a as the detector, followed
by a feedback processing to calculate the proper power, suitably ampliﬁed, to be delivered to the beam at the kicker
location, where electromagnetic ﬁelds are induced on the
beam with a net transfer of momentum [3]. The NSLS-II
TFS is designed to provide a damping time as fast as 200μs
to suppress transverse instabilities at the nominal current of
500mA [2].
∗
†

Work supported by DOE contract DE-SC0012704
gbassi@bnl.gov

A MODEL OF THE TRANSVERSE
FEEDBACK SYSTEM
We now discuss the derivation of a simpliﬁed model of
the TFS. The model is implemented in the SPACE code for
our numerical analysis. Without loss of generality, we limit
the discussion to the horizontal plane. We use position x
and momentum p = x  /ω β as phase space variables, where
ω β = c/ β x and β x is the beta function.
centroids x t  =

Let us assume that the bunch
dxdpx f (x, p,t) and pt  = dxdpp f (x, p,t), where f
is the transverse phase space density, perform betatron oscillations with constant β x , then
 
 
x t  = x t0 cos ω β (t − t 0 ) + pt0 sin ω β (t − t 0 ),
 
 
pt  = pt0 cos ω β (t − t 0 ) − x t0 sin ω β (t − t 0 ). (1)
Using turn number n instead of t as independent variable,
Eq.(1) can be written as a transfer map from turn n to m
x m  = x n  cos 2πνx Δ + pn  sin 2πνx Δ,
pm  = pn  cos 2πνx Δ − x n  sin 2πνx Δ,

(2)

where Δ = m − n and νx = ω β /ω0 is the betatron tune,
were ω0 is the revolution angular frequency. Assume now
the bunch performs harmonic oscillations around the phase
space origin (0, 0), and let A be the amplitude of the oscillations deﬁned as A2 = x2 + p2 . Then A is a constant
of motion, At = At0 . Consider now the beam at turn n at a
kicker location is given a kick in the momentum p according
to
(3)
x n  − = x n + , pn  − = pn + + k,
where .  − and . + label quantities before after the kick
respectively. Let AK be the amplitude after the kick and
AP be the amplitude before the kick. Here the subscripts K
and P refer to quantities evaluated at the kicker and pickup
location respectively. It follows, for small kicks (| k |<< 1),
that AK = AP + 2 pn  − k + k 2 ≈ AP + 2 pn  − k. Thus
deﬁning ΔA = AK − AP and assuming A ≈ AP ≈ AK ,
it follows that ΔA/A = 2 pn  − k/A2 . If we label pn  − as
pn  K (momentum at kicker location) and x n  P , pn  P as
position and momentum of at a pickup location preceding the
kicker by the distance S, we have the transformation pn  K =
x n  P cos Δϕ + pn  P sin Δϕ, where Δϕ = 2πνx S/C, with
C the ring circumference. Let us assume now that the kick
k is determined by the linear combination
k = b0 x n  P + b1 x n−1  P ,

(4)

with constant coeﬃcients b0 , b1 . From Eq.(2) it follows
that x n−1  p = x n  p cos(2πνx ) − pn  sin(2πνx ), thus, by
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expressing x n  p and pn  p in polar coordinates, x n  p =
A cos θ, pn  p = A sin θ, and averaging over θ, it follows


ΔA
A


≡
θ

1
2π




2π

dθ
0

ΔA
A

2π
1
=
dθ(cos Δϕ cos θ − sin Δϕ sin θ)
2π 0
× (b0 cos θ + b1 (cos θ cos 2πνx − sin θ sin 2πνx ))
1
= (b0 cos Δϕ + b1 cos(Δϕ − 2πνx )).
2

Figure 3: Energy spread vs. number of turns.

In order to achieve exponential damping, we impose
ΔA/Aθ = 1/τ, where τ is the damping time. From the
additional condition of zero kick for x n  P = x n−1  P , i.e.
b0 + b1 = 0, it follows that b0 and b1 read
2
, b1 = −b0 .
τ(cos Δϕ − cos(Δϕ − 2πνx ))

(5)

NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
Numerical simulations with the SPACE code have been
done with the TFS model described by Eq.(5). To simplify
the analysis, we assume Δϕ = 2πνx , thus we apply the kick k
at turn n according to the bunch centroid position at turn n−1
and n − 2. We discuss the eﬀect of the TFS in single-bunch
mode of operation. A broadband resonator model is used
to simulate the eﬀect of the short-range wakeﬁelds, with
parameters chosen to reproduce the experimental results at
zero chromaticity obtained during the commissioning of the
NSLS-II storage ring with the base lattice [4]. The resonator
parameters are Rs = 18kΩ, f r = 25GHz, Q = 1 in the
longitudinal case and Rs = 0.9MΩ/m, f r = 30GHz, Q = 1.
The RF voltage is 2.6MV. The simulations are done up to
30000 turns, corresponding to few radiation damping times
(τs = 27ms). Fig.2 and Fig.3 show the last 10 000 turns of
the bunch length and energy spread evolution for several
bunch currents . Fig.4 and Fig.5 show the bunch lengthening and energy spread increase as a function of single
bunch current. The maximum, minimum, and average of the
bunch length and energy spread are calculated over the last
5000 turns. The microwave instability threshold is ≈0.3 mA.
For a discussion of the dynamics above threshold see [5].

Figure 4: Maximum, minimum and average of the bunch
length vs. bunch current.

Figure 5: Maximum, minimum and average of the energy
spread vs. bunch current.

Figure 6: Measured vertical spectra from turn-by-turn data
[4].

Figure 2: Bunch length vs. number of turns.
Measurements of the vertical tune shift vs. single bunch
current from spectra of turn-by-turn data [4], taken with TFS
oﬀ, are shown in Fig.6. An accumulation threshold is seen at

the single bunch current of 0.71 mA, where the mode 0 and
−1 are still well separated, thus far from the TMCI threshold. The comparison with numerical simulations shown in
Fig.7a indicates good agreement. Fig.7b shows spectra of
the beam transverse motion with the inclusion of the TFS
model in the simulations, where the beam is kicked transversely at the 5000 th turn and the TFS turned on with a
damping time τ = 200μs. The vertical data have been
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Figure 7: Numerical simulations of vertical spectra for seva)
b)
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eral bunch currents without TFS, a), and with TFS, b).

a)

b)

Figure 9: Numerical simulations of vertical bunch size vs.
number of turns for several bunch currents without TFS, a),
and with TFS, b).
multiplied by 200 times for comparison. Fig.8a and Fig.8b
show the vertical bunch centroid vs. number of turns with
and without the TFS respectively. It can be seen that the
induced betatron oscillations are eﬃciently suppressed by
the TFS, with the exception of the current above 0.7 mA,
shown by the red trace. Fig.9a and Fig.9b show the vertical
bunch size vs. number of turns with and without the TFS
respectively. We observe an increase in the bunch size above
0.5 mA, indicating the presence of a possible quadrupole
instability. This might explain the accumulation threshold
observed in the measurements. We notice that with TFS
the simulations show that the TFS is able, in the bunch current range 0.5 mA-0.7 mA, to suppress not only the bunch
centroid motion, but the increase in bunch size as well. A
possible explanation can be given in terms of mode coupling.
Further studies are required.
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BEAM-INDUCED HEATING OF THE KICKER CERAMICS CHAMBERS
AT NSLS-II*
A. Blednykh†, B. Bacha, G. Bassi, G. Ganetis, C. Hetzel, H.-C. Hseuh, T. Shaftan, V. Smaluk,
G. Wang, BNL, NSLS-II, Upton, NY, 11973-5000, USA
Previous experiences with the beam-induced heating of
the ceramics chambers in the NSLS-II storage ring have
been discussed (reference). A total five ceramics chambers are being considered for replacement due to concerns
500
during operaof overheating while storing
tions. Air cooling fans have been installed as a temporarily solution to the heating problem.

INTRODUCTION
Four ceramic chambers with titanium (Ti) coating are
installed in the injection straight section (Cell 30) and one
additional chamber is installed in a different straight section (Cell 22) for use with the pinger magnet. The sche-

matic layout of the injection straight section is shown in
Fig. 1. The kicker chambers have a ceramic length of 755
mm and octagonal profile of 76 mm (H) x 25 mm (V)
which match the cross section of adjacent bellows and
chambers. The original specification of the kicker ceramic
chambers called for a 2µm thick coating of Ti- on the
entire inner surface with ± 10% thickness uniformity.
The Ti-coating thickness was estimated from the endto-end resistance measurements for each chamber. It
should be noted that the measured resistance before installation and after the chamber was removed from the
ring, did not change, between ~3 4Ω. It is difficult to
verify the coating thickness and uniformity along the
interior surface of the chambers. Work is under way to
accurately characterize these thin films.

Figure 1: NSLS-II injection straight section (Cell 30).
°
Heating of the ceramics chambers has been observed
upstream (orange trace of Fig. 2) and
, ~75
°
during machine studies with an average current of
~55
downstream
(purple trace of Fig. 2). As can
,
375
and a standard filling-pattern of
1080 be seen from Fig. 2 the temperature of the chamber had
bunches (Fig. 2). Several temperature RTD sensors have not reached steady state after one hour with
375
been installed near each transition from ceramic to stain- (blue trace of Fig. 2) stored in the ring. The beam current
less steel. This transition is made of Ni42 (42% of Nickel- was lowered due to concern of potential damage to the
Iron), which is used as to better match the thermal expan- resulting from the unexpected heating. During beam opsion of the ceramic.. It was observed that the downstream eration at low current, we were able to collect temperature
end of the kicker 2 chamber was showing a much higher data as a function of average current. It should be noted
temperature than the others. The maximum temperature that, between 6-7 hours are require to reach a steady-state
of the Kicker2 downstream chamber as well as the other temperature. Figure 3, shows a plot of the temperature
kicker chambers is shown in Fig. 2. In addition a tempera- distribution as a function of average current. This relation
ture
gradient was observed across the Kicker 3 chamber, appears to be quadratic fitted to a curve ( ~ ). Based
____________________________________________
* Work supported by Department of Energy contract DE-AC02on this data the heating appears to be a result of resistive
98CH10886
wall heating rather than synchrotron radiation. Tempera† blednykh@bnl.gov
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ture data was also collected during regular operations at
1.8
with
1080 bunches and one damping
wiggler magnet gap closed.

Figure 4: Kicker 2 chamber internal view after deinstallation from the storage ring. O-Ring damaged shape
of Ti-coating observed at the upstream of the chamber.

Figure 2: Temperature rise monitoring as a function of
1.5
with
1080 bunches (Bare
time at
lattice).

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 5: Comparison of the spare chamber and the Kicker2 chamber after its de-installation from the ring.

Figure 3: Temperature measurements as a function of
average current. Data collected during the regular opera375 . Those data are pretion, except points at
liminary, since the heat source did not reach steady state
temperature.
Concerns over the excessive heating measured on the
Kicker2 chamber prompted us to inspect the interior of
the chamber. Once opened, the Ti-Coating found to be
damaged as shown in Fig. 4. Significant colour change
was also clearly apparent when compared to the spare
chamber which was installed (Fig. 5). The damaged
Kicker 2 chamber was replaced with the pinger chamber
and spare chamber was installed in the pinger location.
To improve the heat removal, forced air cooling fans
have been installed in to the kicker enclosures as a temporarily solution (Fig. 6). Figure 7 shows a side view of the
pulsed magnet enclosure with cooling fans installed and
air flow direction indicated.

Figure 6: Cooling fans installed on the safety plastic
shielding of each kicker pulse magnet.

Figure 7: Side view and the schematic layout of the air
flow through the kicker pulse magnet, where the ceramics
chamber installed.
The newly installed cooling fans run continuously. Further experiments show that the air flow rate produced by
the cooling fans is not sufficient to reduce the temperature
5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields
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of the upstream side of the Kicker3 chamber. To confirm
that the main source of the heating is due to the resistive
wall, we reduced the average current by a factor of 2 and
the number of bunches by a factor of 4 (Fig. 8). Running
200
in
270 bunches is similar to
with
in
bunches,
operation with
since ~ / for beam induced heating. The bunch
lengthening effect due to Potential-Well Distortion
(PWD) needs to be taken into account when the intensity
per bunch is large enough. Assuming small effects from
PWD we compared the temperature rise for the two discussed cases.
The experiments showed a significant decrease of the
chamber temperatures when the cooling fans are on. The
temperature rise on all of the ceramics chambers was
below 40° except for one. The upstream end of Kicker 3
showed a temperature rise up of , ~70° with the
cooling fans on during both considered cases. After two
hours the temperature did not reach the steady state.
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Figure 10: Temperature rise comparison as a function of
time. Time is in hours. Number of bunches is .
To understand the beam-induced heating due to resistive wall, the longitudinal impedance of the ceramic
chambers has been calculated numerically using the
GdfidL code [1]. Varying the electrical conductivity ( )
at fixed frequency, we were able to see the frequency
spectrum change from broad-band resonator impedance to
generation of the narrow-band impedance peaks (Fig. 11).
Further decreasing the electrical conductivity makes the
), estimated for a
spectrum noisy. The loss factor (
3mm bunch length, increases with decreasing conductivi1 / . To estimate the
ty and stays constant for
power loss accurately we need to know the electrodynamics parameters of the ceramics chamber at different frequencies and with different Ti-coating thickness.
1500

ReZ||, 
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Figure 8: Beam studies at
270 bunches.
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Figure 11: Real part of the longitudinal impedance simulated by the GdfidL code up to 32GHz for different electrical conductivities of the ceramics chamber.

Figure 9: Beam studies at
of
bunches.

with one train

Figure 10 shows a plot of the temperature rise as a function of time for the two beam conditions described above.
With some small discrepancy, the temperature effects
reflect the behaviour we expected.

A method to accurately measurement the Ti-coating
thickness and its uniformity is under development. Five
new ceramic chambers are currently being fabricated to
replace the existence ones. Further work to increase the
air flow and using cooled air to remove heat, is continued.
Stripping and recoating the damaged chambers as well as
the possibility of increasing the coating thickness on the
existing chambers is being considered. Newly coated
chambers will be tested under real beam conditions in one
of the available straight section. Effect of the ceramics
chambers on the instability thresholds and on the total
impedance of the ring is currently under study.

REFERENCES
[1] W. Bruns, http://www.gdfidl.de
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A NUMERICAL STUDY OF THE MICROWAVE INSTABILITY AT APS*
A. Blednykh#, G. Bassi, V. Smaluk, BNL, NSLS-II, Upton, NY, 11973-5000, USA
R. R. Lindberg, ANL, Argonne, IL 60439, USA
Two particle tracking codes, ELEGANT and SPACE,
have been used to simulate the microwave instability in
the APS storage ring. The total longitudinal wakepotential
for the APS vacuum components, computed by GdfidL,
has been used as the input file for the simulations. The
numerical results have been compared with bunch length
and the energy spread measurements for different singlebunch intensities.

measurements. The grey trace of Fig. 3 is the experimental fit of the bunch length. The blue and green dots
represent the numerical results of SPACE and ELEGANT
respectively.
500
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The total longitudinal wakepotential has been computed by the GdfidL code [4] for the APS vacuum components distributed around the ring. The longitudinal
wakepotential for a 1mm bunch length is shown in Fig. 1.
This wakepotential was simulated by Y.-C. Chae, it reflects contribution from most of the components. Based
on the geometry complexity the step size for the simulations with GdfidL was probably varied, which can affect
the accuracy of the simulations for different geometries.
The obtained wakepotential is used to determine the instability thresholds and the numerical results are compared with the measurements. The longitudinal impedance is shown in Fig. 2 up to 150GHz. It should be noted
here, that the measured results can be confirmed numerically using the numerically simulated by Y.-C. Chae the
wakepotential for a shorter bunch length, 10 times shorter,
than the circulating bunch in the storage ring (at low current) for longitudinal and transverse instabilities [5].
In Figs. 3 and 4 we compare the bunch length and energy spread obtained by two codes numerically with the
___________________________________________

*Work supported by Department of Energy contract DE-AC0298CH10886 (BNL) and ANL contract is DE-AC02-06CH11357
#blednykh@bnl.gov
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Figure 1: The total longitudinal wakepotential of the APS
storage ring simulated for a 1mm bunch length, including
the resistive walls and geometric changes of the vacuum
components.
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Figure 2: Modulus of the longitudinal impedance obtained by FFT of the longitudinal wakepotential presented
in Fig. 1.
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In this paper we compare the results of numerical simulations obtained using the ELEGANT [1] and SPACE [2]
codes with measurements taken at the APS storage ring.
The main parameters of the APS storage ring are shown
in Table 1.
Table 1: Main APS Storage Ring Parameters [3]
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Figure 3: Bunch length vs. single bunch current at
= 9 . The experimental results are represented by
the experimental fit obtained during several measurements in APS. The green and blue dots correspond to the
ELEGANT and SPACE numerical results respectively.
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In Fig. 4, the energy spread is plotted as a function of
single bunch current. The grey dots are from data measured in 2014 at RF voltage 9MV. The numerical results
obtained with ELEGANT (green dots) and SPACE (blue
dots) agree with each other and describe well the behaviour of the measurements at low and high single-bunch
current.
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Figure 5: Energy spread vs single bunch current measurements in APS at RF voltage 9.4MV, 2001.
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Figure 4: Energy spread vs single bunch current. Comparison of the measured data (grey dots) with the numerical
results obtained with the ELEGANT (green dots) and
SPACE (blue dots) codes.

The dependence of the longitudinal instability thresholds on the RF voltage in the APS storage has been studied numerically with SPACE simulations. In Fig. 7, the
energy spread vs. single bunch current is plotted for the
RF voltage in the range 7MV-15MV. For a clearer interpretation of the results, the data are separated uniformly
by the quantity ∆= 10 .
To determine changes in energy spread at low RF voltages is pretty challenging because the slope gets smaller
. Increasing the RF voltage allows us to
with lower
observe several thresholds as the energy spread slope
becomes bigger. From Fig. 7 we can clearly see multiple
thresholds as a function of single bunch current.
The same threshold behaviour can be seen from the
bunch lengthening simulations (Fig. 8). The resolution to
determine the thresholds gets higher with the RF voltage.
Here we show the maximum value of the bunch length
during the unstable motion above the microwave instability threshold (
. The bunch length is constant, yet cur.
rent dependent, below
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The RMS energy spread of the electron beam in APS
has been measured at low current in 2001 [6] and in 2005
= 0.91 × 10 (Fig. 5) and
=
[7], with values
0.96 × 10 (Fig. 6) respectively. In Fig. 5, three different regions are shown: region I below the microwave
= 7.4 , and region II
instability threshold current
and III above it, where the energy spread increases. Region II and III are separated at the transition threshold
= 8.8 , where a change in the functional dependence of the energy spread on the bunch current is observed. The appearance of a change in behaviour of the
energy spread increase has been observed at SPEAR II [8]
as well. Recent measurements performed at the NSLS-II
storage ring, using three different diagnostic methods,
have confirmed the same phenomenon by demonstrating
the appearance of several transition thresholds in studies
of the dependence of the microwave instability threshold
on the RF voltage [9]. The physical mechanism responsible for the change in the behaviour of the energy spread
increase as a function of current is under investigation.
Possible candidates, such as mode mixing at the transition
thresholds are being considered [9].

Figure 6: Energy spread vs single bunch current measurements in APS, June 2005 at RF voltage 7MV.
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(red dots) and several other instability thresholds at different single-bunch current.
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Figure 7: SPACE simulations of the energy spread ( ) vs
single bunch current ( ) at different RF voltages. The
vertical data are separated uniformly by quantity ∆= 1 ×
for
= 0,1,2, . .9 for better observation of the
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CONCLUSION
Both codes, ELEGANT and SPACE, demonstrate capability to simulate accurately the collective longitudinal
beam instabilities with known wakepotential and parameters of the storage ring Multiple instability thresholds
observed at APS have been confirmed by simulations.
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LINEAR OPTICS CHARACTERIZATION AND CORRECTION METHOD
USING TURN-BY-TURN BPM DATA BASED ON RESONANCE DRIVING
TERMS WITH SIMULTANEOUS BPM CALIBRATION CAPABILITY*
Yoshiteru Hidaka†, Boris Podobedov, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973 USA
Johan Bengtsson, J B Optima, LLC, Rocky Point, NY 11778, USA
A fast new linear lattice characterization / correction
method based on turn-by-turn (TbT) beam position monitor (BPM) data in storage rings has been recently developed and experimentally demonstrated at NSLS-II. This
method performs least-square fitting iteratively on the 4
frequency components extracted from TbT data and dispersion functions. The fitting parameters include the errors for normal/skew quadrupole strength and 4 types of
BPM errors (gain, roll, and deformation). The computation of the Jacobian matrix for this system is very fast as
it utilizes analytical expressions derived from the resonance driving terms (RDT), from which the method name
DTBLOC (Driving-Terms-Based Linear Optics Characterization/Correction) originates. At NSLS-II, a lattice
corrected with DTBLOC was estimated to have betabeating of <1%, dispersion errors of ~1 mm, and emittance coupling ratio on the order of 10-4.

INTRODUCTION
There are many existing linear lattice characterization /
correction methods such as LOCO [1] and other newer
methods [2-4] for storage rings to name a few. As an
alternative, a new algorithm called DTBLOC [5, 6] has
been recently developed to characterize the linear optics
from TbT data, based on linear RDTs [7-10]. TbT and
dispersion data from BPMs are the only required input
data for this method, which makes this tool fast. Then, the
real and imaginary parts (or amplitude and phase) of two
frequency components in each plane need to be extracted
from TbT data by any high-precision frequency analysis
method. For NSLS-II with 180 BPMs, the observation
parameters consist of 1440 values from 4 complex frequency components (8 real values) per BPM and 360
values from ߟ௫ ߟ௬ per BPM and 2 values from tunes.
The fitting parameters are the integrated strength errors in
normal and skew quadrupoles as well as the 4 BPM errors
(horizontal & vertical gain, roll, deformation [or crunch])
for each BPM. The fitting is performed by SVD using a
Jacobian matrix with analytical expressions based on
RDTs.

ANALYTICAL EXPRESSIONS
In this section, we will only show the outline of the derivation and the final result of the analytical expressions
used in DTBLOC to compute the Jacobian matrix of the
TbT frequency components with respect to the magnet

strength errors and BPM errors. A more detailed derivation can be found in [5].
The complex Courant-Snyder variables ݄௫ǡି and ݄௬ǡି at
turn ܰ and at a location  ݏin a ring can be expressed as a
ሺ௦ሻ
function of resonance driving terms (RDT) ݂ [8]:
݄௫ǡି ሺݏǡ ܰሻ ൌ ݔො െ ݅Ƹ௫ ൌ ඥʹܫ௫ ݁ ൫ଶగఔೣேାటೞǡೣǡబ൯ 
ሺ௦ሻ

െʹ݅  ݆݂ ሺʹܫ௫ ሻ

ା
ሺାିଵሻ
ଶ
൫ʹܫ௬ ൯ ଶ 



ൈ ݁ ൣሺଵିାሻ൫ଶగఔೣ ேାటೞǡೣǡబ൯ାሺିሻ൫ଶగఔ ேାటೞǡǡబ൯൧ ǡ (1)
݄௬ǡି ሺݏǡ ܰሻ ൌ  ݕെ ݅Ƹ௬ ൌ ටʹܫ௬ ݁ ൫ଶగఔ ேାటೞǡǡబ൯ 
ሺ௦ሻ

ାିଵ
ሺାሻ
ଶ ൫ʹܫ௬ ൯ ଶ 

െʹ݅  ݈݂ ሺʹܫ௫ ሻ


ൈ ݁ ൣሺିሻ൫ଶగఔೣ ேାటೞǡೣǡబ൯ାሺଵିାሻ൫ଶగఔ ேାటೞǡǡబ൯൧ ǡ (2)

ೢǡೞ
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From Eqs. (1) and (2), for an uncoupled lattice with focusing errors only (ȟܾଶ Ͳ ് ܮǡ ȟܽଶ  ܮൌ Ͳሻ, we can derive
analytical expressions for ݔො and ݕො TbT positions in terms
of 2 sine-cosine pair terms with 2 different frequencies as
a function of RDTs responsible for ߚ-beating (2000 and
0020). Then adding coupling errors on top of this lattice,
we can obtain another set of expressions for ݔො and ݕො TbT
positions as a function of all the linear RDTs (2000, 0020,
1001, and 1010). After approximation assuming small
magnet strength errors, which results in small RDT values, and using the relationship  ݔൌ ඥߚ௫ ݔො and  ݕൌ ඥߚ௬ ݕො
between the normalized coordinates ሺݔොǡ ݕොሻ and the phasespace coordinates ሺݔǡ ݕሻ, we can express the magnitudes
and phases for the primary and secondary frequency
components ݂௫ଵ ǡ ݂௬ଵ and ݂௫ଶ ǡ ݂௬ଶ of ሺݔǡ ݕሻ TbT positions
as the following:
ଵଵ

ଶ

ଶ

ଶ

ଶ

ሺ௬ሻ ଶ

ሺ௬ሻ ଶ

ሺ௬ሻ ଶ

ሺ௬ሻ ଶ

ȁ݂௫ଵ ȁ ൌ ටቄܥ௫ሺ௫ሻ ቅ  ቄܵ௫ሺ௫ሻ ቅ ǡ ȁ݂௫ଶ ȁ ൌ ටቄܥ௬ሺ௫ሻ ቅ  ቄܵ௬ሺ௫ሻ ቅ ǡ

(3)
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where
and Ȱ௬ƍ are initial phases of TbT motions, ߶௫
and ߶௬ are the phase advances without errors, and
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ൌ െටʹܫ௬ ߚ௬ ሺͶԸሼ݂ଶ ሽሻǡ

ߚ௫ଵ ൌ ߚ௫  ڄሺͳ  ͺ  ڄԱሼ݂ଶ ሽሻȀሺͳ  ͺ  ڄԱሼ݂ଶ ሽሻǡ
ߚ௬ଵ ൌ ߚ௬  ڄሺͳ  ͺ  ڄԱሼ݂ଶ ሽሻȀሺͳ  ͺ  ڄԱሼ݂ଶ ሽሻǤ
Finally, to include the effect of BPM errors (gains by
݃௫ and ݃௬ , roll by ߠ, deformation or crunch by )ܥ, the
following relation can be used to convert the actual beam
positions ሺݔǡ ݕሻ into the apparent beam positions ሺݔǡ ݕሻ:
݃௫ ሺ ܥ ߠሻ ݔ
݃௫
ݔ
൨ ቂݕቃǤ
 ൨ൌ
(5)
ݕ
݃௬ ሺ ܥെ ߠሻ
݃௬
Then the final expressions for the apparent primary and
secondary frequency components ݂ሚ௫ଵ ǡ ݂ሚ௬ଵ and ݂ሚ௫ଶ ǡ ݂ሚ௬ଶ
yield the same expressions as Eqs. (3) and (4), except that
all the variables ܥ௫ǡ௬ and ܵ௫ǡ௬ should be replaced with
these corresponding variables with tilde:
ሺ௬ሻ
ሺ௫ሻ
ሺ௫ሻ
ܥሚ௫ ൌ ݃௫ ቄܥ௫  ܥ௫ ሺ ܥ ߠሻቅǡ
ሺ௬ሻ
ሺ௫ሻ
ሺ௫ሻ
ܵሚ௫ ൌ ݃௫ ቄܵ௫  ܵ௫ ሺ ܥ ߠሻቅǡ
ሺ௬ሻ
ሺ௫ሻ
ሺ௫ሻ
ܥሚ௬ ൌ ݃௫ ቄܥ௬  ܥ௬ ሺ ܥ ߠሻቅǡ
ሺ௬ሻ
ሺ௫ሻ
ሺ௫ሻ
ܵሚ௬ ൌ ݃௫ ቄܵ௬  ܵ௬ ሺ ܥ ߠሻቅǡ
ሺ௬ሻ
ሺ௬ሻ
ሺ௫ሻ
ܥሚ௫ ൌ ݃௬ ቄܥ௫ ሺ ܥെ ߠሻ  ܥ௫ ቅǡ
ሺ௬ሻ
ሺ௬ሻ
ሺ௫ሻ
ܵሚ௫ ൌ ݃௬ ቄܵ௫ ሺ ܥെ ߠሻ  ܵ௫ ቅǡ
ሺ௬ሻ
ሺ௬ሻ
ሺ௫ሻ
ܥሚ௬ ൌ ݃௬ ቄܥ௬ ሺ ܥെ ߠሻ  ܥ௬ ቅǡ
ሺ௬ሻ
ሺ௬ሻ
ሺ௫ሻ
ܵሚ௬ ൌ ݃௬ ቄܵ௬ ሺ ܥെ ߠሻ  ܵ௬ ቅǤ

The following final expressions for the amplitudes of
the four frequency components are particularly insightful:

The linear RDTs are all typically on the order of 10-2 or
less. The roll ሺߠሻ and deformation ሺܥሻ errors are also on
the same order. Thus, ߠ ܥhave almost no impact on
the primary frequency components ȁ݂ሚ௫ଵ ȁ and ȁ݂ሚ௬ଵ ȁ. However, if the coupling RDTs are on the same order or less
than ߠܥ, the secondary frequency components ȁ݂ሚ௫ଶ ȁ
and ȁ݂ሚ௬ଶ ȁ will be substantially affected by these errors,
which lead to apparent leakage of betatron motion from
one plane to another plane, on top of the real coupled
motion. As linear coupling is corrected, the coupling
RDTs decrease while ߠ ܥstay constant. Therefore, it
becomes increasingly important to take into account the
roll and deformation errors as coupling is reduced.

EXPERIMENTS
We have performed 2 experimental studies with NSLSII storage ring to demonstrate the capability of DTBLOC.
The first study was to characterize two different machine
lattices using DTBLOC. The only difference between the
two was whether all the ring skew quadrupole correctors
were turned on or off. During the short interval between
the two sets of measurements, the BPM errors should not
have changed. Hence, DTBLOC should converge to the
same values for the BPM errors, if the algorithm is valid.
Figure 1 shows DTBLOC indeed found the BPM errors
defined by Eq. (5) to be very close for the two cases.
Two interesting observations can be made from the estimated BPM errors. One is the ~10% outlier in the vertical gain estimates. This is believed to be caused by a
hardware issue. LOCO and ICA also have found this
outlier as well previously for different lattices [3]. The
other is the rather large deformation errors of almost ~20
mrad RMS. As the impact of ߠ ܥon the observable
5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields
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secondary frequency components was explained earlier,
the extraction of coupling RDTs from an experimental
TbT data becomes very difficult with this level of deformation errors (explained in more detail in [5]). Therefore,
it is important to include all 4 types of BPM errors in the
fitting process in order to reduce coupling very well.
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versions between current and field are known, we can
compare the expected change in the skew strengths and
DTBLOC’s estimated skew error change. The bottom plot
of Fig. 2 shows good agreement of these changes.
Another study we performed with NSLS-II storage ring
was to experimentally demonstrate that DTBLOC works
as a fast linear lattice correction tool. Starting with a nominal lattice, two corrections suggested by DTBLOC were
applied iteratively. Then all the normal quadrupoles were
cycled and characterized again as the hysteresis for them
is not negligible. The results of these corrections are
shown in Table 1. The ߚǦ and the dispersion functions shown in the table are the values corrected by taking
into account the estimated BPM error values. The ߚǦ
was suppressed to below 1%. The dispersion errors were
reduced to ~1 mm. The emittance coupling ratio was
decreased to the order of 0.01%. Even though this ratio
was estimated from the model constructed from the estimated magnetic strength errors, the lifetime reduction by
a factor of 2.5 (from 31.6 hours to 12.6 hours) roughly
agrees with the expected Touschek lifetime reduction of
ξͳͲ (given the reduction of the estimated coupling ratio
by a factor of ~10 and the bunch current being sufficiently
high to be Touschek dominated). The values “N/A” for
the coupling ratio in the table indicate that the coupling
signal became too low to believe the estimated values.
Table 1: Linear Lattice Characteristics During Iterative
DTBLOC Corrections (2 mA in 100 Buckets)

Δ(Δa2 L)[m−1 ]

Δb2 L [m−1 ]

Figure 1: DTBLOC estimates of BPM errors for the 2
different cases “skew on” and “skew off”.
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Figure 2: DTBLOC estimates of focusing ሺȟܾଶ ܮሻ and
skew quadrupole ሺȟܽଶ ܮሻ errors for the 2 different cases
“skew on” and “skew off”.
Consistency checks for magnet strength error estimation can be also performed from this lattice characterization experiment. Since the normal quadrupole currents
were not changed, the estimated focusing errors ȟܾଶ ܮ
should not have changed, which is the case as shown in
Fig. 2. As for the skew quadrupoles, since the setpoint
changes for these magnets are known and their unit con-

A new method of linear lattice characterization/correction is proposed using TbT data and dispersion
data based on RDTs. Utilizing the derived analytical expressions for the observable frequency components in
TbT data, a fast (~5 minutes instead of ~1 hour for LOCO
at NSLS-II) linear lattice characterization/correction tool
called DTBLOC has been implemented. Combined with
the existing nonlinear lattice characterization method
[11], DTBLOC will enable extraction of both linear and
nonlinear RDTs from TbT data, thus allowing linear and
nonlinear lattice modelling, within the single framework
of the RDT formalism. DTBLOC successfully demonstrated experimentally its capability to estimate errors in
linear magnetic elements and BPMs at NSLS-II storage
ring, where DTBLOC has already been utilized to estimate and correct coupling errors induced by closed IDs,
and is ready to generate a coupling feedforward table.
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USING SQUARE MATRIX TO REALIZE PHASE SPACE MANIPULATION
AND DYNAMIC APERTURE OPTIMIZATION∗
Yongjun Li† , Li-Hua Yu, BNL, Upton, New York, USA

A new method of using linear algebra technique to analyze periodical nonlinear beam dynamics is presented in
ref. [1]. For a given system, a square upper triangular nonlinear transfer matrix is constructed out of the truncated power
series transfer map. The square matrix is ﬁrst separated into
diﬀerent invariant subspaces with much lower dimensions
and we only focus on few invariant subspaces. An excellent
action-angle approximation to the solution of the nonlinear
dynamics can be obtained after applying Jordan transformation. We found that the deviation of linear action-angle
invariant (i.e. Courant-Snyder invariant) from constancy
of the new action provides a measure of the nonlinear of
the motions. Therefore the square matrix provides a novel
method to optimize the nonlinear dynamic system, and manipulate phase space as well. A chromaticity +7/+7 lattice
of the NSLS-II optimized with this method was successfully
commissioned. Our studies show that a basic “principle” –
conﬁning tune-shift-with-amplitude to prevent tune from
crossing resonances in designing strong focusing storage
rings, with which was complied by accelerator physicists
for several decades, may not be an absolutely necessary
condition.

INTRODUCTION
The question of the long term nonlinear behavior of
charged particles in storage rings has a long history. To
gain understanding, one would like to analyze particle motion under many iterations of the one turn map. The most
reliable numerical approach is the use of a tracking code
with appropriate local integration methods. For analysis,
however, one would like a more compact and eﬃcient representation of the one-turn-map out of which to extract relevant
information. Among the many approaches to this issue we
may mention canonical perturbation theory, Lie operators,
power series, and normal form etc. Here, we would like to
look at this problem from a somewhat diﬀerent perspective,
i.e., using linear algebra technique to analyze and optimize
nonlinear beam dynamics. The theory on the square matrix
method is explained in ref. [1]. In the following section, we
only summarize this method brieﬂy.

where T means taking the transpose of a vector. Here we
use 1D motion to simplify the notation. The one turn map
to transfer an initial status Z0 to its ﬁnal status Z1 can be
represented by a square matrix M:
Z1 = MZ0
The matrix M is upper-triangular, and has the form

M = 



∗
†

Work supported by U.S. Department of Energy under Contract No. DEAC02-98CH10886 and DE-SC0012704
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1
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0
M11

0

0

···
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···

0
M1n
..
.
Mnn






(2)

Here each submatrix Mi j has diﬀerent dimensions respectively. Among them, Mii ’s are square diagonal submatrices.
A great simpliﬁcation comes from a fact that the matrix is
upper tridiagonal with all its eigenvalues given by its diagonal elements precisely determined by the tune, which
represents the oscillation’s phase advance per turn μ = 2πν
solely. We can separate the full space spanned by the matrix
columns into diﬀerent invariant subspaces according to the
eigenvalues. For example, all z(zz ∗ ) k , k = 0, 1, · · · belong
to a same invariant space of the eigenvalue ei μ . We found
that the simplest invariant subspaces ei μ already provides
a wealth information about dynamics. In this way, the high
dimension matrix is reduced to several much lower dimension ones. For example, for a 2D x − y system (4D in phase
space), if we truncate the square matrix up to the 7t h order,
its dimension is 330 × 330. The reduced matrix dimension
for ei μ x and ei μ y is only 10 × 10 respectively. Then a stable
Jordan decomposition, can be obtained on the low dimension
submatrices M j
i μ j I j +τ j
N j = U j M j U−1
j = e

(3)

where the matrix N j with j = 1, 2, ... is the Jordan block with
eigenvalue ei μ j , corresponding to the j t h invariant subspace
inside the space of vector Z. I j is the identity matrix, while
τj is a superdiagonal matrix:


τj = 




THEORY
For a given periodical nonlinear dynamic system, such
as a particle moving in a storage ring, we use the complex
Courant-Snyder variable z = x̄ −i p̄, its conjugate z ∗ = x̄ +i p̄
and powers to form a vector Z = (1, z, z ∗, z 2, zz ∗, · · · , z ∗n )T ,

(1)
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1
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0
0

···
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···

0
0
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1 
0 

(4)

The transfer of Z0 by the one turn map M inside the j t h
subspace can be re-written as
W1 = UZ1 = UMZ0 = ei μI+τ W0

(5)
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Unless explicitly stated, otherwise the subscript j is dropped
oﬀ since now. KAM theory states that the invariant tori
are stable under small perturbation. For suﬃciently small
amplitude of oscillation in Z, the invariant tori are deformed
and survive, i.e., the motion is quasi-periodic. So the system
has a nearly stable frequency, and when the amplitude is
small, the ﬂuctuation of the frequency is also small. Thus
for a speciﬁc initial condition described by Z0 , the rotation
in the eigenspace should be represented by a phase factor
ei (μ+φ) so that
W1 = ei μI+τ W0  ei (μ+φ) W0 .

(6)

τ in Eq. (4) has no proper eigenvector, but only generalized eigenvectors. However, as the dimension of the
eigenspace increases and approaches inﬁnity, the eigenvector of τ is deﬁned as a coherent state:
τW0  iφW0 .

(7)

Re-write W0 as a column with
WT0 = (w0, w1, w2, . . . )

(8)

Here w j = r j eiθ j are the new action-angle variables. The
polynomials in Eq. (8) are w0 = u0 Z0, w1 = u1 Z0, w2 =
u2 Z0, · · · . Then Eq. (7) reads as

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

w
iφw0
w
 0   1  
w
w
τ  1  =  2    iφw1
..
..
..
 .   .   .
When the invariant tori survive and there
quency, we see that Eq. (9) requires
w2
w3
w1


...
iφ =
w0
w1
w2



(9)

is a stable fre(10)

Therefore only those vectors W0 which satisfy Eq. (10) with
φ a real number represent a motion with a stable frequency
given by a phase advance μ+ φ every turn. From w0 = u0 Z0 ,
we can see that φ is determined by the initial value Z0 . Hence
μ represents the zero amplitude tune while φ is the amplitude
dependent tuneshift. Even though w0, w1, w2, · · · all behave
like action-angle variables, they have diﬀerent power orders
of monomials of z, z ∗ , and hence represent approximation
of the action-angle variable to diﬀerent precisions. For example, in the case of a up to 7t h order square matrix for a
1D system, w0 has terms of order from 1st to 7t h order, w1
has terms of order from 3r d to 7t h order while w3 has only
a very small 7t h order term z(zz ∗ ) 3 . Thus w3 provides very
little information about the rotation in the phase space while
w0 has very detailed information.
Stable motion means the invariant tori can survive with
multiple turns. Applying Eq. (6) n times, we obtain
Wn = ein μI+nτ W0 = ein μ e nτ W0 .

(11)

After some algebra computation, we recognize that a stable
motion requires
(φ) ≡ (−

w1
w1
iw1
) ≈ 0; Δ ≡
− ( ) 2 ≈ 0.
w0
w0
w0

(12)
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These conditions are referred as “coherence conditions”.
Clearly w0, φ, and Δ are all functions of initial value of z, z ∗ .
For a given initial value of w0 , the deviation of the real part of
φ from a constant is the tune ﬂuctuation, while the imaginary
part of φ gives “amplitude ﬂuctuation”, i.e., the variation
of r = |w0 | after many turns. The non-zero Δ indicates a
deviation from “coherent state”, seems to be related to the
Liapunov exponents.

APPLICATION
In the following we give an example of applying the square
matrix method to manipulate phase space trajectory to optimize storage ring dynamic aperture. As described before,
the action deﬁned with Courant-Snyder variable is no longer
constant when nonlinearity dominates over linear dynamics.
There is a signiﬁcant deviation from circles in the Poincaré
cross-section. We characterize the deviation as a measure
of system nonlinearity. When the deviation is large, particles receive much larger nonlinear kicks, and hence the
motion becomes more chaotic, or even unstable. The border of stable motion is deﬁned as dynamic aperture. The
goal of optimization is to reduce the deviation in order to
ensure a suﬃcient dynamic aperture. The philosophy of
minimization is equivalent to optimize the system so that
initial coordinates sitting on the ﬂat linear Courant-Snyder
action planes after transferred by M can be mapped to the
new approximate invariants ﬂat planes respectively, and vice
versa.
The example is to optimize the National Synchrotron
Light source - II lattice with a chromaticity +7 in both
horizontal and vertical planes. The NSLS-II lattice layout
is described in ref. [2]. Usually a lattice with high positive linear chromaticity is preferable because it can provide additional damping to stabilize high current beam.
But it is also more challenge for dynamic aperture optimization due to strong nonlinear sextupoles. First,
the linear chromaticity is tuned to +7 with dispersive
sextupoles, the knobs left for optimization are 6 families harmonic sextupoles located in non-dispersive sections. For this speciﬁc example, we selected 3 sets of
initial values (x 0 [mm], px [mrad], y0 [mm], py [mrad]) =
(25, 0, 5, 0), (10, 0, 2, 0) and (3.5, 0, 3, 0). For each set, we
cast totally 64 initial coordinates uniformly distributed on the
tori with constant Courant-Snyder actions. The new actions
r x, y after transferred by M for these 64 points are computed
under diﬀerent sextupole conﬁgurations, and they are not
in ﬂat planes any longer due to nonlinearity. A deviation
ma x (r i )−min(r i )
is chosen as optimization
deﬁned as Δr
r =
r¯i
objective. Here r¯i is the average over all 64 r i in a same
torus. Here multi-objective genetic algorithm (MOGA) [3]
was adopted to optimize for 3 sets initial values (totally 6
tori) equally and simultaneously. Actually the choice of
initial values is not unique. The question about how many
sets should be used, and how many points should be casted
inside each set, is open for future exploration. With 4000
populations for each generation, the MOGA converges to
5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields
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Figure 1: Comparison of simulated trajectories of y − py in
Poincaré cross-section under two sextupole conﬁgurations
It is very interesting to take a close look the tune footprint of this optimized lattice as shown in Fig. 2. We are
surprised to observe a huge tune-shift-with-amplitude in
both horizontal and vertical planes. And more important
is that particles can survive in passing many resonances,
which were regarded as the “forbidden” resonances, such as
3νx = n. Under this sextupole conﬁguration, 100% injection eﬃciency has been achieved with 9mm oﬀ-axis incident
beam.
Over several decades, ring designers comply with a basic “principle” – to choose a fractional tune far away from
low order resonances, and then to conﬁne tune-shift-withamplitude to a narrow range. However, the minimization of
the deviation from invariant tori produces some solutions
which obviously violate this “principle”. In Fig. 3, we show
that the simulated horizontal phase trajectory in the Poincaré
cross-section when a particle sits on a third order resonance.
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Figure 2: Frequency map analysis at x-y planes
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Figure 3: particle stays stably on the third order resonance
In the left plot, the red line represents a torus with a ﬁxed
Courant-Snyder action Jx , the blue dots are the simulated
coordinates with the symplectic tracking code “elegant” [4].
We can see that the third order resonance has been cancelled almost perfectly. The frequency spectrum (right) of
simulated data shows that the particle can stay calmly and
stably on the resonance 3νx = n. Further exploration to
understand beam nonlinear behavior in the vicinity of resonances is under way. Thus far, we believe that conﬁning
tune-shift-with-amplitude in order to avoid resonances is not
an absolutely necessary condition if the deviations from ﬂat
planes can be well controlled. This example also suggests
a new lattice design philosophy, i.e. instead of conﬁning
tune footprint, one can tune the nonlinear knobs in order to
minimize the deviations at diﬀerent amplitudes of w x, y to optimize dynamic aperture. Of course, the aperture shrinks if
we take magnets imperfections into account, but simulation
shows that it still crosses the third order resonance.
We would like to thank Dr. F. Willeke for discussion and
support of the work, Dr. L. Yang and Y. Hao for discussion
and providing TPSA package.
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a stable solution with a minimum ( Δr
r ) j after multiple
generations, here we sum the deviations over all three sets
j = 1, 2, 3.
Now we discuss the beam dynamics for this optimized
lattice with both simulation and experimental measurement.
First we compare two lattice conﬁgurations, which were
optimized with the nonlinear driving terms up to the 2nd
order, and with the square matrix method we introduce here.
Two conﬁgurations’ linear optics and chromatic sextupoles
settings are exactly same, only the geometric sextupoles
excitations are diﬀerent. In Fig. 1, we show the simulation
trajectories of 5 particles starting with same initial conditions
in phase space y − py for these two settings. The left plot is
the result of minimizing the driving terms, and the right one
is obtained with the square matrix method. Diﬀerent color
represents diﬀerent initial conditions. The initial amplitudes
for these 5 particles gradually increase from 10 to 20mm
in the horizontal plane, and from 1 to 3mm in the vertical
plane, so the x-motion is nonlinearly coupled into y-motion,
generating complicated motion in y − py plane. It is obvious
that even though particles with the same initial conditions
can survive under both lattice settings, the optimization with
the square matrix method clearly reduces the nonlinearity
of the system signiﬁcantly.

p̄ x ( m )
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OPTIMIZE THE ALGORITHM FOR THE GLOBAL ORBIT FEEDBACK
AT FIXED ENERGIES AND DURING ACCELERATION IN RHIC∗
C. Liu† , R. Hulsart, K. Mernick, R. Michnoff, M. Minty
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY, U.S.A.
Abstract
To combat triplets vibration, the global orbit feedback system with frequency about 10 Hz was developed and engaged
in operation at injection and top energy in 2010, during beam
acceleration in 2012 at RHIC. The system has performed
well with keeping 6 out of 12 eigenvalues for the orbit response matrix. However, we observed corrector current
transients with the lattice for polarized proton program in
2015 which resulted in corrector power supply trips. In this
report, we will present the observation, analyze the cause
and also optimize the feedback algorithm to overcome the
newly emerged problem with the feedback system.

supports of the magnet was suggested to increase the resonant frequencies of the triplet. A linear shock absorber
attached to outside support can damp the triplet vibration
passively. Two linear actuators connected to each end of
the cold mass provide forces proportional and opposite to
the velocities of both ends of the cold mass would damp the
vibration actively. A local orbit feedback system with small
corrector dipoles at the two ends of the cryostat to compensate both position and angle was designed and tested. The
10 Hz global orbit feedback system with correctors located
close to triplets, which correct the orbit oscillation reported
by fast BPMs globally was designed and implemented for
operation successfully.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
RHIC comprises two circular counter-rotating accelerators in a common horizontal plane, which are oriented to
intersect one another at six interaction points (IPs) with two
colliding beam experiments (STAR and PHENIX) [1]. Each
ring consists of three inner arcs and three outer arcs with six
insertions joining them. The DX dipole magnets bring the
beams together for head-on collisions at IPs for experiments.
They are the only common bending magnets for both rings.
The triplets (Q1, Q2 and Q3 quadrupole magnets) focus the
beam for small beam sizes at IPs. The triplets and D0 magnets on the same side of IP for the two rings were installed
in the same cryostat.
Horizontal orbit jitter around 10 Hz was observed in both
rings in the early days by measuring the beam positions [2].
Triplets vibration was suspected since its strong focusing
and the sharing of cryostat of triplets from both rings. This
hypothesis was later confirmed by offline modeling and measurement by accelerometer of the triplet vibrations with
frequency around 10 Hz. Later on, oscillation of Helium
flow pressure around 10 Hz was measured as well [3, 4].
The orbit jitter will affect the beam parameters and machine performance in many ways [5]. The orbit jitter caused
by Helium-induced triplet vibration would introduce orbital
and angular jitter at the IPs, which will diminish the luminosity. The orbit jitter in sextupoles will introduce tune modulations, which would affect dynamic aperture and therefore
beam lifetime. The orbit jitter at collimators and experimental area would result in oscillating background. The
precision of beam measurements were dominated by the
presence of 10 Hz orbit oscillation.
Several solutions were proposed to combat the orbit jitter
problem over the years [6, 7]. Stiffening of the mechanical
∗
†

The work was performed under Contract No. DE-SC0012704 with the
U.S. Department of Energy.
cliu1@bnl.gov

ORBIT FEEDBACK SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The 10 Hz global orbit feedback system [8] was designed
to correct the 10 Hz horizontal beam perturbations in both
rings that are caused by Helium induced triplet vibration.
The full system in each ring consists of 36 BPMs, corresponding to 2 per triplet in each of the 12 triplet locations
and two in each of the 6 arcs, and 1 dipole corrector at each
triplet location for a total of 12 correctors. The standard
RHIC BPM Integrated Front End (IFE) electronic modules
were equipped with new daughter card for 10 kHz position
data distribution [9]. The correctors are compact “windowframe” horizontal laminated yoke magnets due to space
limitations. A small fringe field from each magnet, overlapping the opposite RHIC ring, is compensated by a correction
winding placed on the opposite ring’s magnet and connected
in series with the main winding of the first one [10].

ORBIT FEEDBACK ALGORITHM
The algorithm is essentially a least square fit with the goal
to compensate the 10 Hz orbit oscillation by fast correctors
[11]. On the left side of Eq. (1), the x i is the measured beam
positions. The x ig is the goal beam position, which is the
measured average position in our case.
x1
x 1g − x 1
x 1g
*. +/ *.
+/ *.
+
x
x
−
x
2
2g
2
.. // + ..
// = .. x 2g ///
..
.. ... // ..
// .. ... //
.
, x m - , x mg − x m - , x mg -

(1)

To compensate the oscillation, one needs to introduce orbit
offsets by assigning proper correction strength to correctors.
The m × n matrix R denotes the response of the beam positions to the strength of correctors. The proper corrector
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(2)

here s is the eigenvalue, and a is a constant with a value
between the largest and smallest eigenvalue.

OPTIMIZATION OF FEEDBACK AT
FIXED ENERGIES
The feedback system was first tested in 2010 with 4 correctors and 8 BPMs in the two experimental areas. The best
performance was achieved by keeping 2 out of 4 eigenvalues. The full feedback system was tested and implemented
operational in 2011.
A number of studies was performed to optimize the system performance. The dependence of performance on the
number of BPMs was studied. We kept all 36 BPMs in
one case, all 24 triplets BPMs in the other case and only
12 BPMs near Q1 for the last case. The 10 Hz oscillation
spectral intensity pattern was different in the first case as
shown in Fig. 1.

7000

36 BPMs
24 BPMs
12 BPMs

10 Hz spectral intensity (a.u.)

5000

6000

Rmn - ,θ n -

The Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [12] method
was employed for solving Eq. (2). The response matrix was
decomposed to three matrices, R = U SV T . U is an m × m
unitary matrix, S is an m × n rectangular diagonal matrix
with eigenvalues on the diagonal in descending order, and
V is an n × n unitary matrix. The inversion of the matrix
R can be expressed as V S −1U T . In some cases, one needs
to discard small eigenvalues to avoid amplification of beam
position and corrector strength errors in the system for better
performance. This is called eigenvalue cut. An alternative
way of manipulation of the eigenvalues is Tikhonov regulation [13],
s = s + a2 /s
(3)

6000

In the exception-handling test, the yo4-b3 BPM was disabled. The system was tested with and without proper adjustment of the matrices due to the missing BPM. The 10
Hz oscillation spectral intensity for both cases are shown in
Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: The spectral intensity of 10 Hz oscillation at BPM
locations with one BPM excluded from the system, the case
without exception handling shown in dots and the case with
exception handling shown in plus signs.
Due to optics errors, the model response matrix deviates
from the one of the real machine. The response matrix
was measured and applied in the feedback. The comparison of the feedback performance with model and measured
response matrix was presented in [11].
The feedback was engaged with various eigenvalue cut
configuration, and the best performance was found with
keeping 6 or 7 eigenvalues. The 10 Hz spectral intensity at
all BPMs is shown in Fig. 3.
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Figure 3: The spectral intensity of 10 Hz oscillation at BPM
locations for the case of 5, 6, 7 and 8 eigenvalues are kept in
the matrix manipulation.
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Figure 1: The spectral intensity of 10 Hz oscillation at BPM
locations with the global orbit feedback engaged for the case
of 36, 24 and 12 BPMs included in the system.

OPTIMIZATION OF FEEDBACK DURING
ACCELERATION
The global orbit feedback during acceleration is complicated by the fact that the change of optics due to beta-squeeze
over the course of acceleration. Therefore, the configuration
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of the system during acceleration are different in several aspects with respect to those for fixed energies. The response
matrix needs to be updated for the feedback system during
acceleration, therefore, ∼ 300 matrices were generated for
one acceleration cycle based on design optics. These matrices were loaded at 1 Hz rate starting from the beginning
of acceleration. A scale factor which is proportional to the
beam rigidity was updated at 1 Hz rate as well. Experimental
studies showed keeping 6 eigenvalues was the optimal for
injection and store energies, therefore, the same technique
was applied to all matrices for intermediate energies during
acceleration. The global orbit feedback was turned off momentarily for transition crossing event due to the large optics
errors [14]. The recorded peak-to-peak beam positions was
shown in Fig. 4 for the case with and without feedback during acceleration. The currents of the correctors are shown
in Fig. 5.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 4: The peak-to-peak amplitude of 10 Hz oscillation
during acceleration with and without the global orbit feedback engaged.

Figure 5: The currents of the correctors during acceleration
when the system was engaged..
The system has performed well at injection, during acceleration and over the course of physics stores with keeping
6 eigenvalues until 2015. During the polarized proton program, large amplitude oscillation (Fig. 6) and transients of
corrector currents (Fig. 7) were observed with feedback on
during acceleration. The test was done to keep 5 eigenvalues

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

only in order to reduce the current of correctors, however,
the transients were less but not gone.

Figure 6: The excitation of oscillation during acceleration
observed with polarized proton lattice with global orbit feedback engaged.

Figure 7: The observed transients of corrector currents during acceleration with polarized proton lattice.
A group of matrix elements were calculated for the case
of keeping 6 eigenvalues. The values during acceleration for
the polarized proton lattice was shown in Fig. 8. Transients
of the currents of correctors were observed to be associated
with the sudden changes of matrix elements during acceleration. Therefore, Tikhonov regulation was adopted to smooth
the matrix elements during acceleration. With a = 40, the
same group of matrix elements are shown in Fig. 9. The
matrix elements are smoothed to a large extent, however,
there were still transients of corrector currents left in the test.
With a = 100, the same group of matrix elements are shown
in Fig. 10. The transients were completely gone with the
further smoothed matrix during acceleration. In addition to
the smooth behaviour of the matrix elements, the amplitude
of the elements were scaled down as well.
In the last test, a high-pass filter which subtracts the DC
positions was applied at the same time [15]. With matrix
smoothing and the high-pass filter, the system worked without any transients of corrector current. In a later test, the
matrices were reverted to the ones with 6 eigenvalue cuts
while keeping the filter, the transients still exist however less
during acceleration. This means both the matrix smoothing technique and the high-pass filter helped solving the
problem.
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Figure 8: The evolution of selected matrix elements during
acceleration with 6 of the 12 eigenvalues kept for the inverted
matrix.

TUPOB55

Figure 10: The evolution of selected matrix elements during
acceleration with Tikhonov regulation for the inverted matrix
with a constant of 100.

[2] C. Montag, M. Brennan, J. Butler et al., “Measurements of
mechanical triplet vibrations in RHIC,” in Proceedings of
EPAC, 2002.
[3] C. Montag, P. He, L. Jia et al., “Helium flow induced orbit
jitter at RHIC,” in Proceedings of PAC, 2005.

SUMMARY
The 10 Hz global orbit feedback system was first optimized at fixed energies at RHIC. The response matrix was
measured; only 6 of the 12 eigenvalues were kept in the
matrix manipulation to reduce the noise contribution from
correctors; and the 24 BPMs near the triplets were used in
the system for better suppression of oscillation around experiments. The same configurations were used for the feedback
during acceleration. The corrector current transients with
the polarized proton lattice was observed. It was found to
be related to the steps of the inverted matrix elements during acceleration. The Tikhonov regulation for the inverted
matrix was applied to smooth the matrix element during
acceleration. The constant of 100 for Tikhonov was chosen to smooth and decrease the matrix elements so that the
transients were eliminated. At the same time, a high-pass
filter was applied in the system to exclude the contribution
of static beam offsets.
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THE eRHIC RING-RING DESIGN ∗
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A. Hershcovitch, Y. Luo, R. Palmer, B. Parker, S. Peggs, V. Ptitsyn, V. Ranjbar, S. Seletskiy,
T. Shaftan, V. Smaluk, S. Tepikian, F. Willeke, H. Witte, Q. Wu,
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973, USA
Abstract
The ring-ring version of the eRHIC electron-ion collider
design aims at providing electron-proton collisions with a
center-of-mass energy ranging from 32 to 141 GeV at a luminosity reaching 1033 cm−2 sec−1 . This design of the doublering collider also supports electron-ion collisions with similar electron-nucleon luminosities, and is upgradeable to
1034 cm−2 sec−1 using bunched beam electron cooling of the
hadron beam and more bunches. The baseline luminosities are achievable using existing technologies and beam
parameters that have been routinely achieved at RHIC in
hadron-hadron collisions or elsewhere in e+e- collisions.
This minimizes the risk associated with the challenging luminosity goal and is keeping the technical risk of the e-RHIC
electron-ion collider low. The latest design status will be
presented.
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INTRODUCTION
The ring-ring design of the electron-ion collider eRHIC
aims at an electron-proton center-of-mass energy range of
32 - 141 GeV, with luminosities in the 1032 −1033 cm−2 sec−1
range. This is realized by adding an electron storage ring
with an energy range of 5 to 18 GeV to the existing RHIC
facility, which will be operated at proton energies from 50 to
275 GeV. The upper electron energy limit has been chosen to
limit the total synchrotron radiation power to 10 MW while
still providing high luminosities at the highest center-of-mass
energies. The number of bunches is increased 3-fold over the
present RHIC configuration, to 330. This necessitates new
injection kickers and in-situ copper coating of the existing
stainless steel beam pipes to lower the resistive wall cryo
load as well as the secondary electron yield [1, 2].
The luminosity scales as
L∝

q

ξ x, p ξ y, p ξ x,e ξ y,e
I p Ie (1 + K x )(1 + Ky ) ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
β x, p βy, p β x,e βy,e

! 1/4

, (1)

where I, ξ, and β denote the beam current, beam-beam parameter, and the β-function at the interaction point (IP),
while K x = σ x /σy and Ky = σy /σ x are the ratios of horizontal and vertical beam sizes at the IP, which are equal
for both beams. The beam-beam parameters ξ p for the protons are limited to what has been achieved in proton-proton
collisions in RHIC, ξ p < 0.015 [3], while we assume a maximum ξe < 0.1 for the electrons, as has been achieved in
KEKB [4]. As Equation 1 shows, luminosity is increased
∗
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with flat beams, K x = σ x /σy >> 1. Flat beams in eRHIC
are achieved by intentionally increasing the horizontal proton beam emittance in conjunction with a large β-function
ratio β x / βy between 6 and 140.
The eRHIC physics program requires detector acceptance
for forward scattered protons with transverse momenta between 200 MeV/c and 1.3 GeV/c. These protons are detected by Roman Pots that are inserted into the beam pipe
downstream of the main detector. This requires the scattered protons to have a transverse amplitude of about 10 σ,
where σ denotes the RMS proton beam size at the location
of the Roman Pot, which in turn limits the maximum allowable RMS beam divergence σ ′ at the IP. For a beam energy
of 275 GeV, a transverse momentum of 200 MeV/c corresponds to a scattering angle φ = 730 µrad; the maximum
allowable RMS beam divergence is therefore σ ′ = 73 µrad.
For given emittance this limits the IP β-function β ∗, and
therefore the luminosity. However, not the entire transverse
momentum range has to be measured in the same machine
configuration. Since events with small transverse momenta
p⊥ are plentiful, operating in a configuration with good acceptance at small p⊥, where the luminosity is limited, over
a small fraction of time provides sufficient statistics for the
experimental program. The majority of the time the machine can then be operated with high luminosity to detect a
sufficiently large number of protons with high p⊥ . Table 1
lists the design parameters at the beam energies giving the
highest luminosities.

INTERACTION REGION
High luminosity requires small β ∗ . Since these small βfunctions increase quadratically with the distance from the
IP, it is necessary to place the innermost focusing magnets
as close to the IP as possible to avoid excessive contributions
to the machine chromaticity from those quadrupoles, and
limit their aperture and, in turn, their peak fields. The lowβ magnets for both the electron and the proton beam are
therefore arranged in an interleaved pattern, as depicted in
Figure 1. Since the detector requires a machine-element
free region of ±4.5 m around the IP, the innermost (proton)
quadrupole is located just outside the detector.
Since the eRHIC physics program requires detection of
forward neutrons within a ±4 mrad cones, a strong dipole
magnet (B1) deflects the proton beam away from that neutron cone which is then detected about 25 m downstream of
the IP. A second dipole (B2) then bends the proton beam
back, thus forming a dogleg with B1. Between the second
dipole (B2) and the fourth proton quadrupole (Q4) there is a
1: Circular and Linear Colliders
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protons
energy
[GeV]
√
s [GeV]
no. of bunches
part./bunch [1010 ]
norm. hor. emitt. [µm]
norm. vert. emitt. [µm]
β ∗x [cm]
βy∗ [cm]
σ x′ [µrad]
σy′ [µrad]
ξx
ξy
IBS time long./transv. [h]
synchr. rad. [MW]
RMS bunchlength [cm]
hourglass [%]
luminosity [1033 cm−2 sec−1 ]

electrons

250

10
100
330

11.1
4.7
1.8
95 (566)
4.2
137 (56)
400
0.015
0.002
9.8/11.5

6.3
0.8

8.0

1.5
1
0.5
0
-0.5
-1
-1.5
-2
-2.5
-3

5 GeV
7 GeV
10 GeV
18 GeV

-4

30.5
476
76
70 (416)
7.4
186 (80)
230
0.099
0.033

84
2.6 (1.1)

Figure 1: Layout of IR magnets and other components.

dedicated space for crab cavities, which are necessary due to
the crossing angle of 22 mrad total. Over the entire proton
beam energy range from 50 to 275 GeV the β-functions in
the crab cavities scale such that the resulting beam size at
all energies is equal or smaller than at 275 GeV despite the
larger beam emittance, so as not to require a large crab cavity
aperture.

ELECTRON RING DESIGN
The electron storage ring is composed of FODO cells in
the arcs, and six dedicated straight sections. The main challenge is to tune the ring to the desired emittances at different
energies, as required for beam size matching with the proton
beam and to maximize luminosity. The horizontal design
emittances range from 53 nm at 5 GeV to 24 nm at 18 GeV,
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Figure 2: Split arc dipoles and orbits for several energies.

i.e. higher energies require lower emittances. To achieve this
the betatron phase advance per FODO cell has to be adjusted
accordingly. In addition, one of the straight sections may
be equipped with a Robinson wiggler for additional emittance adjustment via manipulation of the damping partition
numbers. Alternatively, a small radial offset of the electron
beam is being considered, as was done in HERA [5].
In order to allow large beam-beam tuneshifts over the
entire energy range, strong synchrotron radiation damping
is required. While at energies above 11 GeV the damping
decrement is equal or larger than at KEKB, and therefore is
expected to allow for similar beam-beam tuneshifts, at lower
frequencies additional measures have to be taken to generate
sufficient radiation damping. This is achieved by splitting
each arc dipole into three sections, a short section in the center and two equally long ones at the ends, as schematically
shown in Figure 2. For energies of 11 GeV and above, all
magnets are set to the same field, while for energies below
11 GeV the polarity of the short center dipole is reversed,
with its bending radius decreasing with energy. This arrangement results in a sufficiently large damping decrement at
all energies while limiting the maximum orbit deviation to
14 mm.

POLARIZATION
The Sokolov-Ternov self-polarization time in a storage
ring with dipole bending radius r, average radius R, and
beam energy E can be calculated as
τS−T [sec] = 98.66 ·

R[m]r 2 [m]
.
E 5 [GeV]

(2)

In the electron storage ring, neglecting the effect of the split
dipoles, it ranges from 27 min at 18 GeV to several weeks
at 5 GeV. When the split dipoles are included in the calculation, the self-polarizing time is still in the range of several
hours for beam energies below 12 GeV, as shown in Figure
3. Using the Sokolov-Ternov effect to polarize the electrons
in the electron storage ring is therefore not practical, and a
full-energy polarized injector is required. However, such an
injector has the advantage that arbitrary spin patterns can be
provided in the electron ring, as is required by certain parts
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Table 1: Parameters at energies giving the highest luminosities. Numbers in parentheses correspond to a configuration with 50 percent horizontal acceptance down to
p⊥ = 200 MeV/c where only about 20 percent of the operating time would need to be spent (see text)

x (cm)
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Figure 4: Electron injector.

scheme to a high-lumnosity ERL based linac-ring collider
in a cost-effective manner.

LUMINOSITY UPGRADE PATH
Figure 3: Sokolov-Ternov self-polarization time vs. energy.
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of the physics program. These arbitrary spin patterns will
be generated by injecting bunches with the appropriate spin
orientation (“up” or “down”), which is then transformed into
longitudinal polarization at the IP using a set of spin rotators.
Since the Sokolov-Ternov effect would eventually polarize
all bunches in the same direction (“up”), it is necessary to replace entire bunches on a time scale that is sufficiently short
compared to the self-polarization time. With the shortest
Sokolov-Ternov self-polarization time being 27 min, replacing bunches at a rate of 1 Hz would be sufficient, since with
330 bunches in the machine every individual bunch would
be replaced every 5.5 min.
The spin rotators use sets of solenoids and dipoles to rotate
the spin from the vertical direction into the longitudinal
orientation, and back. Due to the presence of the detector
solenoid this spin rotation has to be perfect over the entire
energy range in order to avoid depolarizing effects. A spin
rotator scheme based on two solenoids on each side of the
IP, and the appropriate bending angles in-between, has been
developed that can provide longitudinal polarization over
the entire energy range from 5 to 18 GeV.

To study the entire eRHIC physics case within a reasonable time frame the initial version of the machine needs
to be luminosity upgradable to the 1033 − 1034 cm−2 sec−1
range. In the case of the ring-ring version, a first upgrade
step is based on doubling the number of bunches in both
rings, from the initial 330 to 660, by upgrading the injection
kickers to faster rise and fall times. For electron energies
up to 10 GeV this luminosity upgrade can be accomplished
within the 10 MW synchrotron radiation limit, reaching a
peak luminosity of 5.2 · 1033 cm−2 sec−1 . This first upgrade
step is relatively straightforward and low risk.
For ultimate performance electron cooling of the proton
beam to very small vertical emittances of ǫ y,norm. = 0.1 µm
is required. In addition, the number of bunches has to be
doubled once more, to 1320. In this configuration, a peak
luminosity of 12.4 · 1033 cm−2 sec−1 is reached.

SUMMARY
The eRHIC ring-ring design provides a low risk approach
towards an electron-ion collider with an initial luminosity
in the 1032 − 1033 cm−2 sec−1 range over a center-of-mass
energy range from 32 to 141 GeV. The luminosity of this
machine is upgradable to more than 1034 cm−2 sec−1 by increasing the number of bunches and strong electron cooling
for the hadron beam.

ELECTRON INJECTOR
REFERENCES
The full-energy polarized electron injector is based on
a recirculating linac scheme. Two superconducting linacs
with a maximum energy of 3 GeV each are installed in adjacent straight sections of the RHIC tunnel, as shown in
Figure 4. With two recirculation loops around the RHIC
circumference the beam passes each of these linacs three
times, thus gaining the required top energy of 18 GeV. Two
different SRF frequencies are currently under consideration,
namely 1.3 GHz and 650 MHz. Choosing 1.3 GHz would
enable us to utilize existing technology as developed for
the European X-FEL, LCLS-II, or the ILC, thus eliminating any risk associated with the injector linac. 650 MHz
SRF cavities are currently being developed as part of the
ERL-based linac-ring version of eRHIC [6]. Using those
cavities would eventually enable us to convert the ring-ring
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THE ROLE OF ADAMI INFORMATION IN BEAM COOLING∗
†
V. H. Ranjbar, BNL,
Upton, NY, USA

Abstract
We re-consider stochastic cooling as type of information
engine using the Adami definition of information [1]. We
define information as data which can permit the cooling
system to predict the individual trajectories better than purely
random prediction and then act on that data to modify the
trajectories of an ensemble of particles. In this study we track
the flow of this type of information through the closed system
and consider the limits based on sampling and correction as
well as the role of the underlying model.

INTRODUCTION
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Figure 1: Fast (white) and slow (black) particle in equilibrium (top). Maxwell’s Demon opens door to sort particles
of different speed (bottom).

lower entropic state, which was then given up as information
was recorded. In the end, the work required to reset this
memory would consume more energy than was extracted,
thus preserving the second law. This is known as Landauer’s
erasure principle [4]. More recently a physical realization of
a type of Maxwell demon machine has been created using a
photon circuit [5]. However, the implications of Maxwell’s
Demon are still somewhat unresolved and debated.

ADAMI INFORMATION
Of course the stochastic cooling system doesn’t come anywhere near violating the second law of thermodynamics,
since the energy consumed by the amplifiers, and kickers
clearly introduce external energy to help lower the entropy
of the cooled beam. However as Simon Van Der Meer recognized, the set-up is actually very similar. In the classical
stochastic cooling system, there exists a pickup and kicker
which operates somewhat like the demon, in that the demon
(the cooling system) takes a measurement and then based on
that performs an operation. In the case of stochastic cooling the demon kicks offending particles back into a lower
orbit (see Fig. 2). What is important here is that this system
uses ’information’ together with externally supplied energy
to lower the entropy and increase the order of the system,
which in this case it is the beam. This is different from
other standard cooling systems in that usually it involves an
exchange of energy in the form of gases, liquids or particles mixing with a cool bath (as in electron cooling) that
achieve the reduction of entropy. In the stochastic cooling
case information about the predicted behavior of the system
is a key component, without it, this type of cooling couldn’t
occur. Also the better one’s information is the more cooling
possible.
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The view of stochastic cooling as a type of information
engine goes back to Simon Van Der Meer [2] the inventor
of stochastic cooling, who cast it as a form of the famous
Maxwell’s demon, which is currently understood as type of
information engine.
If we recall James Maxwell came up with a famous
thought experiment that challenged the ideas enshrined in
the second law of thermodynamics, specifically the idea that
for a system of particles in thermal equilibrium, where all
the fast and slow moving particles were completely mixed,
no more work could be extracted. Maxwell imagined a box
containing this distribution with a wall dividing it into two
sides (see Fig. 1). In the wall there was a door, which was
controlled by some demon that would open the door only for
fast moving particles and keep it shut for the slow particles.
In this way, over time, all the fast particles would come to
reside on one side of the box, leaving the slow particles on
the other. In this situation, a heat engine could be run from
the differential in temperature, and thus extracting work in
violation of the second law of thermodynamics.
For many years Maxwell’s demon challenged the understanding of entropy and the second law. Later, statistical
mechanics were worked into the existing thermodynamic
framework and entropy was understood as representing the
possible states of a given system. Finally, entropy made its
way into the new field of information theory when Shannon
equated the statistical definition of entropy with information [3]. Maxwell’s Demon began to be understood as a
class of information engines. An information engine is currently understood as a system which can turn information
into work. Here information gathered by the demon concerning the velocity of each particle represented a rise in
entropy. This is because this information needed to be stored
on some physical medium whose initial entropic state had
to be considered. So, for example, a magnetic tape, which
stores information as zeros and ones, needed to be first initialized to be all zeros. This initialization placed the tape into a
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the demon to predict the future trajectories of the particles
and thus sort them using the trapdoor, or even the fact that
faster particles are those that make a system “warmer”and
slower make a system “colder.”
This information inherent in the system is overlooked
using the standard definition of information. Further using
this approach permits a better linkage to biological systems
which use the information inherent in DNA to generate order.
Adami argues that it is this “information” that is the real
commodity of evolutionary biology. The better an organism
is at modeling its environment the more chance it has of
passing on its genes. The process of reflecting or adapting
to the environment drives evolution.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 2: Typical stochastic cooling layout with beam going
clockwise in ring. The beam position is sampled at the
pickup, amplified and sent to the kicker to correct the beam.

The key role of information motivates a better and more
precise definition of information. If we proceed using the
textbook Shannon definition of information we quickly discover that it is inadequate to describe the nature of the information used in this system. This is because this definition
which relates entropy to information is really a measurement of uncertainty and not a measure of what we would
commonly understand as being ’known’.
The problem with the classical Shannon definition of information has been recently pointed out by Adami [1]. He
claims that what Shannon called information and equated
with entropy was really a measure of uncertainty, not information as it would be commonly understood. For example
a coin that can have two defined states, heads or tails, has
a defined amount of entropy, which is less entropy than a
six-sided dice, which has six possible states. This is what
Shannon called information, because a six-state system can
hold more bits of information than a two-state system.
In that same article he offers a compelling re-definition of
information as “that which allows you (who is in possession
of that information) to make predictions with accuracy better
than chance”.
To my knowledge this new definition of information has
yet to be applied to the case of Maxwell’s Demon or that
of stochastic cooling. The existing literature on Maxwell’s
Demon uses the standard Shannon version of information.
It would seem that using the new definition of information
wouldn’t alter the ultimate implications for the second law
of thermodynamics, however I would argue that it does alter
the conclusions about the role of information in generating
order. For example, Shannon’s definition relates the rise of
entropy with the rise of information. Information defined in
this way takes on a “negative” meaning with respect to order.
This I believe misses the role which the information plays
in facilitating the generation of order. If we use the Adami
understanding of information we can identify the inherent
information present in the system. This inherent information
is represented in the implied physical assumption that allows
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COOLING AS AN APPLICATION OF
ADAMI INFORMATION
We can now see how this new definition works very well
with the stochastic cooling system. This is because the efficiency of the cooling depends directly on the ability of the
system to predict or have information about the trajectories
of the particles at the kicker site and to apply a correction.
It is clear that maximum cooling can be achieved if we have
perfect information about the trajectories of each particle
and the ability to apply corrections to each particle.
To understand this better lets review the case of transverse cooling of coasting beam following [6]. If we assume
the bandwidth for the system depicted in Fig. 2 is W, this
results in a time resolution of Ts 1/(2W ). A particle passing through the pick-up off-axis induces a short pulse of Ts
length due to the finite bandwidth (W). This corresponds
to Ns = N/(2WT ) particles per sample with N being the
total number of particles in the beam. This signal is then
processed and applied to the particle of the beam with a transverse position of x i via the kicker. The resulting corrected
position (xci ) after the kick is given by,
xci

Ns
g X
xk
Ns k=1

=

xi −

=

xi − g < x >s .

(1)

Here g is the system gain. Here we see that the single pass
correction will be imperfect because the single for x i particle
is diluted with the other particles in the sample. We can see
clearly here that in the limit of infinite bandwidth our sample
will include only the same particle which we correct, thus
achieving a perfect correction.
If we proceed further, squaring both sides and evaluating
now ∆(x 2i ) = xci2 − x 2i , we obtain,
∆(x 2i )

=

∆(x 2i )

=

∆(x 2i )

=

2

Ns
Ns
g X
xi X
−2g
x k + 
xk 
Ns k=1
Ns k=1 
 2

Ns
xi
g2 2
xi X
−2g 
+
x k  +
x
Ns Ns k,i
Ns r ms
−2g

x 2i
g2 2
+
x
.
Ns Ns r ms

(2)
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Here we use the fact that the average for a sample of a distribution goes to the average of the distribution which in this
P Ns
case is zero (i.e. k,i
x k = 0). Now averaging both sides
we get an estimate for the cooling time,
1
1
=−
τ
T

∆(x 2r ms )
x 2r ms

=

2W
(2g − g 2 )
N

I

Hma x − H (X )
Nx
X
= log Nx +
p j log p j

(3)

=

(4)

j

Here Hma x represents the maximum entropy and H (x) embodies what you know about the probability distribution.
Here an important and subtle point made by Adami [1] and
Jaynes [7], needs to be clarified. The maximum entropy in
fact represents the measurement resolution. If one reflects
on the measurement of the entropy for the case of the coin,
it becomes clear that N=2 state ascribed to the coin is arbitrary as one could chose to measure any number of atributes
associated with the coin (i.e. planar orientation, temperature
etc.). This is because entropy is an anthropomorphic concept
and not a property of the physical system but a property of
the particular experiment chosen to perform on it.
For our case Nx represents the total number of states. This
represents the transverse resolution of our cooling system
both the resolution of the pickup and the resolution of the
kicker we can call it δx. This times the total possible positions gives us the maximum measurable beam size. Here
we limit ourselves to the known maximum beam size which
x
we call ±x ma x . This gives Nx = 2xδma
x . So if all we know
about our system is that pi = 1/Nx or is uniform, then I = 0
or our information is zero.
With the first measurement the system
√ now knows the
position of x i to within < x > s ±x r ms / Ns which makes
the probability that our ith particle is in the jth state or
position equal to,
pj =

e −(< x > s − x ma x +δ x j )
√
x r ms 2π

2 /(2x 2
r ms )
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δx.

Our information gain for the “ith” particle per turn can be
calculated,
I

= log Nx +

Nx
X

p j log p j

(6)

j=1

We can see here directly how the efficiency of cooling scales
with ’information’ that we have about a particles position
via bandwidth. In this derivation there is also an implied
perfect mixing per turn. More precise cooling rates can be
derived with include imperfect mixing and noise effects.
Now considering a more formal definition of information
given in [1]. Information for the ’ith’ particle is defined,
I
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(5)

So we see as the sample size gets smaller or closer to single
particle i our information becomes greater until Ns = 1 in
which case the location of the jth particle is perfectly defined
as either 1 for the position which contains the particle or
P x
zero for all other cases. This makes the N
j=1 p j log p j = 0,
thus our maximum information is equal to the maximum
potential entropy or log Nx .
Another thing to point out is that if the particle distribution
was static, that is there is no particle mixing between samples
per turn, then each turn will sample the same distribution
and return the exact same information, thus there would be
no net gain in information about the particle distribution and
thus no cooling.
Proceeding further one might try and define a minimum
net information gain per turn for a given distribution which
would permit the cooling process to overcome the additional
uncertainty or entropy introduced from noise, inter-particle
scattered or other sources.
From one point of view the process of mixing due to synchrotron motion might be viewed as driving a type of tomography which adds additional linearly independent equations
to help resolve the individual particle’s unique phase space
coordinates. This might motivate other approaches to render more accurate information about the individual particles
phase space trajectories using additional sampling and high
precision lattice and longitudinal dynamics modeling.
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PERMANENTMAGNETSFORHIGHENERGY
NUCLEARPHYSICSACCELERATORS∗
N. Tsoupas† , S. Brooks, A. Jain, F. Meôt, V. Ptitsyn, and D. Trbojevic
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973, USA
Abstract
The proposed eRHIC accelerator[1] will collide 20 GeV
polarized electrons with 250 GeV polarized protons or 100
GeV/n polarized 3He ions or other unpolarized heavy ions.
The electron accelerator of the eRHIC will be based on
a 1.665 GeV Energy Recovery Linac (ERL) placed in the
RHIC tunnel and two Fixed Field Alternating Gradient
(FFAG) recirculating rings placed alongside the RHIC accelerator. The electron bunches reach the 20 GeV energy
after passing 12 times through the ERL by recirculation
in the FFAG rings. After the interaction with the hadron
bunches the electron bunches will give back their energy to
the ERL in the form of electomagnetic radiation after passing 12 times through the ERL. The FFAG rings consist of
FODO cells comprised of one focusing and one defocusing
quadrupoles made of permanent magnet material. Similarly
other sections of the electron accelerator will utilize permanent magnets. In this presentation we will discuss details on
the design of these magnets and their advantages over the
current-excited magnets.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
The proposed eRHIC accelerator [1] shown schematically
in Fig. 1 consist of the hadron accelerator (blue ring in
Fig. 1) and the electron accelerator comprised of a 1.665
GeV Energy Recovery Linac (ERL) and two rings (red arcs)
based on the FFAG principle. The accelerator will collide
20 GeV polarized electrons with 250 GeV polarized protons or
100 GeV/n polarized 3He+2 ions or other non-polarized heavy
ions.The electron bunches reach the 20 GeV energy by passing
12 times through the ERL and by recirculating in the FFAG
rings. After the interaction with the hadron bunches the ERL
will retrieve the energy from the electron bunches in the form
of electomagnetic radiation after the bunches pass 12 times
through the ERL. One of the two modes of operation of the
eRHIC accelerator is the 15.0 GeV where the low energy
FFAG arc accomodates the energy range of the electron
bunches from 1.685 GeV to 5.016 GeV (see inserts in Fig. 1)
with the high energy arc from 6.680 GeV to 15.0 GeV and
the other mode is the 20 GeV with the corresponding energy
range of the electron bunches shown on Fig. 1). The
experimental areas of the electron-hadron collisions are
shown by the yellow rectangles. Two important concepts are
involved in the electron accelerator, namely, the ERL and the
FFAG concepts. The ERL concept provides 1.665 GeV of
energy to the electron bunches each time they pass through
the ERL for the electrons to achieve the top energy of the
∗
†
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the eRHIC accelerator. The
blue and red rings are the hadron and the electron accelerators respectively. The yellow rectangles are the experimental
areas for the electron-hadron collisions.

20 GeV before the collision with the hadrons. Following
the collision the electrons deliver back to the ERL the 20
GeV of energy by recirculating 12 times through the ERL,
each time delivering to the ERL 1.665 GeV of energy. Since
it takes 12 passes for the electrons to achieve the 20 GeV
of energy, and also 12 passes to give back the energy to the
ERL, the electron bunches circulating in the accelerator
have 12 diﬀerent energies, ranging from 1.685 to 20 GeV.
The three electron bunches with the energies 1.685, 3.350
and 5.015 GeV are circulating in one FFAF arc and the rest
of the bunches with energy range from 6.68 GeV to 20.0
GeV in the second FFAG arc. Thus this particular design of
the FFAG places electron bunches with large energy range
in a small transverse distance of ∼22 mm in each of the
FFAG arcs. The remarkable property of the FFAG is the
accommodation of bunches with large energy range into a
relatively small transverse space of the FODO cell.

THE FFAG CELL
The FFAG arcs of the eRHIC consists of FODO cells
which can be made of a pair of quadrupoles which are
displaced in the transverse direction or a pair of magnets
each having a dipole and a quadrupole component. Figure 2
shows the parameters of one particular design of an eRHIC
cell which is made of a pair of displaced quadrupoles. The
traces on the ﬁgure are the trajectories of the central particle
of the three recirculating electron bunches.

5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields
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Figure 2: Schematic diagram of an eRHIC cell comprised of
displaced defocusing and focusing quadrupoles. The traces
on the ﬁgure are the trajectories of the central particle of the
three recirculating electron bunches.

MAGNETS FOR THE FFAG CELL
Two of the possible designs for the magnets of the FFAG
cell are shown in Fig. 3 with the isometric view of the iron
dominated permanent magnet quadrupole on the left and the
Halbach type permanent magnet [2 ]on the right.

TUPOB60

Figure 4: (Left) Cross section of a Halbach magnet made
with 16 permanent magnet wedges. The direction of the
wedge’s easy axis which is designated by the symbol α in the
ﬁgure determines the multipolarity of the Halbach magnet.
(Right) the isometric view of the Halbach magnet.

ADVANTAGES OF THE HALBACH TYPE
OF MAGNETS
In the subsections below we will discuss some of the
advantages of the Halbach type permanent magnets which
makes the desirable magnets for the FFAG cell.

Modiﬁed Halbach Magnets
The high energy bunches moving on oﬀ-axis trajectories
in an FFAG quadrupole are emitting synchrotron radiation
which may damage the permanent magnet material of the
Halbach magnet. To eliminate this eﬀect we remove the
permanent magnet wedges which are on the horizontal plane
of the magnet as shown on the left picture of Fig. 5. The
wedges along the vertical are also removed to keep the four
fold symmetry required for a quadrupole. The modiﬁed
Halbach quadrupole can generate zero 12pole component, by
varying the direction of the easy axes of the wedges adjacent
to the 45o and 135o wedges. The picture on the right in Fig.
5 is an isometric view of the modiﬁed quadrupole.

Figure 3: (Left) Isometric view of iron dominated permanent magnet quadrupole. (Right) Halbach type permanent
magnet quadrupole.
In this paper we only consider the Halbach type of magnets
as magnets for an FFAG cell and we will discuss some the
advantages over the iron dominated permanent magnet.

HALBACH PERMANENT MAGNETS
The multipolarity of a Halbach magnet is determined
by the direction of the easy axis of the permanent magnet
wedges as shown in Fig. 4. The value of the symbol n in
Fig. 4 determines the multipole generated when the easy
axis of each of the wedges is derived by the equation α =
(n + 1)θ + π, where θ is the azimuthal location of the easy
axis.

5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields

Figure 5: (Left) Modiﬁed Halbach Quadrupole: The cross
section of the modiﬁed Halbach quadrupole with the permanent magnet wedges along the horizontal plane removed to
eliminate the radiation damage of the wedges from the synchrotron radiation. (Right) Isometric view of the modiﬁed
quadrupole.
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One Remarkable Property of Permanent Magnets
The B vs H curve of the NdFeBo-N35 permanent magnet
material is shown in Fig. 6. This curve shows that the
permeability of this material is approximately equal to 1
(μ ∼ 1.0) which provides this material with the remarkable
property of “ﬁeld superposition”.

Figure 6: The B-H curve of the NdFeBo-N35 permanent
magnet material.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

This property of ﬁeld superposition has been proven experimentally by superimposing the magnetic ﬁeld of a Halbach
permanent magnet quadrupole with the ﬁeld of a window
frame magnet. The picture on the right in Fig. 7 shows the
permanent magnet quadrupole inside a window frame magnet shown on the right picture of Fig. 7.This superposition
is independent of the direction of the dipole magnetic ﬁeld
generated by the window-frame magnet. (Isotropic property
of the permanent magnet material).

Figure 8: A two dimensional model generated by the
OPERA computer code showing the superposition of a modiﬁed Halbach-type dipole with a modiﬁed Halbach-type
quadrupole. The ﬁeld of this magnet is the superposition of
the ﬁeld generated by the dipole and the quadrupole separately .
view of a Halbach quadrupole magnet (left) a dipole magnet
(middle) and the combination of both magnets (right). The
ﬁeld generated by the combination of the two magnets is the
sum of the ﬁelds generated by each magnet separately.

Figure 9: An isometric view of a Halbach quadrupole magnet (left) a Halbach dipole magnet (middle) and the combination of the two magnets (right).

CONCLUSIONS
Figure 7: The picture on the right shows a Halbach-type
permanent magnet quadrupole inside a window frame electromagnet which is also shown on the picture on the left.

Field Superposition of Dipole and Quadrupole
Figure 8 shows the vector potential lines from the superposition of a modiﬁed dipole and a modiﬁed quadrupole
magnets. The vector potential lines have been calculated by
the use OPERA computer code. Figure 9 shows an isometric
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The Halbach type permanent magnets posses remarkable
properties of ﬁeld superposition which makes them desired
magnets for the FFAG cells.
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RECENT IMPROVEMENTS TO TAPAS, THE ANDROID APPLICATION
FOR ACCELERATOR PHYSICS AND ENGINEERING CALCULATIONS
M. Borland*, Westmont, IL USA
Abstract

Electron Storage Rings

The Android application TAPAs, the Toolkit for Accelerator Physics on Androids, was released in 2012 and at
present has over 300 users. TAPAs provides more than 50
calculations, many of which are coupled together. Updates
are released about once a month and have provided many
new capabilities. Calculations for electron storage rings are
a particular emphasis, and have expanded to include CSR
threshold, ion trapping, Laslett tune shift, emittance dilution, and undulator brightness curves. Other additions include helical superconducting undulators, rf cavity properties, Compton backscattering, and temperature calculations
for mixing water.

This category has seen perhaps the most changes since
the previous publication. One of the most useful activities is the Storage Ring Scaling activity, which allows scaling lattices by the number of cells and beam energy. Several built-in lattices are provided for the convenience of the
user, as illustrated in Fig. 2. In addition, TAPAs now allows the user to load custom lattices. To do this, one runs
elegant [2] for the lattices in question, followed by the
script prepareTAPAs (distributed with elegant). This
script prepares a file that can be transferred to one’s Android device and then loaded into TAPAs.

INTRODUCTION

NEW FEATURES AND CAPABILITIES
Calculations within TAPAs are separated into several
major categories, namely, Electron Storage Rings, Undulators, Synchrotron Radiation, Electron Linear Accelerators,
Electron Guns, Free Electron Lasers, Electromagnetism,
Engineering, Particle Passage Through Matter, and APSSpecific Calculations. Most of these have seen improvements and additions since the original publication [1]. One
general improvement is that the pop-up calculator used for
data entry now consistently includes all input and output
quantities under the “Val.” button. It is also scrollable,
which supports use in split-window mode on Android 7.

Figure 1: QR code for obtaining TAPAs from Google Play.
Several other storage ring activities make use of lattice
data as well (regardless of whether it is built-in or userprovided), based on the lattice selected in the scaling activity. Among these are three new activities: ion trapping,
Laslett tune shift, and emittance dilution. The ion trapping
calculation uses the s-dependent lattice functions, the natural emittance, the energy spread, and the user-specified
emittance ratio to compute the fraction of the circumference over which various gas species are expected to be
trapped. The functionality is equivalent to that provided by
the script ionTrapping that is distributed with elegant.
The Laslett tune shift activity performs integrals over the
periodic cell, following [3] and [4]. In both cases, one can
perform more approximate calculations even without a lattice by entering values for average beam sizes or lattice
functions.
The emittance dilution activity computes transverse and
longitudinal emittance dilution due to decoherence following injection of a mismatched, offset beam into a storage
ring [5]. In addition, it allows estimation of the time required to damp to within a specified factor of the equilibrium beam properties.
The gas scattering lifetime activity has been improved to
support both rectangular and elliptical aperture shapes. The
code integrates over the aperture shape in a method similar
to that outlined in [6].

∗ michael.d.borland@gmail.com
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The need to perform quick, approximate calculations
arises frequently in the day-to-day experience of physicists
and engineers working at accelerator facilities. This can
happen during informal discussions, meetings, reviews, or
simply when exploring ideas at one’s desk. Being able to
perform a reasonably accurate calculation quickly is a great
productivity aid in many situations. These days, we are
more likely to have a smartphone at hand than almost any
other calculation aid. It was with this in mind that the Android application TAPAs [1] was written.
The name TAPAs, “Toolkit for Accelerator Physics for
Androids,” is meant to bring to mind the popular Spanish
cuisine, in that calculations are broken up into many relatively small “activities.” The “toolkit” aspect comes into
play in that these activities are linked together through sharing of certain numerical inputs and outputs. Figure 1 gives
a QR code for downloading TAPAs.
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Figure 2: Example of Storage Ring Scaling activity with
lattice chooser.

Several improvements have been made to activities related to longitudinal dynamics in rings. Two new activities
calculate various aspects of beam loading, namely, for main
rf cavities and parasitic cavity modes. Calculations for a
higher harmonic cavity for bunch lengthening or shortening were also added. An example for the APS upgrade 67pm lattice [7] is shown in Fig. 3. In addition to optimizing
the harmonic cavity voltage for optimum lengthening, one
can simultaneously optimize the main cavity to maintain a
specified bucket height.
Two other new activities are: calculation of the CSR
instability threshold based on [8]; and computation of
matched booster circumference for off-momentum operation (to reduce the extracted emittance) assuming a common rf system for the ring and booster.
Several interesting improvements were made to other activities: top-up and swap-out calculations now include estimates of the power load due to lost and dumped beam;
storage ring scaling now computes the coupled emittances
including the effect of having Jx 6= 1.

Undulators
TAPAs has several models for computing properties for
planar hybrid permanent magnet and superconducting undulators (SCUs). Added to this is estimation of properties
for helical SCUs, based on work of S. Kim [9]. An example of using this for the planned HSCU for APS is shown
in Fig. 4. Additionally, an activity was added to help in
translating aperture limits between straight sections with
differing apertures and beta functions.

Figure 3: Example of optimization of a 4th-harmonic
bunch lengthening cavity for the APS upgrade.

Synchrotron Radiation
Calculation of undulator brightness was added based on
[10], with the effect of electron beam energy spread on the
bandwidth also included [11]. In particular, the equation is
B≈

(2π)2 Σ

1
Fcc
p
,
1 + (5σδ hN )2
x Σx ′ Σy Σy ′

(1)

where Fcc is the central cone spectral flux, σδ is the rms
fractional energy spread, h is the harmonic number, and N
is the number of undulator periods. Σx , Σx′ , etc. are the
total rms photon beam sizes and divergences, obtained by
quadrature addition of the electron beam dimensions
p and
intrinsic photon
beam
dimensions,
given
by
σ
=
λ/N
r
√
and σr′ = λN /(4π).
This equation was found to give reasonable agreement with more sophisticated methods, e.g., the program
sddsbrightness [12]. Figure 5 shows an example for
the APS upgrade lattice, where the properties of the SCU
source were computed using the planar SCU activity and
transferred automatically.
Also new in TAPAs is calculation of x-ray properties for
Compton backscattering.
5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields
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rf heating [14]; calculation of rf cavity properties, such as
voltage, power, and bandwidth; and calculation of bunch
form factors for various bunch shapes.

Miscellaneous
Two other new activities are worth mentioning briefly.
In the engineering list, calculation of mixing water temperature was added; it can be used, for example, to determine
how much cold water to mix with boiling water to 90C
water for green tea. In the particle passage through matter list, computation of electromagnetic shower attenuation
was added [15].

CONCLUSIONS

Figure 4: Example of helical SCU calculation for APS prototype device.

The cost- and ad-free TAPAs application for Android
devices provides an increasing number of quick, convenient, and sophisticated methods for use in acceleratorrelated physics and engineering calculations. As the calculations performed by TAPAs become more sophisticated,
the need arises for saving and loading settings, exporting
data, performing parameter scans, and performing optimizations of output quantities (i.e., seeking a certain value).
Features of this nature are envisioned for a future version.
The author hopes that it will prove useful and encourages
users to send comments, suggestions, and bug reports to
michael.d.borland@gmail.com.
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This submenu has a number of additions: calculation
of magnetic fields from straight wires, wire loops, and
solenoids; calculation of Kilpatrick’s criterion for the voltage limit on conductors [13]; temperature rise from pulsed
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BENCHMARK OF STRONG-STRONG BEAM-BEAM SIMULATION OF
THE KINK INSTABILITY IN AN ELECTRON ION COLLIDER DESIGN*
J. Qiang#, R. D. Ryne, LBNL, Berkeley, CA94720, U.S.A.
Y. Hao, BNL, Upton, Long Island, NY 11973, U.S.A.
Abstract
The kink instability limits the performance of a
potential linac-ring based electron-ion collider design. In
this paper, we report on the simulation study of the kink
instability using a self-consistent strong-strong beambeam model and benchmark these results with a strongweak model and an analytical model.

INTRODUCTION
An electron-ion collider (EIC) as the highest priority
from the Nuclear Physics Office long range plan
recommendation has been actively studied at both BNL
and Jlab. The linac-ring collider is an important option for
the EIC design due to the fact that it can produce higher
luminosity than the ring-ring based collider [1]. However,
the beam-beam effect between the electron beam and the
proton/ion beam significantly limits the final collider
performance. Besides causing the electron beam
mismatch at the interaction point and transverse phase
space distortion, it also causes the proton/ion beam
unstable and emittance blow up through the so-called kink
instability [2-3]. Here, the kink instability is similar to the
conventional wakefield head-tail instability except that
the wakefield in the kink instability is from the electron
beam-beam force excited by the small offset of the proton
beam. Such an instability limits final luminosity of the
linac-ring collider.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

COMPUTATIONAL SETUP
All self-consistent simulations presented in this study
were done using a strong-strong collision model
implemented in the code BeamBeam3D [4]. The
BeamBeam3D is a parallel three-dimensional particle-incell code to model beam-beam effect in high-energy
colliders. This code includes a self-consistent calculation
of the electromagnetic forces (beam-beam forces) from
two colliding beams (i.e. strong-strong modeling), a linear
transfer map model for beam transport between collision
points, a stochastic map to treat radiation damping,
quantum excitation, an arbitrary orbit separation model,
and a single one-turn map to account for chromaticity
effects. Here, the beam-beam forces are calculated by
solving the Poisson equation using an FFT-based
algorithm. The longitudinal bunch length effect is
included using multiple slices during the beam-beam
interaction. This makes it suitable to study the kink
instability, which depends on the bunch length of the
colliding beams. It can also handle multiple bunch
collisions
at multiple interaction points (IPs), and various
___________________________________________

beam-beam compensation schemes. The parallel
implementation is done using a particle-field
decomposition method to achieve a good load balance. It
has been applied to studies of the beam-beam effect at a
number of high energy colliders such as RHIC, Tevatron,
LHC, and KEK-B [5-8].
The parameters used in this study are given in the
following table. Here, the electron bunch length is much
shorter than the proton bunch length. It collides once with
the proton beam, and a new electron beam is generated
from the linac at the interaction point every turn while the
proton beam circulating around one of the RHIC rings
following a one-turn transfer map and comes back to
collide with the electron beam again and again. As the
electron bunch length is much shorter than the proton
bunch, it undergoes the proton bunch subject to the strong
beam-beam forces from the proton beam. Before carrying
out detailed physics study, we checked the convergence of
relevant physics with respect to the choice of the
numerical parameters, especially the number of
longitudinal slices for each beam. Figure 1 shows the
electron beam emittances after one collision as a function
of the number of slices for the proton beam using 4 and 8
slices for the electron beam. It is appears that 4 slices for
the electron beam will be sufficient while 160 slices are
needed for the proton beam. The macroparticle for each
beam used in the simulation is about 1 million.
Table 1: Physical Parameters Used in the Simulations
Parameter
E
P
11
N (10 )
0.07
3
εn [μm]
23
0.2
β* [cm]
5
5
Qx
0.685
Qy
0.675
Qz
0.004
bunch length [cm]
0.4
5
Energy [GeV)
15.9
250
beam-beam param.
2.9
0.004

*Work supported by the Director of the Office of Science of the US
Department of Energy under Contract no. DEAC02-05CH11231 and
by the FP7 HiLumi LHC http://hilumilhc.web.cern.ch
#
jqiang@lbl.gov
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Figure 1: Electron beam emittances after a collision with
the proton beam as a function of the number of slices used
for proton bunch in the simulation with four (red) and
eight (green) slices for the electron bunch.

SIMULATION RESULTS

1: Circular and Linear Colliders

Figure 2: Electron beam rms effective emittance and
geometric emittance as a function longitudinal positions.
The top plot is from the EPIC simulation, and the bottom
plot is from the BeamBeam3D simulation.

Figure 3: Electron beam transverse phase space after
collision from the EPIC simulation and from the
BeamBeam3D simulation (bottom).
The kink instability is caused by the collective motion
of electron beam inside the ion beam. A small
imperfection from the head of the ion beam will be
amplified and pass through the rest of the beam in the
instability. The threshold of the instability can be
analytically calculated using a 2-particle model or a multiparticle model [3]. Figure 4 shows the threshold of the
kink instability as a function electron disruption parameter
from the 2-particle model (red), the multi-particle model
(blue), and four strong-strong simulations (purple
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We first check the electron beam evolution during the
collision with the proton beam. Due to the opposite
charge of two colliding beams, the electron beam inside
the proton beam will be focused by the beam-beam force
from the proton beam. This effect is also called the pinch
effect. Figure 2 shows the electron beam transverse rms
effective emittance (half of the average value of CourantSnyder invariant of all macroparticles) and rms geometric
emittance as a function slice number across the proton
beam. The bottom plot is from the self-consistent strong
strong simulation while the top plot is from a two pass
weak-strong model, EPIC [9]. It is seen that both models
agree with each other quite well. The electron undergoes
betatron oscillation inside the proton beam and the
transverse emittance oscillates inside the proton beam.
The rms geometry emittance after collision increases by
about 50% while the effective emittance growth increases
by more than 100%. This large effective emittance growth
is due the mismatch caused by the linear beam-beam
forces. Figure 3 shows the electron beam transverse phase
space after the colliding with the proton beam. The
bottom plot is from the self-consistent simulation while
the top plot is from the two pass weak-strong simulation.
A large tail is seen in the electron beam transverse phase
space after the collision from both models. This large tail
is due to the strong nonlinear beam-beam force from the
proton beam. Such a large amplitude tail should be
carefully handled in order to avoid particle losses after the
collision, in the process of energy recovery through
several recirculation passes.
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diamond). Here, two simulations are in the unstable
regime while the other two are in the stable regime.
Figure 5 shows the emittance evolution of the proton
beam from these four simulations. It is seen that when
electron disruption parameter increases and moves into
the unstable regime, significant emittance growth is
observed. Outside the unstable regime, the proton beam
shows little emittance growth.

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

too large chromaticity). A feedback system is needed to
effectively suppress this instability. Figure 7 shows the
proton beam emittance evolution with different
bandwidth. It is seen that the feedback system should
have a sufficient large bandwidth (>=500 MHz) in order
to suppress the instability. Figure 8 shows the proton
beam emittance evolution with different feedback gains.
The gain factor greater than 0.05 is needed in order to
suppress the instability in the current design.

CONCLUSIONS

Figure 4: The threshold of kink instability as a function
electron disruption parameter from the 2-particle model
(red), the multi-particle model (blue), and simulations
(purple diamond).
It is well known that the head tail instability can be
damped by the Landau damping with machine
chromaticity. Figure 6 shows the proton beam emittance

In summary, in this paper, we studied the kink
instability using a self-consistent strong-strong beambeam simulation model. The electron beam emittance and
transverse phase space after the collision from the strongstrong simulation and from the strong-weak model agrees
with each other quite good. The strong-strong simulation
results also agree well with the analytical model about the
instability threshold. Using the strong-strong simulation,
we also checked the effects from the machine
chromaticity and found that the modest machine
chromaticity is not sufficient to suppress the instability. A
feedback system with appropriate bandwidth and gain is
needed in order to suppress the kink instability for the
current linac-ring design.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 5: The proton beam emittance evolution with four
electron disruption parameters.
Figure 7: The proton beam emittance evolution with
different feedback bandwidths.

Figure 6: The proton beam emittance evolution with
different chromaticities.
evolution with three machine linear chromaticities (0, 2,
and 5). It is seen that with the increase of the
chromaticity, the maximum growth of the proton beam
decreases. However, using only the chromaticity is not
sufficient to suppress the kink instability (without using
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Figure 8: The proton beam emittance evolution with
different feedback gains.
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POSINST SIMULATION ON FERMILAB MAIN INJECTOR AND
RECYCLER RING
Yichen Ji, Linda Spentzouris, Department of Physics, Illinois Institute of Technology, IL 60616, USA
Robert Zwaska, FNAL, Batavia, IL 60510, USA
Abstract
The Fermilab accelerator complex is currently undergoing
an upgrade from 400kW to 700kW. This intensity could push
operations into the region where electron cloud (e-cloud)
generation could be observed and even cause instabilities. [1]
The POSINST simulation code was used to study how increasing beam intensities will aﬀect electron cloud generation. Threshold simulations show how the e-cloud density
depends on the beam intensity and secondary electron yield
(SEY) in the Main Injector (MI) and Recycler Ring (RR).

POSINST AND INPUT PARAMETERS
POSINST is a code that simulates the build-up and dissipation of electron cloud with realistic beam parameters
and values for the externally applied magnetic ﬁeld [2–5].
The electric ﬁelds due to the electron cloud are calculated in
POSINST using a Particle In Cell (PIC) technique. These
electric ﬁelds could be used as an input for codes that simulate beam dynamics, or for analytical calculations (for example beam instability growth rate due to ﬁeld from electron
cloud). POSINST simulates electron motion in 3D space,
but calculates the electric ﬁeld only for a 2D cross-section of
the accelerator. POSINST treats externally applied magnetic
ﬁelds as a predetermined uniform constant either parallel or
perpendicular to the ideal beam trajectory, and thus can only
simulate dipole or solenoidal ﬁelds. The secondary electron generation is based on the Furman-Pivi probabilistic
model [4]. The beam parameters used in the simulations are
given in Table 1. The beam ﬁll pattern is show by Figure 1.

Table 1: Simulation Inputs Parameters
general parameters
Beam energy [GeV]
8
Bunch Intensity [protons/bunch]
5.5e10 - 11.5e10
Total Intensity [protons]
2.71e13 - 5.41e13
ring circumference[m]
3319.419
revolution frequency [kHz]
90
Harmonic number
588
RF frequency [Mhz]
53
Total RF bucket ﬁlled
492
SEY
1.2-1.9
MI speciﬁc parameters
3
σx [mm]
3
σy [mm]
0.3
σz [m]
1
σt [ns]
Bunch length [σ][m][ns]
10; 3; 10
Ellipse chamber major/minor semi-axis [cm] 5.88; 2.39
Dipole Field[T]
0.234
RR speciﬁc parameters
3.6
σx [mm]
1.6
σy [mm]
0.75
σz [m]
2.5
σt [ns]
Bunch length [σ][m][ns]
4; 3; 10
Ellipse chamber major/minor semi-axis [cm]
4.7 2.2
Dipole Field[T]
0.137
2

Peak SEY 1.9
Peak SEY 1.8
Peak SEY 1.7
Peak SEY 1.6
Peak SEY 1.5
Peak SEY 1.4
Peak SEY 1.3
Peak SEY 1.2

1.8
1.6

SEY

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

1.4

Figure 1: The 588 RF buckets are grouped into 7 batches
of 84 buckets. Six batches have beam in them, while the
seventh batch is empty. Each batch with beam has 82 ﬁlled
buckets and 2 empty buckets.
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Figure 2: The SEY curves used in simulation.
The SEY curves are generated based on a set of parameters in POSINST governing the generation of backscattered
electrons, rediﬀused electrons, and true secondary electrons.
These parameters determine the shape of the SEY curve,
which is scaled by an input for the peak SEY value. The
POSINST electron generation parameters were obtained by
ﬁtting the Furman-Pivi probabilistic model to a real SEY
measurement of steel. [4] The SEY curves used in simulations are shown in Figure 2.
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THRESHOLD SIMULATION RESULT
Figure 3 shows a typical simulation of electron cloud build
up at one location in the accelerator for a time duration of one
revolution period of the machine. The density of the E-cloud
build up matches the ﬁlling pattern. The E-cloud builds up
rapidly and then saturates. After saturation is reached, the
E-cloud density oscillates as bunches pass and dips as the
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two empty buckets between batches pass. Eventually, after
the 6 ﬁlled batches pass, the E-cloud vanishes in the one
batch (84 bucket) gap with no beam.
A series of simulations were done for both the MI and
RR to determine the predicted electron cloud density for
speciﬁc combinations of beam intensity and Secondary Electron Yield (SEY) of the beampipe material. Results were
obtained for the cases of (1) a dipole ﬁeld region, and (2)
a ﬁeld-free region. The build up of an electron cloud is
diﬀerent in these regions due to trapping of the electrons by
the dipole ﬁeld. The simulated beam intensity ranged from
27.06 × 1012 to 54.12 × 1012 protons with an increment of
2.46 × 1012 protons, or a bunch intensity of 5.5 × 1010 to
11 × 1010 protons per bunch with an increment of 0.5 × 1010
protons per bunch. This range of beam intensities corresponds to beam powers from 391kW (27.06 × 1012 protons)
to 782kW (54.12×1012 protons), where 700kW corresponds
to 48.7 × 1012 protons. The simulated range of peak SEY
values corresponds to the in-situ measured values of the SEY
of SS316L in the MI [6]. The SEY starts near 1.9 but drops
to around 1.3 as the material is conditioned. The E-cloud
densities were averaged over the full turn (revolution period)
for each intensity/SEY pair.
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Figure 5: MI dipole region E-cloud density (electrons/m3 )
contour plot in log scale.

Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the MI threshold simulation results for the ﬁeld free region and dipole region respectively.The E-cloud dips to a lower density in the ﬁeld
free region compared to the dipole region as the SEY and
beam intensity go down. The E-cloud density reaches
all the way below 107 electron/m3 in the ﬁeld free region
while in the dipole region the E-cloud density only reaches
1010 electron/m3 . On the other hand, as the beam intensity
and SEY go up, the E-cloud density reaches higher values
in the ﬁeld free region. For example, in the ﬁeld free region,
it takes less than 35 × 1012 protons for the E-cloud density
to reach above 1012.5 electron/m3 at 1.9 SEY while in the
dipole region it takes over 45 × 1012 protons to get the same
E-cloud density at the same SEY.
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Figure 3: E-cloud density build-up for one turn at 1.9 SEY
and 11 × 1012 protons per bunch (ﬁeld free region).
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Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the RR threshold simulation
results for the ﬁeld free region and dipole region respectively.
A comparison between the dipole region and the ﬁeld free
region shows the same trend as in MI. The E-cloud density
reaches 107 electron/m3 in the ﬁeld free region faster than in
the MI, while on the other hand, in dipole region, the E-cloud
density goes down to 108 electron/m3 in RR (compare to
1010 electron/m3 in the MI). The RR dipole regions behave
completely diﬀerently than the MI dipole region, it seems
that because of the diﬀerence in the chamber dimensions
and beam size, the E-cloud density is relatively independent
of the beam intensity in the RR dipole region. The E-cloud
formation is only dependent on the SEY in this region.
Overall, the E-cloud density has a slightly higher saturation in a ﬁeld free region, while on the other hand, the
E-cloud persists longer in a dipole region. In the both the
ﬁeld free regions of the RR and the MI, the E-cloud density
decreases from 1011 to 108 when the peak SEY decreases
by 0.2 for almost all intensities. While in the MI dipoles
region, such a break point was never reached.

FIELD FROM SECONDARY ELECTRONS
To further understand the eﬀect of E-cloud on beam, an
eﬀort was made to extract the electric ﬁeld due to the Ecloud from the simulation. Figure 8 shows the development
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Figure 10: E-cloud density for the Field extraction simulation within a 3mm circle around the vacuum chamber center.

of the ﬁeld at a speciﬁc location as the bunches pass by.
This ﬁeld was calculated using 5 × 1010 protons per bunch
and 2.2 SEY in the dipole region. All buckets are ﬁlled in
this simulation. Figure 9 shows the development of E-cloud
density in the same simulation. Figure 10 shows the E-cloud
density at the center of the vacuum chamber. The E-cloud
starts to build up after about 50 bunches have passed, the
ﬁeld development matches the E-cloud build up. The ﬁeld
reaches a maximum 10-20 buckets into the saturation region
of the total electron cloud density, and then drops oﬀ. The
ﬁeld reaches maximum after about 120 bunches have passed,
after the E-cloud density near the vacuum chamber center
has leveled out.
200

Field (m-2)
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CONCLUSION
Electron cloud density simulations were presented for the
Main Injector and Recycler Ring at Fermilab using realistic
parameters for the beams and machines. E-cloud simulations were done for both dipole ﬁeld and ﬁeld free regions.
Based on the simulation results, in most cases the E-cloud
generation can be greatly suppressed when the SEY of the
beam pipe material is below 1.3. The only exception is in a
MI dipole region, where below 1.3 SEY the E-cloud density
is only suppressed by one order of magnitude. Further studies of eﬀects of the E-cloud generation on the beam are in
progress. The ﬁeld from the secondary electrons has been
successfully extracted from the simulation. It should now be
possible to calculate an eﬀective impedance and instability
growth rate due to the presence of the electron cloud using
a simpliﬁed analytic model.
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BEAM MEASUREMENTS AT THE PIP-II INJECTOR TEST LEBT∗
J.-P. Carneiro† , B. Hanna, L. Prost, V. Scarpine, A. Shemyakin
Fermilab, Batavia, IL 60510, USA
Abstract
This paper presents the main results obtained during a
series of beam measurements performed on the PIP-II Injector Test LEBT from November 2014 to June 2015. The
measurements which focus on beam transmission, beam size
and emittance at various locations along the beamline are
compared with the beam dynamics code TRACK. These studies were aimed at preparing the beam for optimal operation
of the RFQ, while evaluating simulation tools with respect
to experimental data.

INTRODUCTION
The Proton Improvement Plan II (PIP-II) is a series of upgrades planned for the Fermilab complex in order to increase
the proton through-cut for its experiments. At its core is the
construction of an H− CW 800-MeV superconducting RF
linac. To study the feasibility of the PIP-II front-end (the first
∼25-30 MeV), Fermilab has started since 2012 the construction of the PIP-II Injector Test (PI-Test) which present status
is described in detail in Ref. [1]. This document presents
beam measurements performed on the Low Energy Beam
Transport (LEBT) and corresponding simulations.

LEBT DESIGN AND LAYOUT
The goal of the LEBT is to transport and properly inject
the beam coming from the ion source into the RFQ, while
avoiding beam loss and emittance growth. It includes a
chopping system for commissioning purposes and Machine
Protection.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

LEBT Design
The originality of the PI-Test LEBT resides in its neutralization pattern. While for similar beam parameters most
solenoid-based LEBTs operate in a nearly fully neutralized
regime to counteract space charge effects, the PI-Test LEBT
operates with a relatively long non-neutralized region upstream of the RFQ entrance. References [2] and [3] describe
in detail the PI-Test LEBT design principle and report measurements validating the transport scheme chosen. In particular, a low-emittance beam with Twiss parameters close to
the design ones at the end of the LEBT have been achieved.
Selected beam measurements performed during the commissioning of the LEBT are also presented in Ref. [4].

LEBT Layout
Figure 1 presents a layout of the LEBT with its main elements and diagnostics as installed during the measurements
∗
†

Operated by Fermi Research Alliance, LLC under Contract No. DEAC0207CH11359 with the United States Department of Energy
carneiro@fnal.gov
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Figure 1: Layout of the PIP-II Injector Test LEBT.
presented in this document. The ion source (30 keV, 15 mA
operating pulsed or DC) is followed by 3 solenoids with a
Faraday Cup located at the end of the beamline. The chopper
is installed downstream of the second solenoid.
Two current monitors are installed in the LEBT (downstream of the first solenoid and right after the chopper) and
used for transmission studies. From November 2014 to midApril 2015 an Allison Scanner was installed (in horizontal
position) at the end of the beamline, about 20 cm downstream of the virtual position of the RFQ vanes. As indicated in Fig. 1, the Allison Scanner was eventually relocated
to its final vertical position at the ion source exit. A set
of 4 scrapers were installed between the two first solenoids
and were used for beam size measurements. Inside the first
and second solenoid, a water-cooled round Electrical Isolated Diaphragms (EID#1and EID#2) biased to +50 V are
installed with the primary goal of confining the positive ions
responsible for the beam neutralization between these two
solenoids. An aperture restriction of 34 mm diameter (a.k.a
bellow shield) protects the bellow connecting the ion source
vacuum chamber to Solenoid 1.

SIMULATION TOOLS
The code TRACK [5] is the main tool for simulations. The
solenoid fields were implemented in the code as 3D fields
from MWS [6] and normalized to the measured field integral.
A significant effort has been carried out to implement in
the code a detailed aperture profile of the beamline. The
space charge effects were simulated using the 3D routine
in TRACK. Neutralization from the interaction of the beam
with the residual gas is modeled in TRACK by a simple flag
that homogeneously decreases the current. The tracking is
usually performed with 100k macro-particles on the Fermi
Grid. Initial beam particle distributions were generated with
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PLOTWIN [7] from the phase space distributions measured
at one plane at the ion source exit.
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(a)

MEASUREMENTS AT THE ION SOURCE

Figure 2: Measured and simulated (TRACK) beam scraping
and emittance through Solenoid 1 as a function of the extraction voltage. Pulse length is 1.5 ms.
The measured beam loss is reported in Fig. 2 together
with prediction from TRACK. Measurement errors, ±5%, are
dominated by the uncertainty in the phase space image integral calibration. TRACK simulations were performed without
space charge and with 151.4 A in Solenoid 1. Measurements
from Fig. 2 show that, depending on the extraction voltage,
between 20% to 80% of the beam is lost before the DCCT.
TRACK reports a scraped beam current consistently ∼10%
lower than the measured one. TRACK also predicts in Fig. 2
that the scraping decreases the beam emittance noticeably.

MEASUREMENTS AT THE SCRAPERS
Figure 3 presents RMS beam size measurements at the
Top scraper located downstream of Solenoid 1 (see Fig. 1)
as a function of the Solenoid 1 current for a 0.5 mA and
5-mA beam in respectively Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b). The
measurements are compared with TRACK for which different
neutralization levels are assumed. For 70-100% neutralization, there is a reasonable agreement between the data and
simulations at 0.5 mA as shown in Fig. 3(a). Also the location of the beam waist (at ∼165 A) is adequately reproduced
by TRACK indicating that the solenoid is properly modeled
in the code. Agreement of the location of the beam waist

4: Hadron Accelerators

(b)

Figure 3: Measured and simulated (TRACK) beam size at the
Top Scraper as a function of Solenoid 1 current for a beam
current of (a) 0.5 mA and (b) 5 mA.
on Fig. 3(b) suggests a neutralization factor of 80%, consistent with the data for 0.5 mA. Nevertheless the agreement
between the measurements and TRACK shown in Fig. 3(b)
is not as good as in Fig. 3(a). One may conclude that the
simple model for neutralization in TRACK may not be adequate enough when space charge is significant and requires
a more detailed description.

MEASUREMENTS AT THE LEBT END
Measurement with a Degraded Vacuum
Figure 4 shows RMS beam size and emittance measurements derived from phase space distributions acquired with
the Allison Scanner located at the end of the LEBT for a
beam current of 5 mA. As in Fig. 3, the measurements are
compared with TRACK taking different neutralization patterns along the LEBT. For the data in Fig. 4, the vacuum was
intentionally degraded (to ∼ 5 × 10−6 Torr) to enhance the
neutralization. Figure 4(a) reports the beam size measured
at 250 µs after the beginning and at the end (1975 µs) of
a 2 ms pulse (chopper off). The corresponding emittance
measurements are presented in Fig. 4(b).
Figure 4(a) shows that the measured beam size does not
vary within the pulse which tends to confirm that the beam
is fully neutralized. This observation is supported by TRACK
simulations which show a reasonable agreement with the
measurements in Fig. 4(a) taking a 100% neutralized LEBT.
However the measured emittance presented in Fig. 4(b) do
change with the Solenoid 3 current. It may be related either
to unaccounted measurement errors or a slightly lower actual
degree of neutralization.
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The beam parameters exiting the ion source present a
strong dependence with the extraction voltage [8], which
results in significant variations in the amount of beam being
lost before the beam current is being first measured with the
DCCT. This beam loss (or transmission) can be estimated
by comparing the current measured at the DCCT with the
current inferred from phase space image integral recorded
at the exit of the ion source. The latter is obtained from
previous cross calibrations between the phase space image
integral and an independent beam current measuring device.
The beam phase space was recorded with the Allison
Scanner at the exit of the ion source for 16 different extraction
voltages, ranging from 1.68 kV to 4.99 kV, corresponding
to beam current ranging from 0.5 mA to 6 mA as measured
by the DCCT.
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(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)

Figure 4: Measured (at 250 µs and 1975 µs) and simulated
beam size and emittance at the Allison Scanner as a function
of Sol3 current with a degraded vacuum downstream of Sol2
for a 5 mA/2 ms beam. Simulations from TRACK for different
neutralization pattern along the LEBT.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Measurement with a Nominal Vacuum
Figure 5 shows the measurement of the RMS beam size
and emittance at the Allison Scanner at the end of the LEBT
for a nominal (∼ 1 × 10−7 Torr) vacuum downstream of
Solenoid 2. The measurements are reported at 30 µs from
the beginning of a 50 µs chopped beam at 5 mA. During the
measurements the chopper was kept at -300 V DC to clear
the positive ions downstream of Solenoid 2 and minimize the
neutralization. Corresponding TRACK simulations are also
reported in Fig. 5 for two neutralization scenarios (100%
neutralization along the LEBT and 100% neutralization up
to the middle of Solenoid 2 then full space charge). The
position of the measured minimum beam size shown in
Fig. 5(a) at ∼190 A is properly reproduced by TRACK taking
a fully un-neutralized section downstream of Solenoid 2.
The emittances reported by TRACK in Fig. 5(b) are ∼25%
higher than the measured ones. Simulations show that 25%
of the emittance is contained in few percent of the beam halo.
Taking into account as shown in Fig. 2 that the model predicts
a scraped beam 10% lower than the measured one, the 25%
agreement between the measured and simulated emittances
in Fig. 5(b) is representative of the present accuracy of the
model.

CONCLUSION
The TRACK simulations presented in this document confirm the neutralization pattern of the LEBT: a close-tocomplete front-end neutralization and a long un-neutralized
section downstream of Solenoid 2. A good agreement between the measured and simulated RMS beam size is reported in this document. The measured transmission is about
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Figure 5: Measured (at 30 µs) and simulated beam size
and emittance at the Allison Scanner as a function of Sol3
current with a nominal vacuum downstream of Sol2 for a
5 mA/50µs beam. Simulations from TRACK for a neutralized
(100 %) and un-neutralized (0 %) section downstream of
Sol2.

10% higher than expected from TRACK. In the presence of
space charge, the simulated emittance at the end of the LEBT
is about 25% higher than the measured one. The disagreement might be related to ambiguity of the generation of the
initial particles distribution from the measured 2D one and
to simplification of the neutralization profile. However, understanding of the LEBT is good enough to provide the RFQ
transmission efficiency of 98% ± 3% [1].
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PROCEDURE FOR THE ALIGNMENT OF THE BEAM IN THE
ELECTRICAL AXES OF THE PI-TEST RFQ∗
J.-P. Carneiro† , L. Prost, J. Steimel
Fermilab, Batavia, IL 60510, USA
Abstract

INTRODUCTION
The Proton Improvement Plan II (PIP-II) is a series of
upgrades for Fermilab’s accelerator complex, which core
is the development and construction of an H− , 800 MeV
superconducting linac with the primary goal of supporting
operations for the Long-Baseline Neutrino Facility (LBNF).
In order to study the feasibility of the PIP-II front-end, Fermilab has started the construction of the PIP-II Injector
Test (PI-Test) which status is described in detail in Ref. [1].
In its present configuration the PI-Test linac comprises a
Low-Energy Beam Transport (LEBT), a Radiofrequency
Quadrupole (RFQ) and a short Medium-Energy Beam Transport (MEBT). This paper presents the procedure adopted for
aligning the beam to the electrical axis of the RFQ.

PI-TEST FRONT-END LAYOUT
A layout of the PI-Test linac is presented in Figure 1. The
H− ion source is able to produce up to 15 mA DC or pulsed
at an energy of 30 keV. Upon exiting the ion source, the
beam is transported by a LEBT made of 3 solenoids and
described in detail in Refs. [2, 3]. A set of horizontal and
vertical correctors is installed within each solenoid to enable
beam steering. There is a chopper downstream of the second
solenoid and a movable aperture (a.k.a. LEBT scraper) is
located at the LEBT/RFQ interface. The 4-vanes RFQ has
been in operation at Fermilab since March 2016. Recent
RFQ commissioning results in pulsed and CW mode have
been reported in Ref. [4]. The beam energy exiting the RFQ
has been measured to be 2.11±1% for 65 kV of inter-vane
voltage. Upon exiting the RFQ, the beam is transported to a
Faraday Cup by the MEBT made of 2 quadrupole doublets
∗
†
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Figure 1: Layout of the PIP-II Injector Test.
with a bunching cavity located between them. BPMs are positioned between the quadrupoles inside each doublet. Using
the 2 current monitors located in the LEBT and at the RFQ
exit, a direct measurement indicates 98%±3% transmission
through the RFQ for a 5 mA beam (short pulses) [1].

BEAM STEERING INTO THE RFQ
The solenoid and corrector fields were implemented in
the codes TRACK [5] and TRACEWIN [6] as 3D fields simulated with MWS [7] and normalized to the measured field integrals. Using the matching procedure included in TRACEWIN,
Solenoid 2 & Solenoid 3 correctors currents can be changed
together such that, at a given position downstream (e.g.:
LEBT scraper or RFQ entrance), the beam centroid angle
(or position) is adjusted independently of the other degree of
freedom. This tool was tested in June 2015 prior to the installation of the RFQ when an Allison scanner was positioned
(in the horizontal plane) downstream of Solenoid 3. The
estimated displacement accuracy is 1% between the measured and predicted horizontal position of the beam while
the beam angle measurements agree to within 10% with the
prediction from TRACEWIN [8].

PREDICTED MISALIGNMENT IMPACT
The RFQ has been implemented in TRACK using 3D fields
from a MWS model. Figure 2 shows TRACK predicted emittance and transmission at the RFQ exit for different beam
position or angle at the RFQ entrance. For these simulations, a matched 4D-Waterbag distribution with 5 × 104
macro-particles at 5 mA has been used at the RFQ entrance.
The space charge effects were simulated using the 3D space
charge routine. Figure 2(a) shows that a horizontal beam
excursion at the RFQ entrance of ±1 mm with respect to
the axis has a negligible impact on the beam transmission
but nevertheless increases the output transverse emittance
by ∼ 25% and the longitudinal emittance by ∼10%. The
same observation applies to Fig. 2(b) for a beam entering
the RFQ on axis with a horizontal angle of ±10 mrad. These
simulations confirm the importance of properly aligning the
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The PI-Test Radio-Frequency Quadrupole (RFQ) has been
in operation with beam at Fermilab since March 2016. The
RFQ accelerates H− beam from 30 keV to 2.1 MeV currently
with 20 µs pulses and a maximum current of 10 mA. Once
fully conditioned, the RFQ is expected to enable CW operation. Simulations with the beam dynamics code TRACK
predict that a misalignment of the beam at the RFQ entrance
can possibly deteriorate the transverse and longitudinal emittance at the RFQ exit without necessarily impacting the
beam transmission. This paper discusses the procedure developed at Fermilab to align the beam in the electrical axes
of the RFQ. Experimental results are shown together with
predictions from TRACK.
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(a)
(a)

(b)
(b)

Figure 2: Predicted impact on the RFQ transmission and
output transverse and longitudinal emittance of (a) Horizontal beam position and (b) Horizontal beam angle at the RFQ
entrance. For a 5 mA beam from TRACK.

(c)

beam at the RFQ entrance in order to minimize the output
transverse and longitudinal emittance.

RFQ BEAM ALIGNMENT PROCEDURE

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

The motion in the x plane for a particle of charge q and
mass m0 in an RFQ in the smooth approximation is a Mathieu
equation of the form Refs. [9, 10]:


qXV0
sin ωt
(1)
x(t) = (A cos Ωt + B sin Ωt) 1 +
m0 ω2 a2
with A and B being constants, Ω the betatron frequency,
ω/2π the RF frequency, a the minimum vane radius, X a
dimensionless parameter that depends only on the RFQ geometry and V0 the inter-vane voltage. The betatron frequency
is given by Ref. [9]:

2
1 qXV0
qk 2V0 A sin φ
Ω2 '
+
(2)
2 m0 ωa2
8m0
where k = 2π/βs λ and βs is the normalized velocity of the
synchronized particle and λ the RF wavelength. Equation (1)
and Eq. (2) depend on the RFQ geometry, the beam energy
and the inter-vane voltage. Hence, as long as the beam
energy does not vary significantly, the beam motion and
betatron frequency in an RFQ depend only on the intervane voltage for a given beam offset at the RFQ entrance.
Therefore the procedure for aligning the beam at the entrance
of the PI-Test RFQ consists in measuring the beam motion
at the RFQ exit while scanning the inter-vane voltage for
different beam horizontal and vertical position and angle at
the RFQ entrance. The beam position or angle at the RFQ
entrance leading to a minimum beam motion at the RFQ
exit measured during the inter-vane scan corresponds to the
nominal alignment.
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(d)

Figure 3: Measured beam motion at BPM1 as a function
of the RFQ inter-vane voltage for different horizontal and
vertical beam position and angle at the RFQ entrance.
Figure 3 shows the measured beam motion at BPM1 as
a function of the inter-vane voltage for different beam position and angle at the RFQ entrance. The RFQ voltage was
scanned from 55 kV to 65 kV corresponding to an energy
variation of about 2% according to TRACK. The horizontal
and vertical beam positions (Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(c)) were
scanned from -2 mm to +2 mm in 0.5 mm steps and the
horizontal and vertical angle (Fig. 3(b) and Fig. 3(d)) were
scanned from -10 mrad to +10 mrad with 2.5 mrad steps.
The measured RMS beam motion has been deduced from
each scan and a quadratic fit of the RMS motion squared
Vs beam position or angle performed. Table 1 lists the estimated beam offset in position and angle resulting from the
minimum of each fit. The fact that the vertical motion tends
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Figure 4: Measured and Simulated beam current at the RFQ exit as a function of (a) Horizontal beam position (b) Horizontal
beam angle (c) Vertical beam position and (d) Vertical beam angle at the RFQ entrance. Simulations from TRACK.
to increase as a function of the inter-vane voltage in Fig. 3(c)
and Fig. 3(d) suggests that the beam seems to experience
a vertical dipole kick. The origin of this dipole kick is under investigation. We think that the large measured vertical
angle offset may be needed to minimize this dipole kick.

will allow a better characterization of the beam quality exiting the RFQ (e.g.: emittance) and in turn help better evaluate
the alignment procedure.

Table 1: Estimated Beam Offset at the RFQ Entrance

The authors would like to thank A. Shemyakin for discussions regarding the beam alignment in the RFQ, G. Romanov
for providing the MWS model of the RFQ and B. Mustapha
for his support in implementing the 3D RFQ in TRACK.

-0.25 mm

-2.5 mrad

-1.12 mm

-7.72 mrad

TRANSMISSION VS BEAM ALIGNMENT
Figure 4 shows the current measured with the monitor
located at the RFQ exit during the scans in position and angle
described in the previous section. A fairly good agreement
is observed in Fig. 4 between the measured current and
the simulation from TRACK when the beam is assumed to
enter the RFQ with zero position offsets and no angle in
the x-direction. In addition, the disagreement between the
measured and simulated transmission is almost eliminated
when a -6.5 mrad vertical angle offset is assumed in TRACK
(Fig. 4(d) green trace) which corroborates the observation
in Table 1.

CONCLUSION
The beam in the PI-Test RFQ is aligned by scanning the
RFQ inter-vane voltage and finding the position and angle at the RFQ entrance that minimizes the beam motion
downstream. These measurements show that for the original
nominal steering solution, the beam enters the RFQ with
a ∼7 mrad angle offset in the vertical direction, which is
consistent with TRACK simulations of the beam transmission
compared to equivalent data. An Allison scanner currently
under fabrication will be installed shortly in the MEBT. It
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COMPUTATION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS GENERATED BY
RELATIVISTIC BEAMS IN COMPLICATED STRUCTURES
Igor Zagorodnov∗ , Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron, Hamburg, Germany
Abstract
We discuss numerical methods for computation of wake
fields excited by short bunches in accelerators. The numerical methods to implement a low-dispersive scheme, conformal approximation of the boundaries, surface conductivity,
and indirect wake potential integration are reviewed. The
implementations of these methods in electromagnetic code
ECHO for 2D and 3D problems are presented. Several examples of application of the code to important problems in
the European Free Electron Laser project and in the Linac
Coherent Light Source (LCLS) project are considered.

INTRODUCTION
This paper gives an overview of our research in numerical methods for electrodynamics and accelerator physics. It
presents original low-dispersive numerical methods (TE/TM
implicit and explicit schemes) for calculation of electromagnetic fields in accelerators. The developed algorithms allow for calculation of electromagnetic fields of ultra-short
bunches in very long structures. In order to reduce the numerical errors the Uniformly Stable Conformal (USC) algorithm
is developed and described. It allows for a conformal geometry modeling without time step reduction. Combination
of both described approaches (the low-dispersive numerical
scheme and the conformal technique without time step reduction) gives high quality results even on a coarse mesh
with a large time step. Indirect method for wake potential
integration is reviewed. The algorithms are implemented in
code ECHO which is available at [1].

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

NUMERICAL METHODS
In order to simulate self-consistent dynamics of the
charged particles, we need to be able to solve at least two
kinds of problems: (i) to calculate the electromagnetic field
for the given charges and currents and (ii) to solve equations
of motion of charged particle in the given electromagnetic
field. In this paper we consider the approaches to effective
solution of the first problem.

Low-Dispersive Numerical Schemes
The particle-in-cell (PIC) method [2] is an effective approach for simulation of beam dynamics in accelerators. In
this model one emulates nature by following the motion of a
large number of charged particles in their self-consistent electric and magnetic fields. The electromagnetic fields in many
PIC codes are computed using the finite-difference time
domain (FDTD) method [3], [4]. As any numerical mesh
approach, the FDTD method suffers from an anisotropic
∗
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numerical dispersion. The numerical wave phase speed is
slower than the physical one. Hence, the high energy particles can travel in vacuum faster than their own radiation. This
effect is commonly referred as numerical Cherenkov radiation [5], which (due to its accumulative character) corrupts
the simulation. Hence, the electromagnetic field computation for short relativistic bunches in long structures remains
a challenging problem even with the fastest computers.
Several approaches [5]- [9] have been proposed to reduce the accumulated dispersion error of large-scale threedimensional simulations for all angles and for a given frequency range. These methods require the usage of larger
spatial stencils and a special treatment of the material interfaces. The increased computational burden justifies itself for
computational domains large in all three dimensions. However, in the accelerator applications the domain of interest is
very long in the longitudinal direction and relatively narrow
in the transverse plane. Additionally, the electromagnetic
field changes very fast in the direction of bunch motion but
is relatively smooth in the transverse plane. Hence, it is
extremely important to eliminate the dispersion error in the
longitudinal direction for all frequencies. If the numerical
dispersion is suppressed then a quite coarse mesh and moderate computational resources can be used to reach accurate
results. It was shown in wake field calculations by A. Novokhatski [10] and in plasma simulations by A. Pukhov [11].
As it is well known, the FDTD method at the Courant
limit is dispersion free along the grid diagonals and this property can be used effectively in numerical simulations [12].
However, the only reasonable choice in this case is to take
equal mesh steps in all three directions. Alternatively, a
semi-implicit numerical scheme without dispersion in the
longitudinal direction with a simpler conformal treatment
of material interfaces and the usage of non-equidistant grids
has been developed in [13]- [15].
The scheme described in [10, 14] allows to solve the
scalar problem and to calculate the wake potential for
fully axially symmetric problems with staircase approximation of the boundary. In [15], a three-level scheme
R(yn+1 − 2yn + yn−1 ) + Ayn = f n for the vectorial problem
was suggested. Our scheme is based on a second order hyperbolic wave equation for vector potential. A modification
of the USC method [16] is used to avoid the “staircase”
problem and to obtain a second order convergent algorithm.
However, the operator R in this scheme is not self-conjugate;
and therefore an “energy” conservation cannot be proven
theoretically by the standard techniques [17]. Additionally,
the scheme is not economical for general three-dimensional
geometries. The last drawback can be overcome by splitting
methods [17]. However, the absence of a theoretical proof
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for an energy conservation has stimulated us to look for an
alternative approach in the three-dimensional case.
In paper [18], a new two-level implicit economical conservative scheme for electromagnetic field calculations in
three dimensions is presented. The scheme does not have
dispersion in the longitudinal direction and is staircase-free
(second order convergent). Unlike the FDTD method [3]
and the scheme developed in [15], the new method is based
on a TE/TM-like splitting of the field components in time.
Additionally, it uses an alternating direction splitting of the
transverse space operator that renders the scheme computationally as effective as the conventional FDTD method.
Unlike the FDTD ADI [19] and low-order Strang [20] methods, the splitting error in our scheme is only of fourth order.
The new scheme assures energy and charge conservation.
Additionally, the usage of damping terms allows suppressing a high frequency noise generated due to the transverse
dispersion and current fluctuations. The dispersion relation
of the damping scheme is derived and analysed. Numerical
examples show that the new scheme is much more accurate
in long-time simulations than the conventional FDTD approach. For axially symmetric geometries, the new scheme
performs two times faster than the scheme suggested in [15].
Other methods have been developed in [21, 22]. However,
all these approaches loose in simplicity, efficiency and memory demands compared to Yee’s scheme [3]. In paper [23]
we present a scheme which competes with Yee’s algorithm.
The scheme does not have dispersion in the axis direction. It
is based on a TE/TM-like splitting of the field components
in time. It is simpler and faster than the implicit version,
introduced earlier in [18]. The numerical effort is scaled as
5/3 compared to Yee’s algorithm for the same time step. But
the explicit scheme allows for a larger time step than Yee’s
algorithm. With such choice the explicit TE/TM scheme
requires only 18% more computational time, while the memory demands remain the same. The explicit character of the
new scheme allows for USC method (see next section) to
reach the second order convergence and the scheme can be
parallelized easily. A version of this explicit scheme for rotationally symmetric structures is free from the progressive
time step reducing for higher order azimuthal modes as it
takes place for conventional Yee’s FDTD method used in
the most popular accelerator codes [24, 25].

Figure 1: Wake potentials obtained by different methods.
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As an example we consider a structure consisting of the
20 TESLA cells bounded by infinite ingoing and outgoing
pipes. Fig. 1 shows the longitudinal wake potential
∫ ∞
W k (x, y, s) = Q−1
[Ez (x, y, z, t)]t=(z−s)/c dz, (1)
−∞

for a Gaussian bunch with an RMS length σ = 1mm moving on the axis. The solid line (POT-2.5D) corresponds
to the reference solution obtained with the vector potential
method [15]. The two other lines show results obtained
with different mesh resolutions from the TBCI code [25]
based on the classical Yee’s scheme (E/M-2.5D). The oscillations that appear are due to the dispersion error of Yee’s
scheme. The gray points represent the result obtained by the
three-dimensional TE/TM scheme. It can be seen that the
three-dimensional TE/TM scheme produces very accurate results even on the coarse mesh. Indeed, the three-dimensional
code uses only 2.5 mesh points per σ in the longitudinal
direction. In the transverse direction the mesh steps are even
three times larger.

Conformal Mesh Methods
In the past decades most of the research on FDTD has
been focused on overcoming the staircase problem [26] of
the conventional algorithm. These attempts have resulted
in the development of various modified versions of FDTD.
However, many of these approaches require a complicated
distorted-mesh information and demand to reduce the time
step due to the reduction of the effective mesh step sizes near
the boundary. In [27, 28] two Conformal FDTD algorithms
without time step reduction have been introduced. In some
cases they have a better accuracy than the conventional staircase approach, but the convergence remains of first order.
Another approach based on interpolation of the fields has
been introduced in [29]. The algorithm is second order convergent, but a generalization to 3D is not straightforward.
In [30] a Fictitious Domain approach is described, which
also has only first order convergence.
In paper [16] we have introduced a new stable second order
convergent algorithm on Cartesian grids without time step
reduction, Uniformly Stable Conformal (USC) method. Our
algorithm is introduced in context of the Finite Integration
Technique [31] and is based on the Partially Filled Cells
(PFC) scheme [32, 33]. The USC method is a new stable
second order convergent algorithm on Cartesian grid.
The main drawback of the USC algorithm is the usage
of extended stencils near to the boundary (exploiting of
non-diagonal material matrices). Motivated by the need for
a simplification of USC, both in terms of implementation
effort and intuitive understanding, we present in [34] a new
Simplified Conformal (SC) scheme. It does not use extended
stencils, but at the same time it remains accurate and stable
without time step reduction. The new scheme is not second
order convergent for general geometries. However, it is
much more accurate than the “staircase” method. Numerical
tests show a second order convergence of the new scheme
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on moderate meshes. Hence, as our experience shows, in
practical examples the scheme has the same level of accuracy
as the more complicated USC method. Like the USC scheme
the new method is a fully three-dimensional technique, with a
much simpler realization. The convergence of the algorithm
without the need to reduce the time step is analyzed on
several numerical examples in two and three dimensions.

Figure 2: Geometric interpretation of weighting procedure.

Figure 3: Convergence of different methods.

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

SC scheme. The convergence of PFC scheme [33] is shown
by a line with circles, and for the staircase approximation it
is shown by line with squares. As we can see the new SC
scheme shows very accurate results and near second order
convergence. Fig. 3(right) shows a more stringent test: a perfectly conducting square rotated by the angle relative to the
x-axis. The magnetic field of the TE mode is compared√to
the numerical solution after a period of time T = c−1 d/ 2,
where d is the diagonal of the square. Here, the SC scheme
shows a first order convergence. However, the accuracy of
the scheme is one order of magnitude better than of the staircase approach. In all examples the USC scheme, as expected,
shows second order convergence.
Finally, we test the SC scheme on the example of a threedimensional rectangular collimator shown in Fig. 4 (with
inner aperture b ∗ a, b is not indicated in the figure). Again,
we use the SC method with semi-implicit scheme [22] that
allows to leave the longitudinal edges of the mesh as accurate as in PFC scheme and to restrict the modification only
to edges in transverse plane. Fig. 4 shows the results for
the monopole wake field of the relativistic Gaussian bunch
moving on the axis. It compares the result of the staircase
scheme to the one obtained with the new SC scheme. The geometric parameters (a = 38mm, L = 103.8 mm and c = 0.4
mm, b = 1.4mm) describe one of the collimators used in
experiments at SLAC. With only 5 points per bunch length
σ = 1mm, the new SC scheme gives much more accurate
result than the staircase scheme.

Indirect Methods for Wake Potential Integration
For short bunches, a long-time propagation of the electromagnetic field in the outgoing vacuum chamber is required
to take into account the scattered fields which will reach the
bunch at later times. To drastically reduce the computational
time and avoid numerical error accumulation, several indirect integration algorithms were developed for rotationally
symmetric geometries [35]- [38].
Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 4: Longitudinal wake potential of tapered collimator.
A geometric interpretation of the weights defined by the
USC procedure is presented in Fig. 2 and described in details in [34]. To check the convergence of the USC and SC
schemes without reduction of the time step we consider twodimensional numerical examples: resonant oscillations in a
square and a ring. In the validation examples we set an initial
field in the entire calculation domain corresponding to an
analytically determined eigensolution [34] and start the time
stepping-procedure. After a (long enough) period of time
we compare the numerical solution with the exact one. For
simplicity we use a series of equidistant meshes. Our first
example is a perfectly conducting ring. The magnetic field
of the TE mode is compared
√ to the numerical solution after
a period of time T = c−1 a 2 , where a is the exterior radius
of the ring. The relative error δ of the numerical obtained
magnetic field is shown in Fig. 3 by a solid black line for
the USC scheme. The grey line shows results for the new
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Figure 5: Contour C−1 for direct integration and crosssection Ω⊥
out for indirect integration algorithm
For three-dimensional structures the indirect integration
algorithm was known only for cavity-like structures [36].
Papers [39], [40] introduce a new general algorithm for the
treatment of arbitrary three-dimensional structures. Several
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numerical examples are presented in [39] to illustrate the
accuracy and efficiency of the new method.
Paper [39] shows how to replace the improper integral in
Eq.(1) by proper integral. The longitudinal wake potential
can be written as
∫
QW k (x, y, s) =
[Ez (x, y, z, t)]t=(z−s)/c dz + u(x, y, s),

WEA1IO02

approximation and its equivalence to the surface impedance
boundary condition can be found in [33], [42].
In order to obtain second order convergence and avoid
time step reduction, we use conformal method with enlarged
boundary cells in the same way as described in [15]. However, for the stability of the conformal scheme it was crutial
to use the full interpolation scheme with eight weights [16].

C−1

Conductive Walls
In the following we will discuss a conformal scheme for
metallic walls with finite conductivity. ”Conformal“ means
here a better description of material interfaces in order to
reduce approximation errors and to improve the convergence [16].

Figure 6: A boundary cell in the vacuum and 1D conductive
line in the metal.
For the case of rotationally symmetric geometry and usage
of the ”staircase“ approximation for the boundaries a similar scheme was described in [42]. However the ”staircase“
scheme provides only first order convergence. Attempts of
authors [42] at that time to suggest and to implement a conformal scheme (with second order convergence) have failed
due to instabilities of the scheme for the maximal time step
required for ”dispersion-free“ propogation. The conformal
scheme with conductivity described in [43] shows the second
order convergence and the stability. We consider the case
of high conductivity κ when only tangential components of
the field propagate in the metal. For example, for the Gaussian bunch with rms length σz this condition is fulfilled if
κσz >> ǫ0 , where ǫ0 is electric permittivity of the vacuum.
It can be seen fom Fig. 6 that at the boundary cells there are
two tangential components of the electric field which should
be updated at each time step. A detailed discussion of this
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Figure 7: Longitudinal wake potential of tapered collimator.
As an example problem we consider a symmetric, tapered
collimator (see Fig. 4). The dimensions are: width and
height of large pipe a = 10 cm, length of tapers L = 5 cm;
height of the minimum gap b = 2 cm and c = 12 cm. Code
ECHO2D is capable of modeling structures with metallic
walls of finite conductivity. The tapered walls and the walls
of the minimum gap section are taken to have conductivity
σ = 100 S/m, while the remaining surfaces are assumed to
be perfectly conducting. In the left plot of Fig. 7 we compare
the longitudinal wake for this collimator with one that has the
same geometry but is perfectly conducting. The Gaussian
bunch in the simulations has an rms length σz = 0.25 cm.
Both wakes were obtained with ECHO2D. In the right plot
of Fig. 7 we compare the ECHO2D wake potential with the
one obtained using a fully three-dimensional, commercially
available code CST [44]. The good agreement between the
results indicates a good accuracy of the conformal meshing
and the resistive wall modeling in ECHO2D.

CODE ECHO
In this section we review different modules of code ECHO.

Codes ECHOz1 and ECHOz2 for Rotationally
Symmetric Geometries
The code ECHOz1 is a code optimized for fully rotationally symmetric problems (only monopole mode). It is based
on second order scalar wave equation as described in [15].
The code ECHOz2 is a code optimized for rotationally symmetric geometries. It calculates any azimuthal mode for
off-axis bunch. It is based on TE/TM conformal scheme
with conductivity as described in [18, 43]. The both codes
are stand-alone Windows applications with Graphical User
Interface (GUI) written in Microsift Visual C with MFC.
Code ECHOz2 can treat conductive walls.
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where the function u(x, y, s) describes the impact of the radiated field on the bunch in the outgoing waveguide (path C0
in Fig. 5 . It is proven in [39] that this function can be found
from the solution of the Poisson equation in cross-section
Ω⊥
out . The same can be done for the ingoing pipe.
The new indirect method was also used for the accurate
calculation of collimator wake fields [41]. It was interesting
to observe that the kick factor depends strongly on the length
of the interior collimator pipe, the effect not described in
the literature earlier. Note that this problem was very difficult to treat in three dimensions satisfactorily with the old
techniques.
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SIMULATIONS OF BOOSTER INJECTION EFFICIENCY FOR THE
APS-UPGRADE∗
J. Calvey, M. Borland, K. Harkay, R. Lindberg, CY Yao, ANL, Argonne, IL 60439, USA
Table 1: Booster Parameters

Abstract
The APS-Upgrade will require the injector chain to provide high single bunch charge for swap-out injection. One
possible limiting factor to achieving this is an observed reduction of injection efficiency into the booster synchrotron
at high charge. We have simulated booster injection using
the particle tracking code elegant, including a model for
the booster impedance and beam loading in the RF cavities.
The simulations point to two possible causes for reduced
efficiency: energy oscillations leading to losses at high dispersion locations, and a vertical beam size blowup caused
by ions in the Particle Accumulator Ring. We also show that
the efficiency is much higher in an alternate booster lattice
with smaller vertical beta function and zero dispersion in
the straight sections.

Parameter
Energy
Ramp time
Circumference
Revolution frequency
RF Voltage
Parameter
Horizontal tune
Vertical tune
Avg. horiztonal beta function
Avg. vertical beta function
Momentum compaction
Energy offset

Value
0.375 - 7.0 GeV
225 ms
368 m
815 kHz
0.5 - 8.0 MV
92 nm

132 nm

13.75
5.8
7.87
12.57
7.14×10−3
-0.085%

11.75
9.8
7.93
8.53
9.71×10−3
-0.06%

INTRODUCTION
The Advanced Photon Source (APS) booster synchrotron
accelerates electron bunches from 375 MeV to 7 GeV before
injection into the storage ring. In the present APS, the bunch
charge typically ranges from 2 - 3 nC, which is sufficient for
top-up operation. However, the APS-Upgrade will use swapout injection [1, 2], so the booster will need to provide the
full charge in one shot, up to 16 nC for the 48 bunch "timing"
mode. As a result, an R&D program was recently started to
identify limitations to achieving reliable high-charge injection into the storage ring [3]. This paper will discuss recent
progress in understanding and overcoming these limitations.

Booster Parameters

∗

Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Science, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, under Contract No. DE-AC0206CH11357.

Figure 1: Horizontal dispersion for one half of the booster.

MEASUREMENTS
Initial attempts at improving the efficiency of the 92 nm
lattice met with limited success. Fig. 2 (top) shows a typical
example of stored current in the booster as a function of time.
The 20 measurements shown were taken under nominally
identical conditions, with 5-nC bunch charge. There is a
significant loss of charge early in the ramp, which varies
in magnitude shot-to-shot. Despite a great deal of effort
(adjusting the RF voltage, chromaticity, tunes, correctors,
etc.), we were not able to reliably extract more than 4 - 5 nC
from the booster in this lattice. Interestingly, we found that
increasing the RF voltage at injection actually made the
initial losses worse.
The 132-nm lattice proved much easier to work with. As
shown in Fig. 2 (bottom), the injection efficiency at 9 nC is
∼90%, with only modest variation shot-to-shot.
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A list of booster parameters is given in Table 1. Parameters
are given for two different lattices— the current operational
lattice (which has 92 nm emittance [4]), and the original
booster lattice (with 132 nm emittance [5]). One important
difference between the two is that the 132-nm lattice has
zero dispersion through the straight sections of the booster,
which includes the RF cavities (Fig. 1). The 132-nm lattice
has higher maximum dispersion, but a lower vertical beta
function.
The booster is run off-momentum, i.e. the RF frequency
does not match the booster circumference. This was a result
of Decker distortion [6] in the storage ring, which shares
an RF source with the booster. However, since running offmomentum results in a lower emittance (which is desirable
for injection into the storage ring), we plan on retaining this
feature for the upgrade.
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Effect of Energy Mismatch
The simulations show that the injection efficiency is very
sensitive to the energy mismatch described above. Fig. 3
plots the transmission vs time for a series of simulations
with different values for this mismatch, for a 6-nC beam
in the 92-nm lattice. The efficiency drops from 100% for
no mismatch to less than 60% for a 1% mismatch. Fig. 4
overlays the energy oscillation of the beam centroid caused
by the mismatch with the beam transmission; one can clearly
see that the losses correspond with large negative energy
deviation. The losses occur at locations with large dispersion,
on the negative side of the horizontal aperture.
This effect also explains why increasing the RF voltage
at injection reduced the measured efficiency, since the amplitude of energy oscillations for individual particles will
increase with the voltage.

Figure 2: Bunch charge in the booster vs time: 92-nm lattice
(top) and 132-nm lattice (bottom).

SIMULATIONS
To study these losses in detail, we used the particle tracking code elegant [7, 8]. A bunch, represented by 50,000
macroparticles, is tracked through a realistic booster lattice.
The model includes element-by-element synchrotron radiation, the booster RF ramp, a detailed model of the transverse
and longitudinal impedances (developed using the same
techique applied to the storage ring [9]), and beam loading. To save computational time, only the first 3000 turns
(∼3.5 ms), where the majority of losses occur, are simulated.

Figure 3: Transmission in the 92-nm lattice for different
values of energy mismatch.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Injected Beam Parameters
Whenever possible, injected beam paramters are taken
from measurements. The transverse beam size as a function
of charge was measured with a flag in the transfer line between the Particle Accumulator Ring (PAR) [10] and the
booster. Of particluar interest is a blowup of the vertical
beam size with charge, which we believe is caused by ions
in the PAR [11]. The bunch length was measured with a
streak camera in the PAR to be ∼350 ps rms.
We also observe an rms energy mismatch between the
injected beam and the booster, which we believe is caused by
current variation in the dipole ramp. Based on measurements
of the synchrotron oscillation amplitude at injection, we
estimate this mismatch to be ±0.5% rms. In the simulation,
this is represented by a fixed +0.5% mismatch in the beam
energy.
Similarly, we observe an rms horizontal and vertical offset
of the injected beam. The values for these offsets used in
the simulation are taken from the measured amplitude of
oscillations at the horizontal and vertical tune after injection.

Figure 4: Transmission and centroid energy oscillations for
a 1% mismatch.

Lattice Comparison
Fig. 5 compares the simulated transmission vs time for
both lattices, including all the effects described above. The
simulation is consistent with the data: the 92-nm lattice
shows a large charge-dependent drop in efficiency, with the
majority of losses occuring very quickly. The 132-nm lattice
has much higher efficiency up to 8 nC.
One important difference between the two lattices is that
the 92-nm lattice has nonzero dispersion through the straight
5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields
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Figure 6: Simulated horizontal emittance: 8 nC.

Figure 5: Transmission for different injected beam charge.

High charge simulations
Simulations done for higher charge predict that the 132nm lattice efficiency will begin to drop after ∼10 nC. The
losses occur on both the horizontal and vertical apertures, indicating that the beam size blowup could become important.
Possible options for improving the efficiency at high charge
include RF feedback or dynamic tuning of the RF cavities
(to mitigate beam loading), shielding the booster bellows

(to reduce the impedance), running the booster on-energy
at injection (so the closed orbit passes through the center
of the chamber), and mitigating the PAR ion effect through
improved pumping or clearing electrodes.

CONCLUSIONS
Particle tracking simulations have been used to characterize losses shortly after injection into the APS booster
synchrotron. The simulations indicate that the losses occur
mainly on the horizontal aperture at high dispersion regions,
due to energy oscillations caused by an rms mismatch between the injected beam energy and the booster. This effect
may be worse in the 92-nm lattice due to synchro-betatron
coupling caused by nonzero dispersion in the RF cavities.
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sections of the booster, which contain the RF cavities. The
presence of dispersion in the RF cavities can lead to synchrobetatron coupling [12]. It has been shown [13, 14] that in
the presence of collective effects, synchro-betatron coupling
can lead to transverse emittance blowup, even away from
resonance. As shown in Fig. 6, the simulation does predict
a fast horizontal emittance blowup in the 92 nm lattice (with
nominal tunes), which is not seen in the 132 nm lattice.
Further evidence for synchro-betatron coupling comes
from measurements of the injection efficiency vs tune. Fig. 7
shows the efficiency (defined as the fraction of particles that
survive 3000 turns) as a function of tune. The transmission drops suddenly as the horizontal tune approaches the
synchrotron tune (which is ∼0.025). This effect is seen in
both measurements and simulations, though the decrease
in efficiency is more severe in the measured data, possibly
due to a drop in the horizontal tune after injection (caused
by nonlinearities in the magnet ramps). The simulation was
repeated for the 132-nm lattice and showed no dependence
on tune.

Figure 7: Transmission vs horizontal tune: 92-nm lattice,
2.5 nC. The error bars in the data represent the standard
deviation of 20 successive measurements.
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HOLLOW ELECTRON BEAM COLLIMATION FOR HL-LHC - EFFECT
ON THE BEAM CORE∗
M. Fitterer† , G. Stancari, A. Valishev, Fermilab, Batavia, IL 60510, USA
R. Bruce, S. Papadopoulou, G. Papotti, D. Pellegrini, S. Redaelli, D. Valuch, J. F. Wagner,
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland

Collimation with hollow electron beams or lenses (HEL)
is currently one of the most promising concepts for active
halo control in HL-LHC. In previous studies it has been
shown that the halo can be efficiently removed with a hollow
electron lens. Equally important as an efficient removal of
the halo, is also to demonstrate that the core stays unperturbed. In this paper, we present a summary of the experiment at the LHC and simulations in view of the effect of the
HEL on the beam core in case of a pulsed operation.

INTRODUCTION
For high energy and high intensity hadron colliders like
the HL-LHC, halo control becomes more and more relevant,
if not necessary, for a safe machine operation and control of
the targeted stored beam energy in the range of several hundred MJ. Past experiments at the Fermilab Tevatron protonantiproton collider [1] demonstrated a successful halo control with hollow electron beams or hollow electron lenses
(HELs) in DC mode.
Simulations of the HEL performance for LHC and HLLHC [2–4] show a sufficiently high halo removal rate if
beams are colliding, but only very low halo removal rates if
the beams are separated. In order to clean the tails efficiently
and in a short time-span also in case of separated beams,
the halo removal rate can be increased by pulsing the HEL
[2, 4, 5], where two different pulsing patterns are considered:
• random: the e-beam current is modulated randomly:
at every turn the kick is varied between 0 and its maximum value following a uniform distribution,

16 nrad due to profile imperfections based on profile measurements of the current HEL e-gun prototype [6]. In case
of DC operation of the HEL the kicks are static and could
thus be corrected, if even necessary. However, for a pulsed
operation, the tolerable kick amplitudes are much smaller as
the pulsing frequency overlaps with the frequency spectrum
of the beam itself. In case of random pulsing, white noise is
induced driving all orders of resonances. In case of a resonant pulsing, only certain resonances are driven, explicitly
for pulsing every nth turn only the nth order resonances are
driven.
In order to obtain a first estimate on the tolerable profile
imperfections in case of the resonant excitation1 , an experiment including preparatory simulations was conducted in
August 2016 at the LHC, of which we will present the related simulation results and also first experimental results.
The excitation for the MD was generated with the transverse
damper system (ADT) of the LHC [7]. Details can be found
in [6].

DESCRIPTION OF THE LHC
EXPERIMENT
As experiments at top energy are always not very efficient
because of the long recovery times in case of beam losses,
this first try was performed at injection energy. Expected
effects of the resonant excitation are losses and emittance
growth. To minimize the emittance growth due to intrabeam scattering, low intensity bunches are used instead of
nominal bunches. For nominal single bunches with Nb =
Table 1: Machine and Beam Parameters for LHC Experiment
Parameter

• resonant: the e-lens is switched on only every nth turn
with n = 2, 3, 4, . . . and the maximum kick is applied.

Energy
norm. emittance
bunch length (4σ)
bunch intensity
number of bunches
∗
βIP1/5
working point (x/y)
chromaticity
octupole current (MOF)

Value

Unit

450
2.5
1.0
0.7 × 1011
12 × 4 = 48
11
64.28/ 59.31
15
19.6

GeV
µm
ns
m
A

One of the main reservations about pulsing the e-lens is the
possibility of emittance growth due to noise induced on the
beam core by the HEL.
For an ideal radially symmetric hollow electron lens with
an S-shaped geometry, the beam core would experience a
zero net kick and thus no noise would be induced on the core.
In the presence of imperfections in the HEL bends and in
the e-beam profile, the kick at the center of the beam is nonzero. First estimates of the residual kick yield 0.142 nrad
from the HEL bends assuming 10% current modulation and

1.2 × 1011,  N = 1.6 µm the expected emittance growth due
to IBS is around 24.3 %/hour, while for the requested low

∗

1

†

Fermilab is operated by Fermi Research Alliance, LLC, under Contract
DE-AC02-07CH11359 with the US Department of Energy.
mfittere@fnal.gov

For white noise analytical formulas and measurements exist. Due to very
limited time for experiments at the LHC, the priority was therefore set on
the resonant excitation.
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Figure 1: Filling scheme used in the LHC experiment: The dark blue ellipses indicate bunches which are not damped by
the transverse feedback system, the light blue ellipses indicate bunches which are damped by the feedback system. The red
square indicates the amplitude of the excitation, where the first 4 bunches of each batch of 24 bunches are used as witness
bunches and do not see any excitation.
intensity bunches with Nb = 0.7 × 1011,  N = 2.5 µm the
emittance growth is reduced to 4.6 %/hour. The beam and
machine parameters used are summarized in Table 1. The
same parameters were also used for the simulations.
The noise expected from the HEL can in first order be
approximated by just a dipole kick. The transverse damper
system (ADT) of the LHC [7] is capable of generating almost
arbitrary patterns of kicks gated also on individual bunches.
Based on the systems capabilities, the filling scheme illustrated in Fig. 1 was chosen for the experiment.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

LIFETRAC SIMULATIONS
In preparation of the experiment, the attempt was made
to predict the most sensitive pulsing pattern and also a first
estimate of the dependence on the excitation amplitude in
simulations with LifeTrac [8]. In order to obtain a realistic machine model, the latest LHC error tables as used
for MADX [9] and SixTrack [10] have been used and all
ai, bi, i ≤ 2 errors have been scaled to obtain around 1 mm
rms orbit and 15% average peak beta-beat, which are the
values currently measured at injection [11]. For this first test,
only seed 1 has been simulated. As model of the beam core a
6D Gaussian distribution cut at 6 σ of 104 particles has been

used, which was tracked over 106 turns. Based on earlier
estimates of the estimated kick, simulations for 12 nrad and
120 nrad maximum kick amplitude were conducted. For
12 nrad kick amplitude no effect on emittance, losses, bunch
length and beam distribution were observed. For 120 nrad,
the beam intensity for the different pulsing patterns is shown
in Fig. 2. The largest losses are observed for pulsing every
7th and 10th turn, while for all other pulsing patterns hardly
any losses are observed. For pulsing every 7th and 10th turn
also the emittance initially increases due to a fast adjustment
of the distribution over the first 104 turns. The bunch length
decrease indicates that the losses are dependent on the momentum offset. The sensitivity to pulsing every 7th and 10th
turn is also observed in the simulations without any errors
and only sextupoles and octupoles leading to the conclusion that the excited resonances are driven by the sextupoles
and/or octupoles. The FMA analysis for the case without
errors (Fig. 3) furthermore reveals that the 7Q x and 10Q y
resonance are driven.

EXPERIMENT AT THE LHC
Based on the simulation results presented in this paper
and the experimental time available, five different pulsing
patterns were tried, explicitly pulsing every 7th turn in the
horizontal plane (H) only, 10th turn in the vertical plane (V),
3rd turn in H, 3rd turn in V, 8th turn in H. For pulsing every
3rd turn H or V and every 8th turn in H with a maximum
amplitude of 24 nrad, no losses or increase in emittance
were observed. For pulsing every 7th turn, the maximum
amplitude was increased in steps from initially 12 nrad to
24 nrad and ultimately 24 nrad, in which the drop in lifetime
was already so large that the amplitude was not increased any
further. The relative decrease in beam intensity per time:
∆Irel
(Istart − Iend )
=
∆t
Istart · (tstart − tend )

Figure 2: Time evolution of beam intensity for different
pulsing patterns.

(1)

measured with the fast beam current transformer (FBCT) and
averaged over the four bunches experiencing the same excita5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields
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Figure 3: FMA analysis for the case without any errors: (left) no excitation, (center) pulsing every 7th turn, (right) pulsing
every 10th turn.
tion is shown in Fig. 4. The relative decrease in intensity and

from simulations scaled linearly with the values obtained
during the experiments indicating a qualitative agreement of
measurements and experimental results considering that the
amplitude was scaled linearly while a quadratic scaling appears to be more adequate (Fig. 4) and the simulations were
only done for one seed thus representing only one machine
configuration.

Figure 4: Scaling of losses with excitation amplitude for
pulsing every 7th turn H measured with the FBCTs.
Figure 6: Emittance measured with the BSRT without excitation and with pulsing every 10th turn in V.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
A first experiment at the LHC testing the effect of a
resonant excitation on the beam core has been performed.
Losses were observed for pulsing every 7th turn in H (max.
kick 24 nrad) and 10th turn in V (max. kick 96 nrad) and no
losses for the other pulsing patterns tested. This observation
is consistent with simulations. However, the LHC beam
appears to be more sensitive in terms of amplitude than predicted in simulations. In future experiments it is foreseen to
test the remaining resonant excitation pulsing patterns using
the same beam and optics conditions and most importantly
also the random mode in order to compare the two modes.
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thus the beam losses increase approximately quadratically
with the excitation amplitude while no losses are observed
in all cases without any excitation. For pulsing every 10th
turn in V a similar behavior is observed, but not with such
a clear scaling as in the case of pulsing every 7th turn. In
the case of pulsing every 10th turn also a clear increase
in emittance measured with the transverse synchrotron radiation telescopes (BSRT) is visible (Fig. 5). For pulsing
every 7th turn H no increase in emittance was found. Fig. 6
collects only the bunches experiencing the highest excitation amplitude and shows a comparison of the expected ∆I∆trel
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MICROWAVE INSTABILITY STUDIES IN NSLS-II*
A. Blednykh#, B. Bacha, G. Bassi, W. Cheng, O. Chubar, K. Chen-Wiegart, V. Smaluk
BNL, NSLS-II, Upton, NY, 11973-5000, USA
The microwave instability in the NSLS-II has been
studied for the current configuration of insertion devices,
9 In-Vacuum Undulators (IVU’s), 3 Elliptically-Polarized
Undulators (EPU’s), 3 Damping Wigglers (DWs). The
energy spread as a function of single bunch current has
been measured based on the frequency spectrum of IVU
for X-Ray Spectroscopy (SRX) beamline, for two lattices,
= 0.0005,
the bare lattice with nominal energy spread
and a lattice with one DW magnet gap closed ( =
0.0007). In addition we did measure the energy spread
from a Synchrotron Light Monitor (SLM) camera
installed in a nonzero dispersive region, for the two
aforementioned lattices, and for a third lattice with 3 DWs
gaps closed ( = 0.00087). The measurements have
been complemented by beam spectra taken from a
Spectrum Analyzer, and have been compared with
numerical simulations with the particle tracking code
SPACE.

MEASUREMENTS
The NSLS-II storage ring has been designed to
accumulate a high-current (500 mA) electron beam with
sub-nanometer (0.5 nm with all damping wigglers)
horizontal emittance and diffraction-limited vertical
emittance smaller than 8 pm [1]. Three pairs of damping
wigglers have been installed in NSLS-II in Cells 8, 18 and
28 to decrease the horizontal emittance below 1 nm. The
wigglers introduce additional strong radiation damping
which increases the beam energy spread and the bunch
length. The magnet gaps of the wigglers and insertion
devices are controlled remotely; this allows us to vary the
lattice configuration with any ID’s combination.
Three different diagnostic methods have been used in
parallel to determine the longitudinal microwave
instability threshold in NSLS-II. Horizontal beam-profile
changes vs single bunch current have been monitored by a
SLM camera installed in a low dispersion area (Fig. 1).
IVU of a SRX beamline has been used as a diagnostic
tool to determine the energy spread based on the spectral
peak of the 5th harmonic radiation as a function of current
(Figs. 2, 3). A reliable estimation of the electron beam
energy spread from SRX IVU photon energy spectrum
became possible after careful re-alignment of the IVU
magnet girders with respect to the electron beam. The
third method is based on beam spectrum measurements
from the stripline of a bunch–by-bunch transverse
feedback system. The monitor of a spare stripline was
connected to the RF- input of an ESA 4405B spectrum
analyzer. The center frequency was set to the 21th RF
___________________________________________

* Work supported by Department of Energy contract DE-AC0298CH10886
# blednykh@bnl.gov

harmonic (10493.3136MHz) with a span of 40KHz. It
was verified to be the most sensitive span for the
synchrotron sidebands. This method is used at other
facilities [2], besides being used at NSLS-II [3].
The longitudinal instability thresholds have been studied
for three different lattices, a bare lattice (all ID’s gap
open), a lattice with 1DW magnet gap closed and a lattice
with 3DWs magnet gap closed. By closing the DWs
magnet gap we measured the microwave instability
threshold current
dependence on the energy spread
at fixed RF voltage (Figs. 1-5). Based on the
measurements,
we
observed
the
expected
dependence
∝ . The measured
from both SLM
and SRX beamline has been found to be
~0.2
~0.8 0.9 mA (1 DW gap
0.3mA (bare lattice) [3],
~1.6mA (3 DWs gaps closed)
closed), and
respectively, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The thresholds
have been confirmed from the measured beam spectra
shown in Figs. 4 and 5, where the second harmonic of the
suddenly appears at the
synchrotron frequency
microwave instability threshold. Measurements from
SLM for the lattice with 3 DWs gap closed are shown in
= 2MV,
= 2.6MV and
= 3.4MV.
Fig. 6 at

Figure 1: Horizontal beam size from SLM vs single bunch
= 2.6MV.
current for three different lattices at

Figure 2: FWHM size of spectral peak of 5th harmonic
radiation from 21-mm period IVU measured at SRX
beamline at ~8 keV photon energy as a function of
current per bunch, for bare lattice and with one DW
closed.
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NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

Amplitude, dBm

Figure 3: RMS electron energy spread as a function of
current per bunch for bare lattice and with one DW
closed, estimated from the 5th harmonic size
measurements illustrated in Fig. 2.

Numerical simulations with SPACE have been done for
the lattice with 3 DWs gaps closed. We use a sum of two
broadband resonators (BBRs) with parameters listed in
Table 1 as the impedance model. The numerical
simulations are done using 30M simulation particles and
800 grid points in order to accurately determine the
microwave instability threshold, and to characterize the
dynamics above it. Figure 7 shows the maximum
amplitude energy spread as a function of single bunch
current at several values of the RF voltage in the range
1.1MV-3.4MV. The maximum amplitude of the energy
oscillations is determined by inspecting the last 5000
turns of the bunch time evolution. This is shown in Figs.
8 and 9 for
= 2.6MV and
= 3.4MV respectively.
Table 1: NSLS-II Broad-Band Impedance Model
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Figure 4: Measurement of beam spectrum for bare
= 2.6MV.
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Figure 5: Measurement of beam spectrum for lattice with
= 2.6MV.
1 DW magnet gap closed.
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Figure 6: Horizontal beam size change vs single-bunch
current monitored by SLM camera for a lattice with
3DW’s magnet gap closed at different RF Voltage:
= 2MV,
= 2.6MV and
= 3.4MV.
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Figure 7: Numerical simulations of the energy spread vs.
single bunch current at different RF voltages for the
lattice with 3 DWs magnet gaps closed. In the vertical
axis to the energy spread as a function of current is
substracted the value at zero current, and added a constant
offset n (n=1,..,14) for a better display of the results. The
red points label the microwave instability threshold, here
.
shown as
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∝ 1/
criterion.

Figure 8: The top frame shows the mean (red line),
maximum (blue line), and minimum (green line) of the
amplitude of the energy spread as a function of single
bunch current over the last 5000 turns of the bunch
evolution. The other frames show the energy spread
evolution over the last 5000 turns at different sing bunch
currents. Notice that the range of oscillation of the energy
spread is not increasing monotonically with bunch
current. The results shown are for
= 2.6MV.
In Fig. 10 the numerical results are compared with
measurements, where lines correspond to numerical
results, and points to measurements. The red points label
the microwave instability threshold at the different RF
voltages. Above the microwave instability threshold, we
notice several transition thresholds at which the functional
dependence of the energy vs bunch current changes in
shape. A characterization of the patterns shown in Fig.
8,9,10 is under investigation.

SUMMARY
Multiple longitudinal instability thresholds have been
observed at NSLS-II. Preliminary simulations using a
BBR model show approximate agreement with the
measured data. The measured microwave instability
threshold is proportional to the cube of the energy spread,
∝ , and follows approximately the dependence

WEA1CO05

, according to the Keil-Schnell-Boussard

Figure 9: Same as Fig. 8 for

= 3.4MV.

Figure 10: The single-bunch longitudinal microwave
instability threshold vs RF voltage (3 DWs lattice) is
shown in red. Traces in color different from red indicate
thresholds higher than the microwave instability threshold
at which the functional dependence of the energy on the
bunch current changes in shape. Dots correspond to
measurements, lines to numerical simulations.
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Abstract
The potential for higher operating temperatures and increased accelerating gradient has attracted SRF researchers to Nb3Sn coatings on niobium for nearly 50 years. The
two-step tin vapor diffusion: nucleation followed by
deposition appears to be a promising technique to prepare
Nb3Sn coatings on interior cavity surface. We have undertaken a fundamental materials study of the nucleation and
deposition steps. Nucleation was accomplished within
parameter ranges: 300 - 500 ºC, 1 - 5 hrs duration, 5 mg 1 g SnCl2 and 1g Sn. The resulting deposit consists of (<
10%) coverage of tin particles, as determined by
SEM/EDS, while XPS and SAM discovered extra tin film
between these particles. Preliminary results by EBSD
show no evident effect of substrate crystallography on the
crystallography of the final coating. Substantial topography was found to develop during the coating growth.

INTRODUCTION
Discovered in 1954 [1], Nb3Sn has the potential to
replace traditional niobium in superconducting radio
frequency (SRF) cavities. Because both the critical temperature and superheating field are nearly twice that of
niobium, Nb3Sn promises higher operating temperature
and accelerating gradient than niobium SRF cavities,
resulting in significant cost reduction. Despite these advantages, Nb3Sn is a brittle material with low thermal
conductivity, so its application must be restricted to coating form. Complicated cavity shapes limit the types of
techniques available to prepare Nb3Sn coatings.
The most successful coating technique thus far is tin
vapor diffusion, developed at Siemens AG in the 1970s
[2], and further developed at Wuppertal University [3].
The majority of research institutions currently working to
develop Nb3Sn-coated SRF cavities have adopted this
technique [4-6]. The basic procedure consists of two
steps: nucleation and deposition. First, tin chloride is
evaporated at about 500 ºC, depositing tin on the niobium
surface. These tin deposits act as nucleation sites, which
are assumed to grow with the influx of tin vapor during
deposition at higher temperature. Deposition temperature
suitable to form Nb3Sn phase is determined by the Nb-Sn
binary phase diagram [7]. An example of the Nb3Sn coating process at Jlab is shown in Figure 1.
Although tin vapor diffusion is a promising technique
for future development of Nb3Sn SRF cavities, fundamen___________________________________________

* Partially authored by Jefferson Science Associates under contract no.
DEAC0506OR23177. Work at College of William & Mary supported by
Office of High Energy Physics under grant SC0014475.

tal material studies are still needed to better understand
the coating process. The goal of this research is to refine
this coating technique by conducting more thorough investigations of the nucleation and deposition processes.
Accordingly, we discuss the results from both nucleation
experiments and complete coating experiments.

Figure 1: Temperature profile used for coating Nb3Sn
onto niobium samples. The nucleation process occurs at
the first temperature plateau of 500 ºC and deposition
proceeds at the 1200 ºC temperature plateau.

EXPERIMENTAL DESCRIPTION
High purity niobium coupon samples were prepared
by electric discharge machining (EDM) 3mm-thick sheet
material which is the same type of material used to fabricate SRF cavities at Jlab. All samples were subjected to
buffered chemical polishing (BCP) with an expected
minimum removal of 50 µm, followed by metallographic
polishing, also known as nanopolishing (NP).
A detailed description of the Jlab deposition system
used in this work is available in [4]. The setup of this
experiment is similar to the setup described in our previous work [8]. One gram of tin (~3 mg/cm2) and one gram
of tin chloride were packaged in niobium foil and placed
inside a sample chamber. After mounting sample coupons
inside the chamber, both ends of the chamber were covered either by niobium foils or niobium plates before it
was installed in the furnace insert. Once the insert had
been pumped down to a pressure of 10 -5 – 10-6 Torr, the
heating profile was initiated. During nucleation experiments, the temperature inside the insert was increased at a
rate of 6 ºC /min until it reached the desired nucleation
temperature. The time period for which this temperature
was maintained depended on the experiment.
A field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM) with energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS)
was used to examine the nucleated samples. SEM images
were taken and visible features were analyzed with EDS.
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We used a commercial AFM in tapping mode to obtain
information about surface morphology at higher resolution. Surface sensitive elemental analysis was performed
using x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and, for
some samples, scanning Auger microscopy (SAM). Electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) was used to extract
crystallographic information.

NUCLEATION STUDIES

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Depending on the experiment, the amount of tin chloride, nucleation temperature, and nucleation time were
varied either individually or in some combination. First
results were reported briefly in [9]. The nucleation temperature was varied from 300 ºC to 500 ºC with a constant
nucleation time of one hour. For the nucleation temperature of 300 ºC, < 50 nm sized particles were observed on
the niobium surface. EDS detected only niobium, while
XPS shows the presence of tin. This discrepancy arises
from the difference in depth resolution of these two techniques. Larger micron sized tin particles often appeared
when the sample was treated at 400 ºC. The surfaces
created by a nucleation temperature of 450 ºC and 500 ºC
were similar and contained tin particles visible in SEM
images (Figure 2). EDS was unable to detect any tin in
between these visible tin particles. Calculated surface
coverage of these particles from SEM images was always
less than 10%. XPS analysis on the other hand showed an
average of (20-30) % tin in samples prepared with nucleation temperature of 400 ºC or higher. XPS analysis did not
find any chlorine in any of those samples.

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

It was found that after only five minutes at 500 ºC,
some tin particles (~500 nm) were already produced.
Figure 3b shows the surface was covered with stringy
features. Comparing the results obtained after one hour at
500 ºC (Figure 2c) to four hours at same temperature
(Figure 3a), it appears that more tin particles were produced with the longer nucleation time, but the average
size of these particles were smaller. EDS was only able to
detect tin from particles visible in the SEM image, however XPS analysis revealed more tin than was accounted
for by EDS.

Figure 3: SEM images of samples obtained from experiments with a nucleation temperature of 500 ºC and nucleation time of (a) 4 hours and (b) 5 minutes.
We replicated the Cornell nucleation protocol (7
µg/cm2 of tin chloride, 500 ºC for five hours, temperature
ramp at 3 ºC /min) and compared the result to that of Jlab
nucleation protocol (3 mg/cm2 of tin chloride, 500 ºC for
one hour, temperature ramp at 6 ºC/min. Figure 4a shows
that Cornell protocol with lower amount of tin chloride
produces a uniform distribution of particles that are
smaller than the particles observed with the Jlab protocol.
The SAM tin elemental mapping corresponding to the
Cornell nucleation protocol is shown in Figure 4b. SAM
and XPS analysis show comparable tin coverage in nucleated samples obtained from both nucleation protocols.
Although both protocols result in similar tin coverage on
the niobium surface, it appears that the Jlab protocol also
produces larger tin particles due to increased amount of
tin chloride. It is suspected that the longer nucleation time
in the Cornell protocol contributes to more uniform coverage of tin particles with a small amount of tin chloride.
Note that the longer nucleation time of four hours with
Jlab protocol also resulted in more surface coverage of tin
particles (Figure 3a).
(a)

Figure 2: SEM images of samples with a nucleation time
of one hour at various nucleation temperatures: (a) 400
ºC, (b) 450 ºC, (c) 500 ºC. EDS was only able to identify
tin from bright circular features. SAM elemental mapping
of tin coverage from the sample treated at 500 ºC for one
hour is shown in (d). Note that surface produced after one
hour at 400 ºC appears very different.
We further examined samples from the experiment
with nucleation temperature of 500 ºC for one hour using
high resolution SAM. Elemental mapping of tin in the
SEM image with SAM (Figure 2d) clearly shows that
there is tin on the surface in between the visible particles
in SEM image.

(b)

Figure 4: (a) SEM image of nucleated surface obtained by
using Cornell recipe. (b) SAM elemental mapping of tin.

STRUCTURAL DEVELOPMENT
The coating process was interrupted at different stages
with the intention of gaining insight into the structure
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that roughness increases with grain growth during the
deposition stage (Figure 5).
Cross-sections of the coated samples were prepared using focused ion beam (FIB) after applying a protective
layer of platinum to the surface. The cross-sections were
then polished using ion mill. An EBSD image captured
the structure of the final coating. The orientation image
map (OIM) is shown in Figure 6. Columnar grains were
normally observed extending from the surface of the
Nb3Sn layer all the way to the Nb3Sn-Nb interface. Some
smaller non-columnar grains were also present (Figure
6a). We did not find any explicit evidence that substrate
grain orientation influences the grain orientation of final
coating.

development of Nb3Sn during the coating process. Results
obtained after the nucleation stage of 500 ºC for one hour
was discussed in the previous section. The second interruption at one minute after reaching 1200 ºC revealed that
small grains (~100 nm) had already formed all over the
surface (Figure 5b) with a few tin particles. An XPS scan
of the surface showed ~ 27 at% ratio of tin to niobium,
whereas EDS measured ~ 20/80 at% ratio of tin to niobium. After one hour at 1200 ºC, the coating process was
interrupted again. At this point, significant grain growth
with the absence of tin particles was observed (Figure 5c)
with a grain size of ~0.25 µm. EDS measured ~21 at% tin
for the coating. Completion of the coating process after
three hours at 1200 ºC shows grain growth from ~0.25
µm to ~1 µm (Figure 5d) and ~24 at% tin. We also found

Figure 5: AFM images shows grain growth and topography evolution during the coating process. (a) Sample treated at
500 ºC for one hour. The scan size is 1 µm x 1 µm. (b) Sample treated at 1200 ºC for one minute, (c) 1200 ºC for one
hour and (d) 1200 ºC for three hours. The scan size for images (b) – (d) is 5 µm x 5 µm.
Non columnar grains

Nb3Sn

Nb

(a)

Nb

(b)

(c)
Figure 6: EBSD image of the cross-section from sample U3 is shown in (c). Smaller grains on the top are Nb3Sn. Larger
grains at the bottom are Nb. Images (a) and (b) are magnified areas from (c). Approximate orientations of Nb3Sn grains
on each Nb grain are shown with inverse pole figure using assigned color for each grain. Each dot represents an individual Nb3Sn grain.
develop substantially during the coating growth at deposiCONCLUSION
tion stage. Preliminary results from EBSD examination of
We studied the surfaces obtained with different sets of the coating cross-section have found no evident effect of
nucleation parameters by using different characterization substrate orientations into the orientation of final coating.
tools. No chlorine was detected after any of the nucleation
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SURFACE IMPURITY CONTENT OPTIMIZATION TO MAXIMIZE
Q-FACTORS OF SUPERCONDUCTING RESONATORS∗
M. Martinello† , M. Checchin, FNAL, Batavia, IL, USA and IIT, Chicago, IL, USA
A. Grassellino, O. Melnychuk, S. Posen, A. Romanenko, D.A. Sergatskov, FNAL, Batavia, IL, USA
J.F. Zasadzinski, IIT, Chicago, IL, USA

Quality factor of superconducting radio-frequency (SRF)
cavities is degraded whenever magnetic flux is trapped in
the cavity walls during the cooldown. In this contribution
we study how the trapped flux sensitivity, defined as the
trapped flux surface resistance normalized for the amount
of trapped flux, depends on the mean free path. A systematic study of a variety of 1.3 GHz cavities with different
surface treatments (EP, 120 ◦ C bake and different N-doping)
is carried out. A bell shaped trend appears for the range
of mean free path studied. Over-doped cavities fall at the
maximum of this curve defining the largest values of sensitivity. In addition, we have studied the trend of the BCS
surface resistance contribution as a function of mean free
path, showing that N-doped cavities follow close to the theoretical minimum. Adding these results together we show that
the 2/6 N-doping treatment gives the highest Q-factor values at 2 K and 16 MV/m, as long as the magnetic field fully
trapped during the cavity cooldown is lower than 10 mG.

INTRODUCTION
Recently, a new surface treatment implemented on superconducting cavities, called nitrogen-doping, shows unprecedented values of quality-factors (Q0 > 4 · 1010 ) at
medium values of accelerating field (Eacc = 16 MV/m) [1].
However, it was shown that whenever external magnetic is
trapped in nitrogen-doped cavities, the Q0 degradation is
more severe than in standard-treated niobium cavities such
as 120 ◦ C baked and electro-polished (EP).
To understand this peculiar behavior, it is necessary to analyze the RF surface resistance, Rs = G/Q0 . Rs is given by
two contributions, one temperature-dependent called BCS
surface resistance (RBCS ), and one temperature-independent
called residual resistance (Rr es ).
Surprisingly, in nitrogen-doped cavities RBCS decreases
with the increasing of the accelerating field. This results
in an increasing of Q-factor with accelerating field called
anti-Q-slope [1] .
The residual resistance term Rr es is the one affected by
trapped magnetic flux [2]. The amount of trapped flux depends on both the value of external magnetic field which
surrounds the cavity during the SC transition, and on the
cooldown details, which affects the magnetic flux trapping efficiency [3–5]. Fast cooldowns, with large thermal gradients
along the cavity length, facilitate magnetic flux expulsion,
∗
†

Work supported by the US Department of Energy, Office of High Energy
Physics.
mmartine@fnal.gov

while slow and homogeneous cooling through transition
leads to full flux trapping.
In this paper both the trapped flux and the BCS surface
resistance contributions are studied for cavities subject to
different surface treatments: electro-polishing (EP), 120◦ C
baking, and N-doping with different time of nitrogen exposure and EP removal. Details on the N-doping treatment can
be found elsewhere [1, 6].
The findings here reported allow a better understanding of
which surface treatment is required to maximize the Q-factor
for a certain RF field, taking into account the external DC
magnetic field trapped during the cooldown. More details
of this study may be found in Ref. [7].

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
All the cavities analyzed are single cell 1.3 GHz Teslatype niobium cavities.
In order to estimate the trapped flux surface resistance,
every cavity was RF tested, at least, after two different
cooldowns: i) compensating the magnetic field outside the
cavity in order to minimize its value during the SC cavity
transition, ii) cooling slowly the cavity with about 10 mG of
external magnetic field applied.
After each of these cooldowns, the cavities were tested
at the Vertical Test System (VTS) at Fermilab. Curves of
Q-factor versus accelerating field were always acquired at
both 2 and 1.5 K.
A schematic of the instrumentation used to characterize
the trapped flux surface resistance may be found in Fig. 1
of Ref. [8]. Helmholtz coils are used to adjust the magnetic field around the cavity, Bartington single axis fluxgate
magnetometers to monitor the external magnetic field at the
cavity equator, and thermometers to measure the temperature
distribution during the cooldown.
The residual resistance may be considered as a sum between the trapped flux surface resistance, R f l , and the "intrinsic" residual resistance, R0 , which does not depends on
trapped flux.
At 1.5 K the BCS surface resistance contribution becomes
negligible, therefore Rres = G/Q(1.5K ).
If during the cooldown the amount of trapped flux is successfully minimized, then: R f l ' 0 and Rres ' R0 . In
order to obtain very low value of trapped flux, the magnetic field outside the cavity was compensated during the
cooldown through the SC transition. Alternatively, the measurement was done after a complete magnetic flux expulsion
(BSC /B NC ∼ 1.74 at the equator). We have observed that
these two methods gave the same results within the mea-
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Figure 1: Trapped flux sensitivity calculated at 5 (orange
diamonds) and 16 MV/m (green circles) as a function of the
mean free path.

surements uncertainties. On the other hand, after the cavity
trapped some external field: Rr es (Btr ap ) = R f l (Btr ap )+R0 ,
where Btr ap is the trapped field. Rr es (Btr ap ) was always
calculated from the RF measurements after slow cooldowns
so that the amount of trapped flux approaches to the amount
of external magnetic field imposed with the coil when the
cavity is in the normal-conducting state, B NC : Btr ap '
B NC .
The trapped flux sensitivity S determines the amount of
cavity losses per unit of trapped flux and can be estimated
by normalizing the trapped flux surface resistance for the
amount of magnetic field trapped during each cooldown:
Rf l
.
(1)
S=
Btr ap
The values of BCS surface resistance are instead estimated
simply by subtracting the surface resistance measured at 2
K with the one measured at 1.5 K:
Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

RBCS = Rs (2K ) − Rs (1.5K ) .

(2)

The electronic mean free path was estimated for all the
cavities studied. Usually the estimation was done by means
of a C + + translated version of SRIMP [9] implemented in
the OriginLab data analysis program, as explained is Ref. [7].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of the sensitivity as a function of mean free
path are shown in Fig. 1. With this graph a clear bellshaped dependence appears for the trapped flux sensitivity
as a function of the mean free path.
The sensitivity is minimized for both very small (120 ◦ C
bake cavities) and very large (EP and BCP cavities) mean
free paths, and it is maximized around l ' 70 nm. Taking
into account optimal N-doped cavities, when over-doped
they show the highest sensitivity (l between 70 and 100 nm),
while the 2/6 treatment gives the lowest sensitivity (l around
120 − 180 nm).

acc

(MV/m)

Figure 2: Sensitivity versus accelerating field of some of the
cavities analyzed.

Differences in terms of pinning force and dimensions or
position of pinning center between the studied cavities may
introduce some scattering on the dependence of sensitivity
versus mean free path.
The vortex dissipation may be due to two contributions:
i) static due to the normal-conducting core of the vortex [2]
and ii) dynamic due to the vortex oscillation driven by the
Lorentz force in presence of the RF field [10, 11]. The bellshaped dependence of sensitivity as function of mean free
path (Fig. 1) may be found considering simply the static
contribution [12], however a better agreement with the data
appears considering dynamic dissipation.
In Fig. 2 it can be seen that the trapped flux surface
resistance, and therefore the sensitivity, increases with the
RF field. A possible explanation to this phenomenon might
be the progressive depinning of vortexes from their pinning
center, driven by the increasing of the field, as hypothesized
in Ref. [13].
We have also investigated the BCS surface resistance as
a function of mean free path in order to fully characterize
the surface resistance of SRF cavities. The BCS surface
resistance contribution measured at 16 MV/m as a function
of the mean free path is shown in Fig. 3. The green diamonds represent the doped cavities, while the pink circles
are niobium cavities with different standard treatments (120
◦ C bake, EP). The black curves are theoretical curves of
RBCS versus mean free path estimated for different reduced
energy gap values.
The BCS surface resistance is lowered with the introduction of interstitial impurities. The presence of interstitial
nitrogen indeed assets the BCS values close to the theoretical
minimum that follows around 20-30 nm of mean free path.
Also, looking at the theoretical BCS curves, the values of
RBCS obtained for all the cavities analyzed cannot be interpolated with one single theoretical curve, suggesting that the
mean free path is not the only parameter changing with the
introduction of impurities. Following this hypothesis, one
7: Accelerator Technology Main Systems
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of the other parameters on which the BCS surface resistance
depends on (λ L , ξ0 , ∆, TC ) is changing as well. One possible
explanation might be the increasing of the reduced energy
gap ∆/kTc in N-doped cavities.
Considering both the BCS and the trapped flux surface
resistance as a function of the mean free path, it is possible
to understand which treatment gives the highest Q-factors
for a given amount of trapped magnetic field.
In order to visualize that, we calculate for each treatments
among EP, 120 ◦ C baking and N-doping, the Q-factor as
follows:
Q0 = G/(RBCS + S · Btr ap + R0 ) ,

(3)

where the values of Btr ap ranges from 0 to 20 mG, R0 =
4 nΩ for 120 ◦ C bake cavity and R0 = 2 nΩ for all the
other cavities. For the N-doped cavities we chose the 2/6
N-doping treatment, which is the one of greatest interest
for high-Q application, since it shows the best compromise
between RBCS and sensitivity values exploited so far. The
2/6 N-doped cavity considered for this calculation show ` =
122 nm and S = 1.44 nΩ/mg.
In Fig. 4 the Q-factor, at 2 K and 16 MV/m, as a function
of trapped field for the different surface treatment is shown.
From the graph it is clear that the 2/6 N-doping treatment
shows higher Q-factor than the other treatments, as long
as the trapped field is lower than 10 mG. Above 10 mG of
trapped flux, the Q-factor is maximize for the 120 ◦ C bake
cavity which starts to take advantage from its lower trapped
flux sensitivity.
The yellow star in Fig. 4 indicates the LCLS-II Q-factor
specification. From this graph it is possible to see that for the
2/6 N-doping recipe, LCLS-II specification can be reached
even if 2.5 mG of external magnetic field are fully trapped
in the cavity.

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have shown that the trapped flux sensitivity depends strongly on the cavity surface treatment, and

Figure 4: Extrapolation of Q-factor at 2 K and 16 MV/m
as a function of the trapped field for 120 ◦ C bake, EP and
2/6 N-doped cavities. The yellow star indicates LCLS-II
specification.
in particular it has a bell-shaped dependence as a function
of the mean free path. The sensitivity is low for very small
values of mean free path (as for 120 ◦ C bake cavities), then
it increases reaching the maximum around ` = 70 nm (as
over-doped cavities). Moving towards higher mean free path
values the sensitivity decreases reaching again low value for
large mean free path (as EP cavities). Using these results we
can conclude that it is possible to tune the mean free path of
N-doped cavities in order to optimize the value of magnetic
flux sensitivity. We can also conclude that the 2/6 N-doping
recipe provides the highest Q-factor achievable at 2 K at
16 MV/m as long as the magnetic field trapped during the
cavity cool-down is lower than 10 mG.
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Figure 3: BCS surface resistance at 2 K and 16 MV/m as a
function of mean free path.
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CALCULATING SPIN LIFETIME ∗
V. H. Ranjbar† , BNL, Upton, USA
Abstract

be recast in a spinor form:

INTRODUCTION
One of the important factors effecting the net polarization
integrated over during RHIC store is the polarization lifetime. This value has varied between a low of about 0.5%
per hour to a high of 2% per hour. However we do not yet
possess a good theory to explain these losses, neither has the
community been able to simulate these losses. For example
direct spin tracking to simulate 1 hour of beam time would
take 300 million turns in RHIC. Even if we could do 100K
turns in 1 hour (which is about 4 times faster than what I
have observed) it would take 125 days to do this. Even if we
would allocate the time we don’t have the compute resources
to do this for any kind of realistic distribution.
So in leu of this, we have turned to lattice independent
spin tracking methods developed previously [2]. This approach involves integrating the T-BMT equation using only
several spin resonances with a unitary 4th order Gaussian
quadrature integrator. In this paper we present the results
from an extension of this integrator to handle longitudinal
dynamics.

SPIN DYNAMICS REVIEW
The dynamics of the spin vector of a charged particle
with q charge in the laboratory frame is described by the
Thomas-BMT equation,

d S~
q ~ 
~⊥ + (1 + G) B
~k ,
=
S × (1 + Gγ) B
dt
γm

(1)

~⊥ and
S~ is the spin vector of a particle in the rest frame, and B
~ k are defined in the laboratory rest frame with respect to
B
the particle’s velocity. G = g−2
2 is the anomalous magnetic
moment coefficient, and γmc2 is the energy of the particle.
Here we neglect the electric fields. Following a standard
derivation (see for example [1] ) the T-BMT equation can
∗
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i
dΨ
=−
dθ
2

f3
ξ∗

−ξ
− f3

!
Ψ.

(2)

Where ξ (θ) = F1 − iF2 and f 3 = (1 + F3 ) with,
F1

=

F2

=

F3

=

−ρz 00 (1 + Gγ)
!0
z
ρ
−(1 + Gγ) + (1 + Gγ) ρx 00 .
(1 + Gγ)z 0 − ρ(1 + G)

(3)

Here, θ is the orbital angle that remains constant outside the
bends. Although the spinor function Ψ is similar in form
to the quantum-mechanical-state function, in this case S~
is a classical vector. However, as in the former case, this
two-component spinor is defined,
!
u
Ψ=
.
(4)
d
u and d are complex numbers representing the up- and downcomponents. The components of the spin vector become
S1

= u∗ d + ud ∗

S2

=

−i(u∗ d − ud ∗ )

S3

=

|u| 2 − |d| 2 .

(5)

Because H = (~σ · ~n ) is hermitian,
~ = |u| 2 + |d| 2 = Ψ† Ψ
| S|

(6)

and the magnitude of the spin-vector remains constant. We
chose the normalization condition for the spinor function to
be Ψ† Ψ = 1.
When evaluating the cumulative effect of the lattice on
the spin, the standard approach is to expand F1 − iF2 into a
Fourier series:
X
ξ (θ) = F1 − iF2 =
ε K e−iK θ
(7)
K

wherein the Fourier coefficient or resonance strength ε K is
given by the following:
I

1
εK = −
(1 + Gγ)( ρz 00 + iz 0 )−
2π
#
z
i ρ(1 + G)( ) 0 eiK θ dθ.
(8)
ρ
Here, K is the resonance spin tune. Also usually the
(1+Gγ) ρx 00 term is ignored to first order. Since θ is constant
in a region without dipoles, it is usually clearer to express
the resonance integral in terms of s:
I "
1
iz 0
εK = −
(1 + Gγ)(z 00 +
)−
2π
ρ
#
z
i(1 + G)( ) 0 eiK θ (s) ds.
(9)
ρ
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We have extended a lattice independent code to integrate
the Thomas-BMT equation over 2 hours of beam time in
the presence of two orthogonal Siberian snakes. In tandem to this we have recast the Thomas-BMT equation in
the presences of longitudinal dynamics, into the parametric resonance formalism recently developed to understand
overlapping spin resonances [1]
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The amount of depolarization caused by acceleration
through any given singular spin resonance can be evaluated
using the Froissart-Stora formula [3]
Pf
2
= 2e−(π |εK | /2α) − 1,
Pi

(10)

ωβ (δ) = ω0 Q + ξ y ω0 δ.

(11)

LATTICE INDEPENDENT INTEGRATION

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

We have previously developed a code to integrate the
2D spinor form of the Thomas-BMT equation (Eq. (2)) [2]
where in our case the f 3 term is set to Gγ neglecting the
(1 + Gγ) ρx 00 term as mentioned above.
Using a 4th order Magnus Gaussian quadrature integrator
described in [4] we can integrate Eq. (2) for an arbitrary ξ (θ).
In this code the effect of snakes and rotators are handled
separately and are added into the lattice as thin spin kicks.
However as long as the system was held away from a
low order snake resonance, integrating this system with any
combination of intrinsic and imperfection resonances over
600 million turns showed no mechanism for polarization
loss.
So we introduced the effect of longitudinal motion into
our system. To understand effect of longitudinal motion
on spin we need to first understand Its effect on transverse
motion. In the simplest case a single particle’s transverse
motion can be characterized by
d 2Y (s)
+ ωβ2 /c2Y (s)
ds2

= 0.

(12)

Here Y is the transverse position of the particle, s the
longitudinal coordinate and ωβ gives the angular betatron
frequency, which is just the angular revolution frequency
ω0 times Q the betatron tune. Solutions give transverse
harmonic motion oscillating with the betatron tune Q each
revolution. However if the particle resides in a rf-bucket one
must consider its longitudinal motion inside of the bucket
as well and equation of motions become,
d 2Y (s, δ, z L )
+ ωβ2 (δ)/c2Y (s, δ, z L )
ds2

=

0.

(13)

Here z L defines the longitudinal position relative to the
center of the rf-bucket, and δ = ∆p/p the relative momentum
difference from the "on momentum" particle. If we expand
the betatron frequency to first order in δ we obtain.

668

−ωs
r sin(ωs s/c + φ)
ηc
= r cos(ωs s/c + φ).

δ(s)

is the spin tune crossing rate dvided by the angular revolution
P
frequency ωr ev , and Pfi is the ratio of initial vertical to final
vertical polarization. For a flat orbit in a constant verical
field α ≈ d(Gγ)/dθ. The Froissart-Stora formula represents
a solution to the T-BMT equation for the special case of
crossing an isolated spin resonance.

(14)

Here ξ y = dQ
dδ is called the chromaticity. We can also
approximate the longitudinal motion inside the rf-bucket
using,

where„
1 dνs
α=
ωr ev dt
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=

z L (s)

(15)

Here ωs = ω0 Q s known as the synchrotron angular frequency is the angular frequency of the longitudinal motion, and φ is the phase of the synchrotron motion, η the
phase-slip factor defined as the fractional change of the
revolution period per unit of δ. We have also defined
ηc 2
r 2 = z L (s) 2 + ( ω
) δ(s) 2 .
s
Following [5], an approximate solution to Eq. (13) has
the form,
Y (s, δ, z L ) ≈ Ae±iΦ(s,δ,z L )

(16)

where A is the constant amplitude and,
Z
s
Φ(s, δ, z L ) =
ds 0 (ω0 Q/c + ω0 ξ y δ(s)/c)
0

ξ y ω0
(z L (s) − z L (0))
ηc
ξ y ω0 z L (0)
Φ(s, δ, z L ) = ω0 Qs/c+
(cos(ωs s/c) − 1)+
ηc
Cy δ(0)
sin(ωs s/c).
(17)
Qs
Φ(s, δ, z L ) = ω0 Qs/c+

Here we recast the phase in terms of initial z L (0) and
δ(0) using the transformation from the frame rotating with
the synchrotron frequency,
!
cos(ωs s/c)
z L (s)
=
s
−ω
δ(s)
ηc sin(ω s s/c)

ηc
ωs

!
z L (0)
.
δ(0)
(18)
We can now model the effect of longitudinal motion via a
phase modulation applied to the betatron phase term which
appears in ξ (s) as,
X
ξ y ω 0 τ0
 K e−iK θ+i η (1−cos(ωs s/c)) .
(19)
sin(ωs s/c)
cos(ωs s/c)

!

K

Here we have set z L (0) = τ0 c. We choose the initial
δ(0) = 0 since that will only alter the constant initial phase
and shouldn’t contribute to the dynamics which drive polarization lifetime.
In addition to the phase effect there is also a direct energy
modulating effect which should modify our value for Gγ as
follows,
Gγ(s) = (Gγ0 + αθ)(1 + δ(θ));

(20)

Since we have chosen δ(0) = 0 this makes our δ(s) =
ωs τ0 sin(ωs s/c)/η.
5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields
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Figure 1: Average evolution of polarization for forward and
reverse tracking for 1 hour (1 hour forward, 1 hour reverse).
Path’s are diverged initially because reverse tracking staggered by one turn.

Figure 3: turn-by-turn average evolution of polarization for
different initial τ0 with four neighboring resonances.

Figure 2: turn-by-turn average evolution of polarization for
different initial τ0

If we now consider the evolution of the average spin vector
in the presence of up to four additional nearby intrinsic
resonances we see that like the single resonance case, it
is only with the introduction of longitudinal motion that a
discernable polarization lifetime appears (see Fig. 3)
If we also consider the response of the lifetime to different
factors related to longitudinal motion. We see that it is rather
insensitive. So for example we saw that with only 10−16 sec
timing offset from the bucket center polarization decay sets
in. However above this changes of initial τ0 , synchrotron
tune and chromaticity show little correlation with increased
decay rates (see Fig. 4).
While longitudinal dynamics seems essential to trigger
the process of polarization decay,the response to changes
in longitudinal parameters seems rather insensitive. In the
range of parameters which is reasonable for synchrotron
tune, momentum offset and chromaticity decay rates don’t
seem to change significantly.
However as you might have noticed in the top figure in
Fig. 4 polarization lifetime is very sensitive to the magnitude
of the nearby intrinsic spin resonances.
We also can see in Fig. 5 that beyond a threshold of 0.01
resonance strength, the imperfection resonance strength for
both nearby imperfections can play an important role in
driving polarization decay rates.
Using the curves similar to those shown in Fig. 4 and 5 one
can provide an estimate for the lifetime by interpolating loss
versus emittance and then integrating this over the emittance
distribution,

NUMERICAL ERROR CHECK
Since we are running our integrator over 108 turns one
important concern is the development of roundoff errors
and deviations from unitarity. Checks of unitarity found
deviations out to two hours of less than 1 × 10−8 . We also
performed reverse tracking. Here we took 128 particles out
to 1 hour (2.58 turns) and then reverse tracked to recover our
starting spin values to within 5 × 10−6 (see Fig. 1)

DRIVERS OF POLARIZATION LIFETIME
As can be seen in Fig. 2 the integration of the T-BMT
equation for a single resonance with two orthogonal snakes,
over 2 hours of beam time show no observable polarization loss. The introduction of longitudinal motion however
changes this situation very dramatically. Additionally the
threshold appears to be less than 10−16 sec in τ0 amplitude.
The role of the update from Eq. (20) appears negligible in
relation to the polarization lifetime. This is because omitting or including the update in the simulation didn’t seem to
change or cause the onset of a polarization decay.

5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields

−

ρ( )

=

Pol loss

=



e 20
2
Z 0ma x

d ρ( ) f ( ).

(21)

0

Here f ( ) is a fit the polarization loss versus emittance
curves. We found for the FY15 100 GeV lattice, lifetime
estimates of between 0.14 to 0.4% per hour for an  0 between
10 to 30 πmm − mrad rms Normalized.
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cients,
d 2 ΨI+
dθ 2

!
ξ 0 (θ) dΨI+ ξ (θ)ξ (θ) ∗ +
− i f 3 (θ) +
+
ΨI = 0.
ξ (θ)
dθ
4
(25)

Figure 5: Polarization deviation from stable spin direction
after 2 hours for different initial imperfection resonances
for the Gγ = 191 (top) and for Gγ = 192. These are all
for stored Gγ = 191.5 and vertical tune of 30.693 with four
intrinsic resonances calculated from the FY15 100 GeV pp
lattice.
where we use  1 = a1 e−iφ1 and g0 = ξω0ητ0 qs . Starting
from Eq. (2) we can move to the Interaction frame using the
transformation:
Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Ψ(θ)
Figure 4: Polarization deviation from stable spin direction
after 2 hours for different initial τ0 with four neighboring
resonances (top). Turn-by-turn average evolution of polarization for different initial synchrotron tune qs = 8.9×10−4 and
89.0 × 10−4 (middle). Turn-by-turn evolution for chromaticity = 0.5,1,5 and 10. These are all for stored Gγ = 191.5
and vertical tune of 30.693 with four intrinsic resonances
calculated from the FY15 100 GeV pp lattice.

CONJECTURE OF MECHANISM FOR
POLARIZATION LOSSES
If we consider only a single spin resonances with synchrotron motion then Eq. (24) becomes,
ξ (s)

670

=

g0

a1 e−iK1 θ−iφ1 +i q s (cos(qs θ)−1),

(22)

ξ̂ (θ)

=
=

i

e− 2

R

θ
f (t)dt σ̂z
0 3

ξ (θ)ei

R

ΨI (θ)

θ
f (t)dt
0 3

,

(23)

This yields the following:
dΨI+
i
= ξ̂ΨI−
dθ
2

dΨI−
i
= ξ̂ ∗ ΨI+ .
dθ
2

(24)

These equations can be cast into a standard 2nd order homogeneous linear differential equation with variable coefficients,
!
d 2 ΨI+
ξ 0 (θ) dΨI+ ξ (θ)ξ (θ) ∗ +
− i f 3 (θ) +
+
ΨI = 0.
ξ (θ)
dθ
4
dθ 2
(25)
where we introduce ∆ = K0 − K1 and also show the equation
for both ΨI± . Following the approach used in [1] we can
5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields
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recast this equation as,

While this logic seems correct for the single resonance
model
which we have outlined above. It is still unclear why
a12 ∆2

g0
±00
in
the
case
of multiple overlapping spin resonances in the
*
*
+
y +
+
−
∓iqs cos(qs θ) + ∆ sin(qs θ)
4
4
2
absence
of
synchrotron
motion this is not the case? We think
,,
this
might
be
due
to
cancelations
of the parametric driving
2
g
+ 0 sin2 (qs θ) + y ± = 0
(27) resonances terms which could occur in the presence of two
4
orthogonal snakes. The above analysis of course didn’t include the effect of snakes. Since the intrinsic resonances
In this case have transformed Eq. (26) using the following
are a property of the lattice, snakes are well suited to cancel
standard change of variables,
their effects. However synchrotron motion is a property of
±
the RF system and thus it lacks the periodicity with respect
β (θ) = ±ig0 sin(qs θ) ∓ i∆
Z θ
to the lattice which the intrinsic resonances do.
1
±iD(θ) =
dx β ± (x)
2
±
REFERENCES
y (θ) = ΨI± (θ)ei±D(θ)
(28)

In the form of Eq. (27) we can see clearly that we have now an
oscillating kernel and thus an equation which has an infinite
number of parametric resonances populating the parameter space where a12 /4 + ∆2 /4 = (nqs) 2 /4 and n = 1, 2, 3...
Since we are considering polarization lifetime issues over
very large number of turns, even the very high order parametric resonances can potentially drive losses now where as
before the introduction of the synchrotron motion there was
no oscillating kernel and thus no mechanism for polarization
loss.
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INCOHERENT VERTICAL EMITTANCE GROWTH FROM ELECTRON
CLOUD AT CESRTA
S. Poprocki, J.A. Crittenden, S.N. Hearth, J.D. Perrin, D.L. Rubin, S.T. Wang
CLASSE∗ , Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853, USA
Abstract
We report on measurements of electron cloud (EC) induced tune shifts and emittance growth at the Cornell
Electron-Positron Storage Ring Test Accelerator (CesrTA)
with comparison to tracking simulation predictions. Experiments were performed with 2.1 GeV positrons in a 30 bunch
train with 14 ns bunch spacing and 9 mm bunch length, plus
a witness bunch at varying distance from the train to probe
the cloud as it decays. Complementary data with an electron
beam were obtained to distinguish EC effects from other
sources of tune shifts and emittance growth. High resolution
electric field maps are computed with EC buildup simulation
codes (ECLOUD) in the small region around the beam as
the bunch passes through the cloud. These time-sliced field
maps are input to a tracking simulation based on a weakstrong model of the interaction of the positron beam (weak)
with the electron cloud (strong). Tracking through the full
lattice over multiple radiation damping times with electron
cloud elements in the dipole and field-free regions predict
vertical emittance growth, and tune shifts in agreement with
the measurements.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
An increase in vertical beam size due to electron cloud has
been seen in many positron rings (PEPII, KEKB, DAPHNE,
and CESR). A comprehensive summary of EC studies at
CESRTA is given in [1], and a description of accelerator
physics R&D efforts at CESRTA with the goal of informing
design work for the damping rings of a high-energy linear
e+ e− collider can be found in Refs. [2, 3]. Our goal here is
to develop a model to predict emittance growth associated
with electron cloud buildup. This model assumes that the
emittance growth is incoherent. Particles within a bunch are
treated independently and tracked through the full CESRTA
lattice with custom elements in Bmad [4] that model the
positron beam - electron cloud interaction. EC elements give
kicks to the particles based on electric field maps derived
from an EC buildup simulation. The effect of the perturbed
beam on the EC is not included in this weak-strong model.
Tunes are computed using the 1-turn transfer matrix or from
the FFT of the turn-by-turn bunch centroid positions. Vertical and horizontal equilibrium beam sizes are obtained by
tracking the bunch through 60,000 turns (multiple radiation
damping times). In order to test this model, measurements
were obtained for a wide range of witness bunch positions,
∗
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of Energy DE-FC02-08ER41538.

and bunch and train currents for both electron and positron
beams.

MEASUREMENTS
This paper focuses on measurements of 0.4 mA (0.64 ×
1010 bunch population) and 0.7 mA (1.12 × 1010 ) trains
of 30 bunches followed by witness bunches at various distances (with 14 ns spacing) and bunch currents. Note that
only one witness bunch was present for each measurement.
Bunch-by-bunch, turn-by-turn vertical beam size measurements were taken with an X-ray-based beam size monitor [5].
Additionally, we have collected single-shot bunch-by-bunch
horizontal beam size measurements using a gated camera [6].
Bunch-by-bunch tune measurements are obtained from FFTs
of position data from multiple gated BPMs [7].
Bunch-by-bunch feedback is used on all bunches for size
measurements, to minimize centroid motion and associated
coherent emittance growth. Feedback is disabled one bunch
at a time for tune measurements. In order to minimize systematic effects of the beam-cloud interaction due to motion
of the bunches, we do not use external sources to enhance
the oscillation. Thus these measurements rely on the selfexcitation of the bunch centroid. Indeed, under certain conditions the self-excitation produced a low signal to noise
ratio, particularly in the vertical plane.

SIMULATIONS
The EC buildup simulation is based on extensions [8] to
the ECLOUD [9] code. The beam size used in these simulations is ring-averaged and weighted by the element lengths
for either the 800 Gauss dipole magnets or the field-free
drift regions, and roughly 730 (830) microns horizontally
for dipoles (drifts) and 20 microns vertically. The large ringaveraged horizontal size is dominated by dispersion effects.
In these simulations we clearly see the “pinch effect” of the
beam attracting the EC (Fig. 1). Electric fields on a 15 × 15
grid of ±5σ of the transverse beam size are obtained for 11
time slices as the bunch passes through the cloud. Figure 2
shows these field maps in a dipole for bunch number 30 in
the 0.7 mA/b train during the central time slice. Since only
a small fraction (∼ 0.1%) of photoelectrons are within the
±5σ region around the beam, it is necessary to combine the
results of many ECLOUD simulations.
The particle tracking simulations use a custom beamcloud interaction element in Bmad overlaid on the dipole or
drift elements and use the full CESR lattice. The electric
fields from the different time slices are linearly interpolated
to give the value of the fields at the x, y, and t of each particle. The effect of the pinch is extracted from the ECLOUD
5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields
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Figure 1: EC transverse charge distributions in the beam
region (1σ circle shown for reference) for 11 time slices
spanning ±3.5σz as the bunch passes through the cloud
in an 800 Gauss dipole field, shown for bunch 30 of the
0.7 mA/b e+ train. Time increases from left to right, top to
bottom.

5
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Figure 3: Horizontal tune shift in kHz (to be compared
to the revolution frequency of 390 kHz) for a 30 bunch
0.7 mA/bunch e+ train. Measured data (black squares) is
shown, compared to simulation results for EC elements in
drifts only, dipoles only, and drifts & dipoles (solid orange).
offset errors to the quadrupoles so as to match the measured
single-bunch vertical bunch size in simulation.

Figure 2: Electric fields in a dipole from the EC buildup
simulations for bunch number 30 in the 0.7 mA/b e+ train.

data by subtracting the electric field immediately preceding
the bunch. The field immediately preceding the bunch is
centered on the closed orbit while the field for the pinch
effect is centered on the bunch centroid. Betatron tunes are
calculated from the one-turn transfer matrix using EC electric fields averaged transversely and longitudinally over the
bunch profile. Tunes from FFTs of the bunch centroids in
simulation (without transverse or longitudinal averaging)
are in good agreement with tunes from the one-turn matrix.
To simulate the effect of residual vertical dispersion in the
experiment, we give random Gaussian-distributed vertical

Figure 3 shows good agreement between measured and
simulated tune shifts for the 0.7 mA/b e+ train. We see that
the dipoles (which make up 62% of the ring) dominate the
horizontal tune shift compared to drifts (23%), while they
contribute more equally to the vertical tune shift. Vertical
bunch size growth in the tracking simulations over 60,000
turns is shown in Fig. 4. Equilibrium bunch size is calculated
by averaging over the last 10,000 turns and is shown in Fig. 5
with comparison to data. We see no bunch size growth in
simulations or data for the 0.4 mA/b trains, but do for the
0.7 mA/b e+ train. However, there are discrepancies between
simulation and data. In particular, in simulation, the dip
in the vertical bunch size around bunch 20 and the large
horizontal size increase in the last bunches (up to nearly 700
microns in bunch 30). These discrepancies are currently
under investigation. Figure 6 shows the measurements for
witness bunches for a 0.7 mA/b train where the witness
bunch current is varied from 0.25 mA to 1.0 mA in 0.25 mA
steps. We see that the witness bunch current has a strong
effect on the bunch size, indicating a contribution of the
pinch effect on equilibrium emittance. This effect is also
seen in the simulations.
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Figure 6: Vertical bunch size for witness bunches to a
0.7 mA/b e+ train at various witness bunch currents, with
comparison to simulations.
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VLASOV ANALYSIS OF MICROBUNCHING GAIN FOR
MAGNETIZED BEAMS*

Abstract
For a high-brightness electron beam with low energy
and high bunch charge traversing a recirculation
beamline, coherent synchrotron radiation and space
charge effect may result in the microbunching instability
(MBI). Both tracking simulation and Vlasov analysis for
an early design of Circulator Cooler Ring [1] for the
Jefferson Lab Electron Ion Collider reveal significant
MBI. It is envisioned these could be substantially
suppressed by using a magnetized beam. In this work, we
extend the existing Vlasov analysis, originally developed
for a non-magnetized beam, to the description of transport
of a magnetized beam including relevant collective
effects. The new formulation will be further employed to
confirm prediction of microbunching suppression for a
magnetized beam transport in a recirculating machine
design.

INTRODUCTION
Beam quality preservation is of general concern in
delivering a high-brightness electron beam through a
transport line or recirculation arc in the design of modern
accelerators. During high-brightness beam transport,
initial small density modulations can be converted into
energy modulations due to short-ranged wakefields or
high-frequency
impedances. Then,
the
energy
modulations can be transformed back to density
counterparts downstream in dispersive regions. The
density-energy conversion, if forming a positive feedback,
can result in the enhancement of modulation amplitudes.
This has been known as the microbunching instability
(MBI) (see, for example, Refs. [2-4]). MBI has been one
of the most challenging issues associated with beamline
designs such as magnetic bunch compressor chicanes for
free-electron lasers or linear colliders. Moreover, it also
poses difficulties in the design of transport lines for
recirculating or energy-recovery-linacs (ERLs). Any
dominant source of beam performance limitations in such
a high-brightness electron beam transport system must be
carefully examined in order to preserve beam phase-space
quality. Among those, we already know the longitudinal
space charge force (LSC) and coherent synchrotron
radiation (CSR) can, in particular, drive MBI. The LSC
effect stems from upstream ripples on top of the
longitudinal charge density, and can generate an energy
modulation when the beam traverses a long section of a
beamline. When the beam encounters bending, CSR due
to electron coherent radiation emission inside a bend can
____________________________________________

* This material is based upon work supported by the U.S. Department
of Energy, Office of Science, Office of Nuclear Physics under contract
DE-AC05-06OR23177.
#jcytsai@vt.edu

have a significant effect upon further amplifying the
induced density modulations. A typical transport line in a
recirculated machine can have a long linac or straight
section and a large number of bending dipoles, and thus
can potentially incubate such density-energy conversion
along the beamline. The successive accumulation and
conversion mechanism between density and energy
modulations can result in significant microbunching
amplification.
In the early design of the Circulator Cooler Ring (CCR)
[1] for the Jefferson Lab Electron Ion Collider (JLEIC)
[5], both tracking simulations [6, 7] and Vlasov analysis
[8, 9] have shown that MBI is a serious concern for the
CCR design. The one-turn CSR microbunching gain (to
be defined later) is found to be up to 4000 at the
modulation wavelength of 350 μm and is even higher
when LSC is included. This is mainly due to the high
bunch charge (~2 nC) and relatively low energy (~55
MeV) of the cooling beam circulating in the CCR.
Mitigation of MBI thus becomes an issue for a highbrightness beam transport in recirculating machines.
Several mitigation schemes have been proposed in the
literature for different machine configurations and can be
in general divided into two categories: those addressing
the transport lattice, and those directed at the transported
beam. For the former aspect, the optics impact of
beamline lattice designs on MBI has been recently
investigated [10-15]. In those beamline designs, the beam
is transversely uncoupled, i.e. non-magnetized. For the
latter aspect, Derbenev [16] had proposed using
magnetized beam to improve electron cooling
performance [17] and to mitigate collective effects such
as space charge [18] and MBI (our primary focus in this
paper). A magnetized beam can be generated by
immersing the cathode in an axial magnetic field and thus
features a nonzero angular momentum. In general, the
magnetized beam is a transversely coupled beam.
In the remainder of this paper, we will derive the
equations governing microbunching for a transversely
coupled beam. Our derivation largely follows the
theoretical treatment by Huang and Kim [4] and Heifets,
Stupakov, and Krinsky [3]. To characterize the general
feature of a magnetized (or a otherwise coupled) beam,
we use the beam sigma matrix instead of Twiss (or
Courant-Snyder) parameters. We then apply the resultant
integral equation to a specialized arc design for
magnetized beam transport to a section of cooling
solenoid. We also benchmark our developed code against
particle tracking by ELEGANT [19]. Both simulation
results are in good agreement.
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THEORETICAL FORMULATION
A convenient way to characterize a transversely
coupled beam is to consider its moments [20]. In many
cases, the 6-D beam phase space distribution function is
quadratic in the phase space coordinates. For our
discussion,
we
define
X
and
X4D
as
X(s)  x, x ', y, y ', z, ;s and X 4 D (s)  x, x ', y, y ';s ,









respectively. The system Hamiltonian is assumed to have
a quadratic form to X. Given the Hamiltonian the solution
to the system, in the absence of collective effect, to first
order, can be expressed as
(1)
X(s)  R(s)X(0)
where R is the linear transport matrix.
For a collection of particles, we use the phase-space
distribution function f to describe the beam behavior. If
the collision between particles is ignored, the evolution is
governed by Vlasov equation. The unperturbed solution





f  X(s);s   f  X(0);0  f R (s)X(s);0 . (2)
1

The electron phase-space distribution is assumed to be
Gaussian in (x, x’, y, y’, δ) and uniform in z
f0 (X 0 ) 

2
 1
 0  hz0   (3)

T
1
T
exp
X

X



4 D,0 4 D 4 D,0
5/2
2 2

 2   42D   2

n0

   

with det D 1  det  1
,det V  1,V T  V 1 . After the
4D
coordinate transformation, the term in the exponent of Eq.
(3) becomes

XT4 D,0  1
XT  U T0 D 1U 0
4 D 4 D,0
and the term zs in Eq. (6),
4

4

4

zs   R5 j (s) X 0j  R55 (s)z0  R56 (s) 0    R5 j (s)V ji1ui  R55 (s)z0  R56 (s) 0
j1

(7)
(8)

i1 j1

Now the exponent becomes de-coupled and the
integration over U0 can be easily done. By substituting
Eq. (4) into Eq. (5), we arrive at the governing equation
for microbunching in terms of b(k;s),
s

b  kz ;s   b0  kz ;s    d  K MAG  ,s  b  k z ; 

(9)

0

where b0 (k z ;s)  b0 (k0 ;0)  L.D.;s,0 and
ik z (s)I( )
R56 (  s)Z(k z ; )  L.D.;s,  (10)
 IA
where I(τ) is the peak current at s = τ, IA the Alfven
current, γ the relativistic factor, Z(k) is the impedance per
unit length. Landau damping is expressed as
2
 k 2 4 1  4
 (11)
 k02 2
2
1
0
K MAG  ,s  

 L.D.;s,   exp  2  D   


i1

1
ii

5j

j1

(s, )V ji   56 (s, )  
2



and

5 j (s, )  C(s)R5 j (s)  C( )R5 j ( ), j  1,2,3,4,6 (12)

 4 D  4 det   4 D  is the 4-D beam emittance.   is the
uncorrelated relative rms energy spread and h is the chirp
on the beam.
Assume the beam phase space is perturbed during
infinitesimal time duration dτ due to an energy kick dδ
from collective effects. Ignoring  f1  and summing up
this contribution over the entire trajectory gives [4]

C(s) is the compression factor and R56 (  s) can be

4D

where

is

the

beam

s

f  X;s   f0 (X 0 )   d 
0
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sigma

matrix

 f0 (X ) d
.
  d

(4)

We are interested in the microbunching development
along a beamline; microbunching can be quantified by the
Fourier transform of perturbed phase-space distribution
function (or, bunching factor)

b(k z ;s) 

1
d Xe ikz zs f (X;s) .

N

(5)

Our goal is to derive the governing equation for b(kz;s)
by substituting Eqs.(3) and (5) into (4). This involves an
integral of the form (assume initial density modulation,
f0( z )  1 n n0 f0 )









 ik z
(z)
 d X 4 D,0 dz0 d 0 f0 X 4 D,0 , z0 , 0 e z s .

(6)

Direct integration of the Eq. (6) becomes awkward. To
simplify, we can diagonalize the exponent in Eq. (6).
First, we define a set of de-coupled 4-D phase-space
so that the
coordinates as
U 0  u1 ,u2 ,u3 ,u4





transformation from X0 to U0 satisfies the following
criterion V 1
V 1  D 1 where D is a diagonal matrix
4D

obtained by R(  s)  R(s)R 1 ( ) .
Equation (9) is a compact integral equation that governs
the microbunching process. The quantity of particular
interest is the microbunching gain, defined as the ratio of
bunching factors at a certain location s to the initial
location s = 0,
b(k z ;s) .
(13)
G(s) 
b0 (k0 ;0)
Hereafter, we call G(s), the gain function, which is a
function of s for a given modulation wavenumber, and
refer to G (  )  G(s  s ;   2 k ) as the gain
f

f

z

spectrum, a function of modulation wavelength at the exit
location of a lattice (the subscript “f” indicates the exit of
a beamline).
To summarize the general physical mechanism of MBI
as described by Eqs. (9-11): a density perturbation at τ
induces an energy modulation through the Z(k,τ), and is
subsequently converted into density modulation at s
through the momentum compaction function R56 (  s)
[4].

EXAMPLE
In this section we illustrate the microbunching gain
analyses by considering an example arc lattice for
magnetized beam transport. Table 1 summarizes initial
beam parameters used in our simulations. This achromatic
arc is composed of eight cells, and each cell is constructed
by two inward and one outward bends. The total bending
angle is 180 degrees. Each bending dipole is designed as a
5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields
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half-indexed [21] and combined-function dipole. The arc
lattice serves to transport the beam, to match toward the
downstream solenoid entrance [22], as well as to preserve
the axial symmetry.
Table 1: Initial Beam Parameters used in the Simulation
Name
Beam energy
Initial peak bunch current
4-D geometric emittance
Compression factor
Chirp
Energy spread (uncorrelated)

Value
55
22.5
1.11×10-7
0.28
4.465
1.5×10-4

Unit
MeV
A
M

Figure 1 shows the simulation results for the arc
example. A nonzero chirp is imposed to the beam so that
the bunch is de-compressed when it traverses through the
arc. The evolution of bunch current is shown in Fig. 1(a).
The microbunching gain function, defined in Eq. (13), is
illustrated in Fig. 1(b), for λ = 300 μm. In this figure, the
dots are obtained from ELEGANT tracking, in which 16million simulation particles are used and 700 bins are set
to ensure the convergence of the results and the minimum
resolved modulation wavelength down to 50 μm. The
input beam phase-space distribution for particle tracking
is prepared according to Ref. [23]. The data
postprocessing follows that described in Ref. [24] and for
detailed procedures we refer to Ref. [25]. In the
simulation, we only incorporate the free-space 1-D
steady-state CSR effect [26, 27]. Figure 1(c) shows the
microbunching gain spectrum, as a function of
modulation wavelength at the exit of the arc. From Figs.
1(b) and 1(c) we can see both our Vlasov solutions and
tracking results agree with each other. The analysis shows
that there is basically no gain growth along the arc. As a
reference, Fig. 1(d) indicates the validity of 1-D CSR
model [26] used in the simulation. The Derbenev ratio is
defined as    x  2/3 1/3 . The ratio is assumed to be
small when 1-D model is valid. When the ratio is no
longer small, the transverse variation of the CSR field
needs to be taken into account, and a 2-D CSR model is
required [28, 29].

WEA2CO04

Compared to a non-magnetized beam, a general feature
of a magnetized beam is the (much) larger transverse
beam size because of its intrinsic angular momentum.
This larger beam size can have a smearing effect at
locations where R51 x   . In this arc example,

R51 x  2 mm , much longer than the modulation

wavelength of interest [30]. A conceptual illustration is
shown in Fig. 2. The smearing effect is similar to that due
to large slice energy spread with R56    . It is this
larger transverse beam size that helps mitigate the MBI in
our situation.

Figure 2: Illustration of R51-smearing effect due to small
(left) and large (right) transverse beam size as the beam
traverses a dipole. In the figure, the transverse emittance
is set the same for the two cases but the beam sizes are
different. In the left figure, R51 x  10  m , while
R51 x  100  m in the right figure. The modulation
wavelength is assumed 30 μm.

SUMMARY
We have derived a semi-analytical equation for
microbunching analysis of general transversely coupled
beams. The theoretical treatment we followed is largely
from Refs. [3,4]. Solution to the integral equation has
been benchmarked against particle tracking simulation;
they show excellent agreement. An arc lattice, designed to
transport a magnetized beam for downstream cooling, is
shown to have nearly no microbunching gain. A more
complete analysis will be carried out when a full-ring
lattice is provided.
We have shown that our Vlasov solver can be used for
quick estimates of microbunching in magnetized beam
transport, and for subsequent optimization of beamline
design when MBI is a concern. This can be done without
tracking a large number of simulation particles.
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COMPACT CRABBING CAVITY SYSTEMS FOR
PARTICLE COLLIDERS*
S. U. De Silva
Center for Accelerator Science, Old Dominion University, Norfolk, VA 23529, USA
Abstract
In circular or ring-based particle colliders, crabbing
cavities are used to increase the luminosity. The first
superconducting crabbing cavity system was successfully
implemented at KEKB electron-positron collider that have
demonstrated the luminosity increase with overlapping
bunches. Crabbing systems are an essential component in
the future colliders with intense beams, such as the LHC
high luminosity upgrade and proposed electron-ion
colliders. Novel compact superconducting cavity designs
with improved rf properties, at low operating frequencies
have been prototyped successfully that can deliver high
operating voltages. We present single cavity and multi-cell
crabbing cavities proposed for future particle colliders and
addresses the challenges in those cavity systems.

Crabbing cavities can be used as an rf separator in
splitting a single beam to multiple beams; operating at a
phase offset of π/2. These cavities operating in crabbing
mode can also be used in emittance exchange in beams, xray pulse compression, and beam diagnostics.

TM110–TYPE CAVITIES
Crabbing cavities operating in TM110 mode uses the
transverse magnetic field interaction with the beam to
generate transverse kick as shown in Fig. 2 [2]. The TM110
mode is degenerate in a cylindrical-shaped geometry;
therefore a squashed-elliptical geometry is adapted to
separate the two polarizations.

INTRODUCTION

Figure 2: Squashed-elliptical crabbing cavity operating
in TM110 mode.
The squashed-elliptical cavity has a lower order mode
(LOM), which is the TM010 monopole mode present in the
geometry. The narrow separation between the crabbing
mode with LOM and HOMs while maintaining high R/Q
for the crabbing mode makes the damping scheme very
complex for these cavitues. The operating frequency is
inversely related to the transverse dimensions, hence these
shapes are not favourable at low operating frequencies. At
high operating frequencies TM110-type cavities can deliver
compact crabbing cavities that are capable of
accommodating large beam apertures. The degrees of
freedom in the parameter space for TM110-type cavities are
limited, which makes the suppression of higher order
multipole components difficult.

1st Superconducting Crabbing Cavity
The first and only superconducting crabbing cavity has
been designed and developed at KEK for the KEKB
factory [3].

Figure 1: Transverse kick due to crabbing cavity (top)
and bunch collision with and without crabbing cavities
(bottom).
___________________________________________
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Figure 3: 508.9 MHz KEK crabbing cavity.
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Luminosity increase in particle colliders requires
maximizing the number of interactions between the
colliding bunches. Non-overlapping bunches limit the
number of interactions due to crossing angle as given in
NN f N
1
L 1 2 c b
(3)
2
4 x y
  z c 
1 

 2 x 
where θc is the crossing angle. This limitation can be
overcome by using crabbing cavities to enable head-on
collision of bunches. The crabbing concept was first
proposed by R.B. Palmer [1], in using a rf cavity to
generate a transverse kick at the head and tail of the bunch
that forces head-on collision at the interaction point of the
colliding bunches as shown in Fig. 1.
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Two crabbing cavity systems has been installed at each
of the high and low energy rings and was in operation
during 2007–2010. The crabbing cavity design was a
TM110-type cavity operating at 508.9 MHz as shown in Fig.
3. The cavity used a coaxial coupler to damp the lower
order modes and TE11-type higher order modes.

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

the transverse kick and in TE-like cavities the contribution
to the transverse kick is mostly due to the transverse
electric field.

Crabbing Cavity for SPX Project
The proposed short pulse x-ray (SPX) project at ANL
had required a crabbing cavity operating at 2.815 GHz.
Two TM110-type crabbing cavity designs have been
developed at JLab as shown in Fig. 4 [4, 5].

Figure 4: 2.815 GHz crabbing cavities: MARK I –
Baseline design (left) and MARK II – Alternate design
(right).
MARK I cavity was designed with an LOM coupler
located on the beam pipe and MARK II cavity used an oncell LOM coupler. At high operating frequency the TM110type cavities are capable of accommodating a large beam
aperture of 50 mm. The cryogenic tests of both cavities
have achieved the design requirement of 0.5 MV.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

CRABBING CAVITY APPLICATIONS
Recent crabbing cavity applications are in need of
compact crabbing cavity designs due to tight dimensional
constraints and strict design specifications. LHC high
luminosity upgrade is one of the current collider
applications that will be using compact crabbing cavities at
two the interaction points of ATLAS and CMS experiments
[6]. Jefferson lab electron-ion collider (JLEIC) and eRHIC
at BNL are two future collider applications that are
considering compact crabbing cavities.
The operating frequency of the crabbing cavities is
400.79 MHz where the transverse dimensions of the
cavities are required to be less than 290 mm due to the
beam pipe separation of 194 mm as shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 5: Beam pipe separation for the LHC ring at
CERN.
A TM110-type cavity operating at 400 MHz is
comparatively large and is not a feasible design for LHC
high luminosity upgrade crabbing cavities. Therefore,
alternate designs are considered operating TEM-like
modes or TE-like modes as shown in Fig. 6. TEM-like
cavities uses both electric and magnetic field in generating
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
(e)
(f)
Figure 6: TEM-like designs: (a) 4-rod cavity
(University of Lancaster, UK), (b)-(c) parallel-bar
cavities (ODU). TE-like designs: (d) rf-dipole cavity
(ODU), (e) double quarter wave cavity (BNL), (f)
ridged-wave cavity (SLAC).

TEM-LIKE CAVITIES
4-Rod Cavity
The 4-rod cavity consists of 4 quarter-wave resonators
where the combination of the 4 rods gives 4 same order
modes as shown in Fig. 7. The 3rd mode is the crabbing
mode and 1st mode is the accelerating mode that has a
lower frequency.

Figure 7: Electric field configuration of the four similar
order modes in the 4-rod geometry.
The superconducting 4-rod cavity is adapted from the
499 MHz normal conducting rf separator at Jefferson Lab
[7]. The new geometry has improved rod geometry of λ/4
length as shown in Fig. 8 [8]. The surface electric and
magnetic field profiles are shown in Fig. 9.

Figure 8: 400 MHz superconducting 4-rod cavity.
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Double Quarter Wave Cavity
The double quarter wave cavity from BNL [12] shown
in Fig. 13, is one of the TE-like crabbing cavities with a
strong transverse electric field that generates a transverse
kick.

Figure 9: Surface magnetic (left) and electric field
(right) of the 4-rod cavity crabbing mode.

Parallel-Bar Cavity

Figure 10: Evolution of the parallel bar cavity in to rfdipole cavity.

TE-LIKE CAVITIES
RF-Dipole Cavity
The rf-dipole cavity operates in TE11-like mode where
primary contribution to the transverse kick is from the
transverse electric field. The field profiles are shown in
Fig. 11. Crabbing mode do not exist in pure TE11 mode as
the resultant kick due to transverse electric is cancelled by
the kick due to magnetic field.

Figure 13: Double quarter wave cavity (left) with
electric (middle) and magnetic (right) field profiles.
In TEM-like cavities frequency is dependent on the
longitudinal dimensions and transverse dimensions are not
depended on the frequency. Therefore, these designs can
accommodate low operating frequencies with small
transverse sizes. On contrary, in TE-like cavities the
transverse dimensions are inversely related to the
frequency, which is also favourable in low frequency
applications. As the length is not dependent on the
frequency these cavities can accommodate applications
with low-velocity particles that wouldn’t be feasible with
TEM-like cavities.

PROPERTIES OF TEM-LIKE AND
TE-LIKE CAVITIES
The 4-rod cavity, double quarter wave cavity and rfdipole cavity operating at 400 MHz have been considered
as the crabbing cavities for the LHC high luminosity
upgrade. The designs have been modified with improved rf
properties. The rf properties of the three geometries are
listed in Table 1.
Table 1: RF Properties of the 400 MHz (a) 4-rod Cavity,
(b) Double Quarter Wave Cavity and (c) Rf-dipole Cavity.

Parameter
LOM
Figure 11: Electric (left) and magnetic (right) field
profile of rf-dipole cavity.

Ridged Waveguide Cavity
Similar cavity design was proposed by Zenghai Li at
SLAC named the ridged waveguide cavity operating in
TE-like mode as shown in Fig. 12 [11].

Nearest HOMs
Vt
Ep
Bp
G
[R/Q]t
RtRs

(a)

(b)

(c)

Units

375.2
436.6,
452.1
3.4
36
69
62.8
915
5.7

None

None

MHz

590

633.5

MHz

3.4
41
71
89
430
3.8

3.4
33
57
107
430
4.6

MV
MV/m
mT/(MV/m)
Ω
Ω
×104 Ω2

HOM Damping

Figure 12: Ridged waveguide cavity (left) with electric
(middle) and magnetic (right) field profiles.
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The 4-rod cavity configuration of HOM couplers are
shown in Fig. 14. The accelerating mode which is a lower
order mode present in the cavity is damped using a notch
filter. Two higher order mode HOM couplers (H-HOM &
V-HOM) damps the dipole modes in horizontal direction
and vertical direction.
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The parallel-bar cavity operating in TEM-like mode has
two degenerate modes (0 mode and π mode) where π mode
is the deflecting mode where the transverse kick is
generated by both transverse electric and magnetic fields
[9]. Several iterations of parallel-bar cavities have been
designed in improving the rf properties. The design has
been evolved into a TE-like design called the rf-dipole
cavity as shown in Fig. 10 [10].
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the crabbing cavities during the cryogenic tests and were
easily processed.

Figure 14: HOM coupling of 4-rod cavity.
Unlike TEM-like cavities, TE-like cavities do not have
any lower order modes present in those geometries. The
HOM damping for the two TE-like cavities are shown in
Figs. 15 and 16.

Figure 17: Multipacting levels of double quarter wave
cavity (left) and rf-dipole cavity (right).

Higher Order Multipole Analysis
In circular particle colliders high order multipole
components are required to be low in order to minimize
beam effects. The non-uniform transverse fields across the
beam aperture give rise to the higher order multipole
components in TEM-like and TE-like crabbing cavities.
Compared to TM110-type cavities these compact crabbing
cavities have more degrees of freedom in parameters that
can be used to reduce the higher order multipole
components. The capacitive plates along the beam aperture
was curved inward as shown in Fig. 18.

Figure 15: HOM coupling of double quarter wave
cavity.
The HOM damping of the double quarter wave cavity
was designed with 3 identical HOM couplers as shown in
Fig. 15 [13]. The HOM coupler is a filter that cuts-off the
fundamental crabbing mode. The pickup coupler is used to
damp the HOM at 1.75 GHz.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 18: Field non uniformity of rf-dipole cavity (left)
and 4-rod cavity (right).

CRYOGENIC TESTS OF PROOF-OFPRINCIPLE CAVITIES
Figure 16: HOM damping of rf-dipole cavity.
The rf-dipole cavity uses only two HOM couplers: a high
pass filter (HHOM) that couples to the horizontal dipole
modes and a vertical coax coupler (VHOM) that couples to
the dipole modes in vertical direction [14]. The rotated
HHOM coupler and the skewed VHOM probe strongly
damps few of the HOMs near 2 GHz.

Multipacting Analysis
Extensive multipacting analysis was performed to
identify resonant conditions on these novel crabbing cavity
designs. Multipacting levels were studied using the
Track3P code of SLAC ACE3P suite [15]. Predicted
multipacting levels shown in Fig. 17 were observed in both
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The proof-of-principle cavities of the 4-rod cavity
double quarter wave cavity, and rf-dipole cavity shown in
Fig. 19 were fabricated at Niowave Inc..

Figure 19: Proof-of-principle cavities: 4-rod cavity (left),
double quarter wave cavity (middle), and rf-dipole cavity
(right).
Cryogenic test results of the three cavities are shown in
Fig. 20. The 4-rod cavity was tested at CERN and achieved
the design requirements of 3.4 MV. The double quarter
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wave cavity was tested at BNL also achieved the design
specifications. The rf-dipole cavity was tested at JLab
surpassed the design specifications with a transverse kick
of 7.0 MV and Q0 of 1.2×1010.

Figure 20: Cryogenic test results of 4-rod cavity (top),
double quarter wave cavity (middle), and rf-dipole
cavity (bottom).

CAVITY ENGINEERING AND
PROTOTYPING
The crabbing cavities for LHC high luminosity upgrade
is expected to be tested at SPS prior to installation at LHC.
The cryomodule designs are underway at CERN for the
two crabbing cavities [16]. Currently prototype cavities are
being fabricated. The two cryomodule designs are shown
in Fig. 21.
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Figure 21: Cryomodule design for double quarter wave
cavity (top) and rf-dipole cavity (bottom).
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Abstract
We show that the phase of the wakefields as the CERN
SPS proton bunch experiences the self-modulation instability is very weakly dependent on variations of the bunch
parameters by ±5%. There is a ≈ λ pe /4-wide region of
the wakefields that remain accelerating and focusing for an
electron witness bunch after the instability has grown and
saturated, that is after ∼ 4 m into the plasma with AWAKE
base-line parameters. These results suggest that deterministic injection and acceleration of an electron witness bunch
into these wakefields resulting from the self-modulation instability is, in principle, possible experimentally.
Figure 1: Ez as a function of ξ and propagation distance
of the proton bunch along the plasma in a region near ξ =
−12 cm from the proton bunch front.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
Sending relativistic charged particle bunches through a
plasma generates wakefields in the transverse and longitudinal direction with frequency defined by the electron
 1/2
and
plasma density ne , frequency ω pe = ne e2 /ǫ0 me
wavelength λ pe = 2πc/ω pe [1]. In the linear regime, the
transverse wakefields are π2 out of phase with the longitudinal ones, so there is a region within λ pe /4 where the
fields are both accelerating and focusing for an electron (or
positron) bunch to be externally injected and accelerated
over a long distance.
AWAKE is a proof-of-principle experiment which will
be propagating the SPS (Super Proton Synchrotron) bunch
through a plasma column of 10 m to drive wakefields and
accelerate an externally injected electron bunch. With a
baseline electron plasma density of 7×1014 cm−3 , λ pe ≈
1.2 mm. This is many times shorter than the longitudinal rms
length of the bunch (12 cm), which causes protons along
the bunch to be locally either focused or defocused by the
wakefield. This is the self-modulation instability (SMI) [2].
The focused protons form micro-bunches separated by ≈ λ pe ,
which resonantly drive the wakefields to large amplitudes.
The SMI growth and the associated evolution of the proton bunch cause the wakefield phase-velocity to change with
respect to the initial bunch velocity, until eventually stabilizing at the speed of the bunch. This can be seen in Fig. 1,
where we see that the on-axis field Ez moves backwards
within a set window of ξ = z − ct of the proton bunch as it
propagates within the plasma. Near 4 m, the phase stabilizes
after SMI development (i.e., lines become vertical on Fig. 1),
which becomes a suitable location to inject particles. Note
that the transverse wakefields follow a similar evolution (not
shown).
Many simulations have been performed for AWAKE using parameters of the CERN SPS bunch. However, from
an experimental viewpoint we are interested in determining

how variations in the parameters of the proton bunch affect
the phase change at positions ξ along the bunch, i.e., where
the electrons are injected. We use a variation of ±5% of
the bunch parameters for this study in order to obtain the
trends of the wakefields phase variation. Since all particles
are relativistic and there is essentially no dephasing between
them over the plasma length considered here, injected electrons stay in the proper phase (accelerating and focusing) all
along the acceleration process, unless the relative phase of
the wakefields change.
In the experiment, the proton bunch will be copropagating with a laser pulse at its center as it goes through
rubidium (Rb) vapor. The ∼ 100 f s laser pulse ionizes the
Rb, creating a relativistically moving ionization front in the
bunch that seeds the SMI. For the simulations, the bunch
density is cut to include
√ the sharp start of the beam/plasma
interaction and for − 2πσzb < ξ < 0 is given by :

r

2
− r
π ξ
nb (ξ, r) = nb0 × 0.5 1 + cos
× e 2σr b 2 .
2 σzb
Here nb0 = Nb /[(2π)3/2 σr2b σzb ]. Since the wakefields amplitude is proportional to nb , the evolution of the wakefields
(amplitude and phase) may be sensitive to its initial value
nb0 , which itself depends on the bunch population Nb , and
rms radius and length, σr b and σzb , respectively. These
are parameters that may vary from event to event in the
experiment.
For these studies, we use the particle-in-cell code
OSIRIS [3] developed at IST in Lisbon and at UCLA.
For these 2D cylindrical simulations we use a box size of
1.61 mm with 425 grid points in r and 299.89 mm with 18000
grid points in z. The number of plasma and beam particles
are 6 × 106 and 5 × 105 respectively. The simulation time
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step is 0.012ω−1
pe . The beam and plasma parameters are the
AWAKE baseline parameters: σr b = 0.2 mm, σzb = 12.6 cm,
Nb = 1.5 × 1011 , ǫ N = 3.6 mm−mrad and the plasma density
is 7 × 1014 cm−3 . It should be noted σzb is not the longitudinal rms bunch length for the bunch described by Eq. 1,
which is actually 11.4 cm.
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in Fig. 3 and corresponds to the minimum injection point
along the plasma. Figure 3 shows that 4 m is a good injection
point, and that variations of Nb ±5% do not greatly affect
the optimal region in ξ for injection. The injection region
is ≈ 0.21λ pe in ξ, smaller than the expected 0.25λ pe due
mostly to the still-shifting wakefield phase after z = 4 m.

BUNCH POPULATION VARIATIONS
Simulations were run with the initial proton bunch parameters, and Nb ±5%. The wakefield phase was analyzed
as a function of bunch propagation for a range of ξ values. The relative phase of the wakefields is always calculated within the same
 window in ξ. It is obtained from a
cos ω pe ξ/c + φ(ξ) fit to the Ez field in the simulation window (e.g., see Fig. 1). The ξ = −12 cm region is chosen
because it is there that the wakefields reach their peak value
along the bunch after total propagation within the plasma,
and the location of optimal wakefield phase stabilization
after SMI development (see below). Figure 2 shows the
relative phase shift of the wakefield for the case of the initial
parameters and Nb ±5%. We see that an increase (decrease)
in Nb leads to a larger (smaller) shift backwards in ξ of the
field.

Figure 3: Minimum injection point of electrons so they remain in focusing/accelerating fields until z = 10 m (injection
−12.03 < ξ < −11.99 cm)
Figure 4 shows the energy gain for injection at z = 4 m. We
see the energy gain is higher when further back in ξ because
this is where the peak |Ez | is located. However, we see that
Nb -5% case results in overall higher energy gain compared
to the initial case; whereas we would expect Nb +5% to have
higher energy as Ez ∝ nb0 ∝ Nb . This is because Nb -5%
has its wakefield shifted further forward in ξ than the others,
meaning an electron is closer to peak |EZ | for this case,
resulting in the higher energy gain. We also see the energy
gain difference from the initial case increases for electrons
further from peak |Ez |, which gives additional reason to
inject near peak accelerating fields.

We also see that the phase difference between Nb ±5%
and the initial case is largest at regions of 4-5 m, after which
it decreases and the three phases become essentially indistinguishable. This is also true at different values of ξ (not
shown), though in general the phase differences are larger
for larger |ξ |. The phase difference corresponds to about
0.03λ pe . This difference is small and allows in principle
for placing the electron bunch near the peak of accelerating
field, without the risk of loosing it to due to phase variations
of the wakefields from event to event.
To find the injection point along the plasma, we calculate
the energy gain for particles injected at various ξ values in
one of the quarter-periods of the wakefields shown on Fig. 1.
We start at the propagation length of 1000 cm and integrate
eEz backwards along the plasma until an electron would
reach a decelerating or defocusing region. The location
along the plasma where the integration is stopped is shown

Figure 4: Energy gain of injected electrons for z > 4 m as
a function of ξ in the optimal region for initial and Nb ±5%
runs (injection −12.03 < ξ < −11.99 cm).

BUNCH SIZES VARIATIONS
We also ran simulations with σb ±5% (σzb and σr b ). For
both cases, an increase (decrease) in σb moves the wakefield
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Figure 2: Phase of Ez for simulations with initial and Nb ±5%
parameters.
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phase forward (backwards) in ξ relative to the initial case.
These effects are opposite to the variations of Nb . This
implies that the wakefield phase difference is correlated with
nb ∝ σ Nσb 2 .
zb

rb

The phase differences from these simulations in the range
of z = 4-5 m are lower than in the Nb case. In the neighboring regions of ξ = −12 cm, the differences are less than
0.03λ pe , implying that changes in σb have less of an effect
than changes in Nb . Of the two, the lowest phase difference
was from σr b ±5%.
The minimum injection point was also not significantly
impacted, with the optimal region of continuous acceleration/focusing being 0.21λ pe for variations of σzb and
0.22λ pe for variations of σr b . The higher energy gains come
from σb +5%, in contrast to the Nb case, also due to forward
shifts in ξ of the wakefields.

OVERALL EFFECTS

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

With the same methods as presented above, we now examine the injection range (in terms of λ pe fraction) and its
dependence on the location of injection along the bunch
(previously around ξ ≈ σzb ≈ −12 cm). In Fig. 5, we plot
the narrowest injection range (as in Fig. 3) of each parameter
variation versus injection position along the bunch. This
is still for injection at z = 4 m along the plasma. The optimal region for injection would be where we have the largest
injection range, which is near ξ = −11.5 cm for each curve.
This is about the rms longitudinal bunch length of −11.4 cm.

Figure 6: Upper/lower bounds of maximum energy gain of
electron injected at z = 4 m for different locations in ξ.

along ξ. However, these phase differences are very small
when compared to the nominal bunch parameters and are
less than 0.03λ pe when injecting near ξ = −12 cm along the
bunch and 4 m into the plasma and beyond. This variation
is well within the region of focusing/acceleration of about
0.25λ pe , potentially allowing for the witness bunch to be
placed very close to the peak accelerating field. We also
found that the wakefield phase shift is correlated with the
density of the proton bunch, nb ∝ σ Nσb 2 . When nb0 is
zb

rb

increased, the phase of the wakefield shifts further back in
ξ, whereas when it is decreased, the phase shifts further
forward.
Simulations also showed the injection range for electrons
at 4 m into the plasma is reduced from λ pe /4 to ≈ 0.22λ pe
due to the wakefields slight shift in phase after SMI development, though changes in nb0 itself does not notably impact
this range. The energy gain of electrons within this optimal
injection region changes less significantly for the variations
in the bunch parameters considered here for injections close
to the peak accelerating field and for injection along the
bunch near σzb . We also found that the best injection point
along the bunch is near the rms bunch length of −11.4 cm,
regardless of the studied parameters.

Figure 5: Size of optimal region, in fraction of λ pe , for an
electron injected at z=4 m for different locations in ξ.
In Figure 6 we plot the upper and lower bounds of maximum energy gain obtained for each variation, again versus
the injection point along the bunch (with injection at z = 4 m
along the plasma). Along with a large injection range, we
also desire peak energy gain and minimal changes to this
energy gain from parameter variations. Looking at Fig. 6,
we generally find both near ξ = −11.5 cm. Therefore, these
figures show that the best injection region in ξ at around σzb
remains unchanged by bunch parameter variations of ±5%.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

These results suggest that variations in the incoming
bunch parameters from event to event are not a significant
impediment for deterministic injection of a witness electron bunch into wakefields driven by a proton bunch that
experiences the SMI.
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We found that variations of ±5% in the initial proton
bunch parameters (Nb , σr b , σzb ) do change the phase of Ez
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PLASMA SOURCE

Abstract
We briefly report on the progress towards an AWAKE
experiment at CERN. First experiments are scheduled for
the end of 2016 and will focus on the study of the selfmodulation instability. Later experiments, scheduled for
2017-18, will study acceleration by externally injecting electrons into the the wakefields.

The plasma source consists of a rubidium (Rb) vapor
source and of a laser for ionization of the vapor [3].

Vapor Source

The vapor source is designed to produce an  10 m-long
column of Rb vapor with density nRb in the 1−10×1014 cm−3
range (7 × 1014 cm−3 nominal), with a very uniform density
profile (δnRb /nRb < 0.2%) and with a sharp density edge at
INTRODUCTION
each end, with a drop in density by approximately two orders
The AWAKE experiment at CERN aims at studying the of magnitude in a few centimeters. The source is based
exchangerV
(see
Fig. 1) S
ensuring
the density
use of proton (p+ ) bunches to drive wakefields in plasmas on a long heat
AWAKE
APOR
OURCE
−
uniformity
by
imposing
a
very
uniform
temperature
along
to accelerate electrons (e ) [1]. The first phase of the experthe
vapor
column
(δn
/n
∝
δT/T
in
absence
of
flow).
iment, scheduled for the end of 2016, will study the Laser
physics
Rb Rb
The
sharp
density
edge
at
each
end
is
created
by
expansion
of
of the self-modulation instability (SMI) [2] of a long (σz =
Ionizingthe Rb vapor into a vacuum volume through a 1 cm diameter
+
12 cm) CERN-SPS p bunch in a dense plasma, i.e., such
Final
Laser
two Rb evaporation reservoirs
that σz  λ pe ∼ ne1/2 . Here λ pe = 2πc/ω pe isFocus
the wavePulse aperture [4]. The source uses
Plasma
p+ dump
and
the
vapor
density
is
measured
at each end with a relative
length of the relativistic plasma wave or wakefields in an
10m, 1014-1015 cm-3
electron plasma of density ne and plasma electron angu- accuracy of better than 0.5% using the anomalous optical
Laser
dump
 −1/2
Note
that OTR/CTR
lar frequency ω pe = ne e2 /0 me
. In a second
phase, dispersion around the D2 line of Rb at 780 nm [5].
Diagnostics
Diagnostics
p+ from SPS
SMI
Acceleration
scheduled for 2017-18, a low energy e− witness bunch (1020 MeV) with length  λ pe will be injected in the plasma
!Vapor
source
to sample the wakefields and potentially reach
an energy
>1 GeV, with a finite energy spread. We describe here the
state of readiness of the major components of AWAKE for
the first experiments.

FACILITY

PROTON BEAM LINE©

P. Muggli

The p+ beam line consists mainly of: a final focus system;
a horizontal magnetic chicane to allow for the p+ bunch to
become co-linear with a laser beam used for plasma formation and SMI seeding; three screens to measure the p+ bunch
transverse size; a number of magnetic correctors, beam position monitors, current transformers and beam loss monitors
that form the standard beam line instrumentation. The first pilot p+ bunch ( 109 p+ ) was brought to the beam dump. The
beam line was successfully commissioned and produced the
expected p+ bunch parameters: energy of 400 GeV (SPS
beam), 1−3×1011 p+ /bunch, focused beam size σr∗ 200 µm
and β∗ 5 m.
∗

muggli@mpp.mpg.de

Figure 1:
Picture of in
theAWAKE
vapor source
10 m-long
!Installed
March
2016 heat exchanger !
under
installation
in the
AWAKE
Ends
expected
Sept.
2016facility. The pic-P. Muggli, Fachbeirat
ture is looking towards the SPS.
since the source has two Rb reservoirs it can also generate
essentially linear density gradients along the source.
Rubidium was chosen because of its low ionization potential (φ=4.177 eV for the first e− ) and its relatively large vapor
pressure. Temperatures between 150 and 230 ◦ C are sufficient to reach the desired density range. The heat exchanger
satisfied the required temperature uniformity specifications
and is installed in the AWAKE facility. The source ends are
currently under installation and commissioning.

Laser
The laser for vapor ionization is an Erbium-doped fiber oscillator followed by a CPA Ti:Sapphire amplification chain.
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A major component of the experiment is the facility that
has been built in place of the CNGS facility. The commissioning of the facility will be completed in 2017.
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It delivers with a 10 Hz repetition rate a  120 fs pulse, cation chain of the ionizing laser and that for the RF-gun
with up to 450 mJ after the optical compressor. The laser photo-cathode.
is located in a radiation-free zone and the pulse sent under
Locking of the SPS RF to the AWAKE master clock is
vacuum to the vapor source though a 50 m transport line. achieved using a  3 km-long phase-compensated optical
The beam is focused by a telescope located before the com- fiber system [7].
pressor, to a transverse radius of 1 mm near the entrance
Note that injection of a witness bunch generated by a
of the vapor column. The system is equipped with a ”virtual laser wakefield accelerator is also envisaged [8]. In this
plasma“ with three cameras located at the virtual entrance, case excellent synchronization may be achieved between the
middle and end of the vapor column for online monitoring of ionizing laser pulse (i.e., the wakefields) and the witness
the beam transverse size. The laser and transport lines have bunch. Synchronization with the p+ bunch is limited by
been installed (see Fig. 2) and commissioned, and delivered synchrotron oscillations of the bunch in the SPS RF bucket
the expected laser parameters at the vapor source entrance. to an rms value of ≈15 ps.
Laser ionization serves two purposes in AWAKE. First,
Synchronization between the laser pulse and the p+ bunch
with a pulse intensity exceeding the ionization appear- was achieved during the September commissioning.
ance value for the first Rb e− ( 1.7 × 1012 W/cm2 ) fieldionization converts the Rb density profile into an identical
PROTON BUNCH SMI DIAGNOSTICS
plasma density profile. Second, by propagating the laser
The main diagnostics for the initial experiments are depulse co-linearly with and within the p+ bunch, the abrupt
signed
to detect the occurrence of the SMI.
AWAKE
LASER
start of the beam/plasma interaction (time
scale  1/ω
pe )
seeds the SMI. This is necessary since numerical simula- Bunch Transverse Profile
Laser
tion results show that without seeding the !
SMI
does
not front seeds the SMI
Sharp
ionization
The SMI creates a core of particles that originate from the
grow significantlyIonizing
over the 10 m plasma length. This is also
Final
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focusing
regions of the wakefields and a halo of particles that
necessary Focus
to produce
start of the
Pulsea phase reference for the
Plasma
+ dump
originate
from thepdefocusing
regions. These can in principle
14
15
-3
wakefields, in order to be able to deterministically
10m, 10 inject
-10 cma
−
be
distinguished
on
time
integrated
transverse profiles of the
witness e bunch into the accelerating and focusing phase of
Laser dump OTR/CTR
bunch.
Three
screens
have
been
installed,
one upstream of
Diagnostics
+
Diagnostics
the wakefields
in future experiments SMI
with a Acceleration
witness bunch
p from SPS
the
plasma,
one
2
m
and
one
10
m
downstream
from the
shorter than λ pe [6].
plasma
exit.
Numerical
simulations
suggest
that
information
!Ionizing Laser
about the SMI
development can be retrieved from these
! !Rb=4.177eV
Intensity
ionize to the various particle densities
profiles. In !order
totoadjust
Rb:I>1.7x1012Wcm-2
expected at!these
Energy locations
to ionize Rb: and acquire useful images in
70mJ
a single event,
the screens use optical transition radiation
(L=10m, r=1mm)
(OTR) with a low light yield for the core, high-density of
the bunch and high-light yield chromox screen for the lowdensity bunch halo [9].

OTR Time Resolved Diagnostic
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Figure 2: Picture of the laser room in the AWAKE facility.
The optical compressor is in the foreground and the laser
behind it. The optical transport line to the vapor source is
on the left hand side, towards the ceiling.

Synchronization
For SMI experiments the laser pulse and p+ bunch must
only be synchronized at the 10 ps time scale. For the later
experiments mentioned in the previous section, synchronization at the faction of a plasma period (< π/4ω pe , i.e., sub100 fs) will be required. This is accomplished by using phaselocked-loops to ensure the laser oscillator (at 88 MHz), the
e− RF-gun source (at 2.997 GHz), the SPS RF frequency
(at 204 MHz) and the laser amplifier 10 Hz repetition rate
are all synchronized to a master oscillator (at 6 GHz), so
that the laser pulse and the p+ and e− bunches enter the
plasma with the desired delays. This is possible because
the same laser oscillator will be used to drive the amplifi-

The occurrence
of SMI
creates a modulation of the bunch
P. Muggli, Fachbeirat
07/28/2016
charge density along its axis. This occurs because with the
AWAKE parameters the SMI reaches the non-linear regime
of the wakefields (i.e., Ez,max /EW B =0.1-0.5 according to
simulations, EW B , the wave breaking field). Transition radiation in the visible spectrum range, i.e., OTR, emitted
backwards when the bunch enters an thins aluminum-coated
silicon wafer, is incoherent and has the same time structure as
p+ bunch charge density. It is imaged onto CCD cameras to
obtained time integrated transverse bunch profiles and onto
the entrance slit of a streak camera to time-resolve the signal
at the ps-time scale. We have shown in test measurements
that the modulation of a light signal with nanosecond duration can be detected up to modulation frequencies >350 GHz
in a single event [10]. The maximum modulation expected in
AWAKE is on the order of 285 GHz with ne = 1015 cm−3 .
The modulation frequency is detected in the power spectrum
of the FFT of the streak camera image profile.
The OTR diagnostic set-up, including screen, light transport line, CCDs and streak camera have been installed (see
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system offer high-sensitivity at the expense or working only
within microwave bands and therefore requiring three heterodyne systems to cover the desired frequency range.
!Optical transition
radiation (OTR) The CTR diagnostics have been installed (see Fig. 3) and
-Time domain commissioned.

To:
-streak camera
-40GHz scope

Laser dump
Diagnostics

!SMI diagnostics

OTR
CTR

OTR/CTR
Diagnostics

!Coherent transition
radiation (CTR)
-Frequency domain
!fmod~fpe~ne1/2
The commissioning of the AWAKE experiment is proceed-FIRST Measurement

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

p+

ing according to schedule. In particular, the full intensity
p+ bunch was brought to the dump, the ionizing laser pulse
was aligned to the p+ beam and the diagnostics were aligned.
P. Muggli, Fachbeirat 07/28/2016
OTR light was detected on the streak camera even at the
Figure 3: Picture of the laser room in the AWAKE facility.
fastest time scale. The DAQ system performed well. The
The optical compressor is in the foreground and the laser
current schedule calls for a short experimental run in Debehind it. The optical transport line to the vapor source is
cember 2016. The most challenging pieces of equipment are
on the left hand side.
the Rb vapor source ends. They have been developed since
their "invention" around New Year 2015. The challenges
Fig. 3) and commissioned. The OTR light yield is sufficient
with
the new source include the maintaining of the temperato observe the p+ bunch on the streak camera even at the
ture uniformity all the way to the expansion apertures, the
fastest streaking time scale.
precise control of the Rb reservoirs temperatures, mainly for
a precise control of the density gradient, and the handling
CTR Heterodyne Measurements
of the (relatively) large amount of Rb required for operation.
The modulated bunch emits coherent transition radiation
Safety, handling, recycling and disposal procedures are still
(CTR) at the modulation frequency, that is at  2π/ω pe , in
actively being developed. We note here that the developthe microwave range, between 85 and 285 GHz in AWAKE.
ment of the SMI is very weakly sensitive to plasma density
In this diagnostic, the frequency of the CTR, fRF , will be
nom-uniformities [12].
determined by mixing the signal in a Schottky diode with
the signal of a local oscillator at a known frequency fLO .
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SYNCROTRON OSCILLATION
DERIVED FROM THREE COMPONENTS HAMILTONIAN
Kouichi Jimbo#, IAE, Kyoto University, Uji-city, Kyoto, Japan
Hikaru Souda, Gunma University Heavy Ion Medical Centre, Maebashi-city, Gunma, Japan
of the kinetic energy caused by the dispersion. Both

Abstract
The Hamiltonian, which was composed of coasting,
synchrotron and betatron motions, clarified the synchrobetatron resonant coupling mechanism in a storage ring.
The equation for the synchrotron motion was also
obtained from the Hamiltonian. It shows that the so-called
synchrotron oscillation is an oscillation around the
revolution frequency as well as of the kinetic energy of
the on-momentum particle. The detectable synchrotron
oscillation is a horizontal oscillation on the laboratory
frame.

INTRODUCTION
The Hamiltonian, which was composed of coasting,
synchrotron and betatron motions, was derived to explain
the observed horizontal betatron tune jump near the
synchro-betatron resonant coupling point[1]. We discuss
about the so-called synchrotron oscillation related to the
Doppler effect. We show that the synchrotron oscillation
derived from the Hamiltonian is longitudinal as well as
horizontal oscillations.

HAMILTONIAN FOR THE
ORBITING PARTICLE

 S and  C are normalized by  2 E0 . The coasting motion
consists of the 0th (on-momentum particle) and 1st
(  S and  C )order effects.  is the phase slip factor. We

assume the strong focusing case 0      1 .

phase of the rf wave. Around the off-momentum closed
orbit, x is horizontal coordinate and px is horizontal
momentum of the orbiting particle. We also have

D  

R

 
px
p0

D

x , and

R

S

S   S   D

particle with respect to the rf cavity voltage V. In the
following argument, we neglect the betatron oscillation.

OSCILLATION AROUND THE
REVOLUTION FREQENCY
We obtain the following equation for the so-called
synchrotron oscillation from Eqs.(26) and (27) of the
reference 1:

 S  ˆ cos      0    0  C
 
2



s2 hqV  cos S  D 

02
2 E
2

(2)
.

energy of the on-momentum particle. We have the
following relations:

is the orbit angle at the injection point.

E0   p0 c    mc

revolution frequency,

2

 ,p

0

 m c , and E0  K  mc 2 ,

v
where   , ds
 v ,   1 2 and E0  m c 2 .
1 
c dt
Keeping up to the 2nd order to describe an orbiting
particle of coasting, betatron and synchrotron motions, the
Hamiltonian composed of three motions is given as
follows from Eq.(21) of the reference 1:
H   1   C   S  


hqV
2

2 E0

where

1
2

  2K x
px
p0

2

1

x

2



1
2

   

C

 S 

2

(1)

cos       cos  S        S  sin  S   

S

D

D

D

is the (rationalized) fractional deviation of the

kinetic energy caused by the so-called synchrotron
oscillation and  C is the (rationalized) fractional deviation



(3)

0

where  0   C  1 ,

2

. D is the

is the phase angle for synchronous

the reference closed orbit of the average radius R with
velocity v . E0 is the total energy and K is the kinematic

2
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D

dispersion and

We assume that an on-momentum particle of mass m
and momentum p0 is circling (without oscillating motion)

2

 is the



s

is the orbit angle (  

0

s

),  0
R
is the

is the synchrotron frequency,

is the synchrotron tune, ˆ is the amplitude of

oscillation and C is an integration constant.
Generally

 C  1 and we can choose  C  ˆ

at

   0 . We can neglect this term. Then we consider only
the reference closed orbit. Now the coasting motion
consists of the on-momentum particle plus the effect
of  S . From Eq.(2)

 S  ˆ cos      0    1   C

(4)

Neglecting the integration constant C  0 ,





 S  ˆ cos      0   1 .

(5)

___________________________________________
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We have the following relation[2]:



Define

ˆ

0

  S .

(6)

 ˆ . Then we have

0
 ˆ

cos      0   1 .
0 0

The last term of RHS of Eq.(7) represents the particle
circling with 0 . This term shows up because of the 1st
order term of the coasting motion

S

symmetrically around the revolution frequency by the
Doppler effect as follows[3]:

where 
(7)

in Eq.(1). The

synchrotron oscillation, which is an oscillation around the
revolution frequency 0 , occurs on the mechanical frame
of the circling particle. Then detected synchrotron tunes
are expected to be changed on the laboratory frame by the
Doppler effect.

WEPOA03


relativistic
 0  s 1    ,

(9-a)


relativistic
 0  s 1    .

(9-b)


relativistic

observer and 

for the oscillation moving toward the


relativistic

for the oscillation moving away

from the observer.
Figure 1 is an image of the spectrum analyzer
6

12

(Tektronix RSA 3303B) taken for C (400MeV/u)
beam of a heavy ion synchrotron at Gunma university
heavy ion medical centre[4]. Two symmetrical sidebands
(±0.185kHz)
around
the
revolution
frequency
(3.378096MHz) was clearly recorded. The image was
taken by the electrostatic beam positioning monitor, of
which plate was used as an antenna. The antenna acted as
the observer. The detected synchrotron tune was
0.000055. No Doppler effect was confirmed.

PHENOMENOLOGICAL ANALYSIS
Since no Doppler effect was confirmed, the synchrotron
oscillation occurs not on the frame of the circling particle,
but on the laboratory frame. Eq.(7) should turn to be

  ˆ cos      0  .

(10)

However, small frequency oscillation without circling
motion is meaningless as the synchrotron oscillation. To
explain physical reason why no Doppler was confirmed,
we go back to Eq.(4).
Following the definition of (rationalized) fractional
deviation  of reference 1, we define as follows:

S 

E
Eˆ
, ˆ 
and  
  1  .
 E
 E
 E

E S
2

2

0

2

0

0

Neglecting the integration constant C  0 , we rewrite
Eq.(4) as follows,

12

6

for C (400MeV/u) beam of a heavy ion synchrotron.
Two symmetrical sidebands (±0.185kHz) around the
revolution frequency (3.378096MHz) was clearly
recorded.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
For low energy particles (non-relativistic), recorded
synchrotron frequencies  are found symmetrically as
two sidebands around the revolution frequency as follows



non
relativistic  0   s ,

(8)

where non relativistic for the oscillation moving toward the


observer and non relativistic for the oscillation moving away


from the observer. For relativistic particles, however, the
synchrotron frequencies should be found non-

where

(11)

ES is the kinetic energy of the oscillation and

Ê is its amplitude.
In Eq. (11), E is the centre energy of the oscillation.
We call E the oscillation centre. To find out a role of the
oscillation centre, we neglect oscillating motions as 1st
order effect and consider only motion of the oscillation
centre. Let's locates a non-oscillating imaginary particle
of mass m at the oscillation centre. E represents the
kinetic energy of the imaginary particle against the
laboratory frame. We evaluate the fictitious velocity uC of
the oscillation centre. Define the momentum

pi and the

total energy Ei of an imaginary particle as follows:
Ei   pi c    mc
2

2

2



2

, pi  m C uC and Ei  E  mc .
2
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Figure 1: An image of the spectrum analyzer taken

ES  Eˆ sin      0   E .
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We have

C 

Ei
mc 2

2
2
1
    E0  mc



 2

 1     .

mc 2

(12)

When the oscillation centre is on the on-momentum
particle (    C ), we define   C .

C 

1
1  
 

 1

1



.

(13)

For   0 , following relations are obtained:
1)   0 , the oscillation centre moves with

uC  c .
2) 0    1 

, the oscillation centre moves faster



3)   C  1 

1



on-momentum particle.
1
4) 1    , the oscillation centre moves slower than



the on-momentum particle.
5)    , the oscillation centre locates on the lab

 uC  0  .

Generally it is very difficult to find appropriate values of



(assuming 0      1 ), which does not satisfy
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conditions 1), 3), 4) and 5). The condition 2) should be
satisfied, but it says that the velocity of the oscillation
centre is faster than the velocity of the on-momentum
particle. This result is unrealistic.
Since Eq.(11) is equivalent to Eq.(7), the imaginary
particle, which circles with 0 , is on the kinetic frame of
the on-momentum particle. Accordingly the imaginary
particle, which locates on the oscillation centre, should
corresponds to the on-momentum particle.
We had to choose an appropriate integration constant
C  0 in Eq.(4) and redefine E as follows:
E
2

 E0

  1   C

(14)

As E equals to the kinetic energy of K     1 mc ,





ES  Eˆ sin      0      1 mc 2 , (17)
where

, the oscillation centre is on the

(16)

where  is a small value on the mechanical frame of
the circling particle.
For the second one, the radius of the circling particle
also oscillates around the reference closed orbit when its
kinetic energy oscillates. It is an oscillation in the
horizontal direction. We call it the horizontal oscillation.
We
define
the
horizontal
constant
C  Ch   11    1  , from Eq.(11)
1



1

than the on-momentum particle.

frame

directions. Since the first one occurs in the orbital
direction, it is an oscillation in the longitudinal direction.
We call it the longitudinal oscillation. We define the
longitudinal constant C  C  0 , from Eq.(7)

  ˆ cos      0   0 ,

From Eq.(12), we have

2
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ES is a small value on the mechanical frame of

the on-momentum particle.

Ch erases  1  term in Eq.(4).

Now influences directory the oscillation through Eq.(3)
but does not influence indirectly the oscillation through
the mechanical frame.
In the laboratory frame, the velocity of the circling
particle is changed periodically but very slowly in the
longitudinal oscillation. In practical situation, however,
the particle revolves many times (more than 104 times/sec
for Fig. 1 case) for one longitudinal oscillation and no
synchrotron tune in that direction is detectable in the
laboratory frame. It is reasonable that the Doppler effect
in the longitudinal direction was not recorded in Fig. 1.
This result also demonstrates that the horizontal
oscillation is not moving with the circling particle. It
occurs on the laboratory frame. We conclude that the
synchrotron oscillation is a horizontal oscillation on the
laboratory frame and the synchrotron tune is detectable
only in the horizontal direction.
One of the author reported that energy exchange
between the synchrotron and the betatron oscillations was
possible[1]. The betatron oscillation is also a horizontal
oscillation. It is well know that an electrostatic kicker is
utilized to excite betatron oscillations. Therefore, on the
same way, we may utilize a kicker to de-excite
synchrotron oscillations slowly so that particles outside
the bucket are pushed back into the bucket to reduce
loosing particles.

2

C   11    1  .
 1 
 

(15)

CONSIDERATION
The so-called synchrotron oscillation is the oscillation of
the revolution frequency and the oscillation of the kinetic
energy of the on-momentum particle. Two pictures are
equivalent but represent oscillations of two different
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DESIGN OF FRONT END FOR RF SYNCHRONIZED SHORT PULSE
LASER ION SOURCE
Y. Fuwa∗ , Y. Iwashita, Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan
An laser ion source which produces short pulse ion beam
is under development. In this ion source, laser plasma is
produced in an RF electric field and ions are extracted from
the plasma before its expansion. The ion beach can be injected into RF acceleration bucket of RFQ. For this ion
source, an accelerator front end was designed.

SHORT PULSE LASER ION SOURCE
Short pulse ion beams are promising candidate as a component of a high efficiency accelerator front end. In conventional ion source, the pulse length of the extracted ion
beams are longer than the RF (Radio Frequency) period of
the subsequent accelerator. Therefore, the ion beams must
be bunched in the front end of the accelerator such as an
RFQ (Radio Frequency Quadrupole). If the beam is already
bunched at the extraction area of the ion source, the beam
can be injected into accelerating RF phase and directly accelerated in RFQ. Then, the bunching section of the RFQ
can be omitted and the accelerating efficiency of RFQ can
be improved.
For production of initially-bunched beam, laser plasma
induced by ultra-short pulse laser has a promising potential. With the focused short pulse laser in a few tenth of
micro meter, the volume of the interaction region are small
enough to produce bunched ions, and the ions in the plasma
produced by the short pulse laser are supposed to have also
short pulse structure. If the short pulse ions bunch can
be produces in an RF electric field, the ions can be captured by the RF bucket and the bunch structure can be kept.
Therefore, the production of short pulse ion bunch can be
achieved and direct acceleration of the bunched ion beam
in RFQ can be realized.

PLASMA PRODUCTION CONDITION
In this section, conditions to produce short pulse ion
beam is discussed.
For the extraction the ions from the laser plasma, the
thickness of plasma should be smaller than Debye length.
The Debye length λ D is defined as
λD =

√

ϵ 0 kT
ne e 2

(1)

where ϵ 0 , k, T, ne and e are the permittivity of vacuum, the
Boltzmann constant, electron temperature, electron density,
and elementary charge, respectively. The thickness of the
plasma is the same order of the laser dimension at the focal
∗
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point. In our test bench, the focal spot of laser can be controlled less than 50 µm. For the practical use of ion beam,
peak current of extracted microbunch should be larger than
1 mA. To achieve this current, the number of protons per
microbunch is larger than 107 . From those condition, the
temperature of plasma should be between 100 eV and 1 keV.
The summery of the discussion is illustrated in Figure 1.
The region colored by light green is the sufficient condition
to produce short pulse ion bunch.

Figure 1: Condition of short pulse ion beam production.
The region colored by light green is suitable for the production of short pulse ion beam.
Amplitude and frequency of applied electric field in the
acceleration gap are also important. Figure 2 shows minimum amplitude of RF electric field in 1 mm acceleration
gap to extract protons within half RF cycle. The minimum
amplitude of the field is a function of RF frequency. For
example, 5 MV/m of peak amplitude of the electric field
is needed for 100 MHz RF field. There is also a limit of
amplitude of electric field, known as Kilpatric criteria,
(
f [MHz] = 1.64(E[MV/m]) 2 exp −

)
8.5
.
E[MV/m]

(2)

This relation is an indication of the amplitude of the electric
field which can be applied without discharge. Combined
this relation and the minimum electric field to extract protons discussed above, it is supposed that the frequency of
the applied electric field should be less than 200 MHz to
extract protons (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2: The relation between amplitude and frequency
of the extraction electric field. The region colored by light
green is suitable for the extraction of the ions

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

PROOF-OF-PRINCIPLE EXPERIMENT
To demonstrate the production of the short pulse ion
beam with a short pulse laser and an RF electric field, a
proof-of-principle experiment was carried out. In this experiment, H2 gas was ionized by short pulse laser in an acceleration gap of RF resonator and the accelerated particle
was observed by a current probe.
In this experiment, the pulse duration of the irradiated
laser was 40-fs and the laser energy per pulse was tuned
about 100 µJ. The laser pulse was focused to aspot with
11 µm diameter by an off-axis parabolic mirror and the
Rayleigh length of laser at interaction point was measure
about 1 mm. The estimated laser power density at the lasergas interaction point was about 1015 W/cm2 . A 53 MHz RF
resonator was fabricated for this experiment (see Figure 3).
This resonator equipped with pulsed gas valve. The pulsed
gas valve can be switched by piezo-electric valve and hydrogen gas can be produced into the laser-gas interaction
point with 1 ms pulse duration. A electric field with 2 kV
amplitude was applied in the laser-gas interaction point. Selecting the RF phase at the laser irradiation timing between
0 and 90 degree, bunched ions were observed by the current
probe. The pulse length of the ions was about 3 ns and the
current was up to 1 mA (corresponding to 107 protons per
micro-bunch) [1].

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF FRONT END
WITH SHORT PULSE LASER ION
SOURCE
In the proof-of-principle experiment, production of a
short pulse ion bunch was demonstrated. For injection into
a RFQ, accelerated voltage of the ions should be larger than
a few tenth of kilo-Volt. As discussed above, amplitude of
the applied electric field in the ion source cell is limited as
high as 10 MV/m, which corresponding to 10 keV energy of
ions. Considering the fabrication of the RFQ, injection energy should be between 30 keV and 50 keV. To provide ad-
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Figure 3: A image of the fabricated RF resonator for the
proof-of-principle experiment.

ditional energy gain to injected ions, booster cell should be
installed between the ion source and the RFQ. A schematic
image of the front end is illustrated in Figure 4.

Figure 4: A conceptual image of the accelerator front end
with the short pulse laser ion source.

RFQ PARAMETERS
In this study, energy of output protons from RFQ is chosen as 2.5 MeV for the application to compact neutron
source. The frequency of the RFQ was set as 200 MHz,
because solid state RF power source is available at this frequency. Considering the sparking problem, the inter-vane
voltage and average bore of vanes (r 0 ) were chosen as 75 kV
and 4 mm, respectively. Because the injected ions already
have micro-bunch structure, bunching section in no longer
needed. Then, the modulation parameter and synchronous
phase can be set as constants. The determined parameters
are summarized in Table 1.
Using the parameters in Table 1, the length of RFQ for 10
keV, 30 keV and 50 keV injection energy was calculated, respectively. The calculated results are shown in Table 2. The
length of RFQ can be shorten because no bunching section
is needed.
4: Hadron Accelerators
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Table 1: Main Parameters of Designed RFQ
Particle
Frequency
Injection Energy
Electrode Voltage
Output Energy
Modulation Parameter
Synchronous Phase
r0

Proton
200 MHz
10 - 50 keV
75 kV
2.5 MeV
2.4
-25 degree
4 mm

WEPOA04

front end. Irradiating short pulse laser to gas in RF electric
field, initially bunched ions can be produced. Because of
its short pulse duration, the ion bunch can be directly inject
and accelerated by RFQ without the bunching process. A
proof-of-principle experiment demonstrated the production
of bunched ion beam. With the ion bunch, an accelerator

Table 2: Dependence of RFQ Length on Ion Injection
energy.
RFQ Length
2.72 m
2.62 m
2.58 m

For more effective acceleration in RFQ, vane shapes
should be optimized. Introducing higher order terms in addition to the two-term potential, a trapezoidal vane modulation shape with high acceleration gradient can be achieved
[2]. Adopting 7-term potential for vane shape optimization,
the accelerating efficiency can be enhanced by up to 15 %
with less multipole components. Figure 5 is a example of
the trapezoidal vane shape for high efficiency acceleration.
With this new vane shape, total length of RFQ can be shortened less than 2.4 m. To confirm the beam acceleration performance in this front end, a bean simulation code is under
development.

Figure 5: A trapezoidal vane shape for high efficiency acceleration.
front end and RFQ without bunching section was designed.
Furthermore, trapezoidal vane shape for high efficiency acceleration can shorten the length of RFQ up to 15%.
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EBIS CHARGE BREEDER FOR RAON FACILITY*
S. Kondrashev†, J.W. Kim, Y.K. Kwon, Y.H. Park, H.J. Son
Institute for Basic Science, Daejeon, Korea
Abstract
New large scale accelerator facility called RAON is
under design in the Institute for Basic Science (IBS),
Daejeon, Korea. Both technics of rare isotope production
Isotope Separation On-Line (ISOL) and In-Flight Fragmentation (IF) will be combined within one facility for
the first time to provide wide variety of rare isotope ion
beams for nuclear physics experiments and applied research [1]. Electron Beam Ion Source (EBIS) charge
breeder will be utilized to prepare rare isotope ion beams
produced by ISOL method for efficient acceleration.
Beams of different rare isotopes with masses in the range
of 6 – 180 a.m.u. will be charge-bred by an EBIS charge
breeder to a charge-to-mass ratio (q/A) ≥ 1/4 and accelerated by linear accelerator to energies of 18.5 MeV/u.
RAON EBIS charge breeder will provide the next step in
the development of breeder technology by implementation of electron beam with current up to 3 A and utilization of wide (8”) warm bore of 6 T superconducting solenoid. The design of RAON EBIS charge breeder is presented and discussed.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
EBIS charge breeder (EBIS CB) is a key element for
efficient and cost effective acceleration of rare isotope
beams produced by ISOL method. It serves as an interface
between ISOL ion source and linear accelerator to convert
a singly-charged ion beam into the highly-charged ion
beam with required charge-to-mass ratio. Over the last
decade EBIS CB has been established as a mature concept
with demonstrated superior parameters - high breeding
efficiency, short breeding times and low background of
stable contaminants in charge-bred rare isotope beams. By
this reason EBIS CB is now preferable choice for the
most of rare isotope facilities either already operational or
being under construction, including RAON. After successful demonstration of effective charge breeding and
many years of reliable on-line operation of REX EBIS CB
at CERN ISOLDE [2], next generation EBIT CB for
MSU ReA3 [3] and EBIS CB for ANL CARIBU [4] both
with higher electron beam current and electron beam
current density in the ion trap have been developed and
commissioned recently.
At present, the CARIBU EBIS CB is the most advanced system with up to 2 A electron beam current and
28% breeding efficiency demonstrated off-line with injected stable 133Cs+ ion beam [5, 6]. The RAON EBIS CB
will provide the next step in the development of the
breeder technology further enhancing electron beam cur___________________________________________
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rent up to 3 A and improving overall system design and
performance by implementation of the superconducting
solenoid with larger (8”) diameter of the warm bore.
Parameters of the RAON EBIS CB are described elsewhere [7] and its general design is presented in [8]. The
RAON EBIS CB will be operated in so-called “pulsed’
injection mode which provide higher breeding efficiency
in comparison with “continuous” injection mode [2]. An
RFQ cooler-buncher will be placed downstream of the
EBIS CB to convert dc beam of selected rare isotope
extracted from ISOL ion source into pulsed ion beam
required for “pulsed” injection into the EBIS CB. The
RFQ cooler-buncher will deliver to the EBIS CB high
quality ion beams with emittance of about 3 π mm◦mrad,
energy spread below 10 eV and pulse duration of about
10 µs. Such RFQ cooler-buncher capable to handle high
intensity ion beams (up to 109 ions/s) has been recently
designed [9] and its manufacturing is now in progress.

DESIGN OF RAON EBIS CB
3D model of RAON EBIS CB is presented in Fig. 1.
RAON EBIS CB utilize semi-immersed (into magnetic
field) type e-gun with pure magnetic compression. Such
electron gun has been designed and built by Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics (BINP, Novosibirsk, Russia). The
e-gun is semi-immersed (into magnetic field) type e-gun
with pure magnetic compression. Thermionic IrCe cathode with diameter of 5.6 mm is used to generate high
quality electron beam with up to 3 A current. An electron
collector is capable to dissipate up to 20 kW power of DC
electron beam. The unshielded 6 T superconducting solenoid with 8” diameter of warm bore has been ordered
from Tesla Engineering Ltd. with expected delivery in
March of 2017.
Two diagnostics stations consisting pneumatically driven large aperture Faraday cups (FC) and pepper pot emittance probes have been designed and manufactured. The
design of pepper pot emittance probe is similar to one
described in [7]. A single microchannel plate (MCP) with
wide dynamic range coupled to a fast P47 phosphor
screen has been chosen as an imaging system for both
emittance probes. Its sensitivity is high enough to measure emittance of both injected and extracted beams into/from EBIS CB with wide range of intensities.
Dumping of high power pulsed and DC 3 A electron
beam into electron collector is planned as a first step of
EBIS CB sub-systems commissioning prior to delivery of
the 6 T superconducting solenoid.

Drift Tube Section
Detailed description of drift tube (DT) section design of
RAON EBIS CB can be found in [8]. Further modifications were made to address the issue of mechanical stress
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should reduce mechanical stress on DT’s ceramic standoffs and prevent their damage.
Potentials of different elements of RAON EBIS CB for
injection, breeding and extraction cycles are summarized
in Table 1.
The design of DT section was finalized after complete
3D model of 6 T superconducting solenoid became available from Tesla Engineering Ltd.
Additional vacuum ports are allocated on both sides of
ion trap for RF pick-ups. These RF pick-ups will allow to
detect electrons which may oscillate on both sides of ion
trap being reflected from magnetic mirror [11].

created during in-situ baking of DT section because of
inhomogeneity of temperature distribution. Few ceramic
standoffs supporting DTs have been found broken at
CARIBU EBIS CB [10] most likely because of the effect
mentioned above. Two modifications were implemented
in DT section design of RAON EBIS CB to prevent damage of standoffs. Diameters of all standoffs were increased from 4 mm to 10 mm. Also each DT is now supported on both sides by two rings attached to ceramic
standoffs as shown in Fig. 2. In this case each DT can
slightly slide inside supporting rings in longitudinal direction if thermal expansion of supporting scaffold and DT
during in-situ baking will be significantly different. This

Element

C

A

DT1

DT2

DT3

DT4

DT5

DT6

DT7

DT8

DT9

DT10

DT11

EC

PI, kV

-4

16

14

12

10

8

8

8

8

7

6

4

1

0

PB, kV

-4

16

14

12

10

8

8

8

8

10

6

4

1

0

PE, kV

-4

16

14

12

10

8

8

8

8

7

6

4

1

0

Figure 1: 3D model of RAON EBIS CB: 1 – 60 kV HV platform, 2 – e-gun room temperature coil, 3 – e-gun chamber,
4 – 6 T superconducting solenoid with 8” warm bore, 5 – electron collector room temperature coil, 6 – electron collector with magnetic shield, 7 – cryopump, 8 – turbo pump.
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Table 1: Potentials of different elements of RAON EBIS CB for injection, breeding and extraction cycles (C and A – egun cathode and anode, DT1 – DT11 – drift tubes from 1-st to 11-th, EC – electron collector, PI, PB and PE – potentials
for injection, breeding and extraction cycles, DT3 and DT8 - axial barrier drift tubes, DT4 – DT7 – trap drift tubes).
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temperature around 180 °C for relatively long period of
time (24 – 48 hours) to allow pumping of significant
amount of released gas before sorption of NEG will be
activated. Second baking cycle with lower temperature
and shorter heating time seems to be useful to re-activate
NEG under already much better vacuum conditions.
It should also be pointed out that oil poisoning of
RAON EBIS CB vacuum chambers is completely excluded under any circumstances as far as whole vacuum system is based on oil-free pumps and elements.

SUMMARY
Figure 2: 3D model of RAON EBIS CB DT section: 1 –
scaffold, 2 – drift tube, 3 – supporting cup, 4 – ceramic
standoff, 5 – potential lead, 6 – first supporting ring, 7 –
second supporting ring.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Vacuum System
Vacuum system of the RAON EBIS CB will utilize two
cryopumps and two turbo pumps attached to cross chambers on both sides of ion trap. One more turbo pump together with NEG cartridge pump are attached to e-gun
chamber. Both cryopumps are Genesis Vacuum Technologies ICP 200 cryopumps with 2200 l/s pumping speed for
hydrogen. All three turbo pumps are Edwards’s magnetically-levitated oil free STP-451 pumps with 480 l/s
pumping speed for nitrogen. All three turbo pumps will
be backed by another STP-451 turbo pump (cascade connection) which in turn will be backed by scroll pump.
Such cascade connection of turbo pumps allows to overcome limited compression ratio of turbo pumps for hydrogen (typically of the order of 105) and significantly
improve achievable ultimate pressure. Vacuum simulations have confirmed that at least 10 times lower ultimate
pressure can be achieved in the ion trap of EBIS when
cascade connection of turbo pumps is used.
Ten SAES Getters double-sided St 707 non-evaporable
getter (NEG) strips with width of 30 mm and length of
about 1.5 m are placed outside of the scaffold to pump the
ion trap. Being properly activated these strips will provide
sorption (pumping) speed of the order of several hundred
litters per second for hydrogen and nitrogen inside ion
trap. Heating and activation of NEG by external current
flowing through the strips is not foreseen in the RAON
EBIS CB design because of lack of space available inside
vacuum chamber to secure electrical isolation of NEG
strips from grounded elements during strips heating and
thermal expansion. Instead of that, NEG will be activated
in the process of in-situ baking of the trap chamber after
strip temperature will exceed 200 °C for several hours.
Previous experience and estimations have shown that the
total amount of gas released during in-situ baking of the
DT section significantly exceed NEG sorption (pumping)
capacity. The only way to reduce gas load on NEG during
in-situ baking is slow ramping up of baking heating to
keep pressure rise relatively low especially after temperature will exceed 200 °C. It will be useful to keep baking

698

Utilization of 3 A electron beam and 6 T superconducting solenoid with wide (8”) warm bore diameter for the
RAON EBIS CB will allow high efficient and fast breeding of the rare isotope beams with exceptional degree of
purity. Design of RAON EBIS CB from e-gun to collector has been finalized. Special attention has been paid to
improve performance of vacuum system and to address
mechanical stresses created during in-situ baking of DT
section. This should improve performance and reliability
of whole system.
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NEW COOLERS FOR ION ION COLLIDERS
V. V. Parkhomchuk, BINP, Novosibirsk, Russia
Abstract
For crucial contributions in the proof of principle of electron cooling, for leading contribution to the experimental
and theoretical development of electron cooling, and for
achievement of the planned parameters of coolers for facilities in laboratories around the world the 2016 Robert R.
Wilson Prize for Achievement in the Physics of Particle Accelerators was awarded to Vasili Parkhomchuk. In this paper
new future coolers for ion*ion collider will be discussed.

INTRODUCTION
The electron coolers are widely used for accumulation and
cooling of heavy ions at storage rings. In 2016 the design
and construction of the relativistic energy ion-ion collider
NICA at Dubna were started. To obtain high luminosity
at NICA it is extremely important to use powerful electron
cooling of ions in collider regime for suppression of beambeam effects at relatively low energy beams. In this report
possible solution based on experience of high voltage cooler
at COSY are discussed.
All modern collider will operate in bunch regime to obtain
high luminosity. At beam collision point designed beta function in both transverse directions is very small and the bunch
length should be less then value of beta function at collision
point β?. As was first time demonstrated by Dag Reistad in
cooling experiments at CELSIUS, at this condition very dangerous phenomena called “electron heating” can develop [1].
New generation of electron coolers try to use the hollow
electron beam for control the transverse and longitudinal
emittances as instruments against this phenomena [2].

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

COOLING BUNCHED BEAM
Usually for accumulation and cooling a regime without
RF is used when ions beam are uniformly distributed along
the orbit. In this case high frequency mode does not excite
inside vacuum chamber. All modern colliders will operate
in bunch regime to obtain high luminosity. For not too deep
relativism the influence of longitudinal RF field from cavity
and beam space charge fields determinate the longitudinal
beam bunch profile.
At this conditions cooling and sinusoidal RF voltage lead
to parabolic shape of ion bunch profile with sharp edges.
Figure 1 shows the longitudinal shape of a proton bunch
(1.6 GeV, 0.3 A electron beam at COSY) after acceleration
and after electron cooling [3]. It is easy to see that after the
main bunch the additional small bunches appeared because
of high order oscillations at vacuum chamber. For a low
energy cooling and the high intensity proton beam same
transverse oscillations were detected Fig. 2.
700

Figure 1: RF signal of proton beam profile before cooling
and after cooling.

Figure 2: Periodical heating of proton beam on energy 200
MeV (COSY).
Decreasing of the proton beam intensity to less then
0.2 mA help to stop an unwanted oscillations “coolingheating”.

LEIR COOLER
The electron cooler for LEIR was the first of a new generation of coolers being commissioned for fast phase space
cooling of ion beams in storage rings. It was a state of-the-art
cooler incorporating all the recent developments in electron
cooling technology (adiabatic expansion, electrostatic bend,
variable density electron beam gun) and is designed to deliver up to 600 mA of electron current for the cooling and
stacking of Pb54+ ions in the frame of the ions for LHC
project (2006).
Figure 3 shows the horizontal beam size measured by the
Ionization Profile Monitor during the whole LEIR cycle. As
the cooling progresses the beam emittance is reduced by
more than a factor of 30 at time 0.2 s. After acceleration to
4: Hadron Accelerators
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the extraction energy the measured emittance was typically
0.2 mm, well within the 0.7 mm needed for the LHC beam.

Figure 4: Electrostatic bending plates at toroidal field.
tion of electron beam but the shape of the beam along trajectory. 12 pickup stations are installed along vacuum chamber
to measure centre of electron beam and its 4 fractions by
modulation individual sectors at electron gun separately. Using this technique it is possible to measure rotation of electron beam along trajectory and measure ion compensation
of electron beam.

The electron beam shape used for cooling is shown on
Fig. 3 by red colour with minimum at centre of beam. This
profile increases of the cooling rate for high amplitudes of
betatron oscillations and decreases cooling rate at the core
of ion beam for suppression of overcooling which leads to
development of coherent instability. For control the electron
beam profile special electrode at the electron gun is used.
Figure 4 demonstrates design of toroidal plates used for
electrostatic bending of electron beam. It leads to the same
trajectory of electrons reflected from collector. At this case
reflected electrons return again at collector and are adsorbed
inside well outgases collector. Loss current can be decreased
from 1 mA to 1 µA that help to obtain extremely low vacuum
pressure.

Using small variation of longitudinal field in cooling section it is possible to detect Larmor spiralling motion of beam
as show Fig. 6.

COSY COOLER
At COSY cooler the electron gun control electrode consists of 4 sectors with individual potentials at each sector
(Fig. 5). As a results the electron beam profile consist from
4 individual beams. It gives chance to measure not only posi4: Hadron Accelerators

Figure 6: The changing of x, y position of electron beam centre at process of variation of the current at cooling solenoid
250–270 A for different dipole kicks of electron beam.
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Figure 3: Two shut injection Pb54+ beam, cooling and acceleration at 3.6 s cycle LEAR running.

Figure 5: The COSY electron beam design with 4 individual
beams.
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It easy to see that two x, y short kicker magnets outside
cooling section can compensate Larmor spiralling. After
optimisation of beam centre spiralling it is possible to see
small amplitude rotation at 4 beams outside centre Fig. 7. To
continue decreasing of transverse rotation in electron beam
and to improve cooling rate it is necessary to use quadruple
kickers and short magnet lenses along beam trajectory. The
proton beam on energy 2.3 GeV was cooled transverse and
longitudinally at time near 100 s. At this experiment was
tested cooling with using at the same time running stochastic
and electron cooling [4].

Figure 8: Cooler for the the NICA booster.

Figure 7: Motion of electron beam centre and 4 fractions of
beam out of centre.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

NICA COOLERS
At 2016 the cooler for NICA collider was commissioned
with electron beam at BINP (Fig. 8). The design of the
cooler for NICA booster is very close to LIER design. But
new electron gun with 4 sector control electrode is used and
4 beam position monitors are installed along electron beam.
This 4 BPM were very useful for optimization of passing of
electron beam along orbit. New system of vacuum pumping
achieved 2·10-11 mbar pressure with electron beam current
0.7A. At the end of 2016 cooler will be shipped to Dubna
for assembling with NICA booster.
For the NICA collider RND work on 2.5 MeV cooler is
started Fig. 9. The cooler is intended for suppression of intra
beam scattering in bunched ions beam.
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Figure 9: The preliminary design of 2.5 MeV coolers for
NICA collider.
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Abstract
The last section of the normal conducting front end of
the ESS accelerator is composed by a train of 5 DTL
tanks. They accelerate the proton beam from 3.6 until 90
MeV. The evaluation of the radiation field around these
beam elements gives a valuable piece of information to
define the layout of the electronic devices to be installed
in the surrounding tunnel area. Indeed the risk of SEE and
long term damage has to be considered in order to maximize the performance of the ESS accelerator and to avoid
possible long down time. A conservative loss distribution
is assumed and FLUKA results in term of neutrons and
photon fluence are presented.

INTRODUCTION
The European Spallation Source European Research Infrastructure Consortium ESS-ERIC is a joint European
organization committed to constructing and operating the
first long-pulse neutron spallation source in the world.
The facility started its construction in summer 2014 and it
is composed of a linear accelerator in which protons are
accelerated and collide with a rotating helium-cooled
tungsten target. The first beam at 572 MeV on target is
foreseen for June 2019 and the nominal average linac
beam power of 5 MW will be reached for 2023 [1,2].

One of the target characteristics of ESS linac is its high
availability per year (95%) as following the facility users
program main requirements [3]. As a consequence, a limit
of 1 W/m in beam losses for the entire linac was set as
design parameter in order to allow the required hands-on
maintenances. This restriction means that the relative
amount of losses that can be accepted are in the range of
10-4:10-7 per meter, with respect to the beam energy where
the losses happen [4].

DTL SECTION
The DTL section is where the normal conducting structure ends. It is composed of 5 tanks, each more than 7 m
long. They will be installed in the first part of the ESS
linac tunnel, starting about 20 cm inside the Front End
Building, where the Ion Source, the LEBT, the RFQ and
MEBT will be located.
Exactly the DTLs accelerate protons from 3.62 MeV up
to 86.5 MeV. The five tanks are independently powered
by a 2.8 MW klystron each. Permanent Magnet Quadrupoles (PMQ) in every second drift tube provide the transverse focusing. Steerers and Beam Position Monitors
(BPM) are spread out in some of the empty drift tubes to
correct and measure the trajectory.
The DTL is being designed and built by the INFNLNL, Legnaro, Italy [5].

ESS LINAC

____________________________________________

# llari@fnal.gov

FLUKA CALCULATIONS
The FLUKA Monte Carlo code [6,7] is used for the
evaluation of the prompt radiation around the DTLs,
assuming 1 W/m proton losses uniformly distributed
along the DTL section, taking into account the different
beam energies. As a conservative approach the emission
angle is set to 3 mrad with respect to the beam direction.
In order to provide realistic results, detailed FLUKA
models of the five DTLs were developed. In particular
each drift tube was modelled separately and their lengths
were set with respect to the last version of the ESS optics
design (see Fig. 1) [8].
The DTL models were then integrated in an updated
version of the FLUKA geometry of the ESS accelerator
[9]. The updated FLUKA linac model can be used to
support integration and operation of the machine as well
as to compare results from MCNPX code (used for the
low energy part until DTLs [10]) or from MARS code
(used for the high energy part [11] starting from DTLs), if
needed.
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The ESS linac accelerates 62.5 mA of protons up to 2
GeV in a sequence of normal conducting and superconducting accelerating structures.
In details the normal conducting part starts with the
Microwave Discharge Ion Source that produces a proton
beam transported through the Low Energy Beam
Transport (LEBT) section to the Radio Frequency Quadrupole (RFQ). The RFQ accelerates, focuses and bunches
the continuous 75 keV beam up to 3.6 MeV. It is followed
by the Medium Energy Beam Transport (MEBT) system
where beam characteristics are diagnosed and optimized
for further acceleration in the Drift Tube Linac (DTL)
section. The Superconducting linac follows the DTLs: 26
Double-Spoke, 36 Medium Beta and 84 High Beta cavities in cascade accelerate the beam up to 2 GeV. Finally,
in the High Energy Beam Transport section, the beam is
rastered on the tungsten target, using an active fast magnet beam delivery system.
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Figure 1: FLUKA model of the DTLs cells in copper. The beam is moving from DTLs to Spokes section. Two of the 13
double-spoke cryo-modules and two of the 12 warm pulsed quadrupoles doublets in between the spokes were also taken
into account in the simulations. The purpose of including these additional beam elements is to check the present results
with past calculations [9].

The area covered in this study is in the range of beam
energy from 3.62 MeV to 106 MeV. In details, 3.62 MeV
is the RFQ exit beam energy, while 106 MeV is the beam
exit energy from the second double-spoke cryo-module,
with respect to the beam direction (see Fig. 1). Results are
normalized to the total power of protons lost along the
length of the beam line simulated i.e. 48.45 m. Assuming
constant power loss, the average energy of the proton lost
in the section is about 32 MeV.
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FLUKA RESULTS

Figure 2: Integrated power on beam elements. Statistical
errors are less than 1%.
A comparison between results in figure 2 and those in
figure 4 in reference [9] shows that the power absorbed in

the DTL is higher than the power deposited on each ESS
cryo-module of the superconducting part of the linac.
Moreover, the power deposited on the first downstream
spoke cryo-modules get increased as a consequence of the
particle shower developed in the DTLs.
Outside the DTLs, neutrons dominate, while the other
particles produced through beam interactions with DTL
cells are mainly adsorbed inside these beam elements (see
Fig. 3). This absorbing effect makes the area external to
the DTLs section the least hot one surrounding the ESS
accelerator line (results are in line with those from
MARS15 for prompt radiation presented in [11]).
However this promising scenario can still be an issue
for location of electronics, in particular during the stages
of DTL beam commissioning [12], where the devices
could be temporary or not installed in the final possible
shielded location. Three different types of radiation damages can potentially occur: displacement damage, damage
from Total Ionization Dose (TID) and so-called Single
Event Effects (SEEs). The first two have a cumulative
nature and the device failure can be predicted evaluating
the damage coming from dose deposition or from atom
displacements inside the crystalline lattice, generally
quantified through accumulated 1 MeV neutron equivalent fluence. On the other hand the SEEs has a stochastic
nature and the perturbation of the device operation can be
only characterised in terms of probability to occur as a
function of accumulated High Energy Hadron Fluence
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Figure 3: Fluences of neutrons (central plot) and photons
(bottom plot) are compared to the fluence of all particles
(top plot) outside the five DTL tanks. Beam direction
from left to right. Binning used for scoring 20x20x20 cm.
Figure 4 shows the results for dose, 1 MeV equivalent
neutrons fluence and high-energy hadrons (mostly neutrons) fluence for the scenario under study at the height of
beam pipe. If proton losses are close to 1 W/m and constant for a timeframe of the order of few months, (such as
during some beam commissioning stages [12]), commercial electronics could fail. In particular this could happen
if they are installed too close to the DTLs at the beam
pipe level and in particular close to the end of the fourth
DTL tank [13]. In addition to the possible failure events,
it has to be pointed out that activation issue could make
complex the substitution of the devices or require some
long radiation cooling time. The dose and fluence maps in
figure 4 can be used as guideline for reducing the risk of
electronics failures during beam commission and operation in the DTL section.

Figure 4: FLUKA maps for dose, 1 MeV equivalent neutrons and high-energy hadrons equivalent at the height of
the beam pipe along the DTLs. The analysis of transverse
cuts indicates a circular symmetry. Different scoring
binnings are shown: 5x5x5 cm for fluences plot, 5x10x10
cm for dose.

CONCLUSIONS
The results presented in this paper don’t take into account the effect of the magnetic field in every DTL second drift tube on primary and secondary charged particles. Moreover, the possible contribution coming from the
RFQ upstream is not evaluated in the study. However,
these effects are expected not to be important. On the
other hand, the conservative approach for the loss amount
can help in reducing risks of downtime during beam
commissioning and operation.
In particular, optimising the electronics installation and
minimising the loss rate are two key factors to have a
successful DTL beam commissioning and to achieve the
June 2019 milestone of first ESS beam on target.
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and intermediate energy neutrons, relevant for the case
under study (i.e. the so-called high-energy hadron equivalent fluence).
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The AWAKE experiment will use a 400 GeV/c proton
beam with a longitudinal bunch length of σz = 12 cm to create and sustain GV/m plasma wakeﬁelds over 10 meters [1].
A 12 cm long bunch can only drive strong wakeﬁelds in a
plasma with n pe = 7 × 1014 electrons/cm3 after the selfmodulation instability (SMI) developed and microbunches
formed, spaced at the plasma wavelength. The ﬁelds present
during SMI focus and defocus the protons in the transverse
plane [2]. We show that by inserting two imaging screens
downstream the plasma, we can measure the maximum defocusing angle of the defocused protons for plasma densities
above n pe = 5×1014 electrons/cm−3 . Measuring maximum
defocusing angles around 1 mrad indirectly proves that SMI
developed successfully and that GV/m plasma wakeﬁelds
were created [3]. In this paper we present numerical studies
on how and when the wakeﬁelds defocus protons in plasma,
the expected measurement results of the two screen diagnostics and the physics we can deduce from it.

INTRODUCTION
The Advanced Proton-Driven Plasma Wakeﬁeld Acceleration Experiment (AWAKE) is currently under construction
at CERN. AWAKE will use a 400 GeV/c proton beam from
the CERN SPS to excite GV/m plasma wakeﬁelds. The goal
of AWAKE is to accelerate electrons to GeV energies in
10 m of plasma [1].
AWAKE uses a 10 m-long rubidium vapour source with
a density of 7 × 1014 electrons/cm3 [4]. A 450 mJ laser (4
TW, 100 fs) [5] ionizes the outermost electron of the rubidium atom and creates a plasma with a radius of 1 mm.
The 400 GeV/c proton drive bunch has a longitudinal bunch
length of σz = 12 cm, a radial bunch size σr = 0.2 mm,
3×1011 protons per bunch and an emittance of 3.6 mm mrad.
Using the linear plasma wakeﬁeld theory and the
√ condition of most eﬃcient wakeﬁeld excitation: σz = 2c/ω pe ,

where c is the speed of light, ω pe = 4πn pe e2 /me the
plasma electron frequency, n pe the plasma electron density,
e the electron charge and me the electron mass, we can estimate that the optimum plasma density for σz = 12 cm is
n pe = 4 × 109 electrons/cm3 , which corresponds to a maximum accelerating ﬁeld of ≈ 6 MV/m. To create GV/m
plasma wakeﬁelds AWAKE will use a plasma density of
∗

n pe = 7 × 1014 electrons/cm3 which corresponds to an
optimum drive bunch length of σz ≈ 0.3 mm.
The energy of the proton bunches available at CERN is
enough to accelerate electrons up to the TeV range [6]. To
reach GV/m wakeﬁelds, the experiment must rely on the selfmodulation instability (SMI) to modulate the long proton
bunch into micro-bunches spaced at the plasma wavelength
λpe (λpe = 1.2 mm for npe = 7 × 1014 electrons/cm3).
These micro-bunches can then resonantly drive plasma wakeﬁelds.
The SMI is seeded by the ionization front created by a
short laser pulse overlapping with the proton bunch [6]. The
transverse wakeﬁelds periodically focus and defocus protons,
depending on their position ξ along the bunch; the proton
bunch, while being modulated, contributes to the wakeﬁeld
growth.
Inserting two imaging screens downstream of the plasma,
gives the possibility to detect the protons that are focused
and defocused by the SMI.
Phase 1 of the AWAKE experiment will start in late 2016.
The goal is to measure and understand the development of
the SMI. In AWAKE phase 2 (2017-2018) externally injected
electrons with the energy ≈ 15 MeV will be accelerated to
GeV energies.
In this paper, we study the wakeﬁelds that act on the
defocused protons and we look at the proton trajectories.
We describe the measurable quantities of the two-screen
images and show how we plan to determine the saturation
point of the SMI from these images.

NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
Wakeﬁelds Acting on the Proton Drive Bunch
Plasma simulations were performed with the quasi-static
2D3v code LCODE [7,8]. All following simulations use the
AWAKE baseline parameters described in the Introduction
section except that we used a more realistic proton beam
emittance of 2.2 mm mrad instead of 3.6 mm mrad [9].
To understand the SMI and proton defocusing, we look at
the wakeﬁelds that a proton experiences when traversing the
plasma. Figure 1a shows the force - the contributions from
the radial electric ﬁeld Er and the azimuthal magnetic ﬁeld
Bφ- that aﬀects the proton with the highest radial momentum
pr . The resulting force in CGS units is:

marlene.turner@cern.ch

Fr = Er − Bφ

(1)
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In Figure 1b we show the radial proton position r as a function of the longitudinal coordinate z along the plasma.
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Figure 1: (a) Fields and the transverse force acting on the
maximum defocused proton as a function of the longitudinal
position z along the plasma. (b) The radial proton r position
as a function of z.
Figure 1a shows that the proton deﬂection results mainly
from the radial electric ﬁeld Er while the azimuthal magnetic
ﬁeld Bφ contributes around ten-times less. The transverse
force acts on the protons from approximately 2 to 3.6 m
propagation distance in plasma (≈ 1.6 m).
We observe that the proton passes through a ﬁeld that
reaches up to 20% of the maximum wave-breaking ﬁeld
E0 = me cω p /e, which corresponds to ∼ 0.5 GV/m (E0 ∼
2.5 GV/m for the n pe = 7 × 1014 electrons/cm3 ). The average experienced wakeﬁeld is around 0.15 E0 ∼ 0.375 GV/m.
Plasma wakeﬁelds in the simulation reach up to 0.4 E0 ∼
1 GV/m, but the proton experiences only a fraction of this
ﬁeld.
Simulations show that the maximum defocusing angle θ
is on the order of 1 mrad.
In a previous article [3], we estimated this angle as:

me
θ∼
(2)
γm p
where γ is the relativistic Lorentz factor of the proton and
m p is the proton mass. This estimate assumes that the proton
experiences a wakeﬁeld of 0.5 E0 over a distance of 40 cm
(see the pink box in Fig. 1a). The resulting radial kick is
approximately 1 mrad. Now we see that while the average
force was overestimated by a factor of four, the interaction
distance was underestimated by the same factor, so Eq. 2 is
still valid and the maximum defocusing angle estimate stays
at ≈ 1 mrad.
The proton shown in Figure 1 ﬁrst experiences a focusing force towards the beam axis. There are no transverse
wakeﬁelds on the axis, the proton crosses the axis. Then
the proton enters a defocusing wakeﬁeld and experiences a
defocusing force away from the beam axis. Our simulations
conﬁrmed that this kind of trajectory is typical for strongly
defocused protons.

Figure 2: Proton beam density evolution for a plasma density
of npe = 1 × 1014 electrons/cm−3 (top) and npe = 7 ×
1014 electrons/cm−3 (bottom). The plasma starts at z = 0
and ends at z = 10 m.
The wakeﬁelds that the proton experiences in Figure 1
shift from the focusing to the defocusing phase of the wake,
while the proton’s longitudinal position ξ remains the same
(15 cm after the seeding laser pulse). The wakeﬁeld at this
ξ-position is determined by the proton distribution at the preceding part of the beam. Since the shape of the proton bunch
evolves during SMI, the phase of the wakeﬁeld changes as
well. The phase shift is an accumulated eﬀect that increases
along the proton bunch. We observed that protons at the
rear part of the bunch generally defocus: if they start in the
focusing region they appear in the defocusing ﬁeld as the
wakeﬁelds shifts. If they start in the defocusing ﬁeld, they
move radially too far out to experience a signiﬁcant focusing
ﬁeld after the phase shift. As a consequence, the number of
protons in the decelerating focusing phase decreases towards
the end of the proton bunch and the wakeﬁeld amplitude
saturates.

Maximum Defocusing Angle θ
We aim to experimentally measure the maximum angle of
the defocused protons to indirectly prove that strong plasma
wakeﬁelds were created. The proton beam size is measured
2 m and 10 m downstream from the plasma exit by inserting
two imaging screens. If protons with the largest radial posi-
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tion at the ﬁrst screen also have the maximum defocusing
angle, we can obtain this angle θ from the two beam images.
In Figure 2 we show a density plot of the proton beam evolution in and outside of the plasma (where z = 0 corresponds
to the entrance of the plasma). In the top plot of Figure 2 the
plasma density is n pe = 1 × 1014 electrons/cm−3 and we see
that at z = 12 m the outermost particle (green line) does not
correspond to the one with the maximum defocusing angle
θ (black line). In the bottom plot of Figure 2 though, where
the plasma density is n pe = 7 × 1014 electrons/cm−3 , we
see that the outermost particle is the one with the maximum
defocusing angle at both screens.
We analysed the trajectories for plasma densities ranging from n pe = 1 × 1012 to 1.4 × 1015 electrons/cm−3 and
concluded that we are able to measure the maximum defocusing angle θ for plasma densities above n pe = 5 ×
1014 electrons/cm−3 . The maximum defocused protons
get their radial kick in proximity of the maximum wakeﬁeld amplitude along the plasma. The maximum wakeﬁeld amplitude is present at the saturation point of the SMI
along the plasma. Consequently, for plasma densities above
n pe = 5 × 1014 electrons/cm−3 the origin location of the
maximum defocused protons and SMI saturation point can
be reconstructed by measuring the maximum proton beam
size and calculating the maximum defocusing angle θ.

CONCLUSIONS
In AWAKE the main defocusing force that acts on the
protons during the development of the SMI results from the
radial electric ﬁeld Er . In the experiment, we expect that
plasma wakeﬁelds on the order of 0.4 GV/m defocus protons over a distance of Δz ≈ 1.6 m. The resulting maximum
proton defocusing angle is ≈ 1 mrad. Consequently, measuring defocusing angles around 1 mrad proves that strong

WEPOA09

plasma wakeﬁelds were created and indirectly conﬁrms the
development of SMI.
We showed that the two-screen diagnostics can measure
the maximum defocusing angle θ for plasma densities higher
than n pe = 5 × 1014 electrons/cm−3 . Having the maximum
defocusing angle θ and the radial proton beam size, we can
determine the saturation point of the SMI along the plasma.
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Abstract
Argonne National Laboratory is developing a superconducting resonator cryomodule for the acceleration of
2 mA H- beams from 2.1 to 10.3 MeV for Fermi National
Accelerator Laboratory’s Proton Improvement Plan II.
The cryomodule contains 8 superconducting half-wave
resonators operating at 162.500 MHz with a 120 kHz
tuning window. This paper reviews the half-wave resonator fabrication techniques used to manipulate the resonant
frequency to the design goal of 162.500 MHz at 2.0 K.
This also determines the target frequency at select stages
of resonator construction, which will be discussed and
supported by measurements.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) has designed and
is now fabricating a half-wave resonator (HWR) cryomodule for the Proton Improvement Plan II (PIP-II)
Injector Test (PIP2IT) at Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (FNAL) [1, 2]. The HWR cryomodule contains
8 HWRs and 8 SC solenoids, with integrated x-y steering
and return coils, for the acceleration of a ≥2 mA H- beam
from 2.1 to 10.3 MeV. This HWR cryomodule is positioned immediately after the normal conducting radiofrequency quadrupole (RFQ) accelerator in the proposed
800 MeV linac. This linac will replace the existing
400 MeV linac as part of the PIP-II project [3, 4, 5].
Figure 1 shows the major sub-assemblies which comprise a HWR. Figure 2 shows a finished HWR. The
HWRs are fabricated from bulk niobium and have no
demountable joints for tuning. Because all of the formed
sections are Electron Beam Welded (EBW) into the final
resonator assembly the dimensions of the parts must be
properly sized to attain the desired room temperature
frequency of 162.581 MHz. This is a precursor to the
final 2.0 K resonant frequency being 162.500 MHz. Final
fine tuning is accomplished via plastic deformation of the
cavity at the beam ports after the HWR assembly is welded, the helium jacket is installed and all surface polishes
are finished.
In the next section the target frequency at various stages of cavity implementation are described and results are
presented. This is followed with a brief review of the
impact which this tuning procedure has on the cavity
performance at 2.0 K and a few concluding remarks.
___________________________________________

* This material is based upon work supported by the U.S. Department of
Energy, Office of Science, Office of Nuclear Physics and High-Energy
Physics, under Contract No. DE-AC02-76-CH03000 and DE-AC0206CH11357. This research used resources of ANL’s ATLAS facility
which is a DOE Office of Science User Facility.
† zconway@anl.gov

Figure 1: The major sub-assemblies which comprise a
half-wave resonator. The parts shown are assembled with
indium wire in all of the joints to determine the resonant
frequency during the final stages of fabrication. After the
frequency measurements the assembly is welded.

Figure 2: Left, two half-wave resonators in the cleanroom
after final electron-beam welding. Top right, a half-wave
resonator immediately prior to the final electron beam
welding. Bottom right, a finished half-wave resonator.
The HWR end-to-end length is 48 inches at room temperature.
4: Hadron Accelerators
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FREQUENCY TUNING

Figure 3: HWR sub-assemblies clamped together for
resonant frequency measurements. The drive and pick-up
probes are weakly coupled to avoid perturbing the resonant frequency.
Table 1: Target HWR Resonant Frequency at 200C and
40% Relative Humidity during Fabrication and Operation
Cavity Status Description
2.0 K with Slow Tuner
2.0 K without Slow Tuner
4.2 K
293 K, Under Vacuum
After Final 20 m EP
After Final 130 m Polish
After Helium Jacketing
After Final Nb EBW
After wire EDM Trim

Target Frequency (MHZ)
162.500
162.560
162.573
162.405
162.335
162.389
162.588
162.581
162.244

Figure 4: HWR frequency shift due to plastic deformation
of the slow tuner operating at room temperature, 293 K.
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Resonator tuning starts with the individual HWR subassemblies (Fig. 1) prior to the final EBW steps. Each
part is manufactured with its overall length longer than is
required. The parts are held together by fixtures with
indium wire placed in all joints and the resonant frequency is measured, Fig. 3. This measurement determines the
material removal necessary to bring the HWR onto the
target frequency and the parts are trimmed using wire
Electric Discharge Machining (EDM). By symmetrically
trimming both sides of the HWR inner and outer conductors a sensitivity of +288.4 kHz/mm was expected. This
was achieved in practice with the measured sensitivity
being within ±15 kHz/mm. Most of this uncertainty is
due to the frequency measurement not the trim cuts.
The final EBW results in the the largest frequency shift,
+337 kHz, and a large uncertainty. The uncertainty is due
to variations (≤0.030”) in the weld shrinkage which can
be compounded if extra EBW passes are needed. Further
shifting the HWR frequency are the installation of the
helium jacket, chemical polishing, evacuation, cool down,
and the intrinsic detuning of the slow tuner. The frequency of 6 HWRs has been measured throughout the entire
tuning procedure and the target frequency results are
summarized in Table 1.
Here a modified version of the ANL pneumatic tuner [6] will be employed with a maximum design force of
~10,000 N squeezing the cavity between the beam ports,
corresponding to a ±60.0 kHz shift in the cavity resonant
frequency. The slow tuners are mechanically limited to
this tuning force to prevent excessive plastic deformation
of the HWRs at room temperature. ANSYS [7] simulations show the niobium locally yielding with an applied
tuner force of 2,500 N and the 304 stainless steel helium
jacket locally yielding with a 7,500 N force at room temperature (293 K), Fig. 4.
After fabrication is finished the largest uncertainty in
mapping the cavity target frequency is the frequency shift
due to electropolishing (EP). Simulations were carried
out with Computer Simulation Technology’s (CST) Microwave Studio [8] which modelled a uniform material
removal from the cavity surface. These calculations resulted in an expected frequency shift of -66 kHz for a
uniform 130 m EP. In practice this was not achieved
and the total frequency shift was measured to be
+199 kHz in the first HWR processed. Here the weight of
niobium removed was equivalent to that expected for a
uniform removal of 130 m. This indicates a greater
amount of material removal in the high electric field region of the HWRs, a faster etch rate at the beam ports,
which was accounted for in the other HWRs.
After all fabrication and processing is finished the final
tuning step is a plastic deformation of the HWR. The
HWR is either plastically squeezed or stretched at the
beam ports to achieve the target room temperature frequency. All of the HWRs have been plastically tuned in
this manner by ±200 kHz, which is less than 0.5 mm of
plastic set per tuning procedure.
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2.0 K CAVITY PERFORMANCE
The frequency shift of the HWRs between 293 K and
2.0 K was measured by assembling the resonator in a
configuration similar to that found in the cryomodule,
Fig. 5. In this configuration the cavity is supported from
the bottom, a vacuum pumping spool is attached to a
toroid port, and a slow tuner is installed on the cavity.
The HWR frequency was measured at room temperature
prior to the start of cool-down and again once the system
was in equilibrium at 4.2 and at 2.0 K. Nominally the
HWR frequency shift was measured to be +220 kHz.
ANSYS [7] modelling gives a frequency shift of
+167 kHz, 53 kHz less than the measured value. This
may be due to the absence of kinematic mounts supporting the HWR or due to the HWRs having a slightly different structure than modelled.
In parallel with measuring the HWR frequency shift
due to 2.0 K cool down the HWRs radio-frequency performance was measured. Figure 6 shows the data from
these measurements for the 6 HWRs tested to date. The
cavities were operated in the continuous wave mode with
unity coupling at all accelerating gradients shown. There
was no observable field emission, next to the test cryostat
on the inside of the test cave, up to peak surface electric
field of 70 MV/m for all tests. Three of the six cavities
had no measureable field emission up to 90 MV/m. At
the nominal design gradient of 9.7 MV/m (2 MV/cavity)
at 2.0 K the measured RF losses are ≤ 1 W for all cavities.

Figure 5: A half-wave resonator ready for 2.0 K testing.

SUMMARY

Figure 6: Measured 2.0 K HWR performance.

The HWR tuning procedure and frequencies presented
here outline the Argonne method of attaining the desired
resonant frequency at 2.0 K. This method is applicable to
other cavities and similar procedures have been carried
out previously with two sets of quarter-wave resonators
[9, 10]. One advantage of this method is the use of plastic
deformation of the cavity for the final fine tuning of the
HWRs. This avoids the added man-power requirements
of other methods which rely on differential etching and
may degrade the cavity performance.
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INTERLEAVING LATTICE DESIGN FOR APS LINAC*
S. Shin†,1, Yin-E. Sun, A. Zholents
Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA
1
also at Pohang Accelerator Laboratory, Pohang 37673, Korea
The design of the lattice for the Advanced Photon Source
(APS) injector linac suitable for the interleaving operation
of the thermionic and photocathode rf electron guns is presented.

INTRODUCTION
The APS linac is part of the injector complex of the APS
storage ring. The thermionic RF electron gun (RG) provides the electron beam that is accelerated through the
linac, injected into the Particle Accumulator Ring (PAR),
cooled, transferred to the Booster synchrotron, accelerated,
and injected into the APS storage ring. The linac is also
equipped with the state-of-the-art S-band photocathode RF
electron gun (PCG) that serves as a backup to the RG.
Three fast switching dipole magnets at the end of the linac
(interleaving dipoles) direct the electron beam in and out
of the PAR and into the Booster. Turning them off allows
to bypass PAR and Booster and send electrons into the
Linac Extension Area (LEA) tunnel which follows the APS
linac. The existing beamline in the LEA is going to be repurposed for testing of small aperture apparatus and other
beam physics experiments taking advantage of the PCG
generated high brightness beam.
Typically, the beam generated from RG is used ~ 20 seconds every two minutes to support storage ring top-up operation. Fast switching (interleaving) between RG and
PCG will allow operating LEA beamline during the rest of
the two minutes. Because of the significantly different
properties of beams produced by RG and PCG including
beam energy, energy spread, bunch length, emittance and
bunch charge, setting up one single lattice for the linac suitable for both beams is extremely challenging. In this paper
we present a solution of this problem. Section 2 introduces
optimum APS linac lattice for storage ring injection. Section 3 describes the optimum APS linac lattice for PCG and
LEA experiments. A compromise interleaving lattice that
conserves the high brightness of the PCG generated beam
and maintains the high injection efficiency to PAR of the
RG generated beam is described in Section 4.

APS LINAC LATTICE FOR INJECTION
Figure 1 shows the layout of the APS injector linac. It
includes twelve S-band accelerating structures and an
asymmetrical magnetic chicane containing four dipoles
and two quadrupoles. One thermionic RF gun and one alpha magnet is used to inject a short train of electron micro
___________________________________________
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bunches into the linac. (An identical spare set is also installed). The PCG is installed at the front end of the linac
and equipped with one additional accelerating structure.
Note that alpha magnet and chicane are redundant for the
operation with the RG generated beam and therefore, chicane is only dedicated to compress PCG generated beam.
Table 1 shows the main beam parameters.
Satisfying the requirement for injection into the PAR,
APS linear accelerator have been operated with minimal
beam loss through linear accelerator after filtering low energy electrons in the alpha magnet. Figure 2 shows lattice
functions for APS linear accelerator. In order to prevent
beam loss, beta functions though linear accelerator are kept
below 25 m. Two dispersion bumps (one in the chicane and
one in the beam transport line) are present in the horizontal
plane. Due to large dispersion function and beta function
in the region before PAR, horizontal RMS beam size is 3.5
mm and horizontal full aperture is 16 mm in this region.
However, careful trajectory control in this region is
achieved to prevent beam loss. Lattice functions at the end
point are matched with PAR injection point.

Figure 1: Layout of APS linear accelerator.

Table 1: Parameter for APS Linear Accelerator
Parameter
Energy
Emittance
Charge
Peak I

RG beam for
Injection
375 MeV
15 um rad
1.6 nC
300 A

PC beam for
R&D
> 375 MeV
1 um rad
300 pC
> 1 kA

APS LINAC LATTICE WITH PC GUN
The APS PC gun is a LCLS type gun [1] and is driven
by a picosecond Nd:glass laser. The maximum field gradient in the gun cavity is 120 MV/m. High brightness with
higher peak current (>1 kA) electron beam is produced by
first increasing the electron beam energy to approximately
40-45 MeV in the first accelerating section (L1), giving energy chirp in the second accelerating section (L2) and finally rotating the particle distribution in the longitudinal
phase space to reduce the bunch length via an asymmetric
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chicane. Accelerator sections (L4 and L5) located after chicane are adjusted to minimize the energy spread and obtain
the desired final energy.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 2: Lattice functions for APS injector linac for beam
injection into the PAR.
The chicane in APS linac is a highly flexible bunch compressor with capability to switch from symmetric to asymmetric configuration. The advantage of asymmetric chicane is less emittance growth by CSR effect from last dipole due to weaker third and fourth dipoles than the first
and second dipoles. However, dispersion function after the
asymmetric chicane should be closed by using two quadrupoles within the chicane system. Based on the previous
study [2], asymmetric chicane parameters are chosen in the
lattice design.
Figure 3 shows lattice functions though APS linac to experiment area. Initial lattice functions are obtained from the
simulation of the photo-injector using ASTRA [3]. Transverse matching conditions are to maintain small beta functions in the linac for transverse wakefield control, to minimize horizontal beta in the fourth dipole of the chicane for
reducing CSR effect, and to match proper diagnostics condition in emittance measurement section. Vertical dispersion bump is present in order to transport beam into the
upper level LEA from APS linac. Matching quadrupoles in
beam transport line is performed to provide flexible beam
focusing at the center of experimental area ranging from a
tightly focused round beam to a flat beam.

INTERLEAVING LATTICE
It is challengeable to operate two different beams (different initial beam energy, Twiss parameters, emittance,
charge, etc.) in an interleaving fashion. Critical parameters
for interleaving operation are introduced in Table 2. Note
that interleaving dipoles (shown by red boxes in Fig.1) and
alpha magnets are alternating for RG and PCG beam. Longitudinal matching involves adjusting the phase and voltage of L2 for PCG beam to obtain the desired current and
energy after the chicane, as well as to match with RG energy at the chicane location. Then L4 and L5 are adjusted
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to minimize the energy spread and obtain the desired final
energy for both beams.

Figure 3: Lattice functions along APS LINAC and LEA
optimized for PCG.
Following longitudinal matching, transverse matching is
done for both beams. Detailed layout up to chicane system
and energy ratio between PCG beam and RG2 beam are
shown in Figure 4. The strategy of transverse matching is
as follows: (1) lattice optimization for RG generated beam,
and then setting these quadrupole values for PCG beam
with energy scaling; (2) lattice optimization for PCG generated beam using two dedicated quadrupoles (two red bars
in Fig.4) to keep low beta function; (3) PC beam optimization using Q11 to minimize horizontal beta function, and
using the four quadrupoles (4Qs in the figure) for matching
diagnostics condition for emittance measurement; (4) RG
beam tuning with four dedicated quadrupoles (black bars
in the Figure 4) to match to the same lattice functions after
chicane. Finally, the lattice functions for both RG and PC
beams becomes the same after the matching point, since
the beam energy and lattice functions at matching point after chicane are same. Figure 5 shows lattice functions for
both beams up to matching point. All constraint conditions
for the matching are fully satisfied and lattice functions are
closed to each dedicated optimum values.
Table 2: Parameter for Initial RG and PC Beams
Parameter
RG beam
PC beam
Energy
2.5 MeV
43 MeV
0.53 / 0.53
11 / 11
/
0.83 / 0.83
-0.6 / -0.6
/
0/0
0/0
/

Figure 4: Beamline layout from gun to diagnostic stations
downstream of the chicane.
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Figure 5: Lattice functions for both PCG (a) and RG (b)
beams in interleaving operation.

In this paper, we described the lattice design for APS injector linac in support of interleaving operation of the thermionic RF electron gun and photochathode RF gun. In
spite of significant differences of the original beams, an excellent compromise was found allowing efficient injection
of the high charge RG generated beam into Particle Accumulator Ring and efficient transport of the high brightness
PCG generated beam to the experimental beamline in the
linac extension area for testing of small aperture apparatus
and other beam physics experiments. As a future work, we
will demonstrate interleaving lattice experimentally enabling the maximum usage of the APS injector linac.
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Abstract
Photonic bandgap (PBG) structures (metallic and or
dielectric) have been proposed for accelerators. These
structures act like a filter, allowing RF fields at some
frequencies to be transmitted through, while rejecting RF
fields in some (unwanted) frequency range. Additionally
PBG structures are used to support selective field patterns
(modes) in a resonator or waveguide. In this paper, we
will report on the RF design and simulation results of an
X-band PBG structure, including lattice optimization, to
improve RF performance.

defect by internal reflection from the PBG lattice. The
electric field of the monopole mode for the PBG cavity is
shown in figure 2.

INTRODUCTION
Photonic bandgap (PBG) structures for particle
acceleration have the capability of single-mode
confinement while damping unwanted higher order
modes (HOMs). A PBG accelerating cavity employs a
PBG structure in the form of a metallic or dielectric
lattice with a single rod removed from the center. This
periodic lattice prevents propagation of electromagnetic
waves at certain frequencies through the lattice. A
rejection band is created which serves to confine and
localize the desired mode around the defect. The spacing
of the array and the diameters of rods are adjusted so that
the frequencies of unwanted higher-modes fall outside of
the rejection band. In this manner, the wakefields are not
confined at the center and may be extracted from the
structure.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

PBG RESONATOR
In any accelerating cavity, such as a pillbox cavity,
there exists many HOMs, which can be excited by a beam
passing through the cavity. The excited modes, and
wakefields, induce unwanted transverse motion or energy
spread in the beam and could produce beam emittance
growth. The advantage of a PBG accelerating resonator is
in the efficient and economical suppression of higher
order modes wakefields [1]. This structure has a rejection
band which confines and localizes the accelerating mode
around the missing rod (defect) in a PBG resonator. Other
frequencies will leak out to varying degrees through the
PBG wall.
A simple PBG resonator schematic is shown in figure
1. It uses a two-dimensional triangular lattice where a
single rod is withdrawn from the center of the lattice. A
mode outside the rejection band is confined around the
___________________________________________
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Figure 1: Strict two-dimensional triangular lattice in PBG
resonator.

Figure 2: Electric field of the monopole mode in PBG
resonator.

OPTIMIZED PBG RESONATOR
In a recent investigation [2] it was demonstrated that
the possible advantages of arranging rods in according to
various non-periodic geometries [3] in PBG resonators. It
was shown that some rod arrangements which lacked
lattice symmetry (but retained some rotational symmetry)
dramatically reduced the radiative losses of the
accelerating mode as compared to lattice arrangements of
equal rod count [4]. In addition, simulation results
indicated lower wakefields in these optimized structures
[5].
The non-periodic lattice shown in figure 3 consists of
three layers. On the first layer, all six metal rods are
retained. For subsequent layers, radial lines are drawn
from the origin through each of the rods, retained rods
which are along those lines, removed the rest rods in
lattice. In this case, the number of metal rods was reduced
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from 36 to 18. The electric field of its monopole mode is
shown in figure 4 for the non-periodic lattice. Note that
the field confinement is nearly identical to that in figure 2.
Adjustment of the rotation angle of the second and
third-layer of rods, or the radial distance of two adjacent
layers, affected the RF performance of the resonator. It
was noted that changes in the radial distance
predominantly shifted the frequency of the resonator
while any changes in the rotation angle affected peak
surface magnetic field of the fundamental mode.
The non-periodic lattice design provides further
degrees of freedom to enhance mode confinement. It also
facilitates the optimization of coupling strategies for
extracting detrimental wakefields.

WEPOA13

(a)

(b)
Figure 5: Dipole modes in non-periodic PBG lattice: (a)
horizontal- dipole mode and (b) vertical-dipole mode.
Figure 3: Non-periodic PBG lattice design.

MODEL OF PBG ACCELERATOR
STRUCTURE

Figure 4: Electric field of monopole mode in non-periodic
PBG lattice.
It was further investigated for the damping of higherorder dipole modes. The vertical and horizontal dipole
modes shown in figure 5 are not entirely degenerate due
to the asymmetry of the lattice. However, it is clear from
the field plots that both modes are predominantly
confined to the center of the cavity and are only
transmitted through the PBG with limited effectiveness.
The non-periodic lattice provides the flexibility to adjust
the lattice and improve the coupling, distribution, and
damping of HOMs.

Figure 6: A model of an X-band PBG structure with nonperiodic lattice, coupling cells, and mode launchers.
The PBG cell is designed for X-band operation at
11.424 GHz, and must be within 100 MHz of the RF
power source frequency. Coupling into the entire structure
is accomplished via a mode launcher from a WR-90
rectangular waveguide. Slight over-coupling was
designed for the power coupler to accommodate beam
loading. Dimensions of the structure are summarized in
Table 1.
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A complete X-band PBG traveling wave accelerator
structure was designed with two mode launchers and two
coupling cells is shown in figure 6.
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Table 1: Dimensions of the PBG Accelerator Structure
Parameters

Value

Spacing between the rods of first
layer

10.4 mm

Matching cell radius

11.43 mm

Matching cell length

8.3737 mm

Length of the PBG cavity

13.1213 mm

Radius of the PBG cavity

38 mm

Iris length of the PBG cavity

4.6 mm

Iris radius of the PBG cavity

4.6 mm

Diameter of metal rods

as well as on overall lattice design and performance
parameters. Optimization to improve structure’s RF
performance and reduction of wakefield excitations are in
progress.
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Figure 7: The accelerating mode of PBG structure.
The distribution of the electric field for the accelerating
mode is shown in figure 7. From the field plot, it can be
seen that the PBG cavity confine the desired accelerating
mode. The lattice is being optimized to transmit the
dominant HOM frequency ranges for damping. It can be
seen from the plot that the field in the matching cell is
weak compared with the field in the PBG cell. Future
work includes the optimization of the coupling efficiency
of the matching cells, as well as an exploration of the
most effective PBG lattice for damping. During the
refinement of the simulation, the rotation angles of the
second and third layer have some affect on the dipole
mode which will be investigated.

CONCLUSION
The PBG structure with periodic and non-periodic
lattices is presented. Major advantages of the PBG
structure are the confinement selective modes as well as
the suppression of HOMs. Simulation results indicate that
the non-periodic lattice has flexibility on frequency
selection and reduction of field intensity of metal surfaces
3: Advanced Acceleration Techniques and Alternative Particle Sources
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RESISTIVE WALL GROWTH RATE MEASUREMENTS IN THE
FERMILAB RECYCLER
R. Ainsworth∗ , P. Adamson, A. Burov, I. Kourbanis, Fermilab† , Batavia, IL USA
Table 1: Default Parameters for Recycler Measurements

Abstract
Impedance could represent a limitation of running high
intensity beams in the Fermilab recycler. With high intensity
upgrades foreseen, it is important to quantify the impedance.
To do this,studies have been performed measuring the growth
rate of presumably the resistive wall instability. The growth
rates at varying intensities and chromaticities are shown.
The measured growth rates are compared to ones calculated
with the resistive wall impedance.

Parameter
Batches
Bunches
Nb
E
T0
Qh
Qv
Qs
Qs
ξh,v
εn,95%
σt
σδ p/p

INTRODUCTION
For high intensity operations in the Recycler, high chromaticity is used to help stabilise the beam against the resistive wall instability. Thus, it is important to understand the
instability itself and the associated impedances.
The real part of the transverse impedance can be found
by measuring the growth rate of the instability. In the case
of an evenly filled ring and a coasting bunch [1], the real
part of the impedance and the growth rate are related by the
following

Unit
[bunches per batch]
[protons per bunch]
[GeV]
[µs]

1 RF cavity
2 RF cavities
[π mm mrad]
[ns, 1 RF cavity]
[1 RF cavity]

RR
4
81
3 × 1010
8.884
11.135
25.4395
24.3926
0.0029
0.0039
0±0.5
15
1.7
3.3 × 10−4

6
tbt data
Envelope
Fit

4

(1)

where 1/τ is the growth rate, Nt is the total number of protons, c is the speed of light, γ is the relativistic factor, T0 is the
revolution time and ωq =nω̄0 +ωβ where ωβ = Q v ω̄0 and ω̄0
is the ideal angular revolution frequency. It should be noted
that the measurements shown later will be for an unevenly
filled ring distribution and thus there will be some differences which are discussed in the Theory section. The coasting beam approximation is justified when ωq << 53 MHz.

MEASUREMENTS
Four batches were injected in the Recycler with the
dampers turned on and with chromaticity set to 0 in both
planes. Each batch contained 81 53 MHz bunches and were
separated by a gap equal to 3 bunches. The harmonic number for the Recycler is 588 meaning only 4/7 of the ring is
occupied. After allowing the beam to circulate for 24250
turns, the dampers were turned off and the beam was allowed
to blow up. Bpms were used to measure the growth. Data
was measured at varying intensities using both 1 and 2 RF
cavities.
In order to measure the growth rate, a fit is performed of
the nature
A + Beαx
∗
†

(2)
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Figure 1: Turn by turn data taken showing a blow up due to
the resistive wall instability. The green line shows envelope
of the data and the red line shows a fit to this envelope.

where alpha is the growth rate in inverse turns. To convert to s−1 , one divides by the revolution time. In order to
make the fit easier, the envelope is found first using a hilbert
transform. An example envelope and fit is shown in Figure
1.
A linear function y = ax+b was used to fit the dependence
of the measured growth rate (y) on the bunch intensity (x).
For 1 RF cavity, the results in the vertical plane show a
dropoff in at high intensity. The beam was seen to have
become unstable before the dampers were turned off. For
the long-wave coupled-bunch instability sufficiently above
its threshold, the growth rate has to be independent of RF
voltage. Indeed, for the vertical degree of freedom the slopes
dy/dx for 1 and 2 cavities agree within 4%; for the horizontal
dimension, which measurement error bars are larger, this
discrepancy is 15%. The constant term comes about from
Landau damping resulting in a threshold intensity of the
instability to occur.
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Figure 2: The growth rate as a function of intensity for 1
(top) and 2 (bottom) rf cavities.
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The simplest estimation of the coupled-bunch growth rate
is given by the single-particle model, when every bunch
is considered as a macro-particle. For many bunches, this
estimation is identical to the coasting beam approach of (1).
This simplified approach requires a sufficiently small headtail phase | χ| = |ξ |δp/(pQ s )  1 and negligible Landau
damping, where ξ is the chromaticity, Q s is the synchrotron
tune and δp/p is the momentum spread. If these conditions are satisfied, the growth rate is proportional to the
impedance, so the former gives the latter. Application of
the conventional formulas such as (1) to the vertical growth
rates of Fig.2 for two cavities thus yields the measured real
part of the transverse impedance <Zvmeas = 44 MOhm/m.
From the other side, the resistive wall impedance can be
computed for the RR flat stainless steel vacuum chamber
which conductivity σwall = 1.25 × 1016 s−1 , the half-gap
b = 2.2cm and the thickness d = 1.65mm. For the most unstable coupled-bunch mode which develops at the frequency
fmin = (1 − [Q v ]) f0 = 55 KHz, the resulting real part of the
impedance <Zvrw = 39 MOhm/m, where the finite thickness was taken into account according to Ref. [2]. If the
finite thickness were to be ignore, the thick wall formula
would give an even smaller value by 17%.
The remaining 14% of the disagreement between the measured and calculated impedances relate to the train structure:
only 4/7 of the RR is occupied by the beam. To take this
into account, one may use either Ref. [3] or Ref. [4], which
amazingly yields exactly these missing 14%. However, taking into account the detuning (or the quadrupole) wake will
not make agreement that exact, resulting in a few percent of
a discrepancy between the measured and computed vertical
impedances, which still lies within the error bars of the measurements. The measured value of the horizontal impedance
is 59% of the vertical one, which is close enough to the
theoretical expectations of 1/2 for the flat chamber.

0

Horizontal Chromaticity

Figure 3: The growth rate in the horizontal plane as a function of chromaticity with and without an injection phase
offset.

The measurements were then repeated by keeping the
intensity (3E10 ppb) constant and varying the chromaticity
in both planes. Measurements were performed with the
bunches injected into the center of the bucket and then with
a 30◦ injection phase offset as this should result in a larger
bunch length. Operationally, the bunch is injected into the
bucket with an phase offset to allow operation with lower
chromaticity. The offset measurement was to verify that this
is indeed reducing the growth rate of the instability. The
results are shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4. Examples of the
instability at different chromaticities are shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 4: The growth rate in the vertical plane as a function
of chromaticity with and without an injection phase offset.
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Figure 5: Turn by turn bpm data showing the instability growth at different chromaticity settings.

SUMMARY
The growth rate of what is believed to be the resistive
wall instability has been measured at various intensities and
chromaticities. The measured growth rate compares well
with theory if the finite thickness of the wall and uneven fill
of the ring is taken into account.
As expected, increasing the chromaticity results in a reduction in growth rate and the growth rate is reduced further
if the bunch is injected with a phase offset resulting in a

larger head-tail phase which will enhance sharing of the
coupled-bunch growth rate between the head-tail modes.
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If the head-tail phase is not small as in the case when
we increase chromaticity, the coupled-bunch growth rate is
shared between the head-tail modes, see Ref. [5]. In our
case the space charge is strong, i.e. its tune shift is much
bigger than the synchrotron tune. Application of the related
formulas of the Ref. [5] for the parameters of Table 1 leads to
a conclusion that the vertical growth rate of the most unstable
mode when the bunch is centered in the bucket is reduced
twice at the chromaticity ξ ≈ −10, which is reasonably close
to the data of Fig.4.
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INSTALLATION PROGRESS AT THE PIP-II INJECTOR TEST
AT FERMILAB*
C. Baffes†, M. Alvarez, R. Andrews, A. Chen, J. Czajkowski, P. Derwent, J. Edelen, B. Hanna,
B. Hartsell, K. Kendziora, D. Mitchell, L. Prost, V. Scarpine, A. Shemyakin, J. Steimel,
T. Zuchnik, Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, Batavia IL, USA
A. Edelen, Colorado State University, Fort Collins CO, USA
Abstract

A CW-compatible, pulsed H- superconducting linac
“PIP-II” is being planned to upgrade Fermilab's injection
complex. To validate the front-end concept, a test accelerator (The PIP-II Injector Test, formerly known as "PXIE")
is under construction. The warm part of this accelerator
comprises a 10 mA DC, 30 keV H- ion source, a 2 m-long
Low Energy Beam Transport (LEBT), a 2.1 MeV Radio
Frequency Quadrupole (RFQ) capable of operation in
Continuous Wave (CW) mode, and a 10 m-long Medium
Energy Beam Transport (MEBT). The paper will report
on the installation of the RFQ and the first sections of the
MEBT and related mechanical design considerations.

PIP-II CONTEXT
Proton Improvement Plan II (PIP-II) [1,2] is a planned
upgrade to the Fermilab accelerators complex that will
enable the complex to deliver >1 MW of proton beam
power on target to the Long Baseline Neutrino Facility
(LBNF) [3], and provide a platform for future upgrades to
multi-MW/high duty-factor operations. The existing
normal-conducting linac will be replaced with a new
superconducting RF linac injecting into the Booster Ring
at 800 MeV. The PIP-II Injector Test (here abbreviated as
PI-Test) [4] is a prototype of the front end of PIP-II, including the room-temperature accelerating section, a
Half-Wave Resonator Cryomodule (HWR) [5] and a Single Spoke Resonator Cryomodule (SSR1). PI-Test is
designed to accelerate 2 mA of CW beam to 25 MeV.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

PI-TEST STATUS AND PLANS
As of this writing, the ion source, LEBT [6] and RFQ
have been fully installed. The RFQ has been conditioned
with CW RF up to 100 kW input power, and commissioned with pulsed beam up to a 5 mA, 5 ms pulse at 10
Hz [7]. The MEBT [8] is evolving in stages designed to
first verify RFQ requirements. The first stage (Fig. 1)
included permanent components (two doublet/corrector
magnet packages, designed and fabricated by Bhabha
Atomic Research Centre (BARC), beam scrapers, and a
bunching cavity), and instrumentation to characterize the
beam coming out of the RFQ. Instrumentation included
toroids for transmission measurements, a time-of-flight
movable beam position monitor (TOF) to determine the
beam energy, and a fast Faraday cup (FFC) for longitudinal bunch structure measurement. The transmission of

the RFQ was verified to be ~98% and the energy to be
2.11 MeV ± 1% [7], both within specification.

Figure 1: RFQ exit and MEBT in longitudinal diagnostic
configuration for initial beam commissioning of RFQ.
During a shutdown in September 2016 the MEBT was
reconfigured to accommodate CW beam from the RFQ.
A prototype absorber [9] was installed to investigate the
potential for blistering from H- beam, and a long drift
space and high-power beam dump [10] were installed to
allow working with current up to 10 mA CW (Figs. 2, 4)
and large beam size at the dump. As of this writing, this
configuration is being commissioned in pulsed mode.

Radiation from 2.1 MeV H- Beam
Measurable radiation, dominated by high energy photons (Ȗ), has been observed from the 2.1 MeV pulsed
beam incident on a Faraday cup made of copper, scrapers
made of molybdenum alloy TZM and the nickel dump,
and interpreted via simulation in the MARS program.
Scaling these simulations/measurements up to 100% duty
factor, predicted radiation levels in some areas of the
enclosure are too high to permit beam-on access (e.g.
~100 mrem/hr adjacent to the dump). As a result, personnel interlocks are required for work with CW beam.

Next Steps for the MEBT
After demonstration of CW beam operation, the MEBT
will be reconfigured to accommodate an Allison-type [11]
emittance scanner. After measuring the transverse emittance, the MEBT will be extended to include 4 triplets
(provided by BARC) and prototypes of the fast kickers
designed to provide bunch-by-bunch chopping at
162.5 MHz. The final stage of the MEBT build will incorporate the Ultra-High Vacuum (UHV) low-particulate
section that interfaces to the HWR cryomodule.

___________________________________________
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Figure 2: PI-test accelerator in RFQ CW-commissioning configuration.

MECHANICAL IMPLEMENTATION
Vacuum Systems

RFQ Cooling
The RFQ does not include any movable tuners. Tuning
is accomplished by modulating the water temperature in
two circuits – one which cools the RFQ vanes and another
which cools the RFQ outer walls. This approach requires
a cooling system with short response time and excellent
stability, on the order of ±0.1°C. This is accomplished
with a mixing architecture (Fig. 3). While warm water is
recirculated through the RFQ, a variable amount of cold
water is injected through a variable control valve to
achieve the desired supply temperature. A key concern is
the temperature uniformity of the cooling water. This is
accomplished with a multiple-branch distribution system
to each of the four modules of the RFQ, and extensive
manual valving to balance the flow. Also, the flow
through the RFQ is large (~200 gpm total) to minimize
temperature rise and associated thermal gradients. The
initial implementation for resonance control provides
proportional/integral control of both vane and wall cooling circuits [12]. A model predictive control implementation is in development [13, 14].

MEBT Modular Design
During RFQ and MEBT commissioning, frequent reconfiguration is planned to accommodate temporary instrumentation and incremental expansion of the MEBT
line. As such, an effort was made to keep the design
modular at both the component level (i.e. individual pieces of instrumentation) and at the subassembly level (i.e.

Figure 3: RFQ cooling system conceptual schematic.
rafts or girders containing several doublet or triplet assemblies and interstitial beamline components).
Structures are built around a commercially-available Tslot extruded aluminum. This approach has proven to be
both economical and flexible, and permits for easy accommodation of unforeseen structure, strain relief, etc.
Several components with the potential to be removed
for repair are mounted on cone/”v”/flat kinematic mounts,
such that alignment can be recovered without an extensive adjustment process.

CAD Practices
At Fermilab, Computer Aided Design (CAD) is executed in the NX design program, with product data management through Teamcenter. Compared to most accelerators, the PI-Test accelerator is of modest size and scale
(~40 m total length when complete). However, given the
complexity of the components, this is already enough to
create processing difficulties when running CAD on conventional computers. A standard approach used in the
past is to break an accelerator up into small pieces (generally <10 m) with detailed models, and handle higher-level
assemblies in a separate, simplified model. This has the
disadvantage of breaking the bill of material traceability,
and creates the strong possibility of discrepancy between
models. Model simplification methods are built into the
software (e.g. jt-based drawing view options), but as of
this writing these methods do not allow for precise measurement or dimensioning of components on top-level
assembly drawings.
In order to address these shortcomings, modeling practices have been developed that create simplified geometry
at the device level (e.g. a triplet assembly or single piece
of instrumentation). The simplified geometry resides as
an arrangement (in NX parlance) within the device assembly. These simple arrangements are called by default
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The high gas load from the ion source and from H- recombination motivates the use of turbo pumps as the
primary pumps in the current portion of the machine. The
UHV section of the MEBT will be exclusively ionpumped, and separated from the upstream MEBT by a
differential pumping orifice. The heavy use of turbo
pumps and their backing scroll pumps creates several
locations where mechanical failure is possible. In order
to ensure reliability and machine safety, a preventative
maintenance program has been initiated for the pumps.
Failure of scroll pumps is of greatest concern. Hence, the
vacuum volume is protected by an anti-suckback valve in
each roughing line which is directly controlled by a local
convection gauge to eliminate external controller processing time.
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Figure 4: MEBT in RFQ CW commissioning configuration.
at higher levels of assembly, and allow efficient rendering of top-level models and drawings, while maintaining
correct bill of material structure and avoiding the need for
parallel and possibly conflicting models. In any case
where more detailed representations are needed (i.e. interface drawings at physical interfaces between devices or
systems), the detailed arrangements may be loaded.
Compliance with these practices is maintained through
the use of a standard quality assurance checklist that is
validated at the time of model/drawing release. These
methods are being developed and refined in PI-Test so
that a mature implementation is ready for PIP-II.

Passive Vibration Isolation

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

The cryomodules, especially SSR1, are sensitive to vibration and microphonics due to their narrow bandwidth
[15]. With this in mind, PI-test is being designed from an
early stage to minimize the generation and transmission
of vibration to the cryomodules. The hardware described
herein is several meters away from the SSR1, so passive
vibration control is implemented based on non-analytical
best-practice guidelines. All rotating equipment is softmounted on vibration mounts. Compliant couplings are
used to minimize the transmission of vibration through
cooling water plumbing (Fig. 5).

Figure 5: Vibration isolation at RFQ cooling skids.
Vibrations within the facility, which is shared with other SRF projects, are intermittently monitored to identify
and mitigate vibration sources. Components mounted
within ~2m of the cryomodules will be subject to more
rigorous characterization of vibration transfer function to
the cavities.
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FERMILAB RECYCLER COLLIMATION SYSTEM DESIGN
B. C. Brown∗ , P. Adamson, R. Ainsworth, D. Capista, K. Hazelwood, I. Kourbanis, N. V. Mokhov,
D. K. Morris, M. Murphy, V. Sidorov, E. Stern, I. Tropin, M-J. Yang, Fermilab† , Batavia, USA
Abstract
To provide 700 kW proton beams for neutrino production in the NuMI facility, we employ slip stacking in the
Recycler with transfer to the Main Injector for recapture and
acceleration. Slip stacking with 12 Booster batches per 1.33
sec cycle of the Main Injector has been implemented and
briefly tested while extensive operation with 8 batches and
10 batches per MI cycle has been demonstrated. Operation
in this mode since 2013 shows that loss localization is an
essential component for long term operation. Beam loss in
the Recycler will be localized in a collimation region with
design capability for absorbing up to 2 kW of lost protons
in a pair of 20-Ton collimators (absorbers). This system
will employ a two stage collimation with a thin molybdenum scattering foil to define the bottom edge of both the
injected and decelerated-for-slipping beams. Optimization
and engineering design of the collimator components and
radiation shielding are based on comprehensive MARS15
simulations predicting high collimation efficiency as well as
tolerable levels of prompt and residual radiation. The system
installation during the Fermilab 2016 facility shutdown will
permit commissioning in the subsequent operating period.
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INTRODUCTION
The flagship physics program at Fermilab for the next
two decades requires a robust high energy, high intensity
proton source [1]. Slip stacking in the Recycler Ring [2] is
a central part of that plan. The similar lattices and apertures
of the Recycler compared with the Main Injector suggested
that similar per cycle beam intensities could be supported.
The increase in delivered proton beam power at 120 GeV
is largely due to a faster repetition rate due to using the
Recycler for beam accumulation while the acceleration of
intense proton beams occurs in the Main Injector. In Ref. [2]
one finds a description of several limitations which are being addressed, this paper will focus on the need to provide
beam loss localization (collimation) to limit activation and
radiation damage in the Recycler Ring.
The beam emittance available from the Fermilab Booster
is large enough to produce losses due to both longitudinal
and transverse emittance tails when used for slip stacking.
Slip stacking in the Recycler is accomplished by stacking in
the Recycler Ring but transferring the aligned bunches to
the Main Injector for capture in the high voltage RF. This
allows the use of the Main Injector collimation system [3]
to continue to protect from the uncaptured longitudinal tails.
The vertical design aperture of the Recycler beam pipe is
∗
†

bcbrown@fnal.gov
Operated by Fermi Research Alliance, LLC under Contract No. DEAC02-07CH11359 with the United States Department of Energy.

22 mm (half height) whereas the Main Injector beam pipe
design provides 23.9 mm (half height). We have shown [4]
that losses in the Main Injector were seen when this design
aperture was reduced by installation issues. Many of the
observed loss locations are at vertical βmax when the vertical
aperture is reduced from the design value by installation
imperfections. Additional activation locations are found at
the transfer points where Lambertson magnets limit both the
horizontal and vertical aperture.
The transverse beam loss in the Recycler has not been
resolved into components due to the tails on the injected
beam or tails due to emittance growth. Construction of a
collimation system is proceeding without a such understanding. We will construct a collimation system which defines
a vertical beam boundary with a primary collimator which
scatters beam into the limited available vertical aperture
in the local region. Studies with SYNERGIA confirm that
horizontal to vertical emittance coupling will allow this to
control horizontal tails.

TUNNEL LOCATION
The nominal Recycler beam height is 84" (7’ or 2.13 m)
above the floor of the Main Injector tunnel. Most of the tunnel is constructed with 10’ wide by 8’ high concrete hoops.
For beam transport to the Tevatron this 8’ ceiling height transitioned to 9’ and then 10’ for the proton (P150 line at 520)
and antiproton (A150 at 620) beam transfer tunnel sections.
For the Main Injector secondary collimators, we found that
23" (584 mm) of steel was suitable to contain the radiation
showers from 8 GeV proton loss. With only 12" available
with 8’ ceilings we looked around. The 9’ ceilings might be
marginally usable but in the MI520 region there is too much
else involved in the Recycler (P150 kickers and electrostatic
septa in the Main Injector and the transfer line from RR to
P150). At MI620 we have lots of instrumentation and the 9’
ceiling ends too soon to be helpful for most purposes. The
520 region has two accelerators and two transfer lines while
details of the Recycler lattice add complications. At the
613 cell boundary (high vertical beta) between the G613A
and G613B gradient magnets there is a 9’ ceiling with the
transition to 10’ ceiling above the G613B gradient magnet.
We have placed a primary collimator at 613 and two secondary collimators in this region as a Phase I installation
in the 2016 Facility Shutdown with consideration for two
additional secondary collimators for a Phase II installation
later.

TWO STAGE COLLIMATION
We employ a 0.125 mm molybdenum (Mo) TZM foil
to define the lower edge of both the injected beam and the
beam decelerated for slipping. Since we use a location with
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much higher βv , we choose a smaller RMS scattering angle
than in the Main Injector system and we use Mo since the
corresponding tungsten (W) foil is so thin as to be of mechanical concern. Halo beam which is scattered down (outward)
may strike the secondary collimator placed downstream of
the G613B gradient magnet. Beam which is scattered up
(inward) may strike the secondary collimator placed downstream of the G616B gradient magnet. The plan is to place
the primary collimator at a 3 σ boundary and the secondary
collimators at a 3.5 σ boundary. This will leave scattered
beam between these boundaries to circulate and perhaps
rescatter on the primary. Some beam will be scattered beyond the available aperture between the primary and the
secondaries while other beam will circulate and perhaps
strike the secondaries or the primary on subsequent turns.
Some of the scattered beam may strike aperture limits around
the ring. Detailed tracking studies are continuing.

MECHANICAL CONSIDERATIONS
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(pitch) while this is mounted on a horizontal stage which
allows control of horizontal position and angle (yaw). Additional iron outboard of the vertical portion completes the
shielding. Stepper motors driving through a high gear ratio
allow precise positioning (0.001”) for each end of the secondary collimators (in both planes) far beyond any control
requirements.
In order to absorb beam which showers toward or is scattered toward the beam aperture, we create collimation masks.
These have a 38.25” (0.97 m) parallel portion with a 4” upstream tapered portion so that interactions will be buried in
the body of the mask. These will protect the downstream
magnetic elements and other components.
The primary collimator foil is supported on a ’C’ frame
with a free edge on the top. It is mounted on a precision motor drive which provides position accuracy of 0.001” (0.025
mm). The collimator system is illustrated in Figure1.
The shielding around the primary collimator, the sides and
bottom of the secondary collimators and masks are covered
with 9 cm of marble. Marble does not become significantly
activated but it absorbs the MeV gammas emitted by the
activation products in the iron.

Figure 1: Mechanical Design Model for Secondary Collimator. Right figure is view from aisle side while left figure
shows view with vertical cut through beam line. A stainless
steel vacuum liner (grey) is surrounded by steel shielding
(red) with marble absorber on the aisle side as well as on the
upstream, downstream, and bottom.
The secondary collimators are designed to interact the
protons deep in a large steel block so that the bulk of the
shower energy is contained. A rectangular aperture with parallel sides 38.75” (0.984 m) long is preceded and followed
by tapered portions 14” (355.6 mm) long. The apertures are
selected to match the expected maximum beam size and the
lattice β functions. With limited phase advance along the
tunnel, we need to provide a way to position the interaction
point (end of the tapered section) and the angle of the parallel section. Rather than employing a complex and powerful
orbit correction, the secondary collimators provide precise
control of the position and angle in both the horizontal and
vertical planes. The vacuum portion is fabricated in stainless
steel with an outer vacuum frame and removable inner liners
to define the aperture. The vacuum liner is surrounded by
steel to absorb the hadronic shower. An inner portion allows
positioning of the aperture in vertical position and angle

To assure adequate vacuum performance, we employ large
vacuum pumps downstream of the primary and upstream and
downstream of each secondary collimator. We will add several channels of Beam Loss Monitor readout and place a gas
filled loss monitor at the primary and upstream and downstream of each secondary collimator. Secondary collimator
temperatures will be monitored using thermocouples.
In order to allow for injection errors to be damped by the
bunch-by-bunch damper system we will use a fast vertical
bump to move the beam edge to the collimation edges. After
each of the 12 injections, a bump rising in 5 ms and staying
flat until 5 ms before then next injection will be started after
a delay of 2 - 5 ms. A set of 5 new trim dipoles will provide
this orbit bump. The cooling water systems for the Main
Injector and some of the high current bus work has been
repositioned to permit this collimation system installation.
To reduce degradation from radiation, some high current
cables in the tunnel have also been repositioned.

SIMULATION STUDIES
In view of the physics program requirements, we have
made conservative assumptions for proton losses. A loss of
2 kW of 8 GeV protons scattered by the primary collimator
has been studied. Using MARS15, we study the important radiation fields (including prompt dose and residual dose both
locally and for areas outside the tunnel and on the surface).
Most studies employ a local model which follows particles
scattered in the primary collimator. These interact in the
secondary collimators and the showers are followed through
the secondary collimators, masks as well as the other nearby
material. Figure 2 shows the collimation system (primary
collimator, two secondary collimators and two masks) as
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Figure 2: Geometry of MARS Model for Recycler Collimator System. Beam moves from right to left. PCOL613
appears between two gradient magnets at right. SCOL613
and MASK613 follow with SCOL616 and MASK616 further downstream. The MI Dipole beneath stand (only ) is
only component of Main Injector included in this view.
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Figure 4: Photo of Secondary Collimator and Mask at 613
as construction is finishing.

2016. Figure 4 shows pictures of the collimation system as
installed. Operation before the 2016 Shutdown provided a
one minute demonstration of 700 kW proton beam power
delivered to the NuMI facility. Plans call for continuous operations at 700 kW (when devoting all beam time to neutrino
operations) after collimator commissioning.
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ON THE POSSIBILITY OF USING NONLINEAR ELEMENTS FOR
LANDAU DAMPING IN HIGH-INTENSITY BEAMS ∗
Y. Alexahin, E. Gianfelice-Wendt† , V. Lebedev, A. Valishev, Fermilab, Batavia, IL 60510, USA

Direct space-charge force shifts incoherent tunes downwards from the coherent ones breaking the Landau mechanism of coherent oscillations damping at high beam intensity. To restore it nonlinear elements can be employed which
move back tunes of large amplitude particles. In the present
report we consider the possibility of creating a “nonlinear
integrable optics" insertion in the Fermilab Recycler to host
either octupoles or hollow electron lens for this purpose.
For comparison we also consider the classic scheme with
distributed octupole families. It is shown that for the Proton Improvement Plan II (PIP II) parameters the required
nonlinear tune shift can be created without destroying the
dynamic aperture.

optics" [5] insertion to host either octupoles or a hollow
electron lens.

DISTRIBUTED OCTUPOLES
The detuning due to an octupole of integrated strength
O3 =

∗
†

Work supported by Fermi Research Alliance LLC. Under DE-AC0207CH11359 with the U.S. DOE
eliana@fnal.gov

is

ΔQ x, y =

O3 2
( β Jx, y − 2 β x β y Jy, x )
16π x, y

Jx, y being the action (2Jx, y = a x, y , with a x, y CourantSnyder invariant). To minimize the 2nd order chromaticity
and the cross-term detuning which may limit the DA the
octupoles should be located where D x =0 and β z2  β x β y
(z=x, y).
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The Fermilab Recycler [1] is a 3.3 km long 8.9 GeV proton
storage ring originally constructed to accumulate antiprotons
for Tevatron Run II and based on permanent magnets. For
suppling megawatt beams for the Long-Baseline Neutrino
Facility, PIP II foresees the replacement of the 400 MeV
Linac by a new 800 MeV superconducting one, while the
old rings Booster, Main Injector and Recycler, are expected
to undergo only minor improvements.
With PIP II parameters [2], the Recycler is expected to
store at least a factor 1.5 more protons wrt current operation
increasing the incoherent space charge tune shift from -0.06
to -0.09 at 1σ. Currently coupled bunch instabilities in
the Recycler are controlled by dampers. However their use
during slip stacking is problematic and new dampers are
now under consideration.
In general, there are two contributions to Landau damping for bunched beams: the intrinsic one due to the space
charge tune spread, and the external one due to machine
nonlinear elements. For the PIP II Recycler with its very
high space charge parameter, ΔQ sc /Q s [3], the intrinsic
damping is too weak to be useful and external nonlinear
lenses are needed to provide stabilization. However if the
required non-linearities are large they may compromise the
beam Dynamical Aperture (DA).
For the Recycler it has been evaluated that a tune shift of
 1.4×10−3 at 1σ is needed in presence of a damper and 
5.6×10−3 without it [4] .
We have studied the possibility of inserting octupole magnets into the existing Recycler ring as well as the possibility of modifying the lattice for a “nonlinear integrable

∂3 B y
/B ρ
∂x 3

1
0
−1
−2
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0
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1000

1500
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Figure 1: Recycler optics.
For minimizing the direct impact of the octupoles on DA
a scheme where the phase advance between consecutive octupoles satisﬁes the condition Δμ z = kπ/Noct (z=x, y) with
k=1, 2, ...Noct − 1 and Δμ z  π/2, has been considered.
The only resonance excited in this case by normal octupoles
is the 4th order 2Q x -2Q y =integer one. Two families of 5
octupoles each were located in the straight section MI60 (see
Fig. 1). The 9 MI60 tuning quadrupoles and the quadrupoles
QD531, QF532, QF610 and QD611, assumed to be tunable,
were used to move Δμ x, y /2π between octupoles from 0.26
to 0.3 keeping the optics unperturbed outside. The RR30
straight section tuning quadrupoles were used for optimizing the betatron tunes and 4 quadrupoles were added for
re-matching the optics. With octupole settings for a tune
shifts of about 0.005 at 1σ, the on-energy DA computed
with 1000 turns tracking and ignoring synchrotron motion
is only about 3σ for 2.5×10−6 m rms normalized emittance,
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to be compared to 10σ over 1×105 turns for the lattice w/o
octupoles.

NONLINEAR INTEGRABLE OPTICS
INSERTION
Recycler Lattice Change
The non linear integrable optics insertion requires that
β x = β y along the insertion. The straight section RR30 was
modiﬁed by increasing to 22.5 m the distance,  ins , between the Q305A and Q305B quadrupoles. With α ∗x =α ∗y =0
in the Middle Point, MP, and asking for a Δμ x =Δμ y =0.2
across the insertion it is β ∗x = β y∗ =15.5 m. The RR30 tuning
quadrupoles and 5 quadrupole pairs left and right of MP
were used for matching the insertion and setting the total
tunes to Q x =25.29 and Q y =24.28. The insertion optics is
shown in Fig. 2.

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

The integrated octupole ﬁeld increases with Δμ, however
the eﬀect on the detuning coeﬃcients increases (linearly)
too.
The octupole ﬁeld has been modeled by introducing 41
thin octupoles with strength varying as k0 β −3 (s) and k 0 has
been determined so to get 1.4×10−3 tune shift at x 0 =σ x
and y0 =0 (and x 0 =0 and y0 =σ y ) as computed by MAD-8
STATIC. The values are in reasonable agreement with analytical calculations as well as with the tune shift evaluated by
a Fourier analysis of the Turn-by-Turn (TBT) position. Fig. 4
shows the resulting on-energy DA evaluated by tracking over
1000 turns, w/o space charge and ignoring synchrotron motion.
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Figure 4: On-energy DA with octupole lens insertion for
a tune shift of 1.4×10−3 at 1σ. The particles have been
tracked over 1000 turns with MAD8-LIE4.
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Figure 2: Insertion optics.

Octupole Lens Insertion
The octupole ﬁeld must be shaped so that K (3) (s) =
k 0 β −3 (s), K (3) ≡ ∂ 3 By /∂x 3 /B ρ. The integrated strength is
then

2k 0 1  a(5 + 3a2 )
+ 3 tan−1 a
O3 = ∗2
2
2
β 8 (1 + a )

O3/k0 [m-3]
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with a ≡  ins /2 β ∗ = tan (Δμ/2). Fig. 3 shows O3 /k0 vs.
insertion phase advance for three  ins values.
0.4
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0.3
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0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0

47 m
24 m
12 m

0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5
Δ μ/ 2π

Figure 3: O3 /k0 vs. insertion phase advance for  ins =47,
24 and 12 m.
Owing to the shape of the octupole ﬁeld the detuning may
be written in terms of the phase advance across the insertion
ΔQ x, y =

k0
(Jx, y − 2Jy, x )Δμ
16π

By increasing the phase advance across the insertion from
0.2 to 0.3 (2π units) or by adding a 12-pole component as
described in [6] the DA does not improve. The reason for
these disappointing results is going to be investigated.

Hollow Electron Lens Insertion
Electron lenses have been used for beam-beam compensation and they are under study for a variety of accelerator
applications such as long range beam-beam compensation
and beam collimation. To be eﬀective the lens electrons
must move in the direction opposite to the primary beam.
We can think of a hollow lens as the superposition of two beam lenses with diﬀerent charge sign. If
N + /N − =(σ+ /σ− ) 2 , with σ+ and σ− being the radii of the
positively and negatively charged round lenses respectively
and N + and N − being the number of positively and negatively charged particles, the linear tune shift vanishes and
the the horizontal tune shift as function of the betatron amplitudes a x and a y is given by
ΔQ x (a x , a y ) = 4ξ0−



1/4
0



dt I0 (a2y t/σ−2 ) I0 (a2x t/σ−2 )−


 a2x + a2y 
I1 (a2x t/σ−2 ) exp −
t
σ−2


 a2x + a2y  
−I0 (a2y t/σ+2 ) I0 (a2x t/σ+2 )−I1 (a2x t/σ+2 ) exp −
t
σ+2
where I0 and I1 are the modiﬁed Bessel functions of the ﬁrst
kind and ξ0− >0 is the linear tune shift due to the negatively
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charged lens alone. The expression for ΔQ y is obtained by
exchanging the subscripts x and y. Fig. 5 shows the tune
shift (in units of ξ0− ), vs. particle amplitude (in units of σ− ),
for r ≡ σ+ /σ− =0.85. Unlike a pure octupole, the tune shift
decreases above 2σ− . Developing the potential up to the

WEPOA17

is shown in Fig. 6 . Particles are tracked over 7×104 turns
by using MAD-X thin-lens tracking. Synchrotron motion is
ignored.

Figure 5: Total hollow lens nonlinear tune shift for r=0.85.

O
ΔQ x,
y =


F r p N + (1 − r 2 )  2
J
+
2
β
β
J
3
β
x,
y
x
y
y,
x
x,
y
2π γ p
16σ+4

with F ≡ (1 + β p βe )/[ β p ( β p + βe )], which shows that the
tune shift is positive for r < 1, namely for an actual electron
hollow lens, and that unlike usual octupoles, the terms in Jx
and Jy add.
For the non linear integrable optics it must be σ− =
λ β(s) 3/4 (with β ≡ β x = β y ), λ being a proportionality factor. The proportionality factor has been ﬁxed so to get the
maximum tune shift at about 1σ. For β M P =15.5 m and
N
−6 m it is λ=1.3×10−4 m1/4 .
r ms =2.5×10
The eﬀect of the hollow lens has been modeled in MAD8
by superimposing 41 positively and 41 negatively charged
beam-beam elements; the ratio r has been ﬁxed in order to
get the desired tune shift with a reasonable electron current.
With r=0.85 and λ=1.3×10−4 m1/4 , to get ΔQ x =0.03 at
x 0 =σ x and y0 =0 (and ΔQ y =0.03 for x 0 =0 and y0 =σ y ) it
must be N − =N + /r 2 =4.76×1010 . The actual total number of
electrons, ne , is obtained by scaling the value of N − − N +
used in the MAD-8 model with the actual F factor. With
10 KeV electrons it is βe =0.195 and ne =41×0.996×(N − −
N + )=54.1×1010 leading to a current of 0.23 A.
As MAD-8 STATIC (as well as MAD-X SODD) does
not take into account beam-beam elements, the eﬀect of the
hollow beam on the tune has been evaluated by a Fourier
analysis of the TBT position. With the chosen parameters
the DA evaluated by tracking with MAD8-LIE4 over 1×105
turns (the number of turns protons will actually perform is
about 7×104 ), is at least 6σ, i.e. larger than the physical
aperture. Synchrotron motion was ignored and space charge
not included. It is worth noting that by choosing λ=2.6×10−4
m1/4 so to match the electron and the proton sizes at the MP
and setting N − =N + /r 2 so to get the same tune shift of 0.03
at 1σ the motion is no more a simple oscillation.
The on-energy DA without and with hollow lens in presence of space charge corresponding to a tune shift of -0.06,

Figure 6: DA without (blue dashed) and with (solid red)
hollow lens (N − =4.76×1010 ). Particles are tracked over
7×104 turns with MAD-X thin-lens tracking including space
charge. The DA is about 10σ.

SUMMARY
Several options for restoring Landau damping in the Fermilab Recycler for the PIP II era have been investigated. Distributed octupoles drastically reduce the DA. Thus a special
insertion has been considered in the RR30 straight section for
hosting either a sequence of octupoles or a hollow electron
lens according to the recipe of nonlinear integrable optics.
While the ﬁrst one performs worse than the distributed octupoles scheme, the latter has little impact on the DA even
for a tune shift of 0.03, a factor 5 larger then the estimated
value needed in the absence of dampers.
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fourth order [7], we get the octupole component related tune
shift
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF BEAM COLLIMATION SYSTEM
IN THE FERMILAB BOOSTER*
V. Kapin#, S. Chaurize, N. Mokhov, W. Pellico, M. Slabaugh, T. Sullivan, R.J. Tesarek, K. Triplett,
Fermilab, Batavia, IL 60510, USA
Abstract
A two-stage collimation (2SC) system was installed in
Fermilab Booster around 2004 and consists of 2 primary
collimators (PrC), one for each of the horizontal and
vertical planes and 3 secondary collimators (SC) each
capable of acting in both planes. Presently, only SC are
used as the single-stage collimation (1SC). Part of the
Fermilab Proton Improvement Plan (PIP) includes a task
to test 2SC for Booster operations. In this paper we
describe preparatory steps to fix SC motion issues and
installation of a 380m thick aluminum foil PrC and postprocessing software for beam orbit and beam loss
measurements. The initial experimental results for 2SC in
the vertical plane are also presented. The tuning of 2SC
system was performed using fast loss monitors allowing
much higher time-resolution than existing BLMs.
Analysis of losses and beam transmission efficiency allow
for the comparison of 1SC and 2SC schemes.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
The Fermilab Booster [1] is a 15Hz rapid cycling
synchrotron which accelerates protons from 400 MeV to 8
GeV with the beam transmission efficiency of about 90%.
Booster is made up primarily of combined function
magnets and RF cavities, and it is divided into 24 equallength periods. Approximately 10% of protons are lost
during accelerating cycle; the majority of the protons are
lost at the beginning of the cycle near injection energy.
The Proton Improvement Plan (PIP) [2], established in
2012, is aimed to increase the beam throughput while
maintaining the present residual activation levels. One of
22 PIP tasks is a possible upgrade of the Booster collimation system installed in 2004 at its periods 5, 6 and 7.
The booster collimation system was designed as a twostage collimation (2SC) system. However, this design was
incompatible with frequent radial orbit variations inherent
in the RF cogging scheme used in Booster until 2015.
Therefore, the collimation system was used in a single
stage (1SC) mode, while still ensuring a significant reduction in Booster activation.
Implementation of new magnetic cogging in 2015 [3] keeps the beam on a central orbit and creates conditions
to use 2SC system. The principle aim of the 2SC system
is the reduction of uncontrolled beam losses generated
during multiturn injection, RF capture, creation of the
extraction notch and enabling the control feedback. In this
paper, the collimation effectiveness of the 2SC mode for
the vertical plane is measured and compared with that of
___________________________________________

* Operated by Fermi Research Alliance, LLC under Contract No. DEAC02-07CH11359 with the United States Department of Energy.
# kapin@fnal.gov

the existing 1SC mode. The sum of all 64 BLMs in the
Booster is used as a figure of merit in this evaluation.

BOOSTER COLLIMATION SCHEME
Each Booster period contains two horizontally
focusing magnets (F) and two horizontally defocusing
magnets (D) along with a 6.0-meter "long straight "
section, a 1.2-meter "short straight" section, and a 0.5meter short drift spaces between F and D magnets. The
2SC system was installed in the unused straight sections
of periods 5, 6, and 7.
Figure 1 shows layout of the 2SC system, which
consists of horizontal (H-prim) and vertical (V-prim)
primary collimators located in the short drift spaces
nearby of Short-5 and three identical 1.2 m-long
secondary collimators (or absorbers) 6A, 6B, and 7A
located in Long-6 and Long-7. Near the primary and
secondary collimators beam position monitors (BPM),
beam loss monitors (BLM) and fast loss
monitors (FLM) [4,5] are used to evaluate the beam
position, radiation rate and when the collimators intercept
the beam tails.

Figure 1: Layout of 2SC system in periods 5,6 and 7.
The primary collimators are movable thin scattering
foils. The absorbers are movable steel cubes with square
beam apertures. According to the 2004 original 2SC
design [6,7] protons within 3 are considered the beam
core and the normalized 95%-emittance equal to 12
mm•mrad. For collimation in the vertical plane,
collimators V-prim, 6B and 7A are used. V-prim is placed
at the lower edge of the beam core. The jaws of the 6B
and 7A collimators are positioned with a 2mm offset from
the beam core, while the jaw of collimator 6B is located
below the beam and the jaw of collimator 7A is located
above the beam.
In 2015, improvements were made to realize the
original design of the 2SC. These improvements include:
design and installation of 0.380m thick aluminum
primary collimators [8,9] and improvements in the
accuracy and reliability of the absorber motion.
4: Hadron Accelerators
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The purpose of the 2SC system is to localize proton
losses at the secondary collimators, reducing irradiation
of the rest of the machine to the acceptable levels. The
collimation system should interact only with halo protons
which are considered to be lost later in the accelerating
cycle while preserving the beam transmission efficiency.

COLLIMATION TESTS
In the studies presented here, we consider only vertical
collimation. The horizontal positions of collimators were
unchanged during the study. Figure 2 shows the vertical
collimator positions relative to the beam for 1SC. Note
that all three absorbers are used in the 1SC mode.
Figure 4: Vertical collimator positions (left scale) and the
Booster beam transfer efficiency (right scale) vs time.
Figure 5 shows the BLM readings for the sum of all 64
BLMs in the booster normalized to give fractions of the
radiation trip points.
Figure 2: Transverse positions of collimator jaws at 1SC

Figure 3: Transverse positions of collimator jaws at 2SC.
Figure 4 shows the collimator positions and booster
beam transmission efficiency as a function of time in the
study. The letters indicate points when the losses from the
BLMs were recorded around the booster. Points A, B and
L indicate routine 1SC with all 3 absorbers used. Points C
and D indicate 1SC with a single absorber (6B). Points JK represents the optimized 2SC.

Figure 5: Normalized BLMs values summed over 64
BLMs around the ring at the different time points.
The relative lengths of the vertical bars in Figure 5
allow us to compare the effectiveness of 2SC and 1SC
modes. For example, the BLMs sum for the 1SC with
single absorber (point D) is 5.6, while for the optimized
2SC (point J) is 4.8. It can be concluded that the
optimized 2SC reduces the BLMs sum by 14% in
comparison to the 1SC with single absorber. Details of
such improvement are illustrated in Figure 6, which
shows normalized BLMs values around the ring.

Figure 6: Normalized BLMs values around the ring for
time points "D" and "J".
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Each collimator touches the beam from one side.
Preparatory to the test, the vertical beam position
throughout the entire accelerating cycle was arranged in
such way that all collimators touch the beam at the
beginning of the cycle (approximately 300 turns). During
these studies, the vertical beam position at the collimators
was observed to vary no more than 0.5mm from cycle to
cycle. Losses were recorded around the booster both
before and after the 2SC tests for comparison.
Below is an outline of the collimation optimization
procedure. An increase in FLM rate (gated for 100s
around injection) indicates when collimator is touching
the beam core.
1) Move 6A, 7A out of beam vertically.
2) Move V-PRIM in to touch beam edge
3) Move 6B in to intercept (touch) scattered beam
4) Move 7A in to intercept (touch) scattered beam
(opposite side).
5) Small adjustments to ensure optimization
(monitoring booster efficiency).
Figure 3 shows the configuration of the 2SC system at
optimization. Absorbers only touch the beam core, while
V-prim intercepts the beam.
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One can see the radiation is reduced at BLMs in
Booster sections S03, L04, S04, S11, S15, L17, S17, L19,
S2, L22. However, the radiation is increased in sections
S07 and L15. Note, that L15 contains an RF cavity which
represents an aperture restriction.
On the other hand, the BLMs sum for routine 1SC with
three absorbers (point B) is equal to 2.3, which is about
twice lower than one for the optimized 2SC (points J or
K). Figures 7 and 8 show the screen snapshots of data
available in the Fermilab Main Control Room for the time
points B and K.

Figure 7: The fraction of trip points for time point B.
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the Fermilab Booster”, in Proc. IPAC’15, Richmond,
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Figure 8: The fraction of trip points for time point K.
The above plots clearly demonstrate that the optimized
2SC has increased radiation levels for most BLMs around
the Booster and is less effective than the routine 1SC
using all 3 absorbers. Additional details of these studies
may be found in ref. [10].
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CONCUSIONS
The results of the tests for the Booster collimation
system presented here suggest that in the vertical plane:
1) the beam orbit patterns within accelerating cycle
were stable within 0.5mm during all test time (~2.5hr);
2) the vertical 2SC is operational and showed an
improvement by 14% compared to 1SC using a single
absorber;
3) compared with vertical routine 1SC, 2SC is less
effective by a factor of ~2.
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NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS OF COLLIMATION EFFICIENCY FOR
BEAM COLLIMATION SYSTEM IN THE FERMILAB BOOSTER*
V.V. Kapin#, V.A. Lebedev, N.V. Mokhov, S.I Striganov, I.S. Tropin,
Fermilab, Batavia, IL 60510, USA
Abstract
A two-stage beam collimation (2SC) system has been
installed in the Fermilab Booster more than 10 years ago.
It consists of two primary collimators (horizontal and
vertical) and three 1.2m-long secondary collimators. The
two-stage collimation has never been used in Booster
operations due to uncontrolled beam orbit variations
produced by radial cogging (it is required for beam
accumulation in Recycler). Instead, only secondary
collimators were used in the single-stage collimation
(1SC). Recently introduced magnetic cogging resulted in
orbit stabilization in the course of almost entire
accelerating cycle and created a possibility for the 2SC. In
this paper, the 2SC performance is evaluated and
compared the 1SC. Several parameters characterizing
collimation efficiency are calculated in order to compare
both schemes. A combination of the MADX and
MARS15 codes is used for proton tracking in the Booster
with their scattering in collimators being accounted. The
dependence of efficiency on the primary collimators foil
thickness is presented. The efficiency dependence on the
proton energy is also obtained for the optimal foil. The
feasibility of the 2SC scheme for the Booster is discussed.

beam losses mostly generated shortly after injection. In
this paper, the collimation efficiency of the 2SC in the
vertical plane is evaluated and compared with that of the
existing 1SC.

BOOSTER COLLIMATION SYSTEM
Each Booster period contains two horizontally focusing
(F) and two horizontally defocusing magnets (D)
separated by two straight lines (6.0-meter "long straight "
and a 1.2-meter "short straight") and two 0.5-meter short
drifts separating F and D magnets. The 2SC system has
been installed in the straight sections of periods 5, 6, and
7. Figure 1 shows layout of the 2SC system. It consists of
horizontal (H-prim) and vertical (V-prim) primary
collimators located in the short drifts nearby of Short-5
and three identical 1.2 m-long secondary collimators (or
absorbers) 6A, 6B, and 7A located in Long-6 and Long-7.
Each absorber is capable to limit aperture in both planes.

INTRODUCTION

___________________________________________

* Operated by Fermi Research Alliance, LLC under Contract No. DEAC02-07CH11359 with the United States Department of Energy.
# kapin@fnal.gov

Figure 1: Layout of 2SC system in periods 5, 6 and 7.
The primary collimators are movable thin scattering
foils. The absorbers are movable girders with square
cross-section with square apertures in the center for beam
passage. The 2004 original 2SC design [4,5] considered
the beam core to be equal 3 for normalized 95%emittances of 12 mm·mrad. For collimation in the
vertical plane, collimators V-prim, 6A and 7A are used.
V-prim is placed at the lower edge of the 3-beam core.
The jaws of the 6B and 7A collimators are positioned
with a 2mm offset from the 3-beam core, while the jaw
of collimator 6B is located below the beam and the jaw of
collimator 7A is located above the beam.
The purpose of this 2SC is to localize proton losses
inside the secondary collimators, so that to reduce
irradiation of the rest of the machine to an acceptable
level.

SIMULATION APPROACH
The 2004 original 2SC had been designed with the
STRUCT code [6], which simulated a multi-turn tracking
of halo protons in the Booster lattice with their scattering
on collimators. Protons lost on the machine components
were stored to the files for the next step of calculations
with the MARS code [7], which performed full-scale
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The Fermilab Booster [1] is a 15Hz rapid cycling synchrotron accelerating protons from 400 MeV to 8 GeV
with accelerating efficiency about 90%. Booster optics is
based on combined function dipoles and includes 24
equal-length periods. Totally, about 10% of protons are
lost during 20,000-turn accelerating cycle. Major fraction
of loss happens at the beginning of the accelerating cycle.
The Proton Improvement Plan (PIP) [2] established in
2012 is aimed to double the beam throughput, while
maintaining the present residual activation levels. One of
many other PIP tasks is a possible upgrade of the Booster
collimation system installed in 2004. It is located in the
periods 5, 6 and 7.
The booster collimation system has been designed as a
two-stage collimation (2SC) system. However, this design
was not compatible with uncontrolled radial orbit
variations inherent to the radial cogging used in Booster
till 2015. Therefore, the collimation system was used in a
single stage (1SC) mode, which was still ensuring a
significant reduction in Booster activation.
Implementation of new magnetic cogging in 2015 [3]
resulted in a stable beam orbit and created conditions for
implementation of the 2SC aimed to reduce uncontrolled

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors
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Monte Carlo hadronic and electromagnetic shower
simulations.
The original model of the 2SC studied with
STRUCT [4] had twice-shorter 0.6 m-long secondary
collimators, while MARS simulation [4] has been done
for the finally-installed 1.2 m-long secondary collimators.
Since the STRUCT code is not presently maintained at
Fermilab, it has been decided to replace it by tracking
with MADX [8], which has been adapted for simulations
of the 2SC. A combination of the MADX and MARS15
codes is used for proton tracking in the Booster with their
scattering on collimators.
Adaptation of the MADX code included modifications
of both a MADX script for the Booster lattice and a
MADX source code itself. The apertures for all Booster
elements have been inserted into the MADX-lattice using
sizes given either in the STRUCT-lattice file or in the
engineering drawings. Also, a new trapezoidal aperture
for the Booster combined function magnets has been
implemented in the MADX source code.
The proton out-scattering in absorbers is simulated via
a direct use of the MARS code. In order to simulate
proton interaction with the thin foils of the primary collimators, the TARGB module of the STRUCT code has
been transferred to the MADX code. The TARGB code is
based on an old version of the MARS code. It uses the
Monte-Carlo simulations of physical processes causing
energy loss and scattering of protons in thin primary
collimators. The multiple Coulomb scattering is simulated
with the Moliere distribution. The Landau distribution is
used for computation of energy loss.
The simulation algorithm includes the following steps:
a) generation of halo proton distribution near the edge
of a primary collimator with an external script;
b) multi-turn tracking of halo protons using the MADX
thin-track module including proton interactions with
foils of primary collimators (via TARGB) and
recording coordinates of protons lost on lattice
apertures;
c) collection of protons lost on apertures of each
absorber and restoration of their coordinates at the
front planes of the absorbers using an external script;
d) tracking protons collected at the previous step
through each absorber using its MARS models;
e) collection of protons out-scattered from absorbers at
the back plane of absorbers using an external script;
f) tracking of out-scattered protons from the back plane
of absorbers using MADX and recording lost
protons;
g) post-processing via counting lost protons on lattice
elements before and after tracking with MARS code,
i.e. with or without out-scattering effects.

ABSORBER MODEL IN MARS CODE
In order to simulate correctly out-scattering of protons
in absorbers, a MARS model has been created for 3 identical secondary collimators. The model is used by MADX
as a "black-box", while real transverse shifts of absorbers
are simulated via virtual shifts of proton coordinates.

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

The MARS model has been also used for calculation of
the absorption efficiency of a single absorber allowing us
to evaluate an efficiency of the 1SC system. It is known
that there is a strong dependence of the absorption efficiency on angular alignment of the absorber jaw and size
of the beam halo [9]. Figure 2 shows a longitudinal section of the absorber having a frontally-tapered square
aperture and positions of incident halo rays used in the
simulations. The halo rays with negative slopes x'<0 cross
the absorber jaw at its tapered front end while the halo
rays with x'>0 cross the jaw at its rectangular back end.

Figure 2: Longitudinal section of absorber and positions
of halo rays at x' > 0 (blue) and x' < 0 (red).
In simulations, the halo rays consist of Nhalo=104
protons with identical input coordinates (xinp, x'), while
xinp is explicitly defined by x' due to an assumption that
the beam core just touches absorber surface. Counting the
number of protons lost in absorber Nlost, the absorption
efficiency is defined as abs=Nlost/Nhalo. Figure 3 shows abs
versus the beam slope x' at different halo sizes for 400
MeV protons.

Figure 3: abs vs beam slope x' at different halo sizes:
10m (brown), 100m (blue), 300m (green), 1mm (red).
The abs-curves have maximum values at zero x', i.e. at
an ideal angular alignment. The maximum values depend
on the halo size and reach 55%, 62%, 68%, and 83% for
the halo sizes of 10m, 100m, 300m, and 1mm,
respectively. The efficiency abs for halo rays with
negative slopes (x'<0) is considerably higher than for rays
with positive slopes (x'>0) since the frontally-tapered
aperture increases the effective absorption length for halo
rays with x'<0 in comparison to halo rays with x'>0,
which cross a relatively sharp non-tapered back end of the
jaw. Unfortunately, the absence of tapering for the back
end jaws of the Booster absorbers fabricated in ~2003
reduces a range of x' with a high abs by a factor ~2.
4: Hadron Accelerators
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SIMULATIONS FOR 2SC SYSTEM
The Booster is an accelerator with rapidly variable
parameters. This implies many difficulties for its 2SC
system in comparison with fixed-energy storage rings.
For example, the beam center positions and beam sizes
are considerably changed during acceleration. Collimators
are passive devices with fixed geometry and positions,
while scattering angles at foils decrease with energy.
Therefore, an effective collimation for the 2SC system
can only be done within a narrow energy range and during
a limited number of beam turns. Presently, the 2SC
system is aimed to control beam losses at 400MeV.
According to the 2004 design [4], the primary collimators should use a 0.15mm graphite foil at 400 MeV, which
is equivalent to ~0.012mm copper foil. During past years,
different foils had been tested. Most recently, the
0.381mm copper foil has been installed. Obviously, it
produces much larger angular kick at 400MeV than the
original design foil.
Among other things, present simulations with the 2SC
system are to define an optimal foil thickness tPrColl at 400
MeV. Here, results for 2SC in the vertical plane with
copper foils are presented. It is assumed that all the
collimators are positioned according to the 2004
design [4]. The simulations have been done using the
bundle of MADX and MARS15 codes for halo protons,
Nhalo=104, distributed along the front edge of the vertical
primary collimator.
Figure 4 shows the total number of protons lost around
the ring Nlost versus tPrColl. The simulations take into
account the out-scattering effect in absorbers and only
absorbed protons NSecColl are included into Nlost. Figure 5
shows dependence of NSecColl on tPrColl. The 10-turn curve
has a maximum at tPrColl~90m, and the 100-turn curve
has a maximum at tPrColl~30m.

WEPOA20

The collimation efficiency can be defined either as

halo= NSecColl/Nhalo [10-12] or as lost= NSecColl/Nlost [9,10].

Both efficiencies become the same when all halo protons
are lost (Nlost=Nhalo). Figure 6 shows both collimation
efficiencies as a function of the foil thickness tPrColl. The
lost-curves at 10 and 100 are overlapped, i.e. lost does not
depend on number of turns if it > 10. lost have maximum
values lost~90% at tPrColl<10 m. However, less than a
half of halo protons are lost on absorbers after 100turns
(see Fig.5), and the efficiency halo<50% at tPrColl<10 m.

Figure 6: halo and lost vs tPrColl after 10 and 100 turns.
Our simulation model assumes non-variable parameters
of a Booster like storage ring. On the other hand,
trajectories of scattered halo particles in the Booster can
be essentially distorted due to variations of beam energy
and central orbit, and other fluctuating parameters. It is
not known how many turns can be considered as "frozen".
Let's assume that several tens of turns have "frozen"
conditions. The optimal thickness of Cu foil for several
tens of turns is around 50 m. To ensure the mechanical
rigidity of the primary foils construction, an equivalent Al
foil with thickness of 380 m has been installed [13].
Figure 7 shows both the collimation efficiencies as a
function of beam kinetic energy Wkin for the installed foil.
The halo-curves have a maximum values near 400MeV,
while lost-curves show a quite high "optimistic" values.

Figure 4: Nlost vs tPrColl after 10 (blue) and 100 (red) turns.
Figure 7: halo and lost vs Wkin after 10 and 100 turns.

CONCLUSIONS
Presented results suggest:
if "frozen" conditions in the Booster exist for more
than 100 turns, then the efficiency of 2SC,halo>60%;
b) if the beam halo size 10m, the absorption
efficiency of 1SC, abs<55%;
c) Under the above conditions the 2SC system could be
more effective than the 1SC system.
a)

Figure 5: NSecColl vs tPrColl after 10 and 100 turns.
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NEUTRINOS FROM A PION BEAM LINE: nuPIL ∗
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The Fermilab Deep Underground Neutrino Experiment
(DUNE) was proposed to determine the neutrino mass hierarchy and demonstrate leptonic CP violation. The current design of the facility that produces the neutrino beam
(LBNF) uses magnetic horns to collect pions and a decay
pipe to allow them to decay. In this paper, a design of a
possible alternative for the conventional neutrino beam in
LBNF is presented. In this design, an FFAG magnet beam
line is used to collect the pions from the downstream face of
a horn, bend them by ∼5.8 degrees and then transport them
in either a LBNF-like decay pipe, or a straight FODO beam
line where they decay to produce neutrinos. Using neutrinos
from this PIon beam Line (nuPIL) provides flavor-pure neutrino beams that can be well understood by implementing
standard beam measurement technology. The neutrino flux
and the resulting δC P sensitivity from the current version
of nuPIL design are also presented in the paper.

INTRODUCTION
The Deep Underground Neutrino Experiment (DUNE)
aims at studying long-baseline neutrino oscillation by utilizing a wide-band neutrino beam from Fermilab. In the
current design, DUNE will be supported by the Fermilab
Long-Baseline Neutrino Facility (LBNF), which is required
to provide a 1.2 MW proton beam power, upgradable to
multi-megawatt power, and detectors for various physics
searches. DUNE is required to have sensitivity to CP violation of better than 3σ over more than 75% of the CPviolating phase δC P [1].
However, there are many challenges in producing a neutrino beam following the LBNF design. These include the
uncertainty in secondary particle production rate and dynamics, target and horn stability, and primary proton beam
targeting stability. Many of these challenges can be handled by using a magnetic beam line to transport only the
secondary pions of interest to a neutrino production straight.
The neutrinos from a PIon beam Line (nuPIL) concept,
as a substitution for a conventional horn and decay pipe
neutrino facility, works to provide a flavor-pure neutrino
beam with precisely measurable flux. The nuPIL concept
can avoid the difficulties caused by dissipating large amounts
of radiation underground by using a bend to collect and
transport only those particles within a desired momentum
∗

†

Work supported by Fermilab, Operated by Fermi Research Alliance,
LLC under Contract No. DE-AC02-07CH11359 with the United States
Department of Energy.
aoliu@fnal.gov

range. Uninteracted protons and high-energy secondaries
are sent to an absorber located at grade.
Two types of beamlines were investigated and considered
for nuPIL, a pure FODO lattice [2] and then an FFAG +
FODO (hybrid) lattice. A pure FFAG lattice design is under
way, but could have many challenges, such as the neutrino
flux is unavoidably reduced when produced in an FFAG
straight because of the “scallop angle" of the cell structure.
In this paper, the present version of a hybrid lattice for nuPIL
is presented. The optics design, tracking result, neutrino
flux from the beamline, and the corresponding sensitivity to
CP violation are presented.

OPTICS DESIGN OF THE FFAG
STEERING BEND SECTION
In the current LBNF design, the neutrino beam is directed
toward the Far Detector (FD) at the Sanford Underground Research Facility (SURF) by steering the primary high energy
proton beam upwards on a hill, and then steering downwards at a 5.8◦ pitch angle with respect to the surface so that
the neutrino beam points towards SURF. The target is bombarded by the proton beam, thus produce secondary pions
that decay in a pipe. These pion decays produce a neutrino
beam that points to the FD.
In order to prevent unwanted power from going deep underground, it is natural to bend the secondary pions to form
the required 5.8◦ pitch angle after they are generated. The
dipole field in the FFAG cells provides this pitch angle and
allows one to keep either π + or π − while pions with the opposite sign can be either absorbed, or potentially used by a
short-baseline neutrino program, such as nuSTORM [3, 4].
The use of scaling FFAG magnets [5, 6] could increase the
momentum acceptance of the pion beamline, therefore expand the neutrino energy spectrum, which is useful for the δ δ
studies [7]. Meanwhile, the Twiss β function in the steering
bend section should be kept as small as possible to ensure
good transmission. FFAG lattices have a large transverse
acceptance, and thus are ideal for the pion beam after the
collection horn, which has a large RMS emittance. The
steering bend section is composed of a dispersion creator
section to bring up the dispersion from 0 at the end face
of the horn, followed by a dispersion suppressor to slightly
reduce the dispersion for matching to a FODO straight. The
optics of the FFAG section in shown in Figure 1.

HORN OPTIMIZATION BASED ON THE
FFAG ACCEPTANCE
nuPIL uses a single horn with a 4 interaction lengths
carbon target to produce and collect secondary pions. The
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Figure 1: The optics of the FFAG steering bend section,
which is followed by a FODO straight section to accommodate pions while they decay to neutrinos for the DUNE Far
Detector.

pion production was simulated using MARS15 [8] and then
pion transportation in the magnetic field of the horn was
simulated separately using G4beamline [9]. The size and
shape of the FFAG transverse phase space acceptance change
with beam momenta for the lattice designed at 5 GeV/c. The
momentum-wide transverse acceptance of the beamline has
been defined by tracking. Correspondingly, an objective
function was defined to maximize the number of particles
in the acceptance at each momentum.
The Genetic Algorithm (GA) that was used in this optimization has been tested for several cases [10]. The package
has been developed to a mature stage and many optimizations were done using NERSC machines. With the inherited
nuSTORM horn as a seed in the optimization, the GA was
able to converge on an optimal solution within 30 generations, increasing the objective value by 80%, compared to
the initial seed. The momentum distributions of the pions
after the optimized horn and those at the end of the steering
bend section are shown in Figure 2.
Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors
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THE FODO DECAY STRAIGHT SECTION
Two schemes for the FODO decay straight have been studied, one with a 3-quad matching section and the other with
6-quad matching, both being followed by triplet cells. Because the beam has a wide momentum spread, it is desirable
to not only match the linear optics at the central momentum
5 GeV/c, but to find a balance between all momenta and
minimize the chromatic effect. Also, the angular divergence
of the beam must be minimized in the straight in order to
produce enough neutrinos that can be accepted by the FD.
The most representative figure of merit, which also served
as the objective of the decay straight optimization, is the
integrated νµ flux at the FD.
A software package was developed to adopt this requirement, which uses G4Beamline to record the direction of
motion of particles before they decay, and an analytical for-
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Figure 2: The momentum histograms of the pions after the
optimized horn and at the end of the steering bend section.
mula to calculate the flux at a certain distance from the decay
point [11]. 17 free parameters were used in this optimization,
including all the drift lengths between magnets, 6 independent quadrupole gradients for the matching quads, and 2
gradients for the triplet cell structure. The same GA package as described in the previous section was used to do this
optimization, which in the end yielded an 18% increase compared to the seed, which was designed based on the linear
optics at 5 GeV/c.

NEUTRINO FLUX FROM NUPIL
The neutrino flux at the FD from the combined optimized
target and horn, FFAG steering bend section and an optimized 6-quad matching FODO straight is shown in Figure 3.
The current optimized neutrino beam with 3-horn focusing
from LBNF is included as a comparison. nuPIL is capable of generating a wide-band beam that is comparable to
the LBNF optimized beam, but, due to the finite beamline
acceptance, the integrated flux over all neutrino energies
is smaller. On the other hand, due to the sign-selection
from bending the beam, the neutrino background from the
opposite-sign decays is considerably lower. With all the
effects combined, the corresponding comparison of the δC P
sensitivity is shown in Figure 4.

CONCLUSION
A pion beamline design as an option for LBNF was described. The neutrinos from a PIon beam Line (nuPIL) was
shown to possess many advantages. Many lattices were simulated, and an FFAG steering bend section with a fairly large
momentum acceptance was obtained. Based on the FFAG
acceptance, the single horn that is used to collect the secondary pions was optimized. The FODO straight section
uses 6 matching quads and triplet cells to accommodate
pions while they decay to neutrinos. The δC P sensitivity
from the nuPIL beam is comparable to the current LBNF
optimized beam. At the 3σ level, the performance of nuPIL
4: Hadron Accelerators
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and current optimized LBNF is almost identical. Detailed
studies on errors, energy deposition and realistic horn simulations are on the way.
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Figure 4: The δC P sensitivity from the neutrino beam generated in the current nuPIL hybrid lattice and from the current
optimized 3-horn LBNF neutrino beam.
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INSTALLATION AND COMMISSIONING OF AN ULTRAFAST ELECTRON DIFFRACTION FACILITY AS PART OF THE ATF-II UPGRADE*
M. A. Palmer†, M. Babzien, M. Fedurin, C. M. Folz, M. Fulkerson, K.Kusche, J. Li, R. Malone,
T. Shaftan, J. Skaritka, L. Snydstrup, C. Swinson, F. J. Willeke
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973, USA
Abstract
The Accelerator Test Facility (ATF) at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) is presently carrying out an upgrade, ATF-II, which will provide significantly expanded
experimental space and capabilities for its users. One of the
new capabilities being integrated into the ATF-II program
is an Ultrafast Electron Diffraction (UED) beam line,
which was originally deployed in the BNL Source Development Laboratory. Inclusion of the UED in the ATF-II research portfolio will enable ongoing development and extension of the UED capabilities for use in materials research. We discuss the design, installation and commissioning of the UED beam line at ATF-II as well as plans for
future upgrades.

* Work supported by the US DOE under contract DE-SC0012704.
† mpalmer@bnl.gov
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A formal decision to incorporate the UED facility into
the ATF-II was made in November 2015. At that point, an
aggressive implementation plan was put into effect which
was executed with the following schedule:
• December 2015: Facility layout, as shown in Figure
1, was developed and approved. The detailed beam
line layout is shown in Figure 2.
• January-February 2016: The accelerator and photocathode laser systems were deployed in BNL Building 912.
• March 2016: The RF system was commissioned
and conditioned to full power. The control system
was also commissioned.

Detector

The Accelerator Test Facility at Brookhaven National
Laboratory (BNL) is a US Department of Energy Office of
Science National User Facility supported by the Accelerator Stewardship Program (ASP). The ASP mission is to
support fundamental accelerator science and technology
R&D and disseminate accelerator knowledge and training.
In its role of support the ASP, the ATF provides its users
with access to a high-brightness 80-MeV electron beam as
well as a Terawatt-class picosecond CO2 laser, which can
be used individually or synchronized with the electron
beam for combined experimental operation. The ATF-II
upgrade of the facility aims to provide expanded capabilities for the accelerator research community [1]. One of the
opportunities afforded by this upgrade has been to expand
the ATF electron beam portfolio to include an Ultrafast
Electron Diffraction (UED) facility, which was originally
developed as part of the research effort at the BNL Source
Development Laboratory [2]. By integrating this facility
with the ATF-II complex in BNL Building 912, accelerator
researchers will be able to continue to explore ways to advance and optimize accelerator technology for UED, and
also the closely associated Ultrafast Electron Microscopy
(UEM) applications for the materials science research
community.
Fast diffraction measurements represent a key probe of
structural dynamics in a range of materials. At present ultrafast experiments based on FEL x-ray sources and electron beams enable us to probe the relevant physical processes [3-4]. An advantage of electron beams is their large
interaction cross-section. However, there are challenges
associated with obtaining short pulses of sufficient charge
to probe processes on femtosecond timescales in a single

THE UPDATED UED FACILITY AT
BROOKHAVEN

Sample
Chamber
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INTRODUCTION

pulse due to the space charge effects which limit the minimum bunch lengths that can be obtained [5]. A key thrust
of the planned UED research program will be to demonstrate techniques which optimize the time resolution of the
device, targeting femtosecond-scale performance.

Figure 1: Layout of the UED Facility, which is housed in
BNL Building 912 as part of the ATF-II expansion. A key
feature is the space for beam line expansion which will enable future R&D work to optimize the parameters provided
by the UED apparatus.
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Figure 2: The layout of the initial operational configuration of the UED apparatus in Building 912 at Brookhaven National
Laboratory.
April 2016: Conducted a facility readiness review
and began laser system commissioning.
• May 2016: Authorization received to begin beam
commissioning.
• June 2016: First diffraction pattern observed, as
shown in Figure 3.
After observation of the first diffraction pattern from the
device in June 2016, 3 months of facility tune-up and refinement followed. During this time, a number of issues
were addressed including improvements to the temperature
and humidity control in the facility, an evaluation of beam
stability issues, and general preparations for the transition
to user operations.
An important feature of Figure 1 is that the layout of the
UED in its new location provides considerable space for
further development and extension of the beam line. This
space will, for instance, accommodate a bunch compressor
to provide shorter electron bunches for the diffraction
measurements. In general, this space provides flexibility
for deploying developmental additions to the instrument as
part of the accelerator experimental program.
Details of the UED apparatus are shown in Figure 2. The
operating beam energy is obtained directly from the 1.6cell photocathode gun operating at an RF frequency of
2.856 MHz. The photocathode is driven by a Ti-Sapphire
laser system with 160 fs pulse length. This laser system
also provides pulses to support the experimental measurement system. Typical operations are carried out with 2.8
MeV beams with a bunch charge of ~1 pC at a

Figure 3: An early diffraction pattern obtained during
UED beam line commissioning in June 2016.
repetition rate of 1 Hz. The beamline contains diagnostics
to optimize and characterize the beam and we anticipate
expanding the available measurement capabilities as the
beamline is upgraded. Figure 4 shows the sample holder
that is used to hold the samples under study. It is designed
to accommodate multiple samples simultaneously so
that the experimenters can work efficiently. The
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CONCLUSION
US FY 2017 represents a number of firsts for the ATF
team. The UED facility has now been commissioned and
is transitioning to user operations as part of the ATF. It also
represents the first element of the ATF-II facility portfolio
to become operational. For the ATF operations team, this
is also the start of user operations in a new location in BNL
Building 912. We are also looking forward to supporting
the first of many interesting research proposals utilizing the
UED over the course of the next year.
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Figure 4: The UED sample holder. The holder utilizes a
“cartridge system” to hold multiple samples for efficient
user operations.
sample holder can be cooled to cryogenic temperatures, as
necessary, for the experiments being conducted.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM FOR THE
UED FACILITY
Operations at the UED facility will be an integral part of
the ATF National User Facility experimental program. As
such, work at the facility will be allocated time through our
standard ATF proposal process where all proposals are
evaluated by the ATF Program Advisory Committee.
At present, two types of proposals are being accepted for
the facility. The first category is for accelerator R&D to
further advance UED and UEM capabilities. Clearly, proposals of this type are fully aligned with ATF’s role to advance accelerator science and technology. The second category of proposals being accepted comes from the material
science community - these proposals aim to take advantage
of the UED accelerator capabilities as they are being developed and to characterize the progress being made in improving the facility’s performance. In order to support
these research efforts, which go beyond the expertise of our
ATF operations team, we are partnering with our BNL colleagues from the Energy and Photon Sciences Directorate
to provide experimental and technical support for users of
the facility’s experimental station. The agreements and
procedures being put in place to provide this support are
similar in all respects to the procedures utilized by many of
the US light sources for “partner x-ray beamlines”, which
are co-developed by the facility and an outside organization or collaboration.
An overarching goal for US fiscal year 2017 is to bring
the UED facility into smooth operation as part of the ATF
portfolio. This involves not only maintaining stable operation of the facility, but also establishing the full range of
user procedures and support mechanisms required to ensure good scientific output from this instrument. Thus,
FY17 will be a transitional year for the facility as we integrate it with the overall ATF research program.

We would like to acknowledge the support of the management teams of both the BNL Energy & Photon Sciences
Directorate and the Nuclear & Particle Physics Directorate
in executing the relocation and re-commissioning of the
UED facility. Furthermore, we would like to acknowledge
the program managers in the DOE Offices of Basic Energy
Sciences and High Energy Physics who supported the addition of the UED to the ATF-II research portfolio. Finally,
we would especially like to acknowledge the BNL team,
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FERMILAB ACCELERATOR R&D PROGRAM TOWARDS INTENSITY
FRONTIER ACCELERATORS : STATUS AND PROGRESS*
V. Shiltsev#, Fermilab, Batavia, IL 60510, USA

The 2014 P5 report indicated the accelerator-based
neutrino and rare decay physics research as a centrepiece
of the US domestic HEP program at Fermilab. Operation,
upgrade and development of the accelerators for the nearterm and longer-term particle physics program at the
Intensity Frontier face formidable challenges. Here we
discuss key elements of the accelerator physics and
technology R&D program toward future multi-MW
proton accelerators and present its status and progress.

INTENSITY FRONTIER ACCELERATORS
The 2014 Particle Physics Project Prioritization
Panel (P5) report [1] identified the top priority of the
domestic intensity frontier high-energy physics for the
next 20-30 years to be a high energy neutrino program to
determine the mass hierarchy and measure CP violation,
based on the Fermilab accelerator complex which needs
to be upgraded for increased proton intensity. To this
end, a new beam line - the Long Baseline Neutrino
Facility (LBNF) – and new experiment - the Deep
Underground Neutrino Experiment (DUNE), located in
the Sanford Underground Research Facility (SURF) - are
being planned [2].

Figure 1: Fermilab Booster performance vs intensity:
beam emittance (red line, right axis) and fractional beam
loss now (black, left axis) and after anticipated upgrades
(blue). Courtesy W.Pellico.
The P5 physics goals require about 900 kt·MW·years
of the total exposure (product of the neutrino detector
mass, average proton beam power on the neutrino target
and data taking period) and that can be achieved assuming
___________________________________________

*Fermi Research Alliance, LLC operates Fermilab under contract No.
DE-AC02-07CH11359 with the U.S. Department of Energy
#shiltsev@fnal.gov

a 40 kton Liquid Argon detector and accelerator
operation with the eventual multi MW beam power. At
present, after commissioning of the 6+6 batch slipstacking in the Recycler and reduction the Main Injector
cycle time to 1.33s from 2.2s during the MINOS/Collider
Run II era. Due to these improvements, in 2016 the Main
Injector achieved world-record 615 kW average proton
beam power over one hour to the NuMI beam line. On that
way, the operations team increased number of batches slipstacked in Recycler in steps (just 6 batches in late 2014, then
2+6, 4+6 and, finally, 6+6 batches in mid-2016). At each step,
the increase intensity was followed by tuning for efficiency and
minimization of losses. Finally, the peak power of 700 kW for
one minute was demonstrated in June 2016 [3]. Sustainable
routine operation at that level is expected in 2017 after an
upgrade of the Recycler beam collimation system which
is going to take place during the Summer 2016 shutdown.

ONGOING STUDIES AND PIP-II
There are a number of ongoing experimental beam
studies, theoretical investigations, modelling and
simulation efforts dedicated to understanding beam
dynamics issues with high intensity beams in the existing
accelerators. Those include studies of the space-charge
effects in the Booster [4] – see Fig.1, theory and
experiments on the coherent beam stability in the Booster,
Recycler and Main Injector [5-9], electron-cloud studies
which include in situ SEY measurements, micro-wave
measurements in the Main Injector and development of
the most effective vacuum pipe coating and scrubbing
methods [10]; evaluation need of a transition crossing
optimization in the Booster and Main Injector;
investigations of beam losses and efficiency of
collimation systems employed in all accelerators [11, 12].
We advance our simulation and modelling capabilities
for high-intensity beams by development of a flexible
beam dynamics framework on base of SYNERGIA [13]
with fully 3D PIC capabilities which include space-charge
and impedance, both single and multi-bunch effects,
single-particle physics with full dynamics and which
could run on desktops, clusters and supercomputers.
Continuous development of the MARS-based energy
deposition modelling tools [14] includes updates related
to recent developments in nuclear interaction models;
implementation of polarized particle transport and
interaction, developments of radiation damage models
and transfer matrix algorithms in accelerator material-free
regions; and further enhancement of the geometry
modules.
Numerous beam studies and upgrades are taking place
in the Booster as part of the Proton Improvement Plan
(PIP) [15]. They include studies of advanced injection
schemes, efficient cogging, collimation efficiency, laser
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notching in the linac [16] and are expected to result in
substantial reduction of beam losses during the Booster
acceleration cycle (see dashed line in Fig.1).
Construction of a new SRF 800 MeV H-/proton linac
as part of the Proton Improvement Plan-II (PIP-II)
project [17] is expected to address the near-term
challenges. PIP-II will increase the Booster per pulse
intensity by 50% and allow delivery 1.2 MW of the 120
GeV beam power from the Fermilab’s Main Injector, with
power approaching 1 MW at energies as low as 60 GeV
[18], at the start of DUNE/LBNF operations ca 2024.
Experimental R&D to minimize the performance risk of
the PIP-II accelerator is underway at the PIP-II Injector
Test facility [19].
Extensive accelerator R&D program towards multi-MW
beams has been started at Fermilab [20, 21] and it has three
components: demonstration of novel techniques for highcurrent beam accelerators at IOTA, cost-effective SC RF and
high-power targetry (HPT).

HIGH INTENSITY BEAMS R&D AT IOTA

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Progress of the Intensity Frontier accelerator based
HEP is hindered by fundamental beam physics
phenomena such as space-charge effects, beam halo
formation, particle losses, transverse and longitudinal
instabilities, beam loading, inefficiencies of beam
injection and extraction, etc. The Integrable Optics Test
Accelerator (IOTA) [22] ring at Fermilab’s Acelerator
Science and Tecnology (FAST) facility [23] – see Fig. 2.
is being built as a unique test-bed for transformational
R&D towards the next generation high-intensity proton
facilities, paving the way to cost-effective multi-MW
Fermilab accelerator complex beam power upgrade
beyond PIP-II The experimental accelerator R&D at the
40 m circumference IOTA ring with high brightness 70
MeV/c protons and 150 MeV/c electrons, augmented with
corresponding modeling and design efforts has been
started at Fermilab in collaboration more than two dozen
partners, including 8 universities, 3 SBIR industrial SBIR
companies, 5 National Labs, 4 international partners [24].

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

electron lenses [27] and electron columns [28] at beam
intensities and brightness 3-4 times the current
operational limits, i.e., at the space-charge parameter
ΔQSC approaching or even exceeding 1. Several
experiments are planned at IOTA: i) Test of Integrable
Optics (IO) with Electrons – see e.g., [29-31] with a
goal to create IO accelerator lattice with several
additional integrals of motion (angular momentum and
McMillan-type integrals, quadratic in momentum); ii) IO
with Non-linear Magnets, Test with Protons [32] will
demonstrate nonlinear integrable optics with protons with
a large betatron frequency spread ΔQSC>1 and stable
particle motion in a realistic accelerator design; iii) IO
with e-lens(es), Tests with Protons [33] to demonstrate
IO with non-Laplacian electron lenses with the electron
charge distribution as n(r)=1/(1+r2)2 to obtain a large
betatron frequency spread ΔQSC>1 and stable particle
motion in a realistic accelerator design; iv) Space-Charge
Compensation (SCC) with e-lens(es), Test with
Protons [34] has the main goal of demonstrating SCC
with Gaussian ELs with protons with a large betatron
frequency spread ΔQ>0.5 and stable particle motion in a
realistic accelerator design. Similar SCC tests are
envisioned with electron columns [35].

Figure 3: The first IOTA 52.5 MeV electron injector
beam profile, as observed on May 15, 2016.
In 2016, the IOTA team has commissioned 50 MeV
SRF electron pre-injector [36] – see Fig.3. A number of
experimental beam studies had been carried out over a
short operation period that followed the commissioning
[37-40]. Operation of the IOTA ring with 150 MeV
electrons in planned for 2017, after completing of
installation of a high energy beamline from the 250 MeV
SRF CM to the ring and the high energy high power beam
absorber. In parallel, 70 MeV/c proton RFQ injector (2.5
MeV kinetic energy) is being assembled and will be
commissioned in a separate MDB building and moved to
the FAST facility in 2018. Commissioning of the proton
injector and first operation of the IOTA ring with protons
is planned for 2019-2020.

Figure 2: Layout of the IOTA ring and its two injectors.

COST-EFFICIENT SC RF

The goal of the IOTA research program is to carry
out experimental studies of transformative techniques to
control proton beam instabilities and losses, such as
integrable optics [25] with non-linear magnets and with
electron lenses [26], and space-charge compensation with

Superconducting RF is the state-of-the-art technology
with an unmatched capability to provide up to 100%
beam duty factor and large apertures to preserve the beam
quality. In the past, the SRF R&D program has been
focused on improving the accelerating gradients in
4: Hadron Accelerators
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“traditional” Nb structures, extending from 3 MV/m to
some 35 MV/m. The demands of the Intensity Frontier
accelerators shift of focus towards decreasing the costs of
SRF construction and operation through: a) nitrogen
doping for ultra-high Q cavities, which opens up more
than a factor of two in the quality factors (Q) of bulk
niobium cavities and, therefore, potential for savings in
cryogenics capital and operational costs [41]; b)
development Nb3Sn cavities for 4.2K operation,
following the proof-of-principle demo that Nb3Sn
cavities could provide the same quality factors at >4.2K
as bulk niobium cavities do at 2K [42]; c) using Nb/Cu
composite material and monolithic techniques of cavity
manufacturing; these avenues promise a factor of >2
reduction in cavity material and manufacturing costs with
performance comparable to bulk Nb cavities. It was
recently shown that 1.3 GHz Nb-Cu composite based
spun cavities can sustain high accelerating gradients.
Fermilab, in collaboration with Cornell University, will
use the existing Nb-Cu sheets to spin the cavities at
INFN(Italy) or US industry (e.g. AES) to complete the
650 MHz cavities with flanges as the first step followed
by scaling to 325 MHz if successful. Recent breakthrough
in Nb film deposition technology allows films of
unprecedented quality with the residual resistivity ratio
(RRR) approaching or exceeding 200-300, which is
currently the standard for bulk SRF cavities. The RF
properties of these films will be tested, and after
confirmation of low surface resistance of the samples, a
prototype 650 MHz Nb/Cu cavity will be built and

studied.

HIGH POWER TARGETRY R&D
There is a need in enhanced modelling of beam energy
deposition, secondary particle production and collection,
radiation damage (DPA), transmutation products (gas
production), and residual dose. Also required are
advanced simulations of target material (non-linear)
response using FEA codes including fracture and/or phase
change; exploration/determination radiation damage
effects in candidate target and collimator materials at
accelerator target facility operating parameters (e.g., via
the RaDIATE Collaboration: Radiation Damage In
Accelerator Target Environments).Verification and
benchmarking of the above mentioned simulation tools
and material properties is needed through dedicated
testing at beam facilities and autopsy of existing
materials.
Mega-watt class target facilities present many
technical challenges, including: radiation damage, rapid
heat removal, high thermal shock response, highly nonlinear thermo-mechanical simulation, radiation protection,
and remote handling [43]. The major goal of the
envisioned R&D program for the next decade is to enable
well-justified design simulations of high intensity
beam/matter interactions using realistic, irradiated
material properties for the purposes of designing and
predicting lifetimes of multi-MW neutrino and muon
target components and systems. This requires: a)
4: Hadron Accelerators
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irradiated material properties to be measured/evaluated
for relevant targetry materials over a range of
temperatures (300 – 1300 K), radiation damage (0.1 – 20
DPA (Displacements Per Atom)) and relevant helium
production rates (500 – 5000 atomic parts per
million/DPA); b) thermal shock response to be evaluated
for relevant targetry materials over a range of strain rates
(100 – 10000 s-1); c) development and validation of
simulation techniques to model material response to beam
over the time of exposure (accounting for accumulation of
radiation damage and high spatial gradients); d)
development of enabling technologies in target materials,
manufacturing
techniques,
cooling
technologies,
instrumentation, radiation protection, and related systems
to meet the targetry challenges of multi-MW and/or high
intensity (> 500 MW/m3 peak energy deposition)
requirements of future target facilities.
Radiation damage studies include investigations
of materials of high interest (currently graphite,
beryllium, tungsten and titanium alloys) under the
RaDIATE R&D program [44]. The most major of these
activities involve Post-Irradiation Examination (PIE) of
previously irradiated materials recovered from spent
target components (e.g. NuMI proton beam window),
low-energy ion and high energy proton irradiations at
available beam facilities (e.g. Brookhaven Linac Isotope
Producer [45]), and experiments designed to help
correlate low energy ion irradiations to high energy
proton irradiations.
Thermal shock response studies include inbeam thermal shock experiments of various grades of
commercially pure beryllium at the HiRadMat Facility
[46] at CERN (e.g. HRMT-24, “BeGrid” [47]) and high
strain rate testing of candidate materials to develop
strength and damage models.
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FERMILAB MUON CAMPUS AS A POTENTIAL PROBE TO STUDY
NEUTRINO PHYSICS*
R. Miceli#, Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY, USA
Z. Pavlovic and D. Stratakis, Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, Batavia, IL, USA
J. Grange, Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, IL, USA
J. Zennamo, University of Chicago, Chicago, IL, USA
S. Kim, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, USA
Abstract

In the next decade the Fermilab Muon Campus will host
two world class experiments dedicated to the search for
signals of new physics: The g-2 Experiment will determine
with unprecedented precision the anomalous magnetic
moment of the muon and the Mu2e experiment will
improve by four orders of magnitude the sensitivity on the
search for the as-yet unobserved charged lepton flavor
violation process of a neutrinoless conversion of a muon to
an electron. In this paper, we will discuss a possibility for
extending the Muon Campus capabilities for neutrino
research. In particular, with the aid of numerical
simulations, we estimate the number of produced neutrinos
at various locations along the beamlines as well as at the
Short-Baseline Near Detector, which sits inline with a
straight section of the Delivery Ring. Finally, we discuss
items for future study.

During operation of the DR for the Fermilab g-2
Experiment, a considerable number of muons will be
produced through the decay of stored pions. These pion
decays also produce a large quantity of neutrinos. While
the vast majority of these neutrinos cannot be put to use, it
just so happens that one of the DR's straight sections
(straight 10) is in good alignment with the Short Baseline
Near Detector (SBND) [3], one of the liquid argon time
projection chamber (LArTPC) detectors in FNAL's ShortBaseline Neutrino Program [4]. This arrangement is
illustrated in Fig. 2. Given the high efficiency of LArTPCs,
these neutrinos could be a significant source of data for the
SBND.

INTRODUCTION

Figure 1: Layout of the Fermilab Muon Campus. Note that
AP 10 is the straight section that is well aligned with the
SBND detector.
____________________________________________

* Operated by Fermi Research Alliance, LLC under Contract No. DeAC02-07CH11359 with the United States Department of Energy.
#raffaele.miceli@stonybrook.edu

Figure 2: Layout showing the placement of the SBND with
respect the Delivery Ring of the Fermilab Muon Campus.

FERMILAB MUON CAMPUS LINES
Protons with 8 GeV kinetic energy are transported via
the M1 beamline to an Inconel target at AP0. Within a 1.33
s cycle length, 16 pulses with 1012 protons and 120 ns full
length arrive at the target. Secondary beam from the target
will be collected using a lithium lens, and positivelycharged particles with a momentum of 3.1 GeV/c (± 10%)
will be selected using a bending magnet. Secondary beam
leaving the Target Station will travel through the M2 and
M3 lines which are designed to capture as many muons
with momentum 3.094 GeV/c from pion decay as possible.
The beam will then be injected into the DR. After several
revolutions around the DR, essentially all of the pions will
have decayed into muons, and the muons will have
separated in time from the heavier protons. A kicker will
then be used to abort the protons, and the muon beam will
be extracted into the new M4 line, and finally into the new
M5 beamline which leads to the g-2 storage ring. Note that
the M3 line, DR, and M4 line are also designed to be used
for 8 GeV proton transport by the Mu2e experiment.
However, the two experiments cannot run simultaneously.
A detailed performance analysis of the Fermilab g-2
Experiment can be found in [5].
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One of the recommendations adopted by the Office of
Science from the 2014 HEPAP P5 report is the completion
of the g-2 [1] and Mu2e [2] projects in all of the funding
scenarios under consideration. Consequently, the
construction and operation of a Muon Campus facility to
support these experiments is a significant priority at
Fermilab for the next decade. The Fermilab Muon Campus
consists of a synchrotron – the Delivery Ring (DR) – and
the various beamlines necessary to transport beam from the
Fermilab Recycler to the DR and from the DR to the g-2
and Mu2e experiments. A layout of the Muon Campus is
shown in Fig. 1.
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SIMULATION MODEL
For the simulation we use G4Beamline [6], a tracking
simulation program that includes key physical processes
such as spin tracking and muon decay. The simulation
begins right after the pion production target and includes
the M2 line, M3 line and the DR. Bending magnets,
focusing magnets and beam pipes are simulated. Figure 3
displays the number of pions and muons as the beam
travels along the M2, M3 lines and the Delivery ring. It’s
clear that the number of pions becomes negligible after the
first turn suggesting that the majority of neutrinos from
pion decays are produced along the first turn. Thus, our
study focuses on one turn only and relevant to our previous
study [4]. In order to capture and analyze our neutrino
distributions we placed virtual detectors at the end of
straight 10 (MDRD) and at the approximate location of the
SBND, about 270 meters from the end of straight 10. We
modeled the SBND detector as a 4m x 4m square with
perfect detection efficiency, with its center aligned with the
beam centerline. We also added a cap at the end of straight
10 which kills any remaining pion tracks in order to
prevent the production of excess neutrinos. The elements
of straight 10 are made of a custom material which
eliminates any non-neutrino tracks entering it. This saves a
lot of computation time on long runs.
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is likely due to neutrinos produced in the curve before
straight 10, virtually none of which go on to hit the SBND.
This is clearly illustrated in Fig. 5. We found about 8.1 x
10-7 nu/POT at the end of straight 10, of which about 2.1 x
10-8 nu/POT reached the SBND. Figures 6 and 7 display
the momentum distributions on straight 10 and SBND,
respectively. Clearly, the SBND neutrinos had a very sharp
peak in momentum around 1.3 GeV/c and were evenly
distributed across the face of the detector. The vast
majority of these neutrinos were produced within the
confines of the magnet cavities and uniformly throughout
straight 10, and thus have a very low angular spread. These
peak-momentum neutrinos are concentrated within 3
meters of the beam centerline at the SBND.
Figure 8 and 9 show the transverse phase distributions at
the end of straight 10 and the SBND detector. Note that at
the SBND detector, the angular spread has been cut from
±100 to ±10 mrad.
Figure 10 plots momentum vs. angle with the centerline
for neutrinos at the end of straight 10. This is an overlap of
two distributions: the more distinct distribution comes
from the neutrinos produced within straight 10, while the
background distribution comes from neutrinos produced
earlier in the loop.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 4: Simulated neutrino distribution at the end of
straight 10. The distribution is not symmetric.
Figure 3: Simulated performance along the M2, M3 and
DR beamlines. In the model, only one turn in the DR is
assumed. The vertical axis is scaled to the protons on target
(POT).
The simulation is split into three parts in order to create
checkpoints. The first section runs from the target station
to the "CMAG" element (a magnet which kicks the pions
into the DR); the second spans the first curved section of
the ring; the last section is just the elements of straight 10.
These three parts can be run in sequence. The virtual
detectors write particle data to ROOT files, which are
analyzed by plotting scripts.

PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Our largest runs started with 1011 protons on target
(POT). Figure 4 displays the simulated neutrino
distribution at the end of straight 10. The bulge on the left

Figure 5: Simulated neutrino distribution at the SBND.
Note the uniformity of the distribution over the face of the
detector.
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optical settings we used. Finally runs with higher statistics
are planned using the high performance computing at
NERSC [7].

Figure 6: Momentum distribution of simulated neutrinos at
the end of straight 10. This uniformity is due to the large
size of the virtual detector.
Figure 9: x-phase space for simulated neutrinos at the
SBND.

Figure 7: Momentum distribution of simulated neutrinos at
the SBND. Note the sharp peak at 1.3 GeV/c.
Figure 10: Neutrino momentum vs. angle with centreline
at the end of straight 10. The neutrinos we see at the SBND
come from within the highlighted area in the bottom of the
figure.
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A RECIRCULATING PROTON LINAC DESIGN*
Kilean Hwang†, Ji. Qiang, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, USA
Abstract
The acceleration efficiency of the recirculating RF
linear accelerator was demonstrated by operating electron
machines. The acceleration concept of recirculating
proton beam was recently proposed and is currently under
study. In this paper, we present a 6D lattice design and
beam dynamics tracking for a two-pass recirculating
proton linac from 150 MeV to 500 MeV, which is the first
section of the three acceleration steps proposed earlier [1].
Issues covered are optimization of simultaneous focusing
of two beams passing the same structure and achromatic
condition under space-charge potential.

INTRODUCTION
The recirculating electron beam of superconducting
linear accelerator (LINAC) is proven to be efficient due to
high construction/operation cost of the superconducting
RF cavities [2, 3]. The synchronization of the multi-pass
RF phases is less important factor for the relativistic
electron beam due to nearly frozen longitudinal velocity.
The proton beam, on the other hand, experiences
relatively large velocity change through the accelerating
structure, and requires strong restriction on RF phase
synchronization for multiple passes. Especially, when the
beam passes LINAC only twice, Ref. [1] showed that
such a synchronization can be achieved by proper choice
of the separation length between the cavities. It can be
understood by the following condition.
(1)

L(1 /v 1−1/ v 2)= n T RF

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

where v 1 and v 2 are the longitudinal beam velocities
of the 1st and 2nd passes respectively, T RF is the RF
time period, n is an integer number, and L is the
separation length. Note that the separation length becomes
larger and larger as the beam is accelerated. Such a nonperiodic structure may alleviate the beam halo formation
but makes the design of the focussing channel difficult.

Another important issue of the recirculating proton
LINAC is the relatively strong space-charge. Especially,
the achromatic condition of the splitter and merger system
can be easily violated by the space-charge induced
dispersion [4].
The purpose of this paper is to assert the feasibility of
the multi-pass scheme for efficient proton beams
acceleration. We address the above two issues by a
conceptual (but rigorous in terms of particle dynamics
with full 3D space-charge simulation) design of doublepass recirculating LINAC. We adopt the input parameters
similar to Project-X as shown in Table 1. The layout of
the double pass recirculating LINAC is shown in Fig 1.

Figure 1: Layout.

LINAC
The LINAC consists of 17 superconducting RF cavities
and the separation length between the cavities are chosen
according to Eq. (1). The energy gains for each cavity are
shown in Fig. 2 where the cavity number i and 17+i are
pointing physically the same cavities. Passing the same
structure twice, the beam is accelerated from 150 MeV to
500 MeV. All the RF phases, except the 2 nd and the 4th
cavities, are synchronized to -30 degree. Further phase
optimization can make the energy gain even more
efficient.

Table 1: Parameters
Item

Value

Bunch Current

20 mA

Transverse
emittance
Longitudinal
emittance

Description
Averaged over
RF period

0.23 mm-mrad

Normalized

3.2 deg-MeV

Normalized

650 MHz

5 Cell

SCRF Freq.
______________________________________________

* Work supported by the Director of the Office of Science of the US
Department of Energy under Contract no. DEAC02-05CH11231.
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Figure 2: Energy gain of each cavities.

Focusing Channel
Figure 3 shows the separation length between cavities in
regard of Eq. (1). In order to overcome the space-charge
and
RF defocusing and lack of the space for
quadrupoles,we synchronize the RF phases of the 2nd
4: Hadron Accelerators
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Figure 3: Separation length from the i-th cavity entrance
to the next cavity entrance.
and the 4th cavities to +30 degree. Usual design procedure
of periodic LINAC structure is to find the periodic
solution of a proper phase advance of the first cell, then
optimize the quadrupole strengths near the periodic
solution for the rest of cells. Such a procedure can make
the design of the focussing channel simple.

Figure 4: 1st pass LINAC with 6D waterbag distribution.
RF cavities are represented by shadowed boxes, and the
F/D quadrupoles are represented by up/down rods. The
blue/red curves are horizontal/vertical. The dashed curve
represent 1−ϵ 95 /ϵ where ϵ 95 is the emittance of the
95% inner most particles of Courant-Snyder circle.

WEPOA28

The number of optimization knobs we used are total 22
including the initial optics functions for the 1 st and the 2nd
pass of the beam and the the strength of the quadrupoles
installed between each cavities except after the 1 st and the
3rd cavities. We used IMPACT [5] for 3D space-charge
tracking, and differential evolution algorithm [6] for
global optimization. The cost function is weighted mainly
for smooth beam envelope and emittance near the exit of
the LINAC. The 6D waterbag initial distribution was used
during the optimization so that the resulting focusing
channel is general and insensitive to tail distribution of
the beam which, usually, is not predictable [7]. Figure 4
shows the resulting rms beam envelope of the 1 st pass on
top of optimized focusing channel. Figure 5 is the 2nd pass
through the same structure. Interestingly, the optimized
focusing channel is a FFDD lattice which makes the
lattice looks periodic with each cell containing 4 cavities.
However, the periodic solutions of optics for each cells
are not matched to each other as it is resulted from purely
numerical optimization from scratch. Some of the cells
does not even have periodic optics solution. Nevertheless,
since every cells are different and initial optics is
optimized to a mismatched one, the beam is stable
throughout the structure as well as the initial optics is well
matched to the optimized one. In addition, optimizing the
emittance can make the apochromatic condition [8] to be
satisfied as much as possible. Figures 6,7 present the
simulation of 6D Gaussian initial distribution on the same
structure for a comparison. The dashed line corresponds
to the normalized rms emittance of 95% particles
innermost of the Courant-Snyder circle. The growth of the
ratio between the 95% and 100% rms emittance can be
interpreted as an indication of the beam halo formation.

Figure 6: 1nd pass LINAC with 6D gaussian distribution.

ARC

Figure 5: 2nd pass LINAC with 6D waterbag distribution.
However, periodic structure may not be the best solution.
Especially, a non-periodic structure may alleviate beam
halo formation. In case of phase synchronized doublepass LINAC, the length of each cell increases nonlinearly. Therefore, we use numerical optimization for the
focussing channel design.

4: Hadron Accelerators

Another expected concern of the recirculating proton
LINAC is the achromatic condition under the spacecharge influence. In addition to the zero-current
achromatic condition, the following conditions can be
used to reduce the space-charge induced dispersion [4]
L/ 2

∫−L/ 2
L/ 2

∫−L/ 2

M 12( s)
s ds=0
ρ ( s)
M 11( s)
s ds=0
ρ ( s)

(2)
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that the RF phases are synchronized but not optimized to
produce smooth longitudinal envelope. It can be further
optimized for better beam quality for higher current.

Figure 7: 2nd pass LINAC with 6D gaussian distribution.
where L is the length of the arc, ρ is the bending
radius and M ij is the transport matrix map. Depending
on lattice geometry, the solution may not exist. Instead,
we find a numerical solution which satisfy Eq. (2) as
much as possible. Figures 8,9 shows the numerically
optimized arcs and the transverse beam envelope with 6D
waterbag initial distribution. At both arcs, little horizontal
emittance growth is observed with 20mA bunch current.

Figure 10: Transverse beam envelope from the 1st pass
LINAC entrance to 2nd pass LINAC exit.

CONCLUSION
We have presented a conceptual design of non-periodic
focusing channel for double-pass LINAC channel and
achromatic arcs under space-charge influence. 6D spacecharge tracking with IMPACT on the conceptual design
proves the feasibility of the recirculating proton LINAC.
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Figure 8: Transverse beam at the 1st arc. Bending
magnets are represented by shaded boxes.

Figure 9: Transverse beam at the 2 nd arc. The downward
shaded box represent negative angle bending magnet.
Finally, Figure 10 shows 6D space-charge tracking from
the 1st pass LINAC entrance to 2nd pass LINAC exit after
additional end to end optimization of quadrupole
strengths. The normalized emittance growth the entire
structure was 13%, 6.5% and 10% for horizontal, vertical
and longitudinal motion respectively. It is worth point out
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RECENT EXPERIMENTS AT NDCX-II: IRRADIATION OF MATERIALS
USING SHORT, INTENSE ION BEAMS*
P. A. Seidl†, Q. Ji, A. Persaud, E. Feinberg, B. Ludewigt, M. Silverman, A. Sulyman,
W. L. Waldron, T. Schenkel, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, USA
J. J. Barnard, A. Friedman, D. P. Grote, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, USA
E. P. Gilson, I. D. Kaganovich, A. Stepanov, Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton, USA
F. Treffert, M. Zimmer, TU Darmstadt, Darmstadt, Germany
We present an overview of the performance of the Neutralized Drift Compression Experiment-II (NDCX-II)
accelerator at Berkeley Lab, and summarize recent studies
of material properties created with nanosecond and millimeter-scale ion beam pulses. The scientific topics being
explored include the dynamics of ion induced damage in
materials, materials synthesis far from equilibrium, warm
dense matter and intense beam-plasma physics. We summarize the improved accelerator performance, diagnostics
and results of beam-induced irradiation of thin samples
of, e.g., tin and silicon. Bunches with over 3x1010 ions, 1mm radius, and 2-30 ns FWHM duration have been created. To achieve these short pulse durations and mm-scale
focal spot radii, the 1.2 MeV He+ ion beam is neutralized
in a drift compression section which removes the space
charge defocusing effect during final compression and
focusing. Quantitative comparison of detailed particle-incell simulations with the experiment play an important
role in optimizing accelerator performance; these keep
pace with the accelerator repetition rate of ~1/minute.

INTRODUCTION
Intense pulses of ions in the MeV range enable new studies of the properties of matter ranging from low intensity
(negligible heating, but active collective effects due to
proximate ion trajectories in time and space), to high
intensity where the target may be heated to the few-eV
range and beyond. By choosing the ion mass and kinetic
energy to be near the Bragg peak, dE/dx is maximized
and a thin target may be heated with high uniformity, thus
enabling high-energy density physics (HEDP) experiments in the warm dense matter (WDM) regime. The
Neutralized Drift Compression Experiment (NDCX-II)
was designed with this motivation [1-3].
Reproducible ion pulses (N>1011 /bunch), with bunch
duration and spot size in the nanosecond and millimeter
range, meet the requirements to explore the physics topics
identified above. The formation of the bunches generally
involves an accelerator beam with high perveance and
low emittance, attractive for exploring basic beam physics
of general interest, and relevant to the high-current, highintensity ion beams needed for heavy-ion-driven inertial
fusion energy [4].
___________________________________________

* PASeidl@lbl.gov Work supported by the US DOE under contracts DEAC0205CH11231 (LBNL), DE-AC52- 07NA27344 (LLNL) and DEAC02-09CH11466 (PPPL).

Furthermore, short ion pulses at high intensity (but below melting) enable pump-probe experiments that explore
the dynamics of radiation-induced defects in materials.
For high peak currents and short ion pulses, the response
of the material to radiation may enter a non-linear regime
due to the overlapping collision cascades initiated by the
incident ions. These effects may be transient (no memory
effect at a subsequent pulse) and the short, intense pulses
of ions provide an opportunity to observe the timeresolved multi-scale dynamics of radiation-induced defects [5-7]. In addition, by measuring the ion range during the course of the ion pulse, the effects of defects and
heating on range can be observed. The time-resolved
information provides insight and constraints on models of
defect formation and in the design of structural materials,
for example, for fission and fusion reactors.

ACCELERATOR PERFORMANCE AND
BEAM MODELING
A new multicusp, multiple-aperture plasma ion source
is capable of generating high purity ion beams of, for
example, protons, helium, neon and argon [8]. To date,
we have used it solely for the generation of He+ ions.
Furthermore, helium at about 1 MeV is nearly ideal for
highly uniform volumetric energy deposition, because
particles enter thin targets slightly above the Bragg peak
energy and exit below it, leading to energy loss in the
target, uniform within several percent.
An ion induction accelerator is capable of simultaneously accelerating and rapidly compressing beam pulses
by adjusting the slope and amplitude of the voltage waveforms in each gap. In NDCX-II, this is accomplished
with 12 compression and acceleration waveforms driven
with peak voltages ranging from 15 kV to 200 kV and
durations of 0.07-1 s [9]. The first seven acceleration
cells are driven by spark-gap switched, lumped element
circuits tuned to produce the required cell voltage waveforms. These waveforms (“compression” waveforms
because of their characteristic triangular shape) have peak
voltages ranging from 20 kV to 50 kV. An essential design objective of the compression pulsers is to compress
the bunch to <70 ns so that it can be further accelerated
and bunched by the 200-kV Blumlein pulsers which drive
the last five acceleration cells.
In the final drift section, the bunch has a head-to-tail
velocity ramp that further compresses the beam by an
order-of-magnitude. The space-charge forces are sufficiently high at this stage to require that dense plasma,
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generated prior to the passage of the beam pulse, neutralizes the beam self-field and enables focusing and bunching of the beam to the millimeter and nanosecond range
[10]. The beam perveance:
2
4
is high throughout the accelerator (≈2x10-3) at the first
acceleration gap and higher as the beam compresses.
When passing through the neutralizing plasma the coasting beam compresses with negligible space-charge repulsion, the spot size and duration are limited mainly by
voltage waveform fidelity and the chromatic aberrations
and emittance of the beam.
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sponding reduction of the stray magnetic field at the nearby target plane – as preferred for some beam-target interaction experiments.

Figure 2: The simulations are initialized with measured
magnetic field strengths. The x-z projections of the beam
distribution show the main features of the particle transverse distribution as well as halo particle loss. The red
contour lines show the equipotentials from the applied
acceleration fields. The intensity bar (right) indicates the
space charge potential.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 1: Warp PIC simulations are initialized with measured acceleration gap waveforms as shown in the example
above.
The accelerator provides a novel platform to extend
the limits of intense beam and beam-plasma physics. For
example, the ion-electron two-stream instability has been
predicted [11], and it may be observed in NDCX-II by
passing a nearly constant energy beam through a plasma.
The manifestation would be a significant transverse defocusing and longitudinal bunching of the specially prepared beam. In NDCX-II, the effect is normally absent
because of the imposed velocity ramp on the beam distribution.
Another interesting opportunity would be to demonstrate the collective focusing of an ion beam in a weak
magnetic field [12]. The focusing occurs due to the formation of a strong radial self-electric field due to the
rearrangement of the plasma electrons moving with the
beam, and in response to a weak magnetic field. The
magnetic field is established by the final solenoid near the
end of the neutralized drift section. But, instead of using
the full strength of the final solenoid (5-8 Tesla) to focus
the beam, equivalent focusing may be achieve with only
~0.02 Tesla. If demonstrated to be practical, the focusing
magnet strength would be greatly reduced with a corre756

Also, double pulses of K+ or Li+ ions, separated by 0.05
- 0.5 s, have been created from single triggers of the
high voltage pulses in the injector and accelerator [6].
Single injected bunches are cleaved due to the shifted
timings of the firing of the compression waveforms.
Double pulses are of interest for example, in pump-probe
experiments of radiation effects in matter.
We have enhanced the integration of simulations with
the experimental data acquisition via automatic import
from the data acquisition database of injector and acceleration waveforms from the experiment, along with all of
the particular focusing magnet settings. Thus the influence of small imperfections (timing, waveform shape) in
the acceleration waveforms is included in the simulations
which in turn provides more accurate predictions of the
accelerator performance. Figure 1 shows the measured
acceleration voltage for a particular shot applied to the
acceleration gap. The Warp simulation [1] also shows the
arrival time of the beam pulse at the same gap – valuable
for evaluating the effects of pulser timing fine tuning. In
Fig. 2 the particle distribution is shown for the same pulse
through several solenoids downstream of Fig. 1. We have
demonstrated that the simulations can keep up with the
accelerator repetition rate of ≈1/min with parallel runs
running on a handful of processors.
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TARGET EXPERIMENTS

Figure 4: A microscope image of the Sn foil after being
struck by a helium beam pulse shows amorphization after
rapid heating and subsequent cooling near the onset of the
melting point. The field of view is ≈ 6mm.
The envelope and beam current vary significantly
through the pulse; the solenoid focusing is mostly balancing the transverse space charge. The magnetic fields are
chosen to minimize envelope mismatch and transmit the
highest charge to the target plane with the best focal properties. Simulations suggest that the total bunch charge
can be increased several fold with modest adjustments to
the solenoid and compression voltage waveforms.
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Figure 3: Beam intensity imaged by an intensified CCD
camera. The beam is intercepted by an Al2O3 scintillator
at the target plane. The dotted line shows the 2•rms radius.
Figure 3 shows the beam current density profile measured with a scintillator and gated CCD camera for a pulse
with 2.5x1010 ions, 6 ns FWHM and and 2•rms beam
radius is ≈1 mm.

Figure 4 shows an example of target heating on a nanosecond time scale. The 0.3-m tin target (Fig. 4) after one
shot with charactaristics of that in Fig. 3 shows evidence
of intense heating and possible amorphization at high ion
fluences. The peak fluence is predicted to heat thin samples uniformly through by several hundred degrees, just
below the onset of melting.
With the range of intensities and dose rates presently
available, there is an opportunity to create novel states of
matter with the NDCX-II beam, such as local nitrogenvacancy center formation in nitrogen-implanted diamond
by transient heating, followed by rapid quenching [13].
Annealing of specially prepared materials often takes
place on a timescale of seconds to minutes, such as in the
formation of paramagnetic materials [14]. With NDCXII, we have an opportunity to locally excite materials with
intense ion pulses on a ns timescale and stabilize novel
phases by rapid quenching.
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HIGH-PERFORMANCE MODELING OF PLASMA-BASED
ACCELERATION AND LASER-PLASMA INTERACTIONS ∗
J.-L. Vay† , G. Blaclard, R. Lehe, M. Lobet, LBNL, Berkeley, CA, U.S.A.
M. Kirchen, University of Hamburg, Hamburg, Germany
H. Vincenti, Commissariat a l’Energie Atomique, Gif-Sur-Yvette, France
P. Lee, Université Paris-Saclay, Orsay, France
B. B. Godfrey, U. Maryland, College Park, MD, USA
Abstract
Large-scale numerical simulations are essential to the
design of plasma-based accelerators and laser-plasma interations for ultra-high intensity (UHI) physics. The electromagnetic Particle-In-Cell (PIC) approach is the method
of choice for self-consistent simulations, as it is based on
first principles, and captures all kinetic effects, and also
scales easily (for uniform plasmas) to many cores on supercomputers. The standard PIC algorithm relies on secondorder finite-difference discretizations of the Maxwell and
Newton-Lorentz equations. We present here novel PIC formulations, based on the use of analytical pseudo-spectral
Maxwell solvers, which enable near-total elimination of the
numerical Cherenkov instability and increased accuracy over
the standard PIC method. We also discuss the latest implementations in the PIC modules Warp-PICSAR and FBPIC on
the Intel Xeon Phi and GPU architectures. Examples of applications are summarized on the simulation of high-harmonic
generation with plasma mirrors and of laser-plasma accelerators.

k̂(k̂ · Ẽ) − k̂ × (k̂ × Ẽ) and J̃ = J̃ L + J̃T = k̂(k̂ · J̃) − k̂ × (k̂ × J̃)
gives
∂ ẼT
∂t
∂ Ẽ L
∂t
∂ B̃
∂t
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Maxwell’s equations in Fourier space are given by
∂ Ẽ
∂t
∂ B̃
∂t
[ik · Ẽ
[ik · B̃

= ik × B̃ − J̃

(1a)

=

(1b)

−ik × Ẽ

=

ρ̃]

(1c)

=

0]

(1d)

where ã is the Fourier Transform of the quantity a. As with
the real space formulation, provided that the continuity equation ∂ ρ̃/∂t +ik· J̃ = 0 is satisfied, then the last two equations
will automatically be satisfied at any time if satisfied initially
and do not need to be explicitly integrated.
Decomposing the electric field and current between longitudinal and transverse components Ẽ = Ẽ L + ẼT =
∗
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(2a)

=

−J̃L

(2b)

=

−ik × Ẽ

(2c)

with k̂ = k/k.
If the sources are assumed to be constant over a time
interval ∆t, the system of equations is solvable analytically
and is given by (see [1] for the original formulation and [2]
for a more detailed derivation):

Ẽn+1

= C Ẽn + iS k̂ × B̃n −
+
+

PSEUDO SPECTRAL ANALYTICAL TIME
DOMAIN (PSATD)

= ik × B̃ − J̃T

B̃n+1

S n+1/2
J̃
k

(1 − C)k̂(k̂ · Ẽn )


S
k̂(k̂ · J̃n+1/2 )
− ∆t ,
k

= C B̃n − iS k̂ × Ẽn
1−C
+ i
k̂ × J̃n+1/2 .
k

(3a)

(3b)
(3c)
(3d)

with C = cos (k∆t) and S = sin (k∆t).
For fields generated by the source terms without the selfconsistent dynamics of the charged particles, this algorithm
is free of numerical dispersion and is not subject to a Courant
condition. Furthermore, this solution is exact for any time
step size subject to the assumption that the current source is
constant over that time step.

ALTERNATE FORMULATION IN A
GALILEAN FRAME
The numerical Cherenkov instability (NCI) [3] is the most
serious numerical instability affecting multidimensional PIC
simulations of relativistic particle beams and streaming plasmas [4–9]. It arises from coupling between possibly numerically distorted electromagnetic modes and spurious
beam modes, the latter due to the mismatch between the
Lagrangian treatment of particles and the Eulerian treatment
of fields [10].
A new scheme was recently proposed, in [11, 12], which
completely eliminates the NCI for a plasma drifting at a
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uniform relativistic velocity – with no arbitrary correction
– by simply integrating the PIC equations in Galilean coordinates (also known as comoving coordinates). More precisely, in the new method, the Maxwell equations in Galilean
coordinates are integrated analytically, using only natural
hypotheses, within the PSATD framework.
The idea of the proposed scheme is to perform a Galilean
change of coordinates, and to carry out the simulation in the
new coordinates x 0 = x −v gal t where x = x u x + y u y +z u z
and x 0 = x 0 u x + y 0 u y + z 0 u z are the position vectors in
the standard and Galilean coordinates respectively.
When choosing v gal = v 0 , where v 0 is the speed of the
bulk of the relativistic plasma, the plasma does not move
with respect to the grid in the Galilean coordinates x 0 – or,
equivalently, in the standard coordinates x, the grid moves
along with the plasma. The heuristic intuition behind this
scheme is that these coordinates should prevent the discrepancy between the Lagrangian and Eulerian point of view,
which gives rise to the NCI [10].
An important remark is that the Galilean change of coordinates is a simple translation. Thus, when used in the
context of Lorentz-boosted simulations [13], it does readily
preserve the relativistic dilatation of space and time which
gives rise to the characteristic computational speedup of the
boosted-frame technique.
In the Galilean coordinates x 0, the equations of particle
motion and the Maxwell equations take the form
p
d x0
=
− v gal
dt
γm


dp
p
=q E+
×B
dt
γm


∂
− v gal · ∇ 0 B = −∇ 0 × E
∂t


1 ∂
0
− v gal · ∇ E = ∇ 0 × B − µ0 J
c2 ∂t

(4a)

θ χ1
ik × J̃n+1/2
0 c2 k 2
θ2S
Ẽn+1 = θ 2 C Ẽn +
cik × B̃n
k
iνθ χ1 − θ 2 S n+1/2
+
J̃
0 ck


1
n+1
2
n
−
χ
ρ̂
−
θ
χ
ρ̂
ik
2
3
0 k 2

C = cos(ck∆t) S = sin(ck∆t) k = |k |
k · v gal
ν=
θ = eik ·v g al ∆t/2 θ ∗ = e−ik ·v g al ∆t/2
ck
1
χ1 =
(θ ∗ − Cθ + iνθS)
1 − ν2
χ1 − θ(1 − C)
χ1 − θ ∗ (1 − C)
χ2 =
χ
=
3
θ∗ − θ
θ∗ − θ

(4c)
(4d)

(5a)

(6a)
(6b)
(6c)
(6d)

As shown in [11, 12], the elimination of the NCI with the
new Galilean integration is verified empirically via PIC simulations of uniform drifting plasmas and laser-driven plasma
acceleration stages, and confirmed by a theoretical analysis
of the instability.

EXTENSION TO QUASI-CYLINDRICAL
GEOMETRY
When the geometry of the simulated system is
cylindrically-symmetric, it is possible to take advantage of
the symmetry of the problem to reduce the computational
cost of the algorithm [14–17]. Without loss of generality,
fields E, B, J and ρ in cylindral coordinates (r, θ, z), can be
expressed as Fourier series in θ:
#
"∞
Õ
−i`θ
F(r, θ, z) = Re
F̃` (r, z)e
(7)
`=0

with

(4b)

θ2S
ik × Ẽn
ck

+

where we used the short-hand notations Ẽn ≡ Ẽ(k, n∆t),
B̃n ≡ B̃(k, n∆t) as well as:

∫

where ∇ 0 denotes a spatial derivative with respect to the
Galilean coordinates x 0.
Integrating these equations from t = n∆t to t = (n + 1)∆t
results in the following update equations (see [12] for the
details of the derivation):
B̃n+1 = θ 2 C B̃n −

WEPOA30

2π

F̃` = C`
dθ F(r, θ, z)ei`θ
0

C0 = 1/2π
and
C` = 1/π
for ` > 0

(8)
(9)

where F represents any of the field quantities, and where
the F̃` are the associated Fourier components (` is the index
of the corresponding azimuthal mode). In the case of a
cylindrically-symmetric laser pulse, only the very first modes
have non-zero components. For instance, the wakefield of
a laser plasma accelerator is represented exclusively by the
mode ` = 0. (This is because the field quantities associated
with the wakefield are independent of θ.) On the other hand,
the field of the laser pulse does depend on θ, in cylindrical
coordinates.
The PSATD solver was ported to this geometry in the code
FBPIC (Fourier-Bessel Particle- In-Cell), enabling a quasicylindrical solver with no numerical dispersion not Courant
condition [18]. In addition, as explained and demonstrated
in [11, 12], the Galilean PSATD presented in the preceding section applies readily to this geometry and suppresses
the numerical Cherenkov instability as effectively as in the
Cartesian case.

EFFICIENT IMPLEMENTATION ON
MANICORE CPU AND GPU
(5b)

The set of electromagnetic PIC kernel subroutines of the
PIC code Warp [19] were turned into a standalone software
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package named PICSAR (for Particle-In-Cell Scalable Architecture Resources). The subroutines were optimized for
the latest Intel Xeon Phi architecture, with a novel portable
vectorization algorithm, and parallelization intra- and internode based state-of-the-art OpenMP directives and MPI
communications [20]. A new class was implemented that
enables a seamless use of the optimized PICSAR subroutines in Warp, with minimal modifications to an existing
Warp input script (only a couple of lines need to be modified). In addition, PICSAR brings efficient dynamic load
balancing to electromagnetic PIC simulations. Warp and
PICSAR have been ported to the U.S. Department of Energy
supercomputers Edison, Cori and Mira.
The code FBPIC is written in Python [18]. For performance, this implementation makes use of the pre-compiled
libraries FFTW [21] and BLAS [22] (for the matrix multiplication in the DHT), and utilizes the Numba just-in-time
compiler [23] for the computationally-intensive parts of the
code (current deposition and field gathering). In addition,
the code was developed for both single-CPU and single-GPU
architectures (with the GPU runs being typically more than
40 times faster than the equivalent CPU runs, on modern
hardware, as compared to a run using only one CPU). Importantly, a precise timing of the different routines showed
that, although the time taken by the spectral transforms (FFT
and DHT) is not entirely negligible, it does not usually dominate the PIC cycle. For instance, on a K20 GPU and for a
grid with Nz = 4096, Nr = 256 and 16 particles per cell,
the FFTs and DHTs take up 6% and 14% of the PIC cycle
respectively, while the rest of the time is dominated by the
field gathering and current deposition.

with external injection, demonstrating convergence to the
percent level or better. While some agreement has been
reported by other groups in the modeling of LPA in the nonlinear regime (a0>2), a good quantitative agreement has not
yet been reported. We have thus carried out a campaign
of simulations to study the convergence of the properties
of the electron bunch generated via self-injection scheme
using Lorentz boosted frames in the non-linear regime. Several sets of physical and numerical parameters, as well as
numerical schemes, are being considered, including FDTD
and PSATD in Cartesian and quasi-cylindrical coordinates.
Preliminary results demonstrate good convergence of the
beam moments. Further studies are underway to demonstrate
convergence of higher energy stages using lower plasma densities.

APPLICATION OF PSATD TO THE STUDY
OF HIGH HARMONIC GENERATION
AND LASER PLASMA ACCELERATION
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NOVEL METALLIC STRUCTURES FOR WAKEFIELD ACCELERATION
Xueying Lu, Michael A. Shapiro, Richard J. Temkin, MIT, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA
Abstract
Three novel ideas for wakeﬁeld acceleration (WFA) of
electrons with metallic periodic subwavelength structures
are presented. The ﬁrst idea is a deep corrugation structure for collinear WFA. A nominal design for the Argonne
Wakeﬁeld Accelerator (AWA) is shown. The second idea is
an elliptical structure with two beam holes at the two focal
points for two-beam acceleration (TBA). The third idea is a
metamaterial (MTM) ‘wagon wheel’ structure designed as a
power extractor at 11.7 GHz for the AWA. The fundamental
mode is TM-like with a negative group velocity.

INTRODUCTION

Analytical Wakeﬁeld Calculation of a Single Cell
The analytical model is a single cavity with radius R and
length d excited by a point charge with charge Q traveling
at velocity v0 in the z direction. By solving the Maxwell
equations in the cavity with the excitation current
Jz (r, t) =

Qv0
δ(r)δ(z − v0 t),
2πr

(1)

we have,

Wakeﬁeld acceleration (WFA) is a concept to achieve
high accelerating gradients by using a compact high-charge
relativistic drive bunch to accelerate a following low-charge
witness bunch. There have been studies in the plasma and
dielectric WFA, and gradients of GV/m have been reached
[1,2]. A metallic WFA structure may be attractive because it
is stable and less susceptible to damage. In this paper, novel
ideas of WFA using metallic structures are discussed, including the idea of a metamaterial (MTM) structure. MTMs
are subwavelength periodic structures with novel electromagnetic features, like negative group velocity of the lowest
mode. These features give rise to new properties in the
interaction of the MTMs with an electron beam [3].
This paper presents sequentially three metallic structures,
a cylindrical deep corrugation structure for collinear WFA,
an elliptical structure for two-beam acceleration (TBA), and
a wagon wheel MTM structure for power extraction.

DEEP CORRUGATION STRUCTURE

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

ﬁrst one is the analytical method to calculate the wakeﬁeld in
a single cavity, and the second one is the numerical method
to simulate the wakeﬁeld in a multi-cell structure.

The deep corrugation structure is an array of metallic
subwavelength cylindrical cavities, as in Fig. 1. It is diﬀerent
from the conventional corrugated waveguide structure in the
way that the corrugation depth is larger than the iris radius,
and the period is much smaller than the wavelength.

Ez (r, z) =

 πn 
 r
· cos
J0 ps
z
R
R
d
s=1, n=0



⎤
⎡⎢
d
t
−
sin
Ω
s,
n
sin(Ωs, n t) ⎥⎥
v0
⎢⎢ (−1) n
⎥ , (2)
−
⎢⎢
Ωs, n
Ωs, n ⎥⎥
⎦
⎣
∞


α s, n

 cp  2
s

where ps is the sth zero of the J0 function, and
α s, n =

Qv0
1
1
,
π 0 gn d R2 J12 (ps ) Ω2s, n − (πnv0 /d) 2
⎧
⎪ 1, for n = 0
,
gn = ⎨
⎪ 0.5, otherwise
⎩
 
ps 2  πn  2
Ωs, n = c
+
.
R
d

When the excitation charge is changed to a Gaussian bunch
with an rms length of σ z , the wakeﬁeld Ez, g is,
∞


Ω2s, n σ z2
,
Es, n (r, z, t, Ωs, n ) exp −
2c2 

s=1, n=1
(3)
where Es, n (r, z, t, Ωs, n ) is the same as Ez in Eq. 2.
Ez, g (r, z) =

Numerical Simulation of a Multi-cell Structure

Figure 1: Deep corrugation structure. Left: a single cavity.
Right: full multi-cell structure.
Two methods of analysis are adopted to study the wakeﬁeld in the structure excited by a short electron bunch. The
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The CST Particle Studio Wakeﬁeld Solver is used to simulate the structure excited by a short relativistic bunch.
Fig. 2 shows the longitudinal electric ﬁeld on the middle
cutting plane with a bouncing pattern observed. The pattern
is formed when the drive bunch initially excites a decelerating wake (in red) after it. The decelerating wake travels
outward and bounces at the metal wall with a 180-degree
phase shift, transforming to an accelerating wake (in blue).
The accelerating wake then travels inward and is focused at
the beam axis. A following witness bunch can be placed at
the refocusing location in blue to be accelerated.
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Table 1: A Nominal Design with the AWA Parameters

Figure 2: Ez plot. Red: decelerating, blue: accelerating.

Charge

σz

Energy

R

Hole radius

10 nC

0.6 mm

70 MeV

9.8 mm

0.5 mm

d

Iris thickness

rs

Gradient

1.5 mm

0.5 mm

37 MΩ/m

200 MV/m

ELLIPTICAL STRUCTURE
The bouncing ﬁeld pattern of the deep corrugation structure in Fig. 2 inspires the idea of the elliptical subwavelength
waveguide for TBA. The structure is shown in Fig. 4. The
drive and the witness bunch pass through two focal points of
the ellipse. The decelerating wake of the drive bunch at one
focal point ﬁrst expands (Fig. 5 (a)), and then it is reﬂected
at the elliptical wall and changed to the accelerating wake.
It keeps propagating towards the other focal point where the
witness bunch passes through (Fig. 5 (b)).
For a 10 nC, 70 MeV drive bunch, a gradient of 100 MV/m
is estimated with both the beam hole radii being 0.5 mm.

(a)

Drive bunch

Witness bunch

(b)

WAGON WHEEL MTM STRUCTURE

Figure 3: Benchmark the analytical theory with the CST
Wakeﬁeld Solver in (a) time domain, (b) frequency domain.

In the above structures for the WFA application, wave
propagation in the longitudinal direction and cell-to-cell coupling are not necessary. Next we present a MTM structure
with a propagating wave below the TM01 cut-oﬀ frequency
for the application of a power extractor.

Benchmark, Scaling and Nominal Design
A benchmark case is run using the CST solver, with the
cavity radius R = 9.8 mm, the cavity length d = 1.5 mm
and the cavity iris thickness 0.5 mm. The drive bunch is a
10 nC Gaussian bunch with σ z = 0.6 mm at 70 MeV. The
wakeﬁeld in the time and the frequency domain is compared
in Fig. 3, and the two methods are in good agreement.
The analytical method enables a fast scaling study of the
gradient with the structure and beam parameters. It is found
that a higher gradient can be achieved with a shorter bunch
and a shorter period. The beam hole size is neglected in
the analytical model, but the numerical study shows that a
smaller beam hole can also increase the gradient.
A nominal design based on the AWA beam parameters
is shown in Table 1. The rep rate of the AWA bunch train
is 1.3 GHz, so the fundamental frequency of the nominal
design is set as its 9th harmonic, 11.7 GHz.

Design and Simulation
The wagon wheel structure is a periodic subwavelength
structure with the unit cell shown in Fig. 6 (a). The design

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Longitudinal E ﬁeld. (a) Expanding of decelerating wake (red). (b) Focusing of accelerating wake (blue).
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Figure 4: Elliptical corrugated structure illustration.
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(a)
(a)

(b)

Figure 6: Wagon wheel structure unit cell design. (a) Geometry. The four spokes are 1 mm thick as a scale. The
period is 3 mm. Yellow: copper, grey: stainless steel. (b)
Dispersion of the fundamental TM-like mode.

has a reasonable microstructure size of 1 mm. The TMlike fundamental mode has a negative group velocity and
interacts with the relativistic beam at 11.7 GHz. Fig. 6 (b)
shows the dispersion curve of the fundamental mode.
Based on the above unit cell, a power extractor with 12
cells is designed, as shown in Fig. 7. Small slots are cut at
the two end cells, and tapers are used to connect the coupling
slots to the X-band WR90 waveguides as output ports.

(b)

Figure 8: CST simulation results of the 12-cell structure. (a)
S21 . (b) Output power at 11.7 GHz with a drive bunch of
10 nC charge and 0.6 mm long.

Figure 9: Cold test structure. Left: drawing. Right: Fabricated wagon wheel plate and spacer plate by wire EDM.

CONCLUSIONS

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

The deep corrugation structure is a promising candidate
for the collinear metallic WFA, and a design for the AWA is
shown to generate an accelerating gradient of 20 MV/m/nC.
The elliptical structure is a novel idea to do TBA in one
structure utilizing the bouncing ﬁeld pattern.
The wagon wheel MTM structure has a TM-like backward wave as the fundamental mode. A power extractor
at 11.7 GHz is designed for the AWA, and 1.8 MW output
power is predicted by simulation from a single 10 nC bunch.
Fabrication of the cold test structure is in process.
Figure 7: Power extractor design with 12 cells.
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Fabrication of Cold Test Structure
A cold test structure with 12 cells is being built. It is
designed as a clamped structure of 12 wagon wheel plates
in stainless steel and 11 spacer plates in copper, together
with additional supporting plates. Two output horns are
fabricated separately and brazed to the rest of the structure.
The complete drawing and the fabricated plates are shown
in Fig. 9.
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PROGRESS ON BEAM-PLASMA EFFECT SIMULATIONS IN MUON
IONIZATION COOLING LATTICES∗
J. Ellison, Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago, IL, USA
P. Snopok, Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago, IL, USA & Fermilab, Batavia, IL, USA

New computational tools are essential for accurate modeling and simulation of the next generation of muon-based
accelerators. One of the crucial physics processes specific to
muon accelerators that has not yet been simulated in detail
is beam-induced plasma effect in liquid, solid, and gaseous
absorbers. We report here on the progress of developing the
required simulation tools and applying them to study the
properties of plasma and its effects on the beam in muon
ionization cooling channels.

INTRODUCTION
Though muon accelerator simulation codes have been
steadily improving over the years, there is still much room for
improvement. Many single-particle processes and collective
effects in vacuum and matter, such as space charge, beambeam effects, plasma effects from ionized electrons and ions
have not been implemented in any current code. These
effects have to be either deemed negligible or taken into
account to ensure the proper accuracy of simulations.
Ionization cooling (principle illustrated in Fig. 1) is a
method by which the emittance of a muon beam can be reduced. A beam is sent through a material, losing momentum
through multiple scattering and ionization processes, and
reducing its emittance. By re-accelerating the beam through
RF cavities, the longitudinal momentum is restored, and any
lost energy is regained so that the process can be repeated.

Figure 1: Principle of ionization cooling: 1) TheDoverall
E
momentum is reduced through ionization where dE
dx is
the mean energy loss of the muons. 2) Transverse momentum increases through multiple scattering. 3) Through reacceleration, longitudinal momentum is regained.
The evolution of the normalized transverse emittance can
be described by the following equation:
β ⊥ Es2
dǫ n
1
1 dE µ ǫ n
+ 3
,
≈− 2
dz
dz E µ β 2E µ mc2 X0
β
*

+

where ǫ n is the normalized emittance, z is the path length,
E µ is the muon beam energy, β = v/c, X0 is the radiation
length of the absorber material, β ⊥ is the betatron function,
and Es is the characteristic scattering energy [1]. Here, two
∗
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competing effects can be seen: the first term is the cooling (reduction of phase space beam size) component from
ionization energy loss and the second term is the heating
(increase of phase space beam size) term from multiple scattering. For minimizing heating, a small betatron function
from a strong magnetic field and a large radiation length
are needed. To maximize cooling, a large stopping power
dE

is needed, dzµ . Hydrogen seems to give the best balance
between a large radiation length and a large stopping power.
Muons will ionize material as they travel through absorbers. This will generate a plasma, and it is the interaction of the muon beam with the generated plasma that
is studied here. Beam-plasma interaction is not taken into
account currently in a majority of muon accelerator simulation codes. This interaction is especially important when
simulating ionization cooling in the hybrid cooling channels
with medium-to-high pressure gas-filled RF cavities (Fig. 2).

Figure 2: Example of a matter-dominated hybrid cooling
channel with gas-filled RF cavities, nearly all the cell length
has material: either medium-pressure gaseous hydrogen or
LiH absorber. (Image courtesy of D. Stratakis)
The plasma effects have been studied by plasma physicists,
but have not been studied extensively from a beam physics
point of view. The plasma has been shown not to disrupt
the beam or make it blow up dramatically [2], however, for
ionization cooling purposes beam-plasma effects may have a
large impact on the cooling rates for both charges of muons.
Essentially, the head of a bunch sees a material with different
properties than the tail of the bunch and whole bunches may
see materials with different properties than the previous
bunches. Ionization rates vary from material to material so
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the effects may be more prominent in some materials than
others.

SIMULATIONS
After several simulation packages were considered, the
one found to best suit our needs was WARP [3]. WARP is
an actively developed particle-in-cell (PIC) simulation code
designed to simulate particle beams with high space-charge
intensity.
Several ionization models were considered to generate
the plasma including multiple ways to introduce the plasma
manually, but ultimately the ionization module contained
within WARP was used. Given an ionization cross section,
* +
dE 1 ρ
σ=
,
dx Wi ρ n
D E
WARP will generate the plasma on its own. Here, dE
dx is
the mean rate of energy loss by the muons, Wi is the average
energy to produce an ion pair, and ρ and ρ n are the mass
and atomic densities of the medium, respectively.
In the proof-of-concept simulations with an highly dense
muon beam, it was seen that beam-plasma effects can significantly alter the simulation. The bunch shape varied drastically when comparing the simulation results with and without plasma effects [4]. WARP proved to calculate the desired
effects fairly efficiently, with a factor of six slow down when
plasma effects were included.
The main result of the beam-plasma interaction is the
effect of charge neutralization. Consider a bunch of positive
muons ionizing a material. Due to space charge effects,
muons will tend to spread out. When the plasma is created,
the plasma electrons are mobile, while the ions are not. The
electrons are attracted to and move towards the center of the
bunch, lowering the net charge and reducing the repelling
space charge force felt by the muons. Overall then, the spread
in the bunch tail is less than the spread in the bunch head.
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gradient of 22 MV/m and accelerating phase of 14°, and
10.5 cm of liquid Hydrogen absorber between solenoids.
Due to current limitations, flat absorbers are used in place of
wedge absorbers and magnetic coils are not tilted. This channel was simulated in WARP, ICOOL, and G4beamline [7],
with all stochastic effects taken into account but ionization.
Due to the input differences between the simulations, the
initial beam was loaded into WARP and ran for one cell with
no material, with the results at 2 m used as input for the
other simulations. Results were compared using Ecalc9 [8]
and are summarized in Figure 3. Since all three codes agree
for the case with no ionization, moving forward we limit
ourselves to comparing only the WARP simulations with
ionization effects on and off.

(a) longitudinal emittance

(b) transverse emittance

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

PROGRESS ON SIMULATIONS
Beam-plasma effects have been shown to potentially have
a significant impact on the shape of a muon bunch. This
impact needs to be quantified, and the effect on cooling rates
needs to be studied. To do this, a section of a realistic cooling
channel has to be simulated.
In the previous simulations, scattering and straggling have
not been taken into account due to the lack of these features
in WARP. Subsequently, a WARP-ICOOL wrapper has been
used [5], incorporating into WARP the scattering and straggling processes from ICOOL [6]. At the end of each step
inside the material, WARP calls the relevant ICOOL processes and applies them to the particles in the simulation.
A complete cooling cell based on the first stage of the
current version of the rectilinear cooling channel has been
modeled with the layout similar to Figure 2. This cell consists of four solenoidal coils producing a maximum magnetic
field of 2.36 T, six 325 MHz RF cavities with a maximum
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(c) particle transmission

Figure 3: Comparison of ICOOL (red), WARP (green), and
G4beamline (blue) simulations through 5 cells (10 m) of the
first stage of the rectilinear cooling channel.
Since only WARP was used, there were no input differences between codes, allowing the beam to start centered
at 0 m. Results were again gathered and compared using
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The plasma’s behavior during and after generation are
being improved upon.
With a large number of particles to be tracked when
plasma is generated, resource needs have expanded. Due
to memory and speed concerns, especially for longer runs,
the simulations are being benchmarked and adapted for optimum running time and resources needed, including running
simulations in increments.
A few real world experiments have been identified to potentially model with WARP. This could provide us with
verification of our models.
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WEDGE ABSORBERS FOR MUON COOLING WITH
A TEST BEAM AT MICE*
David Neuffer,# Fermilab, Batavia, IL 60510 USA
J. Acosta, D. Summers, University of Mississippi, Oxford, MS 38655 USA
T. Mohayai, P. Snopok, IIT, Chicago, IL 60166 USA
Abstract
Emittance exchange mediated by wedge absorbers is
required for longitudinal ionization cooling and for final
transverse emittance minimization for a muon collider. A
wedge absorber within the MICE beam line could serve
as a demonstration of the type of emittance exchange
needed for 6-D cooling, including the configurations
needed for muon colliders. Parameters for this test are
explored in simulation and possible experimental configurations with simulated results are presented.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
Ionization cooling has been proposed as a potentially
useful method for cooling particle beams.[1, 2] It could be
particularly effective in cooling muons, where cooling to
emittances suitable for a high-energy lepton collider is
possible, and a cooled muon beam in a storage ring could
provide an intense source of muon-decay neutrinos (a
“neutrino factory”). Ionization cooling could also be used
in some proton and ion beam scenarios. In ionization
cooling the beam passes through a material, where energy
loss is opposite the direction of momentum, followed by
longitudinal acceleration restoring the longitudinal momentum This reduces transverse emittances (εi,N), following the cooling equation:
d N
g dE
  E s2
,
(1)
  2t
N 
ds
 E ds
2 3 m  c 2 LR E
where the first term is the frictional cooling effect and the
second is the multiple scattering heating term. Here LR is
the material radiation length,  is the betatron focusing
function, and Es is the characteristic scattering energy
(~14 MeV), and gt is the transverse partition number.
Longitudinal cooling depends on having the energy
loss mechanism such that higher-energy muons lose more
energy The equation is:

 

dE
d pp
 ds 
  L
d L



L 
ds
E
2
ds

2

(2)

The dependence of energy loss with energy is antidamping for pμ < 350 MeV/c, and only weakly damping
for higher energy. However, the longitudinal cooling rate
is enhanced when absorbers are placed at non-zero dispersion and the absorber density or thickness depends
upon position, such as in a wedge absorber. With wedge
cooling, the longitudinal and transverse partition numbers
are coupled, exchanging transverse and longitudinal cooling rates:
 
 
(3)
g L  g L ,0 
; gx  1
0
0

where /0 is the change in density with respect to
transverse position, 0 is the reference density associated
with dE/ds, and  is the dispersion ( = dx/d(p/p)). This
coupling is essential to obtaining effective longitudinal
cooling and is therefore needed in any multistage system
requiring large cooling factors.
High-luminosity μ+-μ- colliders also require a “final
cooling” stage in which transverse emittance is reduced,
while longitudinal emittance may increase. This may be
done by explicit emittance exchange techniques and energy loss in a wedge absorber is a particularly promising
one [4,5].
The goal of the MICE experiment is to explore the
conditions for ionization cooling and to demonstrate the
effectiveness of components of a μ cooling system.
Wedge absorber emittance exchange is an essential component of many cooling systems and the MICE demonstration would be greatly enhanced by a wedge demonstration.
Large exchanges can be obtain within a single wedge
and readily measured within the limited scope of the
MICE experiment. In this note we explore use of single
polyethylene wedges to demonstrate the basic principles
of emittance exchange within ionization cooling.

WEDGE EXCHANGE FORMALISM
A transport matrix based formalism can be used to estimate the exchange effects of a single wedge.[6] Figure 1
shows a stylized view of the passage of a beam with dispersion 0 through a wedge absorber. The wedge is approximated as an object that changes particle momentum
offset δ = p/P0 as a function of x, and the wedge is
shaped such that that change is linear in x. (The change in
average momentum P0 is ignored in this approximation,
as well as energy straggling and multiple scattering.) The
rms beam properties entering the wedge are given by the
transverse emittance 0, betatron amplitude 0, dispersion
0 and relative momentum width 0. (To simplify discussion the beam is focussed to a betatron and dispersion
waist at the wedge: 0, 0 = 0.) The wedge transforms
the  of particles depending on position x:
2( dp / ds ) tan 2
p
x     x
  
p
P0
dp/ds is the momentum loss rate in the material (dp/ds =
-1dE/ds). 2x tan/2  x tan is the wedge thickness at
transverse position x (relative to the central orbit at x=0),
and
 = 2dp/ds tan/2 /P0 indicates the change of  with
___________________________________________
*Work supported by FRA Associates, LLC under DOE Contract No.
DE-AC02-07CH11359.
#neuffer@fnal.gov
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x. The dispersion can be represented by a matrix:
1  0 
M  
 , since x  x + 0. The wedge is represent-

Table 1: Beam parameters at entrance, center and exit of a
w=3mm, =85 diamond wedge. (z = 0, 0.6, 1.2cm) The
0.6cm values can be obtained with a half-size wedge.

0 
 1
 1 0
ed by: M   
; therefore M   
.

   1    0 
   1 
Writing the x-δ beam distribution as a phase-space ellipse:

z (cm)

Pz(MeV/c)

0
0.6
1.2

100
95.2
90.0

0

1

g 0 x 2  b0 2   0 0 , and transforming the ellipse by
standard techniques obtains new coefficients b1, g1, δ1. [6]
The momentum width is changed to:

σE(MeV)
0.5
2.0
3.9

εx
(μ)

εy(μ)

εz
(mm)

129
40.4
25.0

127
130
127

1.0
4.0
7.9

1/ 2



  2 0 2 
 .
 0 2 

The bunch length is unchanged. The longitudinal emittance
is therefore changed by the factor 1/0. The transverse
emittance is changed by the inverse of this factor. The betatron functions (1, 1) are also changed. Wedge parameters
can be arranged to obtain large exchange factors in a single
wedge.
 1  g 1 0 0   0 (1   0 ) 2 

Figure 2: x-P projections of beam before and after the
wedge.

Figure 3: Momentum spread distributions before and after
a final cooling wedge.

WEDGES FOR FINAL COOLING
In final cooling for a μ collider, we wish to reduce
transverse emittance at the cost of increased longitudinal
emittance.[3, 4, 5] To obtain a large exchange in a single
wedge, the δp spread induced by the wedge should be
much

greater

 0    0 

2 tan

than

2  dpds 

P0

0.

the

initial

value:

Thus the incident beam should

have a small momentum spread and small momentum P0
and the wedge should have a large tan(θ/2), large dp/ds
and a large σ0 = (ε0β0)½. Beam from a final cooling segment is likely to have P0 ≈ 100—150 MeV/c, and p ≈
3MeV/c. p should be reduced to ~0.5MeV/c, and this
can be done by rf debunching of the beam to a longer
bunch length. The best material is a high-density low-Z
material (Be or C (diamond density) or B4C (almost as
good)). At these parameters emittance exchange by a
factor of 5 to εx =25μ can be obtained from a single
wedge. This matches the required emittance of a high
energy collider, indicating that thick wedge cooling can
be an important part of a collider cooling system. Table 1
and figs. 2 and 3 show parameters and ICOOL [9] simulation results of this wedge exchange. (Good agreement
with the transport model is also obtained.)

EXPERIMENTS AT MICE PARAMETERS
The MICE experiment has considered inserting a
wedge absorber into the beam line [7]. The layout would
be a scale model of final cooling wedge examples (~10×
larger). For an exploration of wedge emittance exchange
at present parameters, we would like to include use of 3
Poly wedges: a w=5cm, =60º wedge, a w=10cm, =30º
case and a ~5.5cm thick flat absorber (=0º). Poly (C2H4)
is chosen because it is inexpensive, readily available and
can be easily machined into the desired shapes. It is a
relatively low-Z material (C and H) with relatively little
multiple scattering. (Lower Z materials (Li, H, LiH, Be)
would be better for cooling, but C2H4 is adequate for this
initial demonstration.)
For the θ=60 wedge, the incident beam would be
matched to σx = 2.5 cm, (εt= 3mm, t=36cm) P0=200
MeV/c, corresponding to a baseline MICE beam setting
[8], but with δp = 2 MeV/c. The small δp is obtained by
software selection of the incident beam. This example
obtains an increase in δp by a factor of ~4 accompanied
by a reduction in εx by a factor of ~4. This example was
simulated in ICOOL [9], with results presented in table 2
and displayed in Fig. 4. The resulting scenario would be
an interesting scaled model of a final cooling scenario and
would test the basic physics and optics of the exchange
configuration. Note that verification of fig. 4 in MICE
(and comparison with fig. 3) should be relatively straightforward because it is a large effect, and it would be measuring a critical ingredient in a collider scenario.
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Figure 1: Schematic view of a muon beam passing
through a wedge. In dispersive emittance exchange
cooling, gL = η'/0 =η/w.
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Table 2: Beam parameters at entrance, and exit of a w=5
cm, =60 C2H4 wedge. (z = 0, 6, 12 cm).
z
(cm)

Pz
(MeV/c)

0
12

200
182

σE
(MeV)

εx
(mm)

εy
(mm)

εz
(mm)

1.8
8.6

3.0
0.76

3.0
3.0

2.9
14.3

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 4: Momentum spread distributions before and after
the MICE wedge. (Compare with fig. 3.)
With the 30º absorber, we can explore larger beams, including those with larger δp and dispersion, which can be
cooled longitudinally, as well as transverse emittance
reduction cases (with small initial δp, similar to the 60º
wedge above, but with less exchange). We consider two
complementary examples: Case I: a beam with small δp
similar to that used for the 60º wedge, and II: a similar
transverse emittance beam with large δp and a ~0.5m
initial dispersion oriented to reduce longitudinal emittance. The MICE beam has no intrinsic dispersion and a
dispersive beam would be generated by software selection
of initial beam tracks, much like the small-δp beam.
ICOOL simulations of these simple cases are presented
in Table 3. In Case I, emittance exchange is similar to the
above 60º case, but the exchange is reduced to a factor of
2.25, following the decrease in angle from 60 to 30. In
Case II, the longitudinal emittance is reduced by ~20%
while the horizontal emittance increases by a factor of
~30%. Note that, at the parameters presented, the dispersion is matched to nearly zero after the wedge, which may
facilitate analysis by decoupling the transverse and longitudinal motion downstream of the absorber. Figure 5
shows x-p distributions before and after the wedge for
case II. Verification of this case in MICE would be a first
demonstration of longitudinal cooling techniques.
Table 3: Beam parameters at entrance and exit of a w=10
cm, =30 C2H4 wedge. (βt=0.5m)
Case

Pz

εx

εy

εz

δE,rms

(MeV/c)

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

MeV

η(m)

I before
I after

200
183.3

3.06
1.36

2.97
3.08

2.92
8.18

1.82
4.76

0.0
1.14

II before
II after

200
183.3

2.95
3.82

3.03
3.09

14.5
12.3

8.82
7.60

0.51
0.02

With the 0º absorber, no wedge-specific effects occur, and only energy-loss transverse cooling can occur.
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However, at expected MICE beam parameters (βt =
0.5m), the equilibrium emittance is ~5mm with Poly
absorbers. With the ~3mm beams presented above, the
beam is heated by the absorber. In order to obtain cooling
the initial emittance must be significantly greater. With
small ε, a measurement is useful for comparison with
wedge results, isolating wedge effects from solid absorbers.

Figure 5: x-p distributions before and after the wedge for
Table 3 case II. Note that the wedge has removed most of
the dispersion (the x-p correlation).
These ICOOL simulations are based on idealized uncoupled beam passing through the absorbers, and without
restricting apertures. In the MICE experiment, solenoidal
focusing couples the beam, and x and y emittances are
less clearly separated. Some care in emittance reconstruction is required. Simulations within the complete dynamics of MICE, with apertures and magnetic fields, are
needed and will specify the degree of agreement with
simulation that can be explored in MICE.

CONCLUSION
Beam transport through wedge absorbers and the resulting changes in beam phase space are a critical ingredient
in complete ionization cooling systems; they are essential
for longitudinal cooling and important in phase-space
manipulations. A demonstration of their effects in MICE
would enhance its performance as a first demonstration of
the components of ionization cooling systems.
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Cooled muon beams are essential to high-luminosity
Muon Collider and the production of high-ﬂux and pure
neutrino beams at the Neutrino Factory. When pions decay into muons, they form beams with large phase-space
volumes. To optimize muon yield and ﬁt the beam into costeﬀective apertures, the beam phase-space volume needs to
be reduced. Ionization cooling is the only technique that can
reduce the beam phase-space volume within the short muon
lifetime, and the international Muon Ionization Cooling Experiment (MICE) will be the ﬁrst experiment to demonstrate
this. A ﬁgure of merit for beam cooling is the transverse rootmean-square (RMS) emittance reduction. However, RMS
emittance can be sensitive to non-linear eﬀects in beam optics. This paper studies an alternative measure of cooling
where a direct measurement of phase-space density and volume is made through the novel application of the Kernel
Density Estimation (KDE) method.

INTRODUCTION
Ionization cooling in MICE Step IV (the current experimental conﬁguration, Fig. 1) is achieved by passing the
beam through a low-Z absorber where the beam’s transverse
momentum is reduced through energy loss, ultimately resulting in the desired reduction in the beam’s phase-space
volume. Two trackers are located upstream and downstream
of the absorber, forming the cooling channel. Each tracker
comprises ﬁve scintillating-ﬁber stations each with three
doublet ﬁber layers. The Spectrometer Solenoids housing
the trackers are each made of ﬁve superconducting coils,
with two used for beam matching at the absorber (Match 1
and Match 2) and three for maintaining constant solenoidal
ﬁelds in the tracking volumes (End 1, Center, and End 2) [1].
On September 2015, the Match 1 coil of the downstream
Spectrometer Solenoid failed during magnet commissioning,
and the current running conﬁgurations are designed to take
this into account.
Phase-space density and volume are important concepts in
describing the state of a system of particles. The phase-space
density can be described as the probability density function
∗
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(PDF) in phase space, where the PDF is the probability of
ﬁnding a particle within a particular volume. With nonlinear beam optics and beam distributions with a long tail,
deﬁning a parametric model for the distribution becomes
challenging. The underlying PDF of such distributions can
then be found using density estimation (DE) techniques. In
non-parametric DE, no assumptions are made about the distribution parameters. KDE is an example of such a method
which uses kernel functions to estimate the density.

KERNEL DENSITY ESTIMATION
TECHNIQUE
In general, a six dimensional position-momentum phase
space can be used to represent the individual muons in a
MICE beam proﬁle. In MICE Step IV, there is a particular
interest in measuring the four dimensional transverse phase
space. These coordinates are coupled in the presence of
solenoidal ﬁelds. Muons in the beam distribution can be
individually reconstructed in the trackers [2] obtaining position and kinetic momentum values for Xi = (x i , px i , yi , py i ),
where i runs from 1 to n and n represents the total number
of muons in the beam sample under study. When the Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) technique is applied in four
dimensions to the MICE beam sample, Gaussian kernel functions in the form of multi-dimensional ellipses of variances
h = h f Σ are centered at each muon. h and h f are the bandwidth parameter and factor discussed in the next section, and
Σ is the covariance matrix of the data set whose elements represent the amount of variances of each of the Xi coordinates.
In MICE, dimension variable d is set to 4, representing the dimension of the transverse phase-space vector. The estimated
density, fˆ, at an arbitrary point x = (x, px , y, py ) in phase
space is then determined by summing the contributions of
the transverse coordinates Xi of all muons [3],
⎡⎢
⎤
n
(x − Xi )T Σ−1 (x − Xi ) ⎥⎥
|Σ| −1/2 
exp ⎢⎢−

⎥⎥ .
⎢⎣
2h2f
nh df (2π) d i=1
⎦
(1)
A kernel function which acts as a weighting function,
should satisfy a certain set of conditions for its sum to result in a PDF [4]: it should be non-negative and should
integrate to 1. In addition, it should be symmetric about
its center and its second moment should be ﬁnite [5]. The
bandwidth parameter, h acts as the variance of the assigned
fˆ(x ) =
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the Muon Ionization Cooling Experiment, MICE in its current Step IV conﬁguration
showing upstream and downstream spectrometers surrounding a cooling cell, and other particle ID detectors (ToF, Cherenkov,
KL, and EMR).
kernel function and changing it has a strong eﬀect on the
estimated PDF; a large bandwidth parameter results in an
over-smoothed density, while a small one results in an undersmoothed density. The bandwidth parameter is optimized
such that the discrepancy between the estimated kernel density and the true PDF is the smallest. The criterion used to
measure this discrepancy is the Asymptotic Mean Integrated
Squared Error (AMISE) [4],

1
h4
AMISE fˆ =
C(K (x )) +
μ(K (x ))C( f  ), (2)
nh
4


where C(K (x )) = K 2 (x )dx, C( f  ) = [ f ]2 dx, K (x )
is the kernel function, and f  represents the true PDF.
C( f  ) represents the amount of roughness or curvature of
the estimated distribution. The appropriate bandwidth parameter minimizes AMISE as deﬁned in Eq. 2, and it is
determined based on the relation

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

1/5

C(K (x ))
,
(3)
h=
nμ(K (x )) 2 C( f  )

where μ(K (x )) = x 2 K (x )dx is the second moment of
the kernel function. The larger the roughness C( f  ) of the
distribution, the smaller the AMISE, which signiﬁes that
the appropriate bandwidth parameter, h should be small [4].
There are several methods for choosing the bandwidth based
on the value of C( f  ). One method, called the rule of thumb
computes C( f  ) for a known parametric family and multiplies the result by a scale parameter, determined from the
data set [4, 6]. Scott’s Rule [7] used in the Scipy module [8], uses the rule of thumb approach with a C( f  ) factor
−1
of 1.0n d+4 , and a scale parameter in the form of the data
−1
set covariance matrix in d-dimensions [9], h = 1.0Σn d+4 .
Figure 2 illustrates the eﬀect of varying the bandwidth parameter on the estimated PDF. The KDE technique is applied
to the x coordinates of a subsample of 500 muons at the entrance of the upstream tracker (the distribution is described
in the following section). The x distribution is approximately
Gaussian and the use of the Scott’s bandwidth parameter

772

in the KDE routine approximately reveals a Gaussian distribution (displayed as the black curve in Fig. 2). When
the Scott’s bandwidth parameter is multiplied by a large
factor, the estimated PDF is over-smoothed (green curve in
Fig. 2). A smaller factor in the bandwidth parameter leads
to a noisier estimated density (red curve in Fig. 2).

Figure 2: Plot of estimated density vs. x coordinates. Scott
(black, solid) represents the use of Scott’s bandwidth parameter in the Scipy module. The large bandwidth parameter,
10×Scott substantially over-smoothes the distribution. The
small bandwidth parameter, (1/10)×Scott is noisier.

ANALYSIS RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To generate an initial muon distribution, Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) routines in MICE Analysis User Software
(MAUS) [10] and Xboa [11] were used. The initial beam
was chosen to be Gaussian in the transverse direction and
was matched to the 3 T ﬁeld of the upstream Spectrometer
Solenoid. The input beam emittance and momentum were
6.0 π mm·rad and 200 MeV/c. The Xboa routine produces
the initial distribution in the form of a BLTrack formatted
beam ﬁle which is input into G4beamline [12], tracking
100, 000 muons from upstream to downstream trackers in
the MICE Step IV lattice (Fig. 1). The currents in the Spectrometer Solenoid and the Absorber Focus Coil modules
are the default 4 T coil parameters in the MAUS geometry ﬁles [10, 13], scaled by 3/4 to produce the 3 T ﬁelds in
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Figure 3: The preliminary density, volume and emittance
evolution plots in the MICE Step IV channel. The red curves
correspond to a channel with no absorber and the blue curves
correspond to a channel with a 65 mm LiH absorber. The
evolution curves remain constant in every region of an empty
channel except at the downstream match coils.
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pute the phase-space volume, a separate Monte Carlo (MC)
method is used, where random points are thrown uniformly
at a multi-dimensional rectangle in phase space, bounded by
the minimum and maximum values of Xi . Then, the volume
of every contour of constant density is obtained by multiplying the volume of the rectangle by the ratio of the number
of MC points within the contour over the total number of
MC points [13]. The volume in Fig. 3 corresponds to the
volume of a contour containing 9% of the total muons, representing the contour closest to 1σ of the beam. The Ecalc9
analysis routine in the ICOOL simulation package [14] was
used to compute the transverse emittance shown in Fig. 3.
The emittance and volume curves show cooling by 4% and
9%, respectively and the density increases by 12%. As expected by the Liouville theorem, the curves corresponding to
an empty absorber lattice show conservation of these three
quantities. The noise in the volume curve is statistical and
is due to the randomness of the MC process used in the
volume calculation. The spikes in the evolution curves at the
downstream Match 2 coil are currently under investigation.
Figure 4 represents the densities at the locations of the
upstream and downstream tracker planes closest to the absorber. In a channel with a 65 mm LiH absorber, the density
at smaller volume1/4 values increases as the beam passes
through the absorber. In an empty channel, no change in
density is observed. Volume1/4 approximately represents
the radius of the multi-dimensional ellipse, with zero representing the beam center. The density value at each radius
represents the phase-space contours, and contours closer to
the center have a higher density of muons.

Upstream
Downstream

0.20

0.25

Figure 4: The preliminary density versus volume1/4 plots.
The horizontal axis represents the radius of the fourdimensional hyper-ellipsoid.

the modules. Unlike [13], a realistic MICE Step IV lattice
is studied, where the ﬁelds in the downstream Match coils
(Match 1 and Match 2) are set to zero to match the current
running conﬁgurations. In addition, we only select muon
tracks which make it to the downstream tracker. This selection results in a transmission eﬃciency of 85% in the
cooling channel and 84% in the channel without an absorber.
Figure 3 displays the evolution plots of kernel density and
volume, as well as the RMS emittance for channels with and
without LiH absorbers. The information on each muon was
obtained from G4beamline NTuple hits, recorded at every
0.1 m intervals in the MICE Step IV cooling channel. To
obtain the density evolution plot, the Python Scipy package
with Scott’s bandwidth parameter was used [7, 8]. To com-
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CONCLUSIONS
The simulated MICE Step IV lattice studied in this paper
has zero ﬁelds in the Match 2 and the inoperable Match 1
coils in the downstream Spectrometer Solenoids and shows
cooling through phase-space density increase and phasespace volume decrease using the KDE technique. The same
technique will be used to measure cooling using data from
the experiment.
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HYBRID METHODS FOR SIMULATION OF MUON IONIZATION
COOLING CHANNELS∗
J. Kunz† , P. Snopok‡§ , Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago, IL, USA
M. Berz, Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI, USA

COSY Infinity is an arbitrary-order beam dynamics simulation and analysis code. It uses high-order transfer maps
of combinations of particle optical elements of arbitrary
field configurations. New features have been developed and
implemented in COSY to follow charged particles through
matter. To study in detail the properties of muons passing
through a material, the transfer map approach alone is not
sufficient. The interplay of beam optics and atomic processes
must be studied by a hybrid transfer map–Monte Carlo approach in which transfer map methods describe the average
behavior of the particles including energy loss, and Monte
Carlo methods are used to provide small corrections to the
predictions of the transfer map, accounting for the stochastic
nature of scattering and straggling of particles. This way the
vast majority of the dynamics is represented by fast application of the high-order transfer map of an entire element
and accumulated stochastic effects. The gains in speed simplify the optimization of muon cooling channels which are
usually very computationally demanding. Progress on the
development of the required algorithms is reported.

INTRODUCTION
A prime example of why matter-dominated lattices are
relevant comes from the prospect of a neutrino factory or a
muon collider [1]. As muon branching fractions are 100%
µ− → e− ν̄e νµ and µ+ → e+ νe ν̄µ , there are obvious advantages of a muon-sourced neutrino beam. Also, because
muons are roughly 200 times heavier than electrons, synchrotron radiation
√ is not an issue. As a result, a high-energy
muon collider ( s ≈ 6 TeV) could be built on a compact
site. Such energy levels are experimentally unprecedented
in the leptonic sector, since a circular electron accelerator is
restricted by synchrotron radiation. At lower
√energy, a muon
collider could serve as a Higgs Factory ( s ≈ 126 GeV),
with possible new physics via the observation of Higgs to lepton coupling. This is advantageous since the Higgs coupling
to leptons scales as mass squared.
However, muon-based facilities are not without their challenges. Synthetic muon creation comes from the collision of
protons with a fixed target. The resultant spray of particles
largely contains kaons (which decay primarily into pions
and muons), pions (which decay primarily into muons), and
rogue protons. High-intensity collection entails a large initial
phase space volume. The resultant cloud of muons must be
∗
†
‡
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collected, focused, and accelerated well within the muon lifetime (2.2 µs at rest). The only technique that is fast enough
to be relevant on that time scale is ionization cooling [2].
For a neutrino factory only a modest amount of cooling
is required, predominantly in the transverse plane. However,
neutrino factories could benefit from full six-dimensional
cooling, where in addition to the transverse cooling emittance exchange is used to reduce longitudinal beam size
in addition to transverse. Current muon collider designs
assume a significant, O(106 ), six-dimensional cooling.
Cooling channels required for a high-energy highluminosity muon collider could be up to a thousand meters
long. Designing, simulating, and optimizing performance of
those channels involves using high-performance clusters and
multi-objective genetic optimizers. Typically, the codes used
for simulations belong to the class of particle-by-particle
integrators, where each particle is guided through the length
of the cooling channel independently. That takes its toll
on genetic optimizers, especially with a large number of
particles per run. Transfer map methods could solve this
problem, since the nonlinear map of the system is calculated
once, and then can be applied to any number of particles at a
very low computational cost. On the other hand, the transfer
map approach alone is not sufficient to study the passage of
muons through a material. This study implements a hybrid
transfer map–Monte Carlo approach in which transfer map
methods describe the deterministic behavior of the particles,
and Monte Carlo methods are used to provide corrections accounting for the stochastic nature of scattering and straggling
of particles.

COSY INFINITY
COSY Infinity (COSY) [3] is a simulation tool used in the
design, analysis, and optimization of particle accelerators,
spectrographs, beam lines, electron microscopes, and other
such devices, with its use in accelerator lattice design being
of particular interest here. COSY uses the transfer map
approach, in which the overall effect of the optics on a beam
of particles is evaluated using differential algebra. Along
with tracking of particles through a lattice, COSY includes
many analysis and optimization tools.
Currently supported elements in COSY include various
magnetic and electric multipoles (with fringe effects), homogeneous and inhomogeneous bending elements, Wien
filters, wigglers and undulators, cavities, cylindrical electromagnetic lenses, general particle optical elements, and
deterministic absorbers of intricate shapes described by polynomials of arbitrary order, with the last element being of
particular interest for this study. This element only takes into
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account deterministic effects (producing the same final result
every time for a given initial condition), not stochastic effects
(intrinsically random effects such as multiple scattering and
energy straggling).
To take into account stochastic effects, the transfer map
paradigm needs to be augmented by implementing the corrections from stochastic effects directly into the fabric of
COSY.

STOCHASTIC PROCESSES
The stochastic processes of interest are straggling (fluctuation about a mean energy loss) and multiple angular scattering. The general outline to simulate these two beam properties is discussed more thoroughly in [4]. Straggling follows
Landau theory and has the form [5]
∫ c−i∞
1 1
f (λ) = ·
exp(x ln x + λx)dx,
(1)
ξ 2πi c+i∞

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

where ξ ∝ Z ρL/β2 A, and λ ∝ dE/ξ − β2 − ln ξ. Here Z, A,
and ρ are the atomic charge, atomic mass, and density of
the material; L is the amount of material that the particle
traverses; β = v/c; and dE is the fluctuation about the
mean energy. The algorithm based on Eq. (1) has been
implemented in COSY.
The derivation of the scattering function g(u) (where u =
cos θ) is done separately for small angles and large angles.
For small angles, the shape is very nearly Gaussian in θ [6].
For large angles, the distribution follows the Mott scattering
cross section and is Rutherford-like [7]. The resulting peak
and tail are continuous and smooth at some critical u0 , which
yields the final form of g(u):



1 1−u


| u0 < u
 exp −



2 1 − uσ
g(u) =
.
(2)

1 + 12 (βγ)2 (1 + u − b)



| u ≤ u0
 ζ·
(1 − u + b)2

Here the parameters ζ andpb are chosen to ensure continuity
and smoothness, γ = 1/ 1 − β2 , u0 is a fitted parameter
chosen as u0 = 9uσ − 8, uσ is the σ-like term for a Gaussian
in θ. It is another fitted parameter based off [8] and taking
the form
uσ




 !1
© 13.6 MeV L
L
L 2 2 ª®

= cos 
1 + 0.103 ln
+ 0.0038 ln
®.
βpc
L0
L0
L0
«
¬

In [4], the hybrid method presented here was benchmarked
against two other beamline simulation codes, ICOOL [9]
and G4Beamline [10], and (in the case of angular scattering)
against experimental data obtained by MuScat [11].

THE MUON IONIZATION COOLING
EXPERIMENT
The Muon Ionization Cooling Experiment (MICE [12]) is
an experiment currently being developed at the Rutherford
Appleton Laboratory in Oxfordshire, U.K. Its goal is to
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Table 1: MICE Step IV Coil Parameters
Name

End2
Center
End1
Match2
Match1
Focus

z
position
mm
∓3200
∓2450
∓1700
∓1300
∓861
∓202

Length
mm
111
1314
111
199
201
213

Inner
radius
mm
258
258
258
258
258
268

Outer
radius
mm
326
280
319
289
304
362

Current
density
A/mm2
±126
±148
±133
±132
±133
±104

show a proof-of-principle demonstration of muon ionization
cooling. MICE Step IV configuration is explored in this
work. The Step IV cell includes 12 magnetic coils positioned
symmetrically around a flat absorber. Figure 1 shows a
schematic of this lattice with 350 mm of liquid hydrogen as
the absorber.

Figure 1: MICE Step IV cell. Magnetic coils are shown in
yellow and the absorber is shown in blue. The green and
blue axes are the y and z axes, here drawn to scale as 500
mm each. The aperture (invisible for display purposes) is
300 mm. Image rendered via G4Beamline.
106 muons were simulated through the cell shown in Figure 1. The coil parameters may be found in Table 1. The
absorber was a 350 mm cylindrical block of liquid hydrogen
centered at z = 0. The aperture was set to 300 mm. Note that
other materials such as safety windows were not accounted
for in this simulation. The decay process was disabled in all
simulation codes. The beam started at −2.45 m and ended
at 2.45 m. The initial distribution was Gaussian with the
following parameters: σx = σy = 32 mm, σp x = σpy = 20
MeV/c, σpz = 30 MeV/c.
In COSY, it was found that a 5th order simulation was
sufficient. Through the coil-only portion of the simulation,
50 steps were taken on each side of the absorber (or roughly
a step size of 46 mm both upstream and downstream). The
particles were tracked through the momentary transfer map
after each step and then the transfer map was set to unity.
It was noted that for the coil-only section, a single transfer
map was not sufficient even at the 9th order. This is due to
the relatively large phase space volume of the beam and the
complexity of the magnetic field. Through the absorber-coil
region (−350/2 mm to 350/2 mm), it was found that a 1st
order map with 5 steps was sufficient. This is due to the
transverse phase space of the beam reaching a minimum and
the magnetic field passing through the point of symmetry.
Precalculated field maps were used by both G4Beamline
(which used the fieldmap command) and ICOOL (which
used the GRID command operating in G43D mode).
The runtimes of ICOOL, G4Beamline, and COSY are
listed in Table 2. Note that the initialization time for
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Figure 2: MICE Step IV x position, x angle, and final total
energy results for 350 mm of liquid hydrogen.

Figure 3: MICE Step IV x position, x angle, and final total
energy results for 65 mm of lithium hydride.

Table 2: Run Times (in seconds) for MICE Step IV Simulation

SUMMARY

Number of particles:
COSY:
G4BL (coils):
G4BL (field map):
ICOOL (field map):

106
367
3973
662
1091

105
31
392
75
117

104
6
40
15
19

103
4
6
9
9

Note that the G4Beamline initialization time was not added
to the run time values. G4BL (coils) represents the simulation in G4Beamline when the coil parameter was
used. G4BL (field map) represents the simulation when
G4Beamline (like ICOOL) read the field map from a file.
G4Beamline to create the field maps was 33 seconds. The
time it took to create a text file for ICOOL input was 11
seconds. Since G4Beamline only has to create the field map
once, the initialization time is added to neither ICOOL nor
G4Beamline the run times in Table 2. COSY did not have
any initialization time.
As a second test, MICE configuration in Figure 1 was
simulated using 65 mm of lithium hydride. Lithium hydride
is an attractive material because, unlike liquid hydrogen, it
does not require cryogenic conditions, but still maintains a
low Z value. It can be seen from Figure 3 that 65 mm of
lithium hydride has a similar effect on the beam as 350 mm
of liquid hydrogen.

The addition of stochastic processes in COSY Infinity
for the use of muon ionization cooling has been successful.
Using MICE as a case study, Figures 2 and 3 show agreement
within 1%. The hybrid method implemented into COSY
works well for both liquid hydrogen and lithium hydride.
Furthermore, Table 2 shows that COSY uses roughly half
the computational time as G4Beamline and a third of the
computational time of ICOOL.
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OPTICALLY BASED DIAGNOSTICS FOR
OPTICAL STOCHASTIC COOLING∗
M. B. Andorf1 , V. A. Lebedev2 , P. Piot1,2 , J. Ruan2
1 Department of Physics and Northern Illinois Center for Accelerator &
Detector Development, Northern Illinois University DeKalb, IL, USA
2 Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, Batavia, IL, USA
Abstract
An Optical Stochastic Cooling (OSC) experiment with
electrons is planned in the Integrable Optics Test Accelerator (IOTA) ring currently in construction at Fermilab. OSC
requires timing the arrival of an electron and its radiation
generated from the upstream pickup undulator into the downstream kicker undulator to a precision on the order of less
than a fs. The interference of the pickup and kicker radiation
suggests a way to diagnose the arrival time to the required
precision.

the two transverse phase spaces provides a path for cooling
along all three degrees of freedom.
Table 1: Undulator Parameters for the OSC in IOTA
parameter

value

unit

Uo
K
period
λ (at zero angle)
Total length

100
1.04
11.06
2.2
77.4

MeV
cm
µm
cm

Fermilab is currently preparing a proof-of-principle of
Optical Stochastic Cooling (OSC) using 100 MeV electrons
at the Integrable Optics Test Accelerator (IOTA). In OSC
a particle emits radiation in a pickup undulator. The light
from the pickup is then transported, and in the presence of
an optical amplifier, amplified, to a kicker undulator located
downstream and identical to the pickup undulator. Therefore the particle follows a curved path in a magnetic bypass
chicane such that it arrives at the entrance of the kicker
just as the light from the pickup is also arriving [1, 2]. For
the reference particle the arrival time of radiation and particle in the kicker is such that it receives no kick. Particles with a nonzero synchrotron or betatron coordinate are
displaced relative to the reference particle by an amount
∆s = M51 x + M52 θ + M56 (∆p/p) and receive a longitudinal
kick given as
δp
= −ξ0 sin(k∆s).
(1)
p
In the above Mi j are the elements of the 6 × 6 transfer matrix
from pickup to kicker, k ≡ 2π/λ is the radiation wavenumber, and (δp)/p is the relative momentum change of the
particle after a single pass through the cooling
section. The
√
kick normalized amplitude is ξ0 = 2E0 G/(pc) where E0
corresponds to, in the case of a sufficiently small undulator
parameter, the energy radiated in a single undulator, G is
the gain in power from the optical amplifier (if present), p
the design momentum and c the velocity of light. When the
dispersion function is non vanishing at the kicker undulator
location a horizontal kick is also applied thereby resulting in
horizontal cooling. Likewise, introducing coupling between
∗

Work supported by the by the US Department of Energy (DOE) contract
DE-SC0013761 to Northern Illinois University. Fermilab is operated
by the Fermi research alliance LLC under US DOE contract DE-AC0207CH11359.

In IOTA, the OSC proof-of-principle experiment will be
accomplished in two phases. In a first stage, we will not
have an amplifier and rely on passive cooling: the optical
system will consists of a telescope composed of three lenses
chosen so that the optical transfer matrix between the pickup
and kicker undulators is −I where I is identity matrix. The
telescope can transport ∼ 90% of the energy from the pickup
to the kicker. Parameters for the undulators can be found
in Table 1 and yield a value for the kick amplitude, ξ0 =
8.5×10−10 . Simulations show that the kick is further reduced
by roughly 10 % due to dispersion in telescope [3]. In the
second stage, a 7-dB Cr:ZnSe optical amplifier (with an
operating band from 2.2 − 2.9 µm) will be installed and is
expected to double the cooling rates over the passive cooling
scheme.
In this paper we explore how to measure the timing error
between the arrival of the pickup signal and the particle in
the kicker. The timing precision needs to be < 1 fs in order
to fully optimize the cooling rates. We propose a technique
that uses optical interference between the pickup and kicker
radiation signals. Before detailing the measurement technique we first consider in the impact of arbitrary timing error
on the OSC process.

LONGITUDINAL TIMING
Cooling Rates and Transit Time Error
The damping decrements λ i (i ∈ [x, s]) for small betatron
and synchrotron amplitudes are given by [4]
" #
"
#
k ξo M56 − SP
λx
=
,
(2)
λs
SP
2
0

where Sp = M51 D p + M52 D P + M56 is the partial slip factor
such that a particle with a momentum deviation ∆p/p will be
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damping and excitation

Figure 1: Trajectories in a x ,a p space. Top figures are for
k s d = 0. The left shows trajectories from OSC without
diffusion from synchrotron damping, while the right figure
includes both. The bottom figure is set for k s d = π with
again the left figure showing trajectories from OSC and the
right including diffusion from synchrotron radiation.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

longitudinally displaced by the amount Sp ∆p/p while traveling from the pickup to kicker undulators (without accounting
the additional displacement due to betatron motion). The
0
P
quantities D P is the dispersion in the pickup and D P = dD
ds .
As can be seen from Eq. (1) the corrective kick becomes
nonlinear for large particle amplitudes and so the damping
decrements depend on amplitude. This is accounted for in [4]
by averaging kicks over betatron and synchrotron oscillations.
Here we follow what was done in the latter reference but
include an additional phase term in Eq. (1), k s d , where s d /c
is the difference between between the arrival times measured
at the kicker between the reference particle and its radiation
emitted (at a retarded time) from the pickup. Including this
additional term yields the damping decrements
"
#
L p − |s d |
λ x (a x, a p )
=
cos(k s d )
λ p (a x, a p )
Lp
"
#
λ x 2Jo (a p ) J1 (a x )/a x
×
,
(3)
λ p 2Jo (a x ) J1 (a p )/a p
where the left most factor has been introduced to account for
the decrease in the kick amplitude due to the finite length of
the undulator pulse, L p ≈ Nund λ, and Nund is the number
of undulator periods. The parameters a x and a p are the amplitudes of longitudinal displacement from pickup to kicker,
expressed in units of the wave phase, respectively due to
betatron and synchrotron oscillations
ax

=

p
k ε̃Sx,

ap

=

k Sp (∆p/p),

(4)

where ε̃ is the particles Courant-Snyder invariant, Sx =
2 − 2α M M + (1 + α 2 )M 2 )), and α and β are
( β p M51
p 51 52
p
p
p
52
the Courant-Snyder parameters in the pickup.
We can now write a system of coupled rate equations for
ε̃ and ∆p/p, where in addition to the effects of OSC we
include a term to approximately describe both synchrotron
780

√
d ε̃
dt

=

d∆p/p
dt

=

√

ε̃
τs
λ x,damp √
√
+
( ε̃ − ε o )
τs
∆p/p
λ p (a x, a p )
τs
λ p,damp
+
(∆p/p − σ p ),
τs
λ x (a x, a p )

(5)

where τs is the revolution period of the accelerator, λ x,damp ,
λ p,damp are the synchrotron cooling decrements in amplitude per turn, ε 0 is the equilibrium beam emittance and σ p
is equilibrium momentum spread, both without OSC.
The above equations exclude fluctuations. Thus, they
describe an evolution of average amplitudes for an ensemble
of particles having the same initial amplitudes. They do not
imply, in the absence of OSC, that all particles are driven
to have the values ε̃ = ε 0 and ∆p/p = σ p , which is only
statistically true for the whole beam. In reality particles make
random walks about these values, reflecting the random
process of photon emission. Table 2 summarizes the OSC
chicane and beam parameters used in this contribution.
Table 2: OSC and Beam Parameters
parameter
delay
Sp
Sx
σp
εo
λ p,damp
λ x,damp

value
2
1.38
2.24
1.1 × 10−4
9.1
1.2 × 10−7
7.2 × 10−8

unit
mm
mm
µm
nm
-

Momentarily neglecting the synchrotron radiation terms
we look for the fixed points of Eq. (5). It is easily seen that
such points occur only when both J0 (a x ) and J0 (a p ) are
zero, or when J1 (a x ) and J1 (a p ) are zero. Computation
of the eigenvalues of the Jacobian reveals that the J0 fixed
points correspond to saddle points while the J1 fixed points
are either stable or unstable nodes.
There are three particularly important fixed points
[0, µ1,1 ], [µ0,1, µ0,1 ],and [µ1,1, 0] where µ0,1 ≈ 2.405 is the
first zero of Jo and µ1,1 ≈ 3.832 is the second zero for J1 .
These three points roughly map out the cooling boundary
and enclose most particles. When cos(k s d ) > 0 all three
points are unstable and all particles within this region are
attracted to the stable node [0, 0], a J1 = 0 fixed point.
When cos(k s d ) < 0 the stability of the nodes are switched
while the saddle points remain unstable. Thus all particles
within the cooling range are attracted to either [0, µ1,1 ] or
[µ1,1, 0] depending on their initial coordinate. Therefore
longitudinal timing errors correspond to only three modes
of behavior, the two just described which are determined
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only by the sign of cos(k s d ). And a 3rd intermediate case
with cos(k s d ) = 0 where damping rates become zero.
The two left plots of Fig. 1 show the trajectories of the
[a x, a p ] phase space when diffusion due to synchrotron radiation is neglected. The plots on the right in Fig. 1 include
diffusion due to synchrotron radiation. They indicate the
cooling boundary is expanded when cos(k s d ) > 0 and when
cos(k s d ) < 0 particles are expelled out, as before, but to
fixed points with smaller amplitudes with the exact location
depending on the magnitude of cos(k s d ).
Here we demonstrate a simple method for measuring k s d ,
and so the timing error, by observing the light intensity of
the pickup and kicker downstream of the cooling insertion
at the first harmonic. Note that the bunch length is much
longer than the wavelength and so the kicker and pickup
pulses of different particles add incoherently. If we consider
a bunch with N electrons the total loss of energy for the nth
electron in the bunch is given as

∆U (δp/p, ε̃)n = −Uo ξ0 1 +
L p − |s d | 
sin(k s n + k s d )
, (6)
Lp
√
with s n ≡ Sp (∆p/p)n + Sx ε n . Furthermore if the beam
has am rms relative momentum spread σ p and transverse
emittance ε 0 (assumed to be independently Gaussian distributed) then the rms longitudinal displacement is σs2 =
(Sp σ p ) 2 + ε 0 Sx . Integrating over all particles yields the
total loss in energy of the beam to be
∆Ubeam

=


L p − |s d |
−NUo ξo 1 +
sin(k s d )
Lp

× exp(−k 2 σs2 /2)

(7)

The energy of the downstream radiation is −Ubeam . Figure 2 shows the radiation energy as a function of timing
error recorded downstream of the kicker undulator. A InAs
photovoltaic detector can be used for the measurement. A
single-staged thermally electric cooled detector has a NEP
rating of 6 pw/Hz1/2 . For an electron bunch with 104 particles and rms bunch length of σz = 20 cm this gives a signal
to noise ratio of 4 when pickup and kicker signals interfere
deconstructively at maximum amplitude. To observe a pattern like that shown in Fig. 2 the cooling and signal detection
must be on for only a short time, on the order of ms, before
the beam becomes modified. This can be accomplished with
two mechanical shutters.
In the above discussion we neglected non-linear contributions to longitudinal motion which mainly come from
betatron motion. These nonlinearities are compensated by
sextupoles for the center of the distribution. However the
compensation is not perfect for the tails [5]. Taking into
account that tails do not produce significant contributions to

Figure 2: Downstream light energy from the pickup and
kicker undulators with N=104 electrons as function in the
chicane delay achieved with changes of current in the chicane
dipoles.
the interference we neglected their effect and considered that
the sample lengthening results in a Gaussian distribution in
the kicker undulator.

CONCLUSIONS
OSC requires timing of the arrival of the pickup signal
and its particle in the kicker to a precision of less than 1 fs.
Any attempt to directly measure this arrival time is not practical since, in addition to the extreme precision needed, the
signals from single electrons arrive in the form of a bunch
with a length on the order of hundreds of picoseconds. The
method that has been proposed here does not require a direct
measurement of the arrival time but rather takes advantage
of the fact that in the cooling insertion particles receive kicks
not just on their longitudinal displacement relative to a reference particle, but also their phase relative to the pickup
signal. Thus timing information is derived from the light
intensity variation with delay of electron bunch in the OSC
chicane. The variation originates from the interference of radiations coming from the pickup and kicker undulators. The
intereference between radiation produced by two undulators
has been observed before in an optical klystron setup [6] and
used as a beam diagnostics [7].
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THEORETICAL AND NUMERICAL STUDY ON PLASMON-ASSISTED
CHANNELING INTERACTIONS IN NANOSTRUCTURES
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Abstract
A plasmon-assisted channeling acceleration can be
realized with a large channel possibly at the nanometer
scale. Carbon nanotubes are the most typical example of
nano-channels that can confine a large amount of
channeled particles and confined plasmons in a coupling
condition. This paper presents a theoretical and numerical
study on the concept of laser-driven surface-plasmon (SP)
acceleration in a carbon nanotube (CNT) channel. An
analytic description of the SP-assisted laser acceleration is
detailed with practical acceleration parameters, in
particular with specifications of a typical tabletop femtosecond laser system. The maximally achievable
acceleration gradients and energy gains within dephasing
lengths and CNT lengths are discussed with respect to
laser-incident angles and CNT-filling ratios.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
Laser accelerations based on photon-matter interactions
typically take advantage of intense driving lasers with
excessively high power at the level of Tera-watt or even
Peta-watt to quickly ionize a gas target (or often solid
targets) and to raise particle energies to the MeV scale.
Such femto-second laser systems occupy a large physical
space, while the acceleration medium/target itself is
relatively much smaller than the driving source, and, in
spite of their exceptionally large field strengths, downside
of using a solid target for the laser-acceleration is that the
targets become vulnerable to intense laser-matter
interactions and could be readily destroyed under the
impact of a short pulse driving source. The system size and
limited reproducibility have refrained laser-accelerations
from being adapted to accelerator-based systems. It would
be more practical to increase laser-target coupling
efficiency and/or repetition rate, while keeping the laser
intensity sufficiently low, perhaps below the target
ionization threshold. In particular, affordable laser
intensities would be more compatible with systems in
practically applicable sizes. In such a way, structuring a
target can improve the acceptance of channeling particles
and field confinements in the acceleration region, which
would increase laser-plasma coupling efficiency. A CNT,
synthetic nanostructure consisting of honeycomb unit cells
based on sp-2 carbon-bonding, is well suited for laserdriven acceleration since oscillatory plasma waves (SPs)
are readily generated by a photo-excitation in such a
structured negative index material [1, 2]. If the optical
wavelength of a driving laser is close enough to a plasma
wavelength of the CNTs, the laser would strongly perturb
a density state of conduction electrons on the tube and
excite surface plasmons at the photon-plasmon coupling

condition. The optical properties and coupling condition
can be effectively controlled by CNT parameters such as
the diameter and aerial density. In this condition, it is
regarded that the laser is coupled into an effective metallic
substrate with homogenized optical parameters (plasma
frequency, permittivity, refractive index, and absorption
coefficient) that are averaged over an area of the laser
wavelength on a target implanted with sub-wavelength
CNTs.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
Figure 1 depicts the concept of the laser-driven SPP
acceleration in a nanotube. In the substrate target, particles
channeled in the nanotube are repeatedly accelerated and
focused by confined fields of the laser-excited SPP along
the CNTs embedded in the nano-holes under the phasevelocity matching condition. The energy gain of
accelerated particles, if any, is limited by the dephasing
length. Continuous phase velocity matching between
particles and SP waves can be extended by tapering the
longitudinal plasma density in a target. In a CNT-target, the
longitudinal plasma density profile can be controlled by
selectively adjusting tube dimensions. When an intense
short pulse laser illuminates the near-critical density
plasma, the inductive acceleration field moves with a speed
g, which is less than p, depending on the plasma density:
 g  c 1   2p  2 , where c is the speed of light, p is the
electron plasma frequency, and  is the laser frequency.
The accelerating ions have a progressively higher speed
along the targets, so the inductively accelerated ions are
kept accelerating for a long time inside the near-critical
density plasma target. The distance between the two
adjacent targets are also adjusted accordingly.

Figure 1: (a) Conceptual drawing of laser-pumped CNTacceleration and (b) photo-excited plasmonic wave
interacting with CNT-channelling electrons.
The acceleration mechanism of the laser-excited sub-
plasmon is conceptually depicted in Fig. 1, illustrating
accelerating particles in a laser-pumped CNT channel [3,
4]. The laser irradiated on a target modulates the electron
density of the CNT and quickly induce a plasma oscillation
at a photon-plasmon coupling condition. The photo-excited
density fluctuation induces electromagnetic fields in a
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CNT and the oscillating evanescent fields penetrate in the
tube within the attenuation length. The charged particles
channeling through a tube are accelerated by the induced
SPPs at their phase-matching condition. The energy gain
remains until the particles begin to outrun the plasma wave
and are dephased from the SPP. A proper target thickness
would therefore be mostly determined by the dephasing
length if there is no additional phase-matching mechanism
implemented in the single target acceleration. Accelerating
parameters of a sub-wavelength CNT accelerator are
outlined in more details with typical specifications of a
tabletop femto-second laser in the next section.
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density of a single CNT and s  rr2 / d 2 is the aerial CNTfilling ratio). For L = 5.5 (for graphite), ne = 1021 cm-3, rc
= 50 nm, and d = 150 nm, rc2Nc ~ 0.35, and /p ~ 0.001,
the dispersion/absorption relations of a CNT-confined SPP
with respect to p-polarized laser is plotted in Fig. 2.

THEORETICAL MODEL
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Figure 2: Normalized (a) dispersion (kr) and (b) absorption
(ki) graphs of the laser-excited SPP in a CNT array (Inset:
schematic of laser propagation through an array of carbon
nanotubes. (top) laser polarization k || y (s-polarization)
and (bottom) laser polarization in the x–z plane (ppolarization).).
It is apparent that confined modes are excited at the
harmonic SPP-coupling conditions with the light line (laser
photon). At the resonance condition, the laser-light is thus
coupled into the sub-wavelength CNT and the plasma
density of the SPP is modulated with the laser wavelength
(L = p > rcnt, where rcnt is the radius of CNT). The laserexcited SP wave moves along the tube within the
absorption length and subsequently forms a standing
plasma wave (plasma oscillation) when the photonplasmon energy transfer reaches the equilibrium. With a
sufficiently narrow energy spread, the particles channeled
in the tube, if simultaneously injected into the CNTs during
the excitation, can be accelerated by the evanescent fields
confined in the sub- CNT at the phase-velocity matching
condition.
If the laser beam is coupled into the CNT array with an
incident angle, , then the electric field of p-polarized laser

beam is EL  xˆEx  zˆE z where Ex  Ax e x, z  and

E z  Az e x, z  ( Ax  A0 sin and Ax  A0 cos ). At the laser-SP

coupling condition, the electron plasma density of a
nanotube modulated by the laser-excited SP is defined as
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Here,   ne e2 , ne = Zn0 , and  p2  s p2 (n0 is the ion
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Also, the SP has the electric field components
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where  is the distance from the tube axis and CNT is the
refraction angle of the transmitted wave in the substrate,
Ez 
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An effective density of electron plasma over multiwalled CNTs is mostly controlled by tube diameter,
number of walls, and spacing between the tubes in a unit
area (~L2). The lattice constant of carbon-bonding in a
honey-comb unit cell on a CNT wall is a0 ~ 1.4 Angstrom
and wall-to-wall spacing is normally d = 3.4 Angstrom. A
local tube wall density is about 8  1022 cm-3 and a typical
diameter of CNT ranges up to a few hundred nanometers,
which is usually related to the tube length. Given that a
single CNT is sized from a few tens of nanometer up to 1
m in diameter, which would be effectively the same as a
few hundred square nanometers to a few square microns of
unit area on a target, the effective electron plasma density
averaged over a volume of CNT ranges from 1021 – 6 
1023 e-/cm3. The density corresponds to 1020 – 1022 e-/cm3
over a CNT-embedded unit area (~ L2), as depicted in Fig.
1.
In the given condition, a CNT channel can be described
by a homogenized model with effective dielectric
parameters. Let us consider an array of parallel nanotubes
of areal density Nc, with axes parallel to z (Fig. 2 (b), inset).
The separation between the nanotubes is d = Nc-1/2, the free
electron density inside a nanotube is n0, and the tube radius
is rc. A nanotube can be treated as a superposition of
overlapping cylinders of free electrons and immobile ions.
The dispersion/absorption relation of the periodic array is
given by   k r  ik i , where
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= kr( = laser). The electric fields averaged over the tube
radius, rc, therefore, are
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Note that the averaged fields have no dependence upon the
tube radius. The transverse field <Ex> and longitudinal one,
<Ez> act on focusing and accelerating the ions channeling
through a nanotube at the phase-velocity matching
condition respectively. The energy gain of accelerated ions
along the CNT is given by integrating <Ez> over
acceleration length as follows,
r
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p

gain over a dephasing length becomes maximum (0.12
MeV) at s = 8.7 % and in = 60 deg. The energy gain is
fairly limited by the dephasing length: the particles are too
rapidly kicked up and pushed away from the plasma wave
by the large electric field before being fully synchronized
with the SP. The particles could be continuously
accelerated if they remain synchronized with the plasma
wave. The continuous phase-matching condition is
normally established by tapering the plasma density.
Within a realistic scale of femto-second laser system, the
highest laser power is limited within 100 – 125 GW and
the most obtainable energy gain over a 100 m thick target
implanted with CNT array (rc = 50 nm and s = 3.1 %) will
be 0.5 – 0.6 MeV with a laser system with 125 GW, laser =
1.054 m, and rlaser = 380 m, corresponding to 5 – 6
GeV/m gradient.

(8)
Figure 3 (a)/(b) shows axial distributions of the normalized
plasma density and electric fields with  = 50 and n0 = 3.2
 1020 cm-3 (Z = 6, ne (r = 0, z = 0, and t = 0) = 2  1021 cm3
) and 4.9 % of CNT-aerial filling ratio.
Figure 4: Energy gain (Wz) versus incident angle (in) over
(a) dephasing length and (b) CNT-implanted target (z =
100 m) with respect to aerial CNT-filling ratio (s).

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

CONCLUSION

Figure 3: (a) Normalized electron plasma density and (b)
electric field amplitudes (<Ex>: red, <Ez>: blue) versus
distance (z) graphs (c) Acceleration field (<Ez>max) versus
distance (z) graphs with respect to (d) incident angle (in)
(s = 4.9 %) and (b) aerial CNT-filling ratio (with in = 50).
Figure 3(c)/(d) shows the maximum electric field (<Ez>max)
in distance over a tube under two various laser-SPP
coupling conditions with parametric scans on incident
angles (with s = 4.9 %) and aerial CNT-filling ratios (with
in = 50). The peak field reaches 60 GeV/m with the large
filling ratio, while steeply attenuating with distance. The
field modestly attenuates with a smaller filling ratio,
although the peak field drops to 5 – 6 GeV/m (over in =
50 – 60 degree). Figure 4 shows energy gain versus laser
incident angle of channeling particles through a nanotube
in a unit area on a substrate with respect to the aerial CNTfilling ratio (s). The ions phase-matched with the confined
SPP field are accelerated by the longitudinal field until they
overrun the plasma wave. According to laser-plasma
acceleration theory, the dephasing length along the unit

In conclusion, multiwall CNTs embedded in a template
play a role in an effective plasma channel that can confine
SP waves with intense focusing and accelerating fields of
order GV/m, below the ablation threshold. A laser-excited
sub-wavelength plasmon field is capable of accelerating
charged particles guided in the channel up to sub-MeV in
the dephasing length and MeV in an affordable CNT length.
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We have been constructing an S-band RF-injector
system for field-emission tests of a CNT-tip cathode. A
pulsed S-band klystron is installed and fully
commissioned with 5.5 MW peak power in a 2.5
microsecond pulse length and 1 Hz repetition rate. A
single-cell RF-gun is designed to produce 0.5 – 1 pC
electron bunches in a photo-emission mode with duration
3 ps at 0.5 – 1 MeV. The measured RF system jitters are
within 1% in magnitude and 0.2 degree in phase, which
would induce 3.4 keV and 0.25 keV of energy jitters,
corresponding to 80 fs and 5 fs of temporal jitters,
respectively. Our PIC simulations indicate that the
designed bunch compressor reduces the time-of-arrival
(TOA) jitter by about an order of magnitude. Emission
current and beam brightness of the field-emitted beam are
improved by implanting CNT tips on the cathode surface,
since they reduce the emission area, while providing high
current emission. Once the system is commissioned in
field-emission mode, the CNT-tip cathode will be tested
in terms of klystron-power levels to map out its currentvoltage (I-V) characteristics in pulse emission mode.

INTRODUCTION
Complex dynamics is concomitant with charged
particles traveling through periodic lattice structures.
When ions interact with scattering sites in a periodic
structure, their interactive characteristics vastly change
depending upon the condition of the interaction such as
spatial distribution, composition, and energy-states of the
scatterers, and energy-momentum distributions of the
charged particles. If an interactive medium under the
particle interaction is in a non-equilibrium state, for
instance a lattice structure illuminated by a high power
energy source, the dynamics would be even more
complicated. Spatiotemporal variation of the interaction
parameters would also have a strong dependence on the
nature of the external driving source. A precise
measurement technique with a sub-atomic scale spatial
resolution is required to characterize this kind of chargematter interaction occurring at the quantum mechanical
level. Electron diffraction is a widely used technique for
crystallography and combining it with an ultrafast pump
laser provides temporal information of structural
variations [1 – 3]. The electron pump-probe technique is
typically capable of providing sub-angstrom spatial
resolution and 100 fs of temporal resolution, which is
sufficient for our experiments. We will investigate the
interaction mechanism and particle dynamics in
nanostructured crystals using this diagnostic method. The

planned experiments need a bright, mono-energetic, nondivergent electron beam for precise electron
radiation/scattering measurements with a low signal-tonoise ratio. It is crucial to push the beam emittance down
to the channel acceptance of an interacting medium. An
ultra-cold electron source with a high brightness, ideally
up to the quantum limit, is a key element for the
experiments because it supplies a sufficient number of
coherent electrons to the phase space of the interactionchannel and eventually to a detector. One of our major
plans is to develop a high brightness electron source with
a CNT cold-cathode [4].

SIMULATION INVESTIGATION OF CNTTIP COLD-CATHODE
We investigated field-emission characteristics of a
nanotube array with finite-element-algorithm (FEA)
simulations [5] combined with a modified FowlerNordheim (FN) model. A ratio of field distortion due to
the presence of a charged object(s) in the space is
parameterized by the electric field enhancement factor  =
E/E0, where E0 (= U/L) is the electric field between the
electrodes (U and L: the anode-cathode voltage and
distance, respectively). For theoretical analysis, the local
electric field, E, was approximated by various analytic
forms (e.g.   (1 + d/D), where D is the tip-to-tip
distance) of the field enhancement factor, . In principle,
as the aspect ratio ( = l/d) of CNTs exceeds 1000, field
emission from nanotubes would occur at a much lower
applied voltage than typical field-emitters. Static field
simulations can provide very accurate solutions of the
local field distribution, E. The transverse emittances and
intrinsic energy spread of the electron bunch emitted from
a cathode are mostly determined by initial beam
conditions, when electrons are created at a cathode
surface.

Figure 1: CNT-tip array cathode model (a) electrostatic
field analysis with multiple tips (b)/(c) field-emission
simulation with the static field (d) emission current and
normalized emittance versus tip-to-tip distance (d/a).
Our field-emission simulation (Fig. 1) indicated that a
100 nm wide and 2 m long CNT tip creates a beam with
a high emission current density and small normalized
emittance (a few tens of nanometers) due to the small
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space charge force [6]. As shown in Fig. 1 (c), although
the phase-spaces of individual beams from the CNT tips
are uncorrelated to each other at the initial emission time,
the beam-to-beam correlation occurs as the beam evolves
in time [7]. The simulation result verified that a CNT-tip
array cathode could be designed for large emission current
and small beam emittance by optimizing the field
enhancement factor, in particular tip-to-tip distance (Fig.
1(d)). In addition, CNT tips have about two orders of
magnitude lower field-threshold than other cold-cathode
materials typically used [8].

Figure 2: (a) PECVD process for CNT-tip growth on a
copper cathode plug with a graphite holder (b) fabricated
CNT-tip cathode (c)/(d) SEM images.
A cold-cathode with CNT tip arrays can be fabricated by
plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition processes
(PECVD, Fig. 2). It is a precise nano-particle growing
process to fabricate highly ordered vertically aligned CNT
tip arrays [9,10]. The tips are free-standing multi-wall and
single-wall nanotubes, ranging from 5 – 20 m in length
and 10 – 30 nm in diameter. IV-curves and beam profiles
of cathodes will be measured to design their morphology
for optimal field emission conditions.
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simultaneously during operation. The femto-second laser
system (Clark-MXR), including oscillator (ORC-1000,
Nd:YAG), amplifier (TRA-1000, Ti:Sapp), pulsecompressor (PC-1000)/-stretcher (PS-1000), unitcontroller, and built-in power supply/chiller are installed
and tested on the optical table-I. All the system
components are completely installed and already prepared
for commissioning tests and beam-based experiments.
The gun is commissioned with nominal operating
conditions and it will be tested with a CNT-tip cathode.

Figure 3: (a) 3D blue-print of NIU laser-accelerator lab
(b) photo of the lab under construction/commissioning (c)
field-emission electron beam source and femto-second
laser system on two optical tables, including S-band
klystron, RF-gun, beam diagnostic chamber, and laser
components (d) front view of RF-gun (e) beam image
station with a screen.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INSTALLATION OF TEST SYSTEM
The lab was constructed with a RF-gun injector, a target
chamber, and standard beam diagnostics. It has a mission
of ultrashort electron beam R&D, including novel cathode
development, high field RF studies, pump-probe electron
diffraction experiments, coherent radiation source
development, and accelerator science education. A major
portion of the lab was already commissioned and will be
fully available for the proposed experiments over the
entire project period.
Figure 3 shows the commissioned lab at present: the
pulsed S-band klystron is installed and fully
commissioned with 5.5 MW peak power in a 2.5 s pulse
length and 1 Hz repetition rate. A single-cell RF photogun is designed to produce 0.5 – 1 pC electron bunches in
a photo-emission mode with a duration of 50 fs – 3 ps and
up to 20 pC in a field-emission mode at 0.5 – 1 MeV. The
gun successfully passed a UHV test with 10-8 Torr level
and its RF test result agreed well with the gun design. The
gun was already assembled with the klystron system and
vacuum beamline. The gun/HPRF (klystron) system and
the laser system are cooled by the main chiller unit
(OptiTemp OTC-10A), which is installed in FW-109. The
chiller has a sufficient capacity to cool multiple devices

Figure 4: (a) RF phase/amplitude jitter versus
corresponding beam energy jitter, obtained from
simulations (b) RF-amplitude waveform and (c) its timetraced amplitude jitter, (d) RF-phase waveform and (e) its
time-traced phase jitter.
In the RF photo-gun, the photo-electrons emitted by a
femto-second laser are accelerated across a 6.75 mm gap
in a single-cell RF cavity gun. With 100 MV/m peak
acceleration field in a cavity with 6.75 mm gap and 1.6
pC beam charge, final kinetic energy = 0.675 MeV, and
RMS bunch length before compression (t) =∼ 340 fs.
The final normalized emittance (n = 0.074 mm-mrad)
mostly comes from thermal emittance at the photocathode
and space charge repulsion force. The emittance is
conserved while being transported through the gun. This
implies that there is still room for reducing the beam
size/emittance down to the minimum photocathode spot (a
thermal emittance of 0.8 mm-mrad per 1 mm of RMS
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photocathode spot size was assumed in the simulation).
During the proposed project, we will thus further decrease
emittance to n < 0.050 mm-mrad and also explore ways
to lower thermal emittance further via extended R&D on
cathode materials and field-emission and photo-emission
processes. The beam brightness can be improved by
replacing a conventional photo-cathode with a CNT-tip
cathode as the brightness can be increased by the smaller
emission area, while providing a high emission current
density.
Ambient fluctuations of either RF-voltage (Vg) or
launching-phase (0) or both can cause errors in beam
timing, which will produce a jitter in the kinetic beam
energy (Ek) and in the corresponding exit time of the
electron bunch (te) from the gun relative to the designed
trajectory. Our design analysis on the system indicates the
permitted errors in RF-voltage and amplitude to stabilize
the total time of flight (TOF) from the gun to an impact
point in a sample chamber under the conditions of 100
MeV/m peak-field on a cathode and 70◦ RF launch angle:
Vg of  1 % and g of  0.2◦ induce 3.4 keV and 0.25
keV of Eg, corresponding to 80 fs and 5 fs of te,
respectively (Fig. 4(a)). The fluctuation in RF gap-voltage
is thus a main source of the timing jitter. The measured
data of output signals (Figs. 4(b – e)) indicate that the
commissioned klystron system has RF-jitters in amplitude
and phase smaller than predicted by the simulations. The
system will thus operate with less than 80 fs jitter.

TIME-STABILIZATION
A main role of the bunch compressor (-magnet) is to
preserve the electron bunch length, and to act as an energy
collimator that can be used to scrape away the unwanted
dark current spectrum. The choice of a low-energy gun
and transport beamline was made in an effort to decrease
radiation shielding requirements. However, this limits the
charge per bunch that can be delivered to the target
chamber with ultra-short t < 100 fs bunches. While other
research groups use higher charge of 10 pC or more, the
instrument is designed to operate with 10 fC to 10 pC.
The reduced shielding requirements lower construction
costs and enable wider usage due to reduced space
requirements. The device is also designed to preserve
TOF of the electron bunch from the photocathode to the
interaction chamber. A system that is inherently timestable can be more useful as an analytic tool in the
laboratory. In a system with a great deal of time jitter,
some outlier shots will end up outside the desired
measurement window. A stabilized system can also be
used to collect more data at some desired value of time
delay, such as to better resolve a fast transition.
Implementing a bunch compressor in the dispersive
beamline is the key element to establish timing
stabilization and sufficient bunch compression. The magnet works for a low energy beam control owing to its
simplicity and relatively large negative dispersion [11].
Our simulations indicated that the compressor noticeably
reduces the timing-jitter (Fig. 5(b)) [12]. As plotted in
Figs. 5(c) and (d), with 1% RF-jitter the timing-jitter is
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decreased by about an order of magnitude: the RF timejitter is reduced to ≤ 10 fs. In Fig. 5(a), the sign of
correlation in the longitudinal phase space before and
after the bunch compressor is flipped. As the beam is
transported to the sample chamber, the longitudinal space
charge force will act to decrease the beam energy spread
(the beam tail is now more energetic than the head), while
the bunch is also being compressed. Longitudinal
emittance of 1  10-4 keV-mm in theory allows very small
energy spread (< 10-4). In the project, < 10 fs timing
control will be pursued by developing the transport and
focusing beam optics with a bunch compressor.

Figure 5: (a) Longitudinal phase space plots (inset) before
and after the magnet (b) TOA-jitter vs RF-jitter
(amplitude). Temporal profiles of electron bunch (c)
before and (d) after the -magnet with respect to RFamplitude jitters ( 2 %).

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PLAN
Our electron beam source operating with a fRF = 2.856
GHz (klystron) is capable of producing 7140 bunches and
16 pC/bunch over RF = 2.5 s nominal pulse length in a
field-emission mode, corresponding to Iav|RF = 4.6 mA
average current over the full RF-cycle. The klystron is
currently set up with pulse rep-rate = 1 Hz, and so an
average beam current out of an electron bunch to be
coupled with the 1 kHz rep-rate laser-pulses is 16 pA.
However, the klystron PRR can be adjusted up to 300 Hz,
so the maximum average beam current to contribute for
the undulation can reach Iav|laser = 5 nA. The electron gun
simulation analysis modeled with a particle
emission/tracking code showed that an electron beam of
our RF-gun in the system would have N = 0.05 – 0.1 mmmrad emittance with the nominal bunch charge at 0.5 – 1
MeV beam energy. The emittance can be achieved by a
cold-cathode (CNT-tip cathode).
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Abstract

GENERAL CONCEPT
The use of SRF cavities may allow linear accelerators
(linacs) that are less than 1.5 meters in length to create
electron beams above 10 MeV with average beam powers
measured in 10’s of kW. Such compact SRF accelerators
can have high wall-plug power efficiencies and, for
example, may be compact enough to be readily
transported to and operated at local sites [1].

DESIGN OF THE GUN STRUCTURE
In an electron source, the electron gun and the cathode
system are critical components for achieving stable
intensity and high-average powers. In our gun design, the
gun cavity is integrated into the first cell of the 9-cell
standard
ILC/XFEL
(International
Linear
Collider/European X-Ray Free Electron Laser) cavity [2],
resulting in a modified 9-cell accelerating structure. The
1st cell (gun cell) of this structure is redesigned to match
the desired parameters and the length is 0.4 of a regularsized cell. The remaining eight cells are the standard,
well-known ILC/XFEL cavity parameters. This integrated
design feature is key to a compact design. The first cell is
designed on the basis of RF field calculations.
The detailed study of the accelerator design was
recently presented [3]. Figure 1 shows the design of 8.4cell gun structure with the frequency matched to 1.3 GHz.
The field in the 0.4-cell has been maximized based on the
design conditions. These simulations were performed
using CST Microwave Studio [4].

Figure 1: The 8.4-cell geometry design with the modified
gun cell and the contour plot of the fields using CST
MWS.
In Table 1, we summarize the design parameters of 8.4cell accelerator structure.
Table 1. The Results of CST MWS Simulations for the
Modified Gun Structure
Parameters
CST MWS results
First Cell Ratio
Frequency [MHz]

0.4
1300.6

Epeak, [MV/m]

22.5

Bpeak, [mT]

44.6

Bpeak/Epeak [mT/(MV/m)]

1.98

R/Q [Ω]

936

DESIGN OF THE CATHODE STRUCTURE
We have chosen a thermionic cathode for our design.
Since a thermionic cathode by its very nature has a high
temperature, one might assume that within a SC
environment this could present an issue. The black-body
radiation is quite low for the size of the cathode radius (~3
mm) we intend to use; therefore, much of this can be
shadowed from the superconducting surfaces.
Choosing a thermionic cathode system creates a
challenge for proper gating of the electrons from the
cathode, as the electrons should be gated only during
favorable RF phase conditions. This condition limits the
potential of electrons striking the cold superconducting
surfaces. According to this condition, we have
incorporated an additional space behind the cathode plane
of the half-cell that is designed to be resonant at the
second harmonic of the main frequency, i.e. at 2.6 GHz,
and this region will be held at a DC bias. The
combination of this structure design will allow us to gate
the electrons over the desire range of RF phase.
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There is a significant interest in developing highaverage power electron sources, particularly those
integrated with Superconducting Radio Frequency (SRF)
accelerator systems. Even though there are examples of
high-average-power electron sources, they are not
compact, highly efficient, or available at a reasonable
cost. Adapting the recent advances in SRF cavities, RF
power sources, and innovative solutions for an SRF gun
and cathode system, we have developed a design concept
for a compact SRF high-average power electron linac.
This design will produce electron beams with energies up
to 10 MeV. In this paper, we present the design results of
our cathode structure integrated with modified 9-cell
accelerating structure.
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In this paper, we present the RF design of this cathode
assembly part. This optimization was done in a few steps.
First, the cathode region was designed to be resonant at
2.6-GHz, that is the second harmonic of the gun structure
(integrated gun and remaining 8 sections).
First, we have designed the cathode structure using
SUPERFISH [5] which is 2D electromagnetic simulation
code that uses cylindrical symmetry. Figure 2 shows the
design result and electromagnetic field distribution of the
cathode structure.
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DESIGN OF THE INTEGRATED
CATHODE AND GUN STRUCTURE
In our previous studies, we have separately designed
the 8.4-cell gun structure matched with 1.3-GHz
frequency. In the previous part of this paper, we have
presented the design results of the cathode structure
designed for 2.6-GHz frequency in order to gate the
charges in desired RF phase. We now will present the
result of the combined design of the cathode and gun
structures.
We first checked the impact on the resonance
conditions when we combined the two structures as a full
structure. In Figure 4, SUPERFISH results for the design
of the full structure are shown.

Figure 2: The cathode design geometry at 2.6 GHz with
the field distribution using SUPERFISH.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

As seen in Figure 2, the electromagnetic fields are
mostly confined to the cathode plane, and no field
propagates through to the superconducting part of the
electron source.
To validate our 2D results, as mentioned above, we
have also used CST MWS that is a 3D, electromagnetic
simulation code. Figure 3 shows the design geometry of
cathode assembly part operating at a resonant frequency
of 2.6-GHz.

Figure 3: The cathode geometry design with the
frequency matched to 2.6 GHz and the contour plot of
fields all generated in CST MWS.
As seen in Figure 3, CST MWS gives near identical
results to those given by SUPERFISH. The field mainly
distributes near the cathode area, and it does not
propagate though the gun cell.
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Figure 4: The design geometry of the combined structures
at 1.3 GHz using SUPERFISH.
Figure 5 is the magnified view of the cathode area and
the gun cell in order to better present the resultant field
distribution in the integrated area. It shows that 1.3 GHz
is the dominant frequency in the full structure. There is
only a negligible amount of field propagating into the
cathode structure.

Figure 5: The magnified view of the cathode and first cell
connection as shown in Figure 4 as calculated using
SUPERFISH.
The simulations were repeated for the run of second
harmonic for the combined structure. The result of the
simulation is given in Figure 6, and the magnified view of
the cathode-gun cell combination is given in Figure 7.
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into the main accelerating structure over a range of RF
phases favorable to acceleration without loss of beam on
the SC surfaces or back-bombardment. As a next step, the
beam dynamics simulations will proceed using these
design results.
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Figure 7: The magnified view of the cathode and first cell
connection as shown in Figure 6 as calculated using
SUPERFISH.
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Abstract
Both the NuMI (Neutrinos and the Main Injector) beam
line, that has been providing intense neutrino beams for
several Fermilab experiments (MINOS, MINERVA,
NOVA), and the newly proposed LBNF (Long Baseline
Neutrino Facility) beam line, which plans to produce the
highest power neutrino beam in the world for DUNE (the
Deep Underground Neutrino Experiment), need pulsed
magnetic horns to focus the mesons that decay to produce
the neutrinos. The high-current horn and stripline design
has been evolving as NuMI reconfigures for higher beam
power and to meet the needs of the future LBNF program.
We evaluated the two existing high-current striplines for
NuMI and NOvA at Fermilab by producing
Electromagnetic simulations of the magnetic horns and
the required high-current striplines. In this paper, we
present the comparison of these two designs using the
ANSYS Electric and ANSYS Maxwell 3D codes with
special attention on the critical stress points. These results
are being used to support the development of evolving
horn stripline designs to handle increased electrical
current and higher beam power for NuMI upgrades and
for the LBNF experiment.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

GENERAL CONCEPT
Neutrino beam production from proton accelerators can
be described as follows. First, the protons are accelerated
to a suitable energy in a particle accelerator. The
accelerated protons are extracted from the accelerator and
directed on to a target where the protons interact with the
target material, producing a large number of secondary
pions among other particles. Shaped magnetic fields
created by focusing horns are used to select out pions of
the preferred charge, and focus them into a collimated
beam. This pions subsequently decay to muons and the
muons decay into an intense neutrino beam. The horns are
fed high current, necessary to generate the required field,
through striplines as shown in Fig. 1.
Realistic simulations of the horns and striplines are
required. These will be used to study both the
performance of the system as well as the potential for
stress induced structural damage to the striplines and the
horn structure.
In this paper our main interest is focused on the
evaluation of the existing fatigue failure of the 700-kW
high-current stripline and comparision of it with the 400kW design. Each of these two stripline designs were
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operated on horn 1 for the NuMI and NOvA at Fermilab
experiments.

Figure 1: 3D model of the attached magnetic horn 1 (red
section), the 700-kW high current stripline (yellow
section), water cooling tank (blue section) and spider
supports.

400 kW AND 700 kW HIGH-CURRENT
STRIPLINE GEOMETRIES
Figures 2 and 3 show two different geometries for the
connections between the striplines and the horns and each
have their advantages and disadvantages. The stripline
shown in Fig. 2 (400-kW design) is an older and larger
version; it has proven itself durable in fatigue resistance
and overall robustness. The stripline shown in Fig. 3
(700-kW design) has been designed as a more compact
structure to accommodate a larger radius on the beam
axis, reducing beam heating and increasing air cooling. In
comparison to the older design this new design exhibits
less symmetry. Also the L-shaped flag plates have been
changed to chamfered plates in the new design.
As seen in Figs. 2 and 3 the high-current striplines are
constructed as parallel conductors to minimize the
magnetic fields external to the horn. However, this
electric current does create a local magnetic field and
force that has a significant impact on the long-term
performance of the striplines; therefore, one needs to
evaluate this magnetic field and determine its effect on
the striplines.
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Figure 2: The 400-kW high-current stripline for NuMI.
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Figure 5: The current density simulation of 400-kW, highcurrent stripline using (half symmetry) using ANSYS
Electric.
When the identical currents is applied in opposite
directions at the flag plate (the 90 degree bend) that
includes the bolt holes, the current density at the inner
corner is ~4 times larger than the nominal two straight
plates case shown in Fig. 6.

Figure 3: The 700-kW high-current stripline for NOvA.
The 700 kW high-current stripline failed in service at
the 90 degree bend in the so-called “flag plate” (Fig. 4).
The simulations were done to see if the magnetic induced
stresses were the primary source of the failure at this
specific location.
Figure 6: The current density simulation of the flag plate
of 400-kW high-current stripline using (half symmetry)
using ANSYS Electric.
When the identical current is applied to the flag plate of
the 700-kW, high-current stripline, the current density at
the inner corner is ~3 times larger than the nominal two
straight plates case (Fig. 7).
Figure 4: Fatigue failure location of the flag part of the
700-kW high-current stripline [1].

The electric current density calculations were
performed using the ANSYS Electrical code. 50 kA of
current was applied to the flag plate to evaluate the
current density in critical stress locations.
Four conductors are used to conduct the 200 kA into
and out of the inner and outer conductor of the horn. This
was shown previously in Fig. 2. In Fig. 5 the total current
density simulation result of the 400-kw design stripline is
shown using half symmetry model. The cross-section of
all plates are 8 inches by 0.375 inches, and the distance
between each plate is 0.375 inches. Each carry an applied
current of 50 kA, and the current flows with a polarity of
+ - - +.

Figure 7: ANSYS Electric result for total current density
of flag plate of 700-kW design carrying 50-kA, DC each
in the opposite direction (+ -).

MAGNETIC PRESSURE COMPARISION
OF FLAG PARTS FOR 400 KW AND
700 KW HIGH-CURRENT STRIPLINE
DESIGNS USING ANSYS MAXWELL 3D
In our previous study [2] magnetostatic and electric
related simulation results both for the straight sections
and at the flag part location of the 700- kW, high-current
stripline design were performed. As a cross check we
used both LANL’s magnetostatics simulation kit [3] and
the commercial ANSYS suite of codes [4] along. Both
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ANSYS ELECTRIC RESULTS FOR
CURRENT DENSITY
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simulations used an accurate representation of the
stripline and horn geometries to calculate the fields and
forces generated.
Here, we compare the 400-kW and 700-kW, highcurrent stripline designs that were attached and used with
magnetic horn 1 for the NuMI and NoVA at Fermilab
experiments.
Simulations show that for the 700-kW design the
magnetic field at the inner most corner is much larger
than in the straight sections as shown in Fig. 8. The
average pressure on the flag plate is found to be ~ 3.1
x104 N/m2; however, at the inner corner section this
pressure is ~ 8.8 x 104 N/m2. The related result is shown
in Fig. 9.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 8: ANSYS Maxwell 3D result for magnetic field
map of flag plate of 700-kW design each carrying 50-kA,
DC in the opposite direction (+ -).

Figure 9: ANSYS Maxwell 3D result for the pressure
distribution of flag plate of 700-kW design each carrying
50-kA, DC in the opposite direction (+ -).
For the 400-kW design the magnetic field at the inner
most corner is much larger than in the straight sections as
shown in Fig. 10. The average pressure on the flag plate is
found to be ~ 2.5 x104 N/m2; however, at the inner corner
section this pressure is ~ 9.6 x 104. N/m2. The related
result is shown in Fig. 11.
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Figure 10: ANSYS Maxwell 3D result for magnetic field
map of flag plate of 400-kW design each carrying 50-kA,
DC in the opposite direction (+ -).

Figure 11: ANSYS Maxwell 3D result for the pressure
distribution of flag plate of 400-kW design each carrying
50-kA, DC in the opposite direction (+ -).

CONCLUSION
The current densities and forces at the critical locations
of the flag plate part were evaluated both for 400-kW and
700-kW high-current stripline designs. According to these
results the 700-kW design has lower current density
pressure values at the inner corner of the flag part.
Inclusion of the chamfering and bolt holes effected the
current density and forces, but not critically. The results
for the current density, magnetic field and the pressure
were evaluated for real stripline flag plates. The results
were presented for each high current stripline design. The
values were found to be a little smaller for the 700-kW
one. These results are not high enough to cause the stress
fracture and these fractures are more likely related to
repetitive heating and/or vibrational effects cause by the
current and magnetic forces respectively. These results
are being implemented in the on-going design upgrades of
the magnetic horn stripline designs to handle increased
electrical current and higher beam power for NuMI
upgrades and for the future LBNF experiment. The corner
sections need to be evaluated not only mechanically and
thermally but also considering electromagnetic
contributions. It is better if the inner corner radius of the
plate is enlarged for the higher current required in the
next designs.
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ACCELERATION SYSTEM OF BEAM BRIGHTNESS BOOSTER
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Abstract
The brightness and intensity of a circulating proton
beam can now be increased up to the space charge limit
by means of charge exchange injection or by electron
cooling, but cannot be increased above this limit.
Significantly higher brightness can be produced through
charge exchange injection with space charge
compensation [1]. The brightness of the space charge
compensated beam is limited at low level by the
development of electron-proton (e-p) instability.
Fortunately, e-p instability can be self-stabilized at a high
beam density. By development of surface plasma sources
(SPS) with cesiation and RFQ, an H- beam injector was
prepared with intensity ~0.1 A. Now we are ready to
produce a “superintense” circulating beam with intensity
and brightness far above the space charge limit. A beam
brightness booster (BBB) for significant increase of
accumulated beam brightness is discussed. An
accelerating system with a space charge compensation is
proposed and described. The superintense beam
production can be simplified through the development of
a nonlinear, nearly integrable focusing system with broad
spread of betatron tune and a broadband feedback system
for e-p instability suppression [2].
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INTRODUCTION
Charge Exchange Injection (CEI) was developed to
increase a circulating beam’s intensity and brightness
above injected beam parameters by multiturn injection of
beam into the same transverse phase space areas (Non
liuvillian injection) [3,4,5]. At that time, the intensity of
the H- beam from the plasma source was below 5 mA,
with a normalized emittance of ~1 π mm mrad. The
intensity of the H- beam from charge exchange sources
went up to 15 mA, but the brightness B of this H - beam
was ~100 times less than the brightness of a primary
proton beam because only 2% of proton beam was
converted into H- ions. In this situation, increase of the
circulating beam’s brightness by up to 100 times was
necessary to reach the brightness of the primary proton
beam, which can be used for one or several turn injection.
The intensity and brightness of H- ion beams was
increased by orders of magnitude by the admixture of a
trace of cesium into gas discharges (cesiation effect) [6].
After development of surface plasma source (SPS) with
cesiation, H- beam intensity was increased up to 0.1 A
with emittance ~0.2 π mm mrad, [7,8] and the brightness
of the injecting beam became close to the space charge
limit of a real accelerator such as the Fermilab booster
[9]. With such a beam, it is impossible to further increase
________________________________
#

circulating beam brightness, but CEI is routinely used for
rising the circulating beam intensity for many orders
by injection into different parts of the transverse phase
space (painting in the transverse phase space) [5,9,10].
Further increasing circulating beam brightness is possible
by using multiturn CEI with space charge compensation
by particles with opposite charge (electrons or negative
ions) [1,11,12]
Unfortunately, such a possibility is complicated by
strong transverse two beam instability, which is driven by
beam interaction with accumulated compensating
particles in the circulating beam.
The strong instability with fast loss of bunched beam was
discovered in 1965 at a small scale proton storage ring
(PSR) during the development of charge exchange
injection, and was stabilized by feedback [3, 4, 5, 12, 13].
This instability was explained in [4] as an inversed variant
of the strong transverse instability of a circulating
electron beam caused by interaction with compensated
ions (beam- ion instability) predicted in 1965 by B.
Chirikov [14]. An analogue of this instability, electron
proton (e-p) instability, was observed experimentally with
very low threshold at the same time during accumulation
of a coasting beam [1, 5, 11-13]. The e-p instability of the
coasting beam was in a good agreement with theory
[14,15].

Figure 1: Schematic of a storage ring with diagnostics and
control.
1-striping gas target; 2-gas pulser; 3-Faraday Cup; 4-Quartz
screen; 5, 6-moving targets; 7-ion collectors; 8-current monitor;
9-Beam Position Monitor; 10-Quadrupol pick ups; 11-magnetic
BPM; 12-beam loss monitor; 13-detector of secondary particles
density; 14-inductor core; 15-gas pulses; 16-gas leaks.
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A superintense circulating beam with intensity far
above the space charge limit was produced at BINP in the
simple race track [5,12,13,16] shown in Fig.1.
H0 beam with a current of up to 8 mA and energy 1
MeV, produced by stripping of an H- beam, is injected by
CEI with electron stripping in the supersonic hydrogen jet
into race track with a bending radius of 42 cm, magnetic
field 3.5 kG, index n=0.2-0.7, straight sections 106 cm,
aperture 4x6 cm2, revolution frequency -1.86 MHz. An
inductive core was used to compensate for the ionization
energy loss of ~200 eV per turn, which produced some
effects of ionization cooling [3].
A superintense proton beam with intensity ~1 A
corresponding to calculated vertical betatron tune shift
ΔQ=0.85x6 =5.1 with Q=0.85 was accumulated with e-p
instability self-stabilization by fast accumulation of high
circulated beam current and accumulation of plasma from
residual gas ionization.
This self- stabilization of the transverse e-p instability
in the PSR is explained by increasing the beam density
and increasing the rate of secondary particle generation
above a threshold level with a fast decrease of the
unstable wavelength  below the transverse beam size a.
(i.e. the sum of beam density nb and ion density ni are
above a threshold level):
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instability [14,15]. This circumference is supported by
the increase of the instability threshold with an increase of
bunching RF voltage, increasing of separatrix size and
energy spread. With high RF voltage it is unstable and
only the central (coherent) part of the beam is lost.
With a broad betatrone tune spread, it is possible to
produce stable space charge compensated ion and electron
beams because e-p instability (electron cloud effect, ion
instability) is suppressed by Landau damping [13, 14, 15].
We hope that the production of a superintense beam
can be done more easily in the BBB with the stable, close
to integrable, nonlinear focusing proposed in [2].
As a prototype of BBB magnetic system can be used a
magnetic system of VEPP 2000 round beams collider in
BINP with a strong solenoidal focusing of the beams at
colliding points [17]. For energies up to 10 MeV, it is
possible to use a supersonic gas jet as a stripping target as
was used in the small scale proton storage ring in BINP
[3-5]. The RFQ and small linac can be used as an injector
with an H- beam ~100 mA, 2-10 MeV.

(nb + ni)> 2 /2πre a2 ; (re = e2/mc2).
In high current proton rings it is possible to reach this
“Island of stability” by fast, concentrated charge
exchange injection without painting and enhanced
generation of secondary plasma, as was demonstrated in
the small scale PSR at the BINP [5, 12, 13, 16]. Beam
brightness lost through proton scattering and ionization
loss straggling can be compensated for by improved
ionization cooling with beam focusing the target by
solenoid lenses as shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: As a prototype of BBB magnetic system can be used a
magnetic system of VEPP 2000 round beams collider in BINP
with a strong solenoidal focusing of the beams at colliding
points.

The broad betatron tune and corresponding Landau
damping are important for increasing the threshold of e-p

Some other methods of space charge compensation were
discussed in [9,18].
Space charge compensation should not be lost during
acceleration. For this, an acceleration system with a
closed electron drift in crossed ExB fields as shown in
Fig. 3 is proposed. A radial magnetic field is created by
magnet coils in toroidal or disc chamber. An accelerating
electric field is applied to the insulating gap. Electrons
drift in the crossed ExB fields, compensating a space
charge and not loading the accelerating gap as in [19].
Plasma accumulation during accumulation of superintense
beam was discussed in [11].
Comprehensive review of e-p instability in different
accelerators and storage rings was presented in [20]. A
theoretical estimation of self-stabilization is presented in
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Figure 3: Ion beam acceleration with space charge compensation
in the gap with cross field drift plasma (thoroidal chamber).
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[21]. A practical usage of space charge neutralization in
advanced ion implanters is considered in [22,23].
With the barrier bucket acceleration tried at the AGS in
the collaboration between KEK and BNL [24], it is
possible to accelerate a long uniform bunch of ions
without loss of space charge neutralization.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

CONCLUSION
BBB with space charge neutralized superintense ion
beams with intensity far above space charge limit can be
useful for:
 Inductance Linac with recirculation,
 Inertial Fusion
 Neutron, Antiproton, and Mu meson Generators
 Resonant reaction with internal targets
 High Power Density Physics
 FFAG accelerators,
 Inductive Synchrotrons.
It is very appealing to repeat the accumulation of a
Superintense ion beam with modern high current
injectors. High current density beams should be stable
without secondary ions.
Barrier bucket acceleration [24] can be used for
acceleration of a long uniform bunch of ions without loss
of space charge neutralization.
Now from a RFQ it is possible to have a H- beam with
current ~100 mA and Energy ~2-3 MeV.
This can be enough for accumulation of ~ 1 kA of
circulating proton beam in a small storage ring with
R~1m.
As a first step, it is possible to conduct realistic
simulations of superintense beam accumulation with
enhanced ionization cooling. Simulation of selfstabilization of the e-p instability can become a basis for
new advanced accelerators and storage rings with
intensities significantly above the space charge limit (by
many orders of magnitude). This opens the way for new
applications of accelerator technology in high energy
density physics and technology. With a high injection
current and nonlinear focusing, it is possible to have e-p
instability self-stabilization without high density
secondary plasma.
The important tasks are the development of a physical
model of electron multiplication, including ion
generation, slow ion dynamics, ion/electron secondary
emission, and gas desorption by ion and electron impact.
An important aspect of this work is the estimation of
parameters and scales for physical processes, leading to
the development of a mathematical model. It is necessary
to then verify the proposed physical model. The system of
Vlasov equations is nonlinear, requiring the use of
numerical methods to solve. At first it is proper to
perform 1D and 2D simulations, and compare the results
of the simulations with appropriate experimental data and
published results of simulations based on other codes [15,11-20].
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POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE IONS RADIO FREQUENCY SOURCES WITH
SOLENOIDAL MAGNETIC FIELD*
V. Dudnikov#, R. Johnson, Muons, Inc., Batavia, IL , USA
B. Han, S. Murrey, T. Pinnisi , C. Piller, M. Santana, C. Stinson, M. Stockli, R. Welton,
ORNL, Oak Ridge, TN , USA
G. Dudnikova, UMD CP, MD, USA; ICT SBRAS, Novosibirsk, Russia
Operation of Radio Frequency Surface Plasma Sources
(RF SPS) with a solenoidal magnetic field are described.
RF SPS with solenoidal and saddle antennas are discussed. Dependences of beam current and extraction
current on RF power, gas flow, solenoidal magnetic field
and filter magnetic field are presented. H+ beam current
up to 100 mA. Efficiency 100 mA/kW. H- beam current
up to 30 mA. Efficiency up to 6 mA/kW.

,1752'8&7,21
Efficiency of plasma generation in Radio Frequency
(RF) ion source can be increased by application of a solenoidal magnetic field [1-9]. A specific efficiency of positive ion generation was improved by the solenoidal magnetic field from 5 mA/cm2 kW to 200 mA/cm2 kW [8,9].
Chen [10] present explanation for concentration of a
plasma density near the axis by magnetic field through a
short circuit in a plasma plate. Additional concentration
factor can be a secondary ion-electron emission initiated
by high positive potential of plasma relative the plasma
plate. The secondary emission can be increased by cesiation-injection of cesium for increase of the secondary
negative ion emission [11-14], increasing a secondary
electron and photo emission.

RF ION SOURCE IN SNS TEST STAND
RF ion source was installed in Spallation Neutron
Source (SNS) test stand. A design of ion source and Low
Energy Transportation channel (LEBT) is shown in Fig.
1. The RF ion source consist of AlN ceramic chamber
with a cooling jacket from keep. At a left side is attached
an RF assisted Triggering Plasma Gun (TPG). At a right
side is attached a plasma electrode with an extraction
system. The discharge chamber is surrounded by a saddle
(or solenoidal) antenna. The LEBT at right side consist of
accelerator electrode and two electrostatic lenses focusing
a beam into a hole of 7.5 mm diameter in a chopper target. The second lens consists of four electrically insulated
quadrants, which allow for chopping the beam to form an
extraction gap inside the accumulator ring. In addition,
the voltages on the quadrants can be varied individually to
steer the beam for improving the transmission through the
RFQ [15]. In more detail extraction system is presented in
Fig. 2. The plasma plate (1) have a collar (2) with a conical converter surface. Cs oven (3) for decomposition of
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
:RUNVXSSRUWHGin part by US DOE Contract DE-AC05-00OR22725
and by STTR grant, DE-SC0011323.
# email address: 9DGLP#PXRQVLQFFRP
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Cs2CrO4 cartridges is attached to the collar. The extractor
electrode (5) is attached to the plasma plate through ceramic insulator (4). Permanent magnet bars (6) is inserted
into the water cooled plasma electrode (5). A ferromagnetic insert (8) can be used for shaping the magnetic field.
Accelerating electrode (7) is used for accelerating of
extracted ions up to 65 keV.
A plasma is generated by a current in antenna. Solenoidal magnetic field is concentrate the plasma on the axis. A
transverse magnetic field generated by permanent magnet
(6) located inside the water cooled extractor (5), bend the
plasma flux, preventing electrons to escape the plasma. A
configuration of the transverse magnetic field is shown in
Fig. 1 (below). The plasma outside a 6 mm diameter impacts on the conical surface of a Mo converter, where Hions are formed. The H- production is enhanced by lowering the Mo work function by adding a partial monolayer
of Cs. Negative ions that drift into the source outlet are
extracted by its potential of the extractor-electron dump.
The extractor, which has a 6 mm aperture, is have a potential up to 8 kV. The 1 kG dipole field integrated into
the extractor drives the co-extracted electrons sideways.
Most of them are intercepted by the electron dump, which
is kept near -57 kV with a +8 kV supply located on the 65 kV platform. The -65 keV H- beam emerges from the
extractor and is focused by two electrostatic lenses into
the hole of diameter 7.5 mm in a chopper target.

Figure 1: Design of RF Ion Source and LEBT.

(;3(5,0(17$/5(68/76
Typically, 200 W from a 600 W, 13 MHz amplifier
generates a TPG continuous low-power plasma. Cathode
TPG is biased at 310 V with a current ~10 mA. The high
current beam pulses 1 ms, up to 60 Hz are generated by
up to 50 kW from a pulsed 80 kW, 2 Mz amplifier, connected to the antenna through insulating transformer and
matching network. A discharge is triggered at pulsed
power Prf= 3.8 kW, antenna current Iant=120 A, antenna
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voltage Uant=6.5 kV (at 13.56 MHz discharge start from
Prf=0.5 kW, Iant=14 A, Uant=1.2kV).
Cesiation is started after 3 hours conditioning by discharge. The Cs oven is slowly heated up to 550oC. Faraday cup current is increases in and of pulse as shown in
Fig. 3. The optical spectrum is transformed as shown in
Fig. 4.
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Negative ion extraction was tested with transverse
magnetic field of Bt=200 G. Ifc reach 70 mA at RF power
Prf=50 kW (6 kW in the plasma). Experiment with He
gas in discharge chamber show that electrons accelerating
and transported by LEBT to Faraday cup.

Figure 4: Optical spectrum of plasma during cesiation.
Cs 852 nm and Cs 894 nm lines are increasing and new lines are
increasing.

Figure 2: Design of extraction system. 1- plasma electrode (PE),
2- conical collar with emission aperture, 3- Cs oven, 4- ceramic
insulators, 5-extractor electrode, 6- permanent bar magnets, 7accelerating electrode, 8-ferromagnetic insert, 9- water cooling
lines.

A simulation of beam extraction shows that at Bt=200
Gauss electrons are leaking through e-dump and can be
transported by the LEBT to the Faraday cup. At Bt>400
Gauss electrons could not leaking through e-dump. Testing a discharge with He shows the transportation of electrons to FC at Bt=200 Gauss and trapping of electrons by
e-dump at Bt>330 Gauss.

After cesiation an extractor current decreases up to 4
mA from 120 mA at RF power Prf=50 kW. Faraday cup
current Ifc increases up to 25 mA at Prf=50 kW from RF
generator.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 5: CsH film on the wall of the discharge chamber.

Figure 3: Increase of the Faraday cup current during cesiation.

After ion source opening a white film of CsH was observed on the discharge chamber wall, not bombarded by
the plasma as shown in Fig. 5. With a solenoidal antenna
Ifc is increases up to Um=4 V and decreases after 5 V,
because plasma is concentrated up to emission aperture.
Extractor -e dump current is increases monotonically
Dependents of Faraday cup current Ifc on magnetic solenoid voltage Um with a solenoidal antenna and Bt=1000
gauss is shown in Fig. 6.
With a saddle antenna and Bt=600 Gauss Ifc is increases from 2 mA to 11.6 mA with increase Um from 0 to 6
V, as shown in Fig. 7.

800

Figure 6: Dependents of Faraday cup current Ifc on the magnetic
solenoid voltage Um with solenoidal antenna Bt=1000 Gauss.
RF power 50 kW from generator (6 kW in the plasma).

ESTIMATION EFFICIENCY OF H- BEAM
GENERATION
Forwarded RF power from the RF generator is measured by a directional coupler and calculated by the following formula: Prf=45 x <I>2 kW, where <I> rms is rms
current in V. Before triggering discharge, all power is
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dissipated in the insulating transformer, antenna and
matching network. For our case it is <I>=0.293 V, 3.86
kW, antenna current <I>ant= 83.3 A, antenna voltage
V=6,480 V. Active resistance of network + antenna is
R=2P/<I>2ant =2*3860/(83.3)2=1.1 Ohm. For discharge
with <I> =0.599 V the power Prf=16 kW is dissipated in
discharge Pd, in antenna+network Pant and in surrounding antenna solenoid Psol: Prf=Pd+Pant+Psol. For
<I>ant1=136 A Pant=R<I>2ant/2=10 kW.

WEPOA45

Slow cesiation: increase of Faraday cup current (mA) in
time during cesiation from 3 mA to 13 mA at constant RF
power 40%

Figure 9: Cesiation is an increase of Faraday cup current (mA)
in time during cesiation from 3 mA to 13 mA at constant RF
power 40%.
Figure 7: Dependents of Faraday cup current Ifc on the magnetic
solenoid voltage Um with saddle antenna. RF power 21.5 kW
from generator (4 kW in the plasma).

Temperature of solenoid with RF is Tsol=53C. Without
RF but with solenoid at voltage Um=2.11 V, Tsol =35C.
Active resistance of solenoid Rsol=0.15 Ohm.

(10 kW in plasma, antenna, network and solenoid; blue
max current, green-average current) is shown in Fig. 9.
Ifc is increased with decrease of Q. An efficiency of
plasma generation and a stability of discharge can be
increased by control of plasma potential [16].
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Abstract

MUON CAMPUS BEAMLINE

INTRODUCTION
The Muon g-2 Experiment, at Fermilab [1], will measto unprecure the muon anomalous magnetic moment,
edented precision: 0.14 parts per million. This four-fold
improvement in experimental precision compared to
Brookhaven’s experiment [2], could establish beyond
doubt a signal for new physics if the central value of the
measurement remains unchanged. To perform the experiment, a polarized beam of positive muons is injected into
a storage ring with a uniform magnetic field in the vertical direction. Since the positron direction from the weak
muon decay is correlated with the spin of the muon, the
precession frequency is measured by counting the rate of
positrons above an energy threshold versus time. The g-2
value is then proportional to the precession frequency
divided by the magnetic field of the storage ring.
Achieving the targeted precision requires optimum
transmission of polarized muons within the g-2 storage
ring acceptance. The goal of this paper is to develop a
simulation model for the Fermilab g-2 experiment. While
emphasis in our previous work [3] was given to the beamlines upstream to the storage ring, here we detail our injection to the storage ring scheme as well as evaluate the
performance of the ring after multi-turn operation.
___________________________________________

* Supported by DOE DE-SC0008037.
† sk2528@cornell.edu

Protons with 8 GeV kinetic energy are transported via
the M1 beamline to a Inconel target at AP0. Within a 1.33
s cycle length, 16 pulses with 1012 protons and 120 ns full
length for each, are arriving at the target. Secondary beam
from the target will be collected using a lithium lens, and
positively-charged particles with a momentum of 3.1
GeV/c (± 10%) will be selected using a bending magnet.
Secondary beam leaving the Target Station will travel
through the M2 and M3 lines which are designed to capture as many muons with momentum 3.094 GeV/c from
pion decay as possible. The beam will then be injected
into the Delivery Ring (DR). After several revolutions
around the DR, essentially all of the pions will have decayed into muons, and the muons will have separated in
time from the heavier protons. A kicker will then be used
to abort the protons, and the muon beam will be extracted
into the new M4 line, and finally into the new M5 beamline which leads to the (g-2) storage ring (Fig. 1). Note
that the M3 line, DR, and M4 line are also designed to be
used for 8 GeV proton transport by the Mu2e experiment.

Figure 1: Layout of the Fermilab Muon Campus.
Detailed numerical simulations [3] indicate that at the
end of M5, the number of muons per proton on target
(POT) within the acceptance ∆p⁄p = ±0.5% is ≈ 2.0 ×
10 . The beam is centered at 3.091 GeV/c with a spread
∆p/p = 1.2% and is 96% polarized.

MUON BEAM INJECTION INTO THE
STORAGE RING
The M5 beamline leads the muon beam to the entrance
of the muon storage ring. The storage ring is a dipole
magnet which provides the 1.451 T, uniform magnetic
field (B0) over the muon storage region. The radius of the
storage ring is 7.112 m (R0 ) by the center position of the
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The new experiment, under construction at Fermilab, to
measure the muon magnetic moment anomaly, aims to
reduce measurement uncertainty by a factor of four to 140
ppb. The required statistics depend on efficient production
and delivery of the highly polarized muon beams from
production target into the g-2 storage ring at the design
"magic"-momentum of 3.094 GeV/c, with minimal pion
and proton contamination. We have developed the simulation tools for the muon transport based on G4Beamline
and BMAD, from the target station, through the pion
decay line and delivery ring and into the storage ring,
ending with detection of decay positrons. These simulation tools are being used for the optimization of the various beam line guide field parameters related to the muon
capture efficiency, and the evaluation of systematic measurement uncertainties. We describe the details of the model and some key findings of the study.
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storage region whose cross section has a radius of 45 mm.
The outermost layer of the ring is the iron yoke and between the magnet poles where the dipole field is applied
and the inner wall of the iron yoke, there is a 39 cm gap.
The magnetic field is zero at the iron surface and it rises
to 1.451 T across this gap. Therefore, when the muon
beam comes into the ring, it experiences this fringe field
from the dipole magnetic field and the path of the incoming beam can be deviated from the ideal trajectory. The
superconducting magnet which is called the inflector is
installed along the beam path between the iron wall and
the magnet pole region to cancel the fringe field and
guide the incoming beam into the storage region of the
ring. The length of the inflector is 1.7 m and the aperture
for the muon beam in the inflector is 18 mm (width) × 56
mm (height). The storage ring is using weak focusing to
store muons. It has 4 electrostatic quadrupoles which are
equally spaced around the ring with each extending 39
degree. With quadrupoles operating at ± 32 kV, field
) is 0.185, where E is the electric field
index (=
and R the radial coordinate. As the quads are extended
and relatively weak, the closed ring functions are very
= 8 m,
= 16 m,
=
nearly constant with
8.5 m. The horizontal and vertical tunes are 0.903 and
0.440 respectively. To maximize transmission through the
narrow aperture of the inflector (18 mm) into the broader
aperture of the ring (90 mm) there is necessarily a mis) to
match. The ratio of the at the inflector exit (
) is chosen so that
peak
in the ring (
_
,

=

_

. Peak

=

in the ring is given by the relation,
~
.
_
Therefore, from these relations, one can find the desirable
values as
= 1.6 m,
= 10.0 m. The beam
squeezed through the inflector will have value close to
zero midway through the inflector. Another key element
in the ring simulation is the kicker. The muon beam coming out of the inflector into the storage region is horizontally 77 mm offset from the center of the storage region
and the kicker will provide the transverse kick to steer the
beam onto the closed orbit of the ring. The kicker system
is located at 90 degree azimuthally downstream from the
inflector exit where the incoming beam meets the closed
orbit of the ring. The kicker consists of 3 1.27 m long
strip line pulsed magnets.
B (Gauss)
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Figure 2: Transient kicker pulse from the prototype kicker. The red histogram represents the incoming muon beam
distribution.
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Ideally the kicker pulse extends at least the length of the
120 ns long muon bunch and is extinguished in less than
the revolution period of 149 ns. The transient kicker pulse
from the prototype kicker is seen in Fig. 2. The layout of
the storage ring with the key simulation elements are
shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: The layout of the storage ring with the inflector,
quadrupoles (Q 1-4), kickers (K 1-3).

MUON BEAM INJECTION SIMULATION
We model the injection channel and storage ring kickers
and guide fields using the BMAD accelerator library [4].
The injection channel which includes the iron yoke, the
fringe field and the inflector is characterized in terms of
field maps. The multiple scattering in the superconducting
coil which overlaps the entrance and the exit of the inflector are also included . The kicker field map is computed
with a finite element code for the design geometry. The
kicker pulse in Fig. 2. is adopted for the transient kicker
pulse shape in the simulation and the overall strength was
scaled for the best muon capture efficiency. The quadrupole fields are implemented by the model of multipole
expansion [5]. The muon beam which enters the storage
ring will inevitably suffer the multiple scattering with the
outer plate of the first quadrupole (Q1) which causes
significant muon losses. As it is planned that the outer
plate material for Q1 is replaced by a very thin material
like an aluminized mylar foil, the multiple scattering in
the Q1 outer plate is turned off in the simulation. It is
assumed that if a muon hits the inner walls of the inflector
or any other aperture which defines the elements, the
muon is lost. At first, we tried to find the best beam parameters in the muon storage region which starts from the
inflector exit to maximize the muon capture efficiency.
Assuming = 0 and = 0 at the inflector exit, we varied
value at the inflector exit and propagated the beam
parameters backward along the injection channel to the
entrance hole on the iron yoke which is the starting point
of our muon injection simulation. The muon particles are
generated by the corresponding beam parameters at the
entrance and propagated forward along the injection
channel to the ring and tracked up to 50 revolutions in the
ring. For the simplicity of the study, the muon decay was
not allowed. We define capture efficiency as the ratio of
the number of muons that survive 50 turns to the number
incident at the hole in the backleg iron. The results show
that the muon capture efficiency reaches the maximum of
4.02% when
= 2 m,
= 10 m (Fig. 4). Given the
4: Hadron Accelerators
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scanning step of , this agrees well with the expectation
discussed in the above section. Because there is zero
dispersion at the inflector exit, energy acceptance is limited to ± 0.25 %. The rms energy spread of the beam at
the end of M5 line is 1.2 %. Nearly 90 % of the beam that
arrives at the ring is outside the energy aperture.

WEPOA46

the earlier part of the beam stays longer in the storage
ring, the ealier part has a different spin orientation relative
to the later part. If the kicker pulse is non-uniform transient pulse, the momentum selection and the energy of the
stored beam can vary according to the time when the
beam passes by the kicker.
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Figure 4: The muon capture efficiency by at the inflector exit.
With the given
= 2 m,
= 10 m, we tried to finetune the value and found that the capture efficiency is
= −0.4,
= 0.2 at the inslightly improved when
flector exit. By backward tracking, this beam parameter
= 33 m,
= 3 m,
=
can be translated as
10,
= 3 where ,
are beam parameters at the
simulation starting point which is 30 cm before the entrance hole in the iron yoke. For the further step, we include the final focusing quadrupoles of the M5 line located right before the storage ring in the simulation to tune
the quadrupoles on the final focusing line so that the muon beam entering the ring has the optimum beam parameters as we found. We inherited the muon distribution right
before the final focusing line which was produced by the
beamline simulation [3] as the initial distribution and
found the corresponding optimal strength of the quadrupoles. After the final focusing line optimization, we found
that in the simulation, the muon beam generated in the
muon campus beamline ended up in the storage ring with
3.92 % capture efficiency, which is close to about 4 %
maximum capture efficiency as estimated above. Recently, we implemented the time-dependent quadrupole field
to scrape the muons which are far off the beam center
with the collimator in the simulation. By doing the similar study with this new feature and the increased statistics
provided by the beamline simulation, we will have more
precise estimation.

SPIN TRACKING THROUGH THE INJECTION AND THE RING
We also tracked the spin through the injection and the
ring taking the initial spin values from the beamline simulation. The muon beam has a width of 120 ns and since

Figure 5: Average momentum (normalized by the magic
momentum) as the function of the time when the beam
passes by the kicker.
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Figure 6: Spin-momentum correlation for the muon beam
200 ns after the injection into the storage ring. The blue
one (square) is when the kicker pulse is prototype kicker
pulse and the red one (triangle) ideal square kicker pulse.
Assuming the kicker pulse described above, the simulation clearly shows the time dependence of average momentum of the stored beam (Fig. 5). Therefore, the nonuniform kicker pulse can introduce the spin-momentum
correlation. Figure 6. Shows the spin-momentum correlation 200 ns after the beam enters the storage ring. In the
figure, the case when the kicker pulse is ideal square
pulse is also plotted together for the comparison. Even
though it is not certain given the lack of enough statistics
due to the small capture efficiency, one can see that the
case with the prototype kicker shows stronger spinmomentum correlation. We are hoping that the increased
statistics from the beamline simulation will help to show
more clear picture about the effect of the non-uniform
kicker pulse. Our previous work [3] showed that at the
end of M5 line, the beam has the spin-momentum correlation. As the muon experiences E-field depending on its
momentum in the ring, it will be interesting to see how
this spin-momentum correlation develops through many
revolutions in the ring.
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UPDATE ON PHOTONIC BAND GAP ACCELERATING
STRUCTURE EXPERIMENT
J. Upadhyay and Evgenya I. Simakov
Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545, USA
Abstract
Photonic band gap (PBG) structures have great
potential for filtering higher order modes (HOMs)
without perturbing the fundamental mode and for
suppressing the wakefields. An efficient PBG structure
would help to improve the beam quality for high beam
current future particle accelerators. A new design of Xband normal conducting PBG accelerating structure with
inner elliptical rods is presented. This new optimized
PBG structure would be fabricated and tested for RF
breakdown at SLAC. The wakefield suppression
experiment at Argonne Wakefield Accelerator (AWA) test
facility is planned. The status of the experiment is
reported.

experienced a strong noise due to the scattering of
electron beams through this Be window. The iris
diameter of the PBG structure is 6.3 mm and the
transverse rms size of the electron beam could be up to a
few millimetres.

INTRODUCTION

WAKEFIELD EXPERIMENT

Figure 1: The experimental setup on the beam line at
Argonne Wakefield Accelerator.
In the original wakefield experiment a good fraction of
electron beam was hitting the front of the PBG structure
and not entering the beam pipe of PBG structure. The
experimental setup to do the wake field suppression
experiment at AWA is shown in Figure 1. In order to
understand how to send the beam through the PBG
structure a series of experiment were done at AWA
facility with three different thickness (30, 75, 127
micron) Be window. The beam size was measured before
and after these window with different charges and
different beam energies.
Based on these experiments (Table 1), a 30 micron Be
window is chosen and another wakefield suppression
experiment is planned. We will also demonstrate the
beam acceleration/deceleration by powering the PBG
structure and placing a spectrometer after the PBG
structure.

A room temperature traveling-wave PBG accelerating
structure operating at 11.700 GHz was built and
successfully tested for wakefield suppression at Argonne
wakefield accelerator (AWA) facility at Argonne national
lab. This is a 16 cell travelling wave 2π/3 mode PBG
structure which has 9 times the operational frequency of
the AWA facility. The PBG structure is electroformed and
could not be brazed due to internal stresses, a vacuum
compatible epoxy was used to attach the components.
Due to the use epoxy the vacuum chamber containing the
PBG structure could not reach ultra-high vacuum. To
isolate and protect the cesium telluride photocathode
used in the photo injector in AWA facility the vacuum
chamber containing the PBG structure is separated from
the beamline with a thin Beryllium (Be) window (178
micron). The experiment on the wakefield suppression
3: Advanced Acceleration Techniques and Alternative Particle Sources
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The future more compact particle accelerator with
higher intensity, higher power will require higher
frequency structures. The problem associated with the
high frequency structures are higher order modes
(HOM), excited by high current electron beam. These
higher order modes interact with high current beam and
disrupt them. The beam disruption or beam break up
(BBU) instability is one of the biggest obstacles on the
path to high current accelerators. High beam current
accelerators are needed for future light sources and
higher luminosity colliders. The photonic band gap
accelerating structure provides a possibility to absorb
HOMs and suppress the wakefields.
PBG structures are periodic structure (metallic,
dielectric or both) which allows to confine the drive
mode and damp higher order modes. PBG structures
must be tested for acceleration and wakefield suppression
[1, 2].
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Table 1: The table of beam size with 65 MeV beam
energy and 1.5 nC charge for different Be window
thicknesses.
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structure is twice more than the electric field in the
coupling cell. The pictorial representation of the field in
this structure and the magnitude variation of the electric
field along the axis of this structure is shown in the Fig.
3.

RF BREAKDOWN EXPERIMENT
A photonic band gap accelerating structure has been
built by MIT group and tested for high power rf
breakdown at SLAC [3, 4]. The tests suggest that the
PBG structure with the inner row of rods with the
elliptical shape compared to round shape shows a
reduced breakdown rate.

Figure 3: The pictorial representation of the EM field
(Top) and the magnitude variation of the electric field
on the axis of three cell structure (Bottom).

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 2: The improved design of PBG structure for rf
breakdown experiment.
The probable cause for this phenomenon is the reduced
magnetic field strength at the inner rod due to smaller
curvature [5]. The reduced magnetic field leads to
reduced pulse heating which helps in lowering the
breakdown rate. To reduce the magnetic field on the rods
of the PBG structure, we opted for the major radius of
the inner rod to be 0.25p and then varied the minor radius
for minimization of magnetic field. The minor radius
value for minimizing the magnetic field came out to
0.09p and then p was varied to get the desired frequency.
The outer rod radius is 0.15p to filter out higher order
modes. The dimensions for the improved design of the
PBG structure and different dimensions are shown in the
Fig. 2 and summarized in Table 2.
In order to do the breakdown tests with SLAC’s setup,
we attached two coupling cells to the PBG cell. This two
coupling cells which do not have the PBG structures are
modeled similar to the structure earlier tested at SLAC
[3]. This three cell structure is designed in such a way
that the magnitude of the electric field in the PBG

The structure is designed in such a way that the highest
electric and magnetic field remain in PBG structure and
not in the adjacent coupling cells. This ensures that the rf
breakdown occurs in the PBG structure. A normal
conducting copper cavity will be fabricated based on
these simulations. The fabrication has to be done
carefully as rf breakdown is also a surface related
phenomenon and any minor surface damage might make
structure to show lower breakdown threshold than
estimated.
Table 2: The dimensions of the final
structure for breakdown tests.
Spacing between the rods, p
Diameter of the outer rods, r
Minor radii of the inner elliptical
rods, α
Major radii of the inner elliptical
rods, β
Outside diameter of the cell, R0
Length of the cells. L

design of the PBG
0.44474 inches
0.1342 inches
0.0402 inches
0.1118 inches
1.1186 inches
0.3354 inches
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The value of p is optimized for 11.424 GHz and the
reflection coefficient for the π mode is around -30 dB.
The structure will have four tuning rods in each cells
adjacent to PBG structure to tune the overall structure.
The structure will be brazed and it will perturb the
frequency, these tuning rods will be used to bring back
the frequency to 11.42 GHz and field profile to 1:2:1.
This structure will then be tested according to
methodology and test procedure developed during the
earlier high power breakdown test of similar structures.

CONCLUSION AND PLANS
We are planning to do the wakefield suppression
experiment with the reduced thickness of Beryllium
window at AWA. We will use 30 micron thickness
window which would reduce the beam scattering and
allow more charge to pass through the PBG structure.
We are planning to use a spectrometer post PBG
structure which will be used to measure the
acceleration/deceleration in the PBG structure. We are
also building a normal conducting PBG structure with
reduced magnetic field by improving the design
parameters of rod inside the PBG structure. We will test
this PBG structure for rf breakdown at SLAC.
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MODELING AND SIMULATION OF RFQS FOR ANALYSIS OF FIELDS
AND FREQUENCY DEVIATIONS WITH RESPECT TO INTERNAL
DIMENSIONAL ERRORS *
Y. W. Kang, S.-W. Lee, ORNL, Oak Ridge, TN, USA
Abstract
Performance of radio frequency quadrupole (RFQ) is
sensitive to the errors in internal dimensions which shift
resonance frequency and distort field distribution on the
beam axis along the structure. The SNS RFQ has been
retuned three times to compensate the deviations in
frequency and field flatness with suspected dimensional
changes since the start of the project for continuous
operation with H- ion beams. SNS now has a new RFQ as
a spare that is installed in beam test facility (BTF), a low
energy test accelerator. In order to understand and predict
the performance deviation, full 3D modeling and
simulation were performed for the SNS RFQs. Field and
frequency errors from hypothetical transverse vane
perturbations, and vane erosion (and metal deposition
such as Cesium introduced by the ion source operation) at
the low energy ends are discussed.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
SNS project now has two RFQ structures: the first one
being used in the SNS linac that was built and delivered at
the beginning of the project in 2002 and the second one
built as a spare and delivered in 2014. The new RFQ is
now installed in BTF that is a separate low energy test
accelerator for full tests of the new RFQ with beam and
future science [1]. Both RFQs have the vanes designed for
the same particle beam dynamics. Figures 1(a) and 1(b)
show the cross sections of the two RFQs. The first SNS
RFQ has a square wall cross section in two layers, outer
layer in GlidCop for strength and the inner layer in OFHC
copper. The second RFQ has an octagonal wall cross
section in a single layer copper structure. The first RFQ
was built with PISLs while the second one employed endwall rods for dipole mode stabilization.
An RFQ is tuned for the design field distribution and
the resonance frequency of the quadrupole mode after
manufacturing. In this tuning process, bead-pull
measurements [2] are usually performed in the four RFQ
quadrants near vane gaps (point A) or near the wall (close
to point C) as indicated in Figure 2(b) since the narrow
gap length on the beam axis between the vanes (point B)
makes it hard to pull a bead. Slug tuners shown in Figures
1(a) and 1(b) are used to tune the measured fields to the
design fields. Magnetic pickup probes measure the fields
with magnetic fields near the cavity wall at point C in
each quadrant as shown in Figure 2(b).
In 2003 and 2009, the RFQ was found detuned with the
___________________________________________
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distorted fields and the shifted resonance. The incidents
caused investigation of the problems using computer
simulations of the structure [3]. Then, distorted fields
were found in 2013 with unknown reason. Slight
degradation of performance of the RFQ led to the
findings. The RFQ structure was retuned successfully and
reused for operation every time. In the third incident, the
field error resembled the fields expected with reduced
capacitance at the low energy end of the vanes. Thus, for
suspected erosion of the vane ends at the low energy end,
3D RF simulation was performed. Borescope image of the
vanes at the low energy entrance of the RFQ is shown in
Figure 2. The image is not clearly showing if vane
erosion occurred in the RFQ. Figures 2(b) and 2(c) show
the vane erosions modeled for the 3D RF simulation.

A

B

D

C

(a)
(b)
Figure 1: Internal views of the two SNS RFQs at the low
energy end: (a) first RFQ being used for neutron
production and (b) new RFQ installed in BTF.

C
A
B
(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 2: (a) Borescope image of the vane ends at the low
energy entrance (2015) of the first RFQ. (b), (c) The
models setup for the 3D RF simulations of the RFQs.
Figure 3(a) shows the initial fields and the fields after
the two incidents of detuned RFQ that distorted the field
flatness up to ± 15% and shifted the resonance by - 420
kHz and - 230 kHz, respectively. The averages of the
fields in four quadrants are shown. The four quadrants are
numbered following the definition in Figure 1. Figures
3(b) – 3(e) show the third finding of the field error in
2013 and subsequent retuning for the field flatness in the
RFQ structure. Figure 3(b) shows the retuned fields in
2009 and Figure 3(c) shows the tilted field found in 2013.
The field error was tuned again for a better field flatness
(Fig 3(d)). This time the tuning was performed by using
4: Hadron Accelerators
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the slug tuners mainly positioned near the low energy
input side of the RFQ. The latest measurement showed a
slight tilt in the flatness again at the low energy end in
Figure 3(e).

WEPOA52

examined for the incidents of the detuned RFQ.
Therefore, the work with modeling and analysis has been
limited for selected cases with simple geometrical
changes like partial vane movement or erosion of vane
ends. However, the simulation results can still be useful
for understanding certain problems with RFQ structures.

Erosion of Vane Ends
(a)

Figures 4 and 5 show the results of RF simulations for
the potential erosion at the vane ends in two types of RFQ
structures. It can be seen that, if the vane erosion problem
exists, the RFQ with end-wall rods is more stable than the
RFQ with PISLs in both the field tilt and the shift of the
resonance frequency.

(b)

(c)

Figure 4: Fields with simulated erosion (100um - 300um)
at the vane ends in low energy entrance of the RFQ
stabilized with PISL and the RFQ stabilized with end-wall
rods.

(d)
Figure 5: Frequency shifted with simulated erosion at the
vane ends in low energy entrance of the RFQ stabilized
with PISL and the new RFQ stabilized with end-wall rods.

Figure 3: Measured RFQ field flatness errors in four
quadrants over years of operation. (a) detuning events
until 2009 shown with average of the fields in four
quadrants, (b) retuned fields in 2009, (c) tilted field found
in 2013 with unknown reason, (d) field error retuned for
the field flatness, (e) latest measurement with a slight tilt.

Vane Perturbation
The RFQ inter-vane gap is designed to be small to
increase focusing field strength that makes the structure
very sensitive to deformations of the vanes. The
perturbation analysis presented in [3] can be done
similarly for the new SNS RFQ using the four section
model for comparison.

SIMULATION
The two types of RFQs have been modeled to simulate
(1) potential erosion problem of vane ends in low energy
side and (2) effect of the vane distortions in the RFQ built
with end-wall rods for dipole mode stabilization. The
effects of the vane distortions in the RFQ built with PISLs
were previously reported [3]. With the results shown in
this report, the sensitivity with the vane distortions can be
compared between the two RFQs.
Note that, for continuous beam operation with the RFQ,
the suspected mechanical problems could not be precisely

4: Hadron Accelerators

Figure 6: Three types of single vane perturbation (a) Case
1 with vane 3 movement only, (b) Case 2 with vane 4
only, and (c) Case 3 with vanes 3 and 4.
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Figures 6(a)-6(c) show three example cases for the RFQ
modeled with the vane perturbations. The field errors due
to the vane distortions in the RFQ with end-wall rods are
compared to flat fields and shown in Figures 7, 8, and 9.

Figure 7: Field errors along the structure on the wall only
with vane 3 movement in the RFQ with end-wall rods.

Figure 8: Field errors on the wall only with vane 4
movement in the RFQ with end-wall rods.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 9: Field errors on the wall with movements of
vanes 3 and 4 in the RFQ with end-wall rods.

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

PISLs, it can be seen that the RFQ with end-wall rods has
greater field error if the vane distortions occur.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In some RFQ structures, slight vane perturbations may
appear for various mechanical reasons. A complete 4
section 3D model of the SNS RFQ structure with end-wall
rods for dipole mode stabilization has been used to
investigate perturbation effects on the frequency and field
distributions. The simulations provided the information on
the frequency and the fields that can be compared with the
analysis done for the RFQ with PISL stabilization for the
cases with vane distortions [3]. In summary, the RFQ with
PISLs has more stability compared to the RFQ with endwall rods for the distortions with vane movements. The
new RFQ structure was built to have enhanced strength
for minimized accidental deformations combined together
with robust support structure for the RFQ.
The result of simulation for the erosion of the vane ends
may not show the actual problem even if the vane surface
erosion existed. The pattern of surface erosion may be
different from what we can do with simple modeling and
simulation. If the vane erosion exists, the RFQ with endwall rods is more stable than the RFQ with PISLs partly
for both the fields and the resonance frequency. The better
stability in the RFQ with end-wall rods may be explained
with the significant capacitive coupling between the rods
and the vane ends away from the beam center where the
erosion may not take place.
Deposition of metal on the low energy vane ends was
another hypothetical case like Cs deposition that could be
of interest for H- ion accelerators. The case was modeled
for simulation to see the effect. The result showed that the
field tilt and the frequency shift both reversed compared
to the case with vane erosion. That was with higher field
at the low energy end but with reduced resonance
frequency. Using Cs material deposition did not make any
difference compared to the deposition of other good
conductors like copper.
The erosion case has the frequency shift much less than
the case of vane movement. The sources of the events of
the field and frequency errors have not been clearly
identified and will have to be investigated if the structure
is available for careful inspection.
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SIMULATION OF A SKEW PARAMETRIC RESONANCE IONIZATION
COOLING CHANNEL
Yu Bao∗ , University of California, Riverside, CA 92535, USA
R. P. Johnson, Muons, Inc., Batavia, IL 60510, USA
A. Sy, Y. Derbenev, V.S. Morozov, Jefferson Lab, Newport News, VA 23606, USA
A. Afanasev, George Washington University, Washington, DC 20052, USA

Skew Parametric-resonance Ionization Cooling (SkewPIC) is designed for the final 6D cooling of a high-luminosity
muon collider. Tracking of muons in such a channel has
been modeled in MAD-X in previous studies. However,
the ionization cooling process has to be simulated with a
code that can handle matter dominated beam lines. In this
paper we present the simulation of a Skew-PIC channel using
G4beamline. We implemented the required magnetic field
components into G4beamline and compared the tracking of
muons by the two different codes. We optimized the cooling
channel and present the muon cooling effect in the Skew-PIC
channel for the first time.

the muon dynamics in such a channel with high-order fields
correction is simulated in in MAD-X [3]. However, the
cooling effect of the Skew-PIC channel requires involvement
of beam-matter interactions, which MAD-X can not handle.
In this work we implemented the required magnetic fields
into G4beamline [4], and compared the tracking of muons by
G4beamline and MAD-X. We then present the cooling effect
of the Skew-PIC channel and outline further improvement
steps for future work.

K(s)"

…"

INTRODUCTION
A muon collider has many advantages comparing to
electron-position colliders and hadron colliders: muons are
207 times heavier than electrons so the synchrotron radiation
is small when the muons are accelerated in a ring; muons are
leptons and their colliding interactions are cleaner than those
in hadron colliders which involves many patrons colliding
over a wide range of energies.
Ionization cooling is the most effective method to cool
the muon beam from the large initial emittance. In order to
reach the required luminosity of 1034 cm−2 sec−1 , the muons
are cooled in a series of cooling stages and the final cooling stage requires an extremely strong magnetic field. The
parametric resonance ionization cooling (PIC) method [1]
is designed to avoid such a strong magnetic field while providing a significant cooling effect. It induces a parametric
resonance in the cooling channel, and focuses the beam in
both horizontal and vertical planes with the period of the
channel’s free oscillations.
The theory and analytic calculations of the PIC channel
has been developed. A twin-helix cooling scheme [2] has
been designed and simulated to practice the PIC channel.
However, it is found that the non-linear resonance caused by
the multipole fields introduces an instability to the beam. To
overcome the non-linear resonance problem, the concept of
Skew-PIC has been developed: the canonical betatron tunes
are shifted from their resonant values and the point-to-point
focusing needed for PIC is preserved.
Figure 1 shows an example of the Skew-PIC channel. The
magnetic field in the channel consists of dipole, quadrupole
and skew quadrupole components (in the coupled case), and
∗
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g(s)"

s"
Figure 1: Curvature K(s) and skew quadrupole coefficient
g(s) along the skew-PIC cooling channel’s length s.

MULTIPOLE FIELDS IN G4BEAMLINE
Since Skew-PIC channel requires high-order fields in a
bent magnet, we implement a magnetic field expansion in
such a channel. In reference [5] this expansion is calculated
in a bent solenoid up to the octupole order, and ready-to-use
expressions for the magnetic field is given. We implemented
this expansion into G4beamline and benchmarked the code
with MAD-X simulations.
Figure 2 shows the trajectory of the reference particle in
the uncoupled PIC channel simulated by MAD-X (upper
plots) and G4beamline (lower plots). In MAD-X, the reference particle follows the centerline perfectly since MAD-X
integrates the transportation matrix. However, the reference
particle oscillates around the centerline in G4beamline: as
the tracking distance becomes longer, the tracking error becomes greater. This is because G4beamline is tracking the
particle step by step, and each step has a small error, which
causes the overall error after a long distance. But this error
(less than 1 mm in 160 m long channel) is acceptable.
Figure 3 shows the tracking of a gaussian distributed muon
beam in the above PIC channel. The beam information
is recorded at certain s positions along the channel. The
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Figure 5: Angular spread in the horizontal (red curve) and
vertical (black curve) plane along the Skew-PIC channel.
Left: no cooling. Middle: cooling without stochastic processes. Right: stochastic processes on.
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Figure 2: Tracking of the reference particle in the PIC channel by MAD-X (upper plots) and G4beamline (lower plots).
Left plot: x versus s trajectory. Right: y versus s trajectory.
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Figure 3: Tracking of a muon beam with a gaussian spatial
distribution in the PIC channel by MAD-X (upper plots) and
G4beamline (lower plots). Left plot: x versus s distribution.
Right: y versus s distribution. Color represents the muon
density.
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Figure 4: Muon momentum versus the angular spread in the
horizontal (left) and vertical (right) plane.

upper plots are results from MAD-X, and the lower plots are
simulated by G4beamline. The beam dynamics simulated by
the two codes shows a perfect agreement in such a complex
channel, which confirms the acceptance of the small tracking
error.

COOLING SIMULATION
The beam dynamics in the Skew-PIC channel with high
order fields corrections has been simulated and optimized
in MAD-X [6]. In this paper we present the simulation of
the beam cooling in G4beamline.

Figure 6: Momenta of six muons with initial momenta from
200 MeV/c to 204 MeV/c. The kinks on the curves represent
the momentum change in the cavities.

An rf cavity is put at every focal point in the Skew-PIC
channel. The beryllium window of the cavity is 2.5 mm thick
each, and is used as the absorber. We start with a beam with
no spatial spread and with an angular spread of 10 mrad.
The momentum spread of the beam source is 2 MeV/c.
Because the bending of the magnet is only in the horizontal plane, the beam dispersion is also in this plane. Figure
4 shows a correlation between the muon momentum and
the angular spread at the focal points. Muons with larger
momentum deviation are dispersed more in the horizontal
plane; and there is no such correlation in the vertical plane.
Figure 5 shows the angular spreads in the two planes along
the 80 m long channel. Starting from a small number (10
mrad) the angular spreads prompt up and quickly reach the
stable value. It is compressed by the cooling effect at the
focal points when the stochastic processes are turned off.
The multipole scattering process introduces a large angular
dispersion at the absorbers.
The momentum spread of the beam is also an important
source that causes the beam instability. Figure 6 shows the
momenta of six representative muons with initial momenta
from 200 MeV/c to 204 MeV/c. Muons with initial momenta
deviation less than 4 MeV/c are accepted by the channel,
other muons are not stable and will be lost eventually.
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is compressed quickly to 1 MeV/c. However, the fluctuation
of energy loss process introduces more momentum spread.
Figure 8 shows the transverse emittance of the muon beam
along the simulated Skew-PIC channel. The muon beam is
cooled transversely by a factor of 2 in a 80 m long Skew-PIC
channel when the stochastic processes are turned off. The
transmission in this channel is about 92%. The multiple
scattering and fluctuation of the energy loss cause a great
instability to the beam and most of the muons are lost to the
beam pipe.

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
Figure 7: Change of momentum spread of muons along the
channel. Blue curve: no rf cavities. Black curve: cooling
without stochastic processes. Red curve: stochastic processes on.
Graph
emitT [mm]
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The multipole fields that are needed by the Skew-PIC
simulation has been implemented into G4beamline. The
muon cooling in the Skew-PIC channel has been simulated.
The cooling effect is obvious when the stochastic processes
are absent. However the beam becomes unstable when the
multiple scattering and energy loss fluctuation processes are
turned on.
More study are in progress to increase the acceptance of
the Skew-PIC channel. This includes tuning the coupling
strength, adding high-order harmonics to the channel, optimizing the absorber thickness and the rf cavity strength.
Also a global optimization will be performed with a genetic
algorithm in the future study.
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Figure 8: Transverse emittance of the muon beam along
the simulated channel. Blue curve: no rf cavities. Red
curve: cooling without stochastic processes. Black curve:
stochastic process on.
Figure 7 shows the momentum spread of the muon beam
along the channel. When the rf cavities are absent, the
momentum spread is relatively stable at 2 MeV/c. The slight
decrease comes from the particle loss with large deviation.
When the cooling process is on, the muon momentum spread
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MODULATOR SIMULATIONS FOR COHERENT ELECTRON COOLING
J. Ma1, G. Wang2, X. Wang1, R. Samulyak1,2, V. N. Litvinenko1,2, K. Yu2
1
Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, New York 11794, USA
2
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New York 11973, USA
Abstract
Highly resolved numerical simulations of the
modulator, the first section of the proposed coherent
electron cooling (CEC) device, have been performed
using the code SPACE. The beam parameters for
simulations are relevant to the Relativistic Heavy Ion
Collider (RHIC) at Brookhaven National Laboratory
(BNL). Numerical convergence has been studied using
various numbers of macro-particles and mesh refinements
of computational domain. A good agreement of theory
and simulations has been obtained for the case of
stationary and moving ions in uniform electron clouds
with realistic distribution of thermal velocities. The main
result of the paper is the prediction of modulation
processes for ions with reference and off-reference
coordinates in realistic Gaussian electron bunches with
quadrupole field.

INTRODUCTION

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Coherent electron cooling (CEC) [1,2] is a novel
technique for rapidly cooling high-energy, high-intensity
hadron beams. CEC consists of three sections: a
modulator, where the ion imprints a density wake on the
electron distribution, an amplifier, where the density wake
is amplified, and a kicker, where the amplified wake
interacts with the ion, resulting in dynamical friction for
the ion. Figure 1 illustrates a general schematic of CEC.

Figure 1: Schematic of coherent electron cooling concept.
Table 1: Parameters of Electron and Ion Beams
Electron

Ion,

Beam energy

=42.9

Peak current

100 A

Bunch intensity

10 nC

1e+9

10 ps (full)

2 ns (r.m.s)

Bunch length
R.M.S. emittance

5

mm mrad

R.M.S. energy spread

1e-3

Beta function

4m

=42.9

2

mm mrad

Beam parameters for numerical simulations are
relevant to Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) at the

Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL), which are listed
in Table 1.

METHODS AND TOOLS
SPACE, a parallel, relativistic, 3D electromagnetic
Particle-in-Cell (PIC) code [3] has been used for the study
of plasma dynamics in a dense gas filled RF cavities [4],
and the study of mitigation effect by beam induced
plasma [5]. SPACE contains modules for solving
equations in electrostatic approximation. The module was
used in present work as the modulation problem is
electrostatic in co-moving frame. This module employs
two different approaches. One is traditional PIC method
for Poisson-Vlasov equation, which is effective for
uniform beam and periodic boundary condition. The other
is adaptive Particle-in-Cloud (AP-Cloud) method [6] that
replaces traditional PIC mesh with an adaptively chosen
set of computational particles, which is beneficial for nonuniform beams, geometrically irregular computational
domains and mixed type boundary conditions.
Mechanism for modulation process is Coulomb
interactions between ions and surrounding electrons. For
relativistic beam energy, the relative density modulation
of electrons due to their interaction with ions is orders of
magnitudes smaller than unity. Therefore it is viable to
treat each ion individually and use superposition principal
to obtain net responses of electrons to all ions in the
beam. Analytical solution of electrons’ response to a
moving ion exists for electrons with uniform spatial
distribution [7]. For spatially non-uniform electrons,
numerical approaches are employed either by solving the
Vlasov equation [8], or by direct macro-particle
simulation [9]. One of the difficulties in a macro-particle
simulation is the fact that the modulation signal is too
weak compared to the shot noise resulting from the
discreteness of macro-particles. To extract modulation
signal from shot noise, we perform two simulations with
identical initial electron distribution. One simulation
operates only with electron beam while the other
simulation contains the electron beam and an ion. With
the assumption that the Coulomb force from an ion only
slightly changes the trajectories of the electrons over
modulator, the influences of the ion can be obtained by
taking difference in the final electron distributions of the
two simulations. Similar approach has been successfully
applied to simulate the FEL amplification process in the
presence of shot noise [10].

NUMERICAL CONVERGENCE
Various numbers of macro-particles and refinements of
computational domain are used to study the numerical
convergence. Typical results are shown in Fig. 2.
4: Hadron Accelerators
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and the 1D and 2D forms are given in [11]. Theoretical
values for density and velocity modulation, respectively,
are given in [11] and [12]. While the theory assumes
uniform distribution in infinite space for electrons, we
used periodic boundary conditions in longitudinal and
transverse and uniform electron beam filling the entire
domain, to make fair comparison with theory.
Comparison in Fig. 3 shows a good agreement of theory
and simulations using a stationary ion and a moving ion.

Figure 3: Comparison of theory and numerical
simulations of density (left) and velocity (right)
modulation by stationary (top) and moving (bottom) ion
with respect to uniform electron cloud.

PREDICTION
In this section, we present simulation results of the
modulation processes for an ion in Gaussian electron
beams with a quadrupoles focusing field. We have used
the quadrupoles focusing field with hard edge, given in
Eq. (1). Quadrupoles focusing field with fringe has also
been used, and our results show that effect of fringe field
on modulation processes is negligibly small.
=
=

⋅
⋅

(1)

VERIFICATION
In this section, we compare theory and simulation for
the case of a stationary ion and a moving in uniform
electron clouds. Kappa-2 probability density function is
used to model thermal velocity distribution. The 3D form
of kappa-2 probability density function is given in [7],

Figure 4: Comparison of MAD-X and SPACE of
transverse function changes in quadrupoles field.
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Figure 2: Convergence study of longitudinal density (left
column) and velocity (right column) modulation with
various mesh refinements (5 grids per Debye Length in
first and second row, 20 grids per Debye Length in third
and fourth row) and numbers of particles (3e+5 macroparticles in first and third row, 3e+7 macro-particles in
second and fourth row).
Using coarse mesh and small number of macroparticles (first row) gives density and velocity modulation
close to correct value. Increasing number of macroparticles and using the same mesh (second row) improves
the smoothness of curves. Using fine mesh and small
number of macro-particles (third row) induces largest
noise in Fig. 2. Finally, refinement of 20 grids per Debye
Length and 3e+7 macro-particles (fourth row) improves
the resolution of gradients and reduces the overall
simulation error, but induces some noise. Due to parallel
scalability of our code, we used such a resolution and
resolve real number of electrons in all simulations
presented in this work. An additional smoothing
technique is applied to reduce the noise in the plots.
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Gaussian electron beam, where σ is RMS value for the
Gaussian distribution of electron beam. Figure 7 is the 2D
plot of density modulation for ion one σ off the center of
the Gaussian electron beam in quadrupoles magnetic
field.

Figure 5: Transverse
function changes due to
quadrupoles field used in modulator simulation.
Figure 4 shows the transverse function changes of
the electron beam due to quadrupoles magnetic field. We
used results from code MAD-X as benchmark, without
considering space charge effect. Simulation 1 used the
electron beam given in Table 1 with reduced charge of
electrons to make fair comparison with MAD-X, and
agreed with MAD-X. Simulations 2 used regular charge
of electrons, and differed from MAD-X, as space charge
effect was included.
The quadrupoles magnetic field used in Fig. 4 is
artificially set to make the transverse
and
match at
the end of quadrupoles, for the purpose of comparison.
Quadrupoles magnetic field for modulator simulation uses
more realistic setting, and is relevant to RHIC at BNL.
Figure 5 shows the transverse function changes in such
quadrupoles magnetic field.

Figure 7: 2D density modulation plot by ion one off the
center of the Gaussian electron beam in quadrupoles field.

CONCLUSION
Numerical convergence study shows that our code is
self-consistent and helps us optimize settings for
numerical simulations. Comparisons with theory in
modulation effect and quadrupoles magnetic field effect
show that our simulation results are reliable. Our
prediction for more realistic case, in which ion copropagate with Gaussian electron beam in quadrupoles
magnetic field, is a help for the design of CEC in RHIC at
BNL.
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DESIGN OF RFQ LINAC TO ACCELERATE HIGH CURRENT LITHIUM
ION BEAM FROM LASER ION SOURCE FOR COMPACT NEUTRON
SOURCE
S. Ikeda∗ , T. Kanesue, and M. Okamura,
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973, USA
Abstract
To develop a high flux neutron source, we propose a linear
accelerator systems with lithium beam generated by laser
ion source. Because of the higher velocity of center of mass
than that in the case of proton beam injection, generated
neutrons are directed, and hence the flux is expected to be
higher. In this research, we designed RFQ linac optimized
to accelerate a high current lithium ion beam.

INTRODUCTION

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Because the more oportunity of the usage of neutron
source are required, compact neutron sources are developed
for more conveniently and/or on the spot with lower cost
than other neutron sources, such as nuclear reactors and spallation sources and spallation sources. The compact sources
can be used to conduct nuclear data measurement [1], nondestructive inspection [2, 3] such as neuclear or explosive
material detection in laggage size or cargo size container
for security and the defect detection of buildings, and boron
neutron capture therapy (BNCT) [4].
As compact neutron sources, there are small neutron generator using D-T reaction, electron linac for photoneuclear
reaction, and MeV class proton accelerator with Li or Be
target. Among them, the proton accelerator are for high
flux neutron generation compared with the others. Linear
accelerators are used and developed for the production of
MeV class proton beam [5–7]. Typically, the energy range
are from 2 MeV to 10 MeV and the current range are from
0.1 mA to 30 mA.

COMPACT NEUTRON SORUCE WITH
LASER ION SOURCE
To provide higher neutron flux than conventional sources
based on proton accelerators, we propose the linear accelerator using laser ion source. The conceptual design is shown
in Fig. 1. The follwoing reaction [8] is used for neutron
production,
7

Li + p = 7 Be + n − 1.644MeV,

(1)

but lithium ions are imjected into a target with protons. The
advantage of the lithium injection is the larger center-of-mass
velocity compared with proton injection. When proton beam
is injected, neutrons are emitted in all direction. Meanwhile,
if the lithium beam injected, the neutron scattering angle
becomes smaller because the larger center-of-mass velocity
∗

sikeda@bnl.gov

is added to the neutrons, which is expected to lead to higher
flux within a solid angle.
The energy threshold of proton for the reaction
7 Li(p,n)7 Be is 1.881 MeV [8]. Therefore, the energy of
lithium needs to be more than 13.1 MeV. In this energy
range, IH-Linac is used after RFQ linac typically. For example, the ions are accelerated to 300 keV/u by 3.2-m RFQ,
and then 2 MeV/u by 2.5-m linac in injector line for RHIC
in Brookhaven National Laboratory [9].
A solid lithium target are placed in the plasma production
chamber as shown in Fig. 1. Ablation plasma containing
Li3+ is produced by irradiation on the target with focused
pulsed laser. The advantage of laser ion source is capability
of producing 10 mA-class beam of fully stripped ion. In
previous work, it was found that Li3+ can be produced by a
table top laser.
After the production, the plasma drifts in the direaction
normal to the target surface and then is injected into the
RFQ linac directely without low energy beam transport line.
Since the plasma production chamber is charged up, the ion
beam is extracted at the entrance of the RFQ linac. Typically,
low energy transport line between ion source and RFQ linac
is the problem for high current heavy ion beam acceleration.
The space charge problem is avoided by injecting the drifting
plasma into the RFQ linac directly. In a previous work, 20
mA of C6+ was accelrated using this scheme [10].
The accelerated beam is focused and bunched in MEBT
line before injected into IH-linac in which the ions are accelerated to 13 MeV or more. Then the beam is injected in
to the target containing proton, such as hydrogen gas, water,
or Titanium hydride to produce neutron beam.
As a first step, we designed the RFQ linac to accelerate for
high current beam of 7 Li3+ to 300 keV/u prioritizing output
current rather than transmission. We used the simulation
code, PARMTEQ.

RFQ DESIGN VALUES AND
CALCULATION RESULTS
Table 1 shows the summary of the RFQ densign parameters. The frequency was set as 100 MHz for high current
beam acceleration. The input energy was determined from
the previous laser ion source experiments in which the extraction voltage was 60 kV. The enregy is also close to the
typical RFQ injection energy. Mass to charge of 7 Li3+ is
3/7. Input transverse normalized total emittance was set as
1 π mm mrad, and particle distribution was assumed to be
four dimensional water bag. Input twiss parameter β was
determined as the beam radius was the same as the minimum
4: Hadron Accelerators
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Figure 1: Conceptual design of compact neutron source using laser ion source.

Table 1: RFQ design parameters
Frequency
Input energy
Output energy
Mass to charge ration
Input beam current
Input trans. norm. total emittance
Input particle distribution
Input twiss parameter α
Input twiss parameter β
Input Energy spread
Input phase spread
Bravery factor
Vane voltage
Minimum radius
Final modulation factor
Synchronous phase
RFQ length
Cell number
Transmission
Output current
Output trans. norm. rms emittance

100 MHz
0.026 MeV/u
0.3 MeV/u
3/7
50 mA
1 π mm mrad
4D water-bag
3.8
18.6 cm/rad
± 180 deg
0 degree
2
120 kV
0.5 cm
2.4
-30 deg
2.3 m
151
80 %
40 mA
0.044 π cm mrad

Figure 2 shows the adjusted cell parameters as a function
of the distance from the end of the radial matching section
that contanins of first four cells with the length of 5.6 cm.
The shaper section is from there to 67 cm. In the section,
the modulation factor increases from 1 to 1.13 propotionaly
while the synchronous energy increases from 0.180 to 0.205
MeV and the minimum radius a decreases from 0.84 to 0.79
cm. The bunching section is to 223 cm. The modulation
factor increases to 2.4 while the energy increases to 1.96
MeV and a decreases to 0.47 cm. Then acceleration region

follows to 227 cm. The vane voltage is 120 kV. From the
values the coeeficients A0 and A10 are calulated as shown in
Fig. 2. The total cell number and length are 152 and 230 cm,
respectively. The relation is shown in Fig. 3. The distance
increases almost linearly to the cell number from 0 to around
60 while the distance increases more steeply after 60. This
is because the buncher section starts around 60, and hence
the cell length become longer as the beam is accelerated. 97
% of the designed RFQ linac is for the bunching and 1.7 %
is for the acceleration.

Figure 2: Cell parameters as a function of the distance from
the entrance of the RFQ linac.
The results of the calculation of the beam dynamics are
shown in Fig. 4. Fig. 4(a) and 4(b) display the particle
transverse positions x and y, respectively. Although the
envelopes in x and y directions oscilate, which may show
the beam is not mathced well, most of the particles are inside
of the minimum tip radius a. Fig. 4(c) and 4(d) show the
differences of the phase φ from the synchronous phase φs
and the energy w from the synchronous energy ws . As
shown in Fig. 4(d), the particles that have negative value of
w − ws around number 60 become slower and lost from the
figure between the cell number 60 to 110. This is because
the bunching section starts around number 60. After that
the synchronous phaes increases, and then the cell length
become larger with the increase of the cell number as shown
in the steep increase of the distance in Fig. 3. Therefore,
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√
tip radius a using the relation βǫ = a. It was assumed that
the input energy spread was zero and phase spread was ±
180 degree. The vavoltage was set as the value with which
the surface electric field is twice as high as that calculated
from Kilpatrick criterion. Synchronous phase in acceleration section was set as -30 degree. Uder these conditions,
we adjusted a, the input twiss parameter α, and the beam
current to obtain the high output beam current.
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CONCLUSION
We proposed a compact neutron source by means of
lithium injection using laser ion source. For high current
lithium ion acceleration, we surveyed a RFQ desing parameters. We found the design with which 40 mA lithium ion
will be accelerated to 300 keV/u in 2.3 m.
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STABILIZED OPERATION MODE OF LASER ION SOURCE USING
PULSED MAGNETIC FIELD
S. Ikeda∗ , M. Costanzo, T. Kanesue, R. Lambiase, C-J. Liaw, and M. Okamura,
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973, USA

Laser ion source produces many types of ions with the
electron beam ion source for experiments in Brookhaven National Laboratory. One laser and steady solenoidal magnetic
field were used in the last run. For next run, we will employ
two laser at the same time to improve the beam stability.
In addition, we will use a pulsed magnetic field to control
the beam profile flexibly. We measured the beam current
at several points from the laser ion source to the following
booster ring to compare the beam stabilities between the last
and next run settings. The ratio of the standar deviation to
the mean value of the total charge within a single beam pulse
was found to be smaller at all measurement points with the
next run setting.

INTRODUCTION
Many types of ion species are used for nuclear physics
experiment at Relativestic Heavy Ion Collider and cosmic
ray simulation at NASA Space Radiatoin Laboratory in
Brookhaven National Laboratory. The ions are provided
by the laser ion source (LIS) and the electron beam ion
source (EBIS). Figure 1 shows the layout of the injector line.
Singly charged ions are injected from the laser ion source
into the EBIS where the ions are ionized to highly charged
states. The ions are accelerated by RFQ accelerator and
IH linac to 2 MeV/u, and then injected to the booster ring
through the bending magnet.
In the laser ion source, the plasma is prduced by laser
ablation process in vacuum chamber and then drifts to the
extraction electrodes through the dirft section where the
plasma extendes to a certain width that detemines the pulse
width of the extracted beam. In the last run, one laser pulse
for one beam pulse and 3 m solenoid to guide the plasma
were used. The carbon beam was not stable compared with
other species. The cause might be that the laser energy
was as small as the ablation threshold and the solenoidal
magnetic field was strong to meet the requirement of the
higher beam currents than the design value. For the next
run, we will employ two laser pulses at the same time to
increase the laser energy. In addition, we intalled a coil to
produce pulsed magnetic field for more flexible control of
the plasma and the beam profile while the steady solenoidal
magnetic field will be decreased or not used. The purpose
of this study is to examine whether the beam stability is
improved with the next run setting. We measured the beam
current at the current transformer 1 (CT 1), CT 2, CT 3, and
the Faraday cup as shown in Fig.1. Then we compared the
∗

sikeda@bnl.gov

standard deviation of the total charge within a single beam
pulse.

DEVICES IN INJECTOR LINE AND THE
EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS
Laser Ion Source
Figure 2 shows the schematic of the laser ion source. The
detail is described in the reference [1]. Several types of
solid targets placed in the vacuum chamber are irradiated
with laser (Quantel Brilliant B TWINS, 1064 nm, 6 ns).
Between the target and the extraction electrodes, the 3 m long
solenoid used in the last run and the coil that will produce
pulsed magnetic field from the next run are placed. The
specifications of the magnets are shown in Table 1. The
coil current is driven by a pulsed circuit composed of 7.5 µF
capacitor to rise the magnetic field during the time when
the plasma passes through the coil. The equivalent circuit is
shown in Fig.3. The current in the coil as a function of time
is shown in Fig. 4.
Table 1: Magnet specificatons used in laser ion source

Magnet length
Inner diameter
Turns
Time structure

Last run

Next run

3m
76 mm
5728
Steady

45 mm
80 mm
330
7 µs rise time

For the experiment, graphite was used as target. As the
last run settings, single laser with the energy of 550 mJ and
3 m long solenoid with the magnetic field of 2.3 mT were
used. Meanwhile, as the next run settings, we irradiated
the same spot on the target at the same time with two laser
pulses. The total energy was 920 mJ. The pulsed magnetic
field was triggered at the laser irradiation. The maximum
field was 9.0 mT. For both case, the laser spot size was 0.10
cm2 . The platform voltage of the laser ion source was 19 kV
with respect to the laboratory ground, and the intermediate
electrode votage for extraction was -3.5 kV with respect to
the platform voltage.

Electron Beam Ion Source
As explained in the reference [2], the EBIS is mainly
composed of electron gun, high voltage tubes, and superconducting solenoid. The gun immersed in a mangetic field
has capability of producing current upto 20 A. The electron
beam goes through the high voltage tube that is sorrounded
by the solenoid with the magnetic field of 5 T. The diameter
of the electron beam in the tubes is adjusted by changing
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Figure 1: Layout of the injector line.

Figure 2: Shematic of the laser ion source.

RFQ Linac and IH-linac

Figure 3: Diagram of equivalent pulsed circuit.

The details are described in the paper [3]. The operational
frequency of the both linac is 100.625 MHz. The ions are
accelerated by the 4-rod RFQ linac from 17 keV/u to 0.3
MeV/u, and then to 2.0 MeV/u by the IH-linac. The ions
are transported and injected into the booster ring through
the bending magnet. For the experiments, the devices were
adjusted to maximize the abandunce of C5+ .

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Current Monitors

Figure 4: Current in the coil for pulsed magnetic field.

the magnetic field at the gun. The ions are injected into the
tubes and trapped by the electric field of the tubes and the
electron beam. During the trap, the ions are ionized by the
electron beam. The trap time determines the charge state
of the ions. Then, the ions are extracted to the downstream.
For the experiments, the current density of electron beam
was 230 A/cm2 in the tubes. The trap time was adjusted to
maximize the abandunce of C5+ .

We used three current transformers and a Faraday cup as
shown in Fig.1 to measure the beam current. The current
trasformer 1 is placed right after the extraction electrodes
of the laser ion source. The current transformer 2 is in front
of the entrance of the electron beam ion sourse to measure
the beam current at the injection into and extraction from
the ion source. The current transformer 3 is placed after
the quadrupoles following the IH-linac. The Faraday cup
is between the bending magnets where almost one types of
ions are detected.

RESULTS
Figure 5(a) and 5(b) show the beam current measured at
the exit of the laser ion source with the current transformer 1.
The horizontal axis is the time from laser shot. The current
in Fig. 5(a) was taken with double lase pulse and the pulsed
magnetic field with the next run setting, while the current
in Fig. 5 (b) was taken with singe laser pulse and the steady
field with the last run setting. In both figures, 5 waveforms
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Figure 5: Beam current waveforms measured after the exit
of the laser ion source with the current transformer 1 using
double laser poulse and pulsed magnetic fied (a), and single
pulse and steady solenoid (b).

statistics was 50. At any positions, the ratios of the standard
deviation to the mean were smaller with the next run setting
than those with the last run setting. Especially, the ratio at
the current transformer 1 was improved from 32 % to 3.4 %.
In addition, the ration at the Faraday cup was also improved
from 14 % to 6.1 %. The results show that the beam is more
stable in the injector line using the double laser pulse and
the pulsed solenoid.
Table 2: Mean total charge within a single pulse and the
standard deviation at each current transformer (CT) and
Faraday cup (FC). The unit is nC.
Next run
Mean Stdv

Conditions
CT1
CT2 at injection
CT2 at extraction
CT3
FC
Figure 6: Beam current waveforms measured at the bending magnet with the Faraday cup using double laser poulse
and pulsed magnetic fied (a), and single pulse and steady
solenoid (b).
taken under the same condition are overlaid. In Fig. 5(a),
there were two peaks at 50 µs and 150 µs. Typically, the
beam current waveform has one peak because of the thearmal velocity distribution [4] if magnetic field are not applied.
The first peak at 50 µs in Fig. 5(a) corresponds to the typical peak. Highly charged ions or lighter ions exists in the
faster part around the peak. On the other hand, the peak at
150 µs was made by the pulsed magnetic field. Slower part
in the beam is mainly composed of the singly charged ions,
and thus one can increase the current of the signly charged
ions in the slower part with the pulsed magnetic field. The
beam composed of the singly charged ions is suitable for the
electron beam ion sources. By comparing the waveforms
in Fig.5(a) and 5(b), such as peak hight and pulse width,
one can find that the reproducibility of the beam current in
Fig.5(a) is more stable than the other. This shows that the
beam produced with double laser pulse and pulsed magnetic
field is more stable.
Figure 6(a) and 6(b) show the beam current waveforms as
a function of time at the bending magnet with the Faraday
cup. The waveforms in Fig. 6(a) with double laser pulse
and pulsed magnetic field was more stable than the others in
Fig. 6(b) with single pulse and steady solenoid. The results
show that the stability at the Fraday cup is improved by the
improvement of the beam stability from the laser ion source.
Table 2 shows the mean and standar deviation of the total
charge within the single beam pulse at each monitor. The
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74
16
32
4.7
3.6

4.0
0.80
1.2
0.22
0.22

Last run
Mean Stdv
75
14
29
4.3
3.4

24
3.4
4.7
0.63
0.47

SUMMARY
We compared the standard deviations of the total beam
charge in the injector line under two conditions of the laser
ion source. Under one condition, the single laser and steady
solenoidal magneic field were used as last run. With the
other, the two laser and pulsed magnetic field were used as
next run setting. We confirmed that the beam stability with
next run setting is better than with last run setting.
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DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE FERMILAB PIP-II 800 MeV
SUPERCONDUCTING LINAC*
A. Saini†, Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, Batavia, IL, USA
Abstract
Proton Improvement Plan (PIP)-II is a proposed upgrade of existing proton accelerator complex at Fermilab.
It is primarily based on construction of a superconducting
(SC) linear accelerator (linac) that would be capable to
operate in the continuous wave and pulsed modes. It will
accelerate 2 mA H- ion beam up to 800 MeV. Among the
various technical and beam optics issues associated with
high beam power ion linacs, beam mismatch, uncontrolled beam losses, halo formation and potential element’s failures are the most critical elements that largely
affect performance and reliability of the linac. This paper
reviews these issues in the framework of PIP-II SC linac
and discusses experience accumulated in the course of
this work.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
The Proton Improvement Plan –II is an aspiring program proposed for further enhancement of the existing
Fermilab accelerator complex to support a world leading
neutrino program and rich variety of high intensity frontier particle physics experiments at Fermilab. The most
important part of the PIP-II is to build a new superconducting (SC) linear accelerator that would be capable to
operate in the continuous wave (CW) regime.
A schematic of the linac baseline configuration is
shown in Fig. 1. It consists of a room temperature frontend and an accelerating SC linac. The front-end is composed of a low energy beam transport (LEBT) section, an
RFQ and, a medium energy beam transport (MEBT) section. The main accelerating part of the linac utilizes five
families of superconducting cavities to accelerate the Hion beam from kinetic energy of 2.1 MeV to 800 MeV. On
the basis of these families, SC linac is segmented into five
sections i.e. half wave resonator, single spoke resonator
(SSR) 1 & 2, low beta (LB) and high beta (HB). Each
section in Fig. 1 is represented by optimal beta of respective cavities except LB and HB sections which are shown
for geometrical beta of corresponding cavities. A detailed
description of the PIP-II is presented elsewhere [1, 2].

GENERAL
One of the major concerned related with the high intensity ion-linacs is the uncontrolled beam loss. An excessive
beam loss might result in radio-activation that leads to
interruptions in hands on maintenance, hazard to personal
health and environment. This, in turn, keeps stringent
limit on tolerable beam loss along the linac. A cumulative
experience with high intensity beam operation at existing
facilities such as LANSCE [3] was utilized to set a
threshold limit of beam loss. An average beam loss below
1W/m at beam energy of 1GeV is considered a safeoperational limit across the accelerator community over
the world.

LINAC DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
A rigorous study is required to obtain a robust design of
the ion linac that not only preserves the beam quality but
also deals with different mechanisms which induce beam
loss along the linac. In this paper we discuss the high
intensity ion linac design considerations based on our
experience gained over the years for a quest of a robust
design of the PIP-II SC linac. Those considerations assist
to control implications of principal beam loss mechanisms
such as halo formation, beam mismatch, beam stripping,
fault scenario etc.

SC Linac Acceptance
Acceptance of the linac is determined by the largest
beam size that can be transmitted through the linac without any beam loss. Thus, acceptance is a vital parameter
to measure the linac tolerances against potential errors. A
large acceptance suggests less possibility of the uncontrolled beam loss and therefore, achieving a large acceptance is one of the primary considerations of the linac
design.
Longitudinal Acceptance In an ion-linac, longitudinal
acceptance is primarily outlined by its low energy part
where beam is non-relativistic and bunch length is relatively longer. In order to achieve large acceptance, a
strong adiabatic longitudinal focusing is required. Longitudinal phase advance (kz) per meter for a non-relativistic
ion beam is given as:
k z2 

Figure 1: A schematic of acceleration scheme in the PIPII SC linac. Red-coloured sections operate at room temperature while blue-coloured sections operate at 2K.
___________________________________________

* Work supported by Fermi Research Alliance, LLC under Contracts
No. De-Ac02-07CH11359 with the DOE, USA.
† asaini@fnal.gov

2qE0Ts sin(  s )
(  ) 3 mc 2 

;

(1)

where ,  are Lorentz factors for synchronous particle,
s, Ts are synchronous phase, transit time factor for synchronous particle respectively and, E0 is accelerating field
gradient. It can be noticed from eq. (1) that accelerating
cavities need to be operated at large synchronous phases
to avoid the phase slippage. Figure 2 shows synchronous
4: Hadron Accelerators
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phases of accelerating cavities in the PIP-II SC linac. It
can be easily observed from Fig. 2 that phases are large
enough to accommodate 6beam.

Figure 4: Normalized particle density along the linac.

A longer bunch is more susceptible to experience the
curvature of the RF field which results in a non-linearity
in the longitudinal focusing. This, in turn, requires operation of cavities at lower frequency. Furthermore, operation at lower frequency helps making maximum use of
available accelerating gradient by reducing transverse RF
defocusing which is a prominent effect at the low energy.
As beam energy increases and bunch length reduces,
operation of cavities at higher frequency becomes more
favorable. Thus, a typical high energy ion linac is segmented into several sections on the basis of operating
frequency of cavities.
The PIP-II SC linac uses three frequencies i.e. 162.5,
325 and 650 MHz. A frequency jump in the linac, if not
designed carefully, may introduce a abrupt change in
longitudinal focusing and can shrink longitudinal
acceptance. Figure 3 depcits that longitudinal acceptance
of the PIP-II linac is large enough to accommodate
6beam easily.

Figure 3: Longitudinal acceptance of the PIP-II SC linac
(cyan) with 6beam at upstream of the linac (red). Initial
particle distribution is shown in khakee.

Transverse Acceptance A choice of element’s
aperture determines transverse acceptance of the linac.
Figure 4 shows normalized particle density along the PIPII SC linac. One can observe variation in apertures along
the linac. The limited aperture at the low energy part of
the PIP-II linac is 30 mm imposed by SSR1 cavity while
it is 44 mm at the high energy part enforced by
quadrupole magnets.

Transverse acceptance of the PIP-II SC linac is shown
in Fig. 5. It is about 16m while the maximum action of
6distribution at the end of MEBT is 2 m. It leaves a
large margin that allows a spread in initial beam parameters. A beam scraping system placed prior to the SC linac
limits the maximum action of the injected beam and
therefore, further increases this margin (ratio of acceptance to beam phase space area).

Figure 5: Tranverse acceptance of the PIP-II SC linac
(cyan) with 6beam at upstream of the linac (red).

Beam Mismatch
It has been discussed elsewhere [4] that beammismatch is primary source of emittance growth and halo
development in the ion-linac. Thus, optics design should
be robust enough to allow a spread in design parameters.
One needs to perform a careful matching at the transitions
between sections. Also, abrupt changes in beam focusing
should be avoided in order to minimize potential beammismatch.
A study has been performed for the PIP-II SC linac to
analyse the halo formation due to initial beam mismatch.
A specific mismatch is introduced by varying initial beam
Twiss parameters in all planes. Beam is then tracked
through the linac with nominal operational parameters.
Figure 6 shows evolution of particles in longitudinal size
at the end of linac for three cases i.e. no mismatch, 20 %
and 40 % mismatch in initial Twiss parameters in all
planes. Though, maximum radius almost remains constant
in all cases but initial beam mismatch populates more
particles in outer-core (radius >3) of the distribution. A
beam loss of 0.03% is also observed for the case of 40 %
initial beam mismatch.
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Fault Scenarios

Figure 6: Longitudinal particle distribution at the end of
PIP-II SC linac. (Radius = ||)

Intra Beam Stripping

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

It has been observed that intra beam stripping [5] is
main source of beam loss in a well matched and tuned Hion linac. It is triggered by interaction of beam with black
body radiation, residual gases and strong magnetic field.
However, in the cryogenic environment, magnetic stripping is primary culprit that results in an uncontrolled
beam loss in the SC linac. It can be suppressed by avoiding a strong focusing field and, keeping a relatively large
RMS beam size at the focusing magnets. It can be observed from Fig. 7 that predicted beam loss density due to
intra-beam stripping is below 0.1 W/m everywhere along
the PIP-II SC linac. Even for a CW operation, integrated
beam loss in the linac due to the intra-beam stripping is
below 10 W.

The SC linac includes numerous elements and their
continuous operation represents a great challenge on their
reliability. There is finite probability of their temporary or
permanent failures during their operation. Failure of the
beam transport elements like cavity, solenoid and quadrupole alters the focusing period of beam, resulting in a
mismatch of beam transport with downstream sections.
This, in turn, may degrade beam quality and, in the worst
case, may cause beam losses. In some cases, a faulted
element at the critical location results in a significant
beam losses and therefore, it becomes necessary to replace this element to continue a nominal operation. A
replacement of the faulted element in the SC linac can
result in a long unscheduled beam down time as it involves warming of cryomodule to the room temperature
followed by its cool-down after replacing a faulted element. Thus, to assure linac’s capability to deliver a high
quality beam with high beam availability, fault scenarios
must be considered in the design. Optics design should be
capable to deal with at least one major fault in each section. An extensive study has been performed to address
this issue for the PIP-II SC linac. It has been observed
that implications of failures at the low energy part of the
linac are more severe. It is because of the fact that beam
longitudinal and transverse sizes are relatively larger and
beam velocity changes rapidly at this part of the linac.
Furthermore, space charge forces are significant at low
energy, resulting an amplification of beam initial mismatch. However, it has been demonstrated that a local
compensation scheme [6] can be successfully utilized to
restore beam quality after a failure. Neighbouring elements in the vicinity of the failed elements are retuned to
achieve a smooth beam envelope. Individual RF power
supply for each cavity allows to adjust RF phases and
field gradients to tune longitudinal optics. It can be noticed from Fig. 8 that beam emittance is restored at large
extent after applying the longitudinal scheme.

Figure 7: Beam power loss per unit length due to intrabeam stripping (red) and its integrated value along the
linac (blue) for CW beam current of 2 mA.

Localized Beam Losses
The uncontrolled beam loss in the SC linac irradiates
surface of cavities which causes not only a degradation in
their performances but also an increase in the cryogenic
heat load of the machine. Beam collimators can be deployed between cryomodules to intercept beam halo particles. This, in turn, reduces potential beam loss at the
operating temperature of 2K. In the PIP-II linac, fixed
aperture collimators will be installed between each cryomodule in HWR, SSR1 and SSR2 section. The collimator aperture is chosen to be 5 mm smaller than the aperture of downstream cryomodule. Thickness of the collimator increases with energy and it reaches about 4cm of
steel at the end of SSR2 section. There are no dedicated
collimators in the LB and HB sections.

Figure 8: Normalized RMS longitudinal emittance before
(green) and after (red on secondary y-axis) applying the
local compensation scheme

CONCLUSION
Preservation of beam quality and minimization of beam
loss below 1W/m are primary objectives for the design of
the PIP-II SC ion linac. A large acceptance of the linac
obtained through a careful selection of operating frequencies of cavities, synchronous phases and element’s aper4: Hadron Accelerators
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ture, ensures a lower possibility of the uncontrolled beam
loss. Furthermore, deploying a collimator system between
cryomodules permits the localized beam loss in the linac.
Beam loss due to the intra-beam stripping can be reduced
by avoiding strong magnetic fields in focusing quadrupoles. The PIP-II linac is capable to deal with fault scenarios using a local compensation scheme.
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THE CENTER FOR BRIGHT BEAMS*
J. R. Patterson†, G. H. Hoffstaetter, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, USA
Y. K. Kim, University of Chicago, Chicago, IL, USA
Abstract
The Center for Bright Beams (CBB) is a new National
Science Foundation Science and Technology Center.
CBB's research goal is to increase the brightness of electron beams by a factor of up to 100 while reducing the
cost and size of key technologies. To achieve this, it will
join the capabilities of accelerator physicists with those of
physical chemists, materials scientists, condensed matter
physicists, plasma physicists, and mathematicians. This
Center has the potential to increase the brightness of electron sources through better photocathodes, the efficiency
and gradient of SRF cavities through deeper understanding of superconducting compounds and their surfaces, and
better understanding of beam storage and transport and
the associated optics by using new mathematical techniques. The Center currently involves ten universities and
three national labs in the US and Canada, including a
large and diverse team of students and postdocs.

CBB has three Research Themes: Beam Production,
Beam Acceleration, and Beam Storage and Transport.

Beam Production
The Beam Production theme will increase the brightness of electron sources by up to a factor of 100 by advancing the science of photocathodes. In a bright photoemission source, the electrons are emitted with small mean
transverse energy (MTE) and experience a large accelerating field Ez. The transverse emittance H2D,n and 4-D
brightness B4D are given by

___________________________________________

*Work supported by National Science Foundation Award #1549132

respectively. CBB has identified four photocathode objectives shown in Fig. 1. At each stage, it will conduct
beam tests. The ultimate goal will be a proof of principle
experiment that uses record coherence length beams for
ultrafast electron diffraction.
Relative Brightness Improvement

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

The NSF Science and Technology Center (STC): Integrative Partnerships program supports “innovative, potentially transformative, complex research and education
projects that require large-scale, long-term awards.” The
Center for Bright Beams (CBB) is a new STC with the
mission to gain the fundamental understanding required to
increase electron beam brightness by a factor of up to 100
while decreasing the size and cost of the key underlying
technologies. The goal is to remove the brightness barriers to progress for a broad range of electron beam applications in science and industry, including FELs and synchrotron light sources, particle colliders, electron microscopes, and semiconductor fabrication and quality assurance. For each of these applications, the available beam
brightness (current/emittance) limits progress.
In order to achieve its goal, CBB will combine the expertise of accelerator physicists, physical chemists, materials scientists, condensed matter physicists, plasma physicists, and mathematicians. It will tackle areas where
better understanding of the underlying science has the
potential for significantly improving the design or treatment of devices such as photoemission sources, superconducting cavities, and nonlinear optics. CBB will also
focus on accelerator workforce development and increasing the diversity of accelerator scientists.
CBB is a collaboration of Brigham Young University,
University of California Los Angeles, University of Chicago, Chicago State University, Clark Atlanta University,
Cornell University (CU) (lead), University of Florida,
University of Maryland at College Park, Morehouse
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College, University of Toronto, Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
and TRIUMF.
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Figure 1: The Beam Production objectives, shown in order of
increasing risk. In addition to these, CBB will demonstrate high
resolution ultrafast electron diffraction.

Achieving these objectives requires an interdisciplinary
approach. For example, materials scientist Hennig (Florida) will screen candidate photocathode materials, condensed matter physicist Arias (CU) will apply density
functional theory to predict performance, Bazarov (CU)
and physical chemists Hines (CU) and Padmore (LBNL)
will synthesize photocathodes, and condensed matter
physicists Muller (CU) and Shen (CU), together with
Hines (CU), will characterize them using Scanning Tunneling Microscopy and ARPES respectively. Musumeci
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(UCLA) and Bazarov (CU) will do beam tests. Applied
physicist Kourkoutis (CU) and chemist Miller (Toronto)
will apply the new photocathodes for ultrafast electron
diffraction.

Beam Acceleration
Today, the typical quality factor of 1.3 GHz Niobium
SRF cavities at medium fields is ~2x1010 at 2 K [1]. The
RF penetration layer of the cavity (the inner 40 - 200 nm)
determines the RF losses; however, this layer is complex
and its surface morphology, topology and chemistry are
poorly understood.
The gradient barrier of SRF cavities, which is about 50
MV/m for niobium, arises from the superheating critical
field, Hsh, which is the flux-free field limit of the cavity
material. Some compound superconductors such as Nb3Sn
have higher values of Hsh than niobium, and therefore
promise larger gradients. Compound superconductors can
also deliver high quality factors at 4.2 K [2], as shown in
Fig. 2. Achieving the promise of compound superconducting cavities requires improved understanding of synthesis processes for alternative high quality thin film
compound superconductors.

Figure 2: Quality factor as a function of accelerating gradient for
Cornell Nb and Nb3Sn 1.3 GHz test cavities.

The Beam Acceleration theme is aimed at increasing
the quality factor of niobium cavities by a factor of 10,
doubling the accelerating gradient, and enabling the acceleration of high power beams with systems operating at
4.2 K, making them more widely accessible.
Advance the Theory of RF Superconductivity Condensed matter physicists Arias (CU), Sethna (CU), Transtrum (Brigham Young), Wang (Clark Atlanta) and
Japaridze (Clark Atlanta) will advance the theoretical
tools for calculating Hsh, and Liepe (CU) will test them.
Develop More Efficient Niobium Cavities This team
will investigate the physics that underlies surface resistance, its strong field dependence and the impact of
doping by nitrogen and other impurities; quantify the
impact of surface crystal morphology and topology; and
identify treatment protocols that yield optimal surfaces,
and ultimately work with vendors. It will supplement
theoretical advances and RF measurements with the use
of TEM and other surface characterization techniques by
chemist Sibener (Chicago) and applied physicist Muller
(CU) and on ARPES by Shen (CU).

WEPOA62

Develop Processes for Fabricating Cavities from
Compound Superconductors This team will identify
best synthesis processes that yield phase-pure and defect
free materials; synthesize cavities with Nb3Sn, NbN and
MgB2 surfaces; analyze microstructures, measure critical
temperatures, fields, and chemical concentration profiles,
and measure surface resistance and flux entry fields; and
localize limiting areas for post-mortem analysis. In addition to the techniques used for earlier objectives, it will
rely on muon spin rotation and relaxation techniques by
Laxdal (TRIUMF), materials theory calculations by Hennig (U Florida) and experimental tests by Liepe (CU) and
Posen (FNAL).

Beam Storage and Transport
The Beam Transport and Storage theme will develop a)
beam transport systems that preserve beam brightness in
electron microscopes and in linear accelerators and b)
beam optics that increase equilibrium beam brightness in
electron storage rings for light sources and high energy
physics.
Develop Mathematical Tools to Characterize Dynamic Aperture This work will seek a metric to identify
resonances and dynamic aperture by representing the
relevant dynamics with an effective Hamiltonian. The
goal is to design and optimize strong focusing, low emittance, high brightness storage ring optics with reduced
reliance on multi-turn tracking.
Develop Instrumentation for Measuring & Correcting Nonlinearities High brightness storage rings require
hundreds of sextupole magnets to compensate chromatic
effects, and their nonlinearities often limit the design’s
dynamic aperture. Here the goal is an experimental method to determine optimal sextupole distributions from
resonance driving terms.
Develop Concepts for Novel Beam Line Elements
that Compensate Nonlinearities, Space Charge, etc.
Guide fields in storage rings and beam lines consist of
sequences of multipole magnets. CBB will provide theoretical guidance for the development of non-standard
optics, such as commoving beams and plasma lenses,
which could extend the stable region of phase space, and
will model them in a ring.
Demonstrate Tuning Algorithms that Optimize Performance High brightness storage rings require hundreds
of corrector magnets to compensate field errors and misalignments, and often these must be tuned empirically.
The CBB goal is to develop automated tuning algorithms
that can be incorporated into the accelerator control system to minimize emittance and maximize brightness.
Continuous tuning of this type promises to preserve
brightness in the face of time-dependent noise.
Mitigate Collective Effects that Diminish Brightness
Collective effects degrade the brightness of electron
beams during transport from the source to the target in
electron microscopes and energy recovery linacs. Space
charge, wakefields, and ions all degrade the temporal and
spatial resolution in microscopes, and limit the useful
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current. The CBB goal is to develop optics that mitigate
collective effects and preserve brightness.
Compensate Aberrations with Time-Dependent
Fields The resolution in electron microscopes is limited
by chromatic and spherical aberrations of cylindersymmetric electro-magnetic lenses. These aberrations are
unavoidable [3] for fields that are constant in time, for
beam pipes that are free of ions, and for beams that do not
reverse their directions. While high-resolution electron
microscopes compensate these aberrations by noncylinder-symmetric fields and electrostatic mirrors that
reverse the beam’s direction, simpler and more robust
compensation may be possible by using cylindersymmetric but time-dependent electro-magnetic fields.
In order to achieve these Beam Storage and Transportgoals, Hoffstaetter (CU), Kim (Chicago), Nagaitsev
(FNAL/Chicago), and Rubin (CU), will contribute expertise in beam dynamics, mathematicians Kaloshin (Maryland), Rand (CU) and Wilkinson (Chicago) and condensed matter physicist Sethna (CU) will develop mathematical tools, Rosenzweig (UCLA) will apply techniques
for beam manipulation, and Bazarov (CU), Muller (CU),
Musumeci (UCLA) and Wan (LBNL) will implement
solutions in beam lines and microscope columns.

EDUCATION AND
BROADENING PARTICIPATION
CBB goals include workforce development and broadening participation in accelerator physics and science writ
large.
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Workforce Development
The CBB workforce development goals are integrated
with its research program, in which students and postdocs
will play leading roles. They are:
Prepare Students to Participate Successfully in Interdisciplinary Team Science Scientific research increasingly relies on the coherent effort of large, interdisciplinary teams. CBB will train graduate students, postdocs and undergraduates to function effectively in such
teams, overcoming barriers such as discipline-specific
terminology, infrequent face-to-face meetings, and large
group size. [4].
Cultivate an Intellectually Diverse Workforce of
Accelerator Scientists who are Well Prepared for a
Broad Set of Career Paths CBB speakers will describe
their career paths to help students and postdocs envision
themselves in academia, policy, national labs, industry
and elsewhere. Students will maintain an individual development plan and develop skills in proposal writing,
learn communication, entrepreneurship, and innovation
skills, and have opportunities for internships in industry
and national laboratories.

Broadening Participation

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

Train Graduate Students from Underrepresented
Minority Groups Graduate students from Clark Atlanta
University will join projects in the Beam Acceleration
theme alongside other graduate students at CBB universities. At meetings such as the National Society of Black
Physicists, we will recruit students to apply for graduate
study at CBB universities.
Provide Opportunities for a Diverse Group of Undergraduates to Conduct Research in Accelerator
Science Students from Morehouse College, Chicago State
University, Clark Atlanta University and other minorityserving institutions will be recruited to join summer undergraduate research programs at CBB universities.
Stimulate Middle School Student’s Interest in Science with STEP UP! STEP UP! will pair graduate students with middle school teachers to develop classroom
learning kits tailored to meet the Next Generation Science
Standards. These will be available to Middle School Science teachers nationwide through a lending library, and
trainings will be offered in Los Angeles, Chicago, Atlanta, Washington DC, Gainesville, Provo and Ithaca, NY.

CONCLUSION
The new Center for Bright Beams, an NSF Science and
Technology Center, brings together scientists from diverse
disciplines to tackle challenges in accelerator science that
may be overcome through deeper understanding of the
underlying science. Nine universities and three US and
Canadian national labs are participating. The program and
team outlined here will evolve over time to reflect advances at CBB and elsewhere and new opportunities.
CBB’s priorities include the effective transfer of its results to national labs and industry, and the education of a
diverse pool of accelerator scientists with broad interdisciplinary training and team experience.
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CBB will strive to establish a diverse research team. In
addition to attention to diversity in hiring and support,
three programs address broadening participation.
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EMITTANCE GROWTH FROM MODULATED FOCUSING IN BUNCHED
BEAM COOLING
M.Blaskiewicz∗
BNL, Upton, NY 11973, USA

The low energy RHIC electron cooling (LEReC) project
at Brookhaven employs a linac to supply electrons with kinetic energies from 1.6 to 2.6 MeV. Along with cooling the
stored ion beam the electron bunches create a coherent space
charge field which can cause emittance growth. This is the
primary source of heating when the cooling is well tuned.
An analytic theory of this process is presented and compared
with simulations.

INTRODUCTION
The low energy RHIC electron cooling project is currently
under construction at BNL. The goal is to improve RHIC
luminosity at very low energies, aiding in the study of the
equation of state of the quark-gluon plasma near its phase
boundary. We are using an electron linac with bunch lengths
of a few centimeters to cool gold beams with lengths of
several meters. Figure 1 shows the relative scale of the electron and ion bunches. Previous work [1] has shown one

0.3

ions
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electron beam resulting in emittance growth. Figure 2 shows
qualitative simulations of the beam emittance for early times
and Figure 3 shows a more extensive simulation.
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Figure 2: Emittance growth with electron bunches of 10
times nominal charge for a range of longitudinal IBS rates.
The nominal IBS growth time is 650 seconds, labeled by
1. The labels are proportional to the rates, and saturation
occurs for the nominal rate and faster rates.
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Figure 1: Longitudinal bunch structure for ions and electrons
during cooling.
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needs stable relative timing of the electron and ion bunches
to avoid transverse heating of the ions. When the timing is
stable the dominant ion heating mechanism is due to a combination of the space charge force from the electrons with
the longitudinal intrabeam scattering (IBS) of the ions [2].
The idea is that longitudinal IBS causes the longitudinal
action, and hence the synchrotron frequency, to vary. As
the synchrotron tune varies the ions cross a variety of synchrobetatron resonances driven by the bunch structure of the
∗
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Figure 3: Emittance growth with electron bunches of 10
times nominal charge for a range of longitudinal IBS rates.
This is an extended plot of the simulations in Figure 2
For the first few thousand turns IBS rates from zero
through 100 times the nominal rate all yield the same rms
emittance growth. After that the emittance growth rate depends weakly on the IBS rate. This effect as well as the
detailed dependence of early emittance growth on various
dynamical parameters can be explained.
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THEORY
Simulations have shown that only a single transverse dimension is needed so we consider the Hamiltonian

x2
Qx  2
p + x 2 + δ p (θ)a2 ∆ψ x (τ) ln *1 + 2 + ,
2
a ,
(1)
where we use azimuth θ as the time-like variable, a is the
nominal radius of the electron beam, τ = τ(θ) is the arrival
time of the ion relative to the synchronous particle, x and p
are the transverse position and momentum variables, ∆ψ x (τ)
is the space charge induced, betatron phase shift of the ions
from the electrons, and
H (x, p) =

δ p (θ) =

∞
X

k=−∞

δ(θ − 2πk) =

∞
X

m=0
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where ∆Q x is the maximum tune shift and C(τ) is the ratio
of electron current to peak electron current. To solve (7) we
define
√
√
x̃ = 2J cos Ψ, p̃ = − 2J sin Ψ, δ = 2nQ x − p.
Also let

√
ǫ (J) = 2n∆Q x an (J)/ 2J.

With these definitions

δ 2
x̃ + p̃2 + x̃C(τ)ǫ (J).
2

H2 ( x̃, p̃) =

(8)

The equations of motion are

cos(mθ)
,
(1 + δ m,0 )π

d x̃
∂H2
=
= δ p̃ + x̃ p̃ǫ ′ (J)C(τ)
dθ
∂ p̃

(9)

where δ m,0 is the Kronecker
delta. First
√
√ we use action angle
variables with x = 2J cos ψ, p = − 2J sin ψ yielding.

∂H2
d p̃
=−
= −δ x̃ − ǫ (J)C(τ) − x̃ 2 ǫ ′ (J)C(τ). (10)
dθ
∂ x̃

2J cos2 ψ
+ (2)
H (ψ, J) = Q x J + δ p (θ)a2 ∆ψ x (τ) ln *1 +
a2
,
∞
X
an (J) cos(2nψ). (3)
= Q x J + δ p (θ)∆ψ x (τ)

We will solve (9) and (10) approximately. The zeroeth order
approximation is to ignore the terms proportional to x̃ p̃ and
x̃ 2 , and the first order approximation is to take x̃ 2 ≈ J. Note
that J will evolve slowly for weak driving terms. Define
u = p̃ + i x̃ and approximate

n=0

du

For n = 0 we find [3]

dθ
a0 (J) = a2 ln *
,

For n > 0

p

1 + J/a2 + 1 + 2J/a2 +
.
2
-

(4)
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H1 (ψ, J) = Q x J + δ p (θ)∆ψ x (τ)an (J) cos(2nψ).

(6)

This Hamiltonian is straight forward to simulate but the delta
function makes it difficult analytically.
To proceed take the slow approximation with
δ p (θ) cos(2nψ) ≈

cos(2nψ − pθ)
,
2π

where p is chosen to minimize |p − 2nQ x |. Next do a scale
transformation with Ψ = 2nψ − pθ. The action variable is
unchanged. The new Hamiltonian is
H2 (Ψ, J) = (2nQ x − p) J + 2n∆Q x C(τ)an (J) cos Ψ, (7)
834

C(τ) =

(5)

The detuning term in the Hamiltonian increases without
bound as J increases but the change in tune will be quite
small. The other terms an (J) are bounded by 2a2 /n so the
driving terms saturate with betatron amplitude. We will be
examining resonant behavior with small driving terms so
we consider a single betatron harmonic

(11)

where we allow for two approximations with α0 = ǫ (J0 )
or α1 = ǫ (J0 ) + J0 ǫ ′ (J0 ); J0 is the initial value of J. To
proceed we take

n

+/
−J/a2
−2a2 *.
an (J) =
q
.
/ .
n
2
2
1
+
J/a
+
1
+
2J/a
,
-

= iδu − α q C(τ),

∞
X

Cm ( τ̂) cos(mψ s (θ)),

(12)

m=0

where τ̂ is the synchrotron amplitude and ψ s is the synchrotron phase. It is clear that the variation in τ̂ leads to
changes in synchrotron frequency and subsequently the synchrotron phase, but the phase variations are bound to swamp
any small variations in Cm . Hence we assume that τ̂ remains
constant and that ψ s is a random variable. Integrating (11)
one gets
∆u = u(θ) − u0 eiδθ
Zθ
∞
X
=−
dθ 1 eiδ(θ − θ 1 ) α q
Cm ( τ̂) cos(mψ s,1 ),
m=0

0

where ψ s,1 = ψ s (θ 1 ). To characterize emittance growth
note that u0 is uncorrelated with ∆u and take < |∆u(θ)| 2 >
where angular brackets denote statistical averages,
< |∆u(θ)| 2 >= α 2q
P

Rθ
0

dθ 1

Rθ

dθ 2 eiδ(θ 2 − θ 1 )

0

Cm Ck < cos(mψ s,1 ) cos(kψ s,2 ) > .

(13)

m, k
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Now we have
dθ 1 Q s (θ 1 ),

0

where ψ s (0) is distributed uniformly on [0, 2π) and Q s (θ)
is the time dependent synchrotron tune. We approximate the
synchrotron tune as a stationary random variable. Averaging
over ψ s (0) only the terms with m = k survive. Define
χ = θ 2 − θ 1 so that
< |∆u(θ)| 2 >= α 2q

Rθ

−θ

dχ(θ − | χ|)eiδ χ

R χ
C2
(1 + δ m,0 ) m < cos[m 0 Q s ( χ1 )dχ1 ] > . (14)
2
m=0
∞
P

In (14) we need to evaluate the expectation value of the
cosine term. The synchrotron tune varies over the IBS time
which is much longer than any correlation time. Therefore
the expectation value is totally dominated by fluctuations in
the initial value of Q s and is unaffected by any fluctuations
in Q s that occur on [0, χ]. Additionally we will assume that
Q s is a gaussian random variable with mean Q̄ s and standard
deviation σ s . Then
Z χ
2 2 2
< cos[m
Q s ( χ1 )dχ1 ] >= cos(mQ̄ s χ)e − m σ s χ /2
0

> 1% while IBS
The spread in synchrotron tune is typically ∼
timescales are several minutes. For m > 0 the argument of
the exponential will be very large for values of χ that are
short compared to IBS timescales, verifying the previous
assumption. This explains the behavior in Figure 2. For
early times the emittance growth only depends on the initial variation in Q s . After the resonant particles reach large
amplitude they saturate and for the emittance to continue
growing other particles must become resonant. This refreshing of the resonant reservoir is due to IBS. As long as the
IBS is sufficiently fast the reservoir is always full and the
growth in rms is steady.
For θσ s ≫ 1 and δ , 0, < |∆u(θ)| 2 > grows linearly
with θ
R∞
d < |∆u(θ)| 2 >
≡< |∆u(θ)| 2 > ′= α 2q
dχ
dθ
−∞
2 2 2
∞ C2
P
m
cos(mQ̄ s χ)e − m σ s χ /2 + iδ χ .
2
m=1

(15)

Notice that the m = 0 term is absent in (15). This is because
we assume δ , 0. Otherwise the m = 0 term would grow as
θ 2 and lead to unacceptable growth. The integrals in (15)
over χ are straightforward and naturally break into two terms
< |∆u(θ)| 2 > ′=< |∆u(θ)|−2 > ′ + < |∆u(θ)|+2 > ′
with
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(16)

√

 mQ̄ ± δ  2
s
 +/


4mσ
mσ
s
s 
m=1

(17)
Equations (16) and (17) are the main results. To test them we
will use C(τ) = 1/(1 + τ 2 ). With τ = τ̂ sin ψ s only the even
terms in equation (12) are nonzero. The fourier coefficients
can be found in closed form [3]
<

|∆u(θ)|±2

′

>=

α 2q

∞
X

2
2πCm

1
exp *.−
2
,

p
2m
1 − 1 − z2 +
*
.
/ ,
C2m ( τ̂) =
p
z
(1 + τ̂ 2 /2) 1 − z 2 ,
2

(18)

where z = τ̂ 2 /(2 + τ̂ 2 ).

COMPARISON WITH SIMULATIONS
A code was written to simulate (6). To maximize resolution all the simulation particles start with the same values of
J and τ̂. The synchrotron motion was modeled as a random
process with the tunes modeled as identical, independently
distributed gaussian processes updated once per turn
ψ̄ s = ψ s + 2π[Q̄ s + q]
√
q̄ = rq + σ s 1 − r 2 n,

(19)
(20)

where 0 ≤ r ≤ 1 defines the correlation time scale, n is a
zero mean unit standard deviation gaussian deviate, and the
overbars denote updated values.
The update for the thin lens kick of the electrons on the
ions was done using a canonical transformation of Goldstein’s 3rd type [4]. The initial variables are J, ψ and
the updated variables are J,¯ ψ̄ with generator F (J, ψ̄) =
∆ψ x (τ)an (J) cos(2nψ̄)
∂F (J, ψ̄)
∂J

(21)

∂F (J, ψ̄)
.
J¯ = J −
∂ ψ̄

(22)

ψ̄ = ψ +

Equation (21) was solved iteratively with
ψ̄ n+1 = ψ + ∆ψ x (τ)an′ (J) cos(2nψ̄ n )
and ψ̄0 = ψ. For our purposes n = 5 was completely adequate. Figure 4 shows initial and final transverse coordinates
of a typical simulation and Figure 5 shows the rms emittance
versus turn. We go on to compare these simulations with
equations (16) and (17).
Figure 6 Shows growth rate from simulations for betatron
harmonic n = 2 along with the analytic estimates and a simulation using the full Hamiltonian in equation (1). The only
place a significant discrepancy exists is at the extreme left for
small Q x . Here the simulation using the full Hamiltonian
appears to fix on a different resonance yielding a significantly larger growth rate. Other than that the techniques are
all within a factor of 2. We go on to focus on the analytic
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Figure 4: Initial (blue) and final (red) particle coordinates
for a simulation with 104 particles.
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Figure 6: Emittance growth rates for n = 1, J = 2a2 , τ̂ = 3
as a function of betatron tune. The formulas for α0 , α1 and
a simulation using the full Hamiltonian in eq (1) are also
shown.
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estimates and simulations using a single betatron harmonic.
Figure 7 and 8 show results for betatron harmonic n = 1
with different values of synchrotron amplitude τ̂. Figure 9
shows growth as a function of τ̂ for n = 2 with other parameters fixed.For all these cases the betatron amplitude was
fairly low. Figure 10 shows what can happen for betatron
amplitudes large compared to the electron beam radius. In
any case one can see that the formula and simulations give
quantitatively comparable results so that equations (16) and
(17) can be used for reliable factor of 2 estimates.
While the effect pointed out in this paper is relevant for
LEReC it does not destroy cooling. Figures 11 and 12 show
detailed simulations [2] of the transverse ion emittance versus time for a range of possible LEReC paramters with the
nominal case being “A” for both. In general the cooling is
reduced by still significant. Comparing case B with case A it
might be advantagous to reduce the laser spot size reducing
both emittance and bunch charge by the same factor.
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Figure 7: Emittance growth rates for n = 1, J = a2 /2, τ̂ = 3
as a function of betatron tune. The formula for α0 and α1
bracket the simulation.
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C, σp = 8 × 10−4 , ǫ = 2 µm, Qe = 130 pC;
D, σp = 8 × 10−4 , ǫ = 1 µm, Qe = 65 pC.
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Figure 9: Emittance growth rates for n = 2, J = a2 /2 versus
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Figure 10: Emittance
√ growth rates for n = 2, τ̂ = 30 as a
function of x 0 = 2J/a. For large betatron amplitudes the
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Figure 12: Ion emittance versus time for γ = 6. The thick
lines show the predicted behavior while the thin lines neglect
the coherent kicks from the electrons. There are four cases
with different rms momentum spread σ p , rms normalized
emittance ǫ and electron bunch charge Q e . The stated electron bunch charge was used for the coherent kick while the
charge used for cooling was 30% less.
A, σp = 4 × 10−4 , ǫ = 2 µm, Qe = 156 pC;
B, σp = 4 × 10−4 , ǫ = 1 µm, Qe = 78 pC;
C, σp = 8 × 10−4 , ǫ = 2 µm, Qe = 156 pC;
D, σp = 8 × 10−4 , ǫ = 1 µm, Qe = 78 pC.
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START-TO-END BEAM DYNAMICS OPTIMIZATION OF X-RAY FEL
LIGHT SOURCE ACCELERATORS*
J. Qiang#, LBNL, Berkeley, CA, 94720, USA
Abstract
State-of-the-art tools have been developed that allow
start-to-end modeling of the beam formation at the
cathode, to its transport, acceleration, and delivery to the
undulator. Algorithms are based on first principles,
enabling the capture of detailed physics such as shot-noise
driven micro-bunching instabilities. The most recent
generation of the IMPACT code, using multi-level
parallelization on massively parallel supercomputers, now
enables multi-objective parametric optimization. This is
facilitated by recent advances such as the unified
differential evolution algorithm. The most recent
developments will be described, together with
applications to the modeling of LCLS-II.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
High brightness, coherent x-ray free electron laser
(FEL) light sources provide an invaluable tool for
scientific discovery in biology, chemistry, physics, and
material science. Most of these FEL light sources use an
accelerator beam delivery system to generate high quality
electron beam needed for coherent x-ray radiation in an
undulator. In order to achieve the desired electron beam
quality within a reasonable cost, the accelerator system
needs to be carefully designed. Typically, the accelerator
system consists of a photo-injector as a front end to
produce a high brightness electron beam, a linear
accelerator (or equivalent accelerator) to accelerate the
electron beam to the designed energy and to compress the
beam to high peak current, and a final beam transport
system to deliver the beam for different radiation
undulator stations. As the quality of the electron beam
such as emittance, peak current, energy spread plays a
critical role in the production of the coherent x-ray
radiation, it is important to optimize the electron beam
quality during the accelerator design. In past studies, the
accelerator design was typically divided into two sections,
the injector section and the linear accelerator (linac)
section. The injector was designed using the theory of
space-charge emittance compensation and the multiobjective beam dynamics optimization [1-8]. After the
injector optimization, an optimal solution from the
injector output was selected as an input to the downstream
linear accelerator. Using the electron beam information
from the injector, the linear accelerator was then designed
using analytical model, single pass tracking, and multiobjective optimization [9-12]. However, it turns out that
final beam quality does not only depend on the linear
accelerator settings, but also depend on the initial electron
beam distribution. An optimal solution from the injector
___________________________________________
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does not necessarily mean the best solution for the final
beam quality. For example, the final electron beam
longitudinal phase space distribution does not depend
only on the peak current of the electron beam out of the
injector, but also on its longitudinal phase space
distribution. A highly nonlinear phase space distribution
cannot be easily compressed in the linac to a high peak
current at the end of the accelerator. In this paper, we
report on start-to-end beam dynamics optimization using a
multi-objective global optimization method and show an
application to a future x-ray FEL light source LCLS-II
accelerator design.

PARALLEL MULTI-OBJECTIVE
OPTIMIZATION METHOD
In accelerator community, multi-objective genetic
algorithm (MOGA) such as NSGA-II has been widely
used for beam dynamics optimization [13]. In this study,
we developed a new multi-objective optimization
algorithm based on a differential evolution method. The
differential evolution method is a simple yet efficient
population-based, stochastic, evolutionary algorithm for
global parameter optimization [14]. In a number of
studies, the differential evolution algorithm performed
effectively in comparison to several stochastic
optimization methods such as simulated annealing,
controlled random search, evolutionary programming, the
particle swarm method, and genetic algorithm [14-16].
The differential evolution algorithm starts with a
population initialization. A group of NP solutions in the
control parameter space is randomly generated to form the
initial population. This initial population can be generated
by sampling from a uniform distribution within the
parameter space if no prior information about the optimal
solution is available, or by sampling from a known
distribution (e.g., Gaussian) if some prior information is
available. After initialization, the differential evolution
algorithm updates the population from one generation to
the next generation until reaching a convergence
condition or until the maximum number of function
evaluations is reached. At each generation, the update step
consists of three operations: mutation, crossover, and
selection. The mutation and the crossover operations
produce new candidates for the next generation
population and the selection operation is used to select
among these candidates the appropriate solutions to be
included in the next generation. During the mutation
operation stage, for each population member (target
vector) xi, i = 1, 2, 3, • • • ,NP at generation G, a new
mutant vector vi is generated by following a mutation
strategy. In past studies, multiple mutation strategies
(>10) were proposed in the literature.
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The use of multiple mutation strategies makes the
differential evolution algorithm complicated to implement
and use appropriately. In recent study, we developed a
new adaptive unified differential evolution (AuDE)
algorithm for global optimization [17]. The unified
mutation strategy can be written as:
This algorithm uses only a single mutation expression, but
encompasses almost all commonly-used mutation
strategies as special cases. It is mathematically simpler
than the conventional algorithm with its multiple mutation
strategies, and also provides users the flexibility to
explore new combinations of conventional mutation
strategies during optimization. This single unified
mutation strategy is further tuned to improve the
performance by using only three control parameters
instead of four control parameters in the original unified
algorithm [18]. Figure 1 shows the error of an objective
function evolution with the newly tuned adaptive unified
differential evolution algorithm (AuDE3) together with
several conventionally used differential evolution
algorithms using a noisy shifted Schwefel’s problem 1.2
as a test function. The tuned unified differential evolution
algorithm out performs the other three algorithms in this
example.

WEA3IO02

external storage can be summarized in the following
steps:
•
Step 0: Define the minimum parent size, NPmin
and the maximum size, NPmax of the parent population.
Define the maximum size of the external storage, NPext.
•
Step 1: An initial population of NPini parameter
vectors is chosen randomly to cover the entire solution
space.
•
Step 2: Generate the offspring population using
the adaptive unified differential evolutionary algorithm.
•
Step 3: Check the new population against
boundary conditions and constraints.
•
Step 4: Combine the new population with the
existing parent population from the external storage. Nondominated solutions (Ndom) are found from this group of
solutions and min(Ndom, NPext) of solutions are put back
into external storage. Pruning is used if Ndom > NPext.
NP parent solutions are selected from this group of
solutions for next generation production. If NPmin ≤
Ndom ≤ NPmax, NP = Ndom. Otherwise, NP = NPmin if
Ndom < NPmin and NP = NPmax if Ndom > NPmax. The
elitism is emphasized through keeping the non-dominated
solutions while the diversity is maintained by penalizing
the over-crowded solutions through pruning.
•
Step 5: If the stopping condition is met, stop.
Otherwise, return to Step 2.
As a test of above algorithm, we used the following two
objective functions, which are to be minimized:

Fig. 1: The error of the objective as a function of number
generation from the unified differential evolution
algorithm (AuDE3), the conventional /rand/1/bin,
/best/1/bin and jDE algorithms.
In many accelerator applications, one needs to optimize
more than one objective function. The goal of multiobjective optimization is to find the Pareto front in the
objective function solution space. The Pareto optimal
front is a collection of all non-dominated solutions in the
whole feasible solution space. Any other solution in the
feasible solution space will be dominated by those
solutions on the Pareto optimal front. In the multiobjective optimization, a solution A is said to dominate a
solution B if all components of A are at least as good as
those of B (with at least one component strictly better).
The solution A is non-dominated if it is not dominated by
any solution within the group. In this study, we have
developed a new parallel multi-objective differential
evolution algorithm with variable population size and
external storage. The algorithm in each generation and
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The final optimal Pareto front from both the numerical
solution and the analytical solution is shown in Fig. 2.
Figure 3 also shows the distance to the Pareto front as a
function of the number of objective function evaluations
from the above algorithm and the widely used genetic
algorithm NSGA-II. It is seen that new proposed
algorithm (called “variation population with external
storage differential evolution algorithm” or VPES) can be
significantly faster than the widely used genetic
algorithm.
One advantage of the evolutionary based optimization
algorithm is that it is very easy to be parallelized on multiprocessor high performance computer. Here, we have
used a multi-group method in which the population is
uniformly distributed among the total number of groups.
Each single group of processors is used for one objective
function evaluation using the parallel beam dynamics
simulation. This two-level parallelization method makes
the start-to-end simulation scalable on a supercomputer
with a large number of processors.
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The optimal Pareto front for these two objectives is:
=1−
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Fig. 2: The Pareto optimal front from the VPES and
analytical solution.

Fig. 3: Distance to the analytical Pareto front from the
VPES and the NGSA-II algorithm.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

START-TO-END BEAM DYNAMICS
OPTIMIZATION
The start-to-end beam dynamics simulations presented
in this study were done using a 3D parallel beam
dynamics simulation framework IMPACT [19-21]. It
includes a time-dependent 3D space-charge code module
IMPACT-T for injector modeling and a positiondependent 3D space-charge code module for linac and
beam transport system model. The simulation starts from
the generation of photo-electrons at the photo-cathode
following the initial laser pulse distribution and the given
initial thermal emittance. The electron macroparticles out
of the cathode will be subject to both the external fields
from a DC/RF gun and solenoid, and the spacecharge/image charge fields from the Coulomb interaction
of the particles among themselves. After exiting from the
injector, the electron macroparticle will transport through
a linear accelerator and beam transport system that
includes laser heater, bunch compressors, accelerating RF
cavities, harmonic linearizer, and magnetic focusing
elements. Besides the 3D space-charge effects, the
simulation also includes coherent synchrotron radiation
(CSR) effects through a bending magnet, incoherent
synchrotron radiation inside the bending magnet, RF
cavity structure wakefield, and resistive wall wakefield.
The start-to-end beam dynamics simulation is
integrated with the parallel multi-objective optimization
program described above. Figure 4 shows a schematic
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plot of the global optimization including both the injector
control parameters and the linac control parameters in the
start-to-end beam dynamics optimization. Here, the startto-end simulation is treated as an objective function in the
parallel multi-objective optimizer. The parallel optimizer
will call the IMPACT simulation by passing the injector
control parameters and the linac control parameters into
the objective function. The injector control parameters
normally include laser pulse transverse size and length,
RF gun amplitude and phase, solenoid strength, buncher
and boosting cavity amplitudes and phases. The linac
control parameters include linac section 1 cavity
amplitude and phase, harmonic linearizer amplitude and
phase, bunch compressor 1 bending angle, linac section 2
cavity amplitude and phase, bunch compressor 2 bending
angle, and so on. There can be more than 20 total number
of control parameters for the global optimization. Instead
of starting with direct global optimization in the entire
control parameter space, we start the optimization with
reduced control parameter space that contains only the
injector control parameters. The two objective functions,
final project transverse emittance and rms bunch length
(directly related to peak current) at the exit of the injector
are optimized subject to a number of constraints. These
constraints are final electron beam energy, beam energy
chirp, longitudinal phase space nonlinearity, and so on.
After a Pareto optimal front is found for these two
objective functions at the exit of the injector, these
optimal injector control parameters are combined with
some randomly sampled control parameter solutions in
the linac. Using the optimal injector control parameters as
a partial initial component in the global control parameter
solution significantly saves the computational time and
speeds up the convergence of the final global solution.
During the global beam dynamics optimization, one of the
objective (transverse emittance) from the original injector
optimization becomes a constraint to the new objective
functions. Those solutions at the exit of the injector that
can not satisfy this constraint for final start-to-end
optimization will be automatically excluded at the
beginning of the global optimization. For the global beam
dynamics optimization, in the linac section, we decouple
the electron beam dynamics in the transverse direction
from that in the longitudinal direction. This is because at
this energy, the longitudinal bunch length is mostly
frozen, the final longitudinal phase space is primarily
determined by the linac RF settings, bunch compressor
settings, and longitudinal collective effects such as
longitudinal space-charge effects, longitudinal wakefields,
and coherent synchrotron radiation. The transverse beam
dynamics is primarily determined by the lattice matching
and transverse space charge effect, and CSR. In the
transverse direction, we would like to minimize the
emittance growth in the linac. In the longitudinal
direction, we would like to attain a higher peak current
with flatter longitudinal phase space. Two objective
functions are defined for the global longitudinal beam
dynamics optimization. These two functions are fraction
of charge and rms energy spread inside a given
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longitudinal window. The output from the injector such as
energy, emittance, and energy spread are used as
constraints for the global optimization. Besides the
constraint at the exit of the injector, we also put
constraints at the final linac output such as energy, peak
current etc. After the global longitudinal beam dynamics
optimization is done, the transverse emittance growth in
the linac is minimized through transverse beam dynamics
optimization by retuning a number of quadrupole settings
along the linac including the transverse space-charge and
CSR effects.

WEA3IO02

laser pulse flat-top length, VHF gun RF phase, buncher
cavity amplitude and phase, two solenoid strengths, the 1st
boosting cavity amplitude and phase, and the 2nd boosting
cavity amplitude and phase and the last cavity phase. The
10 control parameters in the linac are the linac section one
amplitude and phase, 3rd harmonic cavity amplitude and
phase, bending angle in bunch compressor one, linac
section two amplitude and phase, bending angle in bunch
compressor two, and linac amplitude and phase.
We first did two objective optimization of the injector
design with the 12 control parameters. These two
objectives are final rms emittance and rms bunch length.
Figure 5 shows the Parato front of these two objectives
from the injector optimization. Here, we have set a final
peak current to be lower than 20 A, final rms emittance to
be less than 1 um, final electron beam energy to be greater
than 85 MeV, final rms energy spread to be less than 100
keV. It is seen that the rms emittance approaches to 0.1
um with the rms bunch length close to 1 mm. The
simulation was done using 10,000 macroparticles with
32x32x64 grid points.

Fig. 4: A schematic diagram of the global beam dynamics
optimization.

As an application, we applied the above global multiobjective beam dynamics optimization tool to an LCLS-II
design optimization with a 20 pC charge. The LCLS-II is
a high repetition rate (1 MHz) x-ray FEL that will deliver
photons of energy between 200 eV and 5 keV [22-23]. It
consists of a high repetition rate photo-injector to generate
and accelerate the electron beam to about 100 MeV, a
laser heater (LH) to suppress microbunching instability, a
section of superconducting linac L1 to accelerate the
beam to 250 MeV, a bunch compressor BC1, a second
section of superconducting linac L2 to accelerate the
beam to 1.6 GeV, a bunch compressor BC2, and a third
section of superconducting linac L3 to accelerate the
beam to 4 GeV, a long bypass transport line, and a
magnetic kicker to spread the electron beam to a soft xray transport beam line and to a hard x-ray transport beam
line. The superconduting linacs in all three sections are
made of 1.3 GHz 9 cell superconducting cavities except
the two cryomodules of 3.9 GHz third harmonic cavities
right before the BC1 to linearize longitudinal phase space.
For the global longitudinal beam dynamics optimization
of this accelerator, we have defined 22 control
parameters: 12 in the injector, 10 in the linac. The 12
control parameters in the injector are laser transverse size,
___________________________________________
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Fig. 5: The Pareto front of the injector beam dynamics
optimization.
In most previous studies, a solution is selected from this
Pareto front as the solution of the injector. Using this
solution from the injector as an initial distribution, the
linac optimization is carried out to find the best solution at
the end of the accelerator. In this study, instead of using a
single solution from the above Pareto front, we combined
the 12 control parameters of these solutions together with
the 10 linac control parameters that randomly sampled
from the allowed solution space as the first generation of
the global start-to-end multi-objective longitudinal beam
dynamics optimization. Figure 6 shows the Pareto front of
the two objective functions from the global optimization.
These two objective functions are the negative fraction of
charge inside and the rms energy spread inside a window
between -7 and 9 um. In this plot, we also show the Pareto
front from only the linac optimization using the solution
from the injector as an initial distribution. It is seen that
the Pareto front from the global is significantly better than
that from the linac only optimization. For the same
amount of charge inside the window, the global solution
has 40% less energy spread in some region. For the same
level of the final rms energy spread, the global solution
has 15% larger amount of charge. In this simulation,
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besides those constraints for the beam at the exit of the
injector, we also put constraints on the final beam energy
to be greater than 3.9 GeV, final rms energy spread to be
less than 2.5 MeV, fraction of charge inside the window
between 0.3 and 0.9.

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we reported on a global start-to-end
beam dynamics multi-objective optimization method for
x-ray FEL accelerator design. Using the recently
developed parallel variable population with external
storage multi-objective differential evolution algorithm
and together with the start-to-end parallel beam dynamics
simulation, we have shown in an LCLS-II design example
that the global optimization including control parameters
for both the injector and the linac can result in a better
optimal solution than the linac only optimization using an
optimal solution from the injector.
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IMPEDANCE CHARACTERIZATION AND COLLECTIVE EFFECTS IN
THE MAX IV 3 GeV RING∗
F. J. Cullinan† , R. Nagaoka, Synchrotron SOLEIL, 91192 Gif-sur-Yvette, France
G. Skripka, Å. Andersson, P. F. Tavares,
MAX IV Laboratory, Lund University, SE-221 00 Lund, Sweden

Collective instabilities in the MAX IV 3 GeV storage ring
are enhanced by combination of high beam current, ultralow
emittance and small vacuum chamber aperture. To mitigate instabilities by Landau damping and improve lifetime
three passive harmonic cavities are installed to introduce synchrotron tune spread and bunch lengthening respectively. We
present the results of the studies of collective effects driven
by the machine impedance. Bunch lengthening and detuning
were measured to characterize the machine impedance and
estimate the effect of the harmonic cavity potential. Investigations of collective effects as a function of parameters such
as beam current and chromaticity are discussed.

INTRODUCTION
The study of collective effects in a particle accelerator is of
high importance because they can lead to a deterioration in
the machine performance. The MAX IV 3 GeV machine [1]
is based on a multibend achromat lattice where the emittance is pushed down to a bare-lattice value of 0.33 nm rad,
which is further reduced to 0.2 nm rad when loaded with insertion devices. Achieving such a small emittance requires
strong-focusing, small-bore magnets which necessitate the
use of a small nominal vacuum chamber aperture (11 mm
radius). This, in turn, leads to a large machine impedance
and enhanced collective effects.
Numerical characterization of beam instabilities is typically done using an impedance model describing the machine in the frequency domain followed by particle tracking
accounting for this impedance.
In this paper we present the first experimental results of
longitudinal and transverse instability studies on the MAX
IV 3 GeV machine and compare them to numerical results
obtained with the particle tracking code mbtrack [2]. The
geometric impedance model of the complete MAX IV 3 GeV
ring was created and processed to be used in the tracking.
Description of the machine impedance budget and simulations of possible longitudinal and transverse instabilities can
be found in [3] and [4]. Here we will compare the results to
measured values for the potential-well bunch lengthening
and tune shift with bunch current and discuss the TMCI,
∗

†
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head-tail, resistive-wall and ion-driven instabilities present
in the machine.
The MAX IV 3 GeV ring is equipped with a diagnostic
beam line for beam size measurements [5] using the visible
synchrotron radiation emitted from the center of a dipole
magnet. This beam line was used for the bunch length measurements presented below and for observation of the transverse beam profile and any beam blow-up indicating that
the beam is unstable. For more accurate measurements of
transverse instabilities, the bunch-by-bunch feedback system from Dimtel [6] was used as a diagnostic tool. At the
time of the measurements, only two in-vacuum insertion devices were installed and these were left in the open position.
Round vacuum chambers were installed at all other straight
sections.

LONGITUDINAL SINGLE-BUNCH
A single, high-current bunch was obtained by injecting a
train of nine bunches into the ring and then using the bunchby-bunch feedback system to clean eight and leave only one
bucket filled. By using an optical sampling oscilloscope
resolving the time structure of synchrotron light, the bunch
length could be measured as the current was decreased in
steps by scraping. The synchrotron tune was measured to
be 0.00157 and the other parameters of the MAX IV 3 GeV
ring were assumed to be at their design values during the
experiment, i.e. momentum compaction α c = 3.07 × 10−4
and energy spread σ E = 7.82 × 10−4 .
The measured bunch lengthening due to potential well
distortion is presented in Figure 1 and compared to simulation. The length of each error bar is equal to the standard
●
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Figure 1: Bunch length vs. current: measurements in magenta (set of five measurements), simulations with mbtrack
with full numerical machine impedance in red and fit including a single broadband resonator in blue.
deviation of 5 bunch length measurements using the oscillo-
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scope. The red dots are the tracking results with the resistive
wall impedance and the numerical model of longitudinal
impedance obtained from simulations with the GdfidL electromagnetic field solver [7] included. The blue line is a fitted
bunch-lengthening curve where the geometric impedance is
reproduced by a single broadband resonator at 6 GHz with
a quality factor of unity and a shunt impedance of 732 Ω.
The resonant frequency was chosen to be at 6 GHz since a
number of clear resonances was seen around this frequency
in the numerical impedance data.

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

around the vertical betatron tune. In this configuration, at
certain currents, multiple peaks could be seen in the BPM
spectrum and the frequencies at which these peaks occurred
were measured. Figure 3 shows the peak frequencies for the

TRANSVERSE SINGLE-BUNCH
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The shift of the vertical coherent tune with bunch current
was measured at low vertical chromaticity (0.25). As in the
bunch length measurements, a train of nine bunches was
initially injected and then all but one was cleaned out using
the bunch-by-bunch feedback system. The feedback was
then used to damp the beam oscillations. This results in a
notch in the Fourier transform of the turn-by-turn position
measurements of the single bunch and this notch is at the
betatron frequency. Figure 2 shows the detuning measured

Figure 2: Tune as measured using the bunch-by-bunch feedback system as a function of single bunch current at low
chromaticity.
as a function of the beam current compared to macroparticle
tracking of the zero chromaticity case using mbtrack and the
impedance model calculated using GdfidL. The tune shift
obtained experimentally, −0.481 ± 0.002 A−1 , is a factor of
1.8 larger than the one obtained in tracking, a similar level
of discrepancy as in the longitudinal plane, see previous
section. Furthermore, the macroparticle tracking predicts
a transverse mode-coupling instability (TMCI) at a single
bunch current of 5.5 mA, about where the total tune shift
reaches one synchrotron tune. No signs of TMCI (beam loss,
hard limit on accumulated current) were seen in experiment
despite the impedance being larger than predicted.
In order to make the higher-order head-tail modes visible
in the BPM spectra, the chromaticity was increased, first to
0.70 and then to 1.15. The bunch-by-bunch feedback system
was then used to drive the beam at a range of frequencies

Figure 3: Peak frequencies as measured using an excitation
around the betatron frequency for different bunch currents
at a vertical chromaticity of 0.7.
chromaticity of 0.7. The observed head-tail modes can be
identified from their peak frequencies at low current, as they
are each separated from the dominant, betatron tune line by
their order multiplied by synchrotron tune. The detuning of
the zeroth order head-tail mode with bunch current is similar
to in the low chromaticity case. Conversely, the frequency
of the -1 head-tail mode stays almost constant and so, when
the zeroth order head-tail mode has been detuned by about
one synchrotron tune, the frequencies of the two modes are
the same. This occurs at a current between 2 and 3 mA.
Nevertheless, no obvious signs of TMCI are observed and
it is still possible to inject above this current. Provided that
the bunch lengthening, as measured and presented above, is
taken into account, the shifts in the frequencies of the -1 and
0 head-tail modes are well reproduced by mode-coupling
theory [8] for the resistive wall impedance plus a resonator at
6 GHz of shunt impedance 360 Ω mm−1 and a quality factor
of unity. This resonator accounts for the impedance missing
in the numerical model evaluated using GdfidL but the two
cannot be directly compared since the latter contains multiple
broadband resonators. In the current range considered, the
growth times predicted by the theory are in the same order
of magnitude as the radiation damping time, suggesting that
decoherence, and in particular, the amplitude-dependent
tune shift could be preventing a clear observation of the
expected instability,

TRANSVERSE MULTIBUNCH
As may be anticipated during the conditioning phase of
the vacuum system, ion-driven instabilities have been observed during multibunch operation at currents as low as
40 mA. Data from bunch-by-bunch, turn-by-turn diagnostics was decomposed into coupled-bunch modes and the
5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields
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typical symptoms of an ion-driven instability (nonexponential growth of a wide band of coupled-bunch modes of low,
negative frequency followed by saturation at an amplitude
of a few micrometers) were confirmed. Uneven filling patterns were then experimented with until these features were
successfully suppressed by the clearing of ions between
bunch trains. Initially, a filling consisting of five trains of 25
bunches with four gaps of 10 RF buckets and one of 11 RF
buckets was tried but this was found to be insufficient. Introducing a 3 bunch gap into the middle of each of these trains
using bunch-cleaning sufficiently suppressed the ion-driven
instabilities so that the resistive wall instability could be measured. Figure 4 shows the coupled-bunch mode spectra of a
Figure 5: Amplitude of the -1 coupled-bunch mode with the
bunch-by-bunch feedback turned off for the first 100 ms and
then turned on again.
can be explained by the slightly positive chromaticity during
the measurement.

Figure 4: Coupled-bunch mode spectra for two filling patterns: a uniform fill of 47 mA and 52 mA in a fill of ten
bunch trains with gaps between them of 3, 10 or 11 bunches.
uniform bunch filling pattern at 47 mA and the filling pattern described above at a current of 53 mA. The large, broad
peak that is due to the ion-driven instablity is successfully
supressed leaving coupled-bunch mode -1, whose presence
suggests a resistive-wall instability, and other coupled-bunch
modes that can be attributed to the uneven filling pattern.
With the uneven filling pattern and close to zero chromaticity (0.28), a grow-damp measurement, where the bunch-bybunch feedback system is switched off for a period of 100 ms
and then turned back on, was performed. Figure 5 shows the
amplitude of the -1 coupled-bunch mode during the measurement. Although the oscillation amplitude reached in 100 ms
was very small, the exponential growth in the amplitude of
the coupled-bunch mode is clear and can be measured. A
fit to the natural logarithm of the data gives a growth time
of 31.6 ms. Assuming the theoretically-predicted radiation
damping time of 29 ms in the vertical plane and a growth rate
proportional to the beam current, an estimate of 27.4 mA
can be obtained for the threshold current of the resistivewall instability. This is around 20 % larger than the values
of 21.6 mA previously predicted using frequency domain
calculations and 21.9 mA using macroparticle tracking with
no longitudinal impedance included [9]. This discrepancy

The first measurements of collective effects in the
MAX IV 3 GeV ring have been made. In the longitudinal plane, the bunch lengthening with bunch current was
measured using the synchrotron radiation from a bending
magnet. The effect is significantly larger than predicted in
simulation. In the transverse plane, the vertical tune shift
with bunch current was measured and compared to simulation and a similar discrepancy was found. It is probable
that the unidentified source of impedance accounting for this
discrepancy is the same in both planes. At higher chromaticity, the frequencies of multiple head-tail modes were also
followed as a function of bunch current. The zeroth order
head-tail mode appears to merge in frequency with head-tail
mode -1 at a current between 2 and 3 mA but no obvious
signs of TMCI are observed, possibly due to decoherence effects. Ion-driven instabilities have been seen during multiplebunch filling modes. A filling mode was found where the
ion-driven instability was suppressed and the growth rate
of the resistive-wall instability could be measured. This
should be repeated at different values of chromaticity and
with the harmonic cavities tuned in as the effect of harmonic
cavities on the evolution of the resistive-wall instability with
chromaticity is predicted to be large [9]. In any case, the
resistive-wall instability does not limit the beam current; up
to 200 mA has been accumulated in uniform filling without
the use of the bunch-by-bunch feedback system.
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The Facility for Rare Isotope Beams' heavy ion continuous-wave (CW) linac extends superconducting RF to
low beam energy of 500 keV/u. 332 low-beta cavities are
housed in 48 cryomodules. Technical development of
high performance subsystems including resonator, coupler, tuner, mechanical damper, solenoid and magnetic
shielding is necessary. In 2015, the first innovatively
designed FRIB bottom-up prototype cryomodule was
tested meeting all FRIB specifications. In 2016, the first
full production cryomodule is constructed and tested. The
preproduction and production cryomodule procurements
and in-house assembly are progressing according to the
project plan.

INTRODUCTION
The Facility for Rare Isotope Beams (FRIB) driver linac consist of 332 low-beta superconducting RF cavities is
designed to accelerate all ions up to 200 MeV/u or higher
and will be the largest low-beta superconducting linac in
the world [1]. Work on the first superconducting cyclotron at MSU began in 1982. Since then, MSU has been at

the frontier of superconducting technology for accelerator
applications and associated R&D, as shown in Fig 1. In
2000, the National Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory (NSCL) at MSU started SRF development work in
collaboration with Jefferson Lab and INFN-Legnaro for
the Rare Isotope Accelerator (RIA) [2, 3]. Early work was
focused on elliptical cavities for medium β, coaxial resonators (QWRs and HWRs) for low β, and prototype cryomodules [4, 5]. In 2006, an ion re-accelerator (ReA3)
was funded by MSU as an NSCL experimental facility
and test bed for a future driver linac [6]. In 2014, the third
ReA3 cryomodule was commissioned [7]. The first ReA3
experiment with a rare isotope beam was conducted in
2015. At the end of 2015, the first FRIB =0.085 QWR
production cryomodule was completed, and cryomodule
mass production began. In 2014, a state-of-the-art SRF
facility was built to support FRIB cryomodule production
[8]. Two linacs, a total of 51 SRF cryomodules, and over
300 superconducting magnets will be in service at MSU
when the FRIB is completed in 2022.

Figure 1: Time line of superconducting and accelerator technology development at MSU.
___________________________________________
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The RF parameters of FRIB cavities are summarized in
Table 2. The HWR operating gradient is Eacc ≈ 7.5
MV/m with an intrinsic quality factor of Q of up to 9 x
109 in CW. The HWRs’ peak surface electric and magnetic fields are Ep ≈ 30 MV/m and Bp ≈ 60 mT, which is
comparable to Eacc ≈ 15 MV/m for multicell elliptical
cavities of the type developed for the International Linear
Collider. The FRIB operating goals are rather high compared to existing heavy ion SRF linacs [9, 10], hence the
cavity performance is a challenge for the FRIB project.
An optimized cavity RF design with low Bp/Eacc, Ep/Eacc,
and an operating temperature of 2 K will help to achieve
the performance goals.
FRIB cavities are all fabricated from high RRR Nb
sheet of thickness 2 to 4 mm. The cavities are formed by
deep drawing and assembled by electron beam welding
(EBW). The cavity flanges are machined from NbTi. The
helium vessels are made from 5 mm thick titanium, welded by tungsten inert gas (TIG). After delivery from the
vendor, an acceptance inspection is done by FRIB, followed by machining of the alignment surfaces, which are
attached to the helium vessel. All four cavity types have
been prototyped with helium vessels and their performance has been validated with Dewar tests and supplementary integrated tests with the define FPC and tuner
included.
Table 1: RF Parameters for FRIB Cavities. The Intrinsic
Q is the Requirement for the Acceptance Dewar Test
Cavity Type

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors


f [MHz]
Va [MV]
Eacc [MV/m]
Ep/Eacc
Bp/Eacc
[mT/(MV/m)]
R/Q [Ω]
G [Ω]
Aperture [m]
T [K]
Intrinsic Q [109]

QWR
0.043
80.5
0.81
5.1
6.1

QWR
0.086
80.5
1.78
5.6
6.0

HWR
0.29
322
2.09
7.7
4.3

HWR
0.54
322
3.70
7.4
3.6

10.8

12.4

7.7

8.6

401
15.3
0.036
2.0
1.4

455.4
22.3
0.036
2.0
2.0

224.4
77.9
0.040
2.0
6.7

229.5
107.4
0.040
2.0
9.2

FRIB SRF has many challenges. Here they are summarized for better understanding R&Ds described in following sections. The notable FRIB SRF challenges are:
1) High gradient and high Q performance with cavities
2) High field (8T) beam focussing solenoid configuration nearby cavities
· Optimization of solenoid design against cavity/fringe field interaction
3) Local magnetic shielding for cost-effective and reliable magnetic shielding Bottom-up assembly for easy
module assembly and better alignment
4) 2 K operation for high yields, higher cavity performance and more stable operation against microphonics
5) Mitigation of multipacting in the fundamental coupler.
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These technical challenges have been all verified in the
FRIB development or early FRIB production stage.

Figure 2: 3D view of FRIB QWRs. Left: Refurbished
ReA =0.085 QWR, Middle FRIB =0.041 QWR, Right
FRIB =0.085 QWR.

FRIB SRF DEVELOPMENT
QWR Development
FRIB benefits from the design and operation of low-β
cavities for NSCL’s ReA (Re-Accelerator) project [6]; the
ReA linac will ultimately serve as a post-accelerator for
FRIB. The design of the FRIB QWRs is very similar to
the refurbished ReA3 QWRs as shown in Fig 2. One
difference is in the outer conductor diameter of the β =
0.085 QWR, which was increased from 240 to 270 mm
(while keeping the same flange-to-flange distance along
the beam line). The larger diameter increases the shunt
impedance (Rsh) and reduces Ep/Ea. This allowed us to
increase the operating gradient by 10% in the β = 0.085
portion of the FRIB linac and reduce the cryomodule
count by 1 from the original linac layout. Both β = 0.041
and β = 0.085 QWR bottom flanges are changed from
solid Nb to Nb and Ti composite to save material cost
[11]. Another difference is that the aperture is larger,
36mm, while it is 30 mm for ReA QWRs. During production stage, a stiffer ring is added to outer conductor of β =
0.085 QWR to increase mechanical stability against buckle failure to allow consistent pressure relief scheme across
the whole linac.
The FRIB QWR design was validated by two inhouse fabricated prototype β = 0.085 QWRs. Up to now,
more than 30 industrial vendor produced cavities have
been processed and tested at MSU. Over all, the cavity
performance meets FRIB specification as shown in Fig 3.
However the intrinsic Q shows a wide spread and lower
than the MSU prototypes. In-house technical investigation
is on-going and so far no conclusion.

HWR Development
FRIB HWR development began after MSU was awarded the FRIB project in 2008. HWR prototyping was done
primarily with β = 0.53 cavities; validation of the design
was done with the FRIB Technology Demonstration Cryomodule (TDCM) in 2012 [12]. Figure 4 shows models
7: Accelerator Technology Main Systems
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of the FRIB HWR prototype and production =0.53 cavity.
After prototyping, several design iterations were done
to achieve the following goals:
1) Improve cavity performance (RF and mechanical)
2) Apply lessons learned from manufacturing and
processing prototype cavities
3) Cost reduction
4) Adapt to pneumatic tuner and bottom-up cryomodule design
Cavity geometry has been optimized by enlarging the
outer conductor, inner conductor shape, short plate height
and shape, drift tube length and beam port cup radius. The
detail optimization analysis can be found in reference
[13]. As a result, production 0.53HWR’s Ep/Ea lowered
from 4.3 to 3.6 and Bp/Ea changed from 10.4 to 8.5 respectively. The beam flange design had to change to use
blind tapped holes for Conflat® connection to accommodate larger size cavity while keeping beam port flange to
flange size same. A conical inner conductor, with a near
elliptical cross-section, is implemented for manufacturing
convenience where previously a three dimensional spline
profile was used. Moreover, the design of the beam port
cup includes a flat surface instead of two tangential arcs
in the previous generation design, which allows frequency
tuning by means of beam port deformation without exceeding plastic limits. To minimize material costs, the
inner and outer conductor wall thickness is set to 3 mm
while short plate thickness is 4mm. A stiffening disk is
added to inner conductor wall to reduce the df/dp and
Lorenz force detuning. Two rinse ports are relocated to

WEB3IO01

omodule design described in later section. All these design changes applied to both 0.29HWR and 0.53HWR.
After the design was finalized, 10 pre-production cavities
were built by industrial vendor. The first pre-production
HWR was delivered in January 2015. The last of the 10
pre-production cavities was delivered about 1 year later. 9
of 10 pre-production cavities tested successfully and have
comfortable margin against FRIB specification.

Figure 4: 3D view of the b = 0.53 HWR. Left: prototype
HWR. Right: final production HWR.

Figure 5: FRIB preproduction β=0.53 HWR VTA test
results.

FPC Development

Figure 3: FRIB  = 0.085 QWR VTA test results. Blue
line is the intrinsic Q specification.
the other side to make the cavity more symmetric. After
TDCM test, a design choice of HWR tuner has been made
to switch from scissor tuner (actuated by a stepper motor
and piezo actuator in series) to pneumatic tuner using
helium gas [14]. In order to accommodate pneumatic
tuner, RF port on top of the cavity is removed and mechanical linkage remain by replace it with a stud welded
to both cavity and helium vessel. Interface to alignment
rail also has been redesign to fit the new bottom up cry-

7: Accelerator Technology Main Systems

FRIB uses two different fundamental power couplers
(FPC) for QWRs and HWRs. FRIB coupler design parameters are summarized in Table 2.
FRIB QWR FPC was developed by Argonne National
Laboratary (ANL) under the collaboration with MSU
[15]. The design was based on ANL 4kW, 72 MHz
coupler for ATLAS [16]. In order to allow slide mount
and interface with bottom of vacuum vessel, a 90 degree
elbow was added to the original design. The coupler was
designed to be adjsutable after cold mass assembled as
ReA3 FPC. The coupler consists of 5 components: a
variable bellow, a cold rf window with antanna, a 90
degree elbow, a warm transition and a room temperature
rf window. Nominal design power is 4 kW. The final
design has a coupling adjustment range of 5
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(Qextmax/Qextmin). The Coupler has an integrated cooling
channel with cold RF windowsTwo prototype couplers
were built by ANL and tested at MSU using one of the
FRIB prototype 0.085QWRs. More than 48 hours reliable
operation at 3 kW at 6.6 MV/m has been demonstated
during the test. These two couplers were installed to FRIB
prototype cryomodule and integrated tested with FRIB
prototype cavties in cryomodule environment. Figure 6
shows the model of the production version which has a
few minor changes based on experience of prototype
coupler testing.
Table 2: FRIB Coupler Design Parameters
QWR FPC

HWR FPC

Interface with cavity
Frequency (MHz)

2.75 CF

3.375 CF

80.5

322

Cold RF window

EIA 1-5/8

No

Warm RF window

EIA 1-5/8

custom to EIA 3-1/8

2.5/4

5/10

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Nominal
power
required/design
(kW)
Qextmax/Qextmin

5

5

Thermal intercept

38-55K

4K, 38-55K

Static Heat load
(W)
Dynamic Heat load
(W)
Instrumentation
equipped

0.43@2K

0.16@2K

0.07@2K

0.2@2K

Temp sensor at
cold window

Spark
detector,
CCG, Temp sensor,
e-probe

Figure 6: FRIB QWR FPC, (a) Prototype built by ANL,
(b) Production design model.
FRIB HWR coupler development began in 2011. The
RF window design of FRIB FPC takes advantage of existing technology, which has proven record of reliable operation from KEKB and SNS [17, 18]. Two design iterations have been done on HWR FPC. Side by Side comparison is shown in figure 7. The design use single rf
window at room temperature. Coupling can be adjusted
outside the cryomodule and has a range of 5
(Qextmax/Qextmin). Two cooling channels are brazed on the
outer conductor to thermal intercept at 4K and 55K as
show in figure 7. Both designs include spark detector, eprobe, and cold cathode gauge as diagnose and interlock
instruments. The current design of FRIB requires maxi-
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mum 5 kW CW operation for 0.53 cavities. However
considering power upgrade in future, more than 10 kW
CW operation is considered in the design.

Figure 7: FRIB HWR FPC design: baseline design (left)
and multipacting free (MPF) design (right). (a) 4K cooling line, (b) 55K cooling line, (c) vessel interface,
(d)coupling adjustor, (e) cold cathode gauge, (f) spark
detector and (g) e-probe.
FRIB launched effort to optimize HWR FPC design after TDCM test because of multipacting issues. A multipacting free (MPF) design was developed as shown in
figure 7 (right) to be an alternative option for HWR FPC.
The design kept the same interface to the cavity and vacuum vessel so that no changes needed for cryomodule
design. The detail optimization is described in reference
[19]. Outer conductor was enlarged and inner conductor
was reduced to raise the multipacting onset power to more
than 15 kW, which is beyond FRIB operation envelope.
The choke feature around rf window was removed to
simplify the design. The geometry is designed such that
beam is blinded to rf window to minimize the risk of
sparking. The VSWR is about 1.02 and well optimized
around 332 MHz.
Ten baseline FPCs and two MPF FPCs were procured
to support first preproduction 0.53 HWR cryomodule and
validate MPF design in early 2015. All 12 couplers were
received in November 2015. A new copper plated conditioning box was designed and fabricated to allow high
power conditioning up to 20 kW in traveling wave mode
[20]. Multipacting barrier at 9-10 kW was observed on 8
out of 10 baseline FPCs. In worse case, the outer conductor was heated up to 120°C [20]. The results indicate that
the severity of multipacting highly depends on surface
condition. The average conditioning time of baseline FPC
is more than 30 hours. On the other side, MPF took about
half time to condition and no evidence of heating during
the conditioning. Redo conditioning test after coupler
exposed to air in class 100 clean room for 10 days only
took 9 hours demonstrated that RF condition effect is
memorized. One MPF FPC was integrated tested with
0.53HWR in the same condition successfully. FRIB has
selected MPF FPC for the mass production.

Tuner Development
The tuning mechanism of FRIB QWR is similar to
Legnaro and TRIUMF design [21]. Tuning is done by
using a thin niobium plate mounted at the base of the
cavity. The cavity frequency is tuned by mechanically
7: Accelerator Technology Main Systems
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adjusting the distance between the bottom plate and the
tip of the inner conductor. A puck is welded to top of the
tuning plate to increase tuning sensitivity. Concentric
convolutions are stamped into the plate and radial slots
are added to reduce the stiffness of the tuning plate to
increase the tuning range with the same maximum force.
The tuning plate is mechanical connected to tuner assembly shown in figure 8. A high resolution linear actuator
(890 N max thrust) is used to drive the tuner without
piezo.
FRIB HWR production pneumatic tuner design was
done by the collaboration of ANL and MSU. The design
parameters are listed in Table 3. The design allows the
tuner assembly to be installed after cold mass out of clean
room. An aluminium beam port flange adapter has been
designed to allow side mount tuner arms to resolve assembling tuner in very tight space. The bellow will not
require any sliding guides; this eliminates the risk of
sliding joint binding and also future maintenance needed
to service them. The tuner design was validated in
0.53HWR integrated test [14].
Table 3: Pneumatic Tuner Design Parameters
0.29HWR
248

0.53HWR
101

9.6

6.52

Tuning range design (kHz)

120

120

Flange to flange Disp (mm)

0.48

1.2

Force (kN)

12.5

18.4

df/dx (kHz/mm)
df/dF (Hz/N)

CRYOMODULE PRODUCTION
All six types FRIB cryomodule design uses the same
bottom-up concept [22]. Four of six designs have been
completed so far. Design of =0.29 accelerating module
and =0.53 matching module is expected to be done by
March 2017 with Jefferson Lab collaborated on design of
=0.041 and =0.29.
All SRF related major procurements are in place and in
production phase. 40% of 332 cavities have been received
and more than half of received cavities have been cold
test and certified in house [22,23]. QWR FPCs components have been all delivered while HWR FPCs production delivery started. SC magnets are expected to be done
by end of 2016. QWR cryomodule major components are
contracted and most delivered.
A new building (the SRF highbay) with SRF infrastructure has been fully commissioned and in operation to
support FRIB cold mass and cryomodule assembly work
[8]. The infrastructure is designed for delivery of 1.5 cold
masses and 1.5 cryomodules per month at the peak of
FRIB production. The production of cryomodule started
at the end of 2015 and is ramping up.
Total 7 cold masses (3 =0.041, 3 =0.085 and 1
=0.53) have been assembled in cleanroom. Three cryomodules (1 =0.085 QWR and 2 =0.085 QWR) have
been completed.
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Figure 8: FRIB tuner design. Left, QWR tuner. Right,
HWR tuner.

Figure 9: 3D view of FRIB bottom-up cryomodules.
Two 0.085QWR cryomodules have been cold tested and
certified. Figure 9 shows the assembled FRIB =0.53
preproduction cryomodule. This is the first bottom-up full
size HWR cryomodule. After final inspection, the cryomodule will be moved and installed to test bunker in
SRF highbay. Success of this test will mark the completion of FRIB cryomodule technical validation program.
Lesson learned in the assembly process and test will be
feedback to production components fabrication and
=0.29 module design.

Figure 10: FRIB β=0.53 preproduction cryomodule assembled in NSCL east highbay.
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Figure 11: First FRIB =0.085 cryomodule moved into
linac tunnel for final installation.

CONCLUSION
Over a decade SRF development at MSU provide solid
ground for construct FRIB project. Cryomodule scope has
finished transition to production phase and progresses
well.
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Abstract

The High Luminosity upgrade of the LHC at CERN will
use large aperture (150 mm) quadrupole magnets to focus
the beams at the interaction points. The high field in the
coils requires Nb3Sn superconductor technology, which
has been brought to maturity by the LHC Accelerator Research Program (LARP) over the last 10 years. The key design targets for the new IR quadrupoles were established in
2012, and fabrication of model magnets started in 2014.
This paper discusses the results from the first single short
coil test and from the first short quadrupole model test. Remaining challenges and plans to address them are also presented and discussed.

fabricated by LARP using the 108/127 wire layout and two
by CERN using the 132/169 wire layout.

INTRODUCTION

MQXF MAIN DESIGN PARAMETERS
MQXF is a cos2θ quadrupole comprised of four doublelayer coils assembled in a shell-based mechanical support
structure. The design concept and main features are described in [3-4]. The conductor and performance parameters specific to the MQXFS1 assembly are summarized in
Table 1.
The superconducting cable, which incorporates a stainless steel core to control the dynamic effects, was fabricated using 0.85 mm diameter Nb3Sn strands of the OSTRRP design. Of the four coils used in MQXFS1, two were
___________________________________________

Figure 1: MQXF cross-section.
As shown in Fig. 1, the four quadrants are assembled using bolted aluminum collars, then aligned using keys inserted into each pole piece. The resulting coil pack is surrounded by bolted iron pads, inserted in a yoke-shell subassembly, and loaded using water-pressurized bladders and
interference keys. Four tensioned aluminum rods are connected to stainless steel end plates to provide axial pre-load
to the coils. Further details about MQXF magnet design
and fabrication are provided in [5-6].
Table 1: MQXFS1 Cable and Magnet Parameters
Parameter
Unit
Value
Strand diameter
mm
0.85
Number of strands
40
Cable width
mm
18.094
Cable mid-thickness
mm
1.529
Core width/thickness
mm
12/0.025
Turn insulat. thickness
mm
0.15
Coil aperture
mm
150
No. turns in layer 1/2
22/28
Operational gradient
T/m
132.6
Operational current (Iop)
kA
16.48
Peak coil field at Iop
T
11.4
Stored energy at Iop
MJ/m
1.17
Short sample current
kA
21.5

* Work supported by the US Department of Energy through the US LHC
Accelerator Research Program (LARP) and by the High Luminosity LHC
project at CERN.
† Giorgioa@fnal.gov
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With two successful tests the US LARP (LHC Accelerator Research Program) and CERN have closed the design
phase for the High Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) [1] IT
quadrupoles and started the demonstration phase. The HLLHC requires Inner Triplet quadrupoles with 150 mm aperture and 133 T/m gradient (MQXF) [2]. In developing
these quadrupoles, LARP and CERN are basing design and
technology on the successful demonstration of 90-mm and
120-mm aperture quadrupoles by LARP.
The successful tests of a single short coil (MQXFSM1)
and of the first short quadrupole (MQXFS1) have demonstrated the validity of several MQXF magnet design and
technology choices. In this paper we present and discuss
these test results. Subsequently we discuss the main challenges in front of MQXF development, and the plans to address them.
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SINGLE SHORT COIL TEST RESULTS

SHORT QUADRUPOLE TEST RESULTS

A single short coil was tested in a mirror structure at Fermilab’s Vertical Magnet Test Facility [7]. Magnetic mirror
structures for quadrupole and dipole coils were developed
and successfully used at Fermilab [8-9]. These structures
allow individual coils to be tested under conditions similar
to those of an actual magnet, reducing cost and turnaround
time.
The mirror assembly includes the coil, an iron “mirror”
which replaces the three missing quadrupole coils, an iron
yoke, and a stainless steel shell bolted together. Iron was
placed in the aperture in order to increase iron volume and
compensate for its saturation. The resulting MQXF mirror
load line is within ±2% off the MQXF quadrupole load
line.
Double-layer cos2θ coil was made of 0.85 mm diameter
Nb3Sn strand based on the “Restack Rod Process” (RRP)
of 108/127 sub-element design by Oxford Superconducting Technology [10].
The mirror magnet was instrumented with strain gauges
for monitoring mechanical strain and calculating coil
stresses during the magnet construction and testing.
Quench locations were determined by voltage taps covering both the inner and outer layers of the coil. Magnet protection is based on protection heaters installed both on the
outer and inner coil surfaces.
The magnet test started with quench training at 1.9 K
(Fig. 2) with a regular ramp rate of 20 A/s. The first training
quench was at 14.8 kA, corresponding to 70.3% of SSL. In
three quenches the magnet reached the nominal cur-rent of
16.47 kA. Later on the magnet continued training slowly,
approaching the limit at around 19 kA or 90% of SSL. Most
training quenches originated from the high field area – the
pole block of the inner coil layer.
Quenches at different temperatures demonstrated that
the magnet reached its quench limit at 90% of SSL. Ramp
rate dependence is consistent with the performance of magnets with stainless steel core in the conductor. Average
measured RRR was 150.
The test program also included quench protection studies. The magnetic mirror design does not allow field quality measurements.

MQXFS1 was tested at Fermilab in two thermal cycles
performed in March and April 2016. The test program included quench performance, mechanical and protection
studies, and magnetic measurements.
A new top plate was developed specifically for MQXF
in order to achieve the required current at 1.9K, and to
maximize the warm bore diameter available for magnetic
measurements. The magnet was instrumented with strain
gauges for monitoring mechanical strain on the outer shell,
the axial rods, and the coil pole pieces. Quench locations
were determined by voltage taps covering both the inner
and outer layers of the coil. An inductive antenna was installed in the magnet bore during quench training, to characterize its performance in view of a possible future use in
full-scale prototypes. Magnetic measurements were performed using rotating coils manufactured with the Printed
Circuit Board (PCB) technique [11].

Figure 2: Quench history of single coil test at 1.9 K.
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Mechanical Assembly and Cool-Down
The target pre-load for MQXFS1 was selected to maintain compression at the pole up to nominal gradient [12].
After cool-down, shell and rod strain were close to design
targets, while the coil pre-load based on SG measurement
at the pole was significantly lower than the target. Since
good results had been achieved in previous mechanical
model tests using dummy aluminum coils, this discrepancy
was attributed to the coil mechanical properties, and in particular the coil modulus. The analysis showed that it is possible to reproduce the measured strain if the coil modulus
is reduced from 44 GPa to 20 GPa [12]. Measurements performed on coil samples are consistent with this result. Two
sets of gauges and corresponding strain measuring systems
were used: a LARP system powered in DC and a CERN
powered in AC. Comparisons performed at assembly and
cool-down showed consistent readings in a range of 10
MPa.

Quench Performance
Quench training was performed entirely at 1.9 K. The
standard ramp rate at quench is 20 A/s, but a faster rate of
50 A/s is used in the first part of the ramp to reduce the
turnaround time.
Figure 3 shows the training history for both thermal cycles [13]. Training started at 14.25 kA, corresponding to
66.3% of the Short Sample Limit (SSL). The nominal current was reached in 7 quenches, and the ultimate current
was reached in 7 additional quenches. The highest quench
current in the first test cycle was 18.1 kA or 84.2% of SSL.
Most quenches originated from the high field region of the
coil (pole turn). A large number of coils and segments participated in the quench training. In addition, the pole azimuthal strain as a function of current squared shows a nonlinear response at high current indicating that coils are unloading. These results confirm that insufficient pre-load is
the cause of the slow rate of progress observed during
training.
No degradation of the quench current was observed after
increasing the temperature to 4.5K, corresponding to 93%
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SSL. Similarly, no degradation of the quench current was
observed after performing a full thermal cycle, demonstrating excellent training memory. Finally in order to demonstrate stable performance at high current, the magnet was
ramped to nominal and ultimate current, and maintained at
each level for eight hours without quench.

Figure 3: MQXFS1 Quench History [13].

Ramp Rate Dependence
The ramp rate study was limited in scope since training
was not completed. However, MQXFS1 quenches at 200
A/s and 300 A/s ramp rates showed no degradation of the
quench current, consistent with previous results using a
stainless steel core. Down-ramps from nominal and ultimate current at a rate of 300 A/s were also successfully performed without quench.

Field Quality
The analysis of MQXFS1 magnetic measurements [14]
has shown good agreement between computed and measured allowed harmonics, which were all lower than one
unit. Longitudinal variations of ±1 unit and averages of
- 4.4/3.1 units were measured for b3/a3. With 0.1/-6.9 units,
b4/a4 were very close to expectations (0.3/-6.8 units) because of systematic differences between LARP and CERN
coils, and of the assembly layout (alternating LARP and
CERN coils). The decapole had a normal component of
2.8 units, and a skew component slightly lower than one
unit. All other harmonics had magnitude lower than 0.7
units. There was a good correlation between cold magnetic
measurements and warm measurements even before loading.

CHALLENGES AND PLANS
Coil Length Scale-Up
Coil length scale-up poses some challenges because of
Nb3Sn brittleness requiring heat-treatment after coil winding, epoxy potting, and careful coil handling. LARP has
addressed these challenges by fabricating and testing ~3.5
m long coils [15-16], and the FNAL HFM program fabricated a few 2-4 m coils tested singularly in iron-mirror
structures [17]. These developments successfully demonstrated the present Nb3Sn coil fabrication technology [18]
for coils up to 4 m. CERN is developing 5 m long coils for
11 T dipoles [19], although at the time this paper was written no long 11 T coil had yet been tested. Given this status
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of long Nb3Sn coil development, the US LHC Accelerator
Upgrade Project decided to make the Q1 and Q3 elements,
with a magnetic length of 8.4 m, by using two magnets
(each magnet is made of coils and structure up to the Alshell) in every cold mass. By doing so the Nb 3Sn coils in
Q1 and Q3 have a 4.2 m magnetic length, which is a lowrisk scale-up from the currently proven technology. In contrast CERN has decided to use a single magnet in the Q2a
and Q2b elements, which have a 7.15 m magnetic length.
CERN is counting on the 11T project for the development
of infrastructure (for instance for coil potting) and for risk
reduction.
LARP is planning to test a single long coil in a mirror
structure of the same design used for MQXFSM1. This
coil has a 4 m magnetic length because of an oven limitation. For the same reason the first LARP magnet prototype
has 4 m long coils, which are presently under fabrication
or being instrumented. The second and third LARP prototypes (MQXFA2/3) will have coils with the final length
(4.2 m). The fabrication of MQXFA2 coils has started together with the oven upgrade. A vertical test facility at
BNL has been successfully upgraded [20] for testing the
MQXFA prototypes. It will be used to test the 4 m coil in
a mirror structure in fall 2016.
CERN is planning to test a single 7.15 m long coil in the
MQXF structure. Three practice coils will be used to complete the coil package, and only the test coil will be powered. A temporary cryostat may be used for this test to be
performed in a horizontal test facility at CERN. Cryostats
with the final design will be used for two MQXFB prototypes.

Assembly and Alignment of Long Structures
Up to this time there is limited experience with the assembly and alignment of long Al-shell based structures for
Nb3Sn magnets. The LARP program started this development with the Long Racetrack [15] and the Long Quadrupole [16] programs.
The Long Racetrack was a technology development
magnet made of two double-layer flat racetrack coils 4 m
long, supported by an Al-shell based structure. This program had two goals: develop and test long Nb3Sn coils and
long Al-shell based structures. Both goals were successfully achieved [15] and cold tests demonstrated that Alshell based structures need to be segmented in order to
avoid stick-slip behavior during cooldown and energization. The different longitudinal thermal contractions of the
iron yoke and the Al shells causes strain build-up triggering
slippage, which may cause training, detraining and possibly coil damage. Shell segmentation prevents the accumulation of excessive strain (since it is zero at shell cuts)
avoiding the stick-slip behavior.
The Long Quadrupole program confirmed the effectiveness of shell segmentation on 90-mm aperture quadrupoles. It also showed that Al-shell based structures can be
successfully used on long Nb3Sn accelerator magnets
providing adequate prestress and support. This program
also demonstrated [21] that the shims between coils and
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pads can be adjusted in order to optimize the prestress distribution in the coils, compensating for differences between nominal and actual coil dimensions. The Long
Quadrupole program made a very significant step toward
the demonstration of Nb3Sn readiness for use in accelerator
magnets. Nonetheless it lacked an important feature: full
alignment from coils to structure outer surface. Alignment
features were in fact present in the mechanical structure,
but missing between coils and structure.
This step was demonstrated in another very successful
LARP program: the 120-mm aperture High field Quadrupole (HQ). In these magnets, with a nominal gradient of
160 T/m and a peak coil field of 12 T, bolted aluminium
collars were introduced between coils and iron pads, together with a groove in the coil poles. A key inserted into
the pole groove and locked by the collars provided coilstructure alignment (Fig. 1 shows this concept in MQXF).
The excellent performance of HQ02 [22] and HQ03 [23]
demonstrated that the introduction of these features did not
have a negative impact on the structural design. Since only
short HQ models were fabricated and tested there is still an
open question about the quench performance (training and
maximum current) of long Al-shell based structures and the
achievable alignment tolerances.
The MQXF development is addressing these questions.
An analysis of the impact of tolerance stack up on coil
stress variations (the possible cause of degradation and
long training) has shown that tight tolerances may keep the
coil prestress longitudinal variations caused by tolerances
within a range of ± 9 MPa (Root Sum Squares method) [3].
Another source of coil stress longitudinal variations are 3D
effects caused by shell segmentation and magnet ends. A
study based on 3D ANSYS simulations [3] has shown that
these variations are reduced from ± 20 MPa to ± 8 MPa if
the shell segments in the ends are shorter (1/2 length) than
the segments over the straight section. This solution was
implemented and tested on MQXFS1, which used a segmented shell made of a full-length central shell and two
half-length shells at the ends. The excellent quench performance of MQXFS1 demonstrated the validity of this solution.
Coil stress variations may be caused also by coil dimensional variations. MQXF coils of 1.2 and 4 m magnetic
length have been measured with Coordinate Measuring
Machines (CMM). The results show arc-length variations
along the coil length of 100 um, with a few peaks up to 200
um [6, 24]. CMM measurements of other LARP coils after
cold powering tests have shown a small reduction (50-100
um) of the coil arc length due to plastic deformation. Analysis of the impact of these variations on coil stress variations is in progress.
MQXF stress analysis [5] has shown peak coil compression of 192 MPa at 1.9 K in the pole turn. Tolerances and
3D effects may increase the peak stress above the 200 MPa
threshold, which was demonstrated to be safe territory by
the TQ program [25], although coil plastic deformation
should help to reduce local stress concentrations. MQXF
short models and prototypes are being used for assessing
safe prestress range.
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The alignment requirements may be summarized by the
following statements, here presented for Q1:
1) The two magnetic axes of Q1a and Q1b with respect
to the common axis are ±0.5 mm from the center.
2) The local twist shall not exceed ±2 mrad (corresponding to ±0.5 mm on the outer surface of the cold
mass).
Given the brittleness of Nb3Sn coils it would be quite
dangerous planning for a mechanical correction (for instance under a press) if magnets or cold masses do not meet
alignment requirements after assembly. Therefore the plan
is to perform survey and magnetic measurements during
most steps of magnet and cold mass assembly. These measurements will show if the assembly can proceed or if the
last step must be redone. This procedure will be followed
during prototype assemblies in order to set the targets for
each step.

Field Quality
Tests of short models and full length prototypes are
planned to assess systematic and random errors. Nonetheless, some observations are already possible. For instance,
the longitudinal variation of harmonics along the straight
section can be used to estimate the turn waviness (variation
of turn position around its average position). The MQXFS1
turn waviness based on field quality measurements (as described above) is about 50 um, which is consistent with the
waviness measured by comparing several cross-sections of
an MQXFS coil that was cut for this purpose [24]. The
analysis of these MQXFS coil cross-sections also showed
turn displacements in an amount that may explain b5.
After the fabrication of MQXFS1 coils had started,
LARP and CERN decided to do a small fine-tuning of cable dimensions (reducing the keystone angle) and of coil
cross-section (aiming at reducing the integral harmonics)
[26]. In the design of the new coils (“second generation
coils”) it was decided to reduce the space for cable growth
during heat treatment. This change should reduce turn displacements contributing to better and more uniform field
quality. Nonetheless it is clear that at this time the field
quality achievable in Nb3Sn magnets is not at the same
level as NbTi magnets. The coil fabrication technology,
which requires heat treatment and epoxy impregnation, and
the structure assembly, which requires several parts increasing overall tolerances, are among the causes of this
difference. Therefore the MQXF strategy to meet field
quality requirements is based on correction by shimming.
Three options for shimming are planned:
Intra-coil shims Intra-coil shims were added to the
design of second-generation coils on the coil midplane
(125 um) and close to the pole (150 um) in order to allow
for a possible fine-tuning of coil blocks position [26].
These shims are made of S2-glass and inserted during coil
winding. They become G10-like during epoxy potting.
These shims can be used to correct a systematic error of b6
with negligible impact on other harmonics. The preferred
correction involves removing up to 125 um on the midplane and adding the same amount at the pole, or vice
versa. In this way the turns are shifted and the total space
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for conductor expansion during heat treatment does not
change. This shifting of turns can correct up to -5.6/+5.3
units if performed on both inner and outer layers.
Coil-pad shims These shims are inserted during the
coil-pads sub-assembly preparation. This is the first step
of magnet assembly during which the coils are put together
inside the pads. The shims, made of polyimide, can be inserted between coils and pads (radial correction), between
coil midplanes (azimuthal correction), or both. Of course
the radial and azimuthal corrections are not decoupled because the coils-and-shims package has to fit within the pads
in a way that avoids excessive stress when preload is applied (for instance steps should be prevented at the coilpads interface). Nonetheless the radial and azimuthal corrections are different methods to compensate for coil geometrical differences and each has a different impact on harmonics. Therefore, given a set of coils with their CMM
data, it is possible to find different shim configurations,
which provide acceptable coil prestress after loading.
Among these configurations it will be possible to select the
one that yields the best harmonic compensation. MQXFS1
has shown good warm-cold field quality correlation. If this
correlation is confirmed it will be possible to fine tune the
coil-pads shims through a series of warm magnetic measurements and shim adjustments. This process will be tested
in the next short MQXF model.
Magnetic shims After magnet preload is applied and
the bladders are removed, the gaps in the masters used to
accommodate them are left empty. ROXIE analysis [26]
has shown that these gaps are in the correct position for
field quality adjustment using magnetic shims. Depending
on which slots are filled it is possible to correct up to 5
units of b3/a3 and 3/1 units of b4/a4. This correction technique was successfully demonstrated on 90-mm aperture
quadrupoles of the HQ series [22]. A test of magnetic shims
is planned for MQXS1 after preload increase.

Quench Protection
The energy density of MQXF magnets at operating current is 50% higher than the energy density of the LHC main
dipoles, showing the challenge of protecting these magnets. The present targets for MQXF magnet protection are:
(i) hot spot temperature below 350 K [27]; (ii) peak voltage
to ground below 1000 V; (iii) peak turn-turn voltage below
100 V.
Several studies [28-29] and tests have been performed in
order to find a reliable quench protection strategy. The use
of dump resistors was ruled out because the large inductance of these magnets allows extracting only a small fraction of energy even if two power convertors are used for
each triplet. Therefore it was decided to have all magnets
of each triplet on one power convertor, which reduces the
impact of current ripple on the beams. The quench detection will be based on redundant voltage taps with low
threshold (100 mV) and sufficient verification time (10 ms)
in order to avoid spurious signals. Three quench protection
tools are presently being developed and tested on short
models and prototypes:
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Outer layer (OL) heaters These heaters are made of
25 um thick, 20 mm wide stainless steel strips partially
plated with 10 um copper, and photoetched on a 50 um polyimide foil. The polyimide foil is set in direct contact with
the outer surface of the coil and is potted together with it.
This solution provides short heater delay time (time difference between heater firing and heater-induced quench
start) and sufficient coil-heater electrical insulation (150
um of G10 plus 50 um of polyimide). The LARP program
has been using similar heaters (mostly without copper plating) on all its 90 and 120 mm aperture magnets. After a
few issues were fixed (heater-lead connections and coil
ends crossing) these heaters proved to be very reliable surviving hundreds quenches, thermal cycles and even high
coil peak temperature studies [22]). MQXFS1 test confirmed the reliability of OL heaters.
Inner layer (IL) heaters These heaters are fabricated
in the same way as the outer layer heaters, but their design
has some additional features. There is a requirement to
keep 40% of the coil inner surface polyimide free in order
to ensure sufficient cooling from the helium in the coil aperture. Therefore the metal surface is minimized and perforations are distributed widely over the polyimide foil.
This feature also helps to address an issue seen in LARP
coils with IL heaters. After cold test the coils presented
partial delamination (bubbles) of the heaters from the polyimide foil, and of the foil from the coil. These bubbles
reduce heater efficiency and in a few cases IL heater breakage was related to bubble location. From this point of view
MQXFS1 test gave mixed results. Two coils (fabricated at
CERN and extensively tested) showed large bubbles,
whereas the two other coils (fabricated by LARP and less
tested) showed a few small bubbles. More tests are
planned.
Coupling Loss Induced Quench (CLIQ) system
This is a relatively new concept based on capacitor banks
that are discharged in the windings causing ripple currents,
eddy currents, and coil heating. Since the heat is generated
within the conductor it is extremely fast, in particular at
high current where protection with heaters can be marginal
in some failure scenarios. Tests on a short Nb3Sn quadrupole [23] and a long NbTi dipole [30] provided very promising results showing that the CLIQ system and magnets
behaved as expected. Nonetheless this system has never
been used in an accelerator, and since it is connected with
the main powering circuit its integration poses questions
and challenges. CLIQ will be tested on the next short models and prototypes. The planned string tests will offer opportunities to test its integration.
The present plan, endorsed by several reviews, is to keep
developing all three protection systems, test them on short
models and prototypes, and make a decision (possibly selecting two systems) when sufficient data is available.
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Abstract

INTRODUCTION
Proton Improvement Plan-II (PIP-II) is Fermilab’s project aimed for future development of the accelerator complex. In particular, it should provide LBNE (Long Baseline
Neutrino Experiment) operations with beam power on target of at least 1 MW [1]. The central element of PIP-II is a
new superconducting (SC) 800 MeV 2 mA CW linac initially operating in a pulsed regime to support beam injection into the 8 GeV Booster. PIP-II will use five types of
SC cavities: 162.5 MHz half-wave resonators (HWR), two
families of single-spoke resonator operating at 325 MHz
(SSR1 and SSR2), and two families of elliptical cavities
(LB650 and HB650) operating at 650 MHz. The layout of
the PIP-II linac, (Fig. 1) shows the transition energies between accelerating structures, and their frequencies [2]. In
this paper, the designs of the elliptical SC cavities for
LB650 and HB650 are presented.

Figure 1: Layout of PIP-II injector linac.

DESIGN METHODOLOGY
Based on physics requirements for PIP-II, the
functional requirement specifications (FRS) of the HB and
___________________________________________

* Operated by Fermi Research Alliance, LLC under Contract No. DEAC02-07CH11359 with the United States Department of Energy.
† vjain@fnal.gov

LB elliptical cavities are defined [3,4]. Cavity shapes for
end-cells and mid-cells are developed using RF simulations which satisfy the parameters of the FRSs as shown in
Fig. 2. The cavity dimensions are computed for operating
temperature of 2K. The cold RF shape is recomputed to the
room temperature dimensions by using the coefficient of
thermal expansion of the niobium. Additional thickness is
added to this RF profile to account material removal during
processing. The cavity dimensions after processing are
used for mechanical simulations. However, for fabrication
purposes only the warm inner profile without material removal is used. Fig. 2 illustrates general design practices for
electromagnetic, RF and mechanical simulations and iterative process between them indicated by chain dotted lines.
Mechanical design such as cavity/tuner stiffness and vessel
design uses RF design input [5]. The coupler, tuner and
magnetic shield designs are done separately, however they
also contribute indirectly to cavity RF and mechanical designs.

Figure 2: SC cavity design methodology.

650 MHz RF DESIGN
A requirement for both pulsed and CW operations significantly complicates the cavity design. The goal of the
cavity shape optimization is to minimize both surface electric, Esurf, and magnetic, Bsurf, fields.
Table 1: PIP-II Parameters of 650 MHz Cavities [3,4]
Cavity Parameters
LB650
HB650
βG
0.61
0.92
0.65
0.97
opt
R/Q(βG), Ohms
327.4
576
Esurf/E(βG)
2.43
2.1
Bsurf/E(βG), mT/MV/m
4.6
3.94
G, Ohms
187
260
Energy gain per cavity MeV
11.7
19.9
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Proton Improvement Plan-II at Fermilab is an 800 MeV
superconducting pulsed linac which is also capable of running in CW mode. The high energy section operates from
185 MeV to 800 MeV instigated using 650 MHz elliptical
cavities. The low-beta (LB) βG =0.61 portion will accelerate protons from 185 MeV-500 MeV, while the high-beta
(HB) βG = 0.92 portion of the linac will accelerate from
500 to 800 MeV. The development of both LB and HB
cavities is taking place under the umbrella of the Indian Institutions Fermilab Collaboration (IIFC). This paper presents the design methodology adopted for both low-beta
and high-beta cavities starting from the RF design yielding
mechanical dimensions of the cavity cells and, then moving to the workable dressed cavity design. Designs of end
groups (main coupler side and field probe side), helium
vessel, coupler, and tuner are the same for both cavities
everywhere where it is possible. The design, analysis and
integration of dressed cavity are presented in detail.

WEB3CO03
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The RF design and optimization of the LB650 and
HB650 has been done using CST and COMSOL [6,7].
More detailed description of RF design strategy for both
cavities are explained in [8] and [9]. Table-1 shows the designed parameters for these cavities with the effective
length is equal to 5βGλ/2.

COUPLED SIMULATIONS
The 650 MHz cavities have five elliptic cells for both
LB and HB sections. For these cavities, it was decided to
have similar mechanical structures for the end groups, helium vessel, and tuner. The common design of these components allows us to reduce complexity and risk, as well as
the cost of development and production. Stiffening ring optimization is an important part of cavity design. It optimizes Lorentz Force Detuning (LFD), df/dp, and cavity
stiffness per the FRS requirements. The final designs of the
HB650 and LB650 cavities stiffness of 4 and 2.8 kN/mm,
respectively, satisfies both LFD and df/dp requirements.
Based on HOM studies and the main coupler (MC) position a beam tube diameter of 118 mm was chosen for both
cavities. The beam tube at the MC end has a port for the
RF power coupler, and the beam pipe at the tuner end has
a port for RF field probe (FP) antenna. The helium vessel
is made of titanium and has two inlets for helium filling at
the bottom and has a two-phase helium return line at angle
of 30o from the top of the vessel. Fig. 3 shows a 2D schematic of an axisymmetric section of the dressed cavity used
for the coupled analysis [10].

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

shows that 1st longitudinal mode will be above 100 Hz for
more than 60 kN/mm tuner stiffness. Similar analysis is
also being performed for LB650 cavity.
Table 2: LFD, df/dp and 1st longitudinal mechanical mode
with respect to tuner stiffness for HB650.

Tuner Stiffness (kN/mm)
0
20
40
60
80

df/dp

LFD

1st L. Mode

(Hz/mbar)

Hz/(MV/m)2

(Hz)

14.5
11.5
11.1
10.9
10.8

-5.7
-1.152
-0.831
-0.713
-0.684

48.1
98.2
101.7
102.8
103.6

MECHANICAL DESIGN
3-D Elastic stress analysis for dressed cavity is performed with appropriate boundary conditions and loads as
explained in Fig. 4 to ensure the structural stability of SRF
cavity assembly using ANSYS [11]. Crucial stress locations in the cavity assembly are identified as shown in Fig.
5 termed as stress classification lines (SCL). Linearization
of stresses has been performed at these locations to evaluate primary membrane, primary bending and secondary
stresses. Assessment of linearized stresses has been carried
out by comparing stresses with allowable stresses based on
the ASME BPV Codes Section VIII Division 1 Subsection
5.2.2.4 and cavity protection against plastic collapse is ensured. A detailed mechanical design as per the requirement
of ASME has been performed.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 3: 2D axis-symmetric dressed cavity model.
Lorentz Force Detuning (LFD) and pressure fluctuations df/dP for the 650 MHz β=0.92 5-cell cavity dressed
with the helium vessel (HV) is performed using COMSOL
Multiphysics. For LFD, the resonance frequency of the πmode is calculated before and after applying the EM radiation pressure load. Deformed shape is calculated using the
solid mechanics module. This deformed mesh is used for
checking frequency and we obtain the difference in the frequency. Tuner stiffness is also taken as variable parameter.
Here we have taken cavity wall thickness of 3.75 mm for
accounting the chemical treatments to the inner cavity surface. Further the model analysis (mechanical modes) of the
dressed cavity is also performed. Table-2 shows the LFD,
df/dp and 1st longitudinal mechanical mode dependence on
the tuner stiffness for cavity stiffness of 4.0 kN/mm for
HB650 cavity. This cavity stiffness values come for stiffener ring positions of 100 mm. The value of 1 Hz/(MV/m)2
and 15 Hz/mbar are required by Functional Requirement
Specification (FRS) for both LFD and df/dp respectively.
The stiffness of current tuner design is greater than 60
kN/mm and it satisfies the LFD and df/dp values with some
margin with respect to FRS requirement. Model analysis

Figure 4: Loads and boundary conditions for simulations

Figure 5: Stress classification lines on dressed cavity
Cavity is simulated for five load cases, which covers
room temperature and cold (2K) fault loads, gravity, liquid
helium pressure head, cool-down shrinkage, tuner extension and cavity vacuum failure loads. All applicable stress
categories have been evaluated at the stress classification
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lines. It was found that in all cases the stresses are below
the allowable values [12, 13]. Maximum shrinkage of cavity (Fig. 6) due to cool-down to 2K is 1.9 mm at tuner end
and 0.455mm at coupler end.

same for both cavities and are 200 kHz and 600 Hz, respectively [15,16]. The design of the tuner is complete. It has a
tuning ratio of 20:1 for slow tuner and 2:1 for fast tuner.
Fig. 8 shows the 3D model of the tuner on a dressed cavity.

Figure 6: Cavity displacements due to cool-down to 2K.

Figure 8: Double Lever tuner mechanism for 650 cavity.

COUPLER DESIGN

DRESSED CAVITY FABRICATION

The RF coupler for LB650 and HB650 cavities is under
design [14]. It is planned to use the same coupler for both
cavity types. The coupler has waveguide input port.
Through waveguide to coaxial transition a 3’’ (outer diameter) coaxial line transfers power to the cavity. The antenna
tip is not axially symmetric. It makes coupling more efficient and allows one to adjust coupling by rotation of antenna tip. Coupler has a single room temperature coaxial
ceramic window. The window diameter is 4’’. Central conductor of the coupler is cooled by air. Possible multipactor
will be supressed by HV bias. Appearance of coupler and
its port is shown in Fig. 7.

The development of bare cavity sequence is half-cell forming, half-cell to dumbbell welding, end group preparation,
dumbbell to dumbbell welding, dumbbell stack to end
group integration and welding. Once the bare cavity is
welded its qualifications consists of leak tests, inspection,
and RF QC tests. Now, it is processed for cleaning by BCP,
EP, HPR etc. then the cavity is tested in VTS. Field flatness
tuning is done after bulk EP and 800o C heat treatment [17].
Other components such as helium vessel, bellow and end
transition ring are further integrated to the bare cavity. The
following tools/fixtures are used for cavity dressing:a. Insertion device (medium bertha) for preparing cavity
for dressing. The bare cavity, helium vessel, bellow and
end rings are tack welded in this fixture (Fig. 9).
b. Rotating fixture to revolve cavity during welding.
c. Globe box for welding 5-cell 650 cavities in inert atm.
During the entire fabrication process the dressed cavity RF
frequency is monitored and kept within the specified limit.

Figure 7: 650 MHz coupler and ports for LB650 and
HB650 cavities.

Figure 9: Insertion device for cavity dressing.

TUNER DESIGN

CONCLUSION

The main tasks of the superconducting RF cavity tuner
are to tune the cavity to the designed resonant frequency
by compressing the cavity and to compensate Lorentzforce detuning (LFD) and microphonics. That requires
both slow and fast tuners for compensating static errors and
dynamic loadings, respectively. A double lever tuning system with electromechanical actuator has fairly good frequency resolution (~2Hz/step). In addition the fast actuation unit contains piezo-electric devices with limited stroke
(~10um) but virtually infinite resolution. Coarse and fine
tuning ranges and resolutions for these cavities are the

Development of 650 MHz elliptical cavities has been initiated for PIP-II project. Design and drawings of HB650
cavities are released by FNAL. Both FNAL and RRCAT
are working for the development of these cavities [18]. It
is expected to build HB650 bare cavity in next 6 months
and first dressed cavity in a year. LB650 dressed cavity development has also been in progress with VECC [19].
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Abstract
Using Synergia accelerator modeling package and Dynamic Mode Decomposition technique, the properties of
the first transverse dipole mode in Gaussian bunches with
space charge are compared at transverse coupling resonance
and off-resonance. The Landau damping at coupling resonance and in the strong space charge regime is a factor of
two larger, while the mode’s tune and shape are nearly the
same. While the damping mechanism in the off-resonance
case fits well with the classical Landau damping paradigm,
the enhancement at coupling resonance is due to a higher
order mode-particle coupling term which is modulated by
the amplitude oscillation of the resonance trapped particles.

We compare the properties of the first SC mode both on
and off the CR. We find that the LD is larger in the former
case. By investigating the properties of the particles exchanging energy with the mode, we conclude that the off-resonance
case well fits the conventional LD scenario characterized by
LD-responsible particles with an incoherent tune spectrum
at the coherent tune. At CR the damping enhancement is
caused by the presence of the modulated coupling between
the mode and the trapped particles. Our approach does not
assume any analytical model; it is solely based on numerical
simulations of a bunch propagating through a lattice.

FORMALISM
The mode-particle interaction equation can be written [10]

Landau damping (LD) mechanism [1] is an important research topic in plasma and accelerator physics. The damping
is caused by the energy exchange between a coherent mode
and the particles in resonance with the mode. In the typical
picture, LD requires the coherent resonance line to lie within
the incoherent spectrum. Our numerical investigation of the
transverse space charge (SC) modes in bunched beams reveals a novel damping mechanism at the coupling resonance
(CR), i.e., when the horizontal and the vertical tunes are
close. In contrast with the usual LD mechanism, the tunes of
the LD-responsible particles, i.e., the particles which absorb
the mode energy, have a wide spread. This happens due to
the oscillatory behavior of the amplitudes of the CR trapped
particles, which modulates the mode-particle coupling.
The transverse SC modes in bunched beams away from
the CR were calculated in Refs [2–4]. Their intrinsic LD in
the strong SC regime was suggested in Ref [2, 3]. Predicted
damping rates were confirmed by numerical simulations [5–
7]. The linear CR influence on LD was addressed in Ref [8].
In our study there is no linear coupling term between the
transverse planes since the SC force introduces only higherorder coupling terms. The main resonance is the fourth-order
Montague resonance [9] resulting from the term proportional
to x 2 y 2 in the SC potential. The particles trapped in the
resonance islands are characterized by an oscillatory energy
exchange between the transverse planes. Their transverse
amplitudes are oscillating with typical trapping frequencies.
The mode-particle coupling is therefore modulated by the
trapping frequency since it is dependent on the particle’s
amplitudes. Because the trapping frequencies are particle
dependent, the tunes of the LD-responsible particles are
particle dependent also.
∗
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xÜ + ω02 (Q0x − δQ)2 x = −2ω02 Q0x δQ x̄

(1)

The SC mode enters in Eqs. 1 and 2 as x̄(t) = e−iω0νt x̄[z(t)],
where ν is the mode tune. For the first mode, x̄[z] ≈
sin[πz/4σz ] [2, 3]. Taking into account the synchrotron
oscillations of z(t), the Bessel function expansion of x̄(t)
yields the mode-particle main resonant exchange tune at
ν − Q s , where Q s is the synchrotron tune. The tune shift
δQ(z, Jx, Jy ) is proportional to the line charge density and
is dependent on the particle transverse actions. To a good
approximation, Jx and Jy are constants of motion. The resonant energy exchange between the mode and the particle
occurs when the particle tune is close to ν − Q s .
The situation is different at the CR. In the proximity of
the resonance, the sum Js = Jx + Jy is a constant of motion,
while the difference Jd = Jx − Jy oscillates around the stable
point. Using the Jd expansion of the mode-particle coupling
term, 2ω02 Q0x δQ = A + BJd , Eq. 1 can be written as
xÜ + ω02 Q x (z, Js, Jd )2 x = −A(z, Js ) x̄ − B(z, Js )Jd x̄.

(2)

The trapping frequency ω0 Q t , i.e., the frequency of the Jd
oscillations at CR, is particle dependent [9]. The oscillations
of Jd contribute to the damping in two ways. First, the
dependence of Q x (z, Js, Jd ) on Jd yields satellites spaced by
harmonics of Q t in the incoherent spectrum. These satellites
are resonant with the particle-mode coupling term A x̄ when
their tune is at ν − Q s . Second, the Jd oscillations modulate
the particle-mode coupling term BJd x̄, yielding a novel
damping mechanism. If in the conventional picture, the LD
requires particles with an incoherent spectrum covering the
mode frequency, i.e., Q̄ x ≈ ν −Q s , where Q̄ x is the particle’s
main tune, the BJd x̄ term implies mode-resonant particles
when Q̄ x ≈ ν − Q s − Q t . Because Q t is particle dependent,
Q̄ x of the particles participating to the parametric LD is
particle dependent, too, and may spread over a large range.
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The simulations are done by employing the particle tracking code Synergia [11, 12]. The SC effects are implemented
using the second order split-operator method [13]. The electric field is calculated by numerically solving the 3D Poisson
equation with open boundary conditions [14]. The bunch
is initially excited in the horizontal plane with the first SC
harmonic function. The transverse displacement density,
X(z, δp/p, t) is calculated at every turn. The modes’ shape,
tune and damping are extracted from X(z, δp/p, t) using
the DMD technique [15–21]. Application of Synergia and
DMD to beam dynamics is described in detail in [7].
A lattice made by 10 identical OFORODO (drift - focusing
quad - drift - rf cavity - drift - defocusing quad - drift) cells
is chosen. 108 macroparticles per bunch are used for the
simulations. For the off-resonance case we take the bare
betatron tune difference Q0x − Q0y > δQ sc max while at
the CR Q0x = Q0y . δQ sc max is the SC tune shift at the
center of the bunch. The chromaticity is zero. The beam
distribution is longitudinally and transversely Gaussian with
equal vertical and horizontal emittances. The SC parameter
is defined as q = δQsQc sma x .

RESULTS
q

0

5

10

0.02

Figure 1: Landau damping rate (λ) vs. space charge parameter (q) on and off the CR. LD is a factor of 2 larger at CR
when SC is large.
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Figure 2: a) Bunch tune footprint at off-resonance, q =
7.94. The white dot corresponds to the bare betatron
Í
Í
Í
tunes. b) i ∆Jx = i (Jxi − Jxi initial ) and i ∆Jyi =
Í
i Jyi − Jyi initial of the 0.05% and 0.2% largest increasing energy particles versus turn number, normalized by the
product of emittance and the number of the particles in the
sum. c) The same as b) but for the largest decreasing energy
particles. d) Tune footprint for the 0.5% largest changing
energy (increase and decrease) particles. The tunes are in
the proximity of the coherent tune Q x = ν − Q s .
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The damping rate of the first SC mode off-resonance and
at CR is compared in Fig. 1. For intermediate and large SC,
q & 4, the damping at CR is larger. In the strong SC regime,
10 . q . 20, the damping at CR is larger by approximately
a factor of 2. One the other hand, the mode’s tune and shape
are nearly the same in both cases (not shown).
The off-resonance LD mechanism can be understood
within the typical paradigm. The beam 2D tune footprint,
ρ(Q x, Q y ), is plotted in Fig. 2-a. ρ(Q x, Q y ) is defined as
Õ
ρ(Q x, Q y ) =
| x̃i (Q x )| 2 | ỹi (Q y )| 2,
(3)
i

where x̃i (Q) ( ỹi (Q)) is the Fourier transform of the particle i
horizontal (vertical) displacement xi (t) (yi (t)) normalized to
one. The SC force shifts the particles’ tunes to lower values.
The satellite lines separated by 2Q s are a consequence of the
modulation of the tune shift with the particle’s longitudinal
position. The particles directly responsible for the LD are the
ones which resonantly exchange energy with the mode. To
select the LD-responsible particles we look for those having

the largest change in their energy during the simulation. In
Fig. 2-b (-c) we plot the sum of ∆Jx = Jx − Jx initial and
the sum of ∆Jy = Jy − Jy initial for the 0.05% and the
0.2% largest energy increase (decrease) particles. 0.05%
and 0.2% are arbitrary chosen values for the purpose of
illustrating the properties of the LD-responsible particles.
Note that the chosen particles increase or decrease their
action only in the horizontal plane, i.e., the plane where
the mode is present. The 2D footprint of the 0.5% largestenergy-changing particles is shown in Fig. 2-d. As expected,
since these particles are mode-resonant, their horizontal tune
is in the vicinity of ν − Q s .
The spectral properties of the LD-responsible particles at
the CR do not fit the typical LD paradigm. The beam 2D
tune footprint in Fig. 3-a displays enhanced spectral weight
along the coupling resonance line 2Q x − 2Q y = 0, consequence of resonance trapping. 2Q s -spaced satellite lines
can be observed. We use the same largest energy change
criterion to select the LD-responsible particles. Unlike the
off-resonance case, the horizontal and vertical actions exhibit
non-monotonic change with turn number, since in the proximity of CR their magnitude oscillates between the planes.
However, the transverse action sum Js of the LD-responsible
particles displays a monotonic increase (decrease), as shown
in Fig 3-b(-c). The interesting fact which points to an unconventional damping mechanism is that the tune of most
of these large energy changing particles is not in the vicinity
of ν − Q s as one would expect for LD-responsible particles.
As shown in Fig 3-d, there is a large spectral weight on the
CR line which extends well below Q x = ν − Q s .
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Figure 3: a) Bunch tune footprint at CR, q = 7.94. Í
The white
dot corresponds to the bare betatron tunes. b) i ∆Jsi =
Í
i (Jsi − Jsi initial ) of the 0.05% and 0.2% largest increasing energy particles versus turn number, normalized by the
product of emittance and the number of the particles in the
sum. c) The same as b) but for the largest decreasing energy
particles. d) Tune footprint for the 0.5% largest changing
energy (increase and decrease) particles. Large part of the
spectral weight is along the resonance line 2Q x − 2Q y = 0,
with the horizontal tune well below ν − Q s .

ρ(Qx), h(Qx) (arb. units)

ν−Qs

ρx
ρ1x
h
h1

0.29

0.3

0.31

0.32

0.33

Qx

Figure 4: Coupling resonance, q = 7.94. The horizontal tune density ρ(Q x ) (black), the Q t shifted tune density h(Q x ) (blue) and the one-tune-per-particle tune density
ρ1 (Q x ) (green) with the corresponding Q t shifted tune density h1 (Q x ) for the 0.5% largest changing energy particles.
h(Q x ) and h1 (Q x ) are strongly peaked at the resonant mode
tune Q x = ν − Q s , showing mode-particle resonance via the
BJd x̄ term.

Most of the large changing energy particles are trapped
in resonance islands. The Q t satellites in the particles’ tune
spectra contribute to the spectral weight at the mode coherent tune by ≈ 20% ∼ 25%. To estimate the satellites’
spectral weight we compare the horizontal tune density
Í
ρx (Q) = Íi ρxi (Q) and the one-tune-per-particle density
ρ1x (Q) = i ρ1xi (Q). The sum here is restricted only to
the number of the selected particles with the largest energy
change. ρxi (Q) = | x̃i (Q)| 2 and ρ1xi (Q) = δ(Q− Q̄ xi ). Q̄ xi is
the tune of the largest spectral peak in the Fourier spectrum
| x̃i (Q)|. Unlike ρx , where all spectral features are present,
ρ1x assumes that every particle is characterized only by its

WEA4CO03

main tune. The spectral weight difference between ρx and
ρ1x at ν − Q s measures the satellites contribution to the A x̄
damping mechanism. ρx and ρ1x for the 0.5% largest changing energy particles are shown in Fig. 4. Besides the peak at
ν − Q s , in both ρx and ρ1x a broad spectral feature at smaller
frequency, unfavorable to the A x̄ damping mechanism, is
observed.
The other contribution of the Jd oscillations to the damping is via the BJd x̄ term. The resonance condition is
Q x + Q t ≈ ν − Q s . We define h(Q) as the tune density
obtained by shifting each particle’s horizontal tune by Q t ,
Í ∫
Í
h(Q) = i hi (Q) = i ρJd i (Q ′)ρxi (Q − Q ′)dQ ′ (4)
Í
≈ i ρxi (Q − Q ti ).

ρJ di (Q) = | J˜di (Q)| 2 is the particle’s i Jd Fourier spectrum.
h1 (Q) is defined by replacing ρxi with ρ1xi in Eq. 4. As
shown in Fig. 4, both h(Q) and h1 (Q) are strongly peaked at
the coherent frequency ν − Q s and do not display the broad
spectral feature seen in ρx (Q) and ρ1x (Q) below ν −Q s . The
particles with the tune forming the broad spectral feature of
ρ1x (Q) have the main tune Q̄ x ≈ ν − Q s − Q t , i.e., the tune
required for resonance with the BJd x̄ coupling.

CONCLUSIONS
Using Synergia with the DMD method the properties of
the first SC mode are calculated for a Gaussian bunch propagating through an OFORODO lattice. The off-resonance
and the CR cases are compared. While the SC mode’s tune
and shape are nearly the same, the LD is approximately a
factor of 2 larger at CR in the strong SC regime. In the offresonance case the damping mechanism can be understood
within the conventional paradigm. The damping is caused
by the resonant energy exchange between the mode and the
particles with an incoherent tune spectra equal to the mode’s
tune shifted by Q s . At CR a large number of particles are
trapped around the stable points. Their transverse actions are
oscillating with a particle dependent trapping frequency Q t .
The spectral properties of the trapped particles with large
energy exchange reveal that their tune is additionally shifted
from the mode’s coherent tune by Q t . This supports an
unconventional LD mechanism in which the mode-particle
coupling is modulated by the oscillation of the particles’
amplitudes.
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ACCELERATOR PHYSICS DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
AND CHALLENGES OF RF BASED ELECTRON COOLER LEReeC
A.V. Fedotov #, M. Blaskiewicz, W. Fischer, D. Kayran, J. Kewisch, S. Seletskiy, J. Tuozzolo
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973, U.S.A.

The Low Energy RHIC electron Cooler (LEReC) is
presently under construction at BNL to improve the luminosity of the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC).
Required electron beam and its acceleration will be provided by the photoemission electron gun and the RF linear accelerator. As a result, LEReC will be the first
bunched beam electron cooler. In addition, this will be the
first electron cooler to cool beams under collisions. In this
paper, we describe accelerator physics requirements,
design considerations and parameters, as well as associated challenges of such electron cooling approach.

INTRODUCTION
Mapping the Quantum-Chromo-Dynamics (QCD)
phase diagram is one of the fundamental goals in the
heavy-ion collision experiments. The QCD critical point
is a distinct feature of the phase diagram, the existence of
which is predicted by various QCD models. The beam
energy scan phase-I (BES-I) runs for physics, motivated
by the search of the QCD critical point, were successfully
conducted at RHIC in 2010-11. Driven by physics and the
BES-I results, the future physics program called BES-II is
proposed. However, required event statistics is much
higher than previously achieved and relies on significant
luminosity improvement in RHIC with the help of electron cooling [1].
Although maximum required electron energy is not
very high, and typical electrostatic DC acceleration is an
option (which was considered in the past [2]), an approach based on the RF acceleration was chosen. Such a
scheme of cooling with bunched electron beam is also a
natural approach for high-energy electron cooling which
requires RF acceleration. As such, LEReC is also a prototype for future high-energy electron coolers, both in physics and technology.

COOLER REQUIREMENTS
The LEReC design is based on the non-magnetized
cooling approach with zero magnetic field on the cathode
and no magnetic field in the cooling region. For nonmagnetized cooling to be effective one needs to have
strict control not only of the longitudinal velocity spread
of electrons as in typical low-energy magnetized coolers
but also of the transverse electron velocities (both the

velocity spread and the average beam velocity), similar to
the FNAL cooler [3].
The friction force acting on the ion with charge number
Z inside a non-magnetized electron beam with velocity
distribution function f(ve) is



4n e e 4 Z 2
F 
ln  max

m
  min

 
 Vi  v e
   3 f ( v e )d 3 v e , (1)
 V i v e

where e and m are the electron charge and mass, V and ve
are the ion and electron velocities respectively, and ne is
electron density in the particle rest frame (PRF). The
Coulomb logarithm ln  max /  min  is kept under the
integral because the minimal impact  min parameter
depends on electron velocity.
Table 1: Electron Beam Parameters for Cooling
Electron beam energy, MeV
1.6-2.6
Charge per single bunch, pC
130-200
Number of bunches in macrobunch
30-24
Total charge in macrobunch, nC
3-5
Average current, mA
30-55
< 2.5
RMS normalized emittance, m
Angular spread, mrad
< 0.15
RMS energy spread
<5 x 10-4
RMS bunch length, cm
2-3
Length of cooling sections, m

20

To maximize cooling power and not to overcool a core
of ion distribution, which is important for colliding
beams, electron beam rms velocity spreads are chosen
close to those of the ion beam. The ion beam has rms
momentum spread in the range of p=4-5×10-4. This sets
the requirement for the rms momentum spread of electron
beam to < 5×10-4.
For the rms normalized emittance of the ion beam, 2.5
m at =4.1, and 30 m beta function in the cooling section, the ion beam rms angular spread in the lab frame is
0.14 mrad. This gives the requirement for the electrons
angular spread  in the cooling section < 0.15 mrad.
For electron beam parameters in Table 1 the temperature of the longitudinal degree of freedom is
2

 p 
T||  mc     0.12 eV
 p 

___________________________________________
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2

and the transverse degree of freedom
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Figure 1: Layout of LEReC accelerator.
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where  is rms angular spread and p/p – rms momentum spread of electrons in the cooling section. As a result,
the velocity distribution is slightly anisotropic with the
transverse rms velocity spread of 1 .7  10 5 m / sec and the
longitudinal velocity spread 1.5  105 m / sec in the PRF.
With the friction force maximum being located close to
the longitudinal rms velocity spread of the electrons, one
gets a requirement for matching electron and beam energies to better than the rms velocity spread, which for our
parameters is < 5×10-4. Energy stability of the electron
beam should be better than this, at about 2×10-4 rms.
To keep the transverse angle of the electron beam trajectory < 0.15 mrad an integral of residual transverse
magnetic field in cooling region should be kept below 1
Gauss·cm. A shielding of residual magnetic field to such
level will be provided by several concentric cylindrical
layers of high permeability alloy [4].
Some cooling section space is taken up by short (10
cm) weak solenoids (to control angular spread due to the
transverse space charge), steering dipoles and beam position monitors to keep the electron and ion beam in close
relative alignment. A description of beam instrumentation
for the LEReC project can be found in Ref. [5].
Since the electron beam does not have any magnetization, the space used by the solenoids will be lost from the
cooling process. Longitudinal field of 1 G produces rotational angles of 75 rad at =4. Design of these solenoids,
placed every 3 m, was optimized to maximize the space
between them which satisfies requirement on longitudinal
magnetic fields in the cooling region to be Bz < 1 G.
The charge per bunch needed for cooling depends on
the energy at which cooling is applied. For the 9 MHz RF
system in RHIC at =4 ion bunches are long (3 m rms
length). As a result, we can place a macro-bunch of electrons consisting of 30 individual electron bunches on a
single ion bunch. The use of such macro-bunches allows
us to split the total charge of 3 nC required for cooling,
into 30 bunches with 0.1 nC per bunch, for example.
Although an individual electron bunch occupies a small

portion of the ion bunch, all ions could be cooled as a
result of the synchrotron oscillations.

ELECTRON ACCELERATOR
One of the first challenges for such an approach is
providing transport of electron bunches to the cooling
sections while preserving beam emittance and energy
spread at the level required for cooling (“cold” beam) [6].
Layout of the LEReC accelerator is shown in Fig. 1.
Electron beam will be generated by illuminating a multialkali (CsK2Sb or NaK2Sb) photocathode with green light
(532 nm) from a laser. The photocathode is inserted into a
DC gun with design operational voltage of 400-500 kV.
The 704 MHz fiber laser will produce bunch trains with
individual electron bunches of about 80 ps full length at
~9 MHz bunch train repetition frequency. The bunch train
repetition rate will be the same as the repetition rate of ion
bunches in RHIC. An optical system will allow creating
dedicated bunch patterns for different RHIC energies and
ion bunch lengths. Each bunch train will be followed by a
long gap (about 100 ns) corresponding to the gap between
ion bunches, as illustrated in Fig. 2. A mode of operation
with full continuous wave (CW) at the 704 MHz frequency (no macro-bunches) is also being considered. Such
mode simplifies RF commissioning due absence of transient beam loading however it puts more demand on the
photocathode due to a requirement of higher average
current of up to 85 mA.
The electron beam will be accelerated to the required
energy by the 704 MHz SRF booster cavity and then
transported to the first cooling section in the Blue RHIC
ring, cool ions in the first cooling section, turned around
between Blue and Yellow RHIC rings (using a 180 degree
dipole magnet), cool ions in the Yellow ring and transported to the beam dump, as shown in Fig. 1.
To prevent degradation of energy spread due to the longitudinal space charge force, electron bunches require
stretching. Such stretching is achieved by accelerating
slightly off-crest in the 704 MHz SRF booster cavity to
produce energy chirp (the correlation between particle
position within the bunch and its energy). Since electrons
5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields
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are only slightly-relativistic a proper choice of the RF
phase results in bunch stretching in a drift which follows
(similar to ballistic compression with the opposite phase).
A series of warm RF cavities are used to obtain and
control energy spread within electron bunches at the required level (Table 1). A warm 2.1 GHz cavity (3rd harmonic of the 704 MHz) is used to remove non-linear
energy spread introduced by the RF curvature. After
bunches are stretched another 704 MHz warm RF cavity
is used to remove energy chirp. An additional 9 MHz
warm RF cavity is being employed to remove bunch-bybunch energy variation within the 30 bunch train (macrobunch) caused by beam loading in the RF cavities. Design
of these RF cavities is described in Refs. [7-9].
Based on tolerance studies, to keep rms energy spread of
electron beam < 5×10-4 in the cooling sections, requires
2.5×10-4 voltage and 0.25 degrees rms stability for the
704 MHz SRF cavity (stability requirement for other
cavities is less stringent). This in turn requires laser phase
stability of 0.25 degrees or 1 ps rms.

WEA4CO05

Electron beam with small emittance and energy spread
should be provided for several energies of interest. Quality of the beam should be preserved through the entire
beam transport since the same beam will be used for cooling in both RHIC rings.
Using bunched electron beam for cooling can also have
some negative effects on ion beam lifetime. At such low
energy it can lead to emittance growth of ions due to
modulated focusing from the electrons. This effect led to
a requirement to “lock” frequency of electron bunches to
the revolution frequency of ion bunches to avoid emittance growth of ions due to the betatron resonances [10].
Also, for our regime of parameters, an additional effect of
synchrotron motion of ions was found to be significant
[11]. In addition, this will be the first electron cooler to
cool beams under collisions. This puts special requirements on the control of the ion beam profile under cooling. Careful optimizations between electron cooling and
ion beam lifetime due to various effects will determine
how close one can actually get to the projected luminosity
improvement.

SUMMARY
Electron cooler based on the RF acceleration is presently under construction at BNL. Many challenges associated with chosen approach and complications of low electron energies are being addressed by a proper physics and
engineering design. Commissioning of full LEReC electron accelerator is scheduled to start in early 2018.
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CHALLENGES
Successful operation of LEReC cooler requires stable
CW operation of the gun with electron beam current up to
55 mA using trains of macrobunches and up to 85 mA for
full CW mode with a long lifetime of a photocathode. To
operate with such high current in photocathode DC gun
electron beam needs to be generated off geometrical
centre of the cathode which in turn may affect beam quality due to aberrations.
The achievement of very low transverse angular spread
for the electron beam is being addressed by a proper beam
transport and engineering design. The attainment of required low energy spread in the electron bunch relies on
stretching of electron bunches, and RF gymnastics. A
very tight requirement on impedance budget led to detailed wake fields simulations and special design of every
vacuum element including instrumentation devices. The
repeatability of low energy electron transport is challenging due to remnant fields in the optics and hardware.
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Figure 2: LEReC bunch structure. Thirty electron bunches
(blue) spaced by 1.4 ns placed on a single ion bunch (red).
For ion bunches with the 9 MHz RHIC RF system.
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RF CALIBRATION OF CEBAF LINAC CAVITIES THROUGH PHASE
SHIFTS*
A. Carpenter#, J. Benesch, C. Slominski, Jefferson Lab, Newport News, VA, USA
Abstract
This paper describes a new beam-based method of
cavity energy gain calibration based on varying the cavity
phase. This method can be fully automated and allows a
larger range of momentum excursions during
measurement than previous calibration approaches.
Monte Carlo simulations suggest that a calibration
precision of 2-3% could be realistically achieved using
this method.
During the commissioning of the
Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility’s
(CEBAF) energy upgrade to 12 GeV, 876 measurements
were performed on 375 of the 400 linac cavities in Fall
2015 and applied December 2015. Linac optics appears
to be closer to design as a result. The resulting ensemble
proved to be 2% over the value needed to get the desired
energy in the arcs. Continued offline analysis of the data
has allowed for error analysis and better understanding of
the process.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

CEBAF 1995-2012
CEBAF is a recirculating electron accelerator using
superconducting RF. It consists of an injector which
provides fully relativistic electrons (130 MeV), two linacs
of equal momentum gain, and ten recirculating arcs. The
injector and linac energies are in the ratios: 0.1128:1:1 so
electrons in arc 2 have ~90% more momentum compared
to arc 1. With fully relativistic electrons, the extreme
relativistic limit applies, so momentum measurements in
the recirculating beam transport arcs are proportional to
energy.
For 1995-2012 a momentum balance method was used
to calibrate the cavity gradients (energy gain per unit
length). The highest energy-gain cavity in each linac was
calibrated against the magnets in the downstream arc
using optics with dispersion ~6 m. The reference cavity
in a given linac was then set to produce a 1.5 MeV/c
change in momentum in the downstream arc. The
gradient for the cavity under test was nominally set to
produce a compensating 1.5 MeV/c change or turned off,
and the reference cavity was used to restore the original
orbit in the following arc. The change in the reference
cavity’s gradient was used to calibrate the gradient in the
cavity under test. The associated momentum gain per
cavity ranged from 1.5 to 6 MeV/c. Repeated arc 1
measurements on individual cavities in linac 1 had an
RMS span of 5%. Measurements in arc 2 had a 9% RMS
span as the momentum in the arc is higher but the change
due to a single cavity is not. The RF control system is not
___________________________________________
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stable for gains corresponding to 1.5 MeV/c or less.
These errors were adequate for the forgiving optics of the
original CEBAF layout and minimal emittance growth
due to synchrotron radiation.

PHASE SHIFTS
In late 2014, it was realized that using the phase control
on each cavity would allow a larger momentum shift than
the gradient balance method as the cavity could be moved
to a decelerating phase. This would increase the shift to
almost twice the nominal or the maximum allowed by the
following arc’s acceptance. With assistance [1] Root was
used for a Monte Carlo evaluation of the process. For
momentum shifts limited to 0.4%, energy RMS errors
were in the range 1.9-2.5% for all linac 1 cavities and for
linac 2 cavities providing more than 2.5 MeV/c gain. For
lower gain linac 2 cavities, amplitude RMS error was
projected to reach 4.6% at 1.5 MeV/c. The cavity phase
shift-based algorithm is summarized below. The analysis
that follows considers cavities with nominally “low”
(~1.5 MeV/c) to “medium” (~6 MeV/c) operating
gradients and those with nominally “high” operating
(~10.5 MeV/c) cavity gradients. This classification
scheme distinguishes between the older, lower capability
cavities, and the newer, higher capability cavities
fabricated for the recent CEBAF upgrade.

Calibration and Shift Calculation Algorithm
Calibration of RF cavity gradient settings and proper
phasing is achieved by shifting a cavity’s phase and
measuring the change in energy (momentum) in the
nearest downstream dispersive region (beam transport
arc). Since the only element changing is the phase of a
single cavity, the change in energy can be calculated
using the following model,
=

−

=

cos( +

)−

cos

where
≡ change in energy measured in the nearest
downstream dispersion region for shift
A ≡ amplitude (MeV) of the cavity energy cosine
function to be estimated
θ ≡ cavity phase angle error to be estimated
≡ the
cavity phase shift
d

=
₁+
₂
This formula can be recast as
where
= cos ,
= sin ,
= cos ₁ − 1, and
= − sin ₁. Using measurements made at multiple
phase shifts, this model can be fit using ordinary least
and
have
squares regression. Once estimates for
been found, it is trivial to solve for A and where
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= tan ( ₂
= ₁

₁)

cos .

In general, larger phase shifts produce more accurate
estimates of phase error and amplitude. However, a
sufficiently large phase shift could exceed the dispersive
region’s energy error tolerance, producing a normalized
momentum error that steers the beam into the beam pipe
of the beam transport arc. The strategy is to use the
largest possible phase shift without exceeding the arc’s
energy error tolerance. During normal operations, each
recirculation beam transport arc at CEBAF with 7 m
dispersion optics can tolerate normalized momentum
errors (dp/p) of up to 1e-3 without tripping the machine.
During beam studies, 2 m dispersion optics were utilized
in order to increase the momentum error tolerance. In
addition, a positive energy offset was applied to push the
beam to the positive boundary of the arc’s momentum
error tolerance. Since applying a phase shift to a
reasonably well-tuned cavity generally lowers the cavity’s
energy and momentum gain, this effectively doubled the
range of momentum errors that beam studies were able to
utilize. Measurements were made for phase shifts
corresponding to both positive and negative normalized
momentum errors (dp/p) between ±2e-3.
Calculation of the maximum phase shift is predicated
on the arc’s energy tolerance, the energy being produced
by the cavity of interest, and the current phase error of
that cavity. The first two of these are typically known
within tolerance, but the phase error is an unknown
quantity being measured. This calculation requires a
conservative estimate of largest likely phase error of a
cavity. Historical experience at CEBAF suggests that 10o
is a reasonable phase error estimate after manual phasing.
Once the energy tolerance, the cavity energy, and the
current phase error values are determined, the maximum
, is calculated such that the resulting energy
shift,
change, , is less than the arc’s energy error tolerance.
Individual phase shifts are chosen evenly across the
,
], excluding the zero phase shift.
interval, [Each energy reading used in this algorithm is actually
the average of five sequential measurements made at a
given phase shift and after a brief quiescence period in the
software implementation. This approach allows for
online removal of outlier readings, for lowered variance
in energy readings, and time for energy variations due to
the phase shift to settle out. Testing revealed that 12
phase shifts with an energy reading averaged over five
measurements provided a sufficiently good fit.

OFFLINE DATA ANALYSIS
The transformation used in the algorithm from (A,θ,φ)
to (β1,β2,X1,X2) invalidates the classical OLS approach
for statistical inference for the parameters of interest,
namely amplitude and phase error, so instead, the
calibration measurements were fit using a Nonlinear Least
Squares (NLS) method as implemented in R’s nls routine

WEB4CO03

[2]. The amplitude and phase error estimates from the
code above were used as initial starting points in this
routine. The raw data was refit first using the phase and
amplitude variables only and then with an additional
constant (error) term. The addition of the last provides a
means for identifying invalid calibration data sets. The
results shown below were fitted with phase, amplitude
and constant terms:
=

+ Acos( +

) − cos( ) +

where the terms are defined as above with
≡ Error indicator
≡ Random error associated with the ith
measurement. Distributed i.i.d. (0,

)

Of the 876 measurements, twenty-one values of
outside [-0.4, 0.2] were found to correspond with invalid
data and will be omitted in the subsequent analysis,
leaving 855 measurements to consider. This range of
matched a manual review of the data and identified
additional invalid calibration measures initially deemed
acceptable. Statistical significance of was not a useful
values
indicator of invalid data as relatively small
could be statistically significant while having very limited
impact on the parameter estimates of interest. Figure 1
shows the full range of error indicator terms.
This
approach for identifying invalid calibration data relies on
qualitative expert review, but future work aims to
incorporate the error indicator term into the automated
calibration software tool.

Figure 1: The values of error indicator terms displayed in
histogram, box plot, and Normal quantile plot.
Figure 2 shows the amplitude estimates (MeV/c)
derived from the NLS fit against the estimates’ t values,
with two distinct patterns emerging. The high gradient
group highlighted (blue) are the modules that were
fabricated for the recent 12 GeV energy upgrade. The
other block contains cavities purchased in 1991-1993.
Most notably, errors on high momentum gain cavities
were larger (lower t values) than the older, lower
capability units. While reasons for this are currently
unknown, all estimates are highly significant.
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The phase error estimates vary in statistical
significance much more widely than do the amplitude
estimates. This is because the hypothesis test uses a null
hypothesis that the phase error equals zero. The phase
error standard errors are of similar magnitudes across
parameter estimates, while the estimates themselves can
range greatly in magnitude. As the phase error estimate
approaches zero it is dwarfed by its standard error,
leading to a lack of statistical significance. Figure 3
displays this pattern for the t values of phase error
estimates for all cavities. As phase error estimates
approach five degrees, they achieve a statistical
significance at the p=0.01 (t=3.25) level. Thus the
program calculates phase errors with more than adequate
precision to minimize longitudinal emittance growth.

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

Fig. 4 show, this effect was only seen in the high gradient
cavities.
For the higher gradient cavities, fractional errors are
higher than expected based on simulation results. For
high gradient cavities in the linac 2, mean error is 5.5%;
the simulation suggested 1.5%. For high gradient cavities
in linac 1, the mean error is 4.6%, not the 1.5% expected
from the Monte Carlo. While the reason for this higher
than expected error is unknown, this error is still
comparable to the historical value of 5%.
For the low and medium gradient cavities, fractional
error was similar to simulation predictions or better.
Linac 1 and 2 cavities had a fractional error of 1.9% and
2.0%, respectively. This compares favorably with both
the simulation predictions, 1.1%-2.0% and 1.9%-4.6%,
respectively and the historical fractional errors of 5% and
9% respectively.

Figure 2: The statistical significance (t values) of
amplitude estimates are displayed by cavity gradient
classification. The t=10 level is noted with a dashed line.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 4: The fractional error of amplitude estimates
separated by cavity type and linac. The trend lines are
simple linear fits.

CONCLUSIONS

Figure 3: Shows the t value of phase error estimates for
all cavities.
The fractional error of the parameter estimates (Fig. 4)
was expected to be negatively correlated with the
magnitude of the amplitude estimate. This is because
higher gradient cavities produce larger momentum shifts
for a given phase shift which allows the arc momentum
acceptance to be fully utilized.
The positive slope of the low/medium linac 1 cavities
has low significance. This trend should have been more
noticeable in linac 1 given the lower momentum in the
dispersive region following it. However, as the trends in

The new method provides a factor of 2.5 improvement
in error over the old momentum balance method for
cavities in old lower gradient cryomodules. It matches
the old method in linac 1 and improves on it by a third
(from 9% to 6%) in linac 2 for the new higher gradient
modules. In addition, the RfPhaser software tool used to
automatically phase cavities has been upgraded to
additionally provide a fully automated means of gradient
calibration. The improvement in gradient calibration has
made it easier to match the optics in the machine to
design.

REFERENCES
[1] ROOT assistance provided by Luke Myers, now at
Bluffton University.
[2] https://www.r-project.org
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100 kW VERY COMPACT PULSED SOLID-STATE RF AMPLIFIER:
DEVELOPMENT AND TESTS
G. B. Sharkov†1, A. A. Krasnov, S. A. Polikhov, NIITFA, 115230 Moscow, Russia
R. Cisneros, R. J. Patrick, TMD Technologies Ltd., Hayes, Middlesex UB3 1DQ United Kingdom
1
also at ITEP, 117218 Moscow, Russia
Solid-state RF power amplifier (SSPA) technology has
developed significantly over recent years [1]. Powers of
hundreds of kilowatts are being achieved, driven by the
developments of LDMOS and other transistor technologies [2]. The price and size of SSPA still correlate with
the output power (due to the number and cost of transistors), which is not the case for vacuum tube based devices. In order to be competitive with tetrodes, klystrons,
IOT’s and other tubes at higher levels of power and frequency, SSPA’s should be designed to be more compact
and cheaper than current offerings, using the high efficiency and reliability of modern transistors to produce
highly available amplifier systems. The scalability of
SSPA output power is achieved by a modular architecture
based on several ~1kW transistors; this gives an important
advantage over vacuum tubes.
In order to meet challenging demands for high power,
efficient, reliable, compact and cost effective RF amplifiers, a novel architecture of SSPA is employed and a 100
kW prototype has been developed (Fig. 1). The complete
system fits into one 19’’ cabinet. It is developed according
to the requirements of the ESS project’s “low-beta” part
of the Linac: 400 kW, 352 MHz, 3.5 msec pulse at 14 Hz
repetition rate, <5 m2 footprint [3].

ARCHITECTURE

combiner mounted above the cabinets. This approach
provides a fully scalable system. The low level modularity of the system together with the ability to work without
all of the PA modules functional and the ability to “hot
swap” units allows very high availability (potentially
99.9%) to be achieved which is unachievable by single
vacuum tube systems.
Commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) components are used
as much as possible to reduce the R&D scope to the core
technology only. Sub-Systems such as high reliability DC
power sources, cooling water distribution and the 19’’
cabinet can be bought freely. The main modules of the
control system (CS) can be developed once for all specifications, so that only frequency specific modules will be
changed for each application.
Transistor evaluation boards, which are usually taken as
building blocks for SSPA development [4], become quite
bulky for high power systems, where hundreds of transistors are needed. Consequently the power amplifier building block should contain at least two transistors (four
might be an option for pulsed systems to minimize the
cost of connectors, PCB’s, etc.). One should avoid designing the matching circuits using coaxial wires since they
require laborious hand work. A flat transformer on a PCB
is a good choice to reach the needed precision and repeatability (taking into account the possible overheating issues).

The main idea of the proposed architecture is to reduce
the manufacturing cost, especially removing hand assembly and tuning and the need for highly skilled personnel.
Since the materials costs are mainly driven by the costs of
transistors and matching elements, which are hard to
reduce, the labour costs is the main manageable cost driver. To achieve this goal one needs to standardise all subsystems for any frequency within roughly 20 – 1300 MHz
and any output power from 10 to 1500 kW, such that each
new specification will not cause significant redesign and
R&D. The system should be modular, so that changes to
the working frequency will lead to the redesign of a minimum set of subsystems. Ideally this would be limited to
the PCB’s with RF transistors and the power combiners.
All subsystems should fit into one 19’’ cabinet, so that
one cabinet can serve as a standalone RF amplifier comprising individual PA modules and power combiner and
respective ancillary systems*. Increasing the required
output power will then be implemented by providing
complete cabinet amplifiers with a final stage power
___________________________________________

† gbsharkov@niitfa.ru
* For systems with high average power or for CW operation the DC
power supplies may be placed in separate cabinet

Figure 1: 100 kW 352 MHz pulsed SSPA prototype.
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Components of PA modules are usually quite sensitive
to temperature, impedances, etc. Hence the imbalances
between modules will cause additional losses. The precise
tuning of dozens of PA modules over several output parameters, such as: output power, phase, gain and phase
linearity, etc.: again requires costly and laborious hand
work. Alternatively an active splitter can be used to compensate for the phase and amplitude differences between
the modules. A slow feedback loop can be used to compensate for temperature related drift.
Modern high power LDMOS transistors can survive up
to 100% reflected wave. This gives the possibility to
avoid using circulators in the system, which are usually
installed to protect from imbalances in the system with
conventional splitters. The circulators are bulky, expensive, decrease overall efficiency and need their own voltage control and cooling. Using modern RF transistors and
splitters with phase and amplitude control one can avoid
not only the circulators inside the SSPA, but also at the
output and this improves efficiency in comparison with
vacuum tubes.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

PROTOTYPE OVERVIEW
The architecture principles described above have been
used to design a 400 kW prototype according to the ESS
“low-beta” specification and to build a prototype 100 kW
section of the complete amplifier. The system consists of
a 38U high 19’’ cabinet with cooling system and wiring at
the rear. Two racks with six 8.7 kW PA modules in each
are placed below and above the 12:1 power combiner,
which is configured as a rectangular shape and fits into
the 19’’ standard rack. Prior to assembly into the system
each PA module has been tested for output power, phase
and performance at full reflection under any phase angle.
The PA modules are fed with 50 V DC power from a
COTS power supply through capacitor boxes which store
the pulse energy. The control system consists of: 1) the
main board with central microprocessor to control system
behaviour and communicate with the master control system; 2) a 12-channel active splitter with amplitude and
phase shifters for each channel and RS485 channel for
data transfer between the PA modules and the main board;
3) peripheral board to provide control and monitoring of
supplementary components like water flow meters.

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

independently monitor output RF power from the RFM
#1.

Measurement Results
The 100 kW pulse shape is shown on Fig.2. The flat top
droop during the pulse is about 5%.

Figure 2: 100 kW SSPA test stand connection diagram.
Close up views of the pulse leading and falling edges
are shown in Fig. 3. Measured between 10-90 percentage
points rise time is 100 ns and fall time is 36 ns (Fig. 4).
The falling edge trailing tail is caused by RF generator
behaviour.

Figure 3: 100 kW close up view of pulse top.

HIGH POWER TESTS
The schematic diagram of the assembled cabinets for
test and measurement is shown in Fig. 2. Minor connections are not shown. The amplifier cabinet was assembled
as intended for the 400 kW amplifier. Auxiliary (test)
cabinet was used to place the AC power distribution and
safety module (PDM), RF generator, and measurement
equipment. Under normal conditions (not as a test set up)
all of the 100 kW amplifier components would be contained within a single 19” cabinet.
Two directional couplers (DC1, DC2) were used for
measurement of output power after the RF power combiner. The third directional coupler (DC3) was used to

a)

b)
Figure 4: Pulse leading (a) and falling (b) edges.
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Gated measurements with an external trigger were used
for amplifier output spectrum curve acquisition. To obtain
real values of harmonic amplitudes the traces from the
spectrum analyser were stored in numerical format. Then
the directional coupler dependency of coupling coefficient on frequency was applied to the stored spectrum.
The result is shown on Fig. 5. The harmonic values are
better than -49 dBc and the spurious measured are better
than -65 dBc.

Figure 5: Amplifier output spectrum at 100 kW from 300
MHz to 2 GHz.
Dependencies of the amplifier behaviour are presented
in Fig. 6. Achieved RF amplifier gain is better than 75 dB
for 10-100 kW output RF power range. Extrapolating this
value to four cabinets, the expected value of gain for a
400 kW amplifier will be higher than 81 dB. This value is
4 dB lower than that required in the ESS specification.
Therefore, some modification of the amplifying scheme
inside the CS or RFM is required to meet the specification.
The amplifier -3dB bandwidth is ±15.5 MHz.
The DC efficiency of the amplifier was derived from
the average DC power consumption at the output of the
50 V power supply and the average output RF power (see
Fig. 2). At 100 kW output RF power, the measured DC
efficiency is 55% (see Fig. 6).

WEB4CO04

including power supplies, control system, valves, detectors, etc. The plug efficiency (average AC power consumption over average RF power output) measured for
100 kW peak power is 47% (see Fig. 6). The lower value
compared to DC efficiency is caused by the efficiency of
the 50 V PSU (about 93%) and several sources of continuous power consumption, like control system, water
valve, main contactor, PSU internal controllers, etc.

CONCLUSION
The novel architecture of SSPA has been developed and
validated on a high power pulsed prototype. The system is
very compact: 100 kW obtained from one 19’’ cabinet
(0.6x0.6 m2). The efficiency measured from the wall plug
is competitive with vacuum tube based devices. High
modularity and redundancy of the system gives the ability
to operate with broken modules without any stops or
power degradation giving excellent overall availability.
During testing the system has operated without circulators. No significant imbalances between PA modules have
been seen.
The following results were achieved:
 Output power up to 104 kW for 3.5 ms pulses at 5%
duty cycle
 Plug efficiency of 47% at 100 kW of RF power
 Gain of > 75 dB
 Harmonics are less than -49 dBc (< -35 dBc required)
 Spurious are less than -65 dBc (< -60 dBc required)
 -3dB bandwidth is ±15.5 MHz (> 250 kHz required)
 Pulse rise time is 100 ns, fall time is 36 ns (< 2 µs
rise time required)
 Pulse droop during 3.5 ms pulse is about 5% (±1 dB
required)
 Phase stability during 3.5 ms pulse is ±1 (±5 required)
 Operation without circulators
To meet the specification for all points the following
activity will be performed:
 Efficiency increased with optimization of continuous
power consumption is possible.
 Some modification of the amplifying scheme inside
the Control System or RF Modules can increase the
gain value.
 Gain linearity can be improved with improved schematic.
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LOWER EMITTANCE LATTICE FOR THE ADVANCED PHOTON
SOURCE UPGRADE USING REVERSE BENDING MAGNETS∗
M. Borland, Y. Sun, V. Sajaev, R. R. Lindberg, T. Berenc, ANL, Argonne, IL 60439, USA

The Advanced Photon Source (APS) is pursuing an upgrade to the storage ring to a hybrid seven-bend-achromat
design [1]. The nominal design provides a natural emittance
of 67 pm [2]. By adding reverse dipole fields to several
quadrupoles [3, 4] we can reduce the natural emittance to
41 pm while simultaneously providing more optimal beta
functions in the insertion devices and increasing the dispersion function at the chromaticity sextupole magnets. The
improved emittance results from a combination of increased
energy loss per turn and a change in the damping partition.
At the same time, the nonlinear dynamics performance is
very similar, thanks in part to increased dispersion in the sextupoles. This paper describes the properties, optimization,
and performance of the new lattice.

INTRODUCTION
APS is pursuing a major upgrade of our 7-GeV storage
ring, replacing the double-bend structure with a 6-GeV multibend achromat [5] in order to achieve much lower emittance.
The nominal lattice, based on a hybrid seven-bend achromat [1], achieves a natural emittance of 67 pm [2] and reasonable nonlinear dynamics performance [2,6,7]. In an effort to
reduce the emittance further, we explored the option of converting several quadrupoles into combined-function weak
reverse bending magnets [3, 4].
The use of reverse bends (RBs) has several potential advantages: it increases the energy loss per turn, thus potentially reducing emittance much as a damping wiggler would;
it allows manipulation of the damping partition numbers; it
provides additional means of manipulating the dispersion
function; and it reduces constraints on the lattice quadupoles,
potentially allowing more optimized beta functions at the
straight sections.

Instead of merely attempting to minimize the emittance, we
attempted to maximize the approximate brightness for an 18mm-period, 3.7-m-long superconducting undulator tuned for
20 keV at the 3r d harmonic. This automatically incorporates
the fact that maximizing brightness depends not only on lowering the emittance, but also on having closer-to-ideal beta
functions. The lattice functions are shown in Fig. 1, while
Table 1 lists several properties of the lattice in comparison
to the 67-pm lattice. In addition to the significantly lower
emittance, the beta functions at the IDs are both smaller,
which further enhances the x-ray brightness. The maximum
dispersion is 20% larger, which helps reduce the strength of
the sextupoles.
Table 1: Comparison of the 67-pm and 41-pm lattices.

νx
νy
ξx,nat
ξy,nat
Nat. emittance (pm)
Energy spread (%)
Horiz. damping time (ms)
Long. damping time (ms)
Energy loss (MeV/turn)
Momentum compaction
Damping partition Jx
Damping partition Jδ
Max. ηx (m)
@ ID Straight Sections:
βx (m)
ηx (mm)
βy (m)
x,e f f (pm)

67pm

41pm

95.125
36.122
-139
-108
66.9
0.096
12.1
14.1
2.27
5.7 × 10−5
1.61
1.39
0.074

95.091
36.165
-130
-123
41.4
0.129
7.2
19.6
2.80
3.8 × 10−5
2.20
0.80
0.090

7.0
1.11
2.4
67.0

4.9
1.47
1.9
41.8

LINEAR OPTICS
Linear optics design started from the 67-pm lattice. The
four quadrupoles in the high-dispersion region and the central FODO-like region were all converted into gradient
dipoles with zero bending angle. The parallel hybrid simplex
optimizer [8] in Pelegant [9, 10] was then allowed to vary
the angles of both the normal and reverse bending dipoles
and the quadrupole gradients. After several iterations, it
became clear that only three of the RBs were in fact effective, namely, those replacing the central two quadrupoles in
each high-dispersion region and the central two quadrupoles
in the FODO region; this is a total of six RBs per sector.
∗

Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Science, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, under Contract No. DE-AC0206CH11357.

NONLINEAR DYNAMICS
OPTIMIZATION
Nonlinear dynamics optimization was performed using a
tracking-based multi-objective genetic algorithm (MOGA)
[11, 12] (similar to [13, 14]) based on dynamic acceptance
(DA) and Touschek lifetime obtained from the local momentum acceptance (LMA) [15, 16]. One refinement is that the
rf voltage is adjusted for each trial configuration to be no
larger than the maximum LMA, which ensures the lowest
voltage and longest bunch possible.
As with the 67-pm lattice, the DA is only large enough
for on-axis injection, but the LMA is larger, approaching
±5% in some cases. The momentum tune footprint of the
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Figure 1: Lattice functions for the 41-pm lattice with reverse bends. Dipoles are blue (normal) and cyan (reverse),
quadrupoles are red, and sextupoles are green.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

67-pm lattice is compared to several variants of the 41-pm
lattice in Fig. 2 Several strategies were tried in MOGA to
obtain these variants: (1) Independent sextupoles in odd
and even sectors without translation symmetry. (2) Same,
but translation-symmetry within a sector. Also, based on
robustness tests (similar to [2]) we added a momentum tune
footprint constraint for δ : [−4, 4]% to delay crossing the
integer resonance, rather than simply minimizing the tune
footprint, which we found previously to cause poor LMA in
the high-dispersion regions. (3) Same as (1), but with tune
footprint optimization included. (4) Same as (3), but tune
footprint momentum range increased to δ : [−5, 5]%.

lattices. Also shown is the 2σ beam size from the injector,
where the size includes both the actual beam size as well as
assumed trajectory jitter. We see that the increased emphasis
on momentum detuning in variants 2,3, and 4 comes at a cost
in terms of DA, but the latter is still larger than the effective
injected beam size. Simulation of injection efficiency is
planned to verify the adequacy of the DA.

Figure 3: 10th -percentile DA contours for four variants of
the 41-pm lattice.

Figure 2: Momentum tune footprints for several variants of
the 41-pm lattice compared to the 67-pm lattice.

EVALUATION
The several lattice variants were subjected to ensemble
evaluation, which begins with simulated commissioning
[17]. The corrected error ensembles include misalignments
and strength errors, as well as simulated corrections to the
orbit, tunes, chromaticities, lattice functions, and coupling.
The 100 corrected ensembles are used in computation of
DA, LMA, lattice functions, and the emittance ratio. Figure
3 compares the 10th -percentile DA contours of the four

878

The ensemble emittance ratio data is used as input to computation of intrabeam scattering (IBS) using
ibsEmittance, assuming use of an optimized 4th harmonic
bunch lengthening cavity (BLC). The IBS-inflated beam
parameters are then used together with the LMA in computation of the Touschek lifetime using touschekLifetime
[18]. This is a simpler and much faster, but less precise,
method than described in [6]. It underestimates the Touschek lifetime because in reality the BLC can be tuned past
the nominal optimum, producing a double-humped time profile and longer Touschek lifetime. Figure 4 compares the
Touschek lifetime distributions for the four variants in 200mA, 324-bunch, round-beam mode, showing a 60% increase
for the new variants.
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Figure 4: Cumulative distributions of Touschek lifetime for
four variants of the 41-pm lattice, for 200 mA in 324 bunches
with x = y .

WEPOB01

Figure 5: Predicted energy spread as a function of rms bunch
length, where the bunch length is changed by varying the
detuning of passive bunch-lengthening cavities.

BENEFITS OF LOW-FREQUENCY RF

Figure 6: 10th -percentile beam lifetime as a function of rms
bunch length for various fundamental rf frequency choices.
A gas-scattering lifetime of 60 h is included [23].

number of available uniform bunch modes, get close to a
48-bunch mode, and get close to a 324-bunch mode. On this
basis, several other harmonic numbers suggest themselves,
particularly h = 336 (91 MHz) and h = 480 (130 MHz).

CONCLUSIONS
A 41-pm hybrid seven-bend achromat lattice with six
reverse-direction bending magnets per sector has been developed as a candidate for the APS upgrade. The lattice
provides a 50% increase in x-ray brightness compared to the
67-pm lattice, with comparable dynamic acceptance and lifetime. Lifetime may be increased and IBS/MWI suppressed
using a low-frequency rf system.
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The MAX-IV light source [19] uses an rf frequency of 100
MHz, which allows for much longer bunches, with benefits
in suppression of IBS and improvement of Touschek lifetime
[20]. Because the Touschek lifetime for APS-U is not as
long as we would like, we have investigated the implications
of replacing our existing 352-MHz, h = 1296 system with a
similar low-frequency system.
One option is to retain several 352-MHz cavities for use as
bunch lengthening cavities; in that case, we have a choice of
moving to 88 MHz (h = 324) or 117 MHz (h = 432) as our
main rf frequency. 88 MHz has the disadvantage of not supporting a uniform 48-bunch fill, which is our planned timing
mode; using fewer bunches is not considered possible for
the injector, while using more bunches will increase the difficulty of timing experiments. On the other hand, 117 MHz
has the disadvantage of not supporting a uniform 324-bunch
fill, which is our planned many-bunch mode; the number of
bunches in this mode is limited by fast kicker performance,
leaving 216 bunches as the best alternative. This will partly
undo the beneficial effects of the low-frequency system by
forcing the use of higher-charge bunches. However, this is
the best choice given that the lifetime of the 48-bunch mode
is the greatest concern. Figure 5 shows tracking results for
possible timing modes including the longitudinal impedance,
showing the beneficial effect on the energy spread due to
suppression of the microwave instability (MWI), which is
included using the impedance model [21, 22]. In addition,
IBS is suppressed, resulting in a reduction of the emittance
by about 6%. As Fig. 6 shows, the lifetime increases by
about a factor of 2..
Alternatively, we could ignore the existing rf systems
and pick the best frequency based on other considerations.
This would entail extra expense and risk to design and build
a new BLC, as the existing 352-MHz cavities could not
be used. We performed an analyis of the Pareto-optimal
choices for the rf harmonic, attempting to maximize the
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SIMULATION OF SWAP-OUT RELIABILITY FOR THE ADVANCED
PHOTON SOURCE UPGRADE∗
M. Borland, ANL, Argonne, IL 60439, USA
Abstract
The proposed upgrade of the Advanced Photon Source
(APS) to a multibend-achromat lattice relies on the use of
swap-out injection to accommodate the small dynamic acceptance, allow use of unusual insertion devices, and minimize collective eﬀects at high single-bunch charge. This,
combined with the short beam lifetime, will make injector
reliability even more important than it is for top-up operation. We used historical data for the APS injector complex
to obtain probability distributions for injector up-time and
down-time durations. Using these distributions, we simulated several years of swap-out operation for the upgraded
lattice for several operating modes. The results indicate that
obtaining very high availability of beam in the storage ring
will require improvements to injector reliability.

Figure 1: APS injector top-up unavailability over 3-monthlong runs starting in 2004.

INTRODUCTION

∗

Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Oﬃce of Science, Oﬃce of Basic Energy Sciences, under Contract No. DE-AC0206CH11357.

median outage duration is 150 s, much longer than the expected 5-15 s interval between swap-out injections needed
for APS-U. Hence, with present performance we can expect
to have to make up the beam current by injecting at a higher
rate for a while after each outage. A typical 150 s outage
will require injecting at 1 Hz for 10 to 30 s to make up the
missed shots. A related quantity is the length of uninterrupted top-up, the distribution for which is shown in Fig.
3. Note that the archive has data sampled every 8s, so the
cumulative distributions start there.

Figure 2: Cumulative distribution of top-up outage duration
for all APS runs from 2004 to present.

SIMULATION OF SWAP-OUT
Combining the probability distributions shown in Figs.
2 and 3 allows simulating swap-out operation. To do this,
we wrote a C-language program swapOutSim, with which
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An important reliability consideration for the APS Upgrade is whether the APS injector is able to provide pulses
for swap-out [1,2] at an interval of 5 to 15 seconds. We can
get some indication of this by looking at the top-up downtime performance of the injector This is an imperfect measure because the top-up interval is typically 60-120 seconds.
Downtime shorter than this, e.g., a momentary trip that is
quickly reset, may be invisible. However, we think it is relatively rare that trips are reset rapidly compared to the 8 s
data logger interval for the relevant quantities.
Drawing on data collected since 2004, we computed
three quantities: (1) The injector unavailability, deﬁned as
the ratio of the time during which the injector failed to provide beam for top-up to the total planned for top-up operation. (2) The durations of all top-up outages. (3) The durations of all periods of continuous top-up. The details of
analyzing the data from the data logs to reconstruct the required probability distributions are highly APS-speciﬁc and
may lack general interest. Hence, here we only quote some
results of the analysis. As shown in Fig. 1, we found that
the injector unavailability has been fairly constant over more
than a decade, with occasional excursions to the high and
low side. The median unavailability within a run is 1.1%.
The worst is over 5%, while the best is below 0.2%.
The unavailability results are interesting, but they don’t
tell us whether we have many short-duration events or a
few long-duration events. To analyze this, we perform additional analysis, which involves ﬁnding the duration of all
continuous segments for which top-up is disabled when it
should have been enabled. This is shown in Fig. 2. The
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– τT = 10 h, for κ = 1 with 352-MHz rf.
– τT = 33 h, for κ = 1 with 88-MHz rf.
– τT = 5 h, for κ = 0.1 with 352-MHz rf.
– τT = 17 h, for κ = 0.1 with 88-MHz rf.
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Figure 3: Cumulative distribution of continuous top-up duration for APS all runs from 2004 to present.

we were able to simulate several years of APS-U operations
with various ﬁll patterns and rf options. The program has a
variety of commandline controls for parameters involved in
the simulation, including (1) The target number of bunches
Nb . (2) the target beam current IT , which we set to 200
mA. (3) The desired fractional current regulation r. r = 0
would mean attempting perfect regulation at IT . We used
r = 0.01. Injection of bunches occurs when the current is
below IT (1−r). (4) The allowed “droop” D in the current in
any bunch before replacement. We used D = 0.1. (5) The
beam lifetime τ, assumed to be independent of beam current.
(6) The drop rate d, which deﬁnes what fraction of injection
shots result in loss of the stored bunch without injection of
a new bunch. We used d = 0.01, in rough agreement with
the typical unavailability. (7) The fractional jitter level j for
the captured bunch current. We used j = 0.05 [3]. (8) The
simulated duration S. We used S = 6 days, corresponding
to a 1 week run bracketed by machine intervention time (as
in present APS operations).
In brief, the algorithm involves sampling the top-up uptime and downtime distributions in alternating fashion to
simulate machine operation. Independent random number
generators are used for sampling the uptime distribution, the
downtime distribution, the drop-out distribution, and the injected charge jitter distribution. The algorithm is designed
to inject at a 1-Hz rate until the target current has been
reached. Thus, it ﬁlls rapidly when injector downtime ends
and injects right away to make up for a dropped bunch.
We assumed 36 six-day user periods per year, giving
5184 h of user operation per year. We simulated 5 years
of operation for each of the following cases, where τT is the
lifetime and κ = ǫ y /ǫ x :
• 48-bunch mode
– τT = 2.4 h, for κ = 1 with 352-MHz rf.
– τT = 5.0 h, for κ = 1 with 117-MHz rf.
• 324-bunch mode

These values are from detailed simulations for the 67-pm
APS upgrade lattice [4], using methods reported in [5] and
[6]. Several rf frequency choices are under consideration;
the low-frequency choices are of interest because of the long
lifetime. In all cases, a higher harmonic cavity is assumed,
at the appropriate frequency. The gas scattering lifetime
was assumed to be 60 h [7].
Fig. 4 shows the ﬁrst simulated week of operation for
the two basic patterns, i.e., 324-bunch mode and 48-bunch
mode with round beams. We note that the 48-bunch mode
data is relatively noisy, a result of occasional dropped shots.
The dropped-shot probability is of course the same for 324bunch mode, but the contribution of each bunch is much
smaller and harder to notice.

Figure 4: Total current vs time for the ﬁrst week of simulated operation for 48-bunch (top) and 324-bunch (bottom)
modes with round beams and existing rf systems.
With these results, we can evaluate various performance
metrics. For example, it is interesting to determine the fraction of the time that the total current is below a speciﬁc fraction of the 200 mA target. Anecdotally, a reduction of more
than 10% from the nominal current creates diﬃculties for
sensitive users, so we can set 180 mA as a threshold below
which we count the ring as unavailable. Figure 5 shows distributions of weekly unavailability for the operation modes
described above. The data exhibit a consistent advantage
for the cases with low-frequency rf or round beams.
In operations, we might set ourselves the goal of being
above 180 mA 98% of the time. We can use the data in Fig.
5 to predict how likely this is to happen for each ﬁll pattern and rf conﬁguration. As shown in Table 1, the odds
are greatly improved by the use of low-frequency rf and
round beams. Even so, it is hard to get extremely high success rates. Note that we are only considering unavailability
caused by the injector; the storage ring systems will make
2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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Table 1: Fraction of runs for which predicted unavailability of 180mA is below 1% or 2%
Mode

Success fraction for 1% Unavail.

Success fraction for 2% Unavail.

324B-Round-88MHz
324B-Flat-88MHz
324B-Round-352MHz
48B-Round-117MHz
324B-Flat-352MHz
48B-Round-352MHz

0.892
0.822
0.772
0.682
0.648
0.611

0.944
0.935
0.897
0.844
0.822
0.789

their own contribution. Recognizing this, we might consider raising the requirement to 99% of the time for injectorrelated unavailability, which makes the relative advantage
of low-frequency rf even more evident.

CONCLUSION
We analyzed 12 years of data from APS operation to
determine trends in injector availability and distributions
of injector up- and down-time durations. A new program,

We can also use the data to compute the cumulative distribution of injection intervals, which is related to the probability that an experiment lasting t seconds can be performed
without an injection event occurring. An injection event
will be seen by the users as a 1-2% drop in brightness that
recovers after about 50 ms. The data shown in Fig. 6
show a signiﬁcant advantage for low-frequency rf and round
beams.

Figure 6: Cumulative distribution of interval between two
swap-out shots for diﬀerent ﬁll modes and rf choices.
swapOutSim, was written that allows using these distributions to perform Monte-Carlo simulation of swap out. We
ﬁnd that it will be challenging to achieve the kinds of availability we have now, even ignoring the contribution of storage ring systems. Mitigating strategies include using round
beams, improved lattice correction, relaxed beam current
regulation, low-frequency rf, injector reliability improvements, and lowered expectations.
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It’s particularly interesting that in the cases with the
shorter lifetime or many bunches, injection takes place at
1-second intervals up to 20% of the time. This seems to be
sensitive to the injected charge jitter in the few-bunch cases.
In the many-bunch cases, it seems only weakly sensitive to
the drop rate or charge jitter. More tuning and exploration of
the algorithm might yield some improvements in this, but it
seems likely that users will simply have to adapt to frequent
irregular injections.
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MAGNETIC MEASUREMENTS OF STORAGE RING MAGNETS FOR
THE APS UPGRADE PROJECT*
C. Doose†, R. Dejus, M. Jaski, W. Jansma, J. Collins, A. Donnelly,
J. Liu, H. Cease, G. Decker, Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, IL 60439, USA
A. Jain, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973, USA
J. DiMarco, Fermilab, Batavia, IL 60510, USA
Abstract

Y

Extensive prototyping of storage ring magnets is
ongoing at the Advanced Photon Source (APS) in support
of the APS Multi-Bend Achromat (MBA) upgrade project
(APS-U) [1]. As part of the R&D activities four quadrupole
magnets with slightly different geometries and pole tip
materials, and one sextupole magnet with vanadium
permendur (VP) pole tips, were designed, built, and tested.
Magnets were measured individually using a rotating coil
and a Hall probe for detailed mapping of the magnetic
field. Magnets were then assembled and aligned relative to
each other on a steel support plate and concrete plinth using
precision-machined surfaces to gain experience with the
alignment method chosen for the APS-U storage ring
magnets. The required alignment of magnets on a common
support structure is 30 Pm RMS. Measurements of
magnetic field quality, strength, and magnet alignment
after subjecting the magnets and assemblies to different
tests are presented.

INTRODUCTION

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

A 3D rendering of the magnets on the support steel plate
of the Demonstration Modular Multiplet (DMM) is shown
in Fig. 1. The magnet lengths are based on the design
version 3 of the MBA lattice but differ only slightly from
the magnet lengths in more recent versions of the
lattice [2]. All quadrupoles are 269 mm long and have the
same pole tip shape but differ slightly in other
manufacturing details:
x Quadrupole A001 has a symmetric yoke and steel pole
tips that do not extend beyond the yoke in the
longitudinal direction (short tips).
x Quadrupole A002 also has short steel pole tips but has
a left-right asymmetric yoke to provide an opening in
the core for a photon beam extraction chamber.
x Quadrupole A003 has a set of VP short pole tips.
x Quadrupole A004 has a set of “mushroom” steel pole
tips that extend out of the yoke up to the coil ends, a
design feature to gain extra field integral value.
All quadrupoles have also vertical and horizontal
corrector coils but these will be eliminated in the final
version of the design due to field quality issues. The
___________________________________________

* Work supported by U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Science, under
contract numbers DE-AC02-06CH11357, DE-SC0012704 for work at
Brookhaven National Laboratory, and DE-AC02-07CH11359 for work at
Fermilab.
† doose@aps.anl.gov
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Figure 1: A 3D rendering of the DMM magnet layout on
the support plate. The quadrupoles (in blue colour) are
referred to as A001 thru A004 from left to right.
sextupole magnet is 235 mm long and has VP pole tips. It
also has vertical, horizontal, and skew quadrupole
corrector coils. All pole tips were machined using electrical
discharge machining (EDM) after bolting to the core to
obtain a ±10 µm machining tolerance.
Among the many purposes for building the DMM
assembly, checking for the following aspects was key:
x Mechanical tolerance stack up and its effect on
magnetic performance.
x Accuracy of magnetic design calculations.
x Crosstalk between neighbouring magnets.
x Alignment methods, alignment accuracy, and repeatability under disassembly/reassembly of magnets to
simulate vacuum chamber installations.
x Alignment stability after transportation of a magnet
assembly on a plinth.

MAGNETIC MEASUREMENT RESULTS
The field harmonics in all of the DMM magnets were
measured using a radial rotating coil built using printed
circuit technology. The coil also provided signals bucked
for the dipole and the quadrupole terms (DQ bucked) and
bucked for the dipole, quadrupole and sextupole terms
(DQS bucked) to ensure measurements free of spurious
harmonics in the quadrupoles and the sextupole. The main
coil had an outer radius of 11.35 mm and the field
harmonics were expressed at a reference radius of 10 mm.
Typical noise in the measurement of harmonics was below
10 ppm of the main field (0.1 unit). The axial field profiles
were measured in the horizontal midplane at several
excitation currents using an I1A series Senis Hall probe [3].
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Integrated Transfer Functions

with mushroom tips, and other quadrupoles with short tips.
This is because the 2-D pole profile was kept the same in
the two designs, whereas the end harmonics are different.

Hall Probe Measurements
The vertical profiles of the A003 with short tips and the
A004 with “mushroom” tips are compared in Fig. 4. The
A003 shows a nearly flat profile whereas the A004 shows
a pronounced hump in the center and shoulders at the ends.
Due to potential machine performance issues with the
humped profiles that are difficult to model, the production
quadrupoles may not use the “mushroom” design.

1.2
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Integ. Trans. Func./ITF(90A)

The integrated transfer functions (ITF) from rotating coil
measurements of the 4 quadrupoles are compared to
computer calculations using Opera-3D software [4] in
Fig. 2. In order to account for small systematic differences
between magnets due to construction tolerances, the ITF
values are normalized to corresponding values at a
relatively low current of 90 A. An excellent agreement was
found for the saturation behaviour. The slight discrepancy
at very low fields was due to remnant fields, which were
not included in the computer simulations. The A003
quadrupole (with VP pole tips) initially had material issues
(open squares in Fig. 2), but those were cured after a
second heat treatment (filled triangles in Fig. 2).
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Figure 2: Measured integrated transfer functions
normalized to 90 A compared to Opera-3D calculations.

The normal and skew harmonic multipoles measured
using a rotating coil are shown in Fig. 3. All harmonics
were within acceptable limits, with none of them being
larger than 10 units (one unit is 10-4 of the main field) at
10 mm radius, except for the 18-pole (b8) in the sextupole
magnet, which is ~ –300 units due to design limitations,
and is not shown in Fig. 3. This large value of b8 is deemed
acceptable for the machine. Except for the low order
terms, the random variation in harmonics is also small. It
should be noted that there is a systematic difference in the
allowed 12-pole term (b5) between the quadrupole A004
12
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Figure 3: Normal (left figure) and skew (right figure)
harmonics at 200 A in the DMM magnets. Harmonic
number n = 0 corresponds to the dipole term.
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Figure 4: Vertical profiles in the vertical midplane of
quadrupole A003 with short VP pole tips (top) and A004
with “mushroom” pole tips (bottom) at 283 A.

Alignment Measurements and Shimming
The magnets were installed on a steel plate and aligned
to each other using reference surfaces on the magnets and
the plate. The relative alignment of magnets in the DMM
assembly was measured using a 3.52-m-long rotating wire.
Initial assembly of magnets on the DMM support plate
nearly met the alignment tolerance of 30 Pm RMS despite
some assembly tolerance issues with A002. Shimming
using 25 Pm thick iron shims was not difficult to do
although for the present magnet and mounting design it
could only be unidirectional. Alignment of better than
10 Pm RMS was obtained after shimming. Figure 5 shows
the horizontal and vertical offsets before and after
shimming. The production magnet design has been
modified to incorporate features that would allow a better
mechanical alignment to begin with, and also enable easy
shimming for either positive or negative displacements if
needed.
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Magnet Disassembly/Reassembly Tests
After verification of magnetic alignment in an assembly
during production, all magnets will need to be split for
installation of the vacuum chamber. In order to verify that
the magnet alignment is not adversely affected by this
procedure, each magnet was disassembled and then
reassembled several times, and the relative alignment of
magnets in the assembly was measured. The A001 had
poor reproducibility in X, which is seen in Fig. 6. All others
had good reproducibility after the first reassembly.
Reproducibility was acceptable in Y for all of the magnets.
Design modifications will be implemented in the
production magnets to better control the horizontal
alignment of the top and the bottom halves.
g
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Figure 6: Magnet offsets in the horizontal (X) and vertical
(Y) planes versus reassembly number measured at 200 A.

DMM Transportation Tests
During production the alignment in all magnet
assemblies will be measured on the test bench. These
assemblies will then have to be transported to the tunnel
for installation. It is likely that the test benches will be
located off site due to lack of adequate space on site,
requiring travel of several kilometres. The DMM assembly
was loaded on a truck and driven ~ 8 km, then unloaded
and reloaded on the truck and brought back to the
measurement area for a recheck of the alignment. Two
such tests were performed. In the first test only the support
plate with the magnets was transported. In the second test
the entire magnets and support system including the
support plate and the plinth were transported. The
measured alignment changes of less than 5 Pm shown in
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Figure 5: Magnet offsets in the horizontal (X) and vertical
(Y) planes before and after shimming measured at 200 A.
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Figure 7: DMM transportation tests. The offsets were
measured with the rotating wire setup at 200 A. No
significant changes were measured.
Fig. 7 are within measurement uncertainties. These results
demonstrate that the magnet alignment in the assembly is
expected to remain stable during transportation.

CONCLUSION
All the DMM magnets were successfully measured and
all were shown to meet the field quality requirements and
integrated magnetic field strengths. The alignment based
on reference surfaces was shown to nearly meet the
alignment requirement of 30 Pm RMS [5], with only one
magnet being significantly misaligned in the horizontal
direction. The alignment was easily improved to under
10 Pm RMS by shimming, although the DMM magnets
were not designed to be adjusted. Further the alignment
was shown to be stable under realistic transportation
conditions of the magnets on the support plate as well on
the plate with the plinth assembly.
The fabrication of DMM magnets and magnetic
measurements have guided the design improvements for
the production magnets of the APS-U. The quadrupole
families Q1 and Q2 of the quad-doublet assembly, which
are of designs similar to the DMM quadrupoles, are the
first magnets to be manufactured and this work was
particularly important for their final designs.
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BEAMLINE-CONTROLLED STEERING OF SOURCE-POINT ANGLE AT
THE ADVANCED PHOTON SOURCE∗
L. Emery, G. Fystro, H. Shang, and M. Smith, ANL, Argonne, IL 60439, USA

An EPICS-based steering software system has been implemented for beamline personnel to directly steer the angle
of the synchrotron radiation sources at the Advanced Photon
Source. A script running on a workstation monitors "start
steering" beamline EPICS records, and effects a steering
given by the value of the "angle request" EPICS record. The
new system makes the steering process much faster than
before, although the older steering protocols can still be
used. The robustness features of the original steering remain. Feedback messages are provided to the beamlines and
the accelerator operators. Underpinning this new steering
protocol is the recent refinement of the global orbit feedback
process whereby feedforward of dipole corrector set points
and orbit set points are used to create a local steering bump
in a rapid and seamless way.

INTRODUCTION
In order to give beamlines more convenient (and faster)
control of their source points, APS has implemented in June
2016 direct source-point angle steering using EPICS in concert with a workstation-based server script.
The Advanced Photon Source (APS), like many other
light sources, has been providing a steering request system
to the beamlines to effect a local change in the source angle
or (rarely) source position. Because the light source has a
large number of beamlines, APS has implemented in 1995 a
formal protocol between the beamlines and the accelerator
control room using an intermediary floor coordinator (FC)
contacted by pager and telephone (Fig. 1). Needless to say,
the process of communicating back and forth by these means
to iterate to a final steering condition took time and became
too onerous to use frequently.

In Jan 2016, a new (and somewhat bridging) steering request protocol was implemented, in which the beamlines
communicated with the Main Control Room (MCR) operators directly using a web page form, reducing the turn-around
time for steering requests to a few minutes.
Before the roll-out of the web page protocol a new algorithm for performing a local steering was developed and
implemented, in which the switching between the “slow”
global orbit feedback and a local bump feedback was replaced by the same global orbit feedback but with insertions
of feedforward bumps for beam position monitor (bpms) set
points and dipole corrector current set points. The design
goal of the new algorithm was both to eliminate micron-step
orbit changes of the original method and to make it possible
to automate.
This feedforward algorithm was implemented in an operations GUI (“operator” steering) in Dec. 2015, permanently
replacing a long-standing steering procedure, and then later,
as a workstation-based server using EPICS (“beamline” steering) (Fig. 2) in June 2016. Both these methods are available
for use now.

Figure 2: Direct steering protocol. The flow is through
the EPICS control system. Time to completion is 5 to
20 seconds.

STEERING REQUEST BY WEB PAGE

Figure 1: Original request protocol. Numbers indicate the
telephone communication flow through FCs. Step 3 represent the actual source angle steering process for a particular
beamline. Time to completion was 3 to 10 minutes.
∗
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Though superseded by the new direct steering some details of this protocol is reported here since some non-EPICS
beamlines have not yet connected with the new steeering
PVs with an EPICS client. This protocol is used to request
insertion device (ID) and bending magnet (BM) source angle steering in addition to two other user-run operational
activities, beamline intensity optimization and x-ray bpm
calibration, not yet implemented as a beamline-controlled
activity.
A series of web pages were created for requests and responses between a beamline’s console and an operator’s
console. The beamline staff types in an angle value and a
direction for one or both planes. The beamline user presses
a “Send” button, which causes an audible notification in
the MCR’s web page. After the MCR operators execute the
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steering procedure and complete it, they press a “completed”
button to notify the beamline.
Because the communication is done through the internal
internet, the beamlines were registered with their workstation
IP so that they would be allowed to send request only for
their own beamline. The FCs can also send any request for
all beamlines. The request data are archived in a web server,
and statistics can be done on requests.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

STEERING BY FEEDFORWARD
Previously at APS local steering operations were conducted during an interruption of the 10-Hz “slow” global
orbit correction, with a gap of a few seconds in global control
and the possibility of small orbit steps. Both were running
on an EPICS IOC connected to the 1.5 kHz real-time orbit
feedback network [1] for access to the bpm readbacks and
corrector set points. Local steering actions has now been
integrated into the same global orbit correction by way of
a feedforward vector bump in the beam position monitor
(bpm) set points and corrector set points.
Under normal global orbit feedback operation, an sddscontrollaw process (an SDDS-compliant EPICS tool, [2]) in the
orbit correction IOC cycles through the following steps: read
a vector of bpm readback from the fast orbit feedback network, calculate a vector of bpm errors using a vector of bpm
set points (reference orbit), multiply the error vector by a
correction matrix to produce a vector of corrector current
setpoint change, i.e, a delta vector. This delta vector is added
to a vector of present corrector setpoints to make a vector
of new corrector setpoints. The latter is an automated accumulator process in the IOC. This corrector setpoints vector
is sent out to the orbit feedback network, completing the
iteration cycle.
The delta vector of corrector can be loaded externally to
the IOC as an EPICS array PV independently of the running
status of orbit correction. This is possible because of the
stand-alone accumulator process mentioned above.
Assuming that the loop is open and the whole bpm error
vector is zero, one can implement a local bump by applying
a 4-corrector closed-bump vector. The bpm error signal
will remain zero if we also apply a vector of expected orbit
change. See Figure 3 for a real example. Thus the vectors
of bump corrector delta and bump bpm setpoint delta form
a consistent feedforward bump pair.
We added a bpm setpoint delta vector in the IOC plus the
associated accumulator process to permit the feedforward
pair capability.
Since global feedback maintains a close-to-zero orbit error
at all times, inserting such pair of vectors in between global
orbit iterations does not interfere in any way the global orbit
correction.
Since we are feedforwarding both bpm and corrector setpoints we encounter no serious problems of bump nonclosure. Since global orbit correction proceeds uninterrupted, there is no problem with possible drift from, say,
perturbing insertion devices in the ring.

Figure 3: A pair of feedforward angle-bump vectors, one for
corrector delta and one for bpm setpoint delta.

As with the old steering method we implemented several
robustness features into the various processes to make sure
that minimum conditions for valid operation are met. In
global orbit correction, we check stored current, corrector
limits, corrector range limits (i.e. how much a corrector
changed since the start of the loop), bpm readback limits,
whether some auxiliary workstation processes are running
on the local network. EPICS alarms would alert operations
of invalid conditions. For the steering process, the expected
final local orbit is checked to see whether it would trip the
orbit interlock or cause a corrector to reach its limit. In these
cases, the steering process would not commence, status and
error messages would be sent, and EPICS alarms set off.
The operator GUI to feedforward steering (“operator”
steering) consists of selecting a beamline, entering values for
proposed ∆x, ∆x 0, ∆y and ∆y 0, and buttons for previewing
the orbit change and for launching the steering.
When the steering is launched, the GUI calculates the
appropriate feedforward delta waveform pair for the selected
beamline and sends them by EPICS array PV to the global
orbit correction IOC. As mentioned earlier the delta vectors
are accumulated asynchronously to the appropriate vector
interleaved with the regular orbit correction cycles. The
GUI is configured to limit the local orbit setpoint change in
one step to about 20 um, thus the waveforms are scaled accordingly, and several waveform pairs are sent at an interval
of 1 second. The x and y planes are steering in sequence,
though they could be simultaneous if we wanted to.
We still follow the policy of removing x-ray bpm from
the global orbit correction before doing steering, since they
would fall out of calibration for a new photon beam position.
The removal is an automated procedure before the start of
steering.

STEERING BY SERVER
ID, canted ID and BM sources can now be controlled
by their respective beamlines using the same EPICS access
security as for ID gap control. We allow only source angle
steering for the beamline version of local steering. Only
one source point steering is handled at a time for now, thus
2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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a steering lock-out mechanism is implemented to prevent
simultaneous requests.. Limits on steering angles and on
accumulated steering angles are enforced to prevent operational problems. The beamline steering system may be
disabled by MCR operators at any time when an unrelated
operational problem occurs.
There are two major components that work together. One
is a series of beamline steering PVs residing in a single soft
IOC, and the other, a workstation-based server written in Tcl
that monitors the values of the steering PVs.
The beamline steering controls are accessed through an
EPICS MEDM window (Fig 4) or from a script. A beamline

WEPOB04

There are other steering-related operational procedure that
are not yet implemented in server mode. Intensity Optimization is a simplex optimizer run by operators that attempts
to maximize the readback of a beamline photon intensity
monitor while searching the best angle steering in the x and
y planes. If desired the optimization could in the future be
initiated by the beamline through an EPICS command as
well.
The other procedure is that of the x-ray bpm re-calibration.
Implementing this on a server would require more thought,
as human intervention is sometimes required to check the
validity of results.
We ran the beamline steering server for one run starting
in June. It was utilized a large number of time on a few
beamlines. About half the beamlines did not need steering
at all.

SOFTWARE PRINCIPLES FOLLOWED

staff enters values for the Xp (∆x 0) and Yp (∆y 0) PVs, and
then press the "Request Steering" button (sending a value
of 1 to a PV). Some logic is performed in the IOC to check
the limits on the angle request and on the accumulated angle
steered. The workstation server, watching all of the beamlines "start" PVs, gets ready to launch the steering. But
first, the server performs a lock-out procedure preventing
the other beamlines from pressing their “start” buttons, until
the present steering is complete.
The server then performs the local steering as described
in the “operator” steering above. The same library calls are
made, the same limits and checks are applied. The accumulated amount of steering are recorded in EPICS PVs. A
steering status and a time stamp PV are available. To ensure
a valid recovery file for the whole SR, we archive a new one
at every steering.
Beamlines that do not operate generally with EPICS were
able to run this steering on a local workstation running
EPICS client.
A multi-threaded version of the server script can be written. It has been demonstrated with the operator interface
version of steering on several workstations that simultaneous
steering does not perturb the beam unduly.
There is no “undo” button if the beamline makes a steering mistake. The beamline should simply do the opposite
steering. The beamline can now easily keep track of its history, since the steering requests and accumulators are PVs
that are archived continuously.

CONCLUSIONS
Over the years the stability of source points at APS have
much improved, and fewer request for steering are being
made at every start-up. Nevertheless, in response to a request
from beamline participants of our beam stability working
group, the accelerator division have streamlined the steering
request process in two phases, leading to a system where
the beamlines has direct control over the steering of their
respective source point.
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Figure 4: MEDM window of beamline steering controls.

As with our other workstation-based processes and
archivers, the server software and libraries are written in
Tcl/Tk. Libraries are written to avoid code duplication,
which served us well in creating two version of feedforward steering, one for the operator interface and one for
the beamline server. All data files followed the SDDS file
protocol [3], which means that the powerful SDDS toolkit
can be used for data processing, for example for obtaining
the feedforward vectors of local bumps from lattice optics.
For the moment all temporary files are kept for debugging
any possible problems. SDDS-compliant EPICS tools are
used to send vector data to the EPICS control system. It was
fortuitous that the vector accumulator in the orbit correction
IOC ran independently from the feedback (i.e. the principle
of having many processes running independently but collaboratively), otherwise we would not have seen as clearly the
opportunity of slipping the feedforward into the feedback
process.
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OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE WITH BEAM ABORT SYSTEM FOR
SUPERCONDUCTING UNDULATOR QUENCH MITIGATION*
Katherine C. Harkay#, Jeffrey C. Dooling, Vadim Sajaev, Ju Wang, ANL, Argonne, IL 60439, USA
Abstract
A beam abort system has been implemented in the
Advanced Photon Source storage ring. The abort system
works in tandem with the existing machine protection
system (MPS), and its purpose is to control the beam loss
location and, thereby, minimize beam loss-induced
quenches at the two superconducting undulators (SCUs).
The abort system consists of a dedicated horizontal kicker
designed to kick out all the bunches in a few turns after
being triggered by MPS. The abort system concept was
developed on the basis of single- and multi-particle
tracking simulations using elegant and bench
measurements of the kicker pulse. Performance of the abort
system—kick amplitudes and loss distributions of all
bunches—was analyzed using beam position monitor
(BPM) turn histories, and agrees reasonably well with the
model. Beam loss locations indicated by the BPMs are
consistent with the fast fiber-optic beam loss monitor
(BLM) diagnostics described elsewhere [1,2]. Operational
experience with the abort system, various issues that were
encountered, limitations of the system, and quench
statistics are described.

beam dump system. Its purpose is to control the beam loss
location away from the IDs and SCUs and, thereby,
minimize beam loss-induced quenches. The abort system
consists of a dedicated horizontal kicker that stays charged
during user operation, and its discharge is triggered by
MPS. Should the abort kicker fail to fire, MPS would dump
the beam as usual. 8VLQJDSHDNNLFNPUDGWKHHQWLUH
beam is lost on the chamber walls within a few turns. The
design loss location is the injection straight section (Sector
39) vacuum chamber [6].

ABORT KICKER
The abort kicker (AK) design was described previously
[3], and is based on the APS injection kickers. In order to
kick out the entire beam, the kicker pulse waveform must
be sufficiently long. Figure 1 shows the free-wheeling
diode that was added to stretch the pulse.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
Protection against beam-loss-induced quenches is a
well-known issue in high-energy proton accelerators that
use superconducting magnets. Superconducting wigglers
and SCUs employed at synchrotron light sources have
quench-detection interlocks to protect the magnet;
however, characterizing and mitigating beam-loss-induced
quenches is reported only at APS [3] and Canadian Light
Source [4]. At APS, both SCUs were found to quench
sometimes during beam dumps triggered by the Machine
Protection (MPS) or Personnel Safety (PSS) Systems, with
ID6 SCU (a.k.a. SCU0 [5]) quenching more often than ID1
SCU (a.k.a. SCU1) (SCUs are powered off prior to manual
beam dumps). Quenches can occur when less than 1 nC is
lost in the coils, which is less than 0.3% of the total stored
beam. The beam is lost mostly on the smallest aperture,
which is the 5-mm gap insertion device ID4 vacuum
chamber, but beam losses are also clearly observed at the
SCU locations [1,2]. For both SCUs, quench recovery is
typically fast enough to allow them to be operated once the
beam is restored; however, such quenches are best
minimized.
In January 2016, a new beam abort system was
implemented at APS that works in tandem with the existing
___________________________________________

*Work supported by U. S. Department of Energy, Office of Science,
under Contract No. DE-AC02-06CH11357.
#harkay@aps.anl.gov

Figure 1: Photo showing free-wheeling diode added to
stretch the abort kicker pulse.
The kicker waveform was determined experimentally by
recording the motion of a single bunch whose position
relative to the 0th rf bucket (i.e., fixed reference on the
pulse waveform) was scanned in steps of 108 buckets
(corresponding to every other bunch in a 24-bunch fill
pattern). For every measurement, the kick amplitude was
determined by comparing the measured trajectory with
simulation. A significant complication is beam position
monitor (BPM) saturation for trajectories greater than 5
mm, whereas the peak trajectory for a kicker voltage
setpoint of 10 kV (corresponding to a peak kick of 1.3
mrad) is 10 mm—this is close to the requirement for beam
abort, as discussed in the next section. Therefore, the fit
was based on trajectories less than 5 mm, where the
measured and simulated trajectories agree well. The kicker
waveform extends over several turns, so where possible the
kicks on three consecutive turns was extracted.
Figure 2 shows the measured kicker profile. On this plot,
one turn corresponds to 24 bunches. This plot also shows
the waveform obtained in the bench measurements of the
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kicker that were performed before installation. A long coil
was used to measure the integrated magnetic field, from
which the kick angle was computed.

WEPOB05

Figure 3 shows the simulated centroid trajectories of 24
uniformly-spaced bunches in the first turn, using a peak
kick of 1 mrad. About 96% of the beam is lost in S39 in
two turns. Note the small trajectories at the locations of
SCU0 and SCU1 on the first turn.

Figure 2: Abort kicker waveform (10 kV setpoint)
measured using the beam trajectory (red symbols) and its
comparison to the lab measurement. Beam loss is discussed
in the beam tests section.

LAYOUT AND TRACKING

<x> (mm)

The abort system concept was designed on the basis of
multi-particle tracking simulations using elegant [7].
The standard model lattice was used, which gives tunes of
(36.2, 19.3) and chromaticities of (4.0, 6.4) (i.e., operations
without transverse feedback.) Each bunch was modelled
using 2000 macroparticles with Gaussian 6D distributions
ıcutoff) and tracked for three turns. For each bunch, the
kicker waveform was sampled at the appropriate time
(bunch index) on the first, second, and third turns, and a
kick was applied to the particles accordingly. Tracking
included x-y coupling by adding the normal and skew
quadrupole parameters from the calibrated lattice model.
The kicker location is fixed due to available space in the
Sector 36 (S36) straight section (shared with four rf
cavities). The kick amplitude was chosen to target the
injection straight section (S39) vacuum chamber as the
beam loss location. Since there is no abort gap, a number
of bunches on the leading edge of the kicker pulse always
survive the first turn, and must get a sufficient kick on the
following turns to be dumped into S39. In addition, the
amplitude of the bunches that survive the first turn must be
small at the SCU locations, otherwise there is a risk of
losing significant beam there.
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Figure 3: Simulated beam trajectories for 24 bunches and kicker voltage setpoint of 8 kV (1.0 mrad peak kick), showing
about one third of the first turn after the kick. The abort kicker is located in S36 and the target loss location is S39. The
sector straight sections are labelled.
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BEAM TESTS
Machine studies with the abort kicker initially gave
beam losses in ID1 sufficient to cause SCU1 to quench (but
not SCU0). After calibrated sextupoles and the SCU1
photon absorber (PA) 17-mm aperture were included in the
simulations, then beam losses simulated in ID1 and ID6
were more consistent with the studies result. The calibrated
sextupoles correspond to chromaticities of (1.9, 1.9) (i.e.,
operations with transverse feedback).
It turns out the phase advance of orbits of individual
bunches varied for the two simulated sets of sextupoles,
especially on the second turn. Figure 4 shows this effect,
which was more pronounced at ID1.
The new simulations showed that bunches lost outside
of S39 correspond to kick amplitudes between 0.7 and 1
mrad (see Fig. 2); this issue was first described in [3]. The
simulated loss locations were reproduced well for nearly
all the bunches using measured BPM turn histories (sum).
The undesired beam losses can be avoided by moving the
beam closer to the S39 inboard wall before firing the
kicker. The present method of dumping the beam during an
MPS trip is to interrupt the rf amplifier drive for 100 ms,
which causes the beam to move towards the chamber wall
as the rf field decays and the beam loses energy to
synchrotron radiation. Simulations showed that the
fraction of beam losses at ID1 and ID6 was significantly
reduced for an energy offset of about -1.5%. The solution,
therefore, was to delay the abort kicker pulse relative to the
MPS trigger.
Studies were carried out with different values of the
abort kick and delay. The calibrated BLM loss charge at
ID1 and ID6 (average of two and four fiber bundles,
respectively) are summarized in Table 1 for the different
conditions. Figure 5 shows the beam energy for the
different conditions, measured as an average orbit position
at the BPMs. Without the abort kicker, the beam is lost on
the wall after about 175 ȝs (50 turns). The BLM signals
were strongly reduced for a kicker setpoint of 10 kV and a
delay of 60 ȝs, and further reduced by an order of
magnitude for a delay of 90 ȝs (25 turns). With the longer
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delay, it was confirmed that the SCUs did not quench when
energized to typical operating values. A kicker setpoint of
8 kV showed somewhat higher BLM losses, even though
simulations showed no losses. In all cases, the losses at ID6
are < 1 nC, which is consistent with quench prevention
[1,2]. Unlike ID1, the ID6 SCU photon absorber does not
intercept aborted-beam losses, and the abort system
protects ID6 SCU with or without the delay.

PA

Figure 4: Simulated bunch trajectories at the ID1 straight
section, showing first turns on the top and second turns on
the bottom. Left is high and right is low chromaticity. Note
the vertical scales differ on the panels (units: mm).
Table 1: ID1 and ID6 BLM calibrated loss charge (Q)
vs. abort kick and delay (100 mA beam).
Conditions
0 kV, 0 delay
N9ȝV
N9ȝV*
N9ȝV

ID1 Q (nC)
11.5
0.33
0.044
0.56

ID6 Q (nC)
0.29
0.060
0.0028
0.54

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

* SCUs energized; no quench detected.
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that a 10-kV kick causes beam losses at the S38B:Q2
quadrupole just upstream of the S38 rf section. A test arc
detector was installed outside the tunnel, with a FO signal
cable placed inside the tunnel parallel to the real one, but
not connected to the waveguide. Investigations showed
that the real arc detector did not trip when firing AK
without beam. Therefore, discharge-induced noise was
ruled out. The real and test arc detectors both tripped when
firing AK with beam. This is consistent with beam losses
at S38B:Q2 rather than an arc inside the waveguide. We
found a configuration that avoids rf trips but that gives
small losses at ID1 and ID6: lower the AK setpoint to 9 kV
and keep the 90-Ps trigger delay.
The second issue is a limitation of the beam abort system
that occurs when the beam is dumped by PSS. In this case,
the dipole is turned off in addition to the rf, and both ID1
and ID6 BLMs detect beam losses before MPS senses
beam centroid motion [1]. The cause for these early losses
is under investigation. The abort kicker is ineffective for
PSS dumps because beam is lost before the kicker is
triggered. We accept this situation since PSS dumps are
typically a rare occurrence. Most beam dumps are triggered
by MPS, with only about ~10% being triggered by PSS.

OPERATIONS AND STATISTICS
The abort system has worked reliably so far. As
designed, the kicker remains charged during user
operations and discharges consistently on MPS events.
Between January and August 2016, the SCU0 quench rate
decreased dramatically from 80% to 14% of beam
dumps, while the SCU1 quench rate remained about the
same: 23% of beam dumps before and 19% after. There
was an unusually high rate of PSS-related dumps during
first three months of 2016 – 40% of all dumps – and the
abort kicker system is ineffective with PSS beam dumps,
as stated above. Overall, the beam abort system is effective
in mitigating SCU quenches 80-85% of the time. Of the 1520% of beam dumps where an SCU quenches, 10% is
attributed to the PSS rate, and 5-10% to sensitivity of the
loss location to machine conditions.
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Figure 5: Beam energy as a function of time after MPS
trigger event. The moment of beam loss corresponds to the
energy reverting to zero.

OTHER ISSUES AND LIMITATIONS
Two other issues were observed in testing the abort
system. First, trips were observed in the S38 rf cavity
waveguide arc detector. It was postulated that the trips
were due to the arc detector fiber optic (FO) signal cable
intercepting the beam loss shower. Simulations showed
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PARAMETERIZATION OF HELICAL SUPERCONDUCTING
UNDULATOR MAGNETIC FIELD*
S.H. Kim†, Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, IL 60439, USA
Abstract
Using a scaling law, the magnetic fields of helical
superconducting undulators (HSCUs) for a period range
of 10 – 50 mm are parameterized from the field
calculations of one reference HSCU with a period of 30
mm. The on-axis fields are calculated at the critical
current densities of the NbTi and Nb3Sn superconducting
coils at 4.2 K. The parametrized on-axis fields for the
period range are expressed in terms of the period and
inner radius of the helical coils. The corresponding
critical current densities and coil maximum fields are also
included. The parameterization procedures are described
in detail and some field deviations are discussed.

Equation (1) suggests that when the undulator
dimensions are scaled according to a period ratio and the
j is kept as a constant, the on-axis field B0 remains
unchanged. The more important aspect is that the whole
field distribution remains unchanged even with non-linear
magnetic poles. The scaling law must hold also for other
electromagnets [8]. The units used in this paper are:
length (mm), current (kA), and magnetic field (T).

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
During the early phase of insertion device
development, Halbach has provided the analytically
derived on-axis field as a function of the pole gap and
magnetic period for the use of pure permanent magnet
blocks [1]. He also derived another on-axis field relation
for the use of optimized samarium-cobalt alloy poles and
magnet dimensions [2].
Using a wire of an infinitesimal cross section, the
transverse field of a single helix is given by Smythe [3].
Kincaid has extended the field on the axis due to a pair of
current carrying wires wound on a bifilar helix [4].
Assuming that the field pattern has a sinusoidal variation
along the axis and no higher harmonics are present,
Blewett and Chasman have derived the spiraling
transverse field. [5].
The first helical superconducting undulator (HSCU)
with a period of 30 mm was constructed by Elias and
Madey in 1979 for an early free-electron laser experiment
[6]. In recent years, short period HSCUs are under
development at the Advanced Photon Source, Argonne
National Laboratory, and several other institutions.
The on-axis field B0 for the helical undulator with
specific coil dimensions is expressed as
B0 

2  0 j



sin( k

a
2

)

r0  b

r0

{krK 0 ( kr )  K 1 ( kr )}

dr



.

Figure 1: A model helical undulator: a double-helix steel
coil is shown as magnetic poles on the outer surface of a
beam chamber. In the empty space between the steel
poles, helical coils of current densities, +j and –j, are to
be wound with r0 as the inner radius of the coils, a and b
as the coil dimensions.

THE SCALING LAW APPLICATION
As indicated in Eq. (1), when two undulator geometries
are scaled, for example, 3:2, and the magnitude of the j
is kept as a constant, the undulators will have the same
field distribution. For the reference undulator ( = 30, r0
= 12), the on-axis fields B0 and the corresponding
maximum field Bm in the superconducting (SC) coils in
Fig. 2, along with the one that has been scaled down by a
factor of 2/3 ( = 20, r0 = 8).

(1)

Here 0 is the permeability in free space, j is the current
in the coil pack on radius r0, k = 2/ with  as the
undulator period along the z-axis, and K0 and K1 are
modified Bessel functions [7]. The coil dimensions a and
b are specified in Fig. 1.
___________________________________________
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Figure 2: On-axis fields B0 and maximum fields Bm in the
coils are plotted as a function of coil (engineering) current
density J for the two undulators with periods of 30.0 and
20.0.
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Figure 2 shows that, within the calculation errors, the
field values, Bm and B0, for  = 30 at J =1.0 and 2.0, for
example, are the same as those for  = 20 at J =1.5 and
3.0, respectively. The fields with typical low-carbon steel
poles were calculated using the Vector Fields Software
[9].
As seen in Fig. 2, the steel poles are well saturated for J
> 0.5 kA/mm2, the fields for the two undulator are written
in Eqs. (2a) and (2b). Equation (2c) is to calculate the onaxis field at about 80% of the critical current density.
Equation (3) is a period ratio with ref = 30. With  = 20,
Eqs. (2) represent for the 20 undulator. The period 
could be chosen any value within the specified range
including the ref.
(2a)
Bm  (1.011  2.9442 J ) ratio,
(2b)
B0 @ J c  (0.16159  0.55342 J ) ratio,
B0 @0.8J c  (0.16159  0.55342*0.8J ) ratio. (2c)

 ratio 


.
ref

(3)

The current densities for the two SC coils at 4.2 K are
based on the insulated wires at 5.0 T for the NbTi and at
12.0 T for the Nb3Sn [10, 11]. The coil current densities J
vs. Bm for the two SC coils are given by Eqs. (4a) and
(4b) with the upper critical fields at 0 K: Bc1 =10.6766 T
and Bc2 = 26.6547 T.

Figure 3: On-axis field dependence on the coil inner
radius r0 at seven coil current densities. As shown for the
current densities at 2.5 and 1.5, the exponential factors of
the field variations at different current densities are
identical.

PARAMETERIZATION RESULTS
The calculated data from Eqs. (2) – (4) are plotted in
Figs. (4) and (5). The results of the least square fits are
listed in Eqs. (6) and (7) for the two NbTi and Nb3Sn SC
coils and Eq. (5), respectively. Without f(r0,the two
equations and figures imply that the undulator geometries
within the period range are proportional to the reference
undulator,  = 30 mm and r0 = 12 mm.

J ( NbTi )  (14.8249 / Bm )(1  Bm / Bc1 )( Bm / Bc1 ) 0.6 , (4a)

J ( Nb3 Sn)  1.54226( Bc 2 / Bm ) 0.5 (1  Bm / Bc 2 ) 2 .

(4b)

DEPENDENCE ON THE COIL RADIUS
The coil inner radius r0 (12 mm) for the reference
undulator is varied from 5 mm to 20 mm, and the
calculated fields B0 as a function of r0 are plotted in Fig.
3. The exponential factor of the fields did not depend on
the coil current densities of 1.5 ~ 3.5. For J = 1.0 and 0.5
the factors were increased only about 0.01% and 0.08%,
respectively. The exponential variation was generalized
into Eq. (5) to apply for the selected period range. It
should be noted that when r0 is less than 0.4 
f(r0,increases exponentially.

f ( r0 ,  )  exp[ 0.9326(



2

)( r0   / 2.5)].

(5)

Figure 4: Plots of the on-axis fields from Eqs. (6) and (7)
as a function of period, but not including Eq. (5).

B0 @ J c  (0.13652  0.033264

4.586 210 4  3.0256 310 6 ) f ( r0 ,  ),
B0 @ 0.8 J c  (0.10922  0.027689

3.6689 2104  2.4205 3106 ) f (r0 ,  ),
J c  2.8587  0.10727  2.202 2103  1.7491 3105 ,

Bm @ J c  1.0336  0.14274  9.8992 2104. (6)
B0 @ J c  (0.25064  0.04592
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By using Eqs. (2a) and Eqs. (4), the Jc and Bm are
calculated, and the corresponding B0 may be calculated
from Eqs. (2b) and (2c). By changing the period in Eq.
(3), all the fields within the specified range of 10 – 50
mm can be calculated. It should be noted that when the
period is changed for the calculations, the /r0 ratio
remains unchanged.
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6.3725 210 4  4.3582 310 6 ) f ( r0 ,  ),
B0 @ 0.8 J c  (0.19701  0.038284

5.2652 2104  3.6624 3106 ) f ( r0 ,  ),
J c  4.6706  0.18567  0.0039701 2  3.2024 3105 ,
Bm @ J c  1.7768  0.19279  1.3027  210 3.

(7)
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Coil dimensions
The choice of the coil dimensions in Fig. 1, concerns
the number turns and layers, as well as the conductor size,
in order to optimize the coil packing factors, etc. A simple
choice of the dimension may be about a quarter of the
period length for the dimension parameters (a x b). The
coil dimensions (8 x 8) were used for the reference
undulator.
An additional eight coil dimensions from (7 x 7) to (9 x
9) were selected, and calculated for the both kinds of the
SC coils. When the calculated fields were compared with
the (8 x 8) reference, the fields for the (7 x 7) coil were
about 90.5% of the reference, and those for the (9 x 9)
were about 105% of the reference.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
Though the field deviation shown in Fig. 6 is limited to
extreme cases it may be worthwhile to develop the coil
maximum field dependent on the coil radius, equivalent
to Eq. (5).
Figure 5: Plots of the critical currents and the
corresponding maximum fields from Eqs. (6) and (7).

DEVIATION FROM THE RESULTS
Coil field for reduced r0=5

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

For an extreme example, fields values at r0 = 5 are
compared with those of the reference r0 = 12 in Fig.6.
When r0 is reduced from 12 to 5, B0 increased by a factor
of four times, but Bm increased less than 20%. Because of
the increased Bm, when the B0 values were calculated
directly from the specific data, B0 values were lower by
about 7.7% for the NbTi and 8.15% for the Nb3Sn
compared to the parameterization results.
When the fields were calculated for r0 = 8,
corresponding to the above, differences were reduced to
by about 4.9% and 4.7%, respectively.

Figure 6: The on-axis field B0 and coil maximum field Bm
for the reference undulator and those for r0 = 5 are plotted
along with the current densities of the two SC coils.
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DIELECTRICALLY-LOADED WAVEGUIDE AS A SHORT PERIOD
SUPERCONDUCTING MICROWAVE UNDULATOR*
R. L. Kustom, G. Waldschmidt, A. Nassiri, and K. J. Suthar
Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, IL 60439
The HEM12 mode in a cylindrical, dielectricallyloaded waveguide (WG) provides E and H fields on the
central axis that are significantly higher than the fields
on the conducting walls. This waveguide structure could
be designed to operate near the cutoff frequency of the
HEM12 mode where the wavelength and phase velocity
vary significantly to enable tuning of the equivalent
undulator wavelength by changing the frequency. A
typical frequency range would be from 18 – 24 GHz. It
would be possible to generate high-energy, 45 to 65
keV, x-rays on the fundamental mode which are tunable
by changing the source frequency while maintaining a
constant equivalent undulator field strength on axis field
of 0.5-T. The x-ray brightness of the microwave
undulator would be up to 4 to 7 times higher than what
is available with the APS 1.8 cm period
Superconducting Wire Undulator.

INTRODUCTION
The benefits of a tunable high-energy x-ray source at
the Advanced Photon Source (APS) were summarized in
a workshop that was held at the APS in August of 2004
[1]. Presently, x-rays at energies greater than 25-keV are
generated on the higher harmonics of permanent magnet
undulators, or more recently on the APS superconducting
wire undulators (SWU) [2]. Ultimately, the magnetic
undulator is limited in generating x-rays on the
fundamental mode to 20 to 30-keV because the undulator
periods required are near, or under, 1-centimeter, which
results in restrictively small vacuum apertures on the
order of a fraction of a centimeter to achieve a reasonable
deflecting field on axis.
If a superconducting microwave undulator can be
realized, it would provide the advantage of larger vacuum
apertures up to 5 cm, x-ray generation on the fundamental
mode of the undulator, and a constant brightness.
Microwave undulators were first proposed by Shitake
at KEK [3] and Batchelor at BNL [4] in 1983 using
rectangular waveguides. Recent studies have been
directed towards open-mode structures, over-moded
waveguides (WGs), ridge WGs, square WGs, corrugated
WGs, and elliptical WGs [5,6,7,8]. The SLAC group have
built a room temperature microwave undulator that
operates in pulsed mode with tens of MW of input power
[6]. The device generates a 0.65-T equivalent undulator
field.
A short model of a superconducting microwave
undulator using an elliptical WG operating at 6-GHz was
built and tested in a cryostat at Frascatti [8]. It achieved
*Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of
Science, under Contract No. DE-ACO2-O6CH11357.
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an equivalent undulator field of 330-gauss with a 10-watt
heat loss. The field was limited by the size of the
amplifier.
The challenge of these geometries is finding one that
achieves high fields on axis with minimal losses on the
conducting walls to minimize power requirements from
the source. This is especially true if continuous wave
(CW) operation is desired at superconducting
temperatures. Since the loss factor of sapphire is very low
at cryogenic temperatures, it is possible to consider using
it in a dielectrically-loaded WG as a superconducting
microwave undulator.

HEM12 MODE
The HEM12 mode in the dielectrically-loaded WG is the
sum of a TE and TM mode for which the velocity of
propagation is identical for each mode and for which the
fields are matched at the dielectric boundary. The WG
structure is a cylindrically symmetric tube with an inner
radius of the dielectric, a, and the outer radius, b. The
conducting boundary of the WG structure is at radius b.
The electric and magnetic fields in the vacuum region of
the WG are listed in Eq. 1 through 6.
Ez = E0 J1(xnp ρ) cos(ϕ)

[1]

Hρ = -j {E0 ω ε0 J1(xnp ρ) sin(ϕ)} / (h2 ρ)

[2]

Hϕ = -j {E0 ω ε0 J1’(xnp ρ) cos(ϕ)} / h

[3]

Eρ = (β Hϕ) / (ω ε0)

[4]

Eϕ = (-β Hρ)/ (ω ε0)

[5]

β = [ω2 µ0 ε0 - h2]1/2

[6]

where E0 is a constant, ω = 2πf, ε0 is the free space
permittivity, J1(xnp ρ) is the Bessel function of order 1,
J1’(xnp ρ) is the derivative of J1(xnp ρ) with respect to its
argument, (xnp ρ), xnp is the zero of the Bessel function,
and h = xnp / a.
Figure 1 shows the E & H fields for an example
structure where the radius a = 2.15-cm, the radius b = 2.2cm, and the dielectric is sapphire with a permittivity 9.9.
The frequency of the propagating wave is 18-GHz. The Ez
and Hz fields are zero at the origin. The magnitudes of the
Hϕ and Hρ add on the origin, as do the magnitudes of the
Eφ and Eρ field components to generate strong Hy and Ex
fields in the transverse Cartesian plane. Fig. 2 is a
Microwave Studio [9] computer generated plot of the
transverse H-field for the same HEM12 mode at 18-GHz in
Fig.1.
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Fd = q (Ex + v µ0 Hy)

[7]

where v is the particle velocity and µ0 is the permeability
of free space.
The cutoff frequency, fc, the frequency below which
propagation is not possible, for a given WG mode is
determined by its transverse geometry. The phase velocity
of the EM wave, vp, at the operating frequency, f, is
related to fc and the speed of light, c, as shown in Eq. 8.
vp = c /[1 – (fc/f)2]1/2

(a)

The equivalent undulator wavelength, λu, is given in Eq. 9
[3,4], where λg, is the wavelength of the wave in the WG.
It is clear from Eqns, 8 & 9 that the equivalent undulator
wavelength, λu, can be changed significantly by changing
the operating frequency.
λu = λg/(1 + vp/c)

(b)

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 1: Field components for a HEM12 mode along
radial direction: (a) Electric Field and (b) Magnetic
intensity.

Figure 2: H field plot for HEM12 mode in amps/m.

UNDULATOR BEHAVIOR OF HEM12
MODE
The force, Fd, on a particle with a charge, q, traveling in
a direction towards the oncoming wave sees a transverse
deflecting force, shown in Eq. 7.

898

[8]

[9]

The equivalent undulator field can be held constant by
adjusting the source power. Therefore, x-rays can be
generated on the first harmonic of the undulator. The on
axis brightness (ph/s/mrad2/mm2/0.1%bw) of the example
WG design shown in Figs. 1 & 2, where the equivalent
undulator field is maintained at 0.5-T and the frequency is
changed over the range of 18-GHz to 24.5-GHz, is shown
in Fig. 3. Comparison between the existing SWU device
on the APS (SCU 1.8 cm, 1.08 m long), possible future
SWUs (SCU: 1.8 cm, 1.08 m & SCU: 1.6 cm, 1.8 m), and
MSUs of lengths, 1.0, 1.08, 1.5, 1.8 m (shown as rf-SCU)
are shown in Fig. 3 [10].

Figure 3: X-ray brightness, ph/s/mrad2/mm2/0.1%bw, as a
function of x-ray energy for the HEM12 example WG over
the frequency range of 18-GHz to 24.5 GHz and for
various lengths. Comparison plots are also made for the
existing APS SWU (1.8cm, 1.08 m) and possible future
SWUs.

SUPERCONDUCTING OPERATION
It is possible to consider superconducting operation
with sapphire as the dielectric since the loss tangent of
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sapphire at 2-4 K can be as low as 2x10-9 [11]. And, since
the dielectric walls are radially thin, the losses due to the
dielectric are considerably smaller than the wall losses.
The magnetic fields on the superconducting outer wall are
only about 0.07-T with an equivalent undulator field held
at 0.5-T on-axis. The calculated wall losses vary from
170-w to 270-w over the frequency range of 18 to 24.5GHz. The surface resistances were calculated using the
standard formula with the operating temperature at 1.8-K
[12].
These power levels are still somewhat too high for CW
operation unless the surface resistance can be lowered
further than what is predicted by the standard formula. If
the reductions in surface resistance achieved by
Grassellino [13] can be achieved on the dielectricallyloaded WG, then CW operation could well be possible. A
future possibility for CW operation could be MgB2, which
has a critical temperature of about 40 K [14].
Theoretically, the higher critical temperature could result
in a sufficiently low surface resistance for CW operation.
If lower surface resistances are not possible, then long
pulse operation, as is being implemented on some Free
Electron Facilities, would appear possible.

FABRICATION
Smooth, hollow, thin-wall sapphire tubes for infrared
waveguides with outer diameters between 0.6 to 1.5-mm,
wall thicknesses between 75 to 230-microns, and total
lengths up to 1.25-m long have been tested for
transmission losses by Harrington and Gregory [15].
Commercial hollow tubes are available up to a few cm in
diameter and 1.65-m in length [16]. Therefore, the
technology of manufacturing the sapphire dielectric
appears feasible. Ideally, it would be best if the sapphire
dielectric could be grown unto the inside diameter of a
hollow Nb tube with high quality superconducting
properties. Otherwise, the Nb tube would either slide over
the sapphire tube or be sputtered unto the sapphire liner.
The former approach could result in a small vacuum gap
between the dielectric tube and the Nb tube. This should
be tolerable since the E fields are low on the outer
diameter of the WG. The challenge of the sputtering
technique is achieving low surface resistance on the
dielectric and Nb conducting wall interface.
The cryogenic system design should not require
anything more than a conventional cryostat design typical
of existing superconducting systems.

MICROWAVE SYSTEM CHALLENGES
The microwave system for an MSU located in a
synchrotron ring presents some challenges that would
ultimately need to be addressed. To achieve continuously
smooth x-ray energy tuning suggests the use of a
resonant-ring where the power is returned from one end
of the MSU WG to the other end with one or more return
WGs. The circulating power would be fed back into the
structure through the return WG. Power losses are
supplied through multi-slot couplers in the return WG and
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designed to match the WG wavelength for the desired
mode, thereby eliminating degenerate modes that are
inherent in an over-moded WG. Low loss bends for
coupling the dielectrically-loaded WG to the return WG
would be designed over the frequency band as well as an
additional mechanism for phase adjustment in the return
WG which may be required.
Rack mounted power sources that have sufficient
power with 10% tuning ranges are commercially
available. At least two amplifiers would be used to get the
full tuning range shown in Fig. 3 and to provide phase
control.
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COLLECTIVE EFFECTS AT INJECTION FOR THE APS-U MBA
LATTICE ∗
R. Lindberg and M. Borland, ANL, Argonne, IL 60439, USA
A. Blednykh, BNL, Upton, Long Island, NY 11973, USA

The Advanced Photon Source has proposed an upgrade
to a multi-bend achromat (MBA) with a proposed timing
mode that calls for 48 bunches of 15 nC each. In this mode
of operation, we find that phase-space mismatch from the
booster can drive large wakefields that in turn may limit
the current below that of the nominal collective instability
threshold. We show that collective effects at injection lead to
emittance growth that makes ordinary off-axis accumulation
very challenging. On-axis injection ameliorates many of
these issues, but we find that transverse feedback is still
required. We explore the role of impedance, feedback, and
phase-space mismatch on transverse instabilities at injection.

INTRODUCTION
The Advanced Photon Source (APS) Multi-Bend Achromat (MBA) upgrade [1] plans to replace the existing 3rd
generation storage ring with a 7-bend achromat. The nominal APS-U lattice is based on the design from Ref. [2], and
agressively pushes the emittance to 67 pm [3]. This results in
strong nonlinearities and limited the dynamic aperture, such
that on-axis swap-out injection [4, 5] is the only option. Recent work has investigated more forgiving alternate lattices
that sacrifice the smallest emittance in exchange for a larger
dynamic aperture and Touschek lifetime. The resulting 90
pm alternate lattice [6] has a dynamic aperture that appears
to be suitable for accumulation. Since all conclusions regarding dynamic aperture are drawn from single particle tracking,
here we discuss the extent to which collective effects may
reduce injection efficiency and the charge-dependent (effective) dynamic aperture for the APS-U.
The APS-U plans to operate with an average current of
200 mA in one of two modes: the first is a “high brightness”
mode that stores 324 bunches, while the second is a “timing
mode” with 48 equally-spaced bunches. In the 324-bunch
mode there is 2.4 nC/bunch, which is low enough that singlebunch collective effects typically do not play a major role.
On the other hand, the timing mode has 15.3 nC/bunch, and
collective effects can play a large role.
Our main focus will be how collective effects at injection
reduce injection efficiency during accumulation in the 90pm lattice. We will show that collective effects can result
in significant emittance growth and particle loss within a
few hundred turns of injection, so that the shared-oscillation
method of top-up injection does not appear feasible at high
charge with the assumed ±4-mm physical aperture. We
∗
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then make a few comments for on-axis injection in the 67
pm lattice, showing that non-equilibrium effects can drive
collective oscillations at injection that need to be controlled
with appropriate feedback.

COLLECTIVE EFFECTS DURING
ACCUMULATION
As mentioned previously, simulations indicate that the
90-pm lattice can be filled with traditional accumulation
when operated in the 324 bunch mode, albeit only if residual oscillations are shared between the stored and injected
beams. On the other hand, we find that collective effects
can significantly reduce the injection efficiency in the timing
mode that has ∼15 nC/bunch. These simulations are based
on element-by-element tracking with Pelegant [7, 8], and
use the impedance model described in [9] divided into 16
local impedance elements per sector.
In the simplest case where we assume no transverse feedback, collective effects combined with nonlinearities result
in phase space filamentation and emittance growth over the
first hundred turns. This is turn leads to an effective spread
in oscillation amplitudes to the point where a significant
fraction of the beam is lost on the physical aperture. We
show transverse phase space plots that illustrate the beam
size growth and subsequent loss on the aperture at x = −4
mm in Fig. 1. The corresponding reduction in current as a
function of pass number is included in the last panel.
Figure 1 shows that transverse wakefields substantially
increase the spread in oscillation amplitudes during the first
∼100 passes; the initially nearly point-like beam at pass 0
becomes a broad smear by pass 56. Subsequent evolution
continues to spread the beam outwards, leading to significant
particle loss between pass 63 and 84. After this point the
beam is left with less than 75% of its initial charge, and it
continues to lose particles for the next few hundred turns.
We have found that qualitatively similar dynamics also
occurs at lower initial charge. For example, if the initial
current is 3 mA the beam filaments in a similar manner but
to a lesser degree, with losses greater than 10%. Only when
the charge is reduced by one-half to an initial single bunch
current of 2.1 mA do we find that the losses drop below the
amount of injected charge.
Applying transverse feedback is one potential way to limit
the stored beam oscillations and subsequent filamentation.
To assess whether this possibility might work in practice,
we implemented elegant’s transverse feedback element
TFBPICKUP with a 6-turn FIR filter. In the first trial run we
allowed the feedback system to have unlimited strength, and
chose the gain to be approximately 0.3 of its ideal. Perhaps
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Figure 1: Horizontal phase space plots of the stored bunch after a top-up shot at Pass 0.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

unsurprisingly, in this case the resulting feedback excites the
injected bunch such that 30% to 40% of the injected charge
is lost on the walls. Hence, not only is unlimited feedback
unattainable, but it is also undesirable.
Next, we applied feedback of a more moderate (and perhaps realizable) strength. This amounted to setting a hard
limit for the simulated feedback kick strength which, while
somewhat idealized, should at least indicate whether any
feedback level may eliminate losses during accumulation.
We summarize the results of these simulations in Fig. 2,
where we plot the difference between the injected and lost
charge scaled by the injected charge as a function of the number of passes after top-up. Negative ratios, like those when
the maximum feedback kick is less than 7 µrad, indicate
that more charge is lost than was injected. In this case the
feedback is too weak to damp the stored bunch oscillations
before emittance growth and particle loss. On the other hand,
when the feedback is too strong it kicks out a significant fraction of the injected charge. Interestingly, these simulations
indicate that the feedback could have just the right strength
to damp the stored oscillations while minimally disturbing
the injected charge. Unfortunately, this “Goldilocks zone”
exists for feedback strengths that are several times higher

Figure 2: Injection losses as a function of pass for various
maximum feedback strength limits during accumulation.

than those planned for the APS-U. Furthermore, we expect
that the details of this regime will depend on the way in
which the feedback system “rails” to its maximum kick and
on the noise characteristics of the system.
While stabilizing accumulation losses through feedback
does not appear to be realistic for the APS-U when operated
in its 48 bunch mode with narrow horizontal ID apertures,
2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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relaxing any of these constraints may enable accumulation.
For example, we already mentioned that the 324 bunch mode
does not appear to suffer any losses at all; including a modest
feedback system should enable accumulation up to 2 mA.
Alternatively, increasing the horizontal ID gap from ±4 mm
may enable accumulation at full charge, but this would require assessing the role of errors in limiting the dynamic
aperture.

COLLECTIVE EFFECTS FOR ON-AXIS
INJECTION

CONCLUSIONS
Collective effects can negatively impact the (effective)
dynamic aperture at injection by blowing up the beam to amplitudes beyond those predicted with single particle tracking.
The effects from wakefields can be particularly pronounced
in MBA lattices due to their strong nonlinearities and small

Figure 3: Injection losses due to transient wakefields during
on-axis injection in the 67 pm lattice.
dynamic aperture. We have found that collective effects
make accumulation at high charge very difficult for the 90
pm lattice, even though this lattice was designed to accomodate accumulation. While feedback may mitigate these
injection losses, it requires a high gain with little noise, and
does not appear feasible with the present design constraints.
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We have shown that collective effects may play a large role
for off-axis injection when the stored beam drives transverse
wakefields that can lead to particle loss. While this is not
surprising, we have also found that collective effects can be
important during on-axis injection when the injected beam’s
longitudinal phase space is not matched to the lattice equilibrium [10]. In this case, oscillations in the peak current
and bunch spectrum as the beam tumbles in the longitudinal
potential can drive anomously large transverse wakefields.
These transient wakefields can in turn drive transverse oscillations, emittance growth, and particle loss during the first
few synchrotron periods after injection.
At the APS-U we expect the injected booster beam to have
a Gaussian profile in both time and energy, with an rms duration of ∼90 ps and rms normalized energy spread of 0.12%.
On the other hand, at 4.2 mA the 67 pm lattice is predicted to
have an rms duration and energy spread of 80 ps and 0.15 %,
respectively. In addition, the MBA profiles are highly nonGaussian due to both the 4th harmonic bunch lengthening rf
system and longitudinal wakefields [11]. After injection, the
longitudinally mismatched booster beam undergoes its most
violent longitudinal oscillations within the first synchrotron
oscillation (∼ 420 turns). We show these temporal dynamics
in Fig. 3(a). In particular, note how the current has a local
peak after approximately one-half synchrotron period (turn
210).
The longitudinal oscillations lead to higher-harmonic content in the bunch spectrum and peaks in the local current
which lead to large transverse wakefields. The wakefields
drive bunch oscillations which in turn lead to emittance
growth and beam size blow-up that we show in Fig. 3(b).
For the red line with no feedback, the beam size increases
sharply after one synchrotron oscillation, and charge is lost
on the ID aperture. Fortunately, a modest feedback system
can cure the instability. We show that adding a 6-turn FIR
feedback system with a maximum amplitude of 1 µrad completely eliminates loss for lattices both with and without
errors as the blue and black lines, respectively.
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FIELD QUALITY FROM TOLERANCE STACK UP IN R&D
QUADRUPOLES FOR THE ADVANCED PHOTON SOURCE UPGRADE*
J. Liu†, M. Jaski, R. Dejus, C. Doose, A. Donnelly, J. Downey, M. Borland
Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, IL 60439, USA
A. Jain, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973, USA
Abstract
The Advanced Photon Source (APS) at Argonne
National Laboratory (ANL) is planning to upgrade the
existing Double-Bend Achromat (DBA) 3rd generation
storage ring lattice to a 4th generation Multi-Bend
Achromat (MBA) lattice [1]. In this paper we present a
novel method to determine fabrication and assembly
tolerances for quadrupole magnets through combined
magnetic and mechanical tolerance analyses. We
performed mechanical tolerance stack-up analyses using
the Teamcenter Variation Analysis package [2] to
determine part and assembly fabrication tolerances and
finite element analyses (FEA) using OPERA [3] to
estimate the effect of fabrication and assembly errors on
magnetic field quality and to set tolerances to achieve
desired magnetic performances. We present our analysis
results and make comparison to magnetic measurements
of fabricated R&D magnets in this paper.

Analysis software randomly generates parts within
specified mechanical tolerances, virtually assembles parts
using specified procedures, and virtually measures parts
at specified locations. An example of distribution of a
measurement is shown in Fig. 1(a). Two fabrication
methods were simulated in detail: i) with the four pole
tips assembled to the yoke and then machined tip profile
using electrical discharge machining (EDM), and ii) with
the four pole tips machined separately using regular CNC
machine and then assembled to the yoke. The magnet
mechanical center in the horizontal (X) direction are
shown in Fig. 1(b) for two assembly tolerances: 20 μm
and 50 μm (labeled A20 and A50, respectively) and three
pole tip profile tolerances: ±15 µm, ±25 µm, and ±50µm
(labeled P30, P50, and P100, respectively). The results for
the vertical (Y) center are similar.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
The APS upgrade project (APS-U) is preparing to
replace the existing storage ring lattice with a hybrid
seven-bend-achromat lattice that provides dramatically
enhanced hard x-ray brightness and coherent flux [4].
Tight manufacturing and alignment tolerances will be
required for the new storage ring magnets. For example,
the multipole components of the low order harmonics, at
a reference radius of 10 mm, are required to be less than
10 units (0.1% of the main field). Further the magnet-tomagnet alignment within a girder needs to be better than
30 m RMS.
We present results of joint mechanical tolerance stackup analyses and 2D magnet simulation using code
OPERA of an R&D quadrupole magnet. The mechanical
tolerance stack-up analyses allocate tolerances to parts
and assemblies based on magnet alignment requirements.
The FEA 2D magnetic analyses are performed to
determine multipole errors and their distributions under
different tolerance conditions. Our results led us to find
out key factors for the magnet performance and to
develop a new magnet design which can achieve high
magnetic field quality but does not require high precision
machining.

MECHANICAL TOLERANCE ANALYSIS
The R&D quadrupole magnets are made of a top and a
bottom two-piece solid steel yoke with removable pole
bases and pole tips [5]. The Teamcenter Variation
____________________________________________

* Work supported by U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Science,
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Figure 1: (a) Example of distribution of a measurement in
mechanical tolerance analysis.

Figure 1: (b) Distribution of mechanical centers in X.
It was found in this study that the assembly tolerances
for mating surfaces need to be better than 20 µm if EDM
machining is not used. This in turn will be expensive and
difficult to achieve for a series of production magnets.
The assembly tolerances can be relaxed to 50 µm if EDM
machining is used but this is expensive too and associated
2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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with certain dimensional restrictions. Thus for either case
the fabrication costs appear inevitably high.

MAGNETIC TOLERANCE ANALYSIS
Systematic harmonic errors (the allowed terms) in
quadrupoles and other multipole magnets arise mostly
from limitations in the design, whereas random errors
may come from excitation, fabrication and assembly
errors. In this paper, only fabrication and assembly errors
are considered. For a quadrupole, the allowed terms are
the 12-pole, 20-pole, etc. (denoted by b5, b9, ...) [6].
Figure 2 shows details of pole tip geometries used in
the simulations. The four pole tip profiles are allowed to
vary between the outer and inner boundaries. Three
different tolerance zone widths, ±15 µm, ±25 µm, and
±50µm were simulated. The tolerance zones include
contributions from both geometrical errors caused by
machining and orientation and positioning errors caused
by assembly. They account for the combination of radial,
azimuthal, and rotational perturbations of pole tips.

Figure 3: A 2D quadrupole model with flux lines.
tolerance can therefore be relaxed to the 50 μm level
(±25 m) that a regular high-precision CNC machine tool
can achieve and hence eliminate the need for EDM.

Figure 2: Pole tip configurations used in Opera-2D.
Since the magnet is a two-piece design, three possible
displacement errors may exist: i) top half offset
horizontally, ii) top half offset vertically, and iii) top half
rotated relative to a fixed bottom half. For each condition
the profile tolerance zone was added on top of two-piece
assembly errors to see the effect of their combination on
field quality. For each case the Opera optimizer was set to
run 360 instances to find maximum multipole errors and
their distributions.
Figure 3 shows the Opera-2D model and magnetic flux
lines at 196 A (98% efficiency). The results were also
used as input for lattice evaluation. For all cases no
significant impact on the dynamic acceptance, the local
momentum acceptance and beam lifetime was seen.
Figure 4 shows the standard deviation of multipole
errors as a function of pole profile tolerance. It is seen
that typical errors are at an acceptable level of ~1 unit rms
or less for a tolerance zone width of 50 m. The profile

The harmonics were relatively insensitive to horizontal
and vertical displacements of the two halves, except for
the dipole term which resulted in a shift in magnetic
center. For rotation, the sextupole term is the most
significant. The rotation should to be kept below 0.1 mrad
to keep the effect on the sextupole term below 1 unit.

PROTOTYPES AND TESTS
Four prototype R&D quadrupole magnets were built for
the APS-U and studied in detail (see Fig. 5). All four
magnets have the same pole tip geometry. The first
quadrupole has steel pole tips. The second quadrupole is
similar to the first one but has a left-right asymmetric
yoke to provide a cutout for photon beam extraction
chamber. The third quadrupole has vanadium permendur
(VP) pole tips. The forth quadrupole has pole tips that are
extended longitudinally up to the coil ends to provide
extra field integral. All four magnets have pole tips that
were EDM machined with profile tolerances of ±10 μm
after installing in the yoke.
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Figure 5: Photograph of four quadrupoles (blue) and one
sextupole (yellow) prototypes built for the R&D program.
All four magnets met our designed performance goals
and matched very well with the 3D magnetic simulations.
The 3D magnet design simulations can be found in
reference [5]. The measured multipole errors were small,
the largest being the sextupole terms which were still
below 10 units. Figure 6 shows the measured normal
terms of the first prototype quadrupole magnet as a
function of current. More details of the magnetic
measurement results can be found in reference [7].

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

pads are added to the bottom for magnet center
adjustments in the vertical direction and to the back side
for the horizontal direction. The height and horizontal
position of the mechanical center can be controlled within
25 μm by adjusting the thickness of removable pads. This
new design achieves high magnetic field quality and
exceeds the alignment requirements without ultra-highprecision manufacturing. In the new design, dowel pins
for pole tip and pole base alignment are eliminated which
saves additional machining cost. A prototype quadrupole
magnet of the new design is under fabrication. The
tolerance analyses for the new design are completed and
the results are very encouraging.

CONCLUSION
Four R&D quadrupole magnets for APS-U were
designed, fabricated, and tested. Tolerance analyses
combining mechanical tolerance stack up and 2D FEA
magnetic analyses were carried out to estimate parts and
assembly tolerances for machining and assembly.
It was found that the symmetry of the pole tips as
reflected in uniformity of pole tip radii and pole tip gaps
are key factors for determining magnetic field quality.
The multipole errors are not particularly sensitive to
reasonable pole tip profile errors. If the symmetry of the
pole tips can be ensured, then tolerances on parts and
assemblies can be relaxed to reduce fabrication costs.
A new 8-piece design and assembly method were
developed which keep the symmetry of the four pole tips
and the pole tip gaps within 10 µm and the center location
controlled within 25 µm relative to the datum references.
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Figure 6: Variation of normal terms bn as a function of
current in a prototype quadrupole with steel pole tips.
It was found that the symmetry of the four pole tips is
very important to achieve high magnetic field quality for
a quadrupole. If we can align the pole tip symmetry to a
high precision, then we can achieve satisfactory magnetic
field quality even if the fabrication and assembly
tolerances are relaxed.
Based on our analyses and test results a new 8-piece
magnet mechanical design and an alignment method were
developed. In the new design the yoke is divided into four
quadrants, each quadrant contains one yoke and one pole
tip. All parts are machined separately within CNC
machine tool precision capabilities. During assembly the
pole tips are aligned symmetrically to better than 10 μm
to each other using gauge pins. The pole tip radii can be
increased together but the four radii need be within 10 μm
of each other. In the same manner, the four pole tip gaps
will be aligned to better than 10 μm to each other. After
alignment is completed the quadrants are clamped and
pinned together using tapered dowel pins. Removable
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SIMULATION STUDY OF THE HELICAL SUPERCONDUCTING
UNDULATOR INSTALLATION AT THE ADVANCED PHOTON SOURCE∗
V. Sajaev, M. Borland, Y.-P. Sun, A. Xiao, ANL, Argonne, IL 60439, USA

A helical superconducting undulator is planned for installation at the APS. Such an installation would be first of its
kind, since a helical undulator was never installed in synchrotron light source before. Due to its reduced horizontal
aperture, a lattice modification is required to accommodate
large horizontal oscillations during injection. We describe
details of the lattice change and show results of experimental tests of the new lattice. To understand the effect of the
undulator on single-particle dynamics, we first computed
kick maps using different methods. We have found that
often-used Elleaume formula [1] for kick maps gives incorrect results for this undulator. We then used the kick
maps obtained by other methods to simulate the effect of the
undulator on injection and lifetime.

INTRODUCTION
Advanced Photon Source has been methodically developing superconducting undulators (SCU) for a number of years.
Presently, two planar SCUs are in operation at APS [2]. As
a next step, a helical superconducting undulator is in development, with installation planned for next year [3]. The
main parameters of the undulator are given in Table 1. In
an ordinary planar undulator, the vertical gap of the vacuum
chamber is usually made as small as possible to reduce the
distance between the magnet arrays and to increase the vertical magnetic field, while the horizontal gap is not important
and is usually made comparatively large. This works well
for the traditional injection design where large horizontal
acceptance is required to capture the injected beam. In a
helical undulator, the poles and coils form a circle around the
vacuum chamber, and therefore both vertical and horizontal
aperture is small. With a horizontal inside diameter of of 26
Table 1: Main Parameters of the Helical SCU
Cryostat length
Magnetic length
Undulator period
Undulator field Bx = By
Undulator parameter
Magnetic bore diameter
Full vacuum chamber gap

1.85 m
1.2 m
31.5 mm
0.4 T
1.2
31 mm
26 × 8 mm

mm, the helical undulator will become the smallest aperture
in the ring. To avoid reduction of the horizontal acceptance,
the beta functions at the SCU location must be changed.
∗
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In this paper, we describe the required lattice modification
and simulate the effect of the helical undulator on the beam
dynamics.

LATTICE MODIFICATIONS
The original APS lattice is made of 40 nearly-identical
sectors, each of which has a 5-m-long straight section for
insertion device (ID) installation. The Twiss parameters at
the standard ID center are βx = 19.5 m, βy = 2.9m, and
ηx = 0.17 m. To better serve the user program at sector
32, a few years ago the beta functions there were modified
to βx = 3.6 m, βy = 5.0 m, and ηx = 0.07 m, which
allowed for the horizontal beam size reduction by a factor
of 2.3. The effect of this single-sector symmetry breaking
on the nonlinear dynamics was minimal and did not require
any special sextupole optimization. This lattice is now in
operation full time.
From the previous experience with planar SCUs we know
that excessive beam losses at the SCU location can lead to
magnet quenches [4]. Since the HSCU horizontal gap of
±13 mm will be the smallest horizontal physical aperture
in the ring, to avoid beam losses inside the device the beta
functions must be modified to increase acceptance at this location. The following conditions were considered for lattice
modification: (1) the HSCU vacuum chamber extends from
+0.7 m to +2.2 m relative to the center of the sector 7 straight
section and has a gap of ±13mm × ±4mm; (2) the HSCU
chamber acceptance should be larger than the two smallest
existing acceptances; (3) the smallest existing acceptance
is sector 4 ID chamber with gap of ±15mm × ±2.4mm that
extends from -2.5 m to +2.5 m relative to the center of the
ID straight section; (4) the second smallest acceptance is
a number of ID chambers with gap of ±18mm × ±3.5mm
that have the same length as the sector 4 chamber; (5) the
horizontal dispersion at HSCU needs to scale with the horizontal limiting aperture locations (ID4 and other IDs) to
preserve Touschek lifetime; (6) the modified beta functions
should deviate from the standard sectors as little as possible.
A lattice that satisfies all the above conditions was designed using the optimizer in elegant [5]. The lattice
functions at the entrance of sector 7 were fixed, and all
10 quadrupoles in sector 7 were used in optimization. The
quadrupoles in sector 8 were then set to provide mirror symmetry around the end of sector 7 (middle of the sector 7 ID
straight section) to return the lattice functions back to the
original values at the exit of sector 8. The lattice functions
of sectors 7 and 8 are shown in Figure 1. The drift spaces at
the left and right ends of the plot correspond to the standard
ID straight sections while the drift space in the middle of
the plot is the straight section with modified beta functions.
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which is acceptable to topup operation. The injection efficiency after optimization remained acceptable too at 75%.

EFFECT ON BEAM DYNAMICS

Figure 1: Twiss parameters of the modified sector 7 and 8.
ID straight section is in the middle of the plot.

Over the past years, several methods were developed for
studying beam dynamics in the presence of insertion devices.
Some of these methods are encoded in elegant in elements
called CWIGGLER, GFWIGGLER and UKICKMAP. In
principle, the CWIGGLER and GFWIGGLER can be used
for a general ID field, but the current implementation is only
applicable to an insertion device with planar poles because
they use the Halbach-like expansion of the magnetic field,
with the scalar potential written by:
Õ
V=
−Cm,n cos(Kx,m,n x) sinh(Ky,m,n y) cos(Kn z + φn ).
m,n

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 2: Comparison between the designed and measured
optics functions in sectors 7 and 8.

The optimized lattice was tested in beam studies. APS
operates in several fill patterns with two significantly different sets of chromaticities: uniform fill patterns of 24 and
3424 bunches are operated with chromaticity of ∼ +3 in
both planes, while asymmetric hybrid mode has chromaticities of +11 to allow for accumulation of 16-mA high-charge
camshaft bunch. This later condition is obviously more demanding in terms of nonlinear dynamics, hence we used it
for our tests. The design lattice parameters were achieved
without any lattice correction, as shown in Figure 2.
The effect of the lattice modification on the lifetime was
rather significant – the lifetime was reduced by about a factor
of two. This was a surprising result since the beta function
change in this lattice was not as drastic as those in sector 32
that were described above. An offline tracking-based multiobjective genetic optimization [6, 7] of sextupole strengths
was performed to improve the lifetime. The optimization
varied sextupoles in 21 families – 7 families per standard sector plus 14 sextupoles around sector 4 ID where the smallest
physical aperture is located. The optimization objectives
were dynamic aperture and local momentum aperture. Using sextupoles obtained in the optimization, we were able to
almost fully recover the lifetime (from 200 to 350 minutes),

(1)
The UKICKMAP is a more general element; its input can
be derived from a magnet design code, analytical formula
such as P. Elleaume’s method [1], or other direct tracking
method, such as FTABLE in elegant.
For the helical SCU, the magnetic field in the body of the
magnet can be expressed as (see Equation A.9 in [8]):



k2
1 2
2
2
Bx = B0 1 + (3x + y ) sin k z − k xy cos k z
8
4



2
1 2
k 2
2
By = −B0 1 + (x + 3y ) cos k z − k xy sin k z
8
4



k2 2
Bz = B0 1 + (x + y 2 ) (k x cos k z + k y sin k z) (2)
8
where k = 2π/λ is the wavenumber and B0 is the on-axis
maximum field. One can see that the HSCU field is very
different from the field of a planar device shown in Equation
1 (which also covers an APPLE device that has 4 rows of
planar poles). Instead of changing the existing code, we
decide to use other methods.
To compare different methods to generate the kick
maps, we used three approaches: P. Elleaume formula, the
FTABLE element, and direct numerical integration of the
magnetic fields given in equation (2) using the general equations of motion. As was mentioned before, the expressions
(2) only describe the field inside the undulator but not on
the edges of the device. We could not find any published
expressions for the edge field of helical undulator, therefore,
we used the same expressions as in (2) for the edges but with
B0 linearly ramping from 0 to maximum over the length of
the edge. We understand that Maxwell equations are not
satisfied in this assumption and discuss this later in more
detail. Figure 3 compares the x-x0 kick maps for particle
with y=0 calculated through the entire device with edges
included (two periods per edge). One can see a significant
discrepancy between the P. Elleaume method and the direct
integration.
The detailed HSCU kick map calculated using FTABLE
is shown in Figure 4. From the calculated kick map,
one can see that the major perturbation terms from the
2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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was performed using elegant and the kickmap calculated
from FTABLE. The resulting median value of simulated dynamic aperture and momentum aperture are shown in Figure
6. There is no noticeable reduction of dynamic or momentum aperture when HSCU is added to the lattice, therefore
the HSCU should present no significant effect of lifetime
and injection efficiency.

Figure 3: Calculated kick map for HSCU using field from
(2). Method 1 is P. Elleaume integration, methods 2 and 3
are direct numerical integration and FTABLE.
HSCU are∫ quadrupole and octupole
∫ terms. The fitted
terms
are
G;
(dB
/dx)ds
=
−50
y
∫
∫(dBx /dy)ds = −40 G;
3
3
2
(d By /dx )ds = −160 G/cm and (d 3 Bx /dy 3 )ds = −51
G/cm2 . The kick map given by these fitted integrated multipoles is shown in Figure 5 and agrees well with the kick map
from 4, which means that this set of multipoles represents
well the integrated effect of the helical SCU on the beam.

Figure 6: Comparison of dynamic aperture with (red) and
without (black) HSCU (left) and local momentum aperture
(right).
As was mentioned before, our assumption for the edge
treatment does not satisfy Maxwell’s equations. We may assume that if the field ramp with z was much slower, the errors
introduced by our assumption would be much smaller too.
To test this, we compared kick maps with different numbers
of periods used for ramping the field, finding no difference
in the kick maps. Even though it is not the solid indication
that the edges are treated correctly, it is an indication that
edge effects are weak.

CONCLUSIONS
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Figure 4: Calculated detailed kick map for HSCU. Color
code is the other coordinate (for example, y for the left plot)

We have designed and tested a lattice that will allow for
installation of the helical superconducting undulator with
small horizontal aperture in the APS storage ring (planned
for late 2017). We have also simulated the effect of this
undulator on the nonlinear beam dynamics and found no
significant effect.
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TUNING OF THE APS LINAC ACCELERATING CAVITIES AFTER
STRUCTURAL RE-ALIGNMENT*
T.L. Smith, G. Waldschmidt
ANL, Argonne, IL 60439, USA
Abstract
A new S-band LCLS type Photo-cathode (PC) gun was
recently installed in the APS linac. As a consequence, it
was recognized that many of the linac accelerating
structures were out of their 1 mm straightness tolerance. In
order to reduce the effects of wakefield on the beam and
increase the quality of the beam transport, several of the
misaligned structures were straightened. This paper
discusses the bead-pull RF measurements, the effect of the
straightening efforts on the rf performance and the cell-tocell retuning efforts that were performed.

INTRODUCTION
To take full advantage of the improved beam quality
produced by the new photocathode gun recently installed
in the linac, an effort has been initiated to straighten the
accelerating structures. Due to physical connections made
to the structures in the APS tunnel, they were found to have
been deformed by up to ~6 mm. Two of the thirteen
structures in the linac and two spares have been
straightened, at this time, with a worst-case of 5.4 mm total
deformation [1] before straightening.
Initial mechanical straightening of the structures to
within the ±200 µm specification resulted in significant
impact on the rf properties of the structures. The most
apparent impact was found on the input match which
changed from –30 dB to –12 dB on the first structure. This
effect was also closely related to the degradation of the
cell-to-cell phase advance. The source of the degradation
of the rf performance as well as the methodology used to
measure and recover the structure for optimal operation
will be discussed.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

BEAD-PULL RF TUNING METHOD
A bead-pull method using a non-resonant perturbation
algorithm [2] was used on the linac structures. With this
approach, the complex electric field values were measured
thereby accommodating field amplitude and phase advance
calculations. Assuming a small perturbation (copper
cylinder = 2 mm diameter x 5 mm length), the change in
input reflection at the position of the bead is proportional
to the sum of the square of the magnitude of the
electromagnetic field components. Bead-pull algorithms
such as this are commonly available for traveling wave
accelerating cavities [3] as well as for deflecting cavities
[4,5]. This method is capable of making amplitude and
cell-to-cell phase measurements in real time for fast and
accurate tuning of an APS linac accelerating structures
shown in Fig. 1.
___________________________________________

* Work supported by U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Science, under
Contract No. DE-AC02-06CH11357.
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Figure 1: Linac structure with bead-pull setup.
The perturbing bead is supported on a 90 µm diameter
nylon fish line and pulled through the structure using a
servo motor which is controlled by a LabVIEW program.
The bead is pulled at a constant speed with continuous data
acquisition to quickly and efficiently measure each
structure. Phase advance measurements were made using
the electric field values at the same relative locations in
each of the interior cells. These locations were determined
by searching for the peak electric field value within a cell
and performing a least squares fit to compensate for noisy
data [4]. The phase advance of a given cell was calculated
using the electric field in the current cell and in both
neighboring cells.
The local reflection coefficients (LRCs) are derived
from the electric field in each cell and are used to create a
quantitative measure of the amount of tuning required in
an individual cell to compensate for any deviation of the
cell from the desired cell-to-cell phase advance. In effect,
the LRC guides the extent of the deformation which needs
to be applied to the tuning apparatus of each cell.
Conveniently, the LRC is defined at each cell and can be
referenced back to the global reflection coefficient
measured by a network analyzer. The tuning of an
individual cell can be performed by appropriately
interpreting the global reflection coefficient and tuning
only a moderate percentage (~40%) of the reflection at
each cell. Tuning of the interior cells typically requires
several passes over the entire structure to get it within
specifications of 120º ±1º.

STRUCTURE STRAIGHTENING AND
BEAD-PULL RF MEASUREMENTS
Before any tuning, the structure is mounted onto the
strong back along with supports and saddles. The
mechanical straightening process is performed by applying
pressure on the structure at the four different support
locations as shown in Fig. 2. The saddle’s width is

2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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approximately the width of a single cavity cell and it is
clamped to the structure at the top of the support. It
straddles a cavity iris and, as a result, each one comes into
contact with two cells. Given four supports, a total of eight
cells are being affected during the process of straightening
as transverse forces are applied to the saddles.

WEPOB11

TUNING RESULTS
After straightening, the phase advance was tuned for
each of the interior cells using multiple iterations. Upon
completion of the interior cells, the “output coupler” cell
along with the last interior cell (prior to the output coupler
cell) was not adjusted for phase advance but rather for the
best E-field flatness. As a final step, the “input coupler”
was adjusted to minimize the global return loss of the entire
accelerating structure. Figure 4 shows the results of the
phase advance before and after a full tuning of the structure
was completed.

Figure 2: Linac structure with four support locations.

Figure 4: Phase advance before / after retuning.
Note that five of the eight cells that were affected
directly by the straightening process at the supporting
saddles exceeded the maximum tuning range of the cell and
could not be brought to within specifications.
The E-field flatness in Figs. 5 and 6 is plotted before and
after the tuning process for a typical structure. The more
uniform fields are due to an overall improvement of the
tune in the structure and in the final adjustment of the
output coupler cells to macroscopically negate any remnant
reflections. The tuning of the field flatness concluded once
the maximum tuning range of the cells was reached.

Figure 3: Phase advance before/after straightening.
It is clear from Fig. 3 that the cells in contact with the
support saddles were strongly affected by the straightening
process. From the figure, it is evident that cells 13, 14, 35,
36, 49, 50, 65, 66 were driven out of tune by the applied
pressure required to bring the structure within the ±200 µm
tolerance. The amount of change in phase, in some cases,
is several times greater than the dynamic tuning adjustment
range of the cell. The overall match of the structure also
degraded after the straightening process from –25.2 dB to
–14.8 dB.

2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators

Figure 5: E-field flatness after straightening.
During the tuning process the E-field flatness was
improved from ~42% peak variation to ~20%. The match
improved from –14.8 dB in Fig. 7 to –27.8 dB in Fig. 8.
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While bead-pull measurements are performed, the
accelerating structures are held to a fixed temperature
(115.5º F) with constant purging of dry nitrogen at a cavity
frequency that was compensated for temperature and nonvacuum conditions. The field distribution including phase
and amplitude is then measured before and after
straightening. Figure 3 shows the results of the bead-pull
measurements for structure SN 018. The phase advance is
measured for all the interior cells of the 86 cell structure.
The input and output coupler cells are handled separately.
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during the straightening process. If it is found that detuning
is nearing the limits of a given cell, the support will be
moved to a new location where the straightening process
will continue. In this way, the wider supports as well as the
relocation of supports will serve to redistribute the effects
of straightening across multiple cells.

Figure 6: E-field flatness after retuning.

Figure 11: Original supporting saddle.

SUMMARY
Figure 7: Return loss after straightening, –14.8 dB.

Figure 8: Return loss after retuning, –27.8 dB.

The non-resonant bead-pull perturbation method has
proven to be effective in retuning the accelerating
structures after straightening to the 120º ±1º specification.
However, it was found that the mechanical force required
to straighten the structures to within ±200 µm has
significantly detuned cells at each of the four supports. In
some cases, the detuning is in excess of 5 times the tuning
specification and exceeds the dynamic range of the
adjustment for an individual cell. Two structures have been
straightened, high power RF conditioned and are now
being used in the APS Linac Operations. New saddles are
being fabricated to reduce the detuning effects during the
straightening process which will insure the structure
remains within the specified retuning range.

Clover Plot of Electric Field
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Figure 9: Cells 1 to 53.

Figure 10: Cells 1 to 84.

Figure 9 shows the mistuning at cells 49/50 (start of
degradation in the energy spread) and Fig. 10 shows the net
result from all interior cells.

PLANS FOR IMPROVEMENT
To eliminate the detuning effects produced by the
support saddles during the straightening process, new
saddle designs are being manufactured to distribute the
force of straightening the structure over a larger area. The
new saddles are approximately two and four times the
width of the current saddle shown in Fig. 11.
Intermediate bead-pull runs are now being planned to
inspect the state of detuning of each cell near the saddles
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MULTI-OBJECTIVE ONLINE OPTIMIZATION OF BEAM LIFETIME AT
APS∗
Yipeng Sun† , ANL, Argonne, IL 60439, USA
Abstract
In this paper, online optimization of beam lifetime at the
APS (Advanced Photon Source) storage ring is presented. A
general genetic algorithm (GA) is developed and employed
for some online optimizations in the APS storage ring. Sextupole magnets in 40 sectors of the APS storage ring are
employed as variables for the online nonlinear beam dynamics optimization. The algorithm employs several optimization objectives and is designed to run with topup mode or
beam current decay mode. Up to 50% improvement of beam
lifetime is demonstrated, without aﬀecting the transverse
beam sizes and other relevant parameters. In some cases,
the top-up injection eﬃciency is also improved.

equi-spaced bunches, with a total beam current up to 102
mA.

Figure 1: Twiss parameters in one arc section of APS storage ring. Green blocks represent quadrupoles, red blocks
represent dipoles, and blue blocks represent sextupoles.

OVERVIEW
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Figure 2: Lifetime (calculated using DCCT current measurements) at each iteration. A total of 20 iterations (ﬁnished in
a short time), and 10 seeds for each iteration. Starting point
is optimized sextupoles from MOGA simulation [7] [15] on
the high chromaticity lattice (ξ = 11).

OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM
A genetic algorithm was developed and employed for
some online optimizations in APS storage ring. Compared
with nonlinear beam dynamic optimization through numerical tracking simulations, online machine-based optimization
targets the measured, rather than predicted, real accelerator performances. Possible optimization objectives include
the beam lifetime, injection eﬃciency, beam loss [11], and
transverse beam sizes measured at the pinhole camera. The
optimization variables may include the quadrupole magnet strengths, skew quadrupole magnet strengths, sextupole
magnet strengths [12], and upstream injectors.
For the lifetime optimization, sextupole magnets in up
to 40 sectors of the APS storage ring were employed as
tuning knobs. There are seven sextupole magnets in each
sector which are usually powered as seven families for more
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Multi objective optimization methods and techniques are
widely used [1] (see a review in [1]) in many aspects of
engineering and physics studies, including the genetic algorithms [2, 3]. Starting in 2005 [4, 5], accelerator and
beam applications became widespread. For storage rings,
the dynamic acceptance, local momentum acceptance and
Touschek lifetime, and other nonlinear terms were optimized
using genetic algorithms in tracking simulations [6–10].
Online machine-based single- or multi-objective optimizations were also performed on operating storage rings [11,12].
For example, beam loss rate was employed to minimize average vertical beam sizes in SPEAR3 ring by applying the
genetic algorithms [11]. Dynamic apertures of the SPEAR3
ring was optimized by tuning sextupole magnets with online optimizations [12]. Here online optimization of beam
lifetime at the APS (Advanced Photon Source) storage ring
is presented, which is similar to the study of Huang [12].
The online machine-based optimizations of nonlinear beam
dynamics may have an advantage over nominal simulationbased techniques, as it is applied with the accelerator models
replaced by the real accelerators.
The Advanced Photon Source storage ring is a thirdgeneration synchrotron radiation light source, with a circumference of 1104 meters [13], 40 sectors and an eﬀective
beam emittance of 3.13 nm [14]. The main operational
lattice has reduced horizontal beam size (RHB) at one ID
straight. The linear optics in one of the 38 nominal sectors
is shown in Fig. 1, where the starting and ending point are
the insertion device (ID) center. In the following sections,
some experimental results of lifetime optimization are presented and discussed. The nominal bunch ﬁll pattern is 24
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degrees of freedom. In sector 4 and sector 5, the sextupole
magnets are sometimes tuned independently for optimized
beam phase space [16] to accomodate the narrow physical
aperture at ID4. Orbit feedback is always running to maintain
a similar closed orbit.
The optimization algorithm has the following features.
• Work with top-up or beam current decay mode
• Improve lifetime and/or injection eﬃciency by tuning
sextupoles
• Constrain other parameters (beam sizes etc.) simultaneously
31.5
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from 10.5 to 8.5; it is noted that the lifetime change is
partly from chromaticity changes.
• S4 and S5 sextupoles only (a total of 14 sextupoles,
in 14 families): lifetime improved from 200 minutes
(88mA, coupling=0.66%) to 280 minutes (82mA, coupling=0.68%); small change on horizontal chromaticity (reduced from 11.4 to 10.8); vertical chromaticity
slightly increased
• similar injection eﬃciency 60-65%
The sextupole current changing process takes relatively
long time if all 280 sextupoles are included. For the case
with S4 and S5 sextupoles only, the experiment was ﬁnished
in a short time with 20 iterations, and 10 seeds for each
iteration. The beam lifetime, horizontal and vertical beam
sizes evolutions are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The sextupole
magnet current comparison is shown in Fig. 4. It is observed
that the current change in sextupole magnets is moderate.

20
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Figure 5: Topup mode, lifetime (left) and beam current
(right) at each iteration. A total of 10 iterations, and 10 seeds
for each iteration. Starting point is optimized sextupoles
from MOGA simulation [7, 15] on the medium chromaticity
lattice (ξ = 6).
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Figure 3: Horizontal and vertical beam size (at sector 35
pinhole location) for each iteration. A total of 20 iterations,
and 10 seeds for each iteration. Starting point is optimized
sextupoles from MOGA simulation [7, 15] on the high chromaticity lattice (ξ = 11).
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Figure 4: Sector 4 and 5 sextupole magnets strength for
the ﬁrst and last iteration (a total of 14 sextupoles). Starting
point is optimized sextupoles from MOGA simulation [7,15]
on the high chromaticity lattice (ξ = 11).

BEAM CURRENT DECAY MODE
For the beam current decay mode, the optimization objective employed by COGA (Combined Objective Genetic
Algorithm) is a combined function of beam lifetime, total
beam current and loss, and horizontal and vertical beam
sizes (measured at sector 35 pinhole location). Using the
hybrid-ﬁll-mode lattice with linear chromaticity of 11 (for
a single bunch current up to 20 mA), the following two
experiments were performed with the initial condition of
default operation sextupoles, which is optimized by MOGA
simulations [7, 15].
• All sextupoles in 40 sectors (a total of 280 sextupoles,
in 21 families): lifetime improved from 200 minutes
to above 300 minutes; horizontal chromaticity reduced

Sextupole current [A]
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Figure 6: Topup mode, sextupole magnets strength for the
ﬁrst and last iteration, a total of 280 sextupoles in 40 sectors
(21 families in total). Starting point is optimized sextupoles
from MOGA simulation [7] on the medium chromaticity
lattice (ξ = 6).

OPTIMIZATION FOR TOPUP MODE
The algorithm is designed to work with the topup operation mode. Nominally every 120 seconds there is a new
injection bunch coming into the storage ring. The total beam
current is maintained at 102 mA. The lifetime and beam current evolution are shown in Figure 5 for 10 iterations. In
this example, all sextupole magnets in 40 sectors (a total
2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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of 280 sextupoles, in 21 families) are employed as knobs.
The experiment takes several hours. The sextupole magnets
strength for the ﬁrst and last iteration is shown in Figure 6.
The horizontal chromaticity is reduced by 1 unit and vertical
chromaticity is increased by 1 unit, as listed below.
• Horizontal chromaticity reduced from 7.75 ±0.07 to
5.95 ±0.01.
• Vertical chromaticity increased from 5.34 ±0.09 to 6.47
±0.06.
The topup injection eﬃciency varies signiﬁcantly among
these 100 seeds, as shown in Figure 7. The ﬁnal choice is
72% which is slightly better than the initial value of 70%.
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Figure 8: Comparison of simulated local momentum acceptance between the operation lattice (Lat-1) and one of the
online optimized lattice (Lat-2).
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Figure 9: Comparison of measured vertical dispersion.

COMPARISON AND DISCUSSION
Tracking simulations were performed to compare the nonlinear beam dynamics performance between the operation
lattice and one of the online optimized lattices. It was found
that these two lattices give similar chromatic detuning and
dynamic acceptance, but slightly diﬀerent local momentum
acceptance, as shown in Fig. 8. It is observed that the online
optimized lattice has improved local momentum acceptance.
Dispersion measurements illustrate that both horizontal
and vertical dispersion functions are not changed much by
the sextupole tuning process, as shown in Fig. 9. Horizontal dispersion functions are not shown here where the
diﬀerences are negligible. Combined with the beam sizes
measurement results presented above which show that the
vertical emittance was not increased, it is concluded that
the lifetime improvement may be from optimized nonlinear
dynamics. The presented algorithm may be good at ﬁnding an optimum chromaticity setting for best lifetime for a
given single bunch current, although it may reduce the safety
margin for collective eﬀects threshold.

CONCLUSIONS
Multi-objective online machine-based optimizations of
beam lifetime was demonstrated at APS ring, for both beam
current decay and topup operation modes. The lifetime
improvement may be from nonlinear beam dynamics optimization. There are also some uncertain factors, such as
changes in the chromaticity, and possible diﬀerences in the
linear optics owing to orbit in sextupoles. Future studies

will add ﬁxed linear chromaticities mode, measure the optics functions along the ring, and compare with detailed
simulations.
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Figure 7: Top up injection eﬃciency during optimization.
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ONLINE MINIMIZATION OF VERTICAL BEAM SIZES AT APS∗
Yipeng Sun† , ANL, Argonne, IL 60439, USA
Abstract
In this paper, online minimization of vertical beam sizes
along the APS (Advanced Photon Source) storage ring is
presented. A genetic algorithm (GA) was developed and
employed for the online optimization in the APS storage
ring. A total of 59 families of skew quadrupole magnets
were employed as knobs to adjust the coupling and the vertical dispersion in the APS storage ring. Starting from initially zero current skew quadrupoles, small vertical beam
sizes along the APS storage ring were achieved in a short
optimization time of one hour. The optimization results
from this method are brieﬂy compared with the one from
LOCO (Linear Optics from Closed Orbits) response matrix
correction.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

OVERVIEW
Multi objective optimization techniques are useful tools
in ﬁnding optimum solutions in many complex systems [1]
with many optimization targets and variables/knobs, including applications of genetic algorithms [2,3]. On accelerator
and beam-related topics, the genetic algorithm was implemented in 1992 on optimizing sequences of permanent magnet segments of wiggler magnets [4]. Such algorithm was
then used for dc-gun photoinjector design optimizations [5],
the International Linear Collider damping rings design [6],
and electron storage ring nonlinear beam dynamics optimizations based on numerical tracking simulations [7–11].
Recently machine-based online single-objective or multiobjective optimizations were also performed experimentally on operating storage rings, to optimize the dynamic
aperture (DA) in SPEAR3 storage ring [12], also to minimize vertical beam sizes along SPEAR3 ring [13]. It was
proposed by Tian et al. [13] to employ speciﬁc physics
quantities that could be measured instantly on an operating accelerator, while it may take a long time to compute
such physics quantities in the numerical tracking simulations. For accelerator-based particle colliders, an example
of such a physics quantity is the luminosity of two colliding beams [13]. To optimize the photon brightness via reducing average beam sizes at IDs, it is proposed to employ
the total beam loss rates [13] as the optimization objective
since it is inversely proportional to average beam intensity
along the ring. As pointed out by Franchi et al. [14], smaller
horizontal-vertical-coupling has three potential advantages:
enabling smaller vertical-gap-IDs with higher ﬁelds, hence
enhancing the photon ﬂux; improving the photon brightness
given it is not limited by energy spread; improving injection
eﬃciency for oﬀ-axis accumulation schemes. On the other
∗
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hand, it is also noted [14] that reduced vertical beam sizes
may introduce some reductions on Touschek lifetime which
may have negative impact on photon users.

Figure 1: Twiss parameters in one arc section of APS storage ring. Green blocks represent quadrupoles, red blocks
represent dipoles, and blue blocks represent sextupoles.
In this paper, online minimization of beam sizes along the
APS (Advanced Photon Source) storage ring is presented,
which is similar to the study of Tian et al. [13]. The Advanced Photon Source storage ring light source has a circumference of 1104 meters [15] with an eﬀective beam
emittance of 3.13 nm [15,16]. The nominal operation mode
employs the so-called reduced horizontal beam size (RHB)
lattice where horizontal beta function is reduced at one speciﬁc insertion device. The linear optics in one of the normal sectors is shown in Figure 1 above. In the following
sections, experimental results of beam sizes minimization
in APS ring are presented. The bunch ﬁll pattern is 24 or
324 bunches that are evenly distributed in the storage ring.

OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHMS
As the online machine-based optimization method is applied on real accelerators, and uses the real accelerator performances as the optimization targets, it may have an advantage over the nominal simulation based techniques. A total
of 59 families of skew quadrupole magnets were employed
as knobs to adjust the coupling and vertical dispersions in
APS storage ring. A general genetic algorithm was developed and employed for online machine-based optimization
studies in the APS storage ring. For the online minimization
of beam sizes along the ring, the algorithm could employ
one or more of the following evaluation objectives.
• Beam loss rate monitor readings [13]
• Horizontal and vertical beam sizes (measured at sector
35 pinhole location)
• Lifetime calculated using DCCT measurements
• Total beam current measured from DCCT
The following operation bunch modes are available, with
some possible advantages and disadvantages listed below.
• 24-bunch mode, with a single bunch current up to 4.1
mA. This bunch mode has a higher beam loss rate and
a stronger impact from collective eﬀects.
• 324-bunch mode, single bunch current up to 0.3 mA.
Beam loss rates may be more noisy for this mode.
2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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ONLINE OPTIMIZATION RESULTS
The optimization algorithm could employ either of the
following two initial conditions for the 59 families of skew
quadrupole magnets, as the starting point.
• Skew quad currents set to zero (turned oﬀ).
• APS ring operational skew quad settings.
60
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Figure 2: Horizontal (right) and vertical beam size (left) (at
sector 35 pinhole location) at each iteration. A total of 20
iterations, and 10 seeds for each iteration. Starting point has
skew quads set to zero current.
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Case 2: Starting from Operation Skew Quads
Using 24-bunch mode, a total beam current up to 100 mA,
and the inital condition of operational skew quad currents,
the optimization algorithm was able to further reduce the
vertical beam size, as shown in Fig. 5. The skew quadrupole
magnets current (best seed) for the ﬁrst and last iteration are
shown in Fig. 6.
Comparing Fig. 6 with Fig. 4, one observes that the online optimized skew quads were much weaker for Case 1,
where the starting point was zero-strength skew quads.
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that the injection eﬃciency usually drops to zero when all
skew quads are turned oﬀ, from a combined eﬀect of large
coupling and large horizontal injection oscillations of oﬀaxis accumulation. The optimized skew quad currents are
shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 3: Left: Lifetime (calculated using DCCT current
measurements) at each iteration. Right: ID4 beam loss preserved during the studies.

Figure 5: Vertical beam size (at sector 35 pinhole location)
at each iteration. A total of 20 iterations, and 10 seeds for
each iteration. Starting point was the APS operational skew
quad settings.
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Figure 4: Skew quad strengths (best seed) for the ﬁrst and
last iteration. Starting point is 0 strength skew quads.

Case 1: Starting from 0 Skew Quads
Using 324-bunch mode, a total beam current below 100
mA, and the inital condition of zeros-strength skew quads,
the optimization algorithm is able to reduce the vertical
beam size and beam lifetime in a short time of 1 hour. The
optimization took 20 iterations, each containing 10 random
seeds, as shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. Here, an additional
objective of ID4 beam loss was introduced to exclude possible impact on the injection eﬃciency (ID4 has the minimum physical apertures in APS storage ring). It is noted
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Figure 6: Skew quads strength for the ﬁrst and last iteration.
Starting point was the APS operational skew quad settings.

Case 3: Starting from 0 Skew Quads and Use Total
Beam Loss as Sole Objective [13]
As the transverse beam sizes are only measured at one
location with pinhole camera (located at sector 35 bending
magnet), it may be good to employ the total beam loss rates
as the sole optimization target [13]. Such an experiment was
performed with 24 bunches and the medium-chromaticity
RHB lattice. Figure 7 shows that the sum of all beam loss
monitor counts converged quickly, within 10-20 iterations
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(0.5 to 1 hour). As shown in Fig. 8, the vertical beam size
and lifetime also converge correspondingly, with negative
correlations to the total beam loss along the ring.
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Figure 7: Sum of all beam loss monitor counts at each iteration. A total of 20 iterations, and 10 seeds for each iteration. Starting point is 0 strength skew quads (skew quads
all turned oﬀ).
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Figure 9: Comparison of measured horizontal (bottom) and
vertical dispersions (top) at BPMs. Black: operational lattice; Blue: online-optimized lattice; Red: LOCO based optimization from previous run in 2015 [19].
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The measured horizontal and vertical dispersion functions at the BPMs were compared among the operation lattice (OPER), LOCO based optimization (LOCO) [17–19],
and one of the online-optimized lattices (ONLINE), as
shown in Fig. 9. The horizontal dispersions are similar,
which perhaps indicates negligible changes in linear optics.
The vertical disperison of the online-optimized lattice is
smaller than that of the operational lattice, and larger than
the LOCO based optimization results. It is noted that the operation lattice and the online-optimized lattice share same
linear optics, while LOCO based optimization is from 2015
where the linear optics may be diﬀerent. It is also noted that
the operational lattice was not optimized for minimum vertical dispersion; instead, vertical dispersion was deliberately
introduced in order to increase the Touschek lifetime.
The online-optimized solution was also preliminarily
compared with the LOCO-corrected solution [17–19], in
terms of lifetime etc., as shown in Table 1. Although it
seems that the online-optimized solution achieves a lower
normalized lifetime, one needs to note that the chromaticities are higher for the online-optimized solution which reduces lifetime. The RF voltage is similar. There may be

Table 1: Preliminary Comparison between Online-optimized
(MOGA) and LOCO-corrected Solutions [19]
Parameter
σ x @s35 pinhole
σ y @s35 pinhole
Beam current [mA]
Lifetime [min]
ξ x /ξ y (measured)
RF gap voltage [MV]

MOGA
104.7
24.6
63
320
6.34/6.27
9.415

LOCO
103.9
22.3
95
300
4.23/3.28
9.410

CONCLUSIONS
Online machine-based optimizations of overall vertical
beam sizes was demonstrated at APS storage ring. The algorithm converges in a short time within 1 hour. The algorithm may be more eﬃcient if more beam size diagnostics
is available along the ring. Possible impact on linear optics
and a detailed comparison with LOCO based correction results will be performed in the future, including a true comparison with more conventional methods of minimizing vertical beam sizes along the ring. Lifetime and beam loss rates
will be compared under same/similar machine conditions.
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APS-U LATTICE DESIGN FOR OFF-AXIS ACCUMULATION∗
Yipeng Sun† , Michael Borland, Ryan Lindberg, and Vadim Sajaev, ANL, Argonne, IL 60439, USA
Abstract
A 67-pm hybrid-seven-bend achromat (H7BA) lattice is
being proposed for a future Advanced Photon Source (APS)
multi-bend-achromat (MBA) upgrade project. This lattice
design pushes for smaller emittance and requires use of a
swap-out (on-axis) injection scheme due to limited dynamic
acceptance. Alternate lattice design work has also been
performed for the APS upgrade to achieve better beam dynamics performance than the nominal APS MBA lattice, in
order to allow oﬀ-axis accumulation. Two such alternate
H7BA lattice designs, which target a still-low emittance of
90 pm, are discussed in detail in this paper. Although the
single-particle-dynamics performance is good, simulations
of collective eﬀects indicate that surprising diﬃculty would
be expected accumulating high single-bunch charge in this
lattice. The brightness of the 90-pm lattice is also a factor
of two lower than the 67-pm H7BA lattice.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

OVERVIEW ON ALTERNATE LATTICE
DEVELOPMENT
The equilibrium emittance is aggressively pushed to a
low value in the nominal lattice design [1] of the Advanced
Photon Source (APS) Multi-Bend Achromat (MBA) upgrade. To achieve low emittance, seven bending magnets
with either transverse or longitudinal gradients, plus strong
quadrupole focusing are employed in each of the 40 arc
cells [2]. The strong nonlinearities introduced by the chromaticity correction sextupoles make the dynamic acceptance (DA) insuﬃcient for beam accumulation, given the
large injected beam size from the booster and the assumed
2-mm septum thickness. The on-axis swap-out injection
scheme [3, 4] is the only option for this lattice.
Alternate lattices have also been studied with relaxed
goals for the equilibrium emittance, which aim to achieve
better beam dynamics performance than the nominal lattice,
and allow possibility for traditional oﬀ-axis accumulation
injection scheme. There are some advantages and requirements of adopting oﬀ-axis accumulation
• Requires minimal changes to the existing systems (injectors, control system, timing system, etc.).
• Does not require new capabilityes as for the on-axis
injection scheme (very fast stripline kickers, highcharge-booster, a new beam dump system, etc.).
• Requires better magnet quality, alignment precision,
power supply stability, and beam trajectory plus orbit
control.
∗
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• May require some additional octupole magnets and the
power supplies for these magnets, in order to achieve
larger dynamic acceptance.
• Needs special optics design (smaller β x ) at some insertion devices (ID) to accomodate small horizontal gap
IDs (helical undulator etc.).
Three types of lattice design, from ﬁve-bend achromat
(5BA) to 8BA, were investigated and compared in terms of
the requirements on the techinical systems (magnets, power
supply, vacuum) and the nonlinear beam dynamics performance, as listed below. The MAX-IV style: uniform TME
cells with many families of sextupoles [5]; the ESRF-II
style: high dispersion bump with -I phase separation [2];
the SIRIUS-inspired style [6]: a combination of MAX-IV
and ESRF-II styles. Reverse bending ﬁelds in some focusing quadrupole magnets [7,8] are also studied and employed
in the lattice design. In the following sections, two 90pm Hybrid-7BA lattice design are presented in some detail.
The general APS-U lattice design considerations plus hard
constraints are employed [1].

LINEAR AND NONLINEAR OPTICS
To achieve a high dispersion bump and a smaller emittance, two longitudinal gradient dipoles (LGD) with three
uniform-length segments each are adopted at both sides of
the dispersion bump. The maximum bending ﬁeld is 0.44
T in the LGDs, while it is 0.72 T in the central transverse
gradient bending magnet. There are 16 quadrupole magnets per sector, with a maximum gradient of 81 T/m. All
the quadrupole magnets are matched [9, 10] to be within
engineering design limits with at least 10% margin, while
all the sextupole magnets are within 20% margin of engineering design limits. The maximum pole-tip ﬁelds for the
magnets are: 1 T for quadrupoles; 0.6 T for sextupoles; 0.3
T for octupoles.
Compared to the nominal APS-U lattice, the alternate
90pm lattice has several potential advantages:
• Uniform-section-length LGD dipole magnets may be
easier to produce and operate than the ﬁve-section,
variable-section-length dipoles for the nominal lattice.
• There are 2.5 meters free space next to the two LGDs
inside the dispersion bump available in each sector for
other components (e.g., traditional injection kickers,
skew quadrupoles magnets, steering magnets, etc.).
• There are four additional 0.32 m spaces available for
octupoles inside the dispersion bump in each sector.
• The ID straight length is increased from 5.8 m to 6.1 m,
which can accomodate two additional harmonic sextupoles for nonlinear optics tuning.
The Twiss parameters for one sector of 90pm alternate
lattice are shown in Fig. 1. Four injection kickers and one
injection septum are employed in one unmodiﬁed 90pm lat2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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Figure 1: Twiss parameters in one sector of alternate 90pm
lattice. Blue blocks represent quadrupoles, red blocks represent dipoles, and green blocks represent sextupoles. The
free space (each of 0.8 m) at s=5.5m and s=22m can be used
to accomodate injection kickers.

tice arc sector, using the free spaces mentioned above. The
kicker K1 is located in the 0.8 m free space next to the ﬁrst
LGD, while the kicker K2 is next to the ﬁrst quadrupole
magnet. Kicker K3 and K4 are accomodated with a mirror
symmetry. The injection septum is located at the center of
the long straight section. The horizontal phase advance is
close to 90◦ between kicker K1 (or K4) and the injection
septum. The required minimum horizontal dynamic acceptance (measured in full width) is from 5.4 mm to 4.1 mm
(with diﬀerent emittance of injected beam), which will accommodate 6 sigma of injected beam, 10 sigma of stored
beam, plus septum thickness of 2 mm, and some margin.
A direct-tracking-based multi-objective genetic algorithm (MOGA) [11–14], was employed to vary the linear
and nonlinear optics for better beam dynamics performance.
The optimization objectives include: DA; local momentum
acceptance (LMA); and the desired positive chromaticity
for high bunch charge mode. The algorithm is allowed to
vary the linear optics, using either a direct variation of the
quadrupole gradients or a variation of linear optics targets
(e.g., emittance, betatron tunes, beta functions at ID, phase
separation between sextupole pairs). Additionally 10 families of sextupole plus 4 families of octupole magnets (with
two types of sectors) are varied to optimize dynamic acceptance and local momentum acceptance.
By introducing reverse bending ﬁelds [7,8] in 6 of the focusing quadrupole magnets of each sector, it is possible to
further reduce the emittance and/or increase the height of
dispersion bump. The maximum dispersion in the 90-pm
alternate lattice was increased from 80mm to 110mm with
the help of reverse bends, which will greatly reduce the sextupole magnets strength needed, and improve the nonlinear
beam dynamics performance. Table 1 shows a one-to-one
comparison of the currently operating double-bend lattice
(APS), the nominal H7BA lattice (67pm), and the two 90pm alternate H7BA lattices with and without reverse bends
(90pm and 90pm-RB).

EVALUATION
Simulated commissioning was performed on the nominal
H7BA lattice and the 90-pm alternate H7BA lattice without reverse bends [15]. The following errors are included:

WEPOB14

magnet strength, tilt, and misalignment errors; BPM errors;
and corrector errors. The 100 corrected lattice ensembles
are used in tracking simulations to get the DA and LMA,
plus lattice functions and the emittance ratio. The tracking simulations included nominal multipole errors. Besides the nominal physical apertures (half aperture of 10
mm by 3 mm at all IDs), narrow ID apertures of 4 mm by
3 mm (half) are also included in selected IDs. After including the bunch-lengthening eﬀect of an optimized 4t h
harmonic cavity, intrabeam scattering (IBS) was modeled
using ibsEmittance [16]. IBS-inﬂated beam parameters
were then used together with the LMA to compute the Touschek lifetime using the program touschekLifetime [17].
As seen in Fig. 2, the 90-pm lattice enjoys a nearly two-fold
increase in Touschek lifetime.

Figure 2: Cumulative distribution of Touschek lifetime out
of 100 corrected error ensembles. 200 mA in 324 bunches.

Figure 3: Comparison of dynamic aperture and dynamic
acceptances. DA: dynamic aperture; DA-ID1: with physical aperture (half) of 10 mm round in arc, 10 mm (x) by 3
mm (y) in all IDs; DA-ID2: on top of DA-ID1, with several
narrow IDs 4 mm (half) in x; DA-ER: physical aperture of
DA-ID2, 50th percentile of ensemble evaluations.
As shown in Fig. 3, without narrow IDs and with small
errors, the DA of 90-pm lattice may meet the accumulation
requirements. With narrow IDs and standard errors, the DA
is not large enough, without sharing oscillations between
the injected and stored bunch. Although the oscillationssharing scheme is currently used in the APS operations,
simulations show that for APS-U there may be stored beam
loss due to collective eﬀects for high bunch charge mode.
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Table 1: Parameter Comparison of the APS DBA and APSU Nominal (Alternate) H7BA Lattices
Parameter
Tune, νx
Tune, νy
Chrom.,  x, nat
Chrom.,  y, nat
Maximum β x
Maximum β y
Maximum η x
Average β x
Average β y
Beam energy E0
Natural emittance  0
Energy spread σe
Energy loss per turn U0
Momentum compaction α
Damping time τx
Damping time τδ
Damping partition Jx
Damping partition Jδ
Insertion device, β x, I D
Insertion device, β y, I D
Insertion device, η x, I D

APS
36.21
19.28
-89.1
-42.7
31.34
29.12
0.28
13.06
15.89
7.0
2637.7
9.6 ×10−4
5.35
2.8 ×10−4
9.6 ×10−3
4.8 ×10−3
1.00
2.00
19.49
2.89
0.17

That is a combined eﬀect of high impedance in APS-U and
smaller physical apertures, where the high-charge stored
bunch drives oscillations in the injected bunch that leads
to particle loss on the narrow gap ID chambers.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

COLLIMATION IN BTS LINE
To ﬁx this requires leaving the stored bunch on the closed
orbit, so that only the injected bunch sees injection-induced
betatron oscillations. Paths to achieving this include reducing the septum thickness, which depends on technical
advances; reducing the booster emittance, which requires
modiﬁcation of the booster lattice; and using collimators in
the booster-to-storage-ring (BTS) transport line to reduce
the eﬀective emittance.
Possible locations of horizontal collimators are at high
β x . These are also high dispersion regions so electrons with
large energy oﬀset may also get collimated. To separate the
collimation from horizontal and longitudinal plane, the collimator needs to be placed at a dispersion-free region. A
similar arrangement can be employed for vertical collimators. Assuming β x = 32m, D x = 0 at the horizontal collimator and standard injected beam, collimation at ±2σ and
±1σ requires a collimator diameter of 4.8mm and 2.4mm
respectively (5% and 32% bunch charge collimated). The
horizontal beta function at the horizontal collimator may be
increased if needed. Past experience at APS with transport
line collimation gave problems with radiation outside the
shield wall. Hence, several collimators in diﬀerent stages
(primary, secondary,...) may be needed [18].

67pm
95.12
36.12
-138.6
-108.5
12.91
18.94
0.074
4.25
7.82
6.0
66.9
9.6 ×10−4
2.27
5.7 ×10−5
0.012
0.014
1.61
1.39
6.97
2.45
1.1 ×10−3

90pm
94.13
34.11
-131.3
-103.4
9.50
18.02
0.080
4.30
7.45
6.0
90.6
9.6 ×10−4
2.69
4.0 ×10−5
0.012
0.010
1.40
1.60
8.40
3.28
-0.00

90pm-RB
95.13
36.13
-141.8
-122.2
14.62
20.72
0.11
4.14
8.59
6.0
90.0
1.0 ×10−3
2.48
2.9 ×10−5
9.9 ×10−3
0.015
1.80
1.20
5.03
1.85
-0.00

Unit

m
m
m
m
m
GeV
pm
MeV
s
s

m
m
m

CONCLUSIONS
A 90-pm H7BA lattice design was developed for the APS
MBA upgrade. It has free space for the traditional injection kickers (septum), as well as free space for octupoles
and harmonic sextupoles. Oﬀ-axis accumulation is possible, assuming suﬃciently high-quality magnets, alignment,
and other technical systems. With reverse bending ﬁelds, it
is possible to further improve the nonlinear beam dynamics performance. Collimation in the BTS line may help to
improve the injection eﬃciency and allow high-charge accumulation, as a high charge injected bunch is not required
by accumulation scheme.
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COMPARISON OF NONLINEAR DYNAMICS OPTIMIZATION
METHODS FOR APS-U∗
Yipeng Sun† , Michael Borland, ANL, Argonne, IL 60439, USA
Abstract
Many different objectives and genetic algorithms have
been proposed for storage ring nonlinear dynamics performance optimization. These optimization objectives include
nonlinear chromaticities and driving/detuning terms, onmomentum and off-momentum dynamic acceptance, chromatic detuning, local momentum acceptance, variation of
transverse invariant, Touschek lifetime, etc. In this paper,
the effectiveness of several different optimization methods
and objectives are compared for the nonlinear beam dynamics optimization of the Advanced Photon Source upgrade
(APS-U) lattice. The optimized solutions from these different methods are preliminarily compared in terms of the dynamic acceptance, local momentum acceptance, chromatic
detuning, and other performance measures.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

OVERVIEW
Next-generation storage ring light sources, such as the Advanced Photon Source (APS) Multi-Bend Achromat (MBA)
upgrade, will improve the x-ray brightness by roughly two
orders of magnitude. For APS upgrade (APS-U), the equilibrium emittance is pushed from the current 3 nm to below 100 pm. To achieve this low emittance, the original
double-bend achromat lattice is replaced by a hybrid sevenbend-achromat (H7BA) lattice [1], where seven bending
magnets with either transverse or longitudinal gradients,
plus strong quadrupole focusing, are employed in each of
the 40 arc cells. The strong nonlinearities introduced by
the chromaticity sextupoles make it hard to achieve large
dynamic acceptance (DA) and long Touschek lifetime, even
for the on-axis swap-out injection scheme [2].
A direct-tracking-based multi-objective genetic algorithm
(MOGA) [3–6] is employed to vary the linear optics and optimize the nonlinear elements (typically sextupoles, but also
octupole magnets) for better beam dynamics performance.
The optimization objectives include: DA; Touschek lifetime
computed from local momentum acceptance (LMA); and the
desired positive chromaticity for high bunch charge mode.
The algorithm can include realistic errors and find robust
solutions. The disadvantage is that the LMA simulation
takes significant computing time.
In this paper, several alternate optimization objectives
are explored which may be faster and yet provide good nonlinear optics solutions. These optimization objectives include: analytically calculated nonlinear chromaticities and
driving/detuning terms; on-momentum and off-momentum
∗

†

Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Science, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, under Contract No. DE-AC0206CH11357.
yisun@aps.anl.gov

Figure 1: Twiss parameters in one sector of a 41-pm, H7BA
lattice design for APS-U. Blue blocks represent quadrupoles,
red blocks represent dipoles, and green blocks represent
sextupoles.

dynamic acceptance [7, 8]; and minimization of variation
of the Courant-Snyder invariant [9] [10, 11]. Consideration
of the chromatic detuning is also included in most of these
cases. In the following sections, details are presented on the
applications of these nonlinear optics optimization methods.

OPTIMIZATION KNOBS
For all the nonlinear optics optimizations, a same APS-U
H7BA lattice is employed which emittance is 41 pm with
reverse bending fields [12]. The TWISS parameters are
shown in Figure 1 for one sector. The nominal betatron
tunes are (95.1, 36.1) and the linear chromaticities are all
corrected to be (5, 5) for the high bunch charge mode. For
the hybrid achromat lattice scheme [1], there are 3 pairs of
sextupole magnets in each sector, with betatron phase advance of ∆νx = 3π and ∆νy = π between each pair (designed
to cancel geometric abberations [1]). Usually a two-sector
translational symmetry is adopted, giving a maximum of 12
families of sextupoles. Octupole fields may be integrated
in the 8-pole fast corrector magnets. The algorithms are
allowed to vary up to 10 families of sextupole magnets, with
two families reserved for the linear chromaticity, plus up to
4 families of octupole magnets. Simulation is performed
with ELEGANT [13].

OBJECTIVE: DA AND LMA
The nominal optimization method is a direct-trackingbased MOGA [5, 6]. It is employed to directly optimize the
Touschek lifetime (through local momentum acceptance)
and the injection efficiency (through dynamic acceptance
with physical apertures). Recently chromatic detuning from
direct tracking is also included as another optimization objective. The optimized solutions are robust in ensemble
evaluations after commissioning simulation [2]. The disadvantage is that the local momentum acceptance takes a
long time to compute. A MOGA optimization process is
2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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Li and L. Yu et al. [9] proposed to use minimization of the
variation of CS invariant for a set of particles initially on
an ellipse in phase space (same CS invariant) . For this
method [9], only one super-period or at most one turn is
needed for tracking, so it is fast. Here the original proposed
method [9] was modified to include 100-200 particles that
cover the whole x-y space of interest. In addition, chromatic
detuning from direct tracking is included as an optimization
objective.

OBJECTIVE: ON- AND OFF-M DA
Figure 2: MOGA [5, 6] progress showing DA area (top),
chromatic detuning (middle) and Touschek lifetime (bottom). Red dots denote the initial condition from a previous
optimization. Green dots denote the best seeds.
shown in Figure 2, where the DA area, chromatic detuning
and Touschek lifetime are all improved.

On-momentum and off-momentum DA (or dynamic aperture, without physical apertures) [7, 8] are also used as optimization objectives in genetic algorithms. Off-momentum
DA and chromatic detuning may be used to indirectly optimize the local momentum acceptance and thus, one hopes,
the Touschek lifetime [7, 8]. A MOGA optimization process
is shown in Figure 3, where the on- and off-momentum DA,
and the chromatic detuning are all improved.

OBJECTIVE: CHROMATICITY AND
DRIVING/DETUNING TERMS

Figure 3: DA Optimization [7] [8] progress showing
off-momentum DA area (average of dp=±3%) (top), onmomentum DA area (middle) and chromatic detuning (bottom). Red dots denote the initial condition of arbitrary nonlinear elements. Green dots denote the best seeds.

Table 1: Optimization of Chromaticity and Driving/Detuning Terms
Parameter
dνx /dp2
dνy /dp2
dνx /dJx
dνx /dJy
dνy /dJy

Target
250
250
1×105
5×104
1×105

Initial
1043
526
1.83×105
-2.66×105
-2.52×104

Final
261
255
0.99×105
5×104
0.96×105

OBJECTIVE: CS INVARIANT [10, 11] [9]
For a system without nonlinear fields (with only dipole
and quadrupole fields), the Courant-Snyder invariant, A2 =
2αx x 0 + β (x 0)2 + γx 2 , is a constant for a given transverse
amplitude. In this case, when tracking for many turns in a
storage ring, the CS invariant does not change. However,
in the presence of the nonlinear elements (sextupole and
octupole magnets), the CS invariant changes [10, 11]. Y.

Figure 4: Comparison of chromatic tune shift in horizontal
(top) and vertical (bottom) plane.

COMPARISON OF PERFORMANCE
The optimized solutions from these 4 different methods
are preliminarily compared in terms of the dynamic accep-
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The nonlinear elements (sextupole and octupole magnets)
drive transverse amplitude detuning terms, betatron resonance terms, and nonlinear chromaticities. A direct minimization of these analytically calculated terms [14] (nonlinear chromaticities and driving/detuning terms) may improve
the nonlinear dynamics performance. Here the second- and
third-order chromaticities, plus the transverse amplitude detuning terms are employed as the optimization objectives.
The calculation is done with ELEGANT [13], and an external optimizer is used to pick the best seed and feed next
generation. The optimization results after 20 iterations (50
seeds for each iteration) are listed in Table 1. This method
is fairly fast. The disadvantage is that the analytically calculated terms may not be accurate, and the higher order terms,
such as d 2 νx /dJx2 , may be hard to include.
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tance, local momentum acceptance, chromatic detuning, and
other performance measures. The following notation is used:
LMA: objective of dynamic acceptance, chromatic detuning
and local momentum acceptance; ANA: objective of nonlinear chromaticity and driving/detuning terms; CSI: objective
of CS invariant and chromatic detuning; DA: objective of
on- and off-momentum dynamic acceptance, and chromatic
detuning.

Figure 7: Comparison of frequency map in x-y plane without
errors. Real physical apertures with narrow IDs are included.
Left top: LMA; right top: ANA; left bottom: CSI; right
bottom: DA.

CONCLUSIONS
Figure 5: Comparison of dynamic acceptance without errors
(all observed at ID center). Real physical apertures with
narrow IDs are included.

The effectiveness of 4 different optimization methods and
objectives are compared for the nonlinear beam dynamics optimization of the Advanced Photon Source upgrade (APS-U)
lattice. Preliminary comparisons of the optimized solutions
from these 4 different methods show similar nonlinear beam
dynamics performance. These optimized solutions will be
evaluated with realistic errors/corrections and ensemble evaluations, which may reveal strengths or weaknesses of the
various methods.
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Figure 6: Comparison of LMA in two sectors without errors.
Real physical apertures with narrow IDs are included. RF
bucket height is ±4%.
The linear chromaticities are corrected to be (5, 5) in all
cases and the RF bucket height is ±4%. Tracking simulations to validate the optimized results are performed for
around two synchrotron periods. Real physical apertures are
also included for these methods, in particular, the nominal
physical apertures (half aperture of 10 mm by 3 mm at all
IDs), and narrow ID apertures of 4 mm by 3 mm (half) at
some IDs.
As shown in Figure 4, the chromatic tune shifts are all
well optimized, especially in the vertical plane. The dynamic
acceptance and local momentum acceptances without errors
are shown in Figs. 5 and 6, where the direct tracking based
methods seem to achieve better results than the analytical
approach (case ANA). The frequency map in x-y plane, as
shown in Figure 7, illustrates similar resonance properties
between the cases of LMA and DA. Case ANA seems to
have smallest diffusion rates.
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SIMULATION STUDIES OF A PROTOTYPE STRIPLINE KICKER FOR
THE APS-MBA UPGRADE*
X. Sun†, C. Yao, ANL, Argonne, IL 60439, U.S.A.
Abstract
A prototype dual-blade stripline kicker for the APS
multi-bend achromat (MBA) upgrade has been designed
and developed. It was optimized with 3D CST Microwave
Studio. The high voltage (HV) feedthrough and air-side
connector were designed and optimized. The electromagnetic fields along the beam path, deflecting angle and
high electric fields with their locations were calculated
with 15 kV differential pulse voltage applied to the kicker
blades through the feedthroughs. The beam impedance
and power dissipation on different parts of the kicker and
external loads were studied for a 48-bunch fill pattern.
Our simulation results show that the prototype kicker with
its HV feedthroughs meets the specified requirements.
The results of TDR (time-domain reflectometer) test, high
voltage pulse test and beam test of the prototype kicker
assembly agreed with the simulations.

2D STRIPLINE KICKER MODEL
The main part geometry of the kicker was designed
with a 2D modelling program [3]. It was optimized to
match the differential impedance as close as possible to
50  while allowing some mismatch in the commonmode impedance. “D” shaped blades were adopted to
improve field uniformity in the good field region. The
tapered sections were added to both ends of the kicker to
improve impedance matching to the feedthroughs.
The optimized geometry is shown in Fig. 2.

INTRODUCTION
A fast kicker is needed for swap-out injection in APSMBA Upgrade [1-2]. The kicker assembly consists of the
stripline kicker and high voltage feedthrough, as shown in
Fig. 1.

Figure 2: 2D modelling result geometry.

3D SIMUALATION OF THE KICKER

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

A 3D kicker model was developed based on 2D simulation results, as shown in Fig. 3, and CST Microwave
(MWS) [4] was applied.

Figure 1: The MBA kicker assembly.
The stripline kicker and high voltage feedthrough with
air-side connector need to be designed for impedance
matching throughout the structure to achieve the maximum kicker strength, reduce local high voltage concentration, which can lead to breakdown, and minimize the
beam impedance. The kicker and feedthrough with airside connector were designed and optimized to match 50
 impedance. Then the electromagnetic fields, wake
impedance, beam power loss and power dissipation on the
metals and external loads were analysed.
___________________________________________

* Work supported by the U. S. Department of Energy, Office of Science,
Office of Basic Energy Sciences, under Contract No. DE-AC0206CH11357.
† xiang@aps.anl.gov

Figure 3: 3D prototype kicker model.
The 3D simulation verified the 2D results and further
optimized the tapered part of the stripline kicker. The
optimization of the tapered blades and body minimized
the reflecting and improved the interface to the feedthrough.
The kicker differential and common-mode impedances
were calculated and shown in Fig. 4. The optimized geometry gives a differential-mode impedance of 50  with
2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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a common-mode impedance of 67  in the main part of
the kicker.

Figure 4: The differential and common-mode TDR simulation in the prototype kicker.

Figure 6: TDR comparison between the measurement and
simulation of the HV feedthrough with air-side connector
and RG217 cable.

The longitudinal wake impedance is shown in Fig. 5.
There is a resonance at 4.1 GHz. We may optimize the
kicker further to remove or reduce this resonance in the
future.

THE END-TO-END SIMULATION
THROUGH THE PROTOTYPE KICKER
ASSEMBLY
The prototype kicker assembly, including of the kicker
and HV feedthrough, was simulated for the impedances
and electromagnetic fields.
The TDR simulation was performed for the prototype
kicker assembly as shown in Fig. 1. The calculated differential and common-mode TDR are shown in Fig. 7.

Figure 5: Longitudinal wake impedance of the prototype
kicker.

The feedthrough connecting the fast high voltage pulser
and kicker requires ultrahigh vacuum, radiation resistance
and voltage. A close to 50  impedance is necessary for
the pulser rise and fall time requirement. Due to lack of a
suitable off-the-shelf feedthrough, we developed and
optimized a high voltage feedthrough in collaborating
with COSMOTEC. The TDR test and simulation results
of the high voltage feedtrough with air-side connector
agreed well, as shown in Fig. 6.

Figure 7: TDR comparison between the measurement and
simulation of the prototype kicker assembly.
The electromagnetic fields were calculated along the
beam path when a bunch passed the kicker, as shown in
Fig. 8. The resulting deflecting angle is 0.79 mrad when
the applied voltage is ±15 kV. The kicker strength is 1.10
mrad/m at beam energy of 6 GeV, which meets the 1
mrad/m kicker strength requirement.
In order to assess breakdown risk, we simulated electric
field in the entire structure. The electric fields are highest
at two areas, a 16.0 MV/m at the edge of the blade ends
and a 15.4 MV/m at the center conductor of the feedthrough, as shown in Fig. 9. They are above our target
value of 13 MV/m, which is based on DC or low frequency studies. Considering the actual pulse width of 20 ns or
less, we think they are acceptable.
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Figure 8: The calculated electromagnetic fields along the
beam path and the bunch trace. Red: EM field amplitude.
Blue: Gaussian bunch trace.
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Figure 10: Simulated beam power loss and power dissipation on MBA prototype kicker assembly.

TDR TEST, HIGH VOLTAGE PULSE TEST
AND BEAM TEST
The prototype kicker assembly was fabricated and tested recently [5]. Its differential and common-mode TDR
was tested. The test and simulation results are compared
and shown in Fig. 7. The differential and common-mode
impedances of the kicker were measured 47  and 63 
respectively in main kicker part.
There was no issue with high voltage breakdown at 15
kV pulse amplitude.
The kicker was installed in the beam dump transport
line (BTX) and the beam test showed the deflecting angle
0.64 mrad for 7 GeV, or 0.75 mrad, scaled to 6 GeV, close
to the simulated deflecting angle of 0.79 mrad for 6 GeV.

CONCLUSION

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 9: The simulated highest electric fields and their
locations in the prototype kicker assembly.

THE BEAM POWER LOSS AND POWER
DISSIPATION OF THE PROTOTYPE
KICKER ASSEMBLY
We also simulated the beam power loss and power dissipation of the prototype kicker assembly, as shown in
Fig. 10. When a Gaussian bunch, with a bunch length of
70 ps rms and charge of 15nC, passes the kicker assembly, the beam power loss is 211.7 W. The power dissipation on the metals is 43.4 W, which includes 5.9 W on the
copper blades. The power coupled to the upstream and
downstream ports are 60.6 W and 17.5 W, respectively. In
an ideal stripline kicker, the beam induced power only
goes to the upstream port. This 17.5 W represents the
effect of impedance mismatch, which can be reduced by
further optimization. Lower beam induced power at the
downstream port protects the pulser.

The stripline kicker, high voltage feedthroughs and airside connector were optimized with 3D simulation. They
were fabricated and tested. The TDR test, high voltage
test, and beam test showed a good agreement with the
simulations.
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BEND MAGNET HEAT LOADS AND OUT OF ORBIT SCENARIOS∗
Timothy Valicenti1† , Kamlesh Suthar‡ , Jason Carter, and Patric Den Hartog
Argonne National Laboratory, Lemont, U.S.
1 also at Brown University, Providence, U.S.

This paper presents an analytical calculation of the spatial power spectrum emitted from relativistic electrons passing through a series of bend magnets. Using lattice files
from the software Elegant, both the ideal and missteered
trajectories taken by the beam are considered in determination of the power profile. Calculations were performed for
the Advanced Photon Source Upgrade multi-bend-achromat
storage-ring. The power distribution and integrated total
power values are in agreement with Synrad, a monte-carlo
based program developed at CERN, within one percent error. The analytic solution used in this software gives a both
quick and accurate tool for calculating the heat load on a
photon absorber. The location and orientation can be optimized in order to reduce the peak intensity and thus the
maximum thermal stress. The program can be used with any
optimization or FEA software and gives rise to a versatile
set of uses. [1]

INTRODUCTION
Problem Statement
When accelerated through a magnetic field, relativistic
electrons emit synchrotron radiation. As shown in Figure 1,
this radiation creates a spatial power distribution on intercepting surfaces which may be used to calculate the resultant
heat load. The problem may be broken up into several simpler steps. These involve computing the ideal trajectory that
the bunch of electrons take; adding real orbital errors to this
trajectory; ray tracing the emitted photons; and determining
the intensity of the power where each ray lands.

Many initial values such as the magnetic field strength,
geometrical constants of the magnets, and beam energies
are taken from a lattice file created by the program Elegant.

THEORY AND METHOD
Ideal Trajectory
To solve for the proper electron trajectory, values in the
Elegant output file are used – given at the end of the previous
element (denoted by subscript 0). In a dipole field, the path
taken follows an arc of a circle. This can be done using
a parameterization with a radius of curvature given by Eq.
(1) [2].
m(γ)v
m
(1)
qe B
In order to place the trajectory in the proper location in
global ZXY-position space, the curve must be oriented and
translated according to the initial conditions of the beam.
If 0 is the angle that the beam enters a dipole field at with
respect to the Z-axis, then Eq. (2). gives the ideal path. The
second term is the initial position found by translating the
end coordinates of the previous element by the drift length,
ρ=

δs. Here RY (θ 0 ) is a counterclockwise rotation matrix about
the vertical direction Y by the angle θ 0 . This parameterization is solely for the trajectory of the electron within dipole
magnets.
 ρsin( ρv t)   Z0 + δs cos θ 0 

 

r(t) = RY (θ 0 )  ρ(cos( ρv t) − 1) +  X0 + δs sin θ 0 

 

0
0

 


(2)

Solution

Off Orbit Trajectories

A parameterization of the ideal path is used; thus discrete time steps are chosen. MATLAB was used with Nt
equidistant time steps that each create a ray that impacts the
input photon absorber per analysed bend magnet. For each
of these rays, a vertical spread of Ny points is created and
the full power spectrum is calculated. This gives a mesh of
varying density and Nt ∗ Ny points.

The lattice files give Courant-Snyder (or Twiss) parameters (α and β) which can be used to define two phase space
ellipses - one for errors along the local x-axis and one for
errors along the local y-axis. To achieve the values at the
start of the magnet, they must be taken from the previous element in the lattice file and translated across the drift length
(Eq. (4) and Eq. (5)) [3,4].
(3)

α1 = α0 − γ0 δs
β1 = β0 − 2α0 δs + γ0 δs
Figure 1: Problem setup.
∗
†
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2

(4)

2

′

′2

(5)

2

′

′2

(6)

Au = γx,1 x + αx,1 x x + βx,1 x
Au = γy,1 y + αy,1 yy + βy,1 y

For each missteered path, one selects a point within each
ellipse corresponding to the orbital errors. The trajectory is
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then adjusted to reflect the error. To do this, the local x-axis
must be known (denoted by x l ). This is orthogonal to the
ideal direction of travel, sl , and the vertical axis.
(7)

x l = y l × sl
dx = cosθ sinφ

dy = sinθ

Figure 2: Local coordinate system.

φ = tan−1 (x ′)

The photon absorber lies along a plane specified by the
user. This is given by a normal vector, n̂ A, and an arbitrary
point lying on the plane, P0 . Using the equation of a planar
surface, the distance, d, can be solved by substituting in the
equation for the ray. This gives the points, P(d ∗, t), that the
rays impact the absorber at at zero vertical angle.

ds = cosθ cosφ (8)

In order to apply the correct rotation matrices one should
consider the spherical coordinate system shown in Figure 2.
Eq. (10) through Eq. (12) give the off orbit coordinates in
terms of the angles θ and φ. If solved for in terms of x ′ and
dy
′
y ′ (i.e. x ′ = dx
ds and y = ds ), rotation matrices are used.

dx
= tan φ
ds
= x′

dy
= tan θ sec φ
ds
= y′
y′
θ = tan−1 ( √
)
1 + x ′2

r(t)err = Re f f (r(t) − r 1 ) + (x x l + y y l + r 1 )

n̂ A · (P − P0 ) = 0
n̂ A · (P0 − r(t))
d ∗ (t) =
n̂ A · t 1 (t)

(15)

(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)

x new = Ry l (φ)x l . As shown in Eq. (13), the ideal trajectory
must first be centered on the origin before using the rotation
matrices. After orienting the path to contain the x ′ and y ′
errors, the parametrization may be translated back to its
initial position, r 1 . It is then translated along the x l and y l
axes by the x and y displacement values obtained by each
respective phase space ellipse. This can be performed only
to the first magnet used in the analysis. The orbital errors
in the following magnets can be found by using transfer
matrices.

Ray Tracing
Ray traces are calculated in two steps. A horizontal distribution of center rays are drawn out by considering each time
step in the trajectory’s parametrization. For each time step,
the rays follow in a straight path, tangent to the normalized
velocity vector, t 1 (t), and start at the position of the particle, r(t). The distance traveled is given in Eq. (14) by the
parameter d and determines the point, P(d, t).
P(d, t) = d ∗ t 1 (t) + r(t)

(14)

From each center ray, a set of vertical rays is drawn. Each
deviates vertically along the direction of the center ray that
impacts at P(d ∗, t). A secondary plane with a normal vector,
n̂R , orthogonal to the vertical direction, Y , and the direction
of the center ray, t 1 (t), is used. The line of intersection
between this plane and the photon absorber contains the end
points of all of the rays in the vertical spread at time t. Figure
3 shows the vertical spread while Eq. (21) and Eq. (22) give
expressions for the X and Z values on the absorbing surface
for a given parameterization of vertical distance, Y. Here
P = (Z, X, Y ) and P(d ∗ ) = (Z d∗ , X d∗ , Yd∗ ). The program
currently runs for Y = ±5 [mm] (though this can be easily
changed). Each vertical line is centered at P(d ∗, t).

Here the rotation matrix Re f f = R x new (−θ) Ry l (φ) and
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(13)

Figure 3: Vertical ray tracing.

0 = n̂ A · (P − P(d ∗ ))
∗

0 = n̂R · (P − P(d ))

nR, Z n A,Y
X=
(Y − Yd∗ ) + X d∗
n A, Z nR,X − nR, Z n A,X


nR,X n A,Y
(Y − Yd∗ ) + Z d∗
Z=
nR, Z n A,X − n A, Z nR,X


(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)

Power Distributions
For each point P(d ∗, t) in the horizontal distribution, the
vertical power distribution is calculated by using the angle,
θ, between the zero-angle ray located at P(d ∗, t) and the
∂2 P
vertical rays previously calculated [5]. The power, ∂θ∂ψ
,
is converted from an angular spread to a spatial spread by
dividing it by the square of the distance that a given ray
travels, D2 . The factor, f , is the projection of the power
onto the photon absorber and is found by dotting the planar
normal vector and the unit vector describing each vertical
ray’s tangential direction together [6].
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 5

∂2 P
1
1
= f ∗ Pd,0 1+
∂θ∂ψ
7 (1 + (γθ)2 ) (1 + (γθ)2 ) 52

(20)

Pd,0 (W/mrad2 ) = 5.421 ∗ E(GeV)4 I(A)B(T)

(21)

∂2 P
∂ x A∂ y A

∂2 P

1
D2 ∂θ∂ψ
f = | R̂v,i · n̂ A |

(W/mrad2 ) =

WEPOB18

(22)
(23)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 6: 3D view of this program’s power distribution (top)
and Synrad’s (bottom).

Accuracy
To verify the accuracy of the program, an analysis was run
for the M3.1, M3.2, M2.5, and M2.4 reverse magnets and
the planned B-crotch absorber for the APS-U at Argonne
National Laboratory. Figure 4 shows several of the possible
missteered trajectories that the beam could take while traveling through the M3.1 magnet. The green fan in Figure 5
is composed of the individual rays from the 400 time steps
used in the parametrization. Numerical data from another
distinguished program, Synrad, is shown in Figure 6 (bottom) [7]. This matches closely to this program’s distribution
also shown in Figure 6 (top). The total integrated power calculated in Synrad was 2.84 kW while the integrated power
given by this program was 2.8428 kW. The deviation in both
the total power and the distribution shape are less than one
percent. This verifies the accuracy of the software.

The results achieved by this MATLAB program are in
agreement with the software Synrad within one percent. The
code is versatile in that it can handle any bend magnet that
will emit radiation onto the input absorbing surface. The
functions are autonomous and set up the possibility of integrating into other programs such as COMSOL or ANSYS. A
particle trajectory created in another program may be used
in the functions created for this program. Additionally, the
analytic method used gives rise to quick runtimes that may
be better suited for optimization processes including the inclination angle of absorber surfaces. Though advantageous
in some regard, it also has its limitations. As discussed, the
code would benefit from utilizing arbitrary surfaces, stable
interpolation, and incorporation of missteering effects. The
code is easily adaptable however and this paper gives the
user the necessary information to improve the program to
meet their needs.
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IMPROVEMENTS IN THE HIGH-GRADIENT, HIGH-CHARGE AWA
DRIVE GUN
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W. Liu, J.G. Power, and C. Whiteford, ANL/HEP, Argonne, IL USA
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Abstract
The AWA L-band, high-charge photoinjector for the 70
MeV drive beamline has been operating for almost 3 years
at the Argonne Wakefield Accelerator (AWA) facility. at
Argonne National Laboratory (ANL). The gun operates at
high-field (85 MV/m peak field on the cathode) and has a
high quantum efficiency (QE) Cesium telluride photocathode with a large area (30 mm diameter). It produces highcharge, short pulse, single bunches (Q > 100 nC) as well as
long bunch-trains (Q > 600 nC) for wakefield experiments
(high peak current). During the first two years of operation,
photocathode performance was evaluated and areas of improvement were identified. After study, consideration and
consultation, steps were taken to improve the performance
of the photocathode. So far, in total, three photocathodes
have been fabricated on-site, installed and operated in the
gun. Improvements made to the photocathode plug, vacuum system, and gun operation are detailed. The results
include vastly improved conditioning times, better cathode
performance, and QE above 4% for over 11 months.

Table 1: AWA Drive Beam Cathode Operating Parameters
Cathode peak RF field

>85 MV/m

RF pulse length

≈7.6 µs

Average dark current

<5 nC/RF pulse

QE%

>1%

QE lifetime

>1 month

Laser pulse width

1.5 – 8 ps FWHM

Single-bunch charge

100pC to >100nC

Multi-bunch mode:

• up to 50 nC/bunch
• 2 to 32 bunches
• bunch spacing = 770 ps
• Max charge = 0.6 µC

QE Cathode#1

18

QE Cathode#2
16

14

THE ARGONNE WAKEFIELD
ACCELERATOR (AWA) DRIVE
PHOTOCATHODE GUN

QE(%)

12

10

8

6

4
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The AWA L-band drive gun for the new 75 MeV drive
linac has been commissioned and is operating. The 1.3 GHz
photo-injector operates at high gradient (85 MV/m). The
31 mm dia. Cesium telluride photocathode, specifically designed for the production of high charge, is fabricated on-site.
The method of fabrication used at AWA was based on and
developed from methods published by researchers at LANL
and INF-LASA and described in detail elsewhere [1, 2]. Using those sources for guidance, the AWA Cs2 Te photocathode is fabricated in a UHV chamber with a base pressure
of 1.5 × 10−10 Torr and transported to the drive gun for
installation in a UHV load-lock chamber.
The photoinjector generates high-charge, short pulse, single bunches (Q > 100 nC) and bunch-trains (Q > 450 nC)
for wakefield (and other) experiments. The photocathode
requirements at AWA were determined by the drive beam parameters. The AWA drive beam parameters are summarized
in Table 1 [3].

0
0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

Figure 1: QE vs. time for the two AWA drive gun photocathodes installed since August 2013. QE drops sharply during
RF conditioning to 88 MV/m and stabilizes to about 4%
during subsequent operation.

PHOTOCATHODE PERFORMANCE
SUMMARY
After initial RF conditioning to 88 MV/m, the QE of
Cathode1 stabilized at a solid 3.5%, 3.5 times the requirement. Single bunch and bunch-train QE phase scans were
flat, an indication that there was no field enhancement of QE
analogous to the Schottky effect observed in metal photocathodes. Data taken for bunch charge from 1 nC to 100 nC
2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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Figure 2: Pictures of Cathode1 (left) and Cathode2 (right)
in the gun. On Cathode1, an estimated 600 spots developed,
mostly during the month-long RF conditioning to 88 MV/m.
Despite the appearance of the spots during RF conditioning,
the photocathode performed fairly well for nearly 2 years of
operation. However, the cathode started arcing uncontrollably and had to be replaced. Cathode2 is the replacement
and has operated for 1 year with high QE, fast conditioning,
and no arcing problem.

indicated that the high-charge beam is not space-charge limited. Bunch-train generation was successful up to total traincharge of 300 nC with no sign of QE degradation [4, 5].
Twenty-three months after installation, the same photocathode was still operating, with QE around 2% (see Fig. 1.)
However, the cathode started arcing uncontrollably (the gun
could no longer sustain RF) and the cathode had to be replaced (see Fig. 2).
A post-mortem of Cathode1 yielded the following. Pros:
Lifetime 23 months with QE >= 1.5% Cons: 1. Slow conditioning (> 4 weeks) 2. Occasional arcing problems requiring
re-conditioning (became more frequent in the last 3 months
of operation). 3. End-of-life continuous arcing in the gap.

DIAGNOSIS
The problems were determined most likely due to the
following:
1. Slow conditioning/spots/frequent breakdowns are
thought to be related to the photocathode plug surface
history of sandpaper polishing during the early testing
stages. This has been found to introduce silicon impurities into the Mo surface and possible particulate
contamination.
2. As the cathode aged, at times there were occasional
arcing problems requiring re-conditioning. This and
arcing in the gap as the cathode neared the end of its
useful life seems to have occurred due to the enhanced
field at sharp edges on the cathode near the spring.
3. White light interferometry performed on the used plug
before and after removing the cathode film by wiping
with alcohol showed that the spots are primarily damage to the thin film, rather than the Mo substrate.The
difficult RF conditioning seemed to arise as emitters
were processed on the cathode, blowing holes in the
film.

WEPOB19

Figure 3: The rounded edges (radius 1/32 in.) eliminated
the arcing in the gap.

ADDRESSING THE PROBLEMS
The problem of slow conditioning was addressed by carefully grinding the surface of the plug flat, removing 10s of
microns of material to eliminate embedded Si particles. After this the plug was polished using polycrystalline diamond
in stages from 6 micron down to 0.05 micron to a mirror
finish.To address the possible problem of particulate contamination, an effort was made to clean particles out of the
deposition chamber and the cathode plug was thoroughly
ultrasonically cleaned after each polishing step.
The problem of arcing in the gap was solved by rounding
the outer and inner plug edges (see Fig. 3.) This completely
eliminated the arcing in the gap. From examination of the
plug, it appeared that the inner edge was the problem, based
on the evidence that copper from the gun had been deposited
near that edge as a result of arcing. The original design
included a radiused outer edge, but not the inner.
Immediately after removal, the Cathode1 plug surface
was examined twice using white light interferometry (see
Figs. 4 and 5). Initially, Sv=1505.79 nm, Sp=2041.89 nm.
After wiping the surface with ethanol to remove the Cs2Te
layer:Sv=606.308, Sp=231.332 nm. The Sv and Sp values correspond maximum valley depth and maximum peak
height, respectively. Hence the maximum surface roughness
was in the film. This indicated that the thin film sustained
most of the damage and suggests that the visible spots are
places that the cathode film was damaged during conditioning and arcing.
Unfortunately, it has not been possible to measure the
thickness of the cathode. However, the values of Sp and
Sv suggest an upper bound to the thickness of 2600 nm. A
lower bound of 220 nm is set by the Te thickness which is
monitored during the deposition.
Based on the different histories of Cathodes 1 and 2, it
will be interesting to repeat the white light interferometry on
Cathode2 and see if this type of damage has been eliminated
(from the pictures taken in the gun this seems possible).

CONCLUSION
After the changes were made described above, the new
cathode was installed. The improvements were phenomenal.
Cathode2 was RF conditioned to 80 MV/m in just two hours
and produced the first beam the same day.There has been
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no arcing in the gap with Cathode2. The QE is 4.7% after a
year of high-charge operation. Few damage spots are evident
(perhaps thanks to the smooth RF conditioning), see Fig. 2.
In addition to the stated mechanical improvements, the gun
operating protocol has changed: At startup, RF power is
increased only while gun solenoids are off. Also, no RF
pulsing while the solenoids fields are changing at low power
to reduce chance of multi-pactor. A plan is in place to replace
the cathode while performance is still high, probably in
January 2017.
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MULTIPLE SCATTERING EFFECTS ON A SHORT PULSE ELECTRON
BEAM TRAVELLING THROUGH THIN BERYLLIUM FOILS

Abstract
The Argonne Wakefield Accelerator beamlines have stringent vacuum requirements (100 picotorr) necessitated by the
Cesium telluride photoinjector. In direct conflict with this,
the structures-based wakefield accelerator research program
sometimes includes worthy but complex experimental installations with components or structures unable to meet the
vacuum standards. A proposed chamber to sequester such
experiments safely behind a thin beryllium (Be) window is
described and the results of a study of beam-quality issues
due to the multiple scattering of the beam through the window are presented and compared to GEANT4 simulations
via G4beamline. Three thicknesses of Be foil were used:
30, 75 and 127 micron, probed by electron beams of three
different energies: 25, 45, and 65 MeV. Multiple scattering
effects were evaluated by comparing the measured transverse
rms beam size for the scattered vs. unscattered beam. The
experimental results are presented and compared to simulations. Results are discussed along with the implications
and suggestions for the future sequestered vacuum chamber
design.

MOTIVATION FOR USE OF BE
WINDOWS AT AWA
The Argonne Wakefield Accelerator (AWA) beamlines
have a demanding vacuum environment to preserve the drive
gun Cs2 Te photocathode. Such photocathodes require vacuum pressures on the order 10−10 torr. The strict vacuum
requirements have a large impact on experimental design,
severely limiting material choices to those that are UHV
compatible. In addition, the UHV requirement prevents
easy access to experimental structures after installation and
usually prohibits the possibility of altering experimental
setups within the timeframe of an experiment. Thus, the
experiment must work "as installed". If it does not, at best,
the consequences can include lengthy downtime while the
experimental area is vented and equipment is uninstalled,
modified, cleaned, and re-installed. Once this occurs, the
offending sector of the beamline must be pumped to attain
UHV vacuum pressure before the operations and the experiment may resume. This can take several days to more than
one week.

Compromise: Separate vacuum regimes
One way of easing the vacuum requirement and allowing
quick and easy access to make changes to the experimental

setup is to place a vacuum chamber sequestered behind a
Be window at the end of the beamline (discussed previously
in [1]). The vacuum requirement in the "dirty" vacuum
chamber can be relaxed to 10−8 torr, which can be attained
in a matter of hours with much fewer restrictions. Of course,
there is a cost: beam quality suffers due to multiple scattering
as the beam passes through the Be window. An electron
beam traveling through matter primarily interacts with the
nuclei via the Coulomb force. Electrons experience many
mostly small deflections as they scatter multiple times within
the media. The distribution of scattering events is described
by Moliere’s theory. The details of the theory are beyond
the scope of this paper. However, it is important to point out
that the predictions of scattering theory become increasingly
less reliable as the foil thickness is decreased. Hence, it
is important to gather some experimental data in order to
understand what to expect. The foils used in these studies
are very thin: 127, 75 and 30 micron.
The studies described here were designed to develop guidance that can be used in simulations and planning for experiments using such an installation in the near future. It was
hoped to use the results of these studies to develop guidance
to be used in planning such installations in the future by
trying to measure the effects on the beam transverse size
and understand how well it is matched to numerical and
analytical predictions.
AWA has already had some experience with this limiting
effect of the increase in beam transverse size and emittance
due to a Be window. Two experiments (one involving an
RF choke cavity and another involving a photonic-bandgap (PBG) structure [2]) come to mind. Both devices had
an aperture I.D.=6 mm and also required the beam to be
moved within the aperture from an on-axis position to offaxis without significant beam loss inside the structure. In
other words, a tightly focused beam was required with a
fairly constant transverse size much less than the aperture
I.D. Performing these experiments with a beam scattering
through a Be window was indeed a challenge.

TESTING SEVERAL THIN BE FOILS AT
AWA
A motorized actuator was equipped with a custom Be foil
holder designed to hold foils of three different thicnesses,
127 µm, 75 µm, and 30 µm probed by electron beams of
three different energies: 25, 45, and 65 MeV. The laser pulse
length was 6 ps FWHM.
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Diagnostics: Two YAG(Ce) scintillator screens for beam
spot size and an ICT to measure charge. The first YAG
captured the initial size of the beam before scattering, and
was located at the foil z-position (on the same actuator). The
second YAG was located 88 cm downstream. A quadrupole
triplet was used to focus the beam to a small spot at the foil
position. Thus the two factors that could be studied were
foil thickness and beam energy by observing the increase in
transverse beam spot size rmsx and rmsy. See Fig. 1 for a
schematic of the experimental setup.

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

Figure 2: A representative example of the 45 MeV intensity
distributions with the projections from fits for the initial spot
at YAG1 and the spots at YAG2 for case of each Be foil and
no foil.
The effect of scattering on the beam size was quite pronounced, resulting in transverse sizes that were as much as
5 times the un-scattered beam size. However, the case of the
65 MeV beam with 30 micron foil seems promising.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 1: Schematic of the experimental setup. The electron
beam propagated from the left, charge measured with an
ICT (not pictured) before the foil. The beam was focused
by 3 quadrupoles. The image was recorded at the two YAG
screens located 88 cm apart, YAG1 at the Be foil position
and YAG2 88 cm downstream.
After recording the initial beam image at YAG1, A systematic comparison of beam spot sizes for similar beam
conditions on the YAG2 screen with and without the different Be foils in place was performed. The beam energy
was varied by turning off RF cavities in the beamline and
re-tuning the beam. The beam energy was 65 MeV, 45 MeV
and 25 MeV. In each case the mean charge was about 1.5 nC,
but the charge varied from less than 1 to more than 2 nC due
to laser jitter.
Three quadrupoles located about 1.5 m upstream from
the Be foil were used to focus the beam to a small spot
on the YAG screen at the position of the foil. Then the
beam image was captured using cameras interfaced through a
framegrabber, there and at the second YAG with and without
the Be foils. The images of the beam spot was analyzed (See
Fig. 2). Projections from fits of the intensity distributions
were analyzed to calculate the transverse spotsizes rmsx and
rmsy. Each table presents the mean results of data taken for
one of 3 beam energies, after cut on charge. Charge jitter
due to laser intensity fluctuations.was from 0.6 nC to 2.3 nC.
Data was cut to include the range from 1.1-2.2 nC.
The initial beam size was made very small to ensure that
the beam would not be clipped at the window which has an
aperture of 1 cm diameter. The YAG size is 50 mm diameter.
The smallest rms sizes extracted have a larger error due to
the reduction in pixels available for the fit routine (poor
resolution). It is hoped to repeat the experiment with a more
tightly focused camera to reduce this source of error.
Experimental results are presented in Fig. 3 (25 MeV
data), Fig. 4 (45 MeV data) and Fig. 5 (65 MeV data).

Figure 3: 25 MeV results for the 3 Be foils, no foil, and the
initial spot at YAG1.

Figure 4: 45 MeV results for the 3 Be foils, no foil, and the
initial spot at YAG1.

Figure 5: 65 MeV results for the 3 Be foils, no foil, and the
initial spot at YAG1.

COMPARISON OF SIMULATION
RESULTS AND EXPERIMENT RESULTS
The goal of the simulations was to see how well the code
could predict the effect of multiple scattering in terms of the
experimentally measured transverse spot sizes. The simulations employed G4beamline [3], a particle tracking code
2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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which provides an interface to GEANT4, which does the
multiple scattering calculation. According to the GEANT4
reference manual, the multiple scattering algorithm is based
on the Lewis theory, which is more complete than Moliere’s
theory [4].
The simulations were simplified to the case of a Gaussian beam with the initial energy and transverse size at the
screen set to reflect the average from the data. However, not
all the beam parameters are well known. For both simulations, a Gaussian beam was assumed and the experimentally
measured parameters beam energy (65, 45, and 25 MeV),
mean charge (1.5 nC), and initial spot-size at the first YAG
screen were the inputs. A comparison of the simulation
and data results is shown in Fig. 6 below. Some of the discrepancies are quite large, the closest match being for the
25 MeV, 30 µm foil case. In most other cases the simulation
overestimates the scattering effects. The sources of error
most likely include the initial beam distribution ( the real
beam is not a simple Gaussian), energy spread, laser jitter,
and other unknown details of the particle distribution, as
well as the multiple scattering algorithm in the simulation.In
addition, another source of error is the poor resolution in the
experimental measurement of the smaller spot sizes.

AWA is currently planning an experiment with a collaborator involving the use a small aperture (<1 cm diameter),
a thin foil (30 micron) and a collimator in order to reduce
the effects of scattering on the beam as a follow up to the
PBG experiment [2]. In addition, the use of quadrupoles
after the window will improve the delivered beam quality.
The trade-off is the sacrifice of charge, which in this and
many cases, is a luxury that can be afforded, thanks to the
high-charge capability of the photo-injector.
In another proposed scenario, a high-charge beam would
propagate through the existing Emittance-Exchange (EEX)
beamline for bunch compression. The beam would then enter
the Be window as a high charge short bunch with a large
transverse emittance and exit as a short, low-charge beam
with low transverse emittance. If this proves to be a viable
plan, it will certainly enhance the experimental program and
possibilities at AWA. It is also hoped in the near future to
incorporate the multiple scattering through a Be window into
future full beamline simulations of sequestered experiments.

Figure 6: A comparison of the G4beamline simulation and
experimental data results of transverse particle distribution
measured at initial and final YAG screen
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CONCLUSION AND NEXT STEPS
If time permits, it is hoped that a chance will arise to
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BENCHMARKING OF TOUSCHEK BEAM LIFETIME CALCULATIONS
FOR THE ADVANCED PHOTON SOURCE∗
A. Xiao, B. Yang, ANL, Argonne, IL 60439, USA
Abstract
Particle loss from Touschek scattering is one of the most
significant issues faced by present and future synchrotron
light source storage rings. For example, the predicted,
Touschek-dominated beam lifetime for the Advanced Photon
Source (APS) Upgrade lattice in 48-bunch, 200-mA timing
mode is only ∼ 2 h. In order to understand the reliability of
the predicted lifetime, a series of measurements with various beam parameters was performed on the present APS
storage ring. This paper first describes the entire process
of beam lifetime measurement, then compares measured
lifetime with the calculated one by applying the measured
beam parameters. The results show very good agreement.

INTRODUCTION
Many physical processes can cause particle loss from a
stored beam, such as quantum effects, gas scattering effect,
Touschek scattering effect, beam-beam collisions, etc. The
total beam lifetime t is given by

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

1
1
1
= + +···
t
t1 t2

(1)

where t1 , t2 ,· · · are beam lifetime from each individual physical process. For a low emittance machine like the APS
storage ring [1], compared to the Touschek scattering effect—
which gives a beam lifetime ∼ 10 hours when running at
the 24-bunch, 100-mA mode–contributions from all other
physical processes give a beam lifetime ∼ 200 hours, which
is negligible. This presents a great opportunity for benchmarking our Touschek beam lifetime calculation, which is a
crucial topic for our future APS upgrade [2, 3].
The particle scattering rate depends on the bunch distribution, which is given by beam parameters and optical
functions that vary with location s. Scattered particles with
a larger momentum error may be lost due to large betatron
and synchrotron oscillation amplitude. The boundary of
momentum error acceptance is also localized, and is called
a local momentum aperture (LMA) [4, 5].
In our experiment, the operational machine’s optics are
obtained from our regular LOCO fitting and optical correction [6] and the LMA is then calculated using elegant [7,8]
based on obtained machine models and rf voltage. Other
beam parameters, such as bunch current, bunch length, beam
size, and coupling, are varied and measured in the experiment. The Touschek lifetime T is then calculated by applying
these measured parameters to the Piwinski’s formula [9]. T
∗
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is compared with measured beam lifetime Tmeas. . Our experiment results show very good agreement, which makes
us more confident on the simulated lifetime for our future
APS upgrade.

LIFETIME CALCULATION
The local Touschek scattering rate R is given by Eq. (31)
in Piwinski’s paper [9], and is rewritten here:
r02 cN 2
R= √
F(A, B, δm ),
8 π β2 γ 4 εx εy σs σp

(2)

where r0 is the classical electron radius, c is the speed of
light, N is the number of particles inside the bunch, β and
γ are relative velocity and factor, εx.y are the transverse
beam emittances, σs and σp are the bunch length and energy
spread, and F is the factor depends on the local optical
functions A, beam parameters B, and momentum acceptance
δm . The Touschek beam lifetime T is given by the total beam
loss rate, and is averaged over the ring:
 
R
1
=
.
(3)
T
N
These calculations are performed with the program
touschekLifetime [10], which conveniently reads required data from elegant.

MEASUREMENT OF INPUTS FOR
LIFETIME CALCULATION
To validate Eqs. (2) and (3), optical functions and beam
parameters should be known in advance and it is also preferable to vary beam parameters over a large range to check
the equation’s parameter dependency. In normal APS operation, the machine’s optical functions are measured regularly
and corrected to the designed model [6]. This corrected
model is then used to determine the LMA from tracking
with Pelegant, giving δm over the ring. Results show that
the non-linear effects in the APS storage ring are well corrected and the LMA is only limited by the available rf voltage. Thus, the beam lifetime is measured under various
conditions: including different bunch charge N; different
beam size εx,y through varying coupling; different bunch
length σs , varied together with bunch charge and rf voltage
and measured by a streak camera; and different momentum
acceptance δm , through varying of rf voltage.

Calibration of RF Voltage
To determine the actual rf voltage—as opposed to the
nominal control system rf voltage readout (TotGapVolt)—
we measured the synchrotron frequency (synchFreq) and
2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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compared it with the predicted synchrotron frequency (fs)
from the nominal rf voltage, see Fig. 1. Though a large
measurement noise had been observed, the trends between
the measured and calculated synchrotron tunes agree very
well, the nominal rf voltage is then used directly in the beam
lifetime calculations.

Figure 3: Measured and fitted rms bunch length vs bunch
current at Vr f = 9500 kV.

Variation of Other Parameters

Bunch Length Measurement
Bunch length σs at different bunch current and rf voltages was measured by a streak camera, see Fig. 2. The
measurement background was removed carefully and the
true rms value is used as bunch length instead of using a
simple Gaussian fit. The measurement results have also been
fitted into a bunch lengthening equation, as illustrated Fig.
3. This complete set of results is convenient for use in other
applications besides the present effort. Our measuerment
was made below the ∼7 mA microwave instability threshold,
therefore the energy spread σp is a constant value and is
obtained from the linear optics calculation.

Figure 2: Measured rms bunch length vs bunch current at
various rf voltage (legend in kV).

We have explained how to determine the local optical
functions A, momemtun acceptance δm , bunch length σs ,
and energy spread σp in Eq. (2). The bunch charge N can
be varied easily. To reduce measurement noise, beam was
injected evenly into 24 bunches, so the measured lifetime
will be an averaged value. The remaining beam parameters
(also in B) are the transverse emittances εx,y . The natural
beam emittance ε depends solely on the machine’s optics,
and can not be varied easily. Only the ratio of εy /εx can
be varied through coupling adjustment. In our experiment,
we didn’t intentionally change the coupling, but simply only
recorded the horizontal and vertical beam size measured with
a pin-hole camera, together with other beam parameters, see
Fig. 4. One can see that the vertical beam size actually
varies vs current and rf voltage, which is the result of some
minor beam instability.

Figure 4: Measured coupling vs rf voltage at different total
beam current (legend, in 24 bunch mode).
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COMPARISON OF LIFETIME
CALCULATIONS AND MEASUREMENTS
Beam lifetime Tmeas. was measured at different bunch
current and different rf voltage, see Fig. 5. Other parameters
in Eq. (2), εx,y , σs, p and δm were derived from previous
measurements shown in Figs. 2,3, and 4. Using the calibrated machine model [6], the theoretical Touschek beam
lifetime T was calculated. The measured Tmeas. and calculated T beam lifetime are shown in Fig. 6, while the ratio
T/Tmeas. is shown in Fig. 7.

Figure 7: Ratio of T/Tmeas. vs bunch current at different rf
voltage.

on it, and/or some systematic error when doing bunch length
measurement (background subtracting). Nevertheless, the
agreement is still very good, and the calculated beam lifetime
can be trusted.

CONCLUSIONS
Figure 5: Measured beam lifetime vs rf voltage at different
bunch current (legend, in 24 bunch mode).

A complete set of beam lifetime measurements was made
at the APS storage ring. Results show very good agreement
between the measured and simulated beam lifetime, which
gives us more confidence on the predicted beam lifetime for
APS MBA upgrade design.
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BEAM LOSS SIMULATION AND COLLIMATOR SYSTEM
CONFIGURATIONS FOR THE ADVANCED PHOTON SOURCE
UPGRADE∗
A. Xiao, M. Borland, ANL, Argonne, IL 60439, USA
The proposed multi-bend achromat (MBA) lattice for the
Advanced Photon Source upgrade (APS-U) has a design
emittance of less than 70 pm. The Touschek loss rate is high:
compared with the current APS ring, which has an average
beam lifetime ∼ 10 h, the simulated beam lifetime for APS-U
is only ∼ 2 h when operated in timing mode (I = 200 mA
in 48 bunches). An additional consequence of the short lifetime is that injection must be more frequent, which provides
another potential source of particle loss. In order to provide
information for the radiation shielding system evaluation
and to avoid particle loss in sensitive locations around the
ring (for example, insertion device straight sections), simulations of the detailed particle loss distribution have been
performed. Several possible collimation configurations have
been simulated and compared.

INTRODUCTION
A preliminary study indicates there are three major particle loss sources in the APS MBA lattice: (1) The Touschek
effect, with an average Touschek lifetime ∼ 2 h in 48-bunch
mode [1], giving a particle loss rate of ∼ 102 pA. (2) Gas
scattering, with an average lifetime ∼ 10h@100Ah to ∼
60h@1000Ah [2], giving a particle loss rate of ∼ 20 pA to 3
pA. (3) Injected beam losses. Since we are doing the “swapout” on-axis injection [3–5], the required injected bunch
charge is ∼16.6 nC/shot every ∼15 s for timing mode. Assuming 97% injection efficiency, the particle loss rate is ∼
33 pA. The Touschek and injected beam losses are studied
in this paper.
Collimators are planned in order to confine losses to a
designated area. In this paper, we first describe the aperture
limitations around the ring. We then present simulation results with different collimator locations and apertures. Simulation results show a good agreement between calculated
beam lifetime and lifetime from a detailed scattered particles
tracking study that used the methods described in [6]. Based
on the simulations, a summary of loss distributions is given.

APERTURE LIMITATIONS
The physical aperture limitations around the ring in radial
size (x/y) are
• Nominal arc vacuum chamber: 11/11 mm (round)
• Nominal photon absorber at each arc BPM location:
8/8 mm (round)
∗
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• Nominal ID vacuum chamber: 10/3 mm (elliptical)
• Narrow ID vacuum chamber:
– Type I (Sector 3/7/10/14/21/24/28/31): 4/3 mm
(n=6 super elliptical)
– Type II (Sector 17/35): 4/4 mm (round)
• Stripline kicker: 6.7/4.2 mm (elliptical)
• Septum: 3.7/2.7 mm (n=6 super elliptical)

COLLIMATOR CONFIGURATIONS
There are two major concerns with any beam loss: radiation safety and protecting an insertion device (ID) from radiation damage. For radiation safety, we want stray particles
to be lost in areas with a better existing shielding or where
supplemental shielding can easily be added. For protecting
ID, we would like particles to be lost at the downstream end
of the ID straight section, so the shower propagates away
from the nearest ID.
In general, to collimate Touschek scattered particles (with
a large momentum error), collimators are best installed in
an area with large dispersion and betatron functions. This
suggests the dispersion bump generated by the longitudinal
gradient dipole, as shown in Fig. 1. However, in sectors 1
through 35, this region is close to the ratchet door that gives
access to the beamline front end, as shown in Fig. 2. This
area has weaker radiation shielding compared to the utility
region (rf/injection section) from sector 36 to 40, which has
a thicker, continuous shielding wall. With all these facts in
mind we explored the following collimator configurations.
The collimator in this initial study has a 6x6 mm radius round
aperture, and only multipole errors are included. Distances
refer to Fig. 1.
• Case A: Collimators in the first dispersion bump area,
from 6.32 m (entrance of AS1) to 7.04 m (exit of AQ4),
in sector 20, and sector 36-40.
• Case B: Same collimator locations as Case A, but in
all sectors (1-40).
• Case C: Collimators in both dispersion bump areas
(6.32 m to 7.04 m and 20.56 m to 21.28 m), in all
sectors.
• Case D: Extended collimator area to cover high beta-y
area, 5.95 m (entrance of AQ3) to 7.24 m (entrance of
AS2), all sectors.
• Case E: Add n=6 super-elliptical aperture limits at the
downstream end of all ID straights (sector 1 to 35) and
collimators as in Case D.
The beam loss distributions were simulated based on these
collimator configurations using Pelegant [7, 8]. From Table 1, we see that having two collimators in one sector doesn’t
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Figure 1: Optical function for the MBA storage ring (single
sector).
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ference between the calculated and simulated beam lifetime.
This is because the calculated beam lifetime assumes that the
local momentum aperture, which is determined from singleparticle tracking using a search method [9, 10], has a hard
boundary. In contrast, the simulated lifetime is the sum total
of lost scattered particles from a Monte Carlo simulation [6],
which in general has a fuzzy momentum aperture boundary.
The fuzziness of the boundary results from the factor that
Touschek scattering affects particle momentum in all three
planes, not only in the longitudinal plane. This feature is
shown in Figure 3 with the loss ratio (the simulated lost rate
divided by the simulated scattering rate) vs momentum error.

Figure 2: MBA storage ring layout and shielding wall (single
sector). Red - longitudinal gradient dipole.
help to reduce particle losses at ID straights (Case B and
Case C), though it reduces the loss rate at each collimator
location if this is a concern. Having an extended collimator
to cover a high beta-y location reduces beam losses at ID
straight (Case B and Case D). A collimator at the downstream end of the IDs does reduce the losses at the upstream
end, but it also increases the total loss over the ID straight
(Case D and Case E).

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

COLLIMATOR SIZES
From the above, we found that it is difficult to completely
prevent losses in the ID straights. This is due to several
factors: the small size of the ID apertures; operation of
the lattice on the linear difference resonance (giving y =
x ); and strong non-linear effects. To make more efficient
collimation, the collimator apertures need to be reduced.
Collimators located at the ID downstream end or close to
a ratchet door are also not preferred, so we start a study of
collimator configuration with that the collimator location
in the sector is same as Case D, but collimators were only
placed in sectors 20 and 36-40. Four values of the collimator
radius where simulated: 5.7 mm, 5.4 mm, 5.0 mm, and 4.7
mm. Further reducing the collimator aperture will pose other
problems, such as impedance and alignment issues.
Two particular optical error sets are used in these simulations: Case I — the calculated Touschek lifetime is 2.09 h,
which represents the average beam lifetime. Case II — the
calculated Touschek lifetime is 1.26 h, which has the shortest
beam lifetime. A summary of the simulation results is listed
in Table 2. The simulation results shows up to ∼ 30% dif-

Figure 3: Simulated scattered particles loss ratio (dot) vs
momentum error. The loss region is fuzzy. Black line shows
local momentum aperture from a single particle tracking.

INJECTED BEAM LOSS
Using the same optical error sets and collimator configuration as for the Touschek scattering simulation summarized
in Table 2, we simulated the injected beam losses using
Pelegant. We included the gaussian distribution of the
injected beam from the booster, inflated to account for the
effects of jitter in the injected beam centroid positions and
momenta. To improve the simulation accuracy without tracking too many particles, we generate particles that have a 6D
uniform distribution with a weight assigned to each particle
based on its location in the Gaussian distribution. The loss
rate and loss distribution is then calculated based on these
weights. In this way, the all-important particle population
close to the tail is sampled more accurately.
The results, summarized in Table 3, show that the injected
beam loss has a very different signature than the Touschek
losses. This is because the injected particle losses result from
large betatron oscillations rather than a large momentum
error. As a result, the proposed collimator configuration
doesn’t provide a good shielding for the ID straights. The
collimation effect becomes even worse when the simulated
injection efficiency is low (Case II). This is not a desired
feature and further investigation is needed.
2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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Table 1: Summary of Touschek Beam Loss Distribution at Various Collimator Configurations
Case A
Total Loss (p/s)
Beam Lifetime (h)
Loss @ ID straight (%)
Loss @ US ID straight (%)
Loss @ Injection (%)
Loss @ Collimators (%)
Loss @ Others (%)

Case B

108

108

Case C

Case D

108

3.46 ×
3.7
34.7

3.33 ×
3.8
19.9

3.54 ×
3.61
20.1

5.7
36.9
16.7

5.7
62.1
1.7

5.6
74.5
2.1

Case E

108

3.45 ×
3.7
15.8
8.52
5.5
77.0
1.5

3.44 × 108
3.7
22.1
4.7
2.4
67.0
1.3

Table 2: Summary of Simulated Touschek Lifetime and Loss Distribution
Optical
Error Sets

Collimator
Aperture (mm)

Case I

5.7
5.4
5.0
4.7

Case II

5.7
5.4
5.0
4.7

Calculated
Lifetime (h)

Simulated
Lifetime (h)

Losses
@ID (%)

Losses
@Collimator (%)

Losses
@Other (%)

2.09

2.65
2.65
2.63
2.61

43.2
27.1
11.2
4.0

41.9
63.1
85.6
93.4

14.9
9.8
3.2
2.6

1.26

1.16
1.17
1.17
1.17

48.7
32.9
14.2
5.8

35.2
54.1
79.1
92.0

16.1
13.0
6.7
2.2

Table 3: Summary of Simulated Injected Beam Loss Distribution
Collimator
Aperture (mm)

Simulated
Inj. Loss (%)

Ave. Loss Rate
(e/shot)

Loss @ID
(%)

Loss@Coll.
(%)

Case I

11.0
5.0
4.7

0.1
0.1
0.12

1.10 × 108
1.13 × 108
1.36 × 108

100
45.9
26.6

54.1
73.4

Case II

11.0
5.0
4.7

2.34
2.35
2.35

2.63 × 109
2.63 × 109
2.64 × 109

100
96.5
89.8

3.5
10.2

CONCLUSIONS
We have modeled Touschek and injected beam losses for
the APS MBA lattice for various collimator configurations
together with different collimator aperture sizes. Simulation
results show that the Touscheck scattered particle losses can
be well collimated when using a 4.7 mm radius collimator
without a noticeable impact to the simulated beam lifetime
and injection efficiency. Due to the different loss procedure,
the same collimator configuration is less effective to an injected beam loss. Therefore, protecting IDs from Touschek
losses seems feasible, protecting them from injected beam
losses remains challenging.
One potential mitigating factor is that the interest in very
small horizontal ID apertures is much less than originally
thought. Another possiblity is using a reduced-aperture
transition at the downstream end of small horizontal aperture
ID to localize injected beam losses. Further investigation is
planned.
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PERFORMANCE OF THE 3.4-METER LONG VERTICAL
POLARIZING UNDULATOR PROTOTYPE FOR LCLS-II*
N.Strelnikov1, I.Vasserman, J.Xu, and E.Gluskin, Advanced Photon Source,
Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois 60439, USA
1
also at Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics, Novosibirsk 630090, Russia
Abstract
As part of the LCLS-II R&D program, a novel 3.4meter long undulator prototype with a horizontal main
magnetic field and dynamic force compensation — called
the horizontal gap vertical polarization undulator
(HGVPU) — has recently been developed at the
Advanced Photon Source (APS). Initial steps of the
project included designing, building, and testing a 0.8meter long prototype [1]. Extensive mechanical testing of
the HGVPU has been carried out. The magnetic tuning
was accomplished by applying a set of magnetic shims.
As a result, the performance of the HGVPU meets all the
stringent requirements for the LCLS-II insertion device
[2], which includes limits on the field integrals and phase
errors for all operational gaps, as well as the
reproducibility and accuracy of the gap settings. The
HGVPU has been included in the baseline of the LCLS-II
project for the hard x-ray undulator line.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
The absolute majority of synchrotron radiation (SR)
sources, including free electron lasers (FEL), utilize
insertion devices (IDs) with a vertically-oriented
magnetic field. This preferential direction is the result of
the strong asymmetry – the horizontal size is much larger
than the vertical one – of the electron beam cross-section
in the storage rings, which is the main source of SR.
Although electron beams in FELs are quite symmetric in
the transverse plane, ID designers have not yet taken real
advantage of this. The status quo (even that of SR
sources) will soon be changed because of the recent
advancements in the design of ultra-small emittance
storage rings. Such machines promise to operate with
round electron beams and execute on-axis injection.
Therefore, developments of novel planar IDs with
horizontal magnetic fields will become a practical matter.
There are at least two major advantages for horizontal
magnetic field IDs. One is related to the rotation of the
polarization plane of emitted radiation, which results in
the transformation of monochromators and experimental
set-ups to the “gravity neutral” systems. In many cases it
would significantly simplify the construction and
operation of these set-ups. The second advantage is also
related to the “gravity neutral” design, but now applies to
the undulator’s mechanical system. When such a design is
combined with the magnetic force compensation system,
the ID gap drive mechanisms become quite compact
*Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of
Science, under Contract No. DE-AC02-06CH11357.
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without sacrificing stringent requirements on the accuracy
and reproducibility of the ID gap control.
Currently all FELs around the world utilize the
traditional approach as to the design of the ID gap drive
mechanisms, regardless of the type of IDs. These designs
are loaded with very strong, often bulky, beams that are
able to withstand tremendous magnetic forces without
noticeable distortions, and with very precise mechanical
components that permit the control of the ID magnetic
gap value at the micron level. Typically, the fabrication of
such devices requires unique machine tools that can
process several meter beams within a few microns of
precision [3, 4, 5, 6, 7].
The alternative ID design based on the “gravity
neutral” concept with the dynamic compensation of
magnetic forces has recently been developed at the APS.
The undulator’s 2.6-cm period magnetic structures are
supported by two 3.4-m long, 15-cm thick and 20-cm tall
aluminium strongbacks. Each strongback is placed on two
linear slides that allow independent horizontal motion.
The position of the strongbacks, and therefore the gap of
the undulator, is controlled by 4 linear actuators, 2 for
each strongback. The linear actuators are preloaded with
constant force springs at the linear slides. Special force
compensation systems have been designed and
constructed to closely match the magnetic force gap
dependent function [1]. The HGVPU prototype system is
shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. HGVPU at the APS ID magnet measurement
facility.

HGVPU ASSEMBLY AND MECHANICAL
TUNING PROCESS
The length of the prototype magnetic structure
populated with magnets and poles is 3.4 meters long. The
2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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poles were mounted on the magnet/pole mounts. The
magnets were inserted in between the poles according to
the sorting sequence and then clamped onto the positions.
The mounts were fastened onto the strongbacks by the
mounting bolts. There are 3 sections of magnet/pole
mounts on each strongback. The mounting bolts were preloaded with a set of three belleville washers, arranged in
serial, each with a working force of 1,000 lbs, which is 18
times the highest magnetic force on each bolt. The
adjustment of the mounting bolts can be accessed from
the back of the strongbacks so that the straightness of the
poles can be adjusted at the smallest gap to the LCLS-II
specifications of ±10 µm.
The strongback assemblies were then placed on the
linear slides and gauged to the gap of 30 mm. The spring
units were calibrated and locked at the position equivalent
to the gap of 30 mm. They were installed one at a time
while the gap was monitored to ensure that the position of
the spring unit is correct within ±5 microns.
Once the spring units were all mounted, the gap was
closed step-by-step while monitoring the forces on the
actuators. Since the units were calibrated against the
calculated magnetic force, there were offsets that needed
to be set by adjusting the spring unit’s main shaft lock nut
to set the position of the spring compression plate so the
real magnetic forces at the smallest gap could be matched
within ±30 lbs.
After the assembly of the device, the pole heights were
measured with the Capacitec gap measurement system.
The system consists of two Capacitec HPS-1x4G-A-200FX sensors mounted back-to-back with a distance
adjuster. The dimension of each sensor is 2.0 mm in the
horizontal and 4.0 mm in the vertical direction. Each
sensor is calibrated by the vendor to the accuracy of 0.1
microns. Measurement results show no observable lower
order deflections of the strongbacks at different
operational gap settings.
The heights of the poles were then adjusted by
adjusting the pole/magnet mounting bolts at the gap of 7.2
mm as shown in Fig. 2. The height of the poles on each
strongback as well as the gap profile was verified at
different gap settings to be better than ±10 microns.
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Figure 2: Straightness of the poles (bottom) and gap (top)
along the device.

TRAJECTORIES AND PHASE ERRORS
The next step is the magnetic tuning of the HGVPU. It
includes tuning of the straightness of the trajectories in
both horizontal and vertical directions and bringing RMS
phase errors to the level of 4.0 degrees or lower for all
operational gaps, as required by LCLS-II undulator
specifications. The magnetic tuning of phase errors and
trajectory is carried out by applying a special set of
magnetic shims, starting at the operational gap of 7.2 mm.
After the trajectory tuning, the trajectory measurements
were verified at several operational gaps. That led to the
trajectory deviation within ±2.0 microns and the RMS
phase errors below 4.0 degrees for all operational gaps
(Figure 3 and Table 1). As shown in Figure 3, a corrector
has been assumed at the upstream end of the device. In a
real scenario, the corrector would be placed farther
upstream and the trajectories would be corrected to be
even more effective.
The effective field is over 1.06 T at the gap of 7.2 mm,
which is better than the LCLS-II requirement of 1.01 T.
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Table 3: HGVPU Multipoles

Figure 3: Horizontal trajectories (top) and vertical
trajectories (bottom) after tuning (energy 14 GeV).
Table 1: HGVPU Prototype RMS Phase Errors and
Effective Field
Gap
7.2
8.0
9.0
11.0
13.0
15.0
20.0
Req.

RMS phase error (deg.)
3.34
2.96
3.33
3.09
2.62
2.50
1.44
<4.0

B(effective) (G)
10604
9451
8788
6217
4777
3705
1997
>10100@7.2
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FIELD INTEGRALS AND MULTIPOLES
Another set of magnetic shims is applied to meet the
requirements for the 1st (J1x,y) and the 2nd (J2x,y) field
integrals as well as the skew and normal quadrupoles (a1,
b1), sextupoles (a2, b2), and octupoles (a3, b3). Table 2
shows the 1st and the 2nd integral tuning results. Table 3
shows the multipole tuning results.
Table 2: HGVPU Field Integrals
Gap

J1x

(mm)

(G-cm)

(kG-cm2)

(G-cm)

7.2
8.0
9.0
11.0
13.0
15.0
20.0
Req.

15
-37
-33
-17
-2
10
35
±40

-0.9
-4.6
0.2
5.5
3.7
5.5
8.1
±15.0

36
26
22
22
20
13
-25
±40
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J2x

J1y

J2y
(kG-cm2)
2.3
0.2
-0.4
0.4
2.5
4.1
4.7
±15.0

Gap

a1

a2

b2

(G)

(G/cm)

(G/cm2)

b1

(mm)

a3

(G)

(G/cm)

(G/cm2)

b3

7.2
8.0
9.0
11.0
13.0
15.0
20.0
Req.

-20
-36
-41
-15
10
24
68
±100

-129
-89
-71
12
12
25
23
±200

270
199
12
-82
-71
39
-39
±400

-26
-1
-1
6
6
59
26
±100

83
48
42
-17
-4
-16
25
±200

-171
-127
-151
-32
-32
-50
-18
±400

A very important requirement for any FEL undulator is
the reproducibility of the effective field for any gap
setting. LCLS-II undulator specifications call for
reproducibility and stability of the undulator parameter K
at fixed gap ΔK/K to the level of 2.3·10-4.
The long-term stability of the HGVPU has been studied
with cycling the undulator gap of the system over 2000
times from maximum to minimum gap. The performance
of the device has been measured with a Hall probe scan
after every 50 cycles. Change of the effective field at a
minimum gap was within ±1.1·10-4. There is no evidence
of any long-term drift or degradation of effective field.
The standard deviation of the measured data is 0.36 Gauss
vs. the requirement of 2.3 Gauss.

CONCLUSION
A full-length 3.4-meter long HGVPU with dynamic
compensation of the magnetic forces has been
successfully designed, built, tuned, and tested at the APS.
The design is “gravity neutral” and uses a novel spring
system for the dynamic compensation of the ID magnetic
forces. The device delivers vertically polarized radiation.
The performance measurement results show that all the
LCLS-II requirements have been met. As a result, the
HGVPU has been included in the baseline of the LCLS-II
project for the hard x-ray undulator line.
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APS MBA UPGRADE*
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Abstract

FINAL KICKER GEOMETRY

The APS multi-bend achromatic (MBA) upgrade
storage ring plans to support two bunch fill patterns: a
48-bunch and a 324-bunch. A “swap out” injection
scheme is required. In order to provide the required kick
to injected beam, to minimize the beam loss and residual
oscillation of injected beam, and to minimize the
perturbation to stored beam during injection, the rise, fall,
and flat-top parts of the kicker pulse must be within a
16.9-ns interval. Stripline-type kickers are chosen for
both injection and extraction. We developed a prototype
kicker that supports a ±15kV differential pulse voltage.
We performed high voltage discharge, TDR measurement,
high voltage pulse test and beam test of the kicker. We
report the final design of the fast kicker and the test
results.

CST Microwave Studio [2] was employed in the
optimization simulation of the kicker and feedthrough.
We used its frequency domain solver to perform 3D
impedance and field simulation, and optimization of the
matching of the interface between the feedthroughs and
the kicker blades. We also use its time-domain tool to
evaluate the impedance of a Gaussian beam bunch. CST
MW studio has TDR simulation. We compared its results
with TDR measurement of the kicker [3]. A final
geometry was selected. Figure 1 shows the main
cross-section of the final geometry and its parameters.
Figure 2 shows a 3D model of the kicker.

INTRODUCTION
A prototype stripline kicker was developed for the APS
MBA upgrade storage ring. Its design was reported in
IPAC15 [1]. Further optimization of the kicker model
was performed. Fabrication of the kicker and
feedthroughs started February of 2016. The kicker was
delivered recently. We performed a series of tests of the
kicker. We report the final design of the kicker and the
test results.
Figure 2: A plot of the kicker design model.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

FEEDTHROUGH DESIGN

Figure 1: Geometry of the stripline kicker 2-D model.
With these parameters: a=7.8 mm, b=7.14 mm, α =
43.83°, a0= 2.87mm, a00=15.91 mm, b0=14.54 mm, blade
thickness=3.0 mm.

___________________________________________

*Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Science,
under Contract No. DE-AC02-06CH11357.
#
cyao@aps.anl.gov

The feedthroughs are critical components. They serve
as insulator, vacuum seal and blades support. Their
impedance must match to 50 Ω. Because of the location
of the kickers, they must be able to sustain bake-out at
150 Cº and high radiation. The air-side breakdown
voltage is of particular concern. We decided to collaborate
with COSMOTEC to develope the feedthroughs. Figure 3
shows a plot of the final feedthrough model. Figure 4
shows a photo of a feedthrough.

KICKER FABRICATION AND ASSEMBLY
The kicker was designed with collaboration of APS and
Argonne Physics Department. Argonne Physics
Department assembled the kicker. The kicker assembly
was delivered on August 18. Testing of the kicker started
right after that. Figure 5 shows a photo of the installed
kicker assembly.

#
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Discharge Detector was used for the test and we applied
up to 9 kV. Measured inception voltages were 8.5 kV and
9 kV for the top and bottom blades, respectively. Since
the maximum rating of the cable is only 5.6kV(rms) these
results show the inception voltage is above 9kV.

TDR TEST

Figure 4: Feedthrough picture.

Figure 6: Differential TDR measurement results of the
fast kicker. Each colour represents data from one port.

Figure 7: Connection diagram for pulse and beam test of
the fast kicker.

HIGH VOLTAGE PULSE TEST

Figure 5: The kicker installed in the BTX beamline.

HIGH VOLTAGE PARTIAL-DISCHARGE
TEST
Partial-discharge tests were conducted on the
feedthroughs and kicker assembly. A Phenix Partial

An FID dual-channel high voltage pulser is employed
for this test. Figure 7 shows a connection diagram for the
test. Figure 8 shows scope waveforms of the positive
and negative return signal with 15kV pulse amplitude.
Measured amplitude reduction through the kicker is about
2%, excluding cable losses. Stability of the waveform
amplitude is around 0.5%. The kicker was tested with
20kV pulse amplitude for more than 48 hours and showed
no discharge or vacuum activity.

KICKER BEAM TEST
The kicker has been installed in the Booster to Beam
Dump (BTX) beamline. Figure 9 shows the location and
its surrounding area. A 7GeV Booster beam was used for

2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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Figure 3: Cross-section view of the feedthrough and
air-side connector model.

TDR (time domain reflectometry) tests were conducted
on the feedthroughs and kicker assembly. Figure 6 shows
the differential results for the kicker assembly. The
measured results are in good agreement with the results of
CST MW simulation[2]. Main mismatches are in three
places: (1) a 67 Ω mismatch at the cable connectors; (2) a
37 Ω mismatch at the ceramic seal of the feedthroughs.
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the test. A Yttrium aluminium garnet (YAG) screen is
installed downstream for kick angle measurement.

Figure 10: Beam spot movement when kicker
amplitude varies from 0 to 15kV.

Figure 8: Return scope waveforms of the positive and
negative channels.
Figure 10 shows the beam spot movement when the
kicker amplitude is increased from 0 to 15kV. And Figure
11 shows the processed beam y-centroid data. The
processed slope is: 199.0 µm/kV and a kick angle of 0.64
mRad at 15kV kicker amplitude.

CONCLUSION

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

We have successfully developed a stripline fast kicker
prototype for the APS MBA upgrade. Test results of the
kicker assembly showed that it produced a deflecting
angle of 0.64 mRad for a 7GeV, or 0.75 mRad scaled to
6GeV beam energy, which exceeds the requirement of
0.72 mRad. We did not experience any issues with HV
breakdown at 20kV pulse amplitude. A 6% amplitude
reflection was observed. This needs to be addressed in
future pulser and kicker improvement. Further tests of
beam impedance and rf heating are necessary in order to
fully characterize the kicker performance in storage ring
environment.

Figure 11: Measured y-centroid position vs kicker
amplitude.
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ANALYTICAL MODELING OF ELECTRON BACK-BOMBARDMENT
INDUCED CURRENT INCREASE IN UN-GATED THERMIONIC
CATHODE RF GUNS
J. P. Edelen∗ , Fermilab, Batavia, IL, Y. Sun, Argonne National Lab, Lemont, IL
J. R. Harris, AFRL, Albuquerque, NM, J. W. Lewellen, LANL, Los Alamos, NM

In this paper we derive analytical expressions for the output current of an un-gated thermionic cathode RF gun in the
presence of back-bombardment heating. We provide a brief
overview of back-bombardment theory and discuss comparisons between the analytical back-bombardment predictions
and simulation models. We then derive an expression for
the output current as a function of the RF repetition rate
and discuss relationships between back-bombardment, fieldenhancement, and output current. We discuss in detail the
relevant approximations and then provide predictions about
how the output current should vary as a function of repetition
rate for some given system configurations.

INTRODUCTION
Thermionic cathodes are widely known as a robust source.
When used in un-gated RF guns they result in a simple
electron injector that is robust and suitable for a wide range
of applications. However, one primary drawback of this
system is that the gun will accelerate electrons whenever the
field on the cathode is negative. As a result, some electrons
that are emitted late relative to the RF period will not gain
enough energy to exit the cathode cell. These electrons will
be decelerated when the field changes sign and eventually
accelerated back towards the cathode surface. These socalled back-bombarded electrons deposit their energy on the
cathode surface in the form of heat. This back-bombardment
heating impedes the ability to regulate the output current of
the gun.
Recent work developed scaling laws relating backbombardment power to different gun design parameters
[1,2,3]. These scaling laws can be used for initial gun design
and trade-space optimization prior to a detailed simulationbased design. While instructive, these models do not provide
any estimates for how the output current will be affected by
gun designs with different back-bombardment power levels.
In order to address this, we combined the analytic models for
back-bombardment power with the Richardson-Dushman
equation to study the effect of gun design parameters on
the output current. For a fixed geometry, there are three parameters which directly affect the back-bombardment power
levels: the initial output of the cathode, the field on the
cathode, and the RF duty factor.
In this paper we will address how changing the RF duty
factor and the peak field on the cathode will affect the output
current of the gun in the presence of back-bombardment
∗

heating. While this work is concerned with estimating the
change in output current due to back-bombardment heating for a general class of thermionic guns, the Advanced
Photon Source (APS) injector test stand gun will be used
as an example to provide justification for the necessary approximations. For a different gun, the approximations made
here would need to be re-evaluated. We will begin with
a brief overview of the existing back-bombardment power
models, and discuss their range of validity. Then we derive
the relationship between repetition rate and output current
in the presence of back-bombardment heating, followed by a
discussion of how field enhancement in these guns changes
the back-bombardment effect.

OVERVIEW OF BACK-BOMBARDMENT
THEORY
The back-bombardment power for a particular gun design
is defined by Equation 1 [1].
Pave =

3I E0 c2
T K DF
4veff f α2

(1)

In Equation 1, I is the average beam current, E0 is the peak
field gradient, c is the speed of light in vacuum, f is the RF
frequency of the gun, α is the normalized gap length of the
cathode cell, defined by α = c/( f Lgap ), T is the transit time
factor, veff is the effective velocity (Equation 2), K is the
normalized field strength (Equation 3), and DF is the duty
factor of the RF system.
s

 −2
qE0 λ
veff = c 1 − 1 +
(2)
2m0 c2 α
∫ Lgap
K=

0

E(z)dz

(3)

E0 λ/α

For the APS Injector test stand, the geometry parameters
α, T, and K, are given by Table 1. Equation 1 has been
demonstrated to match simulation and measurement of backbombardment power to order of magnitude accuracy for
Table 1: Geometry Parameters for the APS Gun
Parameter
Transit Time Factor
Normalized Gap Voltage
Alpha

Symbol

Value

T
K
α

0.73
0.80
3.36

jedelen@fnal.gov
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a wide range of gun designs [1,2,3]. We can evaluate the
effectiveness of this model or a particular gun design by
examining the ψ parameter (Equation 4) [3].
ψ=

αf
E0

(4)

For gun designs with ψ < 200, Equation 1 will generally
make more reliable predictions of the back-bombardment
power [3]. For the APS injector test stand ψ will vary for
different peak fields. For a peak field in the cathode cell
ranging from 30 MV/m to 50 MV/m, ψ will vary from 320
to 210. As the ψ is close to the cutoff between reliable and
unreliable predictions for the APS gun care must be taken
when interpreting results that use Equation 1. Therefore the
APS gun was simulated and compared with Equation 1 in
order to ensure appropriate application of Equation 1 to this
particular design. The comparison showed a peak difference
between simulation and theory of a factor of two over the
previously specified range of peak fields in the gap.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

ANALYSIS OF REPETITION RATE
DEPENDENT EFFECTS
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Using Equation 8, one can derive the relationship between
the output current and any of the gun design parameters
using the methodology presented in this paper. In order to
aid in understanding the relationship between output current
and RF duty factor, pwe make the following substitutions:
A = Ac A0 , ∆W = E0 q3 /4π0 , and Pbb = GF DF I(DF ).
Where GF is referred to as the geometry factor and accounts
for the terms in Equation 1 that do not depend on the RF duty
factor. Note that because the back-bombardment heating
depends on the output current we include the output current
as some function of the duty factor, I(DF ). Making these
substitutions and differentiating Equation 8 with respect to
the duty factor results in Equation 9.



dI(DF )
dI(DF )
= 2αc AGF DF
+ I(DF )
dDF
dDF



W − ∆W
αc Ph + αc GF DF I(DF ) + T0 +
2k b


−W + ∆W
exp
k b (αc Ph + αc GF DF I(DF ) + T0 )
(9)

The output current of a thermionic cathode is given by the
Richardson-Dushman equation with the Schottky correction
for field enhancement, Equation 5. Here Ts is the surface
temperature, W is the work function, E0 is the surface electric field applied to the cathode, and Ac is the cathode area.
q
3
W − q4πE00 ª
©
2
®
I = Ac A0Ts exp −
(5)
®
k b Ts
«
¬
To evaluate the impact of back-bombardment power on output current, we begin by approximating the relationship
between cathode temperature and the heater power. In the
absence of back-bombardment heating, the cathode temperature can be expressed as a linear dependance of the heater
power.
Ts = αc Ph + T0
(6)

Equation 9 describes the general relationship between the
change in duty factor and the change in current due to the
presence of back-bombardment heating. As written, Equation 9 is not analytically solvable, however it is separable.
By defining the functions f (I) and g(I) as Equations 10 and
11 respectively we can simplify Equation 9 giving Equation
12.



W − ∆W
f (I) = αc Ph + αc GF DF I(DF ) + T0 +
(10)
2k b

This linear coefficient αc and offset temperature T0 are specific to the particular machine in question and would be
experimentally determined. The heater power/temperature
relationship in the APS gun was measured to be αc =
19.23 K/W and T0 = 707 K. We include the impact of
back-bombardment power on temperature by assuming that
it acts in the same fashion as the cathode heater and therefore
can be added to the linear term in Equation 6,

Equation 12 has no analytical solution. However, we will
show next that the current dependance in both f (I) and
g(I) is not the dominating factor and therefore both of these
functions can be approximated as constants. For the APS
gun, the normal range of the terms in Equation 11 is given
in Table 2.

Ts = αc (Ph + Pbb ) + T0 .

(7)

Substituting Equation 7 into Equation 5 gives the output
current as a function of temperature in the presence of backbombardment heating, Equation 8.
I =Ac A0 (αc (Ph + Pbb ) + T0 )2
q
3
W − q4πE00
©
ª

®
exp −
k b (αc (Ph + Pbb ) + T0 ) ®
«
¬
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(8)

g(I) =

−W + ∆W
k b (αc Ph + αc GF DF I(DF ) + T0 )

dI(DF )
2Aαc GF f (I)eg(I ) I(DF )
=
dDF
1 − 2Aαc GF f (I)eg(I) DF

(11)
(12)

Table 2: Approximate Range of Terms in f (I)
Term
αc Ph
αc GF DF I(DF )
W −∆W
2k b

T0

Range
384.6 ↔ 673.05
0.277 ↔ 24.2
9804 ↔ 10687
707.46 K

Table 2 shows that work function divided by twice the
Boltzmann constant is the dominant factor in f (I). Additionally, because the output current of the gun is between 50-300
2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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mA, the current dependent term is quite small. Therefore
we can approximate Equation 10 as the constant K1 .



W − ∆W
K1 = αc Ph + T0 +
(13)
2k b
The results in Table 2 also allow us to neglect the current
dependent term in Equation 11 and therefore approximating
g(I) as the constant K2 .
−W + ∆W
K2 =
k b (αc Ph + T0 )

(14)

In essence, the simplification resulting in Equation 13
and 14 is neglecting the second order effect caused by recursion, i.e. increasing the duty factor will increase the
back-bombardment which increases the current, but the increase in current will have a second order increase in the
back-bombardment power, which in principle will increase
the current further. Because we are neglecting this effect,
Equation 12 can be integrated resulting in Equation 15.
I(DF ) =

I0
1 − Kr DF

WEPOB25

p
In Equation 17, k = (q3 /(4π0 ))/(k b T ), where q is the
fundamental unit of charge, k b is the Boltzmann constant,
Tis the cathode temperature, 0 is the permittivity of free
space, and I0 is the output current in the absence of field
enhancement. Substituting Equation 17 into Equation 1
gives a corrected back-bombardment power relationship that
takes into account this enhancement.

Pave =

h p i
3I0 E0 c2
T
K
D
exp
k E0
F
4veff f α2

(18)

When analyzing the relationship between output current and
peak field in the presence of back-bombardment, the change
in field enhancement must be taken into account. Then
following a similar analysis as was done for RF duty factor,
one could analyze the impact of output current on the peak
field in the presence of back-bombardment heating.

CONCLUSIONS
(15)

Here Kr is a constant that includes the geometry, heater
power, and field enhancement effects, thus defining the state
of the gun (Equation 16), and I0 is the output current of the
cathode without any back-bombardment heating.



W − ∆W
Kr =2Ac A0 αc GF αc Ph + T0 +
2k b


(16)
−W + ∆W
∗ exp
k b (αc Ph + T0 )
Equation 15 shows that for a given gun state, the output
current should always increase with RF duty factor. In a
practical gun, the current would increase until the output
was either space charge limited, the interlocks tripped, or the
gun was damaged. For example, recent studies designed to
examine the effect of back-bombardment on output current
showed that for dispenser cathodes the surface coating can be
degraded by the back-bombarding current causing reduced
performance of the gun [4].

FIELD ENHANCEMENT EFFECTS ON
BACK-BOMBARDMENT
Next we want to address the impact of field enhancement
on back-bombardment and its subsequent effect on the output current. In Equation 1 gives a linear dependance of
back-bombardment on electric field. This relationship is
derived from the energy of the particles striking the cathode.
However, due to field enhancement, there is also in increase
in current with field which results in a nonlinear dependance
of back-bombardment on peak field. Using Equation 5 we
can calculate the output current as a function of the field on
the cathode, Equation 17.
h p i
I = I0 exp k E0
(17)

We have shown that for thermionic cathode RF guns we
can calculate the output current as a function of repetition
rate in the presence of back-bombardment heating. Additionally we have discussed the effect of changes in the field
enhancement on back-bombardment and how that might impact the output current. This paper lays the groundwork
for additional theoretical analysis, simulation studies, and
experiments to better understand and quantify how backbombardment will impact the output current of the gun.
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OBSERVATION OF REPETITION-RATE DEPENDENT EMISSION FROM
AN UN-GATED THERMIONIC CATHODE RF GUN
J. P. Edelen#, Fermilab, Batavia, IL
Y. Sun, Argonne National Lab, Lemont, IL
J. R. Harris, AFRL, Albuquerque, NM
J. W. Lewellen, LANL, Los Alamos, NM
Abstract
Recent work at Fermilab in collaboration with the
Advanced Photon Source and members of other national
labs, designed an experiment to study the relationship
between the RF repetition rate and the average current per
RF pulse. While existing models anticipate a direct
relationship between these two parameters we observed
an inverse relationship. We believe this is a result of
damage to the barium coating on the cathode surface
caused by a change in back-bombardment power that is
unaccounted for in the existing theories. These
observations shed new light on the challenges and
fundamental limitations associated with scaling an ungated thermionic cathode RF gun to high average current.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
Thermionic cathodes are widely known as a robust
source of electrons. When used in un-gated RF guns they
result in a simple electron injector that is suitable for a
wide range of applications for accelerators [1,2,3].
However, one primary drawback of this system is that the
cathode will emit whenever the field is appropriately
signed. Therefore, some electrons that are emitted late
relative to the RF phase will not gain enough energy to
exit the cathode cell. These electrons will be decelerated
when the field changes sign and eventually accelerated
back towards the cathode surface. These so-called backbombarded electrons deposit their energy on the cathode
surface in the form of heat. Because of the cathode’s
finite thermal mass this additional heating impedes the
ability to regulate the output current of the gun. In order
to improve our understanding of how changing the backbombardment heating will affect the beam current, we
conducted an experimental study at the Advanced Photon
Source Injector Test Stand.
For a gun with a fixed geometry, the backbombardment power can be varied by changing three
parameters: 1) the cathode heater power which changes
the cathode current, 2) the peak field in the gap which
changes the peak energy of back-bombarded electrons,
and 3) the RF duty factor which changes the total amount
of energy deposited per second. The cathode heater is
slow to respond and therefore changing the heater power
does not produce step changes in the back-bombardment
power. Changing the peak field in the gap also changes
the level of field-enhanced emission causing both a
change in the energy of back-bombarded particles and a
change in the current, which are difficult to decouple.
However, changing the RF repetition rate does not have a

slow time response and it does not come with any
obvious second order effects.
To study how back-bombardment will impact the
output current of the gun, we observed the change in
current caused by a change in repetition rate for a variety
of conditions. In this paper we will show some initial
results for how the output current changed with repetition
rate for different values of peak field. We provide an
analysis of our measurements and finally a hypothesis for
the mechanism that produces the observed dependence of
output current on repetition rate.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The section of the injector test stand used for this
experiment has a 1.5 cell room temperature electron gun,
two pairs of quadrupoles, two corrector magnets, a
current monitor (Bergoz ICT), a bend, a screen, and a
fast-Faraday cup, Figure 1. The gun is powered by a
klystron capable of delivering up to 4MW of peak power
to the gun. The pulse width of the RF system is 1.05
micro-seconds and the repetition rate can be varied at
uneven intervals between 2Hz and 30Hz (2Hz, 4Hz, 6Hz,
8Hz, 10Hz, 12Hz, 15Hz, 20Hz, 30Hz).

Figure 1: Diagram of the injector test stand used for these
experiments, courtesy of the APS control system synoptic
display. From left to right, 2.856GHz thermionic gun,
gate valve, horizontal/vertical corrector, quadrupole 1,
quadrupole 2, current monitor, YAG screen, bending
magnet, quadrupole 5, quadrupole 6, YAG screen, and a
Faraday cup.
Through the control system we can collect 1Hz data on
the average current, magnet settings, forward and
reflected power, vacuum pressure, and other diagnostics
as needed. Additionally we can periodically collect raw
waveform data from the ICT, the faraday cup, and from
the RF system using a remotely triggered oscilloscope.

INITIAL RESULTS
The initial experiment was to vary the repetition rate
for several values of peak field at a single heater power.
2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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During follow on testing, we conducted similar
measurements at different heater powers. For each test
we observed an inverse relationship between repetition
rate and output current. Figure 2 shows the output current
as a function of time for three different RF power levels.
For each of these curves we made a step change in the
repetition rate from 30 Hz to 4 Hz at time zero.

WEPOB26

ANALYSIS OF MEASUREMENTS
A decrease in current as a function of repetition rate
could be attributed to a number of effects. First, an
increase in repetition rate will cause an increase in the
average RF heating in the gun. If the cooling system is
too sensitive to changes in RF heating then the cavity will
detune causing a decrease in the cavity field for a given
forward power, assuming there is no feedback on the RF
system. This will subsequently decrease the field
enhancement effect and therefore cause a decrease in the
current.
We can evaluate this by inspection of the fluctuation of
the cavity power. Because this gun does not have a probe
signal, the cavity power is computed by taking the
forward power minus the reflected. If we are observing a
correlated change in the cavity power with the
measurements in Figure 2 then it is possible that changes
in the field enhancement caused by detuning is the cause
of our inverse relationship to repetition rate. Figure 4
shows the fluctuation of the cavity power during the three
runs shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Current as a function of time after decreasing
the repetition rate from 30Hz to 4Hz for three different
RF power levels.

Figure 3: Measured current as a function of repetition rate
for two different RF power levels.
Figure 3 shows the output current as a function of
repetition rate for two RF power levels. Here the output
current shown is the average over 30 seconds of data just
before switching to the next repetition rate.
The data shown in Figures 2 and 3 are contrary to the
existing theories that predict how the output current
should vary as a function of repetition rate in the presence
of back-bombardment heating [4]. In order to better
understand why we observe such a large discrepancy
between theory and measurements, we investigate several
practical aspects of the experiment that are not accounted
for in the theory.

Here we can see very small changes in the cavity
power and these changes are not well correlated with the
measurements in Figure 2. This indicates that we are not
seeing a change in the field enhancement.
Another possible cause of the change in beam current
is poor control over the cathode heater. We measured the
voltage drop and current from the cathode-heater power
supply throughout the test to ensure that we were not
seeing effects due to changes in heater power. Figure 5
shows the heater power as a function of time during the
runs shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 4: Fluctuation in the work function due to changes
in field enhancement during three runs.
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controlled RF trips of different lengths. Figure 7 shows
the output current as a function of time during two of
these tests.

Figure 5: Calculated heater power as a function of time
during the three runs shown in Figure 3.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

While there are small fluctuations in the heater power
during the test they are too small to produce the large
observed change in output current. Additionally these
fluctuations are uncorrelated with the current
measurements. It is possible that the experiment is highly
sensitive to beam loss that is occurring due to an increase
in the current. We did observe some beam loss that could
be mitigated through re-tuning of the quads upstream of
the ICT, however changes measured at the ICT due to
beam-line tuning were on the order of 5%. Additionally
we saw the expected correlated increase in the output
current due to field enhancement when we increased the
RF power from 3 MW to 4 MW. This indicates we have
not entered a "negative transconductance"-like regime,
where beam interception inside the gun increases faster
than the emitted current, leading to a reduction in current
leaving the gun despite an increase in current produced at
the cathode [5].
Figure 6 shows the beam current as a function of peak
field during one of these transitions.

Figure 7: Beam current as a function of time while
increasing the RF-off time. At approximately 70 min, we
increased the repetition rate to continue the study.
Here we see that as we increase the time the RF is off,
the peak current after the RF returns increases. This is
consistent with the cathode damage hypothesis, as
damage to the surface of our dispenser cathodes will be
healed by continued emission of barium from its heated
matrix in the period between application of RF; the
longer the gun is unpowered, the more fully the cathode
should heal, and therefore the larger the increase in
current we would expect.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have observed an unexpected dependence of the
output current in a thermionic cathode RF gun on the
repetition rate. Existing models predict a strong increase
in the output current with repetition rate due to backbombardment heating while we observed an inverse
relationship. Our data indicates that either electron backbombardment or ion back-bombardment are changing the
surface coating of the cathode causing a rise in the work
function with repetition rate. This would create the
observed inverse relationship of current to repetition rate.
Follow on experiments as well as theoretical analysis are
currently being conducted in order to better understand
our measurements.
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Figure 6: Output current as a function of peak field
during a transition from 38 MV/m to 42 MV/m.
Finally we propose that the back-bombardment current
is actually damaging the surface of the cathode causing
an increase in the work function. In order to study this
effect we observed the output current before and after
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Abstract
rd

A 3.9 GHz 3 harmonic cavity was developed at FNAL
and it is currently used in the FLASH accelerator at DESY
in order to improve FEL operation. The European XFEL
accelerator in Hamburg also adapted the same cavity design for a pulsed linac operation. The 3rd harmonic cavity
for the LCLS-II accelerator at SLAC will operate in a continuous wave (CW) regime. A CW operation and a high average current in the LCLS-II linac result in increased heat
loads to main and HOM couplers of the cavity. Several cavity design modifications were proposed and investigated
for improving a cavity performance in the CW regime. In
this paper we present results of the design review for proposed modifications.

INTRODUCTION
The LCLS-II superconducting linac consists of thirty
five 1.3 GHz, 8-cavity cryomodules (CM), and two 3.9
GHz, 8-cavity cryomodules. Third harmonic superconducting cavities are used for increasing a peak bunch current and for linearizing the longitudinal beam profile. Table
1 shows main parameters of the 3.9 GHz cavity and cryomodule developed for the LCLS-II linac [1].
Table 1: Main parameters of the 3.9 GHz CM and cavity.
Nominal

Min

Max

2.0x109

1.5x109

-

Average gradient, MV/m 13.4

-

14.9

Beam to RF phase, deg. -150

-90

-180

Cavity R/Q

750 Ω

-

-

G factor

273 

-

-

FPC, Qext

2.7x107

-

-
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Average Q0 at 2K

A continuous wave (CW) operation of the 3.9 GHz cavity in LCSL-II linac at gradient of 14.9 MV/m sets an extra
requirement on possible overheating of the HOM coupler
feedthrough [2]. We revised the design of the 3.9 GHz cavity and proposed minimal improvements in order to keep
the geometry of cavity cells unchanged.
In the original design of the 3.9 GHz cavity we observed
a trapped dipole mode in the power coupler of the cavity,
where the cut-off frequency for the dipole TE11 mode is
close to the frequency of the operating mode. This trapped
dipole mode affects on RF fields in the HOM coupler at the

operating frequency as well. Therefore we proposed a reduction of the beam pipe diameter from 40 mm to 38 mm.
This modification allowed to move the frequency of the
trapped dipole mode away from the operating frequency,
which simplifies HOM coupler notch frequency tuning and
reduces the leakage of RF power at operating frequency.
Another concern was a thermal quench of HOM antenna
at about 20 MV/m observed during a vertical test (VT) in
the CW regime. In the VT setup all components are submerged into a superfluid helium and therefore cooling of
the HOM feedthrough is significantly better than in the cryomodule. The HOM feedthrough antenna is made of a solid
Niobium, which does not produce significant amount of RF
losses until its temperature is below critical. Operating
mode RF fields may initiate a thermal runaway process and
cause a quench in HOM feedthrough antenna is case of
pure cooling [3]. In order to avoid such a scenario and reduce the antenna RF heating we proposed to move the antenna away from the f-part and use a shorter antenna tip by
increasing the height of the f-part snag. As a result, the
length of antenna tip is decreased from 5 mm to 1 mm and
the height of the f-part snag is increased to 7.8 mm.
Previously few cavities developed a vacuum leak on the
HOM coupler can after a bulk BCP processing.
Concequently the original thickness of the can was
increased from 1 mm to 1.15 mm for XFEL cavities. For
ensuring a good safety margine we decided on a futher
increase of the HOM can thickness. Mechanical stress
analysis demonstrates a feasibility of 1.3 mm thickness.
The 3.9 GHz cavity in LCLS-II linac can emit on HOM
coupler up to 5 W of average RF HOM power. Additionally
up to 1 W of RF power can leak by the operating mode. In
order to make a correct choise of RF cables for HOM
coupler a thermal analysis was performed.

BEAM PIPE MODIFICATION
A conical tapering of the NbTi transition ring was accepted for the beam pipe aperture reduction from 40 mm to
38 mm (see Fig. 1).

___________________________________________
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Figure 1: New beam pipe and transition ring.
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Reduction of coupling between power coupler and the
cavity was compensated by increasing of the power coupler antenna by 2.5 mm. The frequency of a nearby trapped
dipole mode is increased by 100 MHz (see Fig. 2).
Figure 4: Electric field map of HOMs in the 2nd monopole
band of the 3.9 GHz LCLS-II cavity.
In spite of the operating mode, which is tuned separately,
the parameters of HOMs vary from one cavity to another
due to finite mechanical tolerances of cavities fabrication.
For that we generated random cavity geometries with imperfections while preserving operating mode frequency
and field flatness [6]. Next we compared HOMs parameters of both XFEL and LCLS-II designs of the 3.9 GHz
cavity. The result is presented in Fig. 5 for frequency passbands containing HOMs with the largest shunt impedances
or quality factors.
Figure 2: S21 signal for 40 mm (red) and 38 mm (green).
Design of cavity cells, cavity length, shape and position
of conical flanges were not changed. Outer diameter of the
interconnecting bellows is also reduced from 42 mm to 38
mm.

HOM F-PART MODIFICATION
The height of the f-part snag is increased by 2 mm limited by a clearance space during HOM coupler production,
as shown in Fig. 3. The length of antenna tip is shortened
by 2 mm and the shape of the tip was modified accordingly.

RF heating of the HOM antenna is reduced by about 5
times. HOM coupling not reduced significantly. The distance from beam line to the F-part was kept 15 mm as in
the initial design.

HOM SIMULATIONS
Detailed analysis of the HOM spectrum up to 10 GHz in
initial designs of the 3rd harmonic cavity are presented in
[4, 5] for a single resonator with perfect electric or magnetic boundary conditions at both ends. While such an approach allows simplifying calculations, it might result in a
significant uncertainty of HOM resonant frequency, shunt
impedance and quality factor. As a remedy we use a chain
of three connected cavities with matched impedance
boundaries set for all couplers ports and both ends of a
beam line. Fig. 4 shows maps of electric fields for first two
modes in the 2nd monopole passband.

2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators

Figure 5: Longitudinal HOMs R/Q (up) and loaded quality
factors (down) in the XFEL (red) and LCLS-II (blue) 3rd
harmonic cavities.
Finally we conclude that the new design of the HOM
coupler demonstrates about the same efficiency in HOMs
damping as the original version developed for the XFEL
3rd harmonic cavity.

HOM COUPLER CAN MODIFICATION
In the initial FLASH design the top wall thickness of the
HOM can was 1 mm, machined from a solid piece. According to Fermilab experience there are two cases, when
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Figure 3: Modifications of the HOM coupler for the 3.9
GHz cavity: a) XFEL design and b) LCLS-II design.
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cracks were developed after series of chemical treatment.
In the XFEL design a thickness was increased to 1.15 mm,
nevertheless one prototype cavity had the similar problem.
Therefore, we decided to increase a thickness to 1.3 mm.
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On the other hand, Figure 8 shows the temperature along
the RF cable axis, assuming the cooling configuration illustrated in Figure 7, for various level of RF power flowing
along the cable. We have also included the effect of fundamental mode heating on the antenna tip through a heat flux
boundary condition on the antenna’s tip. In this analysis,
the loss of the cable and the cooling scheme play a critical
role in determining the maximum temperature the cable
would reach. We have assumed a cable loss of 0.6 dB/m at
3 GHz, which we find to be feasible for cables with PTFE
dielectric. Copper was also assumed for both inner and
outer conductor, in order to secure good thermal conductivity to handle the several watts of heating. From the analysis we conclude that the cable should be able to handle up
to 8 W of average RF power.

Figure 6: Mechanical analysis of the HOM can thickness
COMSOL analysis of mechanical stresses has been
done. Nonlinear behaviour of the stress-strain characteristic is taken into account. The yield stress is about 80MPa.
Analysis demonstrated that von Misses stresses for 1.3 mm
thickness of the top plate in tuning range of +/- 200 μm is
88 MPa. Figure 6 shows the top part of the HOM coupler
can and von Misses stresses distribution.

HOM CABLE THERMAL SIMULATIONS
An RF signal is transmitted through the HOM feedthrough and the coaxial cable to the connector on the CM
outer flange where it is terminated with a matched load. RF
power traveling in cable consists of the 3.9 GHz fundamental frequency power leaking from the cavity and HOMs
harmonics generated by a beam.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 7: HOM cable cooling layout.
In order to make a correct choice of the coaxial cable,
RF simulations were carried out using COMSOL [7].
HOM feedthrough is thermally anchored to 2 K two-phase
pipe by copper straps. Additionally, the cable is clamped to
heat sinks attached to 5 K cooling pipe and 50 K cooling
shield of CM, as shown in Fig. 7.
Thermal simulations were performed to find the quench
limit on both the cavity and antenna tip for various accelerating gradients. Clearly, the temperature nonlinearly increases upon increasing the cavity’s gradient. Cavity will
eventually quench around the 140 mT peak surface magnetic field. It is worth mention that the antenna tip is actually relatively cooler than the cavity surface, which means
that the antenna is not limiting the performance of the cavity. In this particular simulation, no RF power loss was included coming from the cable.

962

Figure 8: Temperature profile along the RF cable axis for
various level of power.

CONCLUSION
Modification of the 3.9 GHz cavity for CW operation in
the LCLS-II linac is completed. The beam pipe with reduced aperture increases the frequency of lowest HOM
mode and, thus, resolves the HOM coupler notch filter tuning. Simple modifications of the HOM coupler f-part and
the antenna reduce RF losses in the HOM feedthrough.
HOM simulations demonstrated that the new design is satisfied to nominal operation requirements. Increased thickness of the HOM can reduces a vacuum leak possibility.
Proper RF cable for CM is proposed based on RF and thermal simulations.
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MODELING OF DARK CURRENT GENERATION AND TRANSPORT
USING THE IMPACT-T CODE*
J. Qiang#, K. Hwang, LBNL, Berkeley, CA94720, U.S.A.

Abstract
Dark current from unwanted electrons in photoinjector
can present significant danger to the accelerator operation
by causing damage to photocathode and power deposition
onto conducting wall. In this paper, we present numerical
models of dark current generation from the field emission
and from the electron impact ionization of the residual gas
that were recently developed in the IMPACT-T code and a
test application to the LCLS-II like injector.

INTRODUCTION
Dark current is normally referred as unwanted electrons
in an accelerator. Those electrons lost onto photocathode,
cavity wall or beam pipe can cause damage to the cathode
material, increased heat load to superconducting surfaces,
radioactivity beyond acceptable levels, and even other
machine damage. It is one of limiting factors in the
photoinjector design and operation, and has to be studied
in these facilities [1-3]. In this paper, we report on the
numerical modeling of the dark current generation and
transport in a parallel beam dynamics code, IMPACT-T
[4]. Here, the dark current includes two contributions: one
is from the field emitted electrons, and another is from the
electron impact ionization of the residual gas.

COMPUTATIONAL MODELS

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

We first present the numerical model for the dark
current generation from the field emission electrons. The
production of the dark current due to the field emission
can be approximated using the Fowler-Nordheim equation
[5]:

where e is the enhancement factor of the electric field
due to microscopic surface irregularities, Ae is the
effective emitting area in units of m2,
the work
function of the material in units of eV, and E the
macroscopic electric field applied to the material surface
in units of V/m. Using the above equation and the timedependent information of the electric field, we can obtain
the time-dependent initial distribution of the dark current
I(t) in the tracking simulation. We assume that the
electron are uniformly generated within the emitting
surface area Ae with a Gaussian momentum distribution
in a plane transverse to the surface normal direction, and a
semi-Gaussian momentum distribution along the normal
direction. These spatial coordinates and momenta are then
transformed from the local coordinate system of the
emitting surface to the global accelerator coordinate
system
for macroparticle tracking study.
___________________________________________

Another source of the dark current comes from the
electron impact ionization of the residual gas, which can
be important in a high average current injector. The
electron beam colliding with the background residual gas
can generate electrons through electron-impact ionization.
Those electrons from the impact-ionization will be
repelled by the space-charge forces of the electron beam
and can move to large amplitude to become halo particles.
The generation of these electrons can be simulated using a
Monte Carlo method given a model for the impactionization probability of the residual gas. Here, the
probability of production of an electron by the electron
impact ionization during a time interval dt is given by [6]:
dt
=1−
where ngas is the density of background residual gas,  is
the electron impact ionization cross-section, and v is the
relative speed between the electron and the gas molecule.
Given the ionization probability for an electron, a
uniformly distributed random number r is generated. If r
< Pi, then ionization occurs and an electron particle is
generated. Once a dark current electron is generated, it
will be subject to both the external forces of
accelerating/focusing fields and the space-charge forces
from the electron beam. The space-charge forces among
the halo electrons and the space-charge forces on the main
electron bunch due to the dark current electrons are
neglected, given the fact that the number of these
electrons is much less than the number of electrons in the
main electron bunch. The initial spatial location of a dark
current electron is assumed to be the same as that of the
electron that produces the ionization. The initial velocity
of the dark current electron is sampled from a Gaussian
distribution with a given initial gas temperature.

APPLICATION TO A PHOTOINJECTOR
As a test of the dark current computational model in the
IMPACT-T code, we simulated dark current generation
and transport in an LCLS-II like photoinjector. The
LCLS-II as a next generation high repetition rate x-ray
free electron laser (FEL) light source is being actively
studied [7-8]. The electron source for this accelerator
comes from an injector that is schematically shown in Fig.
1 [9-10]. This injector consists of a 187 MHz low RF
frequency photo-gun that accelerates an electron beam to
about 750 keV, a solenoid magnet, a 1.3 GHz buncher
cavity, another solenoid, and eight 1.3 GHz TESLA like
superconducting cavities that accelerates the electron
beam to about final 100 MeV energy. The designed
repetition rate of the injector is 1 MHz with a plan to
operate 20pC, 100pC and 300pC of electron charges.

*Work supported by the Director of the Office of Science of the US
Department of Energy under Contract no. DEAC02-05CH11231.
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Figure1: A schematic plot of the LCLS-II injector layout.

Figure 3: Dark current electron spatial distribution inside
the VHF RF gun (top), bunch cavity (middle), and
boosting cavity (bottom).

Figure 2: Field emitted dark current particle longitudinal
distribution from the above Fowler-Nordheim equation.

Figure 4: Maximum transverse size evolution of the field
emitted dark current beam.

Another source of the dark current is from the electron
impact ionization of the residual gas. Using the Monte
Carlo method discussed in the preceding section, we
simulated the dark current generation and transport in the
above LCLS-II like injector. Figure 6 shows the electron
impact ionization cross section of several common
residual gases (H2, H2O, CH4) as function of the electron

kinetic energy. It is seen that the maximum cross section
for all those gases is below 100 eV.
The ionization cross section decreases by order of
magnitude when the electron energy is beyond 10 keV.
This suggests that the major electron ionization occurs
inside the RF gun. Figure 7 shows the electron ionization
dark current beam longitudinal phase space (Z-E) and
longitudinal-to-transverse phase space (Z-X) after the
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Figure 2 shows the initial longitudinal current profile of
the dark current from the field emission on the
photocathode. Here we have assumed Ae=1um2, e=60, 
= 3eV, and a sinusoid electric field on the photo-cathode
with maximum amplitude E0 = 20MV/m. The FWHM of
the initial current distribution is about 0.4 ns. Using this
initial current profile, we tracked dark current electrons
emitted from a 1 mm by 1 mm square at the center of the
cathode. Figure 3 shows the spatial distribution of these
electrons inside the RF gun, buncher cavity, and first
superconducting boosting cavity. It can be seen that the
dark current beam transverse size blows up significantly
inside the first boosting cavity. Such a large blow-up of
transverse size in the first boosting cavity is also seen in
Fig. 4, which shows the transverse maximum amplitude
evolution of the dark current beam. This blow-up might
be due to energy dependent RF focusing inside the cavity.
The dark current electron coming into the cavity without a
right phase and energy is defocused by the RF field.
Figure 5 shows the longitudinal phase space (Z-E) and
longitudinal-to-transverse phase space (Z-X) of the dark
current beam at the exit of the injector. The longitudinal
bunching through the 1.3 GHz boosting cavity is clearly
seen from the phase space distribution. The dark current
beam not only has a long energy tail but also has a large
transverse amplitude. These large amplitude halo particles
must be collimated downstream the accelerator before
entering the FEL undulator.
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main electron bunch leaving the injector. Here, we have
used 100pC charge for the main electron bunch following
the nominal design of the LCLS-II. The effects of both the
external field and the space-charge field from the main
bunch are included in the tracking simulation of these
dark electrons. It can be seen that the dark current beam
has a very long low energy tail and very sharp high energy
head. Only small fraction of the dark current electrons is
accelerated together with the main bunch, the majority of
the dark electrons is not accelerated and left with a very
energy. From the plot of Z-X phase space plot, we can see
that some of those low energy dark electrons have large
transverse amplitude and can be lost inside the injector. In
this test study, only one residual gas species (H2) is used
with a pressure 5x10-5 Torr. This large pressure is used to
increase the numerical resolution in the dark current
particle distribution.

Figure 7: Longitudinal phase space (top) and longitudinal
to transverse phase space (bottom) of the electron
ionization dark current beam at the exit of the injector.
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SIMULATION OF THE SHOT-NOISE DRIVEN MICROBUNCHING
INSTABILITY EXPERIMENT AT THE LCLS *
J. Qiang#, LBNL, Berkeley, CA, U.S.A.
Y. Ding, P. Emma, Z. Huang, D. Ratner, T. Raubenheimer, F. Zhou, SLAC, Menlo Park, CA, U.S.A.

The shot-noise driven microbunching instability can
significantly degrade electron beam quality in next
generation light sources. Experiments were carried out at
the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) to study this
instability. In this paper, we will present start-to-end
simulations of the shot-noise driven microbunching
instability experiment at the LCLS.

INTRODUCTION
The microbunching instability[1-5], seeded by shot
noise and driven by collective effects (primarily spacecharge), can significantly degrade the quality of the
electron beam before it entersthe FEL undulators.
Recently, a series of experiments were carried out at the
LCLS to study the microbunching instability [6]. With the
help of x-band transverse deflecting cavity (XTCAV), the
longitudinal phase space can be imaged at the end of the
accelerator revealing the detailed structure arising from
the microbunching instability. To better understand these
experimental results, we have done start-to-end
macroparticle simulations using real number of electrons
on a high performance large scale computer. This also
provides a validation of the computational model used in
the simulation.

COMPUTATIONAL SETUP
All simulations presented in this study were done using
a 3D parallel beam dynamics simulation framework
IMPACT [7-8]. It includes a time-dependent 3D spacecharge code module IMPACT-T to simulate photoelectron beam generation and acceleration through the sband photo RF gunand a traveling wave boosting cavity
L0, and a position-dependent 3D space-charge code
module to simulate electron beam transport through the
traveling wave linac system. Besides the 3D space-charge
effects, the simulation also includes coherent synchrotron
radiation (CSR) effects through a bending magnet,
incoherent synchrotron radiation inside the bending
magnet, the longitudinal wakefield of the RF structures,
and the longitudinal resistive wall wakefields of the long
transport lines. All simulations were done using the real
number of electrons (1.1109)for the 180-pC bunch
charges, to capture the initial shot noise of the beam,
which can have important impact on the final beam
quality and FEL performance due to the microbunching
instability [9-10]. The total computational time takes
about 10 hours on thousands of processors at the NERSC
supercomputer center [11].

SIMULATION RESULTS
Figure 1 shows a schematic plot the LCLS accelerator
layout used for the microbunching instability experiment.
It consists of a photoinjector (not shown in the plot), a
short section of linac (L0) before the laser heater, two
bunch compressors and three linac sections. The bunch
compressor two (BC2) is used to control the final peak
current while the linac section 3 (L3) is used (in this case)
to de-accelerate electron beam from 5 GeV down to 4.3
GeV. The simulation starts from the emission of the
photo-electrons at the cathode. The real number of
electrons (180pC) was used in the simulation to model the

Figure 1: A schematic plot of LCLS accelerator layout.
initial shot-noise of the beam. The initial transverse laser
profile is a Gaussian distribution with 1 mm rms size and
truncated at 0.5 sigma, the longitudinal profile also has a
Gaussian distribution with 1ps rms bunch length and
truncated at 2.5 sigma. The initial normalized thermal
emittance is about 0.2 um. Figure 2 shows the kinetic
energy evolution of the electron beam inside the
accelerator. It is accelerated to 250 MeV before bunch
compressor one, 5 GeV before bunch compressor two,
and de-accelerated down to 4.3 GeV at the end of the
accelerator. Figure 3 shows the transverse rms size and
the longitudinal rms bunch length evolution through the
accelerator. The transverse size is reasonably well
matched in the accelerator with less than 100 um rms size.
The longitudinal bunch length out of the injector is about
0.5 mm and is compressed to about 0.06 mm after the
bunch compressor one and further compressed to about
0.02 mm after the BC2. The compression factor at BC1 is

Figure 2: Electron beam kinetic energy evolution through
the accelerator.

___________________________________________
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about 8 and about 3 at BC2. The initial peak current out of
the injector is about 35 A. The finial peak current at the
end of the accelerator is about 1 kA in one study and500
A in another study.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 3:Transverse rms size (top) and longitudinal bunch
length (bottom) evolution through the accelerator.

Figure 4: Final longitudinal phase space distribution
without using the laser heater from the measurement (top)
and from the simulation (bottom) in 1 kA current study.
Figure 4 shows the final longitudinal phase space after
the XTCAV from the experimental observation and from
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the simulation with laser heater turned off for the 1 kA
study case (FEL lasing is suppressed here). Here, a strong
phase space fluctuation due to the microbunching
instability can be seen from both the measurement and the
simulation. There is no external seeded initial modulation.
This large fluctuation arises from the shot-noise inside the
beam and is amplified by collective effects such as spacecharge effects through the accelerator. This
microbunching instability can be suppressed through
Landau damping by increasing the electron beam
uncorrelated energy spread before the bunch compressor.
A laser heater was built in the LCLS to add uncorrelated
energy spread to the beam before BC1. Figure 5shows the
final longitudinal phase space after the XTCAV from both
the measurement and the simulation with extra 19 keV
rms uncorrelated energy spread from the laser heater for
the 1 kA case. The phase space fluctuation is significantly
reduced with the use of the laser heater. This is observed
in both the measurement and the simulation. The
simulation also shows similar longitudinal phase space as
the measurement. The energy dip around the head of the
distribution comes from the effects of resistive wall
wakefieldin the long, narrow undulator chamber. The dip
near the tail of the distribution is due to the longitudinal
space-charge effects from the large current spike near the
tail of the electron beam.

Figure 5: Final longitudinal phase space distribution with
extra 19 keV energy spread from the laser heater from the
measurement (top) and from the simulation (bottom) in 1
kA current study.
In another study, we also simulated a lower final peak
current case (~500 A). Figure 6 shows the final
longitudinal phase space from the XTCAV measurement

2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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and from the start-to-end simulation with laser heater
turned off. Again, a strong modulation caused by the
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microbunching instability is observed from both the
measurement and the simulation. Figure 7 shows the final
longitudinal phases with 19keV extra energy spread from
the laser heater. The modulation is reduced significantly
in comparison to the zero laser heater setting. The
simulation also reproduces the longitudinal phase
distribution of the electron beam quite well.
Figure 8 shows the final slice energy spread (SES) after
the undulator (FEL off) as a function of the laser heaterinduced extra energy spread from both the simulation and
the measurement. The simulation results show a similar
laser heater induced energy spread dependence to the
measured data. Both show the same amount of extra
energy spread needed from the laser heater in order to
achieve the minimum final slice energy. However, the
absolute value of the slice energy spreader from the
simulation is smaller than those from the measurement.
This will be discussed in the future publication.

Figure 8: Final slice rms energy spread after the
undulatoras a function of laser heater induced extra
energy spread. Top plot is simulation while bottom is
measurement from Ref. [6].

CONCLUSIONS

Figure 7: Final longitudinal phase space distribution with
19 keV extra energy spread using the laser heater from the
measurement (top) and from the simulation (bottom) in
the 500 A current study.

2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators

In summary, the start-to-end macroparticle simulation
using the real number of electrons reproduces the
microbunching instability experimental observations at
LCLS quite well. The microbunching instability arising
from the electron beam shot noise can significantly
degrade the final beam quality without the help of the
laser heater. The use of laser heater helps mitigate the
microbunching instability and drastically reduces final
electron phase space fluctuation, which is observed from
both the measurement and the simulation. This also helps
validate our simulation model and improves
ourconfidence in future x-ray light source accelerator
design study such as LCLS-II.
969
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Figure
6:
Final
longitudinal
phase
space
distribution without using the laser heater from the
measurement (top) and from the simulation (bottom) in
the 500 A current study.
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DARK CURRENT STUDY OF A STANDING WAVE DISK-LOADED
WAVEGUIDE STRUCTURE AT 17 GHz*
H. Xu†, M. A. Shapiro, and R. J. Temkin
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA, USA
We present calculations of the dark current in a high
gradient accelerator with the intent of understanding its
role in breakdown. The initial source of the dark current is
the field emission of electrons. For a 17 GHz single-cell
standing wave disk-loaded waveguide structure, the 3D
particle-in-cell simulation shows that only a small portion
of the charge emitted reaches the current monitors at the
ends of the structure, while most of the current collides on
the structure surfaces, causing secondary electron emission. In the simulation, a two-point multipactor process is
observed on the side wall of the cell due to the low electric field on the surface. The multipactor approaches a
steady state within nanoseconds when the electric field is
suppressed by the electron cloud formed so that the average secondary electron yield is reduced. This multipactor
current can cause the ionization of the metal material and
surface outgassing, leading to breakdown. We report first
results from an experiment designed to extract dark current directly from an accelerator cell from the side
through two slits. First results show that the dark current
behavior deviates from the field emission theory.

INTRODUCTION
One of the factors that are considered to affect the performance of a normal conducting high gradient accelerator is dark current. Once captured, dark current can become part of the beam that is being accelerated by the
cavities and degrade the beam quality. Also, secondary
electrons and X-ray photons can be generated by the
collision of dark current electrons onto the structure surfaces.
Dark current in an accelerator cavity is initiated by field
emission, and processes such as secondary electron emission (SEE) and multipactor (MP), assuming an average
secondary electron yield (SEY) above unity, can add to
the ultimate dark current measured in experiments. Our
study investigates MP driven by the electric field on the
surface of the accelerator structure side wall. The RF
electric field on the side wall surface is perpendicular to
the surface, but the parallel field turns on where there is a
displacement away from the side wall. When the field
emission electrons hit the side wall, secondary electrons
can be expelled by the perpendicular field, accelerated by
the parallel field, and pulled towards the side wall again
with a period of half an RF cycle.
The dark current from an accelerator cavity is often
measured by current monitors at the ends of the structure,
and the results are usually fitted using the Fowler___________________________________________
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Nordheim (FN) formula for field emission to acquire
estimation for field enhancement factor. However, assuming the dark current is only generated through field emission, only a small fraction of the current makes it to the
current monitors and the fractional value can vary with
the gradient level. On the other hand, whether the current
being measured all comes from field emission can be
questioned. A more direct measurement of the dark current from a high gradient accelerator cell can provide us
with more distinct information about the dark current
generation mechanism.
The particle-in-cell (PIC) simulation method serves as
an efficient way to study the dynamics of dark current,
including the generation of SEE and the formation of MP.
All of the PIC simulations mentioned in this work were
carried out in CST Particle Studio [1].

SIMULATION
A 3D model of the standing wave single cell structure
with a resonant frequency of 17.1 GHz is built, based on
the MIT Disk-Loaded Waveguide (MIT-DLWG) structure
[2], as shown in Fig. 1. The TM01 mode microwave power
is fed in from the left through the circular waveguide and
the ratio of the peak amplitude of the electric field on the
beam axis in the three cells is about 1:2:1. SEE using
Furman’s model [3] is calculated only for the central cell
(within the red rectangle), since the field strength is low
in the other cells. On the surface of each of the irises
facing the central cell, we create a source of electrons by
selecting a ring shaped area (indicated by arrows) which
sees the maximum of the electric field when the cavity is
under high gradient operation. The emission current is
decided by FN field emission theory.

Figure 1: MIT-DLWG structure model.
The field enhancement factor β value is determined
from the previous high power test of the MIT-DLWG
structure. An immediate calculation using the downstream
dark current monitor (placed at the right end in Fig. 1)
measurement result gives a β value of 81. However, the
escape ratio, which is defined as the percentage of the
field emission electrons that reach the current monitors at
the ends of an accelerator structure, needs to be considered to correct this calculation. Fig. 2 shows the escape
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ratio calculated for different gradient levels from simulations using β=81 (these simulations do not include the
SEE calculation). It can be seen that most of the current is
blocked by the structure. Our calculation shows β=56 for
our accelerator structure after the calibration of the downstream dark current using the escape ratio curve.

Figure 2: Downstream escape ratio curve.
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The amplitude of this field is ~3.5 MV/m. Probe P is
placed midway between the cell end plates where there is
zero electric field before the build-up of the electron
cloud. When the electron cloud is formed, the probed
field drops from zero to a direct current electric field of
around -3 MV/m, presumably shifted by the space charge
field. Although the emission and collision current were
still growing when the calculation was terminated, a
steady state electric field was attained locally within the
electron cloud.
The collision current on the cell side wall can give rise
to a series of physical processes, such as outgassing and
material ionization, contributing to a higher breakdown
probability. It is also important to point out that the above
mentioned MP process cannot be eliminated by conditioning the structure as long as the SEY curve of the side wall
surface material favors the maintaining of the MP. Experiments are needed to confirm the existence of such an MP
process and its relation with the initiation of breakdown.

EXPERIMENT

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 3: Side view and front view of the central cell with
electron cloud formed on the structure side wall.

Figure 4: Left: the electron collision and emission current
on the side wall surface; right: electric field seen at probe
P in Fig. 3.
The simulation for MP is performed with 80 MV/m
gradient. The emission source is modeled as a single point
source (point A in Fig. 1 and Fig. 3) due to the fast increase of secondary electron population. The simulation
shows that within nanoseconds, an electron cloud is
formed on the structure side wall surface, and the collision and emission current exceed 100 A, as shown in Fig.
4 (left). It is also observed that the current has an alternating current component oscillating at a frequency twice the
RF frequency, indicating an MP. This MP is driven by the
electric field distribution in the vicinity of the side wall.
The normal electric field along the side wall is qualitatively described by the sine like orange curve in Fig. 3.

972

A single cell standing wave structure (MIT-DLWG-S)
is designed and fabricated to resemble the MIT-DLWG
structure as well as extract dark current directly from the
central cell through two narrow slits opened on the side
wall and into the side dark current monitors (DC-S1/S2),
as shown in Fig. 5. The downstream dark current monitor
is labelled as DC-D. The cold test shows that the structure
has a resonant frequency of 17.134 GHz for π-mode with
a loaded quality factor of 2804 and the field measurement
result agrees with the simulated profile (see Fig. 6).
The high power testing of MIT-DLWG-S structure uses
a 17.1 GHz traveling-wave relativistic klystron built by
Haimson Research Corporation. The structure has taken
more than one hundred thousand shots, and a sample of
power traces (210 ns pulse) is shown in Fig. 7.

Figure 5: Cross section view of MIT-DLWG-S structure
and the central cell plate with side current monitors.

Figure 6: MIT-DLWG cold test S11 measurement and
field measurement results.

2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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Figure 7: Forward / backward power traces and the structure gradient.
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DC-S1/S2 signal becomes longer in time and its central
section begins to decrease, marked by the formation and
the increasingly wider time separation of the two spikes
with constant amplitude of 1.5 mA. It is noticed that the
spikes always coincide with an instant gradient of about
45 MV/m. At 56 MV/m peak gradient, the amplitude of
the central section of the DC-S1/S2 signal reaches a minimum and begins to rise, with a shape similar to that of
the DC-D current signal. Finally another sudden rise of
DC-S1/S2 current from 1.5 mA to 5 mA occurs at around
65 MV/m peak gradient. In the experiment, when the
second sharp rise in DC-S1/S2 current appears, the breakdown events become more frequent.
In the experiment, although the discontinuities in the
rise of the DC-S1/S2 current can be reflected in the DC-D
signal trace, they do not lead to a similar threshold behavior in the latter. Also, the existence of the above mentioned current spikes and the decrease of the amplitude of
the central section of the DC-S1/S2 current signal in the
course of turning up the forward power cannot be explained by the field emission theory.
Each slit on the side wall takes up 1.1% of the cylindrical wall circumference, therefore we can estimate that a
dark current of 0.46 A reaches the side wall for 66 MV/m
peak gradient. The fact that the traces from the two side
dark current monitors are almost identical indicates that
the generation of dark current in such a structure is azimuthally symmetric.
A series of particle-in-cell simulations have been performed to examine the dark current behavior in the MITDLWG structure. To acquire an accurate value for the
field enhancement factor, one needs to consider the escape ratio of the field emission current in the real structure. The simulations show that multipactor is established
by secondary electron emission driven by the RF electric
field on the cell side wall, and that an electron cloud is
built up on the side wall surface during this process.
An experiment has been conducted to study the dark
current with a more direct measurement method. Field
emission theory does not explain the discontinuities observed in the dark current measured on the side current
monitors with increasing gradient. Further research is
planned to study these phenomena.

Figure 8: DC-D current (red) and DC-S1 (green) / S2
(yellow) current traces and gradient (blue) for 43, 45, 56,
65 and 66 MV/m peak gradient pulses.
The dark current behavior observed is displayed in Fig.
8. The downstream dark current increases from about 0.2
mA at 43 MV/m peak gradient to almost 10 mA at 66
MV/m, in line with expectations of Fowler Nordheim
emission. The side dark current has a quite different behavior. DC-S1 current becomes observable at 25 MV/m
peak gradient, then it rises continuously with the increase
of forward power. At a peak gradient of around 45 MV/m,
DC-S1/S2 current sees a jump from 0.1 mA to above 1
mA. When the forward power continues to increase, the
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PERFORMANCE OF A COMBINED SYSTEM USING AN X-RAY FEL
OSCILLATOR AND A HIGH-GAIN FEL AMPLIFIER ∗
L. Gupta† University of Chicago, Chicago IL 60637 USA
R. Lindberg, K-J. Kim, Argonne National Lab, Lemont IL USA
Abstract
The LCLS-II at SLAC will feature a 4 GeV CW superconducting (SC) RF linac [1] that can potentially drive a 5th
harmonic X-Ray FEL Oscillator to produce fully coherent,
1 MW photon pulses with a 5 meV bandwidth at 14.4 keV
[2]. The XFELO output can serve as the input seed signal
for a high-gain FEL amplifier employing fs electron beams
from the normal conducting SLAC linac, thereby generating coherent, fs x-ray pulses with TW peak powers using
a tapered undulator after saturation [3]. Coherent, intense
output at several tens of keV will also be feasible if one
considers a harmonic generation scheme. Thus, one can
potentially reach the 42 keV photon energy required for the
MaRIE project [4] by beginning with an XFELO operating
at the 3rd harmonic to produce 14.0 keV photons using a 12
GeV SCRF linac, and then subsequently using the high-gain
harmonic generation scheme to generate and amplify the
3th harmonic at 42 keV [5]. We report extensive GINGER
simulations that determine an optimized parameter set for
the combined system.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
Free electron laser (FEL) technology is developing in
many labs around the world, for its use in fundamental science research in fields including biological, material, and
other physical sciences. An FEL is capable of creating partially coherent, bright x-ray radiation, unlike many other
modern machines. Although many FELs are currently operating around the world, there is a continued push for improvement in the field, in order to produce another generation of
FEL machines that can provide fully coherent x-rays.
Many current FELs create bright x-rays with limited temporal coherence due to the Self-Amplified Spontaneous
Emission (SASE) method of x-ray production. A SASE
FEL can achieve significant amplification from shot noise
to provide GW x-ray beam with wavelengths on the order of
Angstroms for users, but these beams are temporally chaotic.
Some machines plan to use self-seeding methods, in which
SASE x-ray pulses are sent through a monochromater, in
order to purify the spectrum. This light is then amplified
in a second portion of the machine, thereby delivering a
high-power beam of reduced bandwidth x-rays, as compared
to the SASE spectrum. The bandwidth (∆λ/λ) from a SASE
FEL is order 10−3 , where ∆λ/λ for the self-seeded FEL is
order 10−5 [6].
∗
†
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Another FEL design is the x-ray FEL oscillator (XFELO).
The XFELO is a low-gain device, in which a coherent radiation signal is built up in a cavity consisting of diamond Bragg
crystals. The crystals reflect the x-rays, that then copropagate with an electron bunch in an undulator within the cavity.
The copropagating x-rays act as a seed signal, and stimulate
radiation from the electron bunch at the same wavelength.
The signal grows, while reducing in bandwidth, due to the
narrow bandwidth of the diamond crystals reflectivity. As
such, an XFELO can produce light with bandwidth on the
order of 10−7 [7].
While the theory of XFELOs is well known, an XFELO
machine has yet to be built. The LCLS-II is an ideal project
with which an XFELO could be driven, in order to create
TW power radiation. The superconducting, 4GeV upgrade
of LCLS-II would allow an XFELO to be driven at the 5th
harmonic to create 1MW, 14.4keV x-ray pulses, which could
then be used to stimulate and amplify radiation from the
14.35GeV LCLS-I beam. A tapered solution, simulated in
GINGER [8], is presented here.
Further, due to the coherence and brightness of XFELO
x-rays, we propose that a harmonic generation machine with
an XFELO seed laser could be used in the Matter-Radiation
Interactions in Extremes (MaRIE) experiment at Los Alamos
National Laboratory. The MaRIE experiment requires narrow bandwidth, bright x-rays at 42keV or higher photon energies. This paper also outlines a general scheme by which
42keV x-rays could be produced for the MaRIE experiment,
in an XFELO driven harmonic generation machine.

TERAWATT POWER RADIATION AT
LCLS-II
In order to produce a bright, terawatt power x-ray laser
at LCLS-II, an XFELO could be used be used to create a
seed signal to be amplified in a high-gain FEL. Specifically,
the 4GeV LCLS-II beam could be used to drive an XFELO
at the 4th harmonic, to generate a 1MW, 14.4keV radiation
beam, with as low as 5.0meV bandwidth. The laser would
then be used to stimulate emission from an LCLS-I amplifier, driven by a 14.35 GeV electron beam. GINGER was
used to simulate such an amplifier, and a tapered solution
of the LCLS-I type amplifier is presented in Fig. 1. The
resulting radiation beam would be extremely stable, because
the XFELO is able to produce a fully coherent seed laser for
a high-gain amplifer such as the LCLS-I.
The solution presented in Fig. 1 relies on undulator tapering so that the resonance condition is maintained within
the undulator as the beam energy decreases. Simulation parameters for these results are listed in Tab. 1. The radiation
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Table 1: GINGER Simulations Parameters for Terawatt Radiation from an LCLS-I Amplifier

due to the fully coherent, high power radiation that it provides.

Parameter
Beam Energy
Energy spread
Beam Current
x,n /y,n

Table 2: GINGER Simulations Parameters for a MaRIEType XFELO Driven Harmonic Generation Machine

Simulation Value
14.35 GeV
4 keV
3 kA
0.5 µm/ 0.5 µm

Figure 1: By using a 1MW 14.4keV seed laser generated
in an XFELO, a tapered undulator portion could be used
to amplify fully coherent TW radiation from an 14.35GeV
electron beam, as simulated in GINGER. Tapering begins at
30m, in order to maximize energy transfer to the radiation.

power in this solution surpasses 1TW by 210m, and continues to grow in power. The simulation results suggest that the
maximal radiation power at saturation would be greater than
2.5TW. The taper is a polynomial function of z, the position
along the undulator, that decreases the undulator strength K
as a function of the length along the lattice. The polynomial
coefficients for the taper were determined by GINGER [8].
A coarse optimization of the tapering start position was done
to determine if the saturation point changed significantly. As
neither the saturation point nor the maximal radiation power
seemed to depend on this parameter, the nominal value was
set at 30m, but could easily be changed due to other relevant
design constraints.

MARIE-TYPE HARMONIC GENERATION
MACHINE
Harmonic generation machines are often used to produce
high energy photons by stimulating radiation at a harmonic
of the fundamental radiation mode. Thus, an XFELO could
be used to provide the modulating laser in the high gain harmonic generation scheme [9]. Amplifying the 3rd harmonic
would result in 42keV photons with (< 10−4 ) bandwidth,
suitable for the MaRIE project at Los Alamos National Laboratory. An XFELO drive laser is ideal as a seed laser, again,
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Parameter
Beam Energy
Energy spread
Beam Current
x,n /y,n

Simulation Value
12 GeV
3 keV
3.4 kA
0.2 µm/ 0.2 µm

Figure 2: GINGER simulations show the bunching factor
for the fundamental, 2nd and 3rd harmonic through the 8.6m
modulator. After the 20cm chicane, at 8.2m, the 3rd harmonic bunching increases to a final value of 1.5%.

Figure 3: The modulator optics were kept similar to current
LCLS FODO optics, such that the radiator could follow the
modulator without the need of matching optics.
Simulations, with parameters listed in Tab. 2, suggest
that an XFELO could generate radiation up to 19MW at
14keV, which is assumed for this study. Such a laser could
be used to generate an appropriately bunched electron beam
in a modulator such that a radiator operating at the 3rd harmonic could lase at 42keV. Specifically in our simulations,
a 19MW seed laser was used to create a energy modulation
in a 12GeV electron beam, then sent through a chicane in
order to create density modulation. The modulator was designed to maximize bunching at the 3rd harmonic. Figure 2
shows the 3rd harmonic bunching through the modulator; the
bunching builds gradually along the undulator length, and is
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Figure 4: Shown are the GINGER simulations of the electron
beam phase space through the modulator at a) 1.80m, b)
5.40m, c) 8.20m, d) 8.40m. The energy modulation that
builds gradually until 8.20m, turns into a density modulation
after the chicane and remains at 1.5% until the end of the
modulator.
increased to a final value around 1.5% after the chicane. The
length of the modulator includes the chicane, which is 0.2m
long. GINGER scans were used to determine the optimal r56 ,
which was determined to be r56 = 4.20 × 10−8 m. In designing the modulator, the optics were kept similar to the current
LCLS FODO lattice, shown in Fig. 3, but could be adjusted
in order to accomodate machine design goals. Further, by
maintaining the optics through the modulator, the radiator
can follow directly after the modulator without the need for
matching optics in between. The beam phase space is shown
in Fig. 4, at various locations through the modulator. The energy modulation is visible until z = 8.20m, after which the
chicane converts the energy modulation into density modulation. After the density modulation is maximized such
that there is significant bunching at the 3rd harmonic, the
beam is sent into the radiator portion of the FEL, where is
coherently radiates at 42keV. In order to maximize the power
of the radiation beam, the tapered solution, shown in Fig. 5,
was optimized for shortest saturation length. This was done
due to the potential space constraints at the MaRIE site. The
taper was, again, a polynomial taper, done in GINGER [8].

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Further research will include updating the TW study to
8GeV; the operating power of the LCLS-II was updated after
our study was completed. In addition, further optimization
of such a lattice would determine whether such a machine
is feasible at LCLS-II. For the MaRIE project, although
our simulations suggest that narrow bandwidth, stable MW
radiation at 42keV could be possible, time-dependent simulations will be necessary to determine the bandwidth of this
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Figure 5: Shown is the fully tapered radiation power profile
for the MaRIE radiator, which saturates at > 60GW. As
can be seen, the FEL process saturates near 100m, thus the
radiator could be short enough to fit in a small experimental
area if necessary.

design. Thus, future studies could include time-dependent
simulations, and optimization of the accelerator optics for
this design.
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LLNL LASER-COMPTON X-RAY CHARACTERIZATION∗
Y. Hwang† , T. Tajima, University of California, Irvine, CA USA 92697
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Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, CA USA 94550
Abstract
30 keV Compton-scattered X-rays have been produced at
LLNL. The flux, bandwidth, and X-ray source focal spot
size have been characterized using an X-ray ICCD camera
and results agree very well with modeling predictions. The
RMS source size inferred from direct electron beam spot
size measurement is 17 µm , while imaging of the penumbra
yields an upper bound of 42 µm. The accuracy of the latter
method is limited by the spatial resolution of the imaging
system, which has been characterized as well, and is expected
to improve after the upgrade of the X-ray camera later this
year.

X-ray and γ-ray generation by laser-Compton scattering
(LCS) is being studied worldwide for its potential as a compact synchrotron quality X-ray source [1–5]. At LLNL, an
X-band linac has been built and is in operation to produce
laser-Compton scattered X-rays [6]. Important features including flux and bandwidth of the X-rays have been characterized using an X-ray CCD camera and simulations [7]. X-ray
flux was measured with a calibrated camera and matched
the value expected from simulations.
For bandwidth demonstration, a 50 µm silver foil was
placed in front of the camera and the beam energy was tuned
to produce X-rays with peak energy just above the K absorption edge of silver (25.5 keV). Due to Doppler shifting, X-ray
energy decreases as observance angle deviates from the axis
of the electron beam. This energy-angle correlation creates
a dark disc in the center where the X-ray energy is above
the K-edge and therefore highly attenuated, surrounded by a
bright background where energy is below the K-edge. The
steepness of contrast is directly related to the bandwidth of
the X-rays, and simulation was able to reproduce the image
extremely well with expected parameters, as shown in Figure
1.
Small X-ray source size is a characteristic of Compton
light sources that is of particular importance in several imaging applications such as phase contrast imaging [8], but
accurate source size measurement has yet to be achieved due
to the limited imaging capability of the current setup.
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Figure 1: 3,000 second integration image of 50 µm Ag foil
K-edge hole (left) and its simulation (right).

SPATIAL RESOLUTION AND SOURCE
SIZE
The spatial resolution of a radiograph depends strongly
on both the source size and the imaging system’s resolving
power. The source size of our X-ray beam is similar to the
size of the electron spot size at the interaction point, since
the electron spot size is smaller than the laser spot size.
The RMS source focal spot size σ s can be defined from
the geometric unsharpness formula σ s = σ p a/b, where
σ p is the RMS penumbra size, a is the source to object
distance and b is the object to detector distance. Modeling
of radiographs using the image simulation code described
in [7] shows excellent agreement of the above-defined source
size and the electron beam spot size.
Single shot OTR images of the electron beam spot at the
interaction point show an RMS size of 14 µm in horizontal
and 11 µm in vertical, with jitter around 5 µm by 3 µm [9].
The integrated image of 1,000 overlapped shots (Figure 2)
yields 16.7 µm by 12.8 µm and is very close to Gaussian in
profile (Figure 3).
Therefore, in order to measure the penumbra and the X-ray
source size directly, a very high resolution imaging device is
necessary; otherwise the blur from the imaging system will
dominate the resolution of the result, rendering source size
determination impossible. The large field-of-view Andor
X-ray CCD camera that was used to characterize the beam’s
flux and bandwidth is not capable of resolving small details
necessary for the source size measurement, due to scintillator
thickness, 3:1 demagnification fiber optic taper and multiple
fiber optic relays, in addition to dimmed and non-uniform
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Figure 4: 50 minute integration image of the resolution test
pattern at unity magnification.
Figure 2: 1,000 shot OTR image of the electron beam at the
interaction point.

Figure 3: Integrated lineout profiles in red and their Gaussian fits in blue in the horizontal (left) and vertical (right)
directions of Figure 2.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 5: Lineout profiles of Figure 4 (a,c) and their Cauchy
distribution convolution fit in blue (b,d).
sensitivity of the CCD owing to extensive radiation damage
from previous Compton scattered γ-ray experiments [10].
The spatial resolution of the camera measured with a sharp
edge varied between 350 µm and 700 µm FWHM depending on the scintillation material used. We have purchased a
new CCD camera with a thin scintillator and lens relay system allowing 11 µm spatial resolution from Crytur, which is
expected to be delivered shortly. Meanwhile, we have characterized the beam using another Andor camera identical
to our current camera in a slightly different setup, with a
150 µm CsI scintillator and without the 3:1 taper. The pixel
size is 13 µm with field of view of 13 by 13 mm.

MEASUREMENT OF SPATIAL
RESOLUTION OF THE IMAGING
SYSTEM
To measure the resolution of the camera, a wedge-type line
pair gauge etched from 30 µm thick Pb was placed directly in
front of the scintillator. This eliminates the penumbra from
the source, and the sharp edges of the resolution test pattern
are blurred solely due to the imaging system. Figure 4 shows
the resulting image captured by summing 100 30 s exposure
images, for a total exposure time of 50 minutes. Sample
lineout profiles at 6.9 lp/mm and 10.4 lp/mm is shown in
Figure 5.
A fit of the lineout was made by convolving a square wave
function of appropriate frequency representing the line pairs
with a Cauchy distribution of varying FWHM. Image blur-

ring in the scintillator is a result of X-ray photons creating
electron-hole pairs which then travel along the crystal as
they migrate to impurity centers where energy is given off as
visible light [11], and therefore the point spread function is
highly pointed with long tails, justifying the use of Cauchy
distribution as the fitting function. A blur of 65 µm FWHM
Cauchy distribution was found to fit the data well across
most frequencies; this is regarded as the upper bound since
the resolution could be smaller if signal to noise was better.

MEASUREMENT OF SOURCE SIZE
For the source size measurement, the line pair gauge
was placed as close as possible to the X-ray source (laserCompton interaction point) to create maximum magnification and penumbra. The image was magnified 1.7x, and the
corresponding imaging simulation showed that the blurs in
line pair images at this distance can be well approximated
by a Gaussian blur with σ = 0.7σe , where σe is the RMS
width of the electron beam. Hence, the fit was made by
convolving square wave functions with a Gaussian distribution kernel, then further convolving it with a 65 µm FWHM
Cauchy distribution kernel. The resulting image and the fits
of two sample lineouts are shown in Figures 6 and 7 respectively. The image was acquired by summing 75 1-minute
integration images, for a total exposure time of 75 minutes.
The upper bound for Gaussian σ in the fit was 30 µm,
corresponding to a maximum source size (and electron beam
2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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CONCLUSION
X-rays produced from the Laser-Compton X-ray source
at LLNL have been thoroughly characterized; the flux and
bandwidth match well with simulation results. Advancements in direct measurement of the source size has been
made through a new camera setup and modeling analysis
despite the limited resolution of the imaging system. There
is still much room for improvement; a new high-resolution
X-ray camera is on order and is expected to arrive within
this year.
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UPGRADE OF THE CORNELL ELECTRON STORAGE RING
AS A SYNCHROTRON LIGHT SOURCE∗
D. L. Rubin, J. A. Crittenden, J. P. Shanks, S. Wang
CLASSE, Ithaca, NY, USA
Abstract
The planned upgrade of the Cornell Electron Storage Ring
as an X-ray source for CHESS will include an increase in
beam energy and decrease in emittance from 100 nm-rad at
5.3 GeV to 30 nm-rad at 6 GeV, increase in beam current
from 120 to 200 mA, continuous top-off injection of the
single circulating beam, and four new zero dispersion insertion straights that can each accommodate a pair of canted
undulators. The existing sextant of the storage ring arc that
serves as the source for all of the CHESS X-ray beam lines
will be reconfigured with 6 double-bend achromats, each
consisting of two pairs of horizontally focusing quadrupoles,
and a single pair of combined-function gradient bend magnets. The chromaticity will be compensated by the existing
sextupoles in the legacy FODO arcs. We describe details
of the linear optics, sextupole distributions to maximize dynamic aperture and injection efficiency, and characterization
of magnetic field and alignment error tolerance.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
The Cornell High Energy Synchrotron X-ray Source
(CHESS) was originally developed to operate parasitically
with the particle physics electron-positron colliding beam
program at the Cornell Electron/Positron Storage Ring
(CESR). X-ray beam lines were constructed to take advantage of radiation from both electron and positron beams
in the sextant (the south arc) of the ring that is accessible. (The remainder of the ring circumference of 768 m
is in an underground tunnel.) The lattice and layout of the
south arc were designed to generate high luminosity. An
upgrade is now underway to reconfigure the south arc for Xray science. The plan is to replace the 100m arc [1] with six
double-bend achromats and seven low-beta, zero-dispersion
straights. Five of the straights will be equipped with undulator or wiggler insertion devices. All of the beam lines will
be rearranged to intercept X-rays from a single clockwise
beam, eliminating the complexity associated with two-beam
operation [2]. The beam energy will be increased from 5.3
to 6 GeV. The horizontal emittance, heretofore limited by
the FODO structure in the south arc and the lattice constraints imposed by two beam operation, will be reduced
from 100 nm at 5.3 GeV to 30 nm at 6 GeV. The 13.7-m long
achromats are compact. In order to save space for correction
magnets and beam instrumentation, the vertical focusing
in the achromat is derived from the field gradient in the
bending magnets. Flexibility to tune and correct optics and
orbits is provided by four independently powered horizontally focusing quadrupoles and horizontal and vertical dipole
∗
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correctors. Matching of the achromat optics into the legacy
FODO structure in the CESR arcs is accomplished with the
addition of a single pair of quadrupoles in the transition
region.

LATTICE
The operational parameters of CHESS at present are compared to the new machine in Table 1. A comparison of
pin-hole flux for CHESS, APS and the CHESS post-upgrade
is shown in Fig. 1. With a 3.5 m undulator, pin-hole flux at
CHESS will exceed that of APS with undulator A.
Table 1: CHESS and Post-upgrade Parameters
Parameter

Present CHESS

Post Upgrade

Particle beams
Insertion devices
Ebeam [GeV]
Ibeam [mA]
Bunches
x [nm]
y [nm]
Injection

2 Counter-rotating
One pair undulators
5.3
125 X 125
20 e+ X 45 e−
100
1
Top-off e+ /5 min
Refill e− /2 hrs

Single (clockwise)
Five pairs undulators
6.0
200
100
30
0.1 → 1
Top-off/3 min
→ const I

Figure 1: Pin-hole flux [photons/sec/0.1% Bandwidth]. Red
lines are CHESS 1.5 m compact undulator May 2016. Purple - CHESS post-upgrade with 1.5 m compact undulator.
Dashed blue - APS undulator A, and green - CHESS postupgrade with 3.5 m undulator.

Achromat
The achromat shown in Fig. 2, consists of four horizontally
focusing quadrupoles, and a pair of defocusing gradient
bends. Beam parameters at midpoint of the ∼4 meter straight
are βx = 11.2 m, βy = 2.6 m and η = 0 m. βx is limited
from below by the separation of the quad (Q1 ) at the end
of the straight from the adjacent gradient-bend. If the zerodispersion condition is relaxed by varying the quadrupole
strengths, horizontal beta can be reduced to βx = 3.8 m,
2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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βy = 2.7 m and η = 0.17 m or increased to βx ∼ 25 m. The
2.35 m long combined-function magnets have a gradient
of -8.769 T/m and bending field of 0.64 T at 6-GeV beam
energy.
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chambers (±2.3mm) in the insertion straights. The limiting
horizontal aperture is at the injection point in the arc.

ENERGY APERTURE AND LIFETIME
The momentum compaction of the predominantly FODO
optics is relatively large (αp ∼ 0.006) and as a result the
energy aperture, which scales as VRF /αp , is limited to less
that 0.9% with VRF = 8 MV. The effect of the narrow energy aperture is to reduce Touschek lifetime. Lifetime at
2 mA/bunch and 0.1% emittance coupling is estimated at
4 hours. Near constant beam current will be maintained with
topoff every few minutes.
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Figure 3: Legacy layout above and new layout below. After
the upgrade, the single beam travels from right to left. The
bending magnets B10E and B10W at the start and end of the
legacy CESR arcs bound the sectors of the ring that remain
unchanged.

SEXTUPOLES
Chromaticity is compensated with sextupoles in the legacy
FODO arcs, in order to take advantage of the relatively high
dispersion. (hηi ∼ 1 m). Dispersion in the south arc is an
order of magnitude smaller and local compensation would
require very strong sextupoles. The sextupole distribution is
designed in two steps: 1) Minimize the non-symplecticity
of numerically computed Jacobian of the full turn map, the
energy dependence of the trace of the full turn Jacobian; and
energy dependence of the lattice β-functions; 2) Compute
and minimize selected resonance-driving terms in the Hamiltonian, as well as chromatic β, second order dispersion and
chromaticity and amplitude dependent tune.

Matching and Arc Lattice
The Twiss parameters of the full ring lattice are shown
in Fig. 4. The south arc is bounded at each end by a pair of
RF cavities. The four single-cell, superconducting 500 MHz
cavities provide up to 8 MV accelerating voltage. Note that
there is zero dispersion in the RF straights. Collimators
at s = ±335 m shadow the narrow-gap insertion devices
in the achromats from particles with large vertical amplitude that appear in the ring during injection. The lattice
is designed with peak vertical beta in the collimators. The
peak horizontal beta is at the injection point (s = 257 m).
The limiting vertical aperture is the narrow-gap undulator

ERROR TOLERANCE
Tolerance to field and alignment errors and design of emittance tuning algorithms, is complicated by the coupling of
focusing and steering in the achromat combined-function
magnets. Simulations are used to evaluate sensitivity to
magnet field and alignment errors, and the procedure for
measuring and compensating those errors. The study begins
with introduction of misalignments and field errors into the
design lattice. The distribution of magnet offset, roll, tilt,
pitch and field errors is based on survey data. The measurement of lattice functions such as betatron amplitude and
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phase, transverse coupling, dispersion and orbit depends on
the quality of the beam position monitors (BPMs) [3]. To
that end, BPM errors - offset, tilt, and gain are incorporated
in the simulation of those measurements. Corrections are
applied using steering dipoles and skew quads as well as all
lattice quadrupoles and combined-function magnets. Corrector magnets and beam position monitors in the achromat
are shown in Fig. 5a. The corrected lattice is characterized
in terms of emittance, orbit and dispersion. The misalignment and correction procedure is evaluated with 100 random
seeds. Histograms of vertical emittance for all of the seeds,
at each iteration of the correction procedure are shown in
Fig. 5b. For all 100 seeds β-functions are corrected to within
1% of design and vertical emittance to less than 10 pm-rad,
corresponding to an emittance coupling of order 0.1%.
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Figure 5: BPMs and corrector magnets (a-top) simulated vertical emittances after each iteration of correction algorithm (b-below).
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Figure 6: Frequency map, including guide-field and
insertion-device multipole errors, and corrected field and
alignment errors. Color corresponds to tune shift or diffusion rate.
typical for the injector. The centroid of the distribution is
displaced xinj = 22 mm from the closed orbit, consistent
with measurements of injection into CESR. The 200-particle
distribution is tracked for 400 turns. The simulation includes
guide field magnet and insertion device multipole errors as
well as corrected misalignment and field errors. Incorporated as part of tune scan, the simulation indicates (Fig. 7)
a generous tune footprint where injection efficiency is in
excess of 85% and losses into the insertion device undulators are much less than 1%(not shown). Additional gains
are anticipated with planned improvements in the stability
of the injected beam, and the matching from synchrotron
through the transfer line and into the ring.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

DYNAMIC APERTURE
We characterize nonlinear dynamics with a frequency
map. The map is based on scans of trajectories with starting
amplitudes covering the x/y and x/δ planes in phase space. A
tune shift for each trajectory is computed by comparing FFTs
of the first and last 1024 turns. A representative frequency
map is in Fig. 6. The sextupole distribution is designed
according to the algorithm described earlier. The simulation
includes guide field magnet and insertion device multipole
errors as well as corrected misalignment and field errors.
We assume that the insertion devices are Cornell compact
undulators (CCU) [4] and that there is a CCU in each of the
ten achromat straights. The CCU is an 104-pole, 1.5-m-long
undulator with 7-mm gap between the pole tips and 0.95 T
peak field. The transverse field roll-off and the measured
field integrals are modeled as a 27-term sinusoidal expansion
[5]. The dashed red line in the Fig. 6 indicates the projected
physical aperture. Evidently non-linearity does not limit
acceptance.

INJECTION
Injection into the storage ring is simulated to determine
dependence of capture efficiency and particle losses on lattice nonlinearity, field errors and misalignments. Particles
are launched at the injection point with 6D phase space

Figure 7: Injection tune scan including multipoles, misalignments and 10 undulators. Color code is efficiency.

CONCLUSION
The sextant of the CESR that serves the CHESS X-ray
community will be reconfigured with 6 double-bend achromats creating seven zero-dispersion straights. Five of the
straights will be outfitted with canted insertion devices and
the remaining two with superconducting damping wigglers.
The beam energy will increase to 6 GeV from 5.3 GeV, the
horizontal emittance be reduced from 100 nm to 30 nm and
the single-beam current will increase from 120 to 200 mA.
Commissioning will begin in late 2018.
2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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PHOTO-INJECTOR OPTIMIZATION AND VALIDATION STUDY WITH
THE OPAL BEAM SIMULATION CODE
L. D. Duffy∗ , K. A. Bishofberger, J. W. Lewellen, S. J. Russell, D. Shchegolkov,
Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM, USA
Abstract
A 42 keV x-ray free electron laser (XFEL) is a plausible
technology alternative for the Matter Radiation Interactions
in Extremes (MaRIE) experimental project, a concept developed by Los Alamos National Laboratory. An early preconceptual design for such an XFEL calls for 100 pC electron
bunches with very low emittance and energy spread. High
fidelity simulations that capture all beamline physics will
be required to ensure a successful design. We expect to use
the beam simulation code OPAL as one of the tools in this
process. In this study, we validate OPAL as a photo-injector
design tool by comparing its performance with published
PITZ experimental data and simulations.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
The design of a 42 keV XFEL is driven by the requirement that there is good overlap between the electron beam
and x-ray phase spaces. The Los Alamos National Laboratory XFEL preliminary concept for the MaRIE project has
a 12 GeV electron linac producing 42 keV photons from
the wiggler. The phase-space overlap requirement limits
the normalized transverse emittance of the electron beam
at the wiggler entrance to ǫ n ≤ βγλ x /4π, where β and γ
are the electron beam’s relativistic factors, and λ x is the
x-ray wavelength. The normalized transverse emittance goal
for the MaRIE XFEL concept is 0.20 µm at the wiggler entrance. Such a small transverse emittance leaves little space
for emittance growth throughout the linac, and places stringent demands on the transverse emittance from the photoinjector. The MaRIE concept goal transverse emittance from
the photo-injector is less than 0.1 µm for a 100 pC electron
bunch. Ensuring a successful photo-injector design concept requires high-fidelity simulations. We have selected
the OPAL beam dynamics code [1] for our simulations, due
to its fully 3D space charge algorithm, and our ability to
incorporate necessary physics into the OPAL code through
our local OPAL code developers.
In this proceedings, we present our results validating the
OPAL code from published results of optimization of the
PITZ (Photo Injector Test facility at DESY, Zeuthen site)
photo-injector [2].

PITZ PHOTO-INJECTOR
The PITZ photo-injector is designed to minimize the
transverse emittance for a 1 nC bunch. Simulations with
the ASTRA [3] code have predicted a minimum projected transverse emittance of 0.607 µm for this bunch
∗

ldd@lanl.gov

charge. This photo-injector configuration was experimentally demonstrated to have a minimum transverse emittance of 0.696±0.020 µm in 2011. For 100 pC, the bunch
charge anticipated for a MaRIE XFEL, PITZ demonstrated
0.212±0.006 µm, with ASTRA predicting a projected transverse emittance of 0.173 µm [2]. Given that PITZ is designed
to meet the European XFEL requirement of 0.9 µm for a
1 nC bunch in the injector, the PITZ design represents a
promising starting point for a photo-injector design to meet
the MaRIE XFEL concept requirement of 0.1 µm for a 100
pC bunch charge. As such, simulations of the PITZ photoinjector were selected for the photo-injector optimization
study to validate the performance of the OPAL code.

SIMULATIONS AND OPTIMIZATION
APPROACH
The OPAL simulations we performed were based on
previous, publicly available ASTRA simulations of the
PITZ photo-injector and Poisson/Superfish input files for the
PITZ photo-injector and PITZ solenoid taken from the 37th
ICFA Advanced Beam Dynamics Workshop on Future Light
Sources PITZ benchmark problem [4]. It should be noted
that these simulations are not exactly equivalent to those
used in Ref. [2], to which we compare our results. Thus, it
is natural to expect that these results will not be exactly the
same as the numbers we compare to in Ref. [2], however the
results should be similar.
The PITZ photo-injector consists of a 1.6 cell L-band normal conducting RF cavity, with a Cesium Telluride cathode.
The combination of a large, main solenoid, and a bucking
solenoid provide the magnetic field for emittance compensation, and prevent magnetic field at the cathode. A cut
disk structure booster cavity, specially designed for PITZ, is
located with its first iris at 3.24 m from the cathode. A beam
monitor is located at 5.74 m from the cathode, and it is at this
location that emittance measurements have been taken to
determine the minimum transverse projected emittance [2].
Similarly, our simulations specifically aimed to minimize
the emittance at this location.
Starting with the ASTRA simulation input, the goal was
to optimize the settings of a PITZ-like photo-injector for
injector bunch charges of 0.02, 0.1, 0.25, 1 and 2 nC. Simple linear optimization of parameters was used, as basic
tools were available to perform such a scan. More advanced
optimization methods, such as automated Pareto Front optimization, are desirable and likely more efficient in terms
of person-hours. Different charge runs were performed by
different authors, to obtain the best optimization for each
2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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case possible in the time available with the given tools. Our
simulations results are discussed in the following section.
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The simulation parameters for the best optimization obtained for each bunch charge are given in Table 1. The peak
electric field of the booster cavities was simply held fixed
to the values given by PITZ [2]. Fig. 1 shows that further
small decreases in the projected transverse emittance can
be made by decreasing the booster peak fields, but these
come at the expense of significantly decreasing the beam
energy. To simplify comparison with the PITZ results, the
booster peak field was held fixed. We varied the solenoid
peak field, Bzma x , the laser rms spot size, σ x y , and the 1.6
cell gun cavity and booster phases, Φ P I and Φboost respectively, measured relative to the phases of maximum kinetic
energy gain. Parameters for the best emittance cases are
given in Table 1.
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Figure 1: Projected transverse emittance at z = 5.74 m as
x
. The value used
a function of peak booster field, Ez,ma
boost
in the PITZ simulations [2], 19.76 MV/m, was used in our
1 nC simulations and held fixed.
Figures 2 through 4 show the change in emittance at the
location z = 5.74 m with variation of simulation parameters.
Fig. 2 shows the emittance growth with variation in the peak
solenoid field, Bzma x , for the different bunch charges studied,
and Fig. 3 shows this change with variation in the laser
spot size, σ x y . Fig. 3 shows that the emittance minimum
found for the 100 pC case is a local minimum, and that
further improvement for the minimum emittance may be
obtained by locating the true minimum in the simulation.
This is one of the difficulties in performing a simple linear
optimization and is discussed further below. Figure 4 shows
the emittance growth with variation of the gun and booster
cavity RF phases, Φ P I and Φboost respectively, for the 1
nC case.

DISCUSSION
Our simulation results compare well with the ASTRA
results published by PITZ [2]. Comparison of the plots
published in Ref. [2] indicate the same overall behavior in
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Figure 4: Emittance growth at z = 5.74 m with variation of
the gun and booster RF phases for the 1 nC case. Phases are
with respect to those of maximum kinetic energy gain of the
beam.
emittance growth at z = 5.74 m. Furthermore, our obtained
minimum projected transverse emittance values at z = 5.74
m vary from the published ASTRA simulation results by
-1.6, 1.2, 18.3, 11.9, and 13.5 percent for the 0.02, 0.1, 0.25,
1.0, and 2.0 nC cases, respectively, where the negative result
indicates we obtained a smaller minimum emittance value.
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Figure 3: Emittance growth at z = 5.74 m with variation of
the laser spot size, σ x y .
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Table 1: Table of simulation optimization parameters. The photo-injector and booster phases are relative to the phase of
maximum kinetic energy gain. The first four parameters were varied in optimization. The last two entries are the maximum
beam kinetic energy and projected transverse emittance given by our simulations. σ x y is defined in the same way as Ref. [2],
√
σ x y = σ x σy = σ x = σy .
Parameter
Bzma x

Solenoid peak field,
Laser rms spot size, σ x y
Photo-injector phase, Φ P I
Booster phase, Φboost
ma x
Peak booster field, Ez,boost

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Energy
Transverse emittance,ǫ x (z = 5.74 m)

Bunch Charge (nC)
0.1
0.25
1.0

Unit

0.02

mT
mm
deg
deg
MV/m

227.0
0.035
3.8
-2.5
20.0

227.4
0.102
2.6
-8.0
20.0

227.8
0.230
0.0
10.0
20.0

229.0
0.410
0.0
27.5
19.76

229.0
0.575
-2.8
9.5
20.0

MeV
µm

23.9
0.060

23.6
0.175

23.4
0.310

21.7
0.679

23.6
1.298

The PITZ photo-injector is designed to give the minimum
transverse emittance at the monitor at z = 5.74 m. One
difficulty in optimizing this arrangement for other charge
configurations is that there are two local transverse emittance
minima after the gun. The entrance to the booster cavity
is located at the maximum between the two minima for the
1 nC optimized case. This will not be true for the other
charge configurations, and the start of the optimization may
be far from the parameters that lead to the smallest transverse
emittance at z = 5.74 m. The existence of two local minima
when using a linear optimization technique mean that either
of the local minima may initially be found. It may only
become evident that this is not the true minimum when a
wider parameter variation is taken, such as the case shown
in Fig. 3 for the 100 pC bunch charge.
In Ref. [2], the 0.25, 1 and 2 nC cases showed very similar
emittance growth with peak solenoid field in the ASTRA
results. Our results, shown in Fig. 2 resulted in greater emittance growth for the 1 nC case when compared to the 2 nC
case, and for both of these compared to 0.25 nC, suggesting
that further improvements in minimum emittance is possible in at least some cases. The simulations we performed
were optimized as best possible given the linear optimization
approach and time available.
While the PITZ injector is optimized for the 1 nC case, the
100 pC minimum emittance case is of particular interest as
a possible starting point for a MaRIE project photo-injector.
As previously mentioned, PITZ demonstrated a projected
transverse emittance of 0.212±0.006 µm, with ASTRA predicting 0.173 µm [2] for the 100 pC case. Our simulations
gave a transverse emittance in agreement with the ASTRA
result, with further room for improvement. Furthermore, a
photo-injector specifically optimized for 100 pC is expected
to obtain a significantly lower minimum emittance value,

2.0

suggesting a PITZ-style photo-injector is a good starting design point, if a 42 keV XFEL is chosen for use in the MaRIE
project.

CONCLUSION
We have used the OPAL beam dynamics code to optimize
a PITZ-style photo-injector, and compared our results with
those of Ref. [2], which used the ASTRA code. Our results
show good agreement with those of Ref. [2], with the minimum projected transverse emittance obtained varying in
the 0.02, 0.1, 0.25, 1.0, and 2.0 nC bunch charge cases by
-1.6, 1.2, 18.3, 11.9, and 13.5 percent respectively. We thus
conclude that OPAL is an appropriate choice of tool to use
for high-fidelity photo-injector simulations.
Furthermore, the predicted 0.175 µm emittance for the
100 pC case demonstrates that a PITZ-style L-band photoinjector makes a useful starting point for a MaRIE XFEL
concept photo-injector. When specifically optimized for
100 pC bunch charge, instead of 1 nC, it shows promise for
reaching the 0.1 µm projected transverse emittance needed
for the XFEL concept photo-injector.
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QUALITY FACTOR IN HIGH POWER TESTS OF CRYOGENIC COPPER
ACCELERATING CAVITIES∗
A. Cahill† , J. Rosenzweig, UCLA, Los Angeles, California
V.A. Dolgashev, M. Franzi, S. Tantawi, S. Weathersby, SLAC, Menlo Park, CA
Abstract
Recent SLAC experiments with cryogenically cooled
11.4 GHz standing wave copper accelerating cavities have
shown evidence of 250 MV/m accelerating gradients with
low breakdown rates. The gradient depends on the circuit
parameters of the accelerating cavity, such as the intrinsic
and external quality factors (Q0 , Q E ). In our studies we
see evidence that Q0 decreases during rf pulse at 7-70 K.
This paper discusses experiments that are directed towards
understanding the change of Q0 at high power.

MOTIVATION

One of the current hypotheses explains the statistical behavior of rf breakdowns in X-band accelerating structures by
generation and movement of dislocations under stresses created by rf magnetic and electric fields [13]. This dislocation
movement should dramatically change at cryogenic temperatures and this should be reflected in the statistical behavior of
the breakdown rate. Recent experiments at SLAC were performed with copper accelerating cavities cooled to cryogenic
temperatures to investigate this claim. These experiments
have shown preliminary evidence of 250 MV/m accelerating
gradients and 500 MV/m peak surface electric fields with
10−3 per pulse per meter breakdown rates at 45 K[14]. The
cavity was designed using rf surface resistance measured at
low temperature and low power[15, 16]. During high power
measurements we noticed a reduction of Q0 . This change
in Q0 brings uncertainty to our calculation of the gradient.
To know the gradient precisely we need to understand the
physics of the reduction in Q0 . In this paper we discuss our
experimental work directed towards this understanding.
∗
†
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Figure 1: Electric and magnetic fields. 10 MW input at 95K.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
In this experiment we used the same cavity as described
in [17]. To localize rf breakdowns to a single cell, one cell
of the test structure has high electric and magnetic fields, to
mimic those of a full length accelerating section [5]. There
are two cells on each side of the test cell to remove any effects
from the coupling to the waveguides on either end of the
structure. The ratio of the radius of the irises adjacent to the
central cell, to the wavelength is, a/λ = 0.105. The electric
field on axis in the middle cell was tuned to be twice that of
the outer cells. A diagram and field map of the cavities is
shown in Fig. 1. RF power is coupled into the structure by
a TM01 mode launcher, connected by a circular waveguide.
The cavity can be cooled to 7 K when placed inside the
cryostat.

Low Power Measurements
After an initial run at high power to study breakdown
statistics as mentioned previously, the cavity was disconnected form the klystron. At this time we measured the rf
properties of the cryo cavity using a network analyzer. The
network analyzer was attached to a WR-90 rf window that
was connected to the TM01 mode launcher and coupled to
the cavity. To find the Q0 from the frequency scan of the network analyzer we fit the data with a resonant circuit model.
There was also a dispersion term to account for the effect
from the waveguide connecting the network analyzer to the
accelerating cavity. Figure 2 shows the fitted Q0 versus temper-
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Accelerating gradient is important for future rf linacs,
larger gradients decreases the accelerator length. RF breakdown is one of the major factors limiting the operating accelerating gradient. The statistical nature of rf breakdowns was
discovered during work on NLC/GLC [1–4]. For several
kilometer long linacs, the breakdown probability needs to
be very small, < 10−6 /pulse/meter[5]. Presently, X-band
structures are the most studied in terms of rf breakdowns [4,
6–9]. We know that breakdown statistics depend on pulse
heating [10] and a numerous list of other factors, such as
the peak electric field, the peak magnetic field [11], and the
peak Poynting vector[12].
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Figure 2: Low power measurement of the Q0 versus temperature

ature of the π mode for the cryo cavity from the data. The
external quality factor, Q E = 15, 273

High Power Measurement
The system is powered with an XL-5 klystron that can generate up to 50 MW of rf power near 11.424 GHz and a pulse
length up to 1.5 µs[18]. The klystron power is transported
to the accelerating cavity by both TE and TM waveguides.
Near the cavity there is a 3dB hybrid to reduce reflections
from and to the klystron. After the hybrid are two directional
couplers; two being used to reduce the directivty of a single
directional coupler. After the directional coupler is the previously mentioned mode launcher, that couples the rf power
into the accelerating caivty, through a circular waveguide.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

We placed both a frequency downmixer and a peak power
meter (PPM) on two of the directional coupler arms, one
that couples to forward power and one to reflected power
from the cavity. Both the mixer and the PPM are used since
the PPM cannot record the phase of the rf signals but gives
a calibrated power reading.
There are two beam current monitors in the system, one
below the mode launcher, and the other attached to the accelerating cavity, on the opposite side of where the rf power
is coupled in.
For this experiment we set the input rf shape so that the
accelerating gradient is flat after 150 ns of charging time. To
achieve this, we start the input rf pulse with 150 ns of higher
power, and then decrease the power in a step function to a
lower value. This second value is calculated using the low
power Q0 and coupling factor ( β) to keep the gradient inside
the cavity constant. We use the dark current measurement to
verify that the accelerating gradient is flat, since field emission has a sttrong dependence on gradient. We recorded data
at pulse lengths from 100-800 ns, 1,5, and 10 Hz repetition
rates, 10,25,45, and 292 K operating temperatures, and input powers ranging from 50 KW-3 MW. Pulse length nad
input power refer to the length of time that the accelerating
gradient is flat, and the power during this time.

Figure 3: Measurement (Red) and calculation (blue) for 0.32
MW, 500 ns, 5Hz, 25 K input rf pulse. The input rf piulse
is in green. The calculated response matches the measured
signal for a Q0 = 32, 533.

RESULTS
The results presented in this paper will be at 25 K and
5 Hz. At powers below 0.5 MW the reflected data matches a
calculation of the expected reflected signal in both amplitude
and phase, where Q0 = 32, 533. Figure 3 is a comparison of the
simulation and measurement for 0.35 MW and 500 ns pulse
length and the amplitude and phase both match correctly. At
larger input powers there is a deviation between the expected
reflected signal and the actual measured signal. During the
flat gradient section of the pulse, the phase is different than
expected, and during the decay, after the input pulse ends,
the amplitude is smaller than expected. Figure 4. shows the
results for 2.6 MW 500 ns, where blue is the calculated
response, and red is the measured signal.
We measured the Q0 of the accelerating caivty after the
rf pulse by fitting the decay to an exponential function. The
measured Q0 for 5 Hz, 500 ns, 25 K, 2.6 MW pulse is 20,300.
We note that this method is inaccurate for two reasons: because the cavity is overcoupled with copuling β near 2, the
time decay constant is dominated by the external quality
facor. Second, reflections from the klystron can interrupt
what should be a pure exponential. The drop in Q0 was also
observed at 10 K and 45 K, but not at room temperature.
Figure 5 shows an example at room temperature, where there
is no drop in Q0 . This deviation from the expected signal increases with increasing input rf power, so for a 5 Hz, 500 ns,
25 K, 1.5 MW pulse the Q0 = 26, 800. The drop in Q0 dur2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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celerating structures at liquid nitrogen temperatures and did
not see a decrease in Q0 . However, the peak power they
used was only 0.6 MW, most likely too small to observe the
decrease in Q0 due to rf pulse heating.

CONCLUSION
We described a set of experiments directed towards understanding the reduction in Q0 at high power in cryogenically cooled accelerating copper X-band structures. We have
shown that the response of the cavity at 25 K differs from
the response calculated with constant Q0 . This deviation
gets larger with increasing input rf power starting around
0.5 MW, and with increasing pulse length from 100-800 ns.
We speculate that this deviation stems from a change in the
Q0 during the rf pulse that itself comes from an increase in
the surface temperature due to rf pulse heating. We have
measured the decrease in Q0 by finding the decay time constant in the reflected signal and found that indeed the Q0 is
smaller than the value measured at low power, Q0 = 32, 533.
Data analysis is ongoing and will be published at a later date.

Figure 4: Measurement (Red) and calculation (blue) for 2.6
MW, 500 ns, 5Hz, 25 K input rf pulse. The input rf piulse
is in green. There is a deviation from the expected phase
during the inpur pulse, and a deviation in the amplitude after
the rf pulse.
ing the rf pulse also increases with increasing pulse length
as shown in Fig. 5 for 25 K, 5 Hz, 2.6 MW input rf pulses.
The decrease is from Q0 = 28, 080 at 100 ns,Q0 = 24, 700
at 300 ns, to Q0 = 20, 300 as stated previously for 500 ns.

DISCUSSION
We believe that the drop in Q0 at the end of an input rf
pulse can be explained by rf pulse heating on the surface of
the copper. As the surface of the copper heats, the surface
resistivity increases, dropping the Q0 . For example, when
starting from 25 K, an increase of 65K intemperature would
decrease the Q0 from 32,500 to 20,000 if we use the measurements of Q0 from the earlier section of this paper. A simple
calculation from the equations shown in [19] give a pulse
heating of over 32 K. However, this calculation does not
take into account the effect of changing temperature on the
thermal and electrical propoerties of the copper, where the
increasing rf surface resistance would have a positive feedback effect. Therefore, we speculate that a 65 K tempearture
rise is possible.
A decrease in Q0 at high power was observed before in
[20], however, they did not specify that the Q0 changes during the rf pulse, and made the measurements at a different
frequency and temperature. They did find that the Q0 decreased with increasing magnetic field, which the rf pulse
heating does as well. Another group measured X-band ac-
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HIGH GRADIENT S-BAND CRYOGENIC ACCELERATING STRUCTURE
FOR RF BREAKDOWN STUDIES∗
A. Cahill† , A. Fukasawa, J. Rosenzweig, UCLA, Los Angeles, California
G. B. Bowden, V.A. Dolgashev, S. Tantawi, SLAC, Menlo Park, CA

Operating accelerating gradient in normal conducting accelerating structures is often limited by rf breakdowns. The
limit depends on multiple parameters, including input rf
power, rf circuit, cavity shape, cavity temperature, and material. Experimental and theoretical study of the effects of
these parameters on the breakdown physics is ongoing at
SLAC. As of now, most of the data has been obtained at
11.4 GHz. We are extending this research to S-band. We
have designed a single cell accelerating structure, based
on the extensively tested X-band cavities. The setup uses
matched TM01 mode launcher to feed rf power into the test
cavity. Our ongoing study of the physics of rf breakdown in
cryogenically X-band accelerating cavities shows improved
breakdown performance. Therefore, this S-band experiment
is designed to cool the cavity to cryogenic temperatures. We
use operating frequencies near 2.856 GHz. We present the
rf design and discuss the experimental setup.

INTRODUCTION
Accelerating gradient is important for future rf linacs,
larger gradients decreases the accelerator length. RF breakdown is one of the major factors limiting the operating accelerating gradient. The statistical nature of rf breakdowns
was discovered during work to develop NLC/GLC [1–4].
For several kilometer long linacs, the breakdown probability
needs to be very small, < 10−6 /pulse/meter[5].
Presently, most of the data on rf breakdowns is obtained
with X-band accelerating structures[4, 6–9]. We know that
breakdown statistics depend on pulse heating [10], the peak
electric and magnetic field [11], and the peak Poynting vector[12]. However, properties of rf breakdown at other frequencies has not been satisfactorily studied. For example,
at S-band, there has been relatively few experiments with
published breakdown rates [13, 14].
One of the current hypotheses explains the statistical behavior of rf breakdown in X-band accelerating structures by
generation and movement of dislocations under stresses created by rf magnetic and electric fields [9, 10]. This dislocation movement should dramatically change under cryogenic
temperatures and this should be reflected in the statistical behavior of the breakdown rate. Recent experiments at SLAC
were performed with copper accelerating cavities cooled
to cryogenic temperatures to investigate this claim. These
experiments have shown evidence of 250 MV/m accelerat∗
†

Work Supported by DOE/SU Contract DE-AC02-76-SF00515 and DOE
SCGSR Fellowship
acahill@physics.ucla.edu

ing gradients and 500 MV/m peak surface electric fields in
X-band copper cavities at 45 K[15].
The TOPGUN collaboration would like to apply these
findings to an ultra-high gradient S-band rf photoinjector [16]. With a significantly larger gradient the beam brightness of an electron photoinjector will be improved by over
an order of magnitude. To design and build a practical Sband photoinjector, we first need to extend the knowledge
on rf breakdowns to this frequency. We designed an experimental setup that includes a cryogenically cooled copper
single-cell-SW accelerating structure.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
In our breakdown experiments, we have tested more than
50 single-cell accelerating cavities at X-band[5]. We propose
to use the same approach at S-band.
To reduce price and complexity for the test setup, the
cavity will be fed by a TM01 mode launcher[17], that is
connected to the cavity by a circular waveguide with radius
of 1.81 in. The mode launcher will serve as the rf coupler.
We propose to use the same configuration in the TOPGUN
S-band photoinjector[18].
To localize rf breakdowns to a single cell, one cell of the
test structure has high electric and magnetic fields, to mimic
those of a full length accelerating section [5]. There are two
cells on each side of the test cell to remove any effects from
the coupling to the waveguides on either end of the structure.
The ratio of the radius of the irises adjacent to the central
cell, to the wavelength was kept the same as in the X-band
cryo experiments, a/λ = 0.105. The electric field on axis in
the middle cell was tuned to be twice that of the outer cells.
The difference between the cryo S-band and cryo X-band
cavities are two-fold: the outer diameter of the cells in the Sband design are rounded to increase the Q0 , and the S-band
design is more overcoupled. The choice of the coupling
value will be discussed later.

DESIGN PARAMETERS
SUPERFISH[19], a 2D finite element electric field solver,
was used to design the geometry of the S-band accelerator
cavity, and verified with HFSS[20], a 3D finite element
electric field solver. The geometry is shown in Fig. 1. The
on-axis electric field in the cavity for the π mode are shown
in Fig. 2. The peak axis in the middle cell is twice that of
the outer cells. Table 1 lists the dimensions shown in Fig. 1
.
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Figure 1: Geometry of accelerating cavity. Axis are in units
of centimeters. RF power is coupled in from the right of the
diagram.

Figure 4: Expected Q0 of the single cell accelerating cavity
at different temperatures based on our measurements of a
S-band TM01 cavity[22].

Figure 2: On-axis electric field of the cavity, scaled to 250
MV/m, calculated by SUPERFISH.

Frequency

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

The frequency of the SLAC 5045 S-band klystron can be
set between 2856 ± 10 MHz[21]. Therefore, the resonant
frequency of the cavity must be within this bandwidth from
room temperature to 20 K. The frequency of the π mode at
room temperature was chosen to be 2.85 GHz. As the cavity
is cooled to 20 K the frequency will increase to 2.859 GHz.
The predicted temperature dependence of the frequency is
shown in Fig. 3.

Because of the change in the Q0 , the rf coupling, β will
also change by a factor of 4.7 from room temperature to
cryogenic temperatures. We have chosen to use a 15 MW
3.5 µs klystron pulse for this experiment. Using this rf
pulse we would like to choose a coupling that will allow the
maximum possible accelerating gradient to be reached.
We calculated the expected gradients achieved by the Sband set up using the following equation,
s
!
2π f 0 (1+β)t
4 β ZPin
− 2Q
0
E0 [t] =
1−e
,
(1 + β) 2 L
where E0 is the gradient in the central cell, and L = 0.13 cm
is the length of the cell.
Figure 5 shows calculations for the accelerating gradient for
the given rf input pulse at three different choices of β. We
calculated the expected gradients achieved by the S-band set
up using the following equation,
s
!
2π f 0 (1+β)t
4 β ZPin
− 2Q
0
E0 [t] =
,
1
−
e
(1 + β) 2 L
where E0 is the gradient in the central cell, and L = 0.13 cm
is the length of the cell.
From these results we have chosen the room temperature
coupling to be β = 1.

RF Parameters

Figure 3: Theoretical prediction of the temperature dependence for the π mode frequency.

Coupling
At cryogenic temperatures Q0 will increase to more than
90,000. We calculate this using our measurement of the
S-band coper rf surface resistance[22]. Figure 4 shows the
expected temperature dependence of Q0 .

We calculated parameters for the π mode of a periodic
accelerating structure with the same dimensions as the middle cell of our cavity. Table 1 contains these rf parameters
calculated at room temperature.
Figure 6 shows a calculation of the frequency response of
the designed accelerator cavity. This calculation includes
the effect of the mode launcher. Since the mode launcher is
a very broadband device, it has little effect.

Thermal Calculations
The capacity of the cryocooler to remove heat from the Sband system is limited, therefore, we need to understand and
2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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Figure 5: The max gradient reached at different temperatures for three different coupling betas at room temperature.
Critical coupling was chosen, since it has the larger gradient
achieved.
Table 1: RF properties for a periodic cell calculated at room
temperature. Values are normalized to an accelerating gradient of 100 MV/m.
Quality factor (Q0 )
π mode frequency f0
Stored energy (U)
Shunt Impedance (Z)
Max Magnetic Field (Hmax )
Max Electric Field (Emax )
Losses in one cell
Hmax Z0 /Eacc
Coupling β

19,989
2.85 GHz
10.2 J
57.4 MΩ/m
275 kA/m
195.8 MV/m
9.165 MW
1.036
1.0

minimize the heat deposited in the cavity. To calculate the
energy dissipated per pulse we used the equation Pdissip [t] =
ω0U[t]/Q0 to find the dissipation as a function of time, and
then integrated this function over the pulse length of the
klystron. The amount of energy dissipated is acceptable
since the cryocooler that we are using can remove around
40W at 10K.
The pulse heating was calculated from the diffusion equation assuming the thermal properties of copper are static at
the starting temperature of the pulse. This is a bad assumption for 4K, which was therefore not computed. For other
temperatures this appears to be a good assumption, since the
pulse heating is only on the order of 10 degrees changed.
Table 2 shows the calculated gradient, power dissipation,
and rf pulse heating for our S-band experiment.

WEPOB42

Figure 6: Expected results from a frequency scan for the
S-band single cell cavity from a network analyzer. This
includes effects from the mode launcher
Table 2: Coupling and Gradient reached at different temperatures for the S-band cryo accelerating structure. Also
included are pulse heating and rf surface losses per pulse.
Data for 15 MW 3.5 µs flat pulse
Temp. (K)
4
20
30
40
Q0 /Q300 K
4.66 4.62 4.46 4.12
Coupling β
4.66 4.62 4.46 4.12
Pk. Elec. (MV/m)
261 261 260
257
Ener. Diss./Pulse (J) 9.50 9.57 9.87 10.60
∆T (K)
8.62 7.52 7.92
Temp (K)
50
77
293
Q0 /Q293 K
3.64
2.54
1
Coupling β
3.64
2.54
1
Pk. Elec. (MV/m)
253
237
179
Ener. Diss./Pulse (J) 11.82 15.97 28.83
∆T (K)
17.67 24.84

CONCLUSION
We have presented a design for a cryogenic S-band accelerating structure. We designed the experiment so that at
cryogenic temperatures the cavity will reach peak electric
fields of 250 MV/m with a 15 MW 3.5 µs input klystron
pulse. We designed the cavity to be critically coupled at
room temperature. At 30 K the Q0 will reach more than
90,000. The thermal load from rf heating in the cavity will
allow pulse repetition rates of a few Hz. We plan to investigate rf breakdown physics at S-band. This work will
show the viability of the TOPGUN project of creating an
ultra-high gradient cryogenic copper rf photoinjector.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A SHORT PERIOD CRYOGENIC UNDULATOR AT
RADIABEAM∗
F. H. O’Shea† , R. Agustsson, Y.-C. Chen, A. J. Palmowski, and E. Spranza,
RadiaBeam Technologies, Santa Monica, CA, USA
Abstract
RadiaBeam Technologies has developed a 7-mm period
length cryogenic undulator prototype to test fabrication techniques in cryogenic undulator production. We present here
our first prototype, the production techniques used to fabricate it, its magnetic performance at room temperature and
the temperature uniformity after cool down.

tioning as a room temperature undulator using vanadium permendur (VP) poles. In order to test the engineering design
of the undulator and take advantage of further development
of the TxDy we hope to pursue in the future, we built a 42
period undulator using VP poles instead of TxDy. The undulator is shown in Fig. 1. The prototype undulator performed
favorably compared to our desired specifications [1–4].

INTRODUCTION
The goal of this project was to build a cryogenic undulator
that used praseodymium-iron-boron magnets and textured
dysprosium (TxDy) poles. The latter material is being developed at RadiaBeam using an in-house formula for production
that shows a great deal of promise for increasing the gap field
strength of short period undulators, while the magnets were
purchased from a vendor. Both the material development
and undulator design goals have been discussed in previous
publications [1–4].
Because dysprosium’s Curie temperature is approximately
90 K, the undulator is necessarily cryogenic. The choice of
praseodymium based magnets is because of a spin-axis reorientation in neodymium magnets [5], and they are stronger
than samarium cobalt magnets.
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Figure 2: Layout of the minimum element representation of
the undulator in Radia. The orange objects are permanent
magnets and the blue object is the pole. The backing magnet
can be seen below the pole. All axes have units of mm. The
electron beam travels along the ŷ-axis at x = z = 0.

Figure 1: Image of the cryogenic undulator.
We met with much success in understanding the TxDy
and have developed a strong understanding of the features
of its performance. Unfortunately, we also had considerable
difficulty attaining our desired level of batch-to-batch consistency in the textured dysprosium [2, 3]. Without regular
access to a cryogenic hysteresisgraph or vibrating sample
magnetometer the turn around time for sample production
and testing made exploration of production parameters impractical. Eventually, we had to cease the development of
the textured dysprosium.
While the TxDy was being developed, the undulator design became quite advanced and showed promise for func∗
†
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The work discussed in the section was performed before
the switch from TxDy to VP. It nonetheless describes the
motivation for the design decisions made for the undulator
that was produced.
We used Radia to design the undulator [6]. The Radia
representation of the minimum magnetic element is shown
in Fig. 2. The magnetic properties for the dysprosium were
taken from a vibrating sample magnetometer measurement
made on an initial sample [2]. The material properties for
the magnets were taken from measurements of the hybrid
praseodymium-neodymium based magnets available commercially [7]. The design gap of the undulator was fixed at
2 mm to allow access with a Hall probe.
A full design study was performed including managing
demagnetization (or lack thereof), magnetic and mechanical
tolerances and magnetic field strength optimization. The
results for the dimensions and tolerances of the magnetically active objects is shown in Table 1. The low initial
permeability of TxDy (µi ∼ 102 µ0 ) as compared to VP
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Figure 3: Various views of the copper structure of the undulator during construction. (a) A jaw without magnets and poles
sitting on top of the main strong back. (b) Close-up view of the modules fastened to the rail to form a jaw. (c) Close-up
view of the modules showing the tabs in the modules used to restrain the poles (d) End view of a jaw showing the split
module design and the dovetail clamps used to restrain the modules.
(µi ∼ 104 µ0 ) combined with the high saturation induction
of the material resulted in the decision to use backing magnets to increase the field strength on the magnetic axis. To
minimize engineering complexity, we did not consider any
"3D" designs such as side magnets or non-rectangular magnets or poles [8].

of Fig. 3b and c). The modules are clamped to the rail by a
pair of dovetail clamps and held in place horizontally on the
rails by end plates (shown in Fig. 1). The combination of
one rail, 7 modules and end plates is referred to as a jaw. The
jaws are fastened in to the main strong back using precision
machined slots in which the rails fit.

Table 1: Dimensions and tolerances for the placement and
orientation of the poles and magnets. The tolerances for the
backing magnets were not simulated. Axes are as defined in
Fig. 2.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Dim.
x (mm)
y (mm)
z (mm)
θ x (mrad)
θ y (mrad)
θ z (mrad)

Poles
21.0±0.1
1.45±0.05
11.0±0.1
0±9.5
0±2.3
0±5.7

Main Mag.
24.5±0.1
1.95±0.04
17.4±0.025
0±4.5
0±2.5
0±4.0

Back Mag.
24.5
1.35
6.9
N/A
N/A
N/A

Because of the difficulty in producing the textured dysprosium of the consistent quality needed for an undulator,
we decided to create a prototype undulator using vanadium
permendur poles instead of textured dysprosium. We did
not include any end compensation scheme because this is an
engineering design (not a production device) and we were
focused on the main field nor did we perform magnet sorting.
There are well known solutions to these problems in fixed
gap undulators [9].
The substitution of the VP for TxDy had no ill-effect on the
undulator design. In fact, because of the high permeability of
the VP, the coercive fields in the magnets was reduced at all
operating points. On the other hand, because the saturation
induction is lower than that of TxDy, the simulated field
strength on axis was reduced from 1.33 T to 1.23 T (K = 0.8)
at 30 K.

Figure 4: The total gap between each of the poles in the
undulator. Each of the modules is labeled 1 through 7.
We used a calibrated theodolite to measure the distance of
the poles from each other on the open side of the undulator,
the result is shown in Fig. 4. The mean gap is 1.87±0.08 mm
and there is a taper from one end of the undulator to the other.
The mean gap is 0.13 mm smaller than the targeted value.
This was caused by an improperly sized jig during trimming
of the poles that resulted in the poles being larger in the
ẑ-direction than desired. Further, review of the engineering
drawings showed that several of the gap-defining features
were allowed to vary (within tolerance) enough to account
for the taper in the gap.

MECHANICAL DESIGN

FIELD MEASUREMENT AT ROOM
TEMPERATURE

The structure of the undulator is split in to 3 levels: the
main strong back seen at the bottom of Fig. 3a, the rail (seen
at the bottom of Fig. 3d) and the modules (seen at the bottom

The magnetic field of the undulator was measured at room
temperature using a 1D Lakeshore 460 Hall probe and 460
Gaussmeter. The probe was secured to a 5-axis motion
2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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system while the undulator was fastened to a 6-axis motion
system. The probe was set to measure the field in the ẑaxis. What little motion was possible in this direction was
used to minimize the field measured at both ends of the
undulator. The same procedure was used to minimize the
field by moving the probe along the x̂-axis. The two points
found at either end of the undulator using this method defined
the magnetic axis. A central line out along the magnetic axis
was taken (see Fig. 5).

Figure 6: Temperature of the cryogenic test setup.

40 K. The temperature gradient along the length of the undulator was 10 K, which we attribute to incomplete thermal
isolation of the undulator because the part of the undulator
closest to the stand is the warmest.
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Figure 5: Plot of the data points taken during a line out scan
along the magnetic axis of the undulator (circles) and a line
connecting those points.
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Abstract
Design features and experimental results are presented
for a sub-mm wave source [1] based on APS RF
thermionic electron gun. The setup includes compact
alpha-magnet, quadrupoles, sub-mm-wave radiators, and
THz optics. The sub-THz radiator is a planar, oversized
structure with gratings. Source upgrade for generation
frequencies above 1 THz is discussed. The THz radiator
will use a short-period undulator having 1 T field
amplitude, ~20 cm length, and integrated with a low-loss
oversized waveguide. Both radiators are integrated with a
miniature horn antenna and a small ~90°-degree invacuum bending magnet. The electron beamline is
designed to operate different modes including conversion
to a flat beam interacting efficiently with the radiator. The
source can be used for cancer diagnostics, surface
defectoscopy, and non-destructive testing. Sub-THz
experiment demonstrated a good potential of a robust,
table-top system for generation of a narrow bandwidth
THz radiation. This setup can be considered as a
prototype of a compact, laser-free, flexible source capable
of generation of long trains of Sub-THz and THz pulses
with repetition rates not available with laser-driven
sources.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
To generate narrow bandwidth, sub-THz beams a
resonant Cherenkov radiation is proved can be effective
and compact alternative to coherent undulator radiation
especially at beam energies as low as few MeVs produced
by a thermionic RF Gun followed by a magnetic
compression [1]. Classical coherent Cherenkov radiation
is usually produced [2] in rather dispersive (low group
velocity), closed resonant structures having electrically
small (in wavelength scale) apertures. The radiation is
usually driven by a monopole, essentially single mode,
long-range wakefields. The coherent radiation frequency
is determined by the resonant synchronism between phase
and electron beam velocities. Therefore, for relativistic
electron beams frequency adjustment is very limited to be
practical for such a “resonant Cherenkov” source. We
overcome this issue by using an overmoded, high group
velocity, slow-wave structure employed as a radiator.
Performance specifics of such a tuneable, oversized, side___________________________________________

*Supported by the U.S. Department of Energy (award No. DE-SCFOA-0007702).
#asmirnov@radiabeam.com

open, planar experimental structure are discussed below.
Another fundamental problem related to Coherent
Vavilov–Cherenkov radiation is limited maximum
frequency when using low-energy, low-brightness driving
electron beams. Since the interaction gap is still
proportional to wavelength even for oversized,
overmoded structures, the transmitted beam current drops
dramatically. Besides, micro-bunching capabilities of
magnetic compression remain limited resulting in rapid
reduction of bunching factor at higher frequencies. These
issues make such a source impractical above ~1 THz.
Therefore, for 1 THz frequency and above we consider
below a compact undulator instead of Cherenkov radiator
using basically the same beamline.

RBT-APS EXPERIMENT OUTLINES
Experimental setup of the sub-THz source [1] was
developed jointly by RadiaBeam Technologies, LLC and
the Accelerator Systems Division of Advanced Photon
Source (APS) at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL). It
is deployed on the Injector Test Stand (ITS) of the APS.
We briefly outline here three novel features of the source:
a) rather wide tunability of the frequency and the
radiation spectrum; b) capability to determine effective
microbunch length from the spectra taken; and c)
relatively low α-magnet extra strength required to make
up the microbunch space charge.
Originally the side-open, oversized, planar radiator was
designed for ~504 GHz frequency (at 0.986c phase
velocity). Nevertheless we have produced spectra tuned
across two frequency ranges: (476–584) GHz with close
to theoretical 7% instantaneous FWHM (see Figure 1a),
and also (311–334) GHz with 38% instantaneous
bandwidth. Both single line (for each band) and two-line
spectra (see Figure 1) are producible in a well controllable
way. Tuning has been accomplished with the following
means: a) kinetic beam energy variation (2.5-2.9) MeV;
and b) alpha-magnet gradient (2.15-2.71) T/m. Additional,
fine tuning was done by varying pitch angle related to
aligning of the radiator assembly with respect to the
beamline axis. The spectrum peak frequency was tuned
mostly with beam energy, whereas the intensity of each of
these frequency components was controlled relatively
independently from zero to maximum by fine tuning of
the beam transport (steering) within the structure. The
interferometric results indicate that at higher electron
beam energies the spectrum peak frequency is lower. This
2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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is expected from the dispersion of the resonant mode of
the slow wave structure and also consistent with high
group velocity exceeding 0.8c, which determines the
enhanced frequency sensitivity to the beam voltage.

a)
b)
Figure 1: Spectra Fourier-transformed from the raw
experimental interferograms (on the insets) measured at
(2.71, 2.15) T/m (a, b) α-magnet gradients and (2.9, 2.5)
MeV (a, b) beam kinetic energies.
In the previous experiment [2] beam energy have also
been varied by ~1 MeV. However, the electronic tuning
did not take noticeable effect, because the beam was
strongly relativistic (around 10.5 MeV energy), whereas
the group velocity was lower (gr0.3).
Appearance of two frequency components from a
relativistic beam as seen in Figure 1b presents a new
phenomenon.
It results from wakefield excitation
features in the side-open overmoded structure supporting
also lower frequency synchronous modes (including
dipole-like asymmetric modes). A similar effect is
observed in simulations with longer bunches (see Figure
2): Generation of lower than the fundamental frequency
(~300 GHz versus ~500 GHz) occurs at longer bunch
lengths (>200 m) when the beam is displaced
horizontally by a few mm from the axis of symmetry.
This correlates with our experimental observation of
Figure 1b, where the alpha-magnet gradient is only 2.15
T/m vs. the 2.71 T/m gradient for Figure 1a, and also vs.
the ~2.5 T/m optimal gradient found in simulations. This
means that the bunch length for Figure 1b is certainly
longer than that one in Figure 1a.

Figure 2: GdfidL [3] asymmetric wakefield simulation in
gratings structure [4]: FFT for longitudinal field Ez at z=L
and Ez contour plot in the median plane at t=24 ps.
Filament microbunch with Gaussian distribution has
z=250 m rms length and x=-2.5 mm horizontal offset.
Structure axis of symmetry is located at x=0.
One can distinguish homogeneous spectrum broadening
related to higher attenuation, larger gap, and reduced
effective interaction length (vs. theoretical) caused by the
beam misalignment and the beam losses inside the

WEPOB48

structure. Inhomogeneous broadening is related to pulseto-pulse and intra-macropulse variations of the peak
current and the electron beam energy.
Set of the interferograms taken allows also
characterizing beam microbunching (relevant to the
source wavelengths). We have selected interferograms
that correspond to the same pitch angle and filtered them
out to ensure that the spectral peak magnitudes are
decreasing monotonously with frequency. For peaks
having nearly coinciding frequencies we applied
averaging. And finally we performed a fit of the plot
obtained (see Figure 3) to the Gaussian bunching factor
squared: exp    t 2 , where =2πf, and t is the r.m.s.





bunch length. As a result we found t=231 fs, (i.e. z=69
m) at standard deviation error of 4.1%. Other selections
(e.g., for the same ~0.5 THz band or without filtering
applied) give even shorter r.m.s. bunch durations (down
to 200 fs at error 9%).

Figure 3: Radiation intensity (interferogram FFT units) as
a function of spectrum peak frequency (solid) and fit to
the formfactor squared for a Gaussian shape (dotted).
This result is very close to the bunch length measured in a
very similar setup [5]. GPT [6] simulations performed
with 20 pC charge (typically transmitted through the
1.75” long, 0.8 mm gap radiator) resulted in t=205 fs
(vs. ~90 fs without space charge effect in GPT or
ELEGANT [7]). At much higher frequencies the r.m.s.
bunch length cannot be applied reliably as the beam is
generally not Gaussian (finer bunch structure may impact
the formfactor).
From the experimental data taken at different flat beam
currents transmitted through the planar radiator [1] we
have also determined relative enhancement of the magnet gradient required to compensate space charge
effect: ~0.65%/pC vs. 0.6%/pC found from GPT
simulations. Note, for a circular beam at comparable
energy, charge, and RF injector frequency, the increase of
the optimum alpha-magnet gradient caused by the space
charge effect appears to be more significant: ~20% for 20
pC charge and 80% for 100 pC charge [8]. That suggests
flat beam configuration can be advantageous for enhanced
microbunching to generate higher frequencies.

UNDULATOR-BASED RADIATOR
To extend the source capabilities beyond 1 THz
frequencies and to enhance frequency tuning flexibility
we are going to replace the Cherenkov radiator by an
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undulator (see Figure 4) to produce coherent spontaneous
emission.
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and Sapphire THz window as well as larger magnetic
gaps (for both the undulator and bending magnets). That
was enabled by substantially higher antenna directivity
(37 dBi vs. 25 dBi for 0.5 THz Cherenkov radiator) using
the same 2.5” cube. Calculations of the spontaneous THz
undulator radiation indicate comparable and even higher
peak power vs. that for the sub-THz setup [1].

a)
Figure 4: Beamline schematic for (~0.7-1.23) THz source.
The undulator design of classic Halbach type is shown
in Figure 5. The 1st and 2nd integrals are matched.
Undulator factor is 0.87 (r.m.s.), magnetic aperture
3.5×25.4 mm2, and period 13.15 mm. These parameters
enable generation of up to 1.23 THz frequency with 3
MeV beam.

b)
c)
Figure 7: Radiator assembly vertical cut view (a), general
rendering (b), and horizontal cut view (c) of the bending
magnet sub-assembly with beam trajectories hitting
Faraday cup screen.
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Figure 5: Radia [9] design of PM undulator.
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Larger interaction gap (by factor of ~3) and longer
length (~14 periods) would allow compensating the
formfactor drop at these higher frequencies (at
comparable relative spectral width). One important
parameter is a product of transmitted bunch charge and
formfactor at given frequency. GPT simulations are given
in Figure 6 for this parameter at 1.23 THz and plotted
along optimized beamline. For the undulator setup of
Figure 4 this parameter achieved (>30 pC) is higher than
that in previous setup (<30 pC at 0.5 THz).

Figure 6: GPT simulation for equivalent point charge [C]
capable of radiation at 1.23 THz plotted along the
beamline downstream the alpha-magnet. The blue vertical
lines indicate positions of undulator entrance and exit at
2.1 mm vacuum gap.
The radiator assembly with the built-in bending magnet
is shown in Figure 7. The assembly has been designed to
maximize THz and electron beams outcoupling while
allowing longer engineering distance required between
the undulator chamber opening (serving as an antenna)
1000
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LCLS INJECTOR LASER PROFILE SHAPING USING DIGITAL
MICROMIRROR DEVICE
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Abstract

INTRODUCTION
The injector laser at LCLS consists of a Ti:Sapphire laser
system, producing a 2 ps pulsed laser at 760 nm with a repetition rate of 120 Hz. The infrared laser is then converted
to ultraviolet wavelength (253 nm) via nonlinear process
in a frequency tripler. The UV laser then strikes a copper photocathode which emits photo-electrons due to the
photo-electric eﬀect [1]. Past studies have shown that certain laser proﬁles lead to lower electron beam emittance [2,
3]. Figure. 1 is a typical example of the transverse proﬁle
of the LCLS injector laser (left) and electron beam proﬁle (right) near cathode. Hot spots and non-uniformities
in the laser proﬁle and photocathode quantum eﬃciency
lead to non-uniformities in the electron beam. Therefore,
with spatial shaper optics, we can address and remove the
non-uniformities and achieve arbitrary proﬁles.
In this paper, we brieﬂy discuss the hardware choice and
experimental setup. We describe the experimental methods
to achieve accurate shaping of the laser and the electron beam
proﬁles. We also demonstrate promising results obtained at
LCLS.

HARDWARE AND EXPERIMENTAL
SETUP
There are many commercially available adaptive optics. J.
Maxson et al. [4] have used liquid-crystal-on-silicon (LCoS)
spatial light modulators (SLM) to spatially modulate laser
∗

siqili@slac.stanford.edu

Figure 1: Example of LCLS injector laser transverse proﬁle
(left). Example of electron beam emission proﬁle (right)
near cathode.

and electron beam with the green photocathode at Cornell.
However, LCoS based SLMs are not compatible with UV
lasers for our case. A. Halavanau et al. [5] have used a
microlens array to experimentally characterize and shape
the beam transverse proﬁle. Other relevant studies can be
found in [6, 7, 8]. After extensive damage tests on various
materials [9], we choose to work with digital micromirror
device (DMD) from Texas Instruments [10]. Unfortunately,
there is no DMD available to work in deep UV as our laser
wavelength, so we resort to a third-party company for replacing the window on the chip in order to transmit UV. Damage
tests have shown that a converted UV DMD can sustain up
to 90 μJ laser power with beam size 1 cm (damage threshold
varies with beam size), when the laser pulse is placed after
the micromirrors have just stabilized into a new state for
each period (see details in [10]).
The model we use is DLP 7000 DMD which consists of
768×1024 micromirrors with size 13.68 μm. The micromirrors can ﬂip into two states, ON or OFF corresponding to
+/-12 ◦ , given an input voltage. Due to the nature of the
DMD design, laser intensity reduction is achieved by grouping the individual micromirrors into macropixels and turning
oﬀ a fraction of randomly-distributed micromirrors in each
macropixel to reduce intensity by a certain amount. The
device is programmable through an API in Matlab, which
we incorporate into the LCLS EPICS control system.
A technical subtlety is the pulse front tilt introduced by
the DMD, as from a grating. The pulse front tilt is eﬀectively
a correlation between the time coordinate and the transverse
position coordinate. In the case of the DMD, or a grating,
the correlation results in an elongated pulse length. We
compensate this eﬀect by introducing a diﬀraction grating
upstream of the DMD (Fig. 2), which cancels the pulse
front tilt from the DMD. The compensation is conﬁrmed by
measuring the electron bunch length in comparison to the
regular setup without DMD, which shows < 10% diﬀerence.
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In the Linear Coherent Light Source (LCLS) at SLAC,
the injector laser plays an important role as the source of the
electron beam for the Free Electron Laser (FEL). The emittance of the beam is highly related to the transverse proﬁle
of the injector laser. Currently the LCLS injector laser has
undesired features, such as hot spots, which carry over to the
electron beam. These undesired features increase electron
emittance, degrade the FEL performance, and complicate
operations. The injector laser shaping project at LCLS aims
to produce arbitrary electron beam proﬁles, such as cutGaussian, uniform, and parabolic, and to study the eﬀect of
spatial proﬁles on beam emittance and FEL performance.
Eﬀectively it also allows easy transition between the two
spare lasers, where the operators can use the spatial shaper to
achieve identical proﬁles for the two lasers. In this paper, we
describe the experimental methods to achieve laser proﬁle
shaping and electron beam proﬁle shaping respectively, and
demonstrate promising results.
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Figure 2: Grating and DMD setup in order to compensate
pulse front tilt introduced by the DMD.
Figure 4: Original beam proﬁle at VCC (left) and Stanford
tree proﬁle at VCC (right).

SHAPING THE LASER
Mapping
In the optical setup, the DMD plane is imaged on to the
cathode. A Virtual Cathode Camera (VCC) reﬂects the laser
proﬁle on the cathode, and we treat VCC as the target plane
for shaping the laser. In order to achieve accurate shaping
we need to have a mapping between the DMD plane and the
VCC plane. We assume a linear transformation between the
two planes, which takes into account of magniﬁcation, rotation, skewing, and mirror imaging [4]. This transformation
is illustrated in Fig. 3 and the transformation relation can be
expressed by a set of linear equations (Eq. 1).

shape. The shaping gain is deﬁned as the ratio of the number
of real micromirrors to turn oﬀ to the calculated number
of micromirrors to turn oﬀ. We allow for gain less than 1
and multiple iterations to approach the target shape. So far,
we have demonstrated preliminary laser shaping to test the
algorithm (Fig. 5).

Figure 3: Mapping between the DMD plane and target plane
(VCC in our case).

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

X t = Cx (1)X dmd + Cx (2)Ydmd + Cx (3)
Yt = Cy (1)X dmd + Cy (2)Ydmd + Cy (3)

(1)

We turn on a small section of DMD at (X dmd ,Ydmd ) and
record the signal position on the target plane (X t ,Yt ). We
repeat the procedure at least three times and apply a least
square ﬁtting to solve for the C coeﬃcients from the set of
equations to obtain the mapping relation. This method can
be used in any target plane as long as the imaging process is
linear. As a demonstration of the mapping, we put a Stanford
tree on DMD, targeting the VCC plane, as shown in Fig. 4.

Shaping
We implement an algorithm that iteratively shapes the
laser. The user initially provides a general choice of target
shape, such as ﬂat-top, cut-Gaussian, or parabolic. Considering that the DMD only reduces intensity, the user also
provides a minimum eﬃciency required for shaping. The
ﬁrst iteration deﬁnes a cost function in terms of shaping
error and shaping eﬃciency, which is then minimized to ﬁnd
the optimal parameters that speciﬁcally determine the goal

Figure 5: Example VCC images of laser shaping. Top left
is the original laser proﬁle. Top right is parabolic shaping.
Bottom left is cut-Gaussian shaping. Bottom right is ﬂat-top
shaping.
Due to the grating nature of a DMD, the micromirrors
diﬀract the beam into diﬀerent orders. The optical set up was
designed to output most eﬃciency into a central diﬀraction
order with 60% eﬃciency. Considering the grating eﬃciency
and transport eﬃciency, we expect 10 to 15% total eﬃciency.
With 90 μJ on the DMD limited by damage threshold, this
corresponds to 12 μJ on cathode. With shaping, we have
operated with 90 to 130 pC of charge so far. Since we are
mostly limited by DMD damage threshold, the ﬁnal charge
can be increased by custom-made DMD that can sustain
higher laser power at deep UV.

SHAPING THE ELECTRON BEAM
Compared to shaping the laser, the complication of shaping the electron beam comes in mapping. The electron
2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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imaging from cathode to a downstream image plane is not
linear as in the optical case. For example, the magniﬁcation depends on the charge, which again depends on the
quantum eﬃciency (QE) of the cathode, and quantum eﬃciency nonuniformity is what we are trying to correct for
by shaping the electron beam proﬁle. Therefore, instead
of following the mapping procedure as in the laser shaping
case, we choose the target plane immediately after cathode,
where the electron emission proﬁle is the product of the laser
proﬁle and the QE proﬁle of the cathode.
In order to obtain a QE proﬁle, we need to measure charge
counts across the area where the laser strikes the cathode
surface. Since we only need a relative QE map, we use a
YAG screen downstream of the cathode to capture electron
emission. The total count of the signal is a measure of charge.
We turn on a 30 by 30 micromirrror square on DMD and
move it across the laser proﬁle. For each square, we analyze
the YAG image to measure the charge count. At the same
time we analyze the VCC image to measure laser intensity.
The procedure of the raster scan is illustrated in Fig. 6. The
mapping between (X dmd ,Ydmd ) and (X t ,Yt ) is also obtained
during the scan. To avoid measurement and analysis bias
which leads to correlation between measured QE and laser
intensity, each time before we start a raster scan, we shape
the laser proﬁle into a ﬂat-top beam on VCC, and then apply
the ﬂat-top mask together with the square to do the raster
scan. In this way, we ensure that the laser intensity is ﬂat
across the beam proﬁle and the charge counts on YAG reﬂect
the QE of the cathode. Indeed, the correlation coeﬃcient
of the measured QE and laser intensity is < 0.05. We also
move the laser around cathode to expand the region of the
raster scan and later merge the results together. Figure 7
shows the results from two scans. The resolution of the QE
scan is determined by how small a square we can put on
DMD while maintaining signiﬁcant signal to noise ratio on
VCC and YAG screens. The lowest resolution we can put
on is 30×30 micromirrors squares, taking into account of
optical demagniﬁcation, which corresponds to an area of
90×90μm on the cathode.

WEPOB49

Figure 7: Combined two raster scan results of the QE map.

performance. We use the digital micromirror device to experimentally shape the transverse laser proﬁle. We described
the method to obtain mapping between DMD plane and target plane, and an algorithm to achieve laser proﬁle shaping.
For electron beam shaping, we work around the nonlinear
nature of electron imaging by reconstructing electron emission from the cathode. We scan small areas across the DMD
and measure charge emission to obtain a quantum eﬃciency
proﬁle. We compensate for the measured QE proﬁle by altering the target laser proﬁle, and then use the laser shaping
algorithm to control the emitted electron beam. Currently
we are developing more accurate electron beam imaging in
order to assess the result of shaping. We are also connecting
the laser proﬁle to FEL performance by incorporating the
shaping process into a Bayesian optimizer [11].
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COMPUTATION OF SYNCHROTRON RADIATION
Dean Andrew Hidas∗ , Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY, USA

This presentation introduces a new open-source software
development for the computation of radiation from charged
particles and beams in magnetic and electric fields. The
computations are valid in the near-field regime for both relativistic and non-relativistic scenarios. This project is being
developed, and is currently in use, at Brookhaven National
Laboratory’s National Synchrotron Light Source II. Primary
applications include, but are not limited to, the computation
of spectra, photon flux densities, and power density distributions from undulators, wigglers, and bending magnets on arbitrary shaped surfaces in 3D making possible detailed study
of sensitive accelerator and beam-line equipment. Application interfaces are available in Python, Mathematica, and
C. Practical use cases are demonstrated and benchmarked.
Additionally, future upgrades will be elaborated on.

INTRODUCTION
Open Source Code for Advanced Radiation Simulation
(OSCARS) [1] is a new open source software developed at
Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL). OSCARS is a general purpose code for the calculation of radiation of charged
particles in motion. Primary uses are for synchrotron and
accelerator facilities where photon density distributions and
heat loads on accelerator and beam-line equipment is of great
interest. This software allows for the calculation of these
properties on arbitrary shaped surfaces in 3 dimensions.
At its core OSCARS is a numerical discretization of derived equations from the Liéard-Wiechert potentials, which
are valid for relativistic and non-relativistic particles alike
and includes the so-called near-field contributions. These
calculations are based off of the particle trajectory, which
in OSCARS is calculated from the well known relativistic
Lorenz force given in equation 1. The particle trajectory
propagation is determined in 3D using a 4th -order RungeKutta method to solve the second order equations of motion.
Other methods, such as adaptive step, are easily implemented
and of potential future interest depending on use cases.
d p®
®
= q(E® + v® × B)
dτ

(1)

CORE CAPABILITIES
OSCARS is capable of computing charged particle trajectories, power density distributions, flux density distributions,
and spectra for charged particles and charged particle beams
in arbitrary magnetic field configurations. This includes
multi-particle simulations of mixed-particle type beams of
native or user defined particle types. OSCARS is capable of
computing power density and flux density distributions on
∗

dhidas@bnl.gov
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arbitrary surfaces in 3 dimensions. OSCARS also allows for
the easy definition of surface planes and arbitrary objects in
3D, with simple utilities to translate and rotate them in space,
making it versatile and extendible to many applications at
accelerator facilities.
Utilities are built-in for modern large scale computing.
A typical user will benefit from an easy python MPI [2]
implementation to achieve moderate gains in speed on their
desktop, workstation computer, or cluster. For very largescale simulations OSCARS is also designed to be run on
any modern grid/cloud computing infrastructure such as the
Department of Energy and National Science Foundation
supported Open Science Grid [3], where it has already been
run extensively.
OSCARS is capable of reading in 1D, 2D, and 3D field
configurations of various formats. In the case of 1D data,
irregularly spaced points are interpolated to form a uniform
grid to maximize the speed of trajectory calculations. Additionally OSCARS has utilities built-in for generating dipole,
Gaussian, undulator, and wiggler fields. These fields are not
discretized which allows for high precision calculations. A
user may also input any functional form in the same manner
by simply creating any python function which describes the
field of interest.
The core code is written in C++ for speed and has a python
extension. The main application programming interface
is written in Python for ease of use and integrability by
the larger scientific community. Currently the extension
is available for python 2.7 and is forthcoming for python
versions ≥ 3.4. No additional packages are required to
run the core of OSCARS. The user is free to choose any
visualization platform. As of writing this a modest package
for visualization exists for OSCARS based on matplotlib [4]
which is non-essential, but perhaps convenient.

SPECTRUM & FLUX DENSITY
The electric field is calculated in the frequency domain
directly from equation 2, which is derived by taking the
Fourier transform of the Liéard-Wiechert potentials. This
derivation and different formulations can be found in many
texts [5–7]. The spectrum is calculated for the idealized
planar undulator U49 (λm = 49 [mm], Nperiods = 55, and
Bvmax = 1 [T]) for both the case of a filament beam (singleparticle) and for the NSLS-II design parameters in a 6.6 [m]
straight section at its final operating current of 500 [mA].
The beam parameters used are v = 0.008 [nm rad], h =
0.9 [nm rad], βv = 0.8 [m], βh = 1.5 [m], E = 3 [GeV],
and ∆E/E = 0.001. Figure 1 shows the on-axis spectrum
and flux density at 30 [m] around the 3r d harmonic in the
spectrum. The computation of the flux density on a grid of
200 × 200 takes less than 4 seconds on a modest laptop (with
2.8 GHz Intel Core i7).
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Figure 1: Left: On-axis spectrum for the simulated U49
undulator 30 [m] downstream showing the 3rd harmonic for
a filament beam (single-particle), and realistic beam using
the NSLS-II design parameters for a 6.6 [m] straight section
(multi-particle). Right: Flux density from the same U49 as
seen for an energy of 456 [eV] at 30 [m] downstream from
the source.

® r, ω) = ieω
E(®
4πc0

∫

+∞

−∞

β® − n̂(1 +
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ωD ) iω(τ+ D
c )

e
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Figure 2: Power density distribution from the simulate
EPU49 on a surface perpendicular to the beam (left) 30 [m]
downstream and on a surface parallel to the beam direction
displaced from the beam axis by 4 [mm] (right).

(2)
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POWER DENSITY
The power density is calculated as the radiated power
given by equation 3. OSCARS allows for the calculation of
the power density on arbitrary surfaces by simply weighting
the integration by the scalar product n̂ · Ŝ at each point in
the discretization, where Ŝ is the surface unit normal. This
is notably different than calculating this quantity on a flat
surface and projecting it onto the desired surface (as can
be done in popular CAD software), which in some cases
produces an incorrect result.
Figure 2 shows the power density from a simulated elliptically polarizing undulator EPU49 (similar to U49 with an
additional Bh component offset in phase by π/2 from Bv
with the same magnitude). The first plot shows the power
density distribution on a plane perpendicular to the direction
of the beam while the second one shows the power density
on a plane parallel to the beam direction but offset vertically by 4 [mm] and centered longitudinally at the center of
EPU49 (which is also taken to be the lattice reference point).
The latter, one can imagine, is the interior surface of the flat
portion of the vacuum chamber passing through the center
of an undulator.

qI
P( x®) =
16π 2 0 c

∫

∞

−∞

® × a® ) 1
n® × ((®
n − β)
c
(n̂ · Ŝ) dt (3)
|®
r |2
(1 − β® · n®)5

Figure 3: Power density distribution from a simulated EPU
on a tapered and corrugated fictitious beam-pipe 20 [m]
downstream.

visualization frameworks. The requirement for a surface is
only a list of points in space and their corresponding surface
normal vectors. In future releases calculation of the normal
vector will likely be automated for differential geometries.
OSCARS is a generalized platform for radiation computation. There is no preferred direction for any element, giving
ultimate control to the user. For example, particle beams can
be defined in any direction and fields can easily be imported,
rotated, and translated in space. Simple tools exist to create
rectangular surfaces and orient them in any direction and
position in space. All elements in OSCARS can be easily
translated and rotated in space.
Any computation in OSCARS can be run in single-particle
or multi-particle mode by simply adding the argument nparticles=1000 (for 1000 particles). When multiple beams are
used they are sampled according to their defined weight. The
phase space for that beam is then sampled for the individual
particle kinematics.

GEOMETRIES AND FEATURES

CONCLUSION

OSCARS is capable of calculating these quantities on any
arbitrary surface. One example of this is shown in Figure 3.
Included in OSCARS are utilities for parametric 3D surfaces.
One is not limited to these types of surfaces, however visualization of parametric surfaces is common for many data

A new and modern simulation code for advanced radiation simulation has been developed which is fast, powerful,
flexible, and open source. Notably, this new simulation is capable of calculating power densities on arbitrary geometries
in 3D.
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DC PHOTOGUN GUN TEST FOR RHIC LOW ENERGY ELECTRON
COOLER (LEReC)*
D. Kayran#, Z. Altinbas, D. Beavis, S. Bellavia, D. Bruno, M. Costanzo, A. V. Fedotov, D. Gassner,
J. Halinski, K. Hamdi, J. Jamilkowski, J. Kewisch, C.-J. Liaw, G. Mahler, T. A. Miller, S. K. Nayak,
T. Rao, S. Seletskiy, B. Sheehy, J. Tuozzolo, Z. Zhao
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973, U.S.A.
.

Abstract
Non-magnetized bunched electron cooling of low
energy RHIC requires electron beam energy in range of
1.6-2.6 MeV, with average current up to 45 mA, very
small energy spread, and low emittance [1]. A 400 kV DC
gun equipped with photocathode and laser delivery
system will serve as a source of high quality electron
beam. Acceleration will be achieved by an SRF 704 MHz
booster cavity and other RF components that are
scheduled to be operational in early 2018. The DC gun
testing in its installed location in RHIC will start in early
2017. During this stage we plan to test the critical
equipment in close to operation conditions: laser beam
delivery system, cathode QE lifetime, DC gun, beam
instrumentation, high power beam dump system, and
controls. In this paper we describe the gun test set up,
major components, and parameters to be achieved and
measured during the gun beam test.

INTRODUCTION

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

The LEReC uses a replica of the DC photocathode gun
used in the Cornell University prototype injector, which
has already been producing record high-brightness, high
average current electron beams [2]. The gun has been
built and is currently HV conditioning Cornell University.
The gun will be operated with a multi-alkali NaK2Sb (or
CsK2Sb) photocathode, which will be illuminated with
green (532 nm) laser light with an oscillator frequency of
704 MHz. The 400 keV electron beam from the gun is
transported via a 704 MHz SRF booster cavity and 2.1

GHz 3rd harmonic linearizer normal conductive cavity.
Electron beam is accelerated to maximum kinetic energy
of 2.6 MeV. In drift space electron bunch is stretched to
required bunch length. Before entering the cooling section
accumulated energy chirp is compensated by normal
conductive 704 MHz cavity. Two dogleg-like mergers and
mirror dipole are used to combine and to separate electron
cooler electron beam with/from RHIC ion beams. The
layout of LEReC is shown in Fig. 1. The optics of entire
transport line has been designed and optimized to delivery
electron bunches for different operation energies with
quality satisfied electron cooling requirement (Table 1)
[3].
Table 1: LEReC Electron Beam Requirements
Kinetic energy, MeV
Bunch Charge, pC
Bunches per train
Macro bunch charge, nC
Macro bunch rep. f, MHz
Total beam Current. mA
Normalized Emittance, µ
Energy spread, 10-4

1.6
130
30
3.9
9.3
36
< 2.5
<5

2.0
160
27
4.3
9.3
40
< 2.5
<5

2.6
200
24
4.8
9.3
45
< 2.5
<5

PURPOSE OF LEREC GUN TEST
The gun beam test (see Fig. 2) is the first stage of
LEReC commissioning. Our aim is to test critical LEReC
equipment in close to operation condition. This will
demonstrate that the DC gun with photocathode meets its
performance specifications and can work reliably.

Figure 1: Layout of LEReC accelerator. Red contour box indicates DC gun test area.

____________________________________________
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Figure 2: LEReC DC gun beam test layout. 2.1 GHz 3rd harmonic cavity (tested aside of beam line) and 704MHz SRF
cavities (shown as a blue box contour) will be installed in replacement of temporary beam line after gun test is finished
in fall of 2017.

Parameter
Kinetic Energy
Bunch charge
Laser frequency
Laser pulse duration
Macro-bunch charge
Macro-bunch repetition rate
Normalized emittance
RMS bunch size
Maximum average power

Value
0.4
130
704
80
3.9
9.3
1-1.5
1-3
10

Units
MeV
pC
MHz
psec
nC
MHz
mm mrad
mm
kW

GUN TEST LAYOUT
The gun to booster beam line includes two solenoids,
H/V correctors, laser insertion and extraction ports, beam
profile monitor (PM), and two beam position monitors
(BPM) (see Fig. 3).
Temporary line (see Fig. 2) consists of: ERL type
solenoid, H/V corrector, beam position monitors (BPMs),
fast current transformer (FCT).

Transport line consist of: two ERL solenoids, two H/V
correctors, three BPMs, integrated current transformer
(ICT), direct current transformer (DCCT), multi-slits, and
PM. Straight ahead line is terminated by Faraday cup
(FC) at the end. This line could be used for current
control and transverse emittance measurements (for
LEReC beam instrumentation details see [4]).

Figure 3: LEReC gun area side view.
Beam dump extraction line consists of CeC type 45degrees dipole, two ERL quadrupoles with trims (one
horizontal, one vertical correction), BPM, PM, 2D halo
monitor, and fast current transformer (FCT). Inclined
beam line is terminated by CeC type beam dump that also
serves as a Faraday cup. The inclined line will be used for
beam energy and energy spread measurements, transverse
and longitudinal halo studies.
With later installed RF cavities this line could be used
for bunch length measurements and RF cavities phase
tuning.

BEAM DUMP
The beam dump is cooled from top and bottom by
water circulation (Fig. 4). The sides are cooled only by
copper thermo-conductivity. For optimum cooling, the
electron beam will be spread more in the vertical
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Components to be tested during gun commissioning: a)
laser beam delivery system (laser, laser shaping, laser
transport, laser pulse stability); b) vacuum components; c)
cathode manipulation system; d) DC gun characterization
(stability, maximum operation voltage, electron beam
quality); e) magnets (power supply); f) beam
instrumentation; g) Control system (timing system,
machine protection system, control of laser, gun power
supply etc.); h) high average power beam extraction and
dump system.
Gun test is designed to measure: a) beam energy and
energy spread; b) emittance () and Twiss parameters (,
) using solenoid scan and/or slits; c) Longitudinal and
transverse halo. During later runs with booster cavity
installed we should be able to measure: bunch length and
slice emittance. The Gun test main parameters are listed
in Table 2.
Table 2: Gun Test Expected Parameters
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direction. The beam profile monitor is used to match the
electron beam with the aperture of the beam dump. At
high beam power a BPM will provide an interlock if the
beam trajectory is out of a predefined range of offsets (for
LEReC machine protection system details see [5]). A
second protection method uses four sets of slightly
inserted halo monitors. These monitors measure very
small current deposition on any of the four beam dump
jaws in order to detect any beam profile changes.

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

BEAM CURRENT RAMP UP
Space charge could play significant effects to beam
dynamics. In order to increase average current preferable
scenario is to keep charge per pulse constant while
increasing numbers of macro-pulses.
Alternative could be increasing charge per bunch while
keep pulse pattern untouched. As a results beam envelope
will vary with space charge. For example on Fig. 6 we
show RMS envelopes from gun to dump as a result of
PARMELA [8] simulation with nominal space charge and
significant low charge. We will explore both options of
ramping up current during gun commissioning.

Figure 4: Beam dump geometry.
Optics of the inclined beam line is flexible enough to
transport beam at all LEReC required energies to the
beam dump (see Fig. 5).
Figure 6: RMS beam envelope in the gun test beam line
for nominal charge of 130 pC and very small charge of
0.13 pC.

SUMMARY
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Figure 5: Stay clear aperture (5x rms beam envelop size)
and vacuum pipe aperture in beam-dump line for 3 different energies.
Many beam line components are transferred from R&D
ERL test facility [6] and CeC PoP experiment [7]: SRF
cavity, solenoids, quadrupoles, magnets power supplies,
beam profile monitors, beam position monitors, DCCTs,
ICT, 45 degrees dipole, 10 kW beam dump. Rest of the
beam line components have been designed and are
currently being procured.

MAGNETIC SHIELDING
The energy of the electrons leaving the gun is
~400 keV. A residual field 0.5 Gauss (Earth’s magnetic
field) in 1 m will bend the beam to 20 mrad. The beam
shift could be on the order of 1 cm. After 2 m of drift
space, the beam would be lost on the minimum aperture
of the vacuum chamber. On the bench test confirmed that
3 layers of 9 mils of µ-metal foil wrapped around the
vacuum chamber sufficient to reduce field inside to 0.05
Gauss for external field up to 2 Gauss.

To reduce risk we will start commission the DC gun
photoinjector for LEReC during RHIC Run 17.
Gun test is designed to provide initial studies of DC
gun performance and test key concepts for LEReC
commissioning: MPS operation, cathode delivery system,
laser system, high average current capability etc.
The optics of extraction line is flexible enough to
accommodate different energies required for later stages
of LEReC operation.
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SIMULATION OF STRAY ELECTRONS IN THE RHIC LOW
ENERGY COOLER
J. Kewisch,# Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973, U.S.A.

Abstract
The Low Energy RHIC electron Cooler [1], under construction at BNL, accelerates electrons with a 400 kV DC
gun and a 2.2 MeV SRF booster cavity. Electrons which
leave the cathode at the wrong time will not be accelerated to the correct energies and will not reach the beam
dump at the end of the accelerator. They may impact the
beam pipe after incorrect deflection in dipoles or after
being slowed down longitudinally in the booster while the
transverse momentum is not affected. In some cases their
direction is reversed in the booster and they will impact
the cathode.
We simulated the trajectories of these electrons using
the GPT tracking code [2]. The results are qualitative, not
quantitative, since the sources and numbers of the stray
electrons are unknown.

INTRODUCTION

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

There are various reasons for the emission of electrons
from the cathode at the wrong time: they may be created
by stray laser light, or they may be secondary particles
from cosmic rays or back-bombarding ions or other electrons.

Figure 1: Section of the LEReC considered in this simulation.

We tracked a bunch with half a million particles and the
length of a full RF wave length until all particles are lost.
Since we are mostly interested in beam loss near the SRF
cavity we did not consider electrons that survive the first
4 meters. Figure 1 shows that part of the beam line. The
stray electrons are by definition not inside the regular
electron bunch, so the space charge calculation is turned
off.
The first calculation starts with a 3 mm radius beam
from the center of the cathode holder. From the half million 50% of the electrons make it through the 4 meter
mark, 8% return to the cathode, and the remaining 42%
are lost on the beam pipe somewhere in between. Again,
this assumes that the electrons are created in a continuous
stream, which is most likely not correct.

LOCATION OF THE BEAM LOSSES
Figure 2 shows where the 42 % of the electrons are
lost. We distinguish between forward going electrons (red
curve) and backwards going particles (black curve).

___________________________________________

*Work supported by the US Department of Energy under contract No.
DE-SC0012704.
#jorg@bnl.gov

Figure 2: Location of electron losses. Backward going
electrons are counted in black, forward going in red.
The green curve shows the beam pipe radius (in arbitrary units, to guide the eye). The spike in the green curve
indicates the position of the SRF cavity, which is shown
in light blue in Figure 1. The spike in the number of
backwards traveling electrons at 0.05 m is caused by
electrons impacting the anode of the DC gun.
There are only small losses inside the cryostat. The
booster cavity was built as an SRF electron gun which
was converted into a cavity by removing the cathode
insert. At the location of this cathode insert the beam pipe
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diameter is restricted and we expected losses, but these
simulations show that this does not constitute a problem.
In the forward direction we have most losses at the pipe
radius reduction after the HOM damper, and again at the
entrance of the 3rd harmonic cavity, which is used to
reduce the energy spread in the beam.
In the backwards direction most losses are close to the
upstream gate valve, again just outside the cryostat. The
picture does not change significantly when instead of the
number of particles the deposited energy is plotted.

Figure 3: Impact energy of the stray electrons.
Figure 3 shows the impact energy of the stray electrons
vs. the impact position. The forward going electrons (red)
reach energies up to 1.2 MeV, some backwards going
electrons have 1.0 MV.

ELECTRON MULTIPACTORING
It is interesting to study those electrons that reach the
cathode with energies up to 0.95 MeV and hit the activated cathode area. They will create secondary electrons,
which may be accelerated by the DC voltage and constitute new stray electrons. If the start phase of the electron
is right it will come back to the cathode after an integer
number of RF cycles and thus create an endless loop of
secondary particles. If the secondary yield is greater than
one this will cause an electron shower.
)LJXUHVKRZVWKH³URXQGWULS´WLPH LQ5)GHJUHHV RI
electrons impacting the cathode as a function of the start
phase, where a zero phase indicates the phase of the central particle of the electron bunch. The red lines indicate a
round trip time of an integer number of RF cycles.
Fortunately the wide bottom of the curve does not overlay the resonance lines, so there only a few start phases
that allow showers. This is mainly a result of the LEReC
geometry.
There are several intersections between round trip time
and resonance condition lines. The ones with a start
phase above 200 degrees are unstable fix points and will
not sustain a shower. Only the electrons with a start phase
around of 113 degrees may sustain a shower. If an electron leaves the cathode too early, the round trip time is

WEPOB55

longer and vice versa. The primary electrons will have a
kinetic energy of about 70 keV.
The secondary yield at this energy depends on the material in the location of the impact. We have to distinguish
between an impact in the activated portion of the cathode
and an impact outside this area. In the first case the yield
is between 3 and 4 [3], in the second case for stainless
steel the yield is greater than 1 between 40 and 1400 keV
with a peak of 2 at 400 keV [4].

Figure 4: Round trip times of electrons impacting the
cathode in degrees vs. start phase.

OFF-CENTER CATHODE AREA
As a remedy for cathode damage it is planned to place
the activated area in the cathode off-centre. This is not
only beneficial for the prevention of damage from electrons, but also from back-bombarding ions.
Figure 5 shows the impact positions of returning electron on the cathode when the activated area with a radius
of 3 mm is centred, figure 6 with a horizontal offset of 6
mm. The red circles indicate the position of the activated
area.
However, offsetting the activation area cannot be
blindly applied. Figure 7 shows the loss locations with the
6 mm offset. Compared to figure 2 losses have grown at
the entrance of the SRF booster cavity. These are backwards going electrons and there is no location where a
collimator could be placed to intercept them.
The solution is to find a smaller offset that protects the
activation area while not creating an increased heat load
in the SRF booster. The optics design for the LEReC has
been updated to use an activation area with a radius of 2
mm and an offset of 3mm.
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CONCLUSION
We considered two effects of stray electrons in the
RHIC low energy cooler: Multipactoring of electrons can
be avoided or greatly reduced if the cathode activation
area is moved off-centre and a significant heat load in the
SRF booster cavity from stray electrons is not expected
when the area is moved slightly off-centre.
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Figure 6: Cathode impact locations with an off-centre
activated area.

Figure 7: Location of electron losses with a 6 mm offset
cathode activation area.
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BEAM OPTICS FOR THE RHIC LOW ENERGY ELECTRON
COOLER (LEReC)**
J. Kewisch#, A.V. Fedotov, D. Kayran, S. Seletskiy
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973, U.S.A.

A Low-energy RHIC Electron Cooler (LEReC) [1] system is presently under construction at Brookhaven National Laboratory. This device shall enable gold ion collisions at energies below the design injection energy with
sufficient luminosity. Electron beam with energies between 1.6, 2.0 and 2.6 MeV are necessary. This machine
will be the first to attempt electron cooling using bunched
electron beam, using a 703 MHz SRF cavity for acceleration. Special consideration must be given to the effect of
space charge forces on the transverse and longitudinal
beam quality. We will present the current layout of the
cooler and beam parameter simulations using the computer codes PARMELA [2].

INTRODUCTION
The nuclear physics program for the Relativistic Heavy
Ion Collider (RHIC) for the 2019 and 2020 run periods
concentrates on the search for the QCD phase transition
critical point. Gold-gold collisions at energies between
2.9 and 4.8 GeV are required for this program, which is
well below the design injection energy of RHIC of 10.5
GeV. At those energies intra-beam scattering is strong and

a significant luminosity improvement in RHIC with the
help of electron cooling is necessary.
Unlike all existing electron coolers the LEReC will use
bunched electron beams for cooling. This introduces
strong longitudinal space charge forces and the electron
beam must not only be optimized for a low transverse
emittance but also for a low energy spread in order to
achieve efficient cooling.
Table 1: Electron Beam Parameters and Requirements
Energy [MeV]
1.6
2.0
2.6
Bunch Charge for Cooling
100
120
150
[pC]
Accelerated bunch Charge [pC] 130
160
200
Bunches per train
30
27
24
Total beam Current [mA]
40
40
44
Normalized Emittance [µ]
< 2.5
< 2.5 < 2.5
Energy spread ·10-4
<5
<5
<5
In the calculation of the beam quality we take advantage of the fact that electrons that are too hot (i.e. have
a too high velocity in the co-moving frame) do not contribute to the cooling but do not harm either. For the calculation at 1.6 MeV 130 pC bunches are tracked, and

Figure 1: Layout of LEReC accelerator.
100 pC (electrons with the lowest energy deviation) are a cavity (then called “SRF booster”) and will provide an
used for the evaluation of the beam parameters.
energy boost up to 2.25 MeV.
The SRF booster is too tall to be installed in the RHIC
tunnel.
It has to be placed in the 2 o’clock experimental
DESIGN OF THE LEREC
hall. A transport beam line will bring the electrons to the
The layout of the LEReC is shown in Figure 1. The
“warm section” of RHIC.
electron bunches will be created using a DC photocathode electron gun to be built for LEReC by Cornell
The SRF booster will not only accelerate the electrons,
University, which will operate at 400 kV. A similar gun at
Cornell University has already delivered beams exceeding
supported by the US Department of Energy under contract No.
the required quality (300 pC, 50 mA, n=1µ). The SRF *Work
DE-SC0012704.
gun used in the Brookhaven ERL will be transformed into #jorg@bnl.gov
____________________________________________
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but also introduce an energy chirp, which causes ballistic
stretching of the bunch as it drifts through the transport
beam line. A warm 700 MHz cavity removes the energy
chirp before electron and ion beams are merged in the
cooling section. A warm cavity operating at 2111 MHz
(3rd harmonic, located next to the SRF booster) corrects
the second order energy chirp.

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

At the end of the first cooling section the electron beam
turns around in a single 180 degree magnet and is merged
with the counter-rotating ion beam.
Both cooling sections include eight solenoids, spaced 3
meters apart. They are used to keep the beam size constant and minimize the angular spread.

Figure 2a

Figure 2b

Figure 2d

Figure 2e

Figure 2c

Figure 2f

Figure 2: Development of bunches in longitudinal phase space.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

LONGITUDINAL OPTICS
Figure 2 shows the development of bunches in longitudinal phase space. At the exit of the DC gun (Fig. 2a) the
bunch has 400 kV with a significant energy spread,
stemming from the fact that the space charge forces of the
electrons in the head of the bunch reduce the accelerating
voltage of the following electrons.
By the time the bunch reaches the entrance of the
booster (Fig 2b) the energy spread has increased by a
factor of five due to space charge and the bunch length
has doubled. It is therefore essential to place the booster
as close as possible to the gun, allowing only the absolute
necessary instrumentation, laser mirrors and focusing
solenoids between the two.
The SRF booster cavity accelerates the bunch near the
top of the RF wave, and the cosine shape of the voltage
gives the head and tail of the bunch less energy than the
middle (Fig 2c). The bunch length at the cathode (±10 RF
degrees, 80 ps) minimizes the bunch length in the booster
to reduce this effect. A shorter bunch length at the cathode
would increase the space charge force and therefore increase the bunch length in the booster. The booster intro-

1016

duces also an energy chirp (indicated by the red line in
Fig 2c) to the bunch for ballistic stretching of the bunch in
the transport section.
The remaining curvature of the bunch in phase space is
then corrected by decelerating the beam in a 3rd harmonic
cavity, so that the bunch is nearly linear in phase space
(Fig 2d).
The transport section is about 30 meter long and the
RMS bunch length increases to 4.5 cm (±75 RF degrees).
With this length (Fig.2e) the longitudinal space charge is
weak enough to go through the 2x20 m cooling sections
without further correction of the energy spread. The
bunch is still short enough so that the energy chirp can be
removed with a warm 704 MHz cavity.
Fig. 2f shows the longitudinal phase space at the u-turn
magnet. As mentioned above only 70% of the electrons
contribute to the cooling process. Those are the electrons
inside the red lines. It is unavoidable that the tails of
bunches in an electron cooler with bunched beams have a
larger energy deviation due to the longitudinal space
charge.
The energy spread in the cooling sections is shown in
Figure 3. The red curve includes the whole beam, black
the 70%, blue is the requirement.
2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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Figure 3: Energy spread in the cooling sections

TRANSVERSE OPTICS

Figure 5: RMS beam envelope in the acceleration section.

Figure 4 shows the RMS beam envelope of the LEReC.
In the cooling sections the envelope is kept constant, so
that the angular spread (i.e. the transverse temperature) is
minimized.
There are two solenoid magnets between the gun and
the booster (Figure 5). The first is located directly after the
gun and is used to curb the growth of the beam envelope,
so that the laser mirrors are not hit. The second is located
to focus the beam into the entrance of the booster, which
optimizes the beam emittance. There are no solenoids
between the booster and the 2100 MHz cavityto avoid
emittance degradation by chromaticity.

Figure 4: RMS beam envelope along entire electron beam
transport through both cooling sections at 1.6 MeV.
The merging dog leg (Figure 6) is achromatic, using two
solenoids to match the dispersion function. The solenoids
have opposing polarity and introduce only local vertical
dispersion.
Although the dipoles have a large bending radius they
introduce significant focus. To avoid over-focusing the
beam size is reduced in these dipoles by the up-stream
solenoids. The dipoles are chevron magnets with equal
focusing in both planes to keep the beams round.
The turn-around is not achromatic. It turns out that the
degradation of the transverse emittance by the unmatched
dispersion is smaller than the degradation through space
charge forces when strong focusing is employed to match
the dispersion function.
Figure 7 shows the normalized projected emittance,
which fulfils the requirements. There is some degradation
of the horizontal emittance (black) after the U-turn due to
the dispersion.

Figure 7: Projected beam emittance at 1.6 MeVusing 70%
of the beam. The wave in the emittance is caused by the
differences of focusing of the longitudinal slices of the
bunch.

SUMMARY
The optics of the LEReC has been carefully optimized
to fulfil not only the transverse but also the longitudinal
beam quality requirements.
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Figure 6: RMS beam envelope in the merging section.
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MAGNETIC OPTIMIZATION OF LONG EPUS AT NSLS-II
C. Kitegi.†, P. Cappadoro, O Chubar, T. Corwin, H. Fernandes, D. Harder, D. Hidas, M. Musardo,
W. Licciardi, J. Rank, C. Rhein and T. Tanabe
Energy Sciences Directorate, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973, USA
Abstract
The Soft Inelastic X-ray scattering (SIX) and the Electron-Spectro-Microscopy (ESM) are two beamlines under
construction at National Synchrotron Light Source-II
(NSLS-II). The specifics of these two beamlines required
the use of two long Advanced Planar Polarized Light Emitter-II (APPLE-II) undulators, as a source that provides
both circularly and vertically polarized radiation. Thus, we
designed 3.5 m and 2.7m long APPLE-II type undulators
for SIX and ESM. The NSLS-II ID group is responsible for
the magnetic optimization of these two long undulators. In
this paper, we first summarize the APPLE-II magnetic and
mechanical design. Then, we discuss the magnetic performance of the first APPLE-II achieved with the shimming
performed at BNL.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
NSLS-II is in operation since February 2015. With 17
beamlines already in operation and at least 6 more scheduled for next year, the NSLS-II beamline development
timeline is very aggressive [1]. To support this ambitious
planning, the Insertion Devices procurement strategy is
quite diverse. During the NSLS-II construction, all the insertion devices were ordered as turnkey devices. Now simple devices such as 3 Poles Wigglers are fully constructed,
assembled and shimmed in-house. In a few cases, devices
previously installed in other facilities are refurbished before being installed at NSLS-II [2]. For the construction of
more complex devices, we rely on our industrial suppliers.
However when the magnetic correction is a clearly identified risk, it can trigger the decision of performing the magnetic assembly and the shimming in-house.
We currently use this strategy for the delivery of two APPLE-II type undulators to the NEXT project [3]. Because
of their length and their period, these devices are challenging to shim within the NSLS-II specifications. Thus, the
two devices were procured as turnkey devices similarly to
the other NSLS-II devices but the magnetic optimization
was excluded from the scope of the contract. In this approach, the selected vendor is responsible for the delivery
of the mechanical frame, the control system and sorting
and mounting magnets in M3 and M5 modules. Still in order to demonstrate that the devices are properly functioning under magnetic load and the required field is achieved
at minimum gap, the magnetic assemblies have to be temporally installed on the mechanical frames for the Factory
Acceptance Test. The contract for the two devices was
awarded to Kyma in October 2014.

At NSLS-II we use “IDBuilder”, a genetic algorithm
based computer code for the assembly and the magnetic
tuning of undulators [4]. This versatile software was developed at SOLEIL and has been used for the assembly and
the tuning of most of the APPLE-II type undulators and InVacuum Undulators installed at SOLEIL. In the next section, the magnetic and mechanical design of the 2 APPLEII is discussed. We first received the SIX EPU, on March
1. Its large number of periods, almost 60, makes its assembling and disassembling a long and tedious process. Therefore it was agreed that for SIX only, the supplier would
perform a best effort assembly using their software [5] and
ship the device as is. The magnetic performance of the SIX
EPU, achieved after magnetic correction was done at
NSLS-II, is reviewed in this paper.

LONG EPUS DESIGN
Magnetic Design
The NSLS-II ID group provided to the supplier a magnetic reference design for the SIX EPU57 and ESM
EPU105. While most of the parameters were fixed, the supplier was able to further improve the magnetic end section
design, by adding an air gap between the last magnet of the
end section and the first main magnet of the periodic structure. The main parameters of the two long EPUS are listed
in Table 1. The name of the end section magnets uses the
convention defined in [6]. The air gaps s1, s2 refer to the
spaces between end section magnets as detailed in [6] and
s3 is the added air space proposed by the supplier.
Table 1: Magnetic Design Main Parameters
Period
Nb of Periods
Minimum Gap
Length
Vert. and Hor.
Peak Field
Main Mag.
Geom.
HW/W/HL
Thickness
Air gaps
s1/s2/s3
Remanence
Intrinsic
Coercive field

ESM EPU105
105 mm
24
16mm
2.7m
1.14T
0.7T
34mm x 34mm x
26.2mm
7.9mm/13mm
/17mm
5.5mm/7.6mm
/3mm
1.25T
2.5T

SIX EPU57
57
59
16mm
3.5m
0.83T
0.57T
34mm x 34mm
x 14.2mm
4.3mm/7.1mm
/8.7mm
5.6mm/4.1mm
/3.1mm
1.25T
2.5T

* Work supported by DOE under contract DE-SC0012704
† ckitegi@bnl.gov
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Mechanical Frame
This supplier previously delivered two 8 axis APPLE-II
type undulators for the Coherent Soft X-ray beamline
(CSX) at NSLS-II [7]. As we found the mechanical behaviour of these two devices satisfactory, the mechanical design of the long EPUs is based on a similar concept. The
so-called double frame originally developed for the CSX
EPUS is used for the 2 long EPUs. The 3D rendering of the
SIX EPU57 is shown in Figure 1.

WEPOB57

lator, one can easily extract the magnet holder whose magnet needs to be displaced, change and secure the shims on
a table, away from the undulator, and then easily install the
magnet holder back into the undulator.

Figure 3: Single magnet holder and its base for the SIX
EPU.

SIX EPU SHIMMING

Magnet Holders
The horizontal and vertical displacement of magnets is
an efficient way to compensate for magnetic field errors in
the undulator. As a result, the implementation of this functionality, without departing too much from Kyma’s conventional design, was an important focus during the design
phase. In the supplier’s design, inspired by Elettra, two
plates hold together three (resp. five) magnet holders into
an M3 (resp. M5) module as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: M3 (left) and M5 (right) modules for the SIX
EPU.
We suggested the addition of a base to the magnet holder.
The horizontal or the vertical translation of each individual
magnet is then easily achieved by installing nonmagnetic
shims between the magnet holder and its base. A magnet
holder and its base are shown in Figure 3. We prefer this
approach of a single base for each magnet holder over adding a common base to the magnet holders in a module. Indeed the single base concept allows for pre-shimming of
all the magnets holders prior to assembling magnet holders
into M3 and M5 modules. In practice during the assembly
of the modules, the supplier pre-shimmed each magnet
holder with 0.25 mm thick horizontal and 0.25 mm thick
vertical shims. Foremost during the shimming of the undu-

Figure 4: Comparison of the measured and computed field
integral variation achieved by virtual shimming (Top) and
magic finger (bottom).
The initial magnetic performance magnetic achieved
with the best effort assembly was good enough to avoid
disassembling the device. The SIX EPU was the first APPLE-II to be installed in a long straight section, where the
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Figure 1: 3D rendering of the SIX EPU57.

Although IDBuilder has proven to be very efficient and
reliable and has become the cornerstone of the ID assembling and shimming at SOLEIL, it was the first time this
software was used at BNL to shim an EPU. Therefore upon
the installation of SIX on the magnetic bench, we performed simple magnetic measurements to benchmark
IDBuilder computations to the magnetic measurements.
Figure 4 compares the measurement of the field integral
variation caused by a 0.25mm magnet displacement and
the addition of a magic finger to the IDBuilder computations. In both cases a good agreement has been achieved.
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amplitude of the horizontal beta function is five times
larger than the one in a short straight section. Therefore a
great care was given to the reduction of the integrated multipoles and their variation with respect to the phase.
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4 Virtual shimming and 7 Magic fingers iterations were
necessary to shim the device within the NSLS-II specification. Figure 5 compares the field integrals and integrated
quadrupoles before and after shimming. Both field integrals and integrated quadrupoles are well kept within the
NSLS-II specified tolerances over a large horizontal range.
Furthermore the vertical field integral variation with respect to the phase is kept around ±20Gcm over a large horizontal range (±20mm); the on-axis horizontal field integral variation with respect to the phase is about ±2.5Gcm.
Off-axis, this variation increases but stays within ±20Gcm
over a large horizontal range (±20mm). This is significantly smaller than the variation measured on the two CSX
APPLE-II type undulators which were delivered as turnkey
devices. The SIX field integrals achieved after IDBuilder
aided shimming compare well with the ones achieved with
the innovative EPU61 for MAX-IV [8]. This work demonstrates the ability of the NSLS-II ID group to successfully
perform IDBuilder aided shimming and to deliver welltuned devices, even challenging ones, to NSLS-II

CONCLUSION
The two long EPUSs for the NEXT project were delivered during spring 2016. The NSLS-II ID group is responsible for the magnetic performance of these two devices.
Using IDBuilder we successfully completed the magnetic
correction of the first device in two months. The SIX EPU
was installed in the storage ring in September 2016 and
will be commissioned in October 2016. The second device
is now in the NSLS-II magnetic measurement lab and the
assembly of the M3 and M5 modules on the girders has
begun.
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CATHODE PUCK INSERTION SYSTEM DESIGN FOR THE LEReC
PHOTOEMISSION DC ELECTRON GUN
C.J. Liaw, J. Tuozzolo, T. Rao, M. Mapes, A. Steszyn, K. Hamdi, V. De Monte, L. DeSanto,
J. Walsh, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New York, USA
K. Smolenski, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, USA
Abstract
The operation of LEReC is to provide an electron cooling to improve the luminosity of the RHIC heavy ion
beam at lower energies in a range of 2.5-25 GeV/nucleon.
The electron beam is generated in a DC Electron Gun
(DC gun) designed and built by the Cornell High Energy
Synchrotron Source Group. This DC gun will operate
around the clock for at least two weeks without maintenance. This paper presents the design of a reliable cathode
puck insertion system, which includes a multi-pucks storage device, a transfer mechanism, a puck insertion device,
a vacuum/control system, and a transport scheme.

bly without breaking the vacuum. In this paper, a CPIS
design is presented, which includes a Multi-Pucks Storage
Device (MPSD), a transfer mechanism, a Puck Insertion
Device, a vacuum/control system, and a system transporting scheme.

CATHODE PUCK INSERTION SYSTEM
DESIGN
A 3-D model of the developed CPIS design is shown in
Fig. 1, which includes a mobile and a stationary portion.

INTRODUCTION

Figure. 1: Model of the cathode puck insertion system.
The former, which is used to transport the cathode
pucks to the DC gun, inside the RHIC tunnel, includes a
MPSD, a puck manipulating mechanism, a mobile scissor
lift table, and the associated vacuum equipment. The
latter, which is attached to the rear of the gun, includes a
Load Lock, a Puck Transfer Section (including a puck
transfer mechanism), a Puck Insertion Device, a Guide
Table (for the alignment with the mobile portion), and the
associated vacuum equipment. Designs of four major
system components are described below:

Multi-Pucks Storage Device
The cathode puck, which will be used in the BNL’s DC
gun, is made of arc cast molybdenum with a size of 51
mm in diameter and 45 mm in length. (See Fig. 2.)

___________________________________________
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The operation of Low Energy RHIC Electron Cooling
(LEReC) at Brookhaven National laboratory (BNL) is to
provide an electron cooling to improve the luminosity of
the RHIC heavy ion beam at low energies in a range of
2.5 -25 GeV/nucleon. The design goals [1] of the electron beam generator are (1) to generate a high average
current (up to 50 mA) and low emittance electron beam
and (2) to operate the generator around the clock, through
a 6 months RHIC run, with 8 hours maintenance periods
every two weeks. A DC photoemission gun (DC gun) is
currently under construction at BNL, which adopted the
successful DC gun technology for the new ERL X-Ray
facility at Cornell [2, 3] and was developed to generate an
average beam current up to 100 mA.
The high current operation of a DC gun will cause ion
back-bombardment, which had been shown as the main
reason for the degradation of the performance of a photocathode [3]. To obtain good operational lifetimes, in
addition to keep the vacuum level in the gun as low as
possible, the spent high average current photocathode will
need to be cleaned and replaced regularly. In the past, the
reported lifetime of a photocathode varied from 200 hours
[4] (with a 1 A average beam current) to a couple
minutes [5] (with a 10 mA average beam current). Recently the gun development result at Cornell [6] showed
that the lifetime of their CsK2Sb photocathode could
generate up to 60 mA beam current with 30 hours 1/e
lifetime. Development for a much higher average beam
current still continues. This short lifetime necessitates the
design and construction of a rapid Cathode Puck Insertion
System (CPIS) for the LEReC’s operation. We are building a system which can store, transfer, exchange and
insert 12 cathode pucks, one at a time, into the gun relia-
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gun. (See Fig. 4(d).) Three Port Aligners and three vertical supports are provided in the system (see Fig. 3) to
prevent the puck from sagging due to the defection of the
long manipulator arm during the transfer. To extract the
puck from the gun to MPSD, the procedures are reversed.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure. 2: The molybdenum cathode puck.
A rotatable stainless steel Storage Wheel (419 mm Dia.
x 14 mm thick) with 12 elongated openings, inside the
MPSD, is used to store the 12 cathode pucks. Four spring
detents are provided on the sides of each smaller diameter
opening to secure the pucks in place. (See Fig. 1 and Fig.
4(b).)
By rotating the wheel, with the puck being secured by a manipulator, one can lock (centering the puck
to the smaller diameter opening), release (centering the
puck to the larger diameter opening) or select any puck
(positioning the manipulator to the puck) on the wheel.
The wheel is oriented vertically so that the space for the
vacuum chamber is minimized and the required transport
distances for all the pucks are identical.
The Storage
Wheel is enclosed by a 457 mm Dia. x 108 mm long
304L stainless steel tube, which is vacuum sealed by a
pair of 22.13” (562 mm) diameter wire seal flanges to
provide a UHV enclosure for the pucks. A high torque
rotary feedthrough (made by Pfeiffer Vacuum), which is
driven by a hand wheel, is used to rotate the Storage
Wheel inside the chamber. A set of vacuum pumps are
provided, near to the chamber, to maintain it the vacuum
quality constantly. (See Vacuum System Design for details.) A normally closed manual gate valve (VAT DN63)
is provided to maintain the chamber in vacuum all the
time and to serve as the connection to the load lock on the
stationary portion. To provide a capability to check the
performance of each photocathode inside the MPSD before the insertion, a Quantum Efficiency (QE) measurement device is provided on the MPSD, which includes a
stainless steel ring (being installed in between a vacuum
window and a cathode puck), four ceramic standoffs, a
BNC feedthrough and a signal cable. To allow using a
high power laser to remove the spent photocathode material on the cathode pucks inside the MPSD without breaking the vacuum, a fused silica vacuum window is also
provided on the device.

Puck Locking and Transfer Mechanism
Figure. 3 shows the transfer mechanism to insert a
cathode puck from MPSD into the gun chamber. The
insertion procedures are (1) to use Manipulator #1 to
select a puck in MPSD and insert it into Puck Transfer
Section, (2) to use Manipulator#2 in Puck Transfer Section to pick up the puck, which is inserted from MPSD,
and transfer it to Transition Chamber, (3) to use Manipulator #3 to take the puck at Transition Chamber and insert
it into the Cathode Electrode Assembly, inside the DC
Gun chamber, and (4) to retract Manipulator #3 from the
gun chamber when the puck is already secured inside the

Figure 3: Model of cathode puck transfer mechanism.
Manipulator #1 is a custom made double linear/ rotary
magnetic manipulator, which is made by UHV Transfer
Engineering and has a 762 mm and a 19 mm travel and a
360o rotation capabilities. The 762 mm travel is for the
puck transferring and the 19 mm travel is for the control
of the puck locking mechanism inside a Transporter Head
Assembly (THA), which is attached at the end of the
manipulator. A cone shaped spring tensioner in the THA
is attached to the 19 mm travel actuator. By sliding the
tensioner and pushing the 6 locking springs outward, the
puck can be locked to THA on its inner grooved surface
(See Fig. 4(c).)

Figure 4: Models of cathode puck locking mechanisms.
Manipulator #2 is another custom made linear/ rotary
magnetic manipulator, which is made by UHV Transfer
Engineering, has an 813 mm travel and a 360o rotation
capabilities. A Fork Assembly, which is attached to the
end of this manipulator, is equipped with four spring
loaded detents on its forks to lock the puck on its exterior
groove. (See Fig. 4(a).) Manipulator #3 is a mechanical
device, which has two linear slides, two vacuum bellows,
two long SST tubes (the manipulators) and a THA, which
is attached to the end of the manipulator to lock or to
release the puck. (See Fig. 4(c).) The motor controlled
2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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linear slide (LES 5, by ISEL USA), which has a travel of
1010 mm, allows a quick transfer of the puck to the location near the final insertion destination. The manual controlled linear slide (A4006P10-S4, by Unislide), which
has a travel of 50 mm, will allow to move the puck slowly
and make sure that the puck is secured properly at the
final insertion destination. The longer stainless steel
bellow (Metal Flex 24915AA-42), with a travel of 1016
mm, is required for the insertion and the extraction of the
puck into and from the gun chamber. The shorter stainless
steel bellow (Standard bellows Co. 64-34-5), with a travel
of 50 mm, is provided to allow the puck locking mechanism to work.

Transporting Multi-Pucks Storage Device
The overall weight, including the MPSD, the supporting plates and the associated vacuum equipment, is about
390 kg. To transport the MPSD, a total of 23 Ball Transfers are installed underneath and on the sides of the
MPSD supporting plate to help moving and guiding the
device onto the Guide Table or from a mobile platform.
A self-propelled Mobile Scissor Lift Table (with a load
capacity of 910 kg and a lifting travel of 91 cm), which is
made by Lift Products Inc., will be used to transport the
MPSD to the gun location inside the RHIC tunnel. The
Guide Table will be used to direct the MPSD to the final
destination, where the 4-1/2” (114 mm) CF flange on the
Load Lock will mate with that on the gate valve of the
MPSD. An elastic bumper is also provided on the Guide
Table to damp out the huge momentum caused by the
moving heavy mass.
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gauge, and a roughing port are also provided on the
MPSD. Load Lock is a 4-1/2” (114 mm) CF six-way
cross between the mobile and the stationary portion. A
fore pump, a turbo molecular pump, two 200L NexTorr
pumps (by SAES), two cold cathode gauges, and three
atmospheric gauges are provided on the Load Lock to
achieve a UHV system efficiently. Puck Transfer Section
includes a Puck Transfer Chamber and a Transition
Chamber, which has a total volume of ~ 20 liters. Two
ion pumps (Gamma 360044), two TSP’s (Gamma 200-LCV-8D), one burst disk (to protect the system from being
pressurized by a leaking High voltage insulation gas, such
as: SF6 gas), one cold cathode gauge, one atmospheric
gauge, three manual gate valves and three pneumatically
controlled gate valves are installed on the Puck Transfer
Section. The pneumatically controlled gate valves are
connected to the Machine Interlock System in RHIC to
protect the gun system from being contaminated. The
Puck Insertion Device shares the same vacuum equipment
as those in this Puck Transfer Section.

CONCLUSIONS AND CURRENT STATUS
Fabrication of the Cathode Puck Insertion System is
near completion. Initial tests on the puck locking mechanisms demonstrated that the system would work properly.
With the design presented above, the estimated time to
exchange a cathode puck between the Gun Chamber and
the MPSD could be done within an hour. An 8 hours
downtime is also reasonable to exchange a MPDS, which
includes the time for the transportation between the cathode production facility and the gun site and for the vacuum pumping down and baking out the Load Lock. The
CPIS will be used for the DC gun commissioning in October 2016 and will be fully operational in early 2017.
We are confident that the system will meet the design
requirements as described above.

Figure 5: P& ID diagram of the CPIS vacuum system.

CPIS Vacuum System Design
A P& ID diagram of the CPIS vacuum system is shown
in Fig. 5. To maintain the cathode pucks inside the
MPSD under a UHV condition (<10-10 Pa) all the time, an
ion pump (360190, by Gamma Vacuum) and a Titanium
Sublimation Pump (TSP) (150TV-6D, by Gamma Vacuum) are provided, which are powered by a portable power
supply constantly. A cold cathode gauge, an atmospheric
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Abstract
The Coherent Electron Cooling Proof-of-Principle
(CeC PoP) experiment [1, 2] employs a high-gradient CW
photo-injector based on the superconducting RF cavity.
Such guns operating at high accelerating gradients promise to revolutionize many sciences and applications. They
can establish the basis for super-bright monochromatic Xray and gamma ray sources, high luminosity hadron colliders, nuclear waste transmutation or a new generation of
microchip production. In this paper we report on our
operation of a superconducting RF electron gun with a
record-high accelerating gradient at the CsK2Sb photocathode (i.e. ~ 20 MV/m) generating a record-high bunch
charge (above 3 nC). We give short description of the
system and then detail our experimental results.

ed from the flat side of the cavity and let the generated
beam go outside. 2-kW solid-state amplifier provides the
RF power. The FPC is surrounded by a gun solenoid,
which is the first focusing element.
Two manual tuners are used for coarse tuning of the
cavity while the fine frequency change is performed with
help of the FPC, which is placed on a translation stage.

INTRODUCTION
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The purpose of the coherent electron cooling experiment is to demonstrate reduction of the energy spread of a
single hadron bunch circulating in the relativistic heavy
ion collider (RHIC). A superconducting RF gun operating
at frequency of 113 MHz serves as a source of the electron beam. The CsK2Sb photocathode is illuminated by
532 nm laser. The designed electron beam parameters are
shown in the Table 1.
Table 1: Design Parameters of the Electron Beam
Parameter

Value

Energy

2 MeV

Bunch charge

1-5 nC

Normalized emittance

< 5 mm mrad

GUN DESIGN
The CeC PoP gun has quarter-wave structure and its
design is shown in the Fig. 1. The gun cavity is placed
inside cryostat with thermal and magnetic shields. The
cathode stalk is inserted inside the cone and is kept at
room temperature as well as CsK2Sb cathode. Such design allows preservation of quantum efficiency of the
photocathode. The stalk itself serves as a cavity field
pick-up.
The hollow fundamental power coupler (FPC) is insert-

Figure 1: Layout of the superconducting gun.
The fundamental power coupler is followed by a laser
cross which serves for launching of the drive laser beam
onto the cathode.

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
The tests were performed with fully installed equipment and the low energy beam line components are
shown in Fig. 2. The main systems components are:
• cathode manipulation system with “garage”, which
serves for storage and insertion of the photocathodes.
• the gun itself.
• six solenoids for the beam focusing.
• two copper 500 MHz cavities for energy chirp.
• 704 MHz accelerator cavity.
• dipoles and quadrupoles in the high energy part.
• beam diagnostics.
• drive laser.
The brief description of the systems is below.

Drive Laser
The drive laser is built by NuPhotons. It generates up to
0.5 µJ pulse at 532 nm wavelength. The pulse duration is
variable from 100 ps to 1 ns and maximal repetition rate
is 78 kHz.

____________________________________________
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Figure 2: Rendering of the CeC beamline until its merge with RHIC. The overall length is about 20 meters. The gun on
the right hast cathode launch mechanism attached. The green on the left is low power beam dump used for the accelerator tuning.

Diagnostics
The beam diagnostics include integrating current transformer (ICT) with sensitivity of 0.8 nV s/nC. During test
the ICT output was connected to the LeCroy digital oscilloscope. The ICT is installed immediately after the laser
cross allowing observing beam leaving the gun.
After June 6th the output of the ICT was connected to
the digitizer and charge extracted from the gun was
logged. We also added filtering and amplifier to improve
signal to noise ratio.
The transverse beam profile can be viewed with four
profile monitors equipped with 1.3 MP GigE cameras. In
front of the second profile monitor there is a set of slits
for the emittance measurement of the beam. The slits
width is 0.2 mm and separation is 2 mm. The third profile
monitor is placed after the dipole and allows to measure
beam energy as well as energy spread.
Beam position can be monitored with BPMs with
Libera Single Pass E+ receivers.
Low power beam dump serves as Faraday cup for the
independent charge measurement.

We studied dependence of the cathode quantum efficiency on the extracted charge. It is shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 3: Oscilloscope trace (magenta) of the record 3.7
nC charge extracted from the gun.

The first tests were performed at the end of RHIC run
15 in parallel with conditioning of one of the RF cavities
[3]. These tests demonstrated 1.6 nC beam charge.
During summer shutdown all equipment was installed
and we started operations after start of Run 16 [4]. We rebuild the cathode launch system which was prone to vacuum failures.
After the start we re-conditioned the cavity with helium
processing. After conditioning we inserted the cathode
with photoemissive coating. With turning on of the RF
power we developed strong multipacting, which substantially reduced quantum efficiency of the cathode. Nevertheless, we were able to test diagnostics equipment such
as BPMs, ICT, Faraday cup, profile monitors, emittance
measurement system and magnetic elements of the beamline.
After developing procedure of fast overcoming of the
multipacting barriers we were able to operate photocathode with high efficiency. On the first day it demonstrated
2.1 nC charge. Later we were able to demonstrate even
higher 3.7 nC charge (see Fig. 3). The cavity voltage was
1.2 MV, and the laser spot size on the cathode was 1 mm.
The duration of the laser pulse was 1 nanosecond.

Figure 4: Dependence of the extracted charge vs. laser
pulse energy. At high charge we observe drop of the
quantum efficiency due to the space charge effects.
We have made substantial efforts for measuring beam
emittance. The beam transverse profile after passing
through the slits is shown in Fig. 5. Beam energy was 1.2
MeV, pulse length 0.5 ns, and beam charge 0.25 nC.
We also measured beam size while varying solenoid
current. Figure 6 shows dependency on the focusing
strength of the LEBT_1 solenoid place 0.65 m away from
the profile monitor. From the analysis [5] we can estimate
beam emittance of 1.3 mm mrad for the horizontal plane
and 1.9 mm mrad for the vertical plane. This measurement was performed in the set up close to the one during
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measurements with slits. Increase of the gun solenoid
current to 9.5 A allowed us to measure emittance of the
0.6 microns.
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The multialkaline cathodes demonstrated substantial
lifetime [6]. One of the cathodes was operating stably for
a few weeks (see Fig. 7). The main reason for the loss of
the emissivity was multipacting in the gun developing
with turning on RF.

Figure 7: Charge extracted from the cathode during
Run 16.

CONCLUSION

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 5: Beam distribution at the second profile monitor
after coming through the set of the vertical slits. Distance
between slit and profile monitor is 0.35 m and was used
for beam divergence calculations. Vertical beam size is
3.28 mm r.m.s. The geometrical emittance is about 2
microns.

Figure 6: Dependence of beam size on the focusing
strength of the LEBT_1 solenoid. Measurements were
performed using the first profile monitor.

We have demonstrated the record beam charge for the
SRF gun. The charge level and cathode lifetime are sufficient for the CeC PoP experiment.
We will continue our efforts to improve emittance and
achieve higher energy during Run 17.
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Abstract
Coherent electron cooling is new cooling technique to
be tested at BNL. Presently we are in the commissioning
stage of the accelerator system. In this paper we present
status of various systems and achieved beam parameters
as well as operational experience. Near term future plans
are also discussed.

Fig. 1. The tune change at injection energy from an individual quadrupole was 0.005. This requires that currents
in the quadrupoles were changed simultaneously and then
influence of focusing and defocusing quadrupoles will
compensate each other.

INTRODUCTION

Parameter

Value

Energy

22 MeV

Bunch charge

1-5 nC

Normalized emittance

< 5 mm mrad

Energy spread

< 10-3

TEST OF THE EQUIPMENT IN THE
COMMON SECTION
One of the first tasks was to measure the effect of the
CeC PoP equipment installed in the common section on
the hadron beams circulating in RHIC. The motivation
was verify ability to commission systems in the background mode without substantial disturbance to RHIC
operations.
Eight quadrupoles placed in the common section were
energized to the extremes and tunes and orbit were monitored. The results of the experiment are shown in the
___________________________________________
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Figure 1: Effect of the CeC quadrupoles and dipoles on
RHIC beam. The measurements were performed at injection energy where two hadron beams are separated vertically and beam motion is more prominent.
We also checked the influence of the dipoles used for
merging electron and hadron beams (the rigidity of which
differs substantially). We have installed two compensating
dipole that should limit the orbit disturbance to the interaction region. The measurements confirmed the utilized
approach but we also observed change of the tunes due to
the fringe fields. The change value was found tolerable
for operations.

GUN COMMISSIONING
The CeC PoP gun has quarter-wave structure and operates at 113 MHz. It has manual tuners for coarse set of the
resonant frequency, while fine-tuning is performed by a
fundamental power coupler (FPC).
Gun commissioning started with conditioning of the
FPC for multipacting [2]. Then we performed helium
condition of the cavity suppress dark current an increase
cavity voltage. At the end we were able operate at
1.25 MW in CW mode and 1.7 MV in the pulsed mode.
Gun conditioning was done with molybdenum puck
identical to the cathode but without photoemissive coating. Upon completion of the conditioning we inserted
photocathode and scanned cavity phase [3].
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The coherent electron cooling experiment is expected
to demonstrate cooling of a single hadron bunch circulating in the relativistic heavy ion collider (RHIC) [1]. The
system layout is shown in Fig. 2. A superconducting RF
gun operating at 113 MHz frequency generates the electron beam. 500-MHz normal conducting cavities provide
energy chirp for ballistic compression of the beam.
704 MHz superconducting cavity will accelerate beam to
the final energy. The electron beam merges with the hadron beam and after cooling process is steered to a dump.
The FEL-like structure enhances the electron-hadron
interaction. The electron beam parameters are shown in
the Table 1.
Table 1: Parameters of the Electron Beam
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Figure 2: Rendering of the electron accelerator and beamline. The gun is on the right and has cathode launch mechanism attached. Further from right to left are two 500 MHz copper cavities, low energy beamline, 704 MHz accelerator
cavity, dogleg structure for beam merge, FEL system, and high power beam dump.
Due to the high gradient and relatively low frequency
we are able extract electron from almost 180 degrees span
as shown in Fig. 3. One of the first beam profiles is
shown in Fig. 4.

were continuously logging data. Later we found that stray
electrons are charging the internal surface of the ceramic
brake in the ICT causing beam deflection and shape
change. Presently we are acquiring new ICT with shield
to prevent such an effect.
We observed beam on the second profile monitor and
were able to measure beam emittance with a set of the
horizontal and vertical slits installed before it.
Beam position was monitored using Libera Single Pass
processors by Instrumentation Tecjnologies. The raw
signal from the ADC is shown in Fig. 5. The electron
BPMs have RF front end filter tuned to 500 MHz.

Figure 3: Integrating current transformer (ICT) signal at
various cavity phases.
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Figure 5: Electron BPM digitizer input.

Figure 4: First image of the beam.

BEAM INSTRUMENTATION TESTS
After receiving the first electron beam we started its
propagation further in the beamline and testing beam
instrumentation. The first element was ICT, which signal
initially was observed on the oscilloscope. We connected
its output to the ADC with Zynq processor by Xilinx.
Low signal levels and high noises were overcome with
isolation transformer and amplifier. Since June 6th we

Figure 6: Raw ADC signal excited by the hadron beam.
Upper trace is 9 MHz unit, and lower is for the 500 MHz
unit.
2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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The hadron BPMs are equipped with 9 MHz filter. The
signals from the pick-up electrodes in the common section are passing through diplexers: low frequency branch
is used for the hadron monitoring and high frequency for
the electron beam position measurement. The raw ADC
signals excited by the hadron beams for both systems are
shown in Fig. 6.
The beam energy was measured using the profile monitor in the dogleg section after beam was bent by the dipole.

WEPOB60

It should be noted that we were able to measure electron position even with circulating hadron beam which
induces its signal on the 500 MHz BPMs by placing the
electron bunch into the 1 microsecond abort gap (see Fig.
8). The trace of the raw ADC signal is shown in Fig. 9.

BEAM ACCELERATION
In order to propagate beam to the common section and
to the high power dump we need to accelerate beam with
704 MHz cavity. To have low energy spread bunch should
be compressed. The 500 MHz cavities provide energy
chirp and beam is compressed by ballistic bunching. Initial phasing of the bunching cavities with the electron
beam was performed in the following manner. We found
cavity phase and voltage which provides for the minimal
energy spread while observing beam on the profile monitor in the dogleg section (see Fig. 7). Knowledge of the
ratio between gun frequency and bunching cavities allows
verification the cavities voltage. The found phase corresponds to 180 degrees phase (deceleration). Now need
only to change phase by 90 degrees. Proper direction of
the shift was checked with BPM signal amplitude – the
shorter bunch has higher frequency content while longer
(debunched) beam does not.
After establishing compression we turned on previously
conditioned 704 MHz accelerator cavity and properly
phased it by maximizing beam energy and minimizing the
energy spread. Then beam delivered to the high power
dump.

Figure 8: Electron beam signal (magenta) inside the abort
gap of the circulating hadrons (green).

CONCLUSION
We started commissioning of CeC PoP equipment.
Most systems (instrumentation, SRF gun, 500 MHz cavities, magnets) operated without substantial problems. We
will resume conditioning of the accelerator in 2017.

Figure 7: Image of the 1.1 MeV beam from the gun with
energy spread compensated by 500 MHz cavities.
We were not able to accelerate beam to the desired energy of 22 MeV due to the strong heat load on the cryogenic system accompanied by substantial radiation levels.
Most likely the cavity was contaminated during installation. Another problem was with the cavity tuners. The fast
piezoelectric was damaged and stepper motor driven
broke during operation. We will fix the cavity prior start
of RHIC operation in Run 17.
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Figure 9: Raw ADC signal induced by the hadrons as well
as electron bunch (in the middle).
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MAGNETIC SHIELDING OF LEReC COOLING SECTION*
S. Seletskiy†, A. Fedotov, D. Gassner, D. Kayran, G. Mahler, W. Meng
BNL, Upton, USA
Abstract
The transverse angle of the electron beam trajectory in
the low energy RHIC Electron Cooling (LEReC) accelerator cooling section (CS) must be much smaller than 100
urad. This requirement sets 2.3 mG limit on the ambient
transverse magnetic field. The maximum ambient field in
the RHIC tunnel along the cooling section was measured
to be 0.52 G. In this paper we discuss the design of the
proposed LEReC CS magnetic shielding, which is capable of providing required attenuation.

REQUIREMENTS TO LEReC
CS SHIELDING
The LEReC accelerator [1, 2] consists of 400 keV photo-gun followed by the SRF Booster accelerating beam to
1.6-2.4 MeV, the transport beamline, the merger that
brings the beam to the two cooling sections (in the Yellow
and in the Blue RHIC rings), the two 20 m long CSs separated by the 180o bending magnet and the extraction to
the beam dump. The LEReC also includes two dedicated
diagnostic beamlines: the DC gun test line and the RF
diagnostic beamline.
The LEReC layout is schematically shown in Fig. 1.

magnetic shielding can be almost two times smaller than
the designed one. Therefore, we suggest adding a safety
factor of two to our model making design S=1040.

COMPARING ANALYTIC FORMULAS
TO 3D SIMULATIONS
The systematic studies of shielding of the magnetic
fields with cylindrical shells of high permeability material
[5] were summarized in the form of simple analytic formulas [6, 7].
The attenuation factor of the long cylinder with diameter D, thickness d and magnetic permeability μ is:
1

For two cylindrical layers with diameters D1 and D2 and
with respective attenuations S1 and S2:
1

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Each CS includes 6 solenoids separated by drifts. There
is a bellow, a beam position monitor (BPM) and a flange
located downstream of each solenoid.
The transverse angle of the electron beam trajectory in
100
the LEReC CS must be much smaller than
urad. Since the smallest e-beam energy is going to be 1.6
MeV (
68.3 G∙m), the ambient transverse magnetic
field must be suppressed to:
≪
2.3 mG
(1)
where L=3 m is the solenoid-to-solenoid distance in the
cooling section.
The maximum ambient field in the RHIC tunnel along
the cooling section was measured to be 0.52 G [3]. Assuming that 1 mG residual transverse field is low enough
we find the required attenuation factor S to be 520.
From Fermilab Electron Cooler experience [4], due to
mechanical
joints of the shields, actual attenuation of
___________________________________________

1

(3)

The general formula for N layers is:
1

Figure1: LEReC layout.

(2)

∑

∏

1

(4)

Applying (2)-(4) to 4 different shielding setups and
comparing obtained attenuations with results of 3D simulations we see that the formulas agree with simulations
with ~ 10% precision (results of the comparison are given
in Table 1). Therefore, we will use these formulas for
initial optimization of the design parameters for LEReC
CS shielding.
Table 1: Comparison of S found from analytic formulas
(row 6) and S found from 3D simulations (row 7). The
second and the third columns correspond to Opera [8]
simulations of two possible LEReC setups. The fourth
and the fifth columns correspond to the test and the final
Fermilab setups [9].
LEReC1 LEReC2 Fermi1
Fermi2
μ
15000
11000
15000
11000
N layers 2
2
3
3
D1,2,3,
300, 400 300, 400 219,
219,
mm
233.4,
241.2,
267.2
266.6
d, mm
1
1
1
1
Sformula
950
537
7538
3356
Ssimulation 877
485
7400
3000
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PHYSICAL DESIGN OF LEReC
CS SHIELDING

Figure 2: Attenuation is optimized for second layer radius
of 110 mm. Solid blue line shows S for nominal μ=11000.
Dashed magenta line shows μ=7000 case.
The second layer of shielding would maximize attenuation for R2=110 mm, yet for the reasons of design convenience we choose R2=150 mm. Such radius of the second
layer of shielding still gives theoretical attenuation factor
of 2800, which is much better than our requirements. As a
matter of fact, for chosen shielding, as Fig. 1 shows, one
can get adequate attenuation even if μ degrades to 7000.
The 15 cm radius shield can start at just 1” away from the
face of the solenoid.
The first 445 mm of each solenoid-to-solenoid 3 m drift
will be covered by a single 15 cm radius layer of shielding. Thus, according to (2) the attenuation in this region
will be about 38. As it will be shown in the next section
such design of the CS shielding is still acceptable when
one considers compensation of acquired transverse angles
with correctors (located in each solenoid).
The discussed design is schematically shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: Schematics of the proposed magnetic shielding
of LEReC CS.

ELECTRON BEAM TRAJECTORY IN CS
We performed Opera 3D simulations for the shielding
setup assuming the external transverse field to be 0.52 G
homogeneously distributed and pointing in horizontal
direction.
To account for the required safety factor of 2 we assume that the real remnant field in the cooling section can
be twice as high as the field found in simulation as Fig. 4
demonstrates.

Figure 4: Simulated (brown dash line) and “realistic”
(solid green line), i.e. multiplied by 2, residual magnetic
field in the cooling section.
Finally, we simulate the trajectory of the 1.6 MeV (kinetic energy) beam traveling for 3 m in the transverse
field shown in Fig. 4. As one can see (Fig. 5), the e-beam
trajectory angle in such field satisfies LEReC requirements everywhere but in the first 20 cm from the solenoid
center (which is OK, since this distance is lost for cooling
anyway due to the presence of strong solenoidal field).
In our beam trajectory simulations we compensate the
beam deflection through the drift by applying 0.17 mrad
kick in transverse corrector located inside the solenoid.
We also assume a simple procedure for tuning beam trajectory – we use CS trajectory corrector in every solenoid
to zero beam displacement in the next respective BPM.
The nominal strength of CS transverse correctors,
which are designed to compensate possible misalignments
of solenoids, is 10 G·cm while its measured strength is
8.5 G·cm for 0.8 A current. Thus, for nominal settings
such corrector can produce at least 1.25 mrad kick, which
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According to (2) it is beneficial to make the diameter of
the first layer as small as possible. The diameter of the
vacuum chamber is 5”. Therefore, the radius of the first
shielding layer will be 5” as well. There are bellows and
flanges of 7” OD at 17.5” downstream from the face of
each solenoid and BPM buttons located about 9.5” downstream of the face of each solenoid sticking out even
more. Thus, the first layer of shielding can start only at
17.5” downstream of the solenoid face. It can go uninterrupted right to the entrance of the next solenoid.
We choose our shields to be 1 mm thick. Such shields
will keep their form through reannealing process required
to improve the permeability of the material after mechanical work on the shields is finished. From Fermilab experience [4, 9, 10] we expect to get μ=11000 for the reannealed mu-metal.
Optimization of the radius of the second shielding layer
is demonstrated in Fig. 2.
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is 7 times higher than the kick required for compensating
the effect of residual transverse field.

Figure 7: Transverse magnetic field inside the unshielded
beam pipe and the pipe shielded by 2 layers of mu-metal
(vertical junctures between cylinders are not shielded).
Figure 5: Beam angle (orange) and trajectory (brown) in
the “realistic” field shown in Fig. 4.
Finally, it is important to notice that the longitudinal
component of the ambient field will not be well shielded
by cylindrical shells. Nonetheless, this field is so small
(less than 0.35 G) that it has negligible effect on the angle
of beam trajectory.

FIRST SHIELDING TESTS

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

We procured 1 mm thick formed and re-annealed mumetal shields of 127 mm and 300 mm diameter. Each
piece of shield is a half cylinder of 2’ length. When two
pieces are clamped together they form a cylinder with
horizontal junctures shielded by two overlaying halves.
Each of the two shielding layers on our test bench is
composed of three shielding cylinders placed next to each
other. The test bench setup is shown in Fig. 6. The distance between solenoids on the test bench is 2 m. We
measure magnetic field with Magnetoresistive Milligauss
Meter [11], which has a guaranteed accuracy of 0.5 mG
and the precision of 0.01 mG.

CONCLUSION
We considered design of magnetic shielding of LEReC
cooling sections. We are planning to use 2 layers of 1 mm
thick cylindrical mu-metal shields with μ ≥ 11000. The
radius of the first layer sitting on top of the vacuum
chamber is 63.5 mm. The second layer radius is 150 mm.
Such shielding guarantees adequate transverse angles of
the electron beam trajectory in the CS.
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Figure 6: Test bench setup.
We performed the first test bench measurements with
the solenoids turned off. The results of the measurements
are shown in Fig.7. We are planning to shield the vertical
junctures between the cylinders by 3 layers of 0.010”
thick mu-metal foil and to repeat the measurements.
To improve the CS shielding we will maximize the
length of mu-metal cylinders that will be used in the actual CS, thus, minimizing the number of vertical joints
between the cylinders.
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ABSOLUTE ENERGY MEASUREMENT OF THE LEReC ELECTRON
BEAM *
S. Seletskiy †, M. Blaskiewicz, A. Fedotov, D. Kayran, J. Kewisch, T. Miller, P. Thieberger
BNL, Upton, USA
Abstract
The goal of future operation of the low energy RHIC
Electron Cooling (LEReC) accelerator is to cool the
RHIC ion beams. To provide successful cooling, the velocities of the RHIC ion beam and the LEReC electron
beam must be matched with 1E-4 accuracy. While the
energy of ions will be known with the required accuracy,
the e-beam energy can have an initial offset as large as
5%. The final setting of the e-beam energy will be performed by observing either the Schottky spectrum of
debunched ions co-traveling with the e-beam or the recombination signal. Yet, to start observing such signals
one has to set the absolute energy of the electron beam
with an accuracy better than 1E-2, preferably better than
5E-3. In this paper we discuss how such accuracy can be
reached by utilizing the LEReC 180 degree bend as a
spectrometer.

energy regulation and were set in dedicated optical simulations.

LEREC LAYOUT
Figure 2: Schematics of 180o bend.

HARD EDGE APPROXIMATION OF THE
180O BEND
In the hard-edge approximation the horizontal e-beam
displacement (x out ) at the exit of 180o bend is given by:
(1)
���� = −��� + 2�0 − 2� cos ���
The notation used in (1) is explained in Fig. 3.

Figure 1: LEReC layout.
To set the absolute energy of the electron beam with an
accuracy better than 5∙10-3 we plan to utilize the 180o
bending magnet as a spectrometer.
The 180o bend setup is schematically shown in Fig. 2.
The 180o bend is located between the first and the second LEReC cooling sections. It is designed to have a
bending radius �0 = 0.35 m. The entrance to the magnet
is equipped with two BPMs (one of them hybrid [3]) and
its exit is equipped with one hybrid BPM. BPM-to-BPM
distances are defined by precision requirements of the
____________________________________________
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Figure 3: Beam trajectory in 180o bend.
To measure beam energy (E) in the 1.6-2.6 MeV range
with the accuracy required for LEReC one must perform
proper Taylor expansion of the exact expression for magnetic rigidity:
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The LEReC accelerator [1, 2] consists of a 400 keV
photo-gun followed by the SRF Booster, which accelerates the beam to 1.6-2.4 MeV, the transport beamline, the
merger that brings the beam to the two cooling sections
(in the Yellow and in the Blue RHIC rings), the cooling
sections separated by the 180o bending magnet and the
extraction to the beam dump. The LEReC also includes
two dedicated diagnostic beamlines: the DC gun test line
and the RF diagnostic beamline.
The LEReC layout is schematically shown in Fig. 1.
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along the beam trajectory and the actual beam trajectory
between BPMs 2 and 3 along with the field and trajectory
in the equivalent hard-edge dipole.

where e is the charge of the electron, m is the electron
mass, c is the speed of light and � = �/�0 − 1.
Defining the fractional error in setting the dipole field
as ∆≡ �/�0 − 1, from (1) and (2) we get:
���� = −��� − 2�0

�0 +�� 2

�0 +2�� 2

� + 2�0 ∆

(3)

Equation (3) solves the problem of the dependence of
accuracy of energy measurements on accuracies of BPM
settings and magnetic field measurements. Indeed, ���
and ���� correspond to BPM readings (�1 , �2 , �3 ) as:
��� = �2 + ��

�2 −�1

���� = �3 + ��

(4)

�12

�2 −�1
�12

(5)

Here S 12 is the distance between the first and the second
entrance BPMs, S b is the distance from the second BPM
to the hard edge dipole entrance and from the dipole exit
to the exit BPM, x 1 and x 2 are the horizontal readings of
two entrance BPMs and x 3 is the exit BPM reading.
Then the accuracy of energy measurement (�̃ ≡
(��������� − ����� )/�0 ) is given by:
2

����
� +2��
�1 + 2
�̃ = 0
2 �∆ +
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�0 +��

�0

��

�12

��

(6)

Here ���� is the absolute error of BPM readings,
which includes accuracy of each BPM alignment with
respect to the other BPM and with respect to the dipole
and the reading accuracy per se.
Assuming 1.6 MeV nominal energy of the beam (the
worst case), the accuracy of magnetic field measurement/setting =10-3 and ���� = 0.1 mm, we get the accuracy of energy measurement �̃ = 2 ∙ 10−3 . For the case of
relaxed requirements on BPM error (���� = 0.5 mm) we
get �̃ = 5 ∙ 10−3 .

DIPOLE WITH SOFT EDGE FIELD

While formulas (3-6) might be a good approximation of
beam dynamics in the 180o bend, it is worth to simulate
the beam trajectory in the actual soft-edge dipole, introduce the errors in the BPM readings and the field settings
and see with what accuracy we can measure the beam
energy.
The algorithm of beam dynamics simulations in nonuniform dipole fields is discussed in [4]. Here we will
consider the results of these simulations for the case of a
1.6 MeV beam.
We choose the strength of the realistic dipole field sych
that the resulting dispersion downstream of the bend is
equal to the nominal 70 cm. Figure 4 shows the field

Figure 4: Dipole magnetic field along e-beam trajectory
(left) and e-beam trajectory from BPM 2 to BPM 3
(right). The solid red line represents simulation results for
the realistic soft-edge dipole. The dotted blue line represents simulation results for equivalent the hard-edge approximation.
There are various measurement and setting errors,
which affect the accuracy of energy measurement:
1. The dipole field will be mapped in the region covering possible trajectories of the electron beam with an
NMR probe in the homogeneous field region and a
Hall probe in the edges. For the NMR probe typical
measurement accuracy is 10-4 or 0.02 G for ~200 G
filed. We believe that since the Hall probe is installed
together with NMR in the same holder and can be
calibrated vs. NMR in homogeneous field, the accuracy of edge field measurement also will be 0.02 G.
We also consider the worst case scenario assuming
0.1 G accuracy of the field measurements. Therefore,
in our simulations we introduce 0.02 G (0.1 G for the
worst case scenario) of systematic “shift” in the realistic dipole field.
2. If the magnetic probe axis is inclined with respect to
the dipole field by angle α then the measured field is
reduced by cos(α). In simulations we will assume this
angle to be 1o (2o for the worst case scenario).
3. The dipole power supply provides 3∙10-5 accuracy.
We also will develop and implement an automated
hysteresis cycling system to set the dipole operating
point. In simulations we assume overall accuracy of
field setting to be 10-4.
4. While an ideal 180o bend is a magnetic mirror, the
real dipole field is not ideally symmetric. In principle, if this asymmetry is properly measured, then one
can account for it in simulations and adjust the dipole
current accordingly. In such a scenario one still gets
nominal dispersion D in BPM3. Yet, there also is
nonzero D’ downstream of the dipole. For simulations we will assume that a possible misbalance in
edge fields is not higher than 0.5 G and that we are
not “compensating” the resulting dispersion change.
5. There is an ambient magnetic field present in the
RHIC tunnel. It is possible that the dipole will be
measured in the magnetic lab only and that this
measurement will not be repeated inside the tunnel.
The ambient field shall be well shielded inside the
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dipole and not that well shielded around dipole entrance and exit. The transverse field at the dipole location inside the RHIC tunnel was measured to be
about 0.35 G. For our simulations we assume that the
unaccounted for dipole field of 0.4 G is present in 35
cm long regions downstream of BPM 2 and upstream
of BPM 3.
6. Finally, there are errors in BPM readings due to reading accuracy (cable length, electronics noise etc.) and
due to the errors in BPMs positioning both with respect to each other and with respect to the mapped
dipole field. In our simulations we assume that all
these errors result in BPM readings accuracy to be
0.1 mm (0.5 mm in the worst case scenario).We also
suggest, for the sake of simplicity, to perform energy
measurements for zeroed entrance angle of the beam
trajectory. Assuming that BPMs 1 and 2 are set with
0.1 mm accuracy we get the entrance angle with 0.4
mrad accuracy (2 mrad for the worst case scenario).
We introduce all the described errors in our simulations
in such a fashion that the total resulting measurement
error is maximized.

WEPOB62

Table 1: Various errors affecting accuracy of energy
measurement and resulting measurement accuracy.
Magnetic probe accuracy
0.02 G
0.1 G
Magnetic probe inclination
1o
2o
-4
Dipole field accuracy
10
10-4
Edge field asymmetry
0.5 G
0.5 G
Ambient field
0.4 G
0.4 G
BPM accuracy
0.1 mm
0.5 mm
Energy error (simulations)
2.6E-3
6.7E-3
Energy error (analytic)
2E-3
5E-3

CONCLUSION
In this paper we estimated the accuracy of the absolute
energy measurement performed with the LEReC 180o
dipole magnet. We performed both analytical estimates in
the hard edge bend approximation and simulations of the
beam trajectory in realistic soft-edge dipole field. We
conclude that assuming realistic value for various measurement and setting errors we can expect measuring beam
energy with 2.6∙10-3 accuracy. Assuming the worst case
scenario errors we can measure beam energy with 6.7∙10-3
accuracy. Such an accuracy will be adequate to start finetuning of the LEReC beam energy using either the
Schottky spectrum of debunched ions co-traveling with
the e-beam or the recombination signal.
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EXPERIMENTS OF LOSSLESS CROSSING - RESONANCE WITH TUNE
MODULATION BY SYNCHROTRON OSCILLATIONS*
G-M. Wang †, T. Shaftan, J. Rose, V. Smaluk, Y. Li, B. Holub
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY
Abstract
It had become a standard practice to constrain particle's
tune footprint while designing the storage ring lattice so
that the tunes fit between harmful resonances that limit
ring dynamic aperture (DA). However, in recent ultrabright light source design, the nonlinearities of storage
ring lattices are much enhanced as compared with the 3rd
generation light source one. It is becoming more and
more difficult to keep the off-momentum tune footprint
confined and even more, the solution cannot be found to
confine off-energy tune footprint in certain cases. The
questions have been asked whether crossing of a resonance stopband from off-momentum particle will necessarily lead to particle loss. In NSLS-II, we modified the
lattice working point to mimic machine tune footprint
crossing half integer with beam synchrotron oscillation
excitation and demonstrated that beam can cross a resonance without loss with control of stopband width and
high order chromaticity.
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INTRODUCTION
It had become a standard practice to constrain the particle’s tune footprint while designing storage ring lattice so
that the particle tunes fit between harmful resonances that
limit ring dynamic aperture (DA) [1]. This approach,
known as “tune confinement”, puts tight limits on the
magnitude of the tune shifts with amplitude and with
momentum. The latter requires labor-intensive optimization of the off-momentum DA and the corresponding tune
footprint for the large momentum deviations to achieve
reasonable lifetime.
As nonlinearities of the modern ring lattices are much
enhanced as compared with the previous generation synchrotrons, it is becoming more and more difficult to keep
the off-momentum tune footprint confined [2, 3]. In certain cases when the lattice solution with the confined offmomentum tune footprint cannot be found, one may ask
whether the crossing of a resonance stopband from an offmomentum particle leads to a beam loss.
Recently modern synchrotrons advanced to Multi-Bend
Achromat lattices featuring small dispersion and low beta
functions, and, as a result, high nonlinearity of the particle
motion. In certain cases, the tune spread for on-energy
beam was successfully minimized, but the off-momentum
tunes swing across the major resonances. Surprisingly,
the tracking result does not show particle loss. Authors of
[2] explained this phenomenon by rapid transition
through the stopband together with substantial tune shifts
____________________________________________
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with amplitude that help to drive particles off the resonance during the transition. Results of our studies presented in the paper indicate that this explanation is adequate.
Significance of the finding from the analysis presented
in [2] advances the modern lattice design beyond the
principles of the “tune confinement”, while posing an
important question: under which conditions does the
chromatic tune footprint not need to be confined? In
NSLS-II, we modified the lattice working point to mimic
machine tune footprint crossing half integer with beam
synchrotron oscillation excitation and demonstrated that
beam can cross a resonance without loss with control of
stopband width and high order chromaticity.

DYNAMICS OF THE PARTICLE CROSSING A STATIC RESONANCE STOPBAND
We will consider a storage ring model with large chromatic tune shift with momentum deviation =p/p up to
the second order as:
( )= +
(1)
+
+ ( ),
where 1 and 2 are linear and 2nd order chromaticities. In
the following we constrain our analysis to the 2dimensional case of y and  . For our experiments we
maximized the 2nd order chromaticity of the lattice, so
that 1y=+1 and 2y=+300 (similar to [2, 3]) by changing
ring sextupoles while maintaining small tune shifts with
amplitude.
Next we assume that the particle energy oscillates with
the maximum deviation 0 and this synchrotron oscilla),
tion for simplicity is taken as ( ) = sin(2
is the synchrotron tune and n is the number of
where
turns around the ring. A cartoon illustrating the problem
under consideration is shown in the plot of Fig. 1. As one
can see, the betatron tune of a longitudinally oscillating
particle crosses the resonance =R, which is not infinitely thin in presence of quadrupole errors. The resonance is
characterized by a stopband with the width R, which is
heuristically defined as the boundary of the tune range
reaches 100% [4].
where the peak beta-beat Δ / =
Here
is the reference beta function calculated from the
unperturbed lattice model, and
is the measured beta
function obtained from coherent beam oscillations excited
by a pulse kick and measured by beam position monitors
distributed around the ring [5].
We define R= (R) as the value of energy deviation
where the particle’s tune crosses the resonance R. The
energy boundaries corresponding to the resonance stopband R are (neglecting the contribution from 1):
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Δ
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−
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For calculating the number of turns the particle will
take to cross the stopband we get:
Δ

= asin

−

/2
Δ
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− asin
>

, when
−

+

, when

≤

+

Figure 1: Cartoon of particle executing synchrotron oscillations with amplitude 0 and crossing resonance at R
with the stopband width of R. The lower plot refers to
the energy deviation versus the RF phase (t) of the particle executing synchrotron oscillations.

CONTROLLING THE RESONANCE
STOPBAND WIDTH
Quadrupole imperfections of the linear lattice lead to a
betatron tune shift together with forming a finite bandwidth of half-integer resonances on the tune diagram. The
tune shift caused by the quadrupole errors and the corresponding stopband width are determined by the amplitudes of zeroth and second Fourier harmonics of the
quadrupole perturbations around the machine:

∆

=

=

|∑

step. Next we repeated the scan across the resonance
starting by changing beam energy by shifting the RF
frequency, which changed the energy and, in turn, the
vertical tune due to the high chromaticity. We characterized the resonance stopband by the two tune scans described above, resulting in the measured ∆ of 0.016.
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where q runs over the lattice quadrupoles, and  are
=Δ
/( ) is
betatron amplitude and phase and Δ
the perturbed quadrupole focusing strength.
The way to control the resonance stopband width ∆
) while maintainis to act on the 2nd harmonic of (Δ
) equal to
ing the 0th harmonic caused by the same (Δ
zero. Methods of minimizing the stopband width were
presented in [6].
In our experiments we characterized the resonance
stopband at NSLS-II using the following approach. We
moved the vertical tune in the vicinity of resonance
y=16.5 and measured stopband width by measuring the
beta-beat (Fig. 2). Then we changed ring quadrupoles to
move the tune across ½ resonance while maintaining the
stopband width constant and measured beta beat at every

Figure 2: measurement of the ½ resonance stopband
width R at NSLS-II, the scan of quadrupole gradients
(Δ
) (blue points) and the scan of RF frequency fRF
(red points) and their fits.
To increase the stopband width we selected Nq=17
quadrupoles separated by n + /2 in betatron phase
) yielding
advance and changed their strength by (Δ
the increase in the stopband width of

∑

(Δ

) .

CONCEPT OF THE EXPERIMENT
We moved the tune ν to a proximity of half integer
resonance located at 16.5 and excited beam vertical betatron oscillations with transverse pulsed kicker (pinger).
Turn-by-turn (TBT) beam transverse positions as well as
beam relative intensity were measured with beam position
monitors (BPMs). The vertical TBT data showed a modulated betatron oscillations, which provided a convenient
tool for independent measurement of the detuning  and
∆ , together with well-controlled initial conditions.
Rapidly changing the RF phase at some delay with respect to the pinger pulse induced beam energy oscillation
large enough to cross the resonance stopband.
Beam TBT energy oscillation was retrieved from BPMs
horizontal data located in dispersion region. We measured
the first and second order dispersion and chromaticity by
scanning RF frequency, which provided the necessary
calibration of the energy and tune oscillations.
In our experiments we benefited from the small emittance and energy spread of the NSLS-II beam [7], which
enabled us to study betatron motion of the whole beam as
a single particle. Indeed the transverse and longitudinal
pinger amplitudes (=200 µrad and 0=1.5%) exceeded
the natural beam divergence (1.5 µrad) and the energy
spread (0.05%) by the ratio of about a hundred. The beam
decoherence and subsequent filamentation, which masked
the TBT BPM signals of the coherent particle motion,
become significant a large fraction of the first synchrotron
oscillation later.
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Specifically for this experiment, to modulate the offenergy tune, we developed a method of rapid excitation of
coherent beam energy oscillations (“RF jump” or “RF
pinger”, [8]). The LLRF controller [9] was modified by
adding an external timing trigger to control the phase
transient.
The RF pinger timing was aligned with other timingdriven subsystems, such as transverse pinger and BPMs.
The timing delay for the RF pinger trigger was synchronized with BPM sum signal so that RF pinger start is
delayed by 100 turns relative to SR BPMs to monitor
beam energy oscillations. Thus three planes pingers can
be excited independently or simultaneously in any combination.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In the experiment, we stored a few mA beam, switched
to the highly chromatic lattice and then moved betatron
tune to near half-integer (0~16.47) resonance by controlling non-dispersive quadrupoles.
The beta-beat along the ring at different tunes was retrieved from BPM TBT data to measure the stopband
width. The beta beat for the nominal lattice was corrected
to ~3% with stopband width at 0.016. We called these
experimental conditions the “Small stopband” scenario.
With the same RF jump and transverse pinger settings we
designed another experimental scenario in which the
harmonic quadrupole strength was adjusted to expand the
stopband width from 0.016 to 0.038, so that the beam
tune stays within the stopband much longer during the RF
jump. We called these experimental conditions the “Large
stopband” scenario.
The measurement results are shown in Fig. 3. The energy oscillation amplitude is about +/-1.4% (peak to
peak). When the tune approaches the half integer resonance, y plane motion starts to show behavior that is typical for parametric resonance, i.e. modulation at the detuning frequency .
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It is clear that when the beam is passing through the
“Small stopband” we do not observe particle loss. We
estimate that the beam takes a minimum of about 7 turns
to cross the resonance for the stopband in this case. In the
“Large stopband” scenario, the beam is moving through
the resonance for about 40 turns resulting in the particles
loss. The losses then repeat every following synchrotron
oscillation. We estimate the maximum number of turns
that the beam can spend within the “Small stopband” as
25 and that for the “Large stopband” as 49. The amplitude
growth factor for few of our experiments and found an
approximate agreement with the corresponding measurements: a factor of 1.5~2.5 for the “Small stopband”

SUMMARY
We carried out a study focused on a new non-standard
approach in the lattice design for circular accelerators. We
have shown that it may be unnecessary to confine the
chromatic tune footprint between the resonance stopbands. The storage rings with a large chromatic tune
swing can successfully reach large momentum aperture
provided that two conditions are satisfied. The first condition states that the resonance stopbands need to be corrected well by manufacturing and aligning of magnets
with small residual field errors and accurate cancellation
of the harmful error harmonics that otherwise increase the
stopband width. The other condition is in maintaining
large magnitude of high order chromaticity. Combination
of the two conditions above leads to a rapid crossing of
the resonance stopband, which does not cause loss of the
particles as demonstrated by our experiments.
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NSLS-II POST MORTEM FUNCTION DEVELOPMENT AND DATA
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The National Synchrotron Light Source II (NSLS-II) is
a state of the art 3 GeV third generation light source at
Brookhaven National Laboratory. The storage ring was
commissioned in 2014 and transitioned to routine
operations in the December of the same year. At this point
the facility hosts 16 operating beam lines with beam
current upto 250 mA. During beamline operation, various
sources (protection system or subsystem malfunction)
may cause beam dump. To identify the beam trip sources
and improve the operation reliability, post mortem
function was developed in NSLS-II to capture the subsystems status and beam information prior and after beam
dump, including RF system, power supply, BPMs and
active interlock system. Most of the trip events have been
identified and related source was improved. In this paper,
we’ll present the post mortem function development and
data application to diagnose beam dump source.

INTRODUCTION
The National Synchrotron Light Source II (NSLS-II) is
a new 3 GeV third generation light source at Brookhaven
National Laboratory [1]. It can deliver a broad band of
light with the brightness of 1022 photons/s/ mm2 /mrad2
/0.1%BW to support 60-70 beam lines at full built-out.
The storage ring was commissioned in 2014 and began
its routine operations in the December of the same year.
In 2015-2016 we have been continuously installing and
commissioning new insertion devices, their front-ends
and beamlines. At this point the facility hosts 16
beamlines in routine operation. Over past year we have
been steadily increasing beam current to 250 mA with all
ID gaps closed with two SRF cavity in operation. During
beam studies we accumulated beam current upto 400 mA.
High operation reliability is always desirable. So it is
important to understand each beam trip reason, fix the
potential problems and avoid unnecessary beam trip. In
the following section, we’ll present the beam protection
system, post mortem function development and post
mortem data applications in NSLS-II.

ACTIVE INTERLOCK SYSTEM
The active interlock system (AIS) [2] is one of the
major machine protection systems from the synchrotron
radiation. The main purpose of AIS is to protect the
___________________________________________
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insertion device (ID), frontend and storage ring vacuum
chamber due to mis-steered synchrotron radiations from
IDs (ID-AI) and Dipole magnets (BM-AI).
The required ID-AI system response time is within 1
ms, because through 1 ms duration damping wiggler
(DW) aluminum vacuum chamber will increase the
surface temperature to 100 C. System engaged beam
current threshold is 2 mA. The safe beam envelope
defined for device protection are beam position offset
within 0.5 mm, and beam angle offset within 0.25 mrad at
insertion device center both plane.
The required BM-AI system response time is within 10
ms. System engaged beam current threshold is 50 mA.
The safe beam envelope is beam position offset along the
ring within 5 mm in x plane and within 3 mm in y plane.
AI system trip source includes beam out of ID-AI or
BM-AI envelope, external device failures or global
communication glitch detected. It also includes fail-safe
function to protect the system from unexpected faults
condition, such as AIS Timing trigger error, Cell
controller timing error, BPM fault condition (PLL unlock
and ADC saturation, ID bpm, and BM bpm), PLC
heartbeat status fault (1 Hz), DCCT system fault, DCCT
PLC heartbeat status (5 Hz). AI system keeps monitoring
these input signals and will dump the beam by turning off
RF system under any abnormal condition.

Figure 1: AI system expert page for monitoring all of the
AI system status monitoring.
AIS also latched its input signal status during beam
dump and displayed them for operation purpose, as shown
in Fig. 1. These top level status signals are very useful
and convenient to direct the beam dump source, such as
ID trip or canting magnet trip or BPMs out of envelope.
However, AIS detected dump source can be the leading
reason or can be the result of other system fail. One
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common question is whether RF system trip caused beam
out of AI envelope or beam out of AI envelope caused RF
trip. To analyse the event sequence, subsystem post
mortem data is needed to answer this question.

POST MORTEM FUNCTION
DEVELOPMENT
Figure 2 shows the diagram of the global PM
configuration [3]. Once AIS detects an abnormal input
signal, it generates a global PM trigger signal and a PM
reset signal through the Event Generator (EVG) timing
system. EVG assigned two event codes for PM: one for a
trigger event, and another for reset trigger event. PM
trigger and the data capture time are synchronized for the
entire storage ring system during beam dump. NSLS-II
post-mortem system includes AIS, Cell Controllers,
BPMs, RFs, power supply systems (PSs) as well as the
timing system. The beam trip event code will trigger these
systems, frozen their memory buffer and PM client
software then save the post-mortem data. These data
record beam dump process signal and subsystem status
during beam dump and will be used for an analysis of
subsystem trip sequence.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 2: Post Mortem configuration diagram.
AIS PM waveform implemented total 3 seconds 10
kHz data saved to DDR-3 memory. Saved data files
include AI system latched beam signal (BPMs 10 kHZ
beam position, FPGA…), Power Supply (Quadrupoles,
Sextupoles, dipole trims, DC and fast correctors, Canting
magnet), BPMs turn by turn data (X and Y position,
button sum signal, AI trigger stop address), RF system
(cavity amplitude and phase, cavity forward/reverse
power, RF section BPM’s beam phase and beam
intensity). The saved file is in hdf5 format with all PVs’
timestamp.

POST MORTEM DATA APPLICATION
During the SR commissioning and operation, we
experienced different fault such as RF vacuum trip, Power
supply failure, BPM failure (saturation), BPM 10 kHz
data communication glitch. Some of them, such as data
glitch, are not real and caused unnecessay beam dump.
AI system has implemented data glitch ignoring
function, i.e. if it only detects a single cycle data sudden
jump, AI system treats it as a glitch with data latched
without trip RF system, but if two consecutive cycle’s

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

data is out of the defined range, it is considered a real
beam motion and will trip RF system.

Beam Trip Sources Analysis
During the operation, there are several different types
of beam dump sources. The most common trip sources we
experienced are AI , RF Cavity trip (vacuum, EPS, PPS),
EPS (vacuum, temperature, utility…), PSs (klixon hot due
to PS heat, power supply fails), BPM fail, injection kicker
fail, PPS.
To analyze the event sequence, we developed an online
application as an operation tool to show RF signal relative
to AI trigger event. The input signals include two RF
cavities’ field and beam intensity signal, SR BPMs TBT
sum signal. Since the data sampling rate are different, the
RF signals are interpolated into the same time interval as
BPM TBT data. Then both BPM’s sum signals are
processed to normalized beam intensity for the timing
alignment. After this step, both RF cavity and SR BPM
TBT signals are aligned to the same time scale. AI trigger
event timing is latched relative to SR BPMs TBT data
index. So RF cavity field change, beam intensity change
and AI are all aligned into the same coordination. The
whole process takes time within a minute.
Figure 3 shows the examples of beam dump from RF
cavity vacuum trip, AI trip, EPS trip, and injection kicker
trip. The green lines are the AI trigger event launch time.
Red line are for cavity C’s signal and Blue line are for
cavity D’s. In the RF cavity trip case, it shows cavity D
trips first, then caused cavity C unstable, resulting beam
out of AI envelope and AI launches trigger event. The
beam loss happens ~70 turns, due to synchrotron loss
with one cavity supplying beam energy. In the EPS trip
case, it shows both cavities were tripped at the same time
from EPS trigger, resulting beam out of AI envelope and
AI launches trigger event. The beam loss happens ~40
turns, due to synchrotron loss without cavity supplying
beam energy. In the AI trip case, it shows both cavities
were tripped at the same time after AI trigger. The beam
loss happens ~40 turns, due to synchrotron loss without
cavity supplying beam energy. In the injection kicker trip
case, it shows both cavities were tripped after AI trigger
with beam loss ahead of cavity trip. The beam loss
happens in 2 turns (kicker pulse length is 2 SR revolution
periods), due to beam large big kick angle and oscillates
amplitude out of vacuum chamber limitation.

Beam Loss Location
BPMs post mortem sum signal are also used to analyse
beam loss location [4] around the ring.
The BPM sum signal exhibited level of noise in excess
of slow loss rate. Even with the normalized sum data
BPM-to-BPM noise is still comparable with the beam loss
in one turn and it is hard to judge where the beam is
actually lost. To reduce the noise, the raw data was further
processed by moving data average method. First, 180
BPMs different turns data was expanded into a long
transport line in BPM sequence and turn sequence, as:
= [ , …,,
,
… ], where pn is the BPM index
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number and i is the turn number. Then beam sum signal
was
processed
via
moving
average
as
=
,…
, where k is the slice number of
averaged BPMs. The beam loss locations (Fig. 4) are
indicated as sudden slope changes in the sum signal. The
result shows that beam loss locations are injection straight
section and scraper location during kicker fail. In other
case, such as AI trip or RF cavity trip, beam loss located
at the scraper region. This agrees with SR geometry that
scraper was purposely positioned at 20 mm and AC
septum limits aperture to 18 mm.

Figure 4: beam loss localization from AI and kicker trip.

NSLS-II OPERATION

Figure 5: SR operation failure distribution.

SUMMARY
NSLS-II post mortem function was developed to
snapshot the machine status and beam signal during beam
dump. Online tools were implemented to diagnose beam
trip event sequence and help to diagnose the subsystem
imperfections (such as signals glitch), avoid unnecessary
beam trip and improve the machine operation reliability.
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In FY 2016, top off routine operations started on
October 1, 2015 at 150 mA. Now the beamline operation
beam current is 250 mA with 10 hrs beam lifetime. The
total operation time is 3600 hrs.
The beam operation reliability is 91.4%. The mean time
per failure is ~14 hrs.
In Fig. 5, it shows SR operation failure distribution.
The main trip sources are the RF cavity and power supply.
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Abstract
In 2016 run of Coherent Electron Cooling (CeC), we
have successfully tested the performance of a number of
K2CsSb cathodes. These cathodes with QE of 6%-10%
were fabricated in Instrumentation Division, a few miles
away, transported to RHIC tunnel under UHV conditions,
attached to the CeC gun, kept in storage and inserted in
the gun as needed. A maximum bunch charge of 4.6 nC
was generated in the gun when the QE was 1.8%. With
careful conditioning at increasing accelerating fields, it
was possible to maintain the QE of several cathodes for
more than a week. For the cathodes that experienced
degradation, the primary cause was multipacting when the
power into the gun reached certain level. For subsequent
measurement, the substrate was masked to coat only the
central 9 mm of substrate. By optimizing the procedure
for boosting the power to the gun and covering all viewports to minimize dark current, we were able to over
come multipacting. In this paper, we discuss the cathode
preparation, transfer to the gun and operational experience with the cathode in 112 MHz gun.

The most challenging step in this experiment is compatibility of cathode and superconducting RF gun. Very
strong multipacting was observed in 112 MHz gun after
the insertion of cathodes. It was also observed in other
SRF gun. By optimizing the power boost procedure, we
were able to run the gun in CW mode in gun voltage
around 1.2 MV.

CATHODE PREPARATION AND
TRANSFER
Cathode Preparation
The cathodes are deposited at a deposition chamber described in [1] and shown in Fig. 2. The procedure of the
cathode preparation is presented in [1].

INTRODUCTION
In order to achieve high luminosity, eRHIC will need
an electron cooling to reduce the ion beam emittance
which is increased by intra-beam scattering. Currently,
BNL is carrying on a Proof of Principle experiment to
demonstrate an advance cooling scheme called coherence
electron cooling (CeC) which needs high charge bunch 5
nC with a repetition frequency of 78 kHz. A 112 MHz
superconducting quarter-wave resonator (QWR) with
high quantum efficiency photocathode will generate this
beam to cool one of the ion bunches in RHIC. Figure 1
shows the 112 MHz gun layout.
Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

112 MHz Nb QWR

Helium vessel

Vacuum vessel

Cathode stalk

FPC / frequency tuner
Thermal shield

Cathode

Magnetic shield

Figure 1: Plane view layout of the 112 MHz QWR gun.
In 112 MHz gun, we chose K2CsSb as the photocathode
material because of its high QE at green light and relatively long lifetime at 10-10 torr vacuum. With QE above
1%, the cathode can deliver more than 3 nC bunch charge.
Typically, the fresh K2CsSb cathode QE is in range of 8%
~12%.
___________________________________________
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Figure 2: A schematic of the Instrumentation Division’s
K2CsSb photocathode deposition system.
In 2015 run, the entire Molybdenum substrate pucks
were exposed to alkali vapor. The alkali-coated cathode
surface has relatively low work function and has very
high secondary emission yield. This created favorable
conditions for strong multipacting around cathode. The
hard multipacting barrier only existed when the multialkali cathode was inserted into the gun. We developed a
technique using excimer laser to remove the active cathode material from the puck’s edge. However, the initial
QE of 4.2% significantly degraded, to less than 0.0001%,
due to outgassing during the laser ablation process. The
pressure during cleaning process was in the 10-8 to 10-7
torr range, typically. We heated up the cathode to 80C
for two hours and rejuvenated it to a stable QE of 0.8%.
This cathode maintained almost same QE in the gun and
generated high charge beam in 112 MHz gun with CW
operation.
The laser ablation takes time and also damages cathode.
The rejuvenation process did work, but did not recover to
the original QE. Simulations indicated that there are two
multipacting sensitive zones, one in a narrow gap between
the side surface of the puck and the inside surface of
cathode stalk, another one between cathode edge and gun
2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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chamber. A mask to cover these areas from exposure to
cathode material was designed and used in cathode preparation for gun run 2016. The mask covered both cathode
side and cathode edge. Figure 3 shows the cathode with
mask in preparation. The coated cathode size is 0.9 cm
diameter. Under the mask, the QE is below the measurement limit of 10-9. Without the mask, it was difficult to
overcome multipacting without removing the cathode
material from the edges of puck. Hence impact of operation in the gun on the QE could not be determined.

puck. Seven cathodes had acceptable QE after the transfer
from preparation chamber to RHIC tunnel and in storage
for a week. Three cathodes lost QE before insertion into
the gun due to either loss of power to the vacuum pump
and resulting increase in the base pressure or misassembly of the garage. Figure 6 shows a typical QE
evolution from cathode preparation chamber to before
inserting into the gun. In this plot, the QE dropped about
2% in transferring and in load lock baking like from May
11th to May 14th. Then the QE is almost stabilized with
the lifetime more than months.

Figure 3: The coated cathode after the mask was removed from the puck.

Figure 5: Cathode QE comparison: after growth, before
cathode transfer (blue), before insertion into the gun (red)
and inside gun after passing through the multipacting
(green). The cathode with the same name means that the
substrates were polished and reused again.

Cathode Transfer
The photograph of load-lock chamber, garage, with the
magazine supporting up to 3 cathode pucks is shown in
Fig. 4. The vacuum in this chamber is maintained by a
Saes Nextorr pump, which includes 10 l/s ion pump and a
100 l/s NEG pump. The magazine can store up to 3 cathodes reducing the down time for cathode exchange, once
the load-lock is in place. The garage also has a QE diagnostic system that allows us to measure the QE evolution
during transfer and before insertion into the gun.

Figure 6: QE evolution in Cathode transferring and storage in the garage.

CATHODE PERFORMANCE IN
SRF GUN

Figure 4: Cathode transfer chamber.
From 2015 to 2016, totally ten cathodes have been delivered to 112 MHz gun. Figure 5 shows the QE comparison before and after delivering cathode to RHIC tunnel.
QE before transfer was measured once the QE has stabilized in the fabrication/transport system. The initial QE of
the cathodes are in range of 6%~10% except one cathode
(2.6) in which we cooled the mask cryogenically to reduce adhesion of cathode material in masked region of the
2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
T02 - Electron Sources

In 2016 run, 112 MHz gun has reached stable operation
in CW mode at 1.7 MV without cathode, limited by a
LHe load due to strong field emission. A cavity voltage as
high as 2.0 MV could be reached in the pulsed mode [2].
We observed the multipacting after inserting the cathode
into the gun. The typical multipacting voltage ranges from
zero to 0.7 MV. The multipacting induced outgassing is
the main reason for drastic reduction in the QE of the
cathode. Three key steps were preformed to overcome the
multipacting zones. i) Cover all the view-ports on the gun
to make sure no ambient light could leak into the gun.
This step is to reduce the initial electrons in multipacting.
ii) Move the main coupler to strong coupling position and
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off set the center frequency to break the multipacting
resonance. iii) Use pulse mode to boost gun voltage to
desired range. This step reduces the number of vacuum
spikes. After overcoming multipacting, the gun could
operate with a gap voltage in the range of 0.8 MV to 1.3
MV.
The three steps are used in most of the cases. However,
for different cathodes, specifics such as off center frequency and pulse voltage have to be fine-tuned in beginning. Thus, while searching for the optimum conditions,
occasionally, the vacuum spikes to 10-6 torr scale, reducing the QE significantly. Figure 5 shows the cathode QE
in the gun. QE of four cathodes dropped by orders of
magnitude during the initial gun power ramp due to multipacting. Rest of them survived in power ramp when the
multipacting zone was crossed in very short time and with
few vacuum spikes. The QE for these cathodes is 1.1%
and 2.5%.
Some cathodes, even with as low a QE as 0.1% after
strong multipacting could survive in the gun for several
weeks without further decay. Figure 7 shows the charge
evolution for one ~0.1% QE cathode. Once the multipacting happen in boosting the power, the charge is significantly drops from > 100 pC to 10s pC. With the CW RF
operation for couple hours, the charge recovered back
to >100 pC again.

netic field while boosting the power. Once the gun in CW
operation, we can shut off the coil current for beam test.

Figure 7: ~0.1% QE cathode charge evolution in three
weeks. Blue array shows the QE reduction and recovery
due to multipacting and beam emission.

Figure 9: The dark current comparison with (Red) and
without (Blue) cathode in CW operation.

The gun usually was shut down almost every couple
days for regular RHIC maintenance to meet safety regulations. The cathodes with QE above 1%, are very sensitive
to vacuum spikes that occur during the power ramp after
such a shut down One cathode delivered QE above 1% in
the gun with CW RF power for more than 1.5 days. The
figure 8.a is the QE map of the cathode after operated in
the gun (CW mode) for about 1.1 day. Then after a shut
down, we had to ramp up the power in the gun again and
faced a strong multipacting. After ramp up, the cathode
QE dropped to 0.02%. Figure 8 b) shows the QE map
after the multipacting. The QE recovered back to 0.1% in
next a few hours of gun operation. One possible solution
for eliminating the multipacting due to cathode, is adding
a bucking coil at back of cathode to generate small mag-

(a)
(b)
Figure 8: The QE map of the cathode inside the gun
With our 2.5% cathode, the gun delivered maximum
3.7 nC charge. Our bunch repetition frequency is 5 kHz
and generated an average beam current of more than
15 uA.

DARK CURRENT FROM CATHODE
We also observed dark current after inserting the cathode in the gun, shown in Fig. 9. Obviously, the cathode
generates high dark current. The dark current with and
without the cathode were fitted to the equation (1) [3].
.

.

(1)

One solution for eliminating the dark current is to
choose S20 cathode, which has higher work function.

CONCLUSION
The 112 MHz SRF gun was tested in 2015 and 2016
with K2CsSb cathode. High charge bunches have been
generated from the gun. We are able to fabricate high QE
K2CsSb photocathode in one location and to deliver to
RHIC tunnel a few miles away. Ways to eliminate the
multipacting and dark current are under study.
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DESIGN AND SIMULATION OF EMITTANCE MEASUREMENT WITH
MULTI-SLIT FOR LEReC ∗
C. Liu† , A. Fedotov, J. Kewisch, M. Minty, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY, U.S.A.
Abstract
To improve the luminosity of beam energy scan of low energy Au-Au collision, a electron machine is under construction to cool ion beams in both RHIC rings with pulsed electron beam. Over the course of the project, a multi-slit device
is needed to characterize the transverse beam emittance of
three energies, 0.4, 1.6 and 2.6 MeV. This report shows the
optimization and compromise of the design, which include
the slit width, slit spacing, and drift space from the multislit to the downstream proﬁle monitor.

the proﬁle monitor and some geometrical information, the
beam emittance at the ﬂag can be reconstructed.
With a single slit device, one can either move the slit
across the beam or move the beam relative to the slit and
record multiple snap shots of the projected stripe on the
downstream monitor. The advantage of a single slit device
is that the step size (equivalent to the slit spacing in multislit device) is adjustable, and there is no concern of stripes
overlapping with each other on the proﬁle monitor like for
the multi-slit case. However, it requires additional hardware
to move the beam or the ﬂag with good precision.

INTRODUCTION

EMITTANCE MEASUREMENT
OVERVIEW
The principle of emittance measurement with multi-slit
was presented in [7]. The electron beam was intercepted
by the multi-slit ﬂag so that emittance dominated beam-lets
pass through and project onto the downstream proﬁle monitor (PM). Based on the width of the individual stripes on
∗
†

The work was performed under Contract No. DE-SC0012704 with the
U.S. Department of Energy.
cliu1@bnl.gov
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SIMULATION
To optimize a multi-slit design common for all the three
energies, we started to optimize the individual design for
each energy. In the following simulations, the beam distributions were from the output of PAMELA simulation with
space charge.
There are some general design considerations for optimization of the multi-slit device. The thickness of the ﬂag
should be large enough to stop most of the particles. The
slit width should be small, negligible compared to the size
of the stripes on proﬁle monitor. The ratio of slit width to
thickness should not be smaller than the divergence of the
beam. The drift space should be enough for beam-lets to
diverge, not too much that the stripes on the proﬁle monitor
overlap with each other. The downstream proﬁle monitor
should be large enough for diverged beam-lets.
The projection of the stripes on the proﬁle monitor and its
multiple Gaussian peak ﬁt for energy of 0.4 MeV are shown
in Fig 2. Only 7 main beam stripes were projected in the
horizontal plane. The slit width was 0.15 mm, slit spacing
was 2.5 mm and the drift space was 2 m. A 2 inch size
proﬁle monitor is required at this energy to accommodate
the entire beam.
The projection of the stripes on the proﬁle monitor and its
multiple Gaussian peak ﬁt for energy of 1.6 MeV are shown
in Fig. 3. The slit width was 0.15 mm, slit spacing was 1.2
mm and the drift space was 1 m. The particles with large
horizontal displacement have larger uncorrelated beam divergence due to space charge force. The drift length was
chosen so that the visible stripes are not overlapping with
each other. The stripes even further away from the center
will overlap.
The projection of the stripes on the proﬁle monitor and its
multiple Gaussian peak ﬁt for energy of 2.6 MeV are shown
in Fig. 4. The slit width was 0.15 mm, slit spacing was 2
mm and the drift space was 2 m. With higher energy, the
beam divergence is smaller so that with limited drift length
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Mapping the QCD phase diagram is one of the fundamental goals of heavy-ion collision experiments [1]. In
the past, Au-Au collision with various energies (Beam Energy Scan/BES-I) has been provided for the experiments in
RHIC [2]. Driven by the physics and BES-I results, future
physics program with higher luminosity goals called BESII is proposed for Au-Au center-of-mass energy below 20
GeV [3]. The role of electron cooling [4] for the lowest
energy points is to counteract intrabeam scattering (IBS):
this prevents transverse emittance growth and intensity loss
from the RF bucket due to the longitudinal IBS.
An electron accelerator (Fig. 1) is being constructed to
provide Low Energy RHIC electron Cooling (LEReC) and
will provide a beam to cool both the blue and yellow RHIC
ion beams by co-propagating a 10∼50 mA electron beam of
1.6∼2.6 MeV [5] with the ion beams. The electron accelerator consists a DC gun which provides 0.4 MeV beam and a
Booster cavity which provides an energy gain of either ∼1.2
or ∼2.2 MeV.
Over the course of the project, beam emittance measurement is required for three beam energies, 0.4, 1.6 and 2.6
MeV in the injection line [6]. Due to space and budget limitation, it’s desirable to use a single device for all the measurements. Since the beam is space charge dominated, the
multi-slit and single slit options are considered to avoid the
complication of space charge force.
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Figure 1: Layout of LEReC electron accelerator showing the ﬁve sections. An enlarged view of the injection section as it
will be set up during the Gun Test is shown on the right.
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Figure 2: The horizontal projection of the beam stripes on
the proﬁle monitor for beam energy of 0.4 MeV, and the
multiple Gaussian peak ﬁtting of the projection.
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the beam stripes are narrow and have no interference with
each other.
The emittances of the three energies are listed in Table 1.
The real emittance is calculated from beam distribution of
all the particles. The sampled emittance is the one of the particles that pass through the slits. The measured emittance
is reconstructed from the image on the proﬁle monitor and
other geometrical information. The relative error between
the sampled and measured emittances are shown as measurement accuracy. The discrepancy between the real and
sampled emittance is resulted from the facts that the particles are under-sampled and only seven beam stripes were
included in the analysis. The discrepancy between sampled and measured emittances comes from the facts that the
drift length is limited to be 2 m or even less, and the beam
stripes were ﬁtted with Gaussian functions which may not
be the best description of the distribution, especially with
the phase space distribution distorted by space charge force.
As can be seen from Table 1, the measurement using
multi-slits with optimized parameters for individual ener-
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Figure 3: The horizontal projection of the beam stripes on
the proﬁle monitor for beam energy of 1.6 MeV, and the
multiple Gaussian peak ﬁtting of the projection.

Table 1: Beam Emittance in The Simulation of Multi-slit
Emittance Measurement With Design Optimized For Three
Individual Energies

Real emittance
Sampled emittance
Measured emittance
Measurement accuracy

0.4 MeV

1.6 MeV

2.6 MeV

0.655
0.630
0.623
1.1%

0.494
0.363
0.312
14.0%

0.317
0.317
0.369
16.4%

gies is not with high accuracy. A common multi-slit device
for all three energies is expected to render even less accurate
measurements.
A single slit device was considered as a better choice in
terms of measurement accuracy due to the ﬂexibility of step
size and drift length. However, the decision was made to
use a common multi-slit device based on schedule and cost
limitation.
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SUMMARY
180

In order to measure the emittance of three diﬀerent energies at the injection line of LEReC, multi-slit device for
each energy was designed and simulated. The discrepancies of the real emittance, sampled emittance and measured
emittance were shown and explained. A common device
for all three energies was designed based on the parameters
of the three individual designs. The performance was not
as good as individual designs as expected. The emittance
from the simulation and measurement accuracy for all energies were shown as well. Due to the schedule of the LEReC
project and the fact one need to measure the emittance with
good precision instead of accuracy, the common multi-slit
design was accepted.
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Figure 4: The horizontal projection of the beam stripes on
the proﬁle monitor for beam energy of 2.6 MeV, and the
multiple Gaussian peak ﬁtting of the projection.
Using a common multi-slit device with slit width 0.15
mm, 1.5 mm slit spacing and 2 m drift length (limited by
space), the emittances from the simulation are listed in Table 2.
Table 2: Beam Emittance in The Simulation of Multislit Emittance Measurement With a Common Design For
Beams of All Three Energies

Real emittance
Sampled emittance
Measured emittance
Measurement accuracy

0.4 MeV

1.6 MeV

2.6 MeV

0.655
0.465
0.465
0.0%

0.494
0.437
0.345
21.1%

0.317
0.260
0.331
27.3%
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IMPEDANCE SIMULATION FOR LEREC BOOSTER CAVITY
TRANSFORMED FROM ERL GUN CAVITY*
C. Liu#, BNL, Upton, NY 11733, U.S.A.
Abstract
Wake impedance induced energy spread is a concern
for the low energy cooling electron beam. The impedance
simulation of the booster cavity for the LEReC projection
is presented in this report. The simulation is done for both
non-relativistic and ultra-relativistic cases. The space
charge impedance in the first case is discussed. For
impedance budget consideration of the electron machine,
only simulation of the geometrical impedance in the latter
case is necessary since space charge is considered
separately.

INTRODUCTION
Low energy RHIC electron cooling (LEReC) is
designed to cool low energy ion beams at RHIC, which is
crucial for beam energy scan for searching the critical
point on the QCD phase diagram [1]. The electron beam
energy is 1.6 MeV for the first phase, and will be
increased to 2.6 MeV on the second phase to match the
velocity of higher energy ions. The electron beam will be
mostly accelerated by the booster cavity on the first
phase. The ERL gun cavity will be modified to be used as
the booster cavity. The ERL gun cavity is shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 2: Three dimensional view of the booster cavity
design with new insert.

SIMULATION SETUP
Electron beam parameters for the simulation are listed
here. Beam energy is 400 keV, so that Lorentz β=0.8279.
Bunch charge is 100 pC. Bunch rms length is 10 mm.
Repetition rate of micro bunches and the fundamental
frequency of the cavity is 704 MHz. Bunch spacing is
0.43 m. Repetition rate of bunch train is ~9 MHz. The
following results are for single bunch simulation.
All cavity material was assigned to be PEC (perfect
electrical conducting). All other materials were assigned
to be “normal”, which essentially means vacuum.
Integration method is “Direct”, because others are not
applicable for non-relativistic beams [3]. The boundary
was “open” at both end of the structure. The structure is
symmetric with respect to the horizontal and vertical
plane.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

SIMULATION RESULTS

Figure 1: Three dimensional drawing of the ERL gun
cavity.
For effective cooling, the allowable energy spread of
the electron beam is very small (relative RMS energy
spread ~5E-4). Therefore, the budget of wake impedance
introduced by various components in the electron
machine is very tight. The sum energy spread due to
resistive wall and geometrical impedance should be no
greater than space charge induced energy spread [2]. A
new insert was designed on the cathode side of the ERL
gun in the effort of reducing geometrical impedance. The
simulation of impedance of this booster cavity with the
insert (Fig. 2) will be presented in the following.
*The work was performed under Contract No. DE-SC0012704 with
the U.S. Department of Energy.
# cliu1@bnl.gov

Figure 3: Simplified booster cavity structure in CST
simulation.
The impedance simulation was carried out for a
simplified structure, which only keeps the essential parts
for electromagnetic fields. The structure in CST
simulation is shown in Fig. 3. On the right hand side, a
2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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transition piece was added to keep the cut-off frequencies
the same on both ends of the structure.
The wake potential is shown in Fig. 4. The spikes
around 0 mm in Fig. 4 was enlarged and displayed in Fig.
5. The latter part of the wake is shown in Fig. 6.

Figure 4: The longitudinal wake potential, denoted by X
and shown in green, of the booster cavity with β=0.8279.

Figure 5: The zoom-in display of the spikes on the wake
potential plot.

Figure 6: The zoom-in display of the long range part of
the wake potential plot.

WEPOB69

equals to that from the whole structure. The simulation
was done on a cylindrical PEC pipe with the same beam
parameters, and the wake potential shows the spikes as
well. When the Lorentz beta was assigned to 1 in the
simulation, the spikes disappeared. Simulation with
0.8279<β<1 was also performed. It was found the
amplitude of the spikes is a smooth function of the
Lorentz factor.
The results for β=1 are shown below. The loss factor is
0.59 V/pC. The head of the bunch losses energy while the
tail gains energy as shown in the wake potential plot in
Fig. 7. The first peak in Fig. 8 shows the impedance at the
fundamental mode of the cavity [4]. The second peak in
Fig. 8 shows the impedance at the second harmonic,
which should be reduced as much as can be. The possible
measures for reducing the quality factor of HOM, or in
other word damping HOM, is a different topic [5]. The
impedance is mostly reactive as shown by the real and
imaginary components in Fig. 9 and 10 [6]. The -90
degree phase of the longitudinal impedance in Fig. 11
together with the linear dependence on frequency of the
impedance indicates it is negative inductive.

Figure 7: The longitudinal wake potential for the booster
cavity with β=1.

Figure 8: The longitudinal impedance of the booster
cavity.

It was a puzzling question what the source of the
dominating spikes in the wake potential plot (Fig. 4) is
due to. A couple of tests have been done in the CST
simulation to understand it. The structure was first split in
two pieces longitudinally, in order to figure out where the
spikes come from. The wake potential from these two
pieces showed the spikes as well only with reduced
amplitudes. The sum of the spikes from the two pieces
2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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size. This prompts the question what is the proper way to
evaluate the impedance for low energy beams. Since
space charge can be simulated by other codes precisely,
therefore, only resistive wall and geometrical impedance,
in this case only the latter, are of interest in this CST
simulation. Both impedances have weak dependence on
the Lorentz beta [7]. Therefore, one should assign β=1 in
the simulation.

SUMMARY
Figure 9: The real part of the longitudinal impedance.

Figure 10: The imaginary part of the longitudinal
impedance.

The impedance of the LEReC booster cavity was
simulated for β<1 case. The spikes in the wake potential
were studied and determined to result from the
longitudinal space charge force. The space charge
impedance overwhelms both resistive wall and
geometrical impedances. And it is the geometrical
impedance rather than resistive wall impedance that is a
concern for cavities. Therefore, the geometrical
impedance of the booster cavity was evaluated by
assigning β=1 since space charge can be simulated by
other codes precisely. The impedance and loss factor will
be considered together with those from other sources to
determine the overall impedance budget.
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MECHANICAL STRAIGHTENING OF THE 3-m ACCELERATING
STRUCTURES AT THE ADVANCED PHOTON SOURCE
D. Bromberek, W. G. Jansma, T. Smith, G. Waldschmidt, Advanced Photon Source Argonne
National Laboratory, Argonne, USA
flex support and halo to move the structure in the desired
Abstract
A project is underway at the Advanced Photon Source
to mechanically straighten the thirteen 3-meter accelerating structures in the Linear Accelerator (Linac) in order to
minimize the transverse wake-field, and improve charge
transport efficiency and beam quality. Flexure supports
allow positioning of the structures in the X and Y directions. Mechanical design of the flexure support system,
straightening techniques, mechanical measurement methods, and mechanical and RF results will be discussed.

X, Y and XY directions.

INTRODUCTION

Figure 1: Original Linac structure located in the APS with
quad magnets and rigid water lines.
Halo

Saddle

Flex Support

Figure 2: Section of Linac structure with supports: left SLAC riveted assembly, right - ANL EDM assembly.

FLEXURE SUPPORT DESIGN
The flex supports are a modified SLAC design with locatable pedestals, halos, and cell saddles, which can be
mounted at a desired location on the strong-back, depending on the deformation profile of the structure and the
position of quad magnets at the chosen installation location. The SLAC flex support consists primarily of a 5piece riveted assembly while the ANL version is a 2-piece
electrical discharge machined (EDM) assembly, as shown
in Fig. 2. In both designs, thin wall side plates allow
movement in the Z direction while a phosphor bronze
center plate strives to maintain the Y elevation, and minimize X tilt and Z twist. Setscrews are provided on the

2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators

STRAIGHTENING TECHNIQUES AND
MECHANICAL MEASUREMENT
METHOD
X and Y base-line profiles are established using a portable articulating arm coordinate measuring machine
(CMM) [2]. Eight points are taken around the circumference of the cells and 2D and 3D axes are created using the
CMM measurement software. A base-line 2D XY profile
for structure 008 is shown in Fig. 3. A typical 3D profile
for a structure is shown in Fig. 4. With the base-line
profiles established, the support pedestals are mounted to
a strong-back. Support pedestal positions are determined
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The Linac of the Advanced Photon Source at Argonne
National Laboratory is composed of thirteen S-Band
accelerating structures operating at 2856MHz. The thirteen accelerating structures are in the process of being
mechanically straightened off-line to reduce transverse
wake-field and improve beam performance with thermionic and photocathode guns. Using a modified SLAC
design [1], flexure (flex) supports are used on a strongback to mechanically straighten the structures with a goal
of within ± 200 μm in the X (horizontal), and Y (vertical)
directions. Prior to straightening, the deformation of the
operational structures was greater than 1 mm in X, and
greater than 6 mm in Y. It is believed that rigid water
connections to the structures contributed to the gross
deformation in the Y direction. The location of quadrapole (quad) magnets vary for each structure which requires that the flex supports are locatable on the strongback to accommodate different configurations. The magnets can also hinder achieving the ± 200 μm tolerance
throughout the entire 3-m length due to restricted access
for straightening hardware. An operational structure prior
to straightening and without the new support system is
shown in Fig. 1.
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using the deformation profiles and the position of the
quad magnets at the installation location. Fig. 5 shows a
structure ready to be measured and straightened with
supports in place, mounted on a strong-back, with the
portable CMM in close proximity. With supports connected, the straightening process begins by adjusting the
support and halo setscrews on a single support as needed.
The adjustment is made mainly in the Y direction to
achieve ~ ½ the overall distance needed to meet tolerance.
The same method is used on the next support in line until
all supports have completed the 1st iteration. Surveys
using optical instruments are used to measure the Y elevations as each of the supports is adjusted. Once an iteration is completed, the portable CMM is used on a number
of cells to obtain that iteration’s deformation profile. This
process is repeated until a support section has reached the
± 200 μm tolerance. The setscrews on that support are
then locked down with jam nuts and the process moves to
the remaining supports. An XY profile for structure 008
after the 1st iteration is shown in Fig. 6. When it is believed that the entire structure is within tolerance, a full
set of measurements on all the cells is made using the
portable CMM. In general, between 5 and 10 iterations
are necessary to achieve tolerance.
Using a “best-fit” line derived from the final XY profiles, the structure is installed in the Linac tunnel where it
is optically aligned to the beamline and the straightness is
verified using the portable CMM, to ensure that no additional deformation occurred during transport between
buildings.

Figure 3: 2D baseline XY straightness profiles of structure
008.
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Figure 4: Atypical 3D baseline straightness profile of a
structure.

Figure 5: Linac structure on strong-back with supports
and portable CMM.

Figure 6: Structure 008 2D XY profiles after 1st iteration.

MECHANICAL AND RF RESULTS
Four structures have been mechanically straightened
using the technique outlined above. A comparison of
mechanical deformation and RF return loss before and
after straightening are summarized in chronological order
in tables 1 and 2. Structure 015 was straightened to within tolerance but was not installed due to degraded return
loss of -12 dB due to the straightening process. Although
a network analyzer was connected to the structure to
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monitor S11 during the saddle placement and straightening, bead-pull and tuning infrastructure were not yet implemented.
Structure 008 was the 2nd structure to be straightened. It
met the  200 μm tolerance and was installed at location
L2:AS1 in January 2016. This structure was also
straightened before the bead-pull and tuning setup was in
place, therefore the match, while acceptable, was not
optimum with an S11 of -23.8 dB. The tuning of each cell
was unknown.
It has since been determined that both overtightening
the saddle pieces and the straightening process itself
caused a degradation of RF performance. Some cells in
contact with the saddles exceeded the 120⁰  1⁰ cell specification by more than the tuning adjustment capability of
the cell. It was determined that the saddles slightly deformed the cells and in the process detuned the cell. A
procedure is now in place to carefully place the saddles
using 0.015” shims between the 0.020” EDM cuts of the
4-piece saddles. The saddles with 0.015” shims were
tested using a bead-pull set-up and found not to cause an
appreciable difference in the RF characteristics of the
cells. A new wider saddle design is being considered to
distribute the load over more than one cell iris. A cell
saddle being placed with .015” shims is shown in Fig. 7,
and a conceptual model of the wider saddle is shown in
Fig. 8.
For the remaining structures in table 2, bead-pulls have
been performed before and after straightening, and retuning of the structure has been found to be necessary to
achieve optimum RF performance after the  200 m
tolerance was achieved [3]. Structure 016 was straightened within specifications and retuned to -32.0 dB. It was
installed at location L2:AS2 in May of 2016, but was
damaged due to arcing that is not believed to be related to
the straightening process or retuning. Structure 018 was
the 4th structure to be straightened. Due to its sinusoidal
2D X profile and the location of two quad magnets, it
only achieved  260 m straightness. It was vacuum
baked after straightening which pushed it to  360 m
straightness. It was retuned to an S11 of -27.8 dB and
installed in September 2016 at the L2:AS2 location replacing the damaged structure 016.

Shims
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Figure 8: Conceptual model of a wider four-cell saddle.
Table 1: Mechanical Summary of Structures
SN
Straightness Before
Straightness After
015
± .98 mm
± .14 mm
008
± 1.2 mm
± .17 mm
016
± 2.7 mm
± .18 mm
018
± 1.9 mm
± .36 mm*
*0.26 mm after straightening, 0.36 mm after vacuum bake
Table 2: RF Summary of Structures
SN
015
008
016
018

S11 Before
Straightening
-30.0 dB
-27.7 dB
-27.3 dB
-25.2 dB

S11 After
Straightening
-12.0 dB
-23.8 dB
-15.2 dB
-14.8 dB

S11 After
Retuning
N/A
N/A
-32.0 dB
-27.8 dB
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RESULTS OF THE 2015 HELIUM PROCESSING OF
CEBAF CRYOMODULES*
M. Drury†, F. Humphry Jr., L. King, M. McCaughan, A. Solopova
Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility, Newport News, VA 23606
Abstract
Many conference series have adopted the same The
CEBAF accelerator at Jefferson Lab consists of an injector and two linacs connected by arcs. Each linac contains
25 cryomodules that are designed to deliver an integrated
energy of 2.2 GeV per pass to an electron beam in order
to meet 12 GeV energy requirements. Helium processing
is a processing technique that is used to reduce field emission (FE) in SRF cavities. Helium processing of the 50
installed linac cryomodules was seen as necessary to
support 12 GeV energy requirements. This paper will
describe the processing procedure and summarize the
results of this effort.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

BACKGROUND
In the summer of 2015, Jefferson Lab undertook a program to helium process all of the cavities in cryomodules
that were installed in the CEBAF linacs. This work was
deemed necessary to establish a robust SRF energy gain
in support of high availability 12 GeV operations [1].
Reducing field emission from the SRF cavities would
have several benefits. First, in the case of the original
CEBAF cryomodules (denoted as C20’s), a reduction in
field emission would lead to a reduction in the rate of
periodic window arcing. This is a phenomenon associated with the fundamental power coupler design used in
these cryomodules. Field emission in the cavity causes
electrostatic charging of the cold RF window which, in
turn, causes periodic arcing. The rate of arcing is directly
related to the magnitude of field emission [2]. Thus,
reducing fields emission levels and increasing the field
emission onset gradient would allow higher operating
gradients in these older cryomodules. In 2015, there were
30 of the original C20 cryomodules installed in the lin-acs
and injector. In addition, there were 11 refurbished C20
cryomodules (C50’s) and 11 new high gradient cryomodules (C100’s) installed during the 12 GeV upgrade.
Second, a reduction in field emission would, in many
cases, result in a reduction in the dynamic heat load for a
given cavity. This could, in some cases, lead to higher
operating gradients for the C50 and C100 cavities. Finally, the radiation levels around the C100 cryomodules are
high enough to cause damage to materials such as cable
insulation and to electronics that are located near the
C100 cryomodules. High radiation levels also appear to
be responsible for deteriorating beamline vacuums in the
C100 zones. Reducing field emission would help to mitigate these problems and allow the C100 cryomodules to
operate at higher gradients.

____________________________________________

* Work supported by US DOE Contract No. DE-AC05-06OR23177
† drury@jlab.org

SET UP AND EQUIPMENT
The program was allotted a 4-month time span during
the summer maintenance shutdown in 2015. Based on the
amount of time available, it was decided to set up four
processing stations; two in each of the linacs that comprise the CEBAF accelerator. Each processing station
consists of a pumping cart located in the tunnel adjacent
to the cryomodule and a control and data acquisition station upstairs in the service building.

Pumping Carts
The pumping carts contain all of the hardware necessary to safely introduce and monitor gaseous helium into
the beamline of cold cryomodule (See Figure 1). Using
these carts, 99.9999% pure helium is introduced into the
cryomodule beamline vacuum through a 0.003 μm filter
and a variable leak metering valve. A residual gas analyser (RGA) is used to measure the partial pressure of helium in the beamline. The RGA is backed up by two full
range vacuum gauges. A turbo pump is included for
pumping out helium at the end of the processing phase.

Figure 1: Pump Cart.

Control Stations
Each control station upstairs includes a PC running
Windows and Labview. Each PC is able to communicate
with a Field Control Chassis (FCC), power meters, a
frequency counter, and the accelerator control system
(EPICS). Radiation monitoring is accomplished using the
DecaRad system. The DecaRad is a ten channel data
acquisition system that connects to ten channels of Geiger-Mueller (GM) tubes and monitored via EPICS. The
set of ten GM tubes are positioned around a cryomodule
according to the diagram in Figure 2.
The top layout is used for the C100 cryomodule design.
The bottom layout is for original design C20 and C50
cryomodules.
7: Accelerator Technology Main Systems
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temperatures reach 30 K – 40 K. The temperature cycle
takes approximately 24 hours to complete.
The last step is acquiring a new set of radiation measurements in order to document any improvements.

OBSTACLES TO PROCESSING

Figure 2: GM Tube Layouts.

PROCEDURE
The processing procedure consisted of four major steps.
First, the field emission characteristics of the cavities in a
cryomodule were measured to create a baseline. Data
from the DecaRad was collected while ramping up the
cavity gradient until a fault condition, such as a quench,
was reached. This data was used, in part, to determine
whether to process the cavity. If the radiation was very
low or non-existent, then the cavity was not processed.
Figure 3 shows a typical plot of field emission data from a
DecaRad for a single cavity.

The suitability of a particular cryomodule or cavity for
processing could, in some cases, be compromised by
vacuum problems. Some of the older cryomodules have
cold RF window leaks that allow the injected helium to
leak through into the waveguide vacuum. If the leak is
large enough, an increase in arcing events between the RF
windows makes it difficult or impossible to establish
gradient in the cavity. Pumping helium out of the waveguide vacuum space reduces the partial pressure of helium in the cavity to the point that processing becomes
unfeasible. In other cases, the beamline vacuum valves at
either end of the cryomodule can have leaks due to the
degradation of the viton seals. In some case, these leaks
are large enough to prevent the establishment of a stable
pressure regime and requiring frequent recharging of the
beamline vacuum with helium. In this situation, attempts
to process can proceed but the success of the attempt is
somewhat dependent on the size of the leak.
Ten cavities were not processed due to cold window
leaks.

C100 Cavities

Figure 3: Field Emission Graph.
Once the baseline measurements were completed, helium was introduced into the beamline vacuum. The target
partial pressure is in the mid 1 10 torr range. The
process of reaching a stable target pressure can take as
long as eight hours.
After a stable pressure is reached, processing can begin.
Gradient is established in the cavity to be processed. The
cavity was then ramped up to a target gradient for processing. The cavity would then be operated at that gradient until there were no further improvements in radiation
production. Since time allotted for helium processing was
fixed, it was necessary to place some limits on the amount
of time that available for processing.
Once processing for a given cryomodule had been
completed, a partial warm up of the cryomodule was
performed with the beamline vacuum open to the turbo
pump on the pumping cart. This was done to remove the
helium. Typically, the warm up proceeds until cavity

Figure 4: Cavity Performance Loss.
Figure 4 shows the results of one such event. The figure shows both the drastic change in field emission and in
maximum gradient.
Although there were only a few of these events, they
had a drastic enough effect on cavity performance that
processing of the C100 cryomodules was stopped until

7: Accelerator Technology Main Systems
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While attempting to process the C100 cryomodules in
the South Linac, several events occurred that led to a
cessation of processing of these cryomodules. In each
case, while processing a C100 cavity, a cavity quench
event was followed by a dramatic increase in field emission and a new, much lower, maximum gradient. These
were most likely the result of the creation of a new field
emission site in the cavity.
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further study could be undertaken. As a result, four of the
C100 cryomodules were not processed.
In the end, 45 cryomodules (360 cavities) were processed with 46 of those cavities left unprocessed for various reasons.

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

Finally, Figure 7 shows the effect that the processing
effort had on the energy reach of the CEBAF accelerator
[3].

RESULTS
In order to gauge the effectiveness of the processing effort, we looked for changes in the field emission onset
gradient, changes in the magnitude of field emission and,
most importantly, resulting changes in the energy reach of
the accelerator.
Figure 5 shows the distribution of changes in the gradient at which radiation becomes detectable by the
DecaRad system.

Figure 7: CEBAF Energy Reach.
The gold line is an estimate of the changes in the energy available per single pass with a ten per hour trip rate.
The gold dots are actual measurements of the energy
reach. The large step on that line at the midpoint of the
graph is due to the helium processing effort. This was a
gain of 201 MeV per pass and raised the available energy
to 2.2 GeV per pass. This energy gain is roughly equivalent to what would be obtained by upgrading eight of the
original C20 cryomodules to the C50 design.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 5: Changes in FE Onset.
The average increase in FE free gradient was
0.93 MV/m. Roughly 12% of the cavities saw no change
or a decrease in onset gradient.

SUMMARY
In the summer of 2015, an effort was undertaken to improve SRF cavity performance through field emission
reduction using the helium processing technique. This
effort was undertaken to address the energy needs of the
upcoming 12 GeV program which required 2.2 GeV per
pass from the linac cryomodules. Over a four-month
period, 314 cavities in 45 cryomodules were processed.
As a result of this effort, the energy reach of the CEBAF
accelerator was raised by 201 MeV per pass making it
possible to reach 2.2 GeV per pass. References to supplementary material on helium processing are included at
the end of this paper.
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Figure 6: Changes in Maximum Radiation.
Figure 6 shows the distribution of changes in maximum
radiation as measured at the beamline and at the waveguides. The radiation data has been grouped by GM tube
locations into beamline (BL) and waveguide (WG) components (See Figure 2). The average reduction in maximum radiation per cavity was 4.1 R/hr as measured at the
beamline and 2.4 R/hr at the waveguides.
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MAX IV AND SOLARIS 1.5 GeV STORAGE RINGS MAGNET BLOCK
PRODUCTION SERIES MEASUREMENT RESULTS
M. Johansson*, MAX IV Laboratory, Lund, Sweden
K. Karas, Solaris NSRC, Krakow, Poland
R. Nietubyc, NCBJ, Otwock, Poland
Abstract
The magnet design of the MAX IV and Solaris 1.5 GeV
storage rings replaces the conventional support girder +
discrete magnets scheme of previous third-generation
synchrotron radiation light sources with an integrated
design having several consecutive magnet elements precision-machined out of a common solid iron block, with
mechanical tolerances of ±0.02 mm over the 4.5 m block
length. The production series of 12+12 integrated magnet
block units, which was totally outsourced to industry, was
completed in the spring of 2015, with mechanical and
magnetic quality assurance conforming to specifications.
This article presents mechanical and magnetic field measurement results of the full production series.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
The MAX IV Laboratory, located in Lund, Sweden, is a
synchrotron radiation facility, consisting of two storage
rings, 3 GeV and 1.5 GeV, and a full energy injector linac.
[1]. The Solaris National Synchrotron Radiation Centre,
located in Krakow, Poland, consists of a 1.5 GeV storage
ring identical to the MAX IV 1.5 GeV ring, and a 600
MeV injector linac [2]. These 1.5 GeV rings have a double bend achromat (DBA) lattice, consisting of 12 achromats, with a circumference of 96 m.
Each DBA is realized as one integrated “magnet block”
(example photo shown in Fig. 1) conceptually identical to
the MAX IV 3 GeV ring magnets [3], so that the ring
consists of 12 such units, containing a total of 156 magnet
elements.1 The different magnet element types that are
present in the magnet blocks are listed in Table 1. Detailed magnet design was made using the Opera-3d FEM
code [4], with a model of the full magnet block being
simulated (see Fig. 2). The magnet design was iterated
against the lattice design [5], with the final magnet design
that went into production being the 4th iteration [6].

Figure 2: Opera-3d model “MAXIV1,5GeVmagnetblock,
MJ130711-36.opc”,with magnet element names indicated.
Table 1: List of 1.5 GeV Ring Magnet Elements, with
Nominal Field Strengths from Design Lattice [5].
magnet
DIP 2
pfs
SQFo
SQFi
SDo
SDi
SCo
corr x
corr y
skew q
SCi
corr x
corr y
skew q

No
l
rpole
[pcs] [m] [mm]
24 1.19
14
24
12
24
24
24

0.2
0.4
0.1
0.1
0.05

17.5
23.5
25.5
25.5
18.6

24

0.07

24.5

B
B’
B’’/2
[T] [T/m] [T/m2]
-1.310 6.749
±5 %
-28.71 -219.5
-25.03 -142.4
510.1
370.7
32.0
±0.25 mrad
±0.25 mrad
-3.6
67.2
±0.25 mrad
±0.25 mrad
-2.145

Specification and Procurement
The 1.5 GeV ring magnet block procurement was similar to the preceding MAX IV 3 GeV ring magnet procurement [3], with a supplier being responsible for mechanical tolerances and for performing field measurements according to MAX-lab instructions, and MAX-lab
being responsible for field measurement results, but with

Figure 1: 1.5 GeV ring DBA magnet block #023 bottom half, with magnet element names indicated.
____________________________________________

* martin.johansson@maxiv.lu.se
1
300 elements if counting SCo/SCi x, y, and skew q windings separately.

___________________________________________

2

DIP is defined in the lattice as consisting of 30 longitudinal slices, total
length = 1.19 m (effective l. = 1 m). Fields stated here are central slice.
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the difference that for 1.5 GeV the supplier did part of the
mech. design (coil exits leads, cabling and cooling water
distribution) and all manufacturing drawings, based on
instructions in the technical specification [7] and intermediate drawings from MAX-lab defining all tolerances and
yoke subdivision in parts. Another difference was that
mechanical tolerances for quad and sextupole pole surfaces were defined in situ per yoke bottom/top block, instead
of as separate pieces (with tolerance stack-up) for 3 GeV.3
The contracts for both MAX IV and Solaris were
awarded to one supplier, Danfysik4, so that the 12 + 12
magnet blocks for both facilities constituted one production series, completed in the spring of 2015.

YOKE MACHINING RESULTS
The manufacturing methods used were conventional 3axis CNC milling for the yoke bottom/top blocks5, and
wire erosion for the quad and sextupole pole pieces. Each
yoke half was 3D measured (see Fig. 3), verifying the
mechanical tolerances over the whole 4.5 m block length.

Figure 3: Yoke half in the 3D coordinate meas. machine.
Table 2: Summary of Mechanical Measurement Results,
Per Function Critical Surface Category, for the Full Production Series of 48 Yoke Bottom and Top Blocks.
feature No evaluation tolerance min. max. rms
[pcs]
[mm] [mm] [mm][mm]
midplane 48
flatness
0.05 0.021 0.0490.037
SQFo 96 surface shape6 0.04 -0.020 0.0200.010
SDo 94 7 surface shape 0.06 -0.044 0.0440.017
DIP
96 surface shape 0.04 -0.021 0.0260.015
SDi
92 7 surface shape 0.06 -0.038 0.0420.018
SQFi 48 surface shape 0.04 -0.024 0.0200.013

FIELD MEASUREMENT RESULTS
To provide the field meas. data required in the technical
specification, the supplier used the same Hall mapping
bench as was previously used for MAX IV 3 GeV ring
magnets, and again like for 3 GeV chose the solution of
several longitudinally spaced meas. coils in a common
rotating shaft for rotating coil access inside magnet blocks
[8]. No measurements were done at MAX-lab nor Solaris.
____________________________________________

3

Except SCo/SCi, with coarser tolerances, defined per pole piece.
4
Danfysik A/S, Taastrup, Denmark, contract awarded fall of 2012.
5
Raw yoke blocks, ARMCO Pure Iron grade 4 (C < 0.01%), 5 m long,
were purchased in advance by us and free issued to the magnet supplier.
6
The mech. tolerance called “surface shape” is defined as 2x amplitude
of largest deviation within the tolerance zone, ie 0.04 means ±0.02 mm.
7
Excl. yoke top #001 and bottom #024 which had outlier data points at
edge of SDo/SDi tolerance zones, of up to +0.06 mm, that were accepted.
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Spread in Field Strength
Measured spread in field strength is listed per magnet
type in Table 3. A coarse estimate on expected spread of
the main field component, given by taking Table 2 pole
shape tolerances as max-min variation on the Table 1 pole
radii, and calculating the corresponding spread in field
strength by Ampere’s law, is also listed for comparison.
Table 3: Hall Probe (DIP) and Rotating Coil (others)
Results, Integrated Strength Series Average and Spread at
Nom.8 Current, for the Full Series of 24 Magnet Blocks.
magn

No int. strength est. min. max. rms
[pcs] at nom. I
[%] [%] [%] [%]
DIP
479 -1.313 Tm
±0.14 -0.12 0.12 0.07
6.768 T
-0.36 0.38 0.17
SQFo
48 -5.861 T
±0.23 -0.29 0.43 0.13
-45.42 T/m
-0.69 0.56 0.27
SQFi
24 -10.14 T
±0.17 -0.14 0.16 0.08
-58.04 T/m
-0.40 0.30 0.18
SDo
48 51.70 T/m
±0.35 -0.29 0.19 0.10
SDi
48 37.83 T/m
±0.35 -0.32 0.39 0.19
SCo
4610 5.08 T/m 11
-0.81 0.63 0.36
x 48
1.18 Tmm
y 48
-1.25 Tmm
sk q 48 -0.183 T
-0.59 0.50 0.26
SCi
48
4.75 T/m
-0.96 0.82 0.46
x 48
1.17 Tmm
y 48
-1.24 Tmm
sk q 48 -0.147 T
-0.43 0.36 0.22
The measured min-max roughly agrees with the expected, meaning that we see no clear indication of additional spread in field strength from material properties.

Combined Function Magnets
For DIP, SQFo and SQFi, a key requirement is correct
ratio of the main and combined function field terms.
Table 4: Results from Table 3 Scaled to Main Term =
Nominal, Showing Combined Term Diff. to Nominal.
magn No
int. strength difference to nominal [%]
[pcs]
scaled
avg. min. max.
σ
DIP
47 9 6.756 T
0.09 -0.25 0.48 0.17
SQFo
48 -44.49 T/m
1.37 0.68 1.95 0.27
SQFi
24 -57.31 T/m
0.66 0.26 0.96 0.18
The series average indicates the level of agreement between the Opera-3d model and measurements. It can be
noted that in these designs, in most of the pole volume,
the magnetic field B is larger than 1 T, for DIP up to 1.7 T
on the pole face [6]. The field meas. results from magnet
block #001 were accepted as is12 without any change to
pole designs, meaning that all our results are the outcome
___________________________________________

8

At nominal current levels stated in [7], except DIP, adjusted after #001
measurements, and except SCo/SCi, updated to agree with [6].
9
Excl. one outlier, magn. block #002 DIP2 with scaled Δint B’ = +0.77 %
10
Excl. two outliers, block #001 SCo1 and SCo2, at +2 % from average.
11
Significantly stronger than lattice requirement (Table 1) due to magnet
design using previous iteration values by mistake [6].
12
The DIP average gradient deviation is well within the adjustment range
of the pole face strip (pfs) circuit, and the SQFo/SQFi average sextupole
deviation are assumed to be easily compensated by adjusting SCo/SCi.
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of a production series executed directly from Opera-3d
modeling, without any intermediate prototyping.

Field Quality
For the dipoles (DIP), the Hall probe field maps were
analyzed by subdividing into 30 longitudinal slices and
applying a 4th order polynominal fit to each. The integrated strength results listed in Table 3 are sums of slices, and
this analysis also provided higher order terms series (48
pcs) min-max = -0.13–1.65 T/m, -127.9–0.6 T/m2 and
5629–8666 T/m3, which agree nicely with Opera-3d =
1.16 T/m, -89.6 T/m2 and 8070 T/m3 [6], respectively.13
For the other magnet elements, measured by rotating
coil, we summarize series harmonic content in Table 5 by
listing the largest higher order term σ, indicative of average mechanical deviations, and largest min/max, resulting
from both worst mechanical deviations and systematic
error terms. The Fig. 4 example is typical in that the error
terms directly above the main have the largest spread, and
that the average values agree fairly well with Opera-3d.
For the sextupoles the Table 5 min/max are dominated
by larger systematic error terms in the design. Especially
for SCo/SCi, where relative field purity was traded for
design compactness, since these are weak magnets.
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large dx values in Table 6. If the SCi are ignored, the
relative alignment accuracy is similar to 3 GeV.
Table 6: Rotating Coil Results Per Group of Consecutive
Magnet Elements (cf. Fig. 1), Relative Alignment.
elements

length No rel. min. max. rms
[mm] [pcs] align. [µm][µm][µm]
SQFo-SCo-SDo
250 24 dx -71 38 25
dy -22 23 9
SDi-SCi-SQFi-SCi-SDi 880 24 dx -67 45 60
dy16 -45 47 37
SDi–SQFi–SDi
880 24 dx -14 26 12
SQFo-SCo-SDo
250 24 dx -75 40 30
dy -42 22 12

Cross Talk
We did not specify any thorough characterization of
cross talks in these magnet blocks. Attempting a coarse
check by hand held Hall probe in situ at MAX IV, for one
example case SDo(DIP) we measure ca +3 G at magnet
center, which is same sign but much weaker than Opera3d +22 G [6], so as of yet results are inconclusive.

STATUS
Solaris ring commissioning began May 2015 [10] and
scheduled user operation will begin Jan 2017.
MAX IV 1.5 GeV ring commissioning is a few weeks
in progress and at the time of writing (late Sept) 1.6 mA
stored beam has just been achieved.
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Figure 4: harmonic content higher order terms, boxplot of
rotating coil measurement data for 48 pcs SQFo at nominal current, together with Opera-3d values [6].
Table 5: Rot. Coil Results, Largest Higher Order Term
Series Min/Max/σ (in 1E-4 of Main Term at rref).
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magnet
SQFo
SQFi
SDo
SDi
SCo
SCi

No
[pcs]
48
24
48
48
48
48

at rref
[mm]
16.5
22
24
24
16.5
22

harmonic content [1E-4]
min.
max.
σ
-20.2
10.6
2.7
-10.7
7.2
2.4
-48.1
16.6
3.6 14
-51.3
19.5
4.2
-277.9 156.7
16.3
-132.0 110.4
18.1

Alignment
Magnet to magnet alignment within the blocks has been
evaluated in the same way as for MAX IV 3 GeV [9], but
the results are less conclusive since the SCo/SCi appear to
have a systematic sideways shift15 of ca -0.05 mm, giving
____________________________________________

13

These error terms, mainly fringe fields, were accepted at design stage.
Excluding skew n=6, which is present as a remanent field of opposite
sign for SDo1 and SDo2, of ca ±10 1E-4. Unknown if real or artifact.
15
Unknown if real or artifact, but we did not prioritize investigation,
since if real, impact is anyway negligible (SCo/SCi are weak magnets).
16
Includes rotating shaft sag under own weight, cf [9].
14

The authors would like to thank Dieter Einfeld (ESRF)
for much appreciated support during the manufacturing
phase of this project!
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PERSISTENT CURRENT EFFECT IN 15 - 16 T Nb 3 Sn ACCELERATOR
DIPOLES AND ITS CORRECTION*
V.V. Kashikhin, A.V. Zlobin#, FNAL, Batavia, IL 60510, USA
Abstract

INTRODUCTION
Commercially produced Nb3Sn composite wires provide
high critical current density Jc which is sufficient to
increase the operation field in accelerator magnets up to
15-16 T. Magnets with this level of nominal field are
considered for the LHC Energy Doubler and a future Very
High Energy pp Collider [1].
The persistent current effect in superconducting (SC)
accelerator magnets degrades the magnet field quality and,
thus, reduces the accelerator dynamic aperture and the
operation field range which complicates the field
correction system. In a new generation of accelerator
magnets based on Nb3Sn superconductor the persistent
current effect is considerably larger than in traditional
NbTi magnets due to higher Jc and larger SC filament size
deff [2]. Due to the large coil volume the persistent current
effect becomes even larger and, therefore, more important
in 15-16 T Nb3Sn dipoles. This paper presents the results
of analysis of the coil magnetization effect in the 15 T
Nb3Sn dipole demonstrator being developed at FNAL and
describes different correction options including coil
geometry, iron shims and passive SC wires.

Figure 1: Coil cross-section. The dark colored zone in the
aperture represents a field uniformity better than 2×10-4.

COIL MAGNETIZATION EFFECT
The allowed “normal” BnY and “skew” BnX field
harmonics (n=1, 3, 5, …) produced by the coil
magnetization M are represented as follows
ܤ   ݅ܤ  ൌ
െ
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where z=x+iy, z*=x–iy, α(z) is the angle between the vector
M and axis Y, S is the coil cross-section, RFe is the iron yoke
ID, and Rref is the reference radius in the magnet aperture.
The coil magnetization related to the persistent currents
in SC filaments is represented as follows
ܯሺܤǡ ܶሻ ൌ െߤ

ଶ
ଷగ

ߣ ߝሺܤሻܬ ሺܤǡ ܶሻ݀௦ ,

(2)

where λcoil is the coil filling factor with superconductor,
Jc(B) is the superconductor critical current density, dsc is
the effective SC filament diameter, and ε(B) is the function
describing the field profile inside the SC filaments.
Formulas (1) and (2) show correlations of the field
harmonics related to the coil magnetization with the
magnet design and superconductor parameters.

MAGNET DESIGN AND PARAMETERS
The design of the 15 T dipole demonstrator being
developed at FNAL is described in [3], [4]. It consists of a
4-layer graded coil with 60-mm aperture and a cold iron
yoke with 587 mm outer diameter separated from the coil
by a 2 mm spacer. The coil cross-section is shown in Fig.
1. The coil is based on two 15 mm wide cables. The 28strand inner and 40-strand outer cables use 1.0 mm and 0.7
mm Nb3Sn strands respectivelly. The strand and cable
parameters are reported in [5]. The magnet maximum
design bore field is 15.61 T at 4.2 K and 17.04 T at 1.9 K.
___________________________________________

*Work supported by Fermi Research Alliance, LLC, under contract No.
DE-AC02-07CH11359 with the U.S. Department of Energy
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Figure 2: Calculated normal sextupole b3 and decapole b5
vs. the bore field in FNAL 15 T Nb3Sn dipole.
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Nb3Sn magnets with operating fields of 15-16 T are
considered for the LHC Energy Doubler and a future Very
High Energy pp Collider. Due to large coil volume, high
critical current density and large superconducting (SC)
filament size the persistent current effect is very large in
Nb3Sn dipoles al low fields. This paper presents the results
of analysis of the persistent current effect in the 15 T Nb3Sn
dipole demonstrator being developed at FNAL, and
describes different possibilities of its correction including
passive SC wires, iron shims and coil geometry.
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Figure 2 shows the dependence of the normal sextupole
b3 and decapole b5 in the aperture of FNAL 15 T Nb 3Sn
dipole at Rref of 17 mm vs. the bore field calculated using
ROXIE [6]. For the selected conductor parameters and the
coil geometry the peak values of b3 and b5 are -48 and 8
units respectively. Both values correspond to a bore field
of ~1.4 T and are a factor of two larger than in the 11 T
Nb3Sn dipole models for LHC upgrades [7], and an order
of magnitude larger than in the Nb-Ti LHC main dipoles.
Large b3 values were also reported for the high-field Nb3Sn
dipoles of other designs [2], [8].

COIL MAGNETIZATION CORRECTION
Several passive correction schemes were proposed to
compensate the coil magnetization effect in SC accelerator
magnets. In this paper correction schemes based on passive
SC wires and iron shims in magnet aperture, and on the
optimization of the coil geometry are discussed. The
magnetization curves of SC wires and iron strips used for
sextupole passive correction are shown in Fig. 3. The wire
has 1 mm diameter, deff=57 µm and Jc=2.7 kA/mm2 at 12 T
and 4.2 K, and Cu:nonCu ratio of 1.13. The wire
parameters Jc and deff were selected to avoid magnetization
fluctuations due to flux jumps at low fields.

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

magnet aperture. For the wire calculations were done using
formulas (1) and (2), and for the iron strip using ROXIE.
Since B3 from the coil magnetization is negative, by
placing the SC wires at the angles of 0-22.5 and 67.5-90
degrees (22 wires per quadrant) allows compensating
1.57 mT (~30%) out of coil B3 = -5.17 mT at the main field
of 1.93 T at Rref=17 mm. Similarly, filling the angular
positions of 25-75 degrees in each quadrant with the iron
strips allows compensating 2.56 mT (~50%) of the coil B3.
Notice, that the SC wire corrector will add 0.4 mT (~60%)
to the coil B5 =0.75 mT at 1.93 T whereas the iron corrector
will reduce it by -0.35 mT. To minimize the impact of SC
corrector on B5 the angular corrector length of each sector
has to be increased to ~30 degrees. The correction strength
of B3 in this case reduces to 1.36 mT or by ~13%.

Passive SC Wires
Figure 5 shows the normal sextupole B3 at Rref=17 mm
produced by the magnet coil magnetization, 3 layers of
passive 1 mm SC wires in the magnet aperture placed at 022.5 and 67.5-90 degrees in each quadrant, and their
combined effect vs. the magnet bore field. The described
corrector limits the total B3 variations from -0.4 to 0 mT at
the bore fields above 0.7 T. This corrector reduces the
range of B3 variations by a factor of 13.
A disadvantage of this corrector type is its relatively
large radial size of 3 mm. The corrector thickness can be
reduced by using SC wires with smaller Cu:nonCu ratio
and better wire compaction in the corrector.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 3: Magnetization of Nb3Sn wire and iron strip.

Figure 5: B3 at Rref=17 mm produced by the coil
magnetization and its correction using passive SC wires in
magnet aperture.

Iron Strips

Figure 4: B3 produced by the iron strip or the Nb3Sn wire
vs. their azimuthal position in aperture at B0=1.93 T.
Figure 4 shows the calculated absolute normal sextupole
B3 produced by a 1 mm Nb3Sn wire, and by a 1 mm wide
and 0.1 mm thick iron strip placed on the coil inner surface
at a bore field of 1.93 T vs. their azimuthal position in the

Figure 6 shows the normal sextupole B3 produced by the
coil magnetization, by the 0.15 mm thick iron strips placed
at 25-75 degrees per quadrant (top) and by the 0.375 mm
thick iron strips at 50-75 degrees per quadrant as well as
the small negative geometrical component b3 of -0.8 units
(bottom), and their total effect vs. the bore field. In the first
case the iron strip corrector limits the total B3 variations to
±2 mT for a bore field range of 0.7-15 T. In the second case
the total B3 varies from -0.13 to 1.25 mT for the bore fields
increasing from 1.2 to 15 T. In the latter case the B3
variation range reduced by a factor of 3.8. The small
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negative geometrical component and 0.375 mm thick iron
strips reduce the B3 variations by a factor of 11.

THA1CO04

calculated B3 produced by the coil magnetization and the
iron saturation effects at Rref=17 mm is shown in Fig. 7. At
a bore field of 15 T B3 reaches -35 mT which is almost an
order of magnitude larger than the maximum coil
magnetization effect. The preliminary analysis shows that
correction holes in the iron yoke do not suppress the iron
saturation effect up to the nominal design field of 15 T.
Figure 7 shows the effect of introducing a correcting
geometrical sextupole error (b3=+18 units) by optimizing
the coil geometry. This geometrical correction allows
reducing the total B3 variations range by a factor of 2.5 to
approximately ±7 mT.

CONCLUSION
The analysis of the coil magnetization effect on the field
quality of the FNAL 15 T Nb3Sn dipole demonstrator
shows that for the present magnet design and
superconductor parameters the normal sextupole and
decapole field components are relatively large at low
fields. It was shown that 3 layers of 1 mm diameter Nb3Sn
wires or 0.375 mm thick iron strips (combined with small
geometrical component) in the magnet bore provide an
effective reduction of the coil magnetization effect by a
factor of 13 and 11 respectively.
The FNAL 15 T dipole demonstrator has also a large iron
saturation effect. It was shown that the geometrical
correction of +18 units allows reducing the total range of
B3 variations to approximately ±7 mT.

Figure 7: B3 at Rref=17 mm produced by the coil
magnetization and iron saturation effects and its correction
with a positive geometrical sextupole component.

COIL MAGNETIZATION AND IRON
SATURATION CORRECTION
The FNAL 15 T dipole demonstrator has also a large iron
saturation effect due to the small distance between the iron
and the coil and a large maximum design field [4]. The
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Figure 6: B3 at Rref=17 mm produced by the coil
magnetization and its correction by using the 0.15 mm
thick iron strips at 25-75 degrees per quadrant (top) or by
the 0.375 mm thick iron strips at 50-75 degrees per
quadrant and the small geometrical component (bottom).
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THERMAL MODELING AND CRYOGENIC DESIGN OF A HELICAL
SUPERCONDUCTING UNDULATOR CRYOSTAT*
Y. Shiroyanagi†, J. Fuerst, Q. Hasse, and Y. Ivanyushenkov
Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, IL USA
Abstract
A conceptual design for a helical superconducting undulator (HSCU) for the Advanced Photon Source (APS)
at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) has been completed. The device differs sufficiently from the existing
APS planar superconducting undulator (SCU) design to
warrant development of a new cryostat based on value
engineering and lessons learned from the existing planar
SCU. Changes include optimization of the existing cryocooler-based refrigeration system and thermal shield, as
well as cost reduction through the use of standard vacuum
hardware. The end result is a design that provides a significantly larger 4.2 K refrigeration margin in a smaller
package for greater installation flexibility in the APS
storage ring. This paper presents ANSYS-based thermal
analysis of the cryostat, including estimated static and
dynamic (beam-induced) heating, and compares the new
design with the existing planar SCU cryostat.

BACKGROUND

the magnets. Arrows 5 and 6 represent heat flow within
this cooling circuit. The third circuit is the connection of
the 2nd stage of the two RDK-415D to the LHe tank and

Figure 1: Cooling schematic of the planar SCU Cryostat.

Two planar superconducting undulators (SCU) are currently in operation at APS. The cryogenic system was
designed in conjunction with the Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics in Novosibirsk, Russia, based upon design
concepts used on their superconducting wigglers [1, 2].
In the past, ANSYS thermal analysis for a planar undulator was conducted based on the cryocooler load lines and
estimated heat loads. Calculated excess cooling capacity
was matched to the measurement for the operating planar
SCU (SCU1) [3]. Based on the same principle, the thermal model of HSCU cryostat was built.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

COOLING SCHEMATIC
The overall cooling schematic for the current planar
SCU and HSCU cryostat are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2,
respectively. For both the planar SCU and HSCU cryostat, the magnet assembly is thermally isolated from the
beam chamber. Magnets are indirectly cooled by LHe
flowing through the channels inside the magnet assembly.
The cryostat is operated in zero-boiloff mode.
The current planar SCU has three thermal circuits. All
four cryocooler 1st stages (RDK-408S and RDK-415D)
are connected to the outer thermal shield, the warm section of the current leads, and the beam chamber stainless
steel transition. Arrows 1, 2, 3, and 4 of Fig. 1 represent
the heat flow of this circuit. The 2nd stages of the two
RDK-408S cryocoolers are connected to the inner thermal
shield and the Al beam chamber section passing through
___________________________________________
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Figure 2: Cooling schematic of HSCU cryostat.
HTS current leads. Arrows 7 and 8 represent the heat flow
within this circuit.
The HSCU has only two thermal circuits: the thermal
shield cooling circuit and the magnet cooling circuit. The
first stages of all four RDK-415D cryocoolers are connected to the warm magnet current leads, the thermal
shield, and the beam chamber stainless steel transition
sections. Arrows 1, 2, 3, and 4 of Fig. 2 represent the heat
flow within this circuit (thermal shield circuit). The 2nd
circuit is the connection of all four cryocooler 2nd stages
to the HTS section of the current leads and the magnet /
LHe tank assembly. Arrows 5, 6, 7, and 8 of Fig. 2 represent the heat flow within this circuit (magnet cooling
circuit). The dedicated intermediate thermal shield and
7: Accelerator Technology Main Systems
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beam chamber cooling circuit has been eliminated. This
cooling configuration allows the use of four versus two
RDK-415D cryocoolers, doubling the cooling power to
the magnet cooling circuit.

DESIGN
The required dimension of the beam chamber and magnets are more compact than the planar SCU magnets. In
order to strengthen the structure of the long and thin magnet (1.2 m long 0.0486 m OD, 0.029 m ID), the epoxy
impregnation mold remains installed as a strong back.
Fig. 3 shows the cold mass assembly and the four cryocoolers. The LHe channels reside in the mold not the
magnet itself. The thermal contact between the mold and
the magnet is given by the thin layer of epoxy.

THA1CO05

heating of beam chamber by electron beam, which is
cooled by the 1st stage of 415D cryocoolers at the ends.
Fig. 4 shows the temperature of the beam chamber and
positions of the beam chamber support for CASE 1 (no
heat is applied) and CASE 2 (40W is applied). The Torlon
pins are located at four locations, at ~ 0.4 m apart. Using
known thermal conductivity of Torlon [4], total conduction heat from beam chamber to the magnet through the
Torlon pins is 33mW for CASE 1 and 140mW for CASE
2.

Figure 4: Beam chamber temperature and the position of
the supports.

Figure 3: Coldmass assembly and cryocoolers.
The beam chamber is cooled by the cryocooler 1st stages
through the thermal shield as shown in Fig. 3. With elimination of the intermediate thermal shield and copper
thermal bus, the diameter of the cryostat decreases about
a half from that of the planar SCU. This is beneficial, as it
allows the upper cryocoolers to be installed in a fully
vertical orientation, easing both cryostat assembly and
installation into an accelerator storage ring.

Beam Chamber Support Design
Since the beam chamber is cooled only at the ends by
the 1st stage of four of the cryocoolers, the Al chamber
segment passing through the magnet bore is expected to
have a higher temperature than experienced on the planar
SCU. With the magnet cooled to 4 K via LHe flowing
through the strongback, this temperature difference could
result in a substantial conductive heat leak through the
required beam chamber locating support. To limit this
heat leak, the beam chamber supports are carefully designed and incorporated into FEA calculation of the temperature distribution along the aluminium length of the
beam chamber (Model 1). A constant heat 40 W is applied
to the inner surface of the beam chamber to simulate

The HSCU model is made with the fixed end temperatures (300 K) and separately calculated heat sources (e.g.
Model 1) as an input and sink temperature based on cryocooler load line. HSCU analysis includes following three
cases. CASE 1 is a static case when zero beam heat and
zero magnet current are applied. CASE 2 is a case with
beam heat only (40 W) and zero magnet current are applied. CASE 3 is a case when a beam heat (40 W) and
magnet current (500 A) are applied.
Table 1 shows the heat source for the warm part of
HSCU (thermal shield circuit). Heat loads specific for
CASE 2 and CASE 3 are shown in separate rows below
the total static heat load. For CASE 1, a primary heat
source is a current lead conduction heat. The total static
heat leak becomes 43.5 W. For CASE 2, 40 W is added
uniformly into the beam chamber inner surface. Nonsuperconducting main current leads (CrCu) are optimized
for 500 A. Correction current leads (4 pairs) are optimized
for 40 A. Joule heat of resistive part of leads were calculated separately.
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Table 1: Thermal Shield Circuit Heat Load
CASE

Heat Source

CASE 1

Beam chamber transition
Main Lead
Correction lead
Thermal radiation from shield
Cold mass support
LHe & relief piping
Total static heat load
Beam Heat
Joule heat (Main)
Joule heat (Correction Lead)

CASE 2
CASE 3

Model
[W]
7.67
20.74
10.73
0.63
2.54
1.17
43.5
40
12.5
10

Table 2 shows the heat source to the magnet cooling
circuit of the HSCU cryostat. A primary heat source is a
conduction heat through HTS lead for both cases. Instrumentation heat leak is calculated as a direct heat from
room temperature to 4 K to estimate maximum heat leak.
These wires are to be heat sunk to the shield. The total
static heat leak is 0.50 W. Heat loads specific to CASE 2
and CASE 3 are shown in separate rows. The beam
chamber support conduction heat is 0.033 W for CASE 1
and is 0.14 W for CASE 2 as calculated in Model 1.
Table 2: Magnet Cooling Circuit Heat Load (HSCU)
CASE

Heat Source

CASE 1

HTS Main (one pair)
HTS Correction (4 pairs)
Thermal radiation from shield
Cold mass support (Invar rods)
Beam chamber support
Instrumentation (300 K to 4 K)
LHe & relief piping
Total static heat load
Beam chamber support conduction
Thermal radiation from beam
chamber
Total Joule heat due to joints

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

CASE 2

CASE 3

Model
[W]
0.212
0.128
0.025
0.055
0.033
0.034
0.02
0.50
0.14
0.042
0.13

FigXUH 5 shows temperature of the cryostat, which
in-cludes the thermal shield, the beam chamber, LHe
tank, and magnet assembly for CASE 1. Calculated 2nd
stage temperatures are at 2.9 K and LHe and magnet
are ~ at 3.1 K (208 Torr of LHe vapour pressure). In the
real oper-ation, the trim heater heat is used to maintain
LHe at 4.2 K (760 Torr). Temperature at the shield and
the 1st stages are at ~34 K for CASE 1, 37 K for CASE
2 and 40 K for CASE 3. Although both beam chamber
heat and Joule heat of the non-superconducting part
of magnet leads (CrCu) are added, the thermal shield
temperature is low enough to operate the HTS part of the
leads safely.

Figure 5: Overall temperature of the shield, magnet, and
the beam chamber for CASE 1 (static).

DISCUSSION
Table 3: Summary of Heat Loads for HSCU and SCU1
CASE

HSCU
calculated
SCU1
observed

CASE 1
CASE 2
CASE 3
CASE 1
CASE 2
CASE 3

Total Heat
Load
[W]
0.5
0.65
0.79
0.5
0.6
0.67

Excess Cooling
Capacity
[W]
1.3
1.15
1.0
0.44
0.36
0.34

Table 3 shows the summary of the calculated heat load
of HSCU and the observed heat load of the planar SCU at
a magnet cooling circuit. Excess cooling capacity is a
total available cooling power of cryocoolers (at 760 Torr
in LHe tank) minus total heat load. When the contact
resistance between the cold head and a thermal link are
similar to the current planar SCU, the 2nd stage cold head
temperature is at ~3.3 K, which corresponds to 0.45 W of
cooling power for each. Therefore, an excess becomes
0.45 W × 4 - 0.5 W = 1.3 W. In the FEA model, a trim
heat is added until LHe tank temperature matches to 4.2 K
to estimate this excess. Since total heat load of the HSCU
and the planar SCU are quite similar, and cooling capacity
of HSCU is doubled, calculated excess cooling capacity is
higher in all operational cases.

CONCLUSION
Based on the current planar SCU design and operation
experiences, a more compact cryostat for HSCU has been
designed and FEA analysis was conducted. The analysis
indicates that HSCU has larger excess cooling capacity
compared with the planar SCU in all operational cases.
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STATUS OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF SUPERCONDUCTING
UNDULATORS FOR STORAGE RINGS AND FREE ELECTRON LASERS
AT THE ADVANCED PHOTON SOURCE *
Y. Ivanyushenkov†, C. Doose, J. Fuerst, K. Harkay, Q. Hasse, M. Kasa, Y. Shiroyanagi,
D. Skiadopoulos, E. Trakhtenberg, and E. Gluskin,
Advanced Photon Source, Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, IL, USA
P. Emma, SLAC, Menlo Park, CA94025, USA
Abstract
Development of superconducting undulator (SCU) technology continues at the Advanced Photon Source (APS).
The experience of building and successfully operating the
first short-length, 16-mm period length superconducting
undulator SCU0 paved the way for a 1-m long, 18-mm period device— SCU18-1— which has been in operation
since May 2015. The APS SCU team has also built and
tested a 1.5-m long, 21-mm period length undulator as a
part of the LCLS SCU R&D program, aimed at demonstration of SCU technology availability for free electron lasers.
This undulator successfully achieved all the requirements
including a phase error of 5° rms. Our team has recently
completed one more 1-m long, 18-mm period length undulator— SCU18-2— that is replacing the SCU0. We are also
working on a helical SCU for the APS. The status of these
projects will be presented.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
Magnetic simulations suggest that superconducting undulator technology outperforms other undulator technologies in terms of undulator peak field for a given magnetic
gap and period length [1]. The higher undulator field leads
to generation of higher photon fluxes, especially at higher
photon energies. This predicted advantage of SCU technology was demonstrated at the APS by operational performance of the first superconducting undulator, SCU0.
While only having a magnetic length of 0.3 m, this device
generates a higher photon flux than a 2.4-m long hybrid
undulator at the photon energies above 80 keV [2].
In addition, the SCU technology allows for the realization of various types of undulators, including planar and
circular polarizing devices. This makes the SCU technology very attractive for both storage ring light sources and
free electron lasers (FELs).

PLANAR UNDULATORS
Undulators SCU18-1 and SCU18-2 for APS
After the completion of SCU0, the APS team built two
more planar undulators for the APS: SCU18-1 and SCU182. These devices are similar in design and use similar cryostats. Their parameters are given in Table 1. The SCU18___________________________________________
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1 undulator is in operation in Sector 1 of the APS since
May 2015, and the SCU18-2 replaced SCU0 in Sector 6 in
September 2016.
Table 1: SCU18-1 and SCU18-2 Parameters
Parameter

Value

Cryostat length, m

2.06

Magnetic length, m

1.1

Undulator period, mm

18

Magnetic gap, mm

9.5

Beam vacuum chamber vertical aperture, mm

7.2

Undulator peak field, T

0.97

Undulator parameter K

1.63

Operating current, A

450

LCLS R&D undulator
This undulator was built as a part of LCLS SCU R&D
project aimed at demonstrating that SCU technology can
achieve challenging specifications for FEL undulators [3].
The parameters of this device is given in Table 2.
Table 2: Parameters of LCLS R&D Undulator
Parameter

Value

Cryostat length, m

2.06

Magnetic length, m

1.5

Undulator period, mm

21

Magnetic gap, mm

8.0

Beam vacuum chamber vertical aperture, mm

5.7

Undulator peak field, T

1.67

Undulator parameter K

3.26

Operating current, A

588
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As with all other superconducting undulators built at the
APS, this device was wound with a round NbTi wire into
grooves that are precisely machined on a steel core. Two
cores form a magnet assembly, as shown in Fig. 1 [4].

THA1CO06

installed onto the magnet assembly at gap spacer locations
distributed along the length of the device. In this arrangement the magnetic gap is defined by the precision of the
gap spacers that are machined to 10 µm rms. The technique
was first tested in the LCLS SCU magnet where five
clamps were installed over the length of 1.5 m. This magnet has achieved a phase error of 3.8° rms, thus meeting the
specification requirement of 5° rms.
The developed gap compensation scheme was fully implemented in the SCU18-2 magnet, which achieved a phase
error as low as 2° rms. For comparison, the phase errors in
the SCU18-1 magnet that does not have gap compensation
clamps is greater than 5° rms, as seen in Fig. 3.

Figure 1: Assembly of two cores with precise spacers defining the magnetic gap.
The most challenging requirement for this device was to
achieve a phase error below 5° rms over a 1.5-long magnet.
In order to meet this requirement, a special R&D program
was launched as described below.

Achieving low phase errors
The challenging requirement on the phase error triggered
a dedicated study of field errors and their sources in a planar SCU. Preliminary simulation indicated that the magnet
cores should be machined within the tolerance of 50 µm
and must be precisely wound [5]. The core dimensions including core flatness, groove depth and width were measured. The core flatness after machining was within 33 µ m
peak-to-peak, the groove dimensions were within 30 µm
for the groove depth and within 50 µm for the grove width.
The cores were measured again after winding and showed
no change in the flatness. The quality of conductor winding
can be seen in Fig 2.

Figure 3: Phase errors versus the main current of
SCU18-1 and SCU18-2.

CIRCULAR POLARIZING UNDULATORS
Helical SCU
Superconducting undulator technology offers a possibility of building circular polarizing undulators. We are currently working on a helical SCU (HSCU) for the APS. The
parameters of the HSCU are listed in Table 3.

Figure 2: Photograph of SCU winding cross section.
After winding, the cores are impregnated with epoxy
resin in a vacuum mold. This technological operation requires heating the mold with core in it up to 135 °C. The
dimensional inspection of the impregnated core showed
that core developed a bow at a level of 150 µm.
In order to compensate the magnetic gap enlargement
due to the core bowing, design changes were implemented
and a method of measuring the magnetic gap of the assembly was developed [6]. The external mechanical clamps are

Parameter

Value

Cryostat length, m

1.85

Magnetic length, m

1.2

Undulator period, mm

31.5

Magnetic bore diameter, mm

31.0

Beam vacuum chamber vertical aperture, mm

8

Beam vacuum chamber horizontal
aperture, mm

26

Undulator field Bx=By, T

0.4

Undulator parameter Kx=Ky

1.2
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The expected spectrum of HSCU is shown in Fig. 4.
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magnetic field is generated. When either vertical or horizontal pairs of cores are energized, a planar magnetic field
is generated. The direction of polarization can be changed
by reversing the currents in the coils.
Initial magnetic simulations suggest that the magnetic
field at a level of 0.5 T can be generated in a SCAPE with
the period length of 20 mm and the magnetic gap of 12 mm.
We are planning to build a prototype of this novel undulator in the near future. Such a device could be very attractive for a light source with a multi-bend achromat lattice
that enables utilization of a round beam vacuum chamber,
as well as for free electron lasers.

CONCLUSION

Figure 4: Calculated spectrum of HSCU.
This undulator will use a new cryostat, which is designed
based on the experience of operating three SCU0-type cryostats as well as a rigorous thermal analysis [7]. The HSCU
cryostat is more compact than the SCU0-type cryostat, and
cheaper due to better utilization of standard vacuum components.

SCAPE

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Some of the APS users would like to have a photon
source, which can generate both circular and planar polarized photons. To answer this challenging request, we have
developed a concept of a Super Conducting Arbitrary Polarising Emitter, or SCAPE. This electromagnetic undulator employs four planar magnetic cores assembled around
a cylindrical beam chamber, Fig. 5.

Figure 5: Concept of SCAPE: a universal SCU with four
planar superconducting coil structures. A beam chamber is
not shown.
Each core contains a set of superconducting coils with
the currents in opposite directions, similar to the planar undulator cores. When all four cores are energized, a circular

Work on development of superconducting undulator
technology continues at the APS. In addition to the first
short undulator SCU0 that has been in operation since January 2013, two 1-m long similar SCUs, SCU18-1 and
SCU18-2, were built and installed on the APS storage ring
over the course of two years. A 1.5-m long undulator was
also fabricated and tested as a part of LCLS R&D project.
Systematic study of the field errors in planar SCUs has led
to a significant improvement in the undulators field quality.
The phase errors of 2° rms were achieved without any magnetic shimming in SCU18-2 and of 3.8° rms in the 1.5-m
long LCLS SCU undulator.
We are also working on a helical SCU for the APS as
well as on a conceptual design of a novel universal SCU –
SCAPE.
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SPECIFICS OF ELECTRON DYNAMICS IN HIGH ENERGY CIRCULAR
HH&2//,'(56
Q. Qin†, J. Gao, H.P. Geng, P. He, D. Wang, N. Wang, Y.W. Wang, Y. Zhang,
Institute of High Energy Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing, P.R. China
As the demands of high energy physics, especially the
newly found Higgs boson at the LHC, lepton circular collider looks much more promising than linear collider. But
the energy will be 20% higher than the LEP operated about
20 years ago. Compare to the relative low energy electron
circular collider, the high energy lepton collider has its special features, which influences the design of the whole machine and the beam dynamics. Specifics of beam dynamics,
from linear lattice design to dynamics aperture, from beambeam interaction to collective effects, will be discussed in
this paper, together with the study of high energy circular
collider CEPC and the FCC.

INTRODUCTION
The Higgs boson was declared to be discovered at the
LHC 3 years ago with a mass of ~126 GeV/c2, which is
only about 20 GeV higher than the beam energy of LEP2.
In Sept. 2012, two months later than the discovery of Higgs
boson, IHEP announced a plan of building a circular electron positron collider (CEPC) as a Higgs factory in the next
decade to study the features of Higgs, and some precise
measurements on the Higgs particle. The CEPC can be
converted to a super proton proton collider (SppC) in the
same tunnel of CEPC. Meanwhile, TLEP, which was reorganized as FCC-hh, and –ee, were proposed by CERN as
a future project after the LHC. In the following years, IHEP
made some progresses on the pre-CDR study on the CEPC,
including theory, machine and detector. In this paper, some
specifics of the high energy electron positron collider will
be discussed, and compared to the low energy e+e- collider
like Beijing electron positron collider (BEPC).

BEAM-BEAM INTERACTION
In a circular e+e- collider, luminosity is determined by
the beam-beam interaction to a great extent, which is often
characterized as the so-called beam-beam parameter, [y. In
the design of the BEPC, the maximum design [y is 0.04,
and was achieved with optimizing other beam parameters
in the luminosity tuning. At the large collider with high
beam energy, the beam-beam parameter can be achieved as
high as 0.08 or even 0.1[1]. In a round beam operation, [y
can even reach 0.15[2].
On the other hand, beam-beam interaction determines
not only the luminosity, but the design, operation, and even
the interaction region design of a collider. The colliding
bunch current or the luminosity performance will be limited by this effect, which is called the beam-beam limit.
___________________________________________

* Work supported by the innovation foundation of IHEP Y4545240Y2, 2015,
and the National Foundation of Natural Sciences 11505198.
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The desire to achieve high luminosity leads one naturally
to specify high currents and/or small beam sizes. These
tend to make the beam-beam interaction stronger, which,
in turn, may lead to beam blow-up, coherent oscillations,
or fast particle losses that could defeat the purpose of the
initial specification. The beam-beam parameter is defined
as
ߦ௫ǡ௬ ൌ

 ఉೣǡ ே್

,

ଶగఊఙೣǡ ሺఙೣ ାఙ ሻ

(1)

where ߛ denotes the relativistic Lorentz factor of the colliding particle, re the classical electron radius, ܰ the
bunch population of the each beam, ߚ௫ǡ௬ the beta functions
at the interaction point (IP), and finally, ߪ௫ and ߪ௬ the horizontal and vertical rms beam sizes of the opposing beams
at the IP, respectively. The parameter ߦ roughly corresponds to the linear beam-beam tune shift experienced by
a particle at small amplitude. The transverse beam-beam
deflection could be shown as that got from the BEPCII luminosity on-line tuning in Fig. 1:

Figure 1: Beam-beam deflection at the BEPCII.
As to the case with crossing-angle at the IP, the bunch
length effect due to transverse beam-beam forces could not
be neglected when the beams are focused extensively. The
transverse kick depends on the longitudinal position as
well as on the transverse position. To keep the symplecticity, we should expect, at the same time, an energy change
which depends on the transverse coordinates [3].
Large crossing angle at IP can avoid the parasitic collisions when bunch spacing is shortened for more collision
bunches in high energy e-e+ colliders. But for large crossing angle, an instability due to synchro-betatron resonances
will limit the performance of colliders. The so-called synchro-beam map for a particle-slice interaction, which provides us a 6x6 symplectic map, enables us to install the
beam-beam interaction in 6-dimensional weak-strong simulations. Simulation studies show that crossing with a large
angle has less serious detrimental effects that is usually believed [4]. The luminosity reduction is only of geometrical,
and thus, collision with a crossing angle is popular, such as
KEKB, DAFNE and BEPCII, in which horizontal crossing
schemes are applied with Piwinski angles of 0.5–1. For a
Piwinski angle I >> 1, the betatron resonance dominates,
but for I < 1, the synchro-betatron resonance will dominate.
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Figure 2 is a 2D tune scanning in the range from 0.5 to
1.0, and also shows the simulation results of for different
Piwinski angles. The main resonances could be easily seen.

Figure 3: Simulation of beamstrhlung at the IP. [Courtesy
K. Ohmi, KEK]

LINEAR LATTICE DESIGN
Figure 2: Synchro-betatron (left) and betatron (right) resonances. [Courtesy D. Shatilov, BINP]
Crab crossing is expected to boost the beam-beam parameter and the luminosity as well [5]. Crab cavities were
used in KEKB to promote the luminosity about 23% [1],
Crab waist scheme was applied in DAFNE [6]. The large
Piwinski angle reduces the overlap area near IP, and allows
to squeeze the Ey at IP without hourglass effect. The nano
scheme, which means an increased Piwinski angle with decreased horizontal beam size and large crossing angle, is
adopted in SuperKEKB [7], although new beam-beam resonances were introduced by large Piwinski angle itself.
For a higher energy e-e+ collider, the beamstrahlung,
which means synchrotron radiation emits in the strong field
of the opposing beam, shown as Fig. 3, becomes a key factor, which has two main effects: (1) energy spread increasing and bunch lengthening due to additional synchrotron
radiation with large quantum fluctuation. (2) reduction of
the beam lifetime due to the emission of photons of so large
an energy that emitting electron, or positron falls outside
of the ring. Quantum acceptance and is lost over subsequent turns. It can be described by the self-consistent formula as [8]
భ
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From the beam-beam simulation, one can find the operation region for high luminosity in a collider. The optics for
the arcs in the ring can be chosen as FODO cells as in most
of the colliders.
LEP has been successfully operated with 60q/60q,
90q/60q, 90q/90q and 102q/90q phase advances in horizontal and vertical planes per cell, respectively. The choice of
phase advance was a key point in LEP’s upgrade to higher
beam energy. The horizontal beam size naturally increases
with beam energy and stronger focusing in the horizontal
plane is required to keep the horizontal beam size within
manageable limits and to maintain the luminosity performance.
Pretzel scheme and bunch train scheme were both tested
in LEP storage ring with maximum 4 equal-distant bunches
per beam in the single ring [10]. Electro-static separators
were used to make orbit bumps at the parasitic IPs where
no detector installed. Figure 4 shows the pretzel orbit and
the schematic layout of the bunch train in the LEP storage
ring, in which the beams are separated horizontally and
vertically around the additional IPs, respectively.
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The momentum acceptance ߜ is not only the static acceptance from the RF system, but given by the off-momentum dynamic aperture. The latter is determined by the offmomentum optical design of the interaction region. The
beamstrahlung lifetime is expressed by [9] as
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Figure 4: Pretzel orbits and schematic layout (3 bunches
per beam) of the bunch trains in LEP storage ring.
Double-ring is used in the FCC-ee lattice design. The arc
optics basically consists of 90۬/90۬ FODO cells [11]. Two
non-interleaved families of sextupole pairs, having a –I
transformation between sextupoles, are placed in a 5FODO superperiod. The number of cell is determined to
achieve the equilibrium horizontal emittance, resulting in
292 independent sextupole pairs in a half ring.
The optics of the IR, corresponding to Ex,y( = כ1 m, 2 mm)
is shown in Fig. 5. It has a local chromaticity correction
system (LCCS) only in the vertical plane at each side of the
IP. Sextupoles are paired at each side, but the inner sextupoles close to the IP have non-zero horizontal dispersion.
The outer sextupoles not only cancel the geometrical nonlinearity of the inner ones, but also generate crab-waist at
the IP by choosing the phase advances between the IP as
\x,y = (2S, 2.5S). This incorporation of the crab sextupole
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into the LCCS saves space and the number of optical components. Figure 5 gives the Twiss functions of the FCC-ee
IR, where the outer ones work as crab sextupoles [11].
Dynamics aperture (DA) is a main concerning in the design of colliders, especially the large ring with IR. The DA
of FCC-ee has been optimized by searching sextupole settings by particle tracking with the downhill simplex
method scripted in SAD.

Figure 5: The beam optics of IR for FCC-ee [11].
Figure 6 shows a result of such an optimization. The DA
satisfies the requirements for both beam-beam and injection, at least without errors and misalignments, even including the strong-weak beam-beam interactions.

Figure 6: Dynamic apertures after optimization.
The current design of CEPC ring adopts pretzel orbits
for multi-bunch collision in a single ring, which can save
the budget. A standard FODO cell with 60q phase advance
in both transverse planes is applied. One pair of electrostatic separators is used to separate the beams in each arc.
The schematic layout of the pretzel orbit and the orbit in
one eighth of the ring is shown in Fig.7.

Figure 7: Pretzel scheme used in CEPC single ring (left)
and the orbit in one eighth of the ring (right).
Since the beam has an off-center orbit, it will see extra
fields in quadrupole and sextupole magnets, which will excite distortions on beam. This can be compensated by tuning the strengths of quadrupoles and sextupoles.
Another option for CEPC ring is a so-called partial double-ring (PDR) scheme, which means some parts of the
CEPC ring will be double-ring, as shown in Fig. 8. The detailed design is still in progress. A FODO cell with 90
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phase advances in both planes is used in the PDR design,
and the full crossing angle of the PDR scheme is 30mrad.
More studies on the DA, are still on the way. Figure 9 is
the Twiss function of the ring with PDR scheme.
In high energy ring, such as the LEP and LEP2, the beam
energy loss per turn due to synchrotron radiation is so large
that a kind of energy sawtooth effect has to be considered.
The horizontal orbit shift due to the energy sawtooth could
be as large as 2.5mm in LEP2 ring, shown as Fig 10.

Figure 8: Partial double-ring (PDR) option for CEPC ring.

Figure 9: Twiss functions of CEPC PDR scheme.

Figure 10: Horizontal positron orbit including sawtooth at
87 GeV of LEP with all RF cavities on.
Energy sawtooth effect at FCC-ee is calculated at the top
energy of the beam, i.e., 175 GeV, where the momentum
spread due to this effect is as large as 1.1% and the horizontal excursion due to this effect can be as large as 1.8mm
[11], which can be seen in Fig. 11. Since the FCC is a double-ring machine, the energy sawtooth can be corrected by
magnet strength tapering, i.e., scaling the strengths of all
magnets along the local energy of the beam.
Energy sawtooth effect at CEPC had been calculated at
Higgs energy, i.e. 120GeV, the momentum spread due to
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this effect is about 0.15% and the horizontal excursion due
to this effect is about 0.6mm [5], see Fig. 12. This effect at
CEPC is shown to have no severe effect on the dynamic
aperture [5].

Figure 11: Energy sawtooth in half FCC-ee ring and the
beam orbit excursions.

Figure 12: Energy saw tooth in CEPC ring and the resulted
beam orbit excursion.
Table 1 lists the main parameters of LEP2, FCC-ee and
CEPC [12].
Table 1: Main Parameters of LEP2, FCC-ee and CEPC

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

LEP2

Max. Eb (GeV)
Circumference (km)
Beam current (mA)
Bunch No. /beam
Particles/beam (1011)
Hori. Emit. (nmrad)
Verti. Emit. (nmrad)
Bending radius (km)
Mom. Compact. (10-5)
SR power/beam (MW)
E*x (m)
E*y (mm)
ESRloss/turn (GeV)
Vrf,tot (GV)
Gmax,RF (%)
GSR,rms (%)
[x/IP
[y/IP
L/IP (1032cm-2s-1)
No. of IPs
Beam lifetime (min)

104.5
26.7
4
4
23
48
0.25
3.1
18.5
11
1.5
50
3.41
3.64
0.77
0.22
0.025
0.065
1.25
4
360

FCC-ee
(h)

175
100
6.6
98
1.4
2
0.002
11
0.5
50
1
1
7.55
11
7.1
0.14
0.092
0.092
180
4
21

r2%, compensating the perturbation induced from the detector solenoid, reducing the beam-induced background to
detector and fitting the angular acceptance of detector.
A small vertical E at the IP of CEPC is designed to get
high luminosity, requiring the final quadrupole to be installed to the IP as close as possible to minimize the chromaticity.
The chromaticity correction scheme of final focus (FF)
had been well developed for the linear collider from 1980s,
and then adopted by the circular colliders, such as SuperB
[13] and SuperKEKB [14]. An FF optics similar to the linear collider is adopted for the CEPC PDR scheme, as a telescopic transfer line including a final telescopic transformer (FTT), chromaticity correction section on the horizontal and vertical planes (CCX and CCY), and the matching telescopic transfer (MT), as shown in Fig. 13 [15]. The
L*, the distance from the IP to the first quadrupole at the IR,
is set as 1.5 m for the CEPC, which is an important parameter to the design of detector too.
The dynamic aperture was studied by simulating with
the whole ring, but without synchrotron radiation damping.
After considering the PDR scheme, we have the results of
dynamic aperture of bare lattice at different momentum deviations, shown in Fig. 14 [15], and the optimization results
of chromaticity, shown in Fig. 15 [15].

CEPC (pr
e-CDR)

120
54
16.6
50
3.79
6.12
0.018
6.1
3.36
51.7
0.8
1.2
3.1
6.87
5.99
0.13
0.118
0.083
204
2
47

INTERACTION REGION DESIGN
The IR design of a large collider should follow the following requirements: ensuring small beam sizes at the IP,
compensating large chromaticity generated by final doublet locally to achieve as large momentum acceptance as
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Figure 13: Lattice functions of FF at the CEPC ring.

Figure 14: DA results for different sextupole families.

Figure 15: Chromaticities after sextupoles’ optimization
(left: 1st & 2nd order, right: 3rd order chromaticities).
The 3rd order chromaticity in horizontal plane could be
corrected with an additional sextupole at second image
point or ARC sextupoles. Much work on dynamic aperture
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simulation with SR damping and excitation, magnetic errors, crab sextupoles and solenoid field, is still on the way.

COLLECTIVE EFFECTS
Impedance and collective effects are very critical to factory-like collider. In low energy e+e- collider like BEPCII,
impedance is not so easy to be controlled so that the bunch
lengthening caused by low frequency impedance dominates the single bunch instability, which cannot be suppressed by feedback system. Ey at the IP was carefully designed with the value similar as the bunch length at the designed bunch current. But in real operation, it is optimized
together with the other parameters like trans-verse emittance coupling, momentum compaction, etc. To get high
luminosity, large efforts have been made to increase bunch
intensity while decrease bunch lengthening, therefore, collective instability becomes a potential restric-tion for the
machine performance.
In high energy circular e+e- colliders, large bending radius is often chosen due to restricted synchrotron radiation
power. Large circumference also means a further enhancement of the machine impedance. Moreover, the large bending radius and small horizontal dispersion in dipoles will
generate small momentum compaction factor, which will
make the beam more sensitive to collective instabilities.

Microwave Instability
With the well-known Boussard or Keil-Schnell criteria
[16, 17], the threshold longitudinal broadband impedance
for CEPC is 24 m: [18], and for FCC-ee is 13 m: [19].
The threshold impedances are considerably low compared
to those in B factories, which are in the range of 0.1~1:.
Although the analytical criteria is believed to be too passive for short bunched beams, the high frequency part of
the impedance may lead to turbulent distributions in longitudinal phase space.

Transverse Beam Tilt
In the transverse plane, when a beam with N particles
passes through an impedance with a transverse offset yb,
the tail particles will receive transverse kicks 'yc, which
can be expressed as [20]
ο ݕᇱ ሺሻ ൌ

ே మ
ாబ
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 ݀ ݖᇱ ߩሺ ݖᇱ  ݖሻܹୄ ሺݕ ǡ  ݖᇱ ሻ ,

(5)

where E0 is the beam energy, U the longitudinal distribution,
and WA the transverse wake field caused by the beam. This
may lead to a transverse displacement of the bunch tail at
the interaction point. With the parameters of CEPC, the
kick angle along the bunch due to a single RF cavity is
shown in Fig. 16.
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The maximum kick angle at the bunch tail is 1.2 nrad.
As there are 384 cavities located in 8 places in the ring, the
displacement at IP is 23 nm, which is about one fifth of the
beam size at the IP. More detailed simulation studies are
under investigation.

Multi-bunch Instability
In high energy e+e- colliders, the revolution frequencies
are considerably low, which generate dense beam spectra
and is more easily to couple with the narrow-band impedances. One dominant contribution to the coupled bunch instability is the HOMs of the accelerating cavities. To keep
the beam stable, the radiation damping time should be less
than the rise time of any oscillation mode. In resonant condition, the threshold of shunt impedances are given by
ோಽ ಽ
ȳ ୋୌ

൏

ଶሺாబ Ȁሻఔೞ
ே ூబ ఈ ఛ

ൌ ͳǤͻ,

(6)

and

ோ

ȳȀ

൏

ଶሺாబ Ȁሻ
ே ೝೡ ூబ ఉೣǡ ఛೣǡ

ൌ ͳǤ,

(7)

where Nc is the cavity number along the ring, fL the frequencies of HOMs, frev the revolution frequency of the ring,
E0 the beam energy, I0 the beam current, Wx,y,z the damping
time in transverse and longitudinal directions, Ex,y the
transverse beta functions, Dp the momentum compaction,
and Qs the longitudinal tune.
However, considering the whole RF system, one can
find that there will be finite tolerances in the cavity construction. The threshold value greatly depends on the actual
tolerance of the cavity construction. To avoid RF HOMs, a
single mode cavity design is considered for FCC-ee [19].

CONCLUSION
The large circular e+e- collider as a future Higgs factory
is of promising as a lot of low energy circular colliders at
different energy region have been designed, constructed
and operated for many years. In the current design, parameters achieved in previous and current machines make us
confident. Despite the contents in this paper, a lot of work
such as magnetic error effect to dynamic aperture study,
machine-detector interface design including beam induced
background control, two stream instabilities, and synchrotron radiation heating problem, need to study carefully and
will also determine the performance of future large collider.
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HIGH GRADIENT PM TECHNOLOGY FOR ULTRA-HIGH BRIGHTNESS
RINGS
G. Le Bec*, J. Chavanne, European Synchrotron Radiation Facility, Grenoble, France
Abstract
Permanent magnets have long been major components
in accelerator-based light sources, particularly as a part of
insertion devices. However, their use as main lattice magnets (dipoles, quadrupoles) has been so far somewhat
limited. The present trend towards small magnet apertures, exemplified by various multibend achromat designs
currently under commissioning or design/construction
opens up the discussion once more on the large-scale use
of permanent magnets as a means to achieve extremely
high gradients in future diffraction-limited storage rings.
This paper will review the current R&D programs on the
use of permanent magnets in the lattice of high brightness
storage rings.

gradients should be reasonably tunable, e.g. within ±5 %
for the high gradient quadrupoles of the ESRF-EBS. The
homogeneity of the gradient should be sufficient to preserve a acceptable dynamic aperture and lifetime. Synchrotron radiation must escape from the ring: a slot free
of magnetic material should be available around the horizontal symmetry plane. Finally, storage ring magnets
must be reliable, cost effective, and low in power consumption.

Projects of ultra-small emittance storage rings have
been launched around the world. The Max-IV project in
Sweden is the first storage ring of this new generation [1]:
a 330 pm·rad emittance at 3 GeV is targeted with a 7bend achromat lattice and 40 T/m gradients. The European Synchrotron Radiation Facility – Extremely Brilliant
Source (ESRF-EBS) project, in France [2], aims to reach
an emittance of135 pm·rad at 6 GeV, while the Advanced
Photon Source Upgrade (APS-U) targets 70 pm·rad at
6 GeV [3]. The ESRF-EBS project is in the procurement
phase and the APS-U is in an advanced development
stage. In these two projects the quadrupole gradients
reach almost 100 T/m, which appears to be the upper limit
of standard electromagnet technology. Such high gradients have been enabled by the shrinking of the vacuum
chamber aperture: in all these projects, the magnet bore
diameter is about 25 mm.
The theoretical minimum emittance obtainable on an
electron storage ring has been presented in various papers
[4, 5]. It appears that i) ultra-low emittance machines
should have an increased number of (small angle) dipoles,
and ii) the horizontal beta function should reach a minimum value inside the dipoles. The second statement implies either increasing the circumference of the ring for
inserting focusing elements with standard gradients, or
increasing the gradients. It should be noted here that the
highest gradient magnets have been developed for upgrading rings with existing buildings and beamlines. Generally speaking, it seems more cost-efficient to increase
the magnet gradients than to increase the length of the
rings.
Focusing magnets used in ultra-high brightness rings
are subject to specific design constraints. They should be
high gradient and compact, as mentioned above. The
___________________________________________

* lebec@esrf.fr
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Figure 1: Examples of quadrupole gradients vs magnet
bore radius for different technologies, including resistive
magnets [12, 13], hybrid PM/resistive magnets [8, 11],
tunable PM magnets with movable parts [10, 14-16] and
fixed gradient PM magnets [6, 9, 17-19]. The dashed lines
indicate the equivalent pole tip field defined as the radius
times the gradient.
Figure 1 shows the gradient of a few examples of
quadrupoles of different technologies. Ultra-high
gradients are reached at bore radii smaller than 5 mm,
which seems not compatible with the light source storage
ring constraints mentioned above. All devices with a
radius below 10 mm have been designed for linear
accelerators [6-8]. At the opposite corner of the figure, the
quadrupoles of the Fermilab Recycler are low gradient,
low field and large aperture [9]. This accelerator should
be mentioned as the first large scale ring with magnets
entirely energised with ferrite PM blocks. The quality of
the magnetic field, i.e. the gradient homogeneity, does not
appear in the figure. It should be noted that the only
magnets with field quality suitable for storage rings are
below the 1.5 T line. Tunable, moderate gradient PM
Quadrupoles (PMQs) prototypes have been developed for
large scale applications like CLIC [10] or Sirius [11]. The
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main goals of these developments was power saving and,
in the case of CLIC, to avoid themal dissipation issues in
the accelerator tunel. A PM quadrupole prototype was
built at the ESRF [18]. Although its fixed 85 T/m gradient
at 12 mm radius is quite modest, the main goal of this
development was to improve the field quality of PM
quadrupoles.
Up to now, the main application of PM in accelerators
is the Insertion Devices (IDs). IDs are typically built with
hundreds of PM blocks generating a sinusoidal magnetic
field within a gap. Such devices produce a strong field Figure 2: M(H) magnetization curve of a permanent maggradient along the longitudinal axis, e.g. about 140 T/m net material. The material should be used in the linear,
for a standard 35 mm period undulator at 11 mm gap, and reversible region to avoid demagnetization.
up to 460 T/m for a 15 mm period Cryogenic Permanent
Table 1: Properties of PM Materials at Room
Magnet Undulator (CPMU) operated at 4.5 mm gap. The
Temperature
tuning of the field is usually done by changing the gap
⁄
Material
with motorized magnet girders [20-22]. In each cell of the
-3
[T]
[10
/K]
[MA/m]
ESRF-EBS lattice, four out of seven dipoles will have a
longitudinal gradient. All of these low field (up to 0.67 T) Sm2Co17
1.05−1.15
0.8−2.1
−0.3
dipoles will be built with permanent magnets [23]. Here, NdFeB
1.08−1.43
0.8−3
−1
the permanent magnets have the advantage of being very
compact, simple and with zero power consumption.
The magnetization of PM materials is temperature deThe next section presents the Rare Earth PM materials, pendent: in lattice magnet application, thermal effects
which are commonly used in accelerator applications. A must be compensated. The most common thermal comfew high gradient quadrupole designs are reviewed in pensation method consists in shunting a part of the flux of
section 3, while section 4 is dedicated to the gradient the magnets with a highly temperature-dependent material
tuning. The last section sketches perspectives for PM [24]: low Curie temperature FeNi alloys have been specifquadrupole R&D.
ically developed for this purpose [25]. For SmCo material, the volume of the thermal compensation shims is about
RARE EARTH PM MATERIALS
5 to 10 % of the PM volume. The FeNi shim volume
PM materials used for high gradient quadrupole mag- would be three times larger for NdFeB material, which
nets are obtained with powder metallurgy techniques. An seems impractical. If NdFeB material is used for lattice
alloy of rare earth material and transition metal is reduced magnets, the temperature effects may need be active corin monocristalline grains; these grains are aligned by a rection(by coils, by gap motions, etc.) or the magnet temstrong magnetic field during the powder compaction, and perature should be controlled to better than 0.1°C at room
the material is sintered and annealed. The materials ob- temperature.
The material of PM quadrupoles must resist radiation
tained with this method are strongly anisotropic and can
be magnetized along their so-called easy-axis, which is damage during the lifetime of an accelerator, i.e. 20 to 30
years. A faster than expected field decay has been obthe average axis of the grains.
+ served on Strontium ferrite magnets installed at Fermilab
The magnetic field in a PM material is =
is the vacuum permeability, is the mag- [26]. Operational experience with IDs and PM irradiation
, where
netic field strength and
is the magnetization. The PM in test setups have shown that Sm2Co17 is the hardest
materials are characterized by their remanent magnetiza- material at room temperature [27-32]. NdFeB magnets
or by their remanent field
and by their intrin- can be safely used if their coercive field is sufficient, i.e.
tion
≥ 2.4 MA/m approximately; the remanent field of
sic coercive field
, as shown in Figure 2. The materials if
these
magnets
is typically in the range 1.1 – 1.2 T. Photoof interest have a strong , which means a strong magto avoid irreversible demagnet- induced neutrons generated during electron beam losses
netization, and strong
are suspected to produce thermal spikes in the PM materiization.
Two types of PM materials are used for high gradient al, leading to the observed radiation damage [33, 34].
The coercive and the remanent fields of NdFeB magPM quadrupoles: Samarium-Cobalt (SmCo) and Neodymnets
strongly increase at low temperature (Fig. 3). The
ium-Iron-Boron (NdFeB). The main magnetic properties
optimal
temperature for NdFeB magnets is about 150 K
of these materials are summarized in Table 1. The high
[21, 35, 36].The spins of the magnetic grains start to reorones, and
materials NdFeB are unfortunately the low
ient and the remanence decreases [37, 38] at 135 K; the
the 1.4 T magnets cannot be used in room temperature
relative permeability increases rapidly below 150K,
accelerator applications due to their limited coercivity.
leading to a lower magnetic field. Praseodymium-IronBoron (PrFeB) magnets and hybrids Pr/NdFeB can be
used at lower temperature without showing a spin reorientation transition, which make them attractive for high
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gradient and highly radiation-resistant magnets [39]. The
use of such cryo magnets has been demonstrated for ID
applications and one can foresee it will become an important R&D topic for high gradient lattice magnets.

similar gradient and aperture, the PM prototype built at
the ESRF is about ten times lighter than its resistive counterpart [13, 18].
In the early 1980’s, K. Halbach presented a Pure Permanent Magnet (PPM) design method for high field and
high gradient multipoles [40]. Halbach magnets have
been used for various applications, such as pure permanent magnet undulators [41], storage ring quadrupoles
[42] and final focus systems [6]. The gradient produced
by a Halbach quadrupole is
=2

Figure 3: M(H) curve of a Pr(0.8)Nd(0.2)2Fe14B material
with dysprosium grain boundary diffusion [23, 39].

THA2IO02

1−

,

where and are the inner and outer radii and ≈ 0.9
for a reasonable number of PM segments. This result is
for a circular aperture: the gradient can be increased by
almost 20 % if the magnet aperture is elliptical, with semi
axis ratio = ⁄2 [43] (Figure 4). Elliptical apertures are
convenient for light source storage rings, in which the
beam is elliptical rather than round. The analytical results
given by Halbach are for infinitely long, perfectly rigid
magnets (i.e. with relative permeability
= 1): the finite
length and magnetic susceptibility of the magnets bring
higher order multipole errors [41]. These errors can be
corrected with a numerical optimization of the magnet
blocks.

Figure 4: Halbach quadrupole with elliptical aperture.

PM QUADRUPOLES
The field of a permanent magnet remains unchanged
when all of its dimensions are divided by a factor
(Figure 4); the same transformation applied to an electromagnet lead to a times smaller field while preserving
the same current density in the conductors. The gradient
of a PM quadrupole scales with 1⁄ : PM are particularly
suitable for small, high gradient devices. For instance, at

7: Accelerator Technology Main Systems

Figure 5: Homogeneity of the integrated gradient for a
Halbach quadrupole with a 15 mm radius, 25 mm magnet
thickness and 300 mm length. The reference curve (solid)
is computed for Sm2Co17 magnets without dispersion in
remanence in magnetization axis. The other curves are
= 1 % for magnetization
random samples assuming
= 0.8° for easy axis dispersion and
dispersion,
= 35 µm for the magnet position. The magnetization within the magnet is assumed to be homogeneous,
which is usually not the case. All the curves have been
computed with Radia [44, 45].
Almost four decades after Halbach’s publication, storage rings are not filled with PPM multipoles. This is explained by a few issues: the relatively poor homogeneity
of the field gradient brought by the PM tolerances (Figure
5), the extensive shimming needed for field
corrections [17], and the impossibility of tuning the gradi1079
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Figure 4: Effect of a scaling factor applied to a permanent magnet (top) and to an electromagnet with current
density (bottom).
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ent. The PM blocks located in the horizontal symmetry
plane are exposed to radiation damage and do not allow
the synchrotron radiation to escape; this issue is mitigated
by the possibility to numerically optimize “quasiHalbach” structures without material at this location.

Figure 6: Typical PM block errors. (a): ideal block, (b):
axis angle error, (c): magnetization error, (d): magnetization inhomogeneity.
The flaws of the PM blocks appears to be a major obstacle in the development of PPM storage ring quadrupoles.
Figure 6 shows typical errors encountered on PM blocks.
Real blocks usually present a superposition of three types
of errors: errors on the magnitude of the magnetization,
errors on the direction of the magnetization, and magnetization inhomogeneities. The specifications of the high
quality magnets used for ID assemblies are
ly|∆ ⁄ | ≤ 0.015, |∆ | ≤ 1.5° and |∆ | ≤ 1.5° where
∆ and ∆ indicate the error in the magnetic moment
angles. The magnetization inhomogeneities are usually
tested by comparing the magnetic field on both sides of
the magnet. The specifications indicated above imply the
production of more magnets than necessary and the rejection of some of them.
As mentioned in the previous section, the magnetic polarization of PM blocks suitable for accelerators is about
1.1 T at room temperature and may reach 1.6 T at cryogenic temperatures. Higher polarization can be obtained
=
with soft magnetic material such as pure iron (
= 2.35 T for a 49%
2.15 T) or cobalt-iron alloys (
Fe, 49% Co, 2% V). Figure 7 shows schematically the
structure of hybrid quadrupoles with iron poles magnetized by PM blocks. High gradient magnet prototypes with
iron or cobalt-iron poles have been built for final focussing applications [8, 16].
Hybrid high gradient magnets can be obtained by inserting saturated cobalt-iron poles in a Halbach quadrupole, as shown in Figure 7a. A 300 T/m gradient at 7 mm
bore radius has been obtained with a similar design [19].
The homogeneity of the field was not as good as expected, with normalized sextupole and octupole components of about 0.5 % of the quadrupole term at 4 mm
radius.
In Figure 7a, the poles are independent to each other,
which makes their accurate positioning delicate. If one
assumes the position of the poles must not rely on the
mechanical tolerances of the PM blocks, the poles can be
maintained on the sides or on their back. An alternative
design has been developed for the CLIC final focussing
magnet, as shown in Figure 7b. The four poles are linked
with a ring and are a single part made with wire erosion
of a cobalt-iron block. The magnetic flux leak through the
linking ring is limited by the saturation of the material,
leading to a gradient decrease of about 4 %. In terms of
1080
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integrated gradient per magnet insertion length, this system can reasonably compete with the Figure 7a solution,
in which the length of the PM blocks should be smaller
than the total magnet length, for maintaining the poles
and positioning them. A 520 T/m gradient at 4.125 mm
bore radius was reached with a similar NdFeB device
coupled with resistive coils [8].

(a)
(b)
Figure 7: Sketches of strong hybrid PM quadrupole with
poles in soft material (in grey), following [19] (a) and [8]
(b). In (a), different variants are possible, with or without
materials at positions 1, 2 and 3.

Figure 8: Moderate gradient, hybrid PM-electromagnetic
quadrupole [11].

GRADIENT TUNING
The tuning range specifications of the ESRF-EBS are
shown in Table 2 [2]. Some field tuning is required for
most magnets except dipoles; the quadrupole gradients
should be tunable within ±5 % for lattice optimization.
Table 2: Tuning Range of the ESRF-EBS Magnets
N-poles
2
4
6
8
Tuning range [%]
0
±5
±40 −25/+50
Let us consider the hybrid PM-electromagnetic quadrupole shown in Figure 8. This magnet is a low power,
moderate gradient quadrupole rather than a high gradient
magnet, but an analysis is instructive. At low excitation
(i.e. if the iron is not saturated), the gradient is [11]
1
+ ℎ .
−
ℎ +
ln
≈
2
2
−
The minimization of the PM volume at gradient
leads to
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ℎ≈
and
≈

2
−

ln

−1 .

⁄
The gradient =
should be compared
+
⁄
to the gradient = 2
obtained with an electromagnet: both magnets need the same current to reach a
2 gradient. The current needed to trim a PM quadrupole within a ±5 % tuning range is ±10 % of the current
of an electromagnet with the same aperture: this solution
is very efficient for limited tuning ranges. The gradient of
the prototype described in [11] can be tuned within
±15 %.
The magnetic field of IDs is usually tuned by changing
their gap. Similarly, the gradient of PM quadrupoles can
be modified by moving mechanical parts of the magnet,
as shown in Figure 9 [10, 14, 16, 46]. No current is needed with these designs, which is attractive for low power
applications. An almost 100 % tuning range can be
reached, which is not possible with trimming coils installed on PM quadrupoles. Magnetic centre motions have
been observed on most of these devices and appear to be
an important R&D issue; overall centre shifts ranging
from 20 to 100 µm were measured depending on the
designs. Radiation damage of the position encoders is
another possible issue. Such damages are frequently observed on IDs.

THA2IO02

provement of the PMQ gradient homogeneity, the increase of the gradient, and the tuning of the gradient.
The gradient homogeneity of PM quadrupoles is frequently an issue. A few difficulties are encountered, e.g.
the imperfections of the PM blocks, the positioning of the
poles, which are usually not built as a single part, and the
moving parts if the gradient is mechanically tuned. The
undulator builders learned that the imperfections of the
magnets and the mechanical parts can be “shimmed” if
not avoided. The same approach could be fruitful for high
gradient PM quadrupoles, if the magnet design made the
shimming easy and fast. Different shimming schemes are
possible, e.g. magnet displacements [17] or machining of
pole extremities [18]. Above all, the shimming of PM
quadrupoles must be made compatible with series production.
Up to now, Cryogenic Permanent Magnet Undulators
(CPMUs) compete with superconductive undulators;
CPMUs are in operation in various light sources. The
development of in-vacuum Cryogenic Permanent Magnet
Quadrupoles (CPMQs) is expected to start in the coming
years and would enable lower magnetic apertures and
higher fields. Reaching a reasonable gradient homogeneity at low temperature on a CPMQ will require an efficient
shimming method. The measurement and the alignment
of such magnets is also a challenge.
Whatever the technology used, PMQs for storage ring
applications will require compact and reliable gradient
tuning systems, resistant to radiation damage and with a
minimized effect on the magnet alignment and field quality.

(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Figure 9: Gradient tuning by motions of mechanical parts.
(a): rotation of a cylindrical PM block [14]; (b): rotation
of the outer part of the magnet [16]; (c): rotation of iron
shims [46]; (d) vertical motion of the PM block and the
upper part of the yoke [10].

CONCLUSION & PERSPECTIVES
High gradient PMQs can potentially enable the development of ultra-high brightness storage rings. The technology is not yet mature enough for large scale installation but is being developed by different groups. Three
main development axes are clearly identified: the im7: Accelerator Technology Main Systems
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NEW 1.4 CELL RF PHOTOINJECTOR DESIGN FOR HIGH BRIGHTNESS
BEAM GENERATION∗
E. Pirez† , J. Maxson, P. Musumeci
Department of Physics and Astronomy, UCLA, Los Angeles, California 90095, USA
D. Alesini, INFN/LNF, Frascati (Roma), Italy

The new electromagnetic and mechanical designs of the
S-band 1.4 cell photoinjector are discussed. A novel fabrication method is adopted to replace the brazing process with a
clamping technique achieving lower breakdown probability.
The photoinjector is designed to operate at a 120MV/m gradient and an optimal injection phase of 70◦ to improve the
extraction field by a factor of 1.9 compared to standard 1.6
cell designs with the same peak field. New geometries and
features are implemented to improve beam quality for the
demand of high brightness beam applications.

INTRODUCTION
For decades radiofrequency (RF) photoinjectors have
been the state-of-the-art in terms of high brightness electron
sources. They have played a key role in the development of
applications such as short wavelength high gain free electron lasers, ultra-fast electron diffraction, inverse Compton
scattering, high power THz generation, among others [1–4].
Although several improvements in photoinjector design have
been made over the years, the achieved beam brightness is
at least five orders of magnitude lower than the theoretical
quantum limit for a fully coherent electron source [5]. Significant improvements on beam brightness must be made to
further advance high brightness beam applications.
Improving the beam brightness can be done through different methods. These include minimizing the velocity spread
of the electrons during photo-emission by either fine-tuning
the laser wavelength [6–9] or modifying the characteristics
(a.g. work function) of the photocathode [10]. In this paper
we will focus on improving beam brightness by increasing
the accelerating electric field E0 the electrons see as they
are emitted from the cathode surface, the extraction field.
A higher extraction field has several advantages. Particles
quickly accelerate away from the cathode reducing the space
charge effects that limit peak brightness. It allows for very
high current densities from a small area on the photocathode
simultaneously reducing the initial emittance.
How the beam brightness scales with the extraction field
depends on what definition one uses as many exist in literature [11]. But regardless of the operating regime, maximizing the extraction field at the cathode achieves brighter
beams [12–14]. Increasing the peak field involves significant redesign of the RF structures and resolving fundamental
material breakdown issues. A simple alternative is to limit
the phase slippage due to the fact that the photo-emitted
∗
†

Work supported by NSF grant 145583
eylenepirez@gmail.com

particles are not relativistic. The optimal phase (to reach
maximum energy and minimum energy spread) for launching particles in typical 1.6 cell RF guns is close to 30 degrees
and much lower than 90 degrees so that the launch field is
significantly smaller than the peak achievable field in the
gun [15]. Without a drastic redesign of RF photoinjectors,
the optimal launch phase can be increased by simply shortening the first cell which minimizes the slippage leading to
a higher extraction field.

DESIGN OF THE 1.4 CELL PHOTOGUN
The new RF design is based on the design of the 1.6 cell
RF structure developed by the SPARC lab of the National
Institute of Nuclear Physics (LNF-INFN) [16]. The 1.6 cell
photoinjector is currently operating at the Pegasus lab at
UCLA at a gradient of 120MV/m. Inspired by the 1.6 cell
photoinjector design and fabrication techniques, we have
developed a new 1.4 cell photoinjector with a shortened first
cell to improve extraction field and therefore increasing beam
brightness. In this section we discuss further improvements
to the electromagnetic and mechanical design.
Typical 1.6 photoinjectors have an optimal launching
phase of 25◦ −35◦ depending on the input RF power. The 1.6
cell photoinjector has a first cell of 36.45mm optimal launching phase of 30◦ . The 1.4 cell photoinjector first cell has a
length of dhal f = 22mm which gives an optimal launching
phase of 70◦ . The higher launching phase increased the
extraction field by a factor of sin(70◦ )/sin(30◦ ) = 1.9.
In Fig.1a, we show the energy dependence on the injection
phase for the 1.6 and the 1.4 cell structure at a 120MV/m
gradient. The optimal launching phase is the one for which
the maximum output energy is achieved. The 1.4 cell photoinjector has a lower output energy than the SPARC photoinjector due to the shortening of the accelerating region.
Many applications of high brightness beams are not critically affected by final electron beam energy. In Fig. 1b, we

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Comparison between the 1.6 cell (3D map) and
the 1.4 cell (1D and 3D maps) photoinjector. (a) Gamma vs.
phase. (b) Energy spread.
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show the energy spread as a function of injection phase. The
1.4 cell photogun exhibits a lower energy spread than the
1.6 cell gun. The minimum of the energy spread is obtained
at 65 − 70◦ as expected.
The electromagnetic design of the cavity have been optimized using Ansys HFSS simulations [17]. The cavity has
adopted the SPARC elliptical irises design with an axis ratio
of b/a = 2 to reduce the surface electric field with respect to
the cathode peak field. The iris is now located at z=22mm,
see Fig. 2a. The iris diameter is 36mm which is larger than
in typical photoinjectors. This large diameter allows for a
50.1 MHz separation between the 0 mode and the π mode.
A large mode separation is preferred when operating with
short RF pulses as it avoids simultaneous excitation of both
modes which can have a negative impact on the beam dynamics. The π mode has a resonance at 2.856GHz as shown
in Fig. 2b.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: (a) Geometry of quadrupole moment measurement.
(b) Quadrupole moment comparison table.
circles of different radii(2mm and 4mm). One pair is located
at the center of the full cell and the remaining two pairs are
at a distance of ∆z ± 3mm as shown in Fig 4a. Fig 4b shows
the 1.4 cell gun quadrupole moment achieves up to an order
of magnitude lower than the 1.6 cell gun.

(b)

Figure 2: (a) Ez vs. z (b) S11 coefficient at resonance
frequency, fπ .
Unlike the 1.6 cell cavity, the full cell of the 1.4 cell cavity
does not posses cylindrical symmetry. A new geometry has
been adopted [18]. The cross section of the full cell is the
intersection of 2 circles, rcir cle = 47.3325mm, with their
centers located at an offset,∆y = 4.4mm, from the central
axis of the gun. Two flat planes truncate the cell at a 5mm
offset from the point where the circles meet, see Fig. 3.
This new full cell geometry reduces the quadrupole moment
Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

(a)
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5: (a) Coupling port geometry. (b)Hsur f ace map.
Laser ports have been placed on the first cell with rounded
edges to maintain the Hsur f ace < 480kA/m, Fig. 6b. One of
the issues arising from shortening of first cell is machining
these rounded edges. To ease the fabrication challenge, the
first cell was truncated to create a surface normal to the laser
ports as shown in Fig. 6a.

Figure 3: Full cell cross section geometry.
(a)

along the central axis. An approximation of the quadrupole
moment A(z) can be written as [19]
A(z) =

Hmax − Hmin
2ro

(1)

where Bmax and Bmin are the maximum and minimum value
of the magnetic field at a distance of r0 from the central axis.
The quadrupole moment was measured along 3 pairs of

(b)

Figure 6: (a) Laser ports geometry. (b)Hsur f ace map.
Recently it has been demonstrated that a very small drive
laser spot size on the cathode generates ultra-low emittance
beams, down to 5nm-rad at 20fC bunches [22]. The oblique
incidence angle and laser port diameter limits how small the
laser spot size can be. The current iris design restricts the
illumination angle to 10o . The numerical aperture of the
7: Accelerator Technology Main Systems
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Figure 7: Oblique incidence angle solution.
ports is NA=0.083. The calculated beam waist, wo = πλNoA ,
is 1µm with a drive laser wavelength, λo , of 266nm. The
laser spot projection (wo /tan(10o )) is 5.8µm in size. A
possible solution to reduce the laser spot size involves a
minor redesign of the iris. The first half of the iris adopts a
circular geometry and the second half remains elliptically
shaped, see Fig 7. This solution allows laser ports of equal
length and radii as previously discussed but an increased
illumination angle of 14.79o , reducing the laser beam spot
projection to 3.7µm. Further investigation is needed to
implement this solution.

FABRICATION
The LNF-INFN developed a clamping technique for manufacturing the 1.6 cell photoinjector. The clamping technique
avoids the brazing process for the main body of the photoinjector with the help of special gaskets that guarantee
RF contact and vacuum sealing [23]. Brazing is expensive,
a high risk procedure and softens the copper. Cold (not
brazed) copper shows a significant improvement in breakdown probability. In Fig 8b, the clamping components are
shown. The cavity is made of central piece of OFHC copper.
Part 1 is an added piece for fitting of the cathode assembly.
Part 2 seals the full cell using the special gasket.
New vacuum sealing gaskets were developed and tested
at UCLA to completely avoid any brazing/welding of the
external components onto the main body. The gaskets are
made out of aluminum to act as the interface between the
copper body and a standard CF flange. One side of the gasket
is flat to allow the knife edge on the CF flange to bite into the
aluminum [24]. The opposing side of the gasket has been
patterned with a knife edge that digs onto the copper surface,
pictured in Fig. 8a.

THA2CO03

advanced photocathodes that have yet to be tested in high
gradient structures [7]. Advanced photocathodes include
alkali-antimonide photocathodes that have shown low photoemission emittance and high quantum efficiency and can
open the door to extremely high peak beam brightness. Testing these photocathodes require a compact vacuum load-lock
which is not commercially available. The load-lock system
is currently under design and is required to deliver pregrown
cathodes from their preparation chamber directly into the
photoinjector without breaking vacuum.

SUMMARY
In this paper we have discussed the simple solution of
shortening the first cell to minimize the phase slippage to
increase the optimal launch phase to 70o for the S-band
1.4 cell photoinjector operating at a gradient of 120 MV/m.
We have presented design modifications to the SPARC Sband 1.6 cell photoinjector to improve the extraction field
(and therefore higher beam brightness) by at least a factor of 1.9. The new full cell geometry was optimized to
lower the quadrupole moment along the central axis achieving up to one order of magnitude lower than the SPARC
gun. The 1.4 cell photoinjector fabrication approach entirely
avoids any brazing and welding process by implementing
the LNF-INFN clamping technique along with newly developed vacuum sealing technologies at UCLA to reduce cost,
manufacturing time, preserve the hardness of cold copper
and maintain a low breakdown probability. The 1.4 cell
gun combines the high extraction field with a highly compact vacuum system needed to deliver and utilize pregrown
AA photocathodes that promise extremely high peak beam
brightness.
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Abstract
A multi-frequency copper prototype cavity with 5 odd
harmonic modes (from 95.26 MHz to 857.34 MHz) has
been fabricated and bench measured at JLab. This quarter
wavelength resonator (QWR) based deflecting cavity is a
half scale prototype of the five-mode cavity (from 47.63
MHz to 426.67 MHz) in the QWRs group developed for
the ultrafast harmonic RF kicker in the proposed Jefferson
Lab Electron Ion Collider (JLEIC, formerly MEIC). With
this prototype cavity, several RF measurements were
performed and the results showed good agreement with
the simulation results.

INTRODUCTION
A group of quarter wavelength resonator (QWR) based
deflecting cavities have been developed to generate 10
harmonic modes for an ultrafast harmonic RF kicker in
the proposed Jefferson Lab Electron Ion Collider (JLEIC,
formerly MEIC) [1-3]. To validate the electromagnetic
characteristics of the cavity from numerical simulation, a
half scale copper prototype cavity with 5 odd multiple
harmonics of 95.26 MHz has been fabricated and
measured. Fig.1 shows the copper prototype cavity with
its cross section cut CAD view.

Figure 1: The copper prototype cavity with five odd
multiple harmonic modes of 95.26 MHz (top) and the
cross section view of this prototype (bottom).

___________________________________________

*Work supported by Jefferson Science Associates, LLC under U.S.DOE
Contract No. DE-AC05-06OR23177
†
yulu@jlab.org

Figure 2: Cavity components before the final welding of
the end plate to the outer conductor.
In the first round of measurements (without RF fingers
installed in the tuner ports), the harmonic frequencies
with stub tuning process, unloaded Q factors and bead–
pulling measurements were performed. Then the mode
combination experiments were carried out. All of them
have shown good agreement with the simulation results.
Then the cavity was sent to the machine shop to repair the
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SOME FABRICATION DETAIL
The outer conductor was fabricated from a commercial
copper water pipe line. The inner conductor, five tuner
pipes, five tuning stubs, one input coupler pipe, two beam
pipes and all flanges are all made from oxygen free
copper. All the welding processes were performed with
the electron beam welding (EBW) including joints of
those pipes to the outer conductor, the inner conductor to
the end plate where the RF current is the strongest. The
electric end flange with the pickup port is welded together
and its flange is bolted to the cavity body which makes it
possible for further near-beam structure optimization and
a replacement with other end structures to reduce the
multipole fields and longitudinal impedance. Fig.2 shows
the cavity components before the final welding of the end
plate to the outer conductor.
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tuning stubs and finally all RF fingers were installed for a
better RF contact and Q factor.

BENCH MEASUREMENTS
After the cavity was finally assembled, the resonant
frequencies of each mode were checked with a network
analyser by measuring the transmission parameter S21
and reflection parameter S11, as shown in Fig.3.

Figure 3: Cavity bench measurement set up (left), the
transmission coefficient between the input coupler and the
pickup (middle), and the reflection coefficient at the input
coupler (right) as a function of frequency.

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

The manual stub tuner used here is similar to a
CEBAF waveguide stub tuner. The tuning resolution is
0.05 inch/turn, set by the chosen threaded rod (1/2-20).
Bearings are used to minimize friction between the stubs
and tuner ports. Fig.6 shows the details of the stub tuner
and Fig.7 shows the iteration scheme how to get the target
frequencies by adjusting the stub tuners in a convergent
process.

Figure 6: Stub tuner part detail.

The input loop coupler and pickup antenna used in the
measurement are shown in Fig.4. The coupling strength
of all modes can be adjust to be near critical at the same
time by carefully adjust the size, position, and rotation
angle of the loop.

Figure 7: iteration scheme to get the target frequencies by
adjusting the stub tuners several times.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 4: The input loop coupler and pickup antenna used
in the measurement.
The fabrication errors on the natural frequencies for all
modes were less than 0.2%, and could be tuned to the
target values with only four iterations of the stub tuner
settingss, as shown in Fig.5.

After the tuning process, the unloaded quality factors of
the five harmonic modes were measured and compared
with the CST simulation in Table 1. The unloaded Q
factors are lower than the design value for all modes and
especially the highest modes. The Q-drop may be caused
by the imperfection of the outer conductor copper
material, poor RF contact at the tuner pipes due to the
absence of RF fingers, coupler losses, or leakage out of
the beam ports. The measurement results should be better
when the RF finger is installed.
Table 1: Comparison of the Unloaded Quality Factors
From the Simulations and Measurements
Mode(MHz)
CST
Measurement Error (%)
95.26
5301
-6.43
5665
285.78
9770
9277
-5.04
476.3
12531
11282
-9.96
666.82
14834
13152
-11.34
857.34
17109
14095
-17.62

Figure 5: Tuning process to achieve the target frequencies
by solving the tuning matrix equation and adjusting the
stub tuners three times in the first tuning measurement.

The electromagnetic field distribution and mode
orientation in the cavity were obtained by a bead-pull
technique, as set up in Fig.8.
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signal, and the synthesized waveform was recorded by an
oscilloscope. Fig.10 shows the complete setup of this
experiment, and Fig.11 shows the comparison of the 5odd harmonics combined pulses captured from the
oscilloscope display with the ideal simulation result. The
agreement is excellent.

Figure 8: Complete bead pull measurement setup.
By pulling a dielectric (Teflon) bead through the beam
axis, the electric field along the string can be measured,
and with a metallic (brass) bead, both the electric and
magnetic fields will be detected. The measurement results
with both beads are shown in Fig. 9 and compared with
the simulation results. The dominant field component in
the cavity is the transverse electric field. The longitudinal
electronic field and the transverse magnetic field in the
beam path are too weak to be separated out from the
bead-pulling signals. The form factors of both beads were
carefully calibrated with a TM010 pillbox in order to get
the best agreement.

Figure 10: Complete setup of the mode combining
experiment.

Figure 11: Comparison of the 5-odd harmonics combined
pulse captured from the oscilloscope display with the
simulation.

CONCLUSIONS
First RF bench measurements on the half scale
prototype harmonic kicker cavity show a good agreement
with the design simulation results. Real vacuum
compatible cavities are to be designed and fabricated in
the near future to measure the actual kicking effect on the
electron beam bunch train.

Figure 9: Result of the measurement with the dielectric
(top) and the metallic (bottom) bead, and the comparison
with the CST simulation result.
A simple mode combination experiment was also
performed on this prototype cavity. With five signal
generators, five harmonic modes with independent
amplitude and phase controls were generated. Then these
harmonics were combined in an RF combiner and fed into
the cavity through the input loop coupler. A pickup probe
in the pickup port was used to sample the combined
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Radioisotopes play important roles in numerous areas
ranging from medical applications to national security and
basic research. Radionuclide production technology for
medical applications has been pursued since the early
1900s both commercially and in nuclear science centers.
Many medical isotopes are now in routine production and
are used in day-to-day medical procedures. Despite these
advancements, research is accelerating around the world to
improve the existing production methodologies as well as
to develop novel radionuclides for new medical applications. Electron linear accelerators (linacs) represent a
unique method for the production of radioisotopes. Even
though the basic technology has been around for decades,
only recently have electron linacs capable of producing
photons with sufficient energy and flux for radioisotope
production become available. Housed in Argonne National
Laboratory’s Low Energy Accelerator Facility (LEAF) is
a newly upgraded 55 MeV/25-kW electron linear accelerator, capable of producing a wide range of radioisotopes.
This talk will focus on the work being performed for the
production of the medical isotopes 99Mo (99Mo/99mTc generator), 67Cu, and 47Sc.

INTRODUCTION
Medical isotopes are generally categorized as therapeutic, diagnostic, or both (theranostic/theragnostic). Radiation therapy relies on the destructive effects of radiation to
disable unwanted cells and tissues in a biological system –
ideally to combat cancer [1]. Beta-emitting nuclides of the
appropriate energy and half-life such as 47Sc, 67Cu, 186Re,
and 188Re are of interest. A general rule for a beta-therapy
is that ~0.2 mm of tissue (~2-20 cells) is penetrated per 100
keV, making the E -max energy a crucial factor when treating
diseases. Diagnostic procedures rely on the penetrating
gamma or an annihilation induced by the injected radioisotope (such as 18F, 44Sc, 64Cu, or 99mTc). Current medical
single photon emission diagnostic cameras (SPECT) are
optimized for 99mTc (140 keV) energies and as such,
gamma emissions similar to 140 keV are most desired for
these procedures. Positron emission tomography (PET) detects the duel 511 keV annihilation emission from positron
emitters.
____________________________________________

*Work supported by NNSA Materials Management and Minimization,
Office of Science Isotope Program, and Argonne National Laboratory's
under U.S. Department of Energy contract DE-AC02-06CH11357
† rotsch@anl.gov

Radioisotopes that have image-able gamma emissions
and alpha or beta emissions suitable for localized cell destruction are referred to as theranostic agents and are of extreme interest to the medical community. Theranostic
agents help minimize healthcare costs, hospital visits, and
inconveniences to the patients as they allow for real-time
assessment of the treatments.
The electron linac is useful for producing radioisotopes
having high specific activity with increased yields. In particular, exploration of the (J,p) reaction may be able to
overcome the shortcomings of the low specific activity
usually associated with neutron transmutation.
Argonne National Laboratory’s Low Energy Accelerator Facility (LEAF) houses a newly upgraded 55 MeV/25kW electron linear accelerator (linac), capable of producing a number of medical isotopes through photonuclear reactions that are difficult or otherwise impossible to make
[2-4]. Parameters of the linac are provided in Table 1.
Table 1: Parameters of the Argonne Linac
Parameter
Maximum beam energy
Minimum beam energy
Maximum average beam power
RF frequency
Repetition rate
Length of RF pulse
Maximum beam pulse width
Beam energy spread

Value
55
20
25
1300
240
6.5
5
3

Unit
MeV
MeV
kW
MHz
Hz
Ps
Ps
%

ELECTRON LINAC
PRODUCED RADIOISOTOPES
Photonuclear-reaction yields of radioactive isotopes depend on the production of high-energy photons generated
by interactions of high-energy electrons with a high-Z material (i.e., a converter) to produce Bremsstrahlung radiation. Production yields are controlled by the electron beam
flux, target size, length of irradiation, and reaction cross
section. The reaction cross section is one of the most important parameters for estimating efficacy and efficiency
of photonuclear reactions. A great deal of work has been
done to create experimental cross-sectional data bases for
(J,n) reactions (usually leading towards low specific activity radioisotopes); however, even this database is still incomplete [5-7]. The (J,p) reactions (that lead to high specific activity radioisotopes) is much less extensively investigated and requires considerable additional investigation.
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99

2.75 d
2.75 d
2.83 d
3.35 d

Mo

Argonne National Laboratory with support from the National Nuclear Security Administration’s (NNSA) Office
of Material Management and Minimization (M3) is developing technologies to accelerate the domestic production
of 99Mo.
Technetium-99m is distributed worldwide in a generator
system where 99Mo decays to 99mTc. Technetium-99m is
the most widely used radioisotope in nuclear medicine. It
has ideal characteristics such as a sufficiently short halflife (6 hrs) and single gamma emission (140 keV) for single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) imaging. SPECT utilizes gamma emissions from select radioisotopes such as 99mTc (140 keV) to collect multiple 2D
images that can later be combined into 3D images that map
the interior of a patient. Information such as this provides
insight to diseases and will help doctors develop cures for
certain ailments.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

99

Mo from Accelerator-driven subcritical fission of a
low-enriched uranyl (LEU) sulfate solution. The LEU
uranyl sulfate solution was housed in stainless steel vessel
with a water reflector. A water-cooled tantalum convertor
was located towards the center of the stainless steel vessel.
Predominately fast neutrons were generated by bombarding high-energy electrons (35 MeV, 10 kW, 15 hrs irradiation) onto the tantalum convertor. The neutrons were thermalized by the aqueous LEU uranyl sulfate solution (5 L,
0.63 M uranyl sulfate, pH = 1) and surrounding water reflector, inducing fission of 235U to produce 99Mo (6.1% fission yield) [8].
Radioactive gases (mainly Xe, Kr and I radioisotopes)
produced during the irradiation were collected and stored
for decay.
The LEU target solution was remotely processed using a
LabVIEW®-based control system. The solution was purified with an extraction column (TiO2, 110 Pm particle size,
Sachtopore) where 99Mo was retained. The eluted solution
was stored for future irradiations. The column was washed
with sulfuric acid (pH 1) and then water, and 99Mo was
stripped with NaOH (0.1 M). The resultant solution was
acidified to pH 2 with nitric acid and further purified with
a concentration column (TiO2, 40 Pm particle size, Sachtopore). The column was washed with HNO3 (0.01 M) and
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water, and the product stripped with NaOH (1 M) to obtain
25 mL of 99Mo product.
Final purification was performed by acidifying the solution with 10 M HNO3 to 1 M HNO3 and using the LEU
Modified Cintichem process (LMC). Purified 99Mo was recovered as sodium molybdate in ~55 mL of ~0.2 M NaOH.
Figure 1 depicts the gamma ray spectrum of the irradiated
solution and the final purified product. The chemical yield
of 99Mo was >80% (1.4 Ci 99Mo). The product was shipped
to a Tc-generator manufacturer for testing and was shown
to meet the European Pharmacopeia (EUP) purity specifications, fit into the existing supply chain, was successfully
loaded onto a commercial 99Mo/99mTc generator and the
eluted product was successfully tested with two commercial radiopharmaceutical kits [9].

99Mo

Argonne National Laboratory has developed irradiation
parameters, targetry, and purification methods for the radioisotopes listed in Table 2.
Table 2: Radiometals produced at Argonne with an Electron Linac

Intensity (arb. unit)

THB2IO02

950

Figure 1: Gamma ray spectrum of the irradiated LEU target
solution and the final product after a series of purification
steps.
99

Mo Production from 100Mo. Beam energies in the
range of 32-42 MeV are optimum for the 100Mo(J,n)99Mo
reaction. Sintered metallic Mo disks (25, 1 mm thick,
12 mm diameter) were irradiated (42 MeV, 8 kW, 6.5 day
irradiation) with direct electron beam (no convertor) inside
of a He-cooled target assembly [10]. The beam position
was monitored with optical transition radiation (OTR)
cameras throughout the irradiation. The image of the beam
on the entrance window was captured by a charge-coupled
device (CCD) camera equipped with a 180 mm focal length
lens. The cameras were positioned away from the target
and housed within a windowed lead and borated polyethylene shielded box to avoid camera failure. Mirrors were
used to provide line-of-sight for the shielded cameras [11].
Six of the 25 Mo disks were 100Mo enriched disks, all
other disks were natural Mo. The enriched disks were positioned from slot 5 – 10 from the incident beam (position
1 was closest to the beam entrance window, Fig. 2.). The
target holder was delivered to a hot cell in a shielded vessel
and the six enriched disks were dissolved with hydrogen
peroxide (50% Sn-stabilized). A saturated solution of KOH
was added to convert the Mo-peroxo species to KMoO4.
An orange precipitate formed, indicating the presence of
iron. The mixture was heated to destroy excess peroxide
and condense the solution to the desired volume. After
cooling, the solution was filtered through a syringe filter
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(0.3 Pm) resulting in a clear solution with a light orange
tint (observed through yellow leaded glass). The activity of
the final product was 12.4 Ci of 99Mo [11].

Figure 2: Half-shell of Mo target holder with irradiated Mo
target disks. Disks are being extracted for processing.
Natural Mo disks in positions 4, 18, 21, 24, and 25 were
counted one month post irradiation and the activities corrected to end of bombardment. Experimental activities
were compared with MCNPX calculations. The total activity of the six enriched disks was determined by dividing
the total activity of the six dissolved disks based on the predicted activity distribution from MCNPX calculations and
allocating that activity to the individual enriched disks. Experimental activities were found to be 74% of theoretical
activities [11].
Associated with the production is the recovery and recycle of enriched material. Enriched target materials are expensive (100Mo ~$700/g) and in order to economically produce radioisotopes, must be recycled. Argonne has developed several methods for the recovery of 100Mo from spent
low specific activity 99Mo generator systems. Molybdenum
can be precipitated in the presence of acid as MoO3 [12] or
as a polyoxometallate in the presence of an associated
counter ion (tetra alkyl ammonium salt) [13]. Both solids
can then be dried and reduced to Mo metal. An alternative
method is solvent extraction of Mo with tri-butyl phosphate (TBP), followed by solidification and thermal reduction to Mo metal [14]. All methods demonstrate excellent
purity and recovery (>98%) of Mo.
67

Cu

There is an ever pressing need for new theranostic radiopharmaceuticals. Copper-67 presents a very interesting
radioisotope with properties (t½ = 2.576 days;E: 141 keV;
J: 91.3, 93.31, and 184.6 keV) that makes it suitable for
both therapy and diagnostic imaging. The half-life is also
very amicable for regional shipping. Copper-64 the positron emitting diagnostic pair to 67Cu and is currently being
applied in medical research and clinical practice [15, 16].
The biochemistry of free copper and zinc (the decay
product of 67Cu) are well known as they are essential elements and do not have acutely toxic effects nor do they bioaccumulate. The chelation and biochemistry of promising
copper complexes have been extensively studied [17-20].
However, a reliable supply of 67Cu has been hindered by
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the development and use of 67Cu-based radiopharmaceuticals and in turn the development of 67Cu-based radiopharmaceuticals has been hindered by supply.
Copper-67 can be produced by several different methods
including proton beams, nuclear reactors, and electron linacs. Photonuclear production with an electron linac was
chosen as the best method to produce high specific activity
67
Cu compared to the other methods mentioned. The use of
an electron accelerator to produce high-energy Bremsstrahlung to induce a photonuclear reaction on 68Zn has
been demonstrated in the literature [21-24].
At Argonne, 67Cu was produced by the 68Zn(J,p) reaction. The target material is a solid metallic Zn cylinder with
large volumes (20-28 cm3, ~100 g of Zn). In test cases, natural zinc targets were prepared by subliming Zn shot from
an alumina crucible into a specially designed sublimation
apparatus. Generally two sublimations were required to
collect enough mass before a 100 g target could be cast
(Fig. 3.).

Figure 3: Sublimed zinc prepared to be casted into a target
(left). A 100 g Zn target ready for irradiation (right).
Irradiations generally used a 36 MeV beam and the energy and length of irradiation varied from each experiment
(generally from 3-10 kW). Batches of 10 mCi or less of
67
Cu were produced from natural Zn in order to develop the
targetry and purification chemistry.
Many isotope processing and purification procedures require dissolution of the entire target material. Instead, Zn
is sublimed from 67Cu, removing the need for large volumes of reagents, and allowing for recycling of the expensive 68Zn, when enriched targets are used. Copper has a
non-negligible vapour pressure; therefore tin metal was
used as a holdback agent during sublimation. Sublimations
were performed under vacuum (<20 mTorr) at elevated
temperatures (~600 oC). The temperature was controlled
with a standard temperature controller with ramp rate
(3 oC/min) and soak periods (4 hrs soak at temp) set during
processing. After sublimation, the residual 67Cu (now a
Cu/Sn alloy) was dissolved with HCl (8 M, 10 mL) and
HNO3 (concentrated, 1 mL) under boiling conditions. The
resulting solution was loaded onto an AG1-X8 (Bio-Rad)
ion exchange column in HCl (8M). The column was
washed with three full column volumes of HCl (8 M). Copper-67 was then eluted with HCl (2 M) in approximately 8
mL. Gamma analysis of the processed solution revealed a
very clean spectrum [25].
The target material can be recycled by melting the sublimed Zn into a fresh alumina crucible at 500 oC under a
blanket of H2/Ar (g) (2.5% H2). The Zn target is then ready
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for another irradiation. Natural Zn targets were disposed of
and not used in subsequent production trials.
47

Sc

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Scandium-47 has a half-life (t1/2 = 3.3 days) and emissions (average E - = 162 keV;J = 159.4 keV, ~68%) that
make it very attractive as a theranostic agent. Its production
has been explored with fast neutron reactions on titanium
(47Ti and natural) targets [26], high energy proton reaction
on 48Ti [27-28], and a 47Ca/47Sc generator [29], but until
recently little work has been conducted on photonuclear
production from 48Ti targets [30]. With this new attention
and the added effort in developing a generator system for
47
Sc’s diagnostic PET imaging radioisotope pair, 44Sc [31],
we have developed a facile 47Sc-purification method from
titanium dioxide (TiO2) targets.
The first irradiation was performed in order to prepare
an in-house spike for development of a purification
method. A water cooled tungsten convertor was used to
convert the incident electrons to photons. The convertor
consisted of three tungsten disks 0.08” thick and spaced
0.04” apart. Two natural Ti foils (2” × 4” × 0.035” 99.7%)
and 10 g of natural TiO2 (Sigma Aldrich, >99% A.C.S.
grade, ~2” × 2” × 0.125”) were irradiated using this target
station (Fig. 4). The Ti foils were placed ~0.1875” and
0.625” away from the convertor. The foils were cooled
with compressed air forced through a coil submerged in ice
water. The TiO2 was ~1.375” from the convertor and was
pressed against a water-cooled plate. The foils and TiO2
were wrapped in high-grade aluminium foil for containment.

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

0ȍ UHVXOWLQJLQDVWRFNVROXWLRQ7KHVWRFNZDVSXULILHG
from the target material by extraction chromatography. In
brief, the diluted stock solution was loaded directly onto
the column. The column was washed with H2SO4 followed
by HCl. The product was eluted with dilute HCl.
Table 3: Activities of Radioscandiums Produced
Isotope
44
Sc
46
Sc
47
Sc
48
Sc

Ti foil 1
(P
PCi)
185.5
9.9
1313.3
115.1

Ti foil 2
(P
PCi)
216.8
11.1
1532.7
132.9

PCi)
TiO2(P
12.7
5.7
716.1
67.8

Greater than 98% of the titanium was found in the eluent
and combined washes. Radioscandium was eluted from the
column with >98% recovery in ten bed volumes of the strip
solution. The strip was also analyzed by HPGe and inductively coupled plasma/mass spectrometery (ICP-MS). Expected radioscandiums, 24Na, and 40K were observed in the
gamma spectrum of the strip solutions. The ICP-MS data
demonstrated excellent purification of scandium with only
environmental impurities (Na, B, Si, and Fe) present.
Titanium target material can be recycled by precipitation
of titanium from alkaline solutions. The precipitated species can then be heated in a furnace below 600 oC under
atmospheric conditions to reclaim TiO2.

SUMMARY
Argonne has demonstrated photonuclear production of
several in demand radioisotopes, 99Mo, 67Cu, and 47Sc.
Subcritical fission of a low-enriched uranyl (LEU) sulfate
solution produced 99Mo that met purity specifications and
demonstrated >80% chemical yield. The product was
shipped and passed all tests, fitting into the existing supply
chain. Direct production of 99Mo from enriched 100Mo
disks demonstrated high production yields and correlated
well with theoretical calculations. Production and purification methods for both 67Cu and 47Sc have been developed.
Methods for recycling of enriched materials have also been
demonstrated.
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FULFILLING THE MISSION OF BROOKHAVEN ATF AS DOE’S
FLAGSHIP USER FACILITY IN ACCELERATOR STEWARDSHIP*
I. V. Pogorelsky. I. Ben-Zvi, M. A. Palmer, Accelerator Test Facility,
Collider Accelerator Department, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973 USA
Abstract
The Accelerator Test Facility (ATF) at Brookhaven
National Laboratory has served as a user facility for
accelerator science for over a quarter of a century. In
bringing advanced accelerator-science and technology to
individual users, small groups of researchers, and large
collaborations, the ATF offers a unique combination of a
high-brightness 80-MeV electron beam synchronized to a
Terawatt-class picosecond CO2 laser. The ATF is now the
flagship user facility of the Accelerator Stewardship
program of the DOE OHEP. In this role, it will also
provide opportunities for small businesses to develop
accelerator-based products, running the full gamut from
the laboratory to the applications. At this juncture, the ATF
has embarked upon a transformational upgrade of its
capabilities designed to meet ever-growing demands of the
user community. We describe our plan for greatly
expanding the ATF’s floor space along with critical
enhancement of our laser and electron accelerator
capabilities to enable forefront research for advanced
acceleration techniques and radiation sources. We will
discuss
emerging
opportunities
for
scientific
breakthroughs in several areas of R&D enabled by the ATF
upgrade.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
25 years ago, a newly created Brookhaven Accelerator
Test Facility (ATF), sponsored by the U.S. Department of
Energy (DOE) Office of High-Energy Physics (OHEP),
pioneered the concept of a proposal-driven user facility for
advanced accelerator research using lasers and electron
beams. Since then, the ATF has become an internationally
recognized destination for researchers who benefit from
free access to unique scientific capabilities not otherwise
affordable to individual institutions and businesses.
We explore several examples that demonstrate the
tremendous productivity of collaborative user research
utilizing the ATF’s unique accelerator capabilities and
professional staff. Researchers from academia, industry
and national laboratories have successfully investigated a
wide range of topics at the ATF: from free electron lasers
(FEL) to their opposites – inverse FEL accelerators; from
x-ray Compton scattering by colliding laser- and electronbeams to THz radiation generated by beams interacting
with tiny radiation structures; from testing radiation
damage to electronics for space missions to the study of
wakefields in plasmas and dielectric capillaries; and finally

_______________

*Work supported by the US Department of Energy
under contract number DE-SC0012704.

the investigation of novel methods of accelerating
electrons and ions without using RF cavities.
The ATF, which was designated a DOE Office of
Science National User Facility in 2015, serves as the
flagship research facility for the Accelerator Stewardship
Program. ATF continues to broaden its user community by
reaching out to federal agencies, universities, and industrial
users. It serves as a community catalyst and incubator for
new creative ideas.
Building on the success of the ATF user research
program, DOE has begun investment in the upgrade of
both the electron beam and laser capabilities of the facility.
We describe how the ATF-II upgrade will transform the
facility’s science reach and productivity by offering new
opportunities for innovative research in strong-field
physics and advanced accelerator design with a range of
parameters not previously accessible. By enabling first-ofkind technical demonstrations and workforce training,
ATF-II will fulfil a broad Accelerator Stewardship mission
and will support a wide variety of user needs.

ACCELERATOR STEWARDSHIP: FROM
CONCEPT TO IMPLEMENTATION
Much of the U.S. effort in accelerator science and
engineering takes place in the Department of Energy’s
National Laboratories.
However, researchers from
universities and small businesses play a vital role in
advancing the field. An important question is how can
these diverse groups afford to undertake state-of-the-art
experimental research to explore bold new ideas, test new
techniques, and prove theoretical models? The answer is
clear: It lies in the ready availability of modern user
facilities. Indeed, user facilities are the mainstay of many
sciences, and, by hosting a free service for users, they deter
waste and duplication of effort. They are invaluable in that
they enable investigators with a small research budget to
carry out their experimental work using high-performance
accelerators and lasers, supported by experts dedicated to
this task. To understand how the Accelerator Stewardship
Program developed into a strategic direction for accelerator
science and technology (AST), we must go back in the
history of accelerator R&D, starting from the 1980
recommendations of the M. Tigner Panel on the Long
Range Accelerator R&D at OHEP. The members of this
panel were largely responsible for establishing the
proposal-based program that has supported long-range
accelerator R&D over the past few decades. The ATF was
established in mid-1980s as a part of this program.
The “accelerator stewardship” concept emerged in
1994 recommendations of the J. Marx Panel. Established
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by DOE’s Office of Energy Research (OER) as a High
Energy Physics Advisory Panel (HEPAP), this panel was
tasked with undertaking a broad assessment of the status
and promise of the field of accelerator physics and
technology with respect to five OER programs, which
included High Energy Physics, Nuclear Physics, and Basic
Energy Science. A notable excerpt from the panel’s report
states: “This subpanel believes that the DOE and its
predecessor agencies—primarily through their longstanding and sustained investments in accelerator science
and technology development—have de facto held a
national trust for the stewardship of accelerator science and
accelerator-based technology development.”
In 2006, the Federal advisory board, HEPAP,
established a subpanel on Accelerator R&D, also chaired
by J. Marx [1]. This subpanel offered several concrete
recommendations on the stewardship role of the OHEP for
long- and mid-term accelerator R&D as well as the need
for providing opportunities for workforce training at the
experimental accelerator science facilities of the National
Laboratories. They also examined the need for the
stewardship role to be maintained, enhanced, and properly
funded permanently.
Further strides towards broadening of the OHEPsupport accelerator R&D were made at the 2009
symposium “Accelerators for America’s Future” [2]. The
symposium was extremely successful in showing the
importance of accelerators for our nation and in making the
case for Federal support. Consequently, in 2011 the US
Senate issued a report that directed the DOE “…to submit
a 10-year strategic plan for accelerator-technology
research and development to advance accelerator
applications in energy and the environment, medicine,
industry, national security, and discovery science.” [3]
After the Accelerators for America’s Future
symposium, a series of workshops and panels offered
guidance to the OHEP on how best to fulfill this mission.
A clear statement of the program goals reads as follows [4]:
The mission of the DOE Long-Term Accelerator R&D
Stewardship Program is to:
 Support fundamental accelerator science and
technology R&D, and
 Disseminate accelerator knowledge and training.
This mission is implemented through:
 Facilitating access to national laboratory accelerator
facilities and infrastructure† for industrial and U.S.
government agency users and developers of
accelerators and related technology,
 Developing innovative solutions to critical problems,
to the benefit of both the broader user communities
and the DOE discovery science community,
 Serving as a catalyst to broaden and strengthen the
community that relies on accelerators and accelerator
technology.
In FY 2014 DOE Funding Bill, the US Senate wrote the
following: “Within the funds for High Energy Physics, the
Committee also recommends $20,000,000 for Accelerator
Stewardship. The Committee recognizes the critical role
accelerator technology can play in addressing many of the
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economic and societal issues confronting the country. The
Committee supports the Office of Science’s efforts to make
unique test facilities available to U.S. industry to accelerate
applications of accelerator technology…”
Based on this guidance, targeted programs in
accelerator science were established by the OHEP in 2014
[5]. These included:
 A Funding Opportunity Announcement (FOA) in
Accelerator Stewardship;
 The Accelerator Stewardship Test Facility Pilot
Program wherein the ATF is recognized as a flagship
user-facility;
 Accelerator Stewardship Program funding to support
ATF operations and the ATF-II upgrade.

ATF’S ROLE IN THE ACCELERATOR
STEWARDSHIP PROGRAM
The elements of the above implementation underscore
the importance of dedicated user facilities in fulfilling that
mission as well as the unique role of the ATF. Historically,
the ATF [6] has served a stewardship function for the
accelerator physics community, long before a formal
concept for accelerator stewardship was formulated. The
ATF presently operates as a DOE Office of Science
National User Facility, funded through the U.S. DOE
OHEP Accelerator Stewardship Program. It provides a
platform for proposal-driven and peer-reviewed research
that offers qualified researchers free access to high quality
laser and electron beams. In particular, the facility offers a
multi-terawatt, picosecond, carbon-dioxide, infrared laser
system that is synchronized to high-brightness electron
bunches from a state-of-the-art 80-MeV linear accelerator.
This unique combination of capabilities allows users to
explore the long-wavelength scaling of strong-field
electromagnetic processes and provides an unsurpassed
opportunity to users to explore a new parameter space of
potential importance to future accelerator capabilities.
As a DOE National User Facility, the ATF accepts
proposals from across the scientific community including
universities, laboratories, and industry, regardless of the
source of funding or the intended application of the
accelerator-science being pursued. Access to the facility is
free for qualified users and approved proprietary research
can be conducted on a cost-recovery basis.
The
opportunities provided by the ATF have been widely
recognized by the research community and, over more than
two decades of operation, the facility has been utilized by
hundreds of users. These users have carried out groundbreaking experimental research in the physics of
accelerator beams, particle sources, and beam
instrumentation.
They have also explored novel
acceleration techniques and radiation sources. All this
work has been carried out with the close, dedicated, and
expert support of the ATF staff.
The broad range of research opportunities afforded by
the ATF is illustrated by the following examples taken
from its more than two decades of operation.
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Research carried out at the ATF was critical to the
advent of x-ray Free Electron Laser (FEL) facilities. This
work encompasses the first demonstrations of very highbrightness electron beams generated from a photocathode
radiofrequency (RF) gun [7], self-amplified spontaneous
emission in the visible wavelengths [8], and the first seeded
FEL high-gain harmonic generation [9]. These ATF
developments laid the foundation for the Linac Coherent
Light Source (LCLS) and other leading worldwide FEL
projects.
A range of demonstrations were made possible by the
availability of the unique CO2 laser system at the ATF.
The first-ever demonstration of multi-stage laser
acceleration was carried out at the ATF [10] using the
Inverse Free Electron Laser (IFEL) process. This
demonstration, a novelty at the time, validated the ability
to produce beams with narrow energy spread. Secondly,
Compton scattering by colliding infrared photons with an
electron beam resulted in strong bursts of x-rays [11], thus
supporting ultra-fast, high-contrast tomography. Thirdly, a
focused laser beam interacting with a supersonic hydrogengas jet has been shown to produce monoenergetic MeVscale proton beams [12], thus enabling an ongoing research
effort towards the medical application of such beams.
Exploration of plasma wakefields driven by an electron
beam was another notable part of the ATFs’ research
program during the last decade. The introduction of a
capillary discharge as a plasma source embedded in the
electron
beamline
[13]
enabled
experimental
measurements of the phase relationship between the
longitudinal- and the transverse-components of the wake
fields acting on a drive electron-bunch [14]. Proposals for
a series of plasma-based studies quickly followed that
entailed comprehensive studies of a wide spectrum of the
electron bunch’s modulation effects, i.e., longitudinal,
transverse, and in electron momentum. These studies
provided the first experimental demonstrations of the highgradient, controlled acceleration of a short electron bunch
trailing the driver electron-bunch [15], electron beam
filamentation [16], seeding of the self-modulation
instability [17], and the demonstration of the resonance
multi-bunch plasma wakefield acceleration (PWFA) along
with a masking technique to generate a train of subpicosecond electron bunches with well-controlled spacing
[18].
Recent examples of user experiments based on
combining CO2 laser capabilities with an electron beam
include: the demonstration of 50 MeV energy-gain and 100
MeV/m acceleration gradient realized in the IFEL
RUBICON experiment [19], which represent record
numbers for electron acceleration in vacuum; and the
observation of the mass-shift effect and up to the 3rd
harmonic component in the spectrum observed in the
Inverse Compton Scattering (ICS) process [20].
A core element of the Accelerator Stewardship mission
is the training of the next generation of accelerator
scientists. This has always been a focus of the ATF
research program with 39 PhD theses having been
successfully defended based on graduate research
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conducted at the facility. The ATF contribution to
accelerator physics education has recently been further
enhanced with a hands-on graduate training course for
students in the Center for Accelerator Science and
Education (CASE) Program at the State University of
New York - Stony Brook campus.
The above history of cutting edge research,
development of techniques and technology leading to new
accelerator capabilities, and strong support for accelerator
physics education established the ATF’s stewardship role.
Thus it was a natural choice for the lead facility in OHEP’s
Accelerator Stewardship Program.

THE ATF-II UPGRADE AND ITS
POTENTIAL FOR
DISCOVERY SCIENCE
Given the established role played by the ATF in cutting
edge accelerator research, the DOE has initiated funding of
a plan to significantly expand the capabilities and science
reach of the ATF. The ATF-II Upgrade will improve the
facility’s infrastructure, expand its electron accelerator
research capabilities, and enable a transformational
increase in the available peak power from its CO2 laser.
These upgrades will allow the ATF user community to
continue to conduct experiments at the forefront of
advanced accelerator research and radiation-source
development for years to come. The expanded science
reach of the ATF-II will support the most innovative ideas
in these fields and stimulate the emergence of new ones.
In order to provide added flexibility for the facility, the
ATF-II plan aims to move the facility to a new location on
the Brookhaven site. The new location in Building 912
will provide more than 3 times the floor space of the
present facility. This additional space will enable
deployment of multiple, individually isolated experimental
halls, which will greatly improve our ability to support
multiple experimental groups simultaneously and is
expected to lead to a substantial increase in user
throughput. It also provides ample room for future updates
to the facility.
One of the first benefits to be realized from the
relocation of the facility has been the ability to add new
electron beam research capabilities to the ATF portfolio.
The first operational element of the new ATF-II is an
Ultrafast Electron Diffraction facility [21], which will
explore the uses and further develop the capabilities of this
class of device.
More broadly, the relocation of the facility will allow
us to improve the ATF electron beam’s quality, stability,
and energy through installing a new electron gun and a UV
photocathode laser system, adding linac sections and
higher power klystrons, and providing space for a bunch
compressor capable of providing bunch lengths measured
in femtoseconds. The upgrade will provide a set of stateof-the-art beam lines that have laser-tracker alignment and
excellent thermal stability.
A central element of the ATF-II plan is an expansion of
the CO2 laser system, which will provide the foundation to
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achieve ultra-fast (sub-picosecond) and ultra-high power
(100 TW class) IR laser performance. Attaining these
operating levels will provide ATF-II users with unique
opportunities to explore wavelength scaling of strong-field
physics phenomena up to the laser-strength
= ⁄
= 10 at a laser wavelength of
parameter
= 10 m, where E is the laser’s electric field, e and m are
the electron charge and mass, respectively, c is the speed
of light, and = 2 ⁄ is the laser’s frequency. This
regime represents nearly a hundred-fold increase in peak
power over the present ATF laser system. In order to
achieve these parameters, the upgraded ATF-II facility will
be designed to enable advances in four key areas: a solidstate, femtosecond, optical parametric amplifier (OPA)
front end [22]; a chirped pulse amplification (CPA) system
[23]; the use of multiple CO2 isotopes [24] in the expanded
chain of laser amplifiers; and nonlinear pulse-compression
down to three cycles [25].
It is worth discussing, for a moment, the scientific reach
that will be enabled by a = 10 m laser system operating
in the 100 TW regime. We note that the ponderomotive
potential of electrons produced at the laser interaction point
with a gas medium scales as = ⁄4 . Thus a 1 m
laser will require an intensity that is one hundred times
higher than that required for a 10 m laser. This
wavelength scaling has been previously demonstrated by
comparing the intensity required to produce the same ion
acceleration, via the Target Normal Sheath Acceleration
(TNSA) mechanism, with a 10 m CO2 laser system
(1016 W/cm2) and a 1 m solid state laser system
(1018 W/cm2) [26].
In addition to the effect of the ponderomotive potential,
we must also consider the number of electrons and ions that
effectively interact with the field of the laser as a function
of its wavelength. When working at the diffraction limit of
the laser beam, the yield of hot electrons will be determined
by the surface area of the laser spot. Thus the integral yield
of hot electrons from a laser-induced plasma is expected to
be one hundred times smaller for a 1 m laser system in
comparison to one with a 10 m wavelength. These types
of considerations drive interest in two current research
thrusts which we describe below.
The first is Laser Shock Wave Acceleration (LSWA) of
protons, which has been previously demonstrated with the
CO2 lasers [12, 27]. This method of producing and
accelerating protons holds the promise of providing proton
beams that are suitable for medical treatments. A key
feature of this methodology is the ability to produce nearly
mono-energetic ion beams. The near linear scaling of the
ion energy with laser intensity allows us to project that
170-MeV low-energy spread proton beams can be obtained
with a CO2 laser intensity of ~1018 W/cm2, which is
achievable at 100 TW peak power. More detailed
simulation studies support this projection [28].
Our second thrust is associated with the potential of
longer wavelength lasers for developing a path to very high
energy collider capabilities using Laser Wakefield
Acceleration (LWFA) techniques. Near-infrared (=0.8-1
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m) solid-state lasers, offering Petawatt peak power and
femtosecond pulses, have been shown to be capable of
driving a plasma wake that can accelerate electrons with up
to 100GV/m longitudinal fields [29]. We note that longer
laser wavelengths have the potential of inducing stronger
ponderomotive excursions of plasma electrons, thus
achieving bigger blowout structures, or plasma “bubbles”.
This opens the possibility for increasing both the size and
charge of the electron bunches being accelerated. By
creating a bubble with a thousand-fold greater volume than
presently achievable with solid state lasers, a CO2 laser
system operating at = 10 m would significantly reduce
the problem of space charge and simplify electron injection
into the acceleration stages envisioned for prospective
compact plasma-based, TeV-class electron-positron and
gamma colliders [30-32]. These features, in combination
with a femtosecond-class electron injector as envisioned
for ATF-II, demonstrate the potential of the LWFA
research that could be carried out in the upgraded facility.
These experiments would provide an important
complementary research path to that being pursued at
world-wide PW laser facilities based on solid state laser
technologies.
The above examples represent just two of many cutting
edge research thrusts that can be supported with the ATFII. User access to these novel research capabilities will be
greatly enhanced by the increase in floor space available to
the facility where we intend to provide at least one
experimental hall dedicated to research on e-beam/laser
interactions and another dedicated to “laser only”
experiments (such as ion-acceleration from gas jets and
foils, strong-field experiments, and novel radiation
sources). The new layout of the ATF-II will provide ample
space for future evolution the novel CO2 laser system,
along with significantly increased control room and
research support space.

CONCLUSION
The ATF user program, spanning more than two
decades, has provided a rich legacy of research for
discovery science and accelerator applications. The ATF
user community represents a broad range of researchers
from universities, national research centers, and small
businesses who are engaged in accelerator science and
technology development important to a multitude of
stakeholders. Having been designated a U.S. DOE Office
of Science National User Facility under the Accelerator
Stewardship Program, the ATF will continue to be able to
provide unique research capabilities at no cost to the
international community. It will also be able to support
proprietary industrial users on a cost recovery basis.
The ATF-II upgrade aims to significantly enhance our
capabilities to support transformational accelerator science
and technology developments, which are a key element of
the Accelerator Stewardship mission. This upgrade will
pave the way for a range of scientific initiatives – from ion
acceleration, which is relevant for future radiotherapy
methodologies, to the creation of ultra-bright sources of
monochromatic X-rays through inverse Compton
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scattering, which may serve as university-scale compact
light sources or for mobile interrogation of nuclear
materials [33]; from novel opportunities for investigating
laser wakefield acceleration of electrons, which may lead
to a new generation of colliders on the energy frontier, to
new strong-field applications of high-power, short pulse
laser systems. Perhaps the most important initiatives will
be those that have not yet been foreseen.
The ATF welcomes proposals from researchers both in
the United States and the international accelerator
community for work that is synergistic with the
Accelerator Stewardship mission supported by the DOE
Office of Science. We look forward to continuing to
provide world-class accelerator research capabilities for
many years to come.
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MAXIMUM BRIGHTNESS OF LINAC-DRIVEN ELECTRON BEAMS IN
THE PRESENCE OF COLLECTIVE EFFECTS
S. Di Mitri†, Elettra – Sincrotrone Trieste S.C.p.A., Basovizza, Trieste I-34149
Linear accelerators capable of delivering high brightness electron beams are essential components of a number
of research tools, such as free electron lasers (FELs) and
elementary particle colliders. In these facilities the charge
density is high enough to drive undesirable collective
effects (wakefields) that may increase the beam emittance
relative to the injection level, eventually degrading the
nominal brightness. We formulate a limit on the final
electron beam brightness, imposed by the interplay of
geometric transverse wakefield in accelerating structures
and coherent synchrotron radiation in energy dispersive
regions. Numerous experimental data of VUV and X-ray
FEL drivers validate our model. This is then used to show
that a normalized brightness of 1016 A/m2, promised so far
by ultra-low charge beams (1-10 pC), can in fact be
reached with a 100 pC charge beam in the Italian FERMI
FEL linac, with the existing machine configuration.

INTRODUCTION
In this article we recall a limit on the maximum brightness of an ultra-relativistic electron beam achievable in a
single-pass linac when collective effects are part of the
dynamics [1]. The limit is determined by the interplay of
the dispersion strength (e.g., bunch length compression
factor) with the linac geometric transverse wakefield
(GTW) and coherent synchrotron radiation (CSR) effect
on the transverse emittance. We validate our model by
means of a systematic comparison of theoretical predictions with experimental data in the linac of FERMI FEL
[2-4]. We show that the effects of GTW and CSR on the
final beam quality, which has traditionally been treated
separately in the archival literature, are coupled by the
variation of the bunch length along the beam line. Hence,
GTW and CSR should be considered simultaneously
during machine design.
Without aiming to replace powerful and sophisticated
numerical codes, the analysis proposed in this paper purports to be useful as an exploratory and fast tool to maximize the beam brightness. It is worth to mention that, in
principle, the brightness can always be improved by brute
force, e.g. increasing the beam energy, thus with a direct
impact on the accelerator size and cost. Our analysis,
instead, aims to maximize the brightness by improving
the accelerator performance once the beam line is given,
thus with no additional costs.

MODELLING COLLECTIVE EFFECTS
By using the beam matrix formalism, one finds that the
CSR-induced normalized emittance growth in the bending
plane is [5]:
___________________________________________
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where 0 and i,0 are, respectively, the relativistic Lorentz
factor and the unperturbed geometric emittance at the
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induced RMS energy spread relative to the beam mean
energy. The latter is [6]:
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where we introduced the electron classical radius re and
the electron charge e, Q is the bunch total charge, l the
dipole magnet length, z,0 the inital RMS bunch length
and C the (linear) compression factor, i.e. the ratio of the
initial over the final bunch length:
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Here   ,0 is the relative energy spread imparted to the
beam by the upstream RF off-crest acceleration. The
longitudinal transport matrix element R56 is determined by
the dispersive insertion geometry and is, for a four dipoles, achromatic and symmetric chicane with <<1,

2 

R56  2 2  L12  l  , where L12 is the drift length
3 

between the two outer bending magnets. In our convention, a negative R56 compresses the bunch duration if the
linearly correlated energy chirp h is positive.
The single-bunch transverse wakefield instability [7],
which happens when the bunch travels at a distance 
from the linac electric axis, generates a displacement of
the trailing particles respect to the bunch head; this displacement is correlated with the longitudinal coordinate
along the bunch. The trailing particles start a betatron
oscillation around a new dispersive trajectory, therefore
increasing their Courant-Snyder invariant. Such an effect
can be removed by finding a “golden” trajectory which
makes the wakefield’s kicks cancel each other (emittance
bumps) [8–10]. In analogy with the CSR case, the transverse emittance dilution at the linac end is [9]:
2
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where Z0 = 377  is the vacuum impedance, c is the speed
of light in vacuum, f and f,0 are, respectively, the relativistic Lorentz factor and the unperturbed geometric emittance at the linac end,  the average betatron function
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along the linac of length Ltot, whose accelerating structures have all length LFODO/2,  is the RMS offset of the
randomly displaced accelerating structures, and W is the
geometric transverse wake function per unit length computed at z = 2z. The short-range transverse wake function of a cylindrical axis-symmetric structure is given by
[7]:
 

z 
z 
(5)
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where A and s1 depend on the geometry of the accelerating structure’s inner cells. If we assume that CSR and
GTW kicks are uncorrelated and that the bunch length
compression is in one plane only, the final normalized
beam brightness is [1]:
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The GTW is expected to dominate the brightness over
the full range of charges. This is depicted by the dash line
that describes the theoretical brightness dependence on
charge Q and compression factor C when only GTW is
considered, shown in Fig. 2.
The uncertainty on the theoretical brightness is dominated by the uncertainty on the linac misalignment ()
and the focusing properties (  ). Partial suppression of
GTW effect is described in our model with an overall
smaller misalignment of the linac with respect to the
beam reference trajectory. At the end, the analysis is able
to predict the effective brightness with an accuracy in the
range 10%–20%. Of equal importance as the brightness
prediction, the model is able to recognize the dominant
degradation source through plots like that one of Fig. 2.

(6)

,

1  X W 1  X CSR  X W 
where  f  f ,0   0 i ,0 is a constant of motion and we
have assumed for simplicity identical unperturbed normalized emittances in the transverse planes. The final
normalized brightness Bn,f is linearly proportional to the
initial normalized brightness Bn,0, as it comes from the
injector, times the compression factor C. We define the
brightness efficiency as Bn , f CBn , 0 .

MODEL VALIDATION

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

The theoretical brightness was compared to the experimental one in FERMI over a 250-500pC charge range,
and for different bunch lengths. A collection of data and
parameters used or the comparison is in Table 1. The
result of the comparison is in Fig. 1.
Table 1: FERMI electron beam and accelerator parameters. I0 is Q c divided by 3.5z,0, where Q is the beam
charge and z,0 is the RMS bunch length.
Parameter
Q
t,0
I0
C
0
f
LFODO, Ltot




W0
n0
nf
CBn,0
Bn,f (exp.)
Bn,f (Eq. 6)

FERMI-250
250
2.4
30
7
590
2450
12, 45
25
3
200
171016
1.0
2.3
2.11014
0.41014
0.41014

FERMI-500
500
2.8
50
12
550
2450
12, 45
25
3
100
171016
1.0
2.0
6.11014
1.51014
1.71014

Units
pC
ps
A
m
m
m
m
V/C/m2
m rad
m rad
A/m2
A/m2
A/m2

Figure 1: Measured (circles) and predicted (squares) normalized brightness at the end of the FERMI linac as a
function of the beam charge. The compression factors are
7, 6, 6 and 12 for beam charge values of 250, 350, 450
and 500 pC, respectively. The compression and charge
markers are shifted in the abscissa for better reading. The
dash line, which is used to guide the eye, represents Eq.
(6) when only GTW is considered. Copyright of American Phys. Society (2013) [1].

Figure 2: Theoretical final normalized brightness in the
FERMI linac as a function of the compression factor, for
250pC beam charge. The nominal (unperturbed) brightness is in dashed line, the effective (perturbed) brightness
is in solid line, CSR (circles) and GTW dominated
brightness (squares) is also shown. The dash-dot line
identifies the operational compression factor. Copyright
of American Phys. Society (2013) [1].
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MAXIMUM BRIGHTNESS
Figure 3, top plot, shows the brightness of ultra-low
charge beams after having been hypothetically accelerated
and time-compressed in the LCLS beam delivery system.
In all scenarios, the magnetic compression was set for a
1.5 kA final peak current. The CSR wake turns out to be
the only important perturbation for these beams since,
according to Eq. (2) and Eq. (5), low charge and short
duration suppress the GTW instability. A normalized
brightness of up to two orders of magnitude higher than
what currently achieved in existing facilities appears
reachable.
The FERMI-100 case is the result of an optimization of
the parameters involved in Eq. (6) that tends to maximize
the brightness efficiency Bn , f CB n , 0 , as shown in Fig. 3,
bottom plot. This optimized scenario improves the FERMI brightness reported in Table 1 for a charge of 500 pC,
by a factor 100. Although the brightness gain factor of
100 is partly provided by higher initial brightness and
compression factor, there is no guarantee a priori that
GTW and CSR effects, once taken into account, would
sustain the same gain. The analysis shows that this is
indeed the case, leading to a working point that ensures
high brightness efficiency.

THPOA04

Table 2: Ultra-low charge beam and machine parameters.
The peak current I0 is defined as Qc divided by 3.5z,0.
The normalized emittance is the geometric mean of the
horizontal and the vertical values. The 1 pC bunch
length is initially compressed with velocity bunching ()
[11,12]. The magnetic compression is set to obtain a final
peak current of 1.5 kA in all cases.
PAL-1
Q [pC]
t0 [ps]
I0 [A]
C
0
f
LFODO,
Ltot [m]
 [m]

 [m]
 [m]
W0
[V/C/m2]
n0 [mm
mrad]
CBn,0
[A/m2]
Bn,f (Eq.
6) [A/m2]

LCLS-20

1.6
1.2 
0.002
0.4 
200
1x7
490
20550

UCLA1
1.0
1.6 
0.002
0.2 
140
1 x 11
490
20550

20
1.3

FERMI100
100
1.2

5

25

10 x 34
490
20550

5 x 13
1470
2450

6, 680

6, 790

6, 790

12, 45

35

35

35

25

3
200

3
200

3
200

3
100

11016

11016

11016

171016

0.13

0.04

0.2

0.3

8.91016

9.41017

3.741016

1.671016

2.51016

2.61017

2.031016

1.111016

bd.fnal.gov/icfabd/Newsletter38.pdf

Figure 3: Final normalized brightness (top) and brightness
efficiency (bottom) as a function of the compression factor in the second compressor, for the scenarios depicted in
Table 2. The star identifies the compression factor that is
needed to a reach 1.5 kA final peak current. Copyright of
American Phys. Society (2013) [1].
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INTRABEAM SCATTERING IN HIGH BRIGHTNESS ELECTRON LINACS
S. Di Mitri#, Elettra Sincrotrone Trieste, 34149 Basovizza, Trieste, Italy
Abstract
Intra-beam scattering (IBS) of a high brightness electron
beam in a linac has been studied analytically, and the
expectations found to be in reasonable agreement with
particle tracking results from the Elegant code. It comes
out that, under standard conditions for a linac driving a free
electron laser, IBS plays no significant role in the
development of microbunching instability. A partial
damping of the instability is envisaged, however, when IBS
is enhanced either with dedicated magnetic insertions, or in
the presence of an electron beam charge density at least 4
times larger than that produced by present photo-injectors.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
The question to which extent intra-beam scattering (IBS)
affects the properties of high brightness electron bunches
in linacs was posed in [1,2], with attention to the interplay
of IBS and microbunching instability (MBI). Following
our study in [3], here we aims to provide a quantitative
answer and an outlook, by comparing the analysis and
particle tracking runs of the ELEGANT code [4], whereas
IBS was simulated following prescriptions given in [2,5].
In particular, we wonder whether IBS could play a role
when the beam transverse dimension is squeezed with
strong focusing (“low-beta”) FODO cells, so to increase
the IBS longitudinal growth rate. At first glance, the idea
of using IBS to increase the energy spread of an electron
bunch traveling in a dedicated FODO channel seems to be
attractive for the following reasons: i) IBS heats the beam
by avoiding cost, complexities and maintenance of a laser
heater (LH) system [6]; ii) the heating level is tuneable with
the quadrupoles’ focusing strength; iii) it provides
longitudinally uncorrelated energy spread, thus avoiding
any side effect associated to the energy modulation
induced in a LH at the infrared laser wavelength (e.g., the
so-called trickle heating) [7]. We will see however that, to
be as effective as a LH, the enhancement of IBS requires a
long and densely packed FODO channel. An alternative
compact lattice in which the beam recirculates through
low-beta FODO channels is investigated. This solution,
however, turns out to be not practical because of the
coherent synchrotron radiation (CSR) instability that
develops through the arcs.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Ultra-relativistic electron bunches in modern
accelerators generally have much smaller velocity spread
in the longitudinal direction of motion than in the
transverse planes owing to the relativistic contraction by
the Lorentz factor :      x ' ,  y ' , where  is the
beam rms fractional energy spread and x’,y’ the rms
angular divergence. If the bunch’s charge density is high
____________________________________________
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enough and the bunch travels a long path, multiple
Coulomb scattering tends to redistribute the beam
momenta from the transverse degree of freedom to the
longitudinal one. This process is called IBS and its
longitudinal growth rate may be comparable to the beam
damping time in low emittance electron storage rings. The
instantaneous growth rate of the energy spread of a
bunched beam circulating in a ring was given in [8,9].
Since there are no synchrotron oscillations in a linac, the
formula for a coasting beam should be used here (which
results in a growth rate a factor 2 larger than that of a
bunched beam) [8]:

  
r 2 cN
1 d 
 2 e
ln max 
2
8  n , x x z    min 
  dt

(1)

Here re is the electron classical radius, c  c the electron
velocity, N the number of electrons in the bunch, n,x = n,y
the rms normalized transverse emittance of a round beam,
and z the rms bunch length. The argument of the Coulomb
logarithm is the ratio of the maximum and the minimum
energy exchange due to a single scattering event, and
 max   2 x ' ,  min  re  x x '    re  n , x [1].
Following an argument made in [10], we consider that
the IBS energy distribution has a nearly Gaussian core with
a long tail. Since we are mostly interested in the energy
spread of the Gaussian core, we set the maximum energy
transfer to  max

   105 as also done in [1], and find

that the logarithm is of the order of 10 for a normalized
emittance of 1 m. Then, Eq.1 can be integrated and it
yields to the final fractional rms energy spread in the
presence of IBS cumulated over the distance s [3]:

    2,0 

2re2 N

 2 n , x x z

s   2,0   2, IBS ,

(2)

with ,0 the initial rms fractional incoherent energy
spread. Equation 2 is an approximate expression for
smooth betatron oscillations, neither energy dispersion nor
particle acceleration. If we apply Eq.2 to the low energy
part of a linac, we find that an electron beam from a stateof-the-art photo-injector, e.g. with beam charge Q = 0.5
nC, z = 750 m, n = 0.6 m rad, x = 150 m and  =
300, collects an absolute rms energy spread E,IBS  3 keV
over s  30 m. This is comparable to the typical value of
E,0  2 keV out of the photo-injector [11], and still far from
the amount of heating required to suppress MBI in an FELdriver [12,13]. Then, if we assume that the bunch length is
magnetically compressed by a factor of, say, C 30, E,IBS
may grow up to 100 keV over hundreds of meters, but its
contribution to Landau damping of MBI remains small for
two reasons. First, in the linac region immediately
following the compressor, E,IBS is negligible compared to
5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields
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the incoherent energy spread of the compressed beam,
which is increased to CE,0  60 keV by virtue of the
preservation of the longitudinal emittance. Second, E,IBS
grows with s at a lower rate than the relative energy
modulation amplitude of MBI (respectively, square root vs.
linear dependence) [5,14]. In conclusion, the impact of
E,IBS on the development of the MBI is expected to be
small. In particular, it is negligible with respect to the effect
of a LH unless important modifications to the magnetic
lattice and/or to the beam parameters are introduced. We
finally remark that, with the aforementioned beam
parameters, the transverse emittances and the bunch length
are substantially unchanged by IBS.

FODO CHANNEL
Equation 2 says that, for injected beam parameters like
those in Tab.1, E,IBS  6 keV if the rms transverse beam
size x,y shrinks down to 25 m (average value) along a
beam line 30 m long. With such a system designed for the
maximum beam heating, i.e. minimum betatron function ,
a reduction of the total E,IBS can be obtained by rearranging the quadrupole strengths so to allow  to expand
to higher values. On the opposite, the lower limit of  is set
by the optical aberrations excited by strong focusing and
by the technical design of the quadrupole magnets. In order
to make our system more flexible, compact and easy to
build, we set  = 0.3 m. This solution ensures a standard
technical design of the quadrupole magnets and negligible
emittance growth due to optical aberrations.
Table 1: Electron Beam Parameters Out of a State-of-theArt Photo-Injector and FODO Lattice Parameters
Charge
500 pC
Bunch duration, rms
2.5 ps
Norm. slice emittance, rms
0.6 m
Incoherent energy spread, rms
2.0 keV
Mean energy
150 MeV
FODO length
30
m
Average betatron function in FODO
0.3 m
IBS-induced energy spread, rms (Eq.3) 6.0 keV
E,IBS cumulated in the FODO channel is evaluated with
Eq.2 and shown in Fig.1, in the (,Q) and the (,L) space,
with L the FODO channel total length. We assume that the
three-dimensional charge density out of the photo-injector
remains constant as the injected bunch charge is varied. In
other words we assume the following scaling:
 n [ m ]  Q[nC ]1/ 3 and  z [mm ]  1.2  Q[nC ]1 / 3 , so that
Q /  z  n2   const. . In general, E,IBS turns out to be quite

insensitive to Q if compared to its dependence on s,  and
, because in our scaling the effect of a higher charge is
compensated by a longer bunch duration and a larger
transverse emittance.

THPOA05

Figure 1: IBS-induced rms energy spread in keV, in the
(,Q) space for L = 30 m (left), and in the (,L) space for
Q = 500 pC. Both plots are for a beam energy of 150 MeV.
The beam transverse emittances and the bunch duration are
scaled with Q as explained in the text. Notice that the
colour scale is different in the two plots. Copyright of
American Physical Society [3].
We benchmarked the analytical estimation of ,IBS for
the beam parameters in Tab.1, with particle tracking runs
of the ELEGANT code. ELEGANT implements Bjorken
and Mtingwa’s formulas [15] for calculating the emittance
growth rate in all directions of motion. To take into account
non-Gaussian distributed beams, ELEGANT allows beam
slice analysis: within each slice, particles are assumed to
be Gaussian-distributed in the transverse phase space and
in energy, and uniformly distributed in z. The incoherent
energy spread induced by IBS along the FODO channel is
shown in Fig.2. Its final rms value, averaged over the
bunch slices, is 4.5 keV for the sliced beam (not shown)
and 6.0 keV for the unsliced one. Such a discrepancy is due
to the non-uniform heating of the sliced beam because of
the lower charge density at the bunch edges. The
simulations confirm that the bunch length remains
substantially unchanged in the presence of IBS (not
shown).

Figure 2: Electron beam slice rms fractional energy spread
along the FODO channel in the presence of IBS, for the
unsliced beam (see parameters in Tab.1). In the legend,
“d,Input” is the energy spread at the entrance of each “IBS
module” depicted in ELEGANT; “d” is the energy spread
at the exit of each IBS module and “d,Ave” is the rms
fractional energy spread, averaged over all bunch slices.
The rms fractional energy spread estimated with Eq.2 is
also shown (circles). Copyright of American Physical
Society [3].
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By scaling the simulation result with Eq.2, we estimate
a FODO channel as long as 100 m to achieve E,IBS 10
keV. At this point, the scheme would start having a large
impact on the machine design and cost. Alternatively,
while keeping the 30 m long FODO channel, a beam
charge density 4 times higher than in Tab.1 should be
provided, which seems to be out of the horizon of present
facilities. We can therefore conclude that a relatively
compact single-pass low-beta FODO channel could only
about double the incoherent energy spread of typical high
brightness electron beams produced by nowadays photoinjectors. This is not sufficient for best performance of xray FELs, although it might be suitable, e.g., for longer
wavelength FELs driven by shorter linacs, lower peak
current and/or requiring weaker magnetic compression
than in FERMI and LCLS, i.e., having a lower MBI gain.

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

incoherent energy spread has grown to 10 keV rms, but
largely at the expense of the deeply modulated longitudinal
phase space, as shown in Fig.4. We conclude that the
longitudinal CSR instability prevents beam recirculation.
In addition, the CSR-induced energy loss modulates the
beam correlated energy spread through the arc. This
amplifies the variation of the bunch length at the dipole
magnets (since R56 oscillates in the range 30 mm, see
[10]) and partially invalidates the optics scheme for
emittance preservation in the presence of CSR, which
requires the same bunch length at the dipoles [17,18].

RECIRCULATION

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

As an alternative to the single-pass FODO channel, we
investigated a recirculating IBS beam line (RIBS) to
cumulate a larger ,IBS and to minimize the impact on the
total linac length. The bunch is injected into, and extracted
from, the RIBS by fast kicker magnets. After M-turns into
the RIBS, the beam has passed through a low-beta FODO
channel 2M+1 times. A sketch of the RIBS at 150 MeV
with realistic sizes is shown in Fig.3. The two arcs are
basically a copy of the design by Douglas et al. [16]. In our
design, the arcs are achromatic and quasi-isochronous (R56
= 210-4 m, T566 = 410-3) and connected to the FODO
channels by matching sections made of additional
quadrupole magnets. An ultra-relativistic bunch takes
approximately 360 ns to make one turn in the RIBS.
Kickers with rise and fall time pulse duration of a few tens
of nanosecond are therefore adequate for our purposes.

Figure 3: Sketch (not to scale) of the recirculating IBS
beam line. Copyright of American Physical Society [3].
A 150 MeV, 250 pC beam at the entrance of RIBS was
generated by including the relativistic velocity spread, the
geometric longitudinal wakefield and the RF curvature in
an upstream 12 m long S-band injector. Other beam
parameters are: n = 0.4 m rad, z = 375 m and E,0 = 2
keV. The total rms energy spread is 0.1%. This beam is
expected to generate ,IBS  10 keV in half a turn (see
Eq.2). In principle, the number of turns in RIBS should be
a compromise between the amount of desired ,IBS, which
is proportional to the square root of the length of the
traversed FODO channel, and the tolerable degradation of
the beam six-dimensional emittance due to chromatic
aberrations and CSR instability. After one turn, the

Figure 4: Electron beam longitudinal phase space after one
turn in RIBS. Copyright of American Physical Society [3].

CONCLUSION
The impact of IBS on the six-dimensional emittance of
high brightness electron beams like those driving x-ray
FELs, has been studied. The analytical estimation based on
the Piwinski’s formalism is in rough agreement with the
particle tracking results obtained with the ELEGANT
code. They confirm that IBS is relevant neither to the FEL
energy-normalized bandwidth in the ultra-violet – x-ray
wavelength range, nor to the gain of the MBI in the main
linac. A low-beta FODO channel has been investigated to
increase the longitudinal growth rate of IBS at the linac
injection. This solution is far from being as efficient as a
LH system: the channel requires tens of quadrupole
magnets over tens of meters to generate an incoherent
energy spread in the range 5–10 keV rms, for beam charges
in the range 100–500 pC. As an alternative, a recirculating
beam line was explored to cumulate IBS-induced energy
spread in a relatively compact lattice. Unfortunately, the
CSR instability in the arcs, driven by the high charge
density and the low beam rigidity, deeply modulates the
beam longitudinal phase space after only one turn. In
conclusion, a relatively compact single-pass low-beta
FODO channel at the linac injection could almost double
the incoherent energy spread of high brightness beams with
charge in the range 100–500pC. A beam heating above the
10 keV rms level is envisaged at the end of the FODO
channel for charge densities at least 4 times higher than
generated by state-of-the-art photo-injectors.
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CSR-IMMUNE Arc COMPRESSORS FOR RECIRCULATING ACCELERATORS DRIVING HIGH BRIGHTNESS ELECTRON BEAMS
S. Di Mitri†, M. Cornacchia, Elettra – Sincrotrone Trieste S.C.p.A., Basovizza, Trieste I-34149
Abstract
The advent of short electron bunches in high brightness
linear accelerators has raised the awareness of the accelerator community to the degradation of the beam transverse emittance by coherent synchrotron radiation (CSR)
emitted in magnetic bunch length compressors, transfer
lines and turnaround arcs. We reformulate the concept of
CSR-driven beam optics balance, and apply it to the general case of varying bunch length in an achromatic cell.
The dependence of the CSR-perturbed emittance to beam
optics, mean energy, and bunch charge is shown. The
analytical findings are compared with particle tracking
results. Practical considerations on CSR-induced energy
loss and nonlinear particle dynamics are included. As a
result, we identify the range of parameters that allows
feasibility of an arc compressor in a recirculating accelerator driving, for example, a free electron laser or a linear
collider.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
In spite of the relatively high beam rigidity from hundreds of MeV up to multi-GeV energies, the electron
beam energy-normalized projected emittance may be
degraded in the bending plane at the a1 Pm rad level and
above, when the beam is bent in dipole magnet-chicanes
that act as bunch length compressors [1–4], in multi-bend
transfer lines [5] and in turnaround arcs [6–11]. Initially
thought for a constant bunch length along the line [12], a
specific linear optics design has recently been revisited to
minimize [5] or even cancel [13] the emittance disruption
in double bend achromatic (DBA) lines, and then in a
periodic [14] and a non-periodic arc [15], in which the
bunch length is notably compressed. Turnaround arcs
have been considered as magnetic bunch length compressors for energy-recovery linac (ERL) designs, in the 0.1–1
GeV energy range [6–11]. In [8,9] some degree of optics
control was exercised in order to minimize the CSR effect
following the theoretical prescriptions given in [16], but
in all cases the CSR effect was effectively suppressed by
limiting the bunch charge below 0.15 nC. To date, when
arcs are included in the accelerator geometry, bunch
length is kept constant through them by isochronous
paths, or lengthened before entering the arc (CSR effect is
weaker for longer bunches), and re-compressed at its end.
In this article, we follow [17] and recall the range of validity of the linear optics analysis and investigate the
robustness of the proposed arc compressor lattice for a
realistic range of beam parameters, where a normalized
emittance at the arc’s end at the 0.1 Pm rad level is promised, for compression factors of up to a45, applied to a
0.5 nC beam, at 2.4 GeV.
___________________________________________
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LINEAR OPTICS FORMALISM
The periodic, achromatic 180 deg arc compressor introduced in [14] is made of 6 identical DBA cells. The
single DBA magnetic lattice and its periodic optics solution is shown in Fig.1. We assume optics symmetry w.r.t.
the DBA central axis, which implies S betatron phase
advance (in the bending plane) between the dipoles [18],
and expand the trigonometric terms up to the 3rd order in
the bending angle, T<<1. Following the mathematics in
[17], we calculate the expression of the single particle
Courant-Snyder (C-S) invariant at the end of the second
dipole magnet for arbitrary C-S parameters in the dipoles,
by considering a dependence of the CSR kick factor on
the rms bunch length k a 1/Vz4/3, so that k2 = k1uC4/3,
where C is the bunch length compression factor through
the DBA cell. The particle invariant is minimized by the
following C-S parameters in the second dipoles [17]:
C 4/3 1
,
l
§ b · C 4/3  3
¨ ¸
©6¹

E2

D 2 ,opt



E 2 ,opt

§ lb ·
¨ ¸
©6¹

C 4/3 1

2

(1)
 D 22 C 4 / 3  3

2

C 4/3 1

We notice that a solution with D2 = 0, e.g. adopted in [14],
does not minimize J3 in absolute sense, although it may be
practical from the optics design point of view.

Figure 1: Linear optics functions and DBA cell layout
including dipole magnets (B), focusing (QF, Q1 and Q3)
and defocusing (QD, Q2) quadrupole magnets, focusing
(SF) and defocusing sextupole magnets (SD). Copyright
of Elsevier (2016) [17].

LINEAR COMPRESSION FACTOR
The linear compression factor is defined by
C=1/|1+hR56|, where R56 is the transfer matrix element of
the DBA cell, identical in all cells, and h is the incoming
linear energy chirp, h=dE/(Edz), E being the beam mean
energy. Bunch length compression is achieved as far as
the energy spread correlated along the bunch, typically
imparted to the beam by an upstream RF section running
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far from the accelerating crest, is much larger than the
uncorrelated energy spread. While VG does not change
substantially during the compression process, Vz clearly
shortens with C, that is h increases along the arc, and C so
does. In summary, the local compression factor, Cloc, and
that cumulated through the lattice, Ctot, depends on the
cell number [17]:
C iloc

1
, i 1,...,6
1  C i 1 hi 1 R56

C tot
j

 1 C
i 1

shows a scenario which is as more pessimistic as the
beam energy is lower. For the analytical case, the CSRinduced energy spread was evaluated according to the
steady-state emission of a uniform charge distribution
[20].

(2)

1
, j 1,...,6
h R56

i 1 i 1

Ctot grows nonlinearly with the s-coordinate along the arc,
and E2 should be tuned accordingly in each DBA, in order
to minimize the CSR emittance (see Eq.1). Since the CSR
effect is larger for shorter bunches, we might relax the
condition on E2 in the first few cells, where the bunch is
longer, while ensuring optimum tuning in the last ones.

PROJECTED EMITTANCE GROWTH
We assume that the CSR emittance in each cell sums in
quadrature to the total emittance of the incoming beam,
whereas normalized emittance in the i-th cell is estimated
by means of the “sigma matrix formalism” [19] and turns
out to be:

H n ,i # H n2,i 1  H n ,i 1E iJ i J i

(3)

Ei and Ji are the usual relativistic Lorenz factors, Ji is

particle’s C-S invariant and we have to evaluate it with
the prescription C=Ciloc according to Eq.2. Figure 2-left
plot shows Ciloc, Ex,opt and JJi along the arc, for the beam
parameters listed in Tab.1 (henceforth, Ex refers to the
betatron function in the dipole magnets). Figure 1-right
plot compares Ji evaluated for Ex,opt as in the left plot, to
that for an identical value of Ex in all the dipoles.

Figure 3: The normalized emittance growth is the quadratic difference (under square root) of the final projected
normalized emittance and the initial one (rms values).
Theoretical predictions (dotted lines) are from Eq.3, for
steady-state CSR emission. Particle tracking results are
for steady-state emission (dashed lines), and including
transient CSR field at the dipoles’ edges, and in drift
sections (solid lines). The arc lattice is made of 6 consecutive cells, whose unit is shown in Fig.1. The optics is
the same for all beam charges and energies. Copyright of
Elsevier (2016). Elsevier (2016) [17].
Table 1: Main Beam and Arc Compressor Parameters
Parameter
Value
Un
its
Energy
2.4
Ge
V
Charge
0.5
nC
Initial Bunch Length, RMS
900
Pm
Correl. Energy Spread, RMS
0.4
%
R56 per DBA Cell
35
m
m
Number of DBA Cells
6
Total Compression Factor
45
Final Peak Current
2000
A

NONLINEAR OPTICS
Figure 2: Left: local value of C/10 and of Ex,opt in the
dipoles vs. arc cell number. Right: the local value of the
Ex,opt is compared with its value evaluated for an identical
Ex value in all the dipoles. Copyright of Elsevier (2016)
[17].
The arc compressor performance is investigated for different beam mean energies in Fig.3. The magnets’ normalized strengths are kept fixed in order to provide the
same optics for all energies. The quadratic difference of
the final projected emittance and the unperturbed one is
shown for beam charges of 0.1, 0.3 and 0.5 nC. Particle
tracking results are compared with the analytical prediction of Eq.3. The magnets’ length were optimized for the
maximum beam energy of 2.4 GeV, and therefore Fig.3

The bunch length compression process is linearized
through the arc with the help of 4 families of sextupole
magnets, 24 magnets in total. In fact, linear compression
is achieved as long as |T566|VG,0 << |R56| through the arc. In
addition, second and higher order energy chirp has to be
small with respect to the linear one. While T566 can be
controlled, e.g., with an appropriate number and strength
of sextupole magnets, a nonlinear energy chirp is
realistically present in the beam’s longitudinal phase
space: at the entrance of the arc compressor due to
upstream RF curvature, and developing along the arc
because of the nonlinear energy correlation established by
CSR along the bunch. Then, a non-zero T566 can be used
to linearize the nonlinear chirp, the actual value of T566
(typically in the cm range) depending on the specific
charge distribution (i.e., CSR strength).
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The single sextupole aberration can be analytically estimated through the sigma matrix formalism. The sextupole aberration is excited by a kick 'u ' 2

k 2ls

2

u2

2

, with k2ls the integrated normalized sextupole strength in
m-2, u 2
EH 0 for the geometric aberration, and

u

2

2
x

2

K V G for the chromatic one. We consider the sce-

nario in which the final relative emittance growth is given
by the largest sextupole’s contribution folded by the
square root of the number of sextupoles in the lattice.
With the beam parameters listed in Tab.1 and the optics
depicted in Fig.1, the total relative emittance growth from
geometric aberrations is smaller than 0.01%, while that
due to chromatic aberrations is above 100%. This
explains the modulation of the projected emittance along
the arc shown in Fig.4. The effect of chromatic
aberrations was eventually minimzed by a numerical
optimization of the sextupole strengths, and by profiting
of the betatron phase advance between the magnets.

Figure 4: Projected rms normalized horizontal emittance
along the arc; beam parameters as in Tab.1. The emittance
evolution is shown in the presence of ISR-only for the
fully compressed beam (red), with the addition of compression and optical aberrations (green) and with the
further addition of CSR (blue). Copyright of Elsevier
(2016) [17].
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CSR-INDUCED ENERGY LOSS
The 1-D steady-state theory of CSR emission from a
Gaussian bunch allows an estimation of the CSR-induced
mean energy loss per dipole magnet [21], <GCSR>=0.3505ureQ/(eJU2/3Vz4/3). A more realistic evaluation from
particle tracking included the energy loss associated to the
electrons-field interaction in drift regions. We found that a
0.5 nC charge beam may emit an average power of up to
60 W per mA of average current, at the repetition rate of 1
MHz. Most of the power is emitted in the last two cells of
the arc. That power can produce heating and therefore
requires cooling and a careful evaluation of the machine
run duration to prevent vacuum pressure rise.

ERRATUM AND DISCUSSION
The C-S formalism in the presence of CSR chromatic
kicks was first introduced in [5]. We notice however that
Eqs. 3 and 4, and therefore their elaboration in Eq.5, were
derived for a case which is not that one depicted in Fig.1,
but for a phase advance of 2S in between the inner dipoles

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

of the beam line. Everything else in the Letter is correct,
and actually refers to the exact derivation of the expression of the CSR-induced particle invariant in the FERMI
Spreader that was later on reported in Eq.3.8 of [22]. The
correct expression for the final particle invariant is recalled here for Reader’s convenience:
2J 7

§
2 J 1 4D ¨¨ 1 
©
2
1

E5
E1

2

·
¸ { 2 J 1 X 17 ,
¸
¹

(4)

As correctly depicted in [22], Fig.4 in that work shows
the superposition of experimental data to theoretical emittance growth, as a function of a quadrupole strength. For
each strength, the relative phase advance between the two
DBA cells is also shown. The emittance growth was evaluated analytically with Eq.6 in [22], where the phase
advance between the two DBA was calculated with Elegant code [23] starting from the experimental set up of the
beam line. Doing this, however, Eq.6 was evaluated by
assuming that the Twiss parameters at the dipoles do not
change as the phase advance is varied. Such an approximation is removed in Fig.3.2 of [1], where the dependence of the Twiss parameters at the dipoles of the second
DBA on the phase advance is retained. In summary,
Fig.3.2 of [1] shows a more accurate prediction of emittance growth than the one shown in Fig.4 of [22]. The two
results, however, are close each other. Still, the methods,
the results and the conclusions reported in [22] remain
valid, and are not modified by this comment.
Strategies and formalisms were proposed before
[12,24] and after [25,26] the work published in [22], for
the cancellation of chromatic CSR kicks on the transverse
emittance through linear optics elements in a locally
isochronous beam line (i.e, bunch length is assumed to be
the same at all points of CSR emission). Those works
elaborate on, and somehow improve, the CSR kick minimization problem introduced in [27]. They all imply,
however, a symmetry of the Twiss parameters and of the
energy dispersion function, at the dipole magnets where
CSR kick is generated. In [22], instead, a method is first
introduced that allows cancellation of CSR kicks also
when the Twiss parameters are not symmetric along the
line (referred to as optics balance), and the phase advance
between dipoles is arbitrary. For this reason, the formalism introduced in [22] offers in principle more general
optics solutions, which reduce to those reported elsewhere
for the case of symmetric optics set up. The optics balance concept was successively extended to the case of
non-isochronous beam lines in [14,17] for symmetric
optics set up.
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PROBABILISTIC ESTIMATION OF LOW ENERGY ELECTRON
TRAPPING IN QUADRUPOLES
K. G. Sonnad, J. A. Crittenden, CLASSE, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, USA
Abstract
Electron cloud formation in quadrupoles is important for
storage rings because they have the potential of being trapped
for a time period that exceeds the revolution period of the
beam. This can result in a turn by turn build up of cloud, that
could potentially interfere with beam motion. Using the theory on the motion of particles in nonuniform magnetic fields,
we describe a method to estimate the probability distribution
of trapping across the cross-section of a quadrupole for a
given field gradient and electron energy. Such an estimate
can serve as a precursor to more detailed numerical studies
of electron cloud build and trapping in quadrupoles.

METHOD OF COMPUTING THE
TRAPPING PROBABILITY
If the magnetic moment µ = mv⊥2 /2B is conserved, then
the perpendicular velocity of a particle travelling from point
1 to 2 can be traced, and is given by
v⊥ (2) = v⊥ (1)



B(2)
B(1)

 1/2

For a quadrupole field, the magnetic field is given by Bx =
k y, By = k x, or |∇B| = k. Thus, condition for adiabatic
motion to exist is
rc |∇B| v⊥ mk
1
=
B
eB2
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INTRODUCTION
The trapping of electrons in quadrupoles has been observed in positron as well as proton rings [1, 2]. Calculation
of trajectories of single electrons in quadrpoles has shown
that they can indeed remain trapped indefinitely provided
certain initial conditions are satisfied. [3, 4]. The motion
of a charged particle travelling in a non-uniform magnetic
field is said to be adiabatic if the condition |∇B|/B|rc << 1,
where B is the magnitude of the magnetic field and rc is
the cyclotron radius corresponding to this magnetic field.
Under these conditions, the magnetic moment given by
µ = mv⊥2 /2B is an adiabatic invariant and is a conserved
quantity, where v⊥ is the component of the velocity perpendicular to the magnetic field. The energy E = 1/2m(v⊥2 +v 2k )
is always a conserved quantity. As the particle migrates to a
region of higher magnetic field, the parallel component of
the velocity v k reduces and a point may reach when it goes
to zero, in which case the particle reverses its path. Based
on this phenomenon, one can specify a so called loss cone
drawn in velocity space. The axis of the cone is along v k . It
can then be shown (see for example Ref [5]) that the angle
of this cone θ c satisfies sin2 θ c = B0 /Be , where B0 is the
magnitude of the magnetic field at the initial point, and Be
corresponds to the field at the escape point, along the field
line. If at the initial point, the particle lies outside the loss
cone, it would reverse its path before reaching the escape
point. Due to the symmetry in a quadrupole field pattern,
it is guaranteed that two such “mirror" points occur along
a field line, between which a particle may remain trapped.
For trapping to occur, it is sufficient for two conditions to be
satisfied. (1) The motion needs to remain adiabatic all along
the field line, and (2) the particle needs to lie outside the
loss cone at the given point on the field line. Reference [3]
studied the nature of the particle trajectories and their escape
when either conditions (1) or (2) were individually violated.

(1)

(2)

If the angle made by the particle with respect to the “perpendicular" direction is φ, then we have
v⊥ = v cos(φ)

(3)

For a particle to remain trapped, it is necessary that the motion remains adiabatic all along the field line. It is sufficient
for this condition to satisfy if the motion is adiabatic at the
point where the magnitude of magnetic field is a minimum.
Using this, the condition for adiabatic motion to sustain
along a field line may be obtained by combining equation
(1) and (2). This is
v cos(φ)mk
3/2
eBo1/2 Bmin

1

(4)

Where Bo is field at the reference point, and Bmin is the
minimum field value along that field line. While there is
no rule that demarcates between adiabatic and nonadibatic
motion, it would be reasonable for our purposes to make an
assumption that the motion is adiabatic if the left side is less
than a predefined empirical parameter η << 1. With this,
Eq(4) will lead to the condition
cos(φ) <

3/2
ηeBo1/2 Bmin
mvk

(5)

We will now define another cone in velocity space whose
axis is parallel to v⊥ , with angle φ a , such that for all points
lying inside this cone, the above condition is violated. Under
our assumptions, these points correspond to cases where the
particle motion will eventually cease to remain adiabatic.
This gives us,
(
cos(φ a ) =

1/2

3/2

ηeB0 B mi n
,
mvk

0,

if ≤ 1
otherwise

(6)
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Figure 1 shows the three regions in velocity space a particle may belong to. The regions are three dimensional
with conical boundaries, while the figure is a projection
on to a plane. For particles with an isotropic velocity distribution, and given energy, the probability of trapping is
the fractional solid angle covered by the shaded region.
There are three cases that need to be considered. (1) If
cos(φ a ) = 1, the motion is adiabatic everywhere, and the
trapping probability is cos(θ c ). (2) If θ c + φ a ≥ π/2, the region of trapping does not exist, and the trapping probability
is zero. (3) If θ c + φ a < π/2 then the trapping probability
is cos(θ c ) − sin(θ a ). These values can easily be obtained
by working out the fractional solid angles covered by the
respective regions.

THPOA07

COMPUTATIONS FOR VARYING
ENERGIES AND FIELD GRADIENTS
In this paper, this computational procedure is applied to
the quadrupole magnets within the sections which have a
circular cross-section in the Cornell Electron-Positron Storage Ring (CESR). The radius of the cross-section is 4.45 cm.
The field gradient k of these quadrupoles is 7.3 T/m, while
we use other values of k as well in order to study the dependence of trapping probability with field strength. In all
our computations, we set the the grid cell size such that the
radius along the vertical and horizontal axis get divided into
600 points, resulting in a total of 31205 cells. The step size
along the field line ∆s used here was 4.45 × 10−2 cm. The
parameter η was set to 0.1, which seemed reasonable based
on repeating certain calculations with varying values of η.

Figure 1: Regions in velocity space that will determine the
nature of the particle trajectory.
The procedure to carry out the computation is as follows.
The cross-section of the quadrupole region is divided into
a grid. The magnetic field line passing through each point,
lying at the center of the grid cell is traced. The tracing can
be done using the method of direction cosines, where for
a give step size ∆s along the field line, the corresponding
steps ∆x and ∆y are given by
Bx
∆s
B

∆y =

By
∆s
B

(7)

In the process of scanning the whole field line between the
two escape points, the values of the field at the escape point
Be as well as the minimum field value Bmin are recorded. As
long as the quadrupole chamber cross-section geometry is
symmetric about the field pattern, the value of the two escape
points are equal. If this is not the case, the smaller value
between the two needs to be recorded. Using the formulation
described in this paper, the values of sin(θ c ) and cos(φ a )
are computed. The trapping probability corresponding to
the point of interest may then be computed based on the
values of θ c and φ a and the procedure described in this
section. The parameter η needs to be just sufficiently less
than 1 so that higher order terms in η can be disregarded.
Our computations showed that a change in this value within
a range of 0.1-0.3 would only slightly alter the boundary that
surrounds the so called "escape zone" described later in the
paper.

Figure 2: A map of the trapping probability for 100 eV
electrons, k = 7.3 T/m (top), 1 KeV electrons k = 7.3 T/m
(middle), 100 eV electrons, k = 2.5 T/m (bottom).
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Figure 2 shows the results of the computation carried
out for three cases. Due to the symmetry in the field and
cross-section, it is sufficient to show one quadrant of the
cross-section. The figure shows a clear region along the 45o
line from the center, where the particles have no chance of
being trapped. This region, which we refer to as an "escape
zone", have field lines that pass very close to the center,
where the magnitude of the field approaches zero. This
corresponds to large values of φ a . When the field magnitude
diminishes, particles are expected to lose adibaticity and the
motion becomes irregular. With irregular motion, particles
will enter the loss cone at some instance of their wandering
and eventually escape. Such a case has been computed and
clearly illustrated in [3]. The figures also show how the
"escape zone" becomes wider with either increasing energy,
or decreasing field.
Table 1 provides the values of the probabilities integrated
over the cross-section of the chamber. The calculations were
performed for varying electron energies and field gradients.
These values represent the overall fraction of trapped particles for an initial particle distribution, that is uniform in
position space and isotropic in velocity space.
Table 1: Probabilities Integrated over the Cross-section

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

10 eV
100 eV
1 KeV

10 T/m

7.5 T/m

2.5 T/m

0.5147
0.4878
0.4178

0.50828
0.47012
0.37447

0.48963
0.42253
0.26881
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56-cm-long magnet adjacent to one of the original CESR
quadrupoles of the same length will enable measurements
of cloud trapping as a function of field gradient by compensating one field with the other. The 2013/4 measurements
were made at a field gradient of 7.3 T/m, finding a long-term
trapping fraction of about 7%. The new configuration will
permit measurements up to a field strength of 3.5 T/m. Numerical PIC simulations tuned to the previous measurements
predict a remarkably strong dependence of trapping fraction
on field strength, finding maximum trapping of more than
30% at a field gradient near 1 T/m [8]. The vacuum chamber
is instrumented with time-resolving electron detectors of the
type used for the measurements of Ref. [1], but with triple
the azimuthal coverage, as well as with a microwave pickup
geometry which will allow cross-calibration of the electron
collection and frequency-shift methods of cloud detection.
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IN ARGONNE WAKEFIELD ACCELERATOR
Qiang Gao1,2,*, Chunguang Jing3, Sergey P. Antipov3, Jiaru Shi1, Huaibi Chen1, Wei Gai1,2, John
Goham Power2, Manoel Conde2, Charles Whiteford2, Eric Edson Wisniewski2, Wangming Liu2,
Darrell Scott Doran2,
1
Tsinghua University, Beijing 100084,China,
2
Argonne National Laboratory, Lemont, IL 60439, USA,
3
Euclid TechLabs, Solon, Ohio 44139, USA
The transformer ratio is an important figure of merit in
collinear wakefield acceleration, it indicates the efficiency
of energy transferring from drive bunch to witness bunch.
Higher transformer ratio will significantly reduce the
length of accelerator thus reducing the cost of accelerator
construction. However, for the gaussian bunch, this ratio
has its limit of 2. To obtain higher transformer ratio, one
possible method is to tailor the beam current profile to
specific shapes. One method of beam shaping is based on
emittance exchange, which has been demonstrated at the
Argonne Wakefield Accelerator. Its principle is to tailor
the beam transversely using a mask then exchange the
beam’s transverse profile and longitudinal profile. In this
paper, we describe our efforts to optimize the beamline
and mask in order to generate a triangular beam with
quadratic head, which has a transformer ratio of 6.4. We
also present our design of a dielectric slab based
accelerating structure to measure the transformer ratio.
Finally, we discuss an experiment for this high
transformer ratio at Argonne Wakefield Accelerator
Laboratory.

INTRODUCTION
Transformer ratio (TR) is an important figure of merit
in the collinear wakefield acceleration. It is defined as the
ratio of maximum energy gain by witness beam to the
maximum energy loss by the drive beam. This ratio
indicates the efficiency of energy transferring from drive
bunch to witness bunch. The higher transformer ratio it is,
the higher energy gain that witness bunch has when the
drive bunch energy is fixed. However, it can be proved
that TR is less than 2 for a drive beam with a symmetric
longitudinal current profile, such as a gaussian[1]. Two
main techniques have been explored by scientist to
enhance the TR recent years. One of them is to utilize a
ramped bunch train which had been demonstrated at
Argonne to obtain TR as high as 3.4 [2] while another
methods shape the drive bunch current profile. This can
be done by tailoring the beam transversely then exchange
its longitudinal profile with transverse profile. Recently
an experiment has demonstrated that inserting a mask into
one dogleg can obtain a triangle bunch which has TR as

high as 3.5 [3]. Now we design and optimize an
experiment to enhance the transformer ratio utilizing
emittance exchange (EEX) beamline at Argonne
Wakefield Accelerator Laboratory.

PRINCIPLE
The concept of EEX was first come up with in 2002 [4].
Then scientist found that it can be used for beam
longitudinal shaping [5]. The crucial components of EEX
are that two identical doglegs and one deflecting cavity
which is inserted between the two doglegs. The linear
transport matrix of EEX beamline can be expressed as
following equation when taking the thin-lens assumption,
xf   0
0
 L 2    L 4   xi 
 x  
0
0

 / 2   xi 
 f
(1)
 z f   / 2    L 4
  zi 
0
0
  
 
L 2
0
0
 f   
  i 
So the beam longitudinal profile after EEX is only
determined by the initial transverse phase space. It means
that we can obtain arbitrary longitudinal profile if we
tailor the beam transversely with mask [6].
When a charged drive bunch traverses a dielectric
waveguide it will excite the wakefiled inside and behind
the bunch. The TR can be calculated as ratio of the
maximum accelerating voltage behind the drive bunch to
the maximum decelerating voltage inside the drive bunch.
Figure 1 shows the current profile of a gaussian bunch
and its wakefield.

Figure.1: The current profile and wakefield of a gaussian
bunch. The red solid line is the current profile and blue
line is the wakefield.

___________________________________________
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From figure 1 we can see that the wakefield at some
distance behind drive bunch shows a positive accelerating
field which indicates the witness bunch gain energy at
these specific phases. Also the wakefield inside bunch is a
decelerating field, which means that the particle of the
drive bunch will lose energy. The decelerating field inside
the gaussian bunch is not uniform so that some particles
will lose more energy than the others. Therefore, the
maximum energy loss determines the efficiency of
collinear wakefield acceleration. It can be derived that the
more homogenized decelerating field inside drive bunch,
the higher TR we can achieve. The recent theory shows
that triangle profile has a much higher TR than gaussian
case [5]. Furthermore, if there is a little bump in the head
of the triangle, the decelerating field will be more uniform
than other cases, for example, double triangle profile and
quadratic head triangle profile [5][7].

Figure 2: The quadratic head triangle current profile and
wakefield.
Figure 2 shows that the decelerating field inside the
quadratic head triangle bunch is much more uniform than
the gaussian bunch, ideally the triangle bunch with
quadratic head has a TR as high as 9.4. We design an
experiment to generate a bunch with this longitudinal
profile and to demonstrate the transformer ratio
enhancement.

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

The quadratic triangle cut open of the first tungsten plate
is calculated numertically according to the beam profile in
the mask position. The length of the triangle is
determined by the frequency of dielectric waveguide
whose function is to generate the wakefield. When
assembling the first plate and second plate with each other,
a small parallelogram cut open can be used for generating
the witness bunch. If moving the second plate up and
down, we can adjust the speration between drive bunch
and witness bunch which means that we can scan the
accelearting phase.
The dielectric waveguide is also a crucial component for
this experiment. A trade-off between high R over Q and
large dynamic aperature should be taken into
consideration. The R over Q reflects the dielectric
waveguide intrinsic accelerating ability, the energy gain
of the witness bunch is proportional to the R over Q value
when the charge and current profile of drive and witness
bunch have been fixed. Higher energy gain means that it
is easier to measure the energy change using spectrometer.
However, higher R over Q requires a small beam dynamic
aperature of the dielectric waveguide. Besides the
relationshipd with R over Q, the energy gain is also
proportional to the drive bunch charge if any other
conditions are fixed. In this case, the large beam dynamic
aperature which allows more particles to traverse through
the structure should be selected. We have optimized the R
over Q and beam dynamic aperature for the dielectric
waveguide in which can the witness bunch can obtain
more than 0.5 MeV energy gain. Figure 5 shows the slab
dielectric waveguide for this experiment.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

EXPERIMENT SETUP
Argonne Wakefield accelerator has a L-band emittance
exchange beamline [8]. The beamline layout is shown in
figure 3. We have designed quadratic head triangle mask
and the witness bunch mask for this experiment. As
shown in figure 4, the mask consists of two pieces of
tungsten plate, their assembly can generate the drive
bunch and a witness bunch with adjustable phase.

Figure 5: The slab dielectric waveguide assembly.
The size of slab is 15 cm long and 1.3 cm wide. Two
motorized actuators moving up and down to change the
gap between two dielectric slab from 1 mm to 3 mm,
corresponding the frequency from 170 GHz to 130 GHz
and R over Q ranging from 12.44 kOhm/m to 3 kOhm/m.
The advantage benefited from slab waveguide can be
concluded in two points, one is to fit for the asymmetric
projection emittance of x and y direction at the end of
EEX, the other one is to reduce the dipole kick from high
order mode wakefield so that the beam break up (BBU)
inside the dielectric waveguide can be suppressed.

Figure 4: The mask for TR enhancement experiment.
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Figure 3: layout for transformer ratio enhancement experiment based on emittance exchange beamline.

BEAM DYNAMIC SIMULATION
We have finished the preliminary full beamline
simulation for 130.9GHz working frequency case using
quadratic triangle mask. We select the charge as 13 nC
before the mask and the beam energy is 45 MeV.

due to the CSR effect in the second dogleg. Still some
method such as slope control should be applied to
suppress this effect. Fig 6(b) shows that the decelerating
field inside the drive bunch has a similar uniformity as
predicted, and the maximum energy gain is 0.64 MeV
which should be measurable.

This work is supported by the National Natural Science
Foundation of China (NSFC) No. 11375098.
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We have designed and optimized an experiment to
enhance the transformer ratio based on emittance
exchange beamline. The preliminary simulation results
show that this experiment setup can increase the TR as
high as 6.4. The fabrication and installation of all the
parts is expected to be finished by the end of this month.
Then we will conduct this experiment aiming to obtain a
highest transformer ratio up to now.
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CONCLUSION

Figure 6: (a) The transverse and longitudinal profile right
after the mask and them at the end of EEX. (b) The
current profile of the drive bunch after EEX and its
wakefield.
The full simulation has been done using General Particle
Tracer, the space charge and coherent synchrotron
radiation (CSR) effect are taken into consideration. The
beam transverse and longitudinal profile before and after
EEX have been shown in Fig 6(a). As mentioned in the
previous section, the ideal TR for this quadratic head
triangle is 9.4. The TR decreases to 6.4 in the simulation
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MODELING OF DIPOLE AND QUADRUPOLE FRINGE-FIELD EFFECTS
FOR THE ADVANCED PHOTON SOURCE UPGRADE LATTICE ∗
M. Borland, R. R. Lindberg, ANL, Argonne, IL 60439, USA
Abstract
The proposed upgrade of the Advanced Photon Source
(APS) to a multibend-achromat lattice requires shorter and
much stronger quadrupole magnets than are present in the
existing ring. This results in longitudinal gradient profiles
that differ significantly from a hard-edge model. Additionally, the lattice assumes the use of five-segment longitudinal
gradient dipoles. Under these circumstances, the effects of
fringe fields and detailed field distributions are of interest.
We evaluated the effect of soft-edge fringe fields on the linear
optics and chromaticity, finding that compensation for these
effects is readily accomplished. In addition, we evaluated
the reliability of standard methods of simulating hard-edge
nonlinear fringe effects in quadrupoles.

length. It also allowed making most magnets of identical
lengths, with nearly identical cores and coils. However, the
resulting gradient profile shape depended strongly on the
level of excitation as shown in Fig. 1. With the exception
of the 98% efficiency case, corresponding to an integrated
gradient of ∼12 T, the profiles are very unusual.

INTRODUCTION

QUADRUPOLE MODELING
The initial design of the APS-U quadrupoles made use of
“mushroom” pole tips, which extend under the coils in order
to increase the effective length of the magnets. This allowed
operating with higher magnetic efficiency for a given integrated gradient, without unduly increasing the magnet core
∗

Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Science, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, under Contract No. DE-AC0206CH11357.

Figure 1: Gradient profiles for initial APS-U quadrupoles at
various levels of magnetic efficiency.
Our first task was to assess the impact of such profiles on
beam transport. This was done using the approach described
in [5, 6] for modeling soft-edge effects. For the hard-edge
nonlinear effects, we followed the standard approach [7, 8]
with extensions to higher order [9]. We compared the results of these models, as implemented in the KQUAD element in Pelegant [10, 11], with direct integration of particles through a 3D field map generated with OPERA, using
Pelegant’s BMXYZ element. The agreement of the linear
matrix elements for a single quadrupole was within 0.01%.
In spite of the unusual appearance of the gradient profiles,
subsequent rematching of the linear optics succeeded in reducing the changes in the linear optics functions to under 2%,
with exact restoration of the tunes. The required changes in
magnet excitation were less than 0.6%.
Although the linear optics based on [6] agreed very well
with integration through the field map, the nonlinearities
showed poor agreement. After some investigation, we concluded that this resulted from the non-Maxwellian character
of the 3D field map, which is partly a result of limitations
of the magnet code and partly a result of the use of linear
interpolation of the field map during integration. Hence, we
switched to use of a generalized gradient expansion [12, 13],
albeit using a non-symplectic integration technique for expediency. (This is available as the BGGEXP element in the next
release of elegant/Pelegant.) Although the generalized
gradient expansion (GGE) uses data from the same OPERA
simulations, the GGE guarantees that the fields in the interior
of the analysis cylinder satisfy Maxwell’s equations.
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The APS Upgrade (APS-U) project plans to replace the
existing 3rd -generation storage ring with a multi-bend achromat (MBA) design [1] that will reduce the emittance to less
than 70 pm [2, 3]. The goal is to replace the existing storage
ring and return to user operation within 12 months. One
important factor in achieving this will be thorough understanding of the lattice and beam dynamics with realistic
models of the magnets. This paper reports progress on this
issue with respect to modeling of quadrupole and dipole
magnets.
The integrated quadrupole strength for low-emittance lattices scales like Nd , where Nd is the number of dipoles per
sector [4]. One strategy for dealing with this is to use smaller
magnet apertures, which may impact field quality. Magnets
may also be operated in a more highly-saturated condition.
The latter condition in particular will increase the difficulty
of modeling linear and nonlinear edge effects.
The APS-U lattice includes several types of dipole magnets, including two types of 5-segment longitudinal gradient
dipoles. The former are quite unfamiliar and hence merit
close attention. Of interest is ensuring that the trajectory
through the magnets is correct, assessing the effect on linear
optics, and understanding the impact on chromaticity and
other nonlinear properties.
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Figure 2: Multipoles of the radial field component at ρ =
10mm for the 98% efficiency case as reconstructed from the
GGE.

Although use of the GGE improved agreement between
KQUAD and direct integration, it was still less than ideal.
Using the GGE to reconstruct the fields corresponding to
various multipoles, as illustrated in Fig. 2, indicated a path
forward. Clearly evident are the spikes in the systematic
multipoles (12-, 20-, and 28-pole) at the entrace and exit
of the magnets. Modeling the effect of these multipoles as
a distributed term throughout the body of the quadrupole,
as is commonly done, seems suspect. Based on this, we
augmented KQUAD to include separate specification of edge
and body multipoles. This provided significantly improved
agreement with BGGEXP, as illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4.
Based on these results, KQUAD with multipoles separated
into body and edge components is being adopted for modeling of APS-U. A symplectically-integrated implementation
of BGGEXP is under development, but is expected to be an
order of magnitude slower than KQUAD.
Finally, to be conservative, the use of mushroom pole
shapes was abandoned. Instead, quadrupole lengths are
allowed to vary in order to provide a minimum of 90% efficiency at 10% above the planned operating point.

DIPOLE MODELING
Dipole modeling likewise began with a 3D field map generated with OPERA, in this case, for the M1 dipole. This
dipole has 5 segments of gradually decreasing field strength
and increasing length. In this case, the use of a GGE is much
more involved [14] and has not yet been attempted by us.
However, the quality of the field appears in some respects
better than for the quadrupoles, judging by the smoothness
of the residuals. We once again made use of numerical integration through the 3D field map, this time using the abrat
program (distributed with elegant) and the BRAT element
in Pelegant. These integrate through bending magnet field
maps, with appropriate coordinate transformations at the
entrance and exit. A basic test involves tracking a bundle of
initially parallel rays with y = 0, as shown in Fig. 5. Inspec-
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Figure 3: Residuals from linear fit after propagation of a line
of particles with initial x = y through a single quadrupole
(98% efficiency case) using different methods. “KQUADB+E” has edge and body multipoles, whereas “KQUAD-B”
uses the uniform body-only multipole model; integrated
multipoles are the same in both cases.

Figure 4: Residuals from linear fit, 67% efficiency case.

tion of this figure shows that there is a nonlinear variation
of the deflecting field at the transitions between the magnet segments. Figure 6 shows residuals of fits to the final
slopes, from which we see a clear indication of a sextupole
component.
To assess the impact of the linear and nonlinear transport properties of the dipole, we used the analyze_map
command in Pelegant to obtain the third-order matrix by
tracking through the field map for the M1 diople, using
the method outlined in [15]. This involves tracking about
5,000 particles, which takes about 30 seconds on 20 cores.
Inserting these into the APS-U lattice gave tune erors of
∆νx /νx = 0.019% and ∆νy /νy = −0.7%, along with corresponding distortions of the lattice functions. These are
easily corrected using lattice quadrupoles, giving residual
lattice function changes of less than ∼ 1% with gradient
changes of less than 0.6%.
After lattice correction there are residual chromaticity
errors of ∆ξx = −0.19 and ∆ξy = 0.37 (compared to a target
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Figure 5: Field map for the M1 dipole, along with abrat
tracking results for a bundle of initially-parallel rays. The
symbols, in order from left to right, are the nominal entrance,
vertex, and nominal exit points.

Figure 6: Residuals of fits of various orders to final x 0 vs
initial x for a bundle of parallel rays in the M1 dipole.
chromaticity of 5). Approximating the dipole by its linear
map changes these errors to ∆ξx = 0.06 and ∆ξy = 0.43,
which implies that the chromaticity change is partly due to
residual lattice changes, and partly due to higher-order terms
in the dipole itself. In any case, these are easily corrected
with modest adjustments of the sextupoles.
Tracking through the simulated dipole field is a numerically intensive task that is undesirable for use in lattice
optimization and evaluations. In addition, the dipole field
appears to be well-represented by a small number of loworder multipoles. For these reasons we have begun work to
represent the dipole via a “symplectified” Taylor map. The
basic idea of a symplectified Taylor map is to first find a
Taylor map expression for the element in question to a given
order, and then to compute a symplectic approximation of
the map that agrees with the Taylor map to that given order.
Higher order terms will in general deviate from the actual
map, and in fact depend on the way in which the symplectic
representation is found.
The first step in finding a symplectic map is to determine
the Taylor map approximation for the dipole. For example, we have used the fitting procedure of analyze_map
described previously to compute its third order matrix. Be-
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cause the symplectification process is not unique, however,
it is important for the initial Taylor map approximation to be
(nearly) symplectic up to the order of the Taylor map itself.
Unfortunately, we have found that the dipole’s third order
Taylor map computed using BRAT and analyze_map is not
even approximately symplectic at third order; we believe
that this is primarily due to interpolation errors of the magnetic field that do not respect ∇ · B = 0, although numerical
errors in the field map and the choice of a non-symplectic
integration scheme may also be to blame. Overcoming these
difficulties will require a divergence-free representation of
the dipole field, which can naturally be found using generalized gradients. We are in the process of extending our
previous use of the GGE to include elliptical boundaries [14]
which will be able to enclose all relevant trajectories though
the entire dipole field; this expansion may also find use in
representing APS-U insertion devices.
Once a faithful and divergence-free representation of the
magnetic field is found, we expect that BRAT tracking will
provide a suitable third order map of the dipole. Nevertheless, we also plan to compare these results with fully symplectic tracking based on the implicit midpoint rule, which
will allow us to assess the impact of fourth (and higher) order
terms. Once we have the Taylor map in had, we must choose
our symplectification method. There are many such methods
(see, e.g., [16,17] and references therein), but for expediancy
we will first employ the scheme described in Ref. [18]. This
method is essentially a practical implementation of previous
work that employs the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula
to transform the map into a product of monomial maps that
in turn have analytic representations [19]. The code implementing the symplectification procedure was freely given
by the authors of Ref. [18], so that we can now symplectify
a third order Taylor map.

CONCLUSIONS
Progress has been made towards understanding how best
to model beam dynamics in quadrupoles and dipoles for the
APS upgrade. For quadrupoles, we found that separating
the systematic multipoles into edge and body terms provides reasonable agreement with the slower but accurate
method of numerically-integrating through reconstructed
fields. For dipoles, we assessed effects of the longitudinal
gradient dipole field map on linear optics and chromaticity,
finding these to be easily compensated. Work continues on
developing a symplectic map for such dipoles.
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ION EFFECTS IN THE APS PARTICLE ACCUMULATOR RING∗
J. Calvey, K. Harkay C. Yao, ANL, Argonne, IL 60439, USA
PAR PARAMETERS

Trapped ions in the APS Particle Accumulator Ring (PAR)
lead to a positive coherent tune shift in both planes, which
increases along the PAR cycle as more ions accumulate.
This effect has been studied using an ion simulation code
developed at SLAC. After modifying the code to include a
realistic vacuum profile, multiple ionization, and the effect
of shaking the beam to measure the tune, the simulation
agrees well with our measurements. This code has also been
used to evaluate the possibility of ion instabilities at the high
bunch charge needed for the APS-Upgrade.

INTRODUCTION
Ion trapping can occur when a negatively charged beam
ionizes residual gas in an accelerator, and the resulting positively charged ions become trapped in the beam’s potential.
If the ion density becomes sufficiently high, coupled oscillations between the beam and ions can result. Ions can also
lead to tune shifts and emittance growth.
Ion trapping has been observed in the APS Particle Accumulator Ring [1], though it does not impact normal operation. However, the planned APS-Upgrade will require much
higher bunch charge to be stored in the PAR, so there is a
renewed concern about ion effects. This paper describes a
recent effort to study trapped ions in the PAR using coherent
tune shift measurements.

Basic Theory
If the displacement of the bunch relative to the center
of the ion column is small compared to the beam size, the
focusing effect of the ions is linear with the displacement,
and the ions’ effect on the bunch can be estimated using a
wakefield formalism. In particular, a coherent tune shift can
readily be calculated [2]:
∆νy =

re
3πγ

∫

βy λion
ds
σy (σy + σx )

(1)

Here re is the classical electron radius, γ is the relativistic
factor, βy is the vertical beta function, λion is the ion line
density, σx and σy are the horizontal and vertical beam
sizes, and the integral is done around the ring. Assuming the
ions are trapped, the line density is given by Eq. (2), where
σion is the ionization cross section, P is the pressure, k is
the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, and nb is the
number of bunches that have passed.
λion = σion
∗

P
Ne nb
kT

(2)
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Some basic parameters of the PAR are given in Table 1.
Table 1: PAR Parameters
Parameter
Energy
Design bunch charge
Circumference
Rev. period
Natural emittance
Average βy
Average βx
Bunch length (damped)

Value
375 MeV
1 - 6 nC
30.7 m
102 ns
233 nm-rad
8.36 m
2.80 m
52 - 177 mm

The PAR cycle lasts 500 ms. At the start of the cycle,
linac pulses of approximately 1 nC charge are accumulated,
with a new pulse being added every 33 ms. Approximately
half way through the cycle, the 12th harmonic RF cavity
is turned on, reducing the bunch length by a factor of ∼3.
The bunch is extracted into the PTB transfer line at 483 ms,
leaving the PAR empty for 17 ms.
Because there is only one bunch in the PAR, it may seem
strange to talk about ion trapping. But because of the large
beam size (σy ≈ 200 µm, σx ≈ 800 µm) and short revolution time in the PAR, most ions will not be able to escape
between revolutions. From the ion’s point of view, the PAR
cycle looks a like a very long bunch train, with bunch spacing 102 ns, lasting for 483 ms. This gives the ions plenty of
time to accumulate.

MEASUREMENTS
The primary evidence for ion trapping in the PAR comes
from coherent tune shift measurements. The tune is measured using the bunch cleaning system [3]. The beam is
excited and its spectrum is measured using a pickup stripline.
An HP 89440 VSA is used to control the frequency range of
the excitation, and to record the beam response. The beam
is excited continuously over the cycle, but the measurement
trigger can be varied using a DG535 digital delay generator.
This allows us to measure the tunes at different times in
the PAR cycle. Figure 1 shows the vertical tune shift as a
function of charge (measured near the end of the cycle). We
also measured a positive horizontal tune shift of 4 × 10−4 /nC.
Additionally, we found the vertical tune shift increased when
we disabled most of the PAR ion pumps, leading to higher
pressure. All of these measurements point towards the presence of ions. This tune shift is not necessarily dangerous
(assuming we are not near any resonances), but the ions
could cause a beam instability at higher charge.
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Figure 1: PAR vertical tune shift vs charge. Disabling the
pumps increased the pressure by roughly a factor of 2.

Tune Shift Along the PAR Cycle

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

The large beam size and relatively short revolution period
of the PAR results in ions being trapped for the full cycle,
until the beam is extracted. Because the tune shift is proportional to ion density (Eq. (1)), we expect the tune to increase
along the cycle, as more and more ions accumulate.
The vertical tune as a function of time is plotted in Fig. 2,
for four different bunch charges. As expected, we do observe
an increasing tune shift with time, though it seems to saturate towards the end of the cycle. No beam instability was
observed for any of these conditions (i.e. we did not observe
any self-excited coherent motion).

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

Figure 3: PAR vertical beam size vs charge, with normal
and increased vacuum pressure.

SIMULATIONS
To study this effect in more detail, we obtained an ion
simulation code which was developed at SLAC [2]. It is a
“weak-strong" code, meaning that the ions are modelled using
macroparticles, but the beam is rigid. Thus the code can
model coherent effects (such as tune shifts or instabilities),
but not incoherent effects (such as tune spread or emittance
growth). The code tracks the beam through a realistic lattice,
and models its interaction with the ions at each element
(about 60 locations in the case of the PAR). It also allows for
multiple gas species with different ionization cross sections,
as well as pressure variation around the ring.
The measured beam size blowup with charge (Fig. 3) is
included as input in the simulation. The pressure variation
around the PAR (measured by the ion pumps), as well as a
dynamic pressure rise with charge are also included.
Preliminary simulations showed a large tune shift that
was linear in bunch charge, pressure, and time. This is
consistent with the simple analytical model (Eq. (1)), but
not the measured data. Since then, two additions have been
made to the simulation: multiple ionization, and the effect
of beam shaking.

Multiple Ionization

Figure 2: PAR vertical tune shift along the cycle.

Beam Size Blowup
We also observe a vertical beam size blowup with charge
in the PAR. Figure 3 shows the vertical beam size measured
by a synchrotron light monitor in the PAR. The blowup was
significantly more pronounced after a vacuum intervention,
when the PAR pressure was higher than normal. This blowup
may be a factor in limiting booster injection efficiency at
high charge [4].

Ions that are trapped for a long time have a chance of being
multiply ionized. This usually results in dissociation of the
ion. For example, an CO+ ion can be split into a C+ ion and
an oxygen atom. This process is relevant to our studies for
two reasons. First, the multiply ionized atom will have a
higher charge to mass ratio, and may no longer be trapped
by the beam. If it remains trapped and is further ionized (e.g.
C+ → C2+ ), it will have a stronger effect on the beam than a
singly ionized molecule.
This process has been implemented in the simulation as
follows: every turn, each ion in the accelerator has a chance
of being multiply ionized by the beam. The probability of
multiple ionization is:
Pmi =

σmi Ne nb
πσx σy

(3)
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Here σmi is the multiple ionization cross section for the
ion. Multiple ionization cross sections for H2 and CO are
taken from Tavares [5]. Typical values for this probability
are on the order of 10−6 . Since the PAR cycle takes millions
of turns, this can be a significant effect. At the moment, multiple ionization for heavier ions has not been implemented.

Effect of Beam Shaking
In order to measure the tune in the PAR, we excite the
beam using the drive stripline. For the measurements presented above, the beam was excited for the entire cycle. Recently, we discovered this tune measurement method has
a strong effect on the ions themselves, since they are less
likely to be trapped by an oscillating beam.
A realistic model of the beam shaking has been added to
the simulation. The tune is measured using a chirp, where the
frequency of the shaking is swept over a betatron sideband
of some revolution harmonic. The shaking amplitude is on
the order of the beam size. Shaking significantly reduced
the number of trapped ions, by as much as a factor of 4.

THPOA14

HIGH CHARGE SIMULATIONS
The good agreement of the simulation with the tune shift
data gives us confidence that it can be applied to predicting
instabilities at high charge. A series of simulations were
run with the same set of parameters described above, except that the beam size and pressure were extrapolated from
measureements at lower charge. Figure 5 shows the vertical
oscillation amplitude predicted by these simulations, up to
20 nC. While some cases show small oscillations (on the
order of a few percent of the beam size), there is no sustained instability predicted up to 20 nC. This implies that the
PAR should be safe from ion instability at the high charge
required for the APS-Upgrade.

Results

Figure 5: Simulated PAR vertical oscillation at high charge.

CONCLUSIONS
Because of trapped ions in the PAR, we observe a positive
vertical (and horizontal) tune shift, which increases along
the PAR cycle. We have used an ion simulation code to
model this effect. After including multiple ionization and
the effect of shaking the beam to measure the tune, the simulation agrees well with our measurements. Simulations
of high charge bunches in the PAR predict that the beam
should remain stable up to 20 nC. Future efforts will focus
on understanding the ion induced beam size blowup in the
PAR, and evaluating the possibility of ion instability in the
APS-U storage ring.
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Modelling the full PAR cycle (∼ 5 × 106 turns) takes
weeks of simulation time. To complete these simulations in
a reasonable amount of time (on the order of a day), one tenth
the number of turns are simulated, and relevant parameters
(pressure, damping times, and multiple ionization cross sections) are multiplied by 10. These simulations agreed with
“full” simulations within 20% when shaking is included, and
within 1% without shaking.
Figure 4 shows the simulated tune shift along the PAR
cycle, after including all of the effects and approximations
described above. The simulation now agrees qualitatively
with the measured data. Quantitative agreement is excellent
at high charge, but the simulation underestimates the tune
shift at low charge. In the simulation, as in the measurements,
the ions do not destabilize the beam.
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ADAPTIVE SPACE CHARGE CALCULATIONS IN MADX-SC*
Y. Alexahin†, V. Kapin, A. Valishev, FNAL, Batavia, IL 60510, USA
F. Schmidt, R. Wasef, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
Since a few years MADX allows to simulate beam
dynamics with frozen space charge à la Basseti-Erskine.
The limitation of simulation with a fixed distribution is
somewhat overcome by an adaptive approach that
consists of updating the emittances once per turn and by
recalculating the Twiss parameters after certain intervals,
typically every 1,000 turns to avoid an excessive
slowdown of the simulations. The technique has been
benchmarked for the PS machines over 800,000 turns.
MADX-SC code developments are being discussed that
include the re-introduction of acceleration into MADX
and more advanced beam sigma calculations that will
avoid code interruptions for the Twiss parameters
calculation.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
With the demand for ever higher intensities [1, 2] and
the SC tuneshifts already exceeding 0.5 there is a need in
reliable tools for simulations which take into account the
specifics of the lattice including imperfections. The PIC
codes use more detailed information on the SC forces but
are quite slow.
On the other hand there are codes (see references in
[3, 4]) that use a predefined beam shape (usually
Gaussian) for the SC kick calculations. Though this is
only an approximation to the real SC distribution it
greatly increases the speed making such codes suitable for
simulations studies of various factors e.g. the strategy of
the optics correction. It is also important that they use
exact formulas for the chosen beam shape making the SC
kick manifestly symplectic (at least in the 4D case), hence
these codes can be referred to as symplectic codes.
Depending on whether the beam sizes used for the SC
calculations are fixed or updated according to the
evolution of the tracking particle ensemble, the model is
called either frozen or adaptive. Both models are
available with MADX-SC.
In the present report we discuss the MADX-SC present
status and future developments.

MADX-SC CODE FEATURES
MADX-SC uses for SC simulations the BEAMBEAM
elements providing kicks according to the Basseti-Erskine
formula for Gaussian bunches. The simulations take a few
steps:
 preparation of the lattice (at present no name longer
than 8 characters is allowed),
____________________________________________
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 insertion of the BB elements using an external
program which cuts – if necessary – long elements,
 finding self-consistent optics functions and beam
sizes with linear SC forces,
 tracking an ensemble of particles with nonlinear SC
forces modulated by the particle synchrotron motion.
The latter feature is activated with command
option, bb_sxy_update=true before entering the
TRACK module [5].
The requirement for the existence of the self-consistent
closed optics limits the applicability of the present
approach. The way to overcome this limitation is
discussed in the last section.
Some new features were recently introduced in
MADX-SC e.g. option bucket_swap which returns
particle leaving the RF bucket at one end to the other end
like it happens in a train of bunches.

Space Charge Kick
In order to represent the space charge kick accumulated
over distance Ln the number of particles Nn in a fictitious
colliding beam must be set as:
Nn  B f

N Ln
,
C ( 2  1)

(1)

where Bf = Ipeak / Iaverage > 1 is the bunching factor, N is the
total number of particles in the beam, C is the machine
circumference and  is the relativistic mass factor. Eq. (1)
was obtained for ultra-relativistic BB elements, to work
correctly with the latest versions of MADX command
option, bb_ultra_relati=true should be issued.

Emittance Update
The tracking can be performed with either frozen or
adaptive SC. Both methods have their pros and contras.
The frozen SC method is faster but usually
underestimates the emittance blowup and particle losses
since the tunes of individual particle do not change. On
the other hand, the adaptive method can strongly
overestimate the blowup and the losses as the reduction in
the SC tuneshift can drive new and new particles onto a
resonance while in the case of frozen SC they would
remain stable.
The effect of the SC tuneshift reduction will be
exacerbated in simulations if the beam sizes are computed
with the r.m.s. emittances which are dominated by halo
particles with large amplitudes. Therefore the suppression
of the halo contribution is necessary but in such a way
that the core contribution was not affected.
Presently the following algorithm is implemented in
MADX which uses the self-consistent optics functions to
calculate the action variable values J (half the Courant5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields
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Snyder invariant) in the transverse planes for each
particle.
The distribution in each plane is sought for as an
exponential distribution (we drop the index of the plane)

F (J ) 

1



exp( J /  ) ,

(2)

where  is the geometric emittance which must be found
by fitting the tracking data. For this purpose it is better to
use the integrated distribution function. In the model it is
J

f ( J )   F ( J )dJ   1  exp( J /  ) ,

(3)

0

while in tracking

1
N

J N

  (J   J
0 k 1

k

)dJ  

1
N

N

 ( J  J
k 1

k

),

(4)

where N is the number of microparticles, (x) is Dirac’s
delta and (x) is the step function defined here as (x) = 0
for x  0 and (x) = 1 for x > 0.
To do the fitting the microparticles must be ordered so
that Jk  Jk - 1. Now we can introduce weight function w(J)
and construct penalty function
N

P ( )   w( J ){J /   log[1  g ( J )]}2 | J  J k ,

(5)

k 1

Looking for the extremum w.r.t.  we get for the
particular form (4) of g(J)
1



N

  w( J k ) J k log[1 
k 1

k 1 N
] /  w( J k ) J k2 .
N
k 1

(6)

In the program the weight function was chosen as
w(J) = 1/(J2 + J02) with some small J0 to avoid division by
zero. This weight function provides a moderate
suppression of the halo contribution and gives the exact
result for an exponential distribution g(J).
Unlike the transverse dimensions the bunch length is
presently determined via simple r.m.s. value.
The adaptive mode is initiated by command
option, emittance_update=true before entering the
TRACK module.
The method is quite fast but requires the knowledge of
optics functions which are changing with the beam
parameters. They can be periodically recomputed but this
is associated with difficulties mentioned in [4].

EXPERIENCE WITH ADAPTIVE SC
Both frozen and adaptive SC models were checked
against experimental data obtained at CERN PS and SPS
[4]. Figure 1 borrowed from [6] shows relative emittance
increase over 5105 turns at 2GeV observed
experimentally at PS and in MADX adaptive simulations.
The vertical tune was kept at Qy0 = 6.476, the SC
tuneshifts were estimated as Qx -0.05, Qy -0.07.

Figure 1: PS emittance evolution vs. Qx0. Dashed lines
present experimental results, solid lines with dots show
MADX simulations with adaptive SC.
For tunes Qx0 > 6.1 the agreement between the
experiment and the adaptive SC calculations is better than
with the frozen SC model but for tune as low as 6.037 the
adaptive SC calculations predict a dramatic horizontal
emittance blowup which is absent in both the experiment
and the frozen SC model.
There are a number of possible explanations of this
disagreement. First, the inevitable statistical fluctuations
in calculated emittances produce noise in the SC forces
which artificially heats the beam over that many turns.
Second, at Qx0 = 6.037 it was no longer possible to
perform Twiss runs during the simulations which indicate
that particle motion is basically locked to the (half)
integer resonance. We found a constant rate of emittance
growth over time that was not present when simulations
were done in the frozen mode.
In absence of stable self-consistent optics there was an
appreciable mismatch in the initial distribution which
excited the beam envelope oscillations. Figure 2 shows
initial emittance evolution with frozen (red) and adaptive
(green) SC. The envelope oscillations produced satellites
of the parametric resonance extending its reach in the case
of adaptive SC.
Hopefully it will be possible to study these effects in
more detail in the future.

Fermilab Booster SC Simulations
A study is going on of the possibility to increase beam
intensity in the Booster by as much as 50% with the same
injection energy 0.4 GeV. Simulations were performed
with beam parameters providing the SC tuneshifts
Qx -0.45, Qy -0.55. The bare lattice tunes were
chosen in the usual range 6.5 < Qx,y0 < 7.0 so that the
beam tunespread overlapped the half-integer value.
The measured optics from [7] was used but with a
different strategy of the optics correction [8]. Even with
corrected half-integer stopband there was strong vertical
beta-beat for the total tune Qy  6.3.
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mechanism, probably due to insufficient halo suppression
in emittance calculations.

OUTLOOK
Both the level of the noise and the severity of the
resonance “suction” in the adaptive SC simulations can be
alleviated by a stronger halo suppression. In the
accompanying report [9] a new method is presented
which provides halo suppression in a non-ambiguous way
and does not require the knowledge (or even existence) of
stable self-consistent optics.
The method is applicable for any number of coupled
degrees of freedom and yields a fitted -matrix which
then can be propagated around the machine with the help
of linear transport matrix T as
Figure 2: Horizontal emittance over first 1000 turns.

( s)  T(0)T t ,

Particle tracking was performed over 1000 turns in both
frozen and adaptive modes (see Fig. 3) with a small
number of microparticles, N = 2000. The total horizontal
tune was kept at Qx = 6.25.

where superscript “t” means transposition. After the new
BB elements are determined the tracking will be
performed as in the present version of MADX-SC.

(7)
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GASEOUS H2-FILLED HELICAL FOFO SNAKE FOR INITIAL 6D
IONIZATION COOLING OF MUONS*
Y. Alexahin†, FNAL, Batavia, IL 60510, USA
H2 gas-filled channel for 6D ionization cooling of
muons is described which consists of periodically inclined
solenoids of alternating polarity with 325MHz RF cavities
inside them. To provide sufficient longitudinal cooling
LiH wedge absorbers are placed at the minima of
transverse beta-function between the solenoids. An
important feature of such channel (called Helical FOFO
snake) is that it can cool simultaneously muons of both
signs. Theoretical considerations as well as results of
simulations with G4beamline are presented.

INTRODUCTION
Ionization cooling is the only method fast enough for
cooling of muons which is essential for realization of
muon collider, muon beam-based neutrino factories and
other experiments involving muons (see e.g. Ref. [1]).
Unfortunately the longitudinal motion is naturally antidamped in the most suitable momentum range (2300 MeV/c) since the ionization losses decrease with
momentum.
Two basic schemes were proposed in order to achieve
longitudinal cooling by forcing muons with higher
momentum to take a longer path in the absorber so that
they lose more energy. This can be realized by creating
dispersion in particle positions (without significant path
lengthening) and using wedge absorbers (so called
RFOFO channel [2]) or by creating sufficiently large path
lengthening with momentum and using a homogeneous
absorber (Helical Cooling Channel [3]).
The early versions of the so-called Helical FOFO
(HFOFO) snake [4] used a third possibility: locally large
path lengthening in slab absorbers due to a large slope of
the dispersion function there. This allowed the FOFO
snake to cool muons of both signs simultaneously.
Here we present a later version of the HFOFO snake
which incorporates wedge absorbers in such a way that
simultaneous cooling of  and + is still possible. This
allowed for smaller “snake” amplitude and improved
transmission.

BASIC PRINCIPLES
The helical FOFO snake is based on the following
principles: alternating solenoid focusing, periodic rotating
dipole field and resonant dispersion generation [4].
The focusing magnetic field is created by a sequence of
solenoids with alternating polarity and gaps between them
(the name FOFO reflects the fact that solenoid focusing
does not depend on polarity since it is quadratic in
____________________________________________
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magnetic field). Emittances of the two transverse normal
modes** are swapped with each change of polarity so
that both modes are cooled.
The transverse magnetic field component necessary for
dispersion generation can be created by periodical
inclination of solenoids. The idea of the HFOFO snake is
to make a rotating dipole field by inclining solenoids in
k =
rotating
planes
xcos(k) + ysin(k) = 0,
 (1-2/Ns)(k + 1), k =1, 2,…, Ns, Ns being the number of
solenoids/period.
If Ns=2(2j+1) then  in solenoid k = k1 see exactly the
same forces as + in solenoid k = k1 + Ns /2 since these
solenoids have the same inclination but opposite polarity.
In the result  and + orbits have exactly the same form
with longitudinal shift by half period (Ns /2 solenoids) but
are not mirror-symmetric as one might expect. This
allows us to find such orientation of wedge absorbers
(with periodicity = 2) that they provide longitudinal
cooling for both  and + at the same time

Figure 1: Top to bottom: layout of one HFOFO period,
magnetic field for p0 = 230 MeV/c, + equilibrium orbit
and dispersion.
Large dispersion can be generated if the transverse tune
Q is close to a resonant value. To obtain a positive
momentum compaction favorable for longitudinal cooling
it must be above the resonant value Q> n + Qs, Qs being
the longitudinal mode tune. Despite closeness to a
resonance the momentum acceptance of such channel can
be sufficiently large owing to higher order chromatic
effects.
** In an axisymmetric field they are cyclotron (Larmor) and drift modes
(see e.g. Ref [5])
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available momentum range from above by  333MeV/c.

LATTICE & OPTICS
Here we present a version of the HFOFO snake filled
with high-pressure gaseous hydrogen (GH2) which allows
for higher RF gradient and also works as an absorber.
Following the latest HCC design [6] we assume its
density to be equal to 20% of liquid hydrogen and take for
peak RF gradient Emax = 25 MV/m at fRF = 325 MHz. It is
assumed that GH2 will provide sufficient cooling of the
cavities windows so that they can be quite thin (0.12 mm
of Be in the beginning of the channel).
One period of the channel is schematically shown in
Fig. 1 (top). Its length is Lperiod=4.2m. There are Ns = 6
solenoids per period inclined by angle 2.5 mrad in planes
rotated by angles k = 4/3, 0, 2/3, 4/3, 0, 2/3;  = 0
corresponds to pitching in the vertical plane.
The lower two plots in Fig.1 show + equilibrium orbit
and dispersion found for momentum 230 MeV/c. The
normal mode tunes and normalized equilibrium
emittances are given in Table 1. The tunes were computed
from eigenvalues of a one-period transfer matrix; their
imaginary part describes oscillation damping due to the
regular part of ionization losses.
Table 1: The Normal Mode Tunes and Normalized
Equilibrium Emittances in the Beginning of the Channel
Parameter
Tune
Emittance, mm

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

Cooling Channel
The considered here HFOFO cooling channel consists
of matching-in section, 30 HFOFO periods and matchingout section. The average momentum of the beam core is
~250MeV/c, to pull it farther away from the upper limit
and reduce losses the design momentum is lowered along
the channel to ~200MeV/c by lowering current in
solenoids and adjusting RF phase and LiH absorber
wedge angle while keeping the solenoid geometry and RF
gradient constant. The total length of the channel is 131m.

Matching to the Front End
The Front End serves for muon production, bunching
and phase-energy rotation in multi-frequency RF field [8].
Transversely the muons are focused by solenoidal
magnetic field which is constant in the Buncher and
Rotator. Matching to the HFOFO oscillating magnetic
field is not easy due to a large momentum spread p/p 
12%. Figure 3 shows the results for fixed momentum.
Matching out of the channel is done in a similar way.

Mode I
Mode II
Mode III
1.227+0.010i 1.238+0.004i 0.189+0.005i
2.28
6.13
1.93

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

There is a large difference between the cooling rates
and equilibrium emittances of the transverse normal
modes (I and II) due to the axial symmetry breaking by
the dipole field component. This difference can be
reduced with the help of quadrupolar field of constant
polarity (but not necessarily of constant gradient) [4].
Such field works for both  and + despite breaking the
translational symmetry between the two beams. However,
it excites strong -beat and is not used here.

Figure 2: Transverse mode tunes vs. muon momentum.

The momentum acceptance was determined by
calculating the tunes for a constant momentum p (Fig. 2).
Surprisingly, the transverse tunes are “repelled” from the
integer resonance making what we may call static
acceptance very large (it is actually larger than shown).
However, there is a limitation due to change in the sign of
the slippage factor [4] which can be called the dynamic
acceptance since it is important only in the presence of
RF field. For the considered parameters it limits the

Figure 3. Magnetic field in the transition area (top) and function for a few values of momentum (bottom).

G4BL SIMULATIONS
The cooling was simulated using G4beamline code [8]
based on Geant4. Figure 4 (top) presents the initial and
final + distribution in three phase space planes. All
bunches were projected onto the same RF bucket in the
right plot. No cuts were applied. Distribution in  beam
looks similar. Distribution in the total momentum (bottom
plot) is a testimony of longitudinal cooling in the channel.
5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields
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Figure 4: Initial (blue) and final (red) + distributions.

Figure 5: Central momentum of  (blue) and + (red)
beams obtained with Gaussian fit.
Large excess in the central momentum over the design
value is explained by increase in the equilibrium
momentum for muons with large transverse amplitudes:
due to longer path these particles must move faster to be
in synchronism with RF.
It can be seen in Fig. 6 that stopping cooling by 10-20
m earlier would actually slightly improve the channel
performance due to lower losses.

SUMMARY & OUTLOOK
As it stands now the GH2-filled HFOFO snake can cool
simultaneously muons of both signs with initial
normalized emittances for the Gaussian core N(ini) =
12 mm, 22 mm, 23 mm down to N(fin) = 1.9 mm, 3.6 mm,

Figure 6: Evolution of the + (solid lines) and  (dashed
lines) beam intensities (top) and normalized emittances
(bottom) obtained with Gaussian fit.
7.6 mm for + and N(fin) = 1.6 mm, 4.6 mm, 7.2 mm for
. If all particles are counted the transmission is only
46% for + and 48% for  (decays included), but for the
Gaussian core it is 68%. The 6D normalized emittance is
reduced from 6103 mm3 to 51 mm3.
The 6D emittance can be further reduced by a factor of
~35 by adding a section with scaled down length of all
elements and increased solenoid current. A more
significant reduction probably can be achieved with
higher phase advance per cell providing smaller  at the
minima.
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Computation of beam emittance presents a challenging
problem due to long non-Gaussian tails. A multidimensional Gaussian fit [9] was used which
automatically suppresses halo contribution.
The fit also involves average particle coordinates which
we will call the central values to distinguish them from
the standard r.m.s. values. Obtained with its help
evolution of the central momentum is shown in Fig. 5,
while the relative intensity and normalized emittances of
the three normal modes is presented in Fig. 6.
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COMPUTING EIGEN-EMITTANCES FROM TRACKING DATA*
Y. Alexahin†, Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, Batavia, Illinois, USA
Abstract

In a strongly nonlinear system the particle distribution
in the phase space may develop long tails which contribution to the covariance (sigma) matrix should be suppressed for a correct estimate of the beam emittance. A
method is offered based on Gaussian approximation of
the original particle distribution in the phase space
(Klimontovich distribution) which leads to an equation
for the sigma matrix which provides efficient suppression
of the tails and cannot be obtained by simply introducing
weights. This equation is easily solved by iterations in the
multi-dimensional case. It is also shown how the eigenemittances and coupled optics functions can be retrieved
from the sigma matrix in a strongly coupled system.

INTRODUCTION

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Finding normal mode emittances (eigen-emittances) or
just second order moments from experimental or simulations data is needed for many applications, most notably
in analysis of particle cooling. In the cooling process the
non-Gaussian tails can develop producing a significant
contribution to the second moments of the distribution. Of
course we can make cuts but since the emittances are not
known in advance the procedure is ambiguous.
Furthermore, besides suppression of the halo contribution, an acceptable method must also provide the exact
result in absence of the halo. In the next section it is
shown how to do this.
In the third section we show – using the theory developed by V. Lebedev & A.Bogacz [1] – how to find eigenemittances and optics functions from a known covariance
matrix in the case of coupled oscillations.
Finally, in the Appendix we make an estimate of the error in eigen-emittances if the mechanical momenta are
used instead of the canonical ones.

reference value p0=mc00:

Px  ( px 

z  {x, Px , y, Py , s  c 0t ,  }

  (   0 ) / 02 0

where Px,y are canonical momenta normalized by the
____________________________________________
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(3)

Suppose that from measurements or simulations we
have a set of N particles positions in the phase space, z(k),
k = 1,…, N, and our task is to find the normal mode emittances. Let us first assume that the given distribution does
not contain long tails (outliers) and therefore we can use
simple averaging to find elements of the covariance matrix :
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Now consider particle distribution in the phase space
which is sometimes referred to as the Klimontovich distribution:
G( z ) 
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where 6D is the six-dimensional Dirac’s -function.
Our task is to approximate distribution (5) with a
smooth function. We will employ Gaussian distribution,
though other functions (e.g. parabolic) can be used:
F ( ) 

(1)

(2)

with px,y and Ax,y being the components of the mechanical
momentum and magnetic vector potential respectively
(we use Gaussian units). Finally,

GAUSSIAN FIT OF THE KLIMONTOVICH DISTRIBUTION
First let us introduce notation conventions: underlined
characters will denote (column) phase space vectors,
whereas upright capital letters will be used to designate
matrices.
Following [2] let us choose the path length s along the
reference orbit as the independent variable and dynamical
variables in the form:

e
Ax ) / p0
c
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1
exp[  ( ,  1 )]
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where n is the dimensionality of the problem (n = 6 in our
case) and (a, b) means a scalar product. Parameter  can
be considered as the fraction of particles in the beam core.
For a moment let us replace point-like particles in distribution G with spheres of radius  so that G was integrable with square and later put  0. Keeping  finite,
the fitting can be formulated as a minimization problem,
2
 ...  | F  G | dz1...dzn 
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Since the last integral does not depend on the fitting parameters the problem can be reformulated as a search for
the maximum of the first term taken with the opposite
sign. As G enters this term linearly we can put now  0
and perform integration. This leads to the merit function

H (, a, ) 



1

det   N

 exp[ 2 (
N

k 1

1
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,  1

(k )

)] 
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2 n / 21 

Iterative Procedure
Imposing the requirement that all derivatives of the
merit function w.r.t. fitting parameters turn zero we can
obtain the following set of equations (see [3] for details):
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In principle parameter  can be excluded by plugging
the last of Eqs. (9) into the first one, but then the control
over its value will be lost: due to the statistical nature of
the input data it may exceed 1 in the process leading to
wrong results. So the loop over this parameter should be
the outmost one if any.
The iterations over the -matrix have a tendency to oscillate so the convergence can be accelerated by introducing some damping.
Figure 1 shows the results of simulations with randomly generated 1D distributions of 2000 particles which are
a superposition of two normal distributions: one with
 = 1 (core) and the other with  = 3 (halo of relative
intensity fhalo). Each point presents an average over 100
seeds. Red color shows the results of iterations with variable  while the blue color corresponds to iterations with
 = 1. The shown  values in the latter case are obtained
a posteriori using the last of Eqs. (9).
It can be seen that inclusion of  in iterations noticeably improves the halo suppression but introduces a larger
spread in the results. In both cases the obtained  values
are much closer to that for the core compared to simple
r.m.s. value which for fhalo = 0.2 is 1/2=1.61.

EMITTANCES FROM -MATRIX

Known the -matrix we can not only find the normal
mode emittances but also obtain information on the
beta and dispersion functions. Taking the cue from
Ref. [1] let us consider the matrix product

Please note that the first of these equations cannot be
obtained by introducing weights in the definition (4).

  S

(10)

with S being the symplectic unity matrix
 0 1  0 1  0 1 .

  
  
S  
 1 0   1 0   1 0 

It can be shown [3] that matrix  has purely imaginary
conjugate pairs of eigenvalues whose absolute values give
the normal mode emittances.
For eigenvectors belonging to the same normal mode m
we can put
v 2 m  v 2 m1


(12)

where asterisk denotes complex conjugation and impose
the following normalization:
(v 2 m1 , Sv 2 m1 )  2i


Figure 1: Average over 100 realizations beam size (top)
and fraction of particles in the core (bottom) vs. fraction of
particles in the halo obtained with  = 1 fixed during iterations (blue dots) and with fitted  (red dots). The shadowed areas show the spread in these values.

(13)

Then the coupled optics functions (called Mais-Ripken
functions) can be found as [3]

 xm  (v 2m1 )1 ,  ym  (v 2m1 )3 ,  sm  (v 2m1 )5
2

2

2

(14)
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Due to statistical fluctuations these functions may exhibit cross-plane coupling which is absent in the underlying dynamical system so that they should be used only for
the normal mode identification and putting in the canonical order (x, y, t).
Besides the beta-functions the effective dispersion
functions can also be estimated as described in [3]. Requiring the 3rd mode projection on time coordinate to be
zero and taking ratio of its x-projection to -projection we
get
Dx 



x





Im[(v 5 )5 (v 5 )1 ]

Im[(v 5 )5 (v 5 ) 6 ]

(15)

and similarly for Dy with index replacement 13.
An example of application of the described algorithm
for the analysis of the ionization cooling of muons can be
found in [4]. It is also planned to use it in MADX-SC
code for fitting the distribution of tracking particles [5].

APPENDIX
We can use the described above method for computation of eigen-emittances to answer the often raised question of how important it is to use canonical momenta
instead of mechanical momenta. Let us assume that we
have a distribution of particles in axisymmetric magnetic
field Bz such that
 x 2  y 2   2 ,  Px2  Py2   p2 ,

(16)

Figure 2: Eigen-emittances with mechanical momenta
used vs. normalized magnetic field strength.
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with all other elements of the -matrix being zero (we
consider here a 4D case). Obviously both normal modes
have equal emittances 0 = p and beta-functions
 = /p.
Now, if we would use the mechanical momenta, the nonzero covariance coefficients would be

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

 x 2  y 2   2 ,

 p x2  Px2   K 2  y 2   p2  K 2 2   p y2 , (17)
 p x y    p y x  K 2 ,

K  Bz / 2 B

we would obtain for eigen-emittances

12, 2   02 (1  2K 2  2  2 | K |   1  K 2  2 )

(18)

Dependence of eigen-emittances on parameter K is
shown in Fig. 2. For the matched beta-function value
K = 1 emittances (18) differ by more than a factor of
two from the correct values. However their product – the
4D emittance – remains correct: 12=02.
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SIMULATING BATCH-ON-BATCH SLIP-STACKING IN THE FERMILAB
RECYCLER USING A NEW MULTIPLE INTERACTING BUNCH
CAPABILITY IN SYNERGIA
J. F. Amundson∗ , E. G. Stern, Q. Lu, R. Ainsworth, Fermilab, Batavia, Illinois
The Recycler is an 8 GeV/c proton storage ring at Fermilab. To achieve the 700 MW beam power goals for the NOvA
neutrino oscillation experiment, the Recycler accumulates
12 batches of 80 bunch trains from the Booster using slipstacking. One set of bunch trains are injected into the ring
and decelerated, then a second set is injected at the nominal
momentum. The trains slip past each other longitudinally
due to their momenta difference. We have recently extended
the multi-bunch portion of the Synergia beam simulation
program to allow co-propagation of bunch trains at different
momenta. In doing so, we have expanded the applicability
of the massively parallel multi-bunch physics portion of Synergia to include new categories of bunch-bunch interactions.
We describe the new batch-batch capability in Synergia and
present preliminary results from our first application of these
capabilities to batch–on-batch slip stacking in the Recycler.

INTRODUCTION
The Fermilab accelerator complex is currently being reconfigured and upgraded to meet the needs of the U.S. highenergy physics research community as defined by the Particle
Physics Project Prioritization Panel (P5) report of 2014 [1].
Several steps are being taken to to increase the delivered
intensity from the complex. The step we study in this work
is slip-stacking in the Fermilab Recycler.

THE FERMILAB RECYCLER AND
SLIP-STACKING
The Recycler is a 3.3 km long permanent magnet storage ring. Being based on permanent magnets, it has only
a limited energy acceptance, but it can be used to accumulate protons, through the slip-stacking procedure, during
which the Recycler will receive six batches of 80 bunches
each from the Fermilab Booster at its central momentum.
These batches will be decelerated to a lower momentum by
detuning one of two RF cavities in the Recycler. Because
the batches are lower in momentum than the design momentum, their position in the ring will slip backwards relative
to bunches at the design momentum. Six more batches will
then be injected at the design momentum. As the batches at
different momenta slip through each other, they will interact
with their near neighbors through the space-charge effect.
At the moment when the two sets of six batches slip into
alignment they can be considered to be six double-strength
batches instead of twelve single-strength batches. At that
time, they will be extracted from the Recycler and injected
∗

amundson@fnal.gov

into the Main Injector where higher voltage RF cavities will
merge and combine the different momentum bunches. See
Figure 1.
Since the slip-stacking in the Recycler involves low energies and high intensities, space charge effects are of particular concern. They are also quite complex – during slipstacking the lead bunch in Batch A passes through/near each
bunch in Batch B. The second bunch in Batch similarly interacts with all but one bunch from Batch B, and so forth.
By the time the two batches are combined into a new, highintensity batch, each bunch will have a history different from
every other bunch. Simulating this procedure requires significant computing resources, particularly massively parallel
computing resources.

SYNERGIA
The simulation package for this work is Synergia [2, 3],
an accelerator simulation framework designed to scale from
desktop computer to massively parallel supercomputers.
Synergia supports fully symplectic particle tracking through
linear and non-linear lattice elements with arbitrary apertures. It specializes in combining single-particle tracking
with a variety of collective effects for the simulation of
intensity-dependent physics.
The currently released version of Synergia supports the
calculation of space charge and wakefield effects in both
single bunches and a train of bunches (i.e., a batch.) Collective effects are incorporated in Synergia simulations using
the split-operator method [4]. In general, the Hamiltonian
describing the beam dynamics can be separated into singleparticle and collective pieces,
H = Hsingl e + Hcoll ect ive .

The time evolution mapping for a time step τ can be approximated:
τ
τ
M (τ) = M singl e
M coll ect ive (τ)M singl e
+O(τ 3 ).
2
2
Thus the beam propagation is reduced to simulating a series
of time steps. The step length τ should be chosen small
enough to ensure the convergence of the results.

Single-bunch simulations
Single-bunch simulations are at the core of Synergia. A
bunch of particles is evolved through the successive application of single-particle and collective operators. The singleparticle operators are applied to each particle in the bunch
individually, while the collective operators operate on the
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Figure 1: Slip stacking of two batches. Recycler batches consist of 80 bunches; only five bunches are shown for simplicity.
Batch B is injected first, then decelerated. Batch A is then injected and kept at the design momentum. Batch B is allowed to
slip relative to batch A until the two batches are aligned.
bunch as a whole. Synergia currently has single-bunch collective operators corresponding to space charge in a variety
of approximations from simple analytical (Bassetti-Erskine)
approximations to fully self-consistent three-dimensional
approaches. Synergia also contains models for wakefields
within the bunch for arbitrary external structures [5, 6].

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Synergia has the unique capability to perform multiplebunch simulations. The multi-bunch model consists of potentially many bunches, each centered around its own reference
particle. The bunches are assumed to stay at (nearly) steady
separation, but the separations themselves do not have to
be even, allowing for the incorporation of gaps. The single particle operators behave in the same way as for single
bunches. The collective operators, however, can operate on
individual bunches or one the entire set of bunches (batch)
at once. The most common application of multiple-bunch
simulations in Synergia involve space charge calculations
for each individual bunch combined with wakefield calculations between bunches. We have demonstrated that Synergia
simulations of multiple bunches can scale to use entire supercomputers. Figure 2 shows excellent scaling behavior of
a multiple-bunch Synergia simulation up to 131,072 cores.

Two-batch Simulations
The single- and multiple-bunch capabilities of Synergia
are sufficient to simulate a wide variety of accelerator scenarios. We have even found it possible to simulate a simplified
version of slip-stacking using the single-bunch model with
two sets of particles at different momenta combined with
periodic longitudinal boundary conditions. See Figure 3.
In order to model the full bunch-to-bunch variation in the
slip-stacking process, we have extended Synergia to include
two-batch simulations. The single-particle portion of the
two-batch model is a trivial extension of the single-particle
portion of the other models in Synergia; each batch is treated
as a separate multi-bunch simulation. The collective effects
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Figure 2: Weak scaling results for a multiple-bunch space
charge problem on a BlueGene/P system (Intrepid).

are more involved however. The two batches are not assumed to maintain constant separation. This makes space
charge calculations much more involved. In our model, the
primary batch determines the domain for the space calculation through the location of its bunches. The overlap of the
secondary batch is then superimposed on the domain and
the space charge effects are calculated. The overlap changed
dynamically throughout the simulation. Care must be taken
to avoid space charge models that assume a “typical” longitudinal profile because any such assumptions will certainly
be violated during portions of the slip-stacking process.

PRELIMINARY RESULTS
We have implemented the two-batch model in Synergia
and demonstrated its use in a simple two-on-two scenario.
See Figure 4. Unfortunately, this simulation does not yet
include space charge. We expect similar results with space
charge to be available soon.
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80-bunch simulation slip-stacking in the Fermilab Recycler.
We expect results within six months.
The addition of two-batch capabilities in Synergia opens
up the several possibilities for modeling other collective
effects. By treating one batch as a stationary set of electrons,
we could incorporate electron cloud effects in Synergia. By
treating the second batch as another beam, we could model
beam-beam effects. Both types of simulations are part of
the long-term goals for Synergia.
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DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR PROPOSED FERMILAB
INTEGRABLE RCS
J. Eldred and A. Valishev, FNAL, Batavia, IL 60510, USA
Abstract
Integrable optics is an innovation in particle accelerator
design that provides strong nonlinear focusing while avoiding parametric resonances. One promising application of
integrable optics is to overcome the traditional limits on accelerator intensity imposed by betatron tune-spread and collective instabilities. The efficacy of high-intensity integrable
accelerators will be undergo comprehensive testing over the
next several years at the Fermilab Integrable Optics Test Accelerator (IOTA) and the University of Maryland Electron
Ring (UMER). We propose an integrable Rapid-Cycling Synchrotron (iRCS) as a replacement for the Fermilab Booster to
achieve multi-MW beam power for the Fermilab high-energy
neutrino program. We provide a overview of the machine
parameters and discuss an approach to lattice optimization.
Integrable optics requires arcs with integer-pi phase advance
followed by drifts with matched beta functions. We provide
an example integrable lattice with features of a modern RCS
- long dispersion-free drifts, low momentum compaction,
superperiodicity, chromaticity correction, separate-function
magnets, and bounded beta functions.

INTRODUCTION

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Integrable optics is a development in particle accelerator
technology that enables strong nonlinear focusing without
generating parametric resonances [1]. A promising application of integrable optics is in high-intensity rings, where
it is necessary to avoid resonances associated with a large
betatron tune-spread while simultaneously suppressing collective instabilities with Landau damping. The efficacy of accelerator design incorporating integrable optics will undergo
comprehensive experimental tests at the Fermilab Integrable
Optics Test Accelerator (IOTA) [2] and the University of
Maryland Electron Ring (UMER) [3] over the next several
years. In this paper we discuss a potential Fermilab integrable rapid-cycling synchotron (iRCS) as a high-intensity
replacement for the Fermilab Booster.
At Fermilab, a core research priority is to improve the
proton beam power for the flagship high-energy neutrino
program [4]. In the current running configuration, a 700 kW
120 Gev proton beam is delivered to a carbon-target for the
NuMI beamline that supports the NOvA, MINERvA, and
MINOS neutrino experiments. Next, the Proton Improvement Plan II (PIP-II) will replace the 400 MeV linac with a
new 800 MeV linac that will increase the 120 GeV proton
power of the Fermilab complex to 1.2 MW [5].
The next flagship neutrino experiment at Fermilab will be
the LBNF/DUNE [6]. The P5 Report referred to LBNF as
“the highest priority project in its lifetime” and set a benchmark for a 3σ measurement of the CP-violating phase over

75% the range of its possible values [7]. The P5 benchmark
for the CP-violating phase corresponds to a 900 kt·MW·year
neutrino exposure requirement [4, 6]. For a 1.2 MW proton
power and a 50 kt LAr detector, 15 years are required to
meet that benchmark. For a 3.6 MW proton power and a 36
kt LAr detector, 7 years are required.
In order to achieve a 120 GeV proton power significantly
beyond the 1.2 MW delivered by PIP-II, it will be necessary
to replace the Fermilab Booster with a modern RCS [4]. The
Fermilab Booster is over 45 years old and faces limitations
from its magnets and its RF alike. There is no beampipe
inside the dipoles and the magnet laminations generate an
impedance instability. The impedance instability provides
∼200k deceleration during transition crossing at current
beam intensities [8]. The Booster dipoles are combined
function magnets which constrain tunability and amplify
electron cloud instabilities [9]. The Booster RF cavities
underwent a refurbishment process and cooling upgrade in
order to achieve a 15-Hz Booster ramp rate [10] but the ramp
rate will not be able to exceed 20-Hz without replacing the
Booster RF entirely.
Figure 1 shows one of several siting options for an iRCS
replacement for the Fermilab Booster. Neither the RCS
circumference nor the injection linac length are constrained
by the siting.

Figure 1: Site location for the proposed iRCS, relative to the
PIP-II linac, muon campus, and Main Injector [11].

RCS DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
If the PIP-II era Booster were to fill the Main Injector
without slip-stacking, there would be 0.5 MW available at
120 GeV. Table 1 shows how different parameters of a replacement RCS could modify that beam power. The bolded
parameters correspond to the particular scenario that relies on integrable optics and a small increase in aperture to
achieve 3.6 MW of beam power.
5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields
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Table 1: Multipliers on beam power relative to PIP-II Booster
with boxcar stacking in the Main Injector. Bolded values
shows an integrable RCS scenario that provides 3.6 MW of
beam power.
Booster-MI Beam Power

0.5 MW

Laslett Tune-spread
-0.11
-0.27
-0.54
Injection Energy
0.8 GeV
1.2 GeV
2.0 GeV
95% Transverse Emittance
20 π-mm-mrad
25 π-mm-mrad
40 π-mm-mrad
RCS ramp rate
12 Hz
20 Hz
40 Hz

∆ν/∆ν (0)
× 1.00
× 2.45
× 4.91
βγ 2 /(β0 γ02 )
× 1.00
× 1.61
× 3.21
(0)
 N / N
× 1.33
× 1.67
× 2.67
(0)
TM I /TM I
× 0.90
× 1.00
× 1.09

The Fermilab Booster has a 95% transverse admittance
of 15 π-mm-mrad, but the 95% admittance of the 5.7cm
diameter beampipe is 20 π-mm-mrad without the restriction
from the dipole magnets [4, 13]. On the other hand, the
95% transverse admittance of the Main Injector is 40 π-mmmrad [14].
For a fixed lattice design, the transverse admittance increases quadratically with increase aperture. Either the magnet current or the accelerator circumference can be increased
to compensate for the change in the magnet aperture. Table 2
shows the transverse emittance as a function of injection energy and aperture. Fermilab has designed RF cavities for an
RCS with apertures up to 8.255cm [13].
Table 2: 95% Transverse admittance (in π-mm-mrad) of
RCS as a function of aperture and injection energy. Asterisks
indicates cases which exceed the Main Injector admittance
of 40 π-mm-mrad.

A high-intensity RCS is constrained by betatron resonance
losses incurred by a large Laslett betatron tune-spread. The
Laslett tune-spread is given by


λ(z)
Nr0
∆ν(z) ≈
F
(1)
2π N βγ 2 hλiz
where N is the number of particles, r0 is the classical radius,  N is the normalized transverse emittance, λ(z) is the
local charge density at position z, and F is a transverse
form factor [4]. Phase-space painting from PIP-II Linac
will substantially improve the transverse and longitudinal
beam uniformity. Eq. 1 can be rewritten to express the beam
intensity as a function of the other three parameters:
N ∼ ∆νmax ×  N × βγ 2
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(2)

where νmax is the maximum Laslett tune-spread that can be
sustained with minimal losses.
If integrable optics enable a significantly higher maximum Laslett tune-spread, this would be a very cost-effective
way to improve RCS performance. The subsequent section
discusses how integrability impacts the RCS lattice optimization. Detailed simulations of space-charged dominated
beams in integrable lattices is an ongoing work [2, 12] and
the ultimate limitation on Laslett tune-spread is not fully
determined.
For a fixed Laslett tune-spread, the intensity of an RCS
can be improved by increasing the injection energy. Table 1 shows how the βγ 2 parameter in Eq. 2 changes with
an energy upgrade of the PIP-II Linac. Increasing the injection energy also reduces the transverse emittance relative
to the normalized admittance, through adiabatic damping
 =  N /(βγ).

95% Transverse Admittance (π-mm-mrad)
Injection
RCS Aperture
Energy
5cm 5.7cm 6.35cm 8.1cm
0.8 GeV
15
20
25
40
1.2 GeV
20
26
33
53*
2.0 GeV
28
38
48*
76*
Assuming conventional boxcar stacking, the impact of the
RCS ramp rate on the MI beam power can be calculated by:
PM I = Nnb E M I /TM I

(3)

TM I = TRamp + (nb − 1)TRCS

(4)

where nb is the number of batches. As long as the Main
Injector ramp remains long compared to the Main Injector
fill time, the RCS ramp rate has only a modest effect on the
Main Injector beam power. However, the RCS ramp rate
will be an important parameter for any experiments which
receive the RCS beam while the Main Injector is ramping.
An alternate RCS design with an extraction energy of
21 GeV should also be considered. Keeping the aperture
and acceleration rate constant, the extraction energy of an
accelerator design can be scaled by increasing the integrated
dipole length, circumference, and number of RF cavities
proportionately.
For boxcar stacking, increasing the extraction energy has
only a marginal effect on Main Injector beam intensity. However it should be carefully considered if a higher extraction
energy would enable the RCS beam to be stacked to a greater
Main Injector intensity. For example, slip-stacking is an
accumulation technique currently used to double the intensity of the Main Injector, but the feasibility of slip-stacking
beyond the PIP-II era is still under investigation [14, 15].
An RCS with an extraction energy of 21 GeV would avoid
transition crossing in the Main Injector and that would address one of several challenges associated with high-intensity
slip-stacking. An alternate accumulation approach could be
transverse stacking via nonlinear-resonant injection [16].
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Table 3: Parameters of iRCS Lattice

IRCS EXAMPLE LATTICE
The iRCS should incorporate the innovations in RCS
design that have been developed after the Fermilab
Booster [17]. Periodicity and bounded beta functions increase the dynamic aperture. Transition crossing can be
avoided by designing the lattice with a low momentum
compaction factor. Modern RCS design also uses separatefunction dipole magnets and long dispersion-free drifts. In
this section we show an example integrable lattice with these
features.
An accelerator can achieve integrable optics with alternating sections of T-inserts and nonlinear magnets [1]. The
T-inserts are arc sections with π-integer betatron phaseadvance in the horizontal and vertical plane. The lattice
should be dispersion-free in the nonlinear section and the
horizontal and vertical beta functions should be matched. A
special nonlinear elliptical magnet is matched to the beta
functions to provide the nonlinear focusing.
Figure 2 shows an example iRCS lattice and Table 3 shows
the key parameters of this lattice. The lattice is composed
of 12 identical achromatic arcs and dispersion-free drifts.
Every other drift hosts a nonlinear insert, so the lattice forms
6 periodic cells with a T-insert section and a nonlinear insert
section. The drifts in the center of each T-insert arc are used
for injection, extraction, and RF acceleration.

Parameter
Circumference
Periodicity
Vertical Aperture
Maximum Energy
Bend Radius
Peak Dipole Field
Peak Quadrupole Field
Peak Sextupole Field
Max Beta Function
Max Dispersion
Insertion Length / Cell
Total Insertion Length
Single Dipole Length
Number of Dipoles
Number of Quadrupoles
Number of Sextupoles
Momentum Compaction
Extraction Phase-Slip Factor
Betatron Tunes
Linear Chromaticities
Second-order Chromaticities

Value
486 m
6 (12)
5 cm
8 GeV
15.6 m
1.25 T
25 T/m
180 T/m2
35 m
0.8 m
8.1 m
97 m
2.8 m
48
156
48
2×10−3
-6×10−3
19.7
-10
50

was examined in [19]. Chromaticity is compatible with
integrability if the horizontal and vertical chromaticities are
matched. In the example iRCS lattice the chromaticities
were matched and reduced in both the first and second order.
The chromaticity values shown in Fig. 3 are the result of
correction by the sextupole magnets (green in Fig. 2).

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

To preserve integrability, sextupole magnets should also
be located so that their effect cancels harmonically (separated
by a π-odd phase-advance) [18]. To maintain the flexibility
of the early design, this constraint was not imposed on the
example lattice shown here. This constraint can be met by
requiring a π-odd phase-advance for the 12 linear-periodic
cells or by combining into 6 complex linear-periodic cells.

Figure 2: TWISS parameters for one of the six periodic
cells. (top) Horizontal and vertical beta functions shown in
black and red respectively. (middle) Location and length of
magnetic lattice elements where dipoles are shown as short
blue rectangles, quadrupoles shown as tall orange rectangles,
and sextupoles shown as green rectangles. (bottom) Linear
dispersion function.
This example lattice is compatible with the 8-GeV lattice described in the previous section. By increasing the
circumference and number of cells, the 8-GeV lattice can
easily be scaled up to 21-GeV lattice with a lower momentum
compaction factor.
The effect of linear chromaticity on integrable motion was
examined in [18] and the effect of nonlinear chromaticity

SUMMARY & FUTURE WORK
To achieve multi-MW beam power for the Fermilab highenergy program, an integrable RCS replacement for the Fermilab Booster is an option that merits careful scrutiny. In this
paper we explore some of the preliminary design concerns
and provide an example integrable RCS lattice design. Experimental and numerical work on the interaction between
integrable optics and space-charge dominated beams is still
ongoing [2, 3, 12].
Upcoming efforts will study the space-charge dynamics of
the lattice, integrate sextupoles with harmonic cancellation,
and investigate longitudinal and transverse stacking schemes.
The design of the high-power H− stripping foil and injection
chicane will also be developed.
5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields
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SIMULATION OF MULTIPACTING WITH SPACE CHARGE EFFECT IN
PIP-II 650 MHz CAVITIES *
G. Romanov#, Fermilab, Batavia, Illinois, USA
Abstract
The central element of the Proton Improvement Plan -II
at Fermilab is a new 800 MeV superconducting linac, injecting into the existing Booster. Multipacting affects superconducting RF cavities in the entire range from high energy elliptical cavities to coaxial resonators for low-beta
part of the linac. The extensive simulations of multipacting
in the cavities with updated material properties and comparison of the results with experimental data are routinely
performed during electromagnetic design at Fermilab. This
work is focused on multipacting study in the low-beta and
high-beta 650 MHz elliptical cavities. The new advanced
computing capabilities made it possible to take the space
charge effect into account in this study. The results of the
simulations and new features of multipacting due to the
space charge effect are discussed.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
Proton Improvement Plan-II [1] at Fermilab is a plan for
improvements to the accelerator complex aimed at providing a beam power capability of at least 1 MW on target at
the initiation of LBNE (Long Base Neutrino Experiment)
operations. The central element of the PIP-II is a new 800
MeV superconducting linac, injecting into the existing
Booster. A room temperature (RT) section of the linac accelerates H- ions to 2.1 MeV and creates the desired bunch
structure for injection into the superconducting (SC) linac.
The superconducting part of the linac explores five superconducting cavity types operating at three different frequencies
Multipacting can affect practically all accelerating RF
cavities and their components in the entire range energies
and frequencies. Therefore we routinely perform the extensive simulations of multipacting (MP) as a part of RF design in each SC and RT cavities and other RF components
under development (excepting SC half wave resonators
since they are developed for PIP-II by other institution [2]).
Also we use every opportunity to compare MP simulations
with experimental data to evaluate overall reliability and
accuracy of our simulation technique.
In present simulations of MP in high beta (HB, β=0.9)
and low beta (LB, β=0.6) 650 MHz cavities with the use of
CST Particle Studio we followed in general our practical
approach described in [3]. At the same time the new advanced computing and software capabilities made it possible to take space charge effect into account in this study.
It is shown in [4] that the space charge effects play a
prominent part in the secondary electron resonance dis____________________________________________
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charge, i.e. multipacting. In the elementary theory of multipacting and in the most MP simulation codes the space
charge effect is neglected, which results in infinite growth
of electron number in the calculations or in the simulations
(a growth is typically exponential, but not always). Such
MP dynamics is representative for the initial stages of multipacting development, and, actually, the multipacting
thresholds predicted by the models without space charge
effect usually are in a good agreement with the experiments. However, for the quantitative parameters of developed multipacting process such as discharge current,
power, energy spectrum etc. the predictions of the elementary theory are not reliable or even cannot be done.
In principle developed multipacting is essentially a
space charge limited process, and its first phenomena is a
saturation of the discharge current density. During developed multipacting there are one or several bunches of electrons in RF device volume (number depends on MP order),
which are well formed by phase focusing mechanism.
Space charge of an electron bunch pushes peripheral particles out from phase stability interval (and possibly from
area where dynamic conditions for multipacting exist).
Therefore, a number of electrons constantly go out of the
game. This loss of electrons is compensated by secondary
electrons re-emitted at each RF cycle. Finally a dynamic
equilibrium is established between losses and re-emission,
and the process comes to the steady state regime in which
discharge current density stops at certain level, and no infinite growth of particle number occurs [4, 5, 6].

Figure 1: Typical behaviour of particle number in PIC simulations of multipacting with space charge ON. Level of
particle number saturation depends on maximal SEY of the
walls (simulated in PIP-II low beta 650 MHz cavity).
Following this speculation discharge current density saturation level should depend on secondary emission yield
of material – the higher SEY, the higher current density.
Indeed, one can see that in the simulations (see Fig.1), and
that was confirmed in the experiments [7]. There is also a
global limit of discharge current density, which cannot be
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overcome at any big SEY. When the strength of electrostatic field generated by space charge becomes comparable
with driving RF field, then the interval of phase stability
starts shrinking and that prevents further current density increase [6]. One more noticeable feature of space charge
limited multipacting found in the experiments [7] is much
lower energy of collision compare to the elementary theory
predictions. As a result, MP bands with space charge effect
are shifting toward higher field levels, and they are narrower than the ones without it [4]. Of course, when the
charge tends to zero, the limits of the multipacting domain
are found as determined by the elementary theory.

MODELS AND WORKFLOW DETAILS
The simulations were performed for the single central
cells of 650 MHz cavities (the full length models are shown
in Fig.2). As usual a particular attention was given to quality of the field maps and accuracy of particle tracking
which both depend strongly on mesh density. For particle
tracking we used CST Particle-in-Cell (PIC) solver exclusively because of its capability to handle space charge effect, and, as an additional advantage, because it can use
GPU acceleration. The RF field maps were calculated by
CST eigenmode solver (EM) and then imported into PIC
solver. In the model equator area susceptible to MP, the
minimal mesh cell size of tetrahedral mesh, which is exploited by EM solver, was 0.2 mm, while the one of hexahedral mesh used by PIC solver was 0.35 mm.

THPOA20

and use the primitive deterministic emission models in
which number of secondary electrons depends only on the
energy of primary electrons. The SEY curves used in the
simulations are shown in Fig.3. They are conventionally
called “Niobium baked”, “Niobium discharge cleaned”
and “Niobium wet”, since actually they are true SEY data
for niobium baked at 300°C, argon discharge cleaned niobium and wet treated niobium . The limited number of simulations were performed (without GPU acceleration) with
the Furman emission models to compare with. These simulations showed that for niobium the difference between
probabilistic models and deterministic ones is not large, because re-emission for niobium due to the elastic and diffusion scattering is very low in the Furman models. Anyway,
this discrepancy is not that important, because there is no
relation to the actual condition of the cavity material, and
different SEY data were used just to evaluate impact of surface finish.
PIC simulation with space charge ON requires more iterations per time step. But due to the saturation and therefore limited number of particles it turned out to be surprisingly faster than the one without space charge effect.

Figure 3: Secondary emission yield data used in the simulations.

5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields

IMPACT OF SPACE CHARGE
How space charge effect changes MP dynamic was studied during simulations in the central cell of low beta 650
MHz cavity (the multipacting with space charge ON developed in typical for all elliptical cavities location is shown
in Fig.4).

Figure 4. Snap shot of steady state multipacting with space
charge effect. Particle colours indicate their energy.
Direct comparison of multipacting intensity with and
without space charge effect is not possible. For saturated
regime a growth rate is zero, therefore it cannot be an indication of multipacting at all. An effective secondary emis-
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Figure 2: The models of PIP-II 650 MHz cavities.
One more important advantage of the CST PIC solver
are time dependent sources of initial particles, which allows distributing the initial particles over phases of RF
fields. We used “Particle Area Source” with Gaussian
emission model, which seems to be the most flexible and
convenient for MP simulations. The details on Gaussian
particle source setting are given in [8].
The CST Particle Studio has an advanced Furman-Pivi
model probabilistic emission model along with other ones
in its library [9]. This emission model includes the stochastic properties of secondary emission and adds elastic and
re-diffused reflection of primary electrons from the surfaces into simulations. The inclusion of the probabilistic
factors of re-emission along with elastic scattering and rediffusion makes the simulation predictions much closer to
the experimental data [10], and their usage is preferable.
But in the present simulations we use the GPU acceleration
of calculations, and unfortunately the GPU based PIC
solver does not support Furman nor any other emission
model from the library yet. Therefore, we had to import
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sion yield is not a convenient indicator either, since it always equals 1 during multipacting regardless intensity of
discharge [11]. Instead a total steady state re-emission current was used as MP characteristic in case of active space
charge effect and compared with effective secondary emission yield <SEY> obtained in simulation without space
charge. The result of simulations expresses the MP reemission current and <SEY> as functions of cavity energy
gain is shown in Fig.5. The average energies of collisions
can be compared directly and are shown in Fig.6.

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

fields with increasing of SEY. As it was mentioned above,
the lower SEY, the closer the results obtained with and
without space charge effect, since MP steady state regime
is achieved at smaller space charge for low SEY.

Figure 7: Multipacting barriers in the central cell of low
beta 650 MHz PIP-II cavity at different surface cleanness.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 5: Comparison of MP simulations with space charge
(I emission) and without one (<SEY>).

Figure 6: Average energy of collisions in simulations with
space charge and without one.
The result of simulation is consistent with theoretical and
experimental results from [4, 6]: a maximum of MP band
moves toward higher fields when space charge is ON; the
MP band itself is narrower and energy of collision is lower
compare to the simulations with zero space charge. But it
is important to notice that the lower boundary of MP is predicted very accurately by the simulations based on the elementary theory without space charge effect.

RESULTS OF SIMULATIONS
For both low beta and high beta models the simulations
were performed with every given SEY data. The secondary
emission current I_emission averaged over last 5 RF periods was calculated as the function of energy gain of a cavity. The results of simulations are presented in Fig.7-8. As
contrasted to the <SEY> calculated in the simulations
without space charge effect, steady state emission current
in the simulations with space charge is not proportional to
SEY of material, and its maximum moves toward higher
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Figure 8: Multipacting barriers in the central cell of high
beta 650 MHz PIP-II cavity at different surface cleanness.
In general the present results are in a good consistency
with the previous simulations and experiments. The MP
barrier in the low beta single cell simulated in [12] with
Furman-Pivi SEY model is 4.9÷11.4 MeV. The experiments with single low beta cells in [13] demonstrated the
MP activity in 4.9÷5.6 MeV interval - apparently the cells
were pretty clean and RF conditioning eliminated the MP
barrier very quickly. The power tests of 5 cell high beta
cavity at Fermilab [14] had the MP problems in the interval
of 10.6÷17 MeV.

CONCLUSION
The inclusion of space charge effects in MP simulations
does not result in significant changes of MP barriers. On
the other hand the energy of collision and the power deposition in the simulations with space charge effect are apparently very different compare to classic theory. That is interesting phenomena, which requires further study.
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MULTIPACTING IN HOM COUPLER OF LCLS-II 1.3 GHz SC CAVITY*
G. Romanov#, A. Lunin and T. Khabiboulline, Fermilab, Batavia, Illinois, USA
Abstract
During high power tests of the 1.3 GHz LCLS-II cavity
on the test stand at Fermilab an anomalous rise of temperature of the pickup antenna in the higher order mode
(HOM) coupler was detected in accelerating gradient range
of 5-10 MV/m. It was suggested that the multipacting in
the HOM coupler may be a cause of this temperature rise.
In this work the suggestion was studied, and the conditions
and the location, where multipacting can develop, were
found.

a)

b)

Figure 1: a) Eigenmode model of HOM coupler; b) Electric
field imported into PIC model.
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INTRODUCTION
During high power tests of the 1.3 GHz cavity for Linac
Coherent Light Source (LCLS-II, [1]) on the test stand at
Fermilab an anomaly rise of temperature of the pickup antenna in the higher order mode (HOM) coupler was detected in accelerating gradient range of 5-10 MV/m, while
nominal gradient is 16 MV/m. It was suggested that multipacting (MP) in the HOM coupler may be a cause of this
temperature rise due to energy deposition of MP electrons
at bombardment sites. The multipactor (MP) in the HOM
couplers of TESLA-type cavities is a known phenomenon
that was studied already in a number of works (see [2, 3, 4]
for example). Apparently the MP is not very powerful,
since there is no noticeable temperature rise of other parts
of HOM coupler besides the antenna. On the other hand the
pickup antenna has much less effective cooling compare to
the HOM coupler in general, so even a small energy deposition can heat it and be a reason of thermal runaway.
Therefore we were searching MP in the given interval of
accelerating gradients that would deposit energy directly
on the antenna body.
The search of the MP was performed with the use of CST
Studio Suite. The electromagnetic fields inside the coupler
were calculated by eigenmode solver. Then the properly
scaled fields were imported into PIC solver and the particle
tracking was performed using our usual approach [5]. The
eigenmode HOM coupler model and the fields imported
into PIC solver model are shown in Fig.1.

MP IN THE NOMINAL HOM COUPLER
GEOMETRY
At first the search of MP was performed in the HOM
coupler of nominal geometry. In this geometry a gap of the
HOM feedthrough (“coupling” gap) is 0.5 mm corresponding to the drawings. Other important gap (“filter” gap) is
used to tune filtering properties of the HOM coupler. This
gap is about 2 mm (the end wall is not flat, so the distance
is approximate). Both gaps are shown in Fig.2.
___________________________________________
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Figure 2: The known zones of multipacting.

b)
a)
Figure 3: a) Locations of the particle sources; b) Total SEY
of the wet treated niobium from CST material library.
The sources of primary electron were placed in all possible locations of MP as shown in Fig.3a. Secondary emission yield curve (SEY, also shown in Fig.3b)) was taken
from the CST material library. It corresponds to wet treated
niobium. Obviously, a real surface is much better cleaned,
but the wet treatment data was chosen deliberately because
high SEY helps to find all dynamically possible MP cases.
In general, the simulations just confirmed what was
found in the previous studies [2, 3, 4]: namely, there are
three zones, where multipacting develops at different accelerating gradients (see Fig.2). The result in the form of
<SEY> vs accelerating gradient is shown in Fig.4, where
<SEY> is a ratio of total emission current to total collision
current averaged over last 5 RF periods of simulation.
Value of <SEY> greater than 1 indicates particle multiplication. Only one new addition to the known results is a
non-resonant MP [5, 6, 7], which develops in zone 2 at Eacc
= 5-10 MV/m. Usually this kind of multipacting is missed
if the simulations are performed with single-trajectory
tracking codes.
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optimal value moves this zero line away and increases average level of electric field (see Fig.5b)). As a result E_min
can be significantly lowered as low as the experimental
threshold of 5 MV/m (for the filter gap decreased by 0.5
mm).

a)
Figure 4: Effective <SEY> in the HOM coupler of nominal
dimensions.
All these MP cases do not generate sufficient power deposition on the pickup antenna (less than 0.1% of total collision power falls on the antenna) that could explain thermal runaway during high power tests. The simulations with
positive potential on the antenna showed increasing of particle deposition by 1-2 orders, but there is no reason to assume that some self-charging of the antenna due to particle
bombardment may happen.
Therefore, normally the antenna heating due to multipacting in the mentioned areas should not occur.

b)

Figure 5: Distribution of electric field component normal
to surface on the antenna tip for properly tuned coupler a)
and detuned coupler b).

a)

MP IN THE COUPLING GAP

5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields

b)

Figure 6: a) Multipacting in the coupling gap of 0.9 mm.
b) Particle number growth in the gap at accelerating gradient of 12.7 MV/m.

ON POSSIBILITY OF DARK CURRENT
GENERATION BY MP IN HOM COUPLER
It was suggested that the multipacting in HOM coupler
of the 1.3 GHz LCLS cavity can be a source of dark current
in the cavities of this part of the accelerator. The suggestion
was based on the fact that the secondary electrons generated by the MP discharge come out from the HOM coupler
into the beam pipe between cavities and there can be captured in acceleration.
The check this speculation the study was performed with
the use of CST Studio Suite as before. The electromagnetic
fields inside the coupler were calculated by eigenmode
solver. But this time the beam pipe in the model was longer
and mesh density in it was the same as for HOM coupler
parts to enhance accuracy of tracking (see Fig.7).
Then the electromagnetic field maps were imported in
PIC solver, and the multipacting simulations were performed at accelerating gradient of 15 MV/m, which is the
highest MP barrier in Zone 2 close to the operating gradient. The model for MP simulation is shown in Fig.8. In this
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The most natural MP process that could explain the antenna heating would be multipacting directly in the coupling gap. But for nominal gap size of 0.5 mm there is no
conditions for multipacting, since parameter f·d is less than
theoretical threshold of 80-90 MHz·cm, where f is operating frequency and d is size of the gap. This threshold of 8090 MHz·cm is confirmed by many experiments, and MP of
any type cannot exist below it [8].
On the other hand, parameter f·d is very sensitive in our
case due to high operating frequency, and it exceeds the
threshold already at d=0.615 mm. It is possible that such
small deviation can happen due to inaccurate assembly, excessive etching or misalignment. To check this the coupling gap was set to 0.9 mm (the size was chosen to ensure
an excitation of MP). The fields in the HOM coupler have
been re-simulated with this gap size. The electric field distribution in the gap is extremely non-uniform and even
changes its sign (see Fig.5a)). Nevertheless, the resonance
MP develops in the gap as expected as shown in Fig.6.
The simulations of multipacting as a function of accelerating gradient indicated a threshold of the MP barrier for d
=0.9 mm as low as E_min = 14.35 MV/m. Since E ~ d, then
for d = 0.615 mm MP barrier would start at E_min = 9.8
MV/m. It is slightly higher than the high power tests
demonstrated. A factor that can decrease MP threshold is a
quality of HOM coupler tuning, i.e size of the filter gap.
Properly tuned HOM coupler has minimal electric field in
the coupling gap, and the field has zero line across the antenna tip (see Fig.5a). Deviation of the filter gap size from
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model the cavity cell was replaced with extension of beam
pipe to reduce number of meshcells.
At the ends of the PIC model two metal plates were installed to collect the particles, measure their parameters
and total incident current (sort of Faraday cups). The simulations were done with space charge effect ON, so, number of particles does not grow exponentially, but comes to
a saturation. Therefore an incident current is practically
constant after certain time of MP development (see Fig.9).
Actually slight increasing of total number of particles still
continues longer due to the accumulation of very slow particles in the beam pipe, but it can be neglected.

Figure 7: Eigenmode model of the HOM coupler.

Toward neighbouring
cavity.

Figure 8: The model for PIC simulations.

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

The “Faraday cup” at the left end of the model does not
indicate even a single electron. The total electron current
that reach right end of the model is 2% of total re-emission
current generated in the HOM coupler. Average energy of
the electrons colliding with the right “Faraday cup” is
4 keV, some random electrons gain 25 keV.

CONCLUSION
This study showed that in properly assembled and
properly tuned HOM coupler the known MP cases do not
heat the pickup antenna. At the same time it was demonstrated that a combination of coupling and filter gaps deviations can create conditions for specific multipacting in the
coupling gap. This MP can be responsible for the antenna
heating. To avoid this situation the nominal parameters of
the coupler should be very accurately fulfilled. Other remedy is increasing of the coupling gap up to 1.5 mm. A larger
gap shifts electric field interval where MP resonance conditions exist up to the level that cannot be reached under
normal operation, while degradation of the damping efficiency for the most dangerous HOM is quite moderate
(≈ 10%).
The electrons generated by multipacting in the HOM
coupler do not enter the first cell of a cavity to which HOM
coupler belongs. The maximal energy of the electrons that
tried and failed to penetrate field gradient barrier was up to
80 keV. We assume that the electrons that may reach a
neighbouring cavity will be bounced back as well since
they have much lower energy (< 20 keV). Therefore we
conclude that multipacting that may occur in the HOM
couplers of 1.3 GHz cavities cannot contribute to or initiate
the dark current.
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Figure 9: Number of particles in the beam pipe vs time.

Toward neighbouring
cavity.

Figure 10: Propagation of the particles in the beam tube.
The developed stage of multipacting is shown in Fig. 10.
It is a remarkable phenomenon that all electrons are moving toward a neighbouring cavity due to the Miller effect.
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LINEAR LATTICE AND TRAJECTORY RECONSTRUCTION AND
CORRECTION AT FAST LINEAR ACCELERATOR
A. Romanov†, D. Edstrom, Fermilab, Batavia, IL , USA
A. Halavanau, Northern Illinois University, DeKalb, IL , USA

The low energy part of the FAST linear accelerator
based on 1.3 GHz superconducting RF cavities was successfully commissioned [1]. During commissioning, beam
based model dependent methods were used to correct
linear lattice and trajectory. Lattice correction algorithm is
based on analysis of beam shape from profile monitors
and trajectory responses to dipole correctors. Trajectory
responses to field gradient variations in quadrupoles and
phase variations in superconducting RF cavities were
used to correct bunch offsets in quadrupoles and accelerating cavities relative to their magnetic axes. Details of
used methods and experimental results are presented.

INTRODUCTION
Many of the experiments planned at the FAST linear
accelerator require a beam with low emittances and wellknown beam parameters along the line. Proper element
positioning and calibration ensures good experimental
lattice agreement with the model, but in order to finely
tune the lattice parameters, beam-based methods are necessary. For example, steering the beam trajectory as close
as possible to the magnetic axis of the elements not only
gives better emittances, but also minimizes beam movements caused by changes in element parameters, coupled
to their focusing strengths. After achieving the desired
trajectory configuration, responses of the beam positions
at BPMs to the corrector variations coupled with beam
size analysis can give precisely tuned element parameters
and determined initial conditions of the beam which allows to have relevant model of particles' distribution
along the accelerator.

METHOD
Trajectory and lattice corrections consist of two independent tasks. The first task is to find the difference between the real configuration and the model. The second is
to find an optimal compensation schema. Both of these
tasks can be formulated as inverse problems, where the
goal is to find model parameters pi that minimize the
difference between some experimental data Vexp and the
same values calculated from the model Vmod=M(pi).
To find trajectory position relative to the magnetic axes
of the focusing elements, it is possible to use trajectory
responses to variations in the focusing strength as Vexp and
parameters pi are relative coordinates of the trajectory. For
short elements only two coordinates can be found. For
long elements with significant variation of trajectory
inside the element, such as strong solenoids or strings of
___________________________________________
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RF cavities, it is possible to reconstruct both the position
and the angle. At the second step, found trajectory distortions act as experimental data Vexp and parameters pi are
strengths of the correctors.
Lattice reconstruction is a more difficult task because
of the larger amount of experimental data and number of
lattice parameters involved. The following experimental
data was used for the FAST lattice analysis:
 Trajectory responses to dipole correctors
 Beam second moments measured along the line
The following variable parameters of the FAST model
were used:
 Gradients of magnetic fields in quadrupoles
 RF voltages in capture cavities
 RF phases in capture cavities
 Calibrations of correctors
 Calibrations of BPMs
Corrections of the lattice were straightforward, since
parameters of quadrupoles and capture cavities can be
adjusted individually.

DETERMINING INITIAL CONDITIONS
The minimal normalized emittances of the beam are determined by the gun configuration and can't be decreased
without damping, therefore it is important to have optimal
gun parameters. In an uncoupled lattice, effective transverse emittances can be easily increased by a non-zero
solenoidal field at the cathode [2].
Gun setup at the FAST linear accelerator, as well as at
many others, has two solenoids: main solenoid for focusing and bucking solenoid for cancelling the solenoidal
field at the cathode. Gun configuration at FAST has field
values in iron yokes well below saturation level and by
obtaining one setting with zero field, it is possible to
derive favourable conditions for a wide range of settings
by keeping the found proportion.
Consider a toy model where the focusing in the gun is
determined by the main solenoid and the effective emittance is determined by the bucking solenoid. In this model, the smallest spot size at some screen separated from
the gun only by the drift is achieved when the field at the
cathode is equal to zero. FAST setup has X101 screen for
the beam size measurements separated by about 90cm
drift with the gun. Realistic ASTRA simulations of FAST
for the beam size at the screen X101 during main and
backing solenoids scan, shown on Figure 2, confirm toy
model predictions. Figure 1 shows experimental dependence of the beam size on the currents in the main and the
bucking solenoids and the point of minimal size that corresponds to zero solenoidal field at the cathode.
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With calibrated linear elements it is straightforward to
back-trace obtained Twiss parameters to the beginning of
the lattice for further lattice optimization.

RESULTS
In order to determine emittances with geometrical
method the focal point was made at the screen X120.
Second sizes was measured at screens X109 located
652 cm upstream and X109 located 581 cm upstream.
Table 1 contains resulted geometrical emittances for a
beam with momentum of about 40 MeV and negligible
space charge effects. Statistical errors of size measurements are on the order of 1%, but systematical errors such
as not perfect focusing at the screen X120 might be up
to 10%.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 1: Experimental scan of size of the beam after the
gun versus currents of main and bucking solenoids; red Table 1: Beam Non-Normalized Emittances Obtained
with Simple Geometrical Method
dot shows minimum of the smoothened surface.
σX120,
σX109,
εX109,
σX111,
εX111,
µm
µm
nm
µm
nm
136
168
2.05
163
2.09
X
87
300
3.83
268
3.79
Y

Figure 2: ASTRA simulations: red contours correspond to
increase of the beam size at X101 by 1 %, 10 %, 50 % and
100 %; blue dashed lines indicate 1 % and 10 % of the
residual field at cathode

The first model-dependent orbit correction relative to
the quadrupoles' magnetic axes was done after the initial
setup of FAST was completed for the 2016 run. Initial and
final misalignments are presented in Figure 3 and Figure
4 with corrected trajectory offsets of less than 500 µm.
Later, several smaller corrections were performed that
showed good trajectory stability.
In theory, presented technique of trajectory correction
should work for any focusing element, including two
superconductive capture cavities located after the gun.
According to the linear model presented in [3], RF voltage and phase can both be varied to change focusing
inside a cavity. In practice, it is much easier to alter the
RF phase. Unfortunately, attempts to measure the trajectory in resonators, which were done before the linear lattice
calibration, were unsatisfactory. There was no numerical

In order to determine beam's Twiss parameters, it is often possible to use a simple geometrical method at some
point along the lattice where two or more screens are
available, separated only by drifts and with zero dispersion. The lattice should be adjusted so that the beam has
minimum of the beta function at one screen, with corresponding beam size σ1. Measurement of beam size at
second screen σ2 allows to calculate lattice parameters for
a given configuration:

Figure 3: Correction of the horizontal trajectory offsets in
quadrupoles.



 1  22   12
L12

; 1 

L12

 2  1 2  1

.

(1)

Here β1 is beta-function at waist, L12 is distance between screens. Method should be repeated for both
planes.

Figure 4: Correction of the horizontal trajectory offsets in
quadrupoles.
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agreement between the applied trajectory bumps and the
reconstructed responses in the capture cavities. There are
several possible explanations for observed inconsistency:
 Big uncertainties in trajectory responses to the RF
phase variations
 Discrepancy between actual and model RF phase and
voltage
 Some models predict strong nonlinear RF field
around couplers on both ends of the capture cavities
that might make the used method inapplicable
Lattice correction was done for the real experimental
setup of capture cavities and quadrupoles. First, parameters of focusing elements were fit by analyzing trajectory
responses to the dipole correctors. Then, initial conditions
were reconstructed with the help of beam second moments measured at several beam profile monitors located
along the FAST.
Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the difference of the trajectory responses calculated with the initial and the fitted
models along with measured points on an example of the
vertical and horizontal dipole correctors H101 and V101.
Figure 7 and Figure 8 illustrate the difference in beam
envelopes calculated using the model with quadrupole's
gradients derived from set currents and from the fitted
model for the same initial conditions. Differences between gradients of quadrupoles derived from set currents
and taken from the fitted model are shown in Table 2. On
average, all quadrupoles show the same tendency to have
bigger fields than anticipated by 2.6 % with standard
deviation of 1.2 %.

Figure 7: Horizontal beam envelope along FAST before
and after model fit compared to the experimental measurements.

Figure 8: Vertical beam envelope along FAST before and
after model fit compared to the experimental measurements.
Table 2: Model and Reconstructed Gradients in Quadrupoles
Quad
Q108
Q109
Q110
Q118
Q119
Q120

Gset, kG/cm
0.0809
-0.1373
0.0808
-0.2307
0.3405
-0.1184

Gfit, kG/cm
0.0816
-0.1422
0.0821
-0.2371
0.3514
-0.1229

Err, %
0.93
3.57
1.57
2.76
3.21
3.82

Figure 5: Trajectory response to the horizontal corrector
H101 before and after fit of model parameters compared
to experimental measurements.
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Figure 6: Trajectory response to the vertical corrector
V101 before and after fit of model parameters compared
to experimental measurements
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CONCLUSION
Developed algorithms allowed to correct the trajectory
to within 0.5 mm relative to the magnetic axes of quadrupoles. More studies are needed to properly apply the same
technique to the alignment of the trajectory in the capture
cavities. A realistic model of the FAST linear accelerator
was created based on the trajectory responses to the dipole correctors and the beam sizes along the accelerator.
Further automation of both trajectory and lattice correction scripts is needed for routine use during FAST setup
for a specific experiment.
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ADAPTIVE MATCHING OF THE IOTA RING LINEAR OPTICS FOR
SPACE CHARGE COMPENSATION*
A. Romanov†, A. Valishev, Fermilab, Batavia, IL, USA
D. L. Bruhwiler, N. Cook, C. Hall, RadiaSoft LLC, Boulder, CO, USA
Abstract
Many present and future accelerators must operate with
high intensity beams when distortions induced by space
charge forces are among major limiting factors. Betatron
tune depression of above approximately 0.1 per cell leads
to significant distortions of linear optics. Many aspects of
machine operation depend on proper relations between
lattice functions and phase advances, and can be improved with proper treatment of space charge effects. We
implement an adaptive algorithm for linear lattice rematching with full account of space charge in the linear
approximation for the case of Fermilab’s IOTA ring. The
method is based on a search for initial second moments
that give closed solution and, at the same time, satisfy
predefined set of goals for emittances, beta functions,
dispersions and phase advances at and between points of
interest. Iterative singular value decomposition based
technique is used to search for optimum by varying wide
array of model parameters.

INTRODUCTION

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

The Integrable Optics Test Accelerator (IOTA) is under
construction at Fermilab [1-3]. Figure 1 shows the IOTA
ring with its main components. First stage experiments
with electrons will allow to study in detail single particle
dynamics in proposed nonlinear lattices. Second stage
experiments with high intensity proton beams will
demonstrate benefits of integrable insertions in case of
operations with intense beams. Space charge forces alter
the lattice structure and without proper adjustments can
break the integrability of the accelerator. This work describes a rematching method that allows to find lattice
configurations in which optimal conditions for nonlinear

insertions are achieved for some predefined strength of
space charge forces.

MATCHING METHOD
Only linear effects are considered in this work, which is
applicable either to specially prepared bunches with Kapchinskij–Vladimirskij distribution or to particles from the
core of the beam. The goal is to find such lattice configuration that will have a closed solution for a given emittance and current in presence of space charge forces.
At the same time, the lattice should satisfy requirements
needed for integrability.
Strong space charge effects can make intrabeam dynamics unstable in a ring tuned for a beam with negligible
space charge forces. Therefore, many traditional fitting
software fail at the first step of calculation of initial closed
solution. There are several workarounds, for example one
can gradually increase beam current while fitting necessary parameters at each step, but such approaches require
a lot of manual manipulations. To overcome initial stability issues, the algorithm was developed to treat the ring
lattice as a channel with some initial guess on the beam's
second moments at the beginning Mstart. In order to have a
closed solution, the set of goal parameters necessary for
proper ring operation is expanded with requirement to
have the same second moments at the beginning of the
lattice and at the end:

M start  TM startT t  0 ,

where T is a transport matrix of a full lattice with selfforces accounted.
In case of arbitrarily coupled beam, full matrix of second moments must be matched to have a closed solution (1). For the coasting beam there is no constraints on
the time correlations and, therefore, elements in the fifth
row and the fifth column can differ:

M

Figure 1: Schematic IOTA layout with its main components
___________________________________________
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(1)

start



 TM start T t  Diag[1,1,1,1,0,1]  0 ,

(2)

For a coasting beam in a ring without transverse coupling, the proposed approach adds 6 free and 6 goal parameters: beta functions (βx, βy), horizontal dispersion
(Dx) and its primes at the beginning and the end of the
treated lattice.
Experiment with one nonlinear magnet in IOTA ring
has a set of requirements to the linear lattice, including
exact values of lattice functions in the middle of the nonlinear insertion. Moving the beginning of the lattice to the
5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields
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middle of special magnet, automatically reduce number of
goals and number of free parameters.
The beam-based lattice fitting algorithm that was developed and implemented in sixdsimulation software [4]
was adapted to solve the described problem and demonstrated ability to find solutions for self-forces significantly
exceeding stability region of a lattice tuned for zero current. In order to account for the linear part of space charge
forces, a matrix of second moments is traced in small
steps with lengths much smaller than beta functions in
both planes. At each step, an additional transport matrix
corresponding to a thin defocusing kick is applied with a
strength equivalent to the integrated effect from selfforces.
Space charge forces only affects intrabeam dynamics,
while beam trajectory and dynamics of tail particles are
determined only by external fields. Therefore, even for
short term stability, it is crucial to have stable closed solutions for both cases of full and zero space charge forces.
There are several ways to define initial second moments. The most straightforward approach is direct enumeration of all 21 elements of symmetric 6x6 matrix. In
order to calculate Twiss parameters along the ring, the
eigen-system of matrix SM must be calculated, where S is
simplectic matrix. Eigenvalues multiplied by complex i
will give emittances and other lattice parameters can be
derived from eigenvectors.

(a)

THPOA23

In most cases, it is known from the symmetries of the
design that some second moments of the beam must be
zero and some have internal correlations. In such situations, it might be reasonable to define initial betas, dispersions, and its primes along with the desired emittances.
This simplified approach allows to simultaneously construct a matrix of the beam's second moments and mode
vectors to calculate Twiss parameters along the ring. For a
found closed lattice configuration, eigenvectors will coincide with mode vectors.

Rematching in Presence of Nonlinear Insertion
Nonlinear insertions planned for IOTA, such as special
iron-based magnet or electron lens, will have fields with
linear focusing components. For the case of zero current
approximation, these forces may be omitted in linear
lattice models because of the way the requirements to
such lattices are set. For a nonlinear experiment, IOTA
ring should form some specific linear transformation from
one end of the insertion to another. The required transformation can be described either as a set of Twiss parameters or as a specific transport matrix of the exit-to-enter
arc. In case of non-zero space charge, linear forces of
non-linear insertion will change beam envelope and corresponding space charge forces in the whole ring. Therefore, matching must be done for every used setup of special insertions. In other words, in a presence of selfforces, a non-linear insertion changes transport matrix in
the outer arc and thus can't be omitted anymore.

(b)

(c)

Figure 2: Horizontal beta functions (a), vertical beta functions (b) and horizontal dispersions (c) with (green) and
without (black) space charge forces for experiment with
one nonlinear magnet set to strength t=0.3 in IOTA ring
treated as a channel; space charge tune depression is -0.03

All calculations of re-matched lattices presented here
were done for the IOTA lattice tuned for experiment with
one nonlinear magnet. The beam was assumed to be
coasting and, therefore, the set of requirements to the
initial and final second moments is determined by (2).
The beginning of the lattice is set at the middle of the
nonlinear magnet (see Figure 1) and initial conditions are
fixed to the values extracted from the lattice tuned for
zero space charge forces, but with the account for quadrupole component of nonlinear element set to the desired
strength of t=0.3.
Because of initial conditions fixed to correct values,
there are 20 variable parameters and 8 constraints. The
variables are the gradients in quadrupoles and the constraints are the 2 phase advances from exit to entrance of
the nonlinear magnet plus the 6 parameters needed for a
closed solution (βx, αx, βy, αy, Dx, D’x).
For the initial simulations with Synergia [5], it was decided to focus on a task with isolated problem of space
charge compensation. To have space charge forces as
small distortion and avoid chromatic effects, tunes depressions were selected to be close to -0.03 and momentum spread was set to zero. Corresponding rematched
lattice has small deviations from lattice tuned for zero
current approximation. But even for such a small correction, lattice functions for zero current beam in a rematched ring differ from optimal by more than maximal
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errors allowed for integrable lattices. Results are presented in Figure 2 and Table 1.
Synergia analysis consisted of running a single turn
with a matched distribution with explicitly linear space
charge solver turned on. The bunch has a generalized KV
distribution. Particle coordinates are output at the exit of
the nonlinear insert and again at the entrance. A linear
phase unwrap algorithm is then applied to the particles
normalized coordinates at those positions and a mean
phase advance (modulo 2π) is computed for that segment
of the lattice. Figure 4 shows current dependence of reconstructed phase advances in transverse planes for the
normalized KV-distribution with H0 = 4 mm-mrad.
To illustrate capabilities of the developed method, a
rematching was done for the case of space charge tune
depression around -0.45. Figure 3 shows plots of beta
functions and dispersions with and without space charge
in a channel mode.

(a)

(b)

Table 1: Errors of lattice parameters in the case of beam
with zero current in lattice rematched for tunes depressions of about -0.03
β x, % β y , %
Max err
1.0 % 1.0 %
Rematch err -3.2 % -1.8 %

Dx, cm
νx
νx
1.0
0.001 0.001
1.4
0.033 0.030

(c)

CONCLUSION
Even though realistic tracking over one turn confirms
compensation of linear space charge forces, it is necessary
to address the found mismatch between horizontal and
vertical planes and also directly study multi-turn stability
to prove benefits from the proposed lattice modifications.
Furthermore, the complexity of the task requires incremental introduction of features that might affect beam
dynamics. For example, energy spread, frozen or dynamically updated space charge forces, longitudinal dynamics,
etc. At each step, it is important to cross-check results
with several simulation tools.

Figure 3: Horizontal beta functions (a), vertical beta functions (b) and horizontal dispersions (c) with (green) and
without (black) space charge forces for experiment with
one nonlinear magnet set to strength t=0.3 in IOTA ring
treated as a channel; space charge tune depression -0.45

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors
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TESTING OF ADVANCED TECHNIQUE FOR LINEAR LATTICE AND
CLOSED ORBIT CORRECTION BY MODELING ITS APPLICATION FOR
IOTA RING AT FERMILAB
A. Romanov†, Fermilab, Batavia, IL
Many modern and most future accelerators rely on
precise configuration of lattice and trajectory. The
Integrable Optics Test Accelerator (IOTA) at Fermilab
that is coming to final stages of construction will be used
to test advanced approaches of control over particles
dynamics. Various experiments planned at IOTA require
high flexibility of lattice configuration as well as high
precision of lattice and closed orbit control. Dense
element placement does not allow to have ideal
configuration of diagnostics and correctors for all planned
experiments. To overcome this limitations advanced
method of lattice analysis is proposed that can also be
beneficial for other machines. Developed algorithm is
based on LOCO approach, extended with various sets of
other experimental data, such as dispersion, BPM-toBPM phase advances, beam shape information from
synchrotron light monitors, responses of closed orbit
bumps to variations of focusing elements and other.
Extensive modeling of corrections for a big number of
random seed errors is used to illustrate benefits from
developed approach.

INTRODUCTION
The Integrable Optics Test Accelerator (IOTA) is under
construction at Fermilab. Its primary goal is to test advanced techniques for the stabilization of high intensity
beams with highly nonlinear but integrable lattice designs. One set of experiments will be based on the use of
a special nonlinear magnet that will create a big tune
spread with two integrals of motion [1]. The second set of
experiments will use an electron lens as a source of nonlinearity [2].
Simulations show that in order to benefit from nonlinear insertions, the linear lattice should be precisely tuned.
Maximal errors for the main linear parameters of the
lattice are listed in Table 1. Precise measurement and
correction of the ring parameters will be done with beambased model-dependent techniques. Figure 1 shows the
IOTA ring with its main components.
Table 1: Maximal Errors of the IOTA Lattice for the
Integrable Optics Experiments
Parameter
Max error
Betas at the insertion
1%
Beta beating
3%
Dispersion
1 cm
0.05 mm
Closed orbit at insertion
Phase advance between insertions
0.001
___________________________________________

To get the perfectly tuned linear lattice, IOTA will have
a wide range of tools:
 Individual main quadrupole corrections
 Handy mechanical alignment design
 20 combined X, Y and skew-quadrupole correctors
 8 X-correctors in main dipoles
 2 Y-correctors for the injection bump of the closed
orbit
 21 electrostatic pickups with precision of 1 µm
 Beam profile and position measurement monitors
based on synchrotron light from main dipoles

Figure 1: Schematic IOTA layout with its main components.

CORRECTION MODELING
Statistical analysis on a number of corrections applied
to lattices with randomly introduced errors allows to
study possible issues with the linear lattice and the closed
orbit. "Sixdsimulation" software was used to analyze
IOTA's configurations for all planned experiments with
the nonlinear integrable systems.
The most important step in the study algorithm is the fit
of pseudo-experimental data that can be done automatically or manually. In the manual mode, there are interactive tools for detailed analysis of the fit procedure. It is
also possible to simulate several rounds of consecutive
corrections, by using the corrected lattice at one iteration
as the input for the next step.

Fitting Algorithm
Both tasks of closed orbit and linear lattice corrections
can be formulated as inverse problems when some set of
experimental data Vexp,j is available and the goal is to find
the parameters Pi of the model Mj(Pi) that best describe
the measurements. To find the approximate solution, the
iterative method is used. The model parameters at iteration (n) are:

aromanov@fnal.gov
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( n)
( n)
Vmod,
 sj ,
j  M j Pi

(1)



Pi   k i  M ij( n )
n

here sj is the normalization coefficients, that can be
used to modify the weights of some experimental data
points. In addition, both Vexp,j and Vmod,j are assumed to be
normalized to the statistical error of Vexp,j.
The parameters of the model after iteration (n) are:
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j



1

SVD

D (j n ) .

(8)

In the case of no systematic errors, the χ2 function limit
is:
2
 min
  D (j n )  J  I ,

(9)

j

n 1

Pi ( n )  Pi ( 0 )   Pi ( m ) ,

(2)

m 0

The difference between the experimental data and the
model is:
( n)
D(j n)  Vexp, j  Vmod,
j,

(3)

The goal is to find such variation of the parameters
ΔPi(n) that cancels residual difference between model and
experimental data:

V

( n)
mod, j

 D

( n)
j

D

( n)
j

,

(4)

where J is the size of experimental data and I is the
number of fitting parameters.

RESULTS
For orbit correction modelling, the misalignments of the
quadrupoles and dipoles presented in
Table 2 were used. All dipole correctors were involved
in the closed orbit correction in all BPMs. Precision of the
orbit measurements, which is expected to be on the order
of 1 µm, was not accounted for because it is much smaller
than the typical orbit error.
Table 2: Standard Deviations of Errors for Closed Orbit
Correction Modeling
Quads

The model can be linearized in the case of small parameters variations:

V

(n)
mod, j

 sj



 s j Μ j ( Pi

M j
Pi

ki
Pi( n )

(n)



 Pi )  Μ j ( Pi ) 
(n)

(n)

Pi ( n )
P ( n )
 M ij( n ) i
ki
ki

, (5)

where Mij(n) is the linearized and weighted model at iteration (n):
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M ij( n )  s j ki

M j
Pi

.

(6)

Pi( n )

The model parameters variations can be obtained from
here by applying pseudo inversion to the Mij(n). Singular
Value Decomposition (SVD) is a powerful method for
such calculation. One of the remarkable features of this
technique is easy control over the influence of the statistical error in the experimental data on the output result.
Application of SVD gives the parameters variations at
iteration (n):



Pi ( n )  ki  M ij( n )
j



1

SVD

D (j n ) .

X, Y shifts
0.1 mm

Bends
X,Y
Shifts.
0.1 mm

X,Y tilts
0.06°

Figure 2 illustrates maximal horizontal orbit error along
the IOTA ring tuned for experiments with one nonlinear
magnet for 1000 random errors before and after correction. The bottom two rows of Table 3 contain a summary
of the orbit correction analysis for all four experiments. In
each experiment, the orbit in the nonlinear insertion was
corrected down to zero which means that it is limited only
by the precision of BPMs.
In earlier work [2], it was found that synchronous rotation of a group of quadrupoles that creates axially symmetrical focusing and doesn’t have BPMs or correctors in
between is almost undetectable with a standard technique.
As a result, the mean rotation angle of such a group remains uncorrected which may affect nonlinear dynamics.

(7)

Summation over all iterations gives the total correction
for the model parameters:

Figure 2: Horizontal orbit before and after correction for
IOTA with one nonlinear magnet.
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Table 3: Main lattice parameters before and after correction for nonlinear experiments at IOTA. “1NL” and “2NL”
stands for one and two nonlinear insertions, “EL” and “MM” stands for electron and McMillan lenses.
1NL
Parameter
 x
 y
Max[  x, err ], %
Max[  y, err ], %
Max[ D x, err ], cm
Max[ D y, err ], cm
RMS[  quad rot ], deg
RMS[ G quad, err ], %
Max[ X err , ring ] , mm
Max[ Yerr , ring ] , mm

Err
0.017
0.018
41.3
39.5
19.2
45.7
0.95
0.25
4.5
2.7

Fix
6.8 10-5
1.0 10-4
0.12
0.18
0.049
0.032
0.027
0.014
0.54
0.34

2NL
Err
0.012
0.012
45.1
44.5
62.4
109
0.95
0.27
9.8
6.1

EL

Fix
5.3 10-5
4.8 10-5
0.046
0.074
0.033
0.035
0.044
0.21
0.54
0.33

Err
0.01
0.009
29.2
27.6
18.5
46.1
0.96
0.54
11.9
3.0

Fix
6.6 10-6
6.9 10-6
0.025
0.034
0.014
0.01
0.007
0.018
0.46
0.31

MM
Err
9.5 10-3
8.4 10-3
62.3
76.5
22.4
40.9
0.98
0.53
4.5
2.1

Fix
2.1 10-5
1.5 10-5
0.06
0.09
0.025
0.015
0.012
0.033
0.37
0.29

are no problems with correction of selected errors for all
experiments with nonlinear integrable systems at IOTA.

Figure 3: RMS errors of horizontal beta function before
and after each of 3 consequent corrections for experiment
with one nonlinear magnet.
In order to detect individual rotational errors of elements special set of experimental data was included,
composed of responses of some predefined bumps to the
focusing fields variations. Bumps should be created individually for every focusing element with maximal closed
orbit distortion in it. Such data set equivalent to having
weak corrector in every studied element, and thus allows
to find its individual rotations.
The experimental data set for linear lattice correction
modelling was composed of next values:
 Closed orbit responses to the dipole correctors
measured with 1 µm precision.
 Betatron tunes with errors of 10-6.
 Dispersion measured with precision of 0.1mm.
 Responses of closed orbit bumps to the quadrupoles’ variations
To study lattice correction 100 lattices were analysed
for every experiment with randomly introduced errors
described in Table 4. Each time lattice were corrected 3
consequent times. On average the first correction brings
lattice parameters to conditions necessary for experiment,
but for bigger errors it is necessary to do several iterations.
Figure 3 illustrates RMS error of horizontal beta function before and after corrections. Table 3 shows that there
Table 4: Standard Deviations of Errors for Linear Lattice
Correction Modeling
Quads
G
Rot.
1 G/cm 1°

BPMs
Calibr. Rot.
1%
1°

Corr. calibr.
X&Y
2%

Closed orbit analysis shows that with proper alignment
all planned experiments on nonlinear integrable systems
at the IOTA should have orbit within physical aperture
even without correction, which will greatly simplify first
injection. After correction closed orbit inside nonlinear
insertions will be corrected down to the precision of
BPMs, which, without systematic errors will be within
required margins. Study also shows that manual orbit
scan is possible to independently align orbit tilt and position in both planes for all setups.
Analysis of linear lattice correction shows that with
help of extended experimental data set it will be possible
to correct essential parameters to match or exceed all
requirements of the nonlinear experiments. There are
several important limitation of presented analysis such as
assumption of full linearity of the system and absence of
unknown sources of errors, in other words there are no
systematic errors. As it was mentioned, IOTA will have 8
beam profile monitors in electron’s mode which can be
used to cross check results of corrections. Systematic
errors will also reveal itself as inability of fitting algorithm to minimize χ2 down to theoretical minimum.
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ANALYSIS OF THE TRANSPORT OF MUON POLARIZATION FOR THE
FERMILAB G-2 MUON EXPERIMENT*
D. Stratakis†, K. E. Badgley, M. E. Convery, J. P. Morgan, M. J. Syphers1, J. C. T. Thangaraj,
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, Batavia IL, USA
J. D. Crnkovic, W. M. Morse, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton NY, USA
1
also at Northern Illinois University, DeKalb IL, USA
Abstract
The Muon g-2 Experiment at Fermilab aims to measure
the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon to a precision of 140 ppb ─ a fourfold improvement over the 540
ppb precision obtained in BNL experiment E821. Obtaining this precision requires controlling total systematic
errors at the 100 ppb level. One form of systematic error
in the measurement of the anomalous magnetic moment
occurs when the muon beam injected and stored in the
ring has a correlation between the muon's spin direction
and its momentum. In this paper, we first analyze the
creation and transport of muon polarization from the
production target to the g-2 storage ring. Then, we detail
the spin-momentum correlations and their evolution at
various beamline positions. Finally, we outline mitigation
strategies that could potentially circumvent this problem.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
The Muon g-2 Experiment, at Fermilab [1], will
to
measure the muon anomalous magnetic moment,
unprecedented precision: 0.14 parts per million. This
four-fold improvement in experimental precision compared to Brookhaven’s experiment [2], could establish
beyond a doubt a signal for new physics if the central
value of the measurement remains unchanged. To perform the experiment, a polarized beam of positive muons
is injected into a storage ring with a uniform magnetic
field in the vertical direction. Since the positron direction
from the weak muon decay is correlated with the spin of
the muon, the precession frequency is measured by counting the rate of positrons above an energy threshold versus
time. The g-2 value is then proportional to the precession
frequency divided by the magnetic field of the storage
ring.
Most of the new experiment improvements will be
based on increased statistics. Therefore, achieving the
targeted precision requires optimum transmission of polarized muons within the g-2 storage ring acceptance. The
goal of this paper is to develop a detailed simulation
model for the Fermilab Muon g-2 experiment. In particular in this study, we analyze numerically and theoretically
the creation and transport of muon polarization from the
production target up to the entrance of the g-2 storage
ring.

____________________________________________

* Operated by Fermi Research Alliance, LLC under Contract No. DeAC02-07CH11359 with the United States Department of Energy.
† diktys@fnal.gov

MUON CAMPUS OVERVIEW
Protons with 8 GeV kinetic energy are transported via
the M1 beamline to an Inconel target at AP0. Within a
1.33 s cycle length, 16 pulses with 1012 protons and 120
ns full length, are arriving at the target. Secondary beam
from the target will be collected using a lithium lens, and
positively-charged particles with a momentum of 3.1
GeV/c (± 10%) will be selected using a bending magnet.
Secondary beam leaving the Target Station will travel
through the M2 and M3 lines which are designed to capture as many muons with momentum 3.094 GeV/c from
pion decay as possible. The beam will then be injected
into the Delivery Ring (DR). After several revolutions
around the DR, essentially all of the pions will have decayed into muons, and the muons will have separated in
time from the heavier protons. A kicker will then be used
to abort the protons, and the muon beam will be extracted
into the new M4 line, and finally into the new M5 beamline which leads to the (g-2) storage ring. Note that the
M3 line, DR, and M4 line are also designed to be used for
8 GeV proton transport by the Mu2e experiment.

Figure 1: Layout of the Fermilab Muon Campus showing
the beamlines for the Muon g-2 Experiment and Mu2e
Experiment.
Detailed numerical simulations [3] indicate that at the
end of M5, the number of muons per proton on target
(POT) within the ring acceptance ∆p⁄p=±0.5% is ≈
2.0x10-7. The beam is centered at 3.091 GeV/c with a
spread ∆p/p=1.2% and is 96% polarized.

TRANSPORT OF POLARIZATION
The primary purpose of the DR [4] is to allow enough
time for all pions to convert into muons. The DR is a
rounded 505 m long triangle and is divided into 6 sectors
numbered 10-60. Each sector contains 19 quadrupoles
and 11 dipoles. Other magnetic devices include correction
dipoles and sextupoles. There are three straight sections –
10, 30, and 50, which are located directly beneath service
buildings AP10, 30 and 50 respectively. The straight sec5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields
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tions are regions of low dispersion while the arcs are
dispersive regions. A typical cell in the arcs is comprised
of an F-quadrupole with similarly oriented sextupoles on
either side followed by a dipole or drift region, then a Dquadrupole also surrounded by sextupoles of the same
convention and another dipole or drift region.

THPOA26

the performance and track the beam polarization. Figure 2
illustrates the number of pions, muons and protons after
each turn in the DR. Note that after the second turn the
beam consists of muons and protons, with the proton
intensity being greater by a factor of 100. Current studies
[1,3] suggest that at least four turns are required so that
protons can be safely removed, via an extraction kicker,
without any muon losses.

Figure 3: Simulated polarization of the g-2 muon beam as
it enters the DR (a) and after it completes the second
turn (b).
A detailed simulation model using the tracking code
G4Beamline [5] has been developed in order to evaluate

Figure 4: Simulated polarization of the g-2 muon beam as
it completes the third turn in the DR (a) and the fourth
turn in the DR (b).
Figure 3 shows the muon polarization when the beam
enters the DR [Fig. 3(a)] and after the second turn [Fig.
3(b)]. When the beam enters the ring the beam is 96%
polarized in the longitudinal direction. This is a direct
result of the lattice acceptance, which accepts only forward decayed pions. While in the DR, the spin precesses
in the horizontal plane due to the vertical magnetic field.
As a result, the polarization will be split in the horizontal
and longitudinal direction. When the beam exits the DR
[Fig. 4(b)], the net polarization remains 96% and is almost equally split between x and z directions (i.e. Px=0.71 and Pz=-0.65).
Systematic effects on the measurement of
occur
when the beam has a correlation between the muon spin
direction and its momentum [1,3]. Due to this anomaly,
the muon spin precesses relative to muon momentum, in
the DR, by an angle:
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Figure 2: Overall performance versus turn number as the
beam loops the DR. Protons are two orders of magnitude
more than muons.
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(1)

where is the turn number and is the relativistic factor.
The slope of the spin-momentum correlation is then:
⁄

2

⁄

(2)

,

where
is the muon rest mass, is the speed of light
and is the speed in units of . The correlation between
spin precession angle and muon momentum versus the
turn number is illustrated in Fig. 5 and Fig 6. The red
curve is a linear fit of the data. Clearly, as the turn number increases the slope becomes steeper, a result that
would have been anticipated directly from Eq. (2).

Figure 6: Spin-momentum correlation after the fourth turn
(a) and fifth turn (b). Red line is a linear fit to the simulation data. Note that in the current g-2 commissioning
scenario the beam exits the DR after four turns.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

FUTURE WORK
A fast kicker system (rise time <180 ns) could allow
proton removal at fewer turns and thus substantially improve the systematics. The fast system will also play a
key role in improving the transport of the Mu2e Experiment since it will reduce machine activation risks associated with magnet or steering errors as it will allow early
detection and beam removal.
Figure 5: Spin-momentum correlations after the second
turn (a) and third turn (b). Red curve is a fit to the
simulation results.
Quantitatively, we estimate the degree of correlation
from the slope of the linear fit and compare it to values
predicted by the theory in Eq. (2). Our results are displayed in Table 1. Simulated and theoretical values are in
a reasonable agreement.
Table 1: Comparison between Theoretical and Numerical
Results for Different Turns (T) along the DR
Parameter
[rad]
⁄ [mrad/MeV/c]
(sim)
⁄ (sim)

T2
0.43
0.14
0.41
0.18

T3
0.64
0.21
0.62
0.20

T4
0.86
0.28
0.83
0.30
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PIP-II TRANSFER LINES DESIGN*
A. Vivoli†, Fermilab, Batavia, IL 60510, USA
Abstract
The U.S. Particle Physics Project Prioritization Panel
(P5) report encouraged the realization of Fermilab's Proton Improvement Plan II (PIP-II) to support future neutrino programs in the United States. PIP-II aims at enhancing the capabilities of the Fermilab existing accelerator
complex while simultaneously providing a flexible platform for its future upgrades. The central part of PIP-II
project is the construction of a new 800 MeV H- Superconducting (SC) Linac together with upgrades of the
Booster and Main Injector synchrotrons. New transfer
lines will also be needed to deliver beam to the downstream accelerators and facilities. In this paper we present
the recent development of the design of the transfer lines
discussing the principles that guided their design, the
constraints and requirements imposed by the existing
accelerator complex and the following modifications
implemented to comply with a better understanding of the
limitations and further requirements that emerged during
the development of the project.

sible future upgrade of the PIP-II Linac and is located in
the straight extension of the Linac tunnel. The lattice
consists of 4 doublet periods of the same length of the
periods of the last section of the SC Linac, where cryomodules are installed between doublets, such that it is
possible in the future to install additional cryomodules to
increase the final energy of the SC Linac from 800 MeV
to 1.2 GeV. The 4 doublets in this section can be used for
matching the beam to the downstream line.

INTRODUCTION

TRANSPORT TO BOOSTER
A CAD drawing of the SC Linac, including ion source
and warm front end, with the transfer lines on the picture
of the Fermilab site is presented in Fig. 1.
The first part of the transfer line is reserved for the pos___________________________________________

* Work supported by Fermi Research Alliance, LLC under Contract No.
DE-AC02-07CH11359 with the United States Department of Energy.
† vivoli@fnal.gov

Figure 1: Drawing of SC Linac and transfer lines on the
Fermilab site.
The injection into the Booster is vertical, with the final
part of the transfer line being aligned with the injection
straight of the Booster. At the beginning of this section
the beam is brought at an elevation of 33.6 cm above the
Booster plane by a magnetic dog-leg created by 2 dipole
magnets and at the end of the section a vertical C-dipole
bends the beam into the Booster injection magnets.
Between the energy upgrade and the injection sections
the beam is transported by a FODO lattice. In the previous design the first 4 cells had dipoles between the quadrupoles forming the 1st arc, followed by 2 cells with no
bends forming a straight transport and other 12 cells with
bends forming the 2nd arc. The cell length was determined
by the geometry of the accelerator complex and the
strengths of the quadrupoles were chosen to have 90 deg.
phase advance both horizontally and vertically. The dipole magnets were planned to be 2.45 m long and have a
magnetic field of 2.36 kG. This was just below the value
of 2.39 kG, fixed as a safe limit to avoid Lorentz stripping
[4]. Note also that the choice of the phase advances per
cell ensured both of the arcs to be achromatic.
With the development of the project, studies of possible
interferences of the PIP-II design with existing accelera-
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PIP-II project envisions the construction of a new SC
Linac, able to run in pulsed and CW mode, to increase the
proton beam intensity available at Fermilab for its future
experiments [1]. The project includes upgrades of the
current synchrotrons chain (Booster, Recycler and Main
Injector) and transfer lines to connect the new Linac to
the rest of the accelerator complex. In particular, the main
transfer line we present in this paper will transport the
beam from the end of the SC Linac to the Booster. A
second line is also presented to transport the beam to a
possible upgrade of Mu2e experiment [2], to be built in
the future.
A first design of the transfer lines was already presented [3], but a better understanding of the constraints and
limitations raising with the development of the project
made some modifications necessary. The main changes
discussed here are the revision of the design of the transfer line to the Booster to resolve interferences with existing beamlines and infrastructures at Fermilab, design of
the Dump line and revision of the switching system to
support beam based energy stabilization and redirection
of the beam to Mu2e future upgrade and consequent modifications of the transport line to Mu2e upgrade.
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tor infrastructure showed that the second arc would cross
the Tevatron tunnel, where a transfer line bringing
120 GeV beams extracted from the Main Injector to the
Fermilab Test Beam Facility is operating. This line is
scheduled to be still in use at the time of PIP-II operations
and its elevation is about 30 cm lower than the one of the
transfer line, which is the same of the Booster and the SC
Linac. After an accurate study of feasibility and cost of
the options available it’s been decided to keep the elevation of the SC Linac and transfer line the same of the
Booster and create a vertical bump in proximity of the
crossing, rising the line of about 1.3 m close to the ceiling
of the Tevatron tunnel. This is done to leave the required
2.4 m of vertical clearance in the tunnel, needed for free
passage of people and equipment.
From a lattice design point of view, it’s been decided to
create this vertical bump not increasing the number of
dipoles but rolling them on their longitudinal axis, slightly increasing the magnetic field to keep the horizontal
bending angle constant. Following this idea the first 5
dipoles of the second arc have been rolled to create the
necessary elevation of the line and the following dipoles
have been rolled in the opposite direction to bring the line
back at the elevation of the SC Linac and Booster. This
operation creates vertical dispersion and perturbs the
horizontal one; to compensate these effects all the following dipoles have been rolled of some small angles to adjust the geometry of the line and make the second arc
achromatic. To help satisfy the constraints also the vertical phase advance per cell has been changed to about
111 deg. and the magnetic field in the dipoles has been
fixed at 2.41 kG. The final optical functions of the transfer line have been calculated with the code OptiM [5] and
are presented in Fig. 2.
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been decided to move it to the straight section between
the arcs where the switch to the Mu2e upgrade experiment was placed. For this reason the 2 switches have been
replaced with only one system that can direct the beam to
the Booster, to the Dump or to the Mu2e upgrade experiment (see Fig. 1). In the previous design the switches
were realized with a vertical kicker used to send the beam
off axis and a Lambertson magnet used to deflect it horizontally; a more accurate study showed that the design of
the Lambertson magnet would be complicated so that
now the switch is planned to be completely on the horizontal plane. A fast corrector is placed after the horizontally focusing quadrupole of the 6th cell in the straight
transport section while the Lambertson magnet with 3
apertures is placed after the horizontally focusing quadrupole of the 7th cell. When the field is on in the fast corrector the beam is displaced offset from the axis of the vacuum chamber which will have an increasing cross section.
Then the beam passes the next 2 large quadrupoles that
deflect it into a side aperture of the Lambertson where the
magnetic field sends it into the correct beamline. An invertion of the field polarity in the corrector sends the
beam on a symmetric trajectory to a different beamline.
When the field is off in the corrector the beam remains on
the axis and enters the central aperture of the Lambertson
where there is no field, so that it continues on a straight
trajectory to the Booster beamline.
A simulation of the horizontal 10 beam envelope in
the switch with vacuum chamber and magnet apertures is
presented in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: Simulation of the horizontal 10 beam envelope
going to the Booster (blue) and to the dump (red).

Figure 2: Optics of the transfer line from the SC Linac
end to the stripping foil in the Booster.
Calculations carried out with OptiM also showed negligible x-y coupling.

BEAM SWITCH DESIGN
The Dump line was originally planned at the end of the
SC Linac in the extension of the Linac tunnel but it has

This design of the beam switch supports the beam
based energy stabilization system that will be used in case
the primary energy stabilization system, based on internal
feedbacks and correction to the cavity voltages, will not
guarantee the required level of stability.

DUMP LINE
The decision to move the Dump line from the end of
the SC Linac to the straight transport section between the
arcs came from the necessity to keep clear the energy
upgrade area from radiation, to leave a free passage of
people and equipment in the SC Linac tunnel and to place
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the energy measurement system in the first arc. The dump
will be able to dispose of up to 50 kW of the 800 MeV
beam from the SC Linac and requires a 10 m clearance
from other beamlines and equipment. To fulfil this constraint 5 dipole magnets of the same family used in the
transport line to the Booster have been planned in the
design of the Dump line, while focusing will be provided
by 4 quadrupoles of the same family used in the FODO
cells of the Booster line. A sweeping magnet in the long
drift before the dump is planned to reduce the power
density on the dump entrance. The optics functions of the
Dump line have been calculated with OptiM and are
showed in Fig. 4.

THPOA29

fer line will pass MI-8 at an elevation of 4.5 m above it,
which may be sufficient to keep their enclosures separated. Further studies are required to investigate feasibility
and cost of this solution.
The final arc of the line is designed to use a different
family of dipoles than the other lines since it would be
difficult to fulfil the geometrical and optical constraints
otherwise. The dipoles used have a magnetic field of
2.36 kG. For the same reason also this line lattice is made
of FODO cells but with length and phase advances slightly different. As a consequence the gradient of the quadrupoles used in this section slightly differs from the values
used for the transport to the Booster. Optics functions of
this line have also been calculated with OptiM and are
presented in Fig. 5.

Figure 4: Optical functions of the line from the end of the
SC Linac to the dump.

The possibility to use the PIP-II beam for the Mu2e upgrade is one of the motivations for requiring the SC Linac
to be able to run in CW mode. Studies show that the
sensitivity of the Mu2e experiment could increase of a
factor 10 if this upgrade is realized [2].
The transport line to the Mu2e upgrade will connect the
beam switch system described above to the M4 line of the
Mu2e accelerator chain. The idea is to join this external
line with the same optics functions planned in the original
design, reducing to a minimum the changes necessary for
the beam transport to the upgrade.
The design of the transport line presents the problem of
crossing the Tevatron ring like the line to the Booster but
it also has to cross the MI-8 line, that brings the 8 GeV
beam extracted from the Booster to the Recycler. To cross
the Tevatron tunnel the same strategy used for the Booster
line has been used, employing 4 dipole magnets of the
same family used in the previous lines to bring the beam
close to the tunnel ceiling. There are different options to
be evaluated to decide the design downstream the crossing, but for the moment the line is not planned to go back
to the elevation of the SC Linac/Booster, since line M4
has an elevation of 1.8 m above the Booster and the MI-8
line 3.3 m below it. So, it has been decided to keep the
line elevation after the crossing constant and use a final
arc to rise it to the junction point with line M4. The trans-

Figure 5: Optics of the line from the end of the SC Linac
to the end of line M4.

CONCLUSION
In this paper the new design of the PIP-II transfer lines
have been presented. The work done is more or less finalized for the publication of the Conceptual Design Report
of the project. More work and studies need to be done in
view of the preparation of the Technical Design Report,
including engineering study of the proposed solutions and
accurate design of magnets and other elements required.
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SCHARGEV 1.0 - STRONG SPACE CHARGE VLASOV SOLVER ∗
T. Zolkin† , A. Burov, Fermilab, Batavia IL 60510, USA
Abstract
The space charge (SC) is known to be one of the major
limitations for the collective transverse beam stability. When
space charge is strong, i.e. SC tune shift  synchrotron tune
Qs , the problem allows an exact analytical solution. For that
practically important case we present a fast and effective
Vlasov solver schargev (Space CHARGE Vlasov) which
calculates a complete eigensystem (spatial shapes of modes
and frequency spectra) and therefore provides the growth
rates and the thresholds of instabilities. schargev 1.0 includes driving and detuning wake forces, and, any feedback
system (damper). In the next version we will include coupled
bunch interaction and Landau damping. Numerical examples for FermiLab Recycler and CERN SPS are presented.

INTRODUCTION
schargev 1.0 is based on SSC theory developed in
[1–3]. In this section we will briefly summarize its results for a single bunch with longitudinal distribution function f (τ, v) where τ is the position along the bunch measured in radians and v is the particle longitudinal velocity. Solutions describing transverse modes for zero-wake
case
∫ (SSC harmonics [νk , Yk (τ)]) form an orthonormal basis
ρ(τ) Yl (τ) Ym (τ) d τ = δlm and satisfy



1
d
d Y (τ)

2

u
(τ)
+ ν Y (τ) = 0 ,


dτ
 Qeff (τ) dτ


d



= 0,
 dτ Y (τ)

τ=±∞
where Qeff is the effective space charge tune shift
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ρ(τ)
Qeff (τ) = Qeff (0)
,
ρ(0)
ρ is the normalized line density
∫
ρ(τ) =
f (τ, v) d v :

∫

ρ(τ) d τ = 1 ,

and temperature function u2 is the average square of particle
longitudinal velocity

∫
u2 (τ) =
f (τ, v) v2 d v ρ(τ).
The modified dynamic equation including the wake and the
damper is


1
d
d Y(τ)
2
u (τ)
+ ω Y(τ) =
Qeff (τ) dτ
dτ
h 

i
b Y(τ) .
b +D
b − i g ei ψ G
< W
∗

†
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The operators of wake forces are defined in terms of driving and detuning wakes, respectively
∫ ∞
b Y (τ) =
W
W(τ − σ) ρ(σ) Y (σ) ei ζ (τ−σ) d σ ,
τ
∫ ∞
b
D Y (τ) = Y (τ)
D(τ − σ) ρ(σ) d σ ,
τ

where the lower limit guarantees the causality, i.e. σ > τ.
ζ = −ξ/η is the negated ratio of conventional chromaticity,
ξ, and a slippage factor, η = γt−2 − γ −2 .
< = Nb

r0 R0
4 π γ β2 Q β

where Nb is the number of particles per bunch, r0 is the
classical radius of the beam particle, R0 is the average accelerator ring radius, Q β as the bare betatron tune, γ is Lorentz
factor and β is the ratio of particle velocity to speed of light.
The operator of damper is defined through the pickup
P(τ) and kicker K(τ) functions
∫ ∞
b Y (τ) = K(τ)
G
P(σ) ρ(σ) Y (σ) ei ζ(τ−σ) d σ.
−∞

g and ψ are the dimensionless gain and the damper’s phase.
The convention is such that resistive damper defined as g > 0
and ψ = 0, and, ψ = ±π/2 are focusing and defocussing
reactive dampers respectively.
Expansion over the zero-wake basis of SSC harmonics
Yk (τ) =

∞
Õ

C(k)
i Yi (τ)

i=0

leads to the eigenvalue problem M · C(k) = ωk C(k) where
the matrix M depends on head-tail phase ζ
h
i
blm (ζ)
b lm (ζ) + D
blm − i g ei ψ G
Mlm = νl δlm + < W
with matrix elements being
∫ ∞∫ ∞
b lm =
W
dσdτ
−∞

τ

W(τ − σ) ρ(τ) ρ(σ) Yl (τ) Ym (σ) ei ζ(τ−σ) ,
∫ ∞∫ ∞
blm =
D
d σ d τ D(τ − σ) ρ(τ) ρ(σ) Yl (τ) Ym (τ) ,
−∞

τ

blm = Kl (ζ) P∗m (ζ) , where
G
∫ ∞
Pk =
d τ P(τ) ρ(τ) Yk (τ) ei ζ τ ,
−∞
∫ ∞
Kk =
d τ K(τ) ρ(τ) Yk (τ) ei ζ τ .
−∞

For the sake of convenience we will separate real and imaginary parts of eigenvalues and denote them as ωk = ∆k + i Γk .
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SCHARGEV 1.0

|Ik(ζ )

schargev has two models of longitudinal phase-space:
Gaussian and Hoffman-Pedersen distribution functions


1
τ2
v2
(G)
f (τ, v) =
exp − 2 −
,
2πab
2a
2 b2
r


3
τ 2 v2
τ 2 v2
(HP)
f
(τ, v) =
1− 2 − 2 H 1− 2 − 2 ,
2πab
a
b
a
b
where H(τ) is the Heaviside step function. First one represents a thermalized beam (the average square of the particle
longitudinal velocity is constant) with Gaussian line density

τ2
exp − 2 ,
ρ(τ) = √
2a
2πa


1

u2 (τ) = b2,

while for Hoffman-Pedersen distribution the average square
of velocity, as well as line density, is quadratic with τ


3
τ2
ρ(τ) =
1− 2 ,
4a
a

Both eigenproblems were solved numerically for first 40
modes using Mathematica 10.0. First few eigenvalues and
eigenfunctions are listed in Table 1 and presented in Fig. 1.
Table 1: Eigenvalues νk for Gaussian and Parabolic Bunches.
0

1

2

3

4

5

0

1.342

4.325

8.898

15.053

22.787

0

1.156

3.591

7.271

12.191

18.347

|Ik(ζ )

2
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0
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8

ζ

0
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k=7
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16

ζ

Figure 2: Chromatic factors at strong space charge as functions of head-tail phase for Gaussian (left) and HoffmanPedersen (right) longitudinal distribution functions.

Bunch Dipole Moments and Damper
SSC harmonics defines dipole moments characterizing
contribution of the specific harmonic to the motion of a total
center of mass. As functions of the head-tail phase they are
∫ ∞
Ik (ζ) =
ρ(τ) Yk (τ) ei ζ τ d τ ,
satisfying following parity property

Using normalized variables where τ is measured in units
of a and ν in units of Q2s /Qeff (0), the eigenfunction equations
for transverse bunch oscillations are




 d d Y (τ) + ν e−τ 2 /2 Y (τ) = 0 ,

dτ dτ

 Y 0(±∞) = 0 ,





 d (1 − τ 2 ) d Y (τ) + 4 ν (1 − τ 2 ) Y (τ) = 0 ,

dτ
dτ

 Y 0(±1) = 0 .


νk(G)
νk(HP)

2

−∞



b2
τ2
u (τ) =
1− 2 .
4
a
2

k

THPOA30

Ik∗ (ζ) = Ik (−ζ) = (−1)k Ik (ζ) .
Corresponding functions were numerically evaluated for
ζ ∈ [−50, 50] and its absolute squares are presented in Fig. 2.
When damper is bunch-by-bunch and flat (it sees the center of mass of an individual bunch and applies a dipole kick
uniformly along its length) the pickup and kicker functions
are P, K(τ) = 1. In this case the damper can be expressed
as a matrix of direct product of dipole moments
∫ ∞∫ ∞
blm (ζ) =
G
d τ d σ ρ(τ)ρ(σ)Yl (τ)Ym (σ) ei ζ(τ−σ)
−∞

−∞

∗
= Il (ζ)Im
(ζ) = (−1)m Il (ζ)Im (ζ).

Wake Forces
Double integrals in expressions for driving and detuning
wake matrix elements can be reduced to single
∫ ∞
dω
m+1
b
Wlm (ζ) = i (−1)
Z⊥ (ω − ζ)Il (ω)Im (ω)
,
2π
−∞
∫ ∞
blm =
D
F(τ)ρ(τ)Yl (τ)Ym (τ) dτ ,
−∞

Yk (τ)

Yk (τ)

2

2

1

1

0

0

-1

-1

-2

-2

-6

-4

-2

0

2

4

τ

∫∞

where F(τ) = τ D(τ − σ) ρ(σ) dσ is the quadrupole wake
field along the bunch and transverse impedance is
∫ ∞
⊥
Z (ω) = i
W(τ)e−i ω τ dτ.

0-th
1-st
2-nd
3-rd
4-th

-2

-1

−∞

0

1

τ

Figure 1: First five SSC harmonics Yk (τ) for Gaussian (left)
and Hoffman-Pedersen (right) longitudinal distribution functions. Dashed black line shows line density of a bunch.

Using these expressions any wake field can be used.
schargev’s default library includes matrix elements for
model constant and oscillating wakes, and, more realistic
resistive wall and broad-band resonator wake fields.
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APPLICATIONS
schargev 1.0 is equipped with a library of precalculated
matrices and solves the eigenvalue problem for matrix with
h
i
blm (ζ) .
b lm (ζ) + D
blm − i g ei ψ G
Mlm = νl δlm + < W
Below we will demonstrate how to analyze the beam stability
using FermiLab Recycler and CERN SPS impedance models
(for simplicity we will neglect the action of detuning wake).
Without damper when ζ , 0 the beam is unstable for
all values of <. An example of coherent growth rates as
functions of the head-tail phase for single parabolic bunch
in CERN SPS ring is presented in Fig. 3. Figures suggest
the conventional logic: to operate an accelerator at ζ < 0
when below the transition energy (and ζ > 0 above the
transition) in order to minimize the most unstable growth
rate. At the same time an opposite to conventional sign of
chromaticity has a hidden advantage: for small values of
|ζ | the only unstable mode is 0-th. This rather general case
gives a hope that the use of resistive damper will help to
stabilize the beam since 0-th mode is visible well (see [4]
for more details).
Figure 4 shows another example: single Gaussian bunch in
FNAL Recycler (resistive wall wake). Now the only growth
rate of the most unstable mode as a function of the headtail phase and gain of resistive damper is plotted. As has
been expected for 0 < ζ < 1 and g ∼ 1 there is a “Lake of
Stability” where all modes have negative growth rates [4].
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Figure 3: Coherent growth rates for the parabolic bunch with
the wake function corresponding to CERN SPS impedance
(broad-band resonator ωR = 1.3 × 2 π GHz) as functions of
the head-tail phase. Top and bottom figures show different
intensities.
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CONCLUSION
The fast and efficient Vlasov solver schargev 1.0 with
two models of longitudinal phase-space has been created.
Gaussian distribution represents thermalized bunch, while
Hoffman-Pedersen distribution is a good model for well
collimated beam. The code includes driving and detuning
wake functions and any feedback. The work on couple-bunch
wakes and Landau damping is in progress.
As a first result we observed that resistive bunch-by-bunch
damper will stabilize the single-bunch instability for 0 <
ζ < 1. Note that the chromaticity sign is opposite to
conventional.
In a similar manner schargev allows to quickly predict
growth rates and analyze the bunch spectra for wide range of
impedance functions and various parameters of a feedback
system.
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SECTOR MAGNETS OR TRANSVERSE ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS
IN CYLINDRICAL COORDINATES ∗
T. Zolkin† , Fermilab, Batavia IL 60510, USA

Laplace’s equation in normalized cylindrical coordinates
is considered for scalar and vector potentials describing electric or magnetic fields with invariance along the azimuthal
coordinate [1]. A series of special functions are found which
when expanded to lowest order in power series in radial and
vertical coordinates (ρ = 1 and y = 0) replicate harmonic
homogeneous polynomials in two variables. These functions
are based on radial harmonics found by Edwin M. McMillan forty years ago. In addition to McMillan’s harmonics,
a second family of radial harmonics is introduced to provide a symmetric description between electric and magnetic
fields and to describe fields and potentials in terms of the
same functions. Formulas are provided which relate any
transverse fields specified by the coefficients in the power
series expansion in radial or vertical planes in cylindrical
coordinates with the set of new functions.
This result is important for potential theory and for theoretical study, design and proper modeling of sector dipoles,
combined function dipoles and any general sector element
for accelerator physics and spectrometry.

INTRODUCTION
The description of sector magnets, any curved magnet
symmetric along its azimuthal (longitudinal) cylindrical coordinate, is an important issue. Every modern accelerator
code includes such elements, the most important being combined function dipoles. A widely used method, which goes
back to Karl Brown’s 1968 paper [2], is based on a solution
of Laplace’s equation for a scalar potential using a power
series in cylindrical coordinates. A similar approach applied
to Laplace’s equation for the longitudinal component of a
vector potential can be found for example in [3]. The same
approach appears in more recent books, e.g. [4].
Two major bottlenecks should be noticed. First, if one
looks for a solution in the form of a series, then these series must be truncated. In our case truncation means that
potentials no longer satisfy Laplace’s equation. Of course
potentials can “satisfy” Laplace’s equation up to any desired
order by keeping more and more terms in the expansion,
but they are not exact. More importantly, the recurrence
equation is undetermined: in every new order of recurrence
one has to assign an arbitrary constant, which will affect all
other higher order terms. This ambiguity leads to the fact
that there is no preferred, unique choice of basis functions; it
makes it difficult to compare accelerator codes, since differ∗
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ent assumptions might be used for representations of basis
functions.
This indeterminacy has a simple geometrical illustration.
Looking for a field with e.g. pure normal dipole component
on a circular designed equilibrium orbit in lowest order, one
can come up with an almost arbitrary shape of the magnet’s
north pole if its south pole is symmetric with respect to the
midplane. In the case of a dipole, the series can be truncated
by keeping only its dipole component. For higher order
multipoles in cylindrical coordinates truncation without violation of Laplace’s equation is not possible.
While working on an implementation of sector magnets
for Synergia, I found assumptions which let me sum series
for pure electric and magnetic skew and normal multipoles.
Looking further for symmetry in the description allowed
me to generate a family of solutions in which all the series
could be summed, so that no truncation was required. While
discussing my results with Sergei Nagaitsev, he brought my
attention to an article by McMillan written in 1975 [5]. As I
found later, the same result was independently obtained by
S. Mane and published in the same journal about 20 years
later [6] without citing McMillan’s original work. It made
me to write this article in order to bring attention back to
thees forgotten results.
Joining my results to McMillan’s, I would like to present
a new representation for multipole expansions in cylindrical
coordinates. Any transverse field can be expanded in terms
of these functions and related to power series expansions in
horizontal or vertical planes. The new approach does not
contradict previous results but embraces them. The ambiguity in choice of coefficients and the problem of truncation
are resolved. Thus it can be employed for theoretical studies,
design and simulation of sector magnets.
The expansion of static electromagnetic fields with rotational symmetry about vertical axis, y, is derived in
right-handed normalized cylindrical coordinates (êρ, êy, êθ ).
Sometimes sector coordinates (êx, êy, êθ ) are used instead.
They defined as another orthogonal right-handed normalized
system of coordinates with ρ = x + 1. It is in sector coordinates scalar potential Φ and only one nonvanishing component of vector potential Aθ , when expanded at x, y = 0,
reproduce harmonic homogeneous polynomials in the lowest
order of expansion.
The paper is structured as follows. In first section we consider pure transverse electric or magnetic fields in cylindrical
coordinates. In the second one we compare new results with
traditional approach of power series ansatz. Tables 1–2 are
supplementary materials with sector harmonics and its relationship with power series expansion of fields.
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MULTIPOLES IN CYLINDRICAL
COORDINATES

1 ∂Φ
ρ ∂ρ
2
∂ Φ 1 ∂ Φ ∂2Φ
=
+
+
= 0,
ρ ∂ρ
∂ ρ2
∂ y2

n = 1,3,5,7,9

4Φ ≡ ∇ · ∇Φ = 4⊥ Φ +
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ρ
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ρ
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0
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ρ
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2
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Aθ
4A ≡ ∇ (∇ · A) − ∇ × (∇ × A) = 4Aθ − 2 êθ
ρ
 2

2
∂ Aθ 1 ∂ Aθ ∂ Aθ Aθ
=
+
+
− 2 êθ = 0 .
ρ ∂ρ
∂ ρ2
∂ y2
ρ

Figure 1: First five even (top row) and odd (bottom row)
members of power functions Pn (ρ) = ρn , Fn (ρ), Gnρ(ρ) and
Gn (ρ) from the left to the right respectively.

Compared to the case with Cartesian coordinates these equations look quite different from each other. In order to retain
the symmetry one can note that


1 ∂
∂2
1 ∂2
−
+
(4A)θ =
(ρ Aθ ) .
ρ ∂ ρ2 ρ ∂ ρ ∂ y 2

These operators can be used to recursively calculate all
members of F− and G−functions. An additional constraint
to terminate recurrences defines lowest orders as

Thus looking for the solution in a form similar to harmonic
homogeneous polynomials


n
Õ
Fn−k (ρ) y k
kπ
kπ
Φ=−
Cn sin
+ Dn cos
,
(n − k)! k!
2
2
k=0


n
Õ
kπ
kπ
1 G n−k (ρ) y k
− Dn sin
Aθ = −
Cn cos
,
ρ (n − k)! k!
2
2
k=0
where Cn and Dn are normal and skew multipole coefficients
of the expansion, one can find that functions Fn (ρ) and Gn (ρ)
are related to each other through
Gn−1 =

1 ∂ Fn
ρ
n
∂ρ

Fn−1 =

1 1 ∂ Gn
n ρ ∂ρ

and satisfying recurrence equations

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

n = 0,2,4,6,8

In the normalized right-handed cylindrical coordinate system, when cylindrical symmetry ∂/∂ θ = 0 is imposed, the
Laplace equations reduce to

P n (ρ)
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∂ 2 Fn (ρ) 1 ∂ Fn (ρ)
+
= n (n − 1) Fn−2 (ρ) ,
ρ ∂ρ
∂ ρ2
∂ 2 Gn (ρ) 1 ∂ Gn (ρ)
−
= n (n − 1) G n−2 (ρ) .
ρ ∂ρ
∂ ρ2
In addition, Fn (ρ) and Gn (ρ) allow us to construct lowering
operators



1
1 ∂
∂
Fn =
ρ
Fn+2 ,
(n + 1)(n + 2) ρ ∂ ρ
∂ρ



1
∂ 1 ∂
Gn =
ρ
G n+2 ,
(n + 1)(n + 2)
∂ρ ρ ∂ρ
and corresponding raising operators where the lower limits
take care of two arbitrary constants of integration
∫ ρ ∫ ρ
1
Fn = n (n − 1)
ρ Fn−2 d ρ d ρ ,
ρ
∫1 ρ ∫ 1ρ
1
Gn = n (n − 1)
ρ
G n−2 d ρ d ρ .
1
1 ρ

F0 = 1,

F1 = ln ρ,

G0 = 1,

G 1 = (ρ2 − 1)/2.

The first ten members of Fn and Gn are shown in Fig. 1.
Note that Taylor series of these functions at ρ = 1 are
T(Fn, Gn ) = x n + O(x n+1 ). The difference relation for Fn
and first members have been found by E.M. McMillan and
I would like to acknowledge it by given them a name of
McMillan radial harmonics. In addition to his results we
introduced adjoint McMillan radial harmonics, Gn , in order
to provide the symmetry in description between electric and
magnetic fields. Finally, in order to define the set of functions for pure sector multipoles (see Fig. 2) we will define
sector harmonics:
n  
Õ
kπ
n
(e)
A n (ρ, y) =
cos
Fn−k (ρ) y k ,
k
2
k=0
n  
Õ
k π Gn−k (ρ) k
n
(m)
y ,
A n (ρ, y) =
cos
k
2
ρ
k=0
n  
Õ
kπ
n
Bn(e) (ρ, y) =
sin
Fn−k (ρ) y k ,
k
2
k=0
n  
Õ
k π Gn−k (ρ) k
n
Bn(m) (ρ, y) =
sin
y ,
k
2
ρ
k=0
obeying differential relations
)
n (A, B)(e
n−1 = ±

∂ (B, A)(e)
n

h
i
(m)
∂
ρ
(A,
B)
n
1

=
,
∂y
ρ
∂ρ
h
i
(m)
1 ∂ Aρ (B, A)n
∂ (A, B)(e)
(m)
n
n (A, B)n−1 = ±
=
.
∂y
∂ρ
Aρ
Last pair of equations show that these harmonics describe
not only potentials but components of a field as well, since
E=−

∂Φ
∂Φ
êρ −
êy ,
∂ρ
∂y

B=

1 ∂ ρAθ
1 ∂ ρAθ
êρ −
êy .
ρ ∂y
ρ ∂ρ
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Figure 2: 3D models of pure 2n-pole sector magnets. North (red) and south (blue) poles are given by constant levels of
(B, A)(e)
n = ∓const for normal and skew magnets respectively. From the left to the right: skew S-dipole, normal S-dipole,
skew S-quadrupole, normal S-quadrupole and skew S-sextupole. The circular design orbit ρ = 1 is shown in green color.

An alternative approach to finding expansions for potentials is to use a general power series ansatz
∞
Õ

Φ =−
Aθ = −

Vm,n

m,n ≥0
∞
Õ

xm yn
,
m! n!

1
xm yn
Vm,n
.
1+x
m! n!
m,n ≥0

In Cartesian coordinates the substitution gives the recurrence relation Vm+2,n + Vm,n+2 = 0. It immediately defines
all coefficients, and up to a common factor, they coincide
with the coefficients of harmonic homogeneous polynomials. In sector coordinates the same substitution gives two
new undetermined recurrences, and, for scalar and vector
potentials they are respectively
Vm+2,n + Vm,n+2 = −(m ± 1) Vm+1.n − m Vm−1,n+2 .
In order to solve these recurrences, one can look for a solution where each term can be expressed in the form
(i+j−1)

Vi, j = Vi,∗j + Vi, j

(i+j−2)

+ Vi, j

(i+j−3)

+ Vi, j

CONCLUSION
The scalar and vector Laplace’s equations for static transverse electromagnetic fields in normalized curvilinear orthogonal coordinates with constant curvature κ = 1 and
cylindrical symmetry are solved. The set of solutions named
sector harmonics (first few members are listed in Table 1). It
should not be confused with cylindrical harmonics where ρdependent terms are given by Bessel functions. In contrast,
the radial part is given by a set of harmonics, independently
introduced by E.M. McMillan in a “forgotten” article, and
adjoint radial harmonics described in this work. When expanded around a circular design orbit (ρ = 1, y = 0), sector
harmonics resemble harmonic homogeneous polynomials
of two variables which are solutions in Cartesian geometry.
This set of functions has two major advantages over the traditional approach, widely used in the accelerator community,
of using recurrences based on a power series ansatz. They do
not require truncation and satisfy Laplace’s equation exactly.
In addition they provide a well defined full basis of functions
which can be related to any field by expansion in radial or
vertical planes, see Table 2. Thus, I would like to suggest
the set of sector harmonics as a new basis for the description
and design of sector magnets with translational symmetry
along the azimuthal coordinate.

+...

where starred variables are the “design” terms given by pure
∗
∗
multipole fields satisfying Vm+2,n
+ Vm,n+2
≡ 0. Other coefficients Vi,(k)
j are terms induced by lower k-th order pure
multipoles due to recurrence, and for a particular 2n-pole
for i + j > n are subject to be determined.
In order to use these equations one will have to truncate
a recurrence. As a result the potentials representing magnets no longer satisfy Laplace’s equation. This violates the
“physics” and should be avoided. While potentials can be
approximated with any precision by keeping an appropriate
number of terms, when solving the recurrence, at each new
order one will find that an arbitrary constant αi ∈ (0; 1)
should be introduced since the system is undetermined. An
additional assumption, (Aθ , Φ) | x=0 ∝ y n allows us to truncate or sum the series. The resulting solutions would then
coincide with sector harmonics obtained above.
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Table 1: Sector Harmonics
n
A n(e)
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Bn(m)
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Table 2: Relationship between coefficients determining the strength of pure normal and skew sector multipoles and power
series expansion of field in radial and vertical planes at x, y = 0 (ρ = 1).
n
1
2

Cn
x=0
Fy
∂y Fx

y=0
Fy
∂x Fy

Dn
x=0
Fx
−∂y Fy

y=0
Fx
∂x Fx + Fx

3

−∂y2 Fy

∂x2 Fy + ∂x Fy

−∂y2 Fx

∂x2 Fx + ∂x Fx − Fx

4

−∂y3 Fx

∂x3 Fy + ∂x2 Fy − ∂x Fy

∂y3 Fy

∂x3 Fx + 2 ∂x2 Fx − ∂x Fx + Fx

5

∂y4 Fy

∂x4 Fy + 2 ∂x3 Fy − ∂x2 Fy + ∂x Fy

∂y4 Fx

∂x4 Fx + 2 ∂x3 Fx − 3 ∂x2 Fx + 3 ∂x Fx − 3 Fx
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SENSITIVITY OF THE MICROBUNCHING INSTABILITY TO
IRREGULARITIES IN CATHODE CURRENT IN THE LCLS-II BEAM
DELIVERY SYSTEM∗
C. Mitchell† , J. Qiang, M. Venturini, LBNL, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA
P. Emma, SLAC, Menlo Park, CA 94025, USA

LCLS-II is a high-repetition rate (1 MHz) Free Electron
Laser (FEL) X-ray light source now under construction at
SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory. During transport to
the FEL undulators, the electron beam is subject to a space
charge-driven microbunching instability that can degrade
the electron beam quality and lower the FEL performance
if left uncontrolled. The present LCLS-II design is welloptimized to control the growth of this instability out of the
electron beam shot noise. However, the instability may also
be seeded by irregularities in the beam current proﬁle at the
cathode (due to non-uniformities in the temporal proﬁle of
the photogun drive laser pulse). In this paper, we describe
the sensitivity of the microbunching instability to smallamplitude temporal modulations on the emitted beam current
proﬁle at the cathode, using high-resolution simulations of
the LCLS-II beam delivery system.

INTRODUCTION
The microbunching instability plays a signiﬁcant role in
the dynamics of electron beam transport for 4th generation
light sources, and much of the LCLS-II design eﬀort [1] has
been devoted to understanding microbunching phenomena
seeded by the electron beam shot noise in the LCLS-II beam
delivery system [2]. The present LCLS-II design has been
well-optimized to control these eﬀects through careful tuning
of the local momentum compaction of the lattice [3], but
irregularities in the temporal proﬁle of the emitted bunch
current at the photocathode may also seed the instability [4],
originating from non-uniformities of the photocathode drive
laser pulse (if the beam is generated using a single pulse) or
pulse-to-pulse variations of drive laser power (if the beam
is generated through longitudinal stacking).
Table 1 describes the nominal 100 pC beam that is used
in this study. The nominal emitted current proﬁle is uniform
along the bunch, with linear rise and fall over a 2 ps interval
at either end. We investigate the eﬀect of adding a smallamplitude modulation to the initial current proﬁle, so that
the bunch current is described by ( χ << 1):
I(t) = I0 (1 + χ cos(2πt/τ)),

τ ∈ [1, 9] ps.

(1)

All simulations are performed using the IMPACT code suite
[5, 6], and begin with initialization of the electron beam
at the photocathode. To correctly resolve the beam shot
noise, we use a number of simulation particles equal to the
∗
†

Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract Nos.
DE-AC02-76SF00515, DE-AC02-05CH11231, and the LCLS-II Project.
ChadMitchell@lbl.gov
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number of electrons in the physical bunch (625M), with a
grid resolution of 64 × 64 × 2048.
Table 1: Parameters describing the nominal 100 pC beam
used for single-bunch cathode-undulator tracking. Final
values are provided at the entrance to the ﬁrst hard X-ray
FEL undulator.
Parameter

Value

Bunch charge
Transverse beam size at the cathode (rms)
Thermal emittance at the cathode (rms)
Initial bunch duration (FWHM)
Final kinetic energy
Final peak current (beam core)
Final slice emittance x,n (rms, beam core)
Final slice emittance y,n (rms, beam core)
Final slice energy spread (rms, beam core)

100 pC
0.192 mm
1 μm/mm
33 ps
4.1 GeV
714 A
0.48 μm
0.38 μm
562 keV

MICROBUNCHING IN THE
PHOTOINJECTOR
Figure 1 illustrates the amplitudes of the density and energy modulations present on the bunch at the exit of the
ﬁrst cryomodule (∼100 MeV). The results are quite linear
in the amplitude of the cathode-applied modulation up to
χ = 5 − 10%. The results using 5M and 625M simulation
particles are similar, suggesting that the applied modulation dominates the eﬀect of shot-noise seeded microbunching in this region. Ballistic compression in the photoinjector system is expected to contribute to enhanced spatial
bunching [4]. However, simulations indicate that any shortwavelength density modulation present on the bunch at the
ﬁrst RF cavity entrance is damped rapidly during acceleration, reappearing as increased modulation in the bunch slice
energy proﬁle.

Adiabatic Phase Damping of Plasma Oscillations
The transformation of modulations from density proﬁle
to energy proﬁle during acceleration is closely related to the
phenomenon of adiabatic synchrotron phase damping, and
can be understood as follows. We model microbunching in
the cryomodule using the integral equations in [7], assuming
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Figure 2: Microbunching diagnostics at the HXR undulator
for particles within a window [-10,10] μm containing the
beam core ( χ = 5%). (Red) Relative rms current ﬂuctuation
about the unmodulated current proﬁle. (Blue) Projected
energy spread after removing the unmodulated mean slice
energy of each longitudinal slice.
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Figure 1: Density (upper) and energy (lower) modulation
amplitudes at the exit of the injector cryomodule, shown
as a function of the period τ of the modulation applied at
the photocathode. Both quantities are normalized by the
amplitude χ of the applied modulation.
acceleration on-crest for simplicity:
∫ s
K(τ, s)b(k, τ)dτ,
(2a)
b(k, s) = b(k, 0) +
0
∫ s
4πZ(k, τ)
I
b(k, τ)dτ, (2b)
Δγ(k, s) = Δγ(k, 0) −
IA 0
Z0
where Z is an appropriate longitudinal space charge
impedance [8]. (See [9] for a treatment of RF compression.)
We consider the case when Δγ(k, 0) = 0. Here
∫
I Z(k, τ) s ds 
K(τ, s) = 4πi k
.
(3)
 3
IA
Z0
τ γ(s )
Setting Z∞ = iZ0 /πkrb2 , where rb ≈ 2σx is the beam radius,
it is convenient deﬁne the dimensionless real quantities:
Z(k, s)
.
(4)
u = −iΔγ, Z̃(k, s) =
Z∞ (k, s)
The integral equations (2) can then be expressed as a Hamiltonian system in the variables (b, u) described by:
I
k
2
H(b, u; s) =
u2 +
(5)
Z̃(k, s)b2 .
3
2
2γ(s)
krb (s) I A
In the limit when (5) varies slowly over a plasma period, the
quantities b and u each undergo plasma oscillations whose
amplitudes are described by the adiabatically-varying envelopes:


3 
1
rb (s) γ0 4 Z̃(k, 0) 4
|b|max (s) = |b0 |
,
(6)
rb0 γ(s)
Z̃(k, s)
2|b0 |
|Δγ|max (s) = 
k rb0 rb (s)
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1
3
I
[γ0 γ(s)] 4 Z̃(k, 0) Z̃(k, s) 4 ,
IA

where b0 is the bunching factor at the cryomodule entrance.
This gives an approximate scaling of the energy modulation
amplitude at the cryomodule exit as ∼ γ 3/4 σx−1/2 λ. Using
the simulated beam parameters at the cryomodule entrance,
(6) predicts an energy modulation at the injector exit of
1.4 keV, reasonably near the simulated value of 1.6 keV.

MICROBUNCHING IN THE LINAC AND
TRANSPORT LINES
During propagation through the ﬁrst magnetic bunch compressor (R56 = −58.1 mm), energy modulations emerging
from the injector are mapped into density modulations that
seed additional microbunching in the linac, the ﬁrst dogleg, and the bypass line. Figure 2 illustrates the ﬁnal microbunching present on the beam at the HXR undulator for
a modulation of amplitude χ = 5% at the cathode. Here,
bunching in the beam current proﬁle is measured by taking
the rms value of ΔI = I − Iﬁt over an interval [-10,10] μm
surrounding the beam core, where Iﬁt is the current of the
nominal (unmodulated) beam. Likewise, the projected rms
energy spread of particles within the interval [-10,10] μm is
computed after taking ΔE = E − Eﬁt for each particle, where
Eﬁt is the mean energy in the corresponding longitudinal
slice of the nominal beam.
The microbunching on the ﬁnal beam increases quickly
with modulation period τ for τ ≥ 2 ps. Figures 3-4 illustrate
the beam longitudinal phase space at the HXR undulator
for several cases of interest. The bunching structure also
has an impact on the horizontal projected beam emittance
growth, as illustrated in Fig. 5. This is due to the presence of
large current spikes in the beam current proﬁle, which lead
to enhanced CSR-induced emittance growth in the bends of
the two bunch compressors and the ﬁnal dogleg.

CONCLUSION
Cathode-to-undulator tracking of the LCLS-II beam delivery system with self-consistent, 3D space charge was per-
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Figure 3: (Upper) Longitudinal phase space at the HXR
undulator for a nominal 100 pC beam with no applied modulation ( χ = 0). (Lower) Longitudinal phase space at the
HXR undulator for the case χ = 5%, τ = 1 ps.
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Figure 4: (Upper) Longitudinal phase space at the HXR
undulator for the case χ = 5%, τ = 2 ps. (Lower) Longitudinal phase space at the HXR undulator for the case χ = 5%,
τ = 6 ps.
formed using the physical number of particles in the beam,
after applying a modulation to the initial beam proﬁle, to
study the combined eﬀects of shot-noise seeded and cathode
noise-seeded microbunching. The presence of irregularity
in the temporal proﬁle of the beam at the cathode introduces structure in the beam current proﬁle and longitudinal
phase space at the HXR undulator, primarily at wavelengths
> 1 μm. This eﬀect is most problematic for spectral components at the cathode with periods τ > 2 ps. To keep current
modulation at the undulator within a few %, current modulations at the cathode at periods longer than 2 ps should
5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields
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Figure 5: (Upper) Projected emittance at the HXR undulator
for the case χ = 5%, shown for several values of applied
modulation period τ. (Lower) Comparison of the horizontal
emittance evolution of the nominal beam and the case χ =
5%, τ = 8 ps, illustrating CSR-induced emittance growth.
be controlled well within 5 %. Signiﬁcant CSR-induced
horizontal emittance growth (> 10%) can also occur in the
presence of initial current modulations with period > 4 ps.
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A PRELIMINARY BEAM IMPEDANCE MODEL OF THE ADVANCED
LIGHT SOURCE UPGRADE AT LBL∗
S. Persichelli† , J. M. Byrd, S. De Santis, D. Li, T. Luo, J. Osborn, C. A. Swenson,
M. Venturini, Y. Yang, LBL, Berkeley, CA, USA
Abstract
The proposed upgrade of the Advanced Light Source
(ALS-U) consists of a multi-bend achromat ultralow emittance lattice optimized for the production of diffractionlimited soft x-rays. A narrow-aperture vacuum chamber
is a key feature of the new generation of light sources, and
can result in a significant increase in the beam impedance,
potentially limiting the maximum achievable beam current.
While the conceptual design of the vacuum system is still in
a very early development stage, this paper presents a preliminary estimate of the beam impedance using a combination of
electromagnetic simulations and analytical calculations. We
include the impedance of cavities, select vacuum-chamber
components and resistive wall in a multi-layered beam chamber with NEG coating.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
ALS-U is a proposed upgrade to the Advanced Light
Source (ALS) at LBNL. Operating at beam energy of 2 GeV
and current of 500 mA, the intent of ALS-U is to produce
soft x-ray coherent flux that is orders of magnitude higher
than at the existing machine at LBNL and well beyond the
coherent flux at any operating light source. The upgrade
program includes the replacement in the storage ring of the
existing triple-bend achromat with a multi-bend achromat
lattice, keeping the same footprint, symmetry and length of
the straight sections of ALS. Moreover, a new low emittance
accumulator ring will be installed in the existing tunnel,
with the purpose of enabling swap-out injection using fast
magnets. In order to improve the performances of insertion
devices and allow for the larger focusing gradients needed for
low emittance, extremely small vacuum chamber apertures
are a key feature of ALS-U which will enhance the sensitivity
to instabilities driven by collective effects. In this paper
we start to address the problem by calculating the beam
coupling impedance contributed by the resistive wall, main
and harmonic cavities and the vacuum-chamber egresses
collecting the radiation fan from the undulators.

RESISTIVE WALL
In ALS-U, the triple-bend achromat magnetic lattice of
ALS is replaced with a stronger focusing multi-bend achromat. The high focussing strength and compact magnet design is achieved by using a small circular, or nearly circular,
vacuum chamber of the order of 10 mm radius or less. The
∗
†

Work supported by the Director, Office of Science, of the U.S. Department
of Energy under Contract No. DE-AC02-05CH11231
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Figure 1: A sketch of an ALS-U sector.

limited conductance and pumping speed is mitigated by using non-evaporable getter (NEG) coated vacuum chambers.
The vacuum chamber of ALS-U is designed with apertures
about 2.5 times smaller than the current ALS in the vertical
direction and much smaller in the horizontal. Therefore, the
transverse resistive wall (RW) impedance is expected to be
critical for the new machine performance. Ensuring good
vacuum will require NEG coating ideally in the whole machine. In this approach, the whole vacuum chamber acts like
a fully distributed vacuum pump, achieving good vacuum
pressures with the small apertures required from ALS-U.
In this section we are presenting the results of resistive wall
impedance calculations, taking into account the effect of
the NEG coating. To this end, we considered a simplified
model of the ALS-U circular vacuum chamber consisting
of three different radii: 3.5 mm for the insertion devices in
the straight sections (total length 62.88 m), 10 mm radius in
matching sections (total length 72.60 m) and 6.5 mm in the
arcs (total length 60.96 m). A sketch of an ALS-U sector is
shown Fig. 1. It is worth noting that while the longitudinal
RW impedance is inversely proportional to the beam pipe
radius, the transverse impedance has a strong third-power
scaling with the inverse of the radius. Due to the very small
radius of the chamber, we expect the insertion device sections to have a dominant impact in the transverse impedance
budget. Longitudinal and transverse RW impedance has
been computed with the code ImpedanceWake2D developed
at CERN [1]. The code calculates coupling impedances and
wake functions in multilayer axi-symmetric two-dimensional
structures. We considered a round vacuum chamber made
of copper, coated with a 1 µm thickness layer of NEG. Resistivity of copper is 1.7·10−8 Ωm, while the NEG resistivity
is assumed to be 1.5e·10−6 Ωm [2]. In Figures 2 and 3, the
real and imaginary part of the longitudinal and transverse
RW impedance are shown. At the nominal ALS-U bunch
length of about 200 ps, the imaginary part of the longitu5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields
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dinal impedance is 64 Ω, while the imaginary part of the
transverse impedance is 487 kΩ/m.
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Figure 4: 3D models used for CST impedance simulations
of the main cavity (left) and harmonic cavity (right).
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Figure 2: ALS-U total RW longitudinal impedance.
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Figure 3: ALS-U total RW transverse impedance.

RF SYSTEM
The current plan for the ALS-U is to reuse one of the
two existing 500 MHz normal conducting main cavities
and two of the three third harmonic cavities operating at
1500 MHz [3] [4]. The second 500 MHz cavity will be installed in a new accumulator ring. A new lower frequency
RF system with the existing 500 MHz system as a harmonic
RF is under consideration. In general, particle scattering effects are critical in low-emittance rings because of the small
bunch lengths and the high electron density. In ALS-U,
the harmonic system is designed to provide bunch lengthening to reduce the intra beam scattering (IBS) to achieve
the desired ultralow transverse emittance and increase the
Touschek lifetime. Longitudinal multibunch instabilities in
ALS-U are expected to be driven primarily by the higher order modes of the RF system [5]. For this reason, an accurate
impedance model has to be established for the two cavities.
An instability-mitigating strategy will almost certainly have
to involve a dedicated feedback system as in the current
ALS. Impedance studies of the main cavity and harmonic
cavities have been performed with CST Particle Studio [6]
and ACE3P [7]. The cavities beam tubes are going to be

adapted to the new machine chambers through tapered transitions. In Fig. 4, the two geometries of the cavities used
for impedance simulations, equipped with HOM ports and
tuners, are shown. The two models are not to scale: the
main cavity has an internal radius of 290 mm and a beam
pipe of 35 mm, while the harmonic cavity has an internal
radius of 78 mm and beam pipe of 25 mm radius. We first
computed the longitudinal low-frequency limit of the Z/n for
the main cavity from the slope of the imaginary part of the
longitudinal impedance as a function of frequency (below
250 MHz the longitudinal impedance is purely inductive).
For Z/n we calculated 645 mΩ for the naked cavity, and
663 mΩ for the cavity equipped with HOM ports and tuners,
and connected to the 6.5 mm radius chamber with a tapered
smooth transition of 120 mm length. The low frequency
transverse dipolar impedance is 3 kΩ/m for the naked cavity and 7.3 kΩ/m for the full cavity. We then computed
Z/n for the harmonic cavity with the same method. Below
800 MHz the longitudinal impedance is purely inductive,
leading to a Z/n=139 mΩ for the cavity equipped with HOM
ports and tuners. The low frequency transverse impedance
is 3.2 kΩ/m. In this case, we did not consider the effect
of the transitions. As expected, the Z/n impedance of the
harmonic cavity is much smaller than that of the main cavity,
due to its reduced volume. Also the transverse impedance is
smaller because we did not account for the presence of the
taper. However, there will be two harmonic cavities vs. one
main cavity. These numbers should provide a useful baseline against which to gauge the relevance of the impedance
contributed by additional vacuum-chamber components. In
Fig. 5, the short-range wake functions of the main and harmonic cavity, calculated with CST Particle studio with a
bunch length of 2 mm, are shown. These curves will be used
as an input for beam dynamics and instabilities studies. The
single bunch loss factor computed from CST is 1.35 V/pC
for the main cavity and 1.30 V/pC for the harmonic cavity.
Results from CST simulations have been benchmarked with
the code ACE3P, showing a very good agreement in the
computation of the wake functions and the loss factors.

VACUUM CHAMBER EGRESSES
Impedance studies have been performed for the preliminary design of the ALS-U x-ray egresses, that are foreseen to
extract the radiation off the undulators, for a total of 10 elements. In Fig. 6, the model of the egress used for impedance
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Table 1: Low Frequency Longitudinal and Transverse
Impedances Computed for Different Length of the Transitions (0 mm corresponds to a step transition)
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Figure 5: Wake functions of the main and harmonic cavities,
calculated with CST Particle studio with a bunch length of
2 mm and wakelength of 500 mm and 150 mm, respectively.

simulations with CST Particle Studio, is shown. A taper
transition of 30 mm length is considered for connecting the
egress chamber of 10 mm radius with the arc of 6.5 mm radius. The same taper transition has been considered also at
the beam entrance. Each egress is designed as a wide rectan-

Table 2: Preliminary estimates of the low-frequency longitudinal and transverse impedance.
24 tapers (30 mm)
10 egresses
2 harmonic cavities
Main cavity

Z/n [mΩ]
13
10
280
663

Z x [kΩ/m]
10.4
9.3
6.4
7.3

Z/n is predicted to be far below the value computed for the
harmonic cavity, and with a factor 5 reduction in both longitudinal and transverse impedance with respect to the step
transition case. Our preliminary impedance estimates for
ALS-U for the various components we have considered, are
summarized in Table 2.

CONCLUSIONS

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 6: 3D models used for CST impedance simulations
of the ALS-U x-ray egress.
gular aperture in a beam chamber of 10 mm radius (200 mm
on the longitudinal axis of the beam chamber, 2 mm on the
vertical axis). Z/n, computed with CST Particle Studio, is
1.008 mΩ for the single egress (including the two tapers),
and about 10 mΩ for 10 elements, that is far below the Z/n
of the RF cavities. The horizontal low frequency impedance
is about 1 kΩ/m for the single egress. A not negligible
source of impedance is due to the transitions between the
beam chamber of 6.5 mm radius and 10 mm radius. While
a long and smooth tapered transition is usually preferred for
impedance purposes, space constraints in ALS-U require
a transition of 30 mm length, or shorter. The longitudinal
and transverse impedances have been computed with CST
Particle Studio, considering several possible lengths of the
transition. In Table 1, the impedance of different length
transitions is summarized. Even if the impedance of a single
transition is predicted to be negligible in comparison with
the impedance of the cavities, there will be quite a few of
them and care should be taken to design and model them
properly. If we account for 24 step transitions (12 arcs in the
ring), we obtain a Z/n of 60 mΩ, that is almost comparable
to the impedance of the harmonic cavity. If we consider,
instead, 24 tapered transitions of total length 30 mm, the

A preliminary impedance model of ALS-U has been calculated with the help of analytical models and electromagnetic
simulations. The model includes the contribution of the RF
system, the vacuum chamber egresses and the resistive wall,
taking into account the different dimensions of the beam
chambers and the presence of the NEG coating. Due to the
reduced dimension of the beam chambers, the transverse
resistive wall impedance is expected to dominate the other
sources of impedance of the machine. The short-range wake
functions we calculated will be used as input for studying
single-bunch instabilities. More studies are ongoing to include other relevant machine elements.
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ANALYSIS OF MICROBUNCHING STRUCTURES IN TRANSVERSE AND
LONGITUDINAL PHASE SPACES*
C. -Y. Tsai#, Department of Physics, Virginia Tech, VA 24061, USA
R. Li, Jefferson Lab, Newport News, VA 23606, USA
Microbunching instability (MBI) has been a
challenging issue in high-brightness electron beam
transport for modern accelerators. Our Vlasov analysis of
MBI is based on single-pass configuration [1-3]. For
multi-pass recirculation or a long beamline, the intuitive
argument of quantifying MBI, by successive
multiplication of MBI gains of sub-beamline sections,
was found to underestimate the effect [4]. More thorough
analyses based on concatenation of gain matrices aimed
to combine both density and energy modulations for a
general beamline [4]. Yet, quantification still focuses on
characterizing longitudinal phase space; microbunching
structures residing in (x,z) or (x’,z) was observed in
particle tracking simulation. Inclusion of such cross-plane
microbunching structures in Vlasov analysis shall be a
crucial step to systematically characterize MBI for a
beamline complex in terms of concatenating individual
beamline segments. We derived a semi-analytical
formulation to include the microbunching structures in
longitudinal and transverse phase spaces. Using these
generalized formulas, we studied an example lattice [5]
and found the microbunching gains calculated from
multiplication of concatenated gain matrices can be
considered as upper limit to the start-to-end gains.

INTRODUCTION
Theoretical formulation of MBI has been developed
both in single-pass [1-3] and in storage-ring [6,7]
systems. Hetfeis et al. [2] derived a linear integral
equation in terms of the density modulation (or, the
bunching factor). Huang and Kim [3] obtained the
integral equation in a more concise way and outlined the
microbunching due to initial energy modulation. This has
become the building block for our work.
To quantify MBI in a beam transport system, we
estimate the microbunching amplification factor (or, gain)
along the beamline. For a long transport line of a
recirculation machine, people tend to treat the
microbunching problem as a single-pass system. More
commonly, concatenations of sub-beamline sections were
studied and the overall microbunching gain is speculated
as the multiplication of gains from individual subsections
[2, 8]. Though this concatenation approach seems
intuitive, we need a more rigorous and detailed
justification of its validity. Our previous work [4], which
____________________________________________

* This material is based upon work supported by the U.S. Department
of Energy, Office of Science, Office of Nuclear Physics under contract
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takes both density (z) and energy (z, δ) modulations in
longitudinal beam phase-space distribution, had shown
that a mere product of microbunching gains from
individual subsections could underestimate the overall
effect (i.e. smaller than the start-to-end gain).
In this paper, we take a further step, consider the
situation where microbunching structures residing in
transverse-longitudinal dimension (x, z) or (x’, z) can be
quantified, and derive a set of governing equations for the
microbunching evolution in terms of density, energy,
transverse-longitudinal modulations along a general linear
lattice. Then we study an example of recirculating
beamline [5]. From the simulation results, we have some
interesting observations and have found such combined
analysis can give more information than the previous
treatment. Although the formulation still appears
incomplete, the gains calculated from multiplication of
concatenated gain matrices can be considered as upper
limit to the start-to-end gains. Comparison of the results
with ELEGANT tracking [9] has given qualitative
agreement. Extension of this study to include more
aspects of microbunching can be possible future work.

THEORY
From the (linearized) Vlasov equation, the evolution of
the phase-space distribution function is governed by [3]
s
 f ( X ) d
(1)
f ( X ;s)  f0 ( X 0 )   d 0 
  d
0
where the energy change due to collective effect can be
induced by density modulation
Nr dk
d
(2)
  e  1 Z(k1; )b(k1; )eik z
d
 2
Here f is the beam phase-space distribution function,
X(s) = (x, x’, z, δ; s) the 4-D phase-space variable, N the
number of particles, γ the Lorentz factor, Z(k) the
longitudinal impedance per unit length, k the modulation
wavenumber, and b(k) the density modulation.
More specifically, let us define the following quantities
for subsequent analysis.
1
(3)
b(kz ;s)   dX f ( X ;s)e ikz (s) zs
N
1

1
dX  s  hzs  f ( X ;s)e ikz (s) zs
N
1
 ik (s) z
ax (k z ;s)   dX xs f ( X ;s)e z s
N
1
ax ' (k z ;s)   dX  xs ' f ( X ;s)e ikz (s) zs
N
p(k z ;s) 

 

(4)
(5)
(6)

Figure 1 illustrates the modulations described by Eqs.
(3-6), shown in (a) to (d), respectively.
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This recirculating beamline consists of two arcs and the
design is based on that outlined in Ref. [11]. One of the
arcs is composed of 4 triple-bend-achromatic (TBA)
units. The arcs are achromatic and quasi-isochronous. Let
us separate this machine into four pieces: S1, ARC1, S2,
and ARC2 (see Fig. 2). In this example, the beam is
assumed 150 MeV in energy, peak bunch current 60 A,
with normalized emittance 0.4 μm and relative energy
spread 1.33×10-5. Figure 3 shows Twiss and momentum
compaction functions along the beamline.
Figure 1: Illustration of various types of modulations.
Below we would consider how these different phasespace modulations evolve according to Eq. (1). The
detailed derivation is not shown here and only the
resultant formulas are summarized. The four integral
equations governing b(kz), p(kz), ax(kz), and ax’(kz) are,
respectively
s

b  kz ;s   b0  k z ;s    d  K  ,s  b  k z ; 

(7)

0

s

(8)

p(k z ;s)  p0 (k z ;s)   d  M ( ,s)b(k z ; )

Figure 2: Schematic layout of the recirculating beamline
(not to scale), from Ref. [5].

0

s

ax (k z ;s)  ax0 (k z ;s)   d  A( ,s)b(k z ; )

(9)

ax ' (k z ;s)  ax '0 (k z ;s)   d  B( ,s)b(k z ; )

(10)

0
s

0

where the kernel functions K(τ,s), M(τ,s), A(τ,s) and B(τ,s)
describe the interaction (see Ref. [10] for complete
expressions).
Of our particular interest, the beam phase-space
distribution is assumed to be uniform in z and Gaussian
over the remaining coordinates. The perturbed
distribution function is assumed the following form
 x x ( z )    x 'x ( z )  x x ( z )  hz  ( z )


2
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f0 ( X 0 ) 

n0  n0 (z0 )

 2  

2 

0

e

0

0

x0

0

'
0

2

0

x0

0

0

2  x 0 x 0

0

2

0

0

0

2 2

(11)
where the individual perturbations are assumed to be
small compared with the unperturbed one.
Note that there are a total of 4×4 =16 combinations for
the above situations [see Eqs. (3-6) and (7-10)]. At each
location, the modulations can be recorded as a state
vector,
x0

V(s)   b(k z ;s) p(kz ;s) ax (k z ;s) ax ' (k z ;s) 

T

(12)

b(kz ;s)  b( z ) (kz ;s)  b( ,z ) (k z ;s)  b( x,z ) (k z ;s)  b( x ',z ) (kz ;s)

(13)

p(k z ;s)  p( z ) (k z ;s)  p( ,z ) (k z ;s)  p( x,z ) (k z ;s)  p ( x ',z ) (k z ;s)

(14)

ax (kz ;s)  ax( z ) (k z ;s)  ax( ,z ) (kz ;s)  ax( x,z ) (k z ;s)  ax( x ',z ) (k z ;s)

(15)

)
ax ' (k z ;s)  ax( z' ) (k z ;s)  ax(' ,z ) (k z ;s)  ax( x,z
(k z ;s)  ax( x' ',z ) (k z ;s)
'

(16)
In the above expressions, the superscripts denote the
modulations from either case illustrated in Fig. 1.

EXAMPLE
In this section, we would apply the generalized
formulation to an example of recirculating machine [5].
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Figure 3: Twiss and momentum compaction functions
along the beamline.
Below we would estimate both the density and energy
modulations at the end of the beamline but begin from
two different situations; one is start-to-end case [S1ARC1-S2-ARC2] and the other is mid-to-end case [S2ARC2]. Let us consider the following combinations:
(i) start-to-end case, with initial density modulation,
V(0) = [1 0 0 0]T;
(ii) start-to-end case, with initial energy modulation,
V(0) = [0 1 0 0]T;
(iii) mid-to-end case, the initial condition to S2 takes
the value at the exit of ARC1, V(S2) = [b(k) p(k) ax(k)
ax’(k)]T for case (i) and (ii), based on the present 4-d
theory;
(iv) mid-to-end case, the initial condition to S2 takes
the value at the exit of ARC1, V(S2) = [b(k) p(k) ax(k)
ax’(k)]T for case (i) and (ii), based on 2-d theory [4].
The output state vectors are in general complex
quantities. For example, for the resultant density
modulation in Eq. (13), each individual contribution can
have different phases. Taking absolute values for all
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individual contributions, the interference is then ignored
and the resultant modulation can be considered as the
upper limit. This case is denoted as Gsup    ( ) , where

  (z),( , z),(x, z),(x ', z) , and   b, p,ax ,ax' . For
comparison, the other case with account of phase
information is denoted as G    ( ) .

Figure 4: Density (left) and energy (right) modulation
spectra with initial density modulation.

Figure 5: Density (left) and energy (right) modulation
spectra with initial energy modulation.
In our previous work [4], we claimed that the
underestimation of the 2-d [b(k) p(k)]T description
originates from lack of inclusion of transverselongitudinal correlations, e.g. (x,z) and/or (x’,z)
modulations, at ARC1 exit. Now we can estimate the
modulation spectra residing in (x,z) and (x’,z), shown in
Fig. 6. To confirm, we used ELEGANT to track a large
number (50-million) of particles and indeed observed the
microbunching structures in (x, z) and (x’, z), shown in
Fig. 7.

Figure 6: x-z (left) and x’-z (right) modulation spectra
with initial density modulation.

5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields

Figure 7: Qualitative confirmation of transverselongitudinal microbunching for λ = 50 μm (top) and λ =
125 μm (bottom) with initial density modulation.
To end this section, in the left figure of Fig. 4 we
compare the microbunching gains calculated from three
different ways: the start-to-end approach (black), the 4-d
approach (red and blue curves, from S2 to ARC2)
developed in this paper, and the 2-d approach (green
curve and red dots, from S2 to ARC2) [4]. With inclusion
of transverse-longitudinal microbunching structures, the
calculated (concatenated) gains from sub-beamline
section span a range, which largely covers the start-to-end
gains. Figure 8 below shows the difference between the
start-to-end results (black) and that obtained from
intuitively direct multiplication of individual gains (blue).

Figure 8: Comparison of density modulation spectra via
start-to-end (black curve) and direct-multiplication (blue)
consideration.

SUMMARY
In this paper we have derived a set of governing
equations for microbunching in different dimensions,
including density, energy, and transverse-longitudinal
modulations, and apply to an example of recirculating
machine. The Vlasov solutions and tracking simulations
agree qualitatively with each other. Although the Vlasov
results from concatenated sub-beamline sections do not
match well with those obtained directly from the start-toend results, G sup    ( ) gives upper limit for both
density and energy modulations. In addition, the extended
formulations can give us further insights on how upstream
beamline sections can accumulate density, energy, and/or
transverse-longitudinal microbunching, when the full-ring
lattice is not provided.
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For simplicity, in what follows, we only include steadystate CSR [12,13], which only occurs in ARC1 and
ARC2. For the case of initial density modulation, Fig. 4
shows the density and energy modulation spectra at the
end of ARC2. From the figure, we can see differences
between red and blue curves. The red curves, with output
by taking absolute values for individual contributions,
largely give the upper limit. The black curves can be
considered as start-to-end gains for the beamline. The
blue curves are found to underestimate the overall
modulation. Similar results can be observed for the case
of initial energy modulation, shown in Fig. 5.
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STUDY OF 2D CSR EFFECTS IN A COMPRESSION CHICANE
C. C. Hall∗ , RadiaSoft, Boulder, CO, USA
S. G. Biedron, S. V. Milton, Colorado State University, Fort Collins, CO, USA

The study of coherent synchrotron radiation (CSR) has
been an area of great interest because of its negative impact
on FEL performance. The modeling of CSR is frequently
performed using a 1D approximation, as 2D and 3D models
can become extremely computational intensive. While experimental evidence is lacking in this area most studies show
reasonable agreement between 1D and 2D CSR models for
beam parameters in existing accelerators. In this work we
focus on 2D modeling of CSR in a four-dipole chicane lattice based on the Jeﬀerson Lab FEL. Comparison is shown
between several models and measurement for energy loss
due to CSR in the chicane. While good agreement is generally observed we also present investigation of several key
diﬀerences observed in simulation. In particular, showing
how the 1D and 2D CSR models deviate in regards to CSR
and beam interaction within the drift spaces of the chicane
and the downstream drift at the chicane end.

INTRODUCTION
Particle accelerator based light sources such as freeelectron lasers (FELs) have made possible the production of
extremely intense, short-wavelength light at UV and x-ray
wavelengths. The FEL relies on the collective emission of
the electron bunch to produce coherent light to reach very
high intensities. However, the electron bunches are also
susceptible to undesirable coherent eﬀects during transport,
which may lead to a reduction in lasing eﬃciency during
the FEL process. Coherent synchrotron radiation (CSR) is
one such collective eﬀect that can cause undesirable rises in
emittance and energy spread of the bunch. CSR may also be
a concern in the proposed electron-ion collider project [1, 2],
where it may drive the microbunching instability in the electron beam for the ion cooler section [3].
Modeling of CSR in accelerators is complicated by the fact
that it is a collective eﬀect that arises from the interaction
of particles in a bunch. A brute force calculation of the
Lienard–Wiechert ﬁelds governing this interaction is far too
slow even when using a modest number, on the order of
1E4, of macroparticles. Because of this it is common to
adopt a 1D approximation [4] that assumes the bunch may
be modeled as a projection of the density onto a line parallel
to its longitudinal propagation. This model simpliﬁes the
calculation of the CSR ﬁeld to a single integral which may
be easily computed numerically. Good agreement between
simulation utilizing the 1D model and experiment has been
shown in a number of experiments [5–7].
However, this 1D model may be prone to overestimating
the impact of CSR. By condensing the bunch down to a line
∗
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charge and removing any transverse extent from the calculation the interaction of electrons may be overestimated. This
is particularly of concern since CSR is often being generated in magnetic compression chicanes where dispersion
from the dipoles will cause the bunch to be spread out in the
bending plane.
In this work we will show results using a 2D CSR simulation in the XZ plane performed with the code CSRtrack.
Results with the 2D simulation are compared against previous work studying energy loss through the chicane of the
Jeﬀerson Laboratory ERL FEL driver [7]. Overall, good
agreement is still observed between 1D and 2D CSR models
from CSRtrack and simulations with the particle tracking
code ELEGANT. A closer look at how the bunch is losing
energy as it passes through the chicane shows several peculiarities which seem to be uniquely 2D eﬀects and are not
captured in the 1D CSR simulations.
Table 1: Parameters for the Chicane and Bunch used in
Simulation
Parameter

Value

Chicane R56
Bunch energy
Bunch charge
Bunch length at max compression

0.52 m
135 MeV
135 pC
150 fs

DESCRIPTION OF THE SIMULATIONS
For these simulations we use the parameters of the JLab
IR FEL optical cavity chicane [8], which are given in Table.
1. Our goal is to look at energy loss of the bunch due to CSR
as a function of the level of compression the bunch achieves
at the end of the chicane. By varying the chirp on the bunch,
deﬁned as
h=

1 dE
,
Eavg dz

(1)

or by varying the linear momentum compaction, R56 , the
bunch length at the chicane entrance σz0 will be changed by
σz f = (1 − hR56 )σz0 .

(2)

When the quantity hR56 > 1 the bunch will not achieve
full compression at the end of the chicane and the bunch
is said to be under-compressed. For values of hR56 < 1
the bunch passes through full compression before growing
longer at the chicane exit and the bunch is said to be overcompressed. Of course, when hR56 = 1 the bunch will
achieve maximum compression at the end of the chicane and
we will refer to this as critically compressed.
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Simulations were performed using ELEGANT [9] a particle tracking code which includes 1D CSR model of Saldin
et al. [4] which can be included in both dipoles and in drifts.
The code CSRtrack [10] includes several models for CSR,
with a 1D approach that closely follows that in ELEGANT.
For our 2D simulations we use CSRtrack’s 2D ’g to p’ model
that takes a pseudo-Green’s function approach to calculating the ﬁelds in the XZ plane and makes use of Gaussian
sub-bunches to model particles of the electron bunch.
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Energy Loss in the Chicane
The total energy loss, given as the ratio of the ﬁnal momentum to the initial, through the chicane is plotted in Fig.
2. In general, good agreement is seen between the three
diﬀerent models used, though the 2D CSR simulation does
predict greater energy loss than in the 1D, which goes against
the general assumption of the behavior for the 2D versus the
1D models.

SIMULATION RESULTS
The Derbenev Criterion
An estimate of the validity of the 1D CSR model may be
made based upon the bunch length σz , width in the bending
plane σx , and dipole radius R, this is given by

κ ≡ σx

1
Rσz2

 13
.

(3)
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This condition is sometimes called the Derbenev criterion
[11], and we will refer to the quantity κ in Eq. 3 as the Derbenev parameter. For the assumptions of the 1D CSR model
to be valid we should have κ  1. For the optical cavity
chicane the Derbenev parameter is plotted along the length
of the chicane for several diﬀerent levels of compression in
Fig. 1.

Figure 1: The parameter κ, see Eq. 3 is plotted along the
chicane. The dipoles of the chicane are represented as rectangles. Three diﬀerent cases of compression level are shown.
Especially within the third dipole it is seen that the Derbenev criterion will be badly violated leading to the question
of how well predictions of the 1D and 2D models will match.
For critical compression and over-compression the bunch
will brieﬂy pass through full compression, where it is upright int he longitudinal phase space, in the third chicane.
This minimum in σz causes the observed rollover in κ and
leads to a much larger integrated value of κ than for undercompression.

Figure 2: The energy loss due to CSR in the chicane is
plotted as a function of the compression measured by hR56 .
The black line shows the result for ELEGANT, the red and
blue symbols show the 1D and 2D results from CSRtrack.
It is interesting then to look at the behavior of the bunch for
particular hR56 setpoint and observe how the energy changes
along the length of the chicane. For the over-compressed
case at hR56 = 0.92 the energy loss along the chicane is
shown in Fig. 3. The behavior of the energy loss between
the third and fourth dipoles is particularly notable. The 2D
CSR results show that the bunch experiences much higher
energy loss in this region before regaining some energy at
the entrance to the ﬁnal dipole. Such eﬀects have been seen
previously in other CSR simulations [12] and have been
attributed to the dipole ﬁeld inducing a strong transverse
velocity component that is antiparallel to the transverse CSR
ﬁeld at the dipole entrance, causing a brief period of energy
gain for the bunch.
However, Fig. 3 also shows a much greater energy loss in
the drift region between the third and fourth dipole where
there is no external ﬁeld. To understand where this eﬀect
might arise from we may look at Fig. 4, a plot of transverse momentum versus longitudinal position for the electron bunch. The particle coloring is based on particle energy
change between two successive simulation steps 0.1 m apart
with the initial position located 0.25 m from the edge of the
fourth dipole. It can be seen that the regions of energy loss
and gain are tightly clustered and most of the energy gain
and losses occur in a narrow band in longitudinal position
that is centered at the head of the bunch where most of the
charge is concentrated and CSR ﬁelds will be strongest. We
can see that the particles that are starting to gain energy are
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good agreement both with its own 1D model and 1D CSR
simulations performed with ELEGANT. The agreement is
best when looking at the overall, integrated energy loss
through the chicane. However, some interesting phenomena
that seem to arise purely from 2D eﬀects and a transverse
electric ﬁeld can be seen upon closer examination of the
bunch’s energy loss between the third and fourth dipoles of
the chicane, in particular.
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Abstract
We present simulations of a semiconductor beam detector
using the code VSim. The 3D simulations involve the movement and scattering of electrons and holes in the semiconductor, voltages which may be applied to external contacts, and
self-consistent electrostatic ﬁelds inside the device. Electrons may experience a Schottky barrier when attempting
to move from the semiconductor into a metal contact. The
strong ﬁeld near the contact, due to trapped electrons, can
result in hole injection into the semiconductor due to transmission of electrons from the valence band of the semiconductor into the metal contact. Injected holes are transported
in the applied ﬁeld leading to current through the detector.
We compare our simulation results with experimental results
from a prototype diamond X-ray detector.

INTRODUCTION

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Diamond is a promising material for use in X-ray and
particle detectors [1–4]. The experimental setup for an X-ray
detector is shown in Figure 1, it consists of a thin diamond
sheet 90 μm thick which is placed in an X-ray beam line. On
either side of the diamond sheet are metal contacts which
can be held at diﬀerent voltages, resulting in a voltage bias
across the sheet. The bias is considered positive when the
voltage is higher on the metal contact to the side of the beam
(right).

The electron and hole scatter inelastically in diamond, creating many more secondary electrons and holes. Further
relaxation of low energy charge carriers is dominated by
scattering with phonons. Under positive bias, electrons will
tend to drift to the right and holes to the left, leading to
separation of these charge carriers.
In these experiments an X-ray beam generates holes and
electrons continuously inside the diamond detector. The
experimental data of electron and hole responsivity versus
bias shows a marked diﬀerence between electrons and holes.
As holes are generated, they diﬀuse to the right under the
negative bias, and are able to pass without diﬃculty into
the right metal contact. The responsivity of holes increases
when a negative bias is applied, but eventually saturates at
a maximum value [3]. The maximum current is the rate at
which holes are generated by the X-ray beam.
The resistivity of electrons under positive bias also shows
an increase with the applied bias. The rate of increase is
lower than that of holes, this was attributed to trapping of
electrons inside the diamond, and to a lesser extend the
diﬀerent diﬀusion characteristics of holes versus electrons.
As the bias is increased further, no saturation occurs; the
current continues to increase with the bias.
The current eventually exceeds that generated by the beam.
This is possible if electrons become trapped in the diamond,
making it negatively charged. This could lead to holes being
injected into the diamond from the right contact, where they
drift across the diamond plate and pass into the left contact.
Since these holes are not created by the beam, the current is
not limited by the rate of hole production by the beam.
The hole current does not appear uniformly across the
plate, but is isolated to small regions [5] with scale on the
order of 50 μm. This supports the theory that the current
is due to electron trapping localized in these small regions,
perhaps due to surface defects. When electrons become
trapped in these isolated regions near the right contact, they
result in an increase in the electrostatic ﬁeld in these regions,
which can lead to hole injection. When holes are injected
near the defect, they pass all the way through the diamond
to the opposite contact in a well-deﬁned current spike.

SIMULATION SETUP
Figure 1: Schematic of an experimental X-ray detector.
When an X-ray photon passes through the thin diamond
sheet, it may be absorbed, creating an electron-hole pair.
∗
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The models for charge transport in diamond are described
in Ref. [6]. To model electrons transmission across the
potential barrier of a diamond interface (e.g., with a metal
or vacuum) we use the transfer matrix method [7, 8], which
has been implemented in VSim [9].
Our 3D simulations of the diamond detector use a domain
of size 30 × 500 × 500 μm. The thickness of the plate is
d = 30 μm. We use periodic boundaries in y and z. The
5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields
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electrostatic ﬁeld is calculated at each time step by doing
a Poisson solve based on the current charge density, with
boundary conditions in x using the applied voltage diﬀerence
(4.13 V). The electrostatic ﬁeld in the diamond is constant
(without particles) at around -0.1 MV/m. This ﬁeld strength
gives a hole drift speed of v ≈ 2 × 104 m/s, so free holes
should drift across the domain in around 1.3 ns. In this ﬁeld
strength, the drift speed for free electrons in diamond is less
than for holes, around 1 × 104 m/s.
There is a 1/2 μm gap at the right edge of the domain
between the diamond and metal contact. This gap eﬀectively
represents the metallic contact region, and allows electrons
with suﬃciently high energy to transition into the metal
contact.
In order to simulate electron trapping, we initialize the
simulation with Q e = 1.6 × 10−11 C (1 × 106 ) thermal
electrons in a small region 2 × 50 × 50 μm to correspond
with the scaling of the trapped electron features. We place
these electrons ﬁrst at the right edge of the diamond, and
second in the center of the diamond. We run the simulation
for 30 picoseconds, during this time the electrons diﬀuse and
drift to the right. In the ﬁrst case they encounter the metal
contact region, and their energy is too small to cross the
potential barrier (Figure 2). In the second case the electrons
become eﬀectively trapped in the middle of the diamond.
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Figure 3: Energy bands for the conduction (upper) and valence (lower) bands across the diamond detector, including
the electrostatic ﬁeld due to trapped electrons near the right
boundary.
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Figure 2: Electrons initialized near the right wall and allows
to drift into it for 30 ps.
At 30 ps, we freeze the electron density to simulate trapped
electrons which do not move. If we did not do this the electrons would continue to diﬀuse inside the diamond. At this
time, Figure 3 shows the energy bands inside the diamond
for the conduction and valence bands. Conditions are favorable for an electron on the right edge to pass from the
valence band of diamond into the metal contact, or in other
words a hole to pass from the right contact into diamond.
Figure 4 shows the electrostatic ﬁeld inside the device
at 30 ps. The red curve shows the ﬁeld when the electrons
are initialized near the right boundary, while the blue curve
shows the ﬁeld when the electrons are initialized in the center
of the diamond.

The main diﬀerence between the electrons trapped at the
edge of the domain and the center is that in the ﬁrst case the
ﬁeld is negative across the device. If a hole is injected from
the right, this ﬁeld allows it to drift across the entire domain.
In the case of the electrons initialized in the center, the ﬁeld
goes positive to the left of these electrons, which prevents
holes from drifting across the domain.

SIMULATION RESULTS
After 30 ps, the electron density is frozen and we begin
to inject holes into the 50 × 50 μm patch at the right edge of
the domain. Holes are injected at a constant rate (one every
10 timesteps or Ih = 3.2 μA). We have also started to investigate controlling hole injection using a Fowler-Nordheim
approach, this will be used in future models.
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Figure 4: Electric ﬁeld in diamond. Red: electrons trapped
at the right edge, blue: electrons trapped in the center, green:
steady state with edge trapping after hole injection.
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After holes are injected they drift to the left in the (approximately) constant electrostatic ﬁeld. As additional holes
are injected, they begin to modify the electrostatic ﬁeld, but
for small currents the holes will drift across the entire plate
and exit the left side. The total hole charge in the device at
steady state will be Ih d/v, or 3 × 105 holes in this case. For
this small current the electrostatic ﬁeld across the center is
only slightly modiﬁed (the green curve in Figure 4).
Figure 5 shows the steady-state density of holes. The gap
on the right side is due to the 1/2 μm gap at the right edge
of the domain.

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

across the diamond in a thin current spike. When electrons
become trapped in the middle of the domain, conditions
are not favorable for holes to drift across the entire domain,
because the ﬁeld reverses.
This hole drift is shut oﬀ when the number of holes in the
device is the same order as the trapped electrons. However,
as the bias is increased the hole drift rate increases, so there is
no limit to the hole current with bias increase, in agreement
with experimental results.
In reality, the rate of hole injection is limited by the maximum electric ﬁeld at the right wall. If the perpendicular electric ﬁeld is not large enough, no holes will be injected. These
simulation results indicate that the hole injection current is
probably due to electron trapping near the diamond-metal
interface and not within the bulk of the diamond detector.
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Figure 5: The density of holes when the simulation reaches
steady state.
As the hole current is increased further, eventually the
ﬁeld inside the diamond goes to zero, which shuts oﬀ the
hole current. This happens when the total number of holes
is around the total number of trapped electrons, which will
occur when the hole current reaches
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Imax ≈

Qe v
.
d

(1)

This current increases with the applied bias, because the
hole drift speed v increases with the applied bias. One can
think of the trapped electrons and holes as a dipole which
oppose the applied ﬁeld, eventually cancelling it out. In the
simulation example the limiting hole current is 107 μA.

SUMMARY
We have demonstrated that electrons which become
trapped in a small 50μm region at the right edge of the
domain can lead to a situation favorable for hole injection.
The trapped electrons lead to a localized increase in the electrostatic ﬁeld, and it is possible that the overall electrostatic
ﬁeld has the right sign to allow holes to drift all the way
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Abstract

INTRODUCTION
Successful operation of modern X-ray light sources, free
electron laser (FEL), and linear accelerator facilities depends
on providing reliable photocathodes [1] for generation of
low emittance, high-brightness, high-current electron beams
using conventional lasers.
Developments in materials design and synthesis have resulted in photocathodes that can have a high quantum efficiency (QE), operate at visible wavelengths, and are robust
enough to operate in high electric field gradient photoguns,
for application to free electron lasers and in dynamic electron microscopy and diffraction. However, synthesis often
results in roughness, ranging from the nano to the microscale.
Thus, the effects on roughness on emittance are of significant
importance to understand.
Recent advances in material science methods have been
demonstrated to control the growth of photoemissive materials (e.g. Sb) on a substrate to create different types of
rough layers with a variable thickness of the order of 10 nm.
An example of such photoemissive layer with controlled
sinusoidal roughness is shown in Fig. 1 together with the
overall diagram of momentatron experiments developed [2]
to measure transverse electron momentum and emittance.
∗
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Figure 1: Digram (not to scale) of momentatron experiments
for measurement of transverse momentum of emitted electrons using rough (shown) and flat photocathode surfaces.

Feng et al. [3] showed recently how data from momentatron experiments can be used to investigate the thermal limit
of intrinsic emittance of metal photocathodes.
Although analytical formulations of the effects of roughness have been developed, a full theoretical model and experimental verification are lacking, and our work aims to bridge
this gap. We report results on electron emission modeling
and 3D simulations from photocathodes with controlled surface roughness similar to grated surfaces that have been
fabricated by nanolithography and investigated in momentatron experiments. The simulations include both charge
carrier dynamics in the photocathode material and a general
electron emission modeling with field enhancement effects
at rough surfaces.

MODELING
The overall modeling capabilities needed (within the
framework of a Particle-in-Cell (PIC) code) to simulate electron emission from photocathodes with controlled rough
surfaces consist of: (i) electron excitation in a photoemissive
material in response to absorption of photons with a given
wavelength, (ii) charge dynamics due to drift and various
types of scattering processes, (iii) representation of rough
interfaces, (iv) calculation of electron emission probabilities
that takes into account image charge and field enhancement
effects across rough surfaces, (v) particle reflection and emission updates and efficient 3D electrostatic (ES) solver for a
simulation domain that has sub-domains with different dielectric properties separated by piece-wise continuous rough
interfaces.
Electron excitation is modeled with exponential decay
of absorbed laser light intensity relative to positions on the
photocathode surface. Here, we implemented and used a
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Developments in materials design and synthesis have resulted in photocathodes that can have a high quantum efficiency (QE), operate at visible wavelengths, and are robust
enough to operate in high electric field gradient photoguns,
for application to free electron lasers and in dynamic electron microscopy and diffraction. However, synthesis often
results in roughness, ranging from the nano to the microscale.
The effect of this roughness in a high gradient accelerator is
to produce a small transverse accelerating gradient, which
therefore results in emittance growth. Although analytical
formulations of the effects of roughness have been developed, a full theoretical model and experimental verification
are lacking, and our work aims to bridge this gap. We report
results on electron emission modeling and 3D simulations
from photocathodes with controlled surface roughness similar to grated surfaces that have been fabricated by nanolithography. The simulations include both charge carrier dynamics
in the photocathode material and a general electron emission
modeling that includes field enhancement effects at rough
surfaces. The models are being implemented in the VSim
code.
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model for electron excitation due to normal light incidence
(to a plane tangent to the same height tips of a controlled
rough surface). Electrons are selected for excitation from
occupied states at a given temperature T in a metallic conduction band with a free electron density of states (DOS)
and are excited only to unoccupied states (practically all with
energies E > µ(T ), where µ(T ) is the chemical potential).
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energies measured relative to EF (thus Et h = 0), c = 1/a,
and d = b − 1/2. In Fig. 2, we show the MFPs for two values
of the d parameter that we used to model electron-electron
scattering in Sb. Since we currently do not have data for this
type of scattering in Sb, we bracketed the MFPs over the
range shown in Fig. 2 (MFPs for different metals [4] have
been reported in this range).
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Figure 2: Electron-electron scattering mean free paths calculated using the generalized model proposed by Ziaja et
al. [4].
In VSim, we have already implemented models for charge
transport in two semiconductor materials: diamond [5] and
GaAs [6]. These models take into account different types of
electron and hole scattering processes.
However, metals and semi-metals have been of interest to
investigate in momentatron experiments. In these materials,
the electron-electron scattering is the dominant process that
affects emission with usually one such process reducing
the energy of an excited electron below its threshold for
emission. In order to model emission from such materials,
we have recently implemented a model for electron-electron
scattering in metals proposed by Ziaja et al. [4]. It is a
unified model for calculation of electron-electron scattering
rates in metals and semiconductors that is applicable over a
wide range of energies and is efficient for use in Monte Carlo
transport simulations. In their approach, the electron mean
free path (MFP), λ(E), is given by the simple formula:
√
E − E0 exp (−B/A)
E
+
,
(1)
λ(E) =
b
A ln (E/E0 ) + B
a (E − Et h )

where the electron energy E is given in eV, Et h is the effective energy threshold for the scattering process (Et h = EF
for metals with EF being the Fermi level), E0 = 1 eV, and
a, b, A, and B are fitting parameters with units that give the
MFP in Å when evaluated via Eq. (1). The electron scattering rate Γ(E) can be calculated in a straightforward way
once λ(E) is known. The fitting parameters are determined
using experimental data and/or full band structure calculations (when available) for any material of interest. The
parameters a and b determine the MFP at the low energy
regime (E < E P , where E P is the plasmon energy). This is
the regime of interest to electron emission from metallic materials. Then, Eq.(1) reduces to λ(E) ≈ c/E d with electron
1188

Figure 3: Longitudinal electric field from VSim’s ES solver
for the case of a single ridge rough surface confirms the
strongest field enhancement is close to the tips of the ridge.
The lines shown are normal to the ridge surface at the corresponding locations. The ES potential is calculated along
such normals at positions where electrons attempt to cross
the surface in order to calculate emission probabilities.
When an electron from inside the photocathode attempts
to cross the emission surface, a probability of emission is
calculated using our implementation of the transfer matrix
(TM) method [7] with a surface potential determined at the
location of the crossing and along the outward normal as
shown in Fig. 3. This allows us to take into account the
field enhancement effect. The surface intersection shown in
Fig. 3 is for one ridge rough surface represented in VSim
with a stair-step grid boundary.

RESULTS
We ran simulations with the implemented electronelectron scattering model to investigate how controlled surface roughness and two different MFP regimes affect quantum efficiency over a range of photon excitation energies.
Emission was simulated from Sb (work function of 4.4 eV)
with a flat and a three-ridge rough surfaces with periodic
boundary conditions along the transverse directions (y and
z). There is a constant potential difference maintained across
the x length of the simulation domain leading to an applied
field magnitude in the vacuum region of the order of 1 MV/m
(it varies on the rough emission surface).
The controlled rough surface has a ridge period of 394 nm,
ridge height of 194 nm, and a width of the ridge flat top of 79
nm. The three ridge rough surface is shown in Fig. 4 together
with excited electrons and their distribution at a given time.
The simulation domain size for both the 3-ridge and the flat
emission surfaces is 0.4268 × 1.182 × 0.394 all in µm along
5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields
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Figure 4: Electrons are loaded only at t = 0 s (left plot) in the Sb sub-domain of the simulation (shown with red spheres)
and within a layer of 20 nm from the rough vacuum interface (shown with semi-transparent gray surface). The electron
dynamics in Sb is practically diffusive with only a small number emitted into the vacuum sub-domain (shown with green
spheres in the right plot at simulation time of 25 fs.

x, y, and z respectively with 88 × 264 × 16 number of cells.
The time step was set to 2.5 × 10−16 s and the simulations
were ran for 2000 time steps. We implemented an algorithm

We also run similar simulations with GaAs as the emissive
material. For GaAs, the behavior was reversed: the QE from
flat GaAs surfaces was slightly higher than from the 3-ridge
rough surfaces over a range of photon energies that span the
electron affinity of GaAs used in the simulations.

Figure 5: As expected, the QE increases when decreasing
photon excitation wavelength. The results are from simulations in response to absorption of around 30000 photons
at t = 0 s only, flat and 3-ridge emission surfaces, and two
cases of electron-electron scattering rates.
that removes electrons in the photocathode if their energy
falls below a given threshold value that effectively is not
sufficient for emission. Due to electron-electron scattering,
most of the excited electrons loaded at t = 0 have been
removed by the end of the simulation. For the Sb parameters
(and for metals), practically one electron-electron scattering
event reduces the energy of an excited electron enough to
make it ineligible for emission.
In Fig. 5, we show initial simulation results on electron
emission from rough and flat Sb photocathodes. The spectral
response of the QE from grated rough surfaces is higher than
from flat ones. Moreover, as expected, the QE is higher when
the electron MFP is higher since electrons survive over a
longer period of time before the first scattering event. This
allows more electrons to reach the emission surface with
sufficient energy to be emitted into the vacuum sub-region.

5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields

We implemented modeling capabilities to simulate electron emission from Sb photocathodes with controlled rough
surfaces in the 3D VSim PIC code. The QE from rough Sb
surfaces was higher than from flat ones. This behavior is
reversed when using GaAs for the photocathode. However,
the electron dynamics in GaAs is very different compared to
Sb. In GaAs, scattering is dominated by low-energy phonon
processes allowing electrons to survive for much longer time
also leading to much higher QE values. We are currently in
the process of extending our models for electron excitation
in Sb (taking into account accurate representation of the
DOS [8]), time-varying laser pulse absorption at oblique
incidence, and surface-varying (due to interference) light
intensity. These are additional capabilities needed to model
momentatron experiments.
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IN-SITU SECONDARY ELECTRON YIELD MEASUREMENT AT
FERMILAB MAIN INJECTOR
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Robert Zwaska, FNAL, Batavia, IL 60510, USA
Abstract

I (nA)

Studies of in-situ Secondary electron yield (SEY) measurements of material samples at the Main Injector (MI)
beam pipe wall location started in 2013. [1, 2] These studies aimed at understanding how the beam conditioning of
diﬀerent materials evolve if they function as MI vacuum
chamber walls. The engineering run of the SEY measurement test stand was ﬁnished in 2014. From 2014 to 2016 the
Fermilab accelerator intensity has increased from 24 × 1012
to 42 × 1012 protons. Beam conditioning of SS316L and
TiN coated SS316L has been observed throughout this period. [3] Improvement of the data acquisition procedure and
hardware has been performed. A deconditioning process
was observed during the accelerator annual shut down in
2016.
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Figure 1: Typical I p (nA), It (nA) and SEY vs incident
energy (eV).

THE SAMPLES AND TEST STAND
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Two samples are studied in the experiment, stainless steel
316L (SS316L), the same material as the MI vacuum chamber, and Titanium Nitride (TiN) coated SS316L. The samples
were installed in September 2014 and kept in the accelerator
vacuum chamber ever since. They are curved pieces that are
mounted on a ﬂoating arm. The samples make up part of
the accelerator vacuum chamber wall so they are directly
exposed to the operating accelerator and experience conditioning directly from the Electron Cloud generated. During
measurements, the sample is retracted into the electrically
isolated arm. A Kimball physics ELG-02 electron gun, kept
in the same vacuum, directs an electron beam onto the sample and a Keithley 6487 Pico-Ammeter is used to measure
the SEY of the sample.
During a measurement bias voltage is applied to the sample. The primary current I p is measured by applying a
+150V bias voltage to the sample that ensures recapture
of all secondary electrons. The total current It is measured
by applying a -20V bias voltage to the sample that repels
all low energy secondary electrons. Then the secondary
emission current is given by ISEY = It − I p . Then, the SEY
can be calculated by the following equation.
SEY =

It − I p
ISEY
=
Ip
Ip

(1)

Typical I p , It and SEY vs incident energy from an actual
measurement are shown in ﬁgure 1. This measurement was
performed on September 2nd 2016 on SS316L. The system
measures I p at one point since I p should only be determined
by the electron guns. The It current is measured as the
position of the gun electrons are varied across a 3 × 3 grid
on the sample surface.
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Figure 2: MI intensity from late May 2013 to Sep 2016.

The bias voltage induced leakage current is the major
source of inaccuracy in this set up and has to be compensated.
A long term study of the leakage current was performed and
the result will be discussed later this paper.

SEY MEASUREMENT RESULTS
This measurement aimed to understand how the SEY
evolves under the operation of MI. The peak SEY was measured at diﬀerent typical operational MI beam intensities.
These measurements also allowed the SEY to be known as a
function of the MI integrated intensity (total exposure). The
peak SEY was calculated by averaging all of the nine data
points at each incident energy and then ﬁnding the maximum. The operational intensity of the MI over time is shown
in ﬁgure 2. The intensity was steady during the ﬁrst half
of 2014 and started to gradually increase during the second
half of 2014. There are two month annual shutdowns every
year. In May of 2016, an accident happened that brought
down the intensity, it was resolved and the intensity went
back up.
Figure 3 shows the peak SEY data over time. The peak
SEY decreased over time as expected. The 2015 annual
shut down happened between July and November. Major
deconditioning was observed during the annual shut down.
The samples were kept in the MI vacuum chamber for the
whole period. The SEY increased from 1.32 to 1.89 for TiN
and from 1.55 to 1.97 for SS316L. When the intensity of the
MI went down in May of 2016 to 28 × 1012 protons, a gentle
5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields
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DECONDITIONING MEASUREMENT

  

Figure 3: SEY over time for SS and TiN coated SS for two
diﬀerent machine runs.




 
 



 


    

 
















Figure 4: Typical operational beam intensity vs SEY for SS
and TiN coated SS.

deconditioning was observed for the ss316L compared to
TiN6.
Figure 4 shows the peak SEY versus the beam intensity
reached during machine operation. These data include both
2015 and 2016 runs; a linear decrease of the peak SEY
with beam intensity was observed. The TiN started with a
lower SEY and conditioned faster. These data indicate how
much conditioning can happen at diﬀerent beam intensities.
Around 30 × 1012 protons, the TiN reaches 1.3 peak SEY
and the SS316L reaches 1.5 peak SEY. Around 52 × 1012 ,
the TiN reaches 1.18 peak SEY and the SS316L reaches
1.35 peak SEY.
Figure 5 shows the peak SEY vs integrated beam intensity
(total exposure). The peak SEY conditioned to 1.18 for TiN
and 1.35 for SS316L. This plot shows that the majority of the
conditioning happens during exposure to the ﬁrst 20 × 1019
protons for SS316L and the ﬁrst 10×1019 protons for the TiN
coated sample. As the beam intensity went up to 42 × 1012
protons, the same trend followed, as both TiN and SS316
conditioned further after exposure to 10 × 1019 protons.
The MI is scheduled to be turned on in December 2016
and will continue to run at 42×1012 proton intensity. In 2017,
the MI is scheduled to upgrade to even higher intensities.
Further conditioning studies will be carried out for both TiN
and SS316L. Once the peak SEY of TiN and SS316 reach a
 
 

Table 1: SEY Deconditioning Result
Date
06-29
08-01
08-03
08-04
08-18
09-02
09-19

TiN
1.18
1.33
1.32
1.34
1.33
1.33
1.41

SS
1.35
1.51
1.60
1.60
1.61
1.61
1.72

Table 1 summarizes the deconditioning measurement performed during the 2016 shut down. The ﬁrst column is the
measurement date, the second and third columns are the
peak SEYs for TiN and SS316L samples. The last SEY
measured before the shut down (taken Jun 29) was 1.18 on
TiN and 1.35 on SS316L. The ﬁrst day of access to the accelerator was 2 days after it was turned oﬀ. Assuming the SEY
before the shut down had not changed much since June 29th,
much of the deconditioning happened during those two days.
The SEY settled at 1.33 for TiN and 1.6 for SS316L until
the samples were retracted on Sep 10th. During the 2015
annual shut down, the SEY for TiN deconditioned to 1.9
and SS316L to 2. This diﬀerence could be explained by the
fact that the samples were kept in the MI vacuum chamber.
The MI vacuum chamber walls are all well conditioned after
years of accelerator operation. During the 2015 shut down,
when the deconditioning was observed, the samples were
stored in the test stand arm vacuum chamber, where the
chamber walls are not conditioned. Deconditioning was also
observed this year after the samples were retracted. They
will be stored in the test stand arm until the accelerator turns
on again, so more deconditioning is expected to be observed
in the future.

LEAKAGE CURRENT




Deconditioning, or an increase in the SEY of the samples,
was observed during the 2015 accelerator shut down. This
year, the MI was turned oﬀ on July 30th 2016 and will remain
shut down until at least November 2016. This provides
a perfect opportunity to do a more detailed study of the
deconditioning of the samples.

    

      








 
 


plateau at future MI intensities, the study of TiN and SS316l
will be concluded and new samples of other material will be
installed.











        







Figure 5: Integrated beam intensity vs SEY for SS and TiN
coated SS for two diﬀerent machine runs.

5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields

Leakage current causes most of the inaccuracy in an SEY
measurement and must be compensated. Figure 6 shows
typical leakage current behavior. During a typical measurement, we wait 3 minutes for the leakage current to level out,
then take the value of the leakage current measurement and
subtract from the overall measurement. Separate corrections
are done for the primary current I p and total current It .
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Table 2: Leakage Current Variations
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Figure 6: The current measured over a period of 5 minutes
right after +150V bias turned on.

Leakage variation percentage
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RMS variation
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Figure 7: ’Settled’ leakage current L p starting 3 minutes
after bias turned on, over same period of I p measurement.
(It − Lt ) − (I p − L p )
ISEY
=
SEY =
Ip
Ip
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Leakage current
TiN Arm, L p
1.6nA
0.2nA
10nA
TiN Arm, Lt
0.27nA
0.1nA
1nA
SS316L Arm, L p
5.7nA
01nA
0.3nA
SS316L Arm, Lt
0.5nA
0.1nA
30pA

(2)

In order to estimate the inaccuracy caused by the leakage
current, a series of leakage current measurements were done
on a typical SEY measurement time scale. These measurements are gathered by performing normal SEY measurements while turning oﬀ the electron guns. Typical results
are shown in ﬁgure 7 and ﬁgure 8 for L p and Lt respectively.
The L p leakage current has a relatively stable value while a
signiﬁcant drop was observed for Lt . This is expected as the
Lt measurement is 9 times longer than the L p measurement
(9 data points vs 1 data point). A linear ﬁt was performed on
the L p data and a 4th order polynomial ﬁt was performed on
the Lt data. The leakage current total variation was calculated as the diﬀerence between the initial and ﬁnal data point
of the ﬁts, the leakage current RMS variation was calculated by the absolute diﬀerence between data and ﬁt. Table 2
shows the calculated total and RMS variations of the leakage
current. The Lt have a 40% total variation while the RMS
on both leakage currents have 1% variation. Quantiﬁcation
of the measurement inaccuracy due to the leakage currents
and development of a better strategy of dealing with leakage
currents is in progress.

CONCLUSION
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Figure 8: ’Settled’ leakage current Lt starting 3 minutes
after bias turned on, over same period of It measurement.
ples steadily conditioned under beam operations to lower
values; the lowest peak SEY reached was 1.18 for TiN and
1.35 for SS316L. The SEY values are expected to reach a low
plateau after the MI upgrade, at which time the TiN study
will be concluded. The SEY values of the samples have also
been shown to decondition during periods when the accelerator is not operational. The study presented showed that
after initial fast deconditioning, further deconditioning will
be slow if the samples are retained in the evacuated, conditioned vacuum chamber. A leakage current study was done
that shows a better strategy is needed for its compensation.
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Evolution of the Secondary Electron Yield (SEY) of
SS316L and TiN coated SS316L samples in the environment
of the Main Injector proton accelerator has been studied, and
results from 2015-2016 are presented. The SEY of the sam-
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Abstract

CODE COMPARISON

With the rapid improvement in computing resources
and codes in recent years, accelerator facilities can now
achieve and rely on accurate beam dynamics simulations.
These simulations include single particle effects (e.g.
particle tracking in a magnetic field) as well as collective
effects such as space charge (SC), and coherent synchrotron radiation (CSR). Using portions of the Argonne
Wakefield Accelerator (AWA) as the benchmark model,
we simulated beam dynamics with three particle tracking
codes. The AWA rf photoinjector was benchmarked, primarily to study SC, in ASTRA, GPT, and OPAL-T using a
1 nC beam. A 20° dipole magnet was used to benchmark
CSR effects in GPT and OPAL-T by bending a 1nC beam
at energies between 2 MeV and 100 MeV. In this paper
we present the results, and discuss the similarities and
differences between the codes.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
The AWA group has used several beam codes in the
past including: T-STEP/PARMELA [1], ASTRA [2], and
GPT [3]. In order to take advantage of computing resources offered by Argonne National Laboratory (ANL),
an effort was made to investigate OPAL [4], an open
source and parallel code that comes in two flavours;
OPAL-CYL and OPAL-T. The latter was installed on the
Blues cluster at the Laboratory Computing Resource
Center (LCRC) provided by ANL [5]. Since no members
of AWA had experience with OPAL-T, this benchmark
was done to compare results to GPT and ASTRA.
There are three main collective effects of interest to the
AWA: SC, CSR, and wakefields. The AWA facility
houses a 70 MeV RF photoinjector [6] with a large dynamic range: 20 pC to 100 nC. In many cases, the beam is
SC dominated. In the AWA’s Emittance Exchange (EEX)
beamline [7], CSR has a large effect on the beam as it
passes through the dipoles, and wakefields are present in
the two beam acceleration (TBA) beam line [8]. ASTRA,
GPT, and OPAL-T are capable of simulating 3D SC, and
wakefield effects. The latter two codes also include a
CSR model, making them a good fit for the AWA.
____________________________________________
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ASTRA, GPT, and OPAL-T are capable of modelling
RF photoinjectors, linacs, and XFEL beamlines (excluding undulators). There are also several differences between the codes, some of which are listed in a short comparison of code features done in Table 1.
Table 1: Features of ASTRA, GPT, and OPAL-T
Feature
Runs on Windows
Runs on Mac
Runs on Linux
Open Source
Parallel
Autophase
Adaptive Time Step
3D SC Algorithm
1D CSR Algoritm
Wakefield
Algorithm

GPT
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes*

OPAL-T
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

ASTRA
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No#
Yes
No
Yes
No

Yes*

Yes

Yes

*In-house modules added to the AWA version of GPT
#A parallel version is available from DESY

Although, CSR and wakefield algorithms do not come
in the standard installation of GPT, users can install
modules as needed. A CSR routine was written by the
authors of [9] and ported to the windows version of GPT
for use at the AWA. A wakefield module was also
written. It is based on the model in ELEGANT [10].

SIMULATION OF THE GUN
The SC algorithms were probed using the AWA photoinjector, a 1.5 cell copper standing-wave cavity at
1.3 GHz, with bucking, focusing, and matching solenoids.
The rf gun and solenoid fields seen by the beam are
shown in Fig. 1. Note, in the remainder of this paper, the
word gun is used in place of photoinjector.
The simulation parameters were chosen to approximately generate the canonical “1 µm at 1 nC” case. The
initial beam parameters were based on gun operations at
PITZ [11], due to the similarities between the PITZ and
AWA rf guns. The PITZ parameters came close to
achieving the 1 µm target without any optimization. A
coarse 1D minimization of the emittance was done to
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determine the value of the laser radius used in this
benchmark. The resulting minimum emittance was
1.16 µm.
A genetic and multi-objective optimizer was not used
in any of the codes. A multi-objective genetic optimizer
may have been able to achieve a lower minimum emittance by varying the laser radius and matching solenoid
simultaneously. OPAL developers plan to implement an
optimizer in their next release [12]. GPT comes packaged
with a built in optimizer, and all three codes can be used
with external optimizers.

THPOA46

charge, GPT uses a Dirichlet boundary condition at the
cathode (z=0). The calculation is turned off when the
distance between the beam and cathode is longer than the
mesh box.
OPAL-T also read in the field maps, and used a block
structured equidistant SC mesh, see OPAL manual pg. 27
for SC calculation [4]. Several square mesh sizes were
run, the results plotted in Fig. 2 and 3 correspond to a
mesh of
46 with 1 million particles.
The image charge calculation uses a shifted integrated
Green function [14].
In general, the simulation results are in reasonable
agreement and within expectations based on previous
benchmarks [15]. See Figs. 2 and 3 for beam envelopes in
the gun and drift. The apparent disagreement of emittance
between ASTRA and the other two codes in the gun is
because the former removes the angular momentum
induced by the solenoid, while the later two codes do not.
After the beam exits the solenoid, the emittance results
are in good agreement, as shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 1: Magnet and electric fields in the gun.
The initial bunch distribution parameters as well as the
on-axis gun gradient ( ) and magnetic field ( ) used in
the benchmark are listed in Table 2. The rf gun and solenoid field maps were generated with the SUPERFISH/POISSON codes [13]. The gradient was chosen to
match typical operations at PITZ [11] and the AWA. Note
that the codes use various methods to model the rf and
magnetic fields, SC, and image charge.
Table 2: Input Parameters
Value
1 nC
0.75 mm
6 ps
20 ps
On Crest (Max Energy)
0.55 eV
60 MV/m
-0.12 Tesla
-0.389 Tesla

The ASTRA simulations used the axial E field of the
gun and solenoids, and then expanded the fields to find
the transverse components using the paraxial
). The simulations used a
approximation (e.g.
2D cylindrical-symmetric SC algorithm with a uniform
particle-deposition mesh; see ASTRA user manual pg. 8
[2]. The radial and longitudinal number of cells
composing the mesh were taken to
32 and
64
respectively with 100k particles. The image charge close
to the cathode was accounted for until the bunch reached
9.7-cm from the cathode surface.
GPT read in the 2D electric and magnetic field files,
and used a square 3D adaptive SC mesh of
46 with 100k particles, see spacecharge3Dmesh
option in GPT manual pg. 132 [3]. To calculate image
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Figure 2: Beam envelopes in the gun.

Figure 3: Beam envelopes in drift.
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Parameter
Charge
Laser Radius
Rise and Fall Time
Flattop FWHM
Phase
Kinetic Energy at Cathode
Gradiant on Cathode
Buck and Focusing
Matching
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DIPOLE SIMULATIONS
Simulations of a hard edge dipole were done in GPT
and OPAL-T in order to probe CSR. Short monoenergetic Gaussian bunches with zero initial emittance
were sent through the dipole. Beam and dipole parameters
are shown in Table 3.
The CSR routine used in OPAL-T is based on the routine used in ELEGANT [8], which is known to assume
the beam is ultra-relativistic. The CSR routine in GPT
does not use the ultra-relativistic approximation ( =1)
and as a result, works at all energies [9]. Therefore, we
expected the routines to match well at high energy and
diverge at lower energy. Results of the CSR simulations
are shown in Fig. 4. As expected, the results between
GPT and OPAL-T disagree at low energies.
Table 3: Parameters for CSR Simulations
Parameter
X & Y RMS
Z RMS
Dipole Length
Bending Angle
Energy:

Value
1.0 mm
0.3 mm
0.3 m
20º
2 MeV to 100 MeV

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

chosen, OPAL-T would not complete the run (crash or
hang up).

CONCLUSION
Based on the experience gained during this benchmark,
all three codes are capable of accurate simulations. With
respect to resources at the AWA, GPT and ASTRA are
better suited for use on windows, and OPAL-T is better
suited to Linux and parallel systems.
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Figure 4: Energy spread and loss due to CSR.

OPAL CONVERGENCE STUDIES
Convergence runs were done for three parameters: time
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MODEL OF ELECTRON CLOUD INSTABILITY IN
FERMILAB RECYCLER
S. A. Antipov, The University of Chicago, Chicago, IL 60637, USA
A. Burov, S. Nagaitsev, Fermilab, Batavia, IL 60510, USA
An electron cloud instability might limit the intensity in
the Fermilab Recycler after the PIP-II upgrade. A multibunch instability typically develops in the horizontal plane
within a hundred turns and, in certain conditions, leads to
beam loss. Recent studies have indicated that the instability
is caused by an electron cloud, trapped in the Recycler index dipole magnets. We developed an analytical model of
an electron cloud driven instability with the electrons
trapped in combined function dipoles. The resulting instability growth rate of about 30 revolutions is consistent with
experimental observations and qualitatively agrees with
the simulation in the PEI code. The model allows an estimation of the instability rate for the future intensity upgrades.

FAST INSTABILITY
In 2014 a fast transverse instability was observed in the
proton beam of the Fermilab Recycler. The instability acts
only in the horizontal plane and typically develops in about
20-30 revolutions. It also has the unusual feature of selectively impacting the ﬁrst batch above the threshold intensity of ~ 4*1010 protons per bunch (Fig. 1). These peculiar
features suggest that a possible cause of the instability is
electron cloud. Earlier studies by Eldred et. al. [1] indicated
the presence of electron cloud in the Recycler and suggested the possibility of its trapping in Recycler beam optics magnets.
The fast instability seems to be severe only during the
start-up phase after a shutdown, with significant reduction
being observed after beam pipe conditioning [2]. It does
not limit the current slip-stacking operation up to 700 kW
of beam power, but may pose a challenge for a future PIPII intensity upgrade [3].

ELECTRON CLOUD TRAPPING
The most likely candidates for the source of electron
cloud in Recycler are its combined function magnets. They
occupy about 50% of the ring’s circumference. In a combined function dipole the electrons of the cloud move along
the vertical field lines, but the gradient of the field creates
a condition for a ‘magnetic mirror’– an electron will reflect
back at the point of maximum magnetic field if the angle
between the electron’s velocity and the field lines is greater
than:
  max  cos1 ( B0 / Bmax ).
(1)

Particles with angles max     / 2 are trapped by the
magnetic field. For Recycler magnets (Table 1), Eq. (1)
implies ~10-2 of electrons in the cloud are trapped, assuming uniform distribution. A more detailed description of the
trapping process is given in [4].
According to numerical studies with the PEI code [4,5],
the trapping mechanism allows the electron cloud to gradually build up over multiple turns, reaching a final density
orders of magnitude greater than in a pure dipole. The resulting cloud distribution is a stripe along the magnetic
field lines, with higher particle density closer to the walls
of the vacuum chamber (Fig. 2). The width of the stripe is
about the size of the beam. Knowledge of the electron
cloud build-up and its distribution allows the construction
of a simple model of the electron cloud instability in Recycler.

Figure 2: Electron cloud forms a stripe inside the vacuum
chamber; the beam center and its 2 rms size are shown in
white [4].

MODEL OF THE INSTABILITY

Figure 1: The first batch above the threshold intensity suffers the blow-up after injection into the ring [2].

5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields

First, consider a round coasting proton beam travelling
in a ring, uniformly filled with electron cloud. Let us denote the position of the beam centroid at an azimuthal angle
θ at time t as Xp(t, θ). Further, assume that the beam travels
at a constant azimuthal velocity around the ring ω0 and use
a smooth focusing approximation with betatron frequency
ωβ .
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For simplicity, we represent the electron cloud by a vertical stripe of uniform charge density, located at a horizontal position Xe. Let us further assume that the number of
electrons remains, on average, constant in time. Because of
the vertical dipole field, the individual electrons of the
cloud cannot drift horizontally, but the position of the cloud
can change as some regions build up and others are depleted, following the transverse motion of the proton beam.
The characteristic time constant of this slow motion is then
the time of build-up:  ~ 1/  buildup .
For small oscillation amplitudes we can assume the electron-proton interaction force to be linear in displacement.
Then the coupled collective motion of the beam and the
electron cloud is described by the following system of
equations:
2
 
 
 

  0
 X p     0
Xp 
 
 
 t
 t


(2)

 2 X p   p2 X e ,

  X  ( X  X )
p
e
 t e

where is the rate of Landau damping. The coupling frequency ωp is
N
r c2 m
e2 ne
,
(3)
 p2  e circ2 e  e 
 R
 m p 2 0 m p
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where re is the classical radius of electron, σ – RMS transverse size of the beam, R – radius of the ring, ne – electron
cloud density, and γ – relativistic factor.
The linear damping term in the Eq. (2) arises from the
spread in betatron frequencies for particles oscillating with
different amplitudes. The characteristic rate of the Landau
damping can be estimated as
Qx
 ~ 
,
(4)
Qx
where Qx is the horizontal tune and Qx is its RMS spread.
Looking for solutions of Eq. (2) in a form
X e, p  eit in one obtains an equation for the mode frequency ω:

(  n 0 )2  i(  n 0 )   2 

 p 2
0
  i

(5)

It can be solved perturbatively, under the assumption that
 ,  0 , p ,  .
(6)
Solving the Eq. (5) in the leading order one gets two
modes for each wave number n:   n0   . Then in
first order:

  n0     ,

where the small complex tune shift |  | ,  ,  is:
 

 p 2  (  i ) 
1
 i

2 
  2  2 

(7)

(8)

The imaginary tune shift in Eq. (8) consists of two parts
with the first being the negative Landau damping term. The
motion becomes unstable only if the whole expression is
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positive. The “+” modes are always stable, while the “-“
modes can be unstable for some n if Im()  0. The most
unstable mode, for which Im() is the greatest, is

max   and its wave number nmax is
 

nmax  
 Qx  ,
0
0

(9)

and the growth rate of this mode is
2

1 
(10)
 max   p    .


2  2

Using Eq. (8) we can obtain the tune shift of the most
unstable mode:
1 p
(11)
.
4Qx 02
This betatron tune shift is what one will observe in an experiment since the most unstable mode quickly suppresses
the other modes due to its higher exponential growth rate.
Knowing the complex frequency shift  we can find
the impedance of the cloud as (see for example A. Chao [6]
Eq. (6.262)):
2 T02
(12)
Z
i ,
Nr0 c
Qmax 

2

where N is the number of protons in the ring and r0 is the
classical proton radius.
Knowing the impedance one can compute the wake
functions using formula (2.72) from [6]:

z
i
i
c
(13)
(

)
W ( z) 
Z
e
d

2 
In the case of a bunched beam, in the rigid bunch approximation, one needs to compute W(z) only at a discreet
set of bunch positions zk  kc rf , where  rf is the RF period.
Finally, from the impedance of the most unstable mode
one can estimate the instability growth rate of a bunched
beam as [7]:
L 2r0 N b  x
(14)
 max  
Re( Z (max )) ,
C  rf
where C is the ring circumference and L is the total length
of the magnets. For the Recycler L / C  1/ 2 .

FAST INSTABILITY IN RECYCLER
Let us apply the model to estimate the parameters of the
fast electron cloud instability in Recycler. The input parameters are listed in Table 1. We estimate the density of the
electron cloud ne ~ 1012 m-3 and the rate of its build-up

1/  ~ 20 rf . These value were obtained from a numerical
simulation and agree with a measurement of the horizontal
tune shift [8]. With these parameters the assumption in
Eq. (6) holds true.
According to the Eq. (9), the most unstable mode is
nmax  30 , and its frequency is about 0.4 MHz. The impedance of this mode, calculated using Eq. (12), is 20 MΩ/m
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(Fig. 3). Figure 4 depicts the corresponding wake function
W(k) as a function of bunch number k. W(k) fits an exponential decay curve
(15)
W  W0 exp(z / c  ),  z  0 .
The estimate of the mode frequency qualitatively agrees
with the simulation in the PEI code and the stripline measurement. PEI simulated the ring, completely filled with 588
bunches of 5 1010 p. The resulting frequency is about
0.7 MHz (Fig. 5). In the stripline measurement one batch
of 80 bunches of the same charge was injected. The measured frequency was about 0.9 MHz. Both simulated and
measured frequencies agree to about a factor of two with
each other and the estimate.

THPOA48

Using the calculated value of the real part of the impedance we can now estimate the growth rate using Eq. (14).
We obtain a growth rate of  max  0.033 and the characteristic time of the instability  max  1/  max  30 turns.

Figure 5: Simulation in PEI and stripline measurements
show an instability in the horizontal plane with a period of
slightly less than the length of a batch and a frequency <
1 MHz.

CONCLUSION

Figure 4: Electron cloud wake falls down exponentially
with distance.
Table 1: Parameters of the Model
Energy, relativistic γ

Circumference, ω0
Betatron tune, frequency

8 GeV, 10

3.3 km, 0.57 106 s-1
25.45, 14.54 106 s-1

Protons per bunch

5 1010

RF harmonic, period

588, 18.9 ns

Electron cloud density

1012 m-3

e-p coupling frequency ωp
Build-up rate λ

0.23 106 s-1
2.65 106 s-1

Chromatic tune spread

2.7 103

B-field and its gradient

1.38 kG, 3.4 kG/m

Beampipe

Elliptical, 100 x 44 mm
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Figure 3: Real and imaginary parts of impedance as a function of a mode angular frequency ω.

A fast transverse instability in the Fermilab Recycler
might create a challenge for PIP-II intensities. Understanding its nature is important for making predictions about the
machine performance at higher intensities. Earlier studies
showed that the instability is likely to be caused by an electron cloud trapped in combined function magnets.
We have constructed a simple analytical model of the
electron cloud instability with the cloud trapped in the
combined function dipoles. The model allows the estimation of the instability threshold and growth rate for a given
electron cloud density.
For the Fermilab Recycler the estimated growth rate is
30 revolutions. This growth rate is consistent with the experimental observations of the instability. The frequency
of the most unstable mode of 0.4 MHz is consistent with
experimental observations of the fast instability and with
numerical simulations in PEI.
The model allows the prediction of the rate of the instability for higher intensities of the proton beam, given an
estimate of the electron cloud density, which can be obtained from numerical simulations.
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ELECTRON CLOUD TRAPPING IN RECYCLER COMBINED FUNCTION
DIPOLE MAGNETS
S. A. Antipov, The University of Chicago, Chicago, IL 60637, USA
S. Nagaitsev, Fermilab, Batavia, IL 60510, USA
ELECTRON CLOUD TRAPPING

Abstract
Electron cloud can lead to a fast instability in intense
proton and positron beams in circular accelerators. In the
Fermilab Recycler the electron cloud is confined within
its combined function magnets. We show that the field of
combined function magnets traps the electron cloud, present the results of analytical estimates of trapping, and
compare them to numerical simulations of electron cloud
formation. The electron cloud is located at the beam center and up to 1% of the particles can be trapped by the
magnetic field. Since the process of electron cloud buildup is exponential, once trapped this amount of electrons
significantly increases the density of the cloud on the next
revolution. In a Recycler combined function dipole this
multi-turn accumulation allows the electron cloud reaching final intensities orders of magnitude greater than in a
pure dipole. The multi-turn build-up can be stopped by
injection of a clearing bunch of 1010 p at any position in
the ring.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

FAST INSTABILITY
In 2014 a fast transverse instability was observed in the
proton beam of the Fermilab Recycler. The instability acts
only in the horizontal plane and typically develops in
about 20-30 revolutions. It also has the unusual feature of
selectively impacting the first batch above the threshold
intensity of ~ 4*1010 protons per bunch (Fig. 1). These
peculiar features suggest that a possible cause of the instability is electron cloud. Earlier studies [1, 2] indicated
the presence of electron cloud in the ring and suggested
the possibility of its trapping in Recycler combined function magnets.
The fast instability seems to be severe only during the
start-up phase after a shutdown, with significant reduction
being observed after beam pipe conditioning during beam
scrubbing runs [3]. It does not limit the current operation
with slip-stacking up 700 kW of beam power, but may
pose a challenge for a future PIP-II intensity upgrade.

In a combined function dipole the electrons of the cloud
move along the vertical field lines. This motion conserves
their energy E and magnetic moment
mv 2
    const ,
(1)
2B
where v is the component of the velocity normal to the
magnetic field B. As an electron moves closer to a magnet
pole it sees a higher B (Fig. 2) and it can reflect back if
E  B  0
(2)
Alternatively, the electron will reflect back at the point of
maximum magnetic field if the angle between the electron’s velocity and the field lines is greater than:
   max  cos 1 ( B0 / Bmax ).
(3)
Particles with angles max     / 2 are trapped by
magnetic field. For Recycler magnets (Table 1), Eq. (3)
gives a capture of ~10-2 particles of electron cloud, assuming uniform distribution.

Figure 2: Electron cloud can get trapped by magnetic field
of a combined function magnet.

SYMPLIFIED ANALYTICAL MODEL
Electron Capture by the Field
Let us look at the process of electron cloud trapping in
more detail and consider the last two bunches of the
batch. The first bunch kicks the electrons of the cloud,
created by the batch. With an energy of the order of
100 eV the electrons drift along the magnetic field in the
vacuum chamber, finally reaching its walls and producing
secondary electrons with the energies of a few eV [4]. In
the absence of the beam these secondary electrons would
eventually reach the aperture and die. But the next proton
bunch can stop a fraction of the secondaries, reducing
their angle to    max (Fig. 3). These electrons will remain trapped in the magnetic field after the beam is gone.

Figure 1: The first batch above the threshold intensity
suffers the blow-up after injection into the ring [3].
1200
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Figure 3: The first bunch kicks the cloud, creating secondary electrons, the second bunch stops some of them.

electrons travel y  v y RF before receiving a kick from
the next proton bunch. Assuming a transverse waterbag
and longitudinal Gaussian beam profile and neglecting the
self space-charge of the electron cloud the equation of
motion becomes
 y '' C  y exp( t 2 c 2 / 2 s 2 )  0, y  r0


r0 2
2 2
2
 y'' C  y exp(  t c / 2 s )  0, y  r0
(4)

C

qe 2 N b
me r0 2 2 s 2

,

where r0 and  s are the transverse and longitudinal
bunch sizes and N b – bunch population.
For some initial values of vy an electron loses the vertical velocity completely after the kick by the proton. For
Fermilab Recycler (Table 1) we find five such trapping
‘modes’ (Fig. 4).

Figure 5: About 1% of electrons are trapped at the current
beam intensity in Recycler. This fraction reduces for
higher intensities.

Lifetime of the Trapped Cloud
Long-term confinement of the electron cloud can be affected by two effects: longitudinal drift and scattering.
The drift is caused by the absence of magnetic field gradient in the longitudinal direction. The longitudinal drift
velocity is
1
B'
(5)
vd  c rc2 ,
2
B0
where c is the cyclotron frequency and rc – the radius of
the orbit. In one revolution period the cloud travels the
distance ld  vd T0 , and if ld Ldipole it may escape the
magnet and decay. For the parameters of Fermilab Recycler vd  2  105 cm/s and ld  2cm , so the drift can be
neglected.
The lifetime of trapped electrons may be also limited
by scattering on each other and residual gas. The Coulomb scattering cross-section can be estimated as
4 e 4 ln 
C 
~ 1015 cm 2
(6)
9 (kT) 2
The inelastic scattering cross-section for the energies in
question is also of the order of 1015 cm 2 [5]. Combining
the two effects we obtain a lifetime ~ 10 ms for the electron cloud density ne < 107 cm-3 and the residual gas pressure
p ~ 10-8 Torr. Since the resulting lifetime of the electron
cloud is much larger than the revolution period of 11 μs,
all the trapped cloud will be present on the next turn.

Electron Cloud Clearing with a Witness Bunch
Figure 4: There are five distinct trapping ‘modes’ in Recycler combined function dipoles. E = 5 eV.
Assuming an initial distribution from [4] one can estimate the fraction of the electron cloud that stays trapped
by the field after the beam is gone. For Recycler magnets
this ratio can be as high as a few percent for low beam
intensities. At the current operational intensity of 5  1010
ppb about 1% of particles are trapped, and at higher intensities this amount gets smaller (Fig. 5).

5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields

As mentioned above, the trapping requires at least two
bunches: the first to kick the cloud and create the secondaries; and the second to stop a fraction of those. Therefore, a single bunch of high enough intensity does not trap
the cloud but clears the aperture instead. This clearing
bunch can be used to indicate the presence of the trapped
electron cloud and measure its density [6] or to bring the
electron cloud density below the threshold, stabilizing the
beam.
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Thanks to the strong magnetic field the motion of an
electron is essentially a 1D problem that can be easily
solved. Initially, the secondaries start at the wall of the
vacuum chamber, at y   A / 2 , and have some distribution of velocities v  ( v y , v ) . During one RF period the
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NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF
ELECTRON CLOUD BUILD-UP
We simulated electron cloud build-up over multiple
revolutions in a Recycler dipole using the PEI code [7].
For a pure dipole field, the cloud rapidly builds up during
the passage of the bunch train and then decays back to the
initial ionization electron density in about 300 RF buckets, or ~ 6 μs (Fig. 6). When the field gradient is added,
up to 1% of the electron cloud stays trapped, increasing
the initial density on the next revolution. The final density, which the cloud reaches after ~ 10 revolutions, is two
orders of magnitude greater than in the pure dipole case
(Fig. 6). The resulting cloud distribution is a stripe along
the magnetic field lines, with higher particle density being
closer to the walls of the vacuum chamber (Fig. 7). The
width of the stripe is approximately equal to the size of
the beam and its intensity increases from turn to turn as
the cloud builds up.
At lower densities ~10-2 of particles are trapped, which
agrees with the analytic estimate (Fig. 5); as the density of
electron cloud increases the trapping ratio goes down to
~10-3, probably due to the space charge of electron cloud.

Secondary emission yield
-
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2.1 @ 250 eV

Density of ionization e

104 m-1 (at 10-8 Torr)

B-field and its gradient

1.38 kG, 3.4 kG/m

Magnet length

5m

Beampipe

Elliptical, 100 x 44
mm

Figure 7: Electron cloud forms a stripe inside the vacuum
chamber and its intensity increases with the number of
turns. Its horizontal position – beam center (white dot).
White circles represent 2 rms beam size.

CONCLUSION
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Figure 6: In a combined function magnet the electron
cloud accumulates over many revolutions, reaching much
higher line density, than in a dipole. A clearing bunch
destroys the trapped cloud, preventing the accumulation.
A bunch of 5  1010 protons, added 120 RF buckets after
the main batch, destroys the trapped cloud, preventing the
multi-turn build-up (Fig. 6). First, one can see a small
increase in the cloud density as the clearing bunch kicks
the cloud and it reaches the vacuum chamber, producing
the secondary electrons. Then, the density rapidly drops
as these secondaries reach the aperture.
Table 1: Recycler Parameters for Simulation in PEI
Beam energy

8 GeV

Machine circumference

3.3 km

Batch structure

80 bunches, 5e10 p

Tunes: x, y, z

25.45, 24.40, 0.003

RF harmonic, period

588; 18.9 ns

RMS bunch size: x, y, z

0.3, 0.3, 60 cm
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Combined function magnets are widely used in the present day machines. Because of the gradient of the magnetic field (which provides the focusing) the electron cloud
can be trapped in the magnetic field of such magnets.
These trapped particles make it possible for the cloud to
accumulate over multiple revolutions, possibly leading to
a fast transverse instability.
We have created an analytical model that allows the estimation of the amount of the cloud captured in the magnet. We have shown that up to 1% of the electron cloud
can be trapped in the magnetic field of combined function
magnets of FNAL Recycler. This fraction of trapped particles will go down for higher intensities in Recycler.
Numerical simulation in PEI agrees with the analytical
estimate and confirms that the trapping significantly affects the density of the electron could. It allows the cloud
to accumulate over multiple revolutions reaching a density much higher than in a pure dipole. For the parameters
of Fermilab Recycler with one batch of normal intensity
the cloud reaches ~ 109 m-1 in a combined function magnet compared to ~ 107 m-1 in a dipole of the same field
strength. An addition of a clearing bunch destroys the
trapped cloud, preventing the multi-turn accumulation.
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DEVELOPMENT OF AN OPTICAL CAVITY FOR LCS SOURCES AT THE
COMPACT ERL
T. Akagi∗ , S. Araki, Y. Honda, A. Kosuge, N. Terunuma, J. Urakawa, KEK, Ibaraki, Japan
R. Hajima, M. Mori, R. Nagai, T. Shizuma, QST, Tokai, Japan
Abstract
High-energy photons from the laser Compton scattering
(LCS) sources are expected to be applied in various fields in a
wide range photon energies from keV to GeV. High-flux and
narrow-bandwidth LCS photon beam is realized in an energy
recovery linac (ERL). An electron beam of high-average
current and small-emittance collides with accumulating laser
pulses in an enhancement cavity for generating high-flux
LCS photon beam. We have developed the high-finesse bowtie ring cavity for the LCS experiment at the Compact ERL
(cERL) in KEK. In this presentation, we will report the detail
of the optical cavity.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
The photon source based on laser Compton scattering
(LCS) can generate high-energy photons with relatively lowenergy electrons in comparison with the synchrotron. Therefore LCS photon sources are suitable for developing the
compact light sources. The LCS sources has several features
such as narrow bandwidth, energy tunability, small source
size, and polarization control.
Photon flux and energy bandwidth are important parameters of LCS sources. To realize a high-flux and a narrow
bandwidth photon source, a high-average-current and a small
emittance electron beam is essential. Energy recovery linacs
(ERLs) can produce a such electron beam. On the laser
system, a high-power and tightly focused laser pulse with
a repetition rate that matches the electron beam is needed.
We have developed an optical cavity for the LCS interaction
point (IP), in which laser pulses from a mode-locked laser
are stacked and enhanced. We have been developing the
ERL-based LCS sources with a laser enhancement cavity at
a test accelerator of ERL at KEK, the Compact ERL (cERL).
We have generated 7-keV LCS X-ray in the cERL [1]. We
will describe progress of development of the optical cavity.

ACCELERATOR
The cERL is a test facility constructed for the development of accelerator components and technologies necessary
for future ERL-based light source. The cERL has been designed to achieve a small-emittance electron beam with a
high average current.
The cERL consists of an injector, a superconducting linac,
and a recirculation loop. A interaction point (IP) for the LCS
is located in the straight section of the circulation loop. In
the LCS experiment, the cERL is operated at a recirculation
∗

akagit@post.kek.jp

energy of 20 MeV and a pulse repetition rate of 162.5 MHz.
Recently, we have achieved to circulate 1 mA [2].
In this experiment, the beam current was limited to 1 mA,
the value approved by the regulatory authority at the time.
The parameters of the electron beam for the LCS experiment
are listed in Table 1.
Table 1: Parameters of the Electron Beam for the LCS
Experiment
Energy [MeV]
Bunch charge [pC]
Bunch length [ps, rms]
Spot size (σ x /σy ) [µm]
Emittance (ε nx /ε ny ) [mm·mrad]
Repetition rate [MHz]

20
5.5
2
22/32
2.52/1.25
162.5

OPTICAL CAVITY
In order to produce a high-flux LCS X-ray, it is necessary to achieve a high finesse and a small laser waist size
simultaneously. A 2-mirror Fabry-Perot cavity is unstable
for small waist size. Therefore, we developed a 4-mirror ring
cavity which consists of two plane mirrors and two concave
mirrors. It is more tolerant of misalignment of mirrors than
a 2-mirror cavity. A detail description of the design of the
optical cavity can be found in [3]. The design parameters of
the optical cavity are summarized in Table 2.
We used a commercial laser system consisting of a modelocked oscillator and an amplifier (ARGOS, TimeBandwidthProduct) with wavelength, repetition rate, average power,
pulse width (FWHM) were, 1064 nm, 162.5 MHz, 45 W and
10 ps, respectively.
Table 2: Design Parameters of the Optical Cavity
Repetition rate [MHz]
Finesse
Spot size at the IP (σ x /σy ) [µm]
Input angle of mirrors [degree]
Diameter of mirrors [mm]
Curvature radius of mirrors [mm]

162.5
5600
20/30
4.3
25.4
420

A photograph of the optical cavity is shown in Fig. 1.
Two sets of 4-mirror cavities having a common focal point
are combined symmetrically in the same structure. Only
one set was used for the LCS experiment at present. Two
sets cavities have been designed to produce two different
polarization X-ray beams at the same time.
2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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Figure 1: The optical cavity structure.
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Figure 2: Setup of the optical cavity system.

CAVITY PERFORMANCE
The laser power stored in the optical cavity was estimated
from the transmitted power. Figure 5 shows a typical stored
power variation in the optical cavity. The average laser power

Figure 3: Block diagram of the feedback system.
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The error signal to stabilize the optical cavity was produced by Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) method [4]. It is the
well-known technique for locking laser frequency to the optical cavity. In our case, electro-optic modulator (EOM)
cannot be used in high power such as 45 W laser. Therefore,
we applied phase modulation to a part of incident laser beam
and the light was injected to the optical cavity in a direction
opposite to main laser pulse. The optical system is shown in
Fig. 2.
We need two types feedback control. One is to accumulate laser pulses in the optical cavity, called cavity locking.
The other is to synchronize the laser pulse to the electron
beam, called phase locking. The block diagram of the feedback system is shown in Fig. 3. The cavity locking was
performed with the piezo actuator inside the oscillator. The
phase locking was performed with the piezo actuator of the
cavity. Since the cavity locking required a faster control for
keeping a narrow resonance condition, the oscillator piezo
was chosen for it. We had measured the frequency characteristics of our mode-locked laser. In this measurement, a
sinusoidal signal applied to piezo actuator from a Frequency
Response Analyzer (FRA). Then, the gain and relative phase
with respect to the sinusoidal wave was measured with the
FRA. The frequency response of the piezo actuator inside
laser oscillator is shown in Fig. 4. The results indicates that
feedback bandwidth of cavity locking is limited to less than
30 kHz. Widening the feedback bandwidth is essential for
improving cavity locking stability. For example, a feedback
response can be faster than 100 kHz by using an acoustooptic modulator (AOM) frequency shifter in the transport
line [5].
✁/2 ✁/4

Optical cavity

PID
phase locking

Feedback System

PD
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−150
−200
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−300
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Figure 4: The measured frequency response of the piezo
actuator.
was 6.4 kW with an RMS fluctuation of 0.4 kW. The power
enhancement factor of the optical cavity was estimated to be
320 with an input power of 20 W. This enhancement factor
was lower than the original design value because we chose
the lower resonance peak. The timing stability between the
laser pulse and electron bunch was monitored with a phase
detector used for the phase-locking feedback. Figure shows
the statistical variation of the phase. The width of the distribution was 11.9 mrad, which corresponded to an RMS
of 11.7 ps. The phase variation is somewhat greater than
the electron bunch length, 2 ps, and the injected laser pulse
width, 5.65 ps. The laser parameters are summarized in
Table 3.
Table 3: Parameters of the Laser in the Optical Cavity at
the LCS Experiment
Wavelength [nm]
Pulse energy [µJ]
Pulse width (ps, rms)
Collision angle
Spot size at the IP (σ x /σy ) [µm]
Spot size on mirrors (σ x /σy ) [mm]

1064
40
5.65
18
24/32
0.7/0.6
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after mirror cleaning

before mirror cleaning

Figure 5: Stability of the stored laser power in the optical
cavity.

Figure 6: Stability of the laser phase in phase locking feedback.
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Frequency Drift
When laser beam was accumulated, it was confirmed that
the temperature rise of the optical cavity. The repetition rare
is shifted by changing the cavity length with increased the
cavity temperature. Therefore, long piezo actuator which
is attached the cavity mirror holder is used to fix the cavity
length. The long piezo actuator has a stroke of approximately
20 µm, which corresponds to a repetition rate of approximately 2 kHz. The temperature dependence of repetition
rate was measured to be about −2 kHz/◦ C. It was almost
consistent with the thermal expansion coefficient of SUS304.
Therefore, temperature changes of the cavity should be less
than 1◦ C to keep synchronization to the accelerator. We
found that change of cavity length by thermal expansion was
strongly dependent on the scattering loss of the cavity mirror.
Figure 7 shows a example of changes in the frequency of
the optical cavity. We confirmed the reduction in frequency
drift by mirror cleaning.

Figure 7: Measurement of changes in the frequency of the
optical cavity.
of the detector was estimated to be 152 eV at 6.86 keV in
RMS from the peak width in the calibration. We estimated
the actual spectrum width to be 145±3 eV by subtracting the
contribution of the detector’s resolution. The LCS signal
rate was measured to be 8560 count/s with the detector.
The transmittance of the two beryllium windows, which
are installed at both ends of the LCS beamline, was 81% in
total. The distance of the beryllium window and the SDD
was 5 cm. The transmittance of 7-keV X-rays in air was
90%. Considering the aperture of the SDD, the total flux
at the IP was estimated to be 1.5 × 108 photons/s from the
measurement result at the SDD.

SUMMARY
We have been developing ERL-based LCS source using a
optical cavity at cERL. For improving the photon flux, the
cavity feedback system has some issue. In addition to reduction of vibration and acoustic noise, widening the feedback
bandwidth are promising way. Low-scattering loss of the
cavity mirror is the key for stabilization of the cavity length
keep synchronizing the laser pulse with the accelerator.
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We briefly describe the LCS experiment in the cERL.
The LCS X-rays were transported to an experimental room
through a vacuum tube. An X-ray detector, silicon drift
detector (SDD), was located 16.6 m away from the IP. The
detector has an aperture with a diameter of 4.66 mm, and
the opening angle was 0.14 mrad.
The central energy and energy width of the LCS signal were measured to be 6.86±0.01 keV and 210±2 eV in
FWHM, respectively, as raw data. The energy resolution
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Abstract
We have been developing a compact X-ray source
based on the laser Compton scattering (LCS) at Laser
Undulator Compact X-ray source (LUCX) accelerator in
KEK. We have started to take X-ray images such as refraction contrast images and phase contrast imaging with
Talbot interferometer. In this accelerator, 6-10keV X-rays
are generated by LCS. An electron beam is produced by a
3.6cell rf-gun and accelerated to 18-24MeV by a 12cell
accelerating tube. A laser pulse is stored in a 4-mirror
planar optical cavity to enhance the power. To increase
the flux of LCS X-rays, we perform an optimization of
the beam-loading compensation, improvement of the
intensity of an electron beam and a laser light at the collision point. We report the result of the X-ray generation in
this accelerator.

LUCX ACCELERATOR
The LUCX accelerator is a normal-conducting electron-accelerator at S-band frequency. This accelerator
comprises a 3.6cell photo-cathode RF-gun[3], a 12cell
standing-wave accelerating tube[3] and a 4-mirror planar
optical cavity[4]. The layout is shown in Fig. 1.

X-rays are utilized for a wide range of applications, for
example, medical examination, biological science, material science and so on. High-flux and high-brightness Xrays are specially generated by synchrotron radiation
storage rings at an order of GeV although they are generally large and expensive. On the other hand, an X-ray
source via LCS is possible to generate X-rays at a similar
energy by using a compact and an inexpensive accelerator
because the electron-beam energy is an order of tens of
MeV. For example, 10keV X-rays can be generated by
LCS with 24 MeV electron beam and a 1064nm laser
light.
We have been developing a LCS based X-ray source at
the LUCX accelerator which has been constructed in
KEK. In this accelerator, 6-10 keV X-rays are generated
by LCS of a multi-bunch electron-beam with the energy
of 18-24 MeV and a laser pulse with the wavelength of
1064nm. X-ray imaging experiments including absorption
and refraction contrast images have been conducted since
2012. Last year, studies on a phase contrast imaging with
Talbot interferometer started. The visibility of the moire
fringes was about 33%[1,2]. However, the exposure time
was five hours which is too long for imaging. Therefore,
we improved the collision tuning to increase the X-ray
flux.

___________________________________________

† mfukuda@post.kek.jp

Figure 1: The beamline of the LUCX accelerator.
The RF-gun generates a 7.6MeV multi-bunch electronbeam with total charge of 600nC in 1000 bunches. And
then, the accelerating tube accelerates the beam up to
24MeV. After that, the beam collided with a laser pulse
stored in the optical cavity to generate X-rays by LCS.
The scattered X-rays go straight through a beryllium
window with the thickness of 300m. On the other hand,
the beam is separated from the X-rays by the first bending
dipole and sent to the dump.

Figure 2: The diagram of the laser master system.
Figure 2 shows the diagram of the RF system. The
357MHz master clock is generated from the signal of
laser pulses for the optical cavity. The devices in this
accelerator is synchronized to this clock. We call this
method the laser master system. The RF signal is delivered to klystrons after the frequency is converted from
357MHz to 2856MHz. And then the RF signal is chopped
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off into a rectangular wave by an Inphase-Quadrature
(IQ) modulator which also modulates the amplitude of the
pulse to compensate the beam-loading effect. The pulse is
injected to a klystron after the amplification.
The beam loading effect causes the energy reduction in
a train on the acceleration of a multi-bunch beam. By
modulating the amplitude of an RF pulse, the electric
field for acceleration can be modified so that the energy
reduction is compensated.
Two klystrons provide a 4.3s RF pulse into the RFgun and the accelerating tube respectively. The injected
peak power into the RF-gun and the accelerating tube are
13MW and 23MW respectively at present.
The layout of the X-ray line is shown in Fig.3. A micro
channel plate(MCP) and a photon-counting imagedetector have been used as X-ray detector. The MCP
(Hamamatsu F4655) is placed in the vacuum chamber on
the X-ray line and measures the X-ray flux.
A HyPix-3000[5] which is a photon-counting image detector is installed at 6.9m from the collision point for
taking X-ray images. This detector has a large active area
of about 3000mm2 (77.5x38.5mm2) with a pixel size of
100x100m2.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 3: The setup of X-ray detectors.
Figure 4 shows the layout of the laser system for the
RF-gun. The laser pulses with the wavelength of 1064nm
are generated by a 357MHz Mode-locked laser device.
And then, a thousand pulses which corresponds 2.8s are
cut out by the pockels cell and are amplified by two flashlamp-pumped Nd:YAG amplifiers. After that, the wavelength is converted from 1064nm to 266nm by Beta barium borate (BBO) crystals. dump.

Figure 4: The layout of the laser system for the RF-gun.

IMPROVEMENT OF X-RAY GENREATION
Collision Tuning
We have improved the tuning of the collision between
an electron beam and a laser pulse to increase X-ray flux.
First, In the tuning of the X-ray generation, the collision timing and the relative position between an electron

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

beam and a laser pulse are scanned to find the point at
which X-ray signal is maximized. Next, the focusing of
the beam is also optimized by scanning the current of the
solenoid and quadrupole magnets.
We observed that the X-ray signals in a train were not
uniform as shown in the left graph of Fig. 5 although the
above collision tuning is applied. This graph shows the
signals of LCS X-rays measured by the MCP with the
total charge of 300nC for 1000bunches, and the signals of
the beam current monitor. The signal strengths of X-rays
are not uniform although the signals of the beam current
are uniform. It suggests that the beam size fluctuates
inside a train.
In fact, the beam-loading compensation with the RF
amplitude modulation at the RF-gun was not taken into
account. Therefore, the energy difference in a train of a
multi-bunch beam existed. Such the difference causes the
change of the beam size because the focusing of the beam
by a solenoid and quadrupole magnets changes. As a
result, the energy difference caused the non-uniform fluxes of LCS X-rays in the train.

Figure 5: X-ray signal measured by MCP without and
with amplitude modulation at the RF-gun respectively[8].
To make the flux uniform, the beam-loading has been
compensated by using the RF amplitude modulation at the
RF-gun[6]. The detail of the compensation is described in
the reference of [7.8]. After the compensation, the peakto-peak energy difference at the RF-gun can be reduced
from 0.8MeV to 0.07MeV.
The X-ray signal measured by the MCP after this compensation is shown in the right graph of Fig. 5. The flat
region of X-ray signals is extended compared with the
signal in the left graph in Fig. 5. The X-ray flux normalized by the intensity of the electron beam current and of
the laser power, is increased by a factor of 1.4 compared
with that without the RF amplitude modulation for the
RF-gun. The X-ray flux is 1.9x107 photons/sec in this
case.
Figure 6 shows the absorption images of a red pepper.
The left photograph was taken last year. The X-ray flux of
3.1x106 photons/sec which is the same flux when we tried
a phase contrast imaging with Talbot interferometer last
year[1,2]. The right photograph was taken recently. It
becomes obviously bright compared with that taken last
year. The flux is 1.8x107 photons/sec which is increased
by a factor of 5.8.
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Improvement of the Uniformity of the Bunch
Charge in a Train
The reduction of the bunch charge in a train is observed
as shown in the left graph of Fig. 7. If the bunch charge is
different, the emittance growth by the space charge effect
changes. Therefore, it is possible that the change of the
beam size in a train is caused by the difference of the
space charge effect, which becomes significant as the
beam current increases.
The signal of laser pulse measured by a photodiode and
the signal of electron beam measured by a current monitor
for 1000 bunches are shown in Fig. 7. The amplitude of
the signals decreases from the head region to the tail region because the head pulses takes the stored energy in
the amplifier and reduces the population inversion for the
pulses in the tail part. The reduction is about 51% at the
tail end.
To avoid the reduction, we reduce the gain of the first
amplifier. The result is shown in the right graph in Fig. 7.
The reduction can be improved to 7%. However, the total
charge of the electron beam is decreased from 600nC to
300nC. To recover the charge, we are trying to increase to
the quantum efficiency of the Cs2Te cathode in the RFgun by re-evaporating Cs2Te at present.
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Figure 7: The signal of the laser light and the electron
beam current before and after adjusting the laser gain
respectively.

SUMMARY
We have been developing the compact X-ray source
based on LCS with an optical laser cavity in the LUCX
accelerator. The improvement on the generation of LCS
X-rays was successfully achieved by applying the beamloading compensation with the RF amplitude modulation.
The uniformity of the bunch charge in a multi-bunch
beam was also improved by adjusting the laser gain although we need to increase the quantum efficiency of the
cathode on the RF-gun. Further optimizations to increase
the X-ray flux are expected by increasing the intensity at
the optical cavity and by optimizing the beam optics to
make the focal size smaller at the collision point.
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Figure 6: The absorption images of a red pepper taken by
the HyPix-3000 last year and recently respectively.
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Abstract
We study a bright THz light source generated by a wiggler
radiation at KEK LUCX THz experiment, where an injected
four pre-micro-bunched electron beam with few hundreds
femto-seconds separation plays a crucial role. The energy
of pre-bunched beam reaches few MeV at an S-band 3.6 cell
RF Gun, and hence the space-charge effect is not negligible.
We simulate the beam optics by ASTRA code, a charged
beam optics simulator with space-charge effect, and then
the resultant particle distribution is passed to GENESIS, a
FEL simulator to deal with the wiggler radiation. We also
present an experimental result at KEK LUCX. The major
advantage of this system is a compactness of total setup that
is expected to generate a MW class peak power THz beam
by the coherent radiation.

Figure 1: A rough sketch of LUCX beam alignment. The
virtual wiggler is for simulation while the actual wiggler is
for experiment. We explain the detail reason in context.
after the bend is not desirable for the THz wiggler coherent
radiation as we will explain later, we will first perform the
FEL simulation assuming that the wiggler is installed at the
virtual wiggler place in Fig. 1, where the other experiment
takes place. Then we will present an experimental result at
the actual wiggler place with simulation data.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
The light source of terahertz (THz) region became an
attractive frontier recent years owing to several major technical advances. The THz sources have a great potential to
sense a material characteristics that can not be found with
the other frequency bands (see e.g. [1]). A megawatt bright
source can be generated by the help of RF accelerator and
wiggler/undulator coherent radiation.
We use a THz-pulse-train photo injector where a RF-gun
(S-band) accelerates a micro-bunched electron pulse train
with THz separations up to few MeV, and then the pulse train
enters into a wiggler after an optics system [2]. Usually, a
free-electron laser (FEL) consists of long and multiple of
undulators/wigglers since the micro-bunching is processed
along undulators/wigglers by interactions with electromagnetic fields. In our system, the pre-micro-bunched structure
of bunch train already has a high bunching factor that sources
a high power electromagnetic radiation within a short distance. Hence our system is compact and costs reasonable.
The THz-pulse-train photo injector is realized in LUCX
(Laser Undulator Compact X-ray project) at KEK with a
pulse gun laser system [3]. Currently, the pulse laser system admits a electron train with up to four micro-bunches,
where the micro-bunch length would be 50 femto-seconds
(fs) at photo-cathode, and distances can be few hundreds
fs. Figure 1 illustrates a rough schematic picture of LUCX
alignment, where sizes and distances are not accurate for
a simple illustration. Due to lack of space and coexistence
with the other experiments, the wiggler is installed after the
bending magnet. Since the profile of micro-bunched train
∗

sumitomo@post.kek.jp

FEL SIMULATION
OF VIRTUAL WIGGLER
In this section, we present the simulation result of FEL
as well as particle tracking, assuming that the wiggler is at
the virtual place in Fig. 1. The particle tracking includes the
space-charge force that is not negligible and affects particle
distributions seriously for energy up to few MeV.

ASTRA Simulation
We use a free code, ASTRA [4] for the particle spacecharge tracking. We prepare an initial distribution at the
cathode, consisting of a bunch train with four micro-bunches,
as in Table 1. This setup is motivated by the realistic situation
at KEK LUCX.
Table 1: A micro-bunch distribution at cathode. Each microbunch is separated by dsep . The emittance is normalized.
Q

σt

σx,y

εx,y

dsep

60 pC

50 fs

0.5 mm

1 π mrad mm

900 fs

The micro-bunched train is then accelerated by the 3.6-cell
S-band RF gun to E = 10.2 MeV with 97 MV/m. The phase
of RF cavity is chosen such that the peak bunching factor is
high enough around 1 THz. The maximum solenoid field
value is set at 0.273 T to minimize the transverse size. In
Fig. 2, we illustrate the optimization for the wiggler radiation.
The resultant distribution at the entrance of wiggler is
illustrated in the upper side of Fig. 3. The space-charge
force affects the distribution as seen clearly. Now the beam
size and normalized emittance become σx ∼ 0.197 mm,
σy ∼ 0.197 mm, εx ∼ 1.99 π mrad mm, εy ∼ 1.99 π mrad
2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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Table 2: A set of parameter at 30 mm magnetic gap of the
edge focusing wiggler. The normalized natural focusing
parameters k x, k y are given at γ ∼ 20.0.
K

λw

Nperiod

kx

ky

1.71

60 mm

5

0.357

0.643

Figure 2: An optimization for wiggler radiation around
z=2m.

mm, and the energy spread is ∆γ/γ ∼ 0.517% due to the
choice of late phase. We also estimate the bunching factor
of this distribution against frequencies in the lower side of
Fig. 3. The bunching factor peaks at 0.951 THz with the
value 0.706, which is a good initial condition for wiggler
radiation as we will see in next section.

GENESIS 1.3 Simulation
Next we use a free time-dependent three-dimensional FEL
simulation code, GENESIS 1.3 (version 3) [5] for the wiggler radiation, especially using the distribution generated by
ASTRA (Fig. 3) as an input. Our wiggler is an edge-focusing
planar wiggler with a strong field gradient for transverse
focusing, and the generated magnetic field agrees well with
the calculated data [6]. We use a set of parameters required
for FEL simulation when the magnetic gap distance
is set
√
to be 30 mm as in Table 2. Here K = eB0 λw /(2 2πme c) is
the undulator/wiggler parameter with peak magnetic field
B0 , λw is the period length, and Nperiod is the number of
periods. The normalized natural focusing parameters of
undulator/wiggler k x, k y (k x + k y = 1) depend on energy
due to the edge-focusing effect. The values in Table 2 are
estimated at γ ∼ 20.0 of the simulated ASTRA distribution
using the formulas in [6].

In fact, it is not easy to make GENESIS 1.3 read the external micro-bunched distribution directly due to its internal
processes, especially the bunching factor is not reproduced
correctly. Therefore, we have to reconstruct the distribution
in the particle dump format of GENESIS 1.3 by a code, that
is HDF5 file format in version 3. Using the reconstructed
data in GENESIS dump format with a suitable assignment of
slices for the calculation, the bunching factor of pre-bunched
distribution can be used as an initial input.
To prepare the data in dump format, we need to specify the
wavelength of radiation which determines the slice length
and time period of simulation. The FEL coherent radiation
wavelength is given by

λw 
λ = 2 1 + K2
(1)
2γ
at a weak electric field limit. At the wavelength λ, the energy
loss of electron beam is accumulated over wiggler periods,
resulting in a significant radiation amplitude enhancement.
We set the radiation wavelength λ ∼ 0.315 mm, corresponding to the peak point of bunching factor, where Ep.(1) suggests γ ∼ 19.3. Although the energy of distribution we use
is slightly higher, the actual coherent condition depends on
many details, including a transverse betatron motion and a
strong radiation field that shift the condition slightly.
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Figure 3: A distribution at the entrance of virtual wiggler
(upper) and its bunching factor against frequencies (lower).

Figure 4: A time-dependent FEL simulation of wiggler. The
upper side illustrates the peak power at each magnetic period,
while the lower side displays the power gain at wiggler exit
over the simulated time period.
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Figure 5: A distribution at the entrance of actual wiggler.
The result of GENESIS 1.3 FEL simulation is shown
in Fig. 4. The peak power reaches 2.20 MW at the end of
wiggler despite the short distance, because of the coherent
radiation by the pre-bunched distribution. The lower plot of
Fig. 4 illustrates the power at wiggler exit over the simulated
time period. It is clearly seen that slippages of radiation
are accumulated over four micro-bunches separated each
other by the distance around λ. Hence we conclude that a
MW class power compact THz radiation source based on the
short edge-focusing wiggler can be realized at KEK LUCX.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

EXPERIMENT WITH ACTUAL WIGGLER
In this section, we show the result of experiment at the
actual wiggler place in Fig. 1. First we present an ASTRA
simulation result to get a better understanding. In order to
minimize space-charge influence, we have set the following
micro-bunch distribution at cathode: Q = 15 pC, dsep =
2.5 pico-seconds (ps), and the other is same as in Table
1. The reason why we have the large separation is in the
following. When a micro-bunch goes through the bending
magnet (30 degree), the outer side of bunch edge delays than
the inner side due to different path lengths, resulting in a
tilted distribution on x − z plane. Then, focuses by bending
and quadrupole magnets are likely to spoil the pre-bunched
structure due to its space charge effect. Thus we have the
enough separation and the gun phase is chosen such that
the separation holds sacrificing the energy spread. Here the
energy is set around the coherent value from Eq.(1) which
is at γ ∼ 12.5, and hence the 12-cell cavity is off . The
resultant distribution at the entrance of wiggler is illustrated
in Fig. 5. The bunching factor around the frequency range of
interest (0.3-0.5 THz) is no longer high, but still has a value
0.165, and hence we would expect some enhanced signals.
In the experiment, we scan the wiggler radiation by changing a light path of fs laser system, and also by an interferometer. We use a Schottky Barrier Diode with sensitivity
range of 320-480 GHz. The upper side of Fig. 6 illustrates
the radiation by changing the light path corresponding to
changes of a relative separation of two micro-bunch pairs.
The last arrow point after two bunches overlaps is around the
region of 2.5 ps separation each. At this point, we perform
the interferometer scan as in the lower plot of Fig. 6. We can
easily see that the signal peaks at 0.4 THz. Although the
actual separations may not be exactly at 2.5 ps, the mixture
of other conditions ends up with this result. Thus we conclude that the enhanced signal around the last arrow point is
related with the coherent radiation by four micro-bunches.

Figure 6: An experimental result of wiggler radiation.

DISCUSSION
We presented the simulation of wiggler radiation under
the assumptions well motivated by the current KEK LUCX
setup. The simulation result strongly suggests that a MW
class power of THz light source is available at the compact
and reasonable facility. Although our wiggler period is long,
a wider range THz light source can be realized with a short
period undulator/wiggler λw < 10 mm within the energy
reach of RF gun. It is not difficult to enhance the power by
a slight upgrade, e.g. larger number of periods of wiggler
with more micro-bunches, or an increase of current. We
also showed the experimental result. Although the microbunch profile after the bend is not desirable for the coherent
radiation, we observed the enhancement of signal around the
region of interest. We believe that these results encourage
further wiggler studies using the pre-bunched electron beam.
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RISE, Waseda University, Tokyo, Japan
K. Sakaue, WIAS, Waseda University, Tokyo, Japan
J. Urakawa, KEK, Ibaraki, Japan
In collider experiments such as KEKB, crab crossing is
a promising way to increase the luminosity. We are planning to apply crab crossing to laser-Compton scattering
(LCS), which is a collision of electron beam and laser, to
gain a higher luminosity leading to a higher brilliance Xray source. It is well known that the colliding angle between electron beam and laser affects the luminosity. It is
the best when the collision angle is zero, head-on collision, to get the highest luminosity but difficult to construct such configuration especially when using an optical
enhancement cavity. Concerning this difficulty, we are
planning crab crossing by tilting the electron beam using
an rf-deflector. Although crab crossing in LCS has been
already proposed [1], nowhere has demonstrated yet. We
are going to demonstrate and conduct experimental studies at our compact accelerator system in Waseda University. In this conference, we will report mainly about expected results of crab crossing LCS.

INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, X-rays are used in various fields such as
medical application, biological science, material science
and so on. In most cases, X-rays are produced by means
of X-ray tubes or synchrotron facilities. X-ray tubes are
easy to use and compact, but the brilliance is around 108,
relatively low. On the other hand, synchrotron radiation
X-rays have high brilliance around 1016, but it needs a
GeV class electron beam with a kilometer-long storage
ring. Laser-Compton scattering (LCS) X-ray source lies
between these two. In other words, it is expected as a
compact high brilliance X-ray source. LCS X-ray sources
are more compact than synchrotron sources because the
energy required is MeV order. In terms of brilliance,
>1012 has been designed [2].
In Waseda University, LCS experiments had been conducted for the purpose of soft X-ray microscopes for
biological observations [3]. Also with the collaboration of
KEK, LUCX (Laser Undulator Compact X-ray) has been
developing using a 4-mirror optical enhancement cavity
[4]. In this report however, we will discuss about crab
crossing method in LCS.

Accelerator System in Waseda University
We have been developing a compact (2×3m) S-band
accelerator system based on a photocathode rf electron
gun, shown in Fig. 1. The rf gun structure is based on
___________________________________________
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BNL GUN-IV and can generate 3π mm-mrad, 5MeV,
10ps (FWHM) electron bunch with a 10MW klystron.

Figure 1: Accelerator system in Waseda University.
Several studies are done using this system such as pulse
radiolysis experiment for radiation chemical reactions [5],
coherent terahertz Cherenkov radiation [6], ultra-short
bunch length measurement using a rf-deflector [7], etc.

Laser-Compton Scattering
LCS (or inverse Compton scattering) is a phenomenon
generating higher energy photons through collisions of
relativistic electrons and long wavelength laser photons.
The scattered photons would be in the region of soft Xray to gamma ray. Figure 2 shows the schema of LCS.

Figure 2: Schema of LCS.
γ, EL, EX, θ, ϕ represents the Lorentz factor of electron
beam, energy of laser photon, energy of scattered X-ray,
colliding angle, and scattering angle, respectively. The
maximum X-ray energy ExMAX would be obtained along
the electron beam axis ϕ=0 and written as
 2γ 2 1  β cos θ  E L
E MAX
X

(1)

where β is the velocity of electrons relative to the speed of
light. We can see that the maximum X-ray energy is tunable by the electron beam energy and the colliding angle.
The total number of scattered photons is given by the
product of the total cross section of Compton scattering
(σ) and luminosity (L).
N  σL  σPG

(2)
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(3)
2
2
2
2
2
2
2π σ y  σ ' y σ x  β  cos θ   σ ' x 1  β cos θ   σ z  σ ' z sin θ
Since the total cross section is nearly unchangeable
when the laser wavelength and electron beam energy is
decided, it is important to increase the luminosity for
generating intense X-rays. Luminosity can be expressed
as the product of power factor (P) and geometric factor
(G) as seen in Eq. (2). Power factor is the product of the
number of electrons in a bunch and the number of phoFigure 4: Schema of crab crossing.
tons in a laser pulse. The geometric factor is expressed as
Eq. (3) when assuming a Gaussian distribution for both
The collision could be made close to a head-on collielectron bunch and laser pulse. Here σx, σy, σz represents sion by tilting the beams. We are planning to tilt only our
the electron bunch sizes of horizontal, vertical, and longi- electron bunch with an rf-deflector. Our rf-deflector is a
tudinal respectively, and prime ones are those of laser 2-cell standing wave cavity which can kick the electrons
pulse. Let us substitute parameters shown in Table 1, our transversely with the TM210 mode magnetic field. Figure
system’s parameters, into Eq. (3).
5 illustrates the crab crossing LCS.
Table 1: Parameters of Electron Beam and Laser Pulse
2

2

2

Electron Beam

Laser Pulse

Energy

4.2MeV

1.2eV(1030nm)

Intensity

40pC

10mJ

Transverse Size

100μm

50μm

Duration

10ps(FWHM)

1ps(FWHM)

Then the luminosity dependence on colliding angle
would be shown in Fig. 3.





Figure 5: Schema of crab crossing LCS.
It is the geometric factor which would be enlarged by
tilting the electron bunch [1]. Here, let us introduce the
term ‘crab angle’ for the tilting angle of electron bunch.
The geometric factor under β~1 would be expressed as
G  ,   

1
2  y   ' y
2

2

(4)

f e  ,    f l  

2
 cos     cos  
f e  ,     2x 
 
1  cos 
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Figure 3: Luminosity dependence on colliding angle.
Maximum luminosity could be achieved when the colliding angle is zero, i.e. head-on collision. In spite of this
fact, head-on collision is hard to construct especially with
an optical enhancement cavity, since the scattered X-rays
must get across a mirror. This might also cause damages
to the mirror. Due to these facts, quite a number of LCS
X-ray sources have a certain colliding angle which causes
luminosity loss. One method to overcome this problem is
the crab crossing.

CRAB CROSSING LCS
Effect of Crab Crossing
Crab crossing method is used in colliders to increase
the luminosity. Figure 4 shows the schema of it.
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2

(5)

2
 sin  
f l     ' 2x   ' 2z 
(6)

 1  cos  
where α represents the crab angle. From these relations
the geometric factor would be maximized when crab
angle is half of the colliding angle. In this situation, Eq.
(4) would be
1
G ( ,  ) 
2
2  2y   ' 2y  2x sec 2    ' 2x   ' 2z tan 2 
2
2
(7)
and the ‘crab ratio’ would be


 2x   ' 2x cos 2   2z   ' 2z sin 2
G ( ,  )
2 
2
2 (8)


G ( ,0)
 2x   ' 2x cos 2   ' 2z sin 2
2
2
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Equation (8) gives us the maximum enhancement ratio
between ordinary crossing and crab crossing. Using those
parameters listed in Table 1, relationship between crab
ratio and colliding angle is shown in Fig. 6. A larger colliding angle would result in larger increase of luminosity.

THPOA53

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The expected experimental setup is shown in Fig. 8.

Figure 8: Beamline for crab crossing LCS.

Figure 6: Crab ratio as a function of colliding angle.

CAIN Simulation
Expected spectra were calculated by a Monte-Carlo
code CAIN. Figure 7 shows the spectra of head-on collision (red), 45deg collision (blue), and 45deg collision
with crab crossing (green).

Electron bunch will be focused with a solenoid magnet
and a quadruple doublet so as to achieve higher luminosity. Rf-deflector will provide crab angle to the electron
bunch. Bending magnet is necessary to separate the electron beam from LCS X-ray. Colliding laser would be
produced by fiber oscillator, fiber amplifiers, and thin
disk regenerative amplifier. The colliding angle would be
45deg. We are going to use MCP (Micro Channel Plate)
for X-ray detector. We have already done background
measurement and confirmed that it is sufficiently low.

SUMMARY
We are planning to demonstrate the crab crossing LCS
in our compact accelerator system in Waseda University.
Luminosity increase is likely to be more than fourfold
when the colliding angle is 45deg. Encouraged by such
good prospects, we are now concentrating on constructing
the laser system for crab crossing LCS.

Figure 7: LCS spectra calculated by CAIN.
It is clear that the number of photons increases by crab
crossing. We can also say that the maximum energy of
LCS X-ray, so called as Compton edge, does not change
by crab crossing. This is because each interaction of an
electron and a photon does not change just by tilting the
electron bunch. The number of photons calculated are
listed in Table 2.
Table 2: Scattered Photons Calculated by CAIN
(θ, α)

Number of Photons

(0, 0)

10800

(45, 0)

2245

(45, 22.5)

9631

We could confirm that the total number of generated
photons in crab crossing is more than 4 times larger than
that of ordinary crossing. Furthermore, crab crossing
enables almost 90% of head-on likeness, while ordinary
crossing is only 20%.
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PRIMARY STUDY OF THE PHOTOCATHODE ELECTRON GUN WITH A
CONE CATHODE AND RADIAL POLARIZATION LASER ∗
R. Huang †, Qi-ka. Jia‡
NSRL, University of Science and Technology of China, Hefei, Anhui, 230029, China
Abstract
The linearly polarized laser with oblique incidence can
achieve a higher quantum efficiency (QE) of metal cathodes
than that with the normal incidence, which however requires
the wavefront shaping for better performance. To maintain
the high QE and simplify the system, we propose a cone cathode electron gun with a radial polarization laser at normal
incidence. The primary analytical estimation and numerical
simulations are explored for its effect on the emittance of
the electron beam.

maximum QE. For the photogun in University of Science
and Technology of China (USTC) [7], θ is about 67◦ .

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
High-brightness electron beam, which can be used for
the 4th generation light sources such as X-ray free electron
lasers [1], requires the high current and low emittance. In
photocathode electron guns, a metal cathode is widely used
to emit electrons for its long lifetime. One of the major
limitation is the low quantum efficiency(QE), especially for
guns with the metal cathodes [2]. It was found that the QE
had a significant dependence on the incidence angle and
polarization state when the laser illuminated the cathode
[3, 4]. Early work on Cu showed that the p-polarized laser at
60-70◦ off normal incidence would give a QE at 5-14 times
the normal incidence yield [5]. The primary cause of the QE
enhancement is that a surface photoemission is stimulated
by the normal electric field of the p-polarized laser with
oblique incidence.
The scenario of oblique incidence would result in an ellipsoidal spot on the cathode and a pulse delay in laser wavefront. Thus spatial and temporal laser shaping [6] is required to
prevent the distortion of the emitted beam and to improve the
initial beam quality. The shaping technique is still challenging and makes the system more complicated and expensive.
Some devices still take the normal incidence scheme, which
would simplify the system but sacrifice some QE.
To maintain the high QE and also simplify the system, we
propose a cone cathode electron gun with a radial polarization laser at normal incidence.

THE PROPOSED SCHEMES
There are two possible schemes of the cone cathode, as
shown in Fig. 1. When the laser illuminates a cone cathode
at normal incidence, the local incidence angle is an oblique
one. The cone is properly designed so that the angle θ equals
the optimized oblique angle on a flat cathode which gives a
∗
†
‡
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Figure 1: Normal incidence on the cathode like a conical
roof (left) and the cathode like a conical sink (right).
The left plot of Fig. 1 shows the normal incidence scheme
on a cathode like a conical roof, while the right one shows
the scheme on a cathode like a conical sink. In stead of
linearly polarized laser on a flat cathode, a radial polarized
laser [8] is required for the case of a cone cathode. k is the
→
−
wavenumber of the incidence laser. E is the electric field
component of the laser, with an angle θ to the local cathode
surface. The radius of circular cone R equals the rms spot
size of the laser.
This scheme could enhance the QE as well as achieve a
circular laser spot on the cathode. It is also notable that the
pulse delay in the proposed scheme is only half the case of
the oblique incidence. The cone cathode may also encounter
some issues. The uneven cathode surface may bring about a
growth in the thermal emittance. Besides, the cone geometry
of the cathode could change the field distribution in the gun
cavity, which would further influence the beam dynamics.
In the following, we will firstly build a model to analytically evaluate the emittance growth introduced by a cone
cathode. Secondly the RF gun design will be studied to
analysis the field distribution in the cavity. Finally we will
give a primary study on the beam dynamics in the gun.

THE EMITTANCE GROWTH
The thermal emittance for the photoelectric emission in
a metal cathode is derived from the Fermi-Dirac model [9].
The dimensionless transverse momentum was found to be
r
hν − φeff
σpx =
,
(1)
3mc2
2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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the normalized emittance was obtained by εn = σx σpx .

Figure 2: The sketchs for the cathodes like a conical roof
(left) and a conical sink (right): the local coordinates (red),
the 2D surface coordinates (blue), the 3D global coordinates
(purple), with the related rotation angles θ and β.
Based on the bulk emission model, we make the model
of the cone cathode with the coordinates configuration in
Fig. 2. Where the C ′ (x′ , y ′ , z ′ ) is the local coordinate, and
the laser is at oblique incidence with an angle equal θ. The
C(x, y, z) is the 2D surface coordinate which is transferred
from C ′ by applying the rotation matrix

 
 ′ 
x
x
cos θ 0 − sin θ
 y = 0
  y′  .
1
0
(2)
z′
z
sin θ 0 cos θ

This gives an expression for the particle momentum in the
2D surface coordinate:
px = p′x cos θ − p′z sin θ,

py = p′y .

(3)

In local system, the particle momentum from a sloped surface [10] is given in the form
p
p′x =
2m(E + hν) sin Ψ′ cos Φ′ ,
(4)
p
′
′
′
py =
2m(E + hν) sin Ψ sin Φ ,
(5)
p
′
2m(E + hν) cos2 Ψ′ − 2m(EF + φeff ). (6)
pz =

If an electron in the material absorbs the laser energy, it
could go towards the surface with a direction angle (Ψ′ , Φ′ )
and finally escape from the surface. E is the electron energy,
EF is the Fermi level, hν is the photo energy, φeff is the
effective work function. One can obtain the momentum
expression in the 2D surface coordinate by substituting Eq.
(4) into Eq. (3).
By further rotated in angle β, the 2D surface coordinate
becomes the global coordinate C ′′ (x′′ , y ′′ , z ′′ ):
 ′′  


x
cos β − sin β 0
x
 y ′′  =  sin β
cos β 0   y  . (7)
z ′′
0
0
1
z
The particle momentum in the global coordinate is given by
p′′x = px cos β −py sin β,

p′′y = px sin β +py cos β. (8)

The variance of the transverse momentum can be calculated from the three-step model of the photoemission [9].
Note that the β angular integrations can be done separately.
The variance of the transverse momentum results in
R1
R 2π
R EM
dE cos Ψmax d(cos Ψ) 0 dΦp2x
Em
2
σp′′x =
, (9)
R1
R 2π
RE
(mc)2 EmM dE cos Ψmax d(cos Ψ) 0 dΦ
2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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where EM p
= EF + hν, Em = EF + φeff , E = E + hν,
cos Ψmax is Em /EM .
After some algebra, the variance of px has the form of:
 1

1
1
1
1  21
2
2
2
2
EM − Em
EM
+ Em
+ 2 sin2 θEm
σp2x =
2
3mc
(10)
Substituting Eq. (10) into Eq. (9), one could obtain that

1 2
σp2′′x =
σpx + σp2y .
(11)
2
In Eq. (11), the first and second terms denote the variance
of the horizontal and vertical momentums in the 2D surface
coordinate, respectively. From Eq. (3), we see that py is
independent of θ. Therefore, the emittance from a cone
cathode is the average value of the emittance from a flat
cathode and from a sloped cathode, which turns out to be
v
 1

u
1
1
u E 21 − E 21
2
2
2
EM
+ Em
+ sin2 θEm
m
t
M
.
ε′′n = σx
3mc2
(12)
If we compared Eq. (12) with Eq. (1), and defined an
emittance growth factor ξ = ε′′n /εn , ξ could be written as
s
sin2 θ
ξ = 1+
.
(13)
1/ cos Ψmax + 1
ξ is in the range of 1 to about 1.225, which means the emittance from a cone cathode is always larger than the emittance
from a flat cathode. For our photogun with θ of 67◦ , the
theoretical emittance growth is 19.2%.

RF FIELD DISTRIBUTION
The field solver SUPERFISH [11] was used to design the
RF gun with a cone cathode. The gun operates in the π mode
with f =2.856 GHz.
For the cathode like a conical sink, the gun geometry along with the RF field is shown in Fig. 3. The geometry
is a typical 1.6-cell gun except for minor difference at the
cathode. The radial component of this field forms an RF
focusing near the cathode, while the longitudinal component is weakened. Although the RF focusing may expect an
decrease in transverse beam size and emittance, the puny
accelerating field is detrimental to the electrons emission.
Overall, the conical sink design of the cathode is not suitable
for the normal incidence scheme.
With a cathode like a conical roof, the field is shown in
Fig. 4. The longitudinal electric field on the cathode is large
enough to overcome the potential barrier and emit electrons.
The beam will see a defocuing force in the radial direction,
thus a solenoid is necessary to provide a sufficient focusing.
Simulation shows that Ez is gradually increased along z
at the region of conical roof and reaches the peak value at
the tip. The sharp tip may greatly enhance the local field
and cause field-emitted electrons which is also called dark
current emission. In order to maintain a high nominal accelerating field and to reduce the dark current, the geometry of
the conical cathode should be further optimized.
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Figure 3: The field distribution in the gun cavity with a conical sink cathode. The insert is a zoom-in of the cathode area.

Figure 4: The field distribution in the gun cavity with a conical roof cathode. The insert is a zoom-in of the cathode area.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

BEAM DYNAMICS SIMULATION
Due to the complexity in the geometry and distortion
of the field distribution, the beam dynamics simulation in
the gun with a conical cathode is not straightforward. The
common simulation codes can’t build such model directy.
In our simulation configuration, the beam dynamics study
is performed in two steps with ASTRA code [12]. In this
paper, only the cathode like a conical roof is considered.
First, we will build a circlet beam on the cathode and track
the particles in the RF gun. Then, we longitudinally superpose several circlet beams with different radii and set up a
practical beam from a cone cathode.
Totally 10 slices with different numbers of macroparticles
in each circlet slice are assumed. As a result, the overal
particle distribution is roughly uniform. The initial pulse
length is neglected at present. In Fig. 5, the left plots have
shown the transverse and longitudinal beam distribution at
the cathode, while the right plots have shown the distribution
at the gun exit. Compared with the initial beam, the beam at
gun exit has a significant increase in transverse size and has
an elongation in longitudinal size (like a bow). The beam
elongation is due to the varied longitudinal field, where the
local fields are enhanced by the presence of sharp tip.
Simulation indicates that the field distortion induced by
the cone cathode has a major effect on the beam size, while
a minor effect on the beam emittance. The most emittance
growth comes from the geometry of the cone cathode.

SUMMARY
The photocathode electron gun with a cone cathode and
radial polarization laser at normal incidence was proposed
to maintain the high QE of metal cathodes. Compared with
the case of oblique incidence, the new scheme could achieve
a circular beam spot and only has a half pulse delay of the

1218

Figure 5: Transverse (upper) and longitudinal (bottom) distribution at the cathode (left) and gun exit (right), respectively.

obllique incidence. Analytical model of the cone cathode
was built to evaluate the transverse emittance of the emitted
beam. For a typical θ of 67◦ , the emittance growth is about
19%. Based on the computation of the RF field in the gun,
the primary research of the beam dynamics was given by a
two-step simulation. A cathode like a conical roof would be
a potential scheme. More accurate simulation and optimization will be investigated. beam dynamics study should be
investigated, by considering the field effect and with a more
accurate simulation model.
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MULTIPLE BUNCH LENGTH OPERATION MODE DESIGN AT HLS-II
STORAGE RING*
Weiwei Gao#, College of Mathematics and Physics, Fujian University of Technology
Fuzhou 350118, China
Wei Li, Lin Wang, NSRL, University of Science & Technology of China, Hefei, 230029, China
Abstract
In this paper we design a simultaneous three bunch
length operating mode at the HLS-II (Hefei Light Source
II) storage ring by installing two harmonic cavities and
minimizing the momentum compaction factor. The short
bunches (2.6 mm) presented in this work will meet the
requirement of coherent THz radiation experiments, and
the long bunches (20 mm) will efficiently increase the
total beam current. Therefore, this multiple-bunch-length
operating mode allows present synchrotron users and
THz users to carry out their experiments simultaneously.
Also we analyzed the physical properties such as the
CSR effect, RF jitter and Touschek lifetime of this
operating mode.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
Short pulse electron bunches have been used for
decades to satisfy the complex requirements of time
resolved experiments. Some of the short electron
bunches have been used for producing coherent THz
radiation in rapid reaction kinetics experiments. In
particular, the combination of THz pump and x-ray probe
experiments will offer the opportunity for scientists to
separately study the atomic, electronic, and magnetic
response of materials. Therefore, generation of coherent
THz radiation at a synchrotron radiation facility is a
meaningful subject of study.
Previously, the low momentum compaction factor
lattice was the preferred scheme for obtaining short
electron bunches, because the bunch length is
proportional to the square root of the momentum
compaction factor [1], as shown in Eq. (1).

 2 

2Cq R E03
(mc 2 ) 2 J  0 eV0

(1)

Recently, workers at the BESSY-II storage ring
proposed a new method for achieving a multiple-bunchlength operating mode by installing harmonic cavities [2].
Based on the BESSY-II proposal we present a scheme
for a multiple-bunch-length operating mode at HLS-II,
which combines the harmonic cavity and low alpha
methods.

___________________________________________
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MULTIPLE-BUNCH-LENGTH
OPERATING MODE DESIGN
Low Alpha Lattice Design
In this section we describe the designation work of a
reasonable low alpha lattice using a genetic algorithm,
which was reported in our previous work [3]. In this
optimization, the four groups of quadrupole strengths of
one superperiod are varied to obtain a satisfactory low
alpha lattice. The first constraint of our optimization is
that both the horizontal and vertical betatron functions
should be constrained to smaller than 30m. The second
constraint is that the maximum dispersion function is
restricted to 0.8m. The two objectives are to minimize
the momentum companion factor and the beam emiitance.
Since that if two lattices with the same momentum
compaction factor, we prefer the one with lower
emittance. After ascertaining the constraints and
objectives, the optimization result gives us a clear picture
of HLS-II’ lattice properties. The result shows that if the
polarity of the four groups of quadrupoles remain the
same as in the present HLS-II lattice, the momentum
compaction factor will be able to reduced to 10-3 when
satisfying the above constraints. In addition, the
momentum compaction factor can be further reduced (to
approximately 10−6) when the polarities of the last two
groups of quadrupoles are changed. Synthesizing the
injection process and other technologies, we choose a
lattice whose momentum compaction factor is 0.0039
and retain the quadrupole polarities of the original HLSII lattice. The main twiss parameters of this new low
alpha lattice are shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Twiss Parameters of the Low Alpha Lattice

Emittance
Tunes
Natural chromaticity
Momentum compaction factor

87nm-rad
5.72/2.58
-20.29/-15.95
0.0039

The one cell betatron functions and dispersion
function of the low momentum compaction factor lattice
are drawn using ELEGANT program [4], and shown in
Fig. 1. In addition, we also studied the nonlinear
properties of the newly designed low momentum
compaction factor lattice. The dynamic aperture tracking
with 1000 turns is shown in Fig. 2.
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Table 2: Main Parameters of the Basic RF Cavity and Two Harmonic
Cavities

Cavity
Voltage
phase
Frequency
Harmonic
number

Basic RF
250kV
176.17deg
204MHz
45

Harmonic RF-I
186kV
-79.0338deg
747.9864MHz
165

Harmonic RF-II
184kV
81.2895deg
679.9932MHz
150

The sum voltages of the three RF cavities as a function
of the longitudinal position are shown in Fig. 3.
Figure 1: Twiss functions of the low alpha lattice.

Figure 3: Accelerating voltage vs. position. Dotted red line is the
voltage of the original RF cavity, dotted green line is the voltage of
harmonic cavity I, dotted purple line is the voltage of harmonic cavity
II, and solid black line is the sum voltage of the basic cavity and
harmonic cavities.

Multiple-Bunch-Length Operation Design at
the Low Alpha Lattice by Harmonic Cavities
For the sake of economy, we use the original RF
cavity of HLS-II. Hence, the designation of the new
harmonic RF cavity parameters must be based on the
original RF cavity. The frequency of the first harmonic
cavity is chosen to be (N+i/3)×frf and that of the second
harmonic cavity is chosen to be (M+i/3)×frf, where frf is
the frequency of the basic RF cavity, M and N are two
integers, and i can be chosen to be either 1 or 2. If the
harmonic numbers are fixed, only the phase and voltage
of the two harmonic cavities (four variables) can be
varied to obtain the expected bunch lengths when
satisfying the synchrotron radiation loss and stable
buckets at the three bucket positions. In other words, the
constraint conditions are larger than the variable numbers.
Hence, we cannot restrict the beam length at the three
places. Instead, we let the bunch length equal the value
that we expect to obtain at one position, and along with
the synchrotron radiation compensation at the three
places are viewed as four constraints. After solving these
equations, we obtain the initial phase and voltage of the
two harmonic cavities. If the beam size at another two
positions cannot satisfy our plan, that is, they are either
too long or too short then we will change the harmonic
numbers M, N, and i. Finally, we obtain three reasonable
bunch lengths by installing two relatively low frequency
harmonic cavities. The three cavity’s parameters are
listed in Table 2.

After installing two harmonic cavities at the relatively
low momentum compaction factor lattice, the
longitudinal phase space and the beam size evolution
process are simulated by ELEGENT program. A
Gaussian-distributed beam with 5000 particles per bunch
is tracked for 150, 000 turns (about three damping times).
The longitudinal phase space of the long and short
bunches are plotted in Fig. 4.

Figure 4: Tracking longitudinal phase space; plot (a) is the phase space
of the long bunch (66 ps) and plot (b) is that of short bunch (8.7 ps).

CSR INSTABILITY ANALYSIS
The microwave instability induced by the coherentsynchrotron-radiation (CSR) effect of a beam is analyzed
in this section. We calculate the CSR microwave
instability threshold current of the long bunch beam (20
mm) using Eq. (2)[5], where  is the momentum
compaction factor,

  the energy spread, I A the Alfvén

current,  z the bunch length, and h the harmonic
number. The result shows that the single beam current
threshold of the long bunch is 8.6 mA.
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Figure 2: Dynamic aperture of the low alpha lattice, 4000 particles
tracked with 1000 turns.
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(2)

When the bunch length is shorter than 10 mm at HLSII, the CSR bursting instability threshold current satisfies
a simple scaling law with respect to the bunch length
Therefore, we calculate the beam current threshold using
Eq. (3) for the short and the medium bunches, where
Vrf / z is the sum voltage gradient and f 0 the revolution
frequency. Based on the bunched beam theory, the scaled
current  th (  )  0.5  0.34  , and the impedance of free
space Z 0  120 . As a result, we find that the CSR
microwave instability threshold of the short and medium
beams is 1.62 mA, and 1.82 mA, respectively.

I th 

4 (  )
c2Z0 
th

7/3
z
0
1/ 3

f



Vrf
z

.

(3)

RF JITTER ANALYSIS
In this section we analyzed the RF jitter on the short
beam bunch and simulated by ELEGANT program. The
results are depicted in Fig. 5. The phase jitter applied in
this simulation are 0.1 deg, and the voltage error is
0.01% of the rms voltage.

Figure 6: The Touschek lifetime with different beam current.

CONCLUSION
In this paper, we obtain a multiple-bunch-length
operating mode for a storage ring using a hybrid low
alpha and harmonic cavity method. The newly designed
low alpha lattice has excellent linear and nonlinear
properties. The old RF cavity of HLS-II was used and the
newly added two harmonic cavities’ harmonic numbers
are the 11/3 -th harmonic and the 10/3 -th harmonic of the
original RF cavity. After installing two harmonic cavities
at the low alpha lattice, we achieve three kinds of bunch
lengths. The short bunch can radiate at the coherent THz
range and the long bunch can increase the total beam
current for normal users. We also analyzed the CSR
effect of this operating mode and show that the total
beam current will reach 180 mA. Since the frequency
and voltage are relatively low, this operating mode does
not need to use multicell superconducting RF cavities.
Hence, this operating mode is technically feasible.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors
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TOUSCHEK LIFETIME SIMULATION
The Touschek lifetime is another important issue for
the short bunch beam. Thanks to the 15 long bunches, the
Touschek lifetime is impressive for our designed
machine. We also use the ZAP program to simulate the
relation between Touschek lifetime and the total current,
the result is depicted in Fig. 6. From this figure we see
that when the total beam current is about 200mA, the
Touschek lifetime can reach to 2 hours.
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STATUS OF PLSII OPERATION*
Tae-Yeon Lee† on behalf Accelerator Department,
Pohang Accelerator Laboratory, Pohang, Republic of Korea
As the upgrade of PLS, PLSII is a 3 GeV light source
in 12 super-periods (281.8 m circumference) with 5.8 nm
design emittance and can store electron beam up to 400
mA with 3 superconducting RF cavities. Its most unique
characteristic is that it has a short straight section and a
long straight section for each cell (24 straight sections)
and up to 20 insertion devices can be installed. But, as the
installed insertion devices, particularly in-vacuum insertion devices, are sources of high impedance, these are
quite challenging for high current operation. Current
status of PLSII operation and future plans are described in
this paper.

INTRODUCTION
PLSII is the upgrade machine of PLS which was a 2.5
GeV light source with a triple bend achromat lattice, and
is a 3 GeV machine with a double bend lattice. Certainly,
performance of PLSII has been upgraded from PLS, from
18.2 nm emittance to 5.8 nm emittance and PLSII can
now store 400 mA compared to 180~190 mA storing of
PLS [1]. But, the most special thing of the PLAII lattice is
that it has 2 straight sections with different lengths per
cell as can be seen in the PLSII lattice of Figure 1. The
long straight section (LSS) is 6.88 m long and the short
straight section is 3.69 m long. To make these many
straight sections, gradient bending magnets were used and
only 8 sets of quadrupoles were used in each cell. Parameters of PLSII are listed in Table 1.

insertion devices give difficulties to overcome for smooth
operation. First of all, changing gap of the many insertion
devices particularly the in-vacuum insertion devices by
users is a severe source of orbit perturbation. Next, the
insertion devices particularly the in-vacuum insertion
devices generate resistive wall impedance high enough to
cause transverse multi-bunch instability, when their gap is
closed [2]. The instability is so severe that the highest
beam current stable is only around 120 mA. The first
problem was solved by global orbit feedback and local
feed forward while the second problem was solved by a
transverse feedback system. Details are explained below.
Table 1: Main Parameters of PLSII
Parameter
Value
Energy
3 GeV
Current
400 mA
Emittance
5.8 nm
Circumference
281.82 m
Tune (h/v)
15.24 / 9.17
Revolution freq.
1.0638 MHz
Harmonic No.
470
RF freq.
499.973 MHz
Cavity type
SC
No. of Cavities
3
Gap Voltage
4.5 MV

ORBIT STABILITY
Now, the PLSII orbit stability is assured by collaboration of the slow orbit feedback (SOFB) system and the
fast orbit feedback (FOFB) system. Prior to January,
2016, SOFB was used alone and after January, 2016,
SOFB + FOFB is used. Eight beam position monitors
(BPM) are placed in a cell.

Slow Orbit Feedback System

Figure 1: Magnet lattice of PLSII.
The purpose of reserving 2 straight sections per cell
was to install as many insertion devices as possible.
Hence, of the 24 straight sections of PLSII, 20 straight
sections are already used or reserved for insertion devices.
Particularly, many in-vacuum insertion devices have been
installed to provide hard X-ray capacity to users. Currently, 12 in-vacuum insertion devices are installed. However,
these many insertion devices and particularly in-vacuum

SOFB makes use of the 8 correctors, which are actually
trim windings on the same number of sextupoles, distributed over a cell. Prior to 2016, SOFB was operated in 1
Hz but is now operated in 2 Hz. With this speed, SOFB
alone could not suppress faster orbit perturbations such as
ground vibration or insertion device gap changing. Consequently, the unsuppressed orbit errors accumulated and
the orbit difference from the reference orbit which is
usually chosen twice a year could not maintained within
the target value, 1 micron rms, over a long term (for example over the 10 day user service period). The orbit
difference from the reference orbit made by SOFB alone
over a 10 day period is shown in Fig. 2(a). In this figure,
many orbit spikes appearing resulted from insertion device gap changing.

____________________________________________
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(a)

(b)
Figure 2: The orbit difference from the reference orbit made by SOFB alone over a 10 day period and the orbit difference from the reference orbit made by SOFB+FOFB over a 9 day period.

Fast Orbit Feedback System
FOFB makes use of 4 fast correctors located around the
two straight sections of a cell. These corrector magnets
are air-filled magnet without York core and placed on the
stainless parts, to minimize the eddy current. Its maximum kick strength is limited to 20 micro-rad. Hence, the
fast correctors would soon be saturated if these are used
alone without slow correctors. In other words, fast correctors alone cannot make or maintain the electron beam
orbit, and their role is limited to minimize the orbit deviation from the reference orbit.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

SOFB+FOFB system
The SOFB+FOFB system has proved to be very effective for maintaining the long term orbit stability. As can
be seen in Fig. 2(b), the orbit deviation from the reference
orbit is kept far below 1 micron rms over a 9 day period.
Actually, this orbit stability is maintained over months,
which shows that the SOFB+FOFB combination can
suppress all the major perturbation sources.
In this complementary combination, SOFB maintains
the global orbit while suppressing the slow perturbations
and FOFB concentrates on suppressing fast perturbations
dumping any contribution to the orbit forming to SOFB.
This dumping or downloading to SOFB occurs in 1 Hz.

To remove this transient orbit, we are making a plan to
install a new and improved injection system with the
following features:
1. An independent power supply for each of 4 injection kicker magnets.
2. New kicker magnets with smaller gap
3. New ceramic chamber
4. Magnet tilt adjusting system
5. New injection point. Decreased orbit bump from
15 mm 50 12 mm.
6. A set of digital BPM installed
Independent adjusting of each power supply and the magnet tilt adjusting will significantly reduce the transient
orbit distortion. Reduced magnet gap and orbit bump ease
the kicker magnet and power supply requirements, and
will help to raise the injection efficiency.

Transient Orbit Distortion due to top-up injection
Currently, top-up injection is performed every 180 seconds. The problem of top-up injection is that the injection
bump is not closed perfectly but generates transient orbit
perturbations in both the horizontal and vertical directions
after injection ends. The amount of distortion and duration in both directions is shown in Fig. 3.
Figure 3: Transient orbit distortion generated by top-up.
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IMPEDANCE

Figure 4: A melted bellow finger.

HYBRID MODE
A 300 mA hybrid mode is serviced routinely in the
300+1 filling pattern. Its oscilloscope image is shown in
Fig. 5.

2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators

Figure 5: Oscilloscope image of the PLSII hybrid fill
pattern.

SUMMARY
PLSII has achieved orbit stability through the SOFB +
FOFB combination which maintains the rms orbit deviation from the reference orbit far below 1 micron. The
transient orbit distortion is generated by injection kicker
at the time of top-up and will be removed by installing a
new injection system in the next few years.
PLSII has also achieved 400 mA top-up operation by
using the transverse feedback system to suppress the
transverse multi-bunch instability caused by high impedance of insertion devices. But, 400 mA top-up operation
is not routinely serviced because of the insufficient thermal capacity of the vacuum chamber components. To
solve this problem, a third harmonic cavity may be installed in the future.
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Small gap of the many in-vacuum insertion devices installed over the PLSII storage ring cause electron bunches
passing the insertion devices to be influenced heavily by
the impedance and consequently execute transverse multibunch instability. This transverse instability is effectively
and perfectly suppressed by a transverse feedback system
developed and made by Spring8, Japan.
On the other hand, the narrow gap insertion device
chamber also provides high resistive wall impedance to
electron bunches and this high impedance sometimes
raises thermal capacity issue. In 2015, during a 400 mA
operation, a bellow finger located on a short straight section was melted perhaps by the resistive wall impedance
caused heating. This is one of the reasons why 400 mA
top-up operation is not provided every day.
To mitigate the peak impedance and so prevent this
kind of accident, installation of a third harmonic cavity is
considered. Bunch lengthening through a third harmonic
cavity will reduce the peak current and thus the peak
impedance experienced by an electron bunch.
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A POSSIBLE EMITTANCE REDUCTION SCHEME FOR PLSII*
Tae-Yeon Lee†, Pohang Accelerator Laboratory, Pohang, Republic of Korea
Abstract
As the upgrade of PLS, PLSII is a 3 GeV light source
in 12 super-periods (281.8 m circumference) with 5.8 nm
design emittance and can store electron beam up to 400
mA with 3 superconducting RF cavities. PLSII lattice is a
double bend achromatic (DBA) lattice with 2 straight
sections for each cell (24 straight sections). After completion of PLSII, multi-bend achromatic lattice has been
widely adopted to accomplish low emittance. This paper
discusses how a minimal change can modify the PLSII’s
DBA to a quadruple bend achromatic (QBA) lattice and
reduce the emittance to about a half value.

INTRODUCTION

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Construction of PLS (Pohang Light Source) was completed in 1994 and began operation for users in 1995, as a
2 GeV light source with a 12 super-period TBA (triple
bend achromatic) lattice giving 12.1 nm rad beam emittance. Later, the PLS electron energy was raised to 2.5
GeV to expand the capacity for hard X-ray emission with
the same lattice, which raised the emittance to 18.9 nm
rad. In 2011, PLS was upgraded to a 3 GeV light source
PLSII in the same storage ring tunnel but with the new
lattice. The new lattice adopted DB (double bend) type
and was designed to give 5.8 nm rad emittance. Main
parameters of PLSII are listed in Table 1.
Table 1: Main Parameters of PLSII Storage Ring
Parameter
Energy
Current
Emittance
Circumference
Tune (h/v)
Revolution freq.
Harmonic No.
RF freq.
Cavity type
No. of Cavities
Gap Voltage

Value
3 GeV
400 mA
5.8 nm
281.82 m
15.24 / 9.17
1.0638 MHz
470
499.973 MHz
SC
3
4.5 MV

PLSII Lattice
The most unique feature of PLSII is that there are two
straight sections, a long straight section (LSS) and a short
straight section (SSS), for each of the 12 cells, to install
as many insertion devices (IDs) as possible. The 6.88 m
long LSS is long enough to accommodate the injection
system as well as long IDs while the 3.1 m SSS accommodates short IDs. Dispersion is non-zero in both LSS
and SSS as can be seen in Fig. 1 which illustrates the
PLSII lattice. In order to make this big portion of empty
space on the 281.82 m ring circumference, the number of
___________________________________________
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magnets used was minimized and so only 8 quadrupoles
are used in a cell while gradient bending magnets are
used. Also, 4 sets of sextupoles are used for chromaticity
correction to suppress head-tail instability and for harmonic correction to enlarge the dynamic aperture. Since
the completion and commissioning, PLSII has been operated smoothly in the current range of 300~400 mA.
As a price for the unique feature of having two insertion straights and low electron beam emittance, PLSII has
relatively high dispersion values on the two straight sections (0.25 m at LSS and 0.14 m at SSS), which increases
the effective emittance of the two insertion straights.
After upgrade completion, PLSII has raised its performance step by step and achieved all design goals. It is
providing the 300~400 mA top-up service routinely in the
submicron rms orbit stability [1].

Figure 1: PLSII lattice.

Advent of Multi-bend Lattices
In the meantime, the multi-bend achromatic lattice has
been widely accepted by the light source community of
the world to obtain even lower (sub-Nano scale emittance
or even to the diffraction limit) emittance. While new
proposals for sub-Nano scale emittance are made, there
are also plans to upgrade existing machines to sub-Nano
scale emittance machines.
Motivated by this trend, this paper discusses a possibility that the PLSII lattice can be made a multi-bend lattice
through a minimal change leaving the many IDs unchanged and consequently the electron emittance can be
reduced substantially. It will be shown below that the DB
lattice can be changed to a quadrupole bend (QB) lattice
only by adding two gradient bending magnets and two
quadrupole magnets in each LSS without changing the
original PLSII lattice at all. This way, the electron beam
emittance can be reduced to about a half value.

NEW LATTICE
The purpose of lattice modification is to change the old
DB lattice of PLSII to a quadrupole bend lattice, motivat-
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ed by the recent multi-bend lattices, in the most costsaving way. The method of this paper chooses to add a
few magnets to the existing lattice without changing the
existing lattice at all.
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seen in the figure, 1 set of small gradient bending magnets
and 1 set of quadrupoles are added into the two ends of
each long straight section to turn the DB lattice into a
quadrupole bend lattice.
This QB lattice keeps the feature of having two straight
sections a cell, but gives better performance. Its electron
beam emittance is 2.98 nm rad and the dispersion values
at the two straight sections are lower than the present
lattice with 0.185 m at LSS and 0.11 m at SSS. After the
modification, LSS has the length of 4.88 m which is still
long enough to accommodate an injection system.
Regarding cost, the amount of money required by this
new lattice is minimal; only 24 small (65 cm length)
bending magnets, 24 small (15 cm length) quadrupole
magnets and a new vacuum chamber. The existing magnet
lattice can just be unmodified at all.
This design in this article is not the final one, but design work will continue for further improvements.

SUMMARY
The upgraded PLSII has achieved the design goals and
is operating very smoothly. This articles reports that a
small change (adding 1 set of small bending magnets and
1 set of quadrupole magnets into the long straight section)
to the present lattice of PLSII can improve the performance significantly through turning it into a quadruple
bend lattice.
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A proposed new preliminary lattice designed by using
the MAD-X code [2] is shown in Fig. 2 and as can be
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Figure 2: Proposed PLSII lattice.
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CLEARING MAGNET DESIGN FOR APS-U*
M. Abliz†, J. Grimmer, Y. Jaski, F. Westferro and M. Ramanathan
Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, IL 60439, U.S.A
Abstract
The Advanced Photon Source is in the process of developing an upgrade (APS-U) of the storage ring. The
upgrade will be converting the current double bend achromat (DBA) lattice to a multi-bend achromat (MBA)
lattice. In addition, the storage ring will be operated at 6
GeV and 200 mA with regular swap-out injection to keep
the stored beam current constant [1].
The swap-out injection will take place with beamline
shutters open. For radiation safety to ensure that no electrons can exit the storage ring, a passive method of protecting the beamline and containing the electrons inside
the storage ring is proposed. A clearing magnet will be
located in all beamline front ends inside the storage ring
tunnel. This article will discuss the features and design of
the clearing magnet scheme for APS-U.

case beam trajectory is when the electrons are 0.3 cm
below the plane at the source and pass through the top of
FM2, resulting in a beam offset of 0.63 cm above the
nominal beam plane at the clearing magnet. Given the
allowed overlap at the shutter, the required deflection here
is 6.08 mrad. Taking the whole picture with the additional
0.44 mrad of the incident electron trajectory, the minimum total deflection to be produced by the clearing magnet is 6.52 mrad downwards. The APS-U storage ring is
expected to be operated nominally at 6.0 GeV. However,
as part of the safety envelop, the maximum energy of the
electron for the magnet design has to be 10% more, resulting in assumptions of 6.6 GeV electrons to be deflected by 6.52 mrad for all calculations.

INTRODUCTION

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

The APS-U will be operating the storage ring with
regular swap-out injection as frequently as every 5 seconds. During these injections, the beamlines will be operating with the shutters open, and, as part of radiation
safety, no electrons are allowed to exit the storage ring
enclosure. Therefore, as part of the beamline, a passive
device located inside the storage ring tunnel will be employed to ensure that the electrons cannot exit the storage
ring enclosure.
A permanent magnet dipole (clearing magnet) will be
located in the front end (part of the beamline between the
storage ring exit and the concrete wall to the beamline) to
deflect any electrons escaping the storage ring, to prevent
them from exiting through the front end apertures and on
to the experiment floor.

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the clearing magnet location in the high heat load front end front end (HHLFE).
Based on these guiding principles the specifications
for the clearing magnet are as shown in Table 1 below.
Table 1: Specifications for the Clearing Magnet

PRINCIPLE
The front end consists of various masks and shutters
to collimate and stop the beam when needed. The main
component which can fully contain the beam is the safety
shutter, made of tungsten, located at about 22.7 m from
the source point. Figure 1 is a schematic representation of
the clearing magnet and associated relevant components
in the high heat load front end [2]. The clearing magnet is
located immediately after a mask (FM2), and is 4 m upstream of the safety shutter. Based on the geometry of
possible beam locations at the source, the worst case of
mis-steered beam is shown in Fig. 1 below. The worst
___________________________________________
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MAGNETIC DESIGN
A permanent magnet (PM) dipole was designed to
produce a field of about 1T for a magnetic gap of 1.8 cm.
An H-shaped hybrid PM dipole, that creates a Bx field,
was designed with Opera 3D as shown in Fig. 2. The
beam direction is along the Z-axis and the magnetic gap
of 1.8 cm is along the X-axis. For this reference design,
the magnet material of choice is NdFeB in grade N42SH,
from Shin-Etsu Rare Earth Magnet, and the pole material
is 1010 steel (soft iron). The N42SH has the following
properties: Br = 1.27 T (20°C) and intrinsic demagnetiza5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields
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tion field, Hcj = 21 kOe (20°C), thermal coefficient of Br
= -0.11 (% / °C) and thermal coefficient of Hcj = -0.52 (%
/ °C). The bh-curve for this design was set for a temperature of 25ºC, which is the expected maximum temperature
of the storage ring at the APS.

Figure 2: Different views of the clearing magnet. The
blue colored parts are 1010 steel, the green colored parts
are PMs, and the grey is 1010 steel for the shield.
The magnets are recessed 0.3 cm back from the pole
tips as shown in the right top image in Fig. 2. The magnets are 1cm longer than the poles as shown in the right
bottom image. The thickness of the iron parts on the top
and bottom is 3.74 cm. A 0.5 cm thick shield was placed
7.75 cm away from the magnet to contain all stray fields
for safety. The dimensions of the magnets and poles are
shown in Table 2. Figure 3 (a) shows a 2D magnetic flux
distribution of the clearing magnet.

THPOA62

The field at Y of +0.6 cm is more important than the field
at Y of -0.6 cm due to the deflection of the electron beam
being towards the ground.

Figure 4: Bx field along the beam direction at 3 different
Y positions. Z of 0 is the middle of the clearing magnet.
The top inset plot is an enlargement over a smaller range
of Z.

Figure 3: Magnetic flux distribution of the clearing magnet in a XY-plane. The green colored parts are PMs, and
blue colored parts are 1010 steel;
Figure 4 shows the Bx field along the beam direction
(Z) at 3 different Y positions as modeled with Opera 3D.

Figure 5: Electron beam trajectory though the clearing
magnet with a ring energy of 6.6 GeV. The outgoing
angle, α, was determined at the zero field region at the
downstream end of the magnet.
Based on these fields, the trajectory for 6.6 GeV electrons was calculated. Figure 5 shows the trajectories of
the 6.6 GeV electron beam at 3 different Y locations as it
passes through the clearing magnet. The outgoing angle,
α, was defined as the trajectory at the zero field region
(Z=20 cm) at the downstream end of the clearing magnet.
The outgoing angle of the electron beam is -6.77 mrad at
the beam mid-plane (Y = X= 0). The differences in the
outgoing angles of the beam, as shown in figure 5, are due
to the small field differences, as shown in the inset of Fig.
4. As seen in Fig. 5, the worst case for Y at 0.6 cm is 6.68 mrad which is more than the required 6.52 mrad as
shown in Table 1.

5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields
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Table 2: Dimension of the PM and Poles
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The magnetic force on the YZ-plane at X=0 as simulated is shown in Fig. 6. The integrated force on the plane
was 3814 N at an1.8 cm gap (typical operational gap).
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takes into consideration the forces and has force compensation spring to assist in assembly and disassembly.

Figure 6: Magnetic force on a YZ-plane at X= 0 at 1.8 cm
gap. The color zone shows the force distribution at the
plane. The iron parts are translucent.

Figure 8: Three different views of the mechanical model
of clearing magnet and its associated support systems.

Due to the large forces involved, the mechanical design
has to take into consideration the assembly and maintenance processes. Towards this end, the magnet was split
into two halves along the YZ plane. The splitting of the
magnet has two-fold advantage: for ease of assembly, and
also for operational purposes, when the vacuum chamber
between the magnets has to be baked for vacuum conditioning. Hence the magnetic forces were calculated as a
function of the gap between the two halves. Figure 7 is a
plot of the force as a function of the magnetic gap. As
expected, the force decreases exponentially with increasing gap.

A clearing magnet based on hybrid permanent magnet
assemblies was designed for the high heat load front end
(HHLFE) of APS-U. The design was optimized to get the
required Bx field integral efficiently [3]. This clearing
magnet produces fields greater than 1T at a magnetic gap
of 1.8 cm with fairly small permanent magnets.
In this design, the permanent magnets are recessed 0.3
cm back from the poles, thereby decreasing the Bx field at
the center of the gap. However, this helps to decrease the
maximum demagnetization field on the PM edges. The
absolute maximum Hy field on the PM was 9.9 kOe for
this design, which allows for the temperature to rise up to
80°C before demagnetization effects start affecting the
magnet.
To minimize shunting of the magnetic field, the shields
were placed as far from the magnet structure as reasonably possible, based on the space constraint within the
front end. The shield keeps the stray fields fully contained
as there are other storage ring magnets in close proximity,
and also provides personnel safety.
The mechanical design takes into consideration the
large forces and is designed to allow for ease of assembly
and maintenance.
Overall, the design parameters for the clearing magnet
for the high heat load front end were achieved, with a
design that can be readily assembled, installed and maintained.

Figure 7: Magnetic force on the YZ-plane at X=0 at different gaps. The filled circles are the calculated forces
from the model of the clearing magnet, and the red curve
is the fitting.
Figure 8 is a conceptual model of the clearing magnet
with the integrated vacuum chamber and all associated
support systems. The top left model is in its operating
condition. The top right is the end view of the clearing
magnet when the two halves are separated for vacuum
baking of the vacuum chamber in the middle. The bottom
model is a rendering of the complete assembly with the
two magnets shown separated. The mechanical design

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
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SEPTUM MAGNET DESIGN FOR THE APS-U*
M. Abliz†, M. Jaski, A. Xiao, U. Wienands, H. Cease, M. Borland, G. Decker, J. Kerby
Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, IL 60439, USA
The Advanced Photon Source is in the process of upgrading its storage ring from a double-bend to a multibend lattice as part of the APS Upgrade Project (APS-U).
A swap-out injection scheme is planned for the APS-U to
keep a constant beam current and to enable a small dynamic aperture.
A septum magnet with a minimum thickness of 2 mm
and an injection field of 1.06 T has been designed, delivering the required total deflecting angle is 89 mrad with a
ring energy of 6 GeV. The stored beam chamber has an 8
mm x 6 mm super-ellipsoidal aperture. The magnet is
straight; however, it is tilted in yaw, roll, and pitch from
the stored beam chamber to meet the on axis swap out
injection requirements for the APS-U lattice.
In order to minimize the leakage field inside the stored
beam chamber, four different techniques were utilized in
the design. As a result, the horizontal deflecting angle of
the stored beam was held to only 5 µrad, and the integrated skew quadrupole inside the stored beam chamber was
held to 0.09 T. The detailed techniques that were applied
to the design, field multipoles, and resulting trajectories
of the injected and stored beams are reported.

INTRODUCTION
On axis swap-out injection [1] is required for APS-U.
The electron beam trajectory needs to be deflected in the
horizontal and vertical planes before it is injected into the
storage ring [2]. The septum needs to be tilted in yaw,
pitch, and roll in order to make the required on-axis injection, since the beam comes at an angle from the booster.
To meet the APS-U needs, the septum design must
meet the requirements in Table 1. The available space
limitation of 178 cm results in a peak field for the injected
beam needs of more than 1 T in order to achieve the total
deflecting angle of 89 mrad. A thin septum with a high
injection field makes the design challenging in terms of
the deflecting angle (or field leakage) seen by the stored
beam [3]. Furthermore, the required super-ellipsoidal
cross-section of the stored beam chamber increases the
field leakage in the stored beam chamber compared to the
commonly used round beam chamber.
In order to reduce the effect of the field leakage on the
stored beam chamber, four different unique ideas were
applied to the design of the septum magnet: 1) the top
pole was cut shorter than the bottom pole at both US and
DS ends; 2) an open space was created around the stored
beam chamber; 3) Vanadium Permendur (VP) was selected as the material of the stored beam chamber; 4)
____________________________________________
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the US end of the stored beam was placed under the side
leg.
The combination of these four ideas decreased the field
leakage inside stored beam chamber dramatically and
decreased the integrated skew quadrupole field inside the
stored beam chamber. The detailed design, injection and
stored beam trajectories, the field along the injection
beam trajectory, and leakage field inside the stored beam
chamber will be reported.
Table 1: Specifications

MAGNETIC DESIGN
An H-shaped dipole magnet structure was designed
with Opera 3D for the septum magnet, as shown in Fig. 1
and Fig. 2. A coil, 4 x 12 turns, was wound around the top
pole. The gap between the top and bottom poles was set at
10 mm.

Figure 1: (a) & (b) Views of the septum magnet from the
stored beam chamber at the DS and US ends.
The stored beam chamber is located in the bottom pole.
The width of the top pole is 6.5 cm, the bottom pole 6 cm,
and the thicknesses of the top and side yokes were selected to be 4 cm. The specified septum thicknesses at DS
and US are located at the top pole’s core length, +/- 83 cm
in Z from the magnet center. The upstream and downstream X centers of the stored beam chamber are separated by 7.887 cm, resulting in a 47.5 mrad rotation of the
stored beam chamber in the XZ-plane. The iron around
the stored beam chamber was cut off and made into an
open space, as shown in Fig. 3.
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Figure 2: Different views of the septum magnet, and an enlarged stored beam chamber.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 3: An enlarged view of the stored beam chamber at
the DS end. The origin of the coordinate was set at the
center of the gap in X, Y, and Z for the modelling.
The top pole was designed shorter than the bottom pole
as indicated in the Fig. 1 (a). Two shims, 3 mm x 0.78
mm x 165 cm (XYZ), were applied on both sides of the
top pole (Fig. 3). The spaces indicated as “a” and “b”
were optimized to 3 mm and 15 mm. Dimension “c,”
which shows the thickness of the VP around the stored
beam chamber was tapered up on the right and tapered
down on the left from DS to US. The septum thickness, d,
was designed to be 1.4 mm, less than required 2 mm due
to the longer bottom pole length.

RESULTS
To achieve the required field for the injection beam, a
design with 10620 Ampere-turns was chosen. Figure 4
(a) and (b) show the trajectories of the injection and
stored beams with a peak field of 1.06 T at the gap center.
The trajectories in Fig. 4 (a) refers to the storage ring
coordinate system which was set at the US end, and (b)
refers to the magnet coordinate which was set at the center of the gap. The outgoing angle, α2, in Fig. 4 (b), was
set for the mechanical tilting angle of the stored beam
chamber in XZ-plane, which is 47.5 mrad from the magnet center. The X position of the injected beam at the DS
exit of the septum magnet was set to the center of the
stored beam chamber, resulting in the trajectory of the

Figure 4: (a) Top views of injected and stored electron
beam trajectories of the septum magnet from the storage
ring coordinate (all other parts but the bottom pole of the
model is hidden); (b) Plots of injected and stored electron
beam trajectories from the magnet coordinate. The ideal
trajectory in and out show the allowed range of the injected beam in the XZ-plane using an ideal field.
injected beam matching the stored beam trajectory at the
DS end as in the Fig. 4 (a) and (b).
The total deflecting angle [4] of the injected beam, α =
α2 – α1, was confirmed as -89 mrad from the trajectory in
Fig. 4 (b), matching the required angle in the specifications.
The Bx and By fields along the trajectory of the injection beam were computed and are shown in Fig. 5. The
integrated By field deflects the injected beam 89 mrad
with the ring energy of 6 GeV as required. The integrated
Bx field along the injection beam trajectory was decreased
to -302 G-cm by optimizing the shims on both sides of the
top pole. The integrated multipole fields, listed in Table 2,
were calculated using a 3 mm reference radius centered at
injection beam path.
2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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Figure 5: Bx and By fields along the injected beam trajectory. The red curve shows the Bx field and the black curve
shows the By field.
Table 2: Injection Field Multipoles

Figure 6 shows the Bx and By fields at the center of the
stored beam chamber along the length. The peak field is
about 10 G at the DS end where the septum is 2 mm. At
the US end, the peak field is about 18 G (the purpose of
creating the US field will be explained in the paragraph
below). The integrated multipole fields in the stored beam
chamber, Table 3, were computed in the area of 2.5 mm
in radius at the center of the stored beam chamber along
the length.

A septum magnet designed for the APS-U with a 2 mm
septum and an injection field of 1.06 T has been presented. The dimensions around the stored beam chamber were
optimized to decrease the integrated field leakage in the
stored beam chamber. The shims on the pole were optimized to decrease the integrated Bx field along the injected beam trajectory. The effect of the normal field leakage
was successfully decreased to 5 µrad by using four techniques. The roles of these techniques in the design are:
1) Making the top pole shorter than the bottom pole
to reduce the flux density on the bottom pole for
the 2mm septum at the DS end.
2) Making an open space around the stored beam
chamber reduces the flux density by reducing the
magnetic permeability of the area.
3) Selecting VP for the material of the stored beam
chamber, utilizing its higher magnetic permeability to shield the field better than iron.
4) Placing the US end of the stored beam chamber
under the side leg creates a leakage field that
cancels the leakage field that is created at the DS
end. For example, the integrated By field leakage
in the range “a” is cancelled out by the integrated
By field leakage in the range “b” in the Fig. 6.
These techniques with the tapered VP parts along the
length together reduced the integrated skew quadrupole
field inside the stored beam chamber.
The calculated second field integrals (beam offset)
showed that there was a 25 µm and 67 µm displacement
in horizontal and vertical, respectively, where the stored
beam exits from the septum magnet.

[1] R. Abela et al., in Proc. of EPAC’92, March 1992, pp. 486488.
[2] A. Xiao, in Proc. of IPAC’15, May 2015, pp. 1816-1818.
[3] J. Rank, G. Miglionico, D. Raparia, N. Tsoupas, J. Tuozzolo, Y.Y. Lee, “The Extraction Lambertson Septum Magnet
of the SNS,” in Proc. of PAC 2005, May 2005, paper
MPPT071, p. 3847.
[4] H Wiedemann, Particle Accelerator Physics II, Berlin,
Germany: Springer, 1995.

Figure 6: Bx and By fields at the center of the stored beam
chamber along its length.
Table 3: Field Multipoles Inside the Stored Beam Chamber
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MAX IV STORAGE RING MAGNET INSTALLATION PROCEDURE
K. Åhnberg*, M. Johansson, P.F. Tavares, L. Thånell, MAX IV Laboratory, Lund, Sweden
Abstract
The MAX IV facility consists of a 3 GeV storage ring,
a 1.5 GeV storage ring and a full energy injector linac.
The storage ring magnets are based on an integrated
“magnet block” concept. Each magnet block holds several
consecutive magnet elements. The 3 GeV ring consists of
140 magnet blocks and 1.5 GeV ring has 12 magnet
blocks. During the installation, procedures were developed to guarantee block straightness. This article discusses the installation procedure from a mechanical point of
view and presents measurement data of block straightness
and ring performance.

Tool for Measuring Straightness
To measure the straightness of the magnet block, a special tool is used. It consists of a long aluminium beam
with two struts at the ends and a dial gauge in the middle
(see Fig. 1). Through holes in the top half magnet block
the split surface is reached, with the dial gauge indicating
straightness of three points (see Fig. 2). The tool is
equipped with plastic handles and should be operated
with gloves to minimize heat transfer. If the tool is
touched with a bare hand it could show a reading of 20-30
microns.

INTRODUCTION
The MAX IV 3 GeV storage ring consists of 20 achromats [1]. Each achromat consists of five unit cells and
two matching cells. The cells consist of one magnet block
with several magnet elements. The position of a single
magnet element relies on the machined precision of the
magnet block [2]. The magnet block is aligned by three
vertical, two lateral and one longitudinal adjustment
screw. During installation, the magnet block top half is
lifted off to allow putting the vacuum chamber in place,
but the magnet block bottom half by itself does not maintain its specified straightness. This deflection corresponds
to magnet elements being displaced from their ideal locations, some quite far from the specifications.
A procedure for correcting the deflection was developed and implemented in the installation procedure.
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Figure 1: Measurement tool and reference beam.

INSTALLATION PROCEDURE
Magnets for a full achromat are lifted to their
positions on the concrete stand.
Each block is aligned with laser tracker according to the global coordinate system.
The top halves are removed and stored in the
storage ring tunnel.
Vacuum chamber installation starts. The bottom magnet halves are used as a reference for
the installation table. Vacuum chambers for a
full achromat are assembled and baked altogether and then lifted to position and mounted
in the bottom magnet blocks.
Magnet top halves re-assembled. This includes
correction procedure if needed.
Cooling water connection.
Power and interlock cables connected.
Cables connected at power supply.
Alignment re-checked according to global coordinate system and magnet to magnet.

Figure 2: View from top, 3GeV U1 magnet block with
points of measure.

Correction Procedure
This procedure corrects for unwanted deflections and it
is performed when the bolts between the top and bottom
block halves are loose. The correction is locked by tightening all bolts. The bottom magnet block is firmly attached by temporarily adding extra support and turnbuckles at the middle. Dial gauges are used to check that the
magnet block is not lifted. This procedure is applied to 3
GeV ring and 1.5 GeV ring magnet blocks.
At both ends adjustable supports and turnbuckles are
used to correct the magnet. Dial gauges are used to monitor the motion. The springback from the correction procedure is some 10-30 microns. Time for performing the
correction procedure and achieving good results is 1-2h
per magnet.
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same correction for all blocks.) Each magnet block can be
seen as an individual.
Internal stresses seem therefore to be one cause of the
behaviour. It might be so that these stresses aren’t revealed until the magnet block is put on three support
points or flipped 90deg. in order to change the gravitational affect.
The result is that they bend more easily in one way than
the other.

FEA
Figure 3 : Extra adjust on both left and right side so that
the twist of the magnet block is controlled.
Basically what is happening is that the ends of the
magnet are pulled down or pushed up in order to prestress the magnet to a desired shape. It is done so that the
twist of the magnet is controlled (see Fig. 3). If the magnet is out of tolerance it can have two shapes. The shape
of the deflection is either convex or concave. If it is convex the ends are pushed up and pulled down if concave
(see Fig. 4).

The FEA shows a max deflection of 28µm at the very
end of the magnet block for U1 magnet block (see Fig. 5).
As a complete unit with the top and bottom half assembled the magnet can be seen as a stiff unit. The FEA was
performed on the iron blocks standing on spherical bearings, not including the coils, cables etc.

Figure 4 : Correction procedure.

Displacement Due to Gravity

Figure 5 : FEA of gravity sag(U1), colour scale goes from
0µm(blue) to -28µm(red).

When the magnet is closed and tightened it can be considered as relatively stiff. The top and bottom half by
themselves are weaker and has significant displacement
due to gravity when placed on three points. This has to be
handled when the top half is to be re-installed. When put
on the bottom half, the top half gets more or less the same
shape as the lower half, and the straightness does not
change considerably when the bolts are tightened.

MEASUREMENT

Two sets of complete straightness measurements of the
magnets when installed in the ring have been performed
in June 2015, before start of commissioning and in August 2016(see Table 1). This reveals the change over
time(see Table 2). The low change of mean value over
one year indicates that the effect from gravity on the correction procedure is small.
Temperature Variation
Table 1 : Current Straightness of 3 GeV Ring Magnet
It has been found that the top and bottom half need to Blocks (140pcs)
be stored at the same location or temperature. If the top
Cell
RMS(µm)
Mean value(µm)
and bottom halves are of different temperature when
bolted together the overall deflection will change over
M1
20,2
-14,8
time until the inner temperature of both magnet half setU1
19,4
-9,4
tles.
U2
19,6
-8,8

Internal Stress

Though the iron blocks have been heat treated and
should be free of stresses it seems that they still hold
some internal stresses. The reason to believe that is irregular behaviour during the installation. Some blocks need
concave correction and some convex. (If the deflection
had been caused by gravity only it would have been the

U3

15,2

-11,8

U4

15,4

-4,3

U5

16,9

0,5

M2

18,4

-8,2

18,9

-8,1
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Figure 6: Straightness in microns of U3 magnets during the different stages in the process.

Figure 7 : Vertical closed orbit with all vertical correctors set to zero in the 3 GeV ring.
Table 2 : Straightness of 3 GeV Ring Magnet Blocks (140
pcs), Change over Time (June 2015 to August 2016)
Cell

RMS(µm)

Mean value(µm)

M1

15,8

-3,6

U1

13,2

-8,9

U2

13,3

-6,3

U3

43,1(15,2*)

4,3(-1,3*)

An indication that good internal alignment of the individual magnets in each block was indeed achieved was
the fact [3] that the first turns around the ring could be
obtained without firing a single corrector magnet(see Fig.
7). Moreover, measurement of the vertical bare closed
orbit shows on the order +/
- 4 mm peak
- -to peak deviations well in accordance with design calculations [DDR].

U4

10,9

-3,1

U5

18,2

CONCLUSION

-0,3

M2

11,4

2,8

18,0(14,0*)

-2,2(-3,0*)

Issues with gravity sag and other deflections were handled well. The developed procedure for correcting the
straightness works. Machine performance confirms that
the position of the magnet blocks and the magnet elements is according to specification.
Three magnets moved out of tolerance during one year
of operation. Measurement of the straightness will be
performed once per year to identify and correct magnets
that move out of tolerance.

*after straightness correction

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Performance

Three U3 magnet blocks were out of tolerance during
the second measurement. One of them showed a change
of 172µm.
The straightness was also checked several times before
and during the installation, from arrival to its final destination (see Fig. 6).
1. Magnet closed and placed on a flat table
2. Magnet closed and placed on three points
3. Magnet with all bolts loose and placed on
three points
4. Magnet with all bolts loose and placed on a
flat table. Bolts tightened
5. June 2015, after installation of vacuum chamber. This includes the correction procedure
6. August 2016. One year of operation and the
straightness is measured again.
7. Correction procedure was performed on magnets that were out of tolerance.
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Figure 2: C1 using a triplet at the end of the cell; twiss
shown from the middle until the end of the cells.

LATTICE OPTIMISATIONS
Heavy computational linear and non-linear optics optimisations were performed using Elegant [6], Accelerator
Toolbox (AT) [7] and Multi-Objective Genetic Algorithms
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Several main characteristics of the 3 GeV Diamond Light
Source Upgrade (Diamond-II) have been taken into account
when designing the DTBA lattice. Diamond-II will have
a circumference of close to the existing 561.0 m and will
consist of 24 cells placed in a 6-fold symmetry, with a superperiod composed as (-C1, C2, C2, C1). The total DTBA
length has been adjusted as described in [5]. C2 is symmetric

C1 is asymmetric, with the last straight section longer by
1.5 m compared to C2. To keep the lattice symmetry, as a
ﬁrst approach, the total phase advance of C1 should be as
close as possible to that of C2; the achromatic condition
should also be preserved.
Two of the options that were considered for the C1 design
have been presented in [5]. A third option, incorporating
a triplet, is presented here: two quadrupoles were added at
the end of C1 drift which help to successfully match the
tune to the tune values of C2, and the twiss functions to
αx = 0, αy = 0, ηx = 0, and ηx = 0 (see Figure 2). The last 6
quadrupoles participate in the matching, and have practically
no impact on the phase-advance between sextupoles; note,
however, that this design does not produce a βx waist in the
ID_C. The characteristics of a DTBA lattice with 6 superperiods are given in Table 1 and the layout of one SP is
presented in Figure 3.

QD2_C1

Cell-length Adaptation

C1 Design

SD

Figure 1 presents the optics and magnets layout of the
DTBA cell. It includes longitudinally varying dipoles (DL),
optimised for larger dispersion at the sextupoles and minimum horizontal emittance [4]. The central dipoles (DQ)
are combined function magnets that allow a -I transformation between the sextupoles, and, as a result of the larger
horizontal damping partition number (J x ), they reduce the
emittance. A family of octupoles is also required to adjust
detuning with amplitude.

and is created ensuring the quadrupole gradients are below
70 T/m; the DQ has a smaller than 30 T/m quadrupole ﬁeld
and a 0.6 T dipole ﬁeld. C1 is asymmetric and is obtained
from C2 by adding 1.5 m to the last drift.

DL

DTBA LAYOUT

Figure 1: C2 twiss and layout; red: quadrupoles, blue:
dipoles, green: sextupoles, magenta: octupoles.

DQ

Inspired by the DDBA cell studied as an upgrade for the
Diamond Light Source [1,2], the 3 GeV Double Triple Bend
Achromat (DTBA) lattice is a result of a modiﬁcation of the
ESRF HMBA 6 GeV cell [3] used for the future ESRF upgrade. Proﬁting from the lower gradients and ﬁelds required
for 3 GeV, the magnets’ lengths are reduced and the central
dipole of the HMBA cell is removed creating a new 3 m
straight section for an insertion device (ID_B, see Fig. 1).

ID_B

QF6

INTRODUCTION

ID_A

QF8

The Double Triple Bend Achromat (DTBA) is a newly
designed cell for a next generation 3 GeV synchrotron light
source. DTBA is inspired by the Double-Double Bend
Achromat (DDBA) cell designed for Diamond and originates from a modiﬁcation of the ESRF HMBA 6 GeV cell,
combining in this way the best characteristics of each lattice.
The lattice achieves a natural emittance as low as 131 pm, together with a suﬃcient Dynamic Aperture (DA) for injection
and lifetime. Two cells are designed with diﬀerent end-drift
lengths providing two diﬀerent Long Straight Sections (LSS)
for insertion devices, 5 and 7.5 m long, in addition to a new
middle-straight section of 3 m. The characteristics of the lattice together with the results on emittance, DA and Touschek
lifetime are presented after extensive linear and non-linear
optimisations, with and without the presence of errors and
corrections.

DL
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Table 1: Characteristics of DTBA Made of 6 SP (-C1, C2,
C2, C1); RF voltage=2.2 MV, h=935

Table 2: Optics Tuning Knobs Inherited from the HMBA
Lattice

Parameter

DTBA

Parameter

Location

Inﬂuence

Circumference [m]

561.0

C1, C2 [m]

24.125, 22.625

ID_A, B, C [m]

2.606, 3.180, 3.732

νx , νy

57.20, 20.30

αy
K4
ψy
βx
βy

SF
OF
SF-SF
ID
SF

V detuning with V amplitude
H detuning with H amplitude
Crossed detuning
x
x and nat. ξ

Natural ξx , ξy

-73.05, -105.72

x [pm]

131.24

U0 [MeV]

0.36

bl [mm]

1.71
C1

2x ID_A

ID_B

C2

2x ID_A

ID_B

C2

2x ID_A

ID_B

-C1

ID_C

0.99

yet been indicated, larger scans with higher resolution over
several tune units will be tackled in the future.

ID_B

[10−4 ]

αc

ID_C
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Figure 3: A DTBA SP: -C1, C2, C2, C1.

(MOGA) [8], aiming to increase the DA and Touschek lifetime of the DTBA lattice.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Linear Optics Optimisations
A very useful technique inherited from the ESRF experience is the identiﬁcation of speciﬁc optics knobs, listed
in Table 2, that inﬂuence a well deﬁned quantity of interest
for the linear optics optimisations. As an example, Figure 4
(top and middle) demonstrates how βx at the ID aﬀects the
emittance, DA and Touschek lifetime (for the purposes of
this example the βx scan was performed on a ring made of
24 C2, while keeping all other knobs of Table 2 constant).
For a complete optimisation, the parameters of Table 2 have
been varied simultaneously using MOGA, by altering all the
available quadrupole components, including the quadrupoleﬁeld of DQ. During this process the tune of the cell was kept
constant and the chromaticity was set to (2, 2). Figure 4 (bottom) shows the optimisation improved the Touschek lifetime
by a factor of 2. Note that this improvement is achieved by
optimising only the linear optics. Setting number 1133, with
a lifetime of 2.35 h, was chosen to continue the optimisation
introducing sextupoles and octupoles (at this stage a slightly
stronger preference was given to the lifetime optimisation
since the DA is expected to be further improved with the
inclusion of the injection cell later on; see section “Injection
Cell”).
Tune-scans with respect to the DA, Touschek lifetime and
emittance were performed considering errors and correction
for several error seeds. However, as an optimal point has not

Figure 4: Eﬀect of βx on x (top) and on DA and Touschek
lifetime (middle). Bottom: Linear optics optimisation using
MOGA. Red dot: initial point, blue: Pareto front of best
found solutions to date.

DTBA Non-linear Optimisations
After an improved DA and Touschek lifetime were found
with the linear optics optimisation, a non-linear optics optimisation was performed using MOGA. For this part of the
optimisation the sextupoles of the SP were divided in 6 families: SD1, SF1, SD2 in C2, and SD3, SF2 and SD4 in C1; C1
and C2 have an octupole family each. The chromaticity was
matched to (2, 2) using SD1 and SF1 and the DA area and
Touschek lifetime were optimised using SD3, SD4, OF1 and
OF2. The results of the Pareto front are shown in Figure 5;
the lifetime has increased from τ = 2.36 h to 2.81 h.

ERRORS AND CORRECTION
Random alignment and roll errors of 100 μm and 200 μrad
respectively were set on all magnets apart from DQ, QF6 and
QF8, where half of these values were set. Orbit, optics and
2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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Figure 5: Non-linear optics optimisation of the DTBA lattice
using MOGA. Red dot: initial point, blue: Pareto front of
best found solutions to date.
coupling were corrected following [9] and the DA (computed
at the ID_A centre) and lifetimes were estimated for 10 seeds
of errors. The resulting DA computed at the ID_A centre and
lifetime, averaged over 10 seeds, reduced from −6.2 mm and
τ = 1.6 h, when no errors were present, to −3.6 ± 0.1 mm
and τ = 0.4 ± 0.1 h, i.e. the DA with errors is 60% of the
DA with no errors. Figure 6 shows the eﬀect that the errors
and the RF cavity have on the DA.

THPOA65

in the best MA, and has an acceptable DA with no errors,
this case is chosen to be optimised using MOGA following
the same procedure described in the “Lattice Optimisations”
section. The Pareto front to date of the linear optics optimisation is presented in Figure 7 (bottom). It is clear that
the Touschek lifetime has been greatly impacted by the presence of the injection cell. Note that one quadrupole of the
injection cell has a gradient of 90 T/m and will be tuned
in future versions; all other gradients are below 70 T/m.
Additional studies to improve the DTBA ring including the
injection cell, such as non-linear optics optimisation, are
already underway.

Figure 6: DA. Red: no errors and no RF cavity, blue: no
errors, with RF cavity, green: with errors and RF cavity.

Following the design of the ESRF injection cell, the
DTBA injection cell was created by splitting the last
longitudinal-gradient dipole in two. The location of the
last quadrupole can be adjusted to obtain the required βx at
the end of the drift while keeping the phase-advance of the
cell constant.

DA and MA Including Injection Cell
Three injection cells were designed with diﬀerent βx at
the injection straight: βx = 20 m, βx = 30 m and βx = 45 m.
Figure 7 (top) shows the DA of each scenario, calculated
at the centre of ID_A (continuous line) or at the injection
cell (dashed line). The DA of a DTBA ring, calculated
at the centre of ID_A, without including the injection cell,
is shown in cyan. The continuous lines are very close to
the cyan line, which means the DA with no errors is not
negatively aﬀected when including the injection cell. From
the dashed lines it can be seen that the injection cell with
βx = 45 m results in the best DA.
The negative eﬀect the injection cell has on the Momentum Aperture (MA) can be seen in Figure 7 (middle), where
the MA for a DTBA ring with (continuous line) and without
(dashed line) the injection cell are compared for the three
βx cases. Since the lattice with βx = 20 m (red line) results

Figure 7: Top: DA without errors calculated at the centre of
ID_A (cont. line) or at the centre of the injection cell (dashed
line); all lines apart from the cyan one are for a DTBA ring
including the injection cell. Middle: MA without errors for
a DTBA ring with (cont. line) and without the injection cell
(dashed line). Bottom: Linear optics optimisation without
errors, including the injection cell, using MOGA. Red dot:
initial point, blue: Pareto front of best found solutions to
date.

CONCLUSIONS
The Double Triple Bend Achromat (DTBA) lattice is designed for a 3 GeV Light Source. Combining the best characteristics of the HMBA lattice developed at ESRF, and of the
DDBA lattice developed at Diamond, the DTBA lattice has
48 straight sections and achieves a x =131 pm with ∼ 6 mm
DA at ID_A. Analysis in the presence of errors and RF
cavity shows the DA is 60% of the DA when no errors are
present. The DA, with no errors, at the centre of the injection
section is as large as ∼ 17 mm and the lifetime is ∼ 1.2 h;
the estimated DA in the presence of errors is ∼ 10 mm. Future work will focus on further optimisations including the
injection cell.
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THE FIRST PARTICLE-BASED PROOF OF PRINCIPLE NUMERICAL
SIMULATION OF ELECTRON COOLING
S. Abeyratne, B. Erdelyi
Department of Physics, Northern Illinois University, DeKalb, IL 60115

Envisioned particle accelerators such as JLEIC demand
unprecedented luminosities of 1034 cm−2 s−1 and small emittances are key to achieve them. Electron cooling, where
a ‘cold’ electron beam and the ‘hot’ proton or ion beam
co-propagate in the cooling section of the accelerator, can
be used to reduce the emittance growth. It is required to
precisely calculate the cooling force among particles to estimate the cooling time accurately. We have developed a novel
code, Particles’ High-order Adaptive Dynamics (PHAD), for
electron cooling. This code differs from other established
methods since it is the first particle-based simulation method
employing full particle nonlinear dynamics. In this paper
we present the first results obtained that establish electron
cooling of heavy ions.

INTRODUCTION
Achieving a high luminosity of 1034 cm−2 s−1 requires a
small emittance of the colliding ion beam. For this emittance reduction we employ electron cooling, which is the
recommended cooling method for the JLEIC. In electron
cooling, the ion beam (or proton beam) and the electron
beam travel in the cooling section of the accelerator at the
same average velocity. As a result of Coulomb collisions
between electrons and ions, there is a friction force acting
on ions. In order to model and simulate electron cooling,
this friction force must be calculated precisely. Previous
electron cooling simulations were phenomenological (e.g.
BETACOOL, [1]) or parametrization of an average cooling
force obtained by several simplifying approximations [2].
The construction cost of JLEIC is over $1B. Electron cooling is a single point failure of JLEIC. Therefore, Coulomb
force calculation, which is required to estimate cooling time,
must be very precise in order to raise the confidence of the
simulation.
Particle beams typically contain a large number of particles in the order of 1011 . The Coulomb force calculation
using the exact method or pair-wise method is unrealistic
for very large data sets. Therefore, the first challenge is to
identify an approximate method to calculate the Coulomb
forces efficiently and accurately. We have developed a new
code and it is the first particle-based simulation method employing full particle nonlinear dynamics. The new code,
Particle’ high-order adaptive dynamis (PHAD), is used to
simulate electron cooling.
In this code we use three major techniques to increase the
efficiency and accuracy. We use the adaptive fast multipole
method to calculate the Coulomb interactions between particles and its computational time and memory usage linearly

scale with the number of particles(O(N )). N is the number
of particles. The runtime in pair-wise calculation method is
O(N 2 ) and we claim that the adaptive fast multipole method
is efficient and accurate [3]. The Picard iteration based integrator [4] is used for time stepping and the Picard order
can be used to control the level of accuracy. Strang operator
splitting technique is used to increase the efficiency and to
maintain the symplecticity [5].
We have developed the serial version and the parallel version of the PHAD code. Using the serial version, we gathered results for over one million time steps. The transverse
emittance reduction of protons was observed.

ELECTRON COOLING SIMULATION
Three widespread approximate methods are the basis function method, the particle-mesh method and the hierarchical
space decomposition method [6]. Among them, the hierarchical space decomposition method constitutes the fast
multipole method (FMM), and we have shown [3, 7] that the
adaptive fast multipole method is the most efficient and accurate way to calculate Coulomb forces. The FMM method
asserts a priori accuracy. By increasing the FMM order, the
accuracy can be increased.
We used a variable order Picard iteration-based integrator [4, 5] to study the propagation of particles with time.
Each particle carries an individualized time step size and it
is useful for investigating close encounters. The Picard order
and the time step size are the two main factors of the integrator which are liable to accuracy of the near range force
calculation. However, large Picard orders and too small time
step sizes significantly affect the efficiency. Therefore, if
small time steps are required, the Picard order must be decreased to maintain the efficiency. On the other hand, when
the larger time steps are appropriate, the Picard order can be
increased to maintain the accuracy.
Strang operator splitting method is used to solve the differential equations. This is a second order accurate operator splitting method. The particles in the beam experience
slow varying forces and fast varying forces. The interaction between a particular particle with other particles in its
neighborhood are the fast varying forces. Also, this particle experiences another slow varying force due to the mean
field generated by the far away particles. Due to this nature,
we need to introduce two time step sizes for fast and slow
varying forces. The smaller time step size is determined
by the distance between the evaluation point and the source
point and the relative speed between them. In this case, each
particle has its own time step size. The mean field force is
calculated using the FMM. Since this mean field force is
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assumed to be the slowly varying force, we can use large
time step size for them. This set up allows to call the FMM
only for the larger time steps. In other words, the number of
FMM calls can be reduced and it saves time [8, 9].
The adaptive FMM, the Picard integrator and Strang operator splitting method are the constituents of the PHAD
code.
In order to validate the accuracy of PHAD we compare
the PHAD results with results obtained in the stand-alone Nbody code. They showed an excellent agreement [8, 9]. The
N-body code uses point-to-point force calculation method
and the Picard integrator for time stepping.
The FMM code is written in C++ (data structuring) and
COSY INFINITY 9.1 (Coulomb force calculation). COSY
INFINITY 9.1 supports the MPI-based parallelization [10].
Intel Cilk Plus was used for shared memory parallelization
and MPI for distributed memory parallelization. The results
in the simulation were obtained with a partially parallelized
PHAD.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

PARAMETERS USED FOR THE
SIMULATION
Protons or ions generated in the ion source are accelerated
by the linac and injected into the booster ring of JLEIC [11].
The kinetic energy of proton is about 280 MeV at the injection. In this simulation we have chosen all parameters
corresponding to a proton beam with kinetic energy of 280
MeV.
The average velocity of 280 MeV protons in the longitudinal direction is 0.64c ms−1 , where c is the speed of light.
Beam cooling is essential in the booster ring in order to reduce the phase space volume and accumulate more protons.
The length of the cooling section in the booster ring is 3m.
The ‘hot’ proton beam and the ‘cold’ electron beam traverse
the cooling section at a same average velocity (Fig. 1). Therefore, electron beam takes 3.6ns to pass the cooling section.
When electrons move in the longitudinal magnetic field, they
make a helical motion as shown in Fig. 1. The time taken for
one revolution is about 35.77ps. Therefore, electrons make
approximately about 100 revolutions in the 3m long cooling
section. In order to account all close encounters, the period
of 35.77ps can be divided into 10 small time steps of 3.56ps
each. Therefore, the motion of electrons for 1000 time steps
can be examined during one pass in the cooling section.
For this simulation we used 1100 particles, which comprised of 100 protons and 1000 macro-electrons (Table 1).
The initial longitudinal momentum of protons and electrons
were calculated by considering the fact that both types of
particles travel at the same average longitudinal velocity of
0.64c, where c is the speed of light. The transverse momentum of electrons is zero. The transverse momenta of protons
are listed in Table 1.
The cross section of the electron bunch is 0.005 m and that
of the proton bunch is 0.01m. The bunch length is 0.1mm
(Fig. 2). The estimated time step size is 3.6ps. Since we use
a scaling factor for the time and the transferred time step size

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

Table 1: Parameters Used for Simulation 2
Element

Parameter

proton

x-y radius
mass
charge
pz
px
py
x-y radius
mass
charge
pz
px
py
current
bunch length
Bz

macro-electron

Unit
m
amu
e
scaled with
scaled with
scaled with
m
amu
e
scaled with

A
mm
T

Value

1
mc
1
mc
1
mc

1
mc

0.01
1
1
0.83
0.1% of pz
0.1% of pz
0.005
17.73
-32552.08
14.73
0
0
1
1
1.5

has units of 1/c, where c is the speed of light. Therefore, the
time step size is equivalent to 0.001 m. The other parameter
values are shown in Table 1.

Simulation 1
In the first simulation, we used a proton beam with extremely small initial transverse momentum, and the ratio
p
between the longitudinal and transverse momentum, px,zy is
≈ 10−6 . The longitudinal magnetic field is 1T. We gathered
data for over one million time steps using the serial version
of the PHAD code. According to Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, the transverse emittance of protons decrease very slowly with time.
The emittances were calculated using the following formula.
p
ǫ x,r ms = < x 2 > < x ′2 > − < x x> ′2,
(1)
p′

where x is the position and x ′ = pxz . px and pz are respectively the horizontal and the longitudinal momentum. A
similar expression can be derived for the vertical emittance,
ǫy.
However, the electron bunch length increases with time.
As a countermeasure for this issue we replaced the electron
bunch with a ‘cold’ electron bunch after every 3m in our
second simulation.

Simulation 2
In this simulation, we increased the transverse momentum
of protons such that both horizontal and vertical momenta
are 0.1% of the longitudinal momentum of protons. In addition, we refreshed the electron bunch after every 4700
time steps, which is equivalent to ∼3m. According to Fig. 5,
there is a emittance reduction of protons in both horizontal
and vertical direction. Two horizontal lines are drawn as
reference lines. For instance, with respect to the black line,
the horizontal emittance indicated in red curve diminishes
with time. Similarly, vertical emittances indicated in blue
curve decreases with respect to the orange reference line.
This simulation was performed with the MPI-parallel PHAD
code.
5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields
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Figure 1: Cooling section in the booster ring.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: x − y cross section and the bunch length of the
particle bunch.

SUMMARY
We have developed new computational tools and a high
performance computer code (PHAD) that allows, for the
first time, a particle-based simulation of realistic electron
cooling of heavy ion beams. The addaptive fast multipole
method was used to calculate the Coulomb interaction force

THPOA68

Figure 4: Vertical emittance of protons. The red thick line is
the trend line and the black dashed line is the reference line.

Figure 5: Transverse emittances of protons. Black and orange lines are reference lines for horizontal and vertical
emitttances, respectively.

efficiently and accurately. Close encounters of particles were
studied by means of the Picard iteration-based integrator.
Strang operator splitting method enabled to maintain the
symplecticity and to improve the efficiency. With optimum
FMM order, Picard order and the time step size we can minimize the errors introduced by approximations and operator
splitting. In ∼ 1% of the roughly estimated cooling time
we observed ∼ 0.48% reduction of the transverse emittance.
With the partially parallelized version of the PHAD code
we gained a speedup of factor 4-5. We expect performance
far better than the current version by implementing the fully
parallelized version.
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EVOLUTION OF THE DESIGN OF THE MAGNET STRUCTURE FOR THE
APS PLANAR SUPERCONDUCTING UNDULATORS*
E. Trakhtenberg, M. Kasa, Y. Ivanyushenkov, APS, Argonne National Lab., Argonne, IL USA
A number of superconducting planar undulators (SCU)
with different pole gaps and periods were designed, manufactured, and successfully operated at the Advanced Photon Source (APS) storage ring. A key component of the
project is the precision machining of the magnet structure
and the precision of the coil winding. The design of the
magnet core had a number of modifications during the evolution of the design in order to achieve the best magnetic
performance. The current design of the magnet structure is
based on the assembled jaws with individual poles, while
previous designs utilized solid cores with machined coil
grooves. The winding procedure also changed from the
first test cores to the current final design.
Details of the magnet structure’s design, manufacturing, winding and jaw assembly, and changes made from the
first prototype system to the production unit, are presented.

INTRODUCTION
In order for an insertion device to be installed onto the
APS storage ring it must meet difficult magnetic field specifications, particularly the first and second field integrals
and phase errors. [1] Standard hybrid permanent magnet
undulators (undulator “A” type) require careful magnet
sorting prior to installation of the magnets during undulator
assembly. After assembly, the undulator is measured magnetically at all working gaps and the magnetic field is tuned
by using multiple shims of different sizes to ensure that the
magnetic field will meet the requirements of the APS.
One main advantage of a superconducting undulator
(SCU) is that the electric current that creates the magnetic
field is the same in each coil pack along the length of the
device. Nevertheless, installations of shims inside the SCU
cryostat after magnet installation and magnetic field measurements is very time consuming and impractical. Magnetic field errors can be corrected by having multiple builtin correctors or by having a sophisticated correction system, such as the one proposed by Lawrence Berkeley National Lab [2].
Our approach was to fabricate the magnet structure
with maximum mechanical precision to preserve uniformity of the magnetic pole width and coil grooves for the
superconducting wire to completely avoid shimming and
achieve all necessary tolerances with only two small end
correctors.
*Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Science,
under Contract No. DE-AC02-06CH11357
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MAGNET STRUCTURE DESIGN
Several planar SCU magnet structures with lengths of
0.4 meter, 1.1 meters (two), and 1.5 meters have been machined and wound with superconducting wire. We initially
considered a core made of one piece with round corners of
low carbon steel 1006-1008 for prototyping. This core had
continuous grooves for the superconducting wire around
the whole core. It required rotation of the core around its
longitudinal z-axis to produce such grooves during the machining process. This is acceptable for a short core length,
but will create machining challenges for cores of lengths
greater than one meter. One other detail, which requires
much attention, is the surface finish of the bottom of the
coil winding groove and the groove side walls. The surface
finish is required to be very smooth in order to avoid damaging the superconducting wire insulation during the coil
winding process. Hand polishing of these surfaces could be
very labor-intensive, and therefore, costly (see Fig. 1).

Figure 1: Initial core design.
The approach taken at the APS to simplify the manufacturing process and allow for a simpler polishing process is
to start with a racetrack core. The racetrack core can be
machined precisely with flatness on the face plane (the
beam side) better than 50 microns over the whole length,
and the surface can easily be polished. This polished surface ends up being the base of the winding groove.
The next operation is to machine precise grooves on the
face plane with strict tolerances on the groove width, depth
and location. To avoid an accumulated error in the pole location, each groove is machined from the same initial reference plane. The previously precisely grinded, polished,
and lapped magnetic poles are then installed into these
grooves, which results in an excellent surface finish for the
superconducting wire groove. (see Fig. 2).
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Such a design also allos for poles to be grinded after installation and with reference to the flat core plane to
achieve uniformity of the depth of grooves for the superconducting wire coil packs. The poles are attached to the
core with #1-64 screws.
The 33.6 cm long cores for the first prototype superconducting undulator, SCU0, were fabricated using this process and successfully passed all magnetic tests. [3]

Figure 3: Final core design.

1.
Figure 2: Core design modification.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

2.
To simplify this design and to make production of the
core cheaper, we came to the next modification (Fig. 3).
The machined grooves are now only on the core face side
(1). The magnetic poles are simple rectangular pieces of
two types: main poles (2) and poles with the end tabs (3),
which are used to precisely join the top and bottom jaw.
To create grooves for the superconducting wire around
the whole core (1), we added additional side spacers made
of G10 (4). The side spacers are slightly narrower than the
magnetic poles to allow for less restrictive tolerances during the machining and fabrication process. An added benefit of using G10 is the decreased probability of continuity
between the superconducting wire and the steel core due to
2/3 of the winding groove side walls being made from an
electrical insulator. Each G10 side spacer attached to the
core body with two spring pins (5).
In addition, the winding procedure was also changed.
SCU0 was wound by first winding all of the odd grooves
in one direction and then changing direction of the conductor followed by winding all of the even grooves. After completion of the winding in the first groove, the conductor is
transitioned to the adjacent groove using special pins (6) to
make a 180° turn. The adjacent groove is then wound in
the opposite direction. Pins are inserting in machined holes
along the core one by one after completing the winding
process in each groove. Pins will stay in their place when
the winding is complete and the core is epoxy impregnated.
The final technological process of production of the
magnet cores for the planar SCU is presented below:
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3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.

9.

Preliminary machining of the core made of low carbon steel 1018 with annealing after it;
Final grinding of the core to achieve the best flatness
(better than 50µm over the whole length) and the
best surface finish;
Preliminary machining of the core made of low carbon steel 1018 with annealing after it;
Final grinding of the core to achieve the best flatness
(better than 50µm over the whole length) and the
best surface finish;
Machining grooves for the poles avoiding accumulation errors;
Machining, grinding, annealing, and final lapping of
the poles, made of 1006 steel, to achieve the best surface finish and dimensional uniformity within 10
µm;
Pole installation inside core grooves using “go” “no
go” gages and #1 screws;
Grinding of the pole face side with the reference to
the core face plane to get maximal uniformity of the
groove depth for winding;
Inspection of the all-critical dimensions (groove
depth and width, pole face flatness along the whole
core). Inspection is made two times— at vendor
place first and then in house before winding.
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CONCLUSION
Based on the current approach, we made five 1.1-meterlong cores and three 1.5-meter-long cores (Fig. 4). We were
able to get the same tolerances as for the first 40-cm-long
cores. Phase errors of less than 3 degrees were achieved on
the 1.1-m-long magnet with only two end correctors. 1.1meter-long cores were constructed to replace SCU0. [4].
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Figure 4: 1.5-meter-long cores prepared for shipment.
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All cores were made by “Hi-Tech Manufacturing LLC”
(Schiller Park, IL). Developed technology could be transferred to a different vendor who has the same precise machine tools if necessary.
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FNAL ACCELERATOR COMPLEX UPGRADE POSSIBILITIES
I. Kourbanis#, Fermilab*, Batavia, IL 60510, USA
Abstract
The Fermilab Accelerator Complex is ready to provide
700KW of beam power to the NuMI neutrino target for the
first time. The current Accelerator performance will be
discussed and then the possibilities for upgrading the beam
power up to 4MW will be presented.

ACCELERATOR COMPLEX
The Fermilab Accelerator complex is shown in Figure 1.
It has been re-configured for high power operation out of
Main Injector and supports an 8 GeV neutrino program out
of the Booster.

upgraded with solid state drivers and new Anode Power
supplies. Three additional RF cavities were installed in
order to increase reliability. New Booster correctors were
installed in 2008 for orbit, tune and chromaticity correction
up the ramp. The Proton Source upgrades were part of the
Proton Improvement Plan (PIP) [2].

Main Injector and Recycler
The Main Injector Accelerator (MI) [3] was
commissioned in 1999. It is has seven times the
circumference of the Booster. It has a designed admittance
of 40 pi-mm-mrad (normalized at 8.0 GeV). It uses all new
dipole magnets with sagitta. Most of the quadrupole
magnets are recycled from the old Main Ring. It has zero
dispersion straight sections, maximum beta of 58 m, and
max horizontal dispersion of 1.9 m. It uses the old Main
Ring cavities upgraded with solid state drivers. It
accelerates protons from 8 GeV to 120 GeV with a
maximum acceleration rate of 240 GeV/sec. It crosses
transition without a gamma-t jump.
The Recycler [4] is a fixed energy storage Ring located
in the Main Injector tunnel. It utilizes 344 combined
function dipoles and 86 quadrupoles made out of
permanent magnets. Two phase trombones provide tune
corrections while Main Injector sextupoles are used for
chromaticity correction. The Recycler was built to be a
high reliability anti-proton storage Ring. The Recycler
aperture is about 20% smaller than the MI aperture.

PRESENT HIGH POWER OPERATION

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 1: New configuration of the Fermilab Accelerator
complex.

Proton Source
The protons source consists of the Pre-Accelerator (PreAcc), the 400 MeV Linac and the 8 GeV Booster
synchrotron.
The 750 keV Cockcroft-Walton generator was replaced
with an RFQ in 2012. The old part of the Linac (up to 116
MeV) uses Drift Tubes powered by RCA 7835 Triodes. The
1971 Booster [1] uses combined function dipoles with
exposed laminations. The magnet aperture in the vertical
plane is 1.6/2.2 inches in the D/F magnet respectively. It
has a lattice with maximum beta functions of 34m and a
dispersion of 3.2 m. It crosses transition without a gammat jump. The original RF cavities were recently refurbished
to allow 15 Hz operations. The RF system was also

Slip stacking [5] is used to achieve high intensity. Up to
12 Booster batches can be slip stacked. Slip stacking has an
efficiency of ~95% and the losses need to be controlled [6].
To achieve 700 KW we reconfigured the Recycler into a
proton machine able to receive protons from the Booster
and slip stack 12 Booster batches while the MI is ramping
[7]. This reduced the MI cycle time from 2.2 sec to
1.33sec.The MI power and integrated beam to the NuMI
target since 2013 when we finished the Recycler
modifications are shown in Figure 2. The beam power is
gradually increased as we slip stack more bunches. During
the current summer shutdown we installing collimators in
the Recycler [8] to control the lifetime losses during slip
stacking. With the collimators in place we plan to increase
the beam power to 700KW.

___________________________________________

*Operated by Fermi Research Alliance, LLC under Contact No. DEAC02-07CH11359 with the United States Department of Energy.
#
ioanis@fnal.gov
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upgrades we will have enough RF power to accelerate up
to 1.1E14p with 240 GeV/sec.
Slip stacking with larger separation will result in larger
longitudinal emittance bunches in MI. In order to cross
transition without losses will need a gamma-t jump. The
design of a gamma-t jump for transition crossing in MI
already exists [10]. The MI cycle time is expected to be
reduced to 1.2 sec from 1.33 sec by optimizing the injection
dwell time and speeding up the early parabola.
Figure 2: MI beam power and integrated beam from Aug.
2013 to July 2016. The points correspond to the average MI
power over an hour.

REACHING 1.2 MW (PIP-II)

4: Hadron Accelerators

Figure 3: The new superconducting Linac and the
injection line to the existing Booster in PIP II.The current
Linac is on the left.

REACHING 2.5 MW (PIP III)
In order to reach the physics goals of LBNF/DUNE [11]
it would necessary to increase the power from MI to at least
2.5 MW. Slip stacking cannot be supported anymore and
the proton source will have to provide the full per bunch
intensity to Main Injector.
The Recycler Ring cannot be used any more both
because of the limiting aperture and the deteriorating field
in the permanent magnets. In addition having Recycler in
the same tunnel, limits the upgrade options for MI.
Since we cannot realistically increase the intensity from
the current Booster, we need to replace it with either a new
Rapid Cycling Synchrotron (RCS) or an 8GeV Linac [12]
[13]. Both of these options have advantages and
disadvantages that need to be carefully evaluated.
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In order to further increase the Booster intensity
Fermilab’s plan is a series of upgrades called Proton
Improvement Plan II (PIP-II) [9]. The main feature of PIPII is the replacement of the current 400 MeV Linac with a
new 800-MeV superconducting Linac with CW capability.
The Linac energy is selected to support a 50% increase in
Booster beam intensity, accompanied by a 30% reduction
in space-charge tune shift compared to the current
operations. The PIP II also includes upgrades to the
Booster, Recycler and MI required to accelerate 50% more
beam.
The new Linac (Figure 3) will have a new injection point
in the Booster so a new injection girder with a new
stripping foil system and new absorbers will be required.
Because of the lower average current of the new Linac the
number of injection turns will be an order of magnitude
higher (300 instead of 20).
Booster improvements in RF capture at injection and
transition crossing will continue under the Proton Plan. The
use of a second harmonic cavity at injection and during
transition crossing is going to be studied in the next couple
of years. In addition studies are underway to develop a new
Booster RF cavity. The new cavities will be built and tested
under PIP with planned operations for PIP II and beyond.
In PIP-II the Booster repetition rate will be increased
from 15 to 20 Hz. This will increase the beam separation
during slip stacking in the Recycler reducing the slipping
time and the beam losses. The higher Booster repetition
rate will allow the option to deliver the full MI power from
60 to 120 GeV beam energy.
To slip stack at the higher energy separation in the
Recycler will need new 53MHz cavities with higher
voltage (140KV instead of 80 KV) capable of CW
operation in order to be able run slip stacking at lower MI
energies.
In order to accelerate 50% more beam intensity in MI we
need more RF power than we have presently available. The
MI cavities have a provision for adding a new PA
essentially doubling the RF power. The option of using a
more powerful PA will also be explored. With the new PA
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Table 1: MI and Proton Source Parameters for Present Performance, PIP-II, PIP-III and Faster MI with an RCS

MI
Beam Energy[GeV]
Cycle Time[s]
Protons per pulse[1e12]
Power[MW]
Proton Source
Injection Energy[GeV]
Extraction Energy[GeV]
Protons per Pulse[1e12]
Beam Power to Recycler/MI[kW]

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Maximum Beam Power to 8 GeV[kW]

Present

PIP-II

PIP-III (RCS)

Faster Main
Injector (RCS)

120
1.33
49
0.7

120
1.2
75
1.2

120
1.45
190
2.5

120
0.9
190
4.0

0.4
8
4.3
38

0.8
8
6.4
82

0.8-2.0
8
32
168

0.8-2.0
8
32
271

25

82

645

401

The biggest issue with the Linac option is the ion
stripping at 8 GeV. Since Recycler cannot be used and
there is no available space in MI, a new Ring will be
required for stripping and bunching. The advantage of the
Linac is the amount of additional power available at 8 GeV
and the capability to run at full power at lower MI energies.
The advantage of an RCS is that we can re-use most of
the existing beam lines and hardware from the existing
Booster including the new RF system. Among the
disadvantages are the limiting power available at 8 GeV
especially when running the MI at lower energies and the
beam losses at injection energy that might require to
increase the energy of the Linac above 0.8 GeV.
The MI RF will not have the power required to accelerate
the additional beam intensity and a new RF system will be
required. A preliminary design of a new MI RF system
already exists [14]. It is based on a perpendicular biased
cavity with an R/Q~50 Ohms driven by an 8973 power
tetrode capable of delivering more than 1MW of output
power.
There have been many RCS designs to date going back
to 2000[15] [16]. The latest design (Proton driver II) is a
15 Hz 8 GeV synchrotron with large aperture and no
transition crossing.
In order to minimize the injection time in MI a 20 Hz
synchrotron will be needed. Without a proton stacker the
total MI cycle will increase to from 1.2sec to 1.45 sec.
For this paper the upgrade scenarios with an RCS only
are considered.
The parameters for a 20 Hz RCS with the same size as
the current Booster are shown in Table 1.

FURTHER POWER UPGRADES
Since it is difficult to further increase the beam intensity
we can increase the beam power by reducing the MI cycle
time.
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Increasing the acceleration rate in Main Injector a factor
of 2.5 from 240 GeV/sec to 600 GeV/sec can reduce the
Main Injector cycle time from 1.45 sec to 0.9 sec. This will
increase the beam power at 120 GeV from 2.5 MW to 4.0
MW. The comparison between the two MI ramps is shown
in Figure 4.Increasing the acceleration rate to 600
GeV/sec will require more power supply voltage and more
RF (both voltage and power).

Figure 4: Comparison of MI ramps with 240 GeV/sec and
600 GeV/sec.
We will have to double the maximum power supply
voltage by adding 2 bend power supplies and 1 Quad power
supply in every Main Injector service building. The service
buildings will have to be enlarged to accommodate the
extra supplies. Power supply transformers, pads and
additional feeder work needs to be added outside each
building. Two additional transformers and harmonic filters
will be also needed in the Power substation. The substation
building will have to be expanded to accommodate
additional breakers and equipment.
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The new RF stations will have the power required to
accelerate 1.9E14 protons with 600 GeV/sec but additional
voltage will be required. The minimum acceleration
voltage is 6.75 MV and assuming a max bucket area of 0.65
eV-sec after transition a total of 7.5 MV of RF voltage will
be required. Assuming 240 KV per cavity that will require
at least 31 RF stations. Since the new cavity design is
shorter that the current MI cavity we should be able to fit
up to 33 cavities in the MI RF straight section.
The MI beam power vs momentum for the various cases
considered is shown in Figure 5.

SUMMARY
By replacing the Proton Source and taking advantage of
the fast ramping capabilities of MI we can increase the
beam power from the Fermilab Accelerator Complex to
~4MW.
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Figure 5: MI Beam Power vs MI momentum for the present and the upgrade scenarios outlined in Table 1.
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THE ESS ACCELERATOR: MOVING INTO CONSTRUCTION
J.G. Weisend II†, European Spallation Source ERIC, Lund, Sweden
Abstract

IN-KIND PARTNERS

The ESS accelerator construction has started and the
tunnel and RF gallery will be handed over to the accelerator division in 2016 with the installation of the cryoplant
starting in early 2017. Beam should be delivered in June
2019 at 570 MeV and 1.5 MW with full 5 MW capability
being available in 2023. The project is a highly contributed project with more than 50% of the total budget being
contributed IK by more than 25 IK partners. This paper
will review the project status reflecting the IK nature of
the project with the many partners’ contributions and with
some focus on the cryogenics systems.
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INTRODUCTION
The European Spallation Source (ESS) is a new facility
currently under construction in Lund, Sweden. Upon
completion, ESS will be a neutron source providing
world-class capabilities for research in a wide range of
topics in materials science and physics.
The neutrons at ESS will be generated via the spallation
process when a high power proton beam, produced by a
linear accelerator, collides with a rotating Tungsten target.
The resulting neutrons then travel to up to 23 instruments
where they are use in scientific studies. The overall ESS
project is well described in [1].
The ESS proton linac is required to produce a beam of
2 GeV energy with a current of 62.5 mA, a pulse length of
2.86 ms and a repetition rate of 14 Hz. This results in an
average beam power of 5 MW with a peak beam power of
125 MW. This will constitute the world’s most powerful
proton linear accelerator. Figure 1 is a schematic of the
ESS accelerator. Additional details on the accelerator may
be found in [2 -3].
The ESS accelerator is moving out of the design
phase and into construction with almost all of the accelerator components being under construction by May of
2017. This paper will describe the current status of the
ESS accelerator components with additional emphasis on
the accelerator cryogenics system. A brief overview of the
status of the accelerator buildings and tunnel is also presented.

A significant feature of the ESS project is the use of InKind partners. More than 50% of the accelerator project,
including almost 100% of the beam line components are
provided by 27 different institutions throughout Europe.
The current distribution of In kind partners is shown in
Fig. 2. Effective communication and coordination with
these partners is a vital aspect of the ESS project. These
institutions are not subcontractors but rather are full partners in the ESS project. The In-Kind partner institutions,
for example, all have representation on the Accelerator
Technical Board which oversees and directs the construction of the accelerator.

Figure 2: Current In-kind partners for the ESS accelerator.

DESIGN REVIEWS
In order to ensure proper performance, all accelerator
components, regardless of their origin, undergo at least
one Preliminary Design Review (PDR) and one Critical
Design Review (CDR). These reviews examine all aspects
of the design including performance, safety, quality and
reliability. The review committees consist of members of
the ESS project along with external experts when required. Generally speaking, once a component has completed its CDR, it moves from design into procurement
and construction. This year represents the peak for accelerator component design reviews at ESS with roughly 50
reviews being held in 2017.

Figure 1: Schematic of the ESS accelerator.
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ACCELERATOR STATUS
Normal Conducting Front End
Ion Source The Ion Source and associated Low Energy
Beam Transport (LEBT) system is provided by INFN
Catania. Construction of the first ion source is near completion with the first plasma generated in the source, see
Fig. 3, and the first beam extraction expected before October 2016. Installation of the Ion Source and LEBT in
the ESS tunnel is expected in the third quarter of 2017.

Figure 3: First plasma in the ESS Ion Source. Photo courtesy of INFN Catania.
Radiofrequency Quadrupole (RFQ) The RFQ is provided by CEA Saclay and completed its final CDR in
December of 2015. The copper for the RFQ has been
procured and has undergone hot isostatic pressing. Machining of the RFQ will begin shortly with final assembly
at the ESS site in Lund scheduled for Q2 2018.
Medium Energy Beam Transport (MEBT) This device is being contributed by EES Bilbao with additional
beam instrumentation contributions from a number of
contributors. Prototype bunchers and magnets have been
built and tested. The bunchers, magnets and beam instrumentation have all completed preliminary design reviews
with a CDR of the complete MEBT planned for early
2017. The MEBT is scheduled to be installed in the ESS
tunnel in mid 2018
Drift Tube Linac (DTL) The DTL is provided by
INFN Legnaro. The CDR for the DTL was finished in
June 2016 and procurement of the DTL has started. Prototype Beam Position Monitors have been built and various
construction techniques, such as e-beam welding, have
been qualified. Assembly of the 5 DTL tanks is planned to
start at the ESS site in Mid 2018

THA3IO02

vacuum pumping ports. Details on the superconducting
linac may be found in [4].
Spoke Cryomodules The spoke cavities and their cryomodules are being provided by IPN Orsay. Tests of prototype cavities has demonstrated that they exceed ESS
requirements and a test of the complete prototype spoke
cryomodule is planned for early 2017. The completed
spoke cryomodules will start to arrive at the ESS site in
2018.
Medium Beta Elliptical Cryomodules The medium
beta elliptical cavities will be provided by INFN Milano.
A test of a prototype cavity (based on a CEA Saclay design) showed that it exceeded the ESS requirements. Tests
of prototype cavities based on an INFN design are expected in the fourth quarter of 2016.
Both the medium beta and high beta cavity cryomodules will be assembled at CEA Saclay. The cryomodule
design was produced by IPN Orsay. A prototype medium
beta cryomodule will be tested by the end of 2016. Medium beta cryomodules will start to arrive at the ESS site in
Q4 2017.
High Beta Elliptical Cryomodules These crymodules
will be added to the linac after 2019 to boost the beam
energy from 570 MeV to the final 2 GeV ESS requirement. Tests of high beta prototype cavities designed by
CEA Saclay show that they exceed ESS specifications.
The production high beta cavities will be supplied by
STFC Daresbury. A prototype high beta cavity cryomodule will be tested in 2017.
Linac Warm Units (LWUs) These are being supplied
by STFC Daresbury with the magnets supplied by the
Elettra Laboratory and beam instrumentation supplied by
a variety of sources. The LWUs and magnets have both
completed their CDRs and procurement and construction
of these components has started. The first prototype LWU
has been delivered to ESS. See Fig. 4.

Superconducting Linac
The superconducting portion of the linac provides
roughly 90% of the beam acceleration and consists of 3
types of superconducting cavity cryomodules: double
spoke, medium beta elliptical and high beta elliptical. All
the superconducting cavities operate at 2 K. Linac Warm
Units (LWUs) separate each cryomodule. The LWUs
operate at room temperature and contain correction, steering and focusing magnets, beam instrumentation and

4: Hadron Accelerators

Figure 4: Prototype LWU (with mock-ups of magnets) at
ESS.
Beam Delivery System The final stage of the accelerator is the beam delivery system that moves the beam
across the target surface to prevent overheating. This is
accomplished by a rastor magnet system provided by
Aarhus University. A solid model of this system is shown
1253
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in Fig. 5. Procurement of this system has begun with first
article production underway.
Beam Instrumentation A complex suite of beam instrumentation is distributed throughout the accelerator.
These devices come from a number of in-kind partners,
and vendors. PDRs and CDRs have been completed for
many of these devices with prototypes already delivered
for inclusion in the ion source and LEBT.

Figure 5: Beam delivery system.

RF Sources and Modulators

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

The systems providing the radiofrequency power to
the accelerator components are some of the most complicated and expensive parts of the accelerator project. A
variety of RF sources, some provided by In-Kind Partners
and some purchased directly are used in the design. These
are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1: ESS RF Sources
Frequency

Component

Solution

352.2 MHz

RFQ/DTL

Klystrons

352.2 MHz

MEBT
Bunchers

Solid
State

352.2 MHz

InKind?
Yes
(ESS
Bilbao)
Yes
(ESS
Bilbao)
Yes
(Elettra)
No

Tetrodes
Spoke cavities
704.4 MHz
Klystrons
Medium
Beta Elliptical Cavities
704.4 MHz
High Beta
Klystrons Possible
Elliptical
or IOTs
Cavities
A number of prototype sources have been ordered and
manufacturing will be fully underway in 2017.
An innovative 660kVA modulator [5], that will power
most of the RF sources, has been designed by a collaboration of ESS and Lund University. A reduced scale prototype has been successfully tested and the PDR has been
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completed. The CDR and start of production of these
modulators is expected in late 2016 to early 2017.

CRYOGENIC SYSTEM
Ninety percent of the beam acceleration is accomplished by superconducting RF cavities. The operating
temperature of these cavities is 2 K. Thus, a significant
cryogenic system is required for ESS. The cryogenic
system consists of three cryoplants; one to cool the accelerating structures, one to cool the 20 K hydrogen moderator surrounding the target and one to provide liquid helium for the neutron instruments. These cryoplants are
supported by distribution systems and by an integrated
helium recover, purification and storage system. Details
on the complete ESS cryogenic system may be found in
[6].
The Accelerator Cryoplant (ACCP) [7] provides up to 3
kW of cooling at 2 K with an additional 11 kW of cooling
at 50 K for the cooling of the thermal shields in the cryomodules and distribution line. This plant is under construction by Linde using a detailed technical specification
provided by ESS. The final CDR for this cryoplant was
completed in September 2016. Figure 6 shows the solid
model of the ACCP cold box and Fig. 7 shows the completed, machined top plate for that cold box All helium
compressors (made by Aerzen) for the ACCP have passed
their factory acceptance tests. An example of one of these
tests is shown in Fig. 8.
Delivery of the first ACCP components (the helium
compressors) to the ESS site will start in March 2017.

Figure 6: Solid model of the ACCP cold box.

Figure 7: Machined top plate of the ACCP cold box.
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Figure 8: Factory acceptance testing of one of the ACCP
helium compressors at Aerzen.
The ACCP is connected to the cryomodules in the accelerator tunnel via a Cryogenic Distribution System
(CDS) [8]. The CDS permits independent warm-up and
cool-down of cryomodules via a distribution line that runs
parallel to the linac. Two In-Kind Partners provide the
CDS. Wroclaw University of Science and Technology
provides the elliptical cavity cryomodule distribution line,
including the connection between the tunnel and the
ACCP. IPN Orsay provides the spoke cavity cryomodule
distribution line. The CDR for the elliptical cavity cryomodule line has been completed and this section is in
procurement. The PDR for the spoke cavity cryomodule
line has been completed with the CDR planned for February 2017. Additionally, a prototype valve box for the
spoke cavity cryomodule distribution line has been constructed and will be tested soon. The elliptical cavity
cryomodule distribution line design is shown in Fig. 9 and
components for the prototype spoke valve box are shown
in Fig. 10.

THA3IO02

Figure 9: Design of elliptical cavity cryomodule distribution line.

Figure 10: Prototype spoke cavity cryomodule distribution line valve box under construction.

Significant progress has been made on the ESS site
since construction started in the summer of 2014. The
accelerator tunnel is now complete and both the cold box
Hall (which will contain the cryoplant cold boxes) and the
helium compressor facility are nearing completion and
will be partially turned over to the accelerator project in
November 2016. The first significant installation of technical equipment, warm helium gas piping in the cold box
hall and compressor building, will also start in November
2016. Figure 11 shows a view of the accelerator tunnel
while Fig. 12 show the interior of the cold box hall. An
aerial view of the overall ESS site is shown in Fig. 13.

Figure 11: View of the ESS accelerator tunnel. The tunnel
is 5 m wide by 3.5 m high
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celerator buildings are nearly complete and will start to be
turned over to the ESS in late 2016. Significant accelerator installation activities on site will begin in November
2016. The current goal is to have beam ready for the target by July 2019.
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CONCLUSION
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The ESS accelerator is moving from design into construction. The majority of design reviews will be completed in 2016 and production by in-kind partners and
industry has begun on many important components. Ac-
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SPACE CHARGE COMPENSATION USING ELECTRON COLUMNS AND
ELECTRON LENSES AT IOTA ∗
Chong Shik Park† , Vladimir Shiltsev, Giulio Stancari, Jayakar Charles Tobin Thangaraj,
Diletta Milana1 , Fermilab, Batavia, IL, U.S.A.
1 also at Politecnico/Milano, Milano, Italy

The ability to transport a high current proton beam in a
ring is ultimately limited by space charge effects. Two novel
ways to overcome this limit in a proton ring are by adding low
energy, externally matched electron beams (electron lens,
e-lens), and by taking advantage of residual gas ionization induced neutralization to create an electron column (e-column).
Theory predicts that an appropriately confined electrons can
completely compensate the space charge through neutralization, both transversely and longitudinally. In this report,
we will discuss the current status of the Fermilab’s e-lens
experiment for the space charge compensation. In addition,
we will show how the IOTA e-column compensates space
charge with the WARP simulations. The dynamics of proton
beams inside of the e-column is understood by changing the
magnetic field of a solenoid, the voltage on the electrodes,
and the vacuum pressure, and by looking for electron accumulation, as well as by considering various beam dynamics
in the IOTA ring.

INTRODUCTION
High intensity accelerators have been fundamentally limited to their intensities by various sources of instabilities,
such as e-cloud, beam halo, space charge effects, etc [1].
There have been many challenges to mitigate the effects of
space charge forces, by controlling the beam using solenoidal
fields, scrapping the halos, or compensating with opposite
charges [2].
The Space Charge Compensation (SCC) methods have
been successfully applied to transport high current, low energy proton or H − beam in linear accelerators. In addition, solenoid based compensations in RF photoinjectors are
widely used in most of xFELs. However, SCC schemes in
circular machines have not been actively implemented since
charge neutralization over the entire circumference of the
ring is not practical, and local compensation scheme results
in high density profiles of electrons which would also cause
another e-p instabilities.
The Integrable Optics Test Accelerator (IOTA) ring is being built at Fermilab to implement nonlinear integrable lattices, which will improve the beam stability to perturbations
and mitigations of collective instabilities through Landau
damping [3]. The IOTA ring will be also used to study space
charge compensation in circular rings, and to demonstrate
optical stochastic cooling system. Using newly built IOTA
∗
†

This work was supported by the United States Department of Energy
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ring, two novel schemes have been planned to study space
charge compensations in circular machines; electron lens
and electron column.
For the SCC method with an electron lens, externally
generated co-propagating beam of opposite charge collides
with the proton beam inside a strong magnetic field, in result,
it compensates the space charge tune shift of the proton
beam. For an electron column method, however, electrons
are generated from the ionization processes of the beam itself
with the residual gas in a solenoidal field. Both methods of
space charge compensations require to precisely control the
density profile of magnetized electrons through propagating
or trapping inside strong magnetic fields. In this report, we
present these two novel experimental projects to mitigate
instabilities induced by space charge effects using electron
lens or electron column methods at Fermilab’s IOTA ring.

ELECTRON LENS
In the electron lens, a pulsed, magnetically confined, and
low energy electron beam interacts with circulating proton beam electromagnetically to mitigate space charge tune
shifts [4]. There exists many applications of electron lenses
including long-range beam-beam compensation, head-on
beam-beam compensation, and halo-scrapping with hollow
electron beams [5]. Figure 1 shows the schematic layout of
the electron lens previously used in Tevatron.
In an electron lens scheme for the space charge compensation, the externally generated electron beam with matched
transverse distributions collides with the circulating proton
beam. The transverse density profile of the injected electron
beam is shaped by the cathode of the RF photoinjector, and
the stability of the electron beam is maintained by strong
external solenoidal fields. The longitudinal profile of pulsed
electron beam could also match to proton bunch profile, if
needed.
We recycle components from the Tevatron electron lenses.
Currently, vacuum tests of gun and collector are completed.
We aim to assemble the e-lens in straight configuration for
checkout by the end of 2018. The electron beam transport

Figure 1: Schematic Layout of an Electron Lens Experimental Setup
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Table 1: Electron Column Simulation Parameters

Figure 2: Schematic Layout of an Electron Column Experimental Setup

simulations in the e-lens at the IOTA ring has also been
performed with field line mapping of solenoid fields, single particle tracking, and tracking with space charge forces.
Several effects need to be accurately studies further, for
example, 1) lattice deviations from ideal case, 2) impact
of chromaticity-correction sextupoles on integrability, 3)
azimuthal asymmetries in electron-lens kicks, 4) effect of
fringe fields on ring optics, 5) perveance of electron gun and
accuracy of beam profile, and 6) chromatic effects of the
electron lens. These studies are based on numerical simulations and on experiments at the Fermilab electron lens test
stand

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

ELECTRON COLUMN
The space charge compensation method using the electron
column (Fig. 2, [6]) is to achieve intense and stable beams
in circular accelerators through trapping and controlling of
electrons, which are generated from beam-induced residual
gas ionizations without external electron sources and optics.
The primary advantage of the e-column lies in using the
proton beam itself to generate electrons and match the proton
beam profile. This scheme was tested with some successes
before but the beam stabilities were not assured.
The optimal compensation conditions for the e-column
method could be obtained if the distributions of electrons
and circulating beam are matched transversely, moreover,
longitudinally. This can be realized by trapping electrons
transversely with a strong solenoid fields to a column, and
using electrostatic electrodes to finely tune the densities. The
strong external magnetic field also stabilizes the motion of
electrons by keeping them in the column, and prevents coherent e-p instabilities. The field strength should also be weak
enough to enable ions to escape easily from the column, and
not to affect the processes of charge compensations between
electrons and beam. It also requires that the neutralization
time should be fast enough, so that it is shorter than the
revolution time of the proton beam in the ring.

Beam Species
Beam Current (average)
Beam size (RMS)
Beam Momentum
Cell Length
Solenoid Fields
Electrode Voltages
Vacuum Pressure

Value

Unit

Proton
8
5.5
70
1
0 ∼ 0.2
0 ∼ -200
10−3 ∼ 10−5

mA
mm
MeV /c
m
T
V
T orr

Therefore, protons ionize the residual H2 gas and generated
electrons also ionize the gas, too. The simulation time step
is set to 15 psec which is less than the cyclotron period. The
real to macro particle ratio is set to 7500. In each time step,
100 macro particles of the proton beam are injected.
We control the solenoidal magnetic field (0 to 0.1 T), gas
pressure (10−3 to 10−5 T orr), and voltages on left and right
electrodes (0 to -200 V ). For given beam parameters, one
can find that proton beam potential at the center is given by
φ = 30I/ β ≈ 3.5V . With 1 m length of an electron column
and the circumference of ∼ 40 m, we need about 140 V for
full space charge compensation. At this stage, our study is
limited to 1 m channel only. No ring is considered. This
gives us a proper range of voltages on electrodes.

Simulation Results
Without external magnetic field and trapping voltage, simulation results show that the longitudinal density of electrons
are lower than that of protons, i.e., under-compensation. If
solenoid field and trapping voltages are turned on, electron
densities are growing in time until the whole processes are
neutralized. Figure 3 shows the comparison of the electron
density variations in time for different control parameters
as well as proton density. When voltages on electrodes are
higher, the neutralization time is getting longer. Since the
revolution time in the IOTA ring is ∼ 1.8 µsec, the neutralization time for V = −200 V is not acceptable.
In addition, with high voltages on electrodes, more electrons tend to be trapped between two electrodes inside the
column, therefore, densities of electrons exceed those of pro-

Simulation Setup
Our initial approaches are to simulate physical processes
inside the electron column using the Warp code [7], and to
understand the precise parameter ranges for the solenoidal
magnetic field, voltages on electrodes, gas pressure in the
column, etc. Table 1 shows beam, machine, and simulation
parameters.
We consider that the dominant ionization processes in the
column are p + H2 → p + H2+ + e and e + H2 → H2+ + 2e [8].

Figure 3: Neutralization time for various parameters
4: Hadron Accelerators
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tons. As shown in Fig. 4, transverse density profiles of electrons are closely matched to those of protons for B = 0.1 T
and V = −5 V (Fig. 4(a)). However, simulations show that
there are significant over-compensations for B = 0.1 T and
V = −200 V (Fig. 4(b)). When applied voltages are higher,
the densities of H2+ are also noticeably increased, so it could
affect the physical processes between protons and electrons.
Moreover, the vacuum pressure of the electron column
also plays an important role to control the density level of
electrons. By lowering the vacuum pressure, the electron
densities can be decreased with less ionization processes
in the column. For B = 0.1 T, V = −5 V , and P = 5 ×
10−4 T orr, we achieved matched transverse and longitudinal
distributions of electrons as shown in Fig. 5.
(a) Transverse density profile

DISCUSSION
Space charge compensation (SCC) experiments with both
e-lens and e-column are being pursued in IOTA ring at Fermilab. For the electron lens, external e-beam will be used
to compensate circulating proton beam in IOTA ring. Experimental setup is being assembled by 2018. Simulation
studies show that the density profile of e-column can be
tuned with axial B-field, electrode voltages, and vacuum
pressure for (partial/full/over) SCC. Experiment will use the
E-Lens setup. Practical issues such as ring dynamics of the
primary proton beam with external focusing and multiple
passes through the e-column in the IOTA ring will be investigated. We will also continue construction, tests, and
installation of both IOTA e-lens and e-column.

(b) Longitudinal density profile

Figure 5: Transverse and longitudinal density profiles when
B = 0.1 T, V = −5 V , and P = 5 × 10−4 T orr.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A HIGH BRIGHTNESS SOURCE FOR FAST
NEUTRON IMAGING*
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R. Marsh, D. Gibson, J. Sain, R. Souza, Lawrence Livermore National Lab, Livermore, USA
Abstract
Lawrence Livermore National Lab is developing an intense, high-brightness fast neutron source to create high
resolution neutron radiographs and images. An intense
source (1011 n/s/sr at 0 degrees) of fast neutrons (10 MeV)
allows: penetrating very thick, dense objects; maintaining
high scintillator response efficiency; and being just below
the air activation threshold for (n,p) reactions. Fast neutrons will be produced using a pulsed 7 MeV, 300 microamp average-current commercial ion accelerator that will
deliver deuteron bunches to a 3 atmosphere deuterium gas
cell target. To achieve high resolution, a small (1.5 mm
diameter) beam spot size will be used, and to reduce scattering from lower energy neutrons, a transmission gas cell
will be used to produce a quasi-monoenergetic neutron
beam in the forward direction. Because of the high power
density of such a tightly focused, modest-energy ion
beam, the gas target is a major engineering challenge that
combines a “windowless” rotating aperture, a rotary valve
to meter cross-flowing high pressure gases, a novel gas
beam stop, and recirculating gas compressor systems. A
summary of the progress of the system design and building effort shall be presented.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
Using fast neutrons for radiography enables producing
radiographic images of thick, dense objects that are difficult to penetrate with X-rays. For objects with *l areal
densities greater than approximately 100-150 g/cm2, fast
neutrons are more effective than X-rays for producing sub
millimeter-scale images with less absorbed dose to the
interrogated object than would occur with X-rays [1]. For
this reason, fast neutron radiography/imaging is being
developed as an advanced non-destructive evaluation
(NDE) technique. Areas of potential application include
radiographing large assemblies like car engines and heavy
machinery that are optically too thick for X-rays to produce images of interior details [2]. A major challenge in
advancing the technique for more uses is the inconvenience of having to do the measurements at a large-scale
nuclear reactor or at a spallation neutron source. The
LLNL system being developed is intended to be a much
smaller lab-scale instrument instead of a facility-scale
machine. This should facilitate not only easier access, but
improve deployment opportunities for potential users.

________________________________________________________________________________________
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NEUTRON PRODUCTION FOR IMAGING
Fast neutron imaging is accomplished in the same fashion as X-ray shadow radiography, except that an intense,
bright source of fast neutrons is used instead of a bright
source of bremsstrahlung X-ray photons, shown schematically in Fig. 1.
E
A

B

D
C

G

F
H

Figure 1: Schematic of neutron imaging approach showing the source (A), neutrons (B), collimators (C), object
(D), scintillator (E), light from scintillator (F), turning
mirror (G), and CCD camera (H). The location of the
object between the source and scintillator sets the magnification of the system.
Achieving high resolution requires a small, bright
source spot as the source spot size fundamentally sets the
resolution for the system. The LLNL neutron imaging
machine is being designed to have a neutron source spot
size that is 1.5 mm in diameter and 40 mm in length.
Viewed end on, this establishes sub-millimeter image
resolution out to 30 cm from the axis 5 m from the
source. System resolution is also influenced by the light
generation physics in the scintillator, by the scintillator
thickness, and the CCD imaging camera. The design has
been optimized such that all these elements are consistent
with sub-millimeter resolution, and no one element has
been over-engineered only to be limited by other elements.
For penetrability, it was determined that the neutron total cross section for most elements drops to the relatively
low value of a few barns for neutron energies of 10 MeV
and higher. In addition, many heavy elements have a dip
in the cross section between 10-15 MeV, suggesting this
is a near ideal energy range for fast neutron imaging.
Neutrons in this energy range have the added benefits of
still having relatively high interaction cross sections with
low Z materials inside heavily shielded assemblies, and
with the scintillator to produce light that generates the
radiograph.
Given this ideal energy range, DT tubes were initially
considered for this application given their relative simplicity, modest cost, and ability to produce quasimonoenergetic neutrons at 14 MeV via the D(t,p)4He
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reaction. After evaluation, it was determined that while
the DT tube provided isotropic 14 MeV neutrons, the
commercial tubes available were not able to produce a
small source spot size of neutrons at the desired intensities. DT tubes with nominal ~2 mm spot sizes typically
run in the 107 n/s range [3]. While the highly penetrating
nature of neutrons is desirable for imaging through thick,
dense objects, it also makes them difficult to detect for
producing an image. To obtain reasonable imaging times
on the order of hours, a neutron intensity of 1011 n/s/sr is
desired. At this intensity range, the diameter of the source
for DT tubes approaches 1 cm or larger to prevent prematurely depleting or damaging the target, which greatly
reduces resolution. For this reason, a different technical
direction was pursued.
It was determined that the desired neutron intensity can
be achieved via the D(d,n)3He reaction using a suitably
sized deuteron accelerator. To limit the cost and size of
the accelerator, a 10 MeV neutron energy was chosen as
adequately penetrating. This energy has the added benefit
of being just below the 16O(n,p)16N reaction threshold
which decays with the release of a number of high energy
(6.15 and 7 MeV) gammas that can create unwanted noise
in the imaging optics.
Using a 4 cm long transmission gas cell filled with deuterium gas at 3 atm-gauge is sufficient to produce the
desired neutron intensity when illuminated with a 7 MeV,
300 micro-amp average-current deuteron ion beam. This
reaction has the added benefit of being kinematically
collimated, providing more than an order of magnitude
increase in neutron flux within a ± 10 degree cone in the
forward direction compared to an isotropic source. The
corresponding neutron energies, which peak at 0 degrees,
also decrease monotonically as the laboratory angle increases, reaching a minimum at 180 degrees. This increases the production efficiency for useful neutrons, and
decreases the shielding required for operating the machine.

deuterium gas. Both the deuterium and beam stop gases
will be recirculated and delivered at pressure to the gas
cell by two commercial diaphragm pumps.
The beam is conveyed to the target via a beamline system comprised of magnetic quadrupole doublets and
triplets separated by a dipole bend magnet so the accelerator is not directly in the backward-directed neutron
fluence from the target.
To handle the gas leaking from the target, a differential
pumping line is being developed to efficiently remove the
gas load from the target to allow the accelerators to operate properly and to minimize radiation along the beamline
due to beam interactions with the background gas.
Downstream of the production target, collimators may
be used to further shape the neutron beam. A rotation
translation stage will be used to place and rotate objects
of interest for imaging and computed tomography. In the
imaging optics system, a plastic scintillator will be used
to convert a portion of the neutrons to light that will be
turned by a mirror and focused by a custom-designed fast
lens onto a cooled CCD chip to capture the image.
As the system being developed is intended first and
foremost to be an imaging instrument, commercial solutions and vendors have been sought out for as many major
subsystems as possible. Using a 7 MeV linac readily
allows creating a lab-scale (3000-4000 sq. ft.) machine,
shown schematically in Fig. 2.

TECHNOLOGY APPROACH

Figure 2: Schematic layout of the 7 MeV accelerator (A),
the beam transport line (B), the gas target and pumps (C),
the rotation/translation stage (D), and the imaging optics
system (E).

The small spot size needed for imaging combined with
the high average current needed for reasonable imaging
times presents a major technical challenge in designing a
production target for a lab-scale neutron imaging machine. Since 7 MeV deuterons have a nominal range of
tens of microns in most metals, it has historically been
impossible to achieve average beam currents above approximately 20 micro-amps in traditional thin-windowed
gas cells with small (<5 mm) spot sizes [4].
To operate at the desired current, a windowless gas cell
is being developed that is being used in conjunction with
a pulsed ion linac that builds upon earlier work in windowless apertures [5]. The gas cell uses close tolerances
and high rotation speeds to not only impede gas leakage
down the beam line, but also to meter gas flow into the
gas cell such that gas is moving at over 400 m/s in front
of the beam to prevent rarefaction due to beam-induced
heating [6]. The gas cell also employs a novel gas beam
stop to capture the unreacted beam that passes through the

A

B

C

D
E

DEUTERON ACCELERATORS
To achieve the desired neutron intensity, a 7 MeV
pulsed deuteron linac has been purchased from Accsys
Technology in Pleasanton, California, and is currently
under construction with delivery set for the April 2017
time frame. This DL7 machine will be capable of delivering up to 16 mA of peak current at a 2% duty factor,
which provides the required 300 micro-amp average current needed with margin. The machine will be comprised
of two radio frequency quadrupole (RFQ) sections and
one drift tube linac (DTL) section. The resonators will be
driven by three 350 kW peak power RF amplifiers at 425
MHz based on a 12 tube resonant combiner approach.
The ion beam will be provided by a pulsed electron-
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cyclotron-resonance driven ion source. A graphic of the
DL7 being built is shown in Fig. 3.
To provide for earlier testing potential, and to serve as a
hedge against possible schedule delays, a second already
available linac system will also be installed. This machine
is an Accsys Technology DL4 system. This accelerator
can provide up to a 4 MeV deuteron ion beam at 1% duty
factor and can in principle deliver 100 micro-amps of
average current. It is comprised of a single 425 MHz RFQ
resonator and has a duoplasmatron filament-based ion
source. A picture of the DL4 system is shown in Fig. 4.

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

ration with both accelerators, the beamline, the differential pumping line, and the target is shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 5: Graphic showing machine configuration being
built, with the DL4 accelerator (top left), DL7 accelerator
(bottom left), beamline, differential pump line, and gas
target.

DEVELOPMENTAL BEAM LINE
Figure 3: Graphic of Accsys DL7 7 MeV deuteron accelerator currently being fabricated showing (starting at left)
the ion source, the low energy beam transport, the two
RFQ resonators, and the DTL in their respective vacuum
chambers.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 4: Photo of the DL4 4 MeV deuteron accelerator
made by Accsys, showing (starting from right) the ion
source, low energy beam transport, and RFQ resonator in
its vacuum chamber.
The 4 MeV accelerator delivers approximately half the
peak beam power of the DL7 machine, but only one fifth
the average beam power, making it a useful tool for performing early testing on the target system and beam line
diagnostics and components. Early testing is important
because of the small source spot sizes and the high peak
power – nominally 100-120 kW – in the beam macrobunch. Diagnosing the beam and understanding its impact
on the target are critical considerations that need to be
addressed to realize a successful and reliable machine
given the damage such a high beam powers can inflict on
materials.
The 4 MeV machine shall be installed on the beamline
first, and, depending on production schedules, testing may
begin using this machine to commission the beamline and
to test beamline diagnostics before the DL7 machine is
installed. A graphic showing the overall machine configu-

To convey the beam from the end of the linacs to the
target, a developmental beamline is being constructed. To
save space and cost, a simple beam transport with a nonachromatic bend will be used. Part of the work in commissioning the system will be to carefully measure the
beam properties to ensure such a transport line is sufficient for propagating the beam cleanly to the target.
The magnetic dipole and quadrupoles for the beamline
were designed and fabricated by Stangenes Industries Inc.
of Palo Alto, California. Pictures of the dipole and quadrupole are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. The dipole is a watercooled magnet capable of producing up to 1.27 T fields at
the mid plane with a gap of 6.6 cm, to enable bending
deuteron ions through up to 66 degrees bend with a bend
radius of 45.7 cm. The quadrupole magnets were designed with a 10.1 cm bore, have an effective length of
24.8 cm, and are capable of producing up to 11 T/m field
gradients. All the magnets were designed with ample
margin to allow maximum tuning capability and performing a wide variety of beam measurements.

Figure 6: Production photo of the dipole being built by
Stangenes Industries, Inc., that is capable of creating
1.27 T fields at the midplane of the 6.6 cm gap.
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Figure 7: Production photo of one of the nine quadrupole
magnets being manufactured by Stangenes. The quadrupole magnets are capable of creating 11 T/m field gradients over 24.8 cm effective length.

GAS TARGET
The windowless aperture, rotary valve gas target being
developed employs rotating machinery to reduce gas flow
down the beamline and to create and meter high velocity
gas flow in front of the beam. The target was mechanically designed to accommodate the 2% duty factor pulsed
beam from the linac and has been described in detail
previously [6].
The target is designed to create a stream of deuterium
gas at 3 atm-g and 40 mm long moving at over 400 m/s in
front of the deuterium beam to produce the 1011 n/s/sr at
0-degree fluence of neutrons needed for imaging. As only
about 8-9% of the beam interacts with the deuterium gas,
the remaining portion of the beam needs to be stopped
and discarded. To do this, a novel gas beam stop is being
developed in which argon gas at 1-2 atm-g moving at
nominally 300 m/s in front of the beam will stop and
absorb the beam energy without producing neutrons, and
without suffering from mechanical damage and implanted
deuterium that can lead to knock-on neutron production
over time. A schematic of the rotating aperture and
valving approach is shown in Fig. 8.

Figure 8: Schematic showing the rotating volumes that
create the windowless aperture and rotary valve actions.

THB3IO01

This “generation 4” target system is a significant technical challenge, as modelling calculations have not been
capable of adequately capturing all the complex beam
interaction and gas dynamic behaviours, so extensive
testing is required. In addition, analysis has indicated that,
while 7 MeV deuteron ions impinging on argon nuclei are
classically below the Coulomb barrier, there will nevertheless be sufficient activation of the argon via the direct
40
Ar(d,p)41Ar reaction, in which 41Ar with its 1.83 hour
half-life and 1.3 MeV gamma presents a significant radiation source during and shortly after beam operation.
The pursuit of such a complicated design is driven by
the potential this target has to produce the near ideal quasi-monoenergetic neutron fluence needed for high resolution imaging while avoiding many of the known engineering issues related to using solid beam targets and stops
and/or using magnetic optics to steer the unreacted beam
away to a separate beam stop, both viable fallback positions in the event the generation 4 target proves unworkable.

PROCESS GAS PUMPING SYSTEM
To move the deuterium and argon gases through the
target, two diaphragm pumps were procured from PDC
Machines in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. The pumps are
ideal for deuterium service because they use 316L stainless steel diaphragms and the process gas side of the systems are hermetically sealed to outside contamination.
The pumps were purchased with over 200% margin to
ensure adequate gas is delivered to the target so the neutron intensity requirement is met.
The pumps will be connected to the target through a
316L piping system that will allow for supplying both
process gasses continuously through the target. An important part of the gas piping system is the pending design
of the gas recovery portion of the system. This portion of
the system will be required to scavenge as much process
gas as possible from the differential pump line and vacuum beam line to allow minimum topping up of the process gas inventory.

DIFFERENTIAL PUMPING LINE
A differential pumping section is being developed to
pump the high gas loads expected from the windowless
gas target. The target will be releasing copious gas when
the rotating aperture and rotary valve aspects of the target
are open roughly 6% of the time, and will be releasing a
lesser “leaked” amount for the remaining time through the
gaps between the rotor assembly and the stationary parts.
System modelling and supportive testing is underway in
order to design an efficient, compact differential pumping
system to minimize gas loading in the beamline from
released gases, and to limit the effective neutron production volume length consistent with the resolution requirements for the overall system. A picture of the experimental setup for developing the differential pumping line
coupled to the gas target is shown in Fig. 9.
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around the target can reduce radiation doses in the cave
by approximately 3 orders of magnitude compared to the
unshielded case. A predicted neutron flux map showing
the efficacy of the source shielding is shown in Fig. 11.

Figure 9: Photo showing a 4 stage differential pumping
line being used to develop a model for further optimizing
the design. The gas target is shown on the right of the
photo as the blue and gold assembly.

IMAGING OPTICS

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

To create the shadow radiographs, a lens-coupled imaging optics system was developed. The system is comprised of a 60 x 60 cm plastic scintillator sensitive to fast
neutrons, but less sensitive to gammas, e.g., Bicron
BC400, BC408, BC430, ZnS(Ag), or ZnS(Cu); a turning
mirror; a fast (f~2) lens to efficiently capture light off the
scintillator; and a Spectral Instruments 1100 Series cryocooled camera with a 4096 x 4096 pixel CCD chip. Integration, testing, and final modifications of this system is
nearly complete. The designing of the radiation shielding
for the system, especially for the camera electronics, is in
progress. A picture of the imaging optics system is shown
in Fig. 10.

Figure 11: Predicted flux map showing the effectiveness
of a localized iron and borated poly shield around the
neutron production target.

CONCLUSION
A significant effort is underway at LLNL to complete
the construction and installation of the accelerators,
beamline, target, and imaging systems needed to demonstrate a lab-scale intense fast neutron source suitable for
advancing fast neutron imaging of dense, thick objects
that are inaccessible to X-rays for non-destructive evaluation. In the next 12 months, the plan is to commission the
machine and carry out initial measurement on the ion
beam characteristics and the neutron flux produced by the
target. After that, initial imaging evaluations shall be
done.
Given the intensity, energy, and spectral purity of the
beam, it is anticipated that this source could also be useful
to nuclear physicists for doing specialized cross section
and reaction measurements.
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Abstract
The clinical value of particle therapy is limited by inaccurate range verification, currently assumed to be 1 mm +
3.5% of the target depth. The purpose of this work was to
correlate the Bragg peak location with target morphology,
by overlaying the location of the Bragg peak onto a
standard ultrasound image. A fast chopper installed between the ion source and the cyclotron inflector pulsed
delivery of 50 MeV protons so that 4 pC were delivered
in 2 , depositing 2 Gy in the Bragg peak. The ion pulse
generated thermoacoustic pulses that were detected by a
cardiac ultrasound array, which also produced a grayscale
ultrasound image. A filtered backprojection algorithm
focused the received signal to the Bragg peak location
with perfect co-registration to the ultrasound images.
Data was collected in a room temperature water bath and
gelatin phantom with a cavity designed to mimic the
intestine, in which gas pockets can displace the Bragg
peak. Thermoacoustic range measurements agreed with
Monte Carlo simulation and first-order range estimates
from CT images to within 1.5 mm.

target. Fig. 1 models pressures generated by single turn
delivery of a 2 Gy dose due to a 49 MeV beam.

Figure 1: Pressure and dose in waterbath due to 49 MeV
beam. Dose in Gy plotted in yellow, overlaid on a crosssectional image of pressure due to single turn extraction.
Distal transducer location indicated by yellow square.
Regardless of spill time, thermoacoustic pulses measured at distant transducer locations are diminished by
several factors. 1/r geometric spreading is unavoidable.
Fortunately, acoustic absorption and scatter are less significant in the very low frequency regime of thermoacoustic emissions. Thermoacoustic emissions generated
by instantaneous, “single turn” delivery of 4 pC are compared to those generated by spill times of 2, 6 and 18
in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: Thermoacoustic measurements at distal transducer locations as a function of spill time. 49 MeV (left)
and 150 MeV (right) beams with transducer 6.5 mm and
20 mm distal, respectively.
Long spill times allow pressure to propagate away as
ions continue to be deposited. Transit time across the
Bragg peak of a 49 MeV beam is less than a 2
spill
time, which diminishes measured pressures four-fold, as
seen by the red plot in Fig. 2 (left). Straggle broadens the
Bragg peak of a 150 MeV beam, increases acoustic transit
time so that a 2
spill preserves amplitude, whereas a
6 spill does not as shown in Fig. 2 (right).
Experimentally, 2
of 50 MeV protons were delivered
for 2 . An injection line chopper (Fig. 3) limited the
energy deposited by low energy beams, delivering 2 Gy
in a single pulse. Unlike previous results in which thermoacoustic emissions were detected by single-element
transducers or hydrophones without online correlation to
anatomy, and recently two different ultrasound arrays
were used to receive thermoacoustic emissions and generate ultrasound images of a mouse leg [8]. We used the
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MOTIVATION/INTRODUCTION
Proton therapy delivers less dose to proximal tissue,
and spares distal tissue altogether. Evidence-based medicine currently supports the use of proton therapy only for
tumors near the base of the neck, spine, eye and in pediatric patients [1]. Lack of accurate range verification otherwise limits clinical utility of proton therapy [2]. Shortlived positron [3] and prompt gamma emissions [4, 5] can
provide fast and real-time feedback, respectively, but do
not correlate the Bragg peak location with anatomy. An
automated method for correlating PET data to underlying
anatomy in CT images [6] is slow and precludes online
adaptive planning.
Thermoacoustic range verification is a natural consequence of the conversion of deposited dose to mechanical
pressure pulses. Treatment plans are quantified in terms
of Grays, 1
=1 ⁄
[7], whereas acoustic pulse
amplitudes are quantified by Pascals, 1
=
= 1 ⁄ . The units for dose and pressure
1 ⁄
differ only by a multiplicative factor of target density, .
The dimensionless Grüneisen (Γ) is simply the constant
of proportionality between energy density and thermally
induced pressure change. In soft tissue, Γ~0.1, so the
rule of thumb is that 100 Pa are generated per Gy, provided stress confinement holds and the deposition rate exceeds the rate at which pressure propagates away from the

THB3CO03
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same clinical ultrasound array to acquire thermoacoustic
signal and generate ultrasound images, ensuring perfect
coregistration of range estimates with underlying morphology [9].
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Ultrasound Hardware and Data Processing
Thermoacoustic emissions were measured by a programmable ultrasound system (Verasonics V1) with a 96channel P4-1 cardiac array (ATL), as described in [9].
1024 proton pulses were averaged to visualize the Bragg
peak in the data as displayed in real-time on a computer
monitor.

Targets

Figure 3: Axial injection line, including fast chopper and
electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) ion source.

METHODS AND MATERIALS
The experiment was conducted at the 88” Cyclotron at
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, which is a sector-focused cyclotron with energy constant K of 140. The
cyclotron was tuned to produce 50 MeV protons, which
lost approximately 1 MeV in an ion chamber before entering the target. Thermoacoustic emissions were collected
during a 28-hour shift. A clinical ultrasound transducer
array detected thermoacoustic emissions from locations
on the beamline distal to the Bragg peak.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Beamline and Chopper
An injection line chopper deflected the beam as it
passed between parallel plates, allowing protons to pass to
the cyclotron only when the plates were discharged. There
is no dosimetric consequence by deflecting the beam at
the injection line, before it is accelerated by the cyclotron,
because the beam is at low energy, i.e., less than 25
keV/u.
The chopper uses a fast square wave pulser (Behlke,
model FSWP-51-02) that can provide +1 kV and is connected to two parallel electrostatic deflector plates, which
are 6” wide and 3.25” long with a separation of 3.25”.
Results below were generated by a pulsewidth on the
injection line of 1.5 . Proton pulses were delivered at a
repetition frequency of 100 Hz.
The pulsers are formed by series‐connected power metal oxide semiconductor field‐effect transistors
(MOSFETs), which are triggered synchronously by a
galvanically isolated driver control circuit. The unit has a
floating configuration, so it can produce positive or negative pulses by grounding the positive or negative end of
the push-pull arrangement. To match the impedance and
to protect the switches, series resistors are built in. Internal ceramic capacitors ensure adequate buffering of the
external high voltage supply. The pulser has direct liquid
cooling that uses a dielectric liquid with excellent specific
heat capacity and insulation, so it can continuously switch
at 3 MHz with a maximum power dissipation of 1500 W.
The pulser is protected against overheating due to rapid
frequency switching by a thermal interlock that disables
the control circuit when the temperature exceeds 75 °C.

Two targets were utilized. A water bath provided a homogeneous and characterizable target with low acoustic
attenuation. A gelatin phantom with nominal soft tissue
properties ultrasounic properties [10] was fabricated with
a cavity to mimic the intestine. Range estimation was
performed with the intestinal cavity both empty and full
of olive oil to demonstrate feasibility of detecting anatomic change due to digestion.

RESULTS
Water Tank Results
The pulse emanating from the Bragg peak was nearly
spherical, and travelled outward in all directions. The
part that travelled towards the entrance wall was reflected
and returned to the transducer array. All three pulses,
Bragg peak direct, LDPE direct and Bragg peak reflected,
can be seen in Fig. 4a-c, where readouts from all 96
transducer channels are displayed.

Figure 4: Water tank results in which transducer is translated in 1 cm increments perpendicular to the beamline.
The transducer axis is 1 cm left, centered and 1 cm right
of the beamline in Figs. a & d, b & e, and c & f, respectively. (a-c) Filtered P4-1 data with timing measured from
chopper plate discharge, not entry of beam into target.
Horizontal axes represent channel number. (d-f) Reconstructions of the data reveal the Bragg peak as a monopole 6.5 mm from the transducer. The proximal end of
the beam as it enters the LDPE appears as a bipolar mark.
Because the transducer’s 2.8 cm lateral width exceeded its axial distance from the Bragg peak by a factor
of four, channels on the array closest to the Bragg peak
detected signal sooner than those on either end, causing
arc-shaped first arrivals in the data show in Figs. 4 a-c.
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White and black vertical lines in Figs. 4 b-c represent
delays between proton delivery and first arrival of the
Bragg peak signal in channels 1 and 96 on either end of
the transducer array. White and black lines in reconstructed images in Figs. 4 e-f have length of the corresponding time delays multiplied by soundspeed.
The P4-1 array was positioned about 1” from tank
wall, attached to a stepper motor that translated nearly
parallel to vertical tank wall. Data was collected at three
transducer positions: centered with respect to the Bragg
peak, and translated right and left by 1 cm each. Shifted
arcs in filtered data shown in Figs. 4 a-c correspond to
shifted Bragg peak locations reconstructed in Figs. 4 d-f.

Phantom Results
Images in Fig. 5 show translation of the Bragg peak due
to air in the intestinal cavity and highlight the difficulty of
using ultrasound imaging alone for range verification.
Filtered time series and reconstructed thermoacoustic
images are shown above grayscale ultrasound images
with overlays of Bragg peak location in yellow and beam
entry point in red. Sagittal images with the cavity filled
with olive oil and empty are shown in the “a” and “b”
subfigures, respectively. The oil-filled cavity in Fig. 5a
appears as an anechoic dark region, but reflection of ultrasound at an air/tissue interface in Fig. 5b makes the
speckle pattern inside the cavity similar to that of the
surrounding phantom material.

and reduces requirements on chopper – but also reduces
sharpness of Bragg peak and makes range verification
more difficult.
Similar choppers can be installed in any system with
sufficient space for a deflector plate between the ion
source and the point at which the beam is accelerated, i.e.
before the cyclotron inflector for external ion sources or
close to the cyclotron middle region for internal ion
sources.

CONCLUSION
Thermoacoustic range verification with better than 1.5
mm accuracy in homogeneous targets has been demonstrated with a commercial clinical ultrasound array, but at
doses exceeding the clinical realm. Further optimization
of both transducer array and fast delivery of an intense
beam will be required to enable online adaptive planning
for treating tumors that can be visualized by ultrasound.
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AN ULTRA-HIGH RESOLUTION PULSED-WIRE MAGNET
MEASUREMENT SYSTEM*
S. G. Biedron, A. D’Audney, S. V. Milton†, Colorado State University, Fort Collins, CO, USA
Abstract
Traditional magnet measurements systems for undulator magnets have relied on the use of calibrated Hall
probes placed on a rigid mechanical arm and passed down
the length of the undulator. This works for the most
common undulators that have ready access along an entire
side of the magnet; however, new magnet designs such a
superconducting undulator magnets are not constructed
with such convenient access for a Hall probe, and another
method is warranted. In this manuscript we explore the
used of a dispersion and pulse length corrected pulsedwire measurement system to measure our undulator magnet. The background and method are described and our
results given.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

INTRODUCTION
Modern accelerators including accelerator-based light
sources rely on the detailed, accurate, and precise measurement of their magnetic devices. Of particular interest
in light sources is the measurement of the undulator magnet. The quality of the light being generated from these
devices is strongly dependent on the accuracy of the magnetic field profile, and this pushes one to ensure that the
fields are accurately measured.
Until recently, the actual design of undulators has followed a historical trend largely driven by the design of
the standard 3rd–generation synchrotron light source. In
such machines the beam is guided horizontally around the
machine circumference by large dipole magnets with their
primary magnetic field oriented in the vertical direction..
In these 3rd–generation machines the vast majority of the
undulators are powered with permanent magnet material
and this material is susceptible to radiation damage making it a design criteria to ensure that the undulators are not
hit by radiation, be it synchrotron radiation or electron
beam losses ([1] and references contained therein). The
obvious way to do this is to arrange the out of the plane of
the machine and the synchrotron radiation. These criteria
have led to a standard undulator design very similar to
what is shown in Figure 1 where there is an opening along
the entire length of one side of the undulator magnet array. Such a structure not only lends itself well to fitting in
standard storage rings, but also to magnetic measurement
as a measurement probe can easily be inserted and positioned accurately along the entire length of the structure.
But as the light source community has matured and the
machines have reached new levels of performance, undulator designs, too, have progressed. The measurement
methods have had to adapt to new configurations. These
boutiuqe undulators can have very small gaps, exotic
geometries, no side gaps and/or can be in vacuum. It is
with this in mind that we decided to adapt one of these
newer measurement methods to our own undulator.
† email address: Stephen.milton@colostate.edu

Figure 1: A common undulator configuration where there
is an opening along the entire length of one side.
We have at Colorado State University (CSU) [2] an undulator magnet. The primary undulator parameters are
listed in Table 1. This undulator was constructed, measured, and tuned a number of years ago and used for an
FEL program at the University of Twente in the Netherland [3,4]. Since that time it has been shipped across the
Atlantic and has been in storage. It is a fixed-gap undulator, and to simplify the construction the gap has been set
with gauge blocks along both sides of the gap (Figure 2)
thus precluding measurement in a standard undulator
magnet measurement configuration.
Table 1: Primary Undulator Parameters
Parameter
K
Period
Gap
Material
Periods
Length

Value
1
2.5 cm
8 mm
Sm2CO5
50
1.25 m

Figure 2: Left, the CSU undulator. Right, close-up of the
gauge blocks fixing the magnet gap.
Warren developed a pulsed wire magnet measurement
system [5]. In this method a thin wire is stretched though
the length of the undulator magnet. An electric current is
then pulsed through the wire. The resulting Lorentz force
generates an impulse that in turn generates a transverse
travelling wave along the wire, the amplitude and time
structure of which is representative of the magnetic field
along the length of the undulator. This motion can then be
measured giving a representation of the undulator field.
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Dispersion in the wire causes the resulting detected
waveform to be distorted compared to the actual field
shape, and correction for the dispersion was necessary.
Recently a group (LBNL) developed a system complete
with dispersion and pulse length correction [6]. It is this
methodology that we have adopted.
The LBNL system proved to be quite accurate; however, the length of the undulator measured was quite short
compared to our undulator (20 cm vs. 1.25 m). The sensitivity to external influences such as ambient vibrations
and air currents was of interest as was the validity of
using only the dispersion correction without any possible
correction for amplitude variation that might occur over a
longer length of wire.
Our magnet utilized parabolic pole tip focusing. This
also makes the undulator positioning more critical in the
more difficult to align horizontal plane. The pulsed wire
system will be used to help fiducialize the device to the
required ± 500 micron in both planes. In addition our
tolerance to the average rms phase error is not severe with
nearly 10 degrees being acceptable. More critical is to
ensure that the first and second field integrals are under
control.

METHODOLOGY DETAILS
The essence of the LBNL paper [6] was to measure the
dispersion in a wire and then fit it to the theoretical form
of the dispersion given by the Euler-Bernoulli theory. The
assumed wave velocity dispersion equation is given by
EI
(1)
c    co 1 w  2
T
where co  T  , T is the tension of the wire,  is the
wire mass per unit length, E is the Young’s modulus of
the wire, I w is the wire moment of inertia, and  is the
wavenumber. A reference magnet can be measured and
the signal recorded for two different positions along the
wire spaced by x . The wave velocity as deduced from
the two signals are related to one another through the
equation
 x
(2)
c


where    x . A fit to the theoretical value can then be
used to reconstruct the actual waveform by removing the
dispersion.
There are two cases to consider, the first of a short current pulse and the second of a long current pulse. In the
first case the resulting waveform measured is proportional
to the first integral of the magnetic field, while the signal
measured from the long pulse is proportional to the second field integral. The LBNL recipe to remove the dispersion from the measured data follows these steps.
1. Make a measurement of the wire displacement as a
function of time, u s  t  , over a sufficiently broad frequency range.
2. Numerically integrate the following function for discrete equally spaced values of i .
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H  i    G i  

1
2






us   e ji d 

(3)

3. Using the dispersion relationship calculate unequally
spaced values of  i   i  associated with

H  i   G i  .
4. Multiply H  i  by F  i  , where for the short pulse case
F short   

H o    c    c     dc d  j   t


 e j t 1
H    co 
co


(4)

to obtain H o   .
5. For each time

ti numerically integrate

us0 ti   co   H o   e jco ti d


(5)

to determine the non-dispersive displacement solution
us0 ti  for the short pulse case.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The experimental setup is shown in Figure 3, and the
basic equipment used in the initial tests were very similar
to those used by the LBNL group. In the first adaption of
the device to practice we used a digitizing oscilloscope
with Ethernet connection to capture and read out the data.
For better resolution and flexibility, a subsequent version
of the system used a 14-bit, 100 MHz National Instruments (NI) digitizer system.
Wire Positioning System

Reference Magnet
Laser, Slit and Photodetector

Undulator Magnet

Pulse Generator

Figure 3: Basic experimental setup.
A home built 1-A, 50 V-pulser utilized a transistor operated in avalanche mode was used for the pulser. A subsequent model was constructed with a high performance,
programmable pulse generator supplied by AvTech.
The system measurement sensitivity was approximately
20 mV/µm making even the slightest motions visible. Our
wire was stretched out over 3 m in length making it very
susceptible to vibrations and air currents. To minimize
this the entire system was mounted on an optical table
fitted with pneumatically damped supports. Air currents
were minimized in the room to the extent possible and a
tube was fitted where possible over the length of the exposed wire.
Our system did not exhibit any issues with wire sag,
nor with pulse amplitude variation along the length of the
wire. In addition there did not appear to be any evidence
of the wire vibration coupling between the horizontal and
vertical directions. Inhomogeneities in the wire, however,
did cause spurious signals from reflections.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Measurements of the dispersion in the wire were made
via the method outlined above. The results are shown in
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Figure 4. The low frequency artifact seen in the red plot
was due to noise in the room, but does not influence the
results as it is outside of the frequency range of interest.
Figure 5 shows the resultant calculated velocity as a function of frequency along with a fit to the data based on
Equation 1. This velocity information as a function of
frequency was then used to remove the dispersion and
generate the non-dispersed signal shown in Figure 6.

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

measurements. One can clearly see the effects of dispersion in the plot, particularly near the beginning and end of
the signal. The little bump at the end is the reference
magnet. Its signal is used to provide an absolute calibration of the undulator measurement. Figure 7 bottom also
shows the corrected measurement.
We have identified key areas for improvement. A location with lower ground vibrations is ideal as is a location
with less airflow. With regards to airflow, a better system
to shield the wire should be developed.

SUMMARY

Figure 4: Reference Magnet measurements taken 30 cm
from each other used to calculate the dispersive wave
speed in the wire.

A pulsed-wire magnet measurement system was constructed to characterize our undulator. The measurements
were corrected for pulse length and dispersion and the
results were adequate for the needs of our undulator system. The pulsed-wire system, particularly with the dispersion corrections, shows tremendous promise as a complimentary tool to measure some of the more unique undulators that are being designed and constructed today. Such a
system, if constructed and operated correctly, might have
the potential to measure undulators at precision levels
comparable to those made today with Hall probe systems.
If so, it might provide undulator designers and mechanical
engineers with some needed flexibility in the design as
they would not need to concern themselves with how one
might measure the fields with a Hall probe system.
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6D PHASE SPACE MEASUREMENT OF LOW ENERGY, HIGH
INTENSITY HADRON BEAM
B. Cathey, A. Aleksandrov, S. Cousineau, A. Zhukov
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN, 37830, USA
The goal of this project is to demonstrate a method for
measuring the full six dimensional phase space of a low
energy, high intensity hadron beam. This is done by
combining four dimensional emittance measurement
techniques along with dispersion measurement and a
beam shape monitor to provide the energy and arrival
time components. The measurement will be performed on
the new Beam Test Facility (BTF) at the Spallation
Neutron Source (SNS), a 2.5 MeV functional duplicate of
the SNS accelerator front end.

INTRODUCTION
For high power, high intensity accelerators, beam loss
is one of the limiting factors for performance and
achievable beam power [1]. Today’s state-of-the-art
simulation codes provide accurate tracking for the RMS
values of the beam through the beam line for many cases,
and in principle should also be able to accurately track the
beam halo formation and beam loss through the
accelerator. However, successful simulation of beam halo
and beam loss have yet to be accomplished [2,3,4,5]. As
the capabilities of the simulations should be sufficient, the
problem may then lie in an incorrect initial assumption,
and the most likely candidate is the initial particle
distribution, as it is generally approximated [6,7].
In order to determine the initial particle distribution, the
beam must be measured over all six independent spatial
and momentum parameters in such a way that correlations
between parameters can be seen. However, such a scan
would be incredibly time consuming and require an
accelerator dedicated to the task. As such, no direct full
six dimensional measurement of the distribution has ever
been performed. The Beam Test Facility at SNS is a
small-scale accelerator with available time, which has
already been partially designed for this task. The goals of
this thesis are two-fold:
1)
Complete the design and installation work to
allow the full six dimensional measurement
2)
Perform the first six dimensional phase space
measurement.
The measurement will answer questions that have long
persisted about the existence of correlations between the
six degrees of freedom and will serve as a full and
accurate particle distribution for benchmarking
simulations and predicting beam dynamics at the level
which relates to beam loss.

EMITTANCE MEASUREMENT
Current emittance measurement techniques focus on
mainly the transverse plane. As of now the most
dimensions measured simultaneously are the four within
the transvers plane using the “pepper-pot” technique [8].
But this technique is not effective for higher energy
beams. It has been shown that the slit and collector
method, which works by passing the beam through two
apertures of varying position, is an effective technique to
measure a two dimensional phase space for a particular
axis of a high energy beam.
In the past, three separate two dimensional phase spaces
have been combined to create a six dimensional
distribution. However, because the un-measured crossterms are assumed to be zero in this reconstruction, this
distribution is not the same as actually measuring all the
dimensions together. In order to determine true six
dimensional distributions, all six degrees of freedom must
be directly measured together. The technique proposed
here is the same principle as the above aperture technique
but for all six dimensions simultaneously.
The particles will go through a series of five apertures
and a Beam Shape Monitor (BSM). Each aperture will
allow particles through at the coordinate being measured.
By combining two pairs of apertures, one pair being
horizontal slits and the other pair vertical slits, the four
dimensional transvers phase space can be measured (Fig.
1).

Figure 1: A diagram showing the principle behind a four
dimensional scan over the transverse plane.
To find the longitudinal momentum, we use a 90 degree
bending magnet. During the turn, the beam spreads as
higher momentum and lower momentum particles
separate horizontally causing dispersion. This dispersion
creates a correlation between the horizontal position and
the longitudinal momentum of a particle allowing the
selection of particles with certain momentum based on
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their horizontal position, which is executed using a third
movable vertical slit. Because there are no longitudinal
control elements, each bunch will expand longitudinally
due to the energy spread. Using the bending magnet, each
bunch will be separated for measurement as particles with
higher energy will have a greater radius in their trajectory
than particles with lower energy. Simulations indicate that
successive bunches will not overlap and hinder data
collection.
The longitudinal measurement will be conducted with a
Beam Shape Monitor (BSM). The BSM contains a
suspended wire with a potential in the beam pipe. When
the hadron beam hits the wire, electrons are emitted and
repelled from the wire due to the potential on the wire.
After passing through an aperture to leave the beam pipe,
a deflector, which generates a time varying electric field,
is used to easily change the trajectory of the secondary
electrons. See Fig. 2. Based on when the electrons enter
the field, they will be transversely deflected so that
electrons emitted due to particles early in the beam will be
deflected differently than electrons emitted do to particles
further back. By changing the phase of the electric field,
electrons from a chosen longitudinal position in the beam
will be not be deflected when they arrive. These electrons
then hit a detector and are measured as current. This
current is a measure of the number of particles in the
beam with the six measurements described above,
particles with a specific horizontal, vertical, and
longitudinal position and momentum.

Figure 2: A diagram of the basic plan behind the BSM for
measuring the arrival time of hadrons in the beam.
After averaging the current over multiple runs for a
specified arrangement of apertures to minimize noise, one
aperture is moved to the next position. This continues
until all wanted coordinates have been measured. Fig. 3
presents the concept of the full six dimensional
measurements below. As the beam travels through slits
for select coordinates, there is a large amount of particles
lost. By the end, approximately 10-7 of the particles from
the original beam core reach the detector. Faraday cups
can detect up to 3 for our beam, but new techniques to
increase signal strength may be required as the project
continues.
This emittance scan will show if any
correlations exist between degrees of freedom commonly
thought to be completely independent from each other.
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Figure 3: A diagram showing the basic idea behind a full
six dimensional emittance scan.

BEAM TEST FACILITY
A new accelerator called the Beam Test Facility (BTF),
a functional duplicate of the first section of the main
Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) accelerator has been
built at SNS for the purpose of optimizing hardware,
testing and commissioning spare Radio Frequency
Quadrupoles (RFQs), and performing beam dynamics
experiments for high intensity beams [9]. High
dimensionality phase space measurements are one of
these beam dynamics experiments. The BTF is dedicated
specifically for research purposes so it does not need to be
shared with users. A schematic of the beam line is shown
in Fig. 4.
The beamline starts with hydrogen anions originating
from an ion source that produces a beam exactly like the
ion source in the main accelerator. It then travels through
a RFQ and reaches an energy of 2.5 MeV. Following the
RFQ, the beam enters the series of magnets and
diagnostics that will be used to measure the phase space.
After the RFQ, there are two quadrupole magnets for
focusing followed by two moveable slits, one aligned on
the horizontal and the other on the vertical. Another pair
of quadrupoles is then followed by another two similar
slits. Next is the 900 bend using a dipole magnet, followed
by a final moveable aperture aligned vertically. The beam
line ends at the Beam Shape Monitor. There are plans to
add on to the beam line for further beam halo studies.

Figure 4: A schematic view of the BTF section where the
diagnostics for the six dimensional scan occur.
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EARLY RESULTS
The BTS officially began operating on September 8th
and has only been available for scans for the last few
weeks. The BSM and the 5th aperture have not yet been
installed, so scans have been limited to the transverse
plane. As of now, only one and two dimensional scans
have been conducted in the last few weeks. A four
dimensional scan is planned to take place within the
month, and a course resolution six dimensional scan by
the end of the calendar year.
The one dimensional plots for each aperture show the
expected Gaussian distributions. Figure 5 is a graph of the
one dimensional scan at the first horizontal slit. Figure 6
shows the phase space plot for the horizontal dimension
which gives the expected ellipse. And Fig. 7 depicts what
the beam looks like in the transverse spatial plane at the
first pair of slits.

Figure 7: A two dimensional scan over the horizontal and
vertical plane.
The current limiting factor in the higher dimensionality
scan resolutions will be the time required to complete a
full scan. This limitation will be partially diminished with
the use of a luminescent screen in the BSM so that two
dimensions can be completely measured simultaneously.
In the future, after obtaining a six dimensional
distribution, we plan to add a FODO line to the end of the
BTF with matching and mismatching quadrupoles to
study beam halo development and benchmark simulations
against the new measured distributions.

Figure 5: A one dimensional scan across the horizontal
axis.
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PROGRESS OF GAS-FILLED MULTI-RF-CAVITY BEAM PROFILE
MONITOR FOR INTENSE NEUTRINO BEAMS∗

Abstract
We develop a concept of a novel pressurized gas-filled
multi-RF-cavity beam profile monitor that is simple and robust in high-radiation environments. Charged particles passing through each RF-cavity in the monitor produce intensitydependent ionized plasma, which changes the gas permittivity. The sensitivity to beam intensity is adjustable using
gas pressure, concentration of electronegative dopant, and
RF gradient. The performance of the RF gas monitor has
been numerically simulated to evaluate the sensitivity of permittivity measurements. The range will cover the expected
beam intensities in NuMI and LBNF. The critical plasma
parameters to design the RF gas monitor and the proposed
demonstration test to validate the concept of RF gas monitor
are discussed in this presentation.

INTRODUCTION
The Long Baseline Neutrino Facility (LBNF) is the future flagship experiment at Fermilab. Beam profile monitors
play an important role to check healthiness of a target which
generates the beta-decaying secondary charged particles for
neutrino experiments and to diagnose the quality of primary
and secondary beams. One of the challenges to realize a
multi-MW beam complex such as LBNF is monitoring of
the beam profile under extreme radiation environments. Potential radiation damages were found in the present beam
profile monitor based on an ionization chamber at NuMI
(Neutrinos at the Main Injector) even though the present
operating beam power is sub-MW [1].
We propose a radiation-tolerant gas-filled RF cavity beam
profile monitor that provides precise measurements of the
beam profile downstream of the target. The RF monitor
is based on microwave cavity resonators that are a simple
metallic box filled with gas. Incident particles interact with
the gas to form plasma via the ionization process. As a
result, the gas permittivity is changed proportional to the
number of ion pairs. The beam profile is reconstructed
by measuring the permittivity change in the individual RF
cavity of the monitor. The change is measured by observing
the modulation of RF signal, e.g. the time domain resonant
frequency and quality factor changes in the RF cavity.
∗
†

Work supported by Fermilab Research Alliance, LLC under Contract No.
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Beam-induced plasmas in a high-pressure gas-filled highgradient RF cavity were studied in experiments at the Mucool Test Area (MTA) for muon ionization cooling applications [2, 3]. The multi-RF-cavity beam profile monitor has
been evaluated in analytical and numerical simulations by
using the experimental result [4]. However, the observed
plasma parameters at MTA were taken at quite high RF gradients and gas pressures, i.e. the design RF gradient and gas
pressure are 20 MV/m and 160 atm at room temperature,
respectively, and a gaseous hydrogen is considered as an ionization material. The RF frequency in the muon ionization
cooling channel is 0.2-1 GHz. On the other hand, a present
interesting plasma parameter in the RF gas monitor occurs
at lower RF gradient and gas pressure than the muon application, i.e. the designed RF gradient and gas pressure are 0.1
MV/m and 10 atm, respectively, and a gaseous nitrogen is
considered as an ionization material. The RF frequency for
the beam profile monitor is 1-10 GHz. A new beam test is
required to study the plasma parameter for the RF monitor.
Current design of the RF gas monitor is optimized for the
LBNF application [5]. The primary proton beam power and
energy at LBNF are 2.4 MW and 120 GeV, respectively. The
beam pulse length is 10 µs, and the cycle time is 1.2 sec. The
number of protons per beam pulse (cycle) is 1.5·1014 protons
per pulse. The target will be made of either a 1-meter-long or
a 2-meter-long graphite, or using different material, like Be.
There are three toroidal magnet horns near the target to focus
one-sign of charge pions and other beta decaying particles.
The RF gas monitor will be located 200 m downstream
from the target. Figure 1 shows the simulated fraction of
secondary protons incident into a 3×3 cm2 bin, which is the
size of single RF cavity in the monitor, per POT (protons on
target) at 200 m downstream of a 1-m-long and 2-m-long
graphite targets in G4Beamline [6]. It shows that the RF gas
monitor should respond to the maximum beam intensity per
unit area, that is 5·1010 ppp/cm2 , without losing a linearity.
Ionized plasma due to other charged particles, like pions,
kaons, and muons, etc, is two orders of magnitudes lower
density than protons. Hence, it is omitted in this analysis.

KEY PARAMETER TO DESIGN RF GAS
MONITOR
The essential plasma dynamics in a gas-filled RF cavity is
presented in references [2–4]. The critical plasma parame-
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Figure 1: Simulated protons per POT at the beam profile
monitor location. A blue and orange curves are the simulated
beam profile with a 1-meter-long and 2-meter-long graphite
targets, respectively. Each bin size is 3×3 cm2 .

ters to design the RF monitor are presented in the document.
We start from considering the time domain electron and ion
populations in the gas-filled RF cavity. The simplified rate
equation is given,
dne
ne
= ṅ − βne n+ − ,
dt
τ
dn+
= ṅ − βne n+ − ηn+ n−,
dt
dn− ne
=
− ηn+ n−,
dt
τ

(1)
(2)
(3)

where ṅ is the production rate of ion pairs by incident highenergy charged particles, β is the electron-ion recombination
rate, τ is the electron capture time, η is the ion-ion recombination rate, and ne , n+ , and n− are the population of electrons,
positive ions, and negative ions in the cavity, respectively.
Any dissociative processes and secondary chemical reactions
are omitted because their probabilities are negligible.
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Ion Pair Production
The number of ion pairs production rate per unit length is
calculated by
dE/dx
ρ Ṅb,
(4)
ṅ = h
Wi
where dE/dx is the average energy loss rate, Wi is the ion
pair production energy, and ρ is the density of gas, h and Ṅb
are the average path length and the instantaneous number of
incident particles, respectively. Table 1 shows the summary
of the estimated average number of ion pairs per single incident particle ( Ṅb =1). Eq. (4) is essential to establish the
concept of RF gas monitor. The validity of eq. (4) has been
tested in experiment.

Plasma Loading in Pure Gas
Beam induced electrons and ions gain their kinetic energies from RF fields and convert the gained energy into
thermal energy of gas via the Coulomb scattering. Phenomenologically, the RF quality factor is reduced due to

Figure 2: Observed plasma loading in various pure gases as
a function of X = E/p, where E is the peak RF gradient and
p is the gas pressure. A solid line is the prediction based on
the Drude model in AC fields [2, 3].

such a RF power consumption. The new RF power consumption is called the plasma loading.
The observed plasma loading in various pure gases is
shown in Figure 2. A solid line is the prediction, which is
given in eq. (6) in reference [2]. It is noted that the electron
capture time τ is infinite in a pure gas condition. It suggests
that the plasma population ne and n+ (indeed, ne = n+ and
n− = 0) can be evaluated by measuring the plasma loading.
However, the plasma chemistry becomes crucial to precisely
estimate the population.

Plasma Chemistry
Electron-ion recombination: The effective electron-ion
recombination rate β has been measured in the same set of
gases as measured the plasma loading, which is shown in
Figure 3. It is noted that the electron recombination time
with positive ions is determined by the positive ion density.
Since β is ∼10−7 cm3 /s the time constant of the recombination becomes the order of 1-10 µs when the density reaches
1012−13 ions/cm3 , that is the expected range in the RF gas
monitor at the LBNF application. The time constant is comparable with the pulse length of the LBNF beam. Thus the
recombination process makes a big uncertainty to estimate
the number of ion pairs in the cavity for MW-beam applications. In addition, the RF power consumption by ionized
Table 1: Estimated n˙ in Various Gases with Ṅ b =1
Gas

H2
He
N2
Dry air

dE/dx at
100 GeV/c
MeV· cm2 /g
6.47
3.30
3.24
3.24

ρ at
STP
mg/cm3
0.084
0.166
1.17
1.21

Wi

ṅ

eV
36.2
46.3
34.3
31.7

ions/cm
15
12
111
124
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Figure 3: Observed electron-ion recombination rate in various gases as a function of X = E/p. A solid line is a fitting
of data.
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Figure 4: Observed plasma loading in a dry air doped RF
cavity. A dashed line is the prediction under assumption
that all ionized electrons are capture within a half RF cycle
while a solid one is the dw with ionized electrons.
Table 2: Characteristics of Beam in each Facility

electrons is often too large to save a residual RF energy
stored in the cavity.

Ion-ion recombination: The ion-ion recombination rate
η is the last piece of the plasma chemistry. η seems to be
∼10−8 cm3 /s that is one order of magnitude smaller than the
electron-ion recombination. The time constant is 10-100 µs
when the ion density reaches 1012−13 ions/cm3 . Thus, the
ion-ion recombination will be no issue in the RF gas monitor.
This should be confirmed in experiment.

M01
120 GeV
4 sec
1013

SY dump
120 GeV
11 µsec
4·1012

POSSIBLE TEST FACILITY
There are two possible beam facilities to test the RF gas
monitor at Fermilab. Characteristics of beam for each facility
is shown in Table 2. M01 is located upstream of the FTBF
(Fermilab Test Beam Facility). The beam is extracted by
the slow extraction method so that the beam pulse length is
quite long and the stability of beam intensity in each bunch
is poor. However, this facility has a great advantage because
of good accessibility into the beam enclosure and a space
available for infrastructures. So that, the facility will be
mainly used to pretest the RF gas monitor. The capability
of RF gas monitor for low beam intensity application will
be demonstrated in this facility.
On the other hand, SY dump is located downstream of
the switchyard. Since the beam is extracted by a fast kicker
the time structure of beam is similar as the NuMI and LBNF
applications. Indeed, the beam density can exceed the beam
density at the LBNF application. Therefore, the facility is
ideal to study the plasma loading and the plasma chemistry.
Accessibility to the facility is poor when the beam for other
experiments is turned on. The beam time should be shared
with other experimental group.
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Electron capture by electronegative: Any uncertainties
caused by ionized electrons will be mitigated by doping an
electronegative in the cavity. Shorter τ makes more accurate beam profile measurement by counting the number of
ion-ion pairs in the cavity. O2 is a good dopant since it is relatively stable in radiation environments by comparing other
electronegative, like F and SF6 . O2 captures electrons via
the three body reaction, whose rate is kO ∼10−30 cm6 /s for
thermal electrons [7]. τ in a few atm dry air can be [10−30
· (3 1019 )2 ]−1 ∼10−9 s. Doping CO2 in dry air will speed
up the electron capture process. Dry air and SF6 dopants
were tested in various base gases [2, 3]. The observed τ was
shorter than 1 ns. Unfortunately, the measurement reached
to the limit of time resolution in the 800 MHz RF system. It
is hard to measure τ in sub-nano seconds. Figure 4 shows
the observed plasma loading in the dry air doped RF test
cell. A dashed line presents the prediction under assumption
that only n+ and n− take into account the plasma loading.
The measured plasma loading for H2 and N2 is lower than
the prediction while He + 1 % dry air shows opposite. It is
agree with the prediction: τ for H2 and N2 should be shorter
than a half RF cycle so that the plasma loading in H2 and N2
are dominated by heavy ions while τ in He is longer than the
RF cycle so that the dw in He is the mixing of ionized electrons and heavy ions. This suggests that the plasma loading
measurement indirectly presents τ with respect to the RF
cycle. Measuring the plasma loading in higher frequency
RF cavity should be done in experiment.
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MEASUREMENT OF COHERENT TRANSITION RADIATION
USING INTERFEROMETER AND PHOTOCONDUCTIVE ANTENNA
K. Kan#1, J. Yang, T. Kondoh, M. Gohdo, I. Nozawa, Y. Yoshida#2
The Institute of Scientific and Industrial Research (ISIR), Osaka University, Osaka 567-0047, Japan
Ultrashort electron beams are essential for light sources
and time-resolved measurements. Electron beams can
emit terahertz (THz) pulses using coherent transition
radiation (CTR). Michelson interferometer is one of candidates for analyzing the pulse width of an electron beam
based on frequency-domain analysis. Recently, electron
beam measurement using a photoconductive antenna
(PCA) based on time-domain analysis has been investigated. In this presentation, measurement of femtosecond
electron beam with 35 MeV energy and < 1 nC from a
photocathode based linac will be reported. Frequencyand time- domain analysis of THz pulse of CTR by combining the interferometer and PCA will be carried out.

INTRODUCTION
Short electron bunches with durations of picoseconds to
femtoseconds are useful for generation of light in terahertz (THz) range [1]. Such electron beams are used in
time-resolved studies of ultrafast phenomena and reactions, including ultrafast electron diffraction (UED) [2]
and pulse radiolysis [3-5]. Electro-optic sampling [6],
which is one of detection techniques of THz light pulse, is
used in diagnostics of electron bunches. In EO samplings
for electron bunch length measurement, the birefringence
of EO crystals is induced by the beam electric field, and
laser polarization corresponding to the longitudinal electron beam profile is detected [7,8]. EO monitors based on
the temporal decoding have revealed the Coulomb field of
a root mean square (rms) width of 60 fs from femtosecond electron bunches [8]. Interferometers [9] have been
also used for the detection of single mode or multimode
THz pulses generated by electron bunches and slow-wave
structures [10,11]. Smith-Purcell radiation, which uses
metallic gratings, has also been analyzed by interferometers [12,13]. Coherent transition radiation (CTR), which is
generated by electron bunches crossing a boundary between different media, has been measured by interferometers and grating-type spectrometers [14-16]. Photoconductive antennas (PCAs), which are composed of semiinsulating semiconductor with electrodes, are widely used
for both generation and detection of THz pulses in THz
time-domain spectroscopy [17-20]. PCAs could be good
candidates for analyzing temporal electric field profiles of
electron bunches due to the correlation between electricfield-induced current output and THz electric field
strength [20]. THz pulses of CTR are radially polarized
[21] due to the diverging electric fields from the beam
center. Therefore, a PCA with radial polarization charac____________________________________________

#1: koichi81@sanken.osaka-u.ac.jp
#2: yoshida@sanken.osaka-u.ac.jp

teristics is considered to be useful for the measurement of
THz pulse from an electron bunch. Recently, Winnerl et
al. reported fabrication of a large-aperture PCA, and the
radially polarized field pattern of focused THz pulses was
measured [22]. Generation of high-power THz pulses
from a PCA using a high-voltage source has been studied
for acceleration of electron beam [23]. Polarization components of radially polarized THz pulses from a PCA with
interdigitated electrodes were also investigated using a
wire grid polarizer [24]. Time-domain measurement of
CTR using the PCA as a detector has been also conducted. The scheme is based on measurement of radially polarized THz pulses of CTR with a large-aperture PCA
[24], which has radial polarization components. The combination of an interferometer and PCA will enable frequency and time-domain analysis of THz pulse of CTR.
In this paper, measurement of CTR from a femtosecond
electron beam was conducted based on frequency and
time-domain schemes. The energy and charge of the electron beam were 35 MeV and <1 nC at a repetition rate of
10 Hz, respectively. Frequency spectra of CTR were
measured by a Michelson interferometer. On the other
hand, time profiles of CTR were measured by a PCA
driven by a femtosecond laser.

EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT
Femtosecond electron bunches were generated by a
photocathode-based linac, which consists of a 1.6-cell Sband radio frequency (RF) gun with a copper cathode, a
2-m-long traveling-wave linac, and an arc-type magnetic
bunch compressor. The photocathode of RF gun was
excited by UV pulses (262 nm) of a picosecond laser with
an energy of <180 μJ/pulse and a pulse width of 5 ps
FWHM at 10 Hz. The electron bunches generated in the
gun were accelerated in the linac using a 35-MW klystron
at a repetition rate of 10 Hz. In the linac, the electron
bunches were accelerated to 35 MeV at a linac phase of
100° which is suitable for the bunch compression [16].
The accelerated electron bunches were compressed to
femtosecond by the magnetic bunch compressor, which
was composed of bending magnets, quadrupole magnets,
and sextupole magnets. THz pulses of CTR were generated by the compressed electron bunches and measured.
Schematic diagram and picture of measurement system
for CTR using the interferometer and PCA [24] were
shown in Fig. 1. CTR was generated on the interface of a
mirror (M1) as shown in Fig. 1 (a). The beam energy and
bunch charge were 35 MeV and 740 pC/pulse, respectively. Collimated THz pulses of CTR were separated by a
beam splitter (BS1). One THz pulse was introduced to the
interferometer. In the interferometer, the THz pulse was
separated by a beam splitter (BS2) again. Superposed
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THz pulses were detected by a liquid-helium-cooled silicon bolometer. Interferogram, which was the bolometer
output as a function of a moving mirror (Delay1), was
obtained for the frequency-domain measurement. The
other THz pulse was introduced to the PCA. The PCA
made from semi-insulating GaAs was irradiated by
femtosecond laser pulses from electrode/photomask side.
The energy of laser pulses was set to 300 μJ/pulse (800
nm, <130 fs FWHM, Tsunami with Spitfire, SpectraPhysics). The time delay of the laser pulses was adjusted
by a delay line (Delay2). Output of electric-field-induced
current due to CTR was changed by photo-induced charge
carriers on the PCA only when the laser pulse was irradiated on the PCA. Therefore, electric field profile of CTR
was obtained as a dependence of the current from the
PCA on the time delay for the time-domain measurement.
A current transformer (CT) was set in the upstream for the
both measurement systems to evaluate bunch charge. The
signal from the PCA through pads on the GaAs was
measured by an oscilloscope through a 50 Ω terminator
and an amplifier (5307, NF, gain 100). In the bolometer, a
filter of crystal quartz with garnet powder was used for
the detection of THz pulse with frequencies of <3 THz.
The signal from the bolometer was measured by another
oscilloscope. The two signals were obtained with the both
schemes at the same time although the sweeping ranges
were different. The both beam splitters were made of
high-resistivity silicon with a thickness of 0.38 mm. Some
components were set in a vacuum chamber as shown in
Fig. 1 (b).

Figure 1: (a) Schematic diagram of measurement system
for CTR. CT: a current transformer; M: a plane mirror;
OAP: an off-axis parabolic mirror; BS: a beam splitter; I:
an iris with an aperture of 9 mm in diameter. (b) Picture
of the optical system set in a vacuum chamber.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The results of frequency and time-domain measurement
of CTR are shown in Fig. 2. Time-domain data from the
interferometer and PCA were shown in Fig. 2 (a). The
time delays of the interferometer and PCA corresponded
to the position of Delay 1 and Delay 2, respectively, in
Fig. 1 (a). Each data was calculated by the average of 10
sweeps. Fitting lines of filtered model [15,16] and Gaussian distribution were shown for the data of interferometer
and PCA, respectively, based on an assumption of Gaussian electron bunch distribution. Calculated bunch lengths
were obtained as 94 and 430 fs in rms for the cases of
interferometer and PCA, respectively. The discrepancy of
the bunch lengths would be due to the difference of detectable bunch length of each method, which corresponds
to each bandwidth. Detectable fast signal in the PCA
would depend on laser pulse width of the femtosecond
laser, response time of PCA, timing jitter between the
laser and electron bunch, and spectral absorption of semiinsulating GaAs although the qualitative analysis is difficult at this point. Figure 2 (b) shows frequency spectra
calculated by the Fourier transform using the data in Fig.
2 (a). The detectable ranges of the interferometer and
PCA in this study would be estimated as <2 and <1 THz
roughly, respectively, according to the decrease in the
spectral components. Previously, a similar PCA [24] was
used for the generation of THz pulses at frequencies of <1
THz. The detectable range of the PCA would be reasonable with compared the experimental results in the generation of THz pulses from a PCA. There seemed to be some
instabilities in the case of the PCA, however the frequency and time-domain measurements were conducted by the
interferometer and the PCA. The optimization of the
termination resister for the PCA would be required for the
stabilization of data because of a current measurement. In
the future, driving the PCA with a shorter laser pulse [19]
would be also carried out for improving the PCA detector
system based on broadband detection.

Figure 2: Results of (a) time and (b) frequency-domain
measurement of CTR obtained by the interferometer and
PCA. (a) Fitting lines of filtered model and Gaussian
distribution were shown for the data of interferometer and
PCA, respectively. Factors and offset were adjusted for
comparison. (b) Only factors were adjusted for comparison.
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THZ ELECTRIC FIELD DIRECTION
The PCA was also studied for an application for measurement of THz electric field direction. Schematic diagram and results of the measurement were shown in Fig.
3. The beam trajectory of CTR was changed by a bending
magnet in the upstream of the CTR generation as shown
in Fig. 3 (a). In the preceding section, beam alignment of
the middle beam trajectory (red dashed arrow) was used.
However, in this section, beam trajectories for the CTR
generation were changed to the top and bottom trajectories (blue and green arrows), which were far a few mms
from the case in the preceding section. As a result, detected polarity of THz waveform changed according to the
beam trajectories as shown in Fig. 3 (b). A negative shoot
was observed in the early time using the top beam trajectory (green). On the contrary, a positive shoot was observed in the early time using the bottom beam trajectory
(blue). Previously some researchers reported measurement of radially polarized THz waves from a PCA and
dependence of THz waveform (electric field direction) on
detecting positions [25]. In this study, the detected electric
field is from CTR, but the polarity change would be
caused from radial polarization characteristics and the
geometry of CTR and the PCA. In the future, detailed
analysis will be conducted.

Figure 3: (a) Schematic diagram of the measurement of
THz electric field direction. In the preceding section, the
middle beam trajectory (red dashed line) was used. (b)
Detected THz electric field from PCA in the cases of the
top (green) and bottom (blue) beam trajectory. The trajectory and electric field with the same colour correspond to
the trajectory condition and result, respectively.

CONCLUSION

FRA1CO06

were obtained as 94 and 430 fs in rms for the cases of
interferometer and PCA, respectively. The detectable
ranges of the interferometer and PCA were estimated as
<2 and <1 THz, respectively. Instabilities in the case of
the PCA were observed, however the frequency and time
-domain measurements were conducted by the interferometer and PCA. And the scheme using the PCA would
indicate a possibility of detecting electric field detection
of CTR.
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Measurement of CTR from a femtosecond electron
beam was conducted based on frequency and timedomain schemes. The system was composed of a Michelson interferometer and PCA. Calculated bunch lengths
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LIGHT: A LINEAR ACCELERATOR FOR PROTON THERAPY*
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on behalf of A.D.A.M. SA
Abstract
ADAM, Application of Detectors and Accelerators to
Medicine is a Swiss Company based in Geneva Switzerland established on 20th December 2007. ADAM was
founded to promote scientific know-how and innovations
in medical technology for cancer treatment. In 2007 a first
partnership agreement was signed with CERN and in
2011 ADAM has been officially recognized as CERN
spin-off. After the first research results other partnership
agreements were signed between ADAM and CERN with
the main goal of establishing a framework within which
the two parties can collaborate to develop novel technologies for detectors and accelerators. Currently ADAM
research activity is mainly focused on the construction
and testing of its first linear accelerator for medical application: LIGHT (Linac for Image-Guided Hadron Therapy). LIGHT is an innovative linear accelerator designed
to revolutionise hadron therapy facilities by simplifying
the infrastructure and make them profitable from an industrial point of view while providing a better quality
beam. The current design allows LIGHT to accelerate
proton beam up to 230 MeV with several advantages
comparing to the current solutions present in the market.

INTRODUCTION

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Many of the accelerator and detector technologies developed in the field of particle physics have found an
application in industry and medicine. Proton therapy is a
very dynamic and growing market for particle accelerators, with 10% increase per year in the number of patients
[1].

After ADAM was founded in 2007 a first partnership
agreement was signed with CERN and in 2011 ADAM
has been officially recognized as CERN spin-off. Examples of projects developed by ADAM in the past years
include: i) Intra Operative Radio-Therapy (IORT) linac at
high frequency; ii) dosimeter for micro-dosimetry measurements (based on Si detectors used in CMS tracker [2]);
iii) X-eye, a compact 6 MeV C-band accelerator for conventional radiotherapy; iv) the First Unit prototype of
LIGHT. Currently ADAM research activity is mainly
focused on the construction and testing of its first linear
accelerator for medical application: LIGHT (Linac for
Image-Guided Hadron Therapy). In this work the LIGHT
system is described in detail, with a particular emphasis
on the technical solutions inspired by technologies either
developed or in use at CERN.

THE LIGHT SYSTEM
Electrons linacs are widely spread in hospitals for producing X-rays used in conventional radiation therapy. On
the contrary only cyclotrons or synchrotron are used to
accelerate protons to energies relevant for the treatment of
deep seated tumours. The LIGHT accelerator is the first
high frequency linear accelerator working at 3 GHz [3]
designed as an industrial product for proton therapy.
The LIGHT accelerator consists of three different linac
sections (as shown in Fig. 1): a Radio Frequency Quadrupole (RFQ), a Side Coupled Drift Tube Linac (SCDTL)
and a Cell Coupled Linac (CCL) section.

Figure 1: Artistic view of full size LIGHT accelerator. The three different types of cavities used are highlighted with a
picture for each type.
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Each section is adapted to the increasing speed of the
protons [4] which are accelerated up to 230 MeV in about
25 meters as indicated in Table 1.
Table 1: Overall Layout of LIGHT
Section
RFQ
SCDTL
CCL

Number of
modules
4
4
15

Length
[m]
2.0
6.2
15.5

Energy range
[MeV]
0.04-5.0
5.0-37.5
37.5-230

The present design uses a proton source from Pantechnik [5] able to accelerate the beam to 40 keV and to chop
it in pulses of 5 us at 200 Hz. After the source, the high
frequency RFQ - developed by CERN [6] – is used as
injector, reaching an energy of 5 MeV. The beam is then
injected into 4 modules of SCDTL with an exit energy of
37.5 MeV. The SCDTL design follows the experience of
ENEA (Frascati, Italy) [7]. The CCL structures - based on
the experience developed by ADAM for the ‘First Unit’
project and on the design of the LIBO prototype [8] accelerate the beam up to the final energy of 230 MeV.

RF Unit Layout
A modular approach has been used for the design of the
linac. An RF unit is composed by several sub-systems:
1. Accelerating system.
2. Cooling system.
3. Vacuum system.
4. RF power system.
5. RF network system.
6. Control and interlock system.
7. Focusing system.
8. Support and alignment system.
An RF unit, with the different sub-systems by which it
is composed, is depicted in Fig. 2.
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The accelerating system consists of RF resonant copper
structures (two CCL modules in Fig. 2) which allow to
accelerate the proton beam with typical gradient of the
order of 18-20 MV/m. Each module is divided into tanks,
and each tank contains a certain number of accelerating
gaps (or cells).
The cooling system is required to stabilize the temperature of the structure and to remove the heat generated by
the dissipated power on the surface wall under highpower operation.
The vacuum system is used to keep the RF structure
under Ultra-High Vacuum (UHV) condition with typical
operating pressure below 5 10-8 mbar.
The RF power system is based on modulator-klystrons
units that are able to deliver 7.5 MW of peak power during 5 s pulses at 200 Hz. Both modulator and klystron
are commercially available products.
The RF network based on standard WR284 waveguides
allows to transmit the power to the accelerating system. A
circulator is added to protect the klystron from reflected
power.
A first version of control and interlock system is being
developed in-house and allow to validate, operate and
condition each RF sub-unit.
The focusing system consists of a sequence of focusing
and defocusing Permanent Magnet Quadrupoles (PMQ)
placed between each tank to form a quasi-periodic focusing channel based on a FODO (Focus/Defocus) lattice.
Extreme care in the positioning and alignment of PMQ is
required.
The support and alignment system is a critical piece of
equipment, allowing to reach and maintain the required
position tolerance of the accelerating structures and focusing system. The alignment procedure is based on laser
tracker measurements and on a common reference network installed in the accelerator hall.

Features of LIGHT
The LIGHT accelerator has a number of features, important for a proton therapy machine, that are specific to
linacs [9]. In particular:
 A pulsed beam structure - with a repetition rate of
200 Hz – with variable intensity and energy pulses.
 An extremely small beam emittance (of the order of
0.25 mm mrad normalized) which makes it possible
to use small aperture magnets for the transfer lines
and gantry.
 Almost no beam losses, implying a reduced size and
cost for shielding and easier maintenance.
 The possibility to vary the energy electronically from
pulse to pulse, without the need of degraders and absorbers.
All the above mentioned features make the LIGHT accelerator very well suited for active dose delivery with
spot scanning technique, and adapted to the treatment of
moving organs by volumetric rescanning with tumour
tracking.

Figure 2: RF unit with all the sub-systems.
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TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
A number of technologies developed and in use at
CERN has inspired the present design of LIGHT. ADAM
worked actively in the last years to push forward and to
make use of ideas and R&D projects towards a commercially available system.

The LIBO and the First Unit Prototypes
The use of 3 GHz linacs for protons was first investigated by TERA, CERN and INFN with the design, construction and test of the Linac Booster (LIBO) prototype
[8]. LIBO has been designed and built under the leadership of Mario Weiss (CERN) by TERA Foundation in
collaboration with CERN and the INFN Sections of Milano and Naples. The LIBO unit is made of 4 tanks coupled
together by three “bridge couplers”. Based on this development ADAM has designed, built and tested the first
prototype of a LIGHT accelerating unit, by applying an
industrial approach [10]. The first unit prototype introduced several improvements to the LIBO prototype, for
instance by reducing the size of the bridge couplers and
allowing for an open space between each tank, where the
PMQ (used to focus the beam) can easily be placed. This
came together with a significant reduction of the costs.
The First Unit prototype built by ADAM in 2008-2010 is
shown in Fig. 3.
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Despite the difference in the frequency used (3 GHz for
LIGHT, 12 GHz for CLIC), the technology and knowhow related to the design, high precision machining, brazing and RF tuning of accelerating structures, was then
available for LIGHT .
This represented for ADAM a crucial step for starting
the industrial design and development of the first prototype of the LIGHT accelerator.
The production of hundreds of cells has been put in
place using cutting edge technologies developed for the
CLIC requirements, combined with state of the art industrial approach and quality control processes. Figure 4 is
an example of the pieces machined and brazed by VDL
[12] for the LIGHT accelerator.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

Figure 4: Example of the quality of accelerating cells,
bridge coupler cell and full module machined and brazed
by VDL [12].

The Modulator-Klystron Systems
Figure 3: First unit prototype of LIGHT, built by ADAM
in 2008-2010.

Ultra-High Precision Machining
The high frequency (X-band) structures realization
thoroughly studied by the CLIC (Compact Linear Collider) project find an application in the LIGHT machine.
The CLIC project pushed the industries to develop new
technologies - such as tailor made Computer Numerical
Controlled (CNC) machines - to satisfy the stringent requirements of the cavity machining [11]. Indeed, variation
around the nominal values coming from the machining of
the copper accelerating cells cause resonant frequency
shifts. Micrometre tolerances are needed to achieve the
required operating frequency. After machining, high temperature brazing is needed to come to the final product.
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The RF power system for the SCDTL and CCL of the
LIGHT machine is based on Scandinova modulators (K1
Type) [13] equipped with Toshiba klystrons (mod.
E3779) [14]. The same scheme is used in the X-band
high-gradient test stands (the so-called “X-boxes”) operated at CERN for the high-power testing of CLIC accelerating structures [15]. The experience developed at CERN
could be transferred in the setup and operation of the
klystron-modulators systems of LIGHT, one of which is
shown in Fig. 5.
ADAM and Scandinova continuously collaborate to
address specific requirements for the use of such system
out of research laboratories and in industrial environment.
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Figure 6: Picture taken after the installation of the 750
MHz RFQ at the ADAM test facility.

SYSTEM COMMISIONING

Figure 5: Modulator-klystron system installed at the ADAM test facility.

The first prototype of the LIGHT system is now under
commissioning at the ADAM testing area. All the ancillary systems (vacuum, cooling, electrical power network,
etc.) have been installed to guarantee the correct operation
of the units. Controls, interlocks and personnel access
system are already implemented to assure the safety during operation. Installation and commissioning of the
components will be performed in stages, starting with the
source commissioning and the conditioning of the RFQ.

CERN experience in the design of RFQ for the LINAC4 project led to the optimized design of the most compact RFQ ever built, using a frequency that is more than
the double of the frequency used for LINAC4 (352 MHz).
The 750 MHz RFQ designed by CERN [6] is used in
LIGHT as injector to bunch, focus and accelerate the
beam up to 5 MeV in 2 meters. The frequency was chosen
to be in the 4th sub-harmonic of the main RF frequency
used for the rest of the linac (3 GHz). The design was
optimized to match the acceptance of the subsequent
sections of LIGHT. In particular the decision was taken to
lose the protons that are not accepted by the SCDTL section at an energy well below 1 MeV, so to avoid activation of components. The machining and brazing of the
four modules was performed at CERN. The RF power is
generated by four Inductive Output Tubes (IOT) able to
provide a total peak power of 400 kW. Figure 6 shows the
RFQ installed at the ADAM test facility.
Furthermore the experience in the beam dynamics studies and commissioning of linac [16] represent a valuable
input for the commissioning of the LIGHT system.

Figure 7: Example of reconstructed emittance, measured
at the entrance of the RFQ during source commissioning.
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A dedicated test bench allowing for the characterization
of the beam has been designed, together with beam instrumentation that is used to monitor the beam performance along the linac during the different commissioning
phases. An example of the measured beam from the proton source is given in Fig. 7. The plots show the RMS
transverse beam emittance, which is well within the expected acceptance of the RFQ in both horizontal and
vertical planes.

CONCLUSION
LIGHT is the first commercial 3 GHz linac for protontherapy in construction. A modular approach has been
used in the design of the linac, which is divided in 12 RF
units.
The beam produced by LIGHT will have unique properties which make it well suited for active spot scanning
technique.
A number of technologies developed and in use at
CERN have inspired the present design. In particular the
highest frequency RFQ in the world is used as injector –
giving extremely small emittances. LIGHT, which is at
the heart of the proton therapy system of ADAM/AVO,
represents a good example of technology transfer and
collaboration between physics laboratory and industry for
medical applications.
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DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION OF ONLINE OPTIMIZATION
ALGORITHMS ∗
Abstract
Automated tuning is an online optimization process. It
can be faster and more eﬃcient than manual tuning and
can lead to better performance. It may also substitute or
improve upon model based methods. Noise tolerance is a
fundamental challenge to online optimization algorithms.
We discuss our experience in developing a high eﬃciency,
noise-tolerant optimization algorithm, the RCDS method,
and the successful application of the algorithm to various
real-life accelerator problems. Experience with a few other
online optimization algorithms are also discussed. A performance stabilizer and an interactive optimization GUI are
presented.

BEAM BASED CORRECTION AND BEAM
BASED OPTIMIZATION
Modern accelerators are complex systems that consists of
many components. The optimal performance of the machine
can be achieved only when all of the essential components
are working at the proper settings. A major challenge to the
accelerator community is to ensure the machines deliver the
best possible performance that meets or exceeds the design
requirements.
Accelerators are almost always built and operated according to a design model. Ideally, the machine should perform
as the model predicts. However, in reality, all kinds of errors
come in, causing deviations in operating conditions from the
ideal scenario. For example, in a magnet, there are mechanical errors in the machining of the magnet pole pieces; the
magnetization curve of the actual magnetic material may differ from the design; and, the current regulation may ﬂuctuate
with temperature and humidity. Magnet alignment errors are
another major source of magnetic ﬁeld errors experienced
by the beams. In addition, many electromagnetic ﬁelds are
typically not included in the models, such as beam induced
wakeﬁelds, insertion devices, and magnet fringe ﬁelds.
Diﬀerences between the model and the actual machine can
be reduced through precise measurements and correction or
compensation of errors of each individual component, improved alignment precision, and including as many physical
phenomena in the model as accurately as possible. However,
despite our best eﬀort and ever-improving precision in accelerator technology, there will always be diﬀerences between
the model and the real machine. Beam based methods have
to used to mitigate the performance deﬁciency caused by
such diﬀerences.
Beam based methods may be divided into two categories beam based correction (BBC) and beam based optimization
∗
†

Work supported by DOE Contract No. DE-AC02-76SF00515
xiahuang@slac.stanford.edu

(BBO). Beam based correction refers to methods that use
beam based measurements to detect deviations of the operating condition of an accelerator sub-system from the ideal
setting and use a deterministic, pre-determined procedure
to set the operating condition toward the ideal setting. BBC
requires beam diagnostics to monitor the beam conditions
which provide suﬃcient information in order to work out the
required adjustments of machine setting with a deterministic
method. The correction target, or the ideal setting the beam
monitors would indicate at optimal performance, is known
a priori.
Take orbit correction as an example, beam position monitors (BPMs) are the diagnostics; the method of inverting an
orbit response matrix is the correction calculation method;
and, the ideal orbit is determined through beam-based alignment measurements or other requirements. In the orbit correction case, an accelerator model is not required. However,
for many cases, BBC requires a model as a representation of
the ideal target and to be used in the correction calculation.
For example, in storage ring optics correction, the ideal target may be represented by the orbit response matrix, or beta
functions and phase advances, calculated with the lattice
model; the Jacobian matrix of these representing parameters
with respect to the quadrupole correctors is also calculated
with the model. BBC typically targets a sub-system because
the deterioration of the main performance indicators, such as
reduced injection eﬃciency or beam lifetime, usually does
not by itself contain enough information that can lead to a
deterministic correction.
When any of the required elements, the diagnostics, the
deterministic method, or the ideal target, is absent, BBC cannot be done. However, if the machine performance can be
measured and the operating conditions can be adjusted, then
beam based optimization can be used to improve the performance. The machine performance may be characterized
by one or more performance parameters that are basically
functions of the adjustable operating parameters (i.e., knobs).
The BBO process is to optimize these functions with the
available knobs within the proper parameter space. The functions are evaluated through the system (i.e., the machine);
but knowledge of the interior of the system is unnecessary
(see Fig. 1).
BBO is frequently performed in machine operation in
the form of manual tuning. In this case the parameters are
changed by literally turning knobs or manually typing in
parameter values through a computer. Data processing and
implementation of the optimization algorithm are done with
a human brain. Alternatively, BBO can be conducted automatically with a computer. In this sense it may be referred
to as automated tuning. Compared to manual tuning, automated tuning has the advantages of being fast, independent
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Figure 1: Function evaluation through the machine in beam
based optimization.
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of human operators, and scalable to large problems. Automated tuning for accelerators has been done before [1];
but until recently it had not become very popular. This is
probably because of the lack of reliable, eﬀective online
optimization algorithms.
The biggest challenge to online optimization algorithms
is that functions evaluated on a machine are noisy. Most
of the traditional optimization algorithms are designed for
smooth functions. The optimum search strategies for those
algorithms often involve comparison of function values between data points. The comparison result could be altered by
the noise, causing the algorithms to fail to converge. Online
optimization algorithms need to be eﬃcient, i.e., being able
to converge to the optimum in as few function evaluations
as possible. Furthermore, they should be safe, reliable, and
robust. For example, the algorithms should survive occasional outliers in evaluated data and should behave properly
in case of machine failures.
The robust conjugate direction search (RCDS) method
was proposed speciﬁcally for online optimization [2]. It
has been shown to be reliable and eﬃcient in many online
optimization applications. In the next few sections we will
ﬁrst discuss the RCDS algorithm and its applications, followed by comments on a few other algorithms that may be
used for online optimization. In the end we present a performance stabilizer and an interactive optimization graphical
user interface (GUI).

DEVELOPMENT AND USAGE OF THE
RCDS ALGORITHM
TheRCDS"lgorithm
The RCDS algorithm is a single-objective, direct search
method for function optimization. The algorithm iteratively
searches along a set of directions in the parameter space for
the minimum. Ideally, the initial direction set consists of
mutually conjugate directions, i.e., any pair of directions,
u and v, satisfy uT · H · v = 0, where H is the Hessian
2f
.
matrix of the objective function f (x), with Hi j = ∂x∂i ∂x
j
The algorithm implements Powell’s method to automatically
build up a conjugate direction set by replacing the original
directions according to search result. However, for online applications, one usually does not run the algorithm for enough
iterations to beneﬁt from this mechanism. An approximate
conjugate direction set can be calculated if a machine model
is available.
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The eﬀectiveness of the RCDS method in optimizing noisy
functions comes from the robust line optimizer that it uses.
The line optimizer optimizes the 1-D function g(α) = f (x0 +
αu) for the direction deﬁned by vector u. The robust line
optimizer takes two steps to locate the nearby local minimum.
First, it brackets the local minimum by searching both ways
until either the boundary of the parameter space is reached,
or a point α b is found that satisﬁes g(α b ) − g(α min ) > 3σ f ,
where σ f is the noise sigma of the objective function and
α min represents the minimum point of the present search.
Point α b or the parameter boundary then deﬁnes one limit of
the bracket. The step size of the bracketing search increases
by each step to avoid ineﬃciency. Second, the algorithm ﬁlls
in additional points within the bracket, if necessary, and then
ﬁts the data points to a parabola from which the location
of the local minimum is derived. The noise sigma is used
to detect potential outliers in the ﬁtted data. If an outlier is
found, it is discarded and the curve is re-ﬁtted. Because of
the robust line optimizer takes noise into consideration in
both bracketing and ﬁtting steps, it is robust against noise
and outliers.
The parameter space for RCDS is bounded through user
deﬁned parameter ranges, as is appropriate for an algorithm
that operates over real machines. In an RCDS implementation, the parameter space should be normalized, e.g., with
each parameter ranging within [0, 1]. Parameter normalization essentially decouples the algorithm from the actual
applications it is applied to.
Simulation and experiments have demonstrated the effectiveness of the RCDS algorithm on real-life accelerator
problems, some of which with high random noise. Interested
readers may refer to Ref. [2] for more information.

UsageoftheRCDS$ode
A Matlab implementation of the RCDS algorithm has
been developed and is available from the author. The usage
of the code is very simple and straightforward. The user only
needs to deﬁne the objective function in a Matlab function
and set up a launching script, both of which can be modiﬁed
from the example included in the package.
The objective function takes a vector of normalized parameters, which represent the solution to be evaluated, as
the input argument and returns the evaluated (measured)
function value. Inside the function, the normalized parameters are ﬁrst converted to the actual machine parameters.
Any sanity check can be done here, too, if necessary. The
parameters are then set to the machine. A waiting period
may be inserted to ensure the machine settles to the new
operating condition. This could also be done by repeatedly
checking the read-back parameters. Then the machine performance parameter(s) are measured, from which the objective
function value is evaluated. The operating condition and
performance parameters, and any other parameters worth
recording, are all saved in an entry of a global data array.
At the end of this function, it is advisable to print out some
vital information such as the total number of evaluations,
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the machine parameters, and the objective function value so
that the user can monitor the progress.
In the launching script, the user deﬁnes the number of
operation parameters, the parameter ranges, the initial solution, the noise level of the objective function, and the initial
direction set. The noise level can be measured by evaluating
the objective function multiple (say, 20 ) times. The initial
direction set can be represented by the identity matrix, if
a conjugate set is not available. The global data array is
initialized. The algorithm main function is then launched.
Termination conditions can be passed in terms of the number
of total iterations and the number of total number of function
evaluations. But often times the user can manually terminate
the program after a few iterations and when no more gain
is being made. After that, the user can sort all evaluated
solutions and apply the best solution to the machine.
A Python implementation has also been developed and is
available to interested readers.

APPLICATIONS OF THE RCDS
ALGORITHM
In addition to applications on SPEAR3 as reported in
Ref. [2], the RCDS method has found more applications on
SPEAR3 or at other facilities. Some of these applications
are worth reporting here in order to give readers an idea of
the potential of the method.
• SPEAR3 dynamic aperture optimization [3]: the RCDS
method was used to optimize the dynamic aperture of
the SPEAR3 storage ring using sextupole knobs. There
are 10 sextupole power supplies for SPEAR3, 8 combinations of which that do not change the chromaticities
were derived using the chromaticity response matrix.
The injection eﬃciency was used as the objective function. The injection kicker bump size was decreased
to reduce the initial injection eﬃciency. The RCDS
algorithm was then applied to improve injection eﬃciency with the 8 sextupole knobs by enlarging the
dynamic aperture of the ring. The dynamic aperture
was increased from 15.1 mm to 20.6 mm.
• LCLS undulator taper proﬁle optimization [4]: the
LCLS photon beam power can be improved by adjusting the undulator gaps along the electron beam path
(i.e., tapering) to optimally match the changing electron
beam energy and bunching condition. The undulator tapering proﬁle was assumed to be a linear plus quadratic
curve with four control parameters. Two phase shifters
were also included as optimization parameters. The
measured photon beam power was the objective function. After initially tuning the parameters away from
the optimal condition, RCDS was able to restore the
beam power within ∼30 min (about 150 evaluations).
• BEPC-II luminosity optimization [5]: The measured
speciﬁc luminosity of the BEPC-II collider was used as
the objective function. In the tests beam orbit steering
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at the interaction point (IP) and the horizontal-vertical
linear coupling at the IP were used as optimization
knobs, respectively. In both cases RCDS was able to
quickly recover the luminosity to previously established
optimal value.
In another test, three combinations of 8 quadrupoles
around the IP were created to change the beta functions
and dispersion function at the IP while keeping the
betatron tunes and α x , α y , and D x at the IP ﬁxed. After
these knobs were optimized for both of the electron
and positron rings, respectively, the luminosity was
increased by a total of ∼15%.
• ESRF beam lifetime optimization [6]: Sextupoles
knobs, either using sextupole correctors or the main sextupole families, were used as optimization parameters.
The objective function was measured lifetime normalized by beam current, calculated bunch length, and
measured average vertical beam size. Beam lifetime
was substantially improved within ∼ 300 evaluations.
At ESRF the RCDS method was also successfully used
in coupling correction and injection beam steering experiments.

OTHER OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHMS
Other algorithms may also be used for online optimization.
The applicability of an algorithm to a particular problem
depends on the nature of the problem, such as the noise
level and the complexity of the functional dependence on
the parameters. Generally speaking, the RCDS algorithm is
an ideal choice considering robustness and eﬃciency. In the
following we make comparisons of RCDS and some other
commonly used algorithms.
Iterative parameter scan is an intuitive method and is
widely used [1]. It can be very eﬀective for simple problems.
However, it is not very eﬃcient compared to RCDS. First, it
does not take advantage of conjugate directions. For problems with highly coupled parameters (such as linear coupling
correction with skew quadrupoles) it may take many iterations to do what one iteration of conjugate direction search
does. Second, the parameter scan usually covers the whole
parameter range with ﬁxed number of steps or ﬁxed step size.
This is not as eﬃcient and accurate compared to the RCDS
line optimizer, which uses bracketing with variable step size
and quadratic ﬁtting.
The downhill simplex method is a popular choice which
is known for fast convergence. But it could fail for some
problems [7]. It also has additional disadvantages for online
optimization. First, the downhill simplex method assumes an
unbounded parameter space, which may be problematic for
online applications. Second, as was shown in Ref. [2], when
measurement noise starts to aﬀect the vertex comparison
results, the simplex method stops converging, preventing
reaching the optimum, or at least limiting its accuracy.
Genetic algorithms are capable of locating the global optimum in a complex terrain. However, generally speaking,
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they are not eﬃcient as is required for online optimization.
An additional disadvantage of the genetic algorithms, as
revealed in Ref. [2], is that solutions biased favorably by
noise tend to enter the next generation in the selection operation which defeats the evolution strategy and may prevent
convergence to the optimum. An experiment of using a genetic algorithm for coupling correction has been done on
SPEAR3 [8]. The beam loss monitor signal was used as the
objective function, which has much lower noise level than
the case in Ref. [2]. It took the genetic algorithm 20,000
evaluations to reach the same level of coupling correction
as what the RCDS algorithm achieved in 300 evaluations.
Particle swam optimization (PSO) is another type of
stochastic optimization method that is capable of ﬁnding the
global optimum. It was shown that PSO is more eﬃcient than
genetic algorithms for some accelerator applications [9, 10],
due to improved diversity in the new solutions evaluated.
The PSO has been experimentally tried on SPEAR3 for
the coupling correction problem using the same setup as in
Ref. [8]. It took less than 3000 evaluations to reach the same
coupling correction result (Fig. 2). The PSO method has also
been used in SPEAR3 dynamic aperture optimization [3].
0
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Figure 2: History of objective function in the SPEAR3 coupling correction optimization with PSO experiment.
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operation. The other is an interactive, automatic tuner that
gives operator easier access and better control over the optimizer.

The1erformance4tabilizer
Earlier on in the development of RCDS we realized the
need for an algorithm that stabilizes the performance of systems in normal operation in response to potential drifting.
For such a purpose unnecessary probing and frequent, large
deviations should be avoided. We developed a performance
stabilizer whose algorithm is similar to RCDS but with signiﬁcant diﬀerences. For example, a target performance is
set. When performance is above this level, no action is taken.
There is no bracketing of minimum or ﬁtting of data points.
There is also no update of direction set. The algorithm
simply probes in each direction and decides if the working
point should be moved. The working point is moved if the
objective function value of a new point is√better than the
present working point by more than 1.5σ f / N, where N is
the number of evaluations at the new point.
The performance stabilizer was tested with injection beam
steering for SPEAR3. In a 2013 test, the stabilizer tuned
four steering magnets at the end of the Booster-to-SPEAR3
(BTS) transport line. As is shown in Fig. 3, when two upstream magnets (BTS-COR7 and BTS-COR6) were manually changed, injection rate was immediately reduced. In
both cases the stabilizer successfully compensated the steering changes and restored the injection rate.

AutoTuner-an*nteractive0ptimizationGUI

-250

The extremum seeking (ES) method was ﬁrst proposed as
a feedback algorithm for system stabilization [11]. Its use in
online optimization was recently tested on SPEAR3 with the
kicker bump matching problem [12]. Its ability of tracking
a time-varying system was demonstrated in this test. In this
method the optimization parameters are driven sinusoidally,
each with diﬀerent frequency and a phase modulation related
to the objective function. In the high frequency limit, the
optimizer’s behavior approaches that of a gradient descent
method. The disadvantages of the ES method as an online
optimization method include (1) the optimization parameters
are not bounded; (2) the search for optimum is not direct and
thus not the most eﬃcient; (3) the algorithm control parameters such as the amplitudes and frequencies of parameter
rotation need to be tuned for each application.

VARIANTS OF RCDS
Two useful variants of the RCDS were developed for different practical purposes. One is a performance stabilizer
which is designed to stabilize system performance during
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A graphical-user-interface (GUI) is signiﬁcantly more
user friendly than a script. A GUI could be used by operators
with little training while modifying and running a script
always come with some risks and usually should be done only
by experts. It would be ideal to have an online optimization
GUI that is set up for the routine control room tasks to be used
by experts and non-experts alike. We recently developed
such a tool called the AutoTuner.
The AutoTuner optimization algorithm is based on RCDS.
However, unlike the usual RCDS algorithm which is executed sequentially and the only way to interrupt is to terminate it, the AutoTuner is implemented to allow user interaction. The progress of the optimization run is plotted in real
time. Users can pause, resume, and stop the execution of
the optimization session.
The knob and the objective function can be simple PVs,
or Matlab functions. Multi-knob is supported. The default
optimization setups, including knob PV or function name,
objective PV or function name, the parameter range, and
noise level are done through a table. The default values can
be changed on the GUI.
The AutoTuner has been tested on SPEAR3 and its injector
with many knobs, such as Booster injection septum, gun
phase, linac klystron phases, and SPEAR3 injection kicker
parameters. Fig. 4 shows a snapshot of the GUI and an
example when it was used to optimize the injection kicker
bump with a multi-knob.
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Figure 3: In this 2013 test, the stabilizer responded to upstream trajectory changes by tuning downstream steering magnets
(BTS-B7H, BTS-B8V and two others not shown) to restore the ﬁll rate.
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CONCLUSION
We advocate that automated tuning, or online optimization should be more broadly used to improve accelerator
performance. The RCDS algorithm is a powerful tool developed speciﬁcally for the purpose of online optimization.
Since it was proposed in 2013, it has found real-life applications at many facilities through which its eﬀectiveness in
online optimization has been demonstrated.
In this report we discussed the importance of beam based
optimization, the features and selected applications of the
RCDS algorithm, and commented on a few other online optimization algorithms. We presented a performance stabilizer
algorithm which could be used during operation as a performance feedback. A recent development, an interactive
online optimization GUI, is also presented.
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ABSTRACT

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE SELECTION

INTRODUCTION
LCLS-II is a project to generate high quality, high repetition rate soft X-ray beam for advanced science discovery.
The project will construct a 4 GeV superconducting linac in
the existing SLAC tunnel. The accelerated electrons will be
sent through undulators to produce X-rays.
LCLS-II requires electron beam jitter and energy spread
better then 20 fs and 0.014% at the undulator to achieve its
X-ray beam quality goals. That, in turn, requires 0.01◦ in
phase and 0.01% amplitude stability for the RF ﬁeld in each
superconducting 1300 MHz cavity. [1]
The superconducting linac will contain 35 cryomodules,
each with eight 9-cell 1.3 GHz superconducting cavities.
The machine layout is shown in Figure 1.
L0

L2

L1
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The low level RF control system measures the cavity
pickup signal and compares it with the vector set point to
generate an error signal. The error signal goes through a
Proportional and Integral control loop and generates the
correction to drive the high power RF system. With the development of ADC, DAC and FPGA technology, the system
can be implemented digitally as shown in Figure 2. The
ﬂexibility and self-monitoring capability of a digital implementation is so advantageous that analog systems are no
longer considered.
Global
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LO
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Resonance Control
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Field Control
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Digital Low Level RF Control System

SSA

The LCLS-II is a CW superconducting linac under construction to drive an X-ray FEL. The energy and timing
stability requirements of the FEL drive the need for very
high precision RF control. This paper summarizes the design
considerations and early demonstration of the performance
of the modules and system we developed.
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100-pC machine layout: Aug. 25, 2015; v21 ASTRA run, L3 r10 deg.

Figure 2: Abstract LLRF feedback topology.

Figure 1: LCLS-II Linac layout.
A system design is a compromise of diﬀerent parameters,
including cost, robustness, noise etc. Series of project architectural choices made the high precision RF control possible
for the machine. The low level RF collaboration team designed the low noise digital LLRF system to minimize the
noise sources within the control bandwidth. Noise or disturbances outside the LLRF system’s control bandwidth must
be either handled by a beam-based feedback system or be
eliminated from the source. [2–4]
∗
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Single Source Single Cavity
In the LCLS-II, the linac RF will run in CW mode with
high loaded Q. It will be more sensitive to microphonics
than pulsed machines. Unlike pulsed machines, the Lorentz
Force Detuning eﬀect is static once the amplitude of each
cavity is stabilized with feedback.
A single-source single-cavity conﬁguration is selected to
give each cavity its own low level RF system. Thus it can
combine the piezo and RF power to ﬁght against microphonics. During turn on or recovery from a fault, the system will
use Self Excited Loop mode, which is by construction free
of ponderomotive instability.
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Phase Reference Line
The cavities in the beginning sections (L0, L1, L2) of the
linac are designed to run oﬀ-crest, leading to strong machine
sensitivity to cavity phase errors. The phase reference must
be distributed to each cavity with high precision, and LLRF
for each cavity will regulate the cavity ﬁeld phase relative
to the distributed phase reference.
A hard coaxial line phase reference distribution system
based on the concept shown in Figure 3 is chosen. This concept has been ﬁeld-proven with analog designs at SLAC and
FNAL. [5] Slow, temperature-induced changes in the electrical length of all parts of the coaxial line will be compensated
in the average phase of the forward and reverse signal phase.
In this project, we will do the averaging digitally.
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Figure 4: Cavity model simulator block diagram.

Figure 3: Concept of phase reference line.

high level software, long before cryomodules are available
for testing.
The accelerator end-to-end simulation code contains the
macro-particle beam dynamic model, so it is used to analyze
the system transfer function and noise propagation. [6, 7]

Beam Based Feedback

Network Attached Device

The LLRF system can hold the amplitude of each cavity
relative to its amplitude reference, but the absolute amplitude
of each cavity is hard to characterize. A slow beam-based
feedback system is planned to correct any drift in the control
system hardware. Such a system can also correct long-term
imperfections of the phase reference line. A fast beam based
feedback system could in theory be added to increase this
correction bandwidth, but is left out of the project baseline
as of now.

A low level RF system can be packaged in many diﬀerent
form factors. We chose to develop stand-alone chassis and
communicate via a network, which gets labeled a Network
Attached Device (NAD) or pizza-box. Compared with many
industrial standards, like VXI, VME, μTCA, ATCA, a NAD
can engineer in clean solutions to EMC/EMI and thermal
stability issues, in part because of a lack of artiﬁcial space
constraints.

SYSTEM MODELING

For a feedback loop as shown in Figure 2, the in-band
noise from the receiver side will be added to the cavity ﬁeld
noise, and the noise from the ampliﬁer will be suppressed
by the feedback gain. So as usual, the receiver noise will be
critical for the system performance. The RF signal from cavity forward and reverse waves can couple into the feedback
receiver chain, which will also add error to the cavity ﬁeld.
The critical signals for feedback accuracy are four cavity
probe signals and two phase reference signals; these are
acquired in a Precision Receiver Chassis (PRC), as shown in
Figure 5. The PRC is placed in the rack’s best temperature
controlled area. The phase error is calculated in the PRC
chassis and sent to the RF Station (RFS) chassis in the digital
domain over ﬁber. The remaining RF signals acquired by
the RFS chassis are less critical for cavity ﬁeld stability, so
its ambient temperature control needs are less stringent. The

In order to better understand the system behavior, we
developed a RF control system simulation code and an accelerator end-to-end simulation code.
A superconducting cavity model with multiple mechanical
oscillation modes and multiple electromagnetic modes and
the coupling among them is developed and used in both
codes. The block diagram of the the cavity model is shown
in Figure 4.
The RF control system simulation code is designed to run
on a FPGA directly, so we called the CryoModule On Chip
(CMOC). The CMOC simulation can run in real time, much
faster than achievable with software simulation. So it can
help us model the microphonics and develop low level RF
control algorithm. Such a model can also be used to develop

RF Station and Precision Receiver Chassis
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Up and Down LO Frequency
Another potential path for crosstalk between the transmitter and the receiver is the Local Oscillator, especially when
a single distribution ampliﬁer supplies both the up converter
and down converter. We chose to separate the up and down
converter LO frequency to minimize the cross talk.

Thermal Design

• It keeps microphonically varying forward and reverse
RF signals away from the critical probe RF;

The LCLS-II LLRF system rack will be placed in the
SLAC gallery, where the day/night, summer/winter temperature excursions can go up to 35◦ C. We have engineered a
set of thermal techniques to keep the RF performance stable
in spite of the harsh environment.
The rack itself will be crudely sealed from outside air.
Fans will circulate air through the chassis and a heatexchanger, to extract the ∼250 W dissipated within the rack.
Each RF chassis has cooling air separated from its active
components by a 6 mm thick aluminum plate, which acts
as a thermal low-pass ﬁlter. The airspace with cables and
analog components is “dead,” without turbulence that can
create instability in the measurements. RF and analog circuit boards are thermally connected to the plate with 0.5 mm
thick thermal-conductive foam, and thus are designed without back-side components.

• It digitally duplicates the reference digitizer result
across four stations;

Group Delay

• It keeps the most sensitive measurements away from
most sources of EMI.

The ﬁeld control feedback group delay is budgeted in
Table 1. The 2000 ns total delay can sustain 40 kHz closed
loop bandwidth.

Figure 5: Simpliﬁed RF Architecture.
PI ﬁeld-control loop and the RF drive will be implemented
in the RFS chassis.
This separation of chassis has some clear advantages:

Active Resonance Control

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

The cavity resonance frequency is constantly changing
due to external microphonics and helium pressure drift.
When the cavity characteristic frequency is diﬀerent from
the nominal frequency, the system will use extra power to
achieve constant acceleration gradient. An active resonance
control system is designed to tune the cavity to ±0.5 Hz on
average, with allowance for dynamic excursions of ±10 Hz.
A block diagram of the LCLS-II LLRF is shown in Figure
6.

Table 1: LLRF Group Delay Budget
(ns)
50
170
64
140
106
1000
70
40
20
170
100
70
2000

Description
Input analog BPF
ADC pipe (16 cycles at 94.3 MHz)
Precision Rx DSP (12 cycles at 188.6 MHz)
GTP and ﬁber latency
Controller DSP (20 cycles at 188.6 MHz)
Bandpass ﬁlter in DSP (200 kHz)
Notch ﬁlter in DSP (∼800 kHz for 8π/9 mode)
DAC (7 cycles at 188.6 MS/s)
Sideband selection ﬁlter
Estimated SSA
Cables and waveguides
Contingency
Total

Frequencies in the LLRF System
The key frequencies and their relationship in the LLRF
system are summarized in the Table 2. The system repeat
period is 1.4 μs; including the LCLS-I system, the repeat
period is 14 μs. [8]
*Cryomodule Interlocks not shown

Figure 6: LLRF Architecture.
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MODULES DEVELOPMENT AND TEST
The hardware modules of the LCLS-II LLRF prototype
system were built in diﬀerent laboratories, and assembled
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Table 2: LCLS-II SC LLRF Frequencies
fRF
fLO
fPRL
fADCCLK
fDACCLK
fLOdn
fIFdn
fLOup
fIFup

MHz
1300
1320
1300
94.3
188.6
1320
20
1155
145

fRF · 66/65
fRF
fLO /14
fLO /7
fLO
fRF − fLOdn = fADCCLK · 7/33
fLO − fLO /8
fRF − fLOup = fADCCLK · 203/132

=

into chassis as shown in Figure 6. Figure 7 shows a picture
of the RFS chassis, which integrated the frequency up converter, the frequency down converter, the digitizer board,
the digital board, and the power distribution board. The
Down Converter

Figure 8: LCLS-II LLRF 1.3 GHz 6-Channel down converter.

PS Board
Digitizer

Up Converter

(Beneath Digital
Carrier)

Low Noise Digitizer
Digital
Carrier

Figure 7: LCLS-II LLRF RF station.

The down converted IF signal from cavity probes and
the phase reference line signals are digitized with a board
developed at LBNL as shown in Figure 9. The digitizer
board is designed to synchronously convert up to 8 IF signals
to digital; it also can provide two channels of DAC output
(used in the RF Stations) as well as extra digital pins. [9]

PRC chassis shares most of its design with the RFS chassis,
except it does not have the up converter board and associated circuits. The resonance control chassis uses the same
digital board, along with stepper motor drives and low-noise
high-resolution analog outputs for the piezoelectric actuators.
Chassis communicate to each other via ﬁber link through
the QSFP modules on the digital carrier board.

The 1.3 GHz RF signal is mixed with the distributed Local
Oscillator and low pass ﬁltered to generate an Intermediate
Frequency (IF) signal which can be digitized. Both noise
and crosstalk between channels will contribute to receiver
measurement errors.
A low noise 6-channel down converter board was developed at FNAL as shown in Figure 8. The board uses a MiniCircuits SYM-25DMHW+ level 13 mixer. The board is
directly mounted to the chassis rear panel, to eliminate extra
cable and connectors in the critical input path. Each channel gets its own power regulator to minimize the crosstalk
through power supply lines. Surface mounted connectors
and components together with the via fence conﬁne the signal to a single layer. Aluminum covers enclose each channel
to improve isolation. Bench tests show the board achieves
√
>87 dB channel-to-channel isolation and <-157.7 dBm/ Hz
output noise.

Figure 9: LCLS-II LLRF digitizer board
The system local oscillator is divided down by a clock
divider buﬀer (LMK01801) to provide clocks for ADCs
and DAC. The AD9653 ADC from Analog Devices was
chosen for its 77.5 dB signal to noise ratio, and because it
only requires 5 FPGA pins per channel.
Bench tests show the board achieve
>80 dB channel-to√
channel isolation and <-151 dBc/ Hz additive phase noise.

FPGA Processing Algorithm
DSP in the FPGAs implements all the required functionality of the system; the analog electronics serve as I/O for the
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FPGA. The Field Control feedback loop uses two FPGAs
(PRC and RFS), and a high-speed (4 Gbaud) ﬁber link between them. The Resonance Control feedback loop also uses
two FPGAs (RFS and Resonance), and another ﬁber link between them. In a sense we use the set of ﬁber communication
paths the same way previous decades used a Eurocrate backplane; except with checksums, signal strength monitoring,
and zero EMI.
We have coded, and tested in simulation, the main Field
Control loop based on Self-Excited loop concepts [10]
that have proven themselves suitable for the narrow-band,
microphonics-stressed, strong-Lorentz-detuning CW SRF
environment.

ISBN 978-3-95450-180-9

forward and reverse signals for the two systems. Actually
driving the SSA and cavity requires swapping just one cable
per cavity.
Test plans are in-place to exercise the system and measure
its performance. [11]
Figure 10 shows the chassis as installed in FNAL’s CryoModule Test Station (CMTS), which includes the power
supply, PRC, RFS, and resonance control chassis. A fan
is installed on the top of the rack, and the rack is coarsely
sealed, to force air through each of the chassis for cooling.
We have started to collect some initial data to calculate
the cavity loaded Q L , measure microphonics of that environment, and characterize SSA linearity.

SUMMARY
High precision RF control of the accelerator cavity ﬁeld
is required for the LCLS-II project. A series of architecture
choices have been made by the project, making it possible to
develop a high precision RF control system. A collaboration
team of LLRF experts from four laboratories designed the
LLRF system with value engineering in mind. A prototype
of the system has been developed and bench tested with
state-of-the-art performance. The integrated system will be
tested on the project’s prototype CryoModule.
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Initial Test Setup in FNAL CMTS
LCLS-II project built a prototype CryoModule (pCM) and
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be tested at JLAB. The cryomodule characterization will
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STUDY OF THE ELECTRICAL CENTER OF A RESONANT CAVITY
BEAM POSITION MONITOR (RF-BPM) AND ITS INTEGRATION WITH
THE MAIN BEAM QUADRUPOLE FOR ALIGNMENT PURPOSES
S. Zorzetti1∗ , M. Wendt, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
L. Fanucci, University of Pisa, Pisa, Italy
1 also at University of Pisa, Pisa, Italy

To achieve the luminosity goals in a next generation linear
collider, acceleration and preservation of ultra-low emittance
particle beams is mission critical and requires a precise alignment between the main accelerator components. PACMAN
is an innovative doctoral training program, hosted by CERN,
with the goal of developing high accuracy metrology and
alignment methods and tools to integrate those components
in a standalone, automatic test bench. The method will
be validated on CLIC components, a proposed Compact
Linear Collider currently studied at CERN. The alignment
between the electrical center of the Beam Position Monitor
(BPM) and the magnetic center of the associated Main Beam
Quadrupole (MBQ) is of particular importance to minimize
the emittance blow-up, and therefore in the focus of the PACMAN project. On a first stage the two components have
been independently characterized on separated test benches
by stretched and vibrating wire techniques. Preliminary conclusions are presented in this paper, with emphasis on the
characterization of the electrical center of the BPM.

mechanically centered on a common support. By means of a
stretched-wire the electrical center of the BPM and the magnetic center of the MBQ are located. The wire is made out of
copper-beryllium, with 0.1 mm diameter, it is tensioned by a
stepper motor and, fixed on two specular end points, passes
through the MBQ-BPM assembly. Two lateral 2-DOF stages
are used to move the wire with respect to the devices [2].

A GENERAL OVERVIEW OF THE
PACMAN MODULE
The following steps were taken to develop the MBQ-BPM
pre-aligned system and fiducialize the electromagnetic offset.
1. The single components are separately characterized
and calibrated: the MBQ by means of vibrating wire
techniques [3], the BPM using stretched-wire methods;
2. The BPM and the MBQ are mechanically aligned on a
common axis;
3. Initially, the assembly is studied in a laboratory environment and then moved on the platform of a Coordinate
Measuring Machine (CMM) 1 , in a temperature controlled and clean room;

THE PACMAN PROJECT AT CERN
The PACMAN [1] project is an Innovative Training Network (ITN), hosted by CERN and funded by the European
Marie Skłodowska-Curie action. It is a multi-disciplinary
network, including 10 Early Stage Researchers (ESRs), academic and industrial partners. The purpose is to develop innovative alignment strategies and technologies for the future
generation of particle accelerators. The technical development is associated to the CLIC and therefore the tests are
associated to its components.

4. The magnetic center of the MBQ and the electrical
center of the BPM are located, each with the respective
measurement method;
5. Through non-contact sensors the fiducialization process
was performed. Two wire positions are recorded, one
in point of the MBQ magnetic center, the other in the
BPM electrical center.

ALIGNMENT STRATEGY
For CLIC, it is required that the main accelerator components, such as Beam Position Monitors (BPM), Accelerating
Structures (AS) and Main Beam Quadrupoles (MBQ), are
aligned with very tight tolerances, in the order of 14 µm for
the main linac. It is foreseen that the modules are pre-aligned
on a common girder of 2 m of length, with the final beambased active alignment taking place in the CLIC tunnel to
optimize the beam trajectory. In this scenario, PACMAN
is proposing a wire-based pre-alignment methodology. In
order to validate its feasibility, an assembly between the
cavity BPM and MBQ was developed: the Final PACMAN
Alignment Bench (FPAB - Fig. 1). It has the components
∗

silvia.zorzetti@cern.ch

6. Beyond the non-contact CMM probes, also microtriangulation and Frequency Scanning Interferometry
(FSI) technologies are employed for the fiducialization.
With the knowledge of the offset calibration constant between the magnetic center of the quadrupole and the electrical center of the position cavity BPM, the particle beam
position measurements will be referenced to the quadrupole
magnetic center and allow to detect beam misalignments
with respect to this point. Moreover, as the beam drifts offcenter, an active nanopositioning system will automatically
operate, correcting the quadrupole position and recentering
the beam to its magnetic center.
1

Maximum uncertainty: 0.3µm + L/1000, where L is the length of the
device under test expressed in [mm]
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Figure 1: Technical assembly of the PACMAN bench (Source: H. Mainaud Durand et al. in Proc. IPAC’16, pp. 58–61).

THE CLIC/CTF3 CAVITY BPM

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

The cavity BPM used for CLIC and for the CLIC Test Facility (CTF3) is composed of both a dipole and a monopole
mode cavity and resonating at 15 GHz (3D design in Fig.
2) [4]. As of the excellent resolution proprieties, anticipated to be 50 nm in space and 50 ns in time, this BPM
meets the CLIC requirements, allowing the detection of
sub-micrometetric beam drifts from the center of the focus
quadrupole. It is therefore also in the focus of the PACMAN project in order to realize the first prototype alignment
bench (FPAB). The position cavity is operating with the
dipole mode, through monopole mode discrimination via
the slot-coupled lateral waveguides. The picked-up signal
is null when the beam is at the center of the cavity, and is
proportional to its position when offset. This cavity was
studied in a laboratory environment through stretched-wire
technologies. Its mechanical ability to resolve nanometric
wire displacements and resolution limit were demonstrated
to be up to 3 nm in laboratory through a static measurement
process [5].

tion. Scattering parameters measurements take place though
a Vector Network Analyzer (VNA). A schematic view of the
setup is shown in Fig. 3.
As the wire is stretched through the cavity and moves
in the transverse plane, it couples the electric field. It was
observed that the most sensitive scattering parameters to
locate the electrical center are those between adjacent ports
in phase argument, e.g. ∠S41, as it returns a linear behaviour
around the electrical center, with an associated 180° phase
transition (see Fig. 3c).

BPM MEASUREMENTS ON THE FPAB
The final PACMAN bench was assembled and shown
in Fig. 4. The fiducialization process was performed on
the CMM platform. The CMM is able to detect the wire
position through a non-contact sensor (Leitz Precitec). Also
the micro-triangulation system was in operation as crosscheck fiducialization method [6].

BPM-MBQ Offset

Figure 2: 3D view of the CLIC cavity BPM.

BPM Measurements Setup
The wire is used as a passive probe, coupling the electric field. The cavity is excited by the lateral slot coupled
waveguides, the same are also used for picking up the signal
resulting from the excitation induced and the wire perturba-

To determine the two coordinates of the electrical center
on the BPM transverse plane, 1-DOF was fixed and a position sweep was performed along the free direction. This
was repeated on two specular and parallel lines separately
along the horizontal and the vertical axis (refer to Fig. 3c).
Preliminary BPM measurements are presented in Fig. 5,
through the analysis of the phase argument between adjacent
ports. The wire is moved by the lateral translation stages
with an incremental step size of 50 µm. The plotted position
is that one returned by feedback system of the translation
stages. At each wire step, the VNA, which is plugged to the
lateral BPM pickups, performs 4-port scattering parameters
measurements.The cross-sections, between the two specular
plots in phase, identify the transverse coordinate in which
the electrical center changes its polarity, and therefore the
electrical center location.
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(a) Front view.

(b) Side view.
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(c) ∠S41 2D scan of the BPM position
cavity

Figure 3: Measurement setup and scattering parameter scan.

CONCLUSIONS

Figure 4: CMM assembly.

The PACMAN study is at a final stage. First measurements of the electromagnetic offset between the quadrupole
and BPM were performed and here presented, showing a
misalignment better than 12.5 µm on the horizontal axis
and 5 µm on the vertical one. Further measurements are
on-going to fiducialize with a higher precision the electromagnetic offset. This study represents a milestone in the
alignment strategy studies for the future generation of particle accelerators, allowing, through a precise micrometric
mechanical alignment and the following fiducialization, a
valuable increasing of performances and efficiency.
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Figure 5: Horizontal and vertical coordinates of the electrical
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GEM*STAR ACCELERATOR-DRIVEN SUBCRITICAL SYSTEM FOR
IMPROVED SAFETY, WASTE MANAGEMENT,
AND PLUTONIUM DISPOSITION
M. A. C. Cummings†, R. Johnson, T. Roberts, R. Abrams, Muons, Inc., Batavia, IL USA
Abstract
The GEM*STAR system employs a high-power SRF
proton accelerator with a spallation neutron target to provide a source of neutrons, and a molten salt/graphite core.
This results in a lower cost, subcritical nuclear reactor
design that has many attractive features, among which are
the following. It eliminates the need for a critical core,
fuel enrichment, or reprocessing. Fissionable fuel is dissolved in the high-temperature molten-salt fuel. The reactor cannot attain a critical mass and contains almost a
million times fewer volatile radioactive fission products
than conventional reactors like those at Fukushima.‡ Volatile radioactive fission products are continuously purged.
The GEM*STAR [1] reactor can, without redesign, burn
spent nuclear fuel, natural uranium, thorium, or surplus
weapons material. A first application is to burn up to 34
tons of excess weapons grade plutonium as an important
step in nuclear disarmament under the 2000 Plutonium
Management and Disposition Agreement, in which The
U.S. and Russia each agreed to dispose of 34 tons of
weapons-grade plutonium. The process heat generated by
this W-Pu can be used for the Fischer-Tropsch conversion
of natural gas and renewable carbon into 1.24 billion gallons of low-CO2-footprint, drop-in synthetic diesel fuel
per ton of W-Pu, for use by the DOD or for other purposes.

Copyright © 2016 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

GEM*STAR SYSTEM
The Green Energy Multiplier*Subcritical Technology
for Alternative Reactors (GEM*STAR) is a subcritical
thermal-spectrum reactor operating with a molten salt fuel
in a graphite matrix in a continuous flow mode, initially at
keff ~ 0.99. Accelerator-produced neutrons supplement
the fission neutrons. The beneficial combination of three
reactor technologies (largely neglected since 1970) – molten salts, accelerator-produced neutrons, and the use of a
graphite moderator – enable a versatile reactor that addresses multiple problems associated with conventional
nuclear reactors and their fuel cycle: safety, nuclear proliferation, nuclear waste, limited fuel, and geologic storage. Unlike the several “Generation IV” reactor technologies, GEM*STAR mitigates or eliminates all of them.
The key point is that GEM*STAR operates in subcritical mode driven by an enormous neutron flux gener____________________________________________

† macc@muonsinc.com
‡ There is enough 239Pu to form a critical mass if it were Pu
metal in a sphere, but chemically combined into PuF4 it cannot
achieve a critical mass.

ated by a proton beam. This means that fission stops within 1 second after the proton beam is turned off, which is a
passive response to essentially any accident scenario;
without fission, passive air-cooling is sufficient. That flux
also means that GEM*STAR can burn fuels no conventional reactor can use: spent nuclear fuel, natural uranium,
natural thorium, its own output stream, and even depleted
uranium. It burns these fuels without fuel reprocessing or
uranium enrichment, greatly reducing proliferation concerns. This turns “waste” into fuel – enormous amounts of
it: with a fleet of GEM*STAR reactors there is enough
uranium out of the ground today to supply 100% of the
current U.S. electricity usage for more than 1,000 years.

Accelerator-Driven Reactors
Cyclotrons and electrostatic accelerators played an essential role in the early development of nuclear technology. The first significant quantity of enriched 253U was
produced from “Calutrons”, developed under E.O Lawrence at Berkeley Laboratory. Later, in the early 1950s,
Lawrence constructed much more powerful accelerators
for neutron production to produce 239Pu from neutron
capture on 238U - the “Mark I” of the material test accelerator (MTA). The MTA was a drift tube linear accelerator,
designed for both high current and then-high energy, with
a diameter of 19m and length of 27m, and reached unprecedented currents of 50 mA of deuterons at 10 MeV
for an average power of 0.5 MW – 2 million times larger
than that of the Berkeley cyclotrons. A larger version was
planned, but discovery of abundant uranium deposits in
New Mexico and Colorado, and the success of plutonium
production in reactors at Oak Ridge and Hanford, ended
the MTA initiative.
For 40 years, accelerator science was driven by basic,
rather than applied, science. In the 1990s, Carlo Rubbia
proposed an “Energy multiplier” [2], based on a proton
cyclotron that produced neutrons to power a thoriumbased reactor. Charles Bowman also proposed an accelerator-driven system for waste transmutation [3]. The multiMW accelerators necessary seemed neither feasible nor
practical until the development of superconducting RF.
Today, beam power over 1 MW has been achieved at Oak
Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) and the European
Spallation Source (ESS). The need for higher intensity
beams for future accelerators is driving R&D for powerful proton sources that are increasingly cost effective.
One of the concerns for accelerator-driven subcritical
reactor systems (ADSR) is that frequent accelerator trips
would cause mechanical fatigue in reactor fuel rods.
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Figure 1: A conceptual schematic of the GEM*STAR reactor system. The molten salt reactor allows operation for many
different types of fuel. The accelerator is tuned to optimize the reaction required by the fuel. Run in subcritical mode,
the reactor stops within one second of turning off the accelerator. Passive air-cooling is then sufficient.
These concerns are eliminated by the use of molten-salt
fuel and an accelerator design optimized for availability.
The Molten Salt Reactor Experiment (MSRE) [4] ran at
ORNL from 1964-1969. It was a critical reactor that
demonstrated key aspects of using molten salt fuel with
several different types of fuels. Interesting to note that it
was routinely powered down for weekends, which no
conventional reactor can do. The project was abandoned
in 1970 when emphasis went to Fast Breeder Reactors
(FBR).
In addition to new accelerator technology and a thorough study of the use of molten salts in reactors, new materials and new simulation techniques are now available
for the design and construction of these new reactors and
validation of their neutron economy.
The main elements of the GEM*STAR system are a
high-power proton accelerator with associated beam
transport, the GEM*STAR reactor, and the ancillary facilities for utilizing the heat output for electricity generation
and/or chemical processes. Many different fuels can be
used with no reconfiguration of the reactor itself, including its own waste. A conceptual schematic of the elements is shown in Fig. 1.
The heart of the GEM*STAR system is the reactor,
which consists of a graphite core matrix of tubular elements through which molten salt containing the fuel mixture circulates. As illustrated schematically in Fig. 2,
pumps drive the molten salt down the periphery, up
around the holding tank, and up through the graphite
tubes, which act as the moderator, and back to the periphery. The molten salt level is maintained by an overflow
pipe that returns the excess molten salt to the holding
tank. A helium gas flow above the salt level is used to

Figure 2: Cross-sectional view of GEM*STAR reactor
driving an external diesel fuel generator

Figure 3: Screen shot of GEM*STAR reactor core from
MuSim: the graphite carbon is red-brown, salt is blue, the
spallation target (natural uranium) is green.
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Figure 4: Configuration of a GEM*STAR reactor driven by a cost-reduced version of the ORNL SNS 1014 MeV proton accelerator (not to scale). HEBT denotes high energy beam transport. An accelerator of this type could support up to
four GEM*STAR reactors in the plutonium disposition application.
purge the volatile products from the reactor core. No zircon or water is present, which avoids the risk of hydrogen
explosions, seen in Fukishima. The molten salt mixture is
shown in magenta, helium gas is shown in green; secondary flow loop tubes, shown in blue, carry process heat
from the core to an external heat exchanger for use by the
applications for generating diesel fuel. The reactor core is
shown in Fig. 3, simulated with Muons, Inc. software,
MuSim [5] (described below).
The fuel can be LiF salt mixed with fluorides of plutonium, natural uranium, and thorium, as well as fluoridated
spent nuclear fuel rods and surplus weapons material,
such as highly enriched 235U and weapons-grade 239Pu.
The fuel preparation does not require MOX processing
and encapsulation. Since the number of neutrons generated by the beam is independent of any particular fission
chain reaction, a variety of fissile and fertile materials can
be handled with one reactor design by varying the beam
power. The reactor operates subcritically with 0.90 < keff
< 0.98, which can also be varied depending on operational requirements of a particular reactor.

NEUTRON PRODUCTION
The production of neutrons by energetic proton beams
depends on a number of parameters: beam energy, target
material, target length, target diameter, etc. Neutron production has been measured experimentally [6] and simulated using FLUKA [7] and MCNPX [8] codes. Figure 5
shows experimental data, simulation results, and a (linear)
empirical relation of neutron production in the range 200
MeV to 1600 MeV. Uranium targets produce about 60%
to 90% more neutrons per proton than Pb or W, due to
higher A and neutrons produced in fission reactions.
The energy multiplier shown in Fig. 6 takes into account the action of thermalized neutrons in energy multiplication and shows that proton beam energies as low as
600 MeV may suffice for ADSR operations. It is calculated using beam from G4beamline [9] and a reactor simulation in MCNP 6.1, then plotted vs. the proton beam energy. This was generated with the software tool MuSim,
described next.

The GEM*STAR Accelerator
The accelerator for the GEM*STAR system is a proton
accelerator in the energy range from 600 MeV to 1 GeV.
Figure 4 shows the GEM*STAR reactor as driven by a
proton linac based on the ORNL SNS 1 GeV design. The
ORNL SNS was designed to produce neutrons for a variety of research and application uses, not ADSR.
For a transmutation demonstration system the beam
power required is 1 MW, which corresponds to a current
of 1.6 mA at 600 MeV, or 1 mA at 1 GeV. For a transmutation demonstration, the requirement for beam trips of up
to 5 minutes is <2500/year, and the accelerator availabil- Figure 5: Neutron production per incident proton as a
ity requirement is >50%, which are considerably less function of proton energy for targets 10 cm diameter by
stringent than for a commercial electric power, and are 60 cm long for data and FLUKA simulations [4].
easily met. The GEM*STAR prototypes can also be designed for lower power, modular applications.
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simple equilibrium overflow system where the volume
flow in equals volume flow out (“feed and bleed”). Figure
8 shows a graphical representation of this concept. The
salt circulates by pumps and also moves slowly by natural
convection; it is passively air-cooled in the event of a
power outage.

Figure 6: The energy multiplier as a function of incident
beam energy. This is (total thermal energy) / (total beam
energy).

MuSim Simulation of Neutron Production
MuSim is a new simulation tool developed by Muons,
Inc. that facilitates MCNP6.1 and GEANT4 simulations
by providing advanced visualization capabilities, flexibility and versatility. Figure 7 shows an example of a
MuSim simulation for GEM*STAR. The neutrons are
almost fully contained within the core, while some gammas escape. This includes all processes in the target and
core, including fissions in the target and in the fuel.

Figure 8: Description of approach to equilibrium operation in a “feed and bleed” system.

SAFETY AND OTHER BENEFITS

Figure 7: MuSim simulation of neutrons and gammas
produced by a single 1 GeV proton on a U target in the
GEM*STAR reactor. Neutron tracks are green and gamma tracks are cyan. Graphite elements are shown in
brown and the molten fuel mixture of LiF and UF4 in the
tubes is shown in blue. The core is shown in 50% transparency to better visualize the tracks throughout the core.
20,000 tracks out of 585,000 are shown.
A key area of study will be the equilibrium operation of
the molten salt reactor. Depending on the operation, the
initial start up time can take years, but that can be considerably shortened by the appropriate initial starting composition and fuel management. GEM*STAR operates in a

 Sub-critical operation eliminates the need for control
rods and considerably simplifies the safety analysis
 Passive response to essentially all accident scenarios
 Operation at atmospheric pressure eliminates the
need for a pressure vessel
 Fuel in the form of fluoride salts that are mixed with
the primary molten salt eliminates fabrication, installation, replacement and waste management needed
for fuel rods or pellets
 Fuel is in a liquid form, which eliminates the need to
fabricate and replace fuel rods.
 Fuel resides in the core until fully used, and additional fuel is introduced as needed.
 Volatile fission products are continually purged by
the He flow to an external collection facility, eliminating issues with 135Xe and avoiding major radiation
leaks into the atmosphere during accident scenarios.
 Molten fluorides are chemically stable and impervious to radiation. The salts do not burn, explode, or
decompose, even under high temperature and radiation. There are no rapid violent reactions with water
or air.
 Coolant and fuel are inseparable, so any leak or
movement of fuel will be intrinsically accompanied
by a large amount of coolant. Molten fluorides have
high volumetric heat capacity, which allows them to
absorb large amounts of heat during transients.
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GEM*STAR APPLICATIONS
Plutonium Disposition
This is attractive as a first application for GEM*STAR
and an alternative for the U.S. W-Pu disposition program.

Transmutation of Reactor Wastes
GEM*STAR can burn the fissile materials remaining in
spent fuel (SNF) rods and can transmute much of the
long-lived fission products to isotopes with much shorter
lifetimes, thus facilitating storage.

Production of Diesel Fuel
GEM*STAR process heat enables the Fischer-Tropsch
process to synthesize methane into a more complex hydrocarbon called F-T wax. Catalytic conversion produces
diesel fuel and other useful hydrocarbons. Contaminants
in the methane are removed before entering the F-T reactor, so the resulting diesel fuel is a “clean” product.

Electric Power Generation
Generation of electricity by GEM*STAR is done in the
same manner as in conventional power plants, except with
a molten-salt heat exchanger. Due to the stringent requirements for accelerator beam trips and availability,
electric power generation is not considered as an initial
application.
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